
~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler .unc.e du> 

Friday, 11:22 AM 

.@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Strom~a’~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

GSBG Exec Positions for Next Year - Do You Want Your Same Position?? 

CSBC Leadership Application.pdf 

Good mormng Leadership Team, 

Attached is a pdfversion of what was sent through the CSBC listserv this morning. Technically we had 11 positions according to last year’s application. Below ~a-e the available positions for next year 

(we might have more person handle the social media and marketing efforts) 

If you’re interested in returning for next year, please email me back before the end of the day with what 2 positions you’re most interested in. We have new talented students aDplvina so 

can’t promise you a position Ho~,vever, I ~rill give you extra consideration given your work this year. 

Chief Financial Officer 

Chief Marketing Ofticer 

Chief Business Officer - Internal Relations 

Chief Business Ofticer - Corporate Relations 

Executive VP - Sponsorships and Special Events 

Executive VP - Communications and Public Relations 

Executive VP - Social Media 

Executive VP - Website Management 

Executive VP - Advertising and Fundralsing 

Executive VP - Internships and Jobs 

Have a great weekend, 



APPLICATION DUE BY ~t~AY~ AT 5:GOPher1! 

SEND TO AT: ~:~ .................. 

FACULTY ADVISOR: DR. DEBBY 

STROMAN 

EXSS SPORT ADMINISTRATION 

DSTRO@UNC.EDU 

LEADERSHIP APPLICATION 

~v~ission 

The Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) was established to support the academic and professional 

success of University of North Carolina students pursuing a career in the sports industry. CSBC seeks to 

encourage and empower the leadership development o fits membership through the identification, 

partnership, and participation in purposeful business and/or sporting activities. CSBC will achieve this 

mission through the connection and collaboration of its membership with the faculty, staff, students, 

athletic department and businesses of the UNC and Triangle communities. 

The Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC) is now taking applications for next year’s 
executive board team. The positions are as follows: 

Official CSBC Treasurer 

Accountable for all monies/funds of the organization 

Keeps the official financial records 

Works with CBO of Corporate Relations to purchase gifts and/or thank you cards for guests speakers 

Reports monthly deposits and expenditures to Dr. Stroman 

Develops and maintains club budget 

Receives funds from corporate sponsors 

Collects dues from club members at meetings 

Processes receipts and ensures that reimbursements are made 

NOTIFICATION DATE: ON OR BEFORE WEDN~$DAY~ 

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS TO I AT: 



APPLICATION DUE BY ~t~AY~ 

SEND TO AT: 

Official CSBC Secretary" 

Takes minutes at club meetings to post on CSBC website 

Works with Senior VP Website Manager to ensure all meting minutes are accurately posted online 

Serves as a contact between other on-campus student organizations and the athletics department 

Seeks out ne~v events and organizes them ~vith other student organizations for CSBC 

Work closely with Exec VP of Communications and PR to foster better relations with other student 

organizations within UNC community (i.e. the Kenan-Flagler Business School, UNC School of Journalism 

& Mass Communication, Carolina Athletics Association) 

Obtains the professional bio of club speakers to introduce them at all club meetings 

Communicates and builds relationships ~vith corporate professionals 

Emails professional contacts 2-3 days prior to club meetings to address any concerns or questions 

Obtains the professional bio of club speakers to introduce them at all club meetings 

Follow up with guest speakers by sending a thank you emai] on behalf of the CSBC (bcc the President) 

Obtains funds for organization from partnering companies 

Organizes off-campus trips (i.e. Charlotte Bobcats, Carolina tturricanes) with Exec. VP of Sponsorships 

and Special Events 

Works with CFO to purchase gifts and/or thank you cards for guests speakers. 

Spearhead all marketing efforts for CSBC in Woolen Gym and across the entire campus 

Communicate with EXSS professors, classmates, etc. in order to better spread the word for upcoming events 

Work closely with Exec. VP of Internship/Jobs to post sports-related internships/job opportunities over t~vitter 

Work closely with Senior VP of Fundraising and Advertising to ensure club promotional offers are correctly 

and efficiently marketed to all CSBC members and the UNC campus community 

Brainstorn~ creative, irmovative marketing strategies for the CSBC to increase our on-campus presence 

In charge of planning, coordinating, scheduling, and successfully executing all C SBC events, including 

joint events with other on campus clubs/organizations 

Organize and work closely with Sr. VP of Advertising and Fundraising to put on charity event(s) in the 

spring (i.e. }loops for the Homeless Charity Basketball Tournament) 

Works with CBO of Corporate Relations to organize off-campus trips 

NOTIFICATION DATE: ON OR BEFORE W~N~$DAY~ 

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS TO AT: 



APPLICATION DUE BY ~t~AY, 

SEND TO AT: 

Take pictures at all club meetings (use professional camera or camera phone) 

Work closely with Senior VP of Website Management to post club pictures on our ~vebsite 

Work closely with CBO of Internal Operations to foster increased interaction with Kenan-ldagler 

Business School and their undergraduate clubs (Marketing Club, Finance Club, Accounting Club, 

Minority Business Student Alliance) 

Actively ~live tweet" at all CSBC events / meetings to increase our social media image 

In charge of maintaining new CSBC Facebook ~like" page, CSBC Twitter handle, CSBC LinkedIn 

page and CSBC Instagram Account 

Responsible for ~veekly posts about club news, events, and sports-related topics going on in sports 

business industry 

Work with Chief Marketing Officer to ensure daily tweets about CSBC events are circulating across 

our twitter account 

Work closely with Exec. VP of Internship/Jobs to post sports-related internships/job opportunities over 

twitter 

In charge of online brand management for CSBC---consistently use the hashtag #CSBC when posting 

info about club events / meetings and using our official CSBC logo 

Works with Chief Business Officer of Internal Operations to make sure club meeting minutes are 

posted online 

Posts specific info~Tnation regarding all club events/meetings online 

In charge of updating the officer list with names, bios, and pictures once all officer positions are 

finalized 

Create all flyers 1Br club events / meetings 

Work closely with the Chief Marketing Officer to advertise club promotions (i.e. CSBC wristbands, t- 

shirts) 

Work closely with Exec VP of Sponsorships and Special Events to ensure all club meeting flyers are 

professionally done and advertised correctly 

Work closely with Dr. Stroman to post new sports-related internships on Sakai 

Constantly check TeamWork Online, Twitter, and other online outlets that may offer internships 

Work closely with the Exec VP of Social Media and the Chief Marketing Officer to post internship/job 

opportunities on Facebook and Twitter 

NOTIFICATION DATE: ON OR BEFORE W~DN~$DAY~ 

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS TO AT: 



APPLICATION DUE BY ~t~AY~ 

SEND TO AT: 

Name: 

Preferred Email: 

Grade Year for Fall 

Years of Experience in Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC): 

Position(s) Applied For (pick top three choices): (1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Mobile Phone:(    ) 

The CSBC traditionally has monthly meetings on the 3’d Monday of each month. Knowing this ahead of 

time, how many hours per week on average can you seriously devote to the CSBC? ..... Briefly 

explain any other time commitments you anticipate having next year. If you’re on any other UNC 

student organization Executive Board, please list that below as well: 

NOTIFICATION DATE: ON OR BEFORE W~N~$DAY~ 

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS TO AT: 



APPLICATION DUE BY ~t~AY~ 

SEND TO AT: 

:1. Of all the numerous UNC student organizations on campus, why is the CSBC so important to 

you? 

2. Why should you specifically be placed on the CSBC Leadership Team? What made 

you interested in applying to be a CSBC officer versus being an active CSBC member for next 

year? 

3. What value added will you bring to the CSBC Leadership Team? How do you plan to help the 

CSBC continue to grow as a nationally recognized sport business club? 

4. What specifically do you wish to change about the CSBC? How do you plan to implement this 

change as a potential Exec Board officer? 

5. What specifically do you enjoy about the CSBC? How do you plan on continuing the CSBC legacy 

as a potential Exec Board officer? 

6. If you were tasked with thinking of a new, innovative idea to increase student engagement with 

the CSBC and its corporate partners, what would be your idea? How would you go about 

implementing it? 

7. What’s your "why" in life? What’s your reason for why you do whatever you do on a daily basis? 

NOTIFICATION DATE: ON OR BEFORE W~N~$DAY~ 

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS TO AT: 



@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;.                             @live.unc.edu>; 
~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

GSBG Exec Positions for Next Year - Do You Want Your Same Position?? 

Good morning :) 

Below is what I sent to all the rising juniors and seniors on this year’s current Exec Board. I singled you 6 out b ecause I’ve really admired your dedication and hard work in helping take the CSBC to the 

next level tins year. 

I envision all new/returning       CSBC officers will be"Vice-Presidents" under my leadersinp. Note: I took off the Chief Operating Officer position on the official application I want one of you 6 to 

specifically have that positio~ ~ ~ext year I                    had it this year) 

Assuming you all wish to serve on the E-Board again next year. I’m willing to make the folinwing decision (Dr. Stroman please feel free to step in here ff you disagree): Yo’a 6 c~ keep you~ ~arren~ 

To me. there’s no point in reinventing the wheel nor making you all formally reapply since I already know you and have coz~fidence in your body of work. 

Thoughts/suggesfions/comments from anyone? 

From:                                          ~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC Exec Positions for Next Year - Do You Want Your Same Position?? 

Good morning Leadership Team. 

Attached is a pdfversinn of what was sent through the CSBC listserv tins morning Technically we had 11 positions according to last year’s application Below are the available positions for next year 

(we might have more person handle the social media and ma~-keting efforts) 

If you’re interested in returning for next year. please email me b ack b el�re the end of the day ~,vith ~,~,-hat 2 positions you’~e most interested in. We have new. talented students applying so I can’t promise 

you a position However. I will give you extra consideration given you~- work this year. 

Cinef Financial Officer 

Chief Marketing Officer 

Cinef Business Officer - Internal Relations 

CinefBusiness Officer - Corporate Relations 

Executive VP - Sponsorships and Special Events 

Executive VP - Commu~cations and Public Relations 

Executive VP - Social Media 

Executive VP - %%’ebsite Management 

Executive VP - Advertising and Fundraising 

Executive VP - Internsinps and Jobs 

Have a great weekend. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ricky- < @yahoo.tom> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 11:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah t, <dstro@unc.edu> 
Entry levd px~si~don at IXMS 

Debby--                                                                      ~       ~ 
There is an entry- level position in the sales and marketing dept at Las Vegas Motor Speedway that may be coming open in the next few weeks. It would involve servicing sponsors that the 
sales types have sold to. Please let your graduating students ~aow to email me their resumes if they would be willing to move to Las Vegas irmnediately upon graduation next month Interest 
in motors ports would be good but is no required. But tell them not to email me unless they can see themselves moving out there for at least a couple of years. Thanks 

Ricky 

Sere from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Courtney Knowling <cknowling@sIx~rtsbusinessjournal.com> 

Friday, 12:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Celebration Week - You are INVITED! 

Sorry I missed your call on Sunday, I hope BAW went well!! 

Much to discuss.,,CSB¢, 

I will ~:ry you th~s weekend! 

C 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
$ent: Wednesday,           9:21 PN 
To: Nick Lennon; Kevin York; Cou~ney Knowlin~; Antoine~e Lecky; gabbyp@carolinahurricanes.com; Adrian Pringle; Kyle Nil~ (Google Drive); Kincheloe, Hatcher 

(Hatcher.Kincheloe~im~world.com); 
Co: I                                 Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= CSBC Celebration Week - You are [NV~D~ 

Hi Much Missed Students~ Please let me know if you can come be on the panel on this Tuesday. See attached. 

Thanks] 

Any time between 5:00 and 6:00, you are welcome. We can do a quick bite afterwards if you are available. 

Wishin~ you the very best, 

Dr. Stroman 

Bes~ Taac.hers2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 3:17 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edtr~; Napier. Mary E <mnapie@email.nnc.edu-~; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan- 

flagler.nnc.edu-~; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Cone, Jndith <jacone@emml.nnc.edu-~; Stroman, Detx~rah L 

<dstro@nnc.edu>; Lane, Brent <Brent Lm~e@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; Greis, Noel P <noel~greis@unc.edu>; Little, Mark 

<Mo~k Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Marym~n Feldmm~ < @gmail.com>; Johnson, Jim <lohnsonJ@kenm~- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Lebold, Matthew <Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Swanson, Margaxet <Margmet Swanson@ken~-flagler.unc.edu>; Spivey, 

Kay Tilley <kay spivey@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

MIT/Skolkovo study of entrepreneurship and innovation in universities 

world/ 

Full report: ~h~t~t~ZZ~w~w~w~:~r~h~r~h~a~.~m~:~.~R~.U.~G~.~R~e~c~e~n~.~t-£~J~!J~Z~.~.~b~r~!~!.~.~9~b~.~~~:~.~~ 
Cynthia ~[,~ ei f ~n i d er 
Director of Research Services & Knowledge Management 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan Center :::: Campus Box 34~40 :::: Chapel Hill, )IC 2~599 3440 

phone: 919J343.3323 .... fax: 919.962.8202 :::: Cynthia [~eifanider@kenan £1agler.~mc.edu :::: htt~://www,kenan Y]ay, ler.unc,eduiK[i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman ~ ~earthlink.net> 

Friday 11:01 PM 

[YNC Latina/o Studies<unc~rogram in latina o studies@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[unc~program in latina o studies] In memory of 

Dem UNC Latina/o Studies listserv: 

I write to inform you of the death of one of my students, , who was also a student in Dr. Laura Halperin’s 

class this semester. 

Another of my students,              who is completing an Independent Study with me on Latin~’os in relation to the Southeast of the United States, has kindly 
provided a blurb and many intbrmative links about           ~nd her contributions to the UNC community m~d to the people whose lives intersected with her own. 

Quoted 

YouCari!~g do;~al:ion si[e ~or her family: 

Another piece I , wrote about her: 

D-rH 

All best wishes, 

Dr, Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

You a~ currently subscribed to unc progrmn in latina o studies as: dslroman(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id~1724563.84e5f048e8d19cfeb3f88553ca94cfld&n T&I unc program in latina o studies&o 32993531 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32993531-41724563.84e5f048e8d19cfeb3Pg8553ca94cfld~listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kJel@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 3:45 AM 

Angela Bryant ~mindspring.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; ’Rick’ <rickp@visions-inc.org> 

RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Angela, thanks, we can do all this. David 

PS please do send any photos we might use for a flier. 

From: Angela Bryant       @mindspring.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2023 4:00 plVl 

To: Kiel, David 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CB¢ Spring Session Dates 

David - also need a separate breakout room if you can secure that as well. Movable Comfortable chairs in a cimle or "u" with tables to side only for 
materials, refreshments etc. for main room and breakout room. Also need flip chart stands and pads. Thanks 
PS- VVill send a couple of articles to be emailed for pre-reading as well and a set of handouts to be copied for session. Thanks 

Al~gela R. Bryam 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2023 20:02 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Angela, we are thinking of a 20-3 time frame on the 27th. Please send me ASAP photos or any other material you would like to be included in a flyer we will develop here. I 
will get a nice room that can comfortably accomodate 28 participants with flexible seating and table + AV projection capacity. Best, David 

From: Angela Bryant       _~mindspring.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2023 8:24 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David - Holding time for an evening event in Halifax County that would need to start at least by 6:30 - will know for sure soon and let you know about 
that. 

Angela R. Bryant 

From: Kiel, David [_m___aj!~;__k_LeJ__~__e_r_t_~_ajL__u__n___c_=_e__d___u_] 
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2023 8:26 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
I heard from Prof. Stroman this morning. We will go with May 27. I am going to discuss start and end time options with her this afternoon, and will be back in touch ASAP. I 
do see you need to be finished by 4pro on that day. David 

From: Angela Bryant       _~mindspring.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2023 7:20 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David and Deborah: Our May dates are: 17, 20, 31. Hope one of these will work. Please clarify time frames involved. On 17th - need to be finished by 4 pm; 

on 20th - need to be finished by 4:30 pm; 
Hope one of these will work. If not, let us know. Thanks much. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 
RecrZ~izb~g, Umtersh~ndi~g a~d Appreciating Dif[ere~c~’s 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2023 3:20 PM 
To: Angela Bryant 

~c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 



Angela, Debbie informs me we have secured the funding (53600) for the two person workshop. David 

From: Angela Bryant, @mindspring.com> 

Date: Mon, 1 Apt 2013 09:42:18 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah - This is great - will send dates asap. Thanks much and look forward to working with you. 

Ange]a ~. Bryant 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, March 26, 2013 :~0:57 AM 

To; Angela Bryant 

C¢-" Stroman, Deborah L 

S,,bject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 

Angela, l just spoke with Professor Stroman, she has talked with the CBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us this spring. We have the funds for one 

consultant at the moment but are exploring whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 

Please send us possible dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 

Per your proposal as follows: 

Proposed Consultant Fees and Expenses: $3600 for consultant fees and expenses 

for two consultants (Black male and female- bios at end of document). $1700 for 

consultant fees and expenses for one consultant (Bryant). 

These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handouts or meeting expenses, e.g. food, facility 

and equipment costs, etc. 

Please note that we are willing to negotiate costs to 

meet your budget and project parameters. 

Group Size: Maximum of 18 participants with two consultants and a maximum of 12 

participants with one consultant. 

From: Angela Bryant < ~mindspring.com> 

Date: Sun, 10 Mar 2013 22:55:14 -0400 

To: David Kiel <k_!e_!_~ .e_ .m_a_]_!:_y__n_.c_:.e_d__u_> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah: Please review the VISIONS Proposal attached along with two a~ticles describing the underlying theoretical approach. Please let me 
know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this opportunity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 
Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

RecrZ~izi~g, U~demt~ndi~g a~d Appreciating Difjerem:~’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick? May- ~yalaoo.com> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 6:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

Debby-- 

I’ve got a bunch of stuff going on that week. IfI can get up to Chapel Hill and be a judge, I will email you. Thin,ks for the invitation 

Ricky May 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Catherine Andruzzi              @gmail.com>; Eric D. <eric@aesconsultantsllc.com>; Livis Freeman 

@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, April 13, 2013 12:05 PM 
Subject: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

~gmail.com>; "Ricky ( @yahoo.com)" 

Hi All. My class, EXSS 328 Sport Entrepreneurship, will present their business pitches on Monday and Wednesday, April 22 & 24. If you are available to be a judge, I 

would be greatly appreciative. There is nothing to prepare for as I will have an evaluation form ready for your comments and ranking. Note: Classes end on Friday, 

April 26. 

Class is 11:00 - 11:50 a.m. 

Woollen 303 

Please let me know if you can do both days, one or none. Thanks for your consideration and assistance to the students this semester! 

Other Sport-related activities next week on campus: 

i. Carolina Sport Business Club-see attached 

2. CSRI - http://www.csriconference.org/and a special Town Hall meeting on the "NCAA and College Sport Issues" on Thursday 4:35 -6:00 p.m. Friday 

Center (Grumman Auditorium) 

3. UNC/Rawlings Town Hall Meeting - Carolina Inn at 1:00- 3:00 p.m. http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=9524 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. 5troman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
www.exss.unc.edu 
~25 ~Noollen - CB ~8700 
Chape~ Hil~, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Kitchen 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 6:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

Deborah - I would love to do this although ne:~ week is fully co~nmitted as I’m leaving the count’ on Wed morning. 

On Apr 13, 2013, at 3:06 PM, Stroman, Deborah L dstro@unc.edu wrote: 

Hi Dina and Jim, Are you available to participate as judges? Thanks for your consideration~ 

d e b b y 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gng~qe, Explore. Empower, 

919,843,0336 
<imageO03 jpg> 

"Yo~ wil! never re~ch your destination i~you s~op ~d throw stones ~ every dog that barks," 

W. Churchill 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Saturday, April ~3, 20~3 3:06 PH 
To= ’Catherine Andruzzi’; ’Eric D.’; ’Livis Freeman’; Ricky ( @yahoo.com) 
Su~je~t~ E~S 328 - You’re ~nvited~ 

H~ All. My class, EXSS 328 Sport EntrepreneursNp, will present their business pitches on Monday and Wednesday, April 22 & 24. If you are available to 

be a judge, I would be ~reatly appredative. There is notNn~ to prepare for as I will have an evaluation form ready for your comments and rankins. 

Note: Classes end on Friday, April 26. 

Class ~s ~:00 - ~:50 a.m. 

Woollen 303 

Please let me know if you can do both days, one or none. Thanks for your consideration and assistance to the students this semester~ 

Other Sport-related activities next week on campus: 

<~--[if ~supportLists]-->L <]--[end~f]->Carolina Sport Business Club -see attached 

<~--[if ~supportLBts]-->2. <]--[endff]-->CSRI - .~~_~E~g_g_O~E~_~_~_:~£~ and a special Town Hall meetin~ on the "NCAA and College Sport 

Issues" on Thursday 4:35 -6:00 p.m. Friday Center (Grumman Auditorium) 

<~--[if ~supportLists]-->3. <~--[endif]-->UNC!Rawlin~s Town Hall Meetin~- Carolina Inn at ~:00- 3:00 p.m. http:!!alumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx? 

sM=9524 

Resards, 

debby 

Deborah L. 5tro~, Ph,D, CLU 
~plore, Engage, Empower, 

315 Woollen 

919,843,033~ 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

<2013 Celebration Week Flyer.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andruzzi < ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 8:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsiro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

Hey Debby, 

Count me as a judge for the 22 & 24th. Also, I plan on attending all the presentations during the week. I roll be driving to NC on Sunday morning. I roll call you on 

my way down. Let me know ifi could be any help to you this week. 

Cathy 

Cathy- Andmzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 
http:/!twitter.com/CathyAndruzzi 
PEP[ Passion-Energy-Perseverance 

On Apr 13, 2013, at 3:05 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi All. My class, EXSS 328 Sport Entrepreneurship, will present their business pitches on Monday and Wednesday, April 22 & 24. If you are available to 

be a judge, I would be greatly appreciative. There is nothing to prepare for as I will have an evaluation form ready for your comments and ranking. 

Note: Classes end on Friday, April 26. 

Class is 11:00 - 11:50 a.m. 

Woollen 303 

Please let me know if you can do both days, one or none. Thanks for your consideration and assistance to the students this semester! 

Other Sport-related activities next week on campus: 

1. Carolina Sport Business Club-see attached 

2. CSRI - http:/iwww.csriconference.orfl/and a special Town Hall meeting on the "NCAA and College Sport Issues" on Thursday 4:35 -6:00 p.m. 

Friday Center (Grumman Auditorium) 

3. UNC!Rawlings Town Hall Meeting- Carolina Inn at 1:00- 3:00 p.m.http:!!alumni.unc.edu!article.aspx?sid=9524 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L, Strorr~n~ PhoD, CLU 
Explore. Engogeo Empower, 
W’w~N,exss, UR¢,ed U 

31,5 Woollen - CB #~700 

Chapel Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

<2013 Celebration Week Flyer.pdf> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday,             2:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <ds~ro@unc.edu:~; 

Bubba C~mningham Flyer 

Bubba Cunnigham.docx 

@unc.edu> 

Attached is the fiver for tomorrow. If anything needs to be fixed, just let me know! I’ll send the others later today, just wanted to go ahead and get this one out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dina -~ ~aol.com~ 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 3:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jim Kitche~ 

Re: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

Happy to be a judge. It is a great opportunity to get our name and what we do out in frout of students 

Thm~ you 

Dma 

Manager, LaUNCh 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Apr 13, 2013, at 3:06 PM, "Stro~nan, Deborah L" < _d__~_t!:_o_~L~__u__~£c:=e_d_u_> wrote: 

Hi Dina and Jim. Are you available to participate as judges? Thanks for your consideration. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph£~. CLU 

En,ga, ge. ~xplore, Empower. 

919.843,0336 
<imageOO3~jpg> 

"You will ~ever reac~ Four desti~atie~ i]Fou stoo and throw ste~es at everv des that barks," 
W. Churchill 

F~m: St~oman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, April ~3, 20~3 3:06 PH 

To: ’Catherine Andruzzi’; ’Eric D.’; ’Livis Freeman’; Ric~ ( ~ahoo, com) 
$u~ject: EXSS 328 - You’re ~nv~d~ 

H~ All. My class, EXSS 328 Sport EntrepreneursNp, will present their business pitches on Monday and Wednesday, April 22 & 24. If you are available to 

be a judge, I would be greatly appreciative. There is nothing to prepare for as I will have an evaluation form ready for your comments and ranking. 

Note: Classes end on Friday, April 26. 

Class is ~:00 - ~:50 a.m. 

Woollen 303 

Please let me know if you can do both days, one or none. Thanks for your consideration and assistance to the students this semesteH 

Other Sport-related activities next week on campus: 

<~--[if ~supportLists]-->~. <~--[endif]-->Carolina Sport Business Club -see attached 

<~--[if ~supportLists]-->2. <]--[end~f]-->CgRI - http:i/www.csdconference.or~i and a special Town Hall meeting on the "NCAA and College Sport 

Issues" on Thursday 4:35 -6:00 p.m. Friday Center (Grumman Auditorium) 

<~--[if ~supportLists]-->3. <]--[end~f]-->UNC/Rawlings Town Hall Meeting- Carolina Inn at ~:00- 3:00 p.m. ~_~_~£_~/_~_~_~_E~:_~9~_:~_~_~_~_~:_~£_~. 

sial=9524 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Strain, Ph.D, CLU 
~plore, Engage. Empower, 

............................................. 

3~5 Woolle~ - CB #gTO0 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

<2013 Celebrati on Week Flyer.pdg"~ 



F~Fom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:04 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Strom~an, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bubba Gunningham Flyer REVISED by and 

CSBC Bubba GunnighamRevised docx; GSBG Bubba GunnigheraRevised_ .docx 

I actually did this right as you were emalling me back haha I literally just moved b oxes around., take your pick of w~ch you liked better between the attached documents. I like both! :) 

From @gmail.com> 

Date: Sundav, 4:52 PM 

To: _~live.unc.edu> 

C:c: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Bubba Cunningham Flyer 

~,rell here it is without that. Let me knowwhat you think! 

On Sun, Apr 14, 2013 at 4:44 PM, .~.live.unc.edu> wrote: 

First of all thank you so much you’re a rock star, 

I’ll let Dr Stroman have the biggest input but I personally tt"ink we can do without the "A!so beind discussed" section on the far riqht..just think it adds more words on the flyer plus we’ll naturally 

have that in all the slide decks for Monday-Wednesday (plus I’ll emall them out ~[ter each meeting for those that couldn’t attend). 

Thoughts? 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Sunday, 2:32 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu>, 
Subject: Bubba Cunningham Flyer 

~)live.unc.edu> 

Attached is the flyer for tomorrow. If any~ng needs to be fixed, just let me know! I’ll send the others later today, just wanted to go ahead and get this one out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, 8:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~W: New submission from Contact Us 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Anderson, Victor L 

Sent: Monday, , , 7:32 AM 

To: McCullen, Ashley D 

Subject: FW: New submission from Contact Us 

Froro: [.mailto: 

Sent: Sunday, 2:29 AM 

To: Anderson, Victor L 

Subject: New submission from Contact Us 

Name 

Email 

What can we do for you? 

Hello, 

My son, and I will be visiting your campus on Thursday, in our first ever trip to North Carolina. has dreamed of attending UNC since he was young 

and has duel interest in trying to meet with representatives from your program while we are there. He has interest in playing soccer for UNC as well as studying Physical 

Therapy or one of the other great majors you have within this program. Would it be possible for us to get a tour of your facility and speak with one of your stakeholders from 

those perspectives while we are in town? We have a campus tour scheduled from 10-12:30 and could come over either before or after that. Please let me know what works 

best for you. Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Belton ¯ @msn.com> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 10:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow Up 

Hello Deborah - 

Thanks for your note and indeed I enjoyed the quality time spent on Friday. Because I have been traveling, I have been away from my computer and thus 

delayed in responding to your note. As promised, below you will find the contact information for William Robinson. 

Sales, NBC Sports & Olympics 

32 Drinking Brook Road 

Monmouth Junction, New Jersey 08852 

~me.com 

It appears from the directory, that this last meeting was last week as he is rotating off the BOV. He also is an ’86 graduate at UNC and should be very 

resource for you. 

To provide a smooth transition, permit me to send him an introductory email so that your contact with him will have added emphasis. Additional email is 

forthcoming. 

By the way, last night I took a wrong turn coming back to my apartment in northern Virginia. The turn took me through the UVA campus which is quite 

larger than what I remember as a young kid riding through with my parents. It was very impressive, even at night. 

Take care. 

David 

From: dstro@unc.edu 

To: _~msn.com 

Subject: Follow Up 

Date: Sat, 13 Apr 2013 16:37:17 +0000 

Hi David. Thanks again for the super time spent. Please remember to share William Robinson’s contact information. I want to share our work with Sport 

Entrepreneurship. Thanks! 

Have a safe trip back to D.C. 

Blessings, 

debby 

E~ore. ~ngage, Empower, 

315 Wool~e~ = CB #~700 
Chape~ H~ll~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

David Belton @msn.com> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 11:21 AM 

@me.corn 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Checking In 

Hello Bill- 

Last week during the UNC Board of Visitors meeting, we didn’t get a chance to connect. On Friday, you sat in the front and I was in the back. However, at 

the end of the last session on demographics with James Johnson, I ran into Dr. Deborah Stroman, a professor in the department of Exercise and Sport 

Science who I suggested that she contact you given your role at NBC. She has a phenomenal approach to sport entrepreneurship which I believe might 

interest you. I have included her in this email so that she can reach out to you herself. 

Meanwhile, though our overlap tenure on the BOV was short, I enjoyed meeting you and hope to stay in contact with you.        _ 

Thanks for everything you do for UNC. 

Take care. 

David C. Belton 

UNC Board of Visitors, Class of 2016 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Belton ¯ @msn.com> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 11:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Tonight: Sports in the New South with Pamela Grundy 

Hello Deborah - 

Sorry that I am just getting the notice below of a program in Charlotte which is right down your alley. In any case, I am sending it to you as an FYI in case 

you need to connect with Pamel Grundy in the future. 

David 

Date: Mon, 15 Apt 2013 10:39:03 -0400 

From: museumofthenewsouthlwx@listwriterx.com 

To: ~msn.com 

Subject: Tonight: Sports in the New South with Pamela Grundy 

Pamela Grundy is an independent historian living in Charlotte, who works on a variety of writing, teaching and museum projects. She has written numerous books and articles on 

sports and on southern history, and has curated several exhibits for Levine Museum of the New South, including The Most Democratic Sport, Turn Your Radio On, and the recent 

Changing Places. Her work has received awards from the Organization of American Historians, the American Historical Association, the American Association of Museums, the North 

American Association for Sports History, the Oral History Association and the History of Education Society. 

The Center for the Study of the New South in UNC Charlotte s College of Liberal Arts & Sciences promotes discourse and dialogue on a rich and diverse constellation of topics and 

ideas relating to the New South. Known as the period of regional history from the end of the Civil War to the modern era, the New South offers a bold tapestry of history, culture, social 

movements, and political issues ripe for reflection and study. 

To send this message to a friend, click het~. 

This message was originally sent to @msn.com. 

To unsubscribe or update your preferences, please click here. To remove yourself from our list, please click here. 
This Broadcast is Copyrighted 2009, Levine Museum of the New South. 

200 E. Seventh Street Charlotte, NC 28202 - 704.333.1887 
The ListWriter Broadcast Mailing System is an exclusive tool of CC Communications, Inc 
205 Regency Executive Park Dr., Suite 100- Charlotte, NC 28217- 704.5431171 





From: dstro@nnc.edu 

Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 11:56 AM 

To: 

Subjet’t: CSBC Celebration Week - TODAY 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. Don’t miss the opportunity to hear our AD, Mr. Bubba Cunningham today at 4:00 p.m. in Felzer 109. Bring a friend! 

Dr. Stroman 

CSBC Bubba Cunnigham FinaJ.lxtf 

This fon~-~xded tnessage was sent via The University ofNo~th C~xolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS51.001 .SP13" site. To ~eply to this message click this 

link to access Messages for this site: EXSS51.001.SP 13. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 6:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Alumni Pa~el Flyer 

Alumni Pm~el.docx 

Doesn’t sound like I’ll be getting the head shots quick enough.. Here is the finalized flyer’. 



Presents: 

-. 2 nd year iaw studer~t; works for sports 
agent!attorney 

Team 

Marketing Group 

Wasserman Media GK>up (NYC) 

Nortt~ <.aK lma H~gt~ School Atblet:k: Assodation 

Hurricanes 

Sl~pi*~g Your 

When: April 16th- 5:00 PN 
Where: Fetzer i09 

Co~tact: theclub@unc.edu 
Or Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit our websJte! 
WWW. ~Tsb ~:[~tr~2. co r~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Website Idea - Create Blog tbr Students 

image001 .j pg 

I was going to put this on the deck for tomorrow and Wednesday. Thought we cotfld intact this idea this summer and for sure in the fall. 

Maybe get student intelest so we know who to target going forward? 

On at 5:54 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Status on this a(:[:ivity? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph£~. CLU 

EngiNe, g~p!ore, Empower, 

9:~ 9,843,0336 

<imageOOl~jpg> 

"You will never reach your destination i, f you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

W, Churchill 

Sent: Thursday, 12:13 PM 
To: 

Subject: CSBC Website Tdea - Create Blog for Students 
Darrilyn. 
Forgot if I’ve replied to this already or not but I thir~k this is a GREAT idea. I’ll include this on the slide deck for C elebration Week. We can also talk about tins at our end of the year 
informal Exec Board meeting, which will likely be this weekend at some point (depending on everyone’s availability) 

TharLks again for your help, ladies! 

From: ~[ive.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 3:55 PM 

To: 5) live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC Website Idea 

H 
I’ve been thinking about ways we can increase traffic to the website and somebody at the last exec meeting suggested that starting a blog might be a good idea. 
I, too, feel a blog would be a great way to increase traffic to the website, especially as we approach Celebration Week. As such, I have attached a draft of an 
email that can be sent to people who have spoken to the club over the years and, with a little tweaking, other people who might be great guest bloggers. 
At the bottom of the document, there is a small list of potential people to reach out to about blogging and the highlighted portions are things that would change in 
the email depending on who we contact. I spoke with Dr. Stroman and she thinks it is a great idea so if you could provide your feedback regarding the idea, 
potential bloggers, how often we should post blogs, etc. it would be very helpful. 
I’m hoping this blog can be the start of an even bigger media presence for The Club. Who knows? Maybe this could expand into a YouTube channel with a weekly 
sports talk show or something in future years. The possibilities are endless! 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 7:15 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] editorial opinion N&O 

,ht~ :/iwww.newsobserver. con~/2013/04/15/2827567/stel?soforou~csochancelloroelect.htrrfl 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro~ur~c.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.ur~c.edulu? 
id-62524524~013 b0048bf~eSfl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5 d&n-T&l-thearg&o-33001568 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33001568-62524524.013bOO48bfegflgcg5elgd71 ld338e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 11:21 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] editorial opinion N&O 

Gina Smith -$500+ per hour - and who signs these agreements? 

On Apt 15, 2013, at 10:26 PM, "Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J" <collored@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

"Expensive outside consultants are not the answer. True solutions must come from within..." 

This line rang really true to me. 
At the same time, I suspect the people who have been involved in the reform probably would say that it has 
come from the inside. 

Rudi 

I:rom: Brooks, Edwin W [ewbrooks@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 7:39 PM 
To." athletics reform group 
Subject." RE:[thearg] editorial opinion N&O 

Dear Mary (and co-authors), 

This is a wonderful piece. ! hope that many will read it, including the ones who need to be involved in the 

solutions, and take steps to follow your wisdom. You could have made even more explicit that the faculty 

have not trusted--or abided by the Honor System for many years. 

from." Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent." Monday, April 15, 2013 7:15 PM 
To." athletics reform group 
Subject." [thearg] editorial opinion N&O 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~ ~ 3/~4/~ 5/2827567/steps-f~r-uncs-chance~~~r-e~ect.htm~ 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=61803861.73 d 1 d9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033 c&n=T&l=thearg& o=33001568 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33001568- 



61803861.73 d 1 d9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033 c(~li stserv.unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: collored~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=61803862.040e9d449a74f670d586ad5 d88d 125b 9&n=T&l=thearg&o=33001650 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33001650- 
61803862.040e9d449a74f670d586ad5d88d125b9@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwillingham@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=61803878.430b 56ab 622ffe 1 b 8703 a97186b e94t’T&n=T&l=thearg& o=33001972 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33001972- 
61803878.430b 56ab622ffe lb8703 a97186be94t’7@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85 e 19d711 d338e5 d&n=T&l=thearg& o=33002080 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33002080-62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d71 ld338e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com> 

Bubba Cunningham pictures 

IMG 2792 copydpg; IMG 2795 copy.jpg; IMG 2797 copy.jpg; IMG 2802 copy.jpg; IMG_2805 copy,jpg; IMG_2815 copy.jpg; 

IMG~28:16 copy,jpg; IMG~2817 copy.jpg; IMG~2824 copy.jpg; IMG~2827 copy.jpg; IMG_2830 copy.jpg; Myles & Cunningham.jpg 

Hello! 

This is my third time trying to send this email. I don’ think that the other two went through; I apologize for bothering you again if: they did. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Best, 

~live.unc.edu 



F~Fom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:59 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Stromau-n, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

GSBG Undergrad Student Blog - PowerPoint Slide 

CSB C_Student Blog_Slide .pptx 

@live.unc.edu> 

V~at do you ladies think about the attached slide for the presentation this afternoon and tomorrowr? Any changes you H1 ~,vant to make? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 7:46 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] EXSS Updates 

TO: EXSS Faculty 

FROM: Kevin Guskiewicz 

Our last EXSS faculty meeting for the semester will be held on Tuesdayp April 30th (3-5PM}. Please mark your calendars, as this is one day earlier than 

announced earlier this year. If you have any agenda items for this meeting, please send them to me by April 2~h. 

I am pleased to announce that Bill Goa has accepted an offer to become the next Director of UNC’s Campus Recreation, and will officially start on July 8, 

2013. As Senior Associate Director of Campus Recreation at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln, Bill has been responsible for the administration and 

coordination of all indoor and outdoor recreational sports facilities. He has held his current position since 2001, but started at the University of Nebraska as 

the Assistant Intramural Coordinator in 1985. Bill graduated from the University of Nebraska in 1983 with a B.S. in Secondary Education and received his 

Masters of Education from the University of South Carolina in 1985. 

Dr. Payne and I want to thank the search committee, as well as the Campus Recreation staff, Student Affairs staff, and EXSS faculty and staff who 

participated in this important search. We are confident that Bill will be an excellent leader of our outstanding Campus Recreation Program at Carolina. For 

those of you who may want to contact Bill to congratulate him and welcome him to UNC, his email is: .~grnail.com. 

Thank You. 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-5175 

You are currently sub~ribed to e~s- faculb~ as: dsntroman(r-~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists, unc.edu/u?id=55567102,4537814cd668[t)57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&l=:exss-t?~cult,/-&o=33002782 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.~..e..~.~.~-~-2..7..~..2--.~.~..5.~}.7..~.~.~-2..:.4-5.:.3...7...8...~-4..c.‘..@...6...8..~.~.7...e-7.~.~.~.~.@.!~ry.:.~.~:~.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 7:46 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-thculty] EXSS Updates 

TO: EXSS Faculty 

FROM: Kevin Guskiewicz 

Our last EXSS faculty meeting for the semester will be held on Tuesdayp April 30th (3-5PM}. Please mark your calendars, as this is one day earlier than 

announced earlier this year. If you have any agenda items for this meeting, please send them to me by April 2~h. 

I am pleased to announce that Bill Goa has accepted an offer to become the next Director of UNC’s Campus Recreation, and will officially start on July 8, 

2013. As Senior Associate Director of Campus Recreation at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln, Bill has been responsible for the administration and 

coordination of all indoor and outdoor recreational sports facilities. He has held his current position since 2001, but started at the University of Nebraska as 

the Assistant Intramural Coordinator in 1985. Bill graduated from the University of Nebraska in 1983 with a B.S. in Secondary Education and received his 

Masters of Education from the University of South Carolina in 1985. 

Dr. Payne and I want to thank the search committee, as well as the Campus Recreation staff, Student Affairs staff, and EXSS faculty and staff who 

participated in this important search. We are confident that Bill will be an excellent leader of our outstanding Campus Recreation Program at Carolina. For 

those of you who may want to contact Bill to congratulate him and welcome him to UNC, his email is: ~grnail.com. 

Thank You. 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-5175 

You are currently subscribed to e~s- faculb~ as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtdu?id=55567101.548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a&n=T&l=exss-i?aculb,&o=:33002782 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 



F~Fem: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

GSBG Alumni Panel - NOW FINALIZED! 

CSB CAlumniPanel_Pics.pdf 

~live.unc.edu>; 

.~.kenan-flac~ler.unc.edu>; ~ 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

Just a quick update (see attached): we have all the pictures and all the panelists are ready to go at 5pm. Thanks for all your hard work, everyone! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesda? 1:14 PM 

Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edtr~; 

Chris Farrow Flyer 

Chris Farrow.docx 

@unc.edu> 

Let me know if anything needs to be edited’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 1:49 PM 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu>; Low~ Caudill < 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I:W: Invitation to Lunch with FaculF Bootcamp 

~gmail.com>; Charles Memtt ~me.com>; 

Peter can’t do lunch at the usual time. If we move the content debrief before lunch on day one, ~ve can accommodate his schedule. See below: 

Day 1 (5/13): 
Pre-viewing: Bios, Engines of Iunovation lecture on iTunesU 
8-8:30am: Coffee & breakl’ast 

8:30-8:45: Welcome- Barbara Entwistle (confirmed) 
8:45-9:30am: Introductions of instructors and participants-Buck 
9:30-9:55am: Objectives and course map, GAgoals, parallel ~vkshop & faculty projects Buck 
9:55 -10:05am: Break 
10:05-11:05am: Discussion on who is an entrepreneur, including Dmcker & Engines Buck 
11:05-11:55: Team formation and explanation of deliverables- Lowry & Debby 
12-1 : Cuntent debrief in small groups 
11:55~an - 12pm: Breg~ 
1-2pro: Lunch with Peter Mucha (Liz~’ invited) 
2:10-3: Sinai[ groups form proj ect teams around ideas 
3-5pro: Sinai[ groups meet and work with coaches (1 small group 2 prc~ject teams) 

What do you think? 

Liz~ tIazeNne 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chape[ tIiH 
200 D Gardner tIaH 
919.8438824 
uncemin or org 

See my current office hours 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Peter J. Mucha [mailto:mucha(~unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 12:13 PM 
To: LowW CaudiH 
Cc: Haze[tine, Liz~" 
Sut~iect: Re: Invitation to Lunch with Faculty Bootcamp 

Lizz~i & Lowry - 

I would *love* to do this, but rm aheady committed that day to speak on a "Balancing Work and Life" panel at the Sttrrm~it on Women in Science in the Genome Sciences Building. The 
panel is l 1:40-I 2:30 that day, followed by a lunch. 

Any chance we can do this either in (a) a later lunch, starting no earlier than lpm, (by as lunch on another day that ~veek, or (c) over a morning or afternoon coffee break (but not that 
particular morning). 

Cheers, 
Peter 

On 4,’16/13 11:52 A_’vf~ Lowry Caudill wrote: 
Peter, I hope you can do this. Lo~vW 

Lowry Caudill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apt 16, 2013, at 11:19 AM_ "Hazeltine, Lizzy" 
<hazeltin@email.unc.edu <mailto:hazeltin(~email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

>> Hi Pete~, 
>> 

>> We’re gearing tap for this year’s faculty bootcamp This year, we’ve 
>> expanded the group to include faculty from the whole UNC System to 
>> bring the total number of participants close to 40. Much like your 
>> bootcamp class, they represent a diversity of disciplines and backgrouaads 
>> 

>> Would you be free on Monday May 13~’th for lunch (noon-1:30) wit2a the 
>> group? We’d love for them to hear about your work starting up the 
>> Applied Sciences Department, as that ongoing story is particularly 
>> relevant to their experience working to advance projects inside the 
>> university context. 
>> 

>> Thank you for considering joining us to share your work. If I can 
>> give you more details or information, I’ll be happy to- just say- the word. 
>> 

>> Happy Tuesday, 
>> 

>> Lizzy 
>> 



>> 

>> 

>> Liz©’ t Iaz~eltine 
>> 

>> Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
>> 

>> Department of Economics 
>> 

>> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> 200 D Gardner Hall 
>> 

>> 919.843.8824 
>> 

>> ~mceminor.org <http://uncerainor.org> 
>> 

>> See ray current office hours 
>> <https://www.google.com,’calendar/embed?src bnoc03u6gr39tSh3e4s06hfjv4 
>> °/~0group.calendar.google.com&ctz America/NcwYork> 
>> 

>> 

Peter J. Mucha 
Chair, Department of Applied Physical Sciences, Bowman and Gordon Gray Professor of Mathematics, The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, http:i/www.unc.edu/~mucha 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lowry Candill @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 1:52 PM 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazeltin@ema~l.anc.edtr~ 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu>; Charles Merritt < 

Re: FW: Invitation to Lunch with Facul~ Bootcan~p 

~me.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Groat solution. Thanks. 

On Tue, Apr 16, 2013 at 1:49 PM, Hazeltine, Liz~ <hazellin~email.nnc.e&~> wrote: 
Peter can’t do lunch at the usua] time. If we move the content debrief before lunch on dW one, we can accommodate his schedule. See below: 

Day 1 (5/13): 
Pro-viewing: Bios, Engines of hmovation lecture on iTtmesU 
8-8:30am: Coffee & breakfast 
8:30-8:45: Welcome- Barbma Entwisfle (confirmed) 
8:45- 9:30am: Introductions of instructors and participants- Buck 
9:30-9:55am: Objectives and course map, GA gods, parallel wkshop & i:acul .ty projects Buck 
9:55-10:05am: Break 
10:05-11:05am: Discussion on who is an entrepreneur, including Drucker & Engines Buck 
11:05-11:55: Team formalion and explanation of deliverables- LowU & Debby 
12-1: Content debrief in small groups 
11:55an~ - 12pm: Break 
1-2pm: Lmach with Peter Mucha (Lizzy invited) 
2:10-3: Small groups tbnn project teams around ideas 
3-Spm: Small groups meet and work with coaches (1 small group 2 projectteams) 

What do you think’? 

Lizzy Hazel’fine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel 
200 D Gazdner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.ovg 
See IW current office houm 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Peter J. Mucha [mailto:mucha(&unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 12:13 PM 

To: Lowry Caudill 

Cc: Hazel’fine, Lizzy 

Subject: Re: Invitation to Lunch wifl~ Faculty Bootca~np 

Lizzy & Lowry -- 

I would *love* to do this, but I’m already committed that day to speak on a "Balancing Work and Life" panel at the Sum*nit on Women in Science in the Geno,ne 

Sciences Building. The panel is 11:40-12:30 that dab’, followed by a lunch. 

Any chance we can do this either in (a) a later lunch, sta(ting no earlier than lpm, (b) as lunch on another day that wed< or (c) over a morning or afternoon cottEe 
break (bin not that particnlar morning). 

Cheers, 
Peter 

On 4/16/13 11:52 AM, Lowry Caudill wrote: 
> Peter, I hope you can do this. Lowry 
> 
> Low~y Caudill 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On Apr 16, 2013, at 11:19 AM, "Hazelfine, Lizzy" 
> <hazeltin(&email.unc.edu <nm~lto:hazellin~ema~l.unc.edu>> wrote: 



>> fti Peter, 
>> 

>> We’re gearing up for this year’s thculty bootcamp. This year, we’ve 

:~> expm~ded the group to include thculty from the M~ole UNC System to 

>> bring ~e ~1 nmnber ofpa6ici~nN close to 40. Much like your 

>> bootcamp class, they represent a diversi~" of disciplines m~d bac~munds. 
>> 

>> Would you be flee on Monday May 13~’th for lunch (noon- 1:30) mfl~ the 

>> group? We’d love for them to he~ about your work sta~ing up the 

>> Applied Sciences Depa~men~ as that ongoing s~o~ is paNcularly 

>> relevant to their experience wor~ng ~ advance pr~ects inside the 

>> u~vel~i~- conte~. 

>> Tha~ you for consi&fng joining us ~ sham your woN. If I can 

>> give you more derails or in~ation, I’ll be happy m- just say fl~e woN. 

>> Hapw Tuesday, 

>> 

>> Li~-H~eNne 

:~> Internship Director, Minor in EntrepmneursNp 

:~> Depa~ment of Economics 

>> UnNersi~ ofNo~h Camlina-ChaN1 Hill 
>> 

>> 200 D Gardner 
>> 

>> 919.843.8824 
>> 

>> unceminor.o~ <h~:i/unceminor.oN> 

>> See my cu~ent otfice hours 

>> <https://w~.google.com/cNen~/embed?sm bnoc03u6gr39t8h3~s06hl]v4 

>> %40group.cNen~r.google.com&c~me6ca/New York:~ 

Peter J. Mucha 

Chair, Department of Applied Physical Sciences, Bowman and Gordon (2hay Professor of Mathemalics, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

http://~vw.unc.edtr’ ~mucha 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 2:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Voice mails 

knew- it. I am good for Wednesday. I just have some questions. Call me. Try either number I have a 3 PM meeting then heading home like 5 PM to do yard work. 

Chris Farrow 
Coordinating Producer 
ESPNU / ESPN Regional Television 
11001 Rusl~nore Drive 
Charlotte, NC 28277 

christopher j .farrow@espn corn 

704-973-5060 - ESPN 
cell 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 2:02 PM 
To: Farro~v, Christopher J. 
Subject: Re: Voice mails 

No Should I call you? In a meeting now 
Mobile 

Debby 

Sent from mY iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 1:14 PM, "Farrow, Christopher J" <CItRISTOPt]~[~R J [~’ARROW@espn corn> wrote: 

> Have you been getting my voicemails ? 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 2:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Voice mails 

have been leaving messages at (919) 843-0336 

Chris Farrow 
Coordinating Producer 
ESPNU / ESPN Regional Television 
11001 Rusl~nore Drive 
Charlotte, NC 28277 

christopher j .farrow@espn corn 

704-973-5060 - ESPN 
- cell 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 2:02 PM 
To: Farro~v, Christopher J. 
Subject: Re: Voice mails 

No Should I call you? In a meeting now 
Mobile - 

Debby 

Sent from mY iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 1:14 PM, "Farrow, Christopher J" <CItRISTOPt]~[~R J [~’ARROW@espn corn> wrote: 

> Have you been getting my voicemails ? 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



F]Fom: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 

Re: Chris Fa~ow Flyer 

@live.unc.edu> 

2:18 PM 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Perfect! I love it! Thanks 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, 1:14 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

Subject: Chris Farrow Flyer 

Let me know if anything needs to be edited! 

.~live.unc.edu> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Philip DeSimone <phil.desimone@buystand.con~> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 2:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

Hey Dr. Stronlan, 

Since I haven’t heard back I ~nl jnst checkSng in to see if you need me to come teach yore- class tonlorrow. If not it is no big deal I am pretty flee over the next month or two. 

Just let tile krlow. 

Best, 

Phil 

Phil DeSimone - Director nf Retail Partnerships 

BUYSTAND.~ 

+ 1 919 667.1800 w 

’]7his message is confidential It is intended only for the addressee(s). We do not waive confidentiality by mistransmission. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this message 

from your system and notify me immediately Any disclosure, copying, distribution or action taken or omitted to be taken by an unintended recipient with respect to this message is 

prohibited and may be unlawful. 

Hey Dr. S~ornml, 

Wonld love to come in and help out. How does Wednesday, April 17th at 11 ant work’? 

Phil 

Phil DeSimone - Director of Retail Partnerships 

BUYSTAND,~ 

c 

kl 919 667 1800 w 

This message is confidentiak It is intended only 12~r the addressee(s). We do not waive confidentiality by mistransmission. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this 
message from your system and notify me in-anediately. Any disclosure, copying, distribution or action taken or omitted to be taken by an unintended recipient with respect to this 
message is prohibited and may be unlawful 

Hi Phillip. I hope all is well tbr you. I wanted m lk)llow up and see if you am still available 1,~ speak to my Stx)rt Entrepreneurship class betbm the 
~mes~ter is over. The class meets on MWF at 11:00 in Woollen 303. I would love tbr you to share your background and the development of 
Buy Stand. 
The week of April 15 would be groat. 
Dr. Stmman 
Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D, CLU 





From: ~live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, ,2:37 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Major 

Dr. Stroman, 

This is          and I am emailing you on regards to my major, I was looking at the fitness professional major and comparing it to the athletic training major and was 
wondering if you would be available sometime to talk about the differences between the two academic wise? I was looking through the requirements for each and was just 
slightly confused on the requirements for each. Please let me know if you are ever free to talk. 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Philip DeSimone <phil.desimone@buystand.con~> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 2:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

Would be happy too I thiltk Dr. DeSinlone may tag along not by choice[~ sometinles I wonder what he does ~ll day ;-) 

Phil DeSimone - Director o[’Retail Partnerships 

BUYSTAND,~ 

+1 919 667 1800w 

This message is confidemiak It is intended only for the addressee(s) We do not waive confidentiality by mistransmission If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this message 
from your system and notify me immediately. Any disclosure, copying, distribution or action taken or omitted to be taken by an unintended recipient with respect to this message is 
prohibited and may be unlawfuh 

Woollen 303. You can also meet me betbre cla~ss in my office Woollen 315. 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educaling the mind mthout educating the heart is no education at all." Aris~totle 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 2:33 PM, "Phil DeSimone" <phil.desimone(~buvstand.com> wrote: 

Awesome. I look forward to it. Where is your class located? 

Sent t~om MaJlbx~x tbr iPhone 

On Tue, Apr 16, 2013 at 2:29 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Philip. I thought I had responded back... Sorry,. Yes, please do come. Let’s expect 30 Ininutes. If it goes longer, that is fine. 

Call when you get close as I can get you a parking pass [-ehind Fetzer. 

Mobile - 

Sent from my iPaxt 

"Educating the mind without educating "the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 2:21 PM, "Philip DeSimone" <phil.desimone(~buvstand.com> wrote: 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Since I haven’t heard back I am just checking in to see if you need me to come teach your class tonloia-ow. If not it is no big deal I am pi-e~g free over 

the next month or two 

Jnst let me know. 

Best, 

Phil 

Phil DeSimone - Director o[’Retail Partnerships 

BUYSTAND.~ 

+ 1 919 667 1800 w 

This message is confidential. It is intended only for the addressee(s). We do not waive cor~fidentiality by mistransmission. If you are 
not an intended recipient, please delete this message from your system and notil?’ me immediately Any disclosure, copying, 
distribution or action taken or omitted to be taken by an unintended recipient with respect to this message is prohibited and may be 



I Iey Dr. Stroman, 

Wo~fld love to come in and help out. How does Werh~esday, April 17th at 1 larn work? 

Best, 
phil 

Phil DeSimone -Director of Retail Partnerships 

BUYSTAND.~ 

+1 c 
+1 919 667.1800 w 

This message is con:[idential. It is intended only for the addressee(s). We do not waive confidentiality by 
mistransmiss~on I:[’you are not an intended recipient, please delete this message :[’rom your system and notify me 
immediately Any disclosure, copying, distribution or action taken or omitted to be taken by an unintended recipient 
with respect to this message is prohibited and may be unlawfuk 

tti Phillip. I hope all is well for you. I wanted to follow up and see if you a~e still available to 

speak to my Sport Entrepreneurship class before the semester is over. The class meets on 

MV~rF at 11:00 in Woollen 303. I would love fbr you to share your background and the 

development of Buy Stand. 

The week of April 15 would be great. 

Dr. Stroman 

Debor~l~ Lo $~;roman~ Ph,D, CLU 

<imageO01 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Alumni Panel Project 

CSBC Tips from UNC Alums.pdf 

Hi Dr. $! 

I put together a tip sheet from the answers the alums gave me, It’s attached. I think it would be a good idea to print out 30-40 copies and hand them out tonight! 

@live.unc.edu ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ~:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Alumni Panel Project 

WORD-Tips from UNC Alums.doc 

Word doc attached! 

~live.unc.edu I 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday~ 4:00 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: CSBC Alumni Panel Project 

f,’lease resend in a Word doc~ Thanks! 
Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, PixD~ CLU 
Engage. Explore, Empowg~r. 
919.843.0336 

"You will t~ever reach your destination i] you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

w. Churchill 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:17 PM 

To: Stroman, Deboral~ L 
Subject: CSBC Alumni Panel Project 
Hi Dr. S! 
I put together a tip sheet from the answers the alums gave me. It’s attached. I think it would be a good idea to print out 30-40 copies and hand them out tonight! 

,~;live.unc.edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Class- Registration 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to follow up with you about meeting this week for enrollment into the EXSS internship class for my internship this summon If this week still works for you, just 
name a time and day and I’ll be glad to come to your office! Thank you and I look forward to seeing you soon! 

Sincerely, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :3:44 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Internship Class- Registration 

You too. Thanks! 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

"The is the reward," Chinese Proverb journey 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 3:38 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Internship Class- Registration 

Dr. Stromaa, 

Sounds ~ood’. F]] ~et in ~ucb with you tben~ Have a ~reat week. 

Best, 

On , at 3:33 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~amc.edu> wrote: 

Hi , You can’t enroll in the (:lass. 

Let’s meet the week 

O~. S~oman 

8egards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~.9,843,02~36 

TwitS:or- @drstroman 

"The journey is ~he reward. " Chinese Proverb 

Sent= Monday 3:24 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Internship Class- Registration 

Dr. Stroman~ 

My name is            I was the student who met with you early last week about enrolling in the EXSS internship class for an internship I have this summer 
in       You told me that we would meet in April, but I was just wondering if I needed to register for the class for the fall once my registration time comes on 
Wednesday? Thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting with you! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecaml@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhmnmetV~:email.unc.e&t>; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita mumll@unc.edu>; Robertson, NaJaenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.e&t> 

I~E: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Good evening team, I was offered and have accepted a position at NCSU working in the Graduate School. I am looking forwatd to seeing everyone on April 30th. 

Take care and see you soon. Larry. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 10, 2013 10:03 AM 

To; Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; ]ones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" FW: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Importance: High 

Hi. Please confirm AS;~P if you are available on Friday, May :1.7th. We need to have some of us in attendance. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

En,o’u,qe. Explore. Empower. 

91%843.0336 

"You wil! never re~ch your destinotion if you stop ~nd throw stones ot every dog thot barks," 

W. Churchill 

From," Kiel, David 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:52 AM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
l"mportance; High 

Deb, 
My schedule would accommodate either the 17th or the 20th of May if you want me there. I will be out of the country on the 31st. David 

Once you decide on a date I can get a brochure done for you here if you like and reserve a room for us on campus. 

David 

From: Angela Bryant.        ~mindspring.com> 

Date: Wed, lOApr 2013 07:10:05 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel~email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" < _d_ _s_ _t_ _r_ _o_ _@__._ _ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ : _ _e_d_ _u_ _ > , Rick <[Lc__~p__@__.___v_j__s_!__o___q_s_/!__n___c_:__q[g> 

Subject: RE: ViSiONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David and Deborah: Our May dates are: 17, 20, 31. Hope one of these will work. Please clarify time frames involved. On 17th - need to be finished by 4 pm; 

on 20th - need to be finished by 4:30 pm; 

Hope one of these will work. If not, let us know. Thanks much. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 
Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Recognizing4, U~derstandi~g and AIzIzrech~t#~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 10:12 PM 

Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 

<vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula_littlejohn@unc.edu>; 

McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 

<nakenge.robertson@ unc.edu> 

Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

PTL! Prayers have been answered. We just have to find you a joint/secondary appointment here in Chapel Hill. [That red doesn’t look good on you. ;)] 

Can’t wait to see you and get a big hug! 

God is good ALL the time! 

d 

From: Larry Campbell <lecamp@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 16 Apt 2013 21:45:45 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda" <vhammett@email.unc.edu>, "Jones, Shandra" <shandra[@email.unc.edu>, 

Ursula Littlejohn <ursula littleiohn@unc.edu>, OJ McGhee <oj...mcghee@unc.edu>, Verita Murrill <verita murrill@unc.edu>, Nakenge Robertson 

<nakenge.rober tson @unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Good evening team, I was offered and have accepted a position at NCSU working in the Graduate School. I atn looking tbrward to seeing evewone on April 30th. 

Take care and see you soon. Lan7 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 10:03 AM 
To: Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; HcGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FVV: VTSIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Importance: High 

Hi, Pl~-’_~ase confirnl ASAP if you are available on }:riday, May 17"th, We need to have some of us in attendance, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~gcqe~ Explore. Empower. 

9119,843,0336 

"You will never reach your destination i~you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

w, Ch~r~hi!l 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:52 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: VISTONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
:Importance: High 

Deb, 
My schedule would accommodate either the 17th or the 20th of May if you want me there. I will be out of the country on the 31st. David 

Once you decide on a date I can get a brochure done for you here if you like and reserve a room for us on campus. 

David 

From: Angela Bryant         ~mindspring.com> 

Date: Wed, 10 Apr 2013 07:10:05 -0400 

To: David Kiel <k_!e_!_@.e_ .m_a_)_L._u___n_.c__..e_d__u_> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu>, Rick <rickp@visions-inc.org> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David and Deborah: Our May dates are: 17, 20, 31. Hope one of these will work. Please clarify time frames involved. On 1 ~th _ need to be finished by 4 pro; 

on 20th - need to be finished by 4:30 pm; 

Hope one of these will work. If not, let us know. Thanks much. 

Angela R. Bryant Cx)nsulting 
Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Rercag~iging, [5~de’rx~a,~d2ng ~nd Apprecia~ing l)ij’~g’rences 

717 West End St. 

Roclcy Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 328 Tomorrow 

I’ll be there :) 

Or , at 11:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI Son of Dr. DeSimone is speaJdng tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. Phil is one of the co-founders of Buy Stand. 

https:/ibuys~nd.com/Searc~Itome 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

who bl’~ng sunshine to tl~e |ires of otl~ers cannot keep it fioom tl~emselves." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edtr> 

Brandon Rhodes <bsrhodes@umich.edu> 

Fwd: Question About Student Org Structures 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thought you would have more insight to this than I would given your academic connects at UNC and at other ~hools across the count~. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: Brandon Rhodes <brandon.rhodes~b~umsbc.com> 

Date: 11:19:29 PM EDT 

To: "Brian Rosen (tJoogle Drive)" <berosen(~um~l.iu.edu>, 

<dearborn(dbwharton.upenn.edu > 
Subject: Question About Student Org Structures 

~kenal-flagler.unc.edu>, Robert Dearborn 

Hey Guya 

I was hoping to get some insight from you guys on something I an working on. ~Ve are tlying to put a formal process in place to make MSBC ajoim club 

between our business school and school of kinesiology (where our sport management program is housed). 

Do you all know if your business schools have mechanisms to create clubs that our housed in multiple schools? So a club registered with the business 

school but also another one such as engineering or whatever it may be. 

Any help here would be incredible. Appreciate it. 

Bmndon 

Brandon Rhodes 
Univer si~y o1" Michigan 2013 l Ross School o1" Business ] Sport Management 

Co Founder Michigan Sport Business Conl’erence (MSBC) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@em~il,unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 8:22 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss- thculty] Brazilia~ Mega- E vent Ro undtabl e 

Good morning everyone! 

Hope you have a great Wednesday. Claudio, Tony and I wanted to remind everyone of the Brazilian Mega Sport Events: 2014 World Cup and 2016 Summer Olympics 

today @ f :OOpm in Fetzer Half 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of NorLh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax- 9:[9,962,-6235 

~hotmail.com 

U NC Sport Administration website: 

t;i:q~!/e~s~u.mc,ed~; ~ecializatio~si 

CSRI websi[e: www ~mc.ed~icsri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to e~s- facul3~ As: dstro~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.e&iu?id55567101.548a982t302a2a715eeOOe34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-thculty&o 33008142 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-33008142-55567101.548a982130202a715ee00e34bl bcc32a,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:17 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dr. Stmman 

Dr Stroman has a guest she would like to bring to Paul Finebaum (only). If~ve can have a visitor credential for her? 

Dr. S 

Sent from my iPhone 

Richard M Southall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edup 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu>; Catherine Andruz, zi < 
Freema~ <     ~gmail.com>; Ricky ~        ’@yahoo.com) 

1~: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

@gmail.com>; Eric D. <eric@aesconsultanksllc.com>; I.ivis 

Thank you so much for invidng me to be a judge. I love hearing pitches. Unfortunately, am tied up both dates. Please give me a rain check!! Your t:riend, Judi[h 

Jud~[h Cone                 I Jud[th.cone@u~c.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Saturday, April 13, 2013 3:06 PN 

Te~ Catherine Andruzzi; Eric D.; Livis Freeman; Ric~ @yahoo.com) 
Su~ject~ EXSS 328 - You’re Invited[ 

Hi All. My class, EXSS 328 Sport Entrepreneurship, will present their business pitches on Monday and Wednesday, April 22 & 24. If you are available to be a judge, I 

would be greatly appreciative. There is notNng to prepare for as I will have an evaluation form ready for your comments and ranking. Note: Classes end on Friday, 

April 26. 

Class is ~1:00 - 1~:50 a.m. 

Woollen 303 

Please let me know if you can do both days, one or none. Thanks for your consideration and assistance to the students this semesterJ 

Other Sport-related activities next week on campus: 

1. Carolina Sport Business Club-see attached 

2. CSRI - .~R;/Z_~_~_~_:~2E[~E[9_E~_~_~:9_Eg/. and a special Town Hall meeting on the "NCAA and College Sport Issues" on Thursday 4:35 -6:00 p.m. Friday Center 

(Grumman Auditorium) 

3. UNC!Rawlings Town Hall Meeting- Carolina Inn at l:O0- 3:00 p.m. http:!ialumni.unc.eduiart~cle.aspx?sM=9524 

Regards, 

debby 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 10:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

Looking forward to it. 
Judi[h Cone I Jud[th.cone@u!~c.edu 

5~U S ~:~db~:,, 200 (:~m~::’(.~L C[-~ ~~00 

...... Descript~or:. 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 10:04 AN 

To: Cone, Judith 
Subject: Re: E~S 328 - You’re InviMd[ 

No problem. I will see you tomorrow with my first-years. ;) 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Apr 17, 2013, at 9:54 AM, "Cone, Judith" <jacone@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you so much for inviting me to be a iudge~ I love hearing pitches. Unfortunately, I am tied up both dates. Please give me a rain checkH Your 

friend, Judith 
JLi,:JJtk! Cone                  ~ Judith,cone@tmc,edu 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, April ~3, 20~3 3:06 PN 

To: Catherine Andruzzi; Eric D.; Livis Freeman; Ric~ ~yahoo.com) 
Subject: EgS 328 - You’re Invited[ 

Hi All. My class, EXSS 328 Sport EntrepreneursMp, will present their business pitches on Monday and Wednesday, April 22 & 24. If you are available to 

be a judge, I would be greatly appreciative. There is nothing to prepare for as I will have an evaluation form ready for your comments and ranking. 

Note: Classes end on Friday, April 26. 

Class is 11:00 - ~1:50 a.m. 

Woollen 303 

Please let me know if you can do both days, one or none. Thanks for your consideration and assistance to the students this semesterl 

Other Sport-related activities next week on campus: 

1. Carolina Sport Business Club-see attached 

2. CSRI - http:iiwww.csriconference.orgi and a special Town Hall meeting on the "NCAA and College Sport Issues" on Thursday 4:35 -6:00 p.m. 

Friday Center (Grumman Auditorium) 

3. UNC/Rawlings Town Hall Meeting- Carolina Inn at ~:00- 3:00 p.m. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L, Stro~n, Ph.D, CLU 
~plore, Engage. Empower, 

~,ex~.unc,edu 

<image004.jpg> 

< image00 5.~ pg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzmar ~earthlink.net> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 12:45 PM 

UNC Latina/o Studies<unc~0rogram in latina o studie@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[uncAorogram in latina o studies] Celebration today in memo~ of 

All best wishes, 

Dr, DeGuzrn~n 

Professor of English ~5 Comparative Literatute 

Director of Latinaio Studies 

UNC - CH 

You are currently subscribed to uncAprogram in latina o s~udies as: ds~tmman~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu;u?id=41724563.84e5fO48e8d19cfeb3f88553ca94cfld&n=T&l=unc program in latina o studies&o=33009898 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33009898-41724563.84e5fO48eSd19cfeb3Igg553ca94cfld(a)list~rv.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~livex~nc.edt~ 

Wednesday, 3:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spelmm~ College 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I read this article about Spelman College in Atlanta cutting all of its athletic programs and wanted to hear your opinion on the matter. Do you think this will be a trend, 

especialbl pending the decision of the O’Bannon case? 

~://www.usatoday.com/story/spo~s/colleqei2012/11/O1/spelman-colleqe-ncaa-div s on-iii-dispands-athletics-for-wel ness/1676311.Z 

I also had a few advising questions. First of all, is EXSS    a requirement for graduation? I have heard yes and no from various sources. Also, my parents want me to try to 
graduate with honors, and I looked up the process in the undergraduate bulletin. From my understanding, I would need to take EXSS             as well as completing a 
thesis, is this correct? I would like to talk about this further if you could meet at some point next week. I am very busy the rest of the week. 

Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 6:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Chris Farrow Presemation UNC 4-17-13.pp~ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

htlp:/iexss.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Cathy Andruzzi <, ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 10:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Appreciation Event April 25th at 6:30 pm at Kenan Flagler Business School-Keynote Speaker is Anson 

Wendy Anson Flyer Final.pdf 

Hi Debbv; 

Hele is the invitation to the evem on Thursday, April 25th. If you wotfld like to go please let me know so Maureen can RSVP to Wendy. You will be going as 

Maureen’s/Wendy’s guest. Should be a nice evening. 

Cathy 

Cathy Andru~zi 

Follow me on Twitter 

http:i,~:vitter.coln/Cafl~vAndmzzi 

PEP! Passion-Energy-Perseverance 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "maureen buck" <mbuck@weaJthmgmtconsulta~ts.com> 

Date: April 17, 2013, 9:20:56 PM EDT 

To: "Catherine Andruzzi" <           @gmaJl.com> 

Subject: Fw: Appredation Event April 25th at 6:30 pm at Kenan Fiagler Business School-Keynote Speaker is Anson 

Maureen A. Buck 

President 

Wealth Manag, ement Consultants, LLC 

213 Edgewater Circle 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

mhuck(/@ve althn~,-mtcon suh:ants.com 

919.302.8212 

919.240.7457 fnx 

Follow me on Twitter 

http://twitter.com!MaureenBuck 

From: maureen buck 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 7:44 AM 
To: Catherine Andruzzi 
Subject: Fw: Appreciation Event April 25th at 6:30 pm at Kenan Flagler Business School-Keynote Speaker is Anson 

I accepted £ot us... 

N{aureen A. Buck 

President 

Wealth Mana~ment Consultants, LLC 

213 Ed~water Circle 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

rn buck@wealthm~ut consultant:s.corn 

919.302.8212 

919.240.7457 f~x 

Follow me on Twitter 

I ttp / / twitter. :orn/NI~ureer B a :k 

From: wendy.palladino@wellsfargoadvisors.com 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 3:04 PM 

To: mbuck@wealthmcjmtconsultants.com 
Subject: Appreciation Event April 25th at 6:30 pm at Kenan Flagler Business School-Keynote Speaker is Anson 

Hi Mau~en, 
I am hosting this event on April 25th. It will be a very enjoyable evening of storytelling and I thought you and a guest might like to attend. 
Look forward to hearing back from you as I will be finalizing my count next week, 
Have a great day[ 
Wendy 
Wendy G. Palladino, CFP~: 
Associate Vice President - Investment Officer 
Wel~s Fargo Advisors 
200 Mesdowmont ViJJ;~ge Circie i ChapeJ Hill~ NC 27517 
Tei 919-969-481 I I 800o334-1637 i Fax 919-928~8090 

wendy,palladino@weiisfa rgoadvisors.com 





From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:36 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I would like to follow up with regards to our conversation about meeting. Please let me know when you are available to meet. Also, would it be okay if I bring a friend of mine who 

would like to speak with you as well? 

Thank you for your time. 

Best, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:00 AM 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~kenan- flagler.unc.edw~; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC ~ Carl Scheer - Charlotte Bobcats 

@gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

We need to get Carl on campus in the fall or spring of next year! 

Might be good addition to the F~xpo too,              ~ 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: 12:08:17 AM EDT 

To: @~ma~l.com> 
Subject: Carl Scheer Article 

So, you should checkthis out: w~-w.nba.com/bobcats/cougars scheer.html 

Don’t sleep on Carl! You should t~ to get him to come next year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Courtney Knowling <cknowling@sIx~sbusinessjoumal.com> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 11:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: New Student in Your Course 

Hahaha! Just sent a note to you._launching a new multiple choice feature (see below (©) and tr¥i~g to test out a few thi~gs...sorr,~’ for inconvenience. 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April :~8, 20:~3 :~i::~9 AM 
To-" Courtney Knowling 
Subject; FW: New Student in Your Course 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

En~9’u~qe. Explore. Empov~er. 

919.843.0336 

"goa ~il! never reach your destinatian i/yau stop and thro~ stones at every do~ that barks." 

w, Churchill 
From= ~ournal@spor~business~ournal.com [mail~:~ournal@spo~bus~nessiournaLcom] 
Sent~ Thursday, April ~8, 20~3 ~:~9 AM 

To= S~roman, Deborah L 
Subje~t~ New S~uden~ in Your Course 

Greetings 

has been assigned to your EXSS - Spring 2013 course. If you think this student was assigued in 



error, please contact College & University Program Manager Court~rey Knowling. 

Sincerely, 

SportsBusiness Journal College & Universi~ Progr~an 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Panthers Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, I just w~lted to shoot you an email and let you know that I did not get the Panthers internship for training camp. I am an alternate, and I was ~Jso 

told (especially given my upcoming experience ruth the footb~Jl team this fall at UNC) that I would be in a really good position for next year. Also, thank you for your 

work ruth The Club and with my internship for the fall. I reaJly appreciate your advice. 

Have a great day, 

~email. unc.edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:19 PM 

The fysinslructors spring mailing list. <~/sinstructors spring @listserv.~mc.edu> 

Hench, (Snnie <ginnie hench@med.unc.edu>; Kalbaugh, Corey Andrew <kalbaugh@email.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Cobble, Jessica <jessica cobble@med.unc.edu> 

[~sinstructors spring ] I~,V: Ca~rolina Course Evaluations OPEN 

Dear FYS instructors, 

Please see ~ote below regarding Carolina Course Evak~ations~ 

BesL 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office ot: Ur~dergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box S504 ~ Chapel HH~, NC 27599-S504 ~ T 919.962.58:~.9 

~*Confidentia~W notice: Th~s ema~ message, iodudhsg any attachments, is for rise sole use o~ intended recipient(s) and may contahs coofident~a~ and privileged 

inh:~rmatkm, Any unauthorized review, use, d~sdosure, or distHbutkm ~s proMbRed,** 

~= Hi~h, Garre~ Michael 
Sent-" Thursday,            12:55 PN 
Subject-" Carolina Course Evaluations OPEN 

Course Eva~uation Coordinators and Chairs- 

Students enrolled in courses that are using the CarNina Course Evaluations online system began receiving email invitations with instructions on how to complete 

their evaluations on Wednesday . FNIow up messages will go out to students who have not completed their evaluations every three days until the 

evaluation period closes. 

Please ask your course instructors to strongly encourage their students to complete course evalua~ons. The online evalua~on system is open un~l ~:59 pm on 

Monday. 

~nstruct~rswhoprovideclass~meforstudentst~d~theevMua~ns~ntheir~apt~pstendt~havethebestresponserates. It also he~ps if instructors make 

announcements in class about how evaluation results are used to improve courses and email their students to make a more personal appeal about the need to 

complete the evaluations. If the instructors wou~d like to post the website for the evaluation site in class, they can use the following ~ink. 

htt ps:iiwww.d~g~ta~m easures.comilogin!u nc!stu d ent 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Garrett 

Garrett Hirth 

institutional Research and Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

(919) 962-~5~ 

You are currently sub~ribed Ix) fysinstructorsspfing2013 as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: ht~p://~is~samc.edu/u?id=563~3746~49bd92da~2bbcdbd62~b6a~3~H396af&n=T&~=:fysinstn~ct~rs spring2013&o=33016167 

(It may be necessm7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e.~Le~.~.~.~..~..~.6...7~.-.~6.~.!~.4~.6..:.4~..~?.~.~.)~2~.d~.a~.~.~N~Q~.~:a~@1.~.~£rZ.:~1g.~1 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin@email.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 5:16 PM 

Memtt, Charles E. <memtV~:email.unc.edu>; StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Lowry Caudill < 

Goldstein, Buck <buck golds~tein@ unc.edu> 

Bootcamp Coaches 

@gmail.com>; 

We’re doing well recruiting! 

Ken Weiss 

Mary Napier (will miss the bake off the last afternoon) 

Mimi Chapman 

Waiting On: 

Laura Ruel 

Happy Thursday, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

See my current office hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caudill, Walter Lowly <wlcaud@email.tmc.edu;~ 

Thursday, 6:39 PM 

~live.unc.edw~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Intro&~cfion 

Debby and 

Let me introduce you. Debby, is a rising junior at UNC and is going to be ill the next fall. He went 
If I understand correc@, he        at Carolina as 

well. He’s interested in tile track and I thought it would be Rood to introduce him to you. Debby is a 
Professor in EXSS and in the She created the course. She is a superb person and 
professor - definitely someone you should know. 

I’ll leave it to the two of you to take it from here. 

Low~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday 7:24 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Photos from Wednesday’s Mtg 

IMG_2873 small.jpg; IMG_2841 small.jpg; IMG_2844 small.jpg; IMG_2859 small.jpg; IMG_2865 small.jpg; IMG_2869 small.jpg 

Hello, 

Attached are the photos from Wednesday’s meeting. Let me know if there are any issues opening the files~ 

Best, 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 8:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC flier Mb 

Debbie, Laura was working on a version of the flier when she left Friday and she will send on Monday with the link. Then, you can choose which you want to use or we can do 
a composite. Sorry about the delay, we are down two people here.                                                      ) David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, April 19, 20J.3 6:31 PM 

To: Kiel, David; Czerwinski, Laura Alise 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC flier info 

Hi David, Here is my edit. Please add the link and let rne Lake one more look bet:ore going live, 
Thanks. 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engrave,. Explore. Empower. 
919.843~0336 

"You wi~! never reach your destination i, f you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that barks." 
w. Churchill 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 20:~3 2:55 PM 

To: Czerwinski, Laura Alise 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC flier info 
Laura, please put the attached information into a flier for the CBC workshop and send to me and to Debby Stroman for review as soon as possible. (I know you are very busiy at the 

moment, so I especially appreciate your working on this.) Thanks, David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 20, 20:13 1:25 PM 

Livis Freeman <livisfreeman@4ourfans.com>; Catherine Andruzzi < 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

Directions to EXSS Fetzer.pdf 

~gmail.com>; Dina < ~aol.com> 

Hi All. Thanks for agreeing to participate in the judging for the pitches this Monday and Wednesday. Please let me know if you need a parking pass. See attached directions. Please 

look for a pink spot behind Fetzer. Meet me in my office (Woollen 315 - next door to Fetzer) any time between 10:40 and 10:55. 

The students a re excited to see you and present well! If time permits, I will be reviewing one final topic before class ends. Feel free to stay or leave. 

I will have time after class to walk across campus for a quick bite if you are available. (My next meeting is at 1:00.) 

THAN KS AGAI N ! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.84&0336 

From: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 13 Apr 2013 15:05:44 -0400 

To: Catherine Andruzzi <             ~gmail.com>, "eric@aesconsultantsllc.com" <eric@aesconsultantsllc.com>, " 

<         @~yahoo.com> 

Subject: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited] 

.ggmail,com" < .~gmail,com>, Ricky 

Hi All. My class, EXSS 328 Sport Entrepreneurship, will present their business pitches on Monday and Wednesday, April 22 & 24. If you are available to be a judge, I 

would be greatly appreciative. There is nothing to prepare for as I will have an evaluation form ready for your comments and ranking. Note: Classes end on Friday, 

April 26. 

Class is 11:00 - 11:50 a.m. 

Woollen 303 

Please let me know if you can do both days, one or none. Thanks for your consideration and assistance to the students this semester! 

Other Sport-related activities next week on campus: 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endifj-->Carolina Sport Business Club -see attached 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->2. <]--[endif]-->CSRl - http:iiwww.csriconference.orgi and a special Town Hall meeting on the "NCAA and College Sport Issues" on 

Thursday 4:35 -6:00 p.m. Friday Center (Grumman Auditorium) 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->3. <]--[endif]-->UNC/Rawlings Town Hall Meeting - Carolina Inn at 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. -h--t--t-#--~J-/--a--[-u----m---n--!.‘--u---n--c--.--e---d---u--[-a--r--t--!-c-].e---~a--.s--p--.x--~-s--!-d---7---9---5---2---4-- 

Regards, 

debby 

Debora~ L, Stroma~ PI~,Do CLU 

W~,eXSS, Ul1¢,e~ U 

~J~J,84.3o0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Rawlings Panel 

Great. Also, I know that video of the meeting will be posted eventually, but do you know when they are expecting the video to be posted and where it will be posted? 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, 1:12 PM 

To:l 
Subject: Re: Rawlings Panel 

Hi.     Glad you attended the event! Yes, we are aJl encouraged by the dialogue. I am hoping that the Part II, III, etc. will happen vmT soon. No one really knew 
the format and eveuone I spoke to was surprised that the panel did not share their thoughts. 

We can debrief on Tuesday. I want to know your opinion’. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~q~qe, Explore, Empower, 
919.843.0336 

From: _~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 17:02:36 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Rawlin~s Panel 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

First of all, I wanted to get in touch to make sure that we are still on for our meeting at 10:00 on Tuesday. Secondly, I wanted your thoughts on the Rawlings Panel. I 
expected the panel to actually talk, but it was still an amazing atmosphere. It was great hearing people’s unbiased opinions about the NCAA and university’s roles in balancing 
academics and athletics and putting academics more so in the forefront of this debate. I was wondering what you think the effect of moving the minimum eligibility GPA up to 
2.3 rather than a 2.0 will be? I was going to ask about this, but I did not think it was in the spirit of the panel meeting. 

Looking forward to our meeting. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship Porttblio 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

This weekend my team traveled to Boston and Maryland for our last ACC matches. However, due to the events taking place in Boston yesterday, we were on lockdown in our hotel and 
were not able to play the match. We are planning on returning to Boston tomorro~v night so that we can play the match on Monday, ~vhich ~vould mean that I will not be able to turn in the 
internship portfolio by Monday. I just ~vanted to let you kno~v this situation and ask if I can turn in the portfolio on Tuesday when we return to Chapel Hill. 

Thank you, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dina < ~aol.com> 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 10:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

Good evening: 

Looking forward to meeting your students and seeing their presentations. I have a lunch meeting on Wednesday but would enjoy a quick bite on Monday if your day allows. A 
parking pass would be really gr~at. 

See you Monday 

Best, 

Dina 

Dina Mills 
Program Manager 
Launch Chapel Hill 

www.launchchapelhill.com 

dina@launchchapelhill.com 
919-423-2770 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Livis Freeman <livisfreeman@4ourfans.com>; Catherine Andruzzi, 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Sat, Apr 20, 2013 1:25 pm 
Subject: FW: EXSS 328-You’re Invited! 

~gmail.com>; Dina, @aol.com> 

Hi All. Thanks for agreeing to participate in the judging for the pitches this Monday and Wednesday. Please let me know if you need a parking pass. See attached directions. 
Please look for a pink spot behind Fetzer. Meet me in my office (Woollen 315 - next door to Fetzer) any time between 10:40 and 10:55. 

The students are excited to see you and present well! If time permits, I will be reviewing one final topic before class ends. Feel free to stay or leave. 
I will have time after class to walk across campus for a quick bite if you are available. (My next meeting is at 1:00.) 

THANKS AGAI N! 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stronmn, Ph,D. CLU 
En,o’u,qe, Explore, Empower, 
919,843.0336 

Sometimes floujust have to took back at yo~r pc~st and smile about houri’at you[~ ve come. 

From: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 3_3 Apr 203_3 3_5:05:44 -0400 

To: Catherine Andruzzi <             _~gmail.com>, "eric@aesconsultantsllc.com" <edc@aesconsultantsllc.com>, " 

<         ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited] 

@gmail.com" < @gmail.com>, Ricky 

Hi All. My class, EXSS 328 Sport Entrepreneurship, will present their business pitches on Monday and Wednesday, April 22 & 24. If you are available to be a judge, I would 
be greatly appreciative. There is nothing to prepare for as I will have an evaluation form ready for your comments and ranking. Note: Classes end on Friday, April 26. 

Class is 11:00 [] 11:50 a.m. 
Woollen 303 
Please let me know if you can do both days, one or none. Thanks for your consideration and assistance to the students this semester! 
Other Sport-related activities next week on campus: 

Carolina Sport Business Club [~1 see attached 
CSRI - http://vwvw.csriconference.org/and a special Town Hall meeting on the []NCAA and College Sport Issues[] on Thursday 4:35 -6:00 p.m. Friday Center (Grumman 

Auditorium) 
UNC/Rawlings Town Hall Meeting ~ Carolina Inn at 1:00 [] 3:00 p.m. http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=9524 

Regards, 
debby 

Deboreh L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

www.exss.~Rc.ed~ 

Chapel Hi~ NC 27599 





From: ?}gmafil.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:49 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: EXSS Listeserv 

Good Morning: 
I recently changed my major tc 
the right direction! 

Thank you, 

and would love to join the listserv. I assume I ;vould contact you to do so, but if not, I would greatly appreciate being pointed in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gill, Emmett <egilII@NCCU.EDU> 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 12:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Video con[~rence? 

EDLP598.doc 

Attached. "See" you later:) Thanks Deb! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 21, 2013 10:24 AM 

To: Gill, Emmett 
Subject: Re: Video conference? 

Good morning. Hannah and I connected by phone and online. Cmi you please send me a coW of the course syllabus? Thanks. Debby 

DLS fiom my iPhone. 

On Apr 8, 2013, at 11:01 AM, "Gill, Emmett" <egilII~NCCU.EDU> wrote: 

Deb would 5 pm EST on Sunday April 21, 2013, be ok for the video conference for the UW sport leadership class, if that time does not work - let me know if any 
time in that timeframe works. Best ELG 

From:             @yahoo.corn [            @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Saturday, March 23, 2013 4:03 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman (dstroman~Oemail.unc.edu); Gill, Emmett 
Subject: Video conference? 

tti Deb: 

I am writing to ask if Tuesday, April 23, 2013, at 1 pm EST is a good "time to conduct the video confbrence with my class at UW. If the time and date do 

not work please share what date and ti,ne, between April 21-23 is good for you. Call ,ne if talldng about potential dates/times is better 

Go Heels, 

E 

Sent from Yahoo! Mail for iPhone 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 
For morn intbrmation plea~ visit http:i/www.svmanteccloud.com 

This mnail has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 

For more information please visit http:i/www.svmanteccloud.com 

This email has been scmmed by "the Syma~tec Email Securi~.cloud service. 

For more information please visit http://www.wma~teccloud.com 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec E,nail Securitw.cloud service. 

For more information please visit http://www.symnnteccloud.co,n 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hannah G. Omngs <harmaho@uw.edu~ 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 3:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Skype - UW Video ContErencing 

Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

Can we shoot for 4:15pm EST instead? The students all amve at 1 pm (PST), so it would be great if I could get them settled before I duck out of the room. I will plan 

on giving you a call on Slcype at 4:15pro EST uNess I hear from you! Thank you for your flexibility... 

Best, 
Hannah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 11:56 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Hannah. Let’s do a Skype test at 4:00 p.m. EST, if you are available. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Date: Sat, 20 Apr 2013 13:40:10 -0700 

To: "Deborah L Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Skype - UW Video Conferencing 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Great to connect with you today. Please feel free to call my cell phone tomorrow if you have any issues with Skype and/or are ready to connect. My cell is 

Our program username on Skype is I sent you a contact request via Skype earlier today so you will see that when you log on. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Hannah Owings Olson 

University of Washington 

Center for Leadership in Athletics 

pra~.~r~m Adm~r~is~’t’o~t 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 

www.ial.washinqton.edu 

Sites.educe tion. washinq ton. edu/uwcla 

Hannah Owings Olson 
University of Washington 
Center for Leadership in Athletics 

Direct: 206.685.4926 
Fax: 206.685.5629 
www.ia!.washinqton.edu 
Sites.educa tion. washinq ton. edu/uwcla 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hannah G. Owings <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 3:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Skype - UW Video ContErencing 

Hi there, 

The last schedule I received had you penciled in at 5pm PST - - but that could have changed as he finalized the schedule. Dr. Oill should arrive any minute now and I 

will double check mtl~ him on the time and get back to you. 

Best, 
Hannah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Sounds great. Dr. Gill asked me to officially join the class at 5:00 p.m. EST, correct? 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Date: Sun, 21 Apt 2013 12:19:08 -0700 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Skype - UW Video Conferencing 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Can we shoot for 4:15pm EST instead? The students all arrive at lpm (PST), so it would be great if I could get them settled before I duck out of the room. I will plan on giving you 

a call on Skype at 4:15pm EST unless I hear from you! Thank you for your flexibility... 

Best, 

Hannah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 11:56 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Hannah. Let’s do a Skype test at 4:00 p.m. EST, if you are available. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Date: Sat, 20 Apr 2013 13:40:10 -0700 

To: "Deborah L Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Skype - UW Video Conferencing 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Great to connect with you today. Please feel free to call my cell phone tomorrow if you have any issues with Skype and!or are ready to connect. My cell is 

Our program username on Skype is I sent you a contact request via Skype earlier today so you will see that when you log on. 

look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Hannah Owings Olson 

University of Washington 

Center for Leadership in Athletics 

Progrom Administrator 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 

www.iaL woshinqton.edu 

5ites.educotion.woshinqton.edu/uwclo 

Hannah Owings Olson 

UniversiW of Washington 

Center for Leadership in Athletics 

Prof~rom Administrator 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 



www.ial.washinqton.edu 

Sites.educa tion. washinq ton. edu/uwcla 

Hannah Owinl~s Olson 

Program Administrator 

Direct: 205.585.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 

www.iaL washinqton.edu 

Sit es.educa tion. wash inq ton. edu/uwcla 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hannah G. Omngs <hannaho@uw.edu~ 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 3:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Skype - UW Video Contbrencing 

Hi there, 

Emmett had a little ~lpo and was expecting you at 5pro PST (8pm in Chapel Hill). However. he is happy to move you up to 2pm (5pm PST) as you expected and can 

adjnst his schedule. 

You can confirm time with me when I give yon a call shortly! 

Thank~ 

tta~nah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 12:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 
Okay. Thanks! 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Date: Sun, 21 Apr 2013 12:28:55 -0700 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Skype - UW Video Conferencing 

Hi there, 

The last schedule I received had you penciled in at 5pm PST - - but that could have changed as he finalized the schedule. Dr. Gill should arrive any minute now and I will double 

check with him on the time and get back to you. 

Best, 
Hannah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sounds great. Dr. Gill asked me to officially join the class at 5:00 p.m. EST, correct? 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Date: Sun, 21 Apr 2013 12:19:08 -0700 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Skype - UW Video Conferencing 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Can we shoot for 4:15pm EST instead? The students all arrive at lpm (PST), so it would be great if I could get them settled before I duck out of the room. I will plan on giving 

you a call on Skype at 4:15pm EST unless I hear from you! Thank you for your flexibility... 

Best, 
Hannah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 11:56 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Hannah. Let’s do a Skype test at 4:00 p.m. EST, if you are available. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Date: Sat, 20 Apt 2013 13:40:10 -0700 

To: "Deborah L Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Skype - UW Video Conferendng 

Hello Dr~ Stroman, 

Great to connect with you today. Please feel free to call my cell phone tomorrow if you have any issues with Skype and/or are ready to connect. My cell is 

Our program username on Skype is . I sent you a contact request via Skype earlier today so you will see that when you log on. 

look forward to hearing from you. 



Be~t, 

Hannah Owings O~son 

t#~iversi~:y o~ Washk~gton 

Center for Leadership i~ Athletics 

Program A~mini~tr~tor 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 

www.iul, wushington.edu 

Sites.educution. wushinqton.edu/uwc]u 

Hannah Owings Olson 

U~i~ersiW o~ Washington 

Center for Leadershi~ in Athletics 

Program Administrator 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 20&685~5629 

www.iaL washinqton.edu 

Sites.education.washinqton.edu/uwc/a 

Hannah Owings Olson 

University of W~shin61:on 

Center for Leadership in Athletics 

Pragram Administrator 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 

www.iaL washinqton.edu 

Sites.educe tion. woshinq ton. edu/uwclo 

Hannah Owings Olson 

U n ire rs ity o~ Wa s hi ngta n 

Center far Leadership in Athletics 

Program Administrator 

Direct: 206,685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 

www.iaL washinqton.edu 

5ites.educa tion. washinq ton. edu/uwcla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 2:1, 20:13 6:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Livis Freeman <livisfreeman@4ourfans.com>; Catherine Andruzzi 

<            @gmail.com>; Dina <          _~aol.com> 

Re: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

Hi. My schedule has changed and I can’t do lunch. My chair has called a meeting right after class. ;( 

We will get together though at some point! 

Thanks. 

d 

From: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.d__s_t._ro__@._u__q.c_:.e__d__u_.> 

Date: Sat, 20 Apr 2013 13:25:12 -0400 

To: Livis Freeman <livisfreeman@4ourfans.com>, Catherine Andruzzi < 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: EXSS 328- You’re Invited] 

~gmail.com>, Dina < ~aol.com> 

Hi All. Thanks for agreeing to participate in the judging for the pitches this Monday and Wednesday. Please let me know if you need a parking pass. See attached directions. Please 

look for a pink spot behind Fetzer. Meet me in my office (Woollen 315 - next door to Fetzer) any time between 10:40 and 10:55. 

The students a re excited to see you and present well! If time permits, I will be reviewing one final topic before class ends. Feel free to stay or leave. 

I will have time after class to walk across campus for a quick bite if you are available. (My next meeting is at 1:00.) 

THAN KS AGAI N ! 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~g!e, F~xplore, F_,mpov~er, 
919.34&0336 

From: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 13 Apr 2013 15:05:44 -0400 

T o: C a t h e ri n e A n d r u z z i <            ~ g__m____a_!J_.__c___o___m__.>," _e___r_[_c____@___a___e___s__c___o___q_s___u_!_t__a___0__t__s_!J_£:_c___o___n_~" < -e-~-r!~-c-~--@---a-~-e---s~-c---~--~~-s---u-!-~--a-~-n-~-t~-s-[!-c-~~--c-~-~-~--m-~ >,’ 

<         ~yahoo.com> 

Subje~: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited] 

@gmail.com> Ricky 

Hi All. My class, EXSS 328 Sport Entrepreneurship, will present their business pitches on Monday and Wednesday, April 22 & 24. If you are available to be a judge, I 

would be greatly appreciative. There is nothing to prepare for as I will have an evaluation form ready for your comments and ranking. Note: Classes end on Friday, 

April 26. 

Class is 11:00 - 11:50 a.m. 

Woollen 303 

Please let me know if you can do both days, one or none. Thanks for your consideration and assistance to the students this semester] 

Other Sport-related activities next week on campus: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Carolina Sport Business Club -see attached 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->2. <F-[endif]-->CSRI - http:iiwww.csriconference.orgi and a special Town Hall meeting on the "NCAA and College Sport Issues" on 

Thursday 4:35 -6:00 p.m. Friday Center (Grumman Auditorium) 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->3. <F-[endif]-->UNC/Rawlings Town Hall Meeting - Carolina Inn at 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. -h--t--t-p--j--/--a-~[~--m---n--j~-~-n--c--:~e--~d---u--/--a--r--t--[-c-]~e--:~a--~s-p-~x--~-s-~[-d-~-7--~9--~5--~~ 

Regards, 

debby 

Debora~ L, Stroma~, P~,Do CLU 
Exp~oreo E~gage, Empower. 

’W~,eXSS, U~¢,e~ tl 

315 WooRen = C~ #8700 

~J~J,843oO336 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hannah G. Prongs <hannaho@uw.edu~ 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 7:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Skype - UW Video ContErencing 

Hi there, Dr. Stroman. 

We’d love to hear more about your Entrepreneur & Sport work to see if it might have a fit in our degree prognnn. In addition to our e~sting program, we’ll be adding 

an option in June 2014 specifically for collegiate coaches. It might interesting to play around ruth including the content there. 

This week happens to be a little crazy for me, but I would love to set up a conference call during fl~e week office 29th if you are available? Please let me know if there 
is a good time tbr that... 

Best, 

Hannah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 3:13 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Hannah. Thanks again for your assistance. Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help you and your career! (and visa-versa) 

I wonder if UW would be interested in a course that teaches the "Entrepreneurial Mindset for College Sport Leaders." ??? 

Go Hoos! 

Continued Success, 

Dr. Stroman 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 
Date: Sun, 21 Apr 2013 12:58:28 -0700 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sub~ect: Re: Skype - UW Video Conferencing 

Hi there, 

Emmett had a little typo and was expecting you at 5pm PST (Spm in Chapel HIll). However, he is happy to move you up to 2pm (Spm PST) as you expected and can adjust his 
schedule. 

You can confirm time with me when I give you a call shortly! 

Thanks, 

Hannah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 12:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. Thanks! 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Date: Sun, 21 Apr 2023 12:28:55 -0700 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Skype - UW Video Conferencing 

Hi there, 

The last schedule I received had you penciled in at 5pm PST - - but that could have changed as he finalized the schedule. Dr. Gill should arrive any minute now and I will double 

check with him on the time and get back to you. 

Best, 
Hannah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Sounds great. Dr. Gill asked me to officially join the class at 5:00 p.m. EST, correct? 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Date: Sun, 21 Apr 2013 12:19:08 -0700 



To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Skype - UW Video Conferencing 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Can we shoot for 4:15pm EST instead? The students all arrive at lpm (PST), so it would be great if I could get them settled before I duck out of the room. I will plan on 

giving you a call on Skype at 4:15pm EST unless I hear from you! Thank you for your flexibility... 

Best, 

Hannah 

On Sun, Apr 21, 2013 at 11:56 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Hannah~ Let’s do a Skype test at 4:00 p.m. EST, if you are available. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

From: "Hannah G. Owings" <hannaho@uw.edu> 

Date: Sat, 20 Apr 2013 13:40:10 -0700 

To: "Deborah L Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Skype - UW Video Conferencing 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Great to connect with you today. Please feel free to call my cell phone tomorrow if you have any issues with Skype and/or are ready to connect. My cell is: 

Our program username on Skype is I sent you a contact request via Skype earlier today so you will see that when you log on. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

Hannah Owings Olson 

University of Washingtm~ 

CeB~te$’ [or Leadership iB~ Athletics 

Program Administrator 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.$629 

www. i~1. w~shinqton, edu 

Sites.educa tion. wash in qton. edu/uwcla 

Hannah Owings Olson 

C~..n~e~’1 fo~’1 ~eadersh~p ~n A~:h~et~cs 

Program Administrator 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 

www.iel, woshinqton.edu 

Sites.educetion. woshinqton.edu/uwcle 

Hannah Owings Olson 

Cea~ter fo~’ ~.ead~.rshi~ h~ Athletics 

Program Administrator 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 

www.ieL weshinqton.edu 

5ites.educetion.weshinqton.edu/uwcle 

Hannah Owings Olson 
University of Washingtm~ 

CeB~ter’ [or Leadership i~ ~,th~etics 

Program Administrator 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

Fax: 206.685.5629 

www.iol.woshinqton.edu 

Sites.educe tion. woshinq ton. edu/uwclo 



Hannah Owings Olson 

U~iversiW ~f 

Direct: 206.685.4926 

F~x: 206.685.5629 

www.i~l, washin~jton, edu 

Sites.educ~ tion. w~shin.q ton. edu/u 



From: Southall, Richard Michael <southall@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 6:48 AM 

To: athlelics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [theaJcg] Rawlings Panel comments and CSRI Livestream [.ink 

Attach: Rawlings Panel April 19-2013 Expanded Written Re~naxks.docx; Rawlings Panel April 19-2013 Oral Re~narks 4-19-13.docx 

Jay and the ARG: 

Jay, thanks for your recognition I was one of the speakers. I have no problem with not being mentioned in the media coverage, but wanted to pass along my oral 

remarks & expanded written comments for the record and hope they may contribute to future dialogue. 

I thought Jay’s deconstruction of one of the NCAA’s first uses of institutional propaganda was extremely eft~ctive. It resonated with the media in attendance as well 

as the attendees! 

I dofft want to inundate folks with statt; but also wanted to tbrwaxd a link to the speakers and panels from the recent CSRI conference. I think there is a good deal of 

relevant and titnely information you can perdse at your leisure: 

http:i/new.livestremn.com, SBENiCSRIConference, origin=Digest&mixpanel id=139404e4798310-02e37b99e- 1 c79343a- fa000- 
139404e47994d5&acc id=2312974&medium=email 

Take care, 

Richa~ct 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hail 203C 

Office - 919,962-3507 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

so~thail@emaiLunc.e~u 

.~hotmail.com 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ,,~,,,,~,,,,~,,,csriconference,o[g 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 33025686 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33025686-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d~,~]istserv.unc.edu 



The Carolina Club Function Sheet Page:     i 

EVENT: 

ROOM: 

SETUP: 

TYPE: 

CBC Appreciation Reception 

Alumni Hall i 

DB Dinner Business 

HOST: for the Chancellor and Provost 

CONTACT: Deborah 

CUST: Deborah Stroman 

ADDRESS: Exercise & Sport Science 

Attn: Michael (CBC) Smith 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

DATE:    04/30/13 
TIME IN: 4:00pm 
PPL:      50-    50 
CUSTOMER#: XS750 

Tuesday 

TIME OUT: 5:30pm 

GUARANTEE: 

BILL TO #: XS750 

TAX EXEHPT: Y 

PHONE: 919 843-0336 

WORK: 919 843-@336 

HOHE: 

MENU BEGIN: 4:0Opm MENU: Tray Passed Hors D’oeuvres 

HORS D’OEUVRES 
Miniature Beef Wellington w/ Mustard Sauce 

1    @ $185 per 5@ pieces 185.00 

1 Spana~opita @ $135 per 50 pieces 135.00 

Vegetable Spring Roll w/ Hango Ketchup 

1 Orders at $135++ per Order of 50 pieces 135.00 

1 Petite Crab Cakes @ $195 per 5@ pieces 195.00 

50 Viennese Station @ $5++ per person 
(2 pieces per person) 

250.00 

BAR BEGIN: 4:00pm BAR: Consumption - Wine, Beer & Soda 

Consumption Bar 

House Wines 
Bottled Waters 
Soft Drinks 

@ $ 5.50 /per glass++ 

@ $ 2.95 each ++ 

@ $ 2.95 each ++ 

50 Estimate @ $5.00++ per person 
ABOVE IS AN ESTIMATE ONLY BAR WILL BE BILLED 
ON TRUE CONSUMPTION. 

250.00 

***JUST WINE SERVICE*** 

50 2 Hour Beverage Station: Assorted Soda, Hot 
and Iced Teas, Coffee & Bottled Water 
People at $4.00++ per person 

200.00 

MISCELLANEOUS 

EQUIP/SERVICES: Cocktail Tables 

Registration Table 

Client bringing HP3 



The Carolina Club Function Sheet 

EVENT: CBC Appreciation Reception DATE: 04/30/13 

MISCELLANEOUS 

to be piped in House PA 
Beverage Station 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Tuesday 

Page: 

Guaranteed Count Due 5 Working Days Prior to Event. Ali details 
Must be finalized 2 Weeks prior to Event. All prices Subject to 
NC tax & 20% Service Charge. Call Tracy at 919.843.8188 or Emaii 
Tracy.VanNostrand@ourclub.com, Fax proposal back to 919.962.1635 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE: DATE: /    /. 



Event: 
Date: 

The Carolina Club Summary 

CBC Appreciation Reception 
4/30/13 Tuesday 

Page:    3 
Date 04/08/13 

Service 
Price Charge Tax Total 

Menu: 900,00 180.00 .00 1,080.00 

Bar - Beer: 
Wine: 250.00 50.00 
Liquor: 
Other: 200.00 40.00 

.00 300.00 

,00 240.00 

Equip/Services: 

Misc. Charges: 

Room Rental: 

Subtotal: 

Balance Due: 

.00 

.00 

.00 

i,350.00 

.00 

270.00 

.00 .00 

.00 

.00             .00 

.00 1,620.00 

i,620.00 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:24 AM 

EXSS Undergrad list <undergraduate@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

[undergraduate] Chancellor’s Awards 

Last Thursday at the Chancellor’s Awards ceremony, two EXSS awards were given. 

The Patrick Earey Award was awarded to             ~. The award was established by the Department of Exercise and Sport Science, to honors the late Patrick 

Earey, a distinguished member of its faculty. Dr. Earey taught in the department from 1957-1987 and served as varsity swim coach from 1957-1975. This award is 

given to a member of the graduating class who has exhibited outstanding academic achievement, extracurricular involvement, and leadership. The recipient is 

selected by a committee of faculty members and students from the department. 

The Sessoms-Meyer Excellence in Recreation Administration award honors the outstanding student in the Recreation Administration minor. This year’s recipients 

are: and Drs Sessoms and Meyer were long time members of the Department of Recreation and Leisure Studies (now part of the EXSS 

department). 

Congratulations to these deserving recipients. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of IJndergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

{::hap~:,l Hill, NC 27599 

919-.962-694.7 
Fax: 919-962--0.<zq9 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays----Ii:O{}-12:15 

Wednesdays-- 10:{}0-.I 1:15 and 

Thursdays-.-.ll:00.-12:15 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

undergraduate as: dstro(?~unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

emml to leave-33026963-20725646.67d0b60a634b194ace5322a39307c2it(i~listserv.mac.edu 



the precess of d~.wetoping ~P.. eflectiv,~ em~ii -Download Today 

~strateg~c deve~opm~nt of ~spec~fic steps; creat~g a 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday-,             5:06 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amccu|le@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Grade 

Hi Ashley. As per my vmsg,- 

EXSS    - F* 

Thanks, 

d 

Deborah L, S[roman, Ph,Do CLU 
Exl~ore, En~a~e, Empower° 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

McCullen, Ashley D ~ncculle@email.unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 8:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Grade 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

Fr~ra: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 5:06 PM 

To: McCullen, Ashley D 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:        Grade 

Hi Ashley. As per my vmsg... 

EXSS    - F* 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Str~na~, Ph,D. CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower. 
~IOg~V~V, exss, U I~ C, ed u 

9~9,g43,033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 8:34 AM 

Hazeltine. Lizzv <hazeltin@email.unc.edu>; Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Gmail <            _~gmail.com>; Goldstein, Buck <buck_goldstein@unc.edu> 

Re: Bootcamp Coaches 

Good morning. 

FYI - I put two docs in the DropBox (Pitch Guidelines and Glossary) for your review. 

Have an awesome day! 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

From: Lizzy Hazeltine <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, :[8 Apr 20:[3 :[7::[6::[0 -0400 

To; "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <ds[ro@unc.edu>, Gmail < ~gmail.com>, "Goldstein, Buck" 

<bud{ goldstein@unc.edu> 

Subject: Bootcamp Coaches 

We’re doing well recruiting] 

In: 

Ken Weiss 

Mary Napier (will miss the bake off the last afternoon) 

Mimi Chapman 

Waiting On: 

Laura Ruel 

Happy Thursday, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:57 AM 

EXSS Faculty List <exss-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[exss-faculW] Thought provoldng commentary in the NY Times by Dr. Ellen Staurowsky 

Hello all: 

Thought I’d forward a weIFconceived commentary by Dr. Ellen Staurowsky in today’s NY Times: http:/!www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/O4/22/should-colleges-get-rid-of- 

com petitive-sports/a s-schools-evolve-so-should-sports-21 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

’Associate Professor - Sport ’Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Reaearch Institute 

Woollen Hail 203C 

Office - 9~9362-3507 

Fax ~ 9~.9.962~6235 

~hotmail.com 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to exss-faculty as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=55567:~2.45378:[4cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&~=exss-facu~ty&o=33~325~8 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33032508-55567~O2.45378~4cd668f957e7eedgdd3adc4eSd@listserv.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wrngllc.corn> 

Tuesday, 11:19 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Strornan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: We Need Your Help! CSBC C.A.S.P.E.R. Project 

Hey 

Yea no problem! Thanks for the reminder. Not sure who is on the list already, but you can remove any duplicates. Here are some UNC people in the sports industry 

with their contact info: 

* Elizabeth I.indsey (Co-President, Consulth~g at Wasserman) elindsey@wmgllc,com 

* Wi~ P~easants (SVP at Wasserman)- wpleasants@wmgllc.com 

* Malcolm Turner (President Golf Consulthlg at Wassermm~) mtt~rner@wm~c.qom (Morehead Alum) 

* Laura Craven (Director, Dig~[al at Wasserman) 

* Thomas Harper (Manager, Consuk~ng at Wasserman) 

* Andrew Patterson (Director New Media at MLB Advanced Media} ~_~_~£~:~g_~.~/~_9_~_~_~_[~:_~9_B! (Morehead Alum) 

* Brian Strong (Direc[or North American Communication at Nike) brian.strong@nike.com (Morehead A~um) 

~ CamHo Dun~na (Director Sports Sponsorships at Anheuser-Busch} _ @gmail.com {Morehead Ahem} 
~ Chi~se Beck (Sports and Enterti~h~ment Marketing i~t JPMorgan Chi~se) (Mobik~: ).- do not have emaH s~nce he k~ft NFI_ 

* Jim Tanner (Partner a~: Wi~Hams & Conno~ly-. Sports Agent) (Work: ~ (Morehead Alum) 

~ Graham Boone (Athlete Represental:h:m i~t W~Hh~ms & {::onnoHV.- works under .Jm~ Tanner) (MoMle: 

~ Jesse Soloff (GM£ Market~ng}jsoloff@gmrmarketing.com (Morehead 

~ Jessica Anderson (Major ].eague Soccer} @gma~l.com (Morehead 

You can reach out to them ~and mention my rHame ~and e’,q:q~k~ the bad, ground of ~:he projecL ~ have personally met and ~nten~cted w~th ~] of these peo#e, so ~:here 

are no (:oh~ (:arts ~[ you mention me. They should i~l be willing ~:o help oud 

Please jusL keep in mind Lhat these people are sl~ well-.known and respected in their fieMs, so keep LNs sped[:ic to CASPER and not about jobs/internships or 

anything else. ] can he~p make those inroads when the dine is right. 

Thanks, 

N~ck 

F~m: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:26 AM 
To: Nick Lennon 
Subje~t: We Need Your Help~ CSBC C.A.S.P.E.R. Project 
Hi Nick, 
Thanks again for your feedback for Dr. Stroman’s s~rprise. I wanted to reach o~t to you in regard to t~e O.A.~.P.~.R. Database t~e CSBC is attempting to p~t together before we leave school for t~e 

I remember you telling David and me you had a few Wasserman people in mind./}my assistance you can offer is greatly appreciated. 

Have a great day, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:32 AM 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: We Need Your Help! CSBC C.A.S.P.E.R. Project 

~kenan-flagler.uuc.edu>; @kenan- 

Thanks so much, Nick! I’ll be sure to pass this along to 

From: Nicholas Lennon <_n__[_e___n___n___o___n___@___w____m___gJ_Lc_:__c___o___m__.> 

Date: Tuesday, 11:19 AM 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science}" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: We Need Your Help! CSBC C.A.S.P.E.R. Project 

<!- -[if ! supportLists]- ->. 
<!- -[if ! supportLists]- ->. 
<!- -[if ! supportLists]- ->. 
<!- -[if ! supportI ,ists]- ->. 
<!- -[if ! supportI ,ists]- ->. 
<!- -[if ! supportI ,ists]- ->. 
<!- -[if ! supportI ,ists]- ->. 
<!- -[if ! suppo(tLisls]- ->. 
<!- -[if ! suppo(tLisls]- ->. 

since he left NFI. 
<!- -[if ! supportgistsl- ->" 

<!- -[if ! supportListsl- ->" 

(Morehead Akron) 
<!- -[if ! suppo(tLisls]- ->. 

<!- -[if ! suppo(tLisls]- ->. 

Hey 

Yea no problem! Thanl~s for Lhe rerninder Not sure who ~s on the hst ak~ead% but v~u can remove any dup~cates~ Here are some UNC people ~n the sporLs ~ndustry 

with the# contact inf.:): 

<’.--[c~dJ~-->Ehzabeth Lindsey (Co.-Presh~en~:, Consulting at Wasserman) el~ndsey@wmgllc.com 

<’.--[c~dJ~-->Wi~ Pleasan~:s {SVP at Wasserman)- wpleasants@wmgllc,com 

<’.--[endJ~-->Malcolm Turner (Presh~em: Golf Consulting at Wasserman) mturner@wmgllc.com (Morehead Alum) 

<’.--[endii]-->Laura Craven {Director, Digital at Wasserman) Icraven@wmg~lc.com 

<’.--[endii]-->Thomas Harper (Manager, Consukh~g at Wasserman) tharper@wmgllc.com 

<’.--[endii]-->Andrew Patterson {Director New Med~a at MLB Advanced Media} Andrew, patterson@mlb.com (Morehead Ahem) 

W.--[endii]-->grisn Strong (D~rector North American Communication at Nike) brian.strong@hike,corn (Morehead AhJm) 

<~--[endiO-->Carn~o Durana {Director SporLs Sponsorships at Anheuser-.gusch) ~g~_~J_:~_£_~. (Morehead Alum) 

<~--[endiO-->Chase Beck {Sports and £ntertainrnent Marketing at JPMorgsn Chase) {MoM~e: - do noL have emsi~ 

<’.--[eudifl-->Jirn Tanner (Partner aL WiNams & Connolly-. Sports Agent} {Work:             } (Morehead Alum) 

<’.--[eudifl-->Graham Boone {Athlete Representation at Williams & Connofly-- works under Jim Tanner) (Mobile: 

<!--[endi~-->Jesse Soloff (GM R Marketing) jsoloff@gmrmarket!ng:com (Morehead Alum) 

<!--[endi~-->Jessica Anderson {Major League Soccer}         .__@_g__m___a__!]:__c___o___m__. {Morehead Alum) 

You can reach out to them and mention my name and e×plain the background of the project, I have personally met and ~nteracted with al~ of these people, so 

there are no co~d calls ~f you mention me. They should a~l be wi~ng to he~p out~ 

Please jusL keep in mind Lhat these peoph~ are al~ welb.known and respected in their fiek~s, so keep Lh~s sped[~c to CASPER and not about jobs/internships or 

anything e~se. ~can he~p make those ~nroads when the [:~me ~s right. 

Thanks, 

N~ck 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, $0:26 AM 
To= Nick Lennon 
Subject= We Need Your Help~ CSBC C.A.S.P.E.R. Project 
Ni Nhi~, 
~ha~s agahi ~or 7ou[ [eedbac~ ~or D[. St[o~a~’s s£[p[ise. [ wauted to reach o~t to 7ou hi rega[d to tAe C.A.$.P.~.~. Detabase t~e CS£C is atte~pthig to p~t together be~o[e we [ea~e sc~oo[ ~o[ t~e 

I remember you telling and me you had a few Wasserman people in mind. Any assistance you can offer is greatly appreciated. 

Have a great day, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Request tbr proof of internship course credit 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

My PID is          T plan on finalizing my summer internship plans in the next 24 hours~ If you would like, I will be in contact with you once I have done that and we can 
arrange a time to meet. Thank you! 

Best, 

@unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, }:.t8 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Request for proof of internship course credit 

Hi 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,qo,qe, gkplore. /~’mpower. 

9~L9.843=0336 

Did you ever send m~-_~ your P[D? 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

w. Churchill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, . 4:35 PM 
To: ’ 
Subject: RE: Request for proof of internship course credit 

0 ka % Th a n ks, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

Eng, a~e, Explore. Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 4:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Request for proof of internship course credit 

Dr. Stroman, 
Sounds good! Thanks for the quick response. I will be in touch with you as I finalize my plans! 
Best. 

"You will never reach your destination i[you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that barks." 

W. Churchill 

~kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 

~unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:07 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Request for proof of internship course credit 

~dministr~tio@ nternshi~:~ 

Enjoy tP~e weeker~d~ 

~r. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢lo,qe, gkplore, Empower, 

9] 9,843,0336 

Let’s si~ dewn ~he week oi 



"You wi# never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 
W. Ch{~rchi!l 

~kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Request for proof of internship course credit 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you are doing well. Earlier this week after the CSBC Alumni Panel, I spoke with you briefly regarding the possibility of getting course credit through your class for an 
internship this summer. You indicated that it would be possible and to contact you about it. 

offered me an internship, but indicated that they need some kind of proof or documentation that I would be able to get course credit before they could 
f(~rmally send me an offer. Is there any documentation about the course credit program you could provide for me to send to them? If not, a confirmation from you via email 

that I can get course credit would likely suffice. I have attached the job description to this email so that you can look over the details of the internship if necessary. 
Thank you for your assistance, and I hope you have a great weekend! 
Best regards, 

~unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kyle Millcs < ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 7:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Alumni Panel - THANKS’. 

Good Evening Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that all is well and that your week is off to a great start. This time last week we were enjoying some delicious pies at Mellow Mushroom! Thanks again for 

treating us to dinner. The food was great and the company was even better! 

I reaJly enjoyed the alnmni panel and I am honored that you thought of me. It was a great idea’. It was so nice to catch up with you, Nick, and all of the other club 
members. 

Thanks again tbr everything, Dr. Stroman’. Talk soon! 

Sincerely. 

Kyle 

On Tue, Apr 16, 2013 at 11:41 PM, Stroman, Deborah L ~<lstro~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Heels. To keep it short and sweet -- you all were fantastic! Thanks SO much for giving back. 

As per our discussion, here’s that map I was referring to at dinner. 

http://deadspin.c~m/faceb~k-data-give-us-the-best-fand~m-map-~f-the-ncaa-t-45678228~ (the Heel brand is SO Strong) 

Do stay and touch! And let me know if there is anything I can do to advance your career. 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

who briilg snnshine to the lives of othei0s cannot keep it f~’oln themsel*~eso" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:57 PM 

~live.tmc.edu-~; 

I@ive.unc.e&~; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~)live.unc.edu~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

CSBC - Close Out! PLEASE READ 

,~live.tmc.edu-~; @live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@lJve.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt#,; ~ ~live.unc.edt#,; 

~)live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; ~unc.edu> 

Thanks again for a super Club year! Celebration Week was outstanding. We made great connections and learned very valuable advice. The Club continues to grow 

and expand our offerings to the university community. I am especially excited about the Expo in the fall. 

I truly rsppreciate your ~eadership and hope that you grsined somethin~ ~ery beneficial by being a part o~ this specia~ team. 

Congrats to     ~ who won the "Drop-A-Dime" award]rom me this year. As a point guard who has the mentality to "pass first," [ created this recognition a few 

years ago. ("Drop-a-Dime" Award -The Club leader who is a true team player; making assists to others so that the Club can "score and shine," making the right pass 

and connection, and has incredibly strong ability to coordinate people and possibilities.) Her work with the Expo, social media, and overall responsiveness has 

been a big blessing to me and all Club members. THANKS[ 

[ voted the entire leadership team as my MVPs. As such, I want to treat everyone to Mellow Mushroom. So, please complete the Doodle and let’s see if we can 

make this happen before you all head out of town. Majority rules... 

http:iidoodle.cominx74bb389zvexhi6 
Work hard and smart over the next week to accomplish your academic goals[ Let me know if you want to chat about your academics and!or future career goals. 

Continued Success to youl 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Cha~e~ H~ll~ NC 27599 

9~9,843,033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, ; 8:02 PM 

a@live.unc.edu:~; 

~live. unc.edu>; i 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

CBC Appreciation Reception 

~live.unc.edu:~; ~ @live.unc.edu~; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.e&~ 

@live.nnc.edu>; b)live.unc.edn>; 

~live.nnc.edu> ] ,~)kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Hi CBC Ambassadors. I hope you can help the Caucus on Tuesday,       . We are having an "Appreciation Reception" for the Chancellor and Provost. We need you 

to help with greeting, filming, and table management. As always, you get to meet the Caucus members and invited guests. ;) 

Please send me a note to confirm that you have received this email. 

3:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m. 

Carolina Club-Alumni Hall 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deb~rM~ L, 5troman, PhoDo CLU 

Chape~ H~II~ NC 27599 

9~9,843,033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Appreciation Reception 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I look forward to seeing you at the reception! I hope you have a great rest of the week! 

Best, 

Nkenan-flagler.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, . 8:02 PM 
To-" 
C:c; Stroman, Deborah (E~ercise & Sport Science);, 

Subject: CBC Appreciation Reception 

Hi CBC Ambassadors. I hope you can help the Caucus on Tuesday,        We are having an "Appreciation Reception" for the Chancellor and Provost. We need you 

to help with greeting, filming, and table management. As always, you get to meet the Caucus members and invited guests. ;) 

Please send me a note to confirm that you have received this email. 

3:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m. 

Carolina Club-Alumni Hall 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
E~lore, Engage, E~ow~r, 

919,843,033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

IntemshipSummaJy- 2-1.pptx 

Sorry for late thought it was due at midnight but tried to post on sakia and it was to late 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, _ 2:06 AM 

Stroroan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE:I Grade 

Will do. Thanks. 

Fmro: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, . . 10:58 AM 
To: GuskJewJcz, KevJn M 
Subject: IqN: Grade 

Eli Kevin. I went into d-~e system and made the change. I tMnk you may get a note to approve. Th~nks. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, PixD~ CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W. Churchill 

Froro: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE:        Grade 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 5:06 PN 
To: NcCullen, Ashley D 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:        Grade 

Hi Ashley. As per my vmsg... 

EXSS    - F* 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Strmnan, Pb,D. CLU 

www,exss, unc,ed u 

3~5 Woollen ~ CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, _ 7:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Appreciation Reception 

image001 .j pg 

Got your note. I’ll be there bin just wanted to let you know I’ll be coming from my Spanish final, which is scheduled to end at 3:00. 

Looking forward to the reception. 

On . at 8:08 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi CBC Ambassadors. I hope you can help the Caucus on Tuesday,        We are having an "Appreciation Reception" for the Chancellor and Provost. 

We need you to help with greeting, filming, and table management. As always, you get to meet the Caucus members and invited guests. ;) 

Please send me a note to confirm that you have received this email. 

3:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m. 

Carolina Club-Alumni Hall 

Thanks] 

Dr. Stroman 

D~or~h L. Stroman, PhoD, CLU 
~plOr~o Engage= Empower. 

~.ex~,unc,~du 
3%5 Woolle~ - CB #8700 

<imageOO~.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:06 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Good Afternoon, 

I wanted to apologize for missing class today I had a phone call ;vith someone from Disney this morning. I also wanted to let you know that I am scheduled to have another phone call with 
Nike tomorrow, as well as luaach with Livis. 

I hope you enjoy the rest of your day. 

Kind Regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ellen Staurowsl~- <ellenstaurowsky@gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 2:08 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@ema~l.unc.edtr>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edn>; Stmmar~ Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sporthiw@ unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 

<southa]l@emml.unc.e&~> 

thm~k you mid follow up - UNC visit 

UNCChapelHillResearchPresentationOverview.pptx; StaurowskyU NCCoursePreferences.docx 

Dear Coyte, Erianne, Debbie, Deb, Barbara, and Richard: 

I wa~ated to VaJae a moment to thank you all for meeting with me as a deparlanent yesterday to di~nss the position. I greatly appreciate your time mad your 

consideration, especially at this veD’ bu~ time of yeaa’. 

As a lbllow up to our meeting, I wanted to send along a more complete summary of my thoughts regarding my pret~rences relative to teaching and tx~tential courses 

that the depaxtment may wish to consider in the future. My preferences are tempered by a genuine desire to be a team player and to contribute where the needs are 

greatest. 

I am also including here a copy of the overview oflny research in the event you were not in the research presentation yeffterday. 

I veD~ mnch enjoyed my visit and valne the opporttmity to leaxn more abont UNC and your program. 

Kindest regards - Ellen 

Ellen J. Stanrowsky. Ed.D. 

Professor 

Department of Sport Management 

Goodwin School of Professional Studies 

Drexel UniversW 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

ellensIaurowsl~gmail.com 



The Carolina Club Function Sheet Page:     i 

EVENT: 

ROOM: 

SETUP: 

TYPE: 

CBC Appreciation Reception 
Alumni Hall i 

DB Dinner Business 

DATE:    04/30/13 
TIME IN: 4:00pm 
PPL:      50-    50 
CUSTOMER#: XS750 

HOST: for the Chancellor and Provost 

CONTACT: Deborah 

CUST: Deborah Stroman 

ADDRESS: Exercise & Sport Science 

Attn: Michael (CBC) Smith 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tuesday 

TIME OUT: 5:3Opm 

GUARANTEE: 

BILL TO #: XS750 

TAX EXEHPT: Y 

HENU BEGIN: 4:00pm 

PHONE: (919)843-0336 

WORK: (919)843-0336 

HOHE: 

HORS D’OEUVRES 

MEN[]: Tray Passed Hors D’oeuvres 

Miniature Beef Wellington w/ Mustard Sauce 
i    @ $185 per 50 pieces 

1 Spana£opita @ $135 per 50 pieces 

Vegetable Spring Roll w/ Hango Ketchup 

1 Orders at $135++ per Order of 50 pieces 

1 Petite Crab Cakes @ S195 per 5@ pieces 

BAR BEGIN: 4:00pm 

50 Viennese Station @ $5++ per person 

(2 pieces per person) 

BAR 

2 La Terra Cabernet Sauvignon 

1 La Terra Merlot 

1 House wine Zinfandel 

1 La Terra Chardonnay 

1 House Wine Reisling 

2 Sweet Tea 

Gallon at $26.00++ per gallon 

Water @ the Beverage Station 

EQUiP!SERVICES: 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cocktail Tables 

Registration Table 

Client bringing HP3 

to be piped in House PA 

Beverage Station 

185.00 

135.00 

135.00 

195.00 

250.00 

48.00 

24.00 

24.00 

24.00 

24.00 

52.00 



The Carolina Club Function Sheet Page:     2 

EVENT:     CBC Appreciation Reception DATE:     04/30/13 Tuesday 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Cancellation Policy: in the event Member!Client cancels the event 

for any reason, Club will be entitled to a cancellation fee as 

liquidated damages (plus service charges and applicable taxes) 

at the time of cancellation as follows: 

Hore than 121 days prior to function : 40% of estimated cost 

12@ - 9@ days prior to function : 50% of estimated cost 

89 - 45 days prior to function = "75% of estimated cost 

Less than 45 days prior to function = 9@% of estimated cost 

Guaranteed Count Due 5 Working Days Prior to Event. All details 
Must be finalized 2 Weeks prior to Event. All prices Subject to 
NC tax & 20% Service Charge. Call Sesha or Martina @ 919.962.1101 
Email Sesha @ Sesha. Gaston@ourclub.com or Fax back @ 919.962.1635 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE: DATE: /     /. 



Event: 

Date: 

The Carolina Club Summary 

CBC Appreciation Reception 
4/30/13 Tuesday 

Page:     3 
Date 04/24/13 

Service 

Price Charge Tax Total 

Menu : 900.00 180.00 .00 1,080.00 

Bar - Beer: 

Wine: 144.00 28.80 

Liquor: 

Other: 52.00 10.40 

Equip/Services: 

Misc. Charges: 

Room Rental: 

Subtotal: 

Balance Due: 

.00 

.00 

.00 

i,096.00 

.00 

219.20 

.00 .00 

.00 

.00             .00 

.OO 1,315.20 

1,315.20 



From: ;(~!iv e .une.edu> 

Sent: Wednesda5 5:28 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

Attach: image001 .j pg 

Hi Dr. Stromo~a, 

I’m completely free on ne~ Thursday, 

better day for me! 

I look forward to seeing you! 

I hm, e ~x ork from noon until 4:00 on Tuesday, . Any time after work is fine on the i ; however, the isa 

Sent from tny iPhone 

, at 16 34, "Stroman, Deborah L" < _d_~_t__r£@_.uJL£:_e_d.___~ wrote: 

want to meet with you before you leave campus for the summer. Let me know your availability next week Tuesday or Thursday. Thanks! 

~Ivst ~ eca~se if has~?t been do~e ~ d~esn~t n~ea~ if ca~t be do~e.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ma~ ann Feldman < ~gmaJl.com> 

Thursday. April 25, 2013 7:37 AM 

Cone, Jndith <jacone@email.~mc.edu-~; Johnson, James H Jr <jim_iohnson@unc.edu>; Ted Zoller <Ted Zolle@kenaa~-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Little, Mark <maxk little@unc.edu>; Cynthia Reit?~nider <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Brent Lmae <Brent I,ane@kena~-flagler.unc.edu> 

cas jwhardin.con <jhardin@ncco~nmerce.com>; Napier; Mm~" E <mnapie@email.unc.edu> 

Monday meeting - April 29 @ 8 

Hello All, I’d like to continue our discussion about economic development assessment. I feel that we have not yet concluded or made any decisions. 

I’d like to meet this coming Monday, Apri[ 29 at 8 for about an hour 

I’ve invited John Hardin, Executive Director of the NC Board of Science & Tech to join us to gain an external perspective. I will also reach out to Don Hobart and Jess White. 

I’d like to understand the needs ~2~r El) assessment and how we can mobilize to quickly to address requests ~2~r information. We have been talking about a networked approach that would 
follow what Jim refers to as Brace Katz’s Brooking model -- low cost rapid responses to timely issues. 

I hope that you are available. 

Best regards, Maryann 
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CBC Appreciation Reception 
Alumni Hall i 

DB Dinner Business 
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TIME IN: 4:00pm 
PPL:      50-    50 
CUSTOMER#: XS750 
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CONTACT: Deborah 
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GUARANTEE: 
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HORS D’OEUVRES 
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i    @ $185 per 50 pieces 

1 Spana£opita @ $135 per 50 pieces 

Vegetable Spring Roll w/ Hango Ketchup 

1 Orders at $135++ per Order of 50 pieces 

1 Petite Crab Cakes @ S195 per 5@ pieces 

BAR BEGIN: 4:00pm 

50 Viennese Station @ $5++ per person 

(2 pieces per person) 

BAR 

2 La Terra Cabernet Sauvignon 

1 La Terra Merlot 

1 House wine Zinfandel 

1 La Terra Chardonnay 

1 House Wine Reisling 

2 Sweet Tea 

Gallon at $26.00++ per gallon 

Water @ the Beverage Station 

EQUiP!SERVICES: 
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Cocktail Tables 
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Client bringing HP3 

to be piped in House PA 

Beverage Station 

185.00 

135.00 

135.00 

195.00 

250.00 

48.00 

24.00 

24.00 

24.00 

24.00 
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EVENT:     CBC Appreciation Reception DATE:     04/30/13 Tuesday 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Cancellation Policy: in the event Member!Client cancels the event 

for any reason, Club will be entitled to a cancellation fee as 

liquidated damages (plus service charges and applicable taxes) 

at the time of cancellation as follows: 

Hore than 121 days prior to function : 40% of estimated cost 

12@ - 9@ days prior to function : 50% of estimated cost 

89 - 45 days prior to function = "75% of estimated cost 

Less than 45 days prior to function = 9@% of estimated cost 
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Must be finalized 2 Weeks prior to Event. All prices Subject to 
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CUSTOMER SIGNATURE: DATE: /     /. 
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Page:     3 
Date 04/24/13 

Service 
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Menu : 900.00 180.00 .00 1,080.00 
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Wine: 144.00 28.80 
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Other: 52.00 10.40 
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.00 

i,096.00 

.00 
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.00             .00 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:58 PM 

Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC-USC Football 

Deband Debby, 

Didn’t know if as part of your facility/event management class & in conjunction with the CSBC, we might want to see about exploring setting up a field-trip component to the 

U NC/USC game next fall. It may not be something we wanted to take on, but forwarded me the information below. If we wanted to take advantage of the game to 

have a seminar with USC’s SEM program it might be worth exploring. 

Just a thought. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax- 9:[9,962,-6235 

~hotmail.com 

U NC Sport Administration website: 

t;i:t {~!/e~s~u.mc,ed u ~eciali~atio~si 

CSRI website: www.unc,edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: <                      @unc.edu> 

Date:Thursday, ,,           2:44 PM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC-USC Football 

Dr. Southall, 

The UNC-USC game is scheduled for Thursday          at 6PM. Group tickets for 50 or more people are set at $42 for the game. That means it 
would cost approximately $2,:[00 to purchase 50 tickets. [fwe did something with their Sport & Event Management program, it could be during the 
day and we could leave early Thursday morning, have a seminar or panel, grab food, then head to the game. Some people would probably head back 
to Chapel Hill right after the game while others would probably stay down for the night. 

Let me know ifyou have any otherquestions orideas. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC-USC Football 

image001 .j pg 

Yes ma’am will do :) 

On , at 5:12 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~)tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Remember to add this ~:o ~:he agenda on IVlonday. Please wr~te ~t down } ) We want to gauge if there is ~nterest ~:o se~: up a ~orrnal ew?n~: at 

USC. 

Dr, S~oma~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S~oman, Ph£~. CLU 

Eng(~ge. ~xplor~, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"You will never reach your destination i] you stop o~d throw stones ~t evew dog that 

F~m= Southall, Richard Hichael 
Sent= Thursday, . 4:58 PH 
To= Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= N: UNC-USC Football 
Deb and Debby, 
Didn’t know if as part of your facility,/event management class & ~n conjunction with the CSBC, we might want to see about exploring setting up a field-trip 

component to the UNCiUSC game next fall. It may not be something we wanted to take on, but forwarded me the information below. If we wanted to 

take advantage of the game to have a seminar with USC’s SEM program it might be worth exploring. 

Just a thought. 

Richard 

Dr. aichard M. 5outhall 

Associste Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research ~nstitute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

0 ~fice - 919.962- 3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9~9.962-6235 

~hotmaiLcom 

U NC Sport Administration webs~[e: 

CSRI webs~te: ~: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs[re: www.csr~conference.org 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: < ~unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 2:44 PM 

To: Richard Southall <#Q~h~_~J_~_@~_~_~:_~_~.G.~> 

Subje~: UNC-USC Football 

Dr. Southa[l, 
The UNC-USC game is scheduled for Thursday August 29 at 6PM. Group tickets for 50 or more people are set at $42 for the game. That 

means it would cost approximately $2,100 to purchase 50 tickets. If we dM something with their Sport & Event Management program, it 

could be during the day and we could leave early Thursday morning, have a seminar or panel, grab food, then head to the game. Some 

people would probably head back to Chapel Hill right after the game while others wouM probably stay down for the night. 

Let me know if you have any other questions or Meas. 

Thanks, 



From: _ ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L ~tstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Thursday at 10:00am will be great. Thanks! 

¯ ?!kenan- flagler.unc .edu 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 25 21:58:32 +0000 

To: ._’~ kena n-flagler.u nc.ed u> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Thanks for Voter note. 

Thursday at 10:00 

Dr. 51:r of~’u~ t~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah ]_,, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Eng’uge, Explore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

need to meet witta you before got~ leave town ~o review ttae course requireme~s. Now is your schedule on Wed~aesday or 

"You wi# never re~ch your destinotion i/you stop ~nd throw stones ot every dog thot 
W. Church#i 

@ke~n-~!aq!~[~un~d~! From: 

Sent: Thursday, " 10:28 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Hi Dr. Storrnan, 
I was hoping to enroll in the EXSS Internship Credit Class in Fall     to receive credit for my summer internship. I met with you last year about the class and was enrolled, 

but was not able to receive credit through both Kenan-Flagler and ~XSS, so now I get to try it again’. I will be interning in tbe                                      fbr the 

from May-August. They estimate that I will complete approximately 600 hours of work. 

Please let me know what additional steps I need to take. 
Thanks. 

"~kc~a~-flagler.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday            8:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah [ <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
This s 

from your past EXSS    class from the summertime. I wanted to know if you can help me identify someone in our EXSS department that can help me 

with one of my l~rojects in my AMS-r 
c ass dealing with how pollution and harsh weather effects athletes overall performance. (E×, The pollution in Beijing during the 2008 

olympics) 
Thank you for your time. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Stroman, 

My PK) is 

Thank you’. 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Exss internship class enrollment 

I have a final exam Wednesday at 8 am so Thursday at 10 am ~vould ~vork perfectly if that is ok with you 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, _ 5:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Exss internship class enrnlhnent 

Hi ]     Thanks for the follow up VVhat is your PID? 
How is Wednesday or Thursday at 10:00 a.m.? 

Dr. Strnman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Yuu will never reach your destinatiun if you stup and thruw stones at every dog that barks." 
W. Churchill 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Thursday, 1:55 PM 
Tu: Strnman, Deburah L 
Sul~iect: Exss internship class enrullment 

Dr. Struman, 

I just want tu email yuu to lbllow up again abuut enrolling in the EXSS internship class fur an internship I will be duing this summer in Boston. We met in yuur office a few weeks ago and 
you told me to come back in April. Is there a time that works for yuu that I can come in tu yuur Ufflce and get this handled? Thank you for your help 

Sincerely, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Friday, 7:02 AM 

@kena~- fl agler.unc.edu 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: We Need Your Help! UNC C.A.S.P.E.R. Project 

CSBC CASPER Project.pdf 

Hi      , there are 6 UNCgradsthat I know of in the ESPN Charlotte office. 

S of the 6 have said I can give you their info....I am sure the 6th won’t mind. 

Desmond Wallace - Production - Coordinating Producer Studio 

Desmond.M.Wallace@espn.com 

Twitter: @MisterWallaceGA 

Jonathan Whyley -Coordinating News Gathering Planning 

Jonathan.M.Whyley@espn.com 

Twitter: @jwhyley 

Palladino, Bill - Production -Associate Producer I 

BilI.Palladino@espn.com 

Twitter: @BilIPall 

Jonathan McDonald - Production - Research 

Jonathan.McDonald@espn.com 

Twitter: @callmejmac 

Alystia Moore - Production - Content Associate 

Alystia.Moore@espn.com 

Twitter: @AlystiaNecole 

DaN Bridges - Operations - St. Crewing Coordinator 

Twitter: @skydiveheel 

Chris Farrow 

Coordinating Producer 

ESPNU / ESPN Regional Television 

11001 Rushmore Drive 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

christopher.j.farrow@espn.com 
704-973-5060 - ESPN 

’-cell 

Twitter: @chrisjfarrow 

From: _~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

To: Farrow, Christopher J. 

Subject: We Need Your Help! UNC C.A.S.P.E.R. Project 

Hi Chris, 

This is . Thanks again for coming to speak to our students last week. 

I wanted to reach out to you in regard to the C.A.S.P.E.R. Database the CSBC is attempting to put together before we leave for the summer. 

Attached you’ll see a 1-slide pdf detailing what we’re attempting to do. Any assistance you can offer is greatly appreciated. 

Have a great day, 

_~unc.edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

New CSBC Exec Board - Thoughts?? 

Below are the new officers that and I came up with for next year. Thoughts on the titles/people before I make it public through the iistseF~,? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 9:04 AM 

@kenan- flagler unc edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

C.A.S.P.E.R. Contacts from Chris Farrow & 

CSBC CASPER Project.pdf 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu"~ 

Morning beautiful people! :) 

Here are my C.A.S.P E.R. Contacts from the UNC Sports & Entertainment Law S3~’~posium a while back: 

Brett Smith 

O UNC ’10 (M.A. In Sport Administration) 

O NFLPA Certified Agent at Athletes First (Durham, NC) 

O Represents Clay Ma~hews 

0 LillkedIn: www linkedin com/pub/brett-smith/13/509N60/ 

O Dr. Stroman tallght }liln see her for contact info 

Erika Stallings 

0 UNC’07 (mldergrad) 

0 Axsociate, Proskauer Rose (New Yolk, NY) 

0 Does spoils law work 

O LinkedIn: wwwlinkedincom/pub/erika-stallings/9/522/gbS/ 

o Emaih estallings@proskaner.com 

See Chris’ contacts below ....... 

From: <Farrow>, Chris Farrow <christopher~.[:farrow@espn~com> 

Date: Friday, . 7:01AM 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Co: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: We Need Your Help! UNC C.A.S.P.E.R. Project 

Hi      , there are 6 UNC grads that I know of in the ESPN Charlotte office. 

5 of the 6 have said I can give you their info....l am sure the 6th won’t mind. 

Desmond Wallace - Production - Coordinating Producer Studio 

Desmond.M.Wallace@espn.com 

Twitter: @MisterWallaceGA 

Jonathan Whyle¥-Coordinating News Gathering Planning 

J...~...n...a..t..h...a...n.:...M...:..W....h..yJ..e..~...~¢...e...s.p...n..:.c...~...m... 
Twitter: @jwhyley 

Bill Palladino- Production -Associate Producer I 

gill.Palladino@espn.com 
Twitter: @gillPall 

Jonathan McDonald - Production - Research 

Twitter: @callmejmac 

Alystia Moore - Production - Content Associate 

Alystia.Moore@espn.com 

Twitter: @AlystiaNecole 

Dani 8ridges- Operations - St. Crewing Coordinator 

Dani.Lgridges _@espn.com 

Twitter: @skydiveheel 

Chris Farrow 

Coordinating Producer 

ESPNU / ESPN Regional Television 

11001 Rushmore Drive 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

704-973-5060 - ESPN 

-cell 

Twitter: @chrisjfarrow 

From: @kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

To: Farrow, Christopher J. 

Subject: We Need Your Help! UNC C.A.S.P.E.R. Project 

Hi Chris, 

This is Thanks again for coming to speak to our students last week. 
I wanted to reach out to you in regard to the C.A.S.P.E.R. Database the CSBC is attempting to put together before we leave for the summer. 



Attached Vou’ll see a 1-slide pdf detailing what we’re attempting to do. Am/assistance you can offer is greatly appreciated. 

Have a great 



~arolina ~lumni in ~port ~roject, 
C.A.S.P.E.R. 

~ach one ~each one 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Cecelia<cecelia moore@unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 26, 2013 9:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Apr 30 reception 

Good Inoming Debby, 

I"m checldng on the reception for Holden and Brace on Tuesday, Apr. 30. Is there a foimal progrmn, and do I need to brief them on remarks or other details? Thank 

you. 

Cecelia 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 



From: ~email.unc.edn 

Sent: Friday,. 10:28 AM 

To: 

Subject: New CSBC Exec Board! 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Good morning Heels. 

Happy LDOC to you all! Special thanks to all who applied for Exec Board positions. We’re looking tbrward to a great year with our new officers and returning CSBC 

members. To our CSBC seniors, please stay connected with us as alums and come back to collaborate and connect with the undergrads :) 

If you see the talented individuals below on campus please congratulate them. Best of luck on your tinals! 

Leadership Team: 

® 

® 

® 

® 

® 

® 

® 

® 

- Executive Assistant to Dr. Stroman 

- VP of Corporate Relations 

- VP of Internships 

Executive Assistant to the President 

~ - VP of Website Management 

- VP of Public Relations 

~ - VP of Marketing 

- VP of Social Media 

, - VP of Intemal Relations 

- VP of Finance 

- Executive Assistant to Dr. Stroma~ 

Collaborate & Connect, 

~Your CSBC Leadership Team 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North CaJcolina at Chapel t till Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages tbr this site: Caxolina Sport Business Club. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Charles Merritt < ~me.com> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 10:42 AM 

tt~eltine, Li;’zy <hazeltin@email.anc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buck~goldstein@unc.e&~; Lowry Unc < 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools and resources section outline 

’Fools and Resources CEM.docx 

@gmail.com>; 

Hello all. I have attached the outline of my section to this email and also posted it to the Bootcamp 2013 Dropbox. This is just a brae Christmas tree and I need to 

hang the ornaments on it next week. but given I just taught much of this I feel veo~ comfortable that I can fill in the guts of the presentation pretty easily. Its been a little 

hectic the pafft two weeks and my schedule is thankfully quite empty the next two weeks. I suspect this roll get shorter as I mn coveting a lot of ground and roll pale it 

down to core concepts. Will defiNtely build in time lbr questions and interaction. 

Any advice appreciated. 

Thanks, 

Charles 

Charles Herritt 
’@me.com 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edn 

Friday, 10:50 AM 

New CSBC Exec Board - Revised 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Hi Heels, 

Apologies for the repeated email. The revised new Exec Positions axe as lbllowed: 

- VP of Innovation 

- VP of Corporate Relations 

- VP of Internships 

Executive Assistant to the President 

- VP ofWebsite Maaaagement 

- VP of Public Relations 
’ - VP of Markeling 

- VP of Social Media 

~ - VP of Internal Relations 

- VP of Finance 
- VP of][~movatio~ 

HmTe a great weekend, 

,-~Your CSBC Leadership Team 

This forwarded message was sent via The UniversiW of No~nth Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this tnessage 

click this li~k to access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Bnsiness Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 26, 2013 11:35 AM 

Aguilax, Alain J <alaguila@emaJl.unc.edtP; Prentice, William E Jr <prentice@email.unc.e&P; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Osborne, Barbara <spo(tlaw@unc.edu>; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <cIaudio@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

RE: one more CC 

I did not voice my concerns about having EXSS 175 as a co-req when I sent out the initial emait. I have asked Ashley to do some number checking for me. They 

wou~d certak~lv do better in :[88 w~th the prior know~edge~ but ~ fear th~s wi~[ create another backlog and difficulty of getting ~nto classes. 

At the very ~east, if we derided to do this~ it should ~75 should be a pre-req or co-req 

g~]l, can you send me as justificath:m for the name change. And the rmmber change 

(:laudk), ] acch~entlv ~eff you off the initial ernm~ about al~ of this. You can follow through thb email to see. Sorry 

From= Aguilar, Ala~n J 
Sent= Friday, April 26, 2053 $0:~ AN 
To= Salyer, Sher~ L; Prentice, William E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= RE: one more CC 
Hello Everyone, 

I don’t have much exposure to other :[00 level courses. So, it’s difficult for me to judge if 188 is much more rigorous than other :[00 level courses. If I compare it to the only 

other class I’m aware of in this category (EXSS :[4:[), then I would certainly agree that it’s more difficult class. 

The only caution that comes to mind is - what implication does this have on students progression through the major? If we make 175 a co-req, and they cannot get into :[75, 
then younger UG’s will probably only have a shot at getting in to 10:[ or 18:[ (and neither are required for FP) for that semester. Even though there are lower level classes that 
don’t have :[75 as a pre-req (273, 220), they are difficult for young UG’s to get into. Essentially, if we make :[75 a co-req, then we take :[88 off the list of required classes they 
might be able to get into early in their career (if they cannot get into :[75). 

With that said. I do think that students overall would perform siqnificantly better in :[88 if they had anatomy. 

so, z guess as long as the one’s w/more experience that I believe that the progression through the major is not a significant red flag - then rm all for the proposed changes. 

Alain 

Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, EAT, NASM CES!CPT!PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-843-2033 

(c) 
(f) 9:[9-843-4982 
Office Hours:T/Th :[-4pro and F :[0-:[2:30am Woollen 3:[4 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: http://exss.unc.edu/underqraduate-pr~qram/ba~in-exss/fitness~pr~fessi~nal/~vervie~/ 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 20:[3 :[0::[7 AM 
To= Prentice, William E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Aguilar, Alain .1; Osborne, Barbara 
I:::¢= Salyer, Sherry L 

Subject= one more CC 

Was searching to emails to be sure I didn’t miss any CC matters. 

Found one more: 

Regarding 188: 

1)Course title change to "Emergency Care of Athletic [njuries and Illnesses" Presently is: Emergency Care of Injuries and Illness 
2) Change the number to EXSS 288 
3) Add EXSS 175 as a co-requisite 
Could you please respond to "reply all" by Saturday. ~ will then compile with all the others we approved and forward to the Faculty on Sunday for vote at the Tuesday faculty 
meeting. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed,D. 

Master Lecturer, Director ot: Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

Universibi of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-.6947 

Fax: 919-.962-0489 

Spring Advising!Office hours: 

Tuesdays--11:CO-I2:15 

Wednesdays----IO:O0-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

T hursda ys- -1:[:O:?- :[2:15 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 12:13 PM 

Salyer, Shero! L <salyer@emml.unc.edu>; Aguilax, Alain J <alaguil~emaJl.unc.edu>; Prentice, William E Jr <prentice@emml.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

ltg: one ~nole CC 

I have no problem with t~-le course name change, 

Vm ambiguous about the number change- unless there are really strong reasons for changing ~t that haven’t yet been presented, I’d be inclined to ~eave it as 

~ would be agams~: the co-req requirement for the reasons A~a~n arth::ulated. This would just make the Iog-.~am worse 

B a r ba ra 

F~m: Salyer, Sherry L 

Sent: Friday, April 26, 20~3 ~:35 AM 

$0: Agui~ar, A~ain 3; Prentice, William E 3r; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Ba~glini, Claudio ~uiz 

Co: SaWyer, Sherry L 

Subject: RE: one more CC 

~ did not voice my concerns abo~t having EXSS 275 as a co-req when I sen~ o~t d~e init~a~ emaiL ~ have agked Ashley ~o do gome Rumber checkb~g fo~ rne. They 

wou~d certak~lV do better in :[88 w~th the prior know~edge, but ~ fear tMs wi~ create another backlog and difficulty of getting ~nto classes. 

At the very ~east, if we derided to do this, [t should 175 should be a pre-req or co-req 

Bill, can you send me as justificath:m for the name change. And the number change 

Claudio, [ acddently left you off: the initial erna~[ abou~ a~[ of this. You can follow d~rough th~s ernaH to see. Sorry 

F~m: Aguilar, Ala[n J 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 10:~ AN 
Te: Salyer, Sher~ L; Prentice, William E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
Su~ject~ RE: one more CC 
Hello Everyone, 

I don’t have much exposure to other I00 level courses. So, it’s difficult for me to judge if 188 is much more rigorous than other 100 level courses. If I compare it to the only 
other class I’m aware of in this category (EXSS 141), then I would certainly agree that it’s more difficult class. 

The only caution that comes to mind is - what implication does this have on students progression through the major? If we make 175 a co-req, and they cannot get into 175, 
then younger UG’s will probably only have a shot at getting in to 101 or 181 (and neither are required for FP) for that semester. Even though there are lower level classes that 
don’t have 175 as a pre-req (273, 220), they are difficult for young UG’s to get into. Essentially, if we make 175 a co-req, then we take 188 off the list of required classes they 
might be able to get into early in their career (if they cannot get into 175). 

With that said. I do think that students overall would perform sicjnificantly better in 188 if they had anatomy. 

so, I guess as long as the one’s w/more experience that I believe that the progression through the major is not a significant red flag - then I’m all for the proposed changes. 

Alain 

Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES!CPT!PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-843-2033 

(c) 
(0 919-843-4982 
Office Hours:T/Th 1-4pm and F 10-12:30am Woollen 314 

EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: http://exss~unc~edu/under~raduate.pr~gram/ba-imexss/~tness-pr~fessi~na~/~verview/ 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Prentice, William E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Aguilar, Alain .l; Osborne, Barbara 
Co: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: one more CC 

Was searching to emails to be sure I didn’t miss any CC matters. 

Found one more: 

Regarding 188: 

1)Course title change to "Emergency Care of Athletic Injuries and Illnesses" Presently is: Emergency Care of Injuries and Illness 
2) Change the number to EXSS 288 
3) Add EXSS 175 as a co-recjuisite 
Could you please respond to "reply all" by Saturday. I will then compile with all the others we approved and forward to the Faculty on Sunday for vote at the Tuesday faculty 
meeting. 

Sherry Salver, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director ot: Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#g700, 2I~ Fetzer Hall 

Uniw?rsit¥ o[ North Carolina a~: Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19-962-,6947 

Fax: 9:1.9-962-0489 

Spring Advising!Office hours: 

Tuesdays-- 1:[:{]~_% :[2::1.5 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 12:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bobcats Internship 

Good Afternoon Dr Stroman, 

I know that spoke with you earlier about the Bobcats internship that I will be doing this summer. 

I was wondering if I could come in to talk to you about earning course credit for the internship sometime next week 

Please let me know when you’ll be available to talk. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Best, 

~live.unc.edu i l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 12:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 Elections Results 

Congrats to you too! 

FAC is having a ?/L day retreat on May ].7 from ].I:30 to 4:00, We will start with hmch and then begin our discussions at noon. [ hope you can join us. 

Joy 
JOy J, Rer!!~eh M,A,, RT(R), FAE~R5 

As:;odate Proh~ssor ;~r~d Dgrec:tor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Schoo~ of Medicine 
CB #71~0 UNC-CH Bonduri~rfl: HIgH 

B2I.-A Soulh Coiurnbia 51:, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7]~0 

91.9-956-51.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~95:k 
-CONFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message, i!~cludh~>r a~tachmen~s, H: a~W, is intended orAy for d~e -person or en~ity ~o which [t is addressed and may contain confiden~a~ and/or 
privileged material ArW --unauthorized review, use, disciosure or disIribLItior] is prohibited, If you are not the [nIended recipient, please cor~IacI Ihe sender by reply e-maq and 
destroy all copies of the original messale. 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, April 26, 2023 1~:59 AN 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject-" ~: 20~3 Elections Results 

Congrats~ Have a great weekend, 

"1 s~epL and dreamt that ~i[e was joy, ~ awoke and saw that I~fe was service, t scl:ed and behok~, service was joy." £ Tagore 

d 
Do qood, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 
g’n¢io,qe, g~plor’e, Empower: 

9] 9,843,0336 

"You will never reach your destination i~you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

From: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 11:00 AM 
Co: Ferrell, .Joseph S; Boxill, .]an; Turner, Katie 
Subject; 2013 Elections Results 

Dear colleagues who ran for offices in the 2013 Faculty Elections, 

I wanted to let you be the first to peruse the 2013 Faculty Elections results, now posted to the Faculty Governance website here: 

http~//faccoun.unc.edu/e!ect!onsi2013-elect!ons-resu!ts/ 

Shortly, I will send a notice to the entire faculty. 

For those of you who are noted as "winners" - that’s just what it means, and we look forward to welcoming you into your various roles as of July :lst. Winners, we 

should make clear, are listed in alphabetical order. 

For those of you who are noted as "alternates," you were not elected, but you might be called upon to serve in the future should someone who is serving have to 

resign. Alternates are listed in the order of votes received, as that is the order in which we will call upon you should vacancies arise. 

We want to let you know how much we appreciate the fact that ALL of you were willing to stand for election this year. That, in itself, is a service to the campus and 

fosters thoughtful consideration among all faculty members of the issues facing our university. Your willingness to participate in this way undoubtedly helped t{ 

inspire your colleagues to participate by voting, as we had a record 43.8% turnout this year (1605 voters--the most ever). 

Thank you, and best wishes for a good end to the spring 2013 semester. 

With kind regards, 

Anne Whisnant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Events Mmaagement Office Assistant <emassist~unc.edu> 

Friday, ; 1:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Past Due Invoice FPO- 11292 

CBC Invoice.pdf 

From: Events Mana~lement Office Assistant 
Sent: Friday, . 1:38 PM 
To: 
Subject: Past Due Invoice FPO-:t:I292 

Hello, 

I just wanted to bring the following invoice to your attention as it has been past due for several weeks. As outlined in our billing policy, failure to remit payment in a timely 
manner may result in the cancellation of your organization’s future privileges at the Union. 

Thanks, 

~unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 1:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC @ NC State baseball gmne Sunday ESPNU 

We have a UNC grad (Bill Palladino) producing a baseball game Sunday night on ESPNU. Is there a single student you think would be interested in observing in the ESPNU TV Truck 

Sunday night at 7 PM? 

Chris Farrow 

Coordinating Producer 

ESPNU / ESPN Regional Television 

11001 Rushmore Drive 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

£_h r_Ls_t___q ~J:_e_:M__a_r_~9____w__@__e__s_~__~:,£_q__m_. 
704-973-5060 - ESPN 

-cell 

Twitter: @chrisjfarrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:07 PM 

Prentice, William E Jr <prentice@email.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtv~; 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@emaJd.unc.edu-~ 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@em~fil.unc.edu> 

RE: one more CC 

Ashley is working on some numbers for us. I suggest we put a time out on the pre-req idea until we hear what the data says. 

I hope my request for a j ustification wasn’t taken to mean "I don’t believe we need it, so convince me we actually need the change", but rather the justification needed is merely a formality in 
the submissinn process to the College In order to submit changes we have to say why we are requesting that change. I usually put that justil’ication in the Faculty memo. 

So Bill, if you can send me a sentence or two explaining why the name change more accurately reflects the altered course content that would be helpful In fact, the justification may just be" 
Due to recent changes in the course content, a change in course title will more accurately reflect the course content changes" Can you send a sentence about the number change as well 

Thanks 

I JUST got a hard copy of a N[ffW graduate course. I will get an electronic version and send to you as welh 

SS 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Prentice, William E Jr 
Sent: t;riday, April 26, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L; Aguilar, Alain J; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Subject: RE: one more (;(2 

all of us who are teaching this class are ATs and naturally we are going to talk about athletic injuries and first aid care as it relates to injuries and illnesses ’];his is no longer just a CPR,AED, 
First aid course. We have moved beyond that with this class 

With the number change, I thought since this appeared that it was going to be a core course within our BS degree it should be a 200 level course. Now that is moot point. So if no one else 
cares go with the majority, we’ ve been teaching that class forever without the anatomy pre- or co rec Those who have anatomy do better, perind. I get the log jam issue and Frankly I’m tired 
of arguing about this so again do what the majority wants. 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 11:34 A5¢I 
To: Aguilar, Alain J; Prentice, Willianr E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Cc: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: one more CC 

I did not voice ray concerns about having EXSS 175 as a co-req when I sent out the initial emaih I have asked Ashley- to do some number checking for me. They- would certainly do better in 
188 with the prior knowledge, but I fear this xvill create another backlog and difficult3, of getting into classes. 

At the very least, if we decided to do this, it should 175 should be a pre-req or co-req 

Bill, can you send me as justification for the name change. And the nun~ber change 

Claudio, I accidently left you offthe initial email about all of this. You can follow tl’trough this email to see. Sorry 

Front: Aguilar, Alain J 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 10:40 AM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L; Prentice, William E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: one more CC 

Hello Everyone, 

I don’t have much expos~e to other 100 level cottrses. So, it’s difficult for me to judge if 188 is much more rigorous than other 100 level cottrses. If I compare it to the only other class I’m 
aware of in this category (EXSS 141), then I would certainly agree that it’s more difficult class. 

The only caution that comes to mind is - ~vhat implication does this have on students progression through the maj or? If we make 175 a co-req, and they cannot get into 175, then younger 
UG’s will probably only have a shot at getting in to 101 or 181 (and neither are required for FP) for that semester. Even though there are louver level classes that don’t have 175 as a pre-req 
(273, 220), the?’ are difficult for young UG’s to get into Essentially, if we make 175 a co-req, then we take 188 offthe list of required classes they might be able to get into earl?’ in their career 
(if they cannot get into 175). 

With that said I do think that students overall would perform significantly better in 188 if they had anatomy. 

So, I guess as long as the one’s ~v/more experience that I believe that the progression through the maoor is not a significant red flag - then I’m all for the proposed changes. 

Alain 
Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES/CPT/PES, CSCS Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science StaffAthletic Trainer Ibr Men’s 
Soccer Universit3~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 
(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
(I) 919-8,43-4982 
Office Hours:TiTh 1-4pm and F 10-12:30am Woollen 314 EXSS Fimess Professional iVlajor Website: http://exss.uncedu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/fimess-pr~fessi~na~/~verview/ 

From: Salyer, ShelT? L 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Prentice, William E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Aguilar, Alain J; Osborne, Barbara 
Cc: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: one more CC 
Was searching to emails to be sure I didn’t miss any (;(2 matters. 



t~’ound one more: 

Regarding 18 8: 

1)Course title change to "Emergency (;are of Athletic Inj uries and Illnesses" Presently is: Emergency (;are of ]r~iuries and Illness 

2) Change the number to EXSS 288 

3) Add EXSS 175 as a co-requisite 

Could you please respond to "reply all" by Saturday. I will then compile with all the others we approved and forward to the Faculty on S~day for vote at the Tuesday faculty meeting. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzor Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-.o62-0489 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 
Tuesdays-- 11:00-12:15 
Wednesdays--10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 
Thursdays--11:00-12:15 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC - ESPN Opportunity - I want in! 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

would love to observe, would be such a cool opportuni~! ’. ! !! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            2:34 PM 

Subject: RE: CSBC - ESPN Opportunity 

First one to respond back to me correctly --wins! In the su!~je~t line write "1 want in!" 
A UNC grad (Bill Palladino) is produdng the big ba~ebaH game Sunday night on ~?SPNU, Are you ~n~:ereated ~n obaervk~g ~t~ the [{SPNU TV Truck Sunday rdght at 7:00 
p, m, ? 

Dr, Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engage, ~plore, Empowen 
919.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 

"You witf never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that harks." 
W. Churchill 

5:21 plVl 

Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Padua, Darin A 
Subject: RE: CSBC - Close Out! PLEASE READ 
Importance: High 

Looks like Monday, is the winner with 13_ members available. LeL’s meet at 6:30 p.m. I have a conference cal~ at 5:00 p.m.. ff I am runnb~g ~ate, please get a 

table and order beverages. 

can you check and see if we ~eed a re~etw~i~? ~f ~o, p~e~se make it h~ppe~. PartF of i5. 

THANKS AGAIN FOR A GREAT YEAR~ 

Dr. S[rornan 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~Lq~qe, Explore, Empower: 

9119,843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:57 PM 

"You will never reach Four destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSBC - Close Out! PLEASE READ 

Thanks again for a super Club year! Celebration Week was outstanding. We made great connections and learned very valuable advice. The Club continues to grow 

and expand our offerings to the university community. I am especially excited about the Expo in the fall. 

~ truly appreciate your leadershi~ and hope tha~ you gained something very beneficial by being a part o~ this special team. 

Congrats to      who won the "Drop-A-Dime" award~rom me this year. As a point guard who has the mentality to "pass first," I created this recognition a few 

years ago. ("Drop-a-Dime" Award -The Club leader who is a true team player; making assists to others so that the Club can "score and shine," making the right pass 

and connection, and has incredibly strong ability to coordinate people and possibilities.) Her work with the Expo, social media, and overall responsiveness has 

been a big blessing to me and all Club members. THANKS! 

I voted the entire leadership team as my MVPs. As such, I want to treat everyone to Mellow Mushroom. So, please complete the Doodle and let’s see if we can 

make this happen before you all head out of town. Majority rules... 

http://doodle.com/nx74bb389zvexhi6 

Work hard and smart over the next week to accomplish your academic goals! ket me know if you want to chat about your academics and/or future career goals. 

Continued Success to you! 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deboral~ L, Stroma~ P~,D, CLU 
E~ore, Engage, Empower, 

v~,ex~,unc,edu ............................................. 

3~5 ~ol~en - Cg #8700 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:49 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <~lyer@emml.unc.edu>; Prentice, William E Jr <prenfice@email.unc.edu-~; Aguilar, Alain J ~alaguila@emml.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Detx~rah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Ostx~rne, Baxbara <sporflaw@unc.edu>; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@email.unc.edtr~ 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: one more CC 

Just talked with Ashley Looks like our tears might be unfounded--at least %r the ONE class we revie~ved 

]b;XS S 188 
1 st yr--no one in class 

2nd year--I 0 ahea@ taken or in 175; 2 have not 

Jr--21 already taken or in 175; 2 have not 

Sr--5 already taken or in 175; 1 has not 

suggest we amend Bill’s request slightly--instead of 175 as a co-req, we make it as a pre-req OR co-req 

Renumbering to 288 is okay according to Ashley 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: I;riday, April 26, 2013 2:08 PM 
To: Prentice, William E Jr; Aguilar, Alain J; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: RE: one more (2(2 

Osborne, Barbara; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Ashley is working on some numbers for us. I suggest we put a time out on the pre-req idea tmtil we hear what the data says. 

I hope my request for a justification wasn’t taken to mean "I don’t believe we need it, so convince rue ~ve actually need the change", but rather the justification needed is merely a formality in 
the submission process to the College. In order to subruit changes we have to say why we are requesting that change. I usually put that justification in the Faculty raerao. 

So Bill, if you can send rue a sentence or two explaining why the narae change more accurately reflects the altered course content that would be helpful. In fact, the justification ruay just be" 
Due to recent changes in the course content, a change in course title will ruore accurately reflect the course content changes." Can you send a sentence about the number change as well. 

Thanks 

I JUST got a hard copy of a NEW graduate course. I will get an electronic version and send to you as well. 

SS 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Prentice, William E Jr 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L; Aguilar, Alain J; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Subject: RE: one more CC 

all of us who are teaching this class are ATs and naturally we are going to talk about athletic iniuries and first aid care as it relates to injuries and illnesses. This is no longer just a CPR,AED, 
First aid course. We have moved beyond that with this class. 

With the number change, I thought since this appeared that it ~vas going to be a core course within our BS degree it should be a 200 level course. Now that is moot point. So if no one else 
cares go ~vith the majority. ~ve’ ve been teaching that class forever ~vithout the anatomy pre- or co rec. Those who have anatotW do better..period. I get the log jam issue and Frankly I’m tired 
of arguing about this so again do what the majority wants 

From: Salyer, ShelTy L 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 11:34 AM 
To: Aguilar, Alain J; Prentice, William E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Cc: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sulzject: RE: one more CC 

I did not voice my concerns about having EXSS 175 as a co-req when I sent out the initial email. I have asked Ashley to do some number checking for me. The?- ;vould certainly do better in 
188 with the prior knowledge, but I fear this will create another backlog and difficult3, of getting into classes 

At the very least, if ;ve decided to do this, it should 175 should be a pre-req or co-req 

Bill, can you send me as justification for the name change. And the number change 

Claudio, I accidently left you offthe initial email about all of this You can follow through this email to see Sorry 

From: Aguilar, Alain J 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 10:40 ANI 
To: Salyer, Sherry L; Prentice, William E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
Sulzject: RE: one more CC 

Hello Everyone, 

I don’t have much exposure to other 100 level courses. So, it’s difficult for me to judge if 188 is much more rigorous than other 100 level courses. If I compare it to the only other class I’m 
aware of in this category (EXSS 141), then I would certainly agree that it’s more difficult class. 



The only caution that comes to mind is - what implication does this have on students progression through the major? If we make 175 a co-req, and they cannot get into 175, then younger 
UG’s wi 11 probably only have a shot at getung in to 101 or 181 (and neither are required J2~r FP) J2~r that semester. [~ven though there are lower level classes that don’t have 175 as a pre-req 
(273, 220), they are dift’~cult for young UG’s to get into. Essentially, if we make 175 a co-req, then we take 188 off the list of required classes they might be able to get into early in their career 
(if they cannot get into 175) 

With that said. I do think that students overall ~w)u]d perJbrm significantly better in 188 if they had anatomy. 

So, I guess as long as the one’s w/more experience that I believe that the progression through the major is not a significant red flag - then I’m all for the proposed changes 

Alain 
Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES/CPT/PES, CSCS Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science StaffAthletic Trainer for Men’s 
Soccer University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzor Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(o) 919-843-2033 
(c): 
(f) 919-843-4982 
Office Hours:TiTh 1 ~4pra and F 10-12:30am Woollen 314 EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: http://exss.unc.edu/under~raduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/~tness-pr~fessi~na~/~verview/ 

From: Salyer, Sherq- L 

Scnt: Friday, April 26, 2013 10:17 AM 

To: Prentice, William E Jr; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Aguilar, Alain J; Osborne, Barbara 

Cc: Salyer, Shcrry L 

Subject: one more CC 

Was searching to emails to be sure I didn’t miss any CC mattcrs. 

Found one rrlore: 

Regarding 188: 

1 )Course title change to "Emergency Care of Athletic Injuries and Illnesses" Presently is: Emergency Care of Ir~iuries and Illness 

2) Change the ntunber to EXSS 288 

3) Add EXSS 175 as a co-requisite 

Could you please respond to "reply all" by Saturday. I will then compile ~vith all the others ~ve approved and for~vard to the Faculb~7 on Sunday for vote at the Tuesday facul~ meeting. 

She~ Salyer, Ed.D 
Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 
LTniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-962-0489 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 
Tuesdays-- 11:00-12:15 
W ednesdays--10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 
Thursdays--11:00-12:15 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Friday, 3:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pa]ladino, Bill <Bill.Palladino@espn.com> 

RE: UNC @ NC State baseball game Sunday ESPNU 

Tell her Lo contact 
Bill.Palladino@espn.com 
Best time to come is 5:30 PM (90 minutes before the game),,.crew would be back from meal break by then, 
Chris Farrow 

Charlotte, NC 28227 

~witter: @~hrisjfagrow 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [maflto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 3:23 PN 
To= Farro% Christopher J. 
Subject= Re: UNC @ NC S~te baseball game Sunday ESPNU 
Thanks Chfis~ is ve~ interested (and so an I). I will ask her to reach out to you today. 
Debby 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the hemt is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 1:59 PM, "Farrow, Christopher J." <CHRISTOt HEtLJ.FARROW(a,espn.com> wrote: 

We have a UNC grad (Bill Palladino) producing a baseball game Sunday night on ESPNU. Is there a single student you think would be interested in observing in the ESPNU 

TV Truck Sunday night at 7 PM? 

Chris Farrow 

Coordinating Producer 

ESPNU / ESPN Regional Television 

11001 Rushmore Drive 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

christopher.j.farrow@espn.com 

704-973-5060 - ESPN 

Twitter: @chrisjfarrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC @ NC State baseball game Sunday ESPNU 

Just reached out to them Thank you so much! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 3:32 PP1 
To; 
Subject; Fwd: UNC @ NC State baseball game Sunday ESPNU 

FYI. 

Sent t?om my iPad 

"Edncating the mind withont educating the heart is no educate( n at all. An stotle 

Begin tbm’a;ded message: 

Fr~n: "F~row, Clwlstopher J." <CHRISTOt~ttI~;R.J.FARROW(a)espn.com_> 

Date: 3:28:12 PM EDT 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(?~unc.edu~ 

Co: "Palladino, Bill" <Bill.Palladino~espn~com> 

Subject: RE: UNC @ NC State basebnll game Sunday ESPNU 

Bill.Palladino@espn,com 

gest time to come is 5:30 PM (90 mirmtes bet:ore the game).,,crew would be back from meal break by then. 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

christopher.~,fa rrowC~espn.com 

704-9"~-50~0 ,. ~SPN 

Twitter: @chr~sjfar~ow 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 3:23 PN 
To= Farrow, Christopher 3. 
Subject= Re: UNC @ NC S~ baseball game Sunday ESPNU 

Chris Farrow 
Coordinating Producer 
ESPNU / ESPN Regional Television 
~00~ Rushmore Drive 
chHsto£her.~.farrow@espn.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Friday, 3:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sports & EutermJnment Event 

Good idea for the Exec Board?? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: (~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: ,2:56:56 PM EDT 
To:’ ?~kenan- fla~ler.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Sports & Entertainment Event 

Hey Bud@, 

See below. We are hosting this next week for MBAs but it would be cool if your executive board could come over so we can meet. We do not have the 
room to blast this ont to undergrads but maybe your sports board members can make it if your in town. 

Let me kmow. 

Begin tbm-arded mesmge: 

From: MBA Marketing Club <MBA Marketinq Club@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu> 
Subject: Sports & Entertainment Event 
Date:,            12:07:04 PM EDT 

http://www.wmg{~c.com/ 

M~A Marketing (;lub ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

£Jub Website: http://specials,kenan flagler.unc,edu/MBAclubs/’marketjn_~ 

tuba rnarke~ing club(@kenan flagler.unc.edu ¯ www.kerlan flagler.unc.edu 

ghapir~g ko.ader5 I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dr. Mark Robinson < @me.corn> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 6:58 PM 

enamettgill@s~tudentathletesh umanright s.com 

edmondsn@andromeda.rntgers.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; a-harl2@wiu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; Harry Edwards 
~icloud.com>; ron@poyners.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; jmcd@illinois.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; 

fpolite@utk.edu;          @gmail.com; ggumey@ou.edu; ’           @gmaJl.com;          @gmail.com         ,~!gmail.com; 

singeq.n@hllm.tamu.edu; crowley@caJu.edu; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edn 

Re: Colorado State AD response 

Hi Mark, 
Thanks for tal:ing the time to speak with me earlier today. 

Jack Grahan, our A.D., was tied np with a speaking engagement over the lunch honr so I have j ust recently had a chance to speak with him regarding the conversation 

that yon and I had. 

I just wanted to give you some background and context regarding the event that you asked about. 

As part oft he festivities surrounding our annuaJ~ spring football gmne, we invited many forn~er players back to CSU, and severed of the former student-athletes took the 

initiative to organize a gathering of other Africa~-Amefican former football players. 

Jack thought it was importm~t to tneet with the group to deepen our engagement with them, answer any questions, and address concerns that they tnight have regarding 

the program. They had a great exchange with each other, including so~ne important feedback and suggestions for each other. He embraced and appreciated their 

feedback, and emphasized he is 100 percent committed to enhancing the experience of all our s~mdent-athletes at Colorado State, including student-athletes of color. 

In speaking with the group, and Wing to address their concerns in a matter-of-fact manner, some of his comments may have been - as you suggested - taken out of 

context. Racial undertones, if any, were not intended if anyone had this experience, Jack would regret that take-away by them and would want to visit with them. 

That certainly would not have been his intention. 

Since that meeting Jack has worked with members of that group, and CSU’s Vice Presktent for Student Afthirs, towards developing and adopting a program to 

address specific concerns and objectives for the group. 

There axe thture cord~rence calls scheduled with members of the group that Jack has organized to pursue all matters di~ns~d. It is important to Jack that all current 

and tbrmer student-athletes at CSU know that he listens to their feedback, takes their concerns ve~ seriously, and that he will do an54hing to deliver a great experience 

and outcome for them. 

His hope is that the p~ogmm that is developed at Colorado State, which is just now being develope& will become a model p~ogmm for institutions throughout the 

NCAA. As it continues to develop. We entirely agree that actions, not just words, are what matter. We invite you, the former players, and everyone to judge us by our 

actions in the ~nonths to come. 
Thanks again for reaching out to us, and please feel free to contact me at an5’ time should you have additional questions. 

- Damy 

Danny ~,lJattie 

Ass’istant Director of ~ffedia Relations 
Colorado Stale University Athletics 

3 l l A~rcGraw Athletic Center 

Fort Collins; CO 80523-0120 

OJfice: 970/491-5050 
Cell: 

W W W. CS1AFat11S. C01TI 

Mark 

Dr. Mark Robinson 

Consultant 

Personal Player Development 

w~’.ppdmag.com 

On Apr 25, 2013, at 11:55 AM, emmettgill@studentathleteshunaanfighks.com wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 

I trust this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am writing to share another case that might benefit from our attention 
and update the RU case. 

Below is some information that Dr. Edwards shared that summarize some comments made by the Colorado State athletic 
director and one head coach. Please share our thoughts on the comments and/or a potential response. 

Here is what the A.D & the head coach of Colorado State University said to a group of former black Alumni this past weekend 
when asked what they were going to do about the 33% graduation rate of the black athlete at the school! 

The responses we were given (i,e, "Never thought about it"YCulturally Black people teach their kids to smoke weed @ 10/11 
yrs old."/[Fve never seen a solid family structure in a home of a player I recruitedlietc. 

In terms of the RU case, I forwarded the letter last week and followed up with the AD. One of the SAHRP board members 
suggested we developed a feasible timeline for the university to respond. Another scholar activist in the group suggested that 
we approach the new coach to express our concerns and calls for collaboration. Your thoughts are welcome. 

Lastly, Robert Vowels, responded and we are going to talk in the coming days Likewise, tonight at a panel featuring the NCAA 



president, I plan to ask if the RU group of student-athlete’s deserve to have the transfer rules (sitting out one year) waived if 
they decide to transfer. 

I am learning activism is slow, but it is worthwhile. I appreciate your time and treasure your input. 

Best 

ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Mark Robinson @me.corn> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 7:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ThaJ~_ks 

Thanks for the email, we axe building a registry, of people in the indus~tu and I encourage you to sign up. Also if you axe intems~ted in writing a~ a(dcle for the ~nagazine 

we would love that. 

Enjw the weekend 

Mark 

Dr. Mark Robinson 

Consultm~t 

Personal Player Development 

__w_ 3:~3_ :~::£P__d___r_~£~_ ~:__c_ R _r__n_. 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 3:56 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <~_t_~_t_r.~_?(_a~_g!:_tc_: _e._@_> wrote: 

Thanks for sharing 1:or magazine MaFk! I work prirnarily with pFo athletes transitioning,_ let rne know it:l can assist you, 

Great work~ 

debby 
Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,g~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

919.843,0336 
<:image00:L]pg> 

"You w~il ~ever reoc~ ~o~r destin~tio~ i]you stop o~ throw s~ones 

W, Chumhiit 

From: Dr. Mark Robinson [~jJ~;~ 
Sent~ Friday, April 26, 2013 ll:S2 AN 
To~ Earl Smith 
~ Cindy Aron; ~_~!~gJ_[[~N~_~N~N_~b_M_~_B~JgbN~_~_~; ~_~_~_~B_~andromeda.rut~_~E~M; 

bhawk~uga~edu; Har~ Edwards; rorr@~wners.com; Stroman, Deborah L; jmcd~ill~nois.edu; j~gayles~#ncsu~edu; Fritz Polite; ~#gmail~com; 
qqurnev~ou.edu;            ~@~ma~l.com; John N. Sin~er; crowley@calu~edu; leonardmoore@maiLutexas~edu 
Subject~ Re: Colorado S~te AD & Head Coach ~ RU Update 

I have called the athletic depa~ment to speak to the AD a~d Coach to get a respnse lbr an article we will tW and mn in ppdmag:com. So [~r no one has 

called ~ne ~ck I will keep the group posted on any developments. 

Dr. Mark Robinson 
Consultant 

Personal Player Development 

ww~v ~ppdma~.com 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 7:43 AM, Earl Smith < 

Dear All: 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Good morning. 
I am sum that Dr. Edwards and others in the room when these comments were made did not let the matter stop them. 
Someone who was them needs to start the ball rolling ira response is to be made by those on this e-list 
Emmett: thas~ks for the info. 
Sincemly, 
Earl 

On Thu, Apr 25, 2013 at 3:10 PM, Cindy Aron < 
Emmetk 

As always this stuffis appalling. 

It is important to persist in not allowing this level fo disregard to 

go tmnoticed. That being mid it is also important that in whatever 

way it is addressed, that it is not simply ’here say’. 

The graduation rate for all student athletes is related to the mission 

of the Universi~ and responsibility of the athletic dept. who invites 

these young people to participate in this endeavor. A person’s 

background is irrelevant to the mission of the school a~d the 

department. Regardless of how dismissive such comments are, they also 

side step the issue which is about the accountability" of the dept to 



support their athletes in terms oflit~ success. 

Hope this helps. Back to work tbr now. 

Good luck with the panel tonight. Hope it is interesting’. 

Cindy 

On 4/25/13, emmettgill~.stadentathleteshumanrights~on~ 

<emmett~ill(r-~ s~adentathletesNm~eawiahts~com> wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 

I trust this message finds you in great spirit a~d health. I am 

writing "to shaace another case that might benefit farm our attention 

and update the RU case. 

Below is some information that Dr. Edwards shared that sum,narize some 

co,nments made by the Colorado State athletic director and one head 

coach. Please share our thoughts on the comments and/or a potential 

response. 

Here is what the A.D. & the head coach of Colorado State Universi~’ 
said m a group of former black Alumni this past weekend when asked 

what they were going to do about the 33% graduation rate of the black 

athlete at the school! 

The responses we were given (i.e. "Never thought about 

it"/"Culturally Black people teach their kids to smoke weed @ 10/11 

yrs old."/[I’ve never seen a solid family structure in a ho,ne of a 

player I recruited]/etc. 

In terms of the RU case, I forwarded the letter last week and 
followed up with the AD. One of the SAHRP board members suggested we 

developed a feasible timeline for the universi~ to respond. Another 

scholar activist in "the group suggested that we approach the new coach 

to express our concerns and calls for collaboration. Your thoughts are 

welcome. 

Lastb; Robert Vowels, responded and we are going to talk in the 

coming days. Likewise, tonight at a tmnel featuring the NCAA 

president. I plan to ask if the RU group of student-athlete’s deserve 

to have the transfer rules (sitting out one yeaar) waived if they 

decide to transfer. 

I am learning activism is slow, but it is worthwhile. I appreciate 

your time and treasure your input. 

Best 

ELG 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cindy Aron < "(}gmail.com> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 10:38 PM 

Dr. Mark Robinson @me.com> 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com; edmondsn@andromeda.rutgers.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; a-hart2@mu.edu; 

bhawk@uga.edu; Harry. Edwards~          (@cloud.corn>; rorr@poyners.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

jlncd@illinois.edn; jggayles@ncsu.edu; fpolite@utk.edu; :         @gmail.com; ggurney@ou.edu;,           ~bgmail.com; 

~gmail.com; singeq.n@hlkn.tmnu.edu; crowley@calu.edn; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu 

Re: Colorado State AD response 

Hi Mark, 

Thank you so much Ibr fwd. that reply from Mr. Danny. 

Although I am grateful they axe addressing s/a needs, particularly those of Ail Americans, it does not excuse the comments made. 

We live in a culture that pathologically uses ’context’ to rationalize behavior. ’][’he result is nothing is ’anyone’s fault’ because of course there is a ’reason’ it happened the 

way it did. From my perspective there is no context in which fl~ose ldnds of remarks are appropriate, pea~ticularly from an adminis~trator, let alone the chief of the 

depart~nent. I have no doubt he did not ’intend’ to make hurtful remarks. ’][’hat is consistent with most people who are not interested in being emotionally hralful to 

others, yet there are times we are. Many abusive parents didn’t ’mema’ to hurt their children but they do. When we transgress we need to accept responsibili~ and call it 

what it is....a mis~ke. 

You can see this happens to be a pet peeve of mine. It has become a destructive pattern in onr culture that tmdermines personal responsibili~ and anthority. 

Ok...enough said. 

Keep us posted and thanks. 

Cindy 

Cindy Miller At’on, LCSW, CGP, FAGPA 
Mental Health Specialist 

Director of Choup Therapy Programs 

Smnaritan Mental Health 

Corvallis, OR 

On Fri, Apr 26, 2013 at 3:57 PM, Dr. Mark Robinson <, ~me.com> wrote: 
Hi Mink 

Thmaks for taking the tilne to speak with me earlier today. 

Jack Grahmn, our A.D., was tied up with a speaking engagement over the lunch hour so I have j ust recently had a chance to speak with hiln regarding the 

conversation that you and I had. 

I just wanted to give you some background and context regalding the event that you asked about. 

As part of the festivities surrounding our annual spring football game, we invited many former players back to CSU, and several of the former student-athletes took 

the initiative to organize a gathering of other African-American former football players. 

Jack thonght it was important to meet with the gronp to deepen our engagement ruth them, answer any qnestions, and address concerns that they might have 

regarding the prograan. They had a great exchange with each other, including ~me important feedback and suggestions tbr each other. He embraced and 

appreciated their t~edback, and emphasized he is 100 percent committed to enhancing the experience of all our student-athletes at Colorado State, including 

student-athletes of color. 

In speaJdng with the group, and t~ ing to address their concerns in a matter-of-thct maimer, some of his comments may have been - as you suggested - taken out of 

context. Racial unde(tones, if any, were not intended if anyone had this experience, Jack would regret that talce-away by them mad would want to visit with them. 

’][’hat cert~Jnly would not have been his intention. 

Since that meeting Jack has worked with members of that group, and CSU’s Vice President for Student Affairs, towards developing and adopting a progrmn to 

address specific concerns and objectives for the group. 

There are future co~fference calls scheduled with members of the group that Jack has orgmfized to pursue all matters discussed. It is important to Jack that all current 

and former student-athletes at CSU ka~ow that he listens to their feedback, takes their concerns very. seriously, and that he will do anything to deliver a great 

experience and outcome for them. 

His hope is that the program that is developed at Colorado State, which is jnst now being developed, roll become a model program for ins~titutions throughont the 
NCAA. As it continues to develop. We entirely agree that actions, notj ust words, are what matter. We invite you, the tbrmer players, mad eye,one to judge us by 

our actions in the months to come. 

Thanks again for reaching out to us, and please t~el flee to contact me at any time should you have additional questions. 

- Danny 

Danny ~ l atti e 

Assistant Director of ~VIedia Relations 

Colorado State University Athletics 

311 McGraw Athletic Center 

Fort Collins, CO 80523-0120 

Office: 970/491-5050 

Ce#: 



Mark 

Dr. Mark Robinson 
Consult~t 
Personal l?layer Development 
w~v.ppdma~, .corn 

On Apr 25, 2013, at 11:55 AM~ emmett~ill~s~dentathleteshum~xwi~hts.com wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 

I trust this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am writing to share another case that might benefit from our 
attention and update the RU case. 

Below is some information that Dr. Edwards shared that summarize some comments made by the Colorado State athletic 
director and one head coach. Please share our thoughts on the comments and!or~ a potential response. 

Here is what the A.D. & the head coach of Colorado State University said to a group of former black Alumni this past 
weekend when asked what they were going to do about the 33% graduation rate of the black athlete at the school! 

The responses we were given (i.e. "Never thought about it"/"Culturally Black people teach their kids to smoke weed @ 10/11 
yrs old?’/[I’ve never seen a solid family structure in a home of a player I recruited]/etc. 

In terms of the RU case, I forwarded the letter last week and followed up with the AD. One of the SAHRP board members 
suggested we developed a feasible timeline for the university to respond. Another scholar activist in the group suggested that 
we approach the new coach to express our concerns and calls for collaboration. Your thoughts are welcome. 

Lastly, Robert Vowels, responded and we are going to talk in the coming days Likewise, tonight at a panel featuring the 
NCAA president, I plan to ask if the RU group of student-athlete’s deserve to have the transfer rules (sitting out one year) 
waived if they decide to transfer. 

I am learning activism is slow, but it is worthwhile. I appreciate your time and treasure your input. 

Best 

ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 27, 20:[3 :[0:07 AM 

Cindy Aron @smail.com>; Mark Robinson ~ @me.com> 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com; edmondsn@andromeda.rutgers.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; a-hart2@wiu.edu; 
bhawk@usa.edu; Harry Edwards <           @icloud.com>; rorr@poyners.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
jmcd@illinois.edu; j88ayles@ncsu.edu; fpolite@utk.edu;           @smail.com; gsurney@ou.edu;             @~mail.com; 

@gmail.com; sin~erjn@hlkn.tamu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu 

Re: Colorado State AD response 

Hi Cind% Well-state& Thanks for your response. 

Emmett, should there be consideration of some form of "public shame" by the SAHR? Let’s chat. 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
g’W~,cfe, g’xplor’e, E’mpowe~’, 
9:19,843,0336 

@gmail.com> From: Cindy Aron ~ 

Date: Fri, 26 Apr 2013 19:37:34 -0700 

To: Mark Robinson ~           @me.corn> 

Cc: "emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com" <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com>, "edmondsn@andromeda.rutgers.edu" 

<edmondsn@andromeda.rut~>, "arthur.osueke@ttu.edu" <arthur.osueke@ttu.edu>, "A-hart2@wiu.edu" <A-hart2@wiu.edu>, Billy Hawldns 

<bhawk@uga.edu>, Harry Edwards.           @icloud.com>, Robert Orr <rorr@poyners.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

<dstro@unc.edu>, "jmcd@illinois.edu" <jmcd@illinois.edu>, "jggayles@ncsu.edu" <jggayles@ncsu.edu>, Fritz Polite 

<fpolite@utk.edu>,           @gmail.com".           _~gmail.com>, "ggurney@ou.edu" <ggurney@ou.edu>, ’             @gmail.com" 

~gmail.com>, "Earl corn>" @gmail.com>, "singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu" <singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu>, "crowley@calu.edu" 

<crowley@calu.edu>, Leonard Moore <leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu> 

Subject: Re: Colorado State AD response 

Hi Mark, 

Thank you so much for fwd. that reply from Mr. Danny. 

Although I am grateful they are addressing s/a needs, particularly those of Af. Americans, it does not excuse the comments made. 

We live in a culture that pathologically uses ’context’ to rationalize behavior. The result is nothing is ’anyone’s fault’ because of course there is a ’reason’ it happened the way it did. 

From my perspective there is no context in which those kinds of remarks are appropriate, particularly from an administrator, let alone the chief of the department. I have no doubt 

he did not ’intend’ to make hurtful remarks. That is consistent with most people who are not interested in being emotionally hurtful to others, yet there are times we are. Many 

abusive parents didn’t ’mean’ to hurt their children but they do. When we transgress we need to accept responsibility and call it what it is....a mistake. 

You can see this happens to be a pet peeve of mine. It has become a destructive pattern in our culture that undermines personal responsibility and authority. 

Ok...enough said. 

Keep us posted and thanks. 

Cindy 

Cindy Miller Aron, LCSW, CGP, FAGPA 

Mental Health Specialist 

Director of Group Therapy Programs 

Samaritan Mental Health 

Corvallis, OR 

On Fri, Apr 26, 2013 at 3:57 PM, Dr. Mark Robinson < @me.corn> wrote: 

Hi Mark, 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me earlier today. 

Jack Graham, our A.D., was tied up with a speaking engagement over the lunch hour so I have just recently had a chance to speak with him regarding the conversation that you 

and I had. 

I just wanted to give you some background and context regarding the event that you asked about. 

As part of the festivities surrounding our annual spring football game, we invited many former players back to CSU, and several of the former student-athletes took the initiative 

to organize a gathering of other African-American former football players. 

Jack thought it was important to meet with the group to deepen our engagement with them, answer any questions, and address concerns that they might have regarding the 

program. They had a great exchange with each other, including some important feedback and suggestions for each other. He embraced and appreciated their feedback, and 

emphasized he is 100 percent committed to enhancing the experience of all our student-athletes at Colorado State, including student-athletes of color. 



In speaking with the group, and trying to address their concerns in a matter-of-fact manner, some of his comments may have been - as you suggested - taken out of context. 

Racial undertones, if any, were not intended - if anyone had this experience, Jack would regret that take-away by them and would want to visit with them. That certainly would 

not have been his intention. 

Since that meeting Jack has worked with members of that group, and CSU’s Vice President for Student Affairs, towards developing and adopting a program to address specific 

concerns and objectives for the group. 

There are future conference calls scheduled with members of the group that Jack has organized to pursue all matters discussed. It is important to Jack that all current and 

former student-athletes at CSU know that he listens to their feedback, takes their concerns very seriously, and that he will do anything to deliver a great experience and 

outcome for them. 

His hope is that the program that is developed at Colorado State, which is just now being developed, will become a model program for institutions throughout the NCAA. As it 

continues to develop. We entirely agree that actions, not just words, are what matter. We invite you, the former players, and everyone to judge us by our actions in the months 

to come. 

Thanks again for reaching out to us, and please feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions. 

-Danny 

Denny Mettle 

Assisten t Director of Medie Reletions 

Colorodo Stere University Athletics 

311 McGrew Athletic Center 

Fort Collins, CO 80523-0120 
O~fce: 970/491-5050 

Cell: 

www. csurems, tom 

Mark 

Dr. Mark Robinson 

Consultant 
Personal Player Development 

www.ppdmag.com 

On Apr 25, 2013, at 11:55 AM, emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 

I trust this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am writing to share another case that might benefit from our 
attention and update the RU case. 

Below is some information that Dr. Edwards shared that summarize some comments made by the Colorado State athletic 
director and one head coach. Please share our thoughts on the comments and/or a potential response. 

Here is what the A.D. & the head coach of Colorado State University said to a group of former black Alumni this past 
weekend when asked what they were going to do about the 33% graduation rate of the black athlete at the school! 

The responses we were given (i.e. "Never thought about it"f’Culturally Black people teach their kids to smoke weed @ 10111 
yrs old,"/[Fve never seen a solid family structure in a home of a player I recruited]ietc, 

In terms of the RU case, I forwarded the letter last week and followed up with the AD. One of the SAHRP board members 
suggested we developed a feasible timeline for the university to respond. Another scholar activist in the group suggested that 
we approach the new coach to express our concerns and calls for collaboration. Your thoughts are welcome. 

Lastly, Robert Vowels, responded and we are going to talk in the coming days Likewise, tonight at a panel featuring the 
NCAA president, I plan to ask if the RU group of student-athlete’s deserve to have the transfer rules (sitting out one year) 
waived if they decide to transfer. 

I am learning activism is slow, but it is worthwhile. I appreciate your time andtreasure your input. 

Best 

ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edu> 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 12:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu>; Cindy Aron < ~gmail.com>; Mark Robinson @me.corn> 

emmettgill@smdentathleteshumanrights.com; edmondsn@andromeda.rutgers.edu; arthur.osueke@tm.edu; a-hart2@wiu.edu; 

bhawk@uga.edu; Harry Edwasds <          @icloud.com>; ron@poyners.com; jlncd@illinois.edu; jggayle@ncsu.edu; 

i@gmail.com; ggnmey@ou.edu; @gmail.com; @gm~l.com; singerjn@hlkn.ta~m.edn; 

crowley@calu.edu; leonardlnoore@mail.utexas.edn 

RE: Colorado State AD response 

Emotionaf inteUigence 

Cultural Competency 

Cultural Sensitivity (of lack of) 

Power 

Privilege 

18norance vs Knowledse 

I use a court/~esa~ ana~oSy: d~e ~ack of know~edse of the bw, does not exempt you o~ the court f~om the application of the law, ~norance ~s not s v~able excuse, 

Even "~ am sorry" ~s a form of commun~catio~ assodated w~th a emot~ona~ response, ~t real~y does ~ot address the key ~ssues assodated wkh th~s case!comments, 

Greatly appreciate the ~nteHectua~ 

FGP 

Fritz G, PoZ~te., PhD, 

D~rectom-Outreach and G3oba~ 
~he Un£ve~sity of Tennessee 

~9~4 Andy HoZt Ave--HPER 342 

Knoxviiie~ TN 37996-270e 

ecH- 

O ffh::e.- 8~55- 974.- 6~560 

One knows from dN~y life that one exists for other peopb 
Albem Einstein 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Saturday, April 27, 2013 10:07 AN 

Te= Cindy Aron; Nark Robinson 

¢~ emme~gill@studen~thleteshumanrights.com; edmondsn@andromeda.ruNers.edu; a~hur.osueke@~u.edu; a-hart2@wiu.edu; bhawk@uua.edu: Har~ Edwards; 

rorr@poyners.com; Stroman, Deborah L; jmcd@illinois.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; Polite, Fri~ G;          @gmail.com; ggumey@ou.edu            ~gmail.com; 
..... }gmail.com; singeQn@hlkn.~mu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu 

Subje¢t= Re: Colorado Sta~ AD response 
Hi Cindy. Well-stated. Thanks for your response. 

Emmett, should there be cons~deratbn of some form of "public shame" by the SAHR? Let’s chat. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EnO~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

919.84&0336 

"Sometime, s ~to~ flist bane, b) fool< back at yore" past a~d smite abov, t hou~jbr ~tov,’ve come." 

@gmail.com> From: Cindy Aron, 

Date: Fri, 26 Apr 2013 19:37:34 -0700 

To: Mark Robinson <           @me.corn> 

Cc: "emmettgill@studentathle[eshumanri~hts.com" <ernmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com>, "edrnondsn @andromeda.rutf, ers.edu" 

<-e---d---m--~~~-n-~-d--s-~-n-~--@---a-~-n---d-~~~~--m----e--d-~-a--.-~-u-~-t~--e--r--s--.~-e-~-d---u->~ "~[~_9_[:~M~_~_@~M:_~M" <~£~_~MD_g2~_~_~_~_~_M:9_~_M.>, "&z~_~£~_~_[M:_~9_" <&z~_~I~_~_@~M:_~_~M>, Billy Hawkins 

<bh~wk~pga~M>, Harry Edwards,            N c o Jd corn>, Robert Orr <roEE~R~E~con!>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

"jmcd@ilHnois.edu" <jmcd@Hlino~s.edu>, "jggayles@ncsu.edu" <jggayles@ncsu.edu>, Fritz Polite <fpolite@utk.edu>,           @gmail.com" 

~@gmaH.com> "g~urnev@ou.edu" <ggurnev@ou.edu> ’             @gmaH.corn".              @grnail.com> "Earl corn>" 

<          @gmail.com> "singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu"<singerjn@hlkn.tarnu.edu> "crowley@cak~.edu"<crowlev@cak~.edu> Leonard Moore 

Subje~: Re: Colorado State AD response 

Hi Mark, 

Thank you so much for fwd. that reply from Mr. Danny. 

Although I am grateful they are addressing s/a needs, particularly those of Af. Americans, it does not excuse the comments made. 

We live in a culture that pathologically uses ’context’ to rationalize behavior. The result is nothing is ’anyone’s fault’ because of course there is a ’reason’ it happened the way it did. 

From my perspective there is no context in which those kinds of remarks are appropriate, particularly from an administrator, let alone the chief of the department. I have no doubt 

he did not ’intend’ to make hurtful remarks. That is consistent with most people who are not interested ~n being emotionally hurtful to others, yet there are times we are. Many 

abusive parents didn’t ’mean’ to hurt their children but they do. When we transgress we need to accept responsibility and call it what it is....a mistake. 

You can see this happens to be a pet peeve of mine. It has become a destructive pattern ~n our culture that undermines personal responsibility and authority. 

Ok.enough said. 

Keep us posted and thanks. 

Cindy 

Cindy Miller Aron, LCSW, CGP, FAGPA 

Mental Health Specialist 

Director of Group Therapy Programs 

Samaritan Mental Health 



Corvallis, OR 

On Fri, Apr 26, 2013 at 3:57 PM, Dr. Mark Robinson ¯ @me.corn> wrote: 

Hi Mark, 
Thanks tbr taxing the time to speak with me earlier today. 

Jack Gmhan~, our A.D., was "tied up with a speaking engagement over the lunch hour so I have just recently had a chance to speaJa with him regarding the conversation 

that you and I had. 

I just wanted to give you some background and context regarding the event that you asked about. 

As pa~ of the festivities surrounding our annuaJ spring footbaJl game, we invited many former players back to CSU, and sever~l of the former student-athletes took the 

initiative to org~ze a gathering of other African-American fo~mer tbotl~all players. 

Jack thought it was important to meet with the group to deepen our engagement ruth them, answer any questions, and address concerns that they might have regarding 

the program. They had a great exchange with each other, including some important feedback and suggestions for each other. He embraced and appreciated their 

feedback, and emphasized he is 100 percent committed to enhancing the experience of all our s~dent-athletes at Colorado State, including student-athletes of color. 

In speaking with the group, and trying to address their concerns in a matter-of-fact manner, some of his comments may have been - as you suggested - taken out of 
context. Racial undertones, if an?,, were not intended if anyone had this experience, Jack would regret that take-away by them and would want to visit with tbem. 

That certainly would not have been his intention. 

Since that meeting Jack has worked with members of that group, and CSU’s Vice President tbr Student Affairs, towards developing and adopting a program to 

address specific concerns and objectives tbr the group. 

There a~e future conference calls scheduled with members of the group that Jack has o~anized to pursue all matters disused. It is important to Jack that all current 

and former student-athletes at CSU know that he listens to their t~edback, takes their concerns very seriously, and "that he will do anything to deliver a great experience 

and outcome for them. 

His hope is that the program that is developed at Colorado State, which is just now being developed, will become a model program for institutions throughout the 

NCAA. As it continues to develop. We entirely agree that action~ not just words, are what ~natter. We invite you, the forn~er players, and everyone to judge us by our 

actions in the months to come. 
Thanks again for reaching out to us, and please feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions. 

- Danny 

DanrO, ~Iattie 

Assistant Director of ~’~Iedia Relations 
Colorado State University A thletics 

311 McGraw Athletic Center 

Fort Collin.s; CO 80523-0120 

Office: 970/491-5050 
Cell: 

............................................. 

Mark 

Dr. Mark Robinson 

Consultant 

Personal Player Development 

www.ppdmag.com 

On Apr 25, 2013, at 11:55 AM, emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 
I trust this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am writing to share another case that might benefit from our attention 
and update the RU case. 
Below is some information that Dr. Edwards shared that summarize some comments made by the Colorado State athletic 
director and one head coach. Please share our thoughts on the comments and!or a potential response. 
Here is what the A.D. & the head coach of Colorado State University said to a group of former black Alumni this past weekend 
when asked what they were going to do about the 33% graduation rate of the black athlete at the school! 
The responses we were given (i.e. "Never thought about it"/"Culturally Black people teach their kids to smoke weed @ 10/11 
yrs old?i [I’ve never seen a solid family structure in a home of a player I recruited]/etc. 
In terms of the RU case, I forwarded the letter last week and followed up with the AD. One of the SAHRP board members 
suggested we developed a feasible timeline for the university to respond. Another scholar activist in the group suggested that 
we approach the new coach to express our concerns and calls for collaboration. Your thoughts are welcome. 
Lastly, Robert Vowels, responded and we are going to talk in the coming days Likewise, tonight at a panel featuring the NCAA 
president, I plan to ask if the RU group of student-athlete’s deserve to have the transfer rules (sitting out one year) waived if 
they decide to transfer. 
I am learning activism is slow, but it is worthwhile. I appreciate your time andtreasure your input. 
Best 
ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 5:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Cindy Aron @gmail.com>; Mark Robinson @me.com> 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com; edmondsn@andromeda.rutgers.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; a- 
hart2@wiu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; Harry Edwards,          @icloud.com>: rorr~.l~oyners.com; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc.edu>; jmcd@illinois.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; fpolite@utk.edu;           @gmail.com; ggurney@ou.edu; 

~@gmail.com; ;@gmail.com; singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; 
leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu 

Re: Colorado State AD response 

Dear Colleagues: 

My apologies for any delays in responding. I am cheerfully recovering from teaching an intensive executive weekend at the University of Washington (thanks Deb & Cindy). 

I agree with Dr. Moore that it is not shocking, but Ialso concur with Dr. Stroman that the comments in any context deserve some expression of public shame. 

As Dr. Smith alluded to... I believe that we should respond. However, in exchanges with Drs. Edwards and Robinson I think we can express our concern while extending a 

hand to work with CSU to begin to address these issues. Regardless of the internal strategies they intend to implement the reality is these mechanisms existed prior to this 

episode and the comments were still entered in public discourse. 

Moreover, when I think about the unique abilities of scholar and practice activists and the composition of folks on this email list I think about the incredible wealth of 

knowledge when it comes to sport, race, gender, higher education, and social change. I feel we are on a mission to change the culture of sport and that we can collaborate 

with athletic departments while still holding them accountable. 

Thus, Iwould like to propose that we share some ideas on how to express our concern AND offer CSU a menu of services/actions that we can assist them with to address 

the short and long term implications of their statements and the culture in which they were nurtured. 

I am open to an email exchange and individual and group calls, ). However, I do believe time is of the essence and that we should send something to the AD 

and president no later that the middle of next week. 

I am available to chat whenever your schedules permits. 

Most of all thank you for your concern, words or wisdom, and continuing efforts in sports and society. 

Best 

ELG 

To: 

"Cindy Aron" < @gmail.com>, "Mark Robinson" < @me.corn> 

"emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights corn" <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com>, "edmondsn@andromeda rutgers.edu" 

<edmondsn@andromeda.rutgers edu>, "arthur.osueke@ttu.edu" <arthur osueke@ttu.edu>, "a-hart2@wiu edu" <a-hart2@wiu.edu>, "bhawk@uga edu" 

<bhawk@uga edu>, "Harry Edwards" <           @icloud corn>, "rorr@poyners corn" <rorr@poyners.com>, "Stroman Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

"jmcdd~illinois edu" <jmcd@illinois.edu>, "jggayles@ncsu edu" <jggayles@ncsu edu>, "fpolite@utk edu" <fpolite@utk edu>, @gmail.com" 

< @gmail corn>, "ggurney@ou.edu" <ggurney@ou edu>, @gmail.com", ,@gmail.com>, "~ ~@gmail.com" 

< @gmail.com>, "singerjn@hlkn tamu.edu" <singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu>, "crowley@calu.edu" <crowley@calu.edu>, "leonardmoore@mail utexas.edu" 

<leonardmoore@mail.utexas edu> 

Sent: 

Sat, 27 Apr 2013 14:07:28 +0000 

Subject: 

Re: Colorado State AD response 

Hi Cindy. Well-stated. Thanks for your response 

Emmett, should there be consideration of some form of "public shame" by the SAHR? Let’s chat. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah I,. Stroman, Ph.D. CI,U 

Enga~qe. Explore. Empowe¢: 

939843.0336 

From: Cindy Aron @gmail.com> 



Date: Fri, 26 Apr 2013 19:37:34 -0700 

To: Mark Robinson.           @me.corn> 

Cc: "ernrnettgill@studentathleteshurnanrights.com" <ernmettgill@studentathleteshumanrightscorn> "edmondsn@androrneda.rutgers.edu" 

<edrnondsn@andromeda.rutgers.edu>, "arthur.osueke@ttu.edu" <arthur.osueke@ttu.edu>, "A-hart2@wiu.edu" <A-hart2@wiu.edu>, Billy Hawkins 

<bhawk@uga.edu>, Harry Edwards,           @icloud.com>, Robert Orr <rorr@poyners.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

"imcd@illinois.edu" <jrncd@illinois.edu>, "jggayles@ncsu.edu" <jggayles@ncsu.edu>, Fritz Polite <fpolite@utk.edu>, ’           @gmail.com" 

@~mail.com>, "~urnev@ou.edu" <~urnev@ou.edu>, ’             @gmail.com" <             ~mail.com>, "Earl corn>" 

@gmail.com> "sin~erjn@hlkn.tamu.edu" <singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu> "crowley@calu.edu" <crowley@calu.edu> Leonard Moore 

<leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu> 

Subject: Re: Colorado State AD response 

Hi Mark, 

Thank you so much for fwd. that reply from Mr. Danny. 

Although I am grateful they are addressing s!a needs, particularly those of Af. Americans, it does not excuse the comments made. 

We live in a culture that pathologically uses ’context’ to rationalize behavior. The result is nothing is ’anyone’s fault’ because of course there is a ’reason’ it happened the 

way it did. From my perspective there is no context in which those kinds of remarks are appropriate, particularly from an administrator, let alone the chief of the 

department. I have no doubt he did not ’intend’ to make hurtful remarks. That is consistent with most people who are not interested in being emotionally hurtful to others, 

yet there are times we are. Many abusive parents didn’t ’mean’ to hurt their children but they do. When we transgress we need to accept responsibility and call it what it 

is....a mistake. 

You can see this happens to be a pet peeve of mine. It has become a destructive pattern in our culture that undermines personal responsibility and authority. 

Ok..enough said. 

Keep us posted and thanks 

Cindy 

Cindy Miller Aron, LCSW, CGP, FAGPA 

Mental Health Specialist 

Director of Group Therapy Programs 

Samaritan Mental Health 

Corvallis, OR 

On Fri, Apr 26, 2013 at 3:57 PM, Dr. Mark Robinson ¯ (~,me.com> wrote: 

Hi Mark, 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me earlier today. 

Jack Graham, our A D., was tied up with a speaking engagement over the lunch hour so I have just recently had a chance to speak with him regarding the conversation 

that you and I had 

I just wanted to give you some background and context regarding the event that you asked about 

As part of the festivities surrounding our annual spring football game, we invited many former players back to CSU, and several of the former student-athletes took the 

initiative to organize a gathering of other African-American former football players. 

Jack thought it was important to meet with the group to deepen our engagement with them, answer any questions, and address concerns that they might have 

regarding the program They had a great exchange with each other, including some important feedback and suggestions for each other. He embraced and appreciated 

their feedback, and emphasized he is 100 percent committed to enhancing the experience of all our student-athletes at Colorado State, including student-athletes of 

color 

In speaking with the group, and trying to address their concerns in a matter-of-fact manner, some of his comments may have been - as you suggested - taken out of 

context. Racial undertones, if any, were not intended - if anyone had this experience, Jack would regret that take-away by them and would want to visit with them That 

certainly would not have been his intention. 

Since that meeting Jack has worked with members of that group, and CSU’s Vice President for Student Affairs, towards developing and adopting a program to address 

specific concerns and objectives for the group. 

There are future conference calls scheduled with members of the group that Jack has organized to pursue all matters discussed It is important to Jack that all current 

and former student-athletes at CSU know that he listens to their feedback, takes their concerns very seriously, and that he will do anything to deliver a great experience 

and outcome for them. 

His hope is that the program that is developed at Colorado State, which is just now being developed, will become a model program for institutions throughout the 

NCAA. As it continues to develop. We entirely agree that actions, not just words, are what matter. We invite you, the former players, and everyone to judge us by our 

actions in the months to come. 

Thanks again for reaching out to us, and please feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions. 

-Danny 

Danny Mattie 

Assistant Director of Media Relations 

Colorado State University Athletics 

3I I McGraw Athletic Center 

Fort Collins, CO 80523-0!20 

Office: 970/491-5050 

Cell: ! 
www.csurams.com 

Mark 

Dr. Mark Robinson 

Consultant 

Personal Player Development 

vwvw. ppdma~q.com 

On Apr 25, 2013, at 11:55 AM, emmett~qill~,studentathleteshumanriqhts.com wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 

I trust this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am writing to share another case that might benefit from 
our attention and update the RU case. 



Below is some information that Dr. Edwards shared that summarize some comments made by the Colorado State 
athletic director and one head coach. Please share our thoughts on the comments and/or a potential response. 

Here is what the A.D. & the heed coach of Colorado State University said to a group of former black Alumni this 
past weekend when asked what they were going to do about the 33% graduation rate of the black athlete at the 
school! 

The responses we were given (i.e. "Never thought about it"/"Culturally Black people teach their kids to smoke weed 
@ 10/I 1 yrs old"/[I’ve never seen a solid family structure in a home of a player I recruited]/etc~ 

In terms of the RU case, I forwarded the letter last week and followed up with the AD. One of the SAHRP board 
members suggested we developed a feasible timeline for the university to respond. Another scholar activist in the 
group suggested that we approach the new coach to express our concerns and calls for collaboration. Your 
thoughts are welcome. 

Lastly, Robert Vowels, responded and we are going to talk in the coming days Likewise, tonight at a panel 
featuring the NCAA president, I plan to ask if the RU group of student-athlete’s deserve to have the transfer rules 
(sitting out one year) waived if they decide to transfer. 

I am learning activism is slow, but it is worthwhile. I appreciate your time andtreasure your input. 

Best 

ELG 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

i@gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 5:31 PM 

emmetL~ill@studentathletesh um~right s.com 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edw~; Mark Robinson < )@me.corn>; edmondsn@~dromeda.mtgers.edu; 

~hur.osueke@~l.edu; A-h~xt2@wiu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; Hart3~ Edwards < ~icloud.com >; rorr@poyners.com; 

jmcd@illinois.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; Fritz Polite <fpolite@utk.edu>; Natalie Graves . @gmail.com>; ggumey@ou.edu; 

@gmail.com; Eml Smith ~ @gmail.com >; singel~n@hlkn.tamu.edu; crowley@c~]u.edu; 

leonmdmoore@m~fil.utexas.edu 

Re: Colorado State AD response 

Thanks for the thoughts Emmett. I agree that it is important that a strong statement from our group is made, sinmltaneously ofl~ring a hand in assisting in whatever way 

our collective group is able. The splitting that goes on in systems perpetaatesjust these kinds of problems. By being able to ’hold’ t~vo seemingly opposing viewtx~ints at 

the same time, ’our collective outrage as it were’ while also ott~ring to be agents of change models for all how to elt~ct change. 

Ok...onward with the cause =-) 

Cind~v 

On Sat, Apr 27, 2013 at 2:18 PM, <emmettgill,@~studentathleteshumarmghts.com> wrote: 
Dear Colleagues: 

My apologies for any delays in responding. I am cheerfully recovering from teaching an intensive executive weekend at the University of Washington (thanks Deb & 

Cindy). 

~agreewithDr~M~rethatitisn~tsh~cking,butIa~s~c~ncurwithDr.Str~manthatthec~mments in any context deserve some expression of public shame. 

As Dr. Smith alluded to... I believe that we should respond. However, in exchanges with Drs. Edwards and Robinson I think we can express our concern while extending a 

hand to work with CSU to begin to address these issues. Regardless of the internal strategies they intend to implement the reality is these mechanisms existed prior to 

this episode and the comments were still entered in public discourse, 

Moreover, when I think about the unique abilities of scholar and practice activists and the composition of folks on this email list I think about the incredible wealth of 

knowledge when it comes to sport, race, gender, higher education, and social change. I feel we are on a mission to change the culture of sport and that we can 

collaborate with athletic departments while still holding them accountable. 

Thus, Iwould like to propose that we share some ideas on how to express our concern AND offer CSU a menu of services/actions that we can assist them with to 

address the short and long term implications of their statements and the culture in which they were nurtured. 

1 am open to an email exchange and individual and group calls 

and president no later that the middle of next week. 

. However, I do believe time is of the essence and that we should send something to the AD 

I am available to chat whenever your schedules permits. 

Most of all thank you for your concern, words or wisdom, and continuing efforts in sports and society. 

Best 

ELG 

To: 

"Cindy Aron" < ~qmail.com>, "Mark Robinson" < ,~,me corn> 

"emmettqill@studentathleteshumanriqhts corn" <emmettgill(~,studentathleteshu manriqhts.com>, "edmondsn(~,andromeda.rutflers.edu" 

<edmondsn~,andromeda. rutqers edu>. "arth u r osueke(~,ttu.edu" <arthur osueke@ttu.edu>. "a-hart2@wiu.edu" <a-hart2(~wiu.ed u>, "bhawk~,uqa.edu" 

<bhawk@uqa.edu>, "Harry Edwards"<           ,@,icloud.com>, "rorr~,poyners corn" <rorr(~,poyners.com>, "Stroman Deborah L" <dstro(~unc edu>, 

"imcd(~,illinois.edu" <imcd(~illinois.edu>, "i~qavles(~.ncsu edu" <i~qavles(~.ncsu edu>, "fpolite(~,utk.edu" <fpolite(~utk.edu>,            (~.qmail.co m" 

,@,gmail corn>, "flqurney~,ou edu" <qflurney(~,ou.edu>,             ~,~qmail corn"              ~qmail.com>,          ,@,..gmail.com" 

@flmail.com>, "sinflerin@hlkn.tamu edu" <sin~qerin(~hlkn .tamu .edu>, "crowley(~,calu.edu" <crowley(~,calu.edu>, "leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu" 

<leo nardmoore(~,mail, utexas.edu> 

Sent: 

Sat, 27 Apr 2013 14:07:28 +0000 

Subject: 

Re: Colorado State AD response 

Hi Cindy. Well-stated. Thanks for your response 

Emmett. should there be consideration of some form of "public shame" by the SAHR? Let’s chat. 



debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

Et~gage, Explore, Empower, 

919843.0336 

"Romefim~’~s ~tou j~.vt }~aue to loob bach at ~o~r l~ast a*~d sndle abo~*t ~ou’jdr ~jo~*’~’e ,~o~n~." 

From: Cindy Aron <          @grnail.corn> 

Date: Fd, 26 Apr 20:13:19:37:34 -0700 

To: Mark Robinson <           @me.corn> 

Cc: "ernrnettgill@studentathleteshurna nrights.corn" <ernrnettgill@studentathleteshurna nrightscorn>, "edrnondsn@androrneda.rutgers.edu" 

<edrnondsn@androrneda.rutgers.edu>, "arthur.9~k~ttu.edu" <arthur.osueke@ttu.edu>, "A-hart2@wiu.edu" <A-hart2@wiu.edu>, Billy 

Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>, Harry Edwards            @icloud.corn>, Robert Orr <rorr@poyners.corn>, "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" 

<dstro@unc.edu>, "jrncd@illinois.edu" <jrncd@illinois.edu>, "jggayles@ncsu.edu" <jggayles@ncsu.edu>, Fritz Polite <fpolite@utk.edu>, 

@grnail.corn".           @grnail.corn>, "ggurnev@ou.edu" <ggurnev@ou.edu>, ’             .@grnail.corn" 

_@grnail.corn>, "Earl corn>",          _@. grnail.corn>, "singerjn@hlkn.tarnu.edu" <singerjn@hlkn.tarnu.edu>, "crowle¥@. calu.edu" 

<crowley@calu.edu>, Leonard Moore <leonardrnoore@rnail.utexas.edu> 

Subject: Re: Colorado State AD response 

Hi Mark, 

Thank you so much for fwd that reply from Mr Danny 

Although I am grateful they are addressing s/a needs, particularly those of Af. Americans, it does not excuse the comments made. 

We live in a culture that pathologically uses ’context’ to rationalize behavior. The result is nothing is ’anyone’s fault’ because of course there is a ’reason’ it happened the 

way it did. From my perspective there is no context in which those kinds of remarks are appropriate, particularly from an administrator, let alone the chief of the 

department. I have no doubt he did not ’intend’ to make hurtful remarks. That is consistent with most people who are not interested in being emotionally hurtful to 

others, yet there are times we are. Many abusive parents didn’t ’mean’ to hurt their children but they do. When we transgress we need to accept responsibility and call it 

what it is....a mistake. 

You can see this happens to be a pet peeve of mine. It has become a destructive pattern in our culture that undermines personal responsibility and authority. 

Ok..enough said. 

Keep us posted and thanks 

Cindy 

Cindy Miller Aron, LCSW, CGP, FAGPA 

Mental Health Specialist 

Director of Group Therapy Programs 

Samaritan Mental Health 

Corvallis. OR 

On Fri, Apr 26, 2013 at 3:57 PM, Dr Mark Robinson < )(~me.com> wrote: 

Hi Mark, 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me earlier today. 

Jack Graham, our A.D, was tied up with a speaking engagement over the lunch hour so I have just recently had a chance to speak with him regarding the 

conversation that you and I had 

I just wanted to give you some background and context regarding the event that you asked about. 

As part of the festivities surrounding our annual spring football game, we invited many former players back to CSU, and several of the former student-athletes took 

the initiative to organize a gathering of other African-American former football players 

Jack thought it was important to meet with the group to deepen our engagement with them, answer any questions, and address concerns that they might have 

regarding the program. They had a great exchange with each other, including some important feedback and suggestions for each other He embraced and 

appreciated their feedback, and emphasized he is I00 percent committed to enhancing the experience of all our student-athletes at Colorado State, including 

student-athletes of color 

In speaking with the group, and trying to address their concerns in a matter-of-fact manner, some of his comments may have been - as you suggested - taken out of 

context. Racial undertones, if any, were not intended - if anyone had this experience, Jack would regret that take-away by them and would want to visit with them. That 

certainly would not have been his intention 

Since that meeting Jack has worked with members of that group, and CSU’s Vice President for Student Affairs, towards developing and adopting a program to 

address specific concerns and objectives for the group. 

There are future conference calls scheduled with members of the group that Jack has organized to pursue all matters discussed. It is important to Jack that all 

current and former student-athletes at CSU know that he listens to their feedback, takes their concerns very seriously, and that he will do anything to deliver a great 

experience and outcome for them. 

His hope is that the program that is developed at Colorado State, which is just now being developed, will become a model program for institutions throughout the 

NCAA As it continues to develop We entirely agree that actions, not just words, are what matter We invite you, the former players, and everyone to judge us by our 

actions in the months to come. 

Thanks again for reaching out to us, and please feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions. 

-Danny 

Danny Mattte 

Assistant Director of Media Relations 

Colorado State University Athletics 

3I I McGraw Athletic Center 

Fort Collins, CO 80523-0120 

Office: 970/491-5050 



Cell 
www.csurams.com 

Mark 

Dr. Mark Robinson 

Consultant 

Personal Player Development 

vwvw. ppdma~q.com 

On Apr 25, 2013, at 11:55 AM, emmett.qill@studentathleteshumanrights.com wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 

I trust this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am writing to share another case that might benefit 
from our attention and update the RU case. 

Below is some information that Dr. Edwards shared that summarize some comments made by the Colorado 
State athletic director and one head coach. Please share our thoughts on the comments and/or a potential 
response. 

Here is what the A.D. & the head coach of Colorado State University said to a group of former black Alumni this 
past weekend when asked what they were going to do about the 33% graduation rate of the black athlete at the 
school! 

The responses we were given (i.e. "Never thought about it"/°’Culturally Black people teach their kids to smoke 
weed @ 10/11 yrs old."/[Fve never seen a solid family structure in a home of a player I recruited]/etc. 

In terms of the RU case, I forwarded the letter last week and followed up with the AD. One of the SAHRP board 
members suggested we developed a feasible timeline for the university to respond. Another scholar activist in the 
group suggested that we approach the new coach to express our concerns and calls for collaboration. Your 
thoughts are welcome. 

Lastly, Robert Vowels, responded and we are going to talk in the coming days Likewise, tonight at a panel 
featuring the NCAA president, I plan to ask if the RU group of student-athlete’s deserve to have the transfer rules 
(sitting out one year) waived if they decide to transfer. 

I am learning activism is slow, but it is worthwhile. I appreciate your time andtreasure your input. 

Best 

ELG 



From: ~live.unc.edu.-- 

Sent: Saturday, 11:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Attach: imageO01 .j pg 

Ok thank you. The assigmnent is due on wechaesday 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Good to hear ticom you. Whel’~ is your assignment due? I am not sure if there are any faculty members who research in that arena. I will ask around for you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 
[Description: Description: Description: Twitter2]<http://twittercom/#!idrstroman> 
"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W. Churchill 

Sent: ~I1qursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

IIe[lo Dr Stroman, 

8:56 PM 

This is from your past EXSS    class from the surrm~ertime. I wanted to know if you can help me identi£¥ sorneone in our EXSS department that can help me with one of tW 
projects in rny AMST class dealing xvith how- pollution and harsh weather effects athletes overall performance. (EX. The pollution in Beijing during the 2008 olyrnpics) 

Thank you for your tirne. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"(~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS    - Business Plan 

PLAY Time business plan.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize for submitting it in the wrong format. All of my assignments with my other classes in the entrepreneurship minor were supIx~sed to be submitted as a PDF 

so I didn’t even think about it for our business plan. Attached is the business plan for my group. 

Thank~ 

3)live .unc .edu 

On at 2:48 PM, <dstro~,~unc.edtc> wrote: 

To: UMis~losed Recipients 

From: Detx)rah Stroman 

Hi. You fa~led to submit your paper in a Word folmat. You have until 6:00 p.m. to resend your document to me directly at dstro(~unc.edu 

Note: Never submit an assignment to be graded in pdfunless specifically requested by the professor. 

One paper is to be submitted by ONE person. 

Dr. Stroman 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "EXSS 

message click tills link to access Messages tbr this site: EXS S 

’ site. To reply to tills 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Eriaaane A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, _ 4:58 PM 

~@live. unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    Fall 

Hi~ 

Thank you for the email. I would be happy to let you in the course if there is seating available. You are a senior and I received a recommendation from Dr. Stroman. In 

addition, knowing you worked in SLC gives you a bit of a competitive edge because that is my city :). 

Please remind me of this exchange at the beginning of the semester and I’ll do my best to get you in the class. 

Have a wonderful summer’. 

- Dr. Weight 

Erianne A. WeighL Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universils~ of North Caxolina - Chapel Hill 

From: 

Sent: Sunday,, 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Fall 

11:27 AM 

Hi Professor Weight, 

My name is, and I am a senior graduating in :. I am contacting you to see if there is any way I could enroll in your 

class next semester (EXSS    -001) . I am an Economics major who is poised to work in the Sports Industry upon graduation. During this : 

semester I have taken EXSS : ( with Prof. Osborne and EXSS    ( with Dr. Stroman (who has advised me to CC her in this email). I 
have completed three internships within the Sports Industry ranging from NYC to Salt Lake City, and I am completing a fourth this summer. I have finished all requirements for 
my Economics major and I believe your                           class will be a great benefit for me as I prepare to graduate in        ! Thank you for considering 
this request and please let me know if you’d like any more info!want to meet to discuss! 

Sincerely, 

UNC Class of 
~live.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 9:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m writing in regards to the quiz I missed at the beginning of the year due to my and how you wanted me to make up that grade. Also I was wondering 

if you were free to talk sometime this week. Unfortunately I didn’t get the position at IMG College, so I’m feeling a little discouraged and just wanted to talk with 

you. 

Thanks again for teaching an incredible class! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waiters, Trey ~l~Walters@raycomsports.com> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 2:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ACC Digital Network opportunities 

Debby, 

Hello, my name is Trey Waiters with Raycom Sports and the ACC Digital Network, I was given your contact information by contacts at the conference. As you may be 

aware, some of the U NC Sports Mgmt grad students (led by              assisted us at the ACC Tournament by helping staff the ACC Digital Lounge we now put 

on at every major ACC event to showcase our digital products and platforms. We are doing a similar activation at the baseball tournament next month in Durham 

and thought I would reach out to you for similar staffing assistance. It sounded like md crew really enjoyed their time during the basketball tournament and 

gained ever-valuable on-site experience. 

In short-term we are looking for similar help at the ACC Baseball Tournament in Durham May 24-26 if you know of any students interested...And in the long-term, I 

would welcome the chance to discuss a partnership with your program for internships and possibly a research project or two. 

Thanks in advance, look forward to talking with you soon, regards- 

Trey 

Trey Waiters 

Manager - New Media 

ACC Digital Network/Raycom Sports 

o) 704-378-4487 

m) 
e) twalters@raycomsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Waiters, Trey ~lYWalters@raycomsports.com> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 4:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Digital Network opporttmifies 

AC3 1987.JPG 

Sounds good Debby...here are a few more details on the assistance needed at the Baseball Tournament. Also, we just posted an internship position for the 

summer in case you know of some interested individuals, it can be found here. 

The ACC Digital Lounge will be onsite at the ACC Baseball Tournament in Durham, NC on May 24-26 and is in need of 3-5 people each day to help staff the 

exhibit/booth. The general duties include showcasing our digital products and platforms to fans (mobile app, social channels, digital network, etc.) and having 

them signup for our eNewsletter which enteres them in drawing for various prizes and promotions. A picture of the digital lounge from fanfest at the football 

championship is attached to give you a sense of the display...it will be very similar at Durham Bulls park. 

Here are the tentative activation times and staffing windows... 

* Friday, May 24th: 2pm - 4pm; 6pm - 8pm (one hr before each game starts, and staying open 1 hr after each game starts) 

* Saturday, may 25th: 2pm - 4pm; 6pm - 8pm (one hr before each game starts, and staying open 1 hr after each game starts) 

o Sunday, May 26th: Noon - 2pm (lpm game time) 

Anyone interested can contact me directly work out the details...thanks, 

Trey 

Trey Wal Lets 

ACC Digital NetworkiRaycom Sports 

o) 704-37g-4-~187 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:45 PM 

Ta: Waiters, Trey 

Subject: R[: ACC ~N~I Ne~ork oppo~un~t~es 

Hi Trey. Thanks for your note. ~ coordinate #~ernships and speda~ projects for our Sport Administration students. I am a~so the faculty advisor for the bes~ student 

organization on campus --- Carolina Sport Bushless CkJb~ ;) (www.csbcunc.com} ] ~m meeting with the ~eadership team tonight and w~H announce tMs super 

opportun~tv. How many students do you want for the ACC Championship? 

Yes, I wouh~ kwe to form a par~:nership ~:oo, 

We are ~n Lhe mh~d~e of grading and exams, I_et"s cormect later this week or early ne>:t, 

debby 

Do Goo& 

Deborah L Stroma~, 

~’n¢~o,ge, ~pler’e, Empower. 

9~9.84&0336 

"You ~ill never reach your destination iyyou sto~ and thro~ stones at ever~ dog that barks." 

w. Churchi!l 

From: Waiters, Trey [mailto:~al~ers~ raycomspo~s.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:28 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ACC Digital Ne~ork oppo~unities 

Debby, 

Hello, my name is Trey Waiters with Raycom Sports and the ACC Digital Network, I was given your contact information by contacts at the conference. As you may be 

aware, some of the U NC Sports Mgmt grad students (led by              assisted us at the ACC Tournament by hel0ing staff the ACC Digital Lounge we now Out 

on at every major ACC event to showcase our digital products and platforms. We are doing a similar activation at the baseball tournament next month in Durham 

and thought I would reach out to you for similar staffing assistance. It sounded like and crew really enjoyed their time during the basketball tournament and 

gained ever-valuable on-site experience. 

In short-term we are looking for similar helo at the ACC Baseball Tournament in Durham May 24-26 if you know of any students interested...And in the long-term, I 

would welcome the chance to discuss a partnership with your program for internships and possibly a research project or two. 

Thanks in advance, look forward to talking with you soon, regards- 

Trey 

Trey Waiters 

Manager - New Media 

ACC Digital Network!Raycom Sports 

o) 704-378-4487 

m) 
e) twalters@raycomsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@em~il,unc,edu~ 

Monday, April 29, 2013 4:11 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-ihculty] CSRI Conference video rebroadcasts 

Just e short note to let everyone know the panels and keynote speakers from the 6th Annual CSlqI Conference on College ,Sport will be 

rebroadcast over Community Access channels in Chapel Hill & Carrboro this week end this coming weekend. 

The videos c~an be viewed on Time Warner Q~ble channel 4 ~,.nd AT&T U-Verse ch~,.nnel 99. They can ~also be viewed on the Sport Business 

~duc~xHon Network (SB~N) http:/[new.livestream.com/SBEN[CSRIConference?origin=Dig#st&mixpanel id=139404e4798310- 
02e37b99e- 1c79343a-faOOO-139404e47994dS&acc id=2312974&medium=email 

Richaxd 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

~ssociate Pro~essor - Sport ~c]rninistration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203<: 

OfFice .- 919.9(52-.3507 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

@hotmail.com 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: ~,1~,1~,1~:!,i.!3.~:.~!~{~:.~(.! 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to exss- facul~ as: dstro(~unc.edu. 

To unsubscdbe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edwu?i~55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-faculty&o 33057913 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-33057913-55567101.548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Request tbr proof of internship course credit 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

1[ hope you are doing well As we have spoken about, I recently accepted an internship offer with and would like to participate in your EXSS    class in 
order to get course credit for the internship. 

You indicated that you’d like to sit down sometime this week to finalize those details~ I could meet with you tomorrow, Wednesday, or Thursday if you are available. Tuesday 
and Thursday I am available anytime, and Wednesday I will be available after 2:30 PM. Please let me know what works best for you. Thank you! 

Best, 

@unc.edu 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Request for proof of internship course credit 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

My PID is         . I plan on finalizing my summer internship plans in the next 24 hours. If you would like, I will be in contact with you once I have done that and we can 
arrange a time to meet. Thank you! 

Best, 

,@unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday., 4:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Request for proof of internship course credit 

Hi 

L"r, Stromar~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 4:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Request for proof of internship course credit 

0 kay. Th a n ks, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, C]_,U 

En,o’uge. Explore. Empower. 

919,843.0336 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Request for proof of internship course credit 

Dr. Stroman, 
Sounds good! Thanks for the quick response. I will be in touch with you as I finalize my plans! 

"You wifl never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

W. Churchill 

~__k_e_r_La___q: fLa_g_t_e_r_,__u__o__c_:__e__d___u_] 



Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 4:07 PM 
To; 
Subject: RE: Request for proof of internship course credit 

~dministrationiistemshi~ssi 

Yo(i~ participation 

Enio,i the weekend~ 

Dr. Stromsn 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. 

~t]~q~qe~ ~xpIore, Empowe~ 

919,843.0336 

Let’s sit down the week of to finaiize vour wo:k, 

’~You will ne~er reach your destinotion if you stop and throw stones ot every dog thor borks." 

W, Churchift 

From: [ 
Sent; Friday, 3:52 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Request for proof of internship course credit 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
T hope you are doing well. Earlier this week after the CSBC Alumni Panel, T spoke with you briefly regarding the possibility of getting course credit through your class for an 

internship this summer. You indicated that it would be possible and to contact you about it. 
offered me an internship, but indicated that they need some kind of proof or documentation that T would be able to get course credit before they could 

formally send me an offer. Is there any documentation about the course credit program you could provide for me to send to them? If not, a confirmation from you via email 

that T can get course credit would likely suffice. I have attached the job description to this email so that you can look over the details of the internship if necessary. 
Thank you for your assistance, and I hope you have a great weekend! 
Best regards, 

~unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:5 0 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS    PlaJ~ 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am unable to open the documents to see where we went wrong. If you could send me a copy of them directly because it keeps mentioning an error when trying to open it. It 
is unable to open the document that has the rubric. 

Thankyou! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS : . Plan 

Hi 

Thanks, 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Str’ornan, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empow(~r, 

91%843.0336 

Please look at my comments and the o~her posted papers. Let me know if you stilf want to chat. 

will ae~er reoch Four destinotion if you stop o~d throw stones ot every doff thor b~rks/’ 

W, Churchift 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 9:36 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS - Plan 

Dr. Stroman, 
I just looked at the grades for the Business Plan and was wondering where we went wrong. T know we may not have been the top of the line group however I dont see where 
we needed to receive a failing grade. Please let me know if we missed a section or what not or what went wrong because I was completely shocked by that grade. Please let 
me know as soon as DossiNe. Thank you! 



Lifetime Fitness (LFIT 190) Brazilian Jiu Jitsu 

Instructor: Sunny Yu 

Time and Location: 

@~mail.com 

1st Day meeting 

Activity Space 

Lab Space 

Fetzer Hall A 

Woollen Combatives Room 

Fetzer Hall B 

Purpose of LFIT 

This course will combine instruction in, and practice of a sport or physical 
activity, that can be sustained in later life together with instruction in life- 
long health. 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT 

Course Requirements 

Required LFIT Materials 

1. Lifetime Fitness Lab Manual: The Tar Heel’s Guide to a Healthy 
and Active Lifestyle. 

2. EXSSiNASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee $40 

This fee covers the lab manual and lab costs. 

Refundable if you drop your LFIT course before January 15, 2013. 

Direct refund requests to Ashley McCullen __a___m___c__c____q!J__e_@__e___m___a__jLu___n__c_~_e__d___u_. 

Grading Scale 

A 93.0-100% B- 80.0-82.9% 

A- 90.0-92.9% C+ 77.0-79.9% 

B+ 87.0-89.9% C 73.0-76.9% 

B 83.0-86.9% C- 70.0-72.9% 

D+ 67.0-69.9% 

D 60.0-66.9% 

F < 60.0% 

Grading criteria 

(5) Lab assignments 20% 

(9) Quizzes 20% 

(1) Final exam 25% 

Attendance 25% 

Attitude & Participation 10% 

attend & complete all 5 lab assignments 

quiz after each online presentation 

questions from the online lectures 

actively participate in the daily activities 

have a positive presence in class 

Labs (5 points each) 

Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall. The instructions for the 
labs are located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under 
Lifetime Fitness). They are to be completed and turned in on the scheduled 
date. There will be no make-up labs dates, 

Failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 
points for the lab. 

9 Online Lectures and Quizzes on Sakai 

After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 minutes to 
complete a short quiz. 

The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the 
due date. 

Failure to meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 



Lifetime Fitness (LFIT 190) Brazilian Jiu Jitsu 

Final Exam 

The final exam covers concepts from all 9 online lectures. The exam may 
consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short answer questions. 

The final exam will be given on the last day of class - not during the 
scheduled finals period, 

Attendance 

Students may not miss more than 1 lab during the semester. 

7 or more unexcused absences will result in an F. 

A total of 10 excused and unexcused absences will result in an F 

orthe need for a medical drop of the course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 

Class attended : 2 point& 
unexcused absence : 0 points 
excused absence (after the 3rd) : 1 points 
failure to dress out : 1 points 
tardy will lose one point : 1 points 

Dress 

Proper athletic clothing is expected on activity and lab days. Jeans and 
sandals are not acceptable. See Attendance for failure to dress out. 

Recommended Clothing 

gi pants - promotes hygiene and decorum 
tshirt 

optional clothing 

rashguard 
groin protection 
mouthguard 

To assist with obtaining gi clothing, you can order from this 
site: http;//~ n~bjj~b!y.com/ 

The deadline for placing orders will be posted by the 
instructor. 

Honor Code http://honor.unc.edu 

applies at all times 

all orders will be delivered to the EXSS office and distributed in class by 
the instructor 



Lifetime Fitness Outline (Monday/Wednesday - LFIT 109-190) 

Jan 9 Lifetime Fitness Introduction ¯ Log onto Sakai 

Fetzer Gym A 

Jan :14 Activity ¯ Online: Current Health Status/Quiz 

Jan :16 Activity 

Jan 2:1 NO CLASS MLK 

Jan 23 Fitness Assessment Lab m Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Fetzer Gym B m Online: Fitness assessment/Quiz 

Jan 28 Activity 

Jan 30 Activity/Begin Lab #2 = Dietary ¯ Online: Nutrition/Quiz 
Analysis ¯ Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 

Feb 4 Activity 

Feb 6 Activity 

Feb :1:1 INtERACtIVE ~HEATER GROUP MEE~ AT S~UDEN~ UNION AUDITORIUM 

Feb :13 Activity ¯ Lab #2 - Dietary Analysis Due 

Feb :18 Activity 

Feb 20 Activity ¯ Online: Stabilization Training/Quiz 

Feb 25 Activity 

Feb 27 Stabilization Training Lab ¯ Online: Cardiorespiratory Training/Quiz 
¯ Bring lab manual 

March 4 Activity 

March 6 NO CLASS ¯ Online: Flexibility Training/Quiz 

March :1:1 NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

March :13 Activity SPRING BREAK 

March :18 Activity 

March 20 Activity ¯ Online: Resistance Training/ Quiz 

March 25 Activity 

March 27 SMR/Resistance Training Lab ¯ Online: Weight Control/Quiz 
¯ Bring lab manual 

April :1 Activity 

April 3 Activity m Online: Behavior Modification/Quiz 

April 8 Activity 

April :10 Activity 

April :15 Activity 

April :17 Fitness Assessment (11) Lab ¯ Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Fetzer Gym B Turn in "TA COPY" 

April 22 Last Day of Activity ¯ Prepare for Final Exam 

April 24 FINAL EXAM FINAL EXAM - Fetzer Gym A 



Tips for getting an A in LFIT 

Come to all classes on time. Missing classes and tardies will reduce your 
grade. 

Do all of the quizzes before the due date. Quizzes can not be made 
up and you will still be responsible for the material as it will appear on your 
final exam. Some people forget about the quiz deadlines and this will hurt 
your grade. 

Take care and diligence when doing your quizzes, they are not difficult 
but low quiz scores will affect your grade. Most people do poorly on them 
because they rush through them. 

Don’t miss any labs. They can not be made up. 

Make notes of keywords and concepts when doing the online material. 
They may appear on the final exam. 



Lifetime Fitness 

LFIT Spring 

Instructor: 
Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:      @unc.edu 

Time and Location: One hour, twice a week 
1st Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 
Activity Space = Outdoor Education Center 
Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a lasting interest in 
lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical fitness and knowledge of life-long 
health. Students will be able to describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and 
human behaviors that influence human well-being and affect the major health problems of our society; 
understand the components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and well-being; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime sport psychomotor skills. 

Course Requirements 

Required M aterial: 
1. Lifetime Fitness Lab Manual: The Tar Heel’s Guide to a Healthy and Active 

Lifestyle. 
2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $40.00 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab fees. If you drop 
your LFIT course before                you may receive a refund. We will not be checking to see 
who has dropped. Please email ~mcculle@email.unc.edu to facilitate this process. Requests after this 
date will not be honored and your money will not be carried over to another semester. You will have to 
repay the fee if you decide to take the course at a later date. 

Grading Scale: 
A 93.0-100% B- 80.0-82.9% D+ 67.0-69.9% 
A- 90.0-92.9% C+ 77.0-79.9% D 60.0-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-89.9% C 73.0-76.9% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-86.9% C- 70.0-72.9% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 
Quizzes (9)         20% 

Final exam (1) 25% 
Attendance 25% 

Attitude and 10% 
Participation 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab assignments 
There will be a quiz at the end of each online presentation, for a total of 
9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online lectures. 
Students will be expected to come to class and actively participate in the 
daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive presence in class and 
engage in each activity. 



Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms. The instructions for the labs are 
located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness). They are to be 
completed and turned in on the scheduled date. There will be no make-up labs dates. Labs are worth 5 
points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab. 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 minutes, are required for 
to students to view through Sakai. After the lectures have been viewed, the student will have 30 
minutes to complete a short quiz. The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due 
date. Failure to meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 

Final Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 lectures on 
Sakai. The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short answer questions. The final exam 
will be given on the last day of class - not during the scheduled finals period. 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory. Students may not miss more 
than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more unexcused absences may result in an F. A total of 10 
excused and unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
o Each day will be worth 2 points. 
¯ An unexcused absence will lose both points. 
o An excused absence (after the 3rd), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point.. 

Weather - For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather. Class may be moved 
inside in the event of inclement weather - but this will be at the discretion of the teacher and you will 
need to check your email and the board in front of the equipment room before class. Expect to be 
outside everyday otherwise. 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab days. Jeans 
are not acceptable, nor are sandals. Your participation grade will be affected if you do not dress out 
properly. 

Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself within the 
guidelines of the Honor System. All academic work should be done with the high level of honesty and 
integrity that is University demands. For more information on the honor code, refer to 
http://honor, unc.edu._ 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring 
devices during any exams or graded assignments taken in class. 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT. 
Please note that effective Fall , you will no longer receive credit for more than one LFIT course. 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH. If you have taken an 
LFIT prior to Fall and enroll in an LFIT course during or after Fall , this will not count towards 

your 120 hours needed for graduation. 



Lifetime Fitness Outline LFIT 

Lifetime Fitness Introduction ¯ Log onto Sakai 

Fetzer Gym A 

Icebreakers and rules = Online: Current Health Status/Quiz 

Forehands 

Backhands ¯ Online: Fitness assessment/Quiz 

Fitness Assessment Lab ¯ Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Fetzer Gym B 

King of the Court 

Serving ¯ Online: Nutrition/Quiz 

Footwork Drills/Begin Lab #2 = Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 

Dietary Analysis 

Volley 

INTERA~IVE THEATER GROUP MEET AT STUDEN~ UNION AUDITORIUM 

Drop Shot = Lab #2 - Dietary Analysis Due 

Lob/Smash ¯ Online: Stabilization Training/Quiz 

Footwork Drills 

Shot Accuracy Drills ¯ Online: Cardiorespiratory Training/Quiz 

Stabilization Training Lab Bring lab manual 

Spin 

Student led lesson ¯ Online: Flexibility Training/Quiz 

NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

Student led lesson 

Student led lesson ¯ Online: Resistance Training/Quiz 

Student led lesson 

SMR/Resistance Training Lab Bring lab manual 

Singles Tournament 

Singles Tournament ¯ Online: Weight Control/Quiz 

Singles Tournament 

Doubles Matches ¯ Online: Behavior Modification/Quiz 

Doubles Matches 

Fitness Assessment (II) Lab ¯ Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Turn in "TA COPY" 

Doubles Matches ¯ Prepare for Final Exam 

FINAL EXAM                      FINAL EXAM - Fetzer Gym A 



Lifetime Fitness 

Instructors: 
Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email:       ~email.unc.edu 

Time and Location: One hour, twice a week 
1st Day meeting = Fetzer Gym A 
Activity Space = Outdoor Education Center 
Lab Space = Fetzer Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop a 
lasting interest in lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of physical 
fitness and knowledge of life-long health. Students will be able to describe the physical, 
psychological, and socio-cultural factors and human behaviors that influence human 
well-being and affect the major health problems of our society; understand the 
components of health-related physical fitness and their relationship to personal health 
and well-being; and develop and enhance physical fitness or lifetime sport psychomotor 
skills. 

Course Requirements 

Required M aterial: 
1. Lifetime Fitness Lab Manual: The Tar Heel’s Guide to a 

Healthy and Active Lifestyle. 
2. EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $35.00 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and lab 
fees. If you drop your LFIT course before                you may receive a 
refund. You need to email amcculle@email.unc.edu to facilitate this process. We will not 
be checking to see who has dropped. Requests after this date will not be honored. 

Grading Scale: 
A 93.0-100% B- 80.0-82.9% D+ 67.0-69.9% 
A- 90.0-92.9% C+ 77.0-79.9% D 60.0-66.9% 
B+ 87.0-89.9% C 73.0-76.9% F < 60.0% 
B 83.0-86.9% C- 70.0-72.9% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 

assignments 
Quizzes (9) 

Final exam (1) 
lectures. 

Attendance 

2O% 

2O% 

35% 

2O% 

Students will be required to attend and complete all 5 lab 

There will be a quiz at the end of each online 
presentation, for a total of 9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the online 

Students will be expected to come to class and actively 
participate in the daily activities. 



Attitude and 5% 
class and Participation 

Students will be expected to have a positive presence in 
engage in each activity. 

Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms. The instructions for the 
labs are located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website (under Lifetime Fitness). 
They are to be completed and turned in on the scheduled date. There will be no make-up 
labs dates. Labs are worth 5 points each, and failure to be in lab will result in an 
absence AND the loss of the 5 points for the lab. 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 minutes, are 
required for to students to view through Black Board. After the lectures have been viewed, 
the student will have 30 minutes to complete a short quiz. The deadline for completion of 
the quizzes is midnight on the due date. Failure to meet the deadline results in an 
automatic zero. 

Final Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts from all 9 
lectures on Black Board. The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, and short 
answer questions. The final exam will be given on the last day of class - not during the 
scheduled finals period. 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory. Students may not 
miss more than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more unexcused absences will result in 
an F. A total of 10 excused and unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for 
a medical drop of the course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
¯ Each day will be worth 2 points. 

¯ An unexcused absence will lose both points. 
° An excused absence (after the 3rd), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point. 

Weather - For outdoor classes: Classes will never be cancelled due to weather. Class may 
be moved inside in the event of inclement weather - but this will be at the discretion of the 
teacher and you will need to check your email and the board in front of the equipment room 
before class. Expect to be outside everyday otherwise. 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity and lab 
days. Jeans are not acceptable, nor are sandals. Your participation grade will be affected if 
you do not dress out properly. 

Lifetime Fitness Introduction ¯ Log onto blackboard 

FetzerGymA ¯ Online: Current Health Status/Quiz 

Facility Tour, Review Syllabus, Class ¯ Online: Fitness assessment/Quiz 

Introduction 

Fitness Assessment Lab ¯ Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Fetzer Gym B ¯ Online: Nutrition/Quiz 

Introduction to Sand Volleyball, 



Warmup 

Serving 

Receiving Serves Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 

Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 

Passing 

Bump, Set Dietary Analysis Due 

Hitting ¯ Online: Stabilization Training/Quiz 

Bump, Set, Spike 

King/Queen of the Court ¯ Online: Cardiorespiratory Training/Quiz 

Games 

Blocking 

Stabilization Training Lab 

Strength Training for Volleyball ¯ Online: Flexibility Training/Quiz 

Review - Off Net Skills 

NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

NO CLASS SPRING BREAK 

Review- At Net Skills ¯ Online: Resistance Training/Quiz 

King/Queen of the Court 

Offensive Skills Review 

SMR/Resistance Training Lab ¯ Online: Weight Control/Quiz 

Defensive Skills Review 

Round Robin ¯ Online: Behavior Modification/Quiz 

Games 

Games 

Tournament 

Tournament 

Games ¯ Prepare for Final Exam 

Fitness Assessment (11) Lab ¯ Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Turn in "TA COPY" 

FINAL EXAM ¯ FINAL EXAM 

Fetzer Gym A 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu:,; 

Re: CBC Appreciation Reception 

image001 .j pg 

@live.unc.edu>;                     @live.unc.e&~; 
3!ken~l-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

REMINDER’. Thanks. 

DLS l}om nay iPhone. 

O11 ¯ at 8:02 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi CBC Ambassadors. I hope you can help the Caucus on Tuesday,        We are having an "Appreciation Reception" for the Chancellor and Provost. 

We need you to help with greeting, filming, and table management. As always, you get to meet the Caucus members and invited guests. ;) 

Please send me a note to confirm that you have received this email. 

3:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m. 

Carolina Club-Alumni Hall 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo S~ron~n~ Ph,D, CLU 

............................................. 

3~3 Wool~en - CB #8700 

<~m~geOO1,~pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Summer Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 
We had been in communication earlier in the semester about a credit earning internship with the : which ended up falling through. I don’t really want to jinx it, but rm 
supposed to hear back about another opportunity with the                ; in the next couple days which would also require course credit. I was just wondering if there ~vas an?- ~vay the 
opportunity’ to earn credit was still available I can still get you a letter tlcom a coach stating I’ll be the head manager next year, and I can connect you with the internship director about the 
course credit requirements. If there are an?- other steps I need to take just let me kno~v’. 
Thanks’. 

Sent froru ray iPhone 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:45 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Advisor Brown Bag Date Change - 

Good Afternoon -- 

The Office of Student Activities and Student Organizations will be offering the final student organization advisor brown bag session of the semester on 

Friday,          This is a change from the originally scheduled date of 

The session will feature discussion on understanding and working with Millennials. It will begin at 2:05 p.m. in the FPG Union Underground Presentation 

Arena (1st floor through the entryway past Wendy’s). 

Hope to see you there, 

University of North Caroiina at Chapel 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~ramsclub.com> 

Tuesday, 4:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

TItAtt Internship Opportunity 

Intern Job Description     pdf 

Hi Dr. StromatL 

I hope you are doing well. We are in the process of looking for someone to flllfill our full-time internship position. Unfortunately, all of our potential candidates 

have declined the offer to work with THAH. 

Do you know of or have any recommendations of recent graduates who may be interested in an internship in Hospitality Management? I have attached a 

description of the position just in case you would like to for~vard this along to any prospective students. 

Thank you, and I hope to chat with you soon! 

**Please note - My email has changed t~ 

ii’~’iI Description: Description: 

Description: Description: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting this Week 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Here’s my friendly reminder about our meeting on Thursday. We haven’t established a time yet, but I’ll see you soon! 

Best, 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ostx~me, Barbara <stx~rtlaw@unc.e&~>; Weight, Eria~ne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Detx~rah Joy ~<tjsothll@email.unc.edu>; 

SouthaJ1, Richa~rd Michael <southall@em~l.unc.edu> 

Re: Congrats to Coyte! EXSS Videos 

Thanks D! m~d deserve the credit here as they worked hard to put them together. I roll pass on your kind words to them. Appreciate 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. [ Assistant Professor in Sport Administration ] UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) [ 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robhi Sharma) 

On Apt 30, 2013, at 10:16 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Not sure if you saw the additions... I just did! Great coordination of the EXSS marketiug videos to the website. The students did a super job. 

THANKS ! 

d 

http://exss.unc.edu/under~raduate- pmgmmi 

Deborah k. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Fhose who brh~g sm~shh~e to the lives of others emn~ot keep it from themselves°" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, [0:55 PM 

~ kena n-flagler.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                               @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>;                      I@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>~ 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.ed u>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>~ 

@live.unc.edu>; @ kena n-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@ live.unc.edu>; @ kena n-flagler.u nc.ed u>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @ kena n-flagler.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSFE Meeting Thursday 

Thanks 

TEAM - Let’s make the sacrifice. Study hard and smart and then come over to Woollen for the study break Expo meeting. We have a BIG opportunity to do something great for our 

community on        You are pioneers and your names will go down in Tar Heel history. 

#accepthechallenge 

Dr. Stroman 

From: 

Date:Tue, 

To: 

flagler.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, 

Cc "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

Subject= CSFE Meeting Thursday 

@kena n-flagler.unc.edu> 

15:10:45 -0400 

@live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

~kena n-fla~ler.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, ’ 

@kenan-fiagler:unc.edu>, 

(~live.unc.edu>, 

@email.unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, ’ 

@live.unc.edu>, ~@kenan- 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, ’ 

_~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Good Afternoon CSFE Exec Members, 

Hope exam week is off to a good start for you all! 

We will have our last meeting of the school year this Thursday,        at 11 in Woollen 310. I realize this is a reading day and you may have review sessions!prior commitments, 

so please just let me know if you cannot attend. It will be an efficient meeting and a great chance for us all to meet before the summer. At 11:30 the Core members will arrive, so 

they can meet the exec member whose committee they’ll be on. We are planning to be done by 12:30 at the latesL 

Thank you for your time and hard work. Looking forward to seeing you all Thursday! 

~kenan-fla,qler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 9:22 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Summer Internship 

My PID is 
Thanks for the inf,a! 

Sean 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 11:05 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

I need to check your status. ~nat is your PID? 

Please note the information for students and/or employers on the EXSS 

Sport Administration website - 

http ://exss unc. edu/und ergraduate-progratrdba-in-exssisport-administratiol%/i 

nternships/ 

Stay positive[ 

Dr Stroman 

Or 2:01 PM. @gmail.com> wrote: 

>> Hey Dr Stroman, 

>> We had been in communication earlier in the semester about a credit 

>~ earning internship with the                    which ended up :[’ailing 

>> through I don’t really want to jinx it, but I’m supposed to hear back 

>~ about another opporiunity with the                 in the next couple 

>> days which would also reqmre course credit I was j ust wondering if" 

>~ there was any way the opporiunity to earn credit was still available. I 

>> can still get you a letter from a coach stating I’ll be the head manager 

>~ next year, and I can connect you with the internship director about the 

>> course credit reqmrements. If there are any other steps I need to take 

>> just let me know[ 

>> Thanks! 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Craig Donglass <craig@sportstmvelacademy.com> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 11:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Favor please? 

Hi Deborah 

I hope all is well. It was good to see you at CSRI albeit briefly. As you know from the Co~fference Richmvl Southall is now working with us at the Academic Director 

for Professional Development (PD) Programs in Brazil. Richard roll be on the August 2013 trip as the Academic Director which is a similar role to that of a professor 

if it were a Stu@ Abroad Program. I am wondering if yon could please forward this information to UNC Sport Admin students and Carolina Sport Business Clnb 
students who may like to join us? 

OR if you are not "the most appropriate person for me to ask could you please let me know who I should reach out to? 

I will email an invite "tailored to your students in a moment. As always I will let you know if any of your students decide to join us. Have a good day, Craig 

Craig Douglass 
Sports Travel Academy 
122 Wheatsbury Drive 
Cary, NC 27513 

+ 1 (919) 465 2320 office 
+                mobile 

craig@sportstravelacademy.com 
www.sportstravelacademy.com 
www.facebook.comiSportsTravelAcadem¥ 
www.twitter.co miSportRavAcade my 
At the Sports Travel Academy the World is Your Classroom! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Craig Douglass <craig@sportstravelacademy.com> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 11:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Broil: Stx~rt, History & Culture - August 2013 

Hello L2",!C CH Sport Admin Students and Carolina Sport Business Club Members 

You are invited to consider taking a Professional Development (PD) Program to Brazil this summer. PD programs are not Study Abroad Programs and are not official UNCCH 
programs. They are arranged through a private company in Cary, North Carolina called Sports Travel Academy (who are under-writers at CSRI) and are open to all interested 

parties; Graduate, PhD, Master, Under-Grad, Professors, Industry Professionals etc..Amyone interested in learning more abont Brazilian Sport, History & Culture is welcome to 

attend. There is no credit offered for PD programs. All intbrmation on this program can be found at: ~ttp:i/aportstrawlacademy.comicl~a~ina~ionsibrazil 

Some of the academic highlights of this program are: 
- Two options: August 5-13 (Brasilia) or August 5-19, 2013 (Brasilia & Rio de Janeiro) 
- Attend the International Sport & Health Conference hosted by UniCEUB on August 8 & 9, ~013 

- There will also be an additional 2 days of lectures as well as social & academic facilitation with students & faculty on campus at UniCEUB 

- We will visit several Sporting Clubs (both profcssional and amateur) where participants will be exposed to the Model of Club Sport in Brazil 

- There will be plenty of content on the 2014 World Cup & 2016 Olympics’. 

You can connect with Sports Travel Academy @Spor~k~avAcademy or via Facebook (details below) 

Craig Douglass 
Sports Travel Academy 
122 Wheatsbury Drive 
Cap/, NC 27513 
+ 1 (919) 465 2320 office 
+                mobile 
craig@sportstravelacademy.com 
www.sportstravelacadem¥.com 
www.facebook.com/SportsTravelAcadem¥ 
www.twitter.co m/SportRavAcade my 
At the Sports Travel Academy the World is Your Classroom! 



The May/June issue of the Caroli~,~a Alum~ff Revi¢w’s digital edition is now available. 

G~ t~ the new iss~e to read: ........................................................ 

The Revieu; Unbound 

’I’be GAA has digi{ized the Rcvielv’s enti ve archive, dating back t~-~ Octol: ec 19:t2~ "~ou can see every page ~-d evecy issue for 

’I’banks ffxr your rmmabersbip in the GAA, Membecs have exdusiv :~ ac~-ess {<~ the digital version of the ~cvielv. Wa tcb tbc 

your print copy of the Ret;iew in khe mail, but until it’s delivered, the digital ediLion is het’e for you. 

Need help? O-~ntact ~’unc.ed u, 



S~bject: 

FY~ Carolina <FYICaroli~m@.) ur~c.edu> 
Tuesday~ May 14, 2013 11:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <~flstro(@unc,edt>- 
Case tells graduates to be curious, take risks, Cove,,afar clo,~s acNm, ement gap/Phone app aids drivers - May F~r3r Carolina 

On a beautiful morning in Kenan Stadium, ,~.’.’~.~h’~h Or=so, co-founder of Americr= Or, li~?e and chair of the C~?.*.,e Fo=m, dr=iiou and 
chairman and CEO of Re’,,olulio;:, urged Carolina’s newest graduates to be attackers, not defenders, as the new badem of 

~,vhat always has been "a star[up nation." An estimated 6,027 undergraduate, graduate and professionN students received -- 
degrees during Commencement weekend, which included a heeding ceremony for doctoral students. C~k:~, h<:r<: for photo 

For Korde Tu:ile, becoming a 

transformed his college years. 
Tu~ie’s experience is reflected in a 
new report that shows that the 
Covenant i~as made large strides in 
closing t~e achievement gap 

~miiies and their peers. 

drive? Lessen parental anxiety that 

at UNC. The research-based iPhone 
app helps parents ensure their teen 

the initial period of supervised 

Cancer patients at UNC and Duke 
i~sve one less thing to worry abouL 
ti~anks to the recentiy iaunched 

collaboration amen9 the law schoois 

universities and the Norkh Carolina 
Bar Association offers free legal 
sen’ices to cancer patients. 

i<eiiy Sio,-,m, Thad L. Beyle 
Distinguished Professor of biology, 

--i~as been elected to ti~e American -- 
Academy of .Arts and Sciences, 
one of ~he na~ien=s oldest and mes~ 
prestigious honorary societies and 
a leacling cerl~e[ for independent 
policy research. 

the American Association for 
--Cancer Research Academy, whici~ -- 

was c[ea~ed ~hJs year to recognize 
distinguished scientists whose 
contributions have made progress in 
the fJgi~t against cancel. 

Parents may piead~ cajole or entice 
their children to try new foods, but 
some Kids just won=[ budge. ,"ia,..v 

reason these kids fear new roods 
has less to do with what’s on ti~eir 
plate and more re do with [heir 

genes 



The University has created a i.a~.~ 
~’.r~’:~ to review i~ policies rer 

handlin9 student-on-student 

misconduct or discrimination. Christi 
Hur~, recently named Interim Title IX 
Coordinator, is on leave from the 
Carolna ~Nemen’s Center and will 

based at Carolina, sends hundreds 
--of faculty members ~o towns       -- 

acloss the state to teaci~, to cale 
for patients and ~o look for ways to 
be~el sewe local communities 

5}593 or v~:ite. C;’~iic¢ ef Uliiz~er:sity Cammisnicatio:-:s 2 iO Pi!!SbO:O St.. Cia,tpel }4iil. NO 27599-8.:10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 5:11 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

Richard Lapchick <rlapchick@ucf.edu> 

[Tides] 2013 MLB RGRC - Correction 

ATT00001 .c 

Good Afternoon, 

The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (T~DES) at the University of Central Florida has reissued the 20:[3 Major League Baseball Racial and Gender Report Card after 
discovering errors in the positions of manager and general manager which lowered the grades in those two categories. 

However, these changes in the report did not affect any of the three major grades for MLB: racial hiring practices (A), gender hiring practices (C+), and the combined 20:[3 
grade (B/B+). You can access the corrected report on the T~DES website at www.tidesport.org. 

We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused. 

I hope you have a wonderful holiday weekend. 

Best Regards, 

Richard Lapchick 

Chair of DeVos Sport Business Management Praflram http:llweb,bus.uef.edulsportbusiness! 

Director, Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport http://wv~v.tidespo~t.org 

Director, National Consortium for Academics and Sports http:flwww.ncasports.org 

Co-Founder, Hope for Stanley Alliance http:llwww.hopeforstanley.org 

Think Beyond the Competition http://www.youtube.com!watch?v=bHfGShV_Vbo 

DeVos Students http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4EzWH21Trl 

University of Central Florida 

College of Business Administration 

4000 Central Florida Blvd. 

Orlando, Florida 32816 

Phone: I + (407) 823-4887 Fax: 1 + (407) 823-4771 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Creates <CarolinaCreates@unc.edtP 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 4:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Creates Newsletter 

...:.L~i~:~:~: :!:.i;:, 201 i:.il AT ~ G~NCEi 
A great opportunity for anyone lucky enough to be in the Chape[ Hill area 

this coming week. Fadtitated by Chris Mumford, a seriat g[obat 

entrepreneur and UNC graduate, this is a training session in which 

ideation, improv, and entrepreneurship at[ come together. The session 

introduce ideation exercises for new products and services, as wet[ as the 

Joe Start up ptan creator, a free, easy-to-use program that uses sketchpad 

animation, case studies, templates, and hyper-connectivity. The goat of 

the ideati ....... ises is to teach a "creative p ...... " so that y ..... 

devetop new product, service, and business ideas. Improv exercises witt be 

used to create a ptayfu[, productive mojo. The objective of the Joe Start 

up creator training is to hetp peopte transofrm an idea into a StreetSmart 

start up ptan. Ptease sign up on Joe Start up and comptete the first two 

modtues, Idea Generation and Customer Experience. Be ready to speak 

about your work with others, as wet[ as to share coot new products and 

services that you have heard about. (Take a took at kickstarter.com and 

indigogo.com). The trianing is capped, so RSVP soon! A generous donation 

by Joe Start up has made this normatty 5300 training FREE! Register on 

Eventbrite. 

FattFest 2013...20,000+ in attendance, 200+ student organizations, 30+ 

performances, 2 stages, 1 night! 

Do you or your organization want to perform at FailFest 2013 on Sunday, 

August 18, 2013 between 9:00 PM and 2:00 A~? 

You can find more detaits and submit your apptication [].e_[.e_.. 

The deadtine is August 7, 2013 at 5:00 PM. Don’t be tare! 

Looking for something to watch this summer? If you missed TEDxUNC 2013, 

or just want to experience the inspiring tatks and performances again, you 

can! Just go to the ._T__E__D__x___~_u___T__u__b__e__jp__a_~_e_. 

If you’re an individual or organization looking for resources, support, 

connections, or funding, get in touch with Carolina Creates. We’re happy 

to meet with you and share some advice and connections to help make your 

ideas happen! 

Emai[ us at Caro[inaCreates@unc.edu. Go Heels! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 10:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsiro@unc.edu> 

See Deborah Stromm~ in today’s People 

If you are havin9 trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Hello, Thank you for your recent submission to Triangle Business Journal’s People from 
bizjourna]s’s People on the Move. The listin9 for Deborah Streman will be available online 
in approximately 20 minutes. 

To see this listing, visit 
http:!iwww.bizioumals.comltrian,clleipotmsearch!detail/submission!1768411. 

To see all the Triangle Business Journal People, click here, To tell us about another new 
hire. promotion, beard member or special recognition, click here, 

Purchase a plaque to commemorate this 
accomplishment for only $65. See mere details and 
sample of your plaque here, 

Buy Now ] 

Thank you, 

Triangle Business Journal Editorial team 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Wall Street Journal ~TheWallStveetJournal@e.dowjones.info> 

~Vednesday, June 12, 2013 3:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

5 Reasons to Drink Better Wine 

Save $100 on 12 ~reat wines - and that’s iust the first reason 

Trouble viewing or printing this message? Click here to view as a Web page. 

iii~ WSJwinefrom theWall Street J ..... I 

i::~ 1. Sav~ $100.2. Get 3 FREE bottles. 3. FREE Silippin9. 4 Useful Tasting Notes 5. 100% Money-Back 

This mailing was sent to dstro@unc.edu, 

because you are subscribed to receive Dow Jones Special Offers. 

Unsubscribe I Privacy Policy I Contact Us 

The Wall Street Journal Online I Attn: Customer Service I 4300 Route 3. North I South Brunswick, NJ 08852 
@203.3 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ON24 <marketing@on24.com> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 7:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

How to take new hire traJning to lhe next level register now 

If you have trouble displaying this email, view it as a web page. 

Virtual Learning Edge, Onboarding Edition - Registration Page 

Hi Deborah, 

As companies expand globally, the trainin9 of new employees 

becomes increasingly challenging, Providing new hires with the 
necessary knowledge, skNs and behaviors to become effective 
in ~he# roles ~qu#es a sus~Nned and higNy irflemct~ve 

experience that scales to stq)pod a 9bba] workforce. 

Attend the V~rtual Learning ~dge, Onboard~ng Edition, and 

learn how to enhance the user experience for eve~ Nage of the 

empbyee devebpment lifecycle, ~rom talenl acquisJtbn and 

nero-hire onboarding to employee learning and ~eadership 

deve~o#ment. This vi~t~al event will feak~r~ a great line-up of 

speakers, vNuaNe content and a v~ua~ ~earning environment 

thal you can explore. 

Feature ~)resenters include: 

.N ON24 



Dr, Katherine Jones, senior manager and lead analyst at 
Bersin by Deloi~te discussing the business benefits el 
virtual onboarding 
Claire Schooley. senior analyst st Forrester Research 
providing guidance on the essential components of an 
effective onboa[ding process 
Tom Masotto, v# of product management at ON24 
demonstrating how viRua~ onboardh~g environments csn be 
used 

for this flee virtual conference, brought to you by 
ON24. 

i~:+:]:: Virtual Learning Edge, Onboarding - 
...... Registration Page 

’r ]::ii=i::: 

Virtual Learmn9 Edge, 

©nbosrding Edition 

~/Vednesdsy, June 26 

5:30 am P[ 11:30 sm E[ 

9:00 amPT 12:00pmET 

Half-day virtual conference 

Analyst 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences, click here. 

ON24, Inc. 

201 Third Street, 3rd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94103 I 877.202.9599 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@enropa.bus.ncf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 4:25 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[I’ides] Richaxd Lapchick s~l@ 2013 National Basketball Association Racial and Gender Report Card to be released Tuesday, June 

25, 2013, 1:00 p.m. EDT 

ATT00001 .c 

Media Advisory: 

National Basketball Association Racial and Gender Report Card 

to be released at 1:00 p.m. EDT on June 25, 2013 

Richaxd Lapchick~ director of The Infftitute for Diversib’ and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the UniversiU of Central glorid~ will issue the 2013 National Basketball 

Association Racial and Gender Report Card.The study will be followed by Report Cards on the WNBA, NFL, MLS and College Sport. 

The NBA Report will be released Tuesday, June 25, 2013. Using data fiom the 2012 season, it will include m~ analysis of the racial breakdown of the players, general 

managers and coaches. In additio~, the Report Card includes a racial and gender breakdown of the owners, management in the League Central Office as well as the 

team level, top team management, team senior administration, team professional administration, physicians, and head trainers. Listings of owners, head coaches, team 

presidents and general managers were updated as of the last day of the 2012-13 regular season. 

For more information, contact: Deidre Snively 33(i ~42%285~. deid~snivelv~2~?ka]ghts.uc[ieda or Curtis Walker ~.~z~.~i!~!:.,.g.’f~(,2 cwal1983,ra;knigh~s.ucfledu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ and Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 12:57 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richaxd Lapchick ffal@ 2013 National Basketball Association Racial and Gender Report Card 

Final 2013 NBA RGRC - Regular.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

For Immediate Release: 

The NBA received an A+ for racial hiring practices, a B+ for gender hiring practices with scores of 96.5 percent and 85 percent, respectively. The overall grade was 

an A with 90.7 points. While the NBA is the still best for all three categories among the men’s prot~ssional sports, it did slip significantly in gender hiring practices as 

the NBA went from an A- ruth 89 points in 2012 to a B+ with 85 points in 2013. 

Richard Lapchick, the director of TIDES and primary author of the report, stated, "that the NBA remains the industry, leader mnong the men’s sports for racial and 

gender hiring practices. No one else reaches the same points for race, gender or tl~e cotnbined score." 

In the NBA league once, 35.7 percent of all professional mnployees are people of color and 41.1 percent are women. The League ONce also had 44 women serving 

as vice presidents in the 2012-2013 season. 

"When David Stern steps down as NBA Commissioner in 2014, among the legacies he will have created is an era in professional sport when leagues and teams hired 

the best people possible. He embraced the moral imperative for diversi~ while helping to show the other leagues that diversity is also a business imperative. The 

evidence for the NBA’s continued commitment to racial equality is seen in the strong grades in the League ONce and in many key areas on the team level. Nearly 47 

percent of all head coaches were coaches of color, the second highest percentage in NBA history. The NBA set a new record for assistant coaches of color at 45.6 

percent. The percentage of people of color who held team professional administration positions increased by 3.1 percentage points to 27.6 percent, the highest 

percentage since the 2008-09 season, ttowever, there were notable declines tbr women at the team level in senior and prol~ssional administrative roles ruth drops of 

4.3 and 4 percent, respectively. 

Using data from the 2012-2013 season, TIDES conducted an analysis of racial breakdowns of the players and coaches. In addition, the Report Card includes a racial 

and gender breakdown of managmnent in the NBA league oNce and referees as wells as, at various levels mthin each N BA franchise such as top ~nanagement, senior 

administration, professional administration, physicians, head trainers and broadcasters. The information used was taken from NBA team ~nedia guides as of the 
begriming of the 2012-2013 season. The listing of owners, head coaches, team presidents and general managers of color for the 2013 Report Card was then updated 

to reflect changes through the end of the 2012-2013 regular season. The 2013 Report also has the e~ensive list of NBA diversity initiatives, which are in Appendix II. 

Tables for the Report are included in Appendix I. The co-authors of the report are Andrew Hippert, Stephanie Rivera and Jason Robinson. 

The Institute tbr Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the UniversiU of Central Florida publishes the Racial and Gender Report Card to indicate areas of 

improvement, stagnation and regression in the racial and gender composition of protEssional and college sports personnel and to contribute to the improvement of 

integration in front oNce and college athletics depa~ment positions. The 2013 NBA Racial and Gender Report Card follows the release of the Major League Baseba]l 

RGRC. In succession, TIDES will release the Racial and Gender Report Cards tbr the NFL, the WNBA, Major League Soccer and College sport. 

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS 

~? African-Arnericans comprised 76.3 percent of all NBA players. Eighty-one percent of players were players of color 

~ AfiJcan-American head coaches represented 43.3 percent of all NBA head coaches, the second highest percentage inNBA history. 

~ Erik Spoelstm, head coach of the Miami Heat, remained the only Asian NBA head coach tbr the fifth consecutive season, tte became the first coach of Asian 
descent to lead his team to a championship Mmn Miami beat Oklahoma Ci~ in 2012. 

[] The NBA set a new record for assistant coaches of color at 45.6 percent. 

[] In the NBA league once, 35.7 percent of professional staff’positions were held by people of color, an increase of 1.7 percent from 34 percent at the end of the 

2011-2012 season. 

[] Women held 41.1 percent of all professional positions in the NBA league once, decreasing by 0.8 percentage point fi~om the 2011-2012 season. 

:~ There were four At~can-Amefican chief executive oNcers and presidents in the NBA. Latinos, Asians, or those classified as "others" held none of the CEOipresident 

positions. 

~ Matina Kolokotronis (Sacramento Kings) was the only woman who held the role of president for NBA franchises as of the beginning of the 2012-2013 season. 

[] NBA general managers of color decreased from 25.8 percent in 2011-2012 to 23.3 percent in the 2012-2013 season. There are six African-American (20 percent) 

general managing/directors of player personnel in the NBA. Rich Cho, Genera1 Manager of the Charlotte Bobcats, remains the only Asian general manager in the 
history of the NBA. Upon his hiring by the Portland Trailblazers in 2010, he became the first Asian-American general nmnager in major American men’s professional 

sports. 

[] Women held 18.3 pement of vice president positions in the NBA, a 0.5 percentage point increase from the 2011-2012 season. It was the highest percentage in NBA 
history. 



:q As of the start of the 2012-2013 season, there were 15 teams with more than one vice president of color. 

:q The percentages of people of color mad women in team senior administration positions both decreased. People of color represented 20.1 percent of senior 

administration positions a~s of the beginning of the 2012-2013 NBA season, down ti~om 21.5 percent in 2011-12. The percentage of women who held senior 

administration positions decreased by three percentage points from 24.7 in 2011-2012 to 21.9 percent in 2012-2013. 

D The percentage of people of color who held team professional administration positions increased by 3.1 percentage points to 27.6 percent, the highest percentage 

since the 2008-09 season. 

D The percentage of women holding team professional administration positions decreased by 4.3 percentage points from 39.3 percent in 2011-2012 to 35 percent in 

2012-2013. 

The percentage of NBA team physicians who are people of color increased sli ghtly ti~om 17.6 percent in 2011 -2012 to 17.8 percent i n 2012- 2013. 

The percentage of head athletic trainers of color decreased to 27.3 percent from 32.7 percent as of the beginning of the 2012-2013 season. 

~ The percentage of NBA officials of color increased by 1.5 percentage point to 47.5 percent in 2012-2013, the highest in the history of the NBA. The racial 

breakdown of the referees for the 2012-2013 season is 52.5 percent white, 45.9 percent were African-American and 1.6 percent were Latino. Of the 61 referees, 

one was a woinan. 

For more information, contact Deidre Snively 330-428-2853, d eidresnivel~:(i?:knig, l~tsa~cl:e~lu or Curtis Walker 757-509-8962, cwal1983(~]mights.ucf.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siteco~eECM@sitecore.net on behalf of 

Sitecore Marketing Team <SitecoreECM@sitecore.net> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 4:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Analyst Report: Latest Personalization Tools m~d Teclmiques 

~ Dynamic P~ofilmg The 

our customers 
What and How 

A new 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiLea m how the new advances ~n Dynamic Profi~ng will he~p     Research Brief 

~~~u de~iver relevant content thai ~mproves customer 

Personalizing the buyer experience w~[h persona- 

. 
~teco re Ma rketmg Tea m 

Opt-Out / Unsubscribe Instructions: If you don’t want to receive any more of these e-mails, click this link: Unsu bscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Business Resources <IncBusinessResources@inc.com> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 1:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

6 Tips to Create a Powerful Promotional Strategy 

All Systems G .... P ..... ted by Inc I The UPS Store 

 ower Promotion? Best 

promote va~ue and re~a[~onships, no[ sa~es. 

CAS~STU©I~S 

This mother-and-daughter 

team has successfully delivered 

fun and g;~nle.~; far more than 

2.6 years 

Skateboard artist, Mark Rivard, 

combi~es art and education in 

a thriving business~ 

S~4ALL BUSfNBSS SOLUTIONS 

Exck~sive oflers tha~ can help your 

business grow asd succeed. 

Need your marketi~X( ~ud~let to ge a 

bng way? Try our Every Door Direct 

VIDEOS 



With Love~ fnc,, share a passion for 

rt’~aking kids happy, While play is 

their bushiness, The UPS 

expeRs don’t p~ay a~ousd w~th 

providing soMtions fo~ their 

Misly, ewne~ ef ,Jdst t~]asna 

has a passb~ fer o~gasic btbns 

~hat mel~ ~n yoar hand, So when 

shine~ she lumed 1o her locally 

owned UPS Store, 

Sandy, owner of The Right S~ce in 

Ka~J, ~f she could ship her pies ~o 

UPS Store 1o create a solution 

from scralch, 

Download All Systems Grow: Power Promotion 

This email was sent by: Mansueto Ventures 

7 World Trade Center NewYork, NY, 10007-2195, USA 

If you do not wish to receive email communications from Inc., please ,niicl, h.~i.~ to update your preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <’Bryantla@ucleg.net~ 

Monday, July 8, 2013 3:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

2013-2014 Legislative Session Enacted Bills as of June 27, 2013 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant 

If k,o~ too lo~ge~ wish to receive i~formatio~ from oa~ q[fice, please dick here 

20 3-20 4 Legislative Session 
gnacted Bills as of June 27, 

20: 3 
Bill 

Number 

H. 10 

H. 120 

It. 224 

H. 254 

H~ 261 

H. 276 

H. 279 

H. 294 

H. 302 

H. 409 

H. 412 

H. 421 

H. 433 

H. 480 

H. 484 

It. 526 

H. 567 

H. 614 

H. 628 

H. 664 

Title/Short Desc~ 

?.emove limits on routes to be studied for Ral, 

~uthorii3, for mid-Currituck bridge, Gaston E 

~ear Skyway in Wilmiugton 

?,equire prior approval from state Buildiug C( 

3f one and two family dwellings if in addition 

3nly update code every six years 

~21imiuate ETJ and annexation aufl~ofity for As 

~mend provisious requiting notice to milita~ 
3anendments to add notice of changes ielative 

elecommunication towe~ and mudmills 

Fransfer specified area fi’om Kannapolis to L~ 

%naend board of adjustment statute, includiug 

appeals, vafiauces, votiug, decisions, and hea 

~,_uthorize DNER to trausfer s~tom~water pem 

~llow Brunswick and Dare Co,reties m remo 
:~avigable water 

Repeal specified Kannapolis annexation 

Deannex specified area from Shelby 

~llow Eden to accept t~es in lieu of mmexatic 

Deannex specified mea from Marshville 

[~rohibit building over 200-foot height a~ound 

?,equire DENR m esIablish minimum design ~ 

[hst track pennittiug 

gsIablish rand energy pem~itting program in [ 

~nex specified area to Chadboume 

Deannex specified area ti-om Lumberton 

Establish rebuttable presumption that specific, 

aot uuisances 

Revise susq~aluable building requirements for n 

and renovation 

~mend local authority to regulate cell towers 



H. 671 

H. 684 

H. 706 

H. 774 

It. 785 

It. 817 

S. 10 

S. 24 

S. 56 

S. 76 

S. 21I 

S. 257 

S. 269 

S. 402 

S. 411 

S. 638 

Oeannex specified area from Mills River 

Require amendment ofNCDOT standa~rds fo 

~llow on-site disposal of inert debris from de~ 

)uildings and electrici~ generating stations 

[:~xempt primitive buildings t~m some provisi~ 

Establish pilot program for public-private cosl 

mplovements 

Revise NCDOT funding allocations, priorities 

Reorganize and replace members tbr specifie 
ncluding EMC, CRC, CRAC, Wildlife Resot 

Modify setback ti~m state gamelands ibr land 

?2xpand satellite annexation authority for Wall 

Modify s~tatutes regarding fracking and oil/ga~, 

"evise membership of Mining and Energy Cot 

naterieds, ~llocation of offshore energy revent 

~mend notice provisions lbr chronic violators 

21arify Guildford/Alamance county boundasy 

L)eannex Rowan ComW ~rport from Sgdsbu~ 

2013-15 budget 

Make MPOs and RPOs subject to disclosure 

3f state ethics law 

~dlow F~n building use for public events to re 

zode; seek flexibili~" in federal wetland mitigal 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Wall Street Journal ~TheWallSt~eetJournal@e.dowjones.info> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 3:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Full Digital Access to Barton’s - Special Offer 

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR ONLY $99/YEAR 

Trouble viewing or printing this message? Click here to view as a Web page. 

i i~ Barton’s: Subscribe now a nd get 4 weeks free 

Invest Smarter! 
L] ~?:xciusiw coverage tt~l ~’~ow,~ ir~rke,:s ...... 

This mailing was sent to dstro@unc.edu, 

because you are subscribed to receive Dow Jones Special Offers. 

Unsubscribe I Privac Policy I Contact Us 

The Wall Street Journal Online I Attn: Customer Service I 4300 Route 1 North I South Brunswick, NJ 08852 
©2013 Dow Jones & Company, 1nc. All Rights Reserved 



o! St ~m D~ bo ~ ~ro @~d 

sear~ ~nd ~reativ~ ~cti}] ty ~ii~g N ug ~s{20 

U, breakable B(mds 

’Tm in no dan~er of ~eRin~ into Carolina," 3im 3ohnson tells friends. TwenW years 
later, he’s persuaded to join UNC as a demographer who created a new kind of 
school for at-risk kids. 

F EASURES 



Johnson tells it like it is Why our most forgettable research into the inner 

regarding the great presidents are worth world of urban 

immigration debate, remembering, j beekeeping 

DEe 

%i hunger in watauga county 

Fi  (ting  ’oots in NC 

Olivia Dorsey never got to meet her great-great-grandmother. But after looking 
through old photographs and listening to countless stories about the matriarch of 
her family, Dorsey knew she had to find a way to preserve her family’s history. 
She managed to do it thanks to a SURF grant through the Office for 
Undergraduate Research. 

SPOTEIGH~S B L T S 

~ rite of spring Protein Porlior!s I’m a vegetarian training for a marathon. Am I 

getting enough protein? (Here’s to Yo:~ Hea~th) 

GAROEIN A~ Q U ~ ~ED 

The Ph.D fabrk:ater 

Glenn Waiters’ inspiration 

came from a junkyard. 

Scienfist.s wi[n .steries: 

Grad students bridge the 

chasm between scientists 

data and trying to understand what the risk might be to people 

exposed to CT scans." 

--David Richardson, in D:an CT scans gnie you cancer? (Sa}on) 

MORE RESEARCH 

Carolina buck,is trend, increases research funding (UNC 

Research} 



and the public with a 

National Science 

Foundation award (tJl,k::: 

Campu,% Upd~te.s) 

SKIdy: Air pollution causes over 2 million deaths a year (LOS 

St~idy: Young children ’wifl~ ~}dti!sr~l berlefil regardless of high-. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Events <events@inc.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 6, 2013 1:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sellout Expected: Register tbr the Inc. Women’s Summit, Save $100 

Register today for the Inc. Women’s Summit to save $100 
and snag one of the fast-going spots for the complimentary SoulCycle Class! 

Dear Deborah, 

As a female business leader you face your own unique hurdles, be they securing capital, 

negotiating deals, or scaling growth. T~e l[~c. WomeWs S~.m~m~it is the forum where you will 

find answers to your questions and resources to tackle your challenges and make lasting 

connection& 

Join tenacious entrepreneurs who will share their stories--and lessons learned along the way- 

about defying the odds, breaking barriers, and reinventing business. 

Re~ister now & save $100 on the Inc. Women’s Summit, a full day guaranteed to empower 

and equip you to take your business to the next level. 

Here’s a sneak peek of some of the dynamic speakers in store: 

~:(ssie Wei~~gar~:er~ ~:-~lizabet~ Cutler Joy 

will reveal what it and Julie Rice will of Yes To will share 

takes to shine as an share how they her secrets for 

entrepreneur and reimagined the organizational 

develop a long- fitness business health from 

lasting brand like and built the streamlining 

Essie. powerhouse known operations to team 

as SoulCycle. building. 

Kevi~:~ Rya~ 

of Gilt Groupe will 

show you how to 

reinvent your 

business strategy 

and spot fierce 

growth 

opportunities. 

What’s Included: ~ A complimentary SoulCycle Class ~ Power-networking 

breakfast and lunch ~ Seasoned entrepreneurs ~ Business experts ~ 

Peer to peer education ~ A gift bag of essentials for any businesswoman 

~A chic cocktail reception 

Only 200 tickets available! Reserve your place today arid save $100! 

This email was sent by: Mansueto Ventures 

7 World Trade Center New York, NY, 10007-2195, USA 
If you do not wish to receive future mailings regarding Inc. events, please cli.:;I, here to update your preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

m~Jler@infusioranail.com on behalf of 
Melissa Dawn <Melissa@winlikeachampion.com~ 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 3:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Is Your Lunch Slowing You Down? 

.... Not only that but r~m~mb~r: 

remember your ener!y. Wil they 
remember you as being s~uggish or 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Creates <CarolinaCreates@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 7:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Creates Newslerter 

Attend Fa[[Fest 2013 for free food, games, music, vendors, student 

organizations, and more! 

The purpose of Fa[IFest is to provide a fun event to new and returning 

students at the beginning of the school year and encourage partidpation 

and interaction among all segments of the Carolina community. The primary 

focus is to give student organizations, University departments, and local 

businesses a creative way to inform and recruit new members, service 

users, and customers. Through demonstrations, information tables, 

competitions, performances, free food, and prizes, organizations and 

departments can tell their story to thousands of students. 

Check out Fat[Fest and make sure to stop by the Carolina Creates table! 

Come join Carolina’s innovation and entrepreneurship community as we 

celebrate a new year of amazing opportunities and resources for 

undergraduate students. Carolina’s most innovative student organizations 

and departments, including Carolina Creates, CUBE, and the Carolina 

Chatlenge (plus many more!), will be present to share information about how 

to get involved, free give-aways, and food! The Innovation and 

Entrepreneurship Festival is your one-stop-shop for everything innovative 

and entrepreneurial at UNC. 

The Festival wilt be at Polk Place (on the Lower Quad in front of Wilson 

Library). Join and share the event on Facebook! 

Startup Open, a featured event of Global Entrepreneurship Week, is a 

global competition to identify and .... gnize startup companies founded 

bet .... GEW 2012 and GEW 2013. It is open to any entrep ........ ho 

have just started ....... bout to start ........ t ..... d have 

a "startup moment" between November 18, 2012, and November 24, 2013. 

What is a startup moment? A startup moment can be when a business is 

incorporated; doors open for business; a first sale is completed; outside 

funding is secured; or something etse that can be interpreted as the 

company is "open for business." 

Startup Open will announce and recognize the global ’GEW 50’ - 50 of the 

most promising ventures from around the world, which will be selected by a 

range of criteria including strength of concept, growth projections, and 

knowledge of the market. Those 50 startups wig then compete for a handful 

of prizes, with the winners announced during Global Entrepreneurship 

Week, November 18-24, 2013. 

One winner of Startup Open wit[ receive an all expenses paid trip to 

Moscow, where they wilt receive VlP delegate credentials to the Global 

Entrepreneurship Congress in March 2014. 

In addition to the Grand Prize GEC Experience, top finishers of Startup 

Open wilt receive a once in a lifetime mentorship experience with 

established entrepreneurs including Mike Delazzer, the founder of Redbox, 

and others. 

Check out the 5tart~p Open website for additional information about the 

application process, judging, prizes, and more. 

Submit your "startup moment" by September 15, 2013! 

Searching for fiction, non-fiction, or poetry to read before you head back 

to UNC? Just visit Should Does, an online literary and arts magazine that 

publishes the creative projects of their staff as well as submissions. 



If you’re an individua[ or organization rooking for resources, support, 

connections, or funding, get in touch with Carolina Creates. We’re happy 

to meet with you and share some advice and connections to hetp make your 

ideas happen! 

Emait us at Caro[inaCreatesr.~unc.edu. Go Heets! 

Creates == 209 S,~lu~i; Rc,~id j C.hs~pel i-,:iil, NC 27514 [ ~I~I~ iContact- It Free! Try 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Top 9 Reasons Consumers Interact With a Brand Online 

To erasure gou ~e:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add ff!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

Reveals Exacti{y W} at 

Small Businesses And How They Interact With 
Brands 

Most businesses, big or small, have some sort of 

online presence But are they leveraging it in the right 

way? 

Many businesses fail to understand why customers 

go online at all, let alone why they interact with brands 

on the web. 

A large-scale consumer study may help bring 

customer motivations to light. 

Did you know that two fifths of respondents will trust 

comments written about a brand online by people 

they’ve never met? Get tons more stats here: 

Share this article with your friends: 
O~ick for more customer study results >> 

1-h,~! £ge.=;l: and 

i rldustrie.% to 

2013 

20 ]-hing.% 20 

Y,~!a r Okds 

Understu, rld 

about Life 

M ill,~!n nial 

More Optimisti,’: 
l:h u, n Older 

ensure you continue to receive ol r e-m,3 s p ease add messagas@docsto,: co 1~ o ,/o ," [,dd=’ess Book 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ON24 <marketing@on24.com> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tomorrow: turn your routine webinar inlx~ a great one 

If you have trouble displaying this email, view it as a web page. 

Deborah, 

There ate many factors ~hat can limit ~he effectiveness 
of your webinars. Simple things can make the difference 
between just a routine web~nar, and a great weNnar. 
Join ON24 for "10 Mos~ Common WeNnar M~stakes._ 
and Howto AvoM Them" and get tips and best practices 
that can h~crease the vahJ8 of you~ webinars fer you and 
you[ audience. Don’t m~ss out. 

t i~ ON24 
:~i~: 10 Most Cerumen 

%~,-,:bmsr ,Mistsk,’-,xs.. and 

Be[n ei ¯ 
#at$,:nV~e~ne4da,/, D~rectot, Content 
~:~ugus~21 j " Marketing 
~e: 1 !:00 @~ PT~N~, Inc. 
PM ET    ¯ 

~N is responsible for 
managing marke[ing communications 
in supped d webcasfing and v~us~ 
events solutions. 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences, click here 



ON24, Inc 

201 Third Street, 3rd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94103 I 877.2029599 

Privacy Policy 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Events <events@inc.com> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 2:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Time is Running out! Early Bird Savings Expire in I week. 

Early-bird savings expire in 1 Week! 
Register today to save $100. 

Dear Deborah, 

In a few weeks, two hundred of your peers will come together at the It-~eo Women’s Summit to 

learn and be inspired by some of the most successful entrepreneurs around, share successes 

and struggles and build relationships with fellow women in business. We’d love to see you join 

them. 

You’ll hear from seasoned business owners, have your most-pressing business challenges and 

questions discussed and receive feasible solutions to work into your business strategy. For the 

full list of speakers and the agenda click her~?.~. 

Here’s a sneak peek of some of the dynamic speakers in store: 

Essie Weingarten Elizabeth Cutler & Joy Chen 

[-..:ssie Julie Rice Yes re 

Sou~Cycle 

Katherine Berman & 

Sophie LaMontagne 

Georgetown 

What’s Included: ~ A complimentary SoulCycle Class (only 9 seats left!) 

Power network=ng breakfast and lunch~ Seasoned entrepreneurs ~ 

Busin~ssexpe~s~ Peer to peer education ~ A gift bag of essentials for 

any businesswoman ~ A chic cocktail reception 

Only 90 tickets available! Rese~-ve yo~r place tod~y and s~we $I00! 

This email was sent by: Mansueto Ventures 

7 World Trade Center New York, NY, 10007-2195, USA 
if you do not wish to receive future mailings regarding Inc. events, please cli.:;I, here to update your preferences. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim[-erly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <’Bryantin@ncleg.net> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 4:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Alert ti-om the Ottice of Senator Bryant: New Cha~ter School Requirements 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant 

lf ),ou no longer wish ¢o receive iq/brmation f~om our office, please click here 

New Charter School Requh’ements 
New Laws for Public Charter Schools (adapted in part 
information provided by NC Alliance for Public Charter Schools 
directly t>om SB 337) 
SB 337, signed by Governor McCm~: on July 25, officially became law on At~gn~st 
I st. The property tax portion of the bill became effecti~’e J~fly 1, 2013. A basic 
sm~m~aD, ofihe new law and {he m{ified vemion of the bill is below: 
Adviso~’ Board: The pflmao~ inien[ of lt~e bill was to create a ~suppordve’ 
AdviseD, Bean for Cl~mer Schools. The Board kas eqt~M appoiNmems from the 
Governor, House and Senaie. The Board is charged wilh lt~c main msponsibilily 
reviewi~ the new app~icNions t~r Cl~mers aM m~ng mcoim~en~tions to the 
State Beam of EducaIion (SBE) concerning Ctmrter Schoo~ policy. The crilerion 
lbr a bean member appoinm~eni is thai each member musl be actively engaged m, 
and f~liar with, Cl~er opemtiol~. 
ProfessionM Application Review: The new Bean alo~N wilh the SBE will decide 
on a :[~e :[br processing new Char~er School applica*ions. The l~e is wal~’anted in 
*Nat a mxdew procedure by paid subject-nmtter professionals must be put in place 
~o assure fair assessmenI of applications. Legislators recognized ~t~at a board 
appb~ing for a Cha~er will have lhe fiduciao~ msponsibiliks~ :ffbr millions in sta{e tax 
do~Iars and therefore the applicant shonld be willing to mgdster their co~oration 
wilh Secmtau of Sta~e and be willing to strum ~t~e cost for accom~mnts, attorneys, 
and other pmfessio~ls to review M1 applicNions. With the cap removed and 
hm~dmds of charter applications being made m the Slab.e, we agreed lhis wo{fld be 
,he msponsNle *hing [o do and asked ltm[ aW fee be capped al $1,000. The :[)e can 
be be>veen $500 and $1,000 based on the new Iaw aM the actual cost of a 
pmfessio~ml application review processes. 
No LEA Impac~ Sta~emene In tt~e application process, the LEA (7oca! education 
az~thoriO’/7ocaI school ,%sWm) impact statemeN mqniremeN kas been remedied. 
MNtiple authorizers for Charter Schools ha~e also been removed from l/he bill with 
lhe final process being wtm[ tins been common pmc{ice since ] 996. Nefiher *he NC 
Uni~ersiIy System nor lhe LEAs ha~e shown any inIemst in being authofize~u~ of 
Chancre. Nothing in lt~e new law prevents a college or LEA :[?om woNing wiih a 
locM g~oup to apply for a clm~er and cooperate or snare in its nm~agemem 
opemIio~. 
Teacher Licensu re/College Gradt~ate Requirement Reduced: "~e bil~ changes 
{he mquimmen[s lbr leacher licensurc ~o 50% :[br all grades, K~] 2. All teachem in 
grades six tDough 12 who are teacNng in the corn subject areas of mathematics, 
science, sociM stuNes, and lang~ge a~s s~ll be college gmd~tes. The NC 
Alliance for PuNic Cha~ers feels strongly tkat ckal*ers should be able to Nm the 
best qualified college gmd~mtes (can have N? ~o 50% no~-college graduates) 
leach, regardless of certi:fica{iono 
Background Checks to Match LEA Reql~iren~ents: The law on 
background ctmcks has also changed m tills bill The mandam was repeNed and 
replaced by language allowi~N ~he Ctmr~er lo ~bllow lhe lead of lhe LEA o Tmditimml 
punic schools are not required to do cfinfi~l background checks statewide. It is 
left up to ~t~e local beans of education. Likewise, Char~er Boards must now aden 
a policy on cmninal background ctmcks. 
Eql~itable Flmding and LEA Accolmtability: On the Nnding issues, new 
la~guage a~Iows an easier process for borrowing ope,Ni,N capitol A~so, anod~er 
big wm :[br chm~er schools is lhe mandaie [hat lt~e LEA shall pay the Cha~er wilhin 
30 days of receipt of pass-tl~ fuming and m offer a detailed formula in 



accounling of those fimdso Moreover, buildings a~d properiy housing the ctmr{er 
school am exempt t}om comW or ci~: pmpeW rex, no ~wtter wl~o owns the 
property, if it is used exclusively for a Char~er School. These savings shm~ld be 
passed Nong ~o ~t~e school in negotia{ions wiIt~ ~t~e la~dlord. Lastly, If a cha~er 
school Ms requested to lease available buildings or land and is u~ble to roach an 
agreement with the local board of educatio~ the cM~er school sMll Mve the right 
to appeal to the board of counU co~ssionem in wNch the building or land is 
locaed. The board of count" cm~ssionem shall have the fi~l decision-~g 
authority on fl~e leasing of the available b~lNng or land. 
Reassignment of Failing Cha~ers: Another impm~a~ item is ~t~c assignabilik~~ of 
a fai~iRg Chimer to m~other grot~p tN’ough a bid process rather tl~m an ore-fight 
closure of lhe school. If a cha~ter school fails due to poor fi~m~ciN management, 
tNs provision wou~d Nlow the school to coNmue operation m~der new ~a~gemeN 
and board a~d not Nsrupt the ed~cation of the studems. 
Below please li~k {o lt~e mlified version of the new law for your review. 
t~{ip:iiwww.ncle{~.negSessio~.~i20 { 3iBiIlsiSenatciPDFiS 337vg~pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Caxeer Coaching Tips: The Racial and Gender Report Card in Sports ttiring 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one=stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 

you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http:/!www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MvCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

]if you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reef 

Thank you. 

TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44:~22. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Events <events@inc.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Inc. Women’s Summit: Rates Go Up Tomorrow 

Early Bird Deadline Expires at 12:00 AM ET TONIGHT, YOU STILL HAVE TIME! Register Now! 

Dear Deborah, 

Don’t miss out on the ~¢. %~Tom~n°s Summit, a day long program that will empower and 

equip you to take your business to the next level. You’ll learn and be inspired by some of the 

most successful entrepreneurs around, share successes and struggles and build relationships 

with fellow women in business. 

It all happens in just a few weeks, and rates go up tomorrow. Save now. Lock in your place. 

X~:’.::..X ....................... 

VVor~d--C~ass i~i3ea kers 

Join the conversation #1ncWomen 

This email was sent by: Mansueto Ventures 

7 World Trade Center New York, NY, 10007-2195, USA 
If you do not wish to receive future mailings regarding tac. events, please click hele to update your preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 1:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Back-to-school in pictures / Promising autism research / Smith’s presidential award-August FYI Online 

Having trouble viewing this emaii? 

] 

Roughly 4,000 first-year students - from a record 30,836 applicants - have started classes, 

New and returning s~uden~s take a drink from the Old Well on the first day of classes to 

ensure academic success, according to campus legend. 

Problems with a group of enzymes can have 

profound effects on brain development and 

potentially lead to autism spectrum disorder, 

according to UNC scientists. 

Faculty secured $777.8 million in research 

funding during fiscal 2013. That total is up 

nearly $11 million. 



Say you’re at a fast-food place ordering a 

crispy chicken sandwich. What if you saw that 

it might take a 6.5-mile walk to burn it off? 

Former Carolina men’s basketball coach Dean 

Smith will receive the Presidential Medal of 

Freedom, the highest civilian honor. 

NEWS FOR ALUMHi, PARENTS AND FRIENDS 

Hill HC: 27999-82 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc .com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 2:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

5 Must-Have Tools To Streamline Your Finances 

Experience our Premium benefits to help your business 
To ensure you continue to receive our e-mails please add messaqes!,~docstoc,com to your address book I Unsubscribe 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

[  g2;°oL£Cl The best place to find resources for your business and career. 

1. Use an online tool to create and keep r ] 
track of all of your invoices. [~i Expert Circle 

J 

Solution: 

Invoicable 
Create, send and manage simple, 
professional invoices. 

2. Track your company expenses without 
the headache of paperwork. 

Solution: 

Expensify 
Import expense receipts online and 
automatically pay via PayPal. 

3. Ensure your time tracking system 
integrates directly with your accounting 
software. 

Solution: 

~ 
Harvest 
Excellent timesheet tracking that can 
automatically create and send 
invoices. 

4. Collect e-signatures for necessary 
financial documents instead of going 
through the print-sign-scan cycle, 

Solution: 

OocuSiqn 
Digitally sign documents and store 
them on DocuSign’s online 
database. 

Expert Recommended 
Products & Vendors 

By category: 

¯ Accountinq & Finance 
¯ Analytics & Business Intelliqence 
° Customer Manaqement 
¯ Desi~an 
¯ Human Resources 
¯ Marketinq 
¯ Operations 
¯ Other Resources 
¯ Productivity 
¯ Sales 
¯ Software Development 
¯ Techical 
¯ Web Manaqement 

By industry: 

¯ Ac~riculture & Farminq 
¯ Bankinq & Financial 
¯ Construction 
¯ Education 
° Ener.qy & Environment 
¯ Government 
¯ Healthcare & Pharmacy 
¯ Hospitality & Travel 
¯ Insurance 
¯ Internet & Online 
¯ Legal & Law Enforcement 
° Manufacturinfl & En.qineerin.q 
¯ Media & Entertainment 
¯ Nonprofit 
¯ Real Estate & Property 
¯ Retail 
¯ Small Business 
¯ Transportation & Loqistics 
° Utility Industry 



5. Choose an online accounting software 
with a feature set that supports a business 
of your size. 

Solution: 

Fresh Books 

A great accounting option for smaller 
businesses that are looking for an 
efficient & simple feature set. 

I 

Docstoc, Inc. 409 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste 2A Santa Monica, CA 90401 

~h~s ma~f:l: Unsubscribe *O~sds~mer Lega~ ~nfom~at~on ~s ~ot ~ega~ adv~t’s Read More 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailer@infusionm~il.com on behalf of 
Melissa Dawn <Melissa@winlikeachampion.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 10:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Surprise The World With Your Wow Factor! 

Here are a few questions to help you zoom in on what your Wow Factor may 
be. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailer@infusionm~il.com on behalf of 
Melissa Dawn <Melissa@winlikeachampion.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 10:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Surprise The World With Your Wow Factor! 

Here are a few questions to help you zoom in on what your Wow Factor may 
be. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimherly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <~Bryantin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Aflbrdable Care Act Forum - Roanoke Rapids - Thurs. Sept. 26th. 6-7pm 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant 
If you r~o lo~ger wish to receive i~f()rmation.[~om our qffice, please 

plm Medicaid & the 
Health Benefits ~changes ~- )~our Community 

Change is Coming... 

~D~ MysXique Multi Venue Complex 
i (~52 NC } iwy 125, Roanoke i~apids, ):rc 27870 
(252) 537---(~297 orlhettotihw: (252) 537.--(;297 
and 

[tannah’s Place, Inc. 
Roanoke Valley Community Health Initiative 

DAT~TIME: "I’~ltlv~day~ September 2(5, 2013 - ~:00p.m. to 7:30p.m. 

DIRECTIOZT: Affordable Care Act is befng frnpiernented in our state; NC 
lawmakers have bio~:ked the Medicafd program from being expanded. 
This means that 500,000 working adults will remain uninsured in 
201 

Attend this meeting and join in the conversafioz with the 
Justice Center to discuss: 

1) the benefits of the Affordable Care Act 
2) how M~i~id e~ansion woNd hMp ~e ~mm~ity 
3) ~e new h~l~ b~i~ ex~g~ (online 

marketplace for 
p~ehasing instant) and ~igibility for ~x ~its 

for b~dfviduals 

Refreshments will be Served 
Join us} Reserve ~/our seat today with h~icoie Dozier, b~C Justice (;enter: 
(919) 856-2i46 or nicole(~t)n~ticxe.orM. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 6:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: The Perfect Match 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

’12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWorkiMyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :/!www.tea mworkonline.com!tea mwork!myca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi~Inc <lukevisconti@diversib,inc.com> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 11:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

What Does Segregation Look Like Today? 

A breakdown of Census data gives an eye-opening perspective of modern segregation. 

What Does Seg!i~gation Look Like Today? 

UPDATE: Attorney says Zimmerman had gun on him during incident. 
_Z__i!~ ~.e.~:..m....a.~.n.~..A..!.Le.~g.e...d..!/~.T.~b~:.e.~.a..t...e.~.n.~.s.~..w...i.f...e.~..w. j_t___h_Au ~ 

The short answer: yes. But an understanding of white privilege is required for further 
insight. 

You? 

Workplace diversity includes ALL employees. See how companies are showing white 
men what’s in it for them. 

Do White Men Really Need Diversity Outreach? 

A preview of Dr. Nancy DiTomaso’s book, The American Non-Dilemma: Racial Inequality 
Without Racism 
If Diversity & Inclusion Is Workin,q, Why Are White Men Stil~ Gettin£l the Best 
.J__o__b_._s_Z 

Luke Visconti 
Chief Executive Officer 
Diversitylnc 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
Learn how to navigate the new healthcare marketplace from major hospital systems such 
as Mayo Clinic, Continuum Health Partners, Cleveland Clinic, University Hospitals and 
North Shore-LIJ, and from healthcare leaders Eli Lilly, Kaiser Permanente, C VS 
Caremark and Boehringer Ingelheim at Culturally Competent Healthcare I How 
Diversity Creates Better Patient Outcomes, Sept. 24 at the Newark Airport Marriott, 
NJ I 8am-4:30 p.m. View the agenda & REGISTER NOW! 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? Click here to receive the Diversitylnc 

.n__e_.~_ ~Le__t_te_z:. 

© 2013 Diversitylnc 

This e-mail was sent to _d__s__t_r__o_@_u__n__c_.__e__d__u_ by Diversibjlnc. 

Diversitylne Media, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversit~lnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, 

please click here to manaqe your preferences or unsubscribe. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi~Inc <lukevisconti@diversib,inc.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:10 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Poll: Black aud Latino Parents Worry More About Education 

What are the biggest concerns about education for Black and Latino parents? 

Poll: Black and Latino Parents Worry More About Education 

What did the courts say after a town ignored harassment complaints until the victim had 
already quit her job? 

September Legal Roundup: Is Employer Liable for ’Creepy’ Coworker? 

Educational tool, available for posting on your corporate intranet, featuring facts & 
figures and how-tos. 

Meeting in a Box: Business Case for Diversity 

A Q&A with TD Bank CEO Bharat Masrani about TD’s diversity-management philosophy. 
TD Bank: Drivinq Diverse, High-Performing Teams 

Luke Visconti 
Chief Executive Officer 
Dive rsitylnc 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
The Human Rights Campaign will detail its Healthcare Equality Index and University 
Hospitals will tefl you how it developed successful outreach programs for the L GB T 
community at Culturally Competent Healthcare I How Diversity Creates Better 
Patient Outcomes, Sept. 24 at the Newark Airport Marriott, NJ I 8am-4:30 p.m. _V_G_e_w_ 

the agenda & REGISTER NOW! 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? Click here to receive the Diversitylnc 

© 2013 Diversitylnc 

This e-mail was sent to _d__s__t_r__o_LF.b~_u__n__c_:__e__d__u_ by Diversibjlnc. 

Diversitylne Media, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversit~lnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, 

please click here to manaqe your preferences or unsubscribe. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi .tyIuc <lukevisconti@diversityinc.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events Calenda~ 

Join your peers in a high-profile community of diversity-management leaders at our 
upcoming networking and educational events. Prices are increasing and space is limited, 
so register today! 

Sept. 24 I Culturally Competent Healthcare I NJ 

Learn how to navigate the new healthcare marketplace from major hospital systems such 
as Mayo Clinic, Continuum Health Partners, Cleveland Clinic, University 
Hospitals and North Shore-MJ Health System, and from healthcare leaders Eli Lilly 
and Company, Kaiser Permanente, CVS Caremark and Boehringer Ingelheim. 
Topics include: 

Eliminating Health Disparities 
Diversity in Clinical Trials 
Reducing the Black and Latino Physician Shortage 
Resource Groups--Building Patient Engagement and Culturally Competent Care 
Improving Patient Medication Adherence 

View the full a~lenda and re,lister 

Oct. 16 j Talent Development Strategies I NYC 

Get the latest insight into Mentoring and Sponsorship relationships, Resource Group 
Development, and Succession Planning strategies and connect with CEOs and senior 
executives from ADP, Wyndham Worldwide, Travelers, Cox Communications, Time 
Warner, AT&T, Toyota Financial Services, Monsanto, BASF, Target and more. 
Topics include: 

Creating an Inclusive Workplace 
The Business Case for Corporate Social Responsibility 
Re-Energizing Resource Groups and Leveraging Social Media 
Developing a Diverse Pipeline 
How to Start a Cross-Cultural Mentoring Program 

View the full a~lenda and re,lister 

I look forward to your attendance. 

Luke Visconti 
Chief Executive Officer 
Diversitylnc 

Want more information about Diversitylnc networking opportunities, event agenda 
updates and registration discounts? Click here to receive Diversitylnc event alerts. 

© 2013 Diversitylnc 

This e-mail was sent to dstro@unc.edu by Diversitylnc. 

Biversitylne Media, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversitylnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, 

please click here to manaqe your preferences or unsubscribe. 



The Journal of /ntercolleqiate Sport (JlS) provides an exciting forum for 

ensure this important online journal content is available to those 

practice in intercollegiate sport, new online individual subscriptions 

are available at an introductory rate of $30--more than 50% off of 

subscriptions are also available at a discounted rate, so encourage 

To subscribe to diS, call 800-747-4457, extension 2990 and mention 

Back Issues/Contents/About the Editor/Editorial Board 

The Journal offntercollegiate Sport (JIS)is a cross-disciplinary journal 

publishing articles from the sciences, social sciences, humanities, and 

intercollegiate sport. The research presented crosses traditional 

contains research with both theoretical and practical significance As 

intercollegiate athletics and provides ideas on improving or changing 

Subscribe, unsubscribe, or customize your email preferences, here. 

~ u m a n ~in etic s I ~ 8 0 7 N. M a rket St. I C h a m paig n I I L I 6 ~ 8 2 0 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: The Tweet 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employsrs in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 

you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :/z www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/M¥Ca reeri 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.comitea mworkimyca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



The U NC General Alumni Assodaffor~ wonld like you*’ opirfion ---- and a lbw minntes of you*’ t~me ---. to help ~mprove the 

As tha~ks, you w~]l be e~tered in a drawing to win one of five 850 VISA gift cards. 

If you have questions abo~t this survey, please cow, tact me at regina_oliver@une.edu. (Please do not t’eply to this emai].) 

Tha~k you in advance {k~r helping to make the Caroli.~a Ah*m~ti R<~view better. We ofken survey a sma?] gt’oup of readers 

at~er an issue ~f the magazine ---- if you have helped us ia the past with one or more of those surveys, tha~ak you agaia. 

( ~nlike those surveys, ~is ins trum en t aliows th e R~vi<?w to be compared with simila r p~blieafions h’om n niversRies across 

the eonn tW -- again, with the goal of pt’odudng the beak possible magazine for you. 

Bes t wishes fl’om Chapel 

Regitm ()liver ’75 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi~Inc <lukevisconti@diversityinc.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 11:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ask the White Guy: }tow Wealthy White People Get the Most Attirmative Action 

You’re nafve if you don’t think the most successful form of affirmative action is for wealthy white people. Take a look at the Ivy League. 

Ask the White Guy: How Wealthy White People Get the Most Affirmative Action 

Federal court ruling sets up liability trial and possibility for big damages ... again. 

Abercrombie Discriminated Aqainst Female Muslim Employee, Says Judge 

Educational tool for D&I staff, available for posting on your corporate intranet, featuring best practices and how-tos. 

Meeting in a Box: Best Practices From Diversitylnc Top 50--Recruitment, Mentoring Resource Groups 

One in three Americans uses the internet to research medical conditions, but what are the best ways to reach particular patients? 
..w.J~L..s.~.~.~.cJ..a.L~N~.e.~.dJ..a.~..H~.eJE~..H~9.~.s.~p..j.t.~.aJ~.s.~..ng~.a.g.e.~P.~.a..tJ~Z 

Luke Visconti 
Chief Executive Officer 
Diversitylnc 

Upcoming Events 
TOMORROW! Learn how to navigate the new heatthcare marketplace from major hospital systems such as Mayo Clinic, Continuum Health Partners, Cleveland 
Clinic, University Hospitals and North Shore-LIJ, and from heaithcare leaders Eli Lilly, Kaiser Permanente, CVS Caremark and Boehringer Ingelheim at 
Culturally Competent Healthcare I How Diversity Creates Better Patient Outcomes, Sept. 24 at the Newark Airport Marriott, NJ I 8am-4:30 p.m. View the 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? Click here to receive the Diversitglnc newsletter. 

© 2013 Diversitylnc 

This e-mail was sent to dstro~unc.edu by Diversitylnc 

Diversitylnc Nedia, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversitylnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, 

please click here to [~1-a--n-~a-~q-e-~¥-~-~-u-r-~-Ee-f--e-,~Ee--n-~c-~e--s--~-~-r--~-u--n--s--u-~b--s--£r-j-b--e-,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Avett Brothers team with UNC/Carolina 5th top public/You’re invited to Folt’s Oct. 12 installation - September FYI Carolina 

Having trouble viewing this emaii? 

From Dublin to Denver, the Avett Brothers have been a tough ticket in 2013. Chapel Hill 

wasn’t a planned stop for the group, but a chance to help children learn music struck a 

chord with Scott Aver and some of his band mates, including Carolina alumnus Joe Kwon. 

Among both national public and private 

universities, UNC ranked 30th overall, 

according to U.S. News & World Report. 

Alumni, parents and friends are encouraged to 

help Carolina install !::iL!~3:~!..".-=...~!:~:~.i~: as its 1 lth 

chancellor on University Day, Oct. 12. 



As a young boy, alumnus !~2!?.=.~3..~’:~#.~ !~ used to 

pick up arrowheads on his aunt and uncle’s 

North Carolina farm. Years later, he joined two 

other alumni to document the earliest European 

settlement in the interior of the United States 

on his family’s land. 

N~:£V’V8 FOR AL.’:JMNL R;-\REN[S AND F:~IENDS 

SEPTEMBER 20!3 



After your students graduate, many will pursue careers that require continuing education 

So ut hwest Fit n ess will m a ke a l a rge selectio n of o utsta n din g co n ti n u in g ed u catio n 

This iPhone-, iPad-, and iPod Touch-compatible app allows students to think about 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <Bryantin@ncleg.net> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant: NAACP State Convention 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant 

If you no longer wish to receive information from our office, please click here 

70th Annual NAACP State Convention 
October lo-12, 2o13 

Register Today! 
"We Shall Not Be Moved: HoMing On To Past Victories As The Fight For 

Equality and Justiee Continues! 

We look forward to seeing everyone 
in Rocky Mount October lo - 12! 

The Convention Hotels are: 

Doubletree by Hilton at the 
Gateway Convention Centre 

651 N. Winstead Avenue Rocky Mount, NC 278o4 
Limited Number of Rooms Available 

Group Name: NC NAACP 
Call: 252-937-6888 

Rate: $99.00 plus tax per night 

Comfort Inn (Youth Hotel) 
2oo Gateway Blvd. Rocky Mount, NC 278o4 

Group Name: NC NAACP 
Call: 252-937-7765 

Rate: $76.00 plus tax per night 

Courtyard by Marriott Rocky Mount 
25o Gateway Blvd. Rocky Mount, NC 278o4 

Group Name: NC NAACP 
Call: 252 451-48oo 

Rate: $94.00 plus tax per night 

REMINDER!!! 
Make your reservations today! 



Download, print and fax or email forms to the NC NAACP State Office. 

(Please Click Below to Download Forms) 

Convention Schedule 
Adult Branch Registration Form 

Executive Committee Registration Form 
Youth & College Registration Form 

Observer Registration Form 
Thursday Only/Moral Monday Arrestee Form 

Ad/Ticket Form 
Sponsor Form 

Please call Ms. Sharon Coleman, Program Coordinator at the 

State Office at 919-682-47oo or email 
info@naacpnc.org with any questions you may have. 

Forward Together...Not One Step Back! 

Tentative Schedule 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 Friday, October 11, 2013 Saturday, October 12, 2013 
6:30 pm, 9:00 pm 7:00 am, 4:30 pm @ Church 8:00 am, 3:00 pm @ Hotel 

FINANCIALLITERACYSESSION REGISTRATIONIREGISTRATION 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 7:00 am - 7:50 am 6:30 am - 7:30 am 

~~~1~~~FL~’..............................~"P~.~r~............................... 

8:00 am 9:30 am 8:00 am - 7:00 pm @ Church - THIRD LEGISLATIVE SESSION 
REGISTRATION SECONDLEGISLA~VESESSION 

~ 0:00 am- ~ ~:45 am Vice Presidents~ Repo#s <Gateway Centre> 

NECROLOGY & MEMORIAL SERVICE 8:30 - 11:30 am; 1:00 - 3:00 pm UNI~SESSION 
ROMALLUS O: MURPHY CLE ~,STA TE OF CIVIL RIGHTS IN NC, 

~ev. Cardes Srown I SEU~NAR . ~. OR: W~LUAU J. SARSER; 
NC NAACP Religious Affairs Chair <DoubleTree Hotel> l 

~~~~~’ 9:45am - $ $:$ 5 am PLENARY lll ,......Ma#.da~e~ AUendance , AlI DeleqateS 

RELIGIOUS EMPHAS!S DA Y Noffh Carolina Genera! Assembly ~ ~ :00 am - 3:00 pm 

LUNCHEON <Morning~tarChurchofChris~ 

Rabbi Fred Guttman $ $ :30 pm - $ :OO pm <DoubleTree> 

Temple Emanuel of Greensboro; NC POLITICAL ACTION LUNCHEON ~~~~~ 

~:45pm - 2:45pm PLENARY~ Chair,~CL~is~ativeS~ackCaucus 



Building Theology and Method <Morning Star Church of Christ> WIN Workshop 

for Mobilizing Moral Movements l~:.....iiii~iii~iii~iii~iii~iii~iii~iii~iii~iii~iiiil <Comfort lnn> 

~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiii~iiiiii~::i~ 
1:45pm - 2:45pm        The State of Voting Rights        1:00 pm -3:00 pm 

Organizing Moral Mondays Arrestees ] and Our Challenge Going Fo~ard I 
for iobilization and Voter           ~ 

Registration ~    <Morning Star Church of Chris~     ~ MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON 
................................................................................................................................................................................. Mrs: Carolyn Q. Coleman* 

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm PLENARY fl 3:00 pm - 4:15 pm PLENARY V NC NAACP lst Vice President 
The State of North Carolina "s Economics, Education, H~lthcare Current National Board Member 

Pubfic Policy]Housing, and Criminal Justice lGuilford County Commissioner 

~~~~~::~<M~rning ................................................................................................................................................................................. Star Church of Chisel 
4:30 pm - 6:00 pm , ....................................................................................... ............................................................................................................................................................................. <Gateway Centre>’’’’’~’ 

.. 
SOUL FOOD DINNER 3:00 pm - 4:15 pm 

~~~~~ ................................................................................................................................................................................ Building Branches for Membership 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
6:00 pm - 7:15pm ............................................................................................................................................................................... Growth and Mobilization = 

FIRSTLEGISLA TIVE SESSlON iandatoryforDistrict Directors & BranchO~cers ~ NE~ORKING 

Election of Commi~ees ] <Morning Star Church of Chris~ ~ with VICE PRESIDENTS 

~~~~~~~~~ and ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ DISTRICT DIRECTORS 
7:30 PM MASS MEETING 4:30pm -5:30 pm 

~ YOUTH OPENING SESSlON ’ <Doubletree Hotel> 
Mrs: Myrlie Evers-Williams ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ] <Gateway CeriSe> ~~~~~ 

Civi~ Rights ~c~n ~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::~ ................................................................................................................................................................................ 7:00 pm - 10:00 pm 
(InvitedSpeaked        5:30 pm -7:30 pm 

and~DELEGATES" RECEPTION~FREEDOM FUND AWARDS 
Special Guests-ioralMonday I 

Arrestees ~ Music, Social Satire and Comedy I BANQUET 

................................................................................................................................................................................. <Gateway Centre>=Special Gue~ TBA 

9:30 pm- 10:30 pm        ~ ............................................................................................................................................................................... ~~~~~ <~rning Star Church of Christ> 

COMMI~EE MTGS @ Hotel 7:30 pm -9:30 pm 

or SHU~LE BUSES ] YOUTH NIGHT I Doors open at6:00 pm 

10:00 pm - Midnight .............................................................................................................................................................................. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 10:00 pm - 12:00 am 
Late Night Registration 10:00 pm - 12:00 am 

] YOUTHSOCIAL~YOUTH DANCE 
<DoubleTree> <Oogble Tree> ’ <Oouble Tree> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <~Bryantla@ncleg.net~ 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Playground Gra~t - Deadline Oct. 11, 2013 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant 

(f you ~o lo~ger wish to receive i~formatio~ from o~r q[fice, please click 

here 

$15,000 Playground Equipment Grants 

Deadline: Friday, October 11, 2013 
Is your community in dire need of a new playgrom~d for its ctfildren? Do you need 
funding for new playground equipment? 

KaBOOM! and Dr. Pepper Snapple Group are excited to offer $15,000 
playground equipment grants to qnalifying U.S.-based organizations to be used 
toward the purchase of playground eqtfipment that will be built using the 
community-build model. 

What is the community-build model? A community-build means that a group of 
local citizens initiates, plans, and fm~dmises for a project to benefit the entire 
comlnunity. It also means that the community residents--especially children--are 
active in the design process and local volunteers help to prepare the site and install 
the playground. Playgrounds that are bmlt with the contribution and "sweat equity" 
of volunteers are much more likely to be taken care of and enjoyed long-term. 

You can begin the application process by visiting Our Dream Plas, ground and 
creating an account. To help you with the application, read the Grant Application 
Handbook, with explanations of each narrative question and how-to guides on 
obtaining other application materials. 

Apply now! We only accept applications online and the deadline for submission 
is Friday, October 11, 2013. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <Bryantin@ncleg.net> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 1:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FRIENDLY REMINDER -Warren County AI%rdable Care Act Forum - Tonight at 6pm 

ALERT 
From the office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

Attention All Interested Warren County 
Residents 

THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT 
(]~ledicaid dr the Health Ben~fifs £~:change,9 

Are Yo~ Ready? 
WHERE: Warren County Armory Ci,dc Center 

501 US Highway 158 Business, East 

Warrenton, NC 27589 

DATE/TIME: Momlay, September 30, 2013 - 6:00p.m. - 7:30p.m. 

PURPOSE: The Aflb~dable CaJe Act is being implemented in our state; NC lawmakers have blocked 

the Medicaid program from being expanded. This meaa~s that 500,000 working adults will 

remain uninsured in 2014. 

PLEASE JOIN OUR STATE REPRESENTATIVE- 

SENATOR ANGELA BRYANT 

& COUNTY GOVERNMENT STAFF 

AS WE DISCUSS: 

1) the benefits office Affordable Care Act 

2) the new healfll insurance navigators 

OTHER GUESTS WILL INCLUDE THE RURAL ItEALTH 

GROUP ~,¥HO WILL HAVE OFFICES IN WARREN COUNTY!!! 

DON’T M~SS TH|S GREAT OPPORTUNITY. 
TIME IS RUNNING OUT- ENROLLMENT 

STARTS OCTOBER 1, 2013[![ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsioranail.com on behalf of 
Melissa Dawn Win Like A Champion <info@mnlikeachampion.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 12:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Wim~er’s Circle: September Edition 

Hi Deborah, 
There are two things that are constant: time 
and change. What will you do with it? Will you 
resist it, will you run towards it or will it run 
into you? 

I’m sure for many of us this year has been full 
or changes. Whether we like it or not we are 
in for more. We have just crossed over into 
the fall season. I am excited about what this 
new season will being for myself and for you. 

Do not go into your day with a fear or the 
future or worry for tomorrow. Though it may 
not always look like it, your best days are in 
front of you. 

Get your hopes up and raise your 
expectations! 
Keep smiling, 

Remain consistent 

Remember your 
passion 

Get creative 

Velvet Suite just completed 
our second annual 
Leadership Forum for 
MillerC 
More 
than 
lOO 
leader~ 
came 
from 
across the company for a 
two-day leadership retreat 
experience in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. Special guests 
included our keynote, Keith 
R Wyche, Author and WMS 
Board Member. A highlight 
of the experience was our 
signature "Speed 
Networking" where 
attendees got to sit down 
face to face with executive 
leaders including the CEO, 
Chief Human Resources 
Officer and many other C- 
Suite leaders on lessons in 
leadership. 

Le~de~sh~-g~ 

S~.eeess~ 
Take a 
Iookata 
recap of 

how we helped build the 



The seasons 

changing and so are 

Here is a sneak peak of our 
new website. 

brand of champions for 
Boston Scientific. 

Congratulations to out 
Win Like A Champion 
G rad u ares ! 

Earlie~ 
this )’eat 
i kicked 
off the 
pilot of 
my’ 
WLAC 

coacising system, The goai 
of the program was to 
provide 8 convenier’.4, and 
cost effec{ive option 
ieade~s looking to ~ske their 
career or business to the 
ne;~ level. 

follow 
US on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buffy@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: 7 Keys to Effective Cover Letters 

WOR$ ! , .... i ¯ 

Helping You to Stand Out for Sports Jobs 

This Week,s Coaching Tips: 

Wh at make sag o o die a d e~ B u ffyFi l i p pelli ~ e a mWo rk Onli n e 

Pat ~lliamsi spoke at the National 

Read M o re i 

a ndChiefCommunicationsOffice~atMonumentalSpo~s& 

Ente~ainmenti He advises; ilWhen you send me a resume and you 

...................................................... sendmeacoverlette p ieaseput i 
C lickHeretoWatchHisVideoClip! 

Online Hired Ca n didate 

i the G~nnett Gladiators What 

ps set himself apa~ from the 

Springs; CO)U SAT a e kwo nd o i sse a rch in g for a Dire ctor o f H i g h 

Pe~ormance to oversee the mana( ement of all National Teams 

NationaITeam trips and National Team athlete p[ogrammmgi Read 



Elli s S c hi e m a n;C o a c hi n g S p e ci a ltyC o o rdin a tot a t U S AT fiat h l on; 

afo rmer in t ern at Tea mWo rk Onl i n e S h e wa salife Io n gch am p io n 

sw~ m me r ;anO ly m p i c Q u ali fi e ri S h eta l ks wi thT e a m Wo r k Onli n e 

founderiBuffyFilippelliabout how she had to move ahead with her 

ca tee r afte r beinga D iris i o n l s tu de nt~athlete iRea d More 

I IMVP Accessin c l ud es: H!g h p!ace me n tof e mbe d d ed ~i d eoe !e#at O p!tt hand! a bo ut me 
W e b p a gel in k;biU e~i b b ~ no h yo u t p ~0 file pe~s ~ n a i i~ b s u g g e st i~ n s hig h ii g hf ed Wit hie ~ s th a n2 0 

!~’~!!!!i!iii a p Piic~si # ~ f c6m p etif~ t he ] ~ b ~ y~ ~ap p lie d ~o~ ~ ~ n~ ~ a pp i i c~i o n ~a s~e~i e~e d ~h e ~e~h e 
0bSa~emap~ a~#ess ~O 50~000pa~t and#U~rent~6b des#tipfi6nsand~rganiZa~iO#al~ha~stb findy~u~ 
d[eam]obandcaEee~path;!ibEa 0 pastmonth!yemp!oye[#ideos;~ideoon~HOwtogetajobin 
spo~sfoCusing on y0u ~ b~and and ~eamWorkOnlinefounde~me Bu~y; a~ailable to help you for12 
W eeksto imp~ove Y O u a p P!iCation s~ MVP Access s u b scri bets are 66 ~ more li kely to be h iredthan 
newcomers~ 

Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 
connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 
innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you 
at any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish 
to be paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in 
the last 12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view 
other opportunities that might interest you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link 

below and Iogin: 

http:!!www_teamworkonline_co m!Tea mWo rk!MyCa ree r! 

Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please 
delete your record at 

http.’//www.tea mwo rko n li ne. co m/tea mwo rk/myca ree r 



Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi~Inc <lukevisconti@diversib,inc.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tech Industry Fights to Keep EEO Data Secret 

What are the companies hiding? 

Tech industry Fights to Keep EEO Data Secret 

You’re nafve if you don’t think the most successful form of affirmative action is for wealthy white people. Take a look at the Ivy League. 
Ask the White Guy: Do ’Those People’ Not Value Hard Work and the Right Priorities Enough? 

Educational tool, available for posting on your corporate intranet, that includes a historic timeline, facts & figures and Things NEVER to Say. 

Meeting in a Box: National Disability Employment Awareness Month 

Why is a "living together" agreement tremendously important for LGBT couples? 
__W____e__[[_s____F___a___r_g_o__ LGBT Financia~ Guide: Domestic Partnership_____A__g_r___e__e____m____e__t)__t__s_. 

Luke Visconti 
Chief Executive Officer 
Diversitylnc 

Upcoming Events 
Learn about creating an inclusive workplace with Carlos Rodriguez, PresMent and CEO, ADP, in a Q&A with Diversitylnc CEO Luke Visconti at Talent 
Development: Diversity-Strategies Event, Special Awards Dinner & Networking Reception, Oct. 16 at the Marriott Marquis, NYC View the agenda & 
REGISTER NOW! 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? Click here to receive the Diversit_ylnc newsletter. 

© 2013 Diversib/Inc 

This e-mail was sent to .d__s__t_Eg@_u___n__c_=_e__d__u_. by Diversit~d nc 

Divereitylne Media, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversitylnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, 

please click here to manaqe your pre[erences or unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

University Day Comes to Your Hometown 

Having trouble viewing this emaii? 

a,a ~e {~S.~!~a~i~ of 

Place. Festivities begi~ at 

UNC~EX~ The Explorer Cham~el, a digitd program se~ice ~Yom 

UNC-TV ax,’ailab~e over (he air m~d throagh most cable and 

providers across No~. Caro~i~.a, 







Upcoming Vocus Webinars 

Your brand needs media coverage and pubficity o 

G~eenteigh em VVednesday, October 16 at 2:00 

p.m. EF, 

Learn sec~a~ netwerking tactics that epen new I~nes 

af engagement, get yoM d~rect access ta ~epa~te~s 
l        x:: Register 

and de]iw~" more cavera~e~ D~soover how ta: 

~ U se Facebook ads to deliver 

perfect~y.-targeted sec~a~ 

~ B u~d online name recognition to 

~epo[te~s’ trust. 

~ Bypass the traditional pitcM~g 

p~ocess ~er mo~e cove~age, faste~! 

About the 

~:: 
lan Greenleigh is ~he author of "The Social Media Side 

Door?’ He specializes in social med~a and con~e~ st[ategy 

and helps businesses turn da~a and ~e~a[~ensh~ps ~n~e 

thought leadership, h~n’s wdting and ideas have been 

feathered in the Ha[s/a~d B~sh~ess Review, Ad Age, Adweek 

and nL~l~elo~ls othe~ p~estig~o~s p~bHcations. He tweets at 

@be3d and blogs at daretocomment.com. 

Nex  Web  ar 

Technology has changed marketing, but 

Delete," M~tch ~s, HI he~p you s~rengthen custorae~ ~ .................................................................................................................................................. 

~elationships th~ough utility, deUver powe~fu~ 

content by melding active and passive med~a and 

create t~ends ~nstead of following them~ 
~                 ~:[[ Register 

About the Speaker: 



Mitch Joel is p~esident of digital marketing agency Twis~ 

Image and author o~ ’~©TRL ALT Delete~" and the best~sel~ng 

"S~x P~xe~s of Separation." An ~nternatbnal speake~~ M~tch 

has g~ven p~esentatbns to brands I~ke Google, ~,Wa~¢]a~t, 

Sta~b~.~cks and Procte~ and GamMe. He is also a ~egu~ar 

columnist for The k~a~vard Business Review and The 

kk~ffir~gtor~ Pest. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

What Politicim~s Can Learn From Entrepreneurs 

To ensure go:J re:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add ff!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

Small Businesses 

How Biz 
Tips From a Seasoned CEO 

Not many people would argue that the government 

needs to be run more like a business. 

But while the government is shut down, many 

businesses continue to operate with far less 

resources. Here are some lessons politicans can 

learn from entrepreneurs: 

Be Decisive - entrepreneurs can’t abstain from 

making difficult decisions. Why should you? 

Under-Promise and Over=Deliver - don’t 

pursue a fairytale political campaign then 

underdeliver. Promise less, then over-deliver 

What else can politicians learn from entrepreneurs? 

Share this news with your friends: Click here [o find out >> 

14 Famous 

Business Pivots 

That Made 

Mill}ens 

Do Small 

Businesses 

Really Help 

Each O~i~er or 

the 

Cem mu nity? 

[he Number 

One Reason 
Ctistorr!ers Opt-. 

In to Your Email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaikcom> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 1:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Nov 7- People of Color Caucus Meeting-Please Mark Your Calendar’. 

Welcome to the People of Color 
Caucus 

Greetings, all! 
It’s Stephanie Perry, the facilitator for the OAR POC Caucus. 

hope yon’l] attend another meetiug with us, as continuh~g to organize and 

caucus is so critical to our communities and beyond. I encourage you to attend. 

Details are below: 

!,~HEN: Thur~d~y, N~v-emb~r 7 

TI~E: 6:45pm 

~tlERE= United Church of Chapel Hill ~321 Martin Imther Kiug Jr 

Blvd Chapel Hill, NC ~75~4 (Located on the corner of Homestead Rd and MLK 

Blvd in Chapel Hill) 

~rHATa To deepen our understanding and raise our consciousness around t~e 

impacts of internalized racisru in ourselves and onr commnnities so that we can 

more effectively organize for change. 

If you have auy qnestions at all or cannot atteud this upcoming meeting, please 
give me a call at ~a22d or email me at ~2.r.?2d~:;~)l.c~>m 

Have a great day~ 

-Stephanie Perry 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friendly Reminder - Vance County Legislative Roundtable For Pastors and Faith Leaders - Sat. Oct. 26th 



HK Home Hiqher Education Center Cataloqs Newsletters Contact Us 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii now tasked with a daunting challenge of finding new revenue sources to deliver quality 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Join Bob Buckanavage, Pennsylvania State Athletic Directors Association, for this free 



Applied Sport Management Skills, Second Edition V~Tth Web Study Guide, uses the four 

fully integrated student web study guide. An extensive ancillary package is available free to 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo,antin@ncleg.net> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 12:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Roanoke Rapids Micropolitan Area Ranked the Third Lowest Medim~ Income In US 

Alert from The Office of Senator Bryant 
RepresentinB Halifax, Vance, Warren and parts of Nash and Wilson Counties 

ff y¢m no to~tger wish 1o receive, b~formation from ¢mr office, pte¢~e d~c~ here 

Based on questions and request for information from our office, we are 
providing information below on the following online posting which ranked 
the Roanoke Rapids Micropolitan Area as the third "poorest area" (lowest 
median income) in the count~. 
The data for the Rom~oke ~ds ~rea c~ted on the ~{st below is 75, 055 for population 

a~d ~29,930 for median i~come, Roanoke Rapids ~s i~ the MicropN~tan Stafist~ca~ Area, 

Code 40260. These statistical areas are determined by d]e Office of Mgmt. and Budge~ and 

are ~ssued as an OMB gulledm You can view a recen~ bulletin at 

http]jwww,wNteho~se~gov/sites/defauJt/fi{es/omb/bul{et~ns/2013/b-a3-OLpdf Here is a 

srdppe[ from thak Bulletin showing the £oanoke Rapids area which includes a~l or Halifax and 

Northampkon Counties. 

]~]~ cid:image001.png@01CECE7F.C78602A0 

A{so, here’s a ma{) depicting statistical i~reas m N.C.: 

http:[[www:census.gov[econ[censusO7[£df/maps/nc[state/O4000us37m.£df 

A~lcle is from websgte by Yahoo Homes and Cred~t,com: 

http://homes.yahoo.com/newsithe-poorest-cities-ima merica-172735755.html 

In the annual American Community Survey, the U.S. Census Bureau releases statistics on the 

population. Age, race, location, income -- these and more are outlined in the report, and the 

2012 survey, released this month, gave insight into the country’s wealth distribution. 

http://blog.credit.com!2013/O9/income-inequality-post-recession!? 

utm source=Yahoo&utm medium=content&utm content=lB l&utm campaign=poorest cities 

Last year, the median U.S. household income was $51,371. To determine which areas have 

highest and lowest median incomes, we used the bureau’s American Fact Finder tool to sort 

the data of 2,120 metropolitan and micropolitan statistical areas. 

Much like the high-income areas, the low-income areas showed an interesting geographical 

makeup. Nine of the 10 lowest median incomes are found in the South, as it is defined by the 

Census Bureau. 

http:i!blog.credit.co mi2013iO9ius-cities-high est-incomesi? 

utm source=Yahoo&utm medium=content&utm content=lB 3&utm campaign=poorest cities 

Conversely, the high-income areas showed more geographical diversity. While half of them 

are on the East Coast, including the cities surrounding Washington, the other five are in 

California, Hawaii and Alaska. The high-income areas reported a median income of more than 

S69,000 a year. 

Meanwhile, the low-income areas don’t go above S32,860. Three of them are in North 

Carolina, two are in Texas and the only area outside the South is in New Mexico. Other states 
with cities on the list are Alabama, Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia. Virginia is the only state 
to have cities on both ends of the median-income spectrum. 

And as far as population goes, the high-income areas are generally larger than the low-income 

ones, The Census Bureau defines a metro area as containing a "core urban area of 50,000 or 

more population, and a micro area contains an urban core of at least 10,000 (but less than 

50,000) population," 

Only one of the high-income areas is a micro area, and only two of the low-income areas are 
metro. Population didn’t directly correlate to the area’s rank in its list. For this list, we used 
the 2011 population estimates, as those are the most recent available for these areas. 



2. Gallup, N.M. 

¯ Population: 73,664 
¯ Income: S29,696 

4. Brownsville-Harlingen, Texas 

¯ Population: 414,123 

¯ Income: $30,953 

5. Talladega-Sylacauga, Ala. 
° Population: 81,664 

° Income: S31,547 

6. Cookeville, Tenn. 
¯ Population: 106,498 

¯ Income: S31,813 

7. Martinsville, Va. 

¯ Population: 67,300 

¯ Income: $32,196 

8. Nacogdoches, Texas 

¯ Population: 65,466 

¯ Income: $32,555 

10. Dalton, Ga. 

¯ Population: 142,741 

¯ Income: S32,858 



Upcoming Vocus Webinars 

The future is coming! Technology is turning 

On Wednesday, Octobe~ 30 a[ 2 p,m. ET, join ~ 
A~mete~ G~oup’s world-renowned technelegis[ 

and author o~ "V~at’s ~he Future of Bus~ness?" w~ i 
m~p out the future’s key marketing t~ends, 

l                x:: Register 
~neludin9: 

~ A ’gene~ation C: of connected 

consumers and how to ~each them 

~ The power of shared cus~eme~ 
ex~)eriences ~nd why theyhe eruc~a~ 

for marketers 

~ S ix new principles of (mime influence 

every marketer needs to know 

About the Speaker: 

X::: Bdan So]is ~s the awa~d~winnin9 author of "~at’s the 

ef Bus~ness?" and prhse~pa~ at A~th~ete~ Group A wodd~ 

renowned teehne~ogist, he has stud~ed and ~nfluenced the 

effects of eme~ging med~a on business a~d markethsg. 

Bdan:s Meg ranks in the top 10 of AdAge’s Power 150, 

NeW 

Want your marketing to stick? Show, don’t tel~ 

P,’ospects ,’etahs four times more hsformaflo~ when 

Join Leslie to discover how to engage audiences 

by melding data and design, smash goals with 

custom content for yeu~ ~udience and budget and 

persuade decis~ommakers w~th dat~driven 

About the $peakeE 



Leslie Bradshaw is the COO of Guide, a company that turns 

text into videe, Previously, she ceAfeunded and selved as 

plesident and COO ef JESS3, an agency specializing in data 

visualization, In addition to numerous industry awa~ds~ F~st 

Company nan~ed Leslie one o~ ~he technology fietd’s ~ep five 

Female executives ~n 2011 and one of the mos~ creative 

people ~n bus~ness #~ 2013, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Rocky Mount Town Hall Meeting - Nov. 14 - 5:30pro 

"Taking Back OUR State" Town Hall ~eet|ug 
Thursday, ~ovember 14, 2013- 5:30-7:30 pm 

Hosted by: 
Sen. Angela Bryant 

Rep. Bobble Richardson 
Rep. Joe Tolson 

Rep. Nathan Baskelville 
Rep. Jean Fam~er-Butterfield 

Four Seasons Restaurant and Conference Center 
215 N Church Street, Rocky ?tit, NC 27804 

¢" Voter Suppression 
,/Cuts to Education 
¢" Attack on Women’ s Rights 
¢" No Healthcare Expansion 
¢" InfoiAssistance with Affordable Care Act 
¢" No job creation .... 

How can we take back our state? Get the facts! 
***ALL ARE LNVITED --NASH, EDGECOMBE, HALIFAX, 

WILSON, VANCE, WARREN, FRANKLIN AND PITT COUNTIES 
*** 

For additional information: 
North Carolina Legislative Black Caucus 

Shawna William s 919- 715-5723 
shawna.william s (a~ncleg.n et 

Anna Meadows - Office of Rep. Richardson 
919-733-5680 

richadsonla@ncleg.net 
Karon Hardy - Office of Sen. B~ant 

919-733-5878 
__b_~5~__~_t__l___a_2a;___n___c__[_e_g:___n___e__t_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Connection, PRWeb <reply@prweb.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 4:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Challenges Facing Marketers 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version 

I I I .... results of imeg~ated social ....... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



5160 Industrial Place, Suite 103 I Ferndale, WA 98248 I 1 866.640.6397 I Unsubscribe 
Copyright !997-20!3, Vocus PRW Holdings, LLC. All rights reserved. 





You Man Tsang is SV~ of Products at Vacua, managing the 

p~oduction of new softwa~e features. A serial entrepreneur. 

he founded Biz360, a ma~ket intelligence a~d a~alytics 

company, and Engine 140, a soc~a~ marketing company that 

uses con[en~ ana~ys~s to help b~.~si~esses manage a~d 

optimize the~ social med~a activity. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Business Resources <IncBusinessResources@inc.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Start growing your business ruth the help of UPS and Inc. 

As a business owner, you have any number of paths to growth. 

To help you embark on those paths, UPS and Inc. have created two guides, 

~ Learn how sus[ainabiti[y can transfate into 

long4erm profitability. 

Discover the keys to building a sustainability 

slrategy that boosts yo~r be[tom line and your 

brand, 

~*~atch how Clea~ the Worl~,~ combines 

sustainability and social responsibility to fight 

disease across the 9tobe, 

watch video 

Don’t jus~ contain costs and time..manage 

them, 

Learn Isow managing cost and time are key to 

driving perlbrmance in yo~r organization 

W~tc~~ how Ada~a~t managed operations to 

grew ~rom a one-woman operation to a 

multinationa~ firm in ~ust e~ght years. 

watch video 

Start Growing Your Business Now 

ema=?= Was sen[ by: Na~sumto V~.~.u~’~.s 

rid lra..e Center New York, NY, ~ 000}’-2195, USA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesdw, November 19, 2013 7:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: N.C. owed a billion dollaars in back’taxes; IT jobs thll statewide 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 19, 20t3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

N.C. is owed a bilRon doRars in back taxes 
About a billion dollars in back taxes are owed to the state of biorth Carolina, money 

that would come in handy when it comes to funding the state’s education or 

transportation needs, 

WNCN Discuss 

North Carolina IT jobs fell in October 
The hiring picture for information technology workers in North Carolina darkened in 

October, according to the latest suP,~ey by SKILLProof for the N.C Technoiogy 

Association. 

Insomnia Cookies opens in Chapel Nil~ 
.......................................... insomnia Cookies, a late-night cookie-delivery store ~o~uiar at college campuses, 

;SAS has a~ened sha~ at ~ ~. ~ra0k,n Street in Chapel ~ill. 
Durham Herald~Sun Discuss .......................................................... 

G~ogle t~ pay~l 7M to N.C, other states over web 
ir, ternet-search gian, Goagk~ lnc (NASDAQ: GOOG) has reached a seitlemen, with_ _ 

37 s{ates, including North Carolina, in connection with claims that it improperly 

1racked users o[ the Safari web browser 

.................. 

......................................................... Read ~orn~n~ Edition >> 

Welcome back~ HealthCare.qov workinq for 90% of people 

~ Ra]~J~ ~ g~ve s~te another shot 

Trian~ home f~rec~osur~s slowinq~ ~ ~:r~ ~ot 9M~ 
woods yet 

Group unveils ’Solarize Raleiqh’ proposal ~th $10M grant 

.......................................................... from Washington 
Octopus-shaped hot doqs, and 7 other reasons to never 
~eave SAS 

Contact Us 
Contact Us For all inquiries iegaldin9 this offer or subscdptio:~ to the Triangle Business Je~i:’nal, please email us at: 



Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioumsls customes se~,,ice, biqoumsls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~}t.. C~-~srlo~e, Noah Carolina 2820~]. 

2013 American Cil~>’ Business Journals, inc. sad its iicenso8 Ali ri~iStS rese=~,,ed The material on this site may not be 

~eprodeced, distributes, trsnsmited cached o[ otheP,~vise used; except wi~il the prior ’~’~d~cen pem;issio~ of bizioslmals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Female Entrepreneurship on the Rise 

To ensure go:J re:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add ff!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

R.ecove T ow :h Led 
Female Entrepreneurs on the 
Rise 

A recent study shows that one demographic leads all 

others in recent economic growth. 

The stagnant American economy of the early 2000s 

had one bright spot, and what crippled U.S business 

only strengthened the female entrepreneur: 

Women-owned businesses now account for 

29% of all U.S. businesses 

Since 2007, women-owned businesses have 

added about 175,000 jobs 

The number of businesses owned by minority 

women has more than doubled since 1997 

Share this news with your friends: 

Read on to see howwomen outpaced all others in 

recent economic growth: 

Click here for more surprising stats >> 

What Motivates 

the New 

Millennial 

Work[orce? 

Snapshot of the 

New American 

How Gifts and 

Discounts Drive 

E--8 h o ppe 

Spending 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, PuNisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Wells Fargo Names the government; N.C. failing behind in clem~ energy 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 25, 20t3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

bMme the government 
Wells Fargo Chairman and CEO John Stumpf said banks are forced to raise their 

credit standards above those set by government entities to build in a buffer to protect 

against having to repurchase loans later 

Discuss 

Energy group: N.C. faltering in clean-energy projects, .jobs 
North Carolina has fallen off the pace in job announcements for new clean-energy 

projects while other states in the Southeast are sur~ing ahead according to the 

most recent repoR from an energy business and environmental group 

................. 

Risk-management contractor IEM mov~nq to Morrisville 
Government contractin9 firm iEM three years ago moved its headquaders hallway 

aoross the ceun{ry from Baton Rouge, La, to Research Triangle Park. Bu{ this next 

~ ~i~{~ head~uartersmow~shouldbeamuc, hc, k)seroommuteoniysevenmilesaway 

Moonshine and other N.C. spirits gain shelf space in ABC 
stores 

~ ~i~B~n~ An moreasing number of smaii-batch spirits made m North Caroima are [indh~g their 

way to the shelw~s of [he state’s ABC s[ores 

~9~[~flov en rollment extended for pe~ who need 
coverage by Jan, 1 

The Pit opens T~esday in D~tha~ 

Which is the best airpo~ in the U.S.? 

Experts: Digi~l currency Bitcoin is innovative, but risky 

.......................................................... Read Morning Edition >> 



Contact Us 

Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumals customes se~a, ice, bisioumals I ~]0 W. Morebead ~}t.. C~-~srlo~e, Noah Carolina 2820~]. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply@washingtonpost.com 

Monday, November 25, 2013 11:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

WashPost: NBA embraces advanced analydcs as Moneyball movement sweeps pro basketball 

This page was sent to yuu by: debby@dsttoman.com 

Message from sender: 

NE~A embraces a~var, ceel 

By Rick ~Iaese 

There were plmW of erupt’ seats at Wells Fargo Center, and Sam Hinlde settled 

into one near midcourt, about 25 rows up, to watch his team. Depending on your 

perspective, Hinkie, five months into his job as the Philadelphia 76ers general 

manager, is presiding over what promises to be one office league’s worst 

teams or one of its greatest experiments. Perhaps both. ¶ A Sixers guard missed a 

fl~ree- ~inter t~om flae comer. The rebound bounced high into the air a~d fell into the 

hands of a~ opposing player. ¶ "Great shot," Hinkie saS~d of the miss. At other times, 

his tea~l scored a bucket and Hinkie groaned, lamenting the field goal. His peculiar 

reactions are because he watches the game and judges every, action based on 

probabilities what should have happened, not necessarily what does happen. 

Such is fl~e credo of the new NBA, and what exactly m~tblds in Philadelphia the next 

couple of seasons could be the truest test yet of the anal~ics movement that is 

sweeping thwmgh the league. ¶ Hinlde, a Stanford1 School of Business graduate who 

cut his teeth at Bain & Company, a management consulting firm, got here in part 
thanl~s to numbers. He hopes he can build a team from the ground up aided by 

formulas, statistical models and data-centric philosophies that will reduce risk and 

lead to smarter decisions. 

Do you love D.C.? Get the insider’s guide to where to stay, what to do and where to eat. 
Go to t~(~,~,~::k3L{!~}.!!i~.g~{?.{!g.~{?~.L~{?.{!y.~t~!!Lfor your guide to D.C. now. 

© 2013 The Washington Post Company I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

5 Keys to Employee Safist?action 

To ensure go:J re:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add ff!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

Small Businesses 

Top to Employee 
What Keeps Workers Happy? 

Share this news with your friends: 

As the economy recovers, American workers are now 

focusing on their own happiness rather than monetary 

rewards. 

A recent study reveals just how happy workers are and 

the catalysts behind that happiness: 

81% of all American workers are satisfied with 

their current jobs 

44% are likely to look for a new job within the 

next 12 months 

Compensation was the third most important 

factor to employee satisfaction 

Read on to see the top 5 contributors to employee 

satisfaction: 

Click here for more surprising stats >> 

~conomic 

Growth Led by 

;No rn e n-Own ed 

What r,~ otivates 

the New 

Woddorce? 

Snapshot of the 

New American 

Enbepreneur 
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Sent: 
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Tuesday, November 26, 2013 6:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Newsletter from Rep. Natha~ Baskerville’s Office 





able {i~avf adequiif help 

: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 7:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Toils coming to I-540 in north Raleigh?; Morn N.C. budget cuts loom 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 2, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Are tolls cominq to 1=540 in north Ra~eiqh? 
As Raleigh officials consider adding lanes on the northern half of Interstate 540 to 

accommodate the city’s growing population, they are also tackling the question of 

Th~s again? Even more N.C. budqet cuts await, 
cuts a deal 

............. ~l~ba ublf~ Hea~,h .................... 

North Carolina is counting on Congress to make some deals over the holidays if it 

wants to avoid another round of sequestration budget cuts, according to McClatchy. 

RTP, St. Louis face off to feed the world 
Research Triangle Park has competition in its quiet battle to dominate plant science 

in ti~e United Sta~,es: St I_euis. 

High-profile N,C, education advocates flying under the radar 
- for now 
i~ seams peaple in the Triangle are intrigued by a nawly fermed cansorfium af 

business k.~aders - which calls itself "BEb~T NC" .- ~hat wan~s a sea~ a~ 1he table wharl 

talking abau~ educatian in North Carolina. but den’t knew enough aboui it yet io gwe 

a firm epinion 

Triangle CEOs you should be foRowing on Twitter 

N,C, STEM talent sought for teachinq careers 

Shop independent Durham Week is in fur force 

Got your Christmas tree 2_et? N,C, crop_, one of best in recent 

years 

prices drop more than 12% 

TODAY’S MORNING Amazon reveals drones Will soon be delivering yOUr order 

....................................................... 



Contact Us 

~~’.~ corn 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim[-erly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <’Bryantin@ncleg.net> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 3:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

2014 - Paid Smnmer State Government Interships Available 

Pat McCrory, Governor Bill Daughtridge, Jr., Secretary 

State of North Carolina 
Department of Administration 

FO R IAL~IEDL4 TE REL EASE 

For Additional Information Contact: Chris Mears, Public Irffomxation Officer 
Office: 919-807-2340 

Cell: 919-414-4327 
chris.mears@doa.nc.gov 

twitter: @ncdoa / facebook.congncdoa 

APPLY NOW FOR PAID SUMMER 2014 STATE GOVT. 

INTERNSHIPS 
RALEIGIt, NC October 22, 2013 
North Carolina residents attending a college, university-, technical institute or community- college have 
until Dece~nber 16th to apply Ibr one of up to 65 paid state government internships available for sum*ner 
2014. All internships will begin on May 27, 2014 and conclude on Augnst 1, 2014. ’lhe 2014 State 
Govelrm~ent Internship PrograJn Booklet describing all available rules and opportunities is now- online. 
The State Government Internship PrograJn oilers students real-world experience in a wide range of 
state govermnent workplaces. Internships provide opportunities tbr students to work in their chosen 
field and to consider caJ’eers in public service. More than 3,600 students have participated since the 
program was established in 1970. 
"In the current job market, it is tough for college stadents to find paid employment opportunities that 
equip them with relevant and meaJaingfifl professional experience in their field of study," said StephaJaie 
Nantz, Executive Director of the Youth Advocacy aJ~d Involvement Office. "This program does just 
that, as well as assist state agencies with accomplishing their missions." 
Paid surrm~er internships are available in locations across the state. They provide North Carolina 
students with compensated professional work experience that integrates education, caJceer development 
and public service. Opportunities exist in numerous recognized fields of stu@, from accounting to 
zoology, and interus will also participate in selninars, tours or other activities designed to broaden their 
perspective of public service and state govelrm~ent. Interns will earn a stipend of $8.25 per hour and 
work 40 hours per week for 10 weeks in the summer. 
To be eligible for the prograJn, a student must be a permanent North Carolina resident with an overall 
grade point average of 2.5 or better on a 4.0 scale, and have graduated from high school and 
subsequently completed their sophomore year of college before begianing the internship. Commurdty’ 
college students must complete their first year before beginning the internship. 
ApplicaJats must be continuing their education in the fall following their participation in the program. To 
quali~ for a position designated for law interns, a student ~nust have completed at least one year of law 
school before the beginning of the internship. Students having previously held paid internships at the 
Youth Advocacy and Involvement Ottice are not eligible to apply. 



Interns ~’e selected through a competitive process overseen by the NC Imemship Council. Selection is 
based on a review- of applications by the Council, student interviews with prospective supe~-isors, 
academic records, paxticipation in e~racun’iculax activities aaad interest in state government. 
For more information, please visit the Youth Advocacy and Involvement Office online or by phone at 
919-807-4400. Intbrmation is also available in ca~npus ca~reer se~ices or cooperative education oft]ces. 

-MORE- 
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Sent: 
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Subje~: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <~Bryanfin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 1:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ha]itZax County Education Summit - Dec. 3rd at 6:00pm 

Halifax County Education Summit 
Key Note Speaker--State Superintendent Dr. June Atkinson 

When: Tuesday December 3, 2013 
Where: The Centre at Halifax Community College 

Time: 6:00-8:30PM 

Weldork NC--Dr. June Atkinson the NC State Superintendent of Public 

Instruction (DPI) will be the featured speaker at the Education Sununit set for 

Tuesday December 3rd at: The Halifax Community College-The Centre. 

The event is fiee to the public and is sponsored by CEES, a Halifax coun~wide non-profit citizens 

Coalition ibr Education and Economic Security o~ganization. 

Atkinson’ s speech will highlight the remodeling initiative that has transformed Norfli Carolina public 
schools and public education over the past few years. She will also address the progress made by 

area schools and discuss her goals for these schools, as well as schools across the state for years to 

come. 
Superintendents of all of Halii~x County’ s school s: Dr. Elea~ Frederick- ttC S, Dr. Denni s J. 

Sawyer-RRGSD, Dr. Elie Bracy III-WCS and Tammi Sutton-Founder and Executive Director of 

KIPP- GCP Charter School will provide comments on how their schools are implementing programs 

fi~r increasing student academic achievement. Other panel members will provide their views on 
educational issues for the population they serve. 

CEES was formed to address a belief that educating our children rem~ns the most important 

challenge in Haliihx CounF if we are to have successful economic develop~nent programs. 

One of CEES’s goals for the evening is to have each attendee, upon returning home, to reflect on a 
personal commitment to be involved in improving the education of Halifax Coun .ty’s students 

regardless of the school the students attend. 

CEES Cham~oman, Rebecca Copeland noted that this is the time for the communi~ to speak to the 

state’s elected education leader and local superintendents abont their families’ edncation concerns. 

A significant turnout will ~nd a message back to Raleigh that ttalithx County residents value 

education. 
o 

~ ~ase ~m~and ~ ar ticip ~m~ con, ~ unittER E E e~en ~Ther e wfl[ b~a M~ ~aa 
Gre~mm ~freshmen~ from 6i00lOre ~m 6i30Pm ~he ~f!on ~troh~y b eli~sma~me 
comm~ needg ~ i6uder voi~ and p~sonfl ~ommitm~hi~ ~6 ]ielp ~duc~ors h~ov~ 

fi~d~mi~ outcom~g for ~ 0f H~faX C0~ students. 

Dt I administers public school funds totaling $8.2 billion annually and licenses approximately 120,000 

teachers and administrators that serve 1.5 million students in over 2,500 public schools in 115 school 

districts and over 100 charter schools in North Carolina. 

Sponsored by 

CEES 
(Coalition for Education and Economic Security) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 4:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC TV NC Now and NC Weekend Stories on ttalifax County - Tonight m~d Tomorrow Night 

ALERT 

From The Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

North Carolina Weekend or North Carolina Now 
UNC-TV will broadcast two stories from Halifax County - 

Wed. Dec. 4th at 7:30pm and Thurs. Dec. 5th at 9:00pm 

Tonight at 7:30pm., North Carolina Now will feature a story from the North Carolina 
Science Now series about a group of amateur and professional astronomers who are 
studying Comet Ison in Halifax County. After the broadcast, we will post the program 
online within 24 hours of the broadcast at ~.h...t~.~L//...v.i..d...e.~.~.~..u.~.n...c.~&r.g~...r..~.g.r..a....m../...n...c..-...n...~...w.../.. 

Also, on Thursday, December 5, at 9 p.m., North Carolina Weekend will feature a story 
about the Roanoke Canal Museum in Halifax County. After the broadcast, they will post 
the program online within 24 hours of broadcast at http://video.unctv.or,q/program/nc- 
weekend/. This episode of North Carolina Weekend will also be rebroadcast on UNC- 
TV Friday night at 8:30 p.m. It is coverage of stories like these in communities across 
the state that makes UNC-TV the most important source of information about North 
Carolina for North Carolinian& 

If you have any questions about these stories, please contact Tom Howe at 919-549- 
7158 or via email at tom.howe@unctv.org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ON24 <marketing@on24.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tomorrow: webinars that raised the bar in 2013 

If you have trouble displaying this email, view it as a web page. 

Deborah, 

Join us for the final ON24 webcast of the year, 
’%~/ebinats That Rocked 2013" where we will review tire 
great examples of events that highlight just how powelful 
webi~ars can be. 

4~#iI.~}..!~t~! as we review wha~ made these webinats stand 

How to deliver interactive webinars 
How to expand ~he teach of your webinats 
How successful companies integrate video 
Keys to audience engagement 

::~ Ower,/iew 



To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences, click here 

ON24, Inc 

201 Third Street, 3rd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94103 I 877.2029599 

P rivac~’ Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesdw, December 10, 2013 7:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Audit: Medicaid payment wstem has ~en 3,200 detbcts 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 10, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Audit: Medic~i~ ~yme~ystem has seen 3~200 defects; 
DHHS poorly equipped to 
The state’s Medicaid payment system encountered more th~n 3,200 defects since 

going live fewer than six months ago, and Medicaid personnel have "an inadequate 

framework for the timely resolution of,, 

C~nstructi~n wraps up at Durham’s Diamond View 
m~ves HQ 
With construction of the new Diamond View 

......... Ele~,~tv ,fes ~ Negh-: *~ ~’P " ............. ..................... 
downtown Durham, the buiMing’s ancher tenarfi, the nenprofi{ FHi 360, officially 

opened its new headquarters {here en Monday ,, 

Discuss ................. 

Two electric utilities join Research Trianq~e Cleantech 
Cluster 
Two more companies joined the Researci~ Triangle Cleantech Clusier en Menday, 

bringing ~he RTCC’s merrlbership [oh~i ~o ~ive. 

McCrory credits his administration for fallinq N,C. 
unemployment 
Ip, a speech before the Charlotte region’s business executives Monday, NC. Gov 

Pat McCrory attributed recent deciines in the state unemployment rate and other 

economic improvement to tough decisions .. 

Discuss 

$8 billion deal 

Harris Teeter bu s ~and near Brier Creek ............................................. ~_: ............................................................... 

With mergercom#leted~ new American Airlines takes flight 

Treasury sells ~ast GM shares; government saved auto 
maker but lost $10 billion 

New venture with Raleiqh’s sister city in China to produce 
drinking water from a car’s 

Holiday bonuses on par with 2012 

Male and female investors aren’t so different after ai~ (except 
for ego size) 

Today"s parents will spend $10-15K per year per child 
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Cancel Email Subscription 
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Sent: 
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Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Gov. McCro~Announces Appointments ~ Rural Infrastructure Authority 

Governor McCrory Announces Appointments 
to the Rural Infrastructure Authori .ty 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 919-814- 210 O 
Thursday, December 5, 2013 K_o_~iR_r_£__s__s_’_~__n___c_:g_o___v_. 
Raleigh, NC - The Office of Governor Pat MeCrory has announced the following appointments: 

Rural Infrastructure Authority 

Governor Pat MeCrory’s appointees 

* Thomas S. Hester Jr. (Vance County) - ttester is the president of Prim Residential Rentals, 

Inc. He is the chairman of the Vance County Commissioners. He studied accounting at Campbell 

University. ttester will hold an at-large seat on the board. 

~ Kevin Corbin (Macon County) - Corbin is the owner of Corbin Insurance Agency. He is the 

chairman of the Macon County Board of Commissioners. He studied marketing and business 

management at Appalachian State University. Corbin will hold an at-large seat on the board. 

Celo Faueette (Alamanee County) - Faueette is retired from LabCorp after ,36 years of 

service, tte is a eouneilmember of the Burlington City Council. Faueette will hold an at-large seat 

on the board. 

~ Steven Wangerin (Onslow County) - Wangerin is the chief executive officer for W.T. 

Humphrey Group. He is the vice chairman of the Jacksonville/Onslow Chamber of Commerce. He 

studied finance and economies at UNC-Charlotte. Wangerin will hold an at-large seat on the 

board. 

~ Garry Terry (Bertie County) - Terry is a regional ag services field supervisor with the North 

Carolina Department of Commerce. He has experience as a firefighter and farmer. He studied 

instrumentation technology at Roanoke Chowan Technical Institute. Terry will hold an at-large 

seat on the board. 
Senate President Pro Tempore Phil Berger’s appointees 

Jeff Etheridge Jr. (Columbus County) - Etheridge is a retired group president for BB&T. 

He has also served on the Board of Trustees for UNC at Wilmington and was also once the 

chairman. 

Charles DeVane Jr. (Bladen County) - DeVane is the owner of DeVane Builders. He is also 

chairman of the Elizabethtown ABC Board. 

¯ Pamela Cundiff (Roekingham County) - Cundiff is the vice president of Travel Consultants 

Inc. and also serves as the chair of the Rockingham County Partnership for Economic 

Development & Tourism. 

¯ The Honorable Theodore Westmoreland (Cleveland County) - Westmoreland is the 

president of Westmoreland Printers Inc. and is also the vice chair of the Pinnacle Classical 

Academy. 

¯ Traey Philbeek (Gaston County) - Philbeek is the president of Treeseape, Inc. He has 

served as the Gaston County commissioner of the Dallas Township since 2009. Philbeck is a 

member of the National Association of Counties Community & Economic Development Steering 

Committee. 
Speaker of the House Thorn Tillis’ appointees 

Lige Daughtridge (Nash County) - Daughtridge is the principal of Daughtridge Sales Co. 

Inc. He is a past board member and president of the Tar River Kiwanis and is the current vice 

chair of the Boys & Girls Club of NashiEdgeeombe counties. 

° The Honorable Darrell McCormick (Yadkin County) - McCormick is a former member 

of the State House of Representatives. He owns a real estate company and served on the House 

Commerce and Job Development Committee in 2011-12. 

¯ Lee Grantham (Robeson County) - Grantham is the managing partner at NurserySouth. 
Prior to this position, Grantham was president of Grantham Farms & Nursery. He has served on 

the Board of Directors for the Lumberton Area Chamber of Commerce. 

¯ Beth Foster (Washington County) - Foster runs two farming operations with her husband 

Bryan. She is the secretary and treasurer of the Blackland Farm Managers Association and a 

member of the Commissioner’s Circle along with Commissioner of_Agriculture Steve Troxler. 

Brady Diekson (Montgomery County) - Dickson started a printing and packaging business 

in Mt. Gilead, North Carolina. He is the director of the Montgomery Fund, an affiliate of the NC 
Community Foundation. He also served as county commissioner of Montgomery CounV for 12 

years. 

The authority reviews and authorizes grants and loans for rural areas within the state. Members 

formulate policies for making these loans and grants and create ways for the Rural Economic 



Development Division of the North Carolina Department of Commerce to effectively aid local 

governments in meeting preliminary project planning costs, as well providing insight into the 

application and review process. 

The group also reviews the efficacy of these loan and grant programs and submits its ideas for 

improvement by September 1 of each year. 

The authority will meet Friday, December 6 from 1 p.m.to 4 p.m. in the 4th floor boardroom of the 

Education Building~ 3ol North ~¥ilmington Street~ in do,x’ntown Raleigh. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 7:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Is Boeing nntouchable?; PowerSecure ties CEO’s tbr~une to pertbmmnce 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 11, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s 

!~ IBg~!~ ’untouchable’ for North Carolina? 
In director Brian DePalma’s i987 movie "The Untouchables," there is an early 

scene in a church, when Eliot Ness, played by Kevm ~ o,~tn ~r, asks Sean Connery’s 

honest cop character, Jimmy Malone,... 

PowerSecure ties CEO’s compensation to company 
performance 
PowerSecure (Nasdaq: POWR) wants to make sure that CEO Sidney Hinton 

doesn’t think about going anywhere else¯ 

~.!~ ~.~.~ 

Ca~,joins the co-worMnq movement with Oakhaven facRity 
Cary has its first coworking space 

~!~.~.~.~. 

Researchers project N.C. ’megalopolis’ by 2050 
With North Carolina expected te grow by at k~ast a million people every decade, 

researchers say thai the growth will result in the fermation of a "megakspoiis" along 

the Triangle, Triad and Charlo~ie .. 

Discass 

Read ~orninq Edition >> 

Wa/-Mart hiring 450 for new distribution center in Mebane 

3 things business leaders should take from Coach K’s 
playbook 

Ponysaurus Brewing opens m Durham 

WakeMed earns top ranking in safety transparency 

Here are the top 3 ~T skills that wiR get you a job in Ra~eiq. h 

sequester 

Here’s what B~ockbuster is doinq for its last hurrah 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2018 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: McCrou weighs GOP convention; N.C. lawmaker charged with embezzlement 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 12, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s 

Does McCrorg want Charlotte to host the GOP convention? 
After Charlotte’s successful hosting of the 2012 Democratic National Convention, 

and after a strong showing by the GOP across t,he state in the ensuing elections, 

Gov. Pat McCrory is weighing a pursuit.. 

State Rep. McManus charged with embezzlement 
Deb McManus, a Democratic state legislator, was arrested Wednesday on felony 

tax charges, according to the NC. Department of Revenue 

Wel~s Fargo customers run into biR-pay glitch 
An untold number of online-banVJng customers of ’,/’#ells Fargo & Co. (NYSE:WFC) 

could discover that recently made bill payments didn’t go through due to a glitch in 

the system. 

Obamacare has CFOs thinking: Should we cut our payroll? 
Neariy half o~ Arrierica’s chief financiai afficers say 1heir firms are considering 

reducing employment in respense to the Afferdabie Care Act, accerd~ng te the latest 

q ua rte rly su rvey oF CFOs co nd u cied. 

r 
HealthCare,gov continues slow grind in North Carolina: 
9,000 now enrolled 

Toshiba Global expands presence in Durham 

Bad Daddy’s opens in Morrisville 

Coming (relatively) soon: ’Bull Durham’ the musical 

SmM|businesses can ~ook~ but not buy, on HealthCare.q, ov 

10 ways accountability wil~ make your company more 

Would you pay to keep your smartphone info private? 

Read Morning 1Edition >> 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2018 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Connection, PRWeb <reply@prweb.com> 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 5:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

3 Key Maxketing Trends to Watch in 2014 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version 

Get the P ..... f Free Publicity. 

..... e>? ¢< <<~r~’,~ 



5160 Industrial Place, Suite 103 I Ferndale, VVA 98248 I 1.866.640.6397 I Unsubscribe 

Copyright !997-20!3, Vocus PRW Holdings, LLC. All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hanilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Tuesdw, December 17, 2013 7:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Kanki shopping center sold to South Cazolina inveslor 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin{~ this emaiI, dick here 

DECEMBER 17, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s 

Kanki shoppin~ center sold to South Carolina investor 
A South Carolina investF,qent firF,q has snapped up t,he Noah Market Square 

neighborhood retaii center that’s been open in noRh Raleigh for more t,han 25 

years. 

Nash Health Care chooses UNC Health Care as partner 
biash Health Care officially announced an affiliation with UNC Health Care Monday 

aft.ernoon. 

What is Google+? (And Why You Should Use It) 
Not another social network to worry about! You may have heard about Google’s 

social ne~,vork but is it reaUy woRh your time? Watch this video to find out why you 

sho~id care about Google-~ and how to get sta~ed. 

The No~2h Carolina treasurer’s office has implemented new governance policies 

that would affect the 100-plus investment managers who heip manage the state’s 

$83 billion pension fund 

unconstitutional 
~t}~ it’s just a pFeliminaFy Fuling, but a federal judge Faised constitutional eyebFows at 

~ ~y~jr~ the National Security Agency’s collection of bulk teiephone data fFom AcqeFicans. 

First cold storage building at Port of Wilmington could brinq 
100 jobs 

Free bus ~ay be faster than Fortify tta~c freeze 

Year in Review: Syn~enta’s increased footprint in the 
Trian,qle 

Year in Review: Faceliff for Chape~ HiWs Franklin Street 



H~w to better understand why customers b~y 1tom you 

Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 

To LI!;sL:bscdbe fiom this 

bizjoslmsls css~ome~ se~’,,ice, bizjoslmsls 120 W Morehesd S~_, C:i;ailo~_~_e bloi-~il Carolina 28202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 6:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: 10 Tips from Employers To Improve Your Sports Job Application 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:flwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/mvca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44222. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 9:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Ana]yfics 

sorry, la and 5. 

JASON ~. ROSENFELD 
Di!’ector of Baske.’_ball Anaiytics 
BOBCATS i ":P{SgiS & ~NiERiAINIv~ENT 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704,~88,898~ 
C 
J Roset~ ~e~d@ bobca is.corn 

From: Jason Rosenfeld 
Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2023 9:40 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sport Analytics 

and 5. 

JASON W, ROSENFFLD 

Director of Basketball 

BOBCATS i 

333 E~st Triode Street 

Chadotte~ NC 28202 
T 704.5g~.89~ 

C 

J Rosenfe~d@ bobcats.corn 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, December 21, 2013 3:24 PM 

To: Jason Rosenfeld 
Subject: FW: Sport Analytics 

..-I 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0~6 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, 3:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sport Analytics 

d 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empowem 



9~[9,84~3.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Sunday, 12:45 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sublet’t: KI Sport Logo 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I hope you’re having an enjoyable winter break and holiday season! I think I prefer logo #2 because in my mind it is the most professional looking logo. I 
put option 2b ahead of option 2a because I think the basketball looks more realistic in option 2b. I would put option lb as my next choice. 

Thanks for considering my input and I look forward to our next meeting, 

From: dstro@unc.edu <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 3::17 PM 

Subject: KI Sport - Marketing 

To: Consulting Team Group 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels, I hope you are reiaxing and enjo~/ing famiiy and friends, ;) 

If you have a ,moment, please review the attached dra[t of logo comps, Please iet me know your top 2 drafts, You can send me a note back at 

dstro@unc.edu. 

Note: These drafts are confidential. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

BAS_CompsRound2.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site, To reply to this message ciick this link to 

access Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: ~live.unc.edu~, 

Sent: Sunday, 2:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Logos 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you have having a great break and enjoying time with friends and family. My top two preferences for the Basketball Analytics Summit logo are la 
and 2b. 

Merry Christmas, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:56 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Logo D vagus 

tti Dr. Stroman, 

I took a look at the logo drafts and I think my top two choices are kA and aB. They all look great and I’m looking fbrward to the event! 

ttope you’re having a lovely holiday season! 

~live.unc.edu : 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 11:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; UNC Athletics Director <bnbba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Kim Stmm-GottI~ed ( ~gmail.com); Mosley, Layna <mosley@nnc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J 

<3o,v Renne@med.unc.edu> 

Summing" notes for revision - Dec. 18 - Academic Achievement section of AD Strategic Pl~l 

Top3-Top 10-AcademicPerformance-Dec 18-2013-discussion.doc 

12/23/13 
Kim and Joy FYI, but please see the attachment are dmtt notes. 

Bnbba, Vince, Debbie, Layna please add/revise as needed. Not sure if these need to ’°become official." 

All the purpose is to prepare and tbcns FAC discussion for January, 14. Joy in my view, we conld have a constmclive 20-30 minute discussion on this topic. 

Thanks, John 
Dr. John B. Stephens 
(919) 962-5190 
stephens(d~sog~ unc.edu 
S kyp e: 
ht~p://w~vw.sog.ut~c.edu/nodei93 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ebony Watem~ann <ebony@ebonywatermann.com> 

Monday, 9:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Analytics 

I like lb & 2b the best. 

Best Regards, 

Ebony ~Vatennalm 

O11 , at 3:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(tbunc.edu~~ wrote: 

d 

Deborah L. Skroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Etwage. Explore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

<im~ge004,jpg> 

"No~hing will ever be attempted ff all possible objections mu~t firs~ be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturda% 3:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Spo~ Anal~ics 

d 

Debora~ L. Skroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Etwage. Explore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

<image004,jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff all possible objections mu~t first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:~6 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Spo~ Anal~ics 

Dr. Stroman, 

My top 3 are 2a, 3, the original one. (changing the color to Carolina blue) 

I still want the UNC logo somewhere. Also,        idea of "Basketball Analytics Summit" makes sense too. We want the logo strong enough by 

itself to speak about the brand equity, which needs to include the differentiating factors, including basketball and UNC!NC. 

For example, I think the Olympics Iogos have very clear messages - each of them at least has What (Olympics), When and Where (London). In 

our case, What (Basketball) and Where/Who (UNCiNC) are the most important points that we cannot miss. This is why I think we need to push 

forward the message of Basketball and UNC/NC on the logo. 

<imageOOS.jpg> 

<BASCompsRound2.pdf~; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenm~ Institute Sport <no-reply@sa£ai.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 5:10 PM 

Kenan Institute Sport <no-reply@sakai.unc.edu> 

[ Kenan Institute Sport - Annonncenrent ] Copy of Save-the-Date Note sent to Pro & College Contacts 

An m~nom~cmnent has been added in the "Kenan Institute Sport" site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/2e86f3b6-2309-46e8-862c- 
fad893132c30) 

Subject: CoW of Save-tlae-Date Note sent to Pro & College Contacts 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Season’s Greetings! ’][’he intersection of technology, statistics, execution, and perfom~ance is here.., so, please save-the-date for the inaugural SPIEA Basketbdll 

Anal~ics Smnmit hosted by the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise on the campus of the University" of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill. 

Friday, May2 - Saturday, May 3, 2014 

Onr mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts (professionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, m~d work in 

the discipline of perfommnce (individual or temn) mad business anab~ics. 

Please pass the word to your colleagues. More details soon! 

(Questions or Feedback: dstro@unc.edu) 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Kenan Inslimte Sport site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at IVly Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 5:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RE: Sport Ana]yfics 

@kena]~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Congrats again 

I may be too late to weigh in here hut my favorite two are 2a and 2b, 

One other note - t was talking to my [amHy about the summit and no~:~ced that you included the SPIEA acronym ~n the messaging, W~l:hou~: me explaining the 

prom~nc~al:km, they had trouMe a<:b.Ea~]y pro[)ounc~]lg the acronym (feedback was that the back to back w:~we~s were confusing) and I wonder if these ~:wo events 

could just stand a~one for now. That is, ~ wonder H: we should keep separate the SPIEAiSport Innovation Ha~l o[: Fame rnessag~ng from the Basketball Ana~yt~cs 

Summit messaging. Just s quick thought; ~ was exalted to see [he Save the Date go out so ~ had to give rny [:amHy a ]~tt~e update on our vacation. 

Sorry for the de~ay--out of town and the h~ternet at our hote~ has been out since we’ve arrived, Hope everybody ~s havh~g a good week! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, 3:40 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Sport Analytics 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. cg[J 

En,qude. Explore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will euer be attempted if all pess~Ne ebje~ion/must first be o~erceme." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: ~Nkenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Saturday, 3:39 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; : 
Subject~ RE: Sport Anal~ics 

Dr. Stroman, 

I don’t know anything about the university policy, but understand that we cannot use UNC text in the logo. 

Here are my top 2: la, 2b. I like these. 

Best, 

@unc.edu ~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 3:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sport Analytics 

Please remember~ I ~m stJ~l wori.:ita/~ on w}~at: part o£ ~2~N(] pl~)~s a part ir~ 

UJ:qC ~:}~al: ~ave b,::, be c.,::,r~slde~ed ~:,~ t}~is pt,::, eci:, ) We m~i3, ]~ve t,:, }~ave tI~e 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

En,gage. Explore, Empower. 

9~9.843.033~ 

"Nothing w~ll e~et be attempted if all possible objegtions must first be overcome," 

~ Samuel 

~_~_~_[):~[~g[~L_~_G_¢~_~ ] 

Subject: RE: Sport Anal~ics 

Dr. Stroman, 

My top 3 are 2a, 3, the original one. (changing the color to Carolina blue) 

I still want the U NC logo somewhere. Also,        idea of "Basketball Analytics Summit" makes sense too. We want the logo strong enough by itself to 

speak about the brand equity, which needs to include the differentiating factors, including basketball and UNC/NC. 

For example, I think the Olympics Iogos have very clear messages - each of them at least has What (Olympics), When and Where (London). In our 

case, What (Basketball) and Where!Who (UNC!NC) are the most important points that we cannot miss. This is why I think we need to push forward the 

message of Basketball and UNC!NC on the logo. 



i~i htt p://3, bp blogspot.com/- 
MTjisl3 LRDo/UA 19xn htGU I/AAAAAAAAAhQ/M pjQxVz LkJ E/s 1600/OI 
ympic-logos.jpg 

@unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pdchard Weiss <rweiss@sportsbusinessjoumaLcom> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 8:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Belk Bowl - Visit 

Debby, 

I’m out at Steamboat in Colorado skiing tills week. SolD~ I’ll miss you. Would love to heox more about your Spo(t Entrepreueurship program early iu the new year! 

Have fi~n atthe game! 

Best, 

RichaM 

Sent fa)m my iPad 

Ou Dec 27, 2013, at 3:09 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstroSb~uuc.edtr~ wrote: 

Hi Richard. Season’s Greetings! I hope you had a relaxing week despite the hectic state of Charlotte in preparation for the Bowl. I am coming 

down tomorrow and wanted to see if you had a few minutes to receive an update on my Sport Entrepreneurship initiatives. Any place or 

particular hotel to recommend for pre-game activities? I don’t think I will be up for Fan Fest in the cold all afternoon. Lol. 

If you are in town and/or have time for a quick chat, please let me know. Otherwise, I will call you next week. Thanks! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843~0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, :20:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

eXSS 

http:!!espn.go.comivideo/clip?id=10109830 otl tax breaks questioned 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 10:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edtr~; Wanda Hunter <whuater@mcialequityinstitute.org>; S~anne Plihcik @gmaJl.com>; Deena 

Hayes <~hayes@lacialequityins~titute.o~g>; Tye Huntet.         ~yahoo.com >; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria <an~ siegariz@nnc.edu> 

Shall we meet the week of           ~ 

Hi eve~’one- 

I will be in NC the week of (plus or minus a few days if need be). Do you all want to get together while I’m in town? 

I’d certainly love to. To make sure we do whatever I can betbre I start work on - and also just ot be able to see all of you. 

Warm regards, 

Bay 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ~rnail 

On Sat,              at 11:13 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Friends. What a beautiful autumn! 

Updates: 

1. Geni received communication on the scheduling. We are planning for 

2. To foster efficiency, Geni and I divided up the critical areas: Syllabus and Scheduling (Geni). Faculty and Funding (Debby). We will serve as the project leaders to create 

a "final draft" proposal/document for our entire core team to review by phone or in a face-to-face meeting. 

3. Currently, the core team is Geni,    Suzanne, Deena, Wanda, Tye, and myself. Right? Please respond IF you have another name to add or recommend. Thanks. 

4. F¥1 - The last day of classes is Wednesday,       the first day of classes is 

Chat with you soon. 

Have a blessed and relaxing Thanksgiving. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

who brhlg s~inshine to the lives of othei0s cannot keep it f~’oln themselveso" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pete Philo- ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 10:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Hapw New Year’. 

Hey Deb! 

Thanks for the emaiL I am doing veo, well. I love what you are doing. IfI am in town and you want me to be part of an~hing, just ask! I’m all yours. If you want me to 

just show up, I can do that as well. 

Let’s catch up soon. 

Pete 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 29, 2013, at 9:54 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Pete. I hope you are doing well. I want to make sure you know about my latest ventule... Let’s chat soon to see how you can be involved (if you 

want). Please tell your staff too. I copied the note sent to NBA, Vv2qBA, and College Basketball contacts last week. 

Hug,s, 

d 

The intersection* of technology, s~a~is~ics, execution, and performance is here._so, please save.-the-.date for 
the inaugural SPIEA B~a~;ke~baH~a~ydcs~mmi~ hosted by the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise on the 
campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts (professionals, 
students, and scholars) who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance (individual or team) and 
business analytics, 

Please pass the word to your colleagues. Nore de~ails soon! 
(Questions or Feedback: dstro@unc.edu) 

Deborah L Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

"A good head and a good heart are always a formidal~le combinatiom" Nelson ~andela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Dear Deborah -- 

Here is what I suggest having heard from one of my colleagues tonight. Please tell           that you have learned fiom the financial aid office at Chapel Hill that only 

the college or universi~ the student is attending has any administrative authority over the students’s financial aid awaJcd. The Universi~ wstem does not award aid -- 

only the campus the student is attending. Then I suggest that you advise her to contact Ms. Rita Brown in the financial aid office at UNC Charlotte whose information is 

pasted in below,          may already have done the, but even so she should consult them again as many campuses are working hard to ensure that they graduate 
their students. I think it is the bes~t guidance that we can oltbr. 

Sincerely, 

Shiltey 

O11 at 12:11 AM, "Ort, Shirley A" <sao@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, all -- I have received a financial aid appeal t~om a faanily who~ daughter is trying to find enough money to return to UNC CHARLOTTE for her 

laser semester. Can someone provide me with the name and email of a financial aid colleague at Charlotte (now that Tony is no longer there) that I could 
contact tolnoITow? I tried to find a link on the website, but was unsuccessful. I aln out of the office until Thulsday, but will be checking email. Thank yon. 

Enjoy your holiday and Happy" New Year’. 

Shirley 

Sent l~om my iPad 

UNC- F1NAIDDIR mailing list 

UNC- F1NAIDDIR@lists.northcarolina.edu 

http:/ilists.northcarolina.eda/mailma]~/listintb/unc- tinaiddir 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 8:23 PM, "Oft. Shirley A" <sao~unc.edtc, wrote: 

Thanks, Deborah -- I will have to think about this. Let me do a little checking ruth my colleagues at Charlotte. I am not sure why she would have 

contacted someone at another institution ti~om the one her daughter is attending. There are many in troubled circumstances the~ days. 

Have a nice break, and I roll stay in touch. 

Shirley 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On at 6:30 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Shirley’. I hope your holiday- break is/was relaxing and joyt’ul. ;) 

As per this attached note, is there an,vlNng I can recommend for ? Sounds like a sad situation. Note: I have never met this 
woman or her daughter. 

Feel free to call me, if that is better. My mobile is 

Thalks’. 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng~le. lL\plore. Empower. 
9:19.843,0336 
@drstroman 
<AD987872-C:[79-4DE8- B29C-AgA8236897A316],f:mg> 



"~Snm~times gou jast haue a~ look back at goar po, s~ and srni& abo~ ~ ho~u fi,,r ?]o~’u~ (~ome." 

From: <Stroma~>, "Deborah Stromao Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@u~c.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 9:27 PM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: 

Hi           I was inquiring because I am not employed at UNCC and thought that I was referred from a friend. I am not sure how a UNC employee 

not working in financial aid/scholarships can assist your daughter. Nonetheless, I will check in with our our Financial Aid/Scholarship Office for 

recommendations to assist you. 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. St~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~W<qe. £’xplore. Empower: 

919~843,0336 

@drstroman 

’2’4omedrnes ~oa fl~st hau~ to look back at 9our past and smile abnut how far you’ve come. 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Saturday, 12:13 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I scoured the UNCC and UNC website in order to find whatever help I could for my daughter. My daughter is in danger of not being able to graduate in 

May do to lack of financial aid. I emailed any and everyone who seemed like they might be able to assist my daughter with this matter. 

Your information is listed on the website as if it is public information available for students and families of the university. If contacting you has caused 

you an inconvenience, I apologize for that. 

Thank You, 

On Fri, 
Hi 

at 5:05 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
How did you received my contact information? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, 12:19 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and rny daughter at UNCC in the . graduates in 

therefore is entedng her final semester at UNCC. We recently found out from the UNCC Financial Aid office that she is at her limit for 
loans and we will owe $2000- the year, 

has been a student since her freshman year and is a good student but unfortunately we are a poor family; I am a first year doctoral 
student and reside in    at the moment. Much of our family resources were used for relocation from NC to    this past summer. 

is greatly in need of financial assistance in order to finish this final semester at UNCC. We have maxed out our resources within the 
Financial Aid limits of the school and have no proper credit that will allow us to e eligible for outside/bank loans. 

After consulting with outside sources, friends, etc, we are turning back 1o UNCC to see il them is any help, from any department or 
organization within the school to assist in completing her final semester and graduating in May. She is a wonderful person, a hard 
worker and a good student. 

Also, she has never been granted a work study job and she has applied every single semester beginning in he[ freshman year. She has tried 
again this final semester, does not have a car to get around outside of the campus and the transportation system is limited time and 
distancewdse. 

Any assistance, direction, support or guidance that you can provide us is greatly appreciated. 

SincerelvYours, 





From: Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:22 AM 

To: ribrown@uncc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: (UNCC student) 

(Confidenlial) 

Dear Rita -- 

I do not believe that we have met, but I thought it important that I share tlae email message below, since we are referring the mother ofa UNCC s~udent back to your 

once. This inquiry came to me from Professor Deborah Stroman at UNC Chapel Hill, where I ser~e as the director of scholarships and student aid. If you read l~om 

the bottom up (sony, rather lengthy) you will ~e that this inquiry came from           . to Dr. Stroman, through me, and then to you. I thought I should tell you that 

Dr. Stroman will likely give                    your name, since ToW is no longer there in your once. 

I hope you are having a wonderful holiday and hope that I have the pleasure of meeting you ~me day. 

Regards, and Happy New Year! 

Shirley 

Shirley A. Ort 

Associate Provost and Director 

ONce of Schi~larships and Student Aid 

UNC - Chapel 

SAO(a)UNC.EDU 

(919) 962-9246 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ort, Shirle,~’ A" <sao~unc.edu> 

Date:                 ,11:05:09 PM PST 

To: "Stmman, Deborah L" <dstro~b~unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Dear Deborah -- 

Here is what I suggest having beard frown one of my colleagues tonight. Hease tell           that you have learned frown the financial aid oNce at Chapel 

Hill that only the college or universi~ the s~mdent is attending has any administrative authority over the students’s financial aid award. The University system 

does not award aid -- only the campus the s~dent is attending. Then I suggest that you advise her to contact Ms. Rita Brown in the financial aid once at 
UNC Charlotte whose information is pasted in below,           may already have done the, but even so she should consult them again as many 

campuses are worldng hard to ensure that they graduate their s~dents. I think it is the befit guidance that we can ofl~r. 

Sincerely, 

Shirley 

On at 12:11 AM, "Ort, Shirley A" <sao,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, all -- I have received a financial aid appeal t~om a tZamily whose daughter is trying to find enough money to return to UNC 
CttARLOTTE tbr her last semester. Can someone provide me with the name and email ofa tinancial aid colleague at Charlotte (now that 

Tony is no longer there) that I could contact tomorrow? I tried to find a link on the website, but was unsnccessti~l. I am out of the once until 

Thursday, but will be checking email. Thank you. 

Enjoy your holiday and Happy New Year! 

Shirley 

Sent from my iPad 

UNC-F1NAIDDIR mailing list 

UNC- F1NAIDDIR@li sts.nor~thcarolina.edu 



ht~p://lis~ts.nor thcaJ~c)lina.edu/mafihnan/listinliy unc- finaiddir 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 8:23 PM, "Ort, Shirley A" <sao~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Deborah -- I will have to think about this. Let me do a little checking ruth tny colleagues at Charlotte. I am not sine why she would 

have contacted someone at m~ofl~er institution from the one her daughter is attending. There are many in troubled circumstaaaces these days. 

Have a nice break_ and I will stay in touch. 

Shirley 

Sent t~om my iPad 

On at 6:30 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu > wrote: 

Hi Shirley. I hope your holiday break is/was relaxing and joyful. ;) 

As per this attached note, is there ea~vlhing I can recotnmend for ? Sounds like a sad situation. Note: I have never 

met this woman or her daughter. 

Feel flee to call me, if that is better. My mobile is 

Thanks! 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
Enlarge, Explore, Empower, 
919,843~0336 
@drstroman 
<AD987872- C179..4DES-.B29c- AgA823~5897 A316i4~ng> 

"Sometimes you just have ~o look back at your pca~ and smile abou~ how far you’ve come., 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Sunday. 9:27 PM 
To: _~gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: 

Hi           I was inquiring because I am not employed at UNCC and thought that I was referred from a friend. I am not sure how a 
UNC employee not working in financial aid/scholarships can assist your daughter. Nonetheless, I will check in with our our Financial 

Aid/Scholarship Office for recommendations to assist you. 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empower, 
919,843.0336 
@drstroman 

"Sometimes you fl~st have to look back at your past and smile about how far you’ve come." 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Saturday, 12:13 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Dr. Stroman, 
I scoured the UNCC and UNC website in order to find whatever help [ could for my daughter. My daughter is in danger of not being able 

to graduate in May do to lack of financial aid. I emailed any and everyone who seemed like they might be able to assist my daughter 

with this matter. 

Your information is listed on the website as if it is public information available for students and families of the university. If contacting 

you has caused you an inconvenience, I apologize for that. 

Thank You, 



On Fri, at 5:05 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi How did you received my contact information? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

From: ..9~mail.com > 

Date: Friday, 12:19 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and at UNCC in the 
graduates ir~ , [here[o[~ is entering her final semes[e[ at UNCC. We recently I~aur~d out from [hl UNCC Financial Aid 

office that she is at her limit for loans and we will owe $2000+ the year. 

has been a student sir~ce he[freshman year and is a good student but unIor[ur~ately we are a poor family; I am a Iirst 
year docto[al student and reside in    at the mornenL Much of our family resources were used for relocation from NC 1o this 
3ast summer. 

is greaIly in need of financial assistance in order 1o finish this final semeste[ at UNCC. We have maxed out our 
resources within the Financial Aid limits of the school and have no proper credit that will allow us to e eligible for outside/bank 
loans. 

After consulting with outside sources, Iriends, etc, we are turning back to UNCC to see if there is any help, from any department 
or organization within the school to assist in completing her final semester and graduating in May. She is a wonderful 
3erson, a hard worker and a good student. 

Also, she has never been granted a work study job and she has applied every single semester beginning in her freshman year. 
She has tried again this final semester, does not have a car to get around outside of the campus and the transpodation 
system is limited time and distance-wise. 

Any assistance, direction, support or guidance that you can p~vide us is greatly appreciated. 

SincerelyYours, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 7:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Is RaJeigh becoming America’s model tbr’n-eating the mentally ill? 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 30, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

!~ F{~i~ becominq America’s mod~l for tr~atin~ th~ 

Woke County is reforming the way it treats the mentally ill, and it’s receiving national 

attention for the changing ~pproach. 

................. 

NCDOT: Pay to~ls now, or pay penalties and collection 
costs 
BeRet not ignore that bill you received for the Triangle Expressway toll, because 

few cents can barn into big dollars. The NoRh Caroiina DepaRment of 

Tronsportotion plans te get aggressive in.. 

D sc~ ss .............. ~ a~ ri{~ ........................................................................... 

Durham’s Ninth Street retailers have parMn~ concerns 
new developments 

~ ~ og Am{~{{{~ New deveiopmerfi in ~urhom’s eoieotic Nirfih ~{~eet neighbodmod wiii test whether 

mom-ond-pep re{oileFs will benefit FFem largeF projeots and nabona~ ohoin stoFes 

Discoss 

Fed says Carolinas business outlook is promising 
The Iotest Corolinos Survey of Business AetMty by the Federal Reserve Bank 

Richmend suggests medest currerfi gre~h but o mere eptimisbc outlook 

Discuss 

~i~i~ ~9.E~..~}.~..9.~..~..~.~..~.9.D.L~.E~j~g}.~..~.B...~.M.E~.~...~.~[9.{9.~ 

Lenovo: We want to be No. I in the mobile space 

Tobacco Road Marathon makes Runner’s World top 10 Rst 

Look for a drop in gas prices in 2014, GasBuddy says 

From MetLife to Publi× to Jim Goodniq~: The most-c~icked 
stories of 2013 (SLIDESHOW) 

Edition >> 

Conta*t Us 

Contact Us For all inquiries iegardin9 this offer or subscdptio:~ to the Triangle Bi;siness Je{imal, please email us at: 



Cancel Emeil Subscription 

bizjo~.imels cssbme~ se~’,,ice~ bizjo~.imels 120 Y~’ ~,io~ebe.sq S~, C:barlo~e Nor~il ©arolinc-~ 28202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

5troman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

ttiD! 

Thanks for the note - and tbr the message the other day! I hope you had fun at the lball game’. I agree that a beginning-of-the semester note would be good. I think 

what I’ll do is create a video to be sent out with some reminders and intbrma’don. We can discuss important intbrma~don to be inclnded at our tirst thculty meeting. I’ll 

be sending out a survey to the UGs to ask for courses/majors/tninors they ~J~e selecting and some other information I’d like to gather. I will try to do this ~1 at the same 

time. 

Hope you are having a nice "break"! 

:) 

-E 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Stx)rt Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Sunday, 
To= Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject= FW: EXSS 

9:08 PM 

Hi Erianne. I don’t know how this student missed this knowledge, bnt let’s make sure that our SA students know abont this conrse. Since I am not teaching as many of 

our students as in the past, we nm an increased risk of them not really knowing our full curriculum oltEring. FP and AT schedule meetings with their stndents at the 

beginning of the academic year. We may want to staxt hosting a SA meeting as well. Another option is for you"SA Faculty to send them a note each semester with a 

copy of our curriculum (or direct them to the website) and tips. I used to send this email out to our majors. ;) 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empow(~,r, 
9~9.843.0336 
@drstroman 

have to look back at your past and smile about hozu far you’ve come, 

From: _~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 10:50 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Prof. Stroma n, 

My name is and I am a undergrad. I wanted to email you today regarding EXSS,    Two summers ago, 
I participated in an internship with the assisting in their Community Relations and Grassroots Marketing Departments. 

. who I am sure you know, was a part of my internship group. During this time, I was not aware that credit was offered at school in this 
department for such an internship. With that being said, would it be too late to receive credit for this class, even if I provided documentation from the 

organization/staff? I would imagine that enrolling in this course required some type of workload from you as the teacher during the time of the 

internship, but I wanted to give it a shot and see if an arrangement could be made, or if it is just too late and out of the question. 

Thanks for your time, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ca~rolina Annual Fund <~Jmualfund@nnc.edu> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 5:03 PM 

Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank you tbr supporting Carolina in 2013’. 

Thank you for ii~:i:ii.!Li.!iqili..[iL.!iii.!J!i!; this academic year. Because of you, Carolina can 

continue its commitment to academic excellence, research and public service. We are 

grateful for the private support from alumni and friends who help make this possible. 

Our UNC Heelraisers Student Giving Council held a "Give Thanks to UNC" day on Nov. 19. 

This annual event promotes thankfulness amongst the campus community and educates 

students about the importance of donations to UNC. Please enjoy Ji.i).!i:i:i..!i: hand-written 

messages of thanks from our grateful students, faculty and staff! They can be 

viewed on 

Thank you for your support and Happy Holidays! 

Rebecca Bramlett 

Director of Annual Giving 

I~_ ~,,I :\KF/-" GiFT __ *__ [] _ S -~ARE __ *__ [] _ TWEET __ *__ [] _ GIVI big ~ ~i STOR’ i. OOKUP 

other ~ss:.~es at C~roi~ia. ~ ~/o~ b~ve co~ism~.~~!:~ or qUeSt~O:’:S ema~ ~.’..’~’. ~:~:~!...~:’~L:~:.:.’.~i;~117:):!::2:.’:’..:~’:;:i~ , 

91g- 9¢.._’..¢"88: o; ’..,’die t~.~ t~:~ C)~c~. of Ur:~.e:s~y D~Y~.~OD~:~. ;,~:zd F~d: R(~ [-’.ox 309. C:~af,~ ~-~ NC: _’7£.! 4- 

~701403504 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:00 PM 

Stroman, Detx)rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Suzanne Plihcik ~ @gmaJl.com>; @gmail.com> 

’Wanda Hanter’ <whunte@racialequi .tyinstitate.org>; ’Deena ttayes’ <dhayes@racMequityinstitute.org>; ’Tye ttuntet’ 

@yahoo.cam> 

RE: Shall we meet the week of ? 

Happy New Year, everyone! Althougts I’d love to see you ali in person, J tsave been summoned for jury duty on 

conference call, using REI’s number, to accompiish ttse following: 

e Tye to report if he can be Hated as a coqnstructor from the Law Schooi, and if not, who else 

~ to repor~ if he can be listed as a co-.instructor from the Business School, and ~f not, who eGe 

~ Suzanne to confirm dates wt~en she can co-facilitate the RE~ training 

e Genera report on theSPHG course number 

~ Debbgto repot[on funding sources 

Do note that Vve not included Anna-.Mada on this emsfl because the 8bore ~ssues are not relevant for her k~put. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

GHl~ngs School of Global Public HeaRh CB #7440 

360 Roseni~u 

University o[: North 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

9:19 966--292:1 

eugen~a eng~unc.edu 

F~ Stroman, Deborah L 
SeBt~ Monday, 4:58 PM 
T~ Suzanne Plihdk; ; Stmman, Deborah L 
Ce~ Eng, Geni; ’Wanda Hunter’; ’Deena Hayes’; ’Tye Hunter’; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
~bieet~ Re: Shall we meet the week of 

So, how about a 5:30pro 

HI Good to hear from you[ We have a workshop on so why not the early evening of the ? 5:30? UNC starts on Wednesday, so it is going to be a crazy time for me 

the rest of the week. 

d 

From: Suzanne Plihcik. ~gmai!.com> 

Date: Monday, :10:50 AM 

To: ~gmail.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng@unc.edu>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityins[itu[e~org>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequi[yinsti[ute.org>, Tye Hunter 

<         . _ _@_ _ _y_ _a_ _ _h_ _ _o_ _ _o_ :_ _c_ _o_ _ _ _m_ _ . > , "Siega-Riz, Anna Maria" <.a____m____s_!__e_g_a___rj__z___@__.___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

Several things on the agenda that week, but let us know when and we will try to make it. 

Would be so good to see you, but know we will do that in any case. 

From: [mailto @qmaiJ,com] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:34 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢: Eng, Geni; Wanda Hunter; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
Subject: Shall we meet the week of 

Hi eve .wone- 

I roll be in NC the week of          (plus or mi~ms a few days if need be). Do you all want to get together wlfile I’m in town? 

I’d certainly love to. To make sure we do whatever I can before I start work on - and also just at be able to see all of you. 

Warm regards, 

(cell) ¯        ~grnail 

Ou Sat,            at l l:] 3 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <d__s_t__r(?_(_a~_kLn_._c_:.e_ £t_u.> wrote: 

Hi Friends. What a beautiful autumn! 

Updates: 

l. Geni received communication on the scheduling. We are planning for 

2. To foster efficiency, Geni and I divided up the critical areas: Syllabus and Scheduling (Geni). Faculty and Funding (Debby). We will serve as the project leaders to create a 
"final draft" proposal/document for our entire core team to review by phone or in a face-to-face meeting. 

3. Currently, the core team is Geni,    Suzanne, Deena, Wanda, Tye, and myself. Right? Please respond IF you have another name to add or recommend. Thanks. 

4. FYI - The last day of classes is Wednesday, The first day of classes is 

Chat with you soon. 

Have a blessed and relaxing Thanksgiving. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.02-}36 

@drstroman 



EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

Tu[ts, Amy Z <atufk~email.unc.edt~ 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

Hi Amy. Please add the following students: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Thanks! 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 
Expiore~ Engage, Empower. 

gX$$ Sport Administration, Lecturer (~www,exss.unc,edu) 
Frank Hawkins Kenan In~itute of Private Enterpr~, Senior Adv~r (h~p:[/~.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 
3~5 WooB~n = CB #8700 

9~9,843,0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:27 PM 

Suzanne Hihcik < ~gmail.com>; @gmail.com>; Stromaa~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

Wanda H~mter <whunte@racialequit.h,inslJtute.o~>; Deena ttayes <dhaye@mcialequiFinstitute.org>; Tye Huntet 

@ahoo.com>; Siega-Riz, Anna Mea-ia <am siegmiz@unc.edu> 

RE: Shall we meet the week of ? 

Suzanne and Deena, 

UNC’s Fall Semester officially begins So, the options for our course to offer the ~ay REI training (on a Friday and Saturday to make it more 

convenient fo~ community p~rt~cipants} wok~d be e~the~: 

¯ 1~t choice) 

¯ [2~ choice). 

m the d~sappo~nt~ng event that 5uzanne wN absoh~tely not be sva~laMe for e~ther of these 2 options, we truest that RE~ can secure another trainer to work w~th 

Deena. 

Please ~et us know as soon ss possiMe wh~ch o[ these 2 options w~l work [or REL Starting soon, ~4~eed to besm pub~cidng our new course be[ore 

which is the period when students are a~owed to pre-.register for the fo~owing fa~l courses. For our new course description, Ann~Mada wants to specify 

the dates for the 2-day RE~ tra#~ng. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eusen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Pro[essor of Health Behavior 

GiNngs School of G~obN Public HeNth CB #7440 

350 Rosenau 

Univers~W of North 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

91.9 

919 966-292I (fax) 

F~m= Suzanne Plihdk [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 10:53 AN 
Te= Suzanne Plihcik; Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢~ Eng, Geni; Wanda Hunter; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
Subject~ RE: Shall we meet the week of 

The last two weeks of August are not good for me otherwise my schedule would be same as Deena’s. 

Am so grateful and excited about what your good work and organizing will bring in the new year! 

May yours be the best ever. 

Suzanne 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Suzanne Plihcik .................................... 

Sent: 10:50 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Cc: Eng, Geni; Wanda Hunter; Deena Hayes; Tye Huntet; Siega.-Riz, Anna Maria 

Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of           ? 

Several l:hi~]gs .:_~[~ the age[xla that week, but h:,L us know when and we wiJl try to mM~e ~t. 

Woutd be so good ~o see you, but know we w~lt do that in any case. 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, $0:34 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Co= Eng, Geni; Wanda Hunter; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
Subject= Shall we meet the week of 

Hi eve~one- 

I will ~ in NC fl~e week of          (plus or minus a few days if need ~). Do you all want ~) get together wNle I’m in town? 

I’d ce~inly love to. To make sure we do whatever I can betbre I sm~ work on and also just ot be able to see aJl of you. 

Warm regaxds, 

(cell),        ~qmail 

On Sat,              at l 1:13 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Friends. What a beautiful autumn! 

Updates: 

1. Geni received communication on the scheduling. We are planning for 

2. To foster efficiency, Geni and I divided up the critical areas: Syllabus and Scheduling (Geni). Faculty and Funding (Debby). We will serve as the project leaders to create a 

"final draft" proposal!document for our entire core team to review by phone or in a face-to-face meeting. 

3. Currently, the core team is Geni,    Suzanne, Deena, Wanda, Tye, and myself. Right? Please respond IF you have another name to add or recommend. Thanks. 

4. FYI - The last day of classes is Wednesday, The first day of classes is 

Chat with you soon. 

Have a blessed and relaxing Thanksgiving. 



debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 ............................. 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of: Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Basketba]l Analytics Summit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to check in about the summit and see if we could meet about it when I return to campus. I don’t think we’ve discussed my job in much detail, 

but I’ve become pretty well-connected in the basketball industry and I have some ideas for the summit. 

My group is not scheduled to work on the summit until the last cycle, so I wanted to make sure I got some facetime in with you before that in order to 

share my ideas and be involved as much as possible. I think this has major potential and it’s something I’m excited to be a part of! 

Thanks. Hope you’ve had a great break. Happy New Year! 

Twitter: 



From: "_c}live a~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Textbooks 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you had a great New Year’s Eve. I started looking for the textbooks I will need for this semester and I want to make sure that I have the correct 

books written down for EXSS           . For    the bookstore says that the required book is 4 Routes to Entrepreneurial Success with an ISBN of 

9781881052821. For    the required books are Power of Nice with an ISBN of 9780385518925 and Success internship with an iSBN of 9781285077192. 

Happy New Year, 

Email:. @live.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, JanuaD~ 2, 2014 8:53 AM 

Stephens, John B <stephens@~g.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr>; UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunrfingham@unc.edu> 

Kim Stmm-Gotttkied (        ~gmaJl.com); Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edtr>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sumlna~~ notes for revision - Dec. 18 - Academic Achievement section of AD Strategic Plan 

Just wanted to check in and be sure that you feel 30 minutes witl be sufl:icier~t time for your group Lo inforrn FAC about your findings related to academics and Lhe 

strategic plan? I am formulating the agenda th~s week. 

Thanks and Happy New Year to a~H 

Joy 

Joy L Refiner, M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medk:[ne 

CB #71~0 UNC-CH Bondur;~rfl: H;~I 

B2].-A Sou~h Coh~rnbia 51:, 

Chape~ HIll, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~951 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-ni;Iq mess;lye, inc:lud[ng ;itl:achments, if any, is inter~ded only for the .-person or entity to whh:h it is addressed and may corfl:ain confiden[[a~ and/or 
pr[vqeged mal:erhiL Any -.--unauthorized review, use, disclosure or d[s[r[buth)n :s prohiNl:ed, If you are not the in[ended recipient, please contiic:[ the sender by reply e-maq and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m: SMphens, 3ohn B 
Sent: Monday, December 23, 2023 2~:06 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; UNC Athletics Director 
Co: Kim Strom-Go~ried I       :@gmail.com); Mosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L; Rennet, 
Subject: Summa~ noMs for revision - Dec. ~8 - Academic Achievement section of AD StraMgic Plan 

12/23/13 

Kim and Joy FYI, but please see the a~chment are dm~ notes. 

Bub~, Vince, Debbie, La~a please ad6/revise as needed. Not sure i£these need to "~come 

~1 the pn~ose is to prepare and £ocus FAC discussion for JmmmT 14. Joy in my view, we could have a constmc~ve 20-30 minute di~nssion on tNs topic. 

ThaWs, John 
Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

Skype: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, Linda Brown <linda dougla@unc.edu> 

Thursday, JanuaD, 2, 2014 9:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morning of Satarday 1/25/14 

Hi, 

I may have forgotten to send this to you during the holidays. 

Are you available to ~res~-_mt with this group on January 

Linda Brown Douglas 
Director of Community Reistions 

University of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

2:[0 Pittsboro Street 

Campus Box 6225 

Chapel Hiil, NC 27599..6225 

Linda D o q ~ La__s___@_g__n___c__.__e__#__u__ 

Office Pi~one: 9:[9-843..9393 

Ceil Phone: 

Your Contact Information 

Organization Name 

The "13" Group 

Name 

Elise Whitley 

Address 

3305 Healy Drive 

Tash & Kurtz, PLLC 

Winston Salem, North Carolina 27103 

Daytime Phone 

(336)749-5674 

Email Address 

~9_mail.com 

Speaker Details 

Preferred Speaker 

Charlie Toggle 

Speech Title 

Las Abuelas De Plaza De Mayo and the Search for Identity 

Date 

01/25/2014 

Time 

09:00 am 

Alternate Speaker 

Deborah Stroman, PhD 

Speech Title 

Money over Morals 

Speech Date 

01/25i2014 

Speech Time 

09:00 am 

Location of Speech 

The Franklin Hotel 

Address 

311 West Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 



Map It 

Audience Size 

13 

Length of Speech 

60 minutes to 100 minutes (flexible) 

Audio-Visual? 

yes 

AV Needed? 

No 

Open to Public? 

No 

This is a meeting of 13 Family Law attorneys who get together every year to learn more about our world, spend time with one another and talk about topics that are of interest to 
the group (and expand our knowledge in non-legal matters). We meet at The Franklin on Franklin Street in Chapel Hill. 

From: Elise Whitley [mailto:EWhitley@tashkurtzlaw.¢om] 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2014 8:56 AM 
To: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject: Re: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morning of Saturday 1/25/14 

Ms. Douglas, 

Happy New Year! I hope you had a truly wonderful and joyous holiday season! 

I write to follow up on a request I put in a few weeks ago. I haven’t heard hack yet and wanted to touch base with you on our request. 

’]:hanks so much Elise 

::::~:::: Description Description’s: 

,sid:ir~la~X)02.jpg@01CA6CF4 250C85F0 

ew]lit] ev,f~tas]lk]nlz] a w. corn 

From: "Douglas, Unda Brown" <linda doqgLa___s__@.___u___n___c_._e___d___u_> 

Date: Tue, 19 Nov 2013 15:09:50 -0500 

"re: Elise Morgan Whitley <ewhitley@tashkurtzlaw.com> 

Subject: RE: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morning of Saturday 1/25/14 

Jus[: cor~lplet*-’_~ the requests fom~ with tl’u:_~ reques[:s the [:ime, dab-:b nurrd)er of participants, description of [h,-_~ group, ,-_d:c. from the Carolina Sp,-_~a k,-_~r~.; site and t will 

forward thaL to her wiLh a request. 

._h_t__t_p___s__:/__/__c__~_r__?_!Ln__~_s_p_~ ~_~_r__s_:__u___n___c__.~ ~__u_/__r___e__~_u___e__~k~_~_~ ~_~Z 

From: Elise Whitley [mailto: EWhitley@tashkurl:zlaw.¢om] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:39 PM 
To: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Cc: Elise Whitley 
Subject: Re: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morning of Saturday 1/25/14 
])ear 2vls. ])ouglas, 
I am loving ])eborah Stoman’s profile. The ~ssues of mora|ity are ve~), ~ntCl"esting to |awyers (morals v. ethics being something that gets discussed often). 
I think the group would really respond to that topic. 

How would we proceed seeing if she would be interested in speaking with us and getting that scheduled? 
Thanks - 

Elise Whitlev 

i~i Descdptior;: Description: 
cid:image002.ipg@010A6CF4.250C¢SF0 

ewhitl ey~?~)tashkur tzl a w. corn 

From: "Douglas, kinda Brown" <linda douglas@unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, :15 Nov 20:13:16:56:48 -0500 

To: Elise Morgan WNtley <ewhiUey@tashkurtzlaw.com> 

Subject: RE: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. :1/24/14 or morning of Saturday 1/25/:14 

Deborah Strornan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Souffrant, Eddy <esouffra@uncc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; @gmail.com> 

Dear Deborah and 
[ wish you both a Healthy and Happy New Year. 
[ echo Ms. Stroman’s suggestions and wish you, 
Thanks for thinking of me Deborah. 
With best regards, 
ES 

Edd~,~ 8o~ant, Ph. D., 

Assoc’iate Pre~ssor c~#Philosopko,/ 

Faculty Associate, Business ]~thic’s ~rea Leader 

Center.[br Proj~ssional and Applied 

President, 

Universfly Facut~y Council 

~L~C CHAJ~L077~# 

Department ofPhilosophy 

9201 Universi& Cio~ Blvd. 

Charlotte, NC 2,q223 - 0001 

~VinnJngham Hall, 109 B 

t/ (704) d87- 5422 

~7 (704) 687- 169J 

e-mail: esouffka(~uncc, edu 

good luck in this new year. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:12 PM 
To: 
Co: Souffrant, Eddy 
Subject: Re: 

. I have learned from the financial aid office at Chapel Hill that only the college or university the student is attending has any 

administrative authority over the students’s financial aid award. The University system does not award aid -- only the campus the student 

is attending. I suggest that you contact Ms. Rita Brown in the financial aid office at UNC Charlotte whose information is pasted in below. 

I know you probably already contacted this office, but our campuses are working hard to ensure that we graduate our students. 

I am also cuing the president of UNCC’s Faculty Council who is a friend of mine. 

I hope this note assists you. Stay encouraged. 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonder[ul it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the wodd," ~ Anne Frank 



From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, 5:05 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Dr. Stroman, 

When I look back into tny research of the list of contacts that I reached out to, I remembered that you came up under the web address: http://~wwv.unccbc.comi 

While tcying to identify potential resources, I also looked at the UNC website, in addition to UNCC. I thought that there might be something helpful on the UNC site 

becanse the schools are part of the same ustem of uNversities. I also attempted to find organizations, groups, funding, etc, that were specifically geared toward 

minofiF/Black students. 

Your name is lis~ed as Chair of The Carolina Black Caucus; this is how I came to your contact infom~ation. 

I appreciate your "dme and attention and we humbly accept any guidance or advice you may ofl~r. Again, I apologize tbr any inconvenience or confnsion that I caused. 

Besl Wishes, 

On Sun,             at 9:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi           I was inquiring because I am not employed at UNCC and thought that I was referred from a friend. I am not sure how a ON(2 employee not working in financial 
aid/scholarships can assist your daughter. Nonetheless, I will check in with our our Financial Aid!Scholarship Office for recommendations to assist you. 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
g’nfl~Ne, g~plor’e, ~’mpower, 
9~l 9.843.0336 
@drstroman 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Saturday, 12:13 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I scoured the UNCC and UNC website in order to find whatever help I could for my daughter. My daughter is in danger of not being able to graduate in May do to lack of 

financial aid. I emafled any and everyone who seemed like they might be able to assist my daughter with this matter. 

Your information is listed on the website as if it is public information available for students and families of the university. If contacting you has caused you an inconvenience 

apologize for that. 

ThankYou, 

On Fri, 

Hi 

at 5:05 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

How did you received my contact information? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, 12:19 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject’, 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and my daughter is a at UNCC in [he graduates in , therefore is entering 
her final semester at UNCC. We recently found out from the UNCC Financial Aid office that she is at her limit for loans and we will owe $2600+ the year. 

has been a s[uden[ since her freshman year and is a good student but unfortunately we are a poor family; I am a firs[ year doc[orsl s[uden[ and reside in    at 

[he momenL Much of our family resources were used Ior relocation Irom NC [o    this past summer. 

is greatly in need of financial assistance in order to finish this final semester at UNCC, We have maxed out our resources witMn the Fh~ancial Aid limits of the 
school and have no proper credit that will allow us ~o e eligible for outside/bank loans. 



After consulti~g with outside sources, friends, etc, we are turni~g back to UNCC to see if there is any help, from any department or organization within the school to 
assis[       in corr~pleting he[ final semes[er and g[aduating in    . She is a wonderful pe[son, a hard wo[ker and a good s[udenL 

Also, she has never been g[anted a work study job and she has applied every single semester beginning in her freshman year. She has tried again this final semester, 
does not have a car to get aroused outside of the campus and the tra~sportation s~,~stem is limited time and distance-wise, 

Any assL~tance, direction, support or guidapce that you can provide us is greatly appreciated. 

SincerelyYours, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Snodgrass, MarkefingProfs <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 2, 2014 1:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stay calm, cool, and collected in front of may audience 

Captivate and inspire any audience! 
another $50 when you regis’~er using code PERSUADE. 

Trouble viewing this email? }t’.,!~.~? I [~t!R~’:iJ~ 

Hi Deborah, 

Whether you’ve got a client presentation, a sales pitch, or you’re just making a public 

announcement about the company bowling team, getting in front of an audience can be 

daunting. Even the most seasoned speakers get the butterflies every now and again. 

It’s not just being the center of attention (that’s bad enough), but it’s worrying about 

things like: 

Will people care about what I have to say? 

Am I connecting with the audience? 

Can f convince the audience of the importance of what I’m saying? 

Am I delivering the right message? 

Through the 7 classes of MarketingProfs University’s ~e:~..*~z~’~t & Pe:ws~-:~d% you’ll be 

able to confidently answer "yes" to every one of those questions. You’ll not only ensure 

that you’re constantly delivering dynamic and inspiring pitches, no matter the audience 

size, but you’ll also get insider information on: 

The science behind motivation and why it’s an effective tool 

How to tailor your presentation to any audience for maximum effect 

The psychology of persuasive messaging techniques 

How "thinking like a salesperson" will help you deliver a perfect pitch every time 

How to build credibility with your audience 

Some of the most common presentation mistakes, and how to avoid them 

How being boring can be more inspiring than you’d ever imagine 

"rh~-:~. c<~u~s~-:~. starts with a live kickoff on February 13 and includes 7, 30-40 minute 

classes that are on-demand and available to watch whenever you want. Plus you’ll have 

access to our Preseat & Per$,,ade Facebook group to network with instructors, MPU 

staff, and fellow students. 

Re£~ister now and reserve your p~ace at the podium, 

~.~: by January 8 using code PERSUADE and your PRO Iogin credentials, and pay 

just $307 ($247 if you’re an MPU alum). In addition, you’ll receive 3 bonus months 

added to your MarketingProfs PRO membership. 



And did we mention that we like happy customers? If you’re not satisfied for ANY reason 

within the first 7 days of the course, just let us know and we’ll give you a full refund. 

See you in February, 

~ 
: : Matt Snodgrass 

:: Marketing Manager 

:: MarketingProfs University 

P,S. Want more savings? We offer discounts for 3 or more MPU tickets purchased at 

one time--whether they’re all for you or a group. ~__~,~,~ ~<~,~! 

Cor~yrgh ©2000-20 ~ Make ngPros    CA Righ[s Reserved 

]](t’][[t]- u:~der which this ~ervice i~ provided to you. 

We protect your privacy #11 ioqos a~)d I]al]]es a~’e the copyrights of the respective owl]ers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3: 5 8 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Professor Stroma n, 

I hope you’ve had a great holiday! I am emailing you because I am trying to enroll in your    course for the spring. Right now the course is full, but I was 

hoping I could have your permission to email Ashley and to get into the course. I understand that you may not want to accept any more students, but 

appreciate any help! 

Best, 

E-rnail: ~live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edn> 

Thursday, 5:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW:                         (UNCC student) 

Nice outcome. Thanks, Deborah. 

Shirley 

From: Brown, Rita [mailto:ribrown@uncc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:47 PM 
To: Ort, Shirley A 
Subject: RE: (UNCC student) 
Thank you so very much: I have talked with both student and mother. Happy New Year. 

Fmra: Or~, Shirley A [mailto:sao@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:22 AM 
To: Brown, Rita 
Subject: Fwd: (UNCC student) 

(Confidential) 

DeaJc Rita -- 

I do not believe that we have met, but I thought it important that I share the email message below, since we are referring the mother ofa UNCC student back to )’our 

office. This inquiry c~une to me from Professor Del~orah Stroman at UNC Chapel ttill, where I serve as the director of scholarships and student aid. If you read t?om 

the bottom up (~ny, rather lengthy) you will ~e that this inquiry came t~om          to Dr. Stroman, through me, a~d then to you. I thought I should tell you that 

Dr. Stmman will likely give                    your name, since Tony is no longer there in your office. 

I hope you are having a wonderful holiday and hope that I have the pleasure of meeting you some day. 

Regards, and Happy New Year! 

Shidey 

Shirley A. Ort 

Associate Provost and Director 

Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

SAO(a~UNC.EDU 

(919) 962- 9246 
Sent farm my iPact 

Begin forwa:rded Inessage: 

From: "Ort, Shirley A" <sao~unc.edu> 

Date:                  11:05:09 PM PST 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Dear Deboral~ -- 

Here is what I suggest having heard from one of my colleagues tonight, l?lease tell that you have learned from the financial aid oil]ce at Chapel 

Hill that only the college or university the s~dent is attending has an)’ administrative authori .ty over the s~dents’s financial aid awa~rd. The University system 

does not award aid -- only the campus the s~udent is attending. Then I suggest that you advise her to contact Ms. Rita Brown in the financial aid office at 
UNC Charlotte whose information is pasted in below,          may already have done the, but even so she should consult them again as many 

campuses a~e working hard to ensure that they graduate their s~dents. I think it is the best guidance that we cm~ oiler. 

Rita Brown AssisIant Director Reese 122 704-687-7004 ribrown@uncc.edu 

Sincerely, 

Shirley 

On , at 12:11 AM, Ort ShirlevA" :sao~2unc.edu: wrote: 

Hello, all -- I have received a financial aid appeal from a ihlnily whose daughter is trying to find enough money to return ~o UNC 
CHARLOTTE for her last semester. Can someone provide me with the name and email of a financial aid colleague at Charlotte (now that 

Tony is no longer there) that I could contact tomon~ow? I tried to find a link on the website, but was nnsuccessful. I am out of the office unffl 

Thursday, but will be checking email. Thank you. 

ENoy your holiday aa~d ttapp)’ New Yeaz! 

Shirley 

Sent from Iny it ad 

UNC-F1NAIDDIR mailing list 

http://lis~ts.nortl~carolina~edu/mailmmx/listinfo/unc- finaiddir 



Sent from my iPad 

On , at 8:23 PM, "Oft, Shlrlej A <-sao(~unc.edu wrote. 

Thmaks, Deborah -- I will have to think abx) ut this. Let me do a little checking ruth my colleagues at Charlotte. I am not snre May she would 

have contacted someone at a~other inslitution from the one her daughter is attending. There are many in troubled circumstaaaces these days. 

Have a nice break, and I will stay in touch. 

Shirley 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 6:30 PM, St~oman, Deborah L --dstm¢~unc.edu~ wrote. 

tti Shirley. I hope your holiday break Wwas relaMng mad joyful. ;) 

As per this attached note, is there an54hin~ I can recommend for ’ Sounds like a ~d situation. Note: I have never 

met this woman or her daughter. 

Feel free to call ~ne, if that is better. My mobile is 

ThaJnks! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLIJ 

En~qage, Explore, Empowea 

9~9.843.0336 

@drstroman 

<ADgg7872-C179-4DE8- B29C-AgAg236897A316].png> 

"Sometimes ~o~ju.st haw to Ioo~ bac~c at ~ou~" p~t arid ,smi~e about ho~u,f!~r ~ou’ue come." 

~rom: <Stroman>, "Oeborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 9:27 PM 

To: @~mail.com> 

Subject: Re: 

Hi I was inquirin~ because I am not employed at UNCC and thought that I was referred from a friend. I am not sure how a 
UNC employee not workin~ in financial aid!scholarships can assBt your daughter. Nonetheless, I will check in with our our Financial 

Aid/Scholarship Office for recommendations to assist you. 

Re~ards, 
Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~u£~(¢, gxplore. ~mpower, 

9~9~84&0336 

@drstroman 

From: 

Date: Saturday, 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < .d__s_.t_£..o_ .@._ _ #_ O_ _c_ :. _e_ . .d_ .u_> 

Subject: Re: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I scoured the UNCC and UNC websrte in order to find whatever help I could for my daughter. My daughter is in dan~er of not bein~ able 

to ~raduate in May do to lack of financial aid. I emailed any and everyone who seemed like they might be able to assist my daughter 

with this matter. 

Your information is listed on the website as if it is public information available for students and families of the university. If contactin~ you 

has caused you an inconvenience, I apologize for that. 

Thank You, 

On Fri, at 5:05 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <d__s_t__ro_~_~._n_c_:e__d__L].> wrote: 
Hi How did you received my contact information? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

From: ~ernail.corn> 

Date: Friday, 12:19 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_ .s_t__r_o__@____u_._n_£._@__u_.> 

Subject: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and my daughter at UNCC in the graduates 
in therefore is entering her final semester at UNCC. We recently found out Irorn the UNCC Financial Aid office that she is 
at her limit for loans and we will owe $2000+ the year. 

has been a student since her freshman year and is a good student but unfortunately we are a poor family; I am a first year 
doctoral student and reside in    at the moment. Much of our family resources were used for relocation from NC to    this past 
summer. 

is greatly in need of financial assistance in order to finish this final semester at UNCC. We have maxed out our resources 
within the Financial Aid limits of the school and have no proper credit that will allow us to e eligible for outside, bank loans. 
After consulting with outside sources, friends, etc, we are turning back to UNCC to see if there is any help, from any department or 
organization within the school to assist in completing her final semester and graduating in May. She is a wonderful person, 
a hard worker and a good student. 



Also, she has never been granted a work study job and she has applied every single semester begin~ing in her freshman year. She 
has t[ied again this final semester, does not have a car to get around outside of the campus and the [ranspo[tation system 
is limited time and distance-wise. 
Any assistance, direction, support or guidance that you can provide us is greatly appreciated. 
SincerelvYours, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andmzzi < @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, January. 2, 2014 7:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tweet from Stantbrd Business (@Stan[bvdBiz) 

Stanford Business (@St’ardbrdBiz) 

1/2/14~ 7:05 PM 

The potential fbr wealth creation in sports entrepreneurship has been vastly underestimated, believes Pro£ Foster stnfd.bizh:VXUV 

Download the official Trotter app here 

Cathy Andr~zi 

Follow me in Trotter 

http:/itwitter.com/CathvAndmzzi 

cathv~dmzzi.co~n 

PEP "Passion- Enelgy- Pe~serverance" 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 3, 2014 9:38 AM 

Renner, Joy J q!oy Renne@med.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Kim Stmm-Gotttiied        ~gmaJl.com); Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Sumlnazo~ notes for revision - Dec. 18 - Academic Achievement section of AD Strategic Plan 

Joy I’ll ofiEr my 2 cents, but since this is squarely in the "academics" stream, Debbie and Layna have the lead. 

I see it this way: 

a) About 10-15 minutes for summarizing how "top 3 top 10" in academics is conceived, appropriate measures, and for Bnbba/Vince and company to note the 

range of where teams stand. Debbie, Layna, Kim and me to offer comments. 

b) FACdiscussion what is our advice, questions and role tbr monitoring/supporting this goal? Onepossibletopic:doesFACwanttodiginm~dmakea 

recommendation related to resources tbr Bubba to direct to coaches’ incentives tbr team academic performm~ce? 

I guess the discussion could go longer, but I see this as m~ "inlbnn mad focus on key issues" discussion leading up to action at a later meeting. 

Thanks, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens(~sog.unc.edu 

Skype: 

hltp:/A~,w.sog.nnc.edu/node/93 

From; Renner, Joy J 

Sent; Thursday, January 02, 20:t4 8:53 AM 
To; Stephens, John B; Ille, Vince; UNC Athletics Director 
Co; Kim Strom-Gotffried ~       @gmaiLcom); Mosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Summary notes for revision - Dec. :~8 - Academic Achievement section of AD Strategic Plan 

J~st wanted to check in and be sure that you feel 30 minutes witl be sufl:icient time for your group Lo inform FAC abo~t yeur findings related to academics and Lhe 

strategic plan? I am formulating the sgenda th~s week. 

Thanks and Happy New Year to 

.Joy 
Joy J~ Rer~r, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Pro~essor ar~d 

School of Medidne 
CB ~�7~30 UNC-C}I Bondurar~t 
B21-A 5ou[h Columbia St. 
Ehape~ HIll, NC 27599-71~0 

9:~9-g56-51,1.7Desk 

Cell 
9:~9-956-695:k Fax 
-CONFIDEN~b~,UTY NOTICE: This e-mail message~ [!~clud[ng a~tachments [t: a~W, is inter~ded or@ for ~he -person or en~it’¢ ~o which it is addressed and may cor~tain conf[den~a~ and/or 
pr[vdeged material ArW ---unacl ~hor[zed review, use, d[sc~osclre or dis[r[buSon is [: rohib[ted. I. you are no~ the in[ended recipient, please cor~[ac[ [he sender b,i replg e-maq and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m= S~phens, John B 
Sent= Nonday, December 23, 2013 ll:06 AN 
To= Ille, Vince; UNC Athletics Director 
¢¢= Kim Strom-Go~ried,       ~ma~l,com); Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L; Rennet, Joy ~ 
Subject= Summa~ notes for revision - Dec, 18 - Academic Achievement section of AD Stra~gic Plan 

12/23/13 

Kim and Joy F~, but please see the a~achment are dm~ notes. 

Bub~, Vince, Debbie, Layna please ad&’revise as needed. Not sure if these need to "~come oNciaL" 

N1 the pn~ose is to prepare and focus FAC discussion for Janumy 14. Joy in my view, we could have a constructive 20-30 minute di~nssion on tl~s topic. 

ThaWs, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

S kyp e: 

http://’www.sog, tmc,edu/node/93 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 3, 2014 10:11 AlVl 

Stephens, John B <stephens@~)g.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~~; UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Kim Stmm-Gotttiied I        @gmaJl.com); Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Sumlnazg~ notes for revision - Dec. 18 - Academic Achievement section ofAD S~ategic Plan 

I will wait to hear from others bet:ore I decide where 1o place this discussion on the agenda and what timeffame. Thank you to a[~ of you for continuing tMs 

discussion to be sure we are staying aligned on ~ssues of academics. 

Joy J. Rer~qer, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

University o~ North Caroiina at Chapel HIll 

School of Medicine 

CB #7~30 UNC-CH Bondurar~[ Hall 

B 21-A South Colum bia SL 

Chapei FI[H, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-965-5952: Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This em~aH message, iqcludh~g attachments, if aqy~ is inEer~ded only for the -person or entiw to which [E is addressed and may cat, rain corffident[a~ and/or 
privileged ma[er[aL Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is prohibi[ed. If you are not the intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender b~, reply e-mall and 
destroy" all copies of the or[~[nal message. 

F~m= Stephens, John B 
Sent~ ~riday, Janua~ 03, 201~ 9:38 AN 
Te~ Renner, Joy J; Ille, Vince~ UNC Athletics Director 
~¢~ Kim Strom-Go~ried        @gmail.com)~ Mosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Summa~ notes for revisbn - Dec. 18 - Academic Achievement section d AD Strategic Plan 

Joy I’ll o~br my 2 cent~ but since tNs is Nuamly in the "academics" stream, Debbie and Layna have the lead. 

I ~e it tNs way: 

a) Abont 10-15 minutes for summarizing how ~top 3 top 10" in academics is conceived, approp~ate measures, and for Bub~Vince and company to note the 

range of where teams s~nd. Debbie, Layna, Kim and me to o~r comments. 

b) FAC discussion what is our ~vice, qnestions and role for monitoring/suppoSing tNs goal? One pssibie topic: does FAC want to dig in and make a 

recommen~tion related to resources for Bub~ to direct to coaches’ incentives lbr ~am ~ademic pertb~ance? 

I guess the di~ussion could go longer, but I see ~is ~ an "inIb~ and [bcus on key issues" Nscussion leading up to action at a later meeting. 

Thm~s, John 
Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens¢d;sog~ unc.edu 
S kyp e: 

http://www.sog.unc.edu/node/93 

F~m= Renner, Joy ~ 
Sent~ Thursday, Janua~ 02, 2014 8:53 AN 
Te~ S~phens, John B; Ille, Vince~ UNC Athletics Director 
¢¢~ K~m Strom-Go~ried,        ~g~j_[=g~); Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Summa~ notes for revisbn - Dec. 18 - Academic Achievement section d AD Strategic Plan 

Just wan[ed to check ~n and be sure [hat you [:ee~ 30 minutes wi~ be suffiden[ time for your group to inform FAC about your findings related to academics and the 

strategic p~an? I am formulating [he agenda tMs week. 

Thanks and Happy New Year to a]H 

Joy 
Joy J. Rerw~er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Un[versil:y of Norl:h Carolina al: Chapel HHI 
School of Medk:[ne 
Cg #71.30 UNC-CH gondurar~[ Hall 

B 21-A South Colum bia SL 
Chape~ FI[H, NC 27599-7130 

919-96r~-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-96 r~-5952.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg~CE: This e-mall message, iqcludh~g attachments, i~ aqy~ is in,eroded only for the -person or entiw to which [~ is addressed and may cat, rain confident[a~ and/or 
privileged material Aq’¢ --unauthorized review, dse~ disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are no~ the intended tec[p[en[~ please coqtact the sender b~, reply emlaH and 
destroy" all copies of the or[~[nal message. 

F~m: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Monday, December 23, 2013 ~:06 AN 
To: Ille, Vince; UNC Athletics Director 
Co: Kim Strom-Go~ried        @qmail.com); Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L; Rennet, Joy J 
Subject= Summa~ hams for revision - Dec. ~8 - Academic Achievement section d AD Strategic Plan 

12/23/13 

Kim mid Joy F~I, but please see the a~chment are dm~ notes. 

BubM, Vince, Debbie, Layna please ad~revise as needed. Not sure if these need to "~come oNcial." 

NI the pu~ose is to prepare and focus FAC discussion for Janua~’ 14. Joy in my view, we could have a constructive 20-30 minute di~ussion on tNs topic. 

ThaWs, John 



Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

S kyp e: 

http :/iwww.so~: tmc: edu/node/93 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 12:19 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Stephens, John B <stephen@sog.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; UNC Athletics 

Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu"~ 

Kiln Stmm-Gottfried,        ~gmail.com); Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.e&m 

RE: Sumlna:g~ notes for revision - Dec. 18 - Academic Achievement section of AD Strategic Plan 

The longer strategic plan document (posted for the December meeting) had data for each team on where things stand (e.g. comparisons to teams at other institutions in the 
ACC and in the NCAA). I don’t know that we need to walk through each and every team, but it might make sense to ask folks to take a look at this (even though it is, of course, 
more of a snapshot -- but we also can think about the APR as being better at picking up what’s happening more recently than the graduation rate data), as there is often quite 
a bit of variation across the 28 sports. 

Of course, this also leads to the issue of metrics to use, which we could briefly discuss (bottom line: we can use whatever internal metrics we want; but if we want to compare 
across institutions, as the strategic plan document suggests, we aren’t going to be able to use things like GPA....we will need to use APR and!or graduation rates). 

I think it would be useful to talk about the broader policy piece -- eg what are the incentives for achieving these goals, and how can we promote greater alignment between 
these and other (competitive?) goals, and what’s the role (if any) of FAC. I could imagine that discussion taking a lot of time, but of course, we also could use January to ask 
folks to review data, to put the main issues on the table, and then to think about how to tackle thing going forward. 

The other "academics" issue that you asked about, Joy, related to the distribution of student athletes by major and by courses. As I mentioned a while ago, Deb and I can talk 
about the process by which clustering data are reviewed by the Registrar, Undergraduate Dean and FAR. This would be a discussion that’s about the process, rather than a 
discussion that presents data. We also have requested majors data from Chris Derickson (these are already considered public data, so the issue more is being able to collect 
them in a way that’s meaningful, e.g. first as well as second majors), but we do not yet have these data in hand. 

Thanks, 

Layna 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 10:10 AM 
To: Stephens, John B; Ille, Vince; UNC Athletics Director 
Co: Kim Strom-Gottfried        @gmail.com); Mosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Summary n-otes f~r revision - Dec. 18 - Academic Achievement section of AD Strategic Plan 

I will wait to hear from others bet:ore I decide where 1o place this discussion on the agenda and what timeffame. Thank you to a[~ of you for continuing tMs 

discussion to be sure we are staying aligned on ~ssues of academics. 

Joy J, Re~ner, M.A., r{T(R), FAE~RS 

Un[versitv o[ North Caroiina at Chapel HH~ 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hall 
~ 21-A South Colum bia 5L 
Chape~ HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-966-5952.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg~CE: This em~a[I message, i¢~clud[ng at[achments, i~ ar~y, is inEer~ded only for the -person or entiW to which [E is addressed and may cat, lain confident[a~ and/or 
privileged ma[er[aL ArY¢ --unauEhodzed review, use~ disclosure or d[stHbuE[on is prohibi[ed, If you are hoe [Pie [ntended redp[enL please cat, tact the sender by reply em~aH and 

F~m: Stephens, 3ohn B 
Sent: Friday, 3anua~ 03, 20~4 9:38 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Ille, Vince; UNC Athletics Director 
Co: Kim Strom-Go~ried i       @gmail.com); Mosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Summa~ notes for revision - Dec. ~8 - Academic Achievement section d AD Strategic Nan 

Joy I’ll oflbr my 2 centg but since t~s is ~ly in the "academics" stream, Debbie and Layna have the lead. 

I ~e it tNs way: 

a) About l 0-15 minutes [or summarizing how ’top 3 top l 0" in academics is conceived, appropriate measures~ and [or Bub~Vince and company to note the 

range o[where teams stand. Debbie~ Layna, Kim and me to o~r comments. 

b) FAC discussion what is our advice, questions and role for monikmng/suppoding fl~is goal? One ~ssible topic: does FAC wm~t to dig in and ma2e a 

recommen&tion related to resources for Bub~ to direct to coaches’ incentives lbr ~am ~ademic pertb~ance? 

I guess the di~ussion could go longer, but I see ~is ~ an "inib~ and tbcus on key issues" discussion leading up to action at a later meeting. 

Thai~s, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens(d;sog~ unc.edu 

Skype 

h~p:/,x~svw.sog.unc.edu/nodei93 

Fmm: Rennet, Joy J 

Sent: Thursday, ]anua~ 02, 2014 8:53 AM 

To: SMphens, John B; Ille, Vince; UNC Athletics Director 
~¢: Kim Strom-Go~ried,       :fgg~J_[=g~3; Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: Summa~ notes for revision - Dec. 18 - Academic Achievement section of AD Strategic Plan 



,Just wanted to check in and be sure that you feel 30 minutes will be suffident time for your ~roup Lo inform FAC about your findings related to academk:s m~d ~:he 

strategic p~sn? I am formu~atin~ the sgenda Lhis week. 

Thanks and Happy New Year to 

,Joy 

Joy J. Rerm~h M.A. R1(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Pro~essor and Dh’ec~or 

tJn~versi~y of North Carolina a~ Chapel ~-I~1~ 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

B21-A Sou[h Co~umNa St, 

Chape~ HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-g56-5147Desk 

Cell 
919-956-5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e<nail !;qessage~ i!~clud[ng a[tachments H: a~V, is intended or@ for [he -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may contain confiden[~a~ and/or 
pr[vdeged material, At~y --unauthorized revmw, use, disciosure or dis[r[but[on is prohibited, If you are not the h~[ended recipient, please cot~ac[ d~e sender by reply e-mad and 
destroy all copies of the or~gh~al message. 

E~= S~phens, John B 
Seat= Monday, December 23, 2053 $$:06 AN 
To= [lie, Vince; UNC Athletics Director 
C¢= Kim Strom-Go~ried,        ~_g~J~A~@; Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L; Rennet, Joy 3 
8~bject; Summa~ notes for revision - Dec, $8 - Academic Achievement section of AD Stra~gic Plan 

Kim and Joy F~, but please see the aEachment are dm~ notes. 

Bub~, Vince, Debbie, Layna please add/revise as needed. Not sure if these need to "~come official." 

N1 the pu~ose is to prepare and focus FAC discussion tbr Janua~ 14. Joy in my view, we could have a constructive 20-30 minu~ di~ussion on tNs topic. 

Thanks, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens(~sog.unc.edu 

S kyp e: 

http :/iwww.sog. tmc. edu/node/93 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edup 

Friday, 1:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

TA Follow-Up 

Deb, 

I hope this note finds you well and happy New Year! 

I wanted to reach out and make sure I did a good job with TA’ing your course this fall. It was really fun being able to help at the review session prior to the exam. I 

look forward to connecting with you more this spring. 

Thanks, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 4:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Oh- I apologize, I was thinking "Edie" the "y" threw me 

My daughter and I made contact with the person you recommended in the UNCC FA office yesterday. Although she was not able to direct us to any scholarship or 

grants or work stud~v positions, she was able to help ns apply for some other loans that might pay a portion of tim bill. I want to thank you for that recommendation, 

because we had spoken to people in the UNCC FA office several times during this time, looking for guidance and help and, with no results. 

Tha~k you ,so much for taking the time to care and respond. You may have been my least likely contact, however, you have been our most eti~ctive one. We axe very 

gratefi~l-        is a very worthy young lady. 

Sincerely Your~ 

On Fri,           at 9:49 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edn> wrote: 
Hi. Eddy is a man. ;) 

Happy New Year! 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world,’° ~ Anne Frank 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Thursday, 4:19 PM 

To: "esouffra @uncc.edu" <esouffra @uncc.edu> 

Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thank you ladies, 

Sincerely, 

and I truly appreciate your time and effort in assisting us with this urgent issue. 

On Thursday, . Souffrant, Eddy wrote: 

Dear Deborah an~i " 

I wish you both a Healthy and Happy New Year. 

I echo Ms. Stroman’s suggestions and wish you, 

Thanks for thinking of me Deborah. 

With best regards, 

ES 

Ed@ ~’vL ,S’oz~?ant. Ph. D. 

Associate F’rofossor qfPhilosophyi 

Facul~ Associate, ]¢usiness Eddie’s Area Leader 

Centerjbr Pr@ssiona[ andApplied I~thics/ 

President, 

Univec siO~ Facially Cou~cil 

~VC CH]4RLOT77~’ 

Department of Philosophy 

9201 University Ci& Blvd 

Charlotte, NC 28223 - 0001 

IV~mi~qham Hail 109 B 

good luck in this new year. 



U(.704) 687 - 5422 (N-ew) 

.17 (704) 687 - 1691 (Arew) 

e-mail: eso@~?a@uncc’, edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                 5:12 PM 

Cc: Souffrant, Eddy 
Subject: Re: 

I have learned from the financial aid office at Chapel Hill that only the college or university the student is attending has 

any administrative authority over the students’s financial aid award. The University system does not award aid -- only the campus the 

student is attending. I suggest that you contact Ms. Rita Brown in the financial aid office at UNC Charlotte whose information is 

pasted in below. I know you probably already contacted this office, but our campuses are working hard to ensure that we graduate 

our students. 

Rita Brown Assistant Director Reese ~L22 704-687-7004 ribrown@uncc.edu 

I am also cc"ing the president of UNCC’s Faculty Council who is a friend of mine. 

I hope this note assists you. Stay encouraged. 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: _~gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, 5:05 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D, CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Dr. Stroman, 
When I look back into my reseaarch of the list of contacts that I reached out to, I remembered that you came up under the web address: http:/A~ww-.unccbc.com/ 

While to~ing to identify potential resoumes, I aJso looked at the UNC website, in addition to UNCC. I thought that there might be so~nething helpful on the UNC 

site because the schools are past of the same system of universities. I aJso attmnpted to find organizations, groups, funding, etc, that were specifically geared 

toward minorib(Black students. 

Your name is listed as Chair of The Carolina Black Caucus; this is how I came to your contact information. 

I appreciate your time and attention and we humbly accept any guidance or advice you may oft}r. Again, I apologize for any inconvenience or confusion that I 
caused. 

Best Wishes, 

On Sun,             at 9:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu> wrote: 
Hi           I was inquiring because I am not employed at UNCC and thought that I was referred from a friend. I am not sure how a UNC employee not working in 
financial aid!schOlarshiPS~ can assist your daughter. Nonetheless, I will check in with our our Financial Aid/Scholarship Office for recommendations to assist you. 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 



Deboratl L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empower, 
919.843.0336 
@drstromar~ 

"Sometimes zjou fl~st have to look back at,qour past and smile about how far ~jou’t~e come," 

From: _~gmail.com> 

Date: Saturday, 12:13 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I scoured the UNCC and UNC website in order to find whatever help I could for my daughter¯ My daughter is in danger of not being able to graduate in May do to lack of 

financial aid. I emailed any and everyone who seemed like they might be able to assist my daughter with this matter. 

Your information is listed on the website as if it is public information available for students and families of the university. If contacting you has caused you an inconvenience, 

I apologize for that. 

Thank You, 

On Fri, 
Hi 

at 5:05 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

¯ How did you received my contact information? Thanks~ 

Dr. Stroman 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, 12:19 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

A Potential PrograJn for Young Women 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Happy New Years! I hope all is well. 

On previous occasions we have briefly spoken about a program my sorority is interested in presenting. The event will be a panel of influential female leaders on campus and is 
geared towards college women. My sorority members and I would be honored if you served as a speaker and engaged in a discussion of your experiences. 

We are planning the event for 6 pm during the week of . Is there a particular day that week that is convenient for you? If so, we would be happy to try to 
accommodate your schedule. 

If you have any questions feel free to call me at I look forward to hearing from you! 

Best, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, Janua~ 4, 2014 12:55 PM 

Wanda Hunter <whunte@racia] equi ,tyinstitute.org> 

Eng, Gem <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora]~ L <~dstro@unc.edu>; Suzmme Plihcik < 

<dhayes@racialequityinstimte.org>; Tye Hunter < ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Shall we meet the week of Janua~ 6th? 

~gmail.com>; Deena tlayes 

Hi all - 

How about we cancel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’Ail to discuss the lea rni ng activities a nd readi ngs for 
Foliow-up to RIll training.’ ? 

Can we provfde updates on the rest by emai[? 

With Geni in Jury Duty, Deb starting class that week, and the rest of us in the trNning, it may be a bit oF a push (worti~ it for in-person, peri~aps, but a cail 

we can do any time). 

Ive to report if he can be iisted as a co-instructor from the Law Schooi, and if not, who eise 

e to report if he can be listed as a co-instructor from the Business School, and if not, who else 

~ Suzam~e to confirm dates when she can co-facilftate the REI training 

~ Genito report on tt~eSPHG course number 

® Debbyto report on Funding sources 

I am still following up with B-schooi re: mv ’instructor’ status, 

xx g 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 8:14 PM, Wanda Hnnter <whuntel(d~racialequiiyinslitute.org> wrote: 

Sounds good. I’m not likely to be ti~ee at 5:30 as we’ll just be finishing the workshop and I’ll be engaged ruth 17u discussions with paxticipants as they 
leave, mad in clean-up. 

I’ll be with you i spirit as you all report out on your dil]~rent assignments. 

Wanda 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 7:00 PM, Eng, Geni <eugenia eng(d~unc.edup wrote: 

Happy New Year, everyone! Although I’d iove to see you all in person, I have been summoned for jury duty on January 6, So, how about 

5:30pm conference call, usi~g REFs number, to accomplfsh the foHowfng: 

<’.--[if lsupp~Cists]-->~ <’.--[endifl-->rye to report if he can be listed as a codnstractor from the Law School, and if not, who else 

<~--[if~sup~Lists]-->~ <~--[endi~-->    to report if he can be listed as a codnstractor from the Busiaess School, and ~f aot, who e~se 

<’.--[if~sup~)rtl,isls]-->. <’.--[endi[]-->Suzanne to cow, firm dates when she can co-facilitate d~e RE~ tra~nf~g 

<’.--[if [supp~Lists]--:>~ <’.--[endifl-->Gen~ to repor~ on the SPHG course number 

<!--[if!supp~Lists]-->~ <~--[endi~-->Debb~ to report on fundiag sources 

<’.--[if~supg)rtJ,isls]-->. <’.--[endi[]-->AH to d~scuss the learning actVties and readi~gs for follow-up to REI traini~g, 

Do note that Yve not included Anna-Maria on tMs ema~ because the above issues are not relevant for her h~put. 

Cheers, 
Gerq 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

GHHngs School of G~obal PlJb~ic Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau 

University of North Carolina 

Chape~ Hi~l, NC 27599 

919 956- 3909 

9:[9 966-2921 (fax} 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 

~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
$e~t: Monday, December 30, 20~3 4:58 PM 
Te: Suzanne Plihcik;            Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢: Eng, Geni; ’Wanda Hunter’; ’Deena Hayes’; ’Tye Hun~t’; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 



Subject-" Re: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 
HI    Good to hear from you! We have a workshop on Jan. 6 & 7, so why not the early evening of the 6th? 5:30? UNC starts on Wednesday, so it is going to be a 

crazy time for me the rest of the week. 

d 

From: Suzanne Plihcik <       ~gmaiLcom> 

Date: Monday, December 30, 2013 10:50 AM 

To:                     ~gmai!.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 
Cc: "Er~g, Geni" <eugenia_eng@unc.edu> Wanda Hunter <whunter@raciale[~uit~Linstitute.org> Deena Hayes <dhayes~racialeg.uit~Linstitute.org> Tye 

Hunter, .       @yahoo.corn>, "Siega-Riz, Anna Maria" <am siegariz@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

Would be so good to see you, but know w~-_~ will do th~l: in any case 

From:          [mailto:       ~gmail.com] 
Sent’- Sunday, December 29, 2013 10:34 plVl 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc-" Eng, Geni; Wanda Hunter; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter; Siega-Riz, Anna Mlaria 
Subject: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

Hi everyone- 

I will be in NC the week of January 6th (plus or minus a few days if need be). Do you all want to get together while I’m in town? 

I’d certainly love to. To make sure we do whatever I can before I start work on January. 22rid - and also just ot be able to see all of you. 

Warm regards, 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ,@gmail 

On Sat, Nov 23, 2013 at 11:13 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Friends. What a beautiful autumn! 

Updates: 

1. Geni received communication on the scheduling. We are planning for August 2014. 

2. To foster efficiency, Geni and I divided up the critical areas: Syllabus and Scheduling (Geni). Faculty and Funding (Debby). We will serve as the project leaders 

to create a "final draft" proposal/document for our entire core team to review by phone or in a face-to-face meeting. 

3. Currently, the core team is Geni,    Suzanne, Deena, Wanda, Tye, and myself. Right? Please respond IF you have another name to add or recommend. 

Thanks. 

4. FYI - The last day of classes is Wednesday, Dec. 4. The first day of classes is January 8, 2014. 

Chat with you soon. 

Have a blessed and relaxing Thanksgiving. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 ............................. 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’*|’l~ose u’l~o belong stmsl~’~ne to tl~e lives of ot|~ers cannot keep it from t~emselves," 



From: ((}live a~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 9:05 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I read over the syllabus and I have a few questions. First, I noticed that none of the assignments mention the book "Successful Internship", is this book 

required for the course? Second, is there a blog due on Thursday, the ? The syllabus does not mention when the first blog is due. Third, I already have 

SBJ because I needed it for EXSS    last semester and I bought a one-year subscription because I thought I would need it for the spring. How do I turn in a 

subscription confirmation? Lastly, I was wondering if you would be able to meet on Friday. Any time on Friday works for me. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, Linda Brown <linda dougla@unc.edu> 

Sunday, JanuaO, 5, 2014 4:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Speaker- Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morning of Saturday 1/25/14 

Thanks. 1 will send her gout contact information and she should follow up with details. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 i0:40 PM 
To: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject: Re: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morning of Saturday 1/25/14 
Hi Linda. Happy New Year! Yes, I am available. Thanks. 

Let me know if I should connect directly with Elise. Have a super weekend! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gnD~(~. F~xplore. Empower. 

9~9.34&0336 

@drstroman 

"~orn~fimes 

From: <Douglas>, Unda Brown <linda douglas@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursdag, Januarg 2, 2014 9:40 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Sub~e~: FW: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morNng of Saturdag 1/25/14 

~ may have forgotten to send th~s to you during the ho]idavs. 

Are you available to present w~th thb group on January 25, 

Linda Brown Douglas 

D~rector of CommuniW Relations 

Univers~tV of North Carolina at Chapel 

2~0 Pittsboro Street 

Camp s Box 6225 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599..~225 
Unda 

D o qg]_O~_@_9_D_~:~_~_9- 

Office Phone: 9~9-g43..9393 

Cell Phone: 

Your Contact Information 

Organization Name 

The "13" Group 

Name 

Elise Whitley 

Address 

3305 Healy Drive 

Tash & Kurtz, PLLC 

Winston Salem, North Carolina 27103 

Map It 

Daytime Phone 

/336t7~9-5~74 

Email Address 

~wrlail corn 

Speaker Details 

Preferred Speaker 

Charlie Tuggle 

Speech Title 

Las Abuelas De Plaza De Mayo and the Search for Identity 

Date 

01/25/2014 

Time 

09:00 am 

Alternate Speaker 

Deborah Stroman, PhD 

Speech Title 



Money over Morals 

Speech Date 

01/25/2014 

Speech Time 

09:00 am 

Location of Speech 

The Franklin Hotel 

Address 

311 West Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Map It 

Audience Size 

13 

Length of Speech 

60 minutes to 100 rninutes (flexible) 

Audio-Visual? 

yes 

AV Needed? 

No 

Open to Public? 

No 

Comments 

This is a meeting of 13 Family Law attorneys who get together every year to learn more about our world, spend time with one another and talk about topics that are of interest to 

the group (and expand our knowledge in non-legal matters) We meet at The Franklin on Franklin Street in Chapel Hill 

From= Elise Whitley [--m-~-a-j~-t-p--:---E---w---h--LtLe-~@~--t&s--h---k--u----~---!-a-~-w---.--c--~-~-n-1] 
Sent= Thursday, January 02, 20:[4 8:56 AM 
To= Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject: Re: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. :[/24/:[4 or morning of Saturday :[/25/:[4 
Ms. Douglas, 

Happy New Year! I hope you had a truly wonderful and joyous holiday season! 
I write to follow up on a request I put in a few weeks ago. I haven’t heard back yet and wanted to touch base with you on our request. 

Thanks so much Elise 

::~:*:;:: D#;scdption Descriptio~q: 

...... cid:image002 jpg@01CA6CF4 250C65F0 ~:;oa:~. r:~:t-:~i~d ~;pe~:iallsi h: i:~:i5, 

From: "Douglas, Linda Brown" <linda douglas@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 19 Nov 2013 15:09:50 -0500 

To: Elise Morgan Whitley <ewhitley@tashkurtzlaw.com> 

Subject: RE: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morning of Saturday 1/25/14 

Just: c.:_~mplet~:_~ the requests form with gl~-_~ request:s the t:i[~le, dab:_b number or {}arl:icipants, description of the group, etc, from the Caro~i~a Spe~ker~; site and t 

forward theft: to her wit:h a request. 

E~m= Elise Whitney [mailto:EWhit~ey@~shku~aw.com] 
$eat; Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:39 PH 
Te= Douglas, Linda Brown 
C~= Elise Whitley 
SubjeCt= Re: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morning of Saturday 1/25/14 
Dear Ng. Douglas, 
I am loving Deborah Stoman’s profile. The issues of morality are ve~3, ~t~’estNg to lawyers (morals v. e&ics being some~ing ~at gets discussed often). 
I ~i~ ~e ~oup would really respond to that topic. 
How would we proceed seeing if she would be interested in speakNg with us and getting &at scheduled? 
Thanks - 
Elise 

~~~ Descriptior;: Description:                    i:;~is~ ~,[,:-~.:a:: 

ew]dt]ey{?~]tas]~kurrzl a w. corn 



From: "Douglas, Linda Brown" <linda doqgLa___s___@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Date: Fri, 15 Nov 2013 16:56:48 -0500 

To: Elise Morgan Whitley <ewhitley@tashkurtzlaw.com> 

Subject: RE: Speaker - Chapel Hill: Fri. 1/24/14 or morning of Saturday 1/25/14 

D~-:~bora h 5trornar~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.e&~> 

Sunday, Januao~ 5, 2014 5:02 PM 

@gmaJl.com>; Wanda Hunter <whunte@mcialequi~institnte.o~> 

Stroma~L Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Suzmme Plthcik <      ~gmaJl.com>; Deena Hayes -~<lhayes@mcialequityinslitute.org>; Tye 

Hunter <        ~yahoo.com> 

RE: Shall we meet the week of Jmluaz9~ 6th? 

I concur with    that iL’s best to cancel Monday’s call. So far, Lhrough email, we have confirmed that the 2-.day REI training will occur August 29--30 (thanks 

Suzanne~L 

Still waith~g on: 

* Course number from Ann~ Maria (she won’t be b~ck unt~ Jan 8, whe~ the academic semester begins) 

* Confirmation from Tye and you on beh3g ~sted as course instructors for Law Schoo~ and gush3ess Schoo~ 

So; yes, ~et’s do a conference ca~L..perhaps toward the end of January. 

Cheers~ 

{:~eni 

[mailto:       @gmail.com] 
Sent= Saturday, 3anua~ 04, 2014 ~2:55 PN 
To= Wanda Hunter 
~¢= Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject= Re: Sha~l we meet the week of 3anua~ 6th? 

Hi aJl - 

How about we cancel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’A~I to discuss the lea rni ng activities a nd read~ ng5 for 

fol~ow-up to RE~ training/? 

Can we provide updates on the rest by emdl? 

With Geni in Jury Duty, Deb starting class that week, and the rest of us fn the training, it may be a bft of a push {worth it for in-person, perhaps, but a tail 

we can do ar’~y time). 

rye to report it i~e can be iisted as a co-.instructor from the Law Schooi, and if not, who eise 

* to report if he can be listed as a co-instructor from the Business Sct~ool, and if not, who else 

® Suzanne to confirm dates when she can co-facilitate the REI training 

~ Genito report on the SPHG course number 

~ Debby to report on funding sources 

I am still following up with B-schooi re: my ’instructor’ status. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 8:14 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunte~fd~racialequityinslitute.org> wrote: 

Sounds good. I’m not likely to be ti-ee at 5:30 as we’ll just be finishing the workshop and I’ll be engaged with Fu discussions with paarticipants as they 

leave, and in clem~-up. 

I’ll be with you i spirit as you all report out on your different assigmnents. 

Wanda 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 7:00 PM, Eng, Geni --~._e___uA_e__r![&___e___n_g@__uj)__c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Happy New Year, everyone! Although I’d iove to see you all in person, I have }seen summoned for jury duty on January 6. So, i~ow about a 

5:.~Opm conference call, using REI’s number, to accomplish the foilowing: 

* Tye to report if he can be Ifsted as a coqnstructor from the Law 5chooi, and if not, who eise 

~ to report if he can be listed as a co-instructor from ti~e Business School, and if not, who else 

~ 5uzanne to confirm dates when she can co-facilitate the REI training 

* Genito report on theSPHG course number 

~ Debbyto report on [undingsources 

~ A~l to dlscuss the learnlng actlvWes and readings for fo~ow-up to RH training. 

Do no~:e tha~: ~’ve not inch.~ded Arms-Mari8 on l:h~s ema~l because the above issues are not relevant: for her input 

Cheers, 

Gen~ 

Eugen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Pro[essor of Heal~:h Behavior 

G~l~ings Schoo~ o[ (:~k~bal Pub[k: Hesll:h CB #7440 



360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hifl, NC 27599 

919 956- 39003 
919 966-2921 (fax) 
eu~enia en~@unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Honday, December 30.20~3 ~:58 PH 

To= Suzanne Plihcik;            S~roman, Deborah L 
Go= Eng, Geni; ’Wanda Hun~er’; ’Deena Hayes’; ’Tye Hun~’; Siega-Riz, Anna Haria 
Subj~ct~ Re: Shall we mee~ ~he week of ~anua~ 6~h? 
HI    Good to hear ~rom you~ We have a workshop on Jan. 6 & 7, so why not the early evenin~ o~ the 5th? 5:30? UN£ starts on Wednesday, so it is ~oin~ to be a 

crazy time ~or me the rest o~ the week. 

d 

From: Suzanne Plihdk,       @~_~.:~.> 

Date: Monday, December 30, 20~3 ~0:50 AM 

To:                     @~ma~l.com>, "Deborah 5troman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.~du> 

~ "End, Geni" <eu~enia en~@unc.edu>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@rad~lequityinstitute.or~> Deena Hayes <dhayes@rada~equ~tyins~tu~e.or~> Tye 

Hunter <         @y~.c~>, "5ie~a-Riz, Anna Math" <am sie~aHz@uac.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 5th? 

Severa~ tNng~ on the agenda that week but ~et us know when and we w~l~ try to make it. 

Woul~ be so ~oo~ to see you, but know we w~l do that h~ any case~ 

Sent= Sunday, December 29, 20$3 $0:34 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
~= Eng, Geni; Wanda Hunter; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter; Siega-Riz, Anna Nada 
Subject= Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

Hi eveo’one- 

I will ~ in NC the week of JantmQ" 6th (plus or minus a few days if need ~). Do you all w~t to get together wNle I’m in town? 

I’d ce~inly love to. To make sure we do whatever I can before I sta~ work on Janum7 22nd - and also just ot be able to see all of you. 

Warm regards, 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ @.gmail 

On Sat, Nov 23, 2013 at I h l 3 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <d___s.tj29_(_a~_t!r_Lc_=_e_.d_!~- wrote: 

Hi Friends. What a beautiful autumn! 

Updates: 

]. Geni received communication on the scheduling. We are planning for August 2054. 

2. To foster efficiency, Geni and I divided up the critical areas: Syllabus and Scheduling (Geni). Faculty and Funding (Debby). We will serve as the project leaders 
to create a "final draft" proposal/’document for our entire core team to review by phone or in a face-to-face meeting. 

3. Currently, the core team is Geni, Bay, Suzanne, Deena, Wanda, Tye, and myself. Right? Please respond IF you have another name to add or recommend. 

Thanks. 

4. FYI - The last day of classes is Wednesday, Dec. 4. The first day of classes is January 8, 2014. 

Chat with you soon. 

Have a blessed and relaxing Thanksgiving. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

959 843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’+£t~ose who I~°h~g sm~shh~e to the lh’es of other’s cam~ot keep ~t from themselves," 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Monday-, Janua~T 6, 2014 7:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: How business recruiting could change; Mapping local poverty pates 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 6, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

How business recruiting could chanqe in North Carolina 
The privatization of business recFuitment efforts in bioRh Caroiina by Gov Pat 

McCrory’s administration could be structured so that recruiters are motivated .by 

bonuses for success and possible,, 

Discuss 

Mapping the Triangle’s poverty rates 
According to the latest U.8. Census Data Wake County’s poverty rate is i 1.6 

percent Durham County’s is 193 percent and Orange County’s is 164 percent 

N,C, Commerce Department adds ,iob-trainin~ program 
A new yeaF bFings a new function for the NoRh Carolina DepaRment of CommeFce. 

Former N,C, governor’s es~te ~p for auction 
The estate of foFmeF NoRh CaFoJi~a Gov Thomas Bicke~ will be auctioned Saturday 
and Sunday Jan ~ ~-~2 in Winston-Sa~em and 
................. 

Done deal: Genera~ Parts finalizes $2 billion sa~e to Advance 
Auto 

ACA calls flood Blue Cross help line 

Durham man ~ns zoninq appeal but owes $90K in law)/er 
fees 

Increased beach access comin~ fo~ Topsail Island 

N.C, State~ Chinese researchers collaborate to enhance 
so~ar ce~ls 

Contact Us 

Contact Us Fo:" sli inq~iidss regarding! this ol?s:" o1 si;bscription to the Tdangle Busi:~ess Journal, piease smail ~is at: 



Cance~ Email Subscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 9:06 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: ’The New York Review of Books’ at 50 

Chronicle Review ; 
:: Monday January 06, 2o14 Subscribe to The Chronicle 

Subscribe to this newsletter I Stop receiving this newsletter 

This Week’s Highlights 

The Graying of the NYRB 
By Russell Jacoby 
At 50, the onetime upstart New York Review of Books has become a staid, insular 
empire of its own. 

The Paratext’s the Thing 
By Thomas Dohertg 
For many in media studies, the 
irritating distractions have 

become the main attractions. 

~:~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~.*~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ An MLA History, Minus the 
" "::iii .. "!ii!~! i i iiiiiiiiiiiii 

Nostalgia 
By Jeffrey J. Williams 

........................................... The convention’s evolution has 
long been marked by struggles over cultural 
politics, redefining literature and how it 
should be studied. 

read. 

Too Many Titles 
By Michael Ferber 
Scholars can’t possibly keep up 
with what they’re supposed to 

A Modern-Day Scriptorium 
By Ernest Rubinstein 
Once upon a time, in a land before search engines, indexing journals for the H.W. 
Wilson Company felt like a lofty calling. 

Book Review: What’s New? 
By Michael W. Clune 
Nothing but combinations and recurrences of the old, according to an ostensibly 
new book on novelty 

New Scholarly Books 
Compiled by Nina C. Ayoub 
Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 



In Views 

How to Save the NCAA From Itself 
By Allen Sack 
Giving it a limited antitrust exemption wouldn’t let it off the hook for past 
exploitative practices. But it would refocus the association and its members on 

academic integrity. 

The Allure and Quick Fix of the Full-Pay Foreign Student 
By Kevin Carey 
Enrollments from China have soared. But are colleges doing right by those 
students? And what about the Americans they displace? 

The Ph.D.’s Guide to a Nonfaculty Job Search 
By L. Maren Wood 
You, too, can j oin the ranks of the gainfully employed outside of academe. Here’s 
how. 

From The Conversation, the Review Blog 

In Defense of an Academic Boycott of Israel 
Curtis Marez, president of the ASA, cites principle before popularity and says history will 
prove his group right on its controversial vote. 

Academic Freedom and the American Studies Association 
The scholarly group’s resolution to support the academic boycott of Israel raises important, 
and often misunderstood, questions of academic freedom, says Eric Cheyfitz. 

There’s No Academic Freedom Without Institutional Means 
The ASA’s argument that the recent boycott will not infringe on academic freedom is full of 
problems, writes Chad Alan Goldberg. 

Don’t Cut Off Debate With Israeli InstitutionsmEnrich It Instead 
The ASA’s academic boycott of Israel is a step in the wrong direction, say three scholars with 
ties to the organization. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

The Top Word of 2013? 
Ilan Stavans is mystified by the selection of "science" as the top look-up in Merriam-Webster. 

A Bite of DARE 
Allan Metcalf explores the nuances of regional names for snacks in the digital "Dictionary of 
American Regional English." 

Recombobulating 
Anne Curzan makes a case for spreading this neologism during the holiday season. 

Lord Quirk Drops the Ball 
The only linguist in the House of Lords had a chance to tell his colleagues to stop being sexist 
dinosaurs about singular "they," says Geoff Pullum. But he didn’t. 

Recently in the Review 



Slavery, in Fact and Fiction 

The Algorithms of Our Lives 

The Politics of Disaster 

Reading Writers Reading 

From the Archives 
Jay Parini on the fate of book reviewing 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

How to Survive Your First Years of Teaching 
By Stacey Patton 
Take it from these newly minted professors. Your early days as a pedagogue will 
force you to set boundaries, protect your time, and pick your battles. 

Training Ph.D.’s to Teach Where the Jobs Are 
By Paula Krebs 
Whose responsibility is it to ensure that doctoral students learn how to become 
faculty members at institutions like mine? 

~ii!!i ;:ii Conference Season Is Here. Don’t Stink at Twitter. 
: i !ili~.i~.i!i!i! iii~ .~ ~ By Menachem Wecker 

Social-media conversations at conferences can provide insightful peer review--or 
¯ ~ i:i " ¯~~ they can be quicksand. Here are some thoughts on how to sort the signal from the 

noise. 

Announcements 

The Almanac of Higher Education, 2013-14 
The latest Almanac of Higher Education gathers an assortment of key data about the most 
important trends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth analysis of colleges and 
universities with data on students, professors, administrators, institutions, and their 
resources. Click here to get a copy. 

The Academic Workplace 2013 
For faculty members and administrators alike, there’s more to success than the typical 
markers of tenure, raises, or enrollment counts. They want to know that they’re making a 
difference. This special issue evaluates career success on campuses and features results of The 
Chronicle’s 2013 Great Colleges to Work For survey. Get an in-depth look at this (and more) 
in The Chronicle’s Academic Workplace 2013. 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy¯ 

In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e-mail newsletters on technology, community colleges, 
hiring, and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e- 
mail notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria. 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content¯ For full access to the 
premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

::1255 23rd street~ :: 
ii WaShi~gt0~; DC 20037 ii 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erimane A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 6, 2014 10:02 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edw~; Popp, Nels <nelspopt~email.unc.edu>; Southall, 

Deborah Joy ~<tjsothll@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> 

SpAd Meetings 

Hi Everyone, 

Our SpAd Meetings will be held from 2:00 - 3:30 (or 3:00) the Wednesday before our EXSS faculty meetings. That makes the first scheduled meeting this 

Wednesday. If you have any agenda items, please send them to me. If this day (the first day of classes) is too loaded and there aren’t any pressing issues, we may 

wait to meet until the end of this month. I will let you know by the end of the day based on feedback received. Our other Wednesdays are filled. 

Wednesday, January 8th (15th EXSS, 22nd Interview) 

Wednesday, January 29th 

February 26th 

April 9th 

VII send out invitations shortly! 

-E 

Erianne A. Weight, M.B.A., Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 

Director - Center for Excellence in Intercollegiate Athletics 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.448.4870 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Plata, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 6, 2014 11:25 AM 

The Spring2014classrooms mailing list. <spring2014cla.ssrooms@lislserv.unc.edu> 

Welcome Back! 

Launching Citrix Apps using Citfix receiver- new.pdf 

Hi all, 

Welcome back for an exciting Spring semester! 

You are getting this email because you are scheduled to teach in a General Purpose Classroom (GPC) during the Spring semester and I wanted to send out a few 

updates in regards to the technology found in the GPC’s. If I have mistakenly added you to this list, please let me know (my apologies!) 

There were no big changes over the winter break, but I’ve included a few reminders/hints in case you didn’t teach in the Fall. 

1) 6et your demonstration on! Please submit a request through our Hotline site to schedule a personal demo of the room you are teaching in. 

2) Documentation using Citrix based applications: Attached you will find a pdf showing you how to add applications that you commonly use to the Start Menu 

of the classroom computer. 

3) Did you request a technology classroom and now see your room has only a chalkboard? If so, please work directly with your department scheduling officer 

to see if they can get your class moved into an appropriate space. 

4) Desktop Document Cameras: If you are teaching in a room with this type of desktop unit, it also has the feature of capturing to a flash drive plugged directly 

into the camera. The one-touch-capture-to-external-storage-device capability of the new Document Cameras (perfect for recording student 

presentations), and the inclusion of the Aver+ and Aver Sphere software on the computers. There are some videos on the Aver website that will help them 

become more familiar with the software that we can add to our website. This software also allows you to send your captured video to Dropbox or other 

social media. 

5) Interested in controlling the classroom PC with your mobile device? The Splashtop TouchPad app is available for iPhones, iPads and Android devices and 

allows you to control the computer while walking around the classroom, untethered to the podium. 

6) Web conferencing or classroom capture? We have a few rooms across campus that have the ability to do web conferencing along with classroom capture 

(via MS Lync). Peabody 311, Stone Center 209 and Murray G201. 

7) Do you have an ad-hoc need to have a guest speaker talk to your class from a remote site? Simple web conferendng via Skype, MS Lync or Google is 

possible through our web camera loan program. 

8) Reset the room after your class is finished! The next instructor will love you for it! 

9) Any questions about anything else? Give us a call, we’re here to help! 

Thank you for reading! 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

919.962.:1.451_} (o) 

’,c) 
919.962.8349 (t:) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

You are currently subscribed to spring2014classrooms as: 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~):,,,’lisb,;.,,mced~,~?id=:7~ 32556(‘~.7~;~;2b7degg3ee~03?1c22c7edg9ccc~&~:=q.&~=w~2~4classr~n~s&~=:34~65g37 

(It mW be necesmU to cm and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emaJl m leave-34065837~ 71325560,766267degg3eea~371c22c7edggccc~’(@is~:serv,tmc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday-, Januao, 6, 2014 5:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Disgraced athletes get expunged from the limelight 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from Clips, and welcome to our firs1 5-day work-week in a long time. Yuck. 

The article below by the New York Times [] Richard Sandomir (a Clips favorite) was 

published this morning, and it conveys the somewhat unique sports custom of deleting 

disgraced players/coaches/etc, t?om our collective memories. 

Sandomir says that sports (almost as much as politics) I.has become adept at a type of 

cleansing more commonly associaled wilh authoritarian goverumenls. With surprising 
regularity and ease, once-popular figures who have run ~. oul of the tvdes or the law 

have been erased like disgraced leaders from an oM Soviet photo album, whitewashed 

from history to preserve an instimtion[]s irm~ge or to abMe by a governing body[]s 

sanctions. [] 
I did a little digging, and it did not take long to find stories about fallen politicians who have it 

even worse than ~ogue athletes. Authoritarian governments actually call it []purging [] or 

[] rehabilitatior~ [] and they- set up gulags to punish their enemies. Remember Orwell [] s novel 

1984? 

Or worse. 

Most recently Kim Jong Un, North Koreall s boy wonder leader (and pal of Dennis Rodman) 

concluded that his uncle was plotting against him. The Boy Wonder said (presumably with a 

straight t~ce): 
"In the seething period of the efJbrt for building a thriving cow,try last year, we 

took the resolute measure of removing the f!~ctionalisls lurking in the Party ..... 

As our Pa~ detected and purged the anti-ParO,, counterrevolutiona~, 

factionalists at an opportune time and with a correct decision, the Party and 
revolutiona~ runks were further consoBdated and our single-hearted ~mity was 

solidified m the maximum." 

I [] m sure that s~mething was lost in the translation, but the ostracizing of the athletes mentioned 

in the axticle below are tame by comparison. 
Kim [1 s uncle, Jang Song Thaek, was executed last month. 

Meanwhile, our disgraced athletes are still with us. Maybe we sbould consider tbrgiveness and 

second chances? 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infmate 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
vwvw.[wit~er.com;@CollegeAt hClips 

O.J. Who? Rogues Vanish From Annals of Sport 
By Richard Sandomir, New York Times, 1-5-14 

Among college football[] s many rituals, the anraml Heisman Trophy presentation 
remains one of the highlights. Fans and coaches and former stars gather in Manhattun each 

December to honor the season [] s outstanding player. This season, about two dozen forn~er 
wivmers stood on the stage as another member was added to their exclusive club. 

But in avoiding any ~nention of two controversial winners, the Heisman ceremony was notable 

for another recent trend: colleges and sports temns that love to celebrate their histou have 

become masters at editing it. Often this is done quietly, with computer keystrokes altering a 

record book, and not with an ang~ mob throwing a rope around a statue [] s neck on the 

stadium steps. 

But sports, perhaps better than any endeavor except politics, has become adept at a type of 

cleansing more commonly associated with authoritarian governments. With surprising regula~ty 

and ease, once-popular figures who have run afoul of the roles or the law have been erased 



like disgraced leaders t]com an old Soviet photo album, whitewashed t?om history to preserve 

aJ~ ins~fitu’6on I. s image or to abide by a governing body I. s sanc’6 ons. 

Awards are returued. Banners are pulled down. Nmnes are stripped t]com buildings. Wins, 

individual t~ats, even entire ~asons cm~ be eradicated as if they never happened. 
Didn ~t Reggie Bush win the HeismaJa Trophy? Didn ~ t Lance Alms~trong win the Tour de 

France seven times? Didn ~t that stadium used to have a statue out front? 

[]No one says Nixon didn ~t go to China or sign Title IX into law because he was forced to 

resign because ofWatergate, ~ said Bob Costas, an NBC colnmentator. [] It seems to Ine you 

can[]t strike from the historical record what occnrred. The Fab Five played in the N.C.A.A. 

tournament, and Reggie Bush was a great and impactful player who won the Heisman 

Trophy. [] 

Last month[] s Heisman ceremony, which received heightened serutiny because the eventual 

winner, Florida State ~; s tieslmam~ quarterback Jameis Winston, was until recently the subject 

of a rape investigation, was a good primer on how to present a selected his~tory. Bush, whose 

2005 trophy was later revoked when he was tbund to have accepted improper benefits while 

in college, was never mentioned du6ng ESPN ~ s broadcast. 

When compe~isons were made between the finalists who are running backs and previous 

backs who won the Heisman, Bush, who now plays for the Detroit Lions, was never cited. He 

had become the tailback who must not be named. (The name of aJaother former runner, O. J. 

Simpson, rarely comes up at the Heisman ceremony aaasanore, either, though for entirely 

different reasons.) 

Chris FoMer, the host of ESPN [] s Heisman broadcast, said by telephone that the Heisman 

Trust had never given him editorial direction. [] They []ve never said one thing to me about the 

content of the show other than deciding how many finalists there will be, [] he said. 

And William Docke~, the president of the Heisman Trusl, said there was no baJ~ on discussing 

Bush. [1Obviously, this situation is not your preference, ~J he said. LJIt [~ s an unfortunate 

position that you ~Jd rather not be involved in. [; 

Perhaps it is no surprise then that the official history of the Heisman Trophy omits 2005 as if it 

did not happen. The honor roll on the trophy [] s official website moves directly and without 

explanation from the 2004 winner, U.S.C. quarterback Matt Leinart, to Ohio State [] s Troy 

S~nith in 2006. 

But Bush won the [] 05 award, piling up 2,541 points, the most since Simpson in 1968. By 

2010, though, he had been written out of Trojmas history, ruled ineligible alter the N.C.A.A. 

determined that he and his family had received improper benefits from agents. 

Years after Bnsh left campus for the National Football League, the National Collegiate Athletic 

Association ordered U.S.C. to vacate the 2004 national championship he had helped win and 

to disassociate itself t?om him. University officials removed his jersey and his Heisma~ Trophy, 

which now sit in a storage nnit in New York, fa)m a display of the Trojans [J Heisman winners 

at "the campns [1 s Heritage Hall. 

[J Yes, in some cases it is cumbersome and awkward, ~] Tim TessaJone, "the university [1 s 

sports inib~mation director, said by e~nail of the revisionist histou. []But it is part of our 

N.C.A.A. penalty. [] 

Someti~nes, it can be relatively easy to erase a liiE [] s work. At Penn State, a 900-pound statue 

of the universib" [] s longtime football coach, Joe Paterno, was taken down by a forklift early 

one morning in 2012 amid gromng criticism of his actions in addressing the sexual-abnse 

scandal of one of his assistant coaches, Jerry Sandusk?~. The Big Ten Conference later 

scratched the name [] Paterno [] fiom its Stagg-Patemo football championship trophy for the 

same reason. 

In cycling, Armstrong is a ghos~t, a nonperson since his confession laser year that he had used 

performmace-enhancing drugs. There are no victors listed tbr the Tours de France he won 

1999 to 2005. 

[1Armslrong was penalized tbr things he had done but Pateruo for things he didn[ Jt do or for 

things people think he should have done, [] Costas said. 

In St. Louis, the Cardinals commissioned a bronze statue of the former slugger Mark McGwire 

in 2007 but never installed it after McGwire became a poster boy for baseball [] s steroids era. 

Once considered a shoo-in for the Hall of Fame, McGwire will almost certainly be passed 

over for the eighth time later this month. 

In 2003, the N.C.A.A. handed down terms of disassociation of at least 10 years for fonr 

members of the 1990s Michigan basketball team, including Chris Webber, for accepting more 

than $600,000 from a booster. A cold bureaucratic te~rn, disassociation essentially tells 

programs that have been punished to stay a~vay fi~om players responsible tbr that punislmaent. 

The scrubbing of that memorable segment of Wolverines histo~ required "the removal of lbur 

bax~ners, including those "that marked the team ~1 s consecutive Final Four appearances in 1992 

and [193. They remain in storage in Ann Arbor, t~bric totems unlikely to hang again becanse 

they represent seasons that exis~t in a pmallel universe: the games were played, fans cheered, 

coaches shouted. Now, they are spectral. 

Major League Baseball has not fully erased from history a traJasgressor like Pete Rose, who 

was baned from the gmne for betting on baseball in the 1980s. His records and statistics still 

stand, but he cannot hold may official role in the sport or enter a team locker room. 

In college football, Monday night will bring a new test of that sport [] s ability to address 

uncomfortable issues, as two programs that have had recent brushes with scandal, Aubnrn and 



Florida State, will meet in the Bowl Championship Series title game in Pasadena, Calil~ 

In early December, a few days after Florida State I~ s final regulaJc- season game, a state 

attorney in Florida a~nounced that he did not have enough evidence to pursue a sexual assanlt 

chaxge against Winston. That weekend, Winston helped Florida State clinch a berth in the 

nation~J championship g~ane. A week later, he won the Heistnan. 

And three years ago, despite the revelation of a pay-for-play scheme reportedly orchestrated 

by the father of Auburn quarter~ck Cam Nev~ton, the N.C.A.A. allowed Newton to play in 

the Southeastern Conference championship gmne. He, too, went on to win fl~e Heismoaa, 

Anburn went on to beat Oregon for the national championship. Then he was gone but in the 

most natural way: drafted first over all by the Carolina Panthers in 2011. He will s~rt for them 

in a playoffgame Sunday. 

Ne~on roll not be airbrushed from Auburn highlights, but it is a certainty that other players 

and temns roll lose their place in history because of transgressions against the N.C.A.A. or 

society. 

[J This is what yon come to expect as more commonplace than ever, and I don[1 t see ns ever 

getting m the point M~ere we ignore that they happened, [1 said Ed Placey, the ~nior 

coordinating producer of college football for ESPN. He added, ~We have to be careful to 

explain them as the years go by so that people don ~ t forget the histo~?~, or it faJds offthe 

radar. ~ 





TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~,colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emaifed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particufar rogue athletes eFLASH has been sent to selected Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of coflege athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (iike the one above), ~vhich are a~vardwvorthy 

e-items that range fat and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of out modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to coiiege 

athletics. 

*To be removed from thJ s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
U~tsnbscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

Monday, January 6, 2014 6:35 PM 

hhinton@nccu.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; bhawk@uga.edu; tinabwsf@temple.edu; 
arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; rorr@poyners.com;             @gmail.com; djl@wsu.edu; 
kmjamies@uncg.edu; crking@wsu.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; Turner, Robgrt W. <rvvturner@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; CavilJK@tsu.edu; @yahoo.com; rflowers@emich.edu; 
wardell.johnson@e ku.edu; @yahoo.com; emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com; 
briemer@emich.edu; ~icloud.com; jcoakley@uccs.edu; @gmail.com; mgilbert@allegheny.edu; 

,@gmail.com; rlapchick@ucf.edu; @gmail.com 

A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics - Event Trailer Please Share 

Dear Colleagues: 

Please see the trailer for A New Game Plan In Collegiate Athletics @ http:!!w-ww.youtube.com!watch?v=odrKkWW06xo&list=HL1389050467&feature=mh Iolz. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 6:46 PM 

Faculty Welfare Committee <lhcultywelthre@sakai.unc.edw~; Facul~ Wellhre Committee Chairs 

<Ihcul .ly weltZarechair@listserv .unc .edu> 

Recent articles on adjunct faculb" and the ACA 

Good evening everyone: 

An update from Chapel Hill: Our Facul~ ~Velfme Committee has been 

looking into the issue of adjunct faculty, particularly in the context 

of the recent implementation of the ACA. The Facul~ Assembly came out 

in support of health care benetits coverage for adj unct facul~ at their 

November 22 meeting (attached). While the UNC system is not at the 

level of a community college system, this recent Missouri newspaper 

column highlighks this gromng problem, which continues to become a 
nationg~ issue: 

In a letter to the Chronicle, a possible first step is ofibred: 

http:i/chmnicle.com/blo~ s/conversation/2013/10/11/lets- po p- the - bubNe- surrounding- part- time- faculty,/ 

While there are a number of other articles highlighting this issue, we 

urge all of the campuses and their thculty wellhre committees to remain 

aware of the impact locally, and to support efforts to protect these 

members of the academy. 

Take care, and all the best in 2014. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm.D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy; CB # 7574 

The UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of GeneraJ Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology 

Department of Medicine, CB # 7110 

The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Beeper: 

e-mail: Timothy Ive@med.unc.edu 

[see attachment: "Faculty As~mbly - 2013-13 Re~lutionSupporting the.pd~’, size: 8532 bytes] 

Attachments: 

FaculW Assembly" - 2013-13 Resolution Supportin~ the.pdf 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel ttill (httpa:/isakai.unc.edu/portal) t~m the Faculty Welfhre Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subject: Welcome Back CSBC! 

ll:32PM 

To: All Paxticipants 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels and Happy New Year! Please save-the-date for our first meeting tlais spring semester, We will be joined by Mr. Eric Douglass, of AES Consulting. He is an 

sport sponsorship entrepreneur mad has worked ruth the Super Bowl aJ~d the Grammy Awards, We will post the flyer soon. 

- 5:00 p.m. 

We roll a] so have more details on securing m~ internship with the alJ~letic department, 

Let’s have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Happy 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Hapw I hope you had a relaxing vacation and are ready for an awesome spring semester. 

Congratulations on your sport entrepreneurship class, and I were talking about it and it sounds absolutely amazing and I know you will rock it! I rash I had 

known about it and registered before now, I’m sure it’s all full! 

I’m so excited about CSBC this semester. I have a Monday night class at the B school for the first half of the semester, but aIter spring break it will be over and I’ll be 

able to FINALLY make these meetings. I know we had discussed a CSBC social night mad I’m still ve~ up for planning that. Give me some date preferences 

(weekday vs. weekends) and I’ll sta~ getting moving on that! 

I’d also like to schedule some time in the next coming weeks to talk to you about careers and life in general. As you know I greatly respect your guidance and as I 

begin my career lmnt I’d definitely like to have your input. 

Hope yoffre eNoying the BCS National Chmnpionship’. 

See you soon, 

Sarah 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The Preaietive Power of the BCS Rankings 

~ ~.~@...~.~.!.~.~!.~.~..!.~...~.~.~...g.~.~...~.~.~...~!.~.9.:~.~.~.~!.! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::             ~:~, .~ ~=,,~ dv~k~R-H ,,= >~== .1~,(4~.~ ~0 =X..¢,,=,~; ..~1~; ~t :~,~,~ ,.Oa(.~l a.. ~=, = ~ OY J:’(,,~ ~R.~..l~ .M.~=,. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ UNC, 

Analyzing Football Offense in the Clutch 

Spots Technology: Recent Patents and New Innovations 

W?~th~op h~te~egenc~ w~ be atte~d~g t~e 2014 NCAA Co~we~t~on ~n S;~ Diego 



.N~t~..4~...g.~.~.[~..~J..~.~.~.~.?..Z.~!.~£.~.~[~.~.~. 

more 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu’- 

Tuesday, 10:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC January Meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroma~a, 

I think we should chat a little more and develop a more solid structure’. I’d definitely love to make an announcement by the end of the month though. 

When would be a good time to chat? 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 
@live.tmc.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:36 PM, "Stromau, Deborah L" < dstro(~uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi        Please work ruth     to create our flyer for next Monday. Confirm ruth    that we are still on... Thanks. 

5:00 p.m. Felzer 

let’s chat about the CSBC cells concept. Are we ready to make an am~ouncemeut this mouth? Should we have more discussion ruth tke leadership 

team first? 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

"A good head and a good heart are alwaye a formidal~le combinaI, ior~," Nelson ~andela 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:53 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is               and I am a                            The last time we talked, you informed me that my internship with       would not 

meet the requirements for this class. For that reason, I am confused as to why I have received your emails/have been put on the roster. Have you changed 

your mind on my eligibility or did you accidentally added me to this listserv/class? 

If you could let me know soon, that would be greatly appreciated! I just don’t want to be graded on a class that I am not supposed to be in. 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Cecelia<cecelia moore@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 10:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Medley, Anna Rose <anna.medley@unc.edu> 

Ja~n 14 CBC Meeting 

Hello Debby, 

Happy New Year! 

We have the Chancellor joining the CBC on Jan. 14 at 12:00. Is this still on? And if so, can you send ns details about location, agenda, etc? 

Thank you 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
& Historian 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:30 PM 

To: "arma.medley@unc.com" <anna.rnedley@unc~com> 

Cc: cbcch a i r < ~_b_.c_~_h_.a_ [[ ~_n_.c_ = ~_~_u_ > 
Subject: CBC and Chancellor Folt 

Hi Anna. Thanks again for your assistance in the scheduling of these Carolina Black Caucus traditions. 

1) "Giving Thanks" -The Caucus will have a "first come, first serve" sign-up to have a fellowship at her home. We usually cap this event to 30 thirty persons. 

November 18, 19, 21 or 22. (5:30 - 7:00) 

2) "State of the U"- Chancellor joins the Caucus at their first meeting in January. She shares her perspective on U NC activities and concerns. Meet and greet 

too. January 8, 9 or 14. (12:00-1:00) 

I appreciate your help! 

debby 

Deborah L, Strornant Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Insfcit~te of Pri~ate E~terprise~ ~e~ior A~vi~r 

Chapel H~I~ NC 27599 
9~9,843,0336 
<imageOO~.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin York <kyork@bobcats.com> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 7, 2014 11:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

B~z City 

Dr. Stroman- 

Happy New Year! Hope all is well for you. I am reaching out to you today to see when the Sports Business Club is looking to make a trip for a game this season. 

Please let me know what I need to do to assist with this trip. I look forward to hearing back from you. 

KEVIN YORK 
Account Executive, Season Ticket Sales 

BOBCATS i 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 704.,~88.9015 

C 

~ 704.,~88.8733 

M/ork~b) bobcats.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lems, Eileen <lemse@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, JanuaH 7, 2014 4:04 PM 

The newsshaxe mailing li st. <news share@list~rv, unc.edu> 

Chaxleston Bus Trip date change 

Ch~:deston Flyer.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Due to a low response rate. I have changed the date of the Charleston bus trip. We are now scheduled to go Friday, June 20 - Sunday, June 22. If you responded 

initially; I need you ~ confirm fhat the new date will work fi~r you. ,~yone else that is interested please contact me b?, Friday; JanuaH 17fh. IfI don’t get enough 

responses by that date the trip roll be canceled. I have a~ched a tentative itinera~?, which is subject to ch~ge. 

Pleaae pa~s this information on to othe~ who may ~ interested. Further derails will be am~otmced once fl-~e minimum nmn~r required m make this t6p happen has 

been roached. There roll be a t~yment plan wifl-~ the first t~yme~l dae in FebruaH. 

Regards~ 

Eileen Lewis 

YoffFu~ vi&o aN?ut ChafleNon - 

h~pz//~a~,.youtube~com/watch?v=WrhlXES~2E 



(double occupancy) 

~ 2 Nights 

* 2 F~JI~ co~rse di#)~ers 

~ Chadesto~ C~ty 

* Charleston Harbor 

* #aotorcoach 

FOR INFORMATION AND RISI~RIATION,., 



CHARLESTON, SOU’[ 
3 Days = 2 Nights 

A 

The sample itinerary described below is approximately like the one your group will be foflowing during your stay with 
WHITE STAR TOURS, However, the exact times, days, and destinations may vary for your group. 

Day t o Depart from your hometown in early morning and travel south where you will meet your guide for 
a Historic Charleston Tour. Charleston is one of the most beautiful and historic cities in the 
South and it features stately homes with lovely gardens, magnificent public buildings, and majes- 
tic churches. You wi{l see the College of Charleston, Hadeston Village (one of the early suburbs of the 

city), the Citadel, the Military College of South Carolina, and the famous Battery with its elegant 
townhouses. Then check into your motel. This evening enjoy dinner at one of Charleston’s 
popular restaurants. 

Day 2 - Enjoy breakfast, then depart for a visit to the Magnolia P~antation where you will have a tour 
of the home and a Nature Tram Tour of the Gardens. The Plantation dates back to 1676 and 
is one of the oldest plantations in the South. It was originally a rice plantation that became 
known for its gardens in the mid 1800s. Enjoy lunch on your own in Charleston’s historic area 
before departing for an afternoon harbor cruise and a visit to Fort Sumter, which is known as 
The Battery. Fort Sumter was built following the War of 18t2 and is best known as the site upon 
which the shots initiating the American Civil War were fired at the Battle of Fort Sumter. After the 
cruise, return to your hotel to prepare for dinner which wil! be at one of Charleston’s fine 
restaurants. 

Day 3 = FolLowing breakfast, check out and depart for the Tanger Outlets for some shopping. After your 
visit, depart for home with lasting memories of your trip to Charleston. 

THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING WHITE STAR TOURS TO BE A PART OF YOUR TRAVEL PLANS! 

TR!P LZAtgCEI_Z~.TION PROI~C’TION 
Cano97 7ation protection in:s~3rm~.ce is ~qoa~ag~9 for ,,~cai ~m~. ~d..es t~t may oosnm ~ is ~I.~ for ~ i~ ~o~ ~te 

S~ ~s. ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~4 ~ frm~ ~ c~y ~ f ~ ~si t fbr ~ trip .~s ~id ~> ~ o~’~ 
~ior gro~ l~r. PI~t~ ~ yo~- 910%~ i~~ for a fozm h~ s~ ~.t~ ko~ ~t ~ly to ~E<ely inmarat~, or 
~ct ~y ~ ~5., at I-8~-~8-!470. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 11:01 PM 

Moore, Cecelia <cecelia_moore@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Medley, Anna Rose <anna.medley@unc.edu> 

Re: Jan 14 CBC Meeting 

Hi Cecelia. The meeting is in the Union 3206. The concept is to have a closed door chat with the Chancellor. No agenda. She can share her thoughts and observations on her first 

semester, goals, and priorities. She can then have a Q&A and/or she can ask us questions. ;) 

Lunch will be served. I am expecting 32 people. 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’n,qo,cf~, g’xplor’e. ~’mpower, 
919,843~0336 
@drstroman 

";5(~rn~times 9ou.just have ~o Ioo~ back at ~our po.s~ ~md srni& abo~ ~ houL/i~.~" ~.jo~’u~ come." 

From: <Moore>, Cecelia <cecelia moore@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, January 7, 2014 10:52 AM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Medley, Anna Rose" <anna.medley@unc.edu> 
Subject: Jan 14 CBC Meetin8 

Hello Debby, 

Happy New Year! 

We have the Chancellor joining the CBC on Jan. 14 at 12:00. Is this still on? And if so, can you send us details about location, agenda, etc? 

Thankyou 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
& Historian 
OFfice: 9~9-962-0933 
Mobile: 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:30 PM 

To: "~__n___n___a_:__n_!_?__d__L?_y_~__u___n__c_:_~__o___m__." <._a___n_E_a__:__m____e___d_!__e_y @ u n c. c o m > 

Cc: cbcchair <cbcchair@unc, edu> 

Subject: CBC and Chancellor Folt 

Hi Anna. Thanks again for your assistance in the schedulin8 of these Carolina Black Caucus traditions. 

1) "Givin8 Thanks" -The Caucus will have a "first come, first serve" sisn-up to have a fellowship at her home. We usually cap this event to 30 thirty persons. 

November 18, 19, 21 or 22. (5:30 - 7:00) 

2) "State of the U"- Chancellor joins the Caucus at their first meetin8 in January. She shares her perspective on U NC activities and concerns. Meet and ~reet 

too. January 8, 9 or 14. (12:00-1:00) 

I appreciate your help! 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore, Engage. Empower. 
EX$$ Spo~c Administratien, Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Ke~an Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 
93.9,g43,033~ 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



The majerity of students find Wikipedia ubiquitous and use it daily in their casual 

research as well as their academic study. This webcast will explore how ~"#ikipedia can be 

responsibly integrated into university courses as a teuchpoint for thinking about 

research, digital literacy, and critical thinking about the reliability ef information. 

..... 

instructors are addressing plagiarism in their classes and what impact academic integrity 

policies and multiple infractions may have in informing instructor response. 

Gerald Nelms, Acadert,ic Director for Developmental Wr,tJng at Wright 

State U niversitv 



Investigating cases of student plagiarism must involve more than simply textual evidence 

of shared discourse and use or misuse of citation conventions. In this webcast, we will 

explore a heuristic of five questions for analyzing any case of student plagiarism. 

student literacy? Join us for this impactful session with Lynn Lampert as she shares 

strategies for engaging students in reading critically towards improving their research 

skills and ultimately their ability to think and write critically. 

,~-e b iu ;~ ~ ",.,’ i:!; 

Dave Tomar, Author of "The Shadow Scholar: How ~ Made a L~ving He~p~ng 

College KMs Cheat." 

How can instructors effectively identify bought papers and guMe students away from 

using these services? Joh~ us for a conversation w~th a former ghostwriter, Dave Tomar, 

who wi~ share strategk~s and approaches for ~denti~mg ~hostwritten work as we~ as h~s 

~nsights ~nto how ~nstructors can turn students away from the use of custom essay writing 

New Login Page 

We recently ~pdated the Ym m:~? ,::rer? website    ~~~ 

webpage, w~th a t.og Cr~ button. ClicMng the t.og 

in b~tton will ta~*~e users to a ~ew iogin page 

where they can log in with their email address 

and password. 

By rernovin(j the sign in fields from ell ef our web 

pages ~t ~llows us to streamline our website and 

reduce lead time The new Iogin p~ge will also 

h~ghlight new features, training resources, and 

he~pf~ t~ps Users can bookmark this new 

page whk:h will le~d faster and previde quk:k 

Note: 1his chan~e w~ll not ~mpact users accessing rurnitin via an LMS integration. 

EVENTS CONNECT 

WEB1NARS SHARE YOUR STORY 

~:.~m~m ,-:0.mh~;~ie Web(ss~ ~.~e~es ~ See Schedule Do you h~ve a success story 



USER EVENTS 
i~i~i~ilir~ UE U~,er 01:-e~p I Birmingharn, UK i Feb 12 

CONFERENCES 

UK I Mar 1 1 

~¢S(.: (%¢h VV~ ::~t Educa~t~c~ Ye~mo~%h, ~::=; ~ ~ Exeter, UK ~ Mar 13 

UK~Jun !6-18 

yeu’d iike to Jell? Share them en 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lundy, Rae Nicole <mlundy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FOLLOWING UP 

Hi Debby, 

I spoke with on Monday and the clearance was approved. Glad to help! 

I’w-_~ jusL visited the Black Caucus website looking to join. I was unable to k)cate an .:)n~ne for or applR:atkm, Can you pr.:)v~de any assistance? 

f’rn forwarding the rnessage f mentRmed when we spoke k~st week P~ease read (below} and ~ass ak)ngiencourage students who you thin~ might bene[iL from 

tNs resource. 

F~nsl~y, are you avaflsNe for lunch this week or next? Looking [:orward to hearing from you. 

A~ the best, 

£a6 N [undv, Fh.D 

19:[9} 9(~6-3658 

F~m: Lundy, Rae Nicole 

Sent: Monday, 2:26 

Te: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Supporting Our StudenN 

Hi Debby, 

Rae kundy, here at CAPS. I hope that you’re doing well~ 

Within my short tenure at U NC Vve noticed a definite need in the area of outreach!mental health support for students of color. This semester I co-facilitated a 

support group for women of color that is now doing really well. I wanted to extend the charge to help young men across campus. Please pass a~ong the following 

information to young men that you know m~ght benefit: 

Brothers Helping Brothers (BHB) is a group offered through UNC’s Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) for men of color. The group provides a safe and 

supportive place for men who would like to discuss issues impacting their Carolina experience. The group will discuss such topics as identity, role expectations, 

communication issues, self-concept, academic success, managing stress, and other topics that the group feels would be pertinent to their personal success and 

acMevement. 

When: Meets Tuesdays 12:00pro - l:00pm 

Fadl~tators: Ra@ kundy, Ph.D. 

For location and additional information please email enlundy@em~il.unc.edu. 

Thank you so much for your support, and as always please let me know how I might support you as well. 

Best, 

(9i9) 966-3658 

(919) 966-46os (F) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Fulton <nick@ramsclub.com> 

Wednesday, 10:01 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CAROLINA - The Of IiciaJ Publication of Ca~:olina Athletics and The Ra~s Club 

This past fall, Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club began publishing CAROLINA - a weekly digital publication about UNC and our 28 varsity athletic teams. Different 

from anything we’ve ever done before, CAROLINA is a media-rich publication with great behind-the-scenes access and timely content. New issues are available 

every Tuesday and can be downloaded in the iTunes and Google Play stores for free on any lOS or Android tablet device. While CAROLINA is optimized for tablet 

viewing, every issue is also viewable on the web (links below). 

Given your role with the Carolina Sports Business Club, we thought you might be interested in checldng out CAROLINA - while we’re continuing to work on growing 

our readership, we would also like to hear any feedback you have as well (email us at Carolina@ramsclub.com). 

CAROLINA is a must-read publication for any Tar Heel fan. I’ve included some informational text and CAROLINA covers below - if you could pass this along to 

anyone associated with your group (or any other Tar Heel fan you might know), we would really appreciate it. 

Thanks again and GO HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Nick Fulton 

The Rams Club 

O: 929.843.5782 

CAROLINA - The Official Digital Publication of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club 

This past fall, Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club began publishing CAROLINA - a weekly digital publication about UNC and our 28 varsity athletic teams. 

Different from anything Carolina Athletics has ever done, CAROLINA is an industry leading publication with great behind-the-scenes access and timely content. 

New issues are available every Tuesday and can be downloaded in the !~).D.#...s. and ~.22gt[.e.....l~!#.}t stores for free on any lOS or Android tablet device. While CAROLINA 

~s optimized for tablet viewing, every issue is also viewable on the web. 

Recent cover shots ~rom CAROLINA 

CAROLINA is definitely a must-read for any Tar Heel fan! Check it out today and be sure to share it too! 

Please send any questions or feedback to CAROLINA@ramsdub.com. 

Thank you and GO HEELS! 

Nick Fulton 

Director of Annual Campaigns 

The Rams Club 

nick@ramsclub.com 

919.843.5782 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC website 

Dr. Stroman, 

VII work on editing it today. I’m sorry for the problems! I feel awful I have class until 5:50 today, so [ won’t be able to meet you for long, or if at all, but I will work 

on it! I cFeated a tab and worked on (:Feal:h~g two separa~:e o~tions [or PayPa[, OJ gaw~ rne the informatk~n in an ema~ for ~:he account 

TheFe’s a chance that the woFk wasn’t ~mMisbed. ~"~ k~vest~ga~:e ~:odav. 

AgakL Fm sorFy! ] tried to make SUFe I finished everything before your event on the of ~ast month. ~ remember you requestb~g that. 

Best, 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:36 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: CBC website 

l)r. Stro~ an 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empowen 

9~9.043.0336 

"NotNng w~l~ ever be attempted ff al~ possiNe objections must first be 

~ 5amuN i~hnson 

Sent~ Wednesday, 3:23 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Subje¢t~ RE: CBC website 

Happy New Year to you too~ How was your break? ~ worked on the PayPa~ account on the phone w~th OJ and after we ta~ked. If Fm not mistaken, ~t should be up by 

now, ~ worked on ~t before finals ended, 

[ haven’[: Ionized at the webs~l:e recen[:~y~ but I w~[I all:el ~ get out of class. 

~s ~t not working? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 1:58 plVl 

To= 
Subject: CBC website 

Happy New Year! Hi I wanted to check back in regarding the pay pal set up. Any progress? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ PI~,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
EXSS Spot± Admi~istration~ Lecturer (~,ex~,unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins genan In~itute of Private Enterpri~, Senior Advi~r (h~p://~,kenan-flagler.unc,ed~/kenan=institute) 
315 Woollen = CB #8700 
Chape~ H~ll~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(Google Drive) < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 6:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Eng, Geni ~eugeNa eng@unc.e&~>; @gmail.com; dhayes@racialequityinslitme.org 

UNC Organizing for Wm~da~    (ds~ro@unc.edu) 

I’ve shared an item with you. 

~ UNC Organizing [or YVandai 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:03 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:    Course Work 

Dr. Stroman, 

Okay, thanks for the help! 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edw~ 
Date 5:58 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Course Work 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe~ Explore, Empower: 

91%843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be ~ttempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

= S~mue~ Johnson 

Fmm: 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:4~ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: 493 Course Work 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

Today I signed into ConnectCarolina and found that my grade for EXSS has not changed. I believe you said my grade would change by 1/2 grade. 

Moreover, if my grade did not change to contact you the first day of this semester if it did not change, hope this can be resolved soon. 

Thanks for the help, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <.d_ _s._t__r._o__._@_._u_ .n_ c_.,_ e__d_ .u_.> 
Sent: Friday, 12:27 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Course Work 
}t] Th~ks l~r your ~-c flow u,_~. I ~[Y.,]o~;J~:e ~s I t:hou.o_;ht ~ 0Jci ~ ~pod se:wch to ~-h~d ~]l ,~sJ~;nmems se~t ctirectly 

Dr. Str,:,man 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 
Engage ~plore Empower 
9] 9.843.0336 

"Nothing w~l ever be attempted ff a~l possible objections must first be 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: 
~ent: Thursday, ~: 52 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:    Course Work 

Hi Dr. Stromanl 

Thank you for allowing me to send you this course work after the submission dates. I have attached my resume, an example cover letter, my subscription 

for the SBJ, insurance confirmation and photos of my passed honor code and plagiarism tutorials. I believe this is all of the course work I need to submiH I 

am excited for the internship~ 

Thankyoull 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 6:06 PM 

Wanda ttunter <~vhunte@racia] equi~i nstitute.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstm@unc.edu>; Eng, Gent <eu~enia eng@unc.edu>; Suzanne Plihcik < 

<dhayes@racialequi~institute.org>; Tye Hunter ~y~hoo.com> 

Re: Shedl we meet the week of January 6th? 

~gmail.com>; Deena ttayes 

Hi all - 

I don’t think I roll be able to get instructor statas for the course. At least not through the business school. 

Would it make sense (or be possible?) to bring me on through the School of Public HeaJth. It may be best to have me involved in a similax level and capacity as Deena 

and S~ane. (In addition, of course, to my role as alum t?om fire B-school). 

As i:ar as professors and s~f[~ I would really mostly recommend you three, Gent, Deb, and Tye to be the noted t:acul~ for the course. I an~ not familiar with most of the 

other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp of the analysis. 

Other people I would add who have attended (a]though I would not necessarily recomtnend them as co-faculty for the corase): 
Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 

Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and katino Students scholarships - completed 1 day version) 
James McCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 
Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 
Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 
Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 

I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 

htt s:/!doc& dO le.com!s_readsheet/ccc?ke =0A~tiFwkEadFEtRh~NNb31WLV9iWBCMVE&us~ 

Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different levels (eg. 
students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know Wanda is working on adding 
some as well. 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ~sJmail 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter <Mmnter~raciaJequityinstitute.ovg> wrote: 

Debby, sorry tbr the delay in getting back to you with names of tZaculty. I mn not necessarily recommending any of these thculty &s possible instructors for our first 

course, only sharing what I know about t:aculU who have attended the workshop and their level of enthusiasm for the training as communicated to me. 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibility ofa UNC course. They have both attended the workshop 

one time and were enthusiastic. They also expressed interest in leanfing more about this course as we moved along. Within Social Work Iris Carlton-LeNey mid 

Sarah Naylorris (also UCCH) also have attended. Also Allison DeMarco who is at FPG but has an appointment in SSW. 

SVithin Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic workshop participants, though Debra B. was early on and I haven’t spoken with 

her over a year I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial for us, you may reca]l ,and I may have mentioned the possibiliu of the course to her. Dianne Berry 
(also UCCH) has also attended a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

Within SILS, Barb ~Zildemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Ericka Patillio (also UCCH) have all attended. This whole group is committed; Ericka is 

most knowledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I ~md Phase II) more them once and a]so involved in the organizing. 

Other thculty who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 
Alexandra Lightlbot (Ihablic Health) 

Alice Aanmerman (Public Health) 
Molly DeMarco (Public health) 

Crystal Cene (Medicine) 

Dan Nelson (Medicine) 
Alyson Grine (Government) 

Ann Hastings (Sociology) 



Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably due to holidays, has not heard back. He’ll try again today. 

Hope this helps. 

O11 Jan 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. 

Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress and possible 

participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 

debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, January 5, 2014 5:02 PM 

To:                     ~gmail.com>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihdk,       ~gmail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Tye Huntet 

@yahoo.corn> 

Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

concur with gay that it’s best Lo cancel Monday’s calf. So far, through emaif, we have corffirmed that the 2-day REI training will occur August 29-30 (thanks 
Suza~ne!). 

Still waiting 

Course nunlber [torn Anna Marii~ (she won’t be back until Jan 8, when the academic semester begins;) 

Corff~rmal:h:m from Tye and you on being ~sted ~s course ~ns[:ructors for [.aw School and Business School 

yes, let’s do a con[:erence calL.perhaps Loward the end of January. 

From;        imailto:       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2014 12:55 PM 
To; Wanda Hunter 
C:c; Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject; Re: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

How about we cancel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’All to discuss the learning ac[ivit:ies and readings f.,’)~ follow.-up to 

~r~’ining.’ ? 

Can we provide updates on the rest by email? 



With Geni in J~.~ry Duty, Deb st:ar[ir~g class that week, and the rest of us ir~ the training, i[ may be a bit of a push (worth it: fi_~r in-person, perhaps, but a call we can do any time). 

Tye ~o rep.:)f[ if he c:an b(! listed i~s ~ ¢oqnstR.~c:[or ~ro~’~ ~he Law Sc:hooJ, an(~ Jf r~o~ who eJse 

to r~port ff he c;~n ~)e I~sl:~d as a co-~r~sl:r uctor from th~ ~usJness School, and ~f not~ who e~se 

Sdz~nne to confirm dates when she ca~ co-fi~c:ilitate the REI 

Geni to repor[ on t:~e SPHG course number 

Debby to report on rundin~ 

following up with B-.school re: rny 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 8:14 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> wrote: 

Sounds goo& I’m not likely to be free at 5:30 as we’ll just be finishing the workshop and I’ll be engaged with f!u discussions with participants as they leave, and in 

clean-up. 

I’ll be with you i spirit as you all report out on your different assignments. 

Wanda 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 7:00 PM, Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> wrote: 

Happy New Year, everyone! AJd-~odgh Cd k)ve [o see ~,ou ~fil m person~ I h~ve beer~ summoned for juG, duW on J~muar~, (5. So, how ~bou[ ~ S:30pm conference 

ca~l, us#~ REP’s nume~er, to ;~(:comp~ish the following: 

lye to report if he can be ]~sted as s co4nstructor fl’om the Law School, and if not~ who e~se 

t:o report ~f he cm~ be I~sted as a co-instructor from t:he ~3t.~siness School, ~r~d ff not, who 

St]z;~nne to confirm {~at~3s when she car~ co-f;~c:~]itate the REI tra~nh3g 

Ge~fi to report o~ the SPHG course number 

Debby l:o report on funding sources 

AI~ to discuss the ~eamhag activities and read,rigs for fol~ow-up to REI training 

Do note that I’ve not included Anna-Maria on this emait because the above issues are not relevant ]:or her inpuL 

Cheers, 



Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor o1: Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chape~ HHI, NC. 27599 

919 966-39~ 

919 966-2921 (~a>:) 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, December 30, 2023 4:58 PM 

To; Suzanne Plihcik;            Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢; Eng, Geni; ’Wanda Hunter’; ’Deena Hayes’; ’Tye Hunter’; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
Subject-" Re: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

HI    Good to hear from you! We have a workshop on Jan. 6 & 7, so why not the early evening of the 6th? 5:307 UNC starts on Wednesday, so it is going to be a 

crazy time for me the rest of the week. 

From: Suzanne Plihcik.        ~gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, December 30, 2013 10:50 AM 

To:                     ~mail.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng~unc.edu>, Wanda Hunter <whunter~racialequityinstitute.org>, Deena Hayes <dhayes~racialequityinstitute.org>, 

Tye Hunter <         ~yahoo.com>, "Siega-Riz, Anna Maria" <am siegariz@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

Several things on the agenda t}~at week, but let us know when arid we will try to make it. 

Would be so good to see you, but know we will c~o thaL in any case~ 

From;          [mailto:       @qmail.com] 
Se~t: Sunday, December 29, 2013 .t0:34 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢-" Eng, Geni; Wanda Hunter; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
Subject-" Shall we meet the week of .January 6th? 

Hieveryone- 



I will be in NC the week of January 6th (plus or minus a few days if need be). Do you all want to get together while I’m in town? 

certainly love to. To make sure we do whatever I can before I start work on January 22nd - and also just ot be able to see all of you. 

Warm regards, 

MBA, MPP 

(cell), ,~..q mail 

On Sat, Nov 23, 2013 at 11:13 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Friends. What a beautiful autumn! 

Updates: 

1. Geni received communication on the scheduling. We are planning for August 2014. 

2~ To foster efficiency, Geni and [ divided up the critical areas: Syllabus and Scheduling (Geni). Faculty and Funding (Debby). We will serve as the project 

leaders to create a "final draft" proposal/document for our entire core team to review by phone or in a face-to-face meeting. 

3. Currently, the core team is Geni,    Suzanne, Deena, Wanda, Tye, and myself. Right? Please respond IF you have another name to add or recommend. 

Thanks. 

4~ FY[ - The last day of classes is Wednesday, Dec. 4. The first day of classes is January 8, 2014. 

Chat with you soon. 

Have a blessed and relaxing Thanksgiving~ 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Ins~tute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 





Sport Administration Meeting 

January 8, 2014 

Grad Program (Cooper} 
Internship placement (preferences and process) 

i. Coyte has gathered preferences and asked for feedback about ~vays to 
enhance the process. 

ii. Rank and justify top and bottom choices 
iii. Coyte will make sure each internship site has at least three people 

interviewing. 
b. Applicant update (numbers and limitations) - Coyte will make, case K)r the need to 

reduce the 50% GRF, score penalty. 
c. InteIwiew weekend -21-22 February - coming along nicely. 
d. Newsletter - summarizing things ~ve’ve done this semester. Internship videos, 

spotlights, etc. Please. send material you’d like’, to include’, to Coyte. 
e. Fundraising initiatives 

i. Coyte met with                           - they are putting together a 
fundraising plan. College will handle $10,000+, but anything less we need to 

do internally. Coyte will discuss best method of channeling funds into Sport 
Admin with Damn. 

f. Special (Friday) onboarding session with first years w/Shelly Johnson (Osborne) - 
As part of NC~ Compliance class, started including onboarding in creating a 
model for grad students identify goals from supervisors perspective: as well as what 
intern wants to get out of it. Model for their careers. 

i. Either in class or a Friday session would be great. 
g. Internship supervision - Erianne will coordinate visits after discussing with Nels. 

Visits will either be conducted by all faculty or Nels. 
i. Reevaluation of internship supervision from our perspective: should be 

pondered and discussed in future meetings. 
h. Karlton will be holding an interviewing ~vorkshop on the 14a~. Barbara ~vill 

coordinate: with 1~ and 2*’~ years - 302 is available to use betxveen 9:30 - 10:45. 

Center Updates (Weighf) 
a. Governing docs in progress (Osborne) 

i. Process for decision making (e.g. project and fund allocation) 
ii. Authorship for grants 

iii. Barbara will gather additional information about models and email us 
questions to ponder and coordinate with Erianne. 

b. Board of advisors ideas / discussion (Popp) 
i. All are in favor of a board of advisors who can bring attention/visibility and 

want the center to succeed. A mix of big fundraisers and big names in the 
industry with 8-12 being the ideal number on the board ~vould be ideal. 

ii. All will generate a list of potential individuals to invite - categorized by 1) big 
money, 2) big industry name/passion, and 3) both. 

c. Website content: Simple mission, research partners, projects, board contact info, 
board of advisors contact info - in progress 

d. Start-up funds - in progress 
e. Coalition of Athletics Departments Project (27k) - in progress 



o 

° 

Other contracts on the horizon 
i. Senior exit survey - FAC reviexvs. 

1. Barbara will propose to FAC that the Center will take that on the 
project on an annual basis in an effort to remove impropriety - a 
legitimate research project, frees FAC members from having to do 
that work. Excellent idea!! 

2. Barbara vvill propose it to Joy. Stage 1 - this university; Stage 2 - 
approach the members of the consortium about implementing 
something to other campuses...robust dataset over time!! 

ii. Evaluation of Mary Willingham’s research 
1. Debby will discuss this as a potential project in the research methods 

course with Ed. 
Undergraduate Program (Weight) 

a. Need expanded blurb f-or UG website - see proposed blurb below (any takers?). 
b. Sutwey content to be sent to all UG majors - (double majors, related courses, 

pro~am values, favorite professors) 
i. All will review the initial sutaTey and provide feedback - additional areas of 

interest. An additional idea mentioned included favorite internships. 
c. Ad-hoc committee to provide proposals and rationale for curriculum enhancement 

i. Momentum possibly building to change the core...potential future initative 
for SpAd major instead of track. 

ii. This xvill be student-run - with a purpose of creating a master plan t-or the 
future. 

Club 
a. 

b. 

Other 
a. 

b. 
C. 

Athletic Department opportunity management 
Internship xvith Innovation Squad - ELSM (?) 

i. All in support 
ii. We all should not shy away from entrepreneurship with students. 

China relationship - in progress 
Sports Analytics Summit - awesome 
TrueSport U Summit - more to come 

All - register on noodles website for free: deliciousness 



From: ~live.unc.edu~, 

Sent: Thursday, 9:36 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

I hope this reaches you well! I am following up on our brief discussion yesterday regarding registering for EXSS, for the semester. I am positive I want 

to move on the internship for the.                {with Dr. Cooper) as my position of choice. We should be doing even more exciting and extensive 

things this semester in a marketing respect, and I’d love that to be my experience. 

I know you had mentioned that we would need to meet to discuss the parameters of the course. Your schedule permitting, I would love to meet as soon as 
is possible to pan things out! 

I greatly appreciate all of your help in this matter. 

Best, 

PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pattillo, Galy N <pattillo@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, JanuaD~ 9, 2014 9:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 328 

Hi Debb% 

I will be t~ere on Tues _14ti~ between :l.2:30o:1.. 

Let me k~ow wt~at you have in mind. If you can’t react~ me o~ my office pt~one of 959-962-~809, t~ m~ ce~ at 

Cheers, 

Garg N, P~ti~lo 

Research and hlstrucdonal Services, Ur~versity Ubraries 

The University of Nord~ Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

CBfl 3922, Dav~s Library       Phone: 9:].9-962-3809 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
8e~t~ Wednesday, Janua~ 08, 2014 7:02 PN 

$~bject~ EXSS 328 

Hi Gary. Happy New Year~ Are you in the office on Tuesday between ~2:30 and ~:007 I will ~ive you a call tomorrow. I want my students to "sign in and 

out" with you. They have a library assignment. Thanks. 

~ebby 

Deborah L, Stro~a~, Pb,D. CL~ 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 
EXSS Spo~ Ad~inis~rat~on~ Lecturer (~,ex~,unc,edu} 

3~5 Woollen - C~ #8700 

9~9,843=033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lundy, Rae Nicole <mlundy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 11:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: FOLLOWJNG UP 

Hi Debby, 

I’m officially a Caucus member~ Thanks for passing the info along! 

Thank you a:; w~-AI for passing akmg ~nformatk)n about the group Iql need at k~as~: 4 members for the group to run, so ~’m really hopk~g several young men are open 

to participating. 

Wishing you we~L 

Ra@ 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Wednesday, Janua~ 08, 2014 5:57 PN 

T~ Lundy, Rae Nicole 
Subjeet~ RE: FOLLOWING UP 

We are mig~atit~g to ou~ n~,x" web, site. }{~ :-~ Js the old ]it~: that st:ii] 

.d 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D~ CLU 

Engage. £~plore. Empow~m 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~ll ever be attempted ~f all possible object~ons must first be 

~ Samuel ]~hnson 

F~m~ Lundy, Rae Nicole 
Sent~ Wednesday, January 08, 201~ 9:20 AN 
T~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ FOLLO~NG UP 
Hi Debby, 

~ spoke wkh      on Monday m~d the clearance was approued. Glad to hel~l 

~’ve just visited the Nack C~ucus website ~ooMng to jo~m ~ was unable to ~oc~te an on~h~e for or application. Can you provide any assistance? 

~’m forward~t~g the message ~ menth:med when we %~oke last week. Pleaae read (below} and pas~; akmgiencourage atuden~:s who you ~:h~nk m~gh~: benefit from ~:h~s 

Fk~altg, are you available for lunch d~is week or next? LookMg for’ward to healing [:rom you. 

~t~ the best, 

Ra~ 

F~m~ Lundy, Rae Nicole 

Sent~ Nonday, December 09, 2013 2:26 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t~ Supporting Our StudenN 

Hi Debby, 

Rae Lundy, here at CAPS. I hope that you’re doing welH 

Within my short tenure at U NC I’ve noticed a defiNte need in the area of outreach/mental health support for students of color. This semester I co-facilitated 

support group for women of color that is now doing really well. I wanted to extend the charge to help young men across campus. Please pass along the following 

information to young men that you know might benefit: 

Brothers Helping Brothers (BHB) ~s a group offered through UNC’s Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) for men of color. The group provides a safe and 

supportive place for men who would like to discuss issues impacting their Carolina experience. The group will discuss such topics as identity, role expectations, 

communication issues, self-concept, academic success, managing stress, and other topics that the group feels would be pertinent to their personal success and 



achievement. 

When: Meets Tuesdays :12:00pm - :l:00pm 

Facilitators: Ra~ Lundy, Ph.D. 

For location and additional information please email rnlundy@em~il.unc.edu. 
Thank you so much for your support, and as always please let me know how I might support you as well. 

Best, 

Ra6 

Ra~ N. Lundy, Ph.D. 

Staff Psycholosist 

Counselinl] and Psycholosical Services 

Campus Health Services 

(919) 966-3658 (T) 

(919) 966-4605 (F) 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includin~ any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 

or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC website 

Dr. Stroman, 

I never published the PayPal page. It was up all along! It was only saved, so I could see it from the edit mode. I published it, and people should be able to access 

l:t~e "Join LJs!’; page. 

Once again, ~ am so ~ncredibly sorry about any difficultk~ tha~: that may have causedJ 

Also, when ~ tested the page, the PayPa~ account that gave me doesn’t work. ] used his emaH. ~ have contacted him, but this is something that sti]~ makes it 

impossiNe to electronically buy rnembersh~p v~a the new CBC website. 

When ~s the next event? I want to update the homepage as we~! 

B es 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 20:t4 3:4,2 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: CBC website 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome°" 

~ Samuel Johnson 

Sent-" Wednesday, 3:4:t PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC website 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ll work on editing it today, rm sorry for the problems! I feel awful. I have class unti~ 5:50 today, so ~ won’t be ~ble to meet you for ~ong, or ~f ~t all, but I will work 

on ~t~ I cre~ted s t~b ~nd worked on creating two separate options for PayPaL gave me the information in ~n emai~ for the account. 

rhere"s a chance that the work wasnq: published fql k~vest:igate today, 

~ga~n, Fm sorry! ~ tried to make sure I finished everything before your event on the of last month. I remember you requesting that. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:36 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: CBC website 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢l~Ne, g~plor’e. Empower: 

9~9.843.0336 

"Nothing wH~ ever be attempted i[ aI~ pessiMe objections must [irst be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:23 PPI 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC website 
Dr. SLromaR, 

Happy New Year to you too! How was your break? ~ worked on the PayPa] account on the phone w~th and after we ta~ked~ If Fm not mistaken, ~t should be up by 

now. ~ worked on it before finals ended. 

f haven’t looked at ~:he websRe recently, but I w~H after ~ get out of class. 

Is ~t no[: working? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, .lanuaty 08, 20:t4:1:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: C8C website 

Happy New Year! Hi I wanted to check back in regarding the pay pal set up. Any progress? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L ~troman~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 12:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sports Econ 

I am now enrolled in EXSS - Is that your sports entrepreneurship class? So~D" for all the confusion. 

On Thu, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

at 11:44 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(&unc.edu> wrote: 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thurs:day,. 11:43 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Spor~s Econ 

Professor Stroman, 

I am tDdng to get into the Sports entrepreneurship class, however Professor Stewart said I need to have permission from you. Please let me know if that would be 

aJfight. 

Thank~ 

University ofNortk Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Journalism and Mass Communicalion 

a) gmail.com 

Univ~rsib~ ofNortk Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Journalism and Mass Communicalion 

))gmail.com 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 12:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Payment recei ved l]rom      ~gmaJl.com 

From: Rae Lundy via PayPal [mailto:member@paypal.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 09, 2014 I0:51 AM 

To; McGhee, Oj 

Subject; Payment received from rnlphd@gmail.com 

TO see all the transaction details please log into your PayPal account it may take a few moments forthis 

transaction to appear in your account 

Jan 9, 2014 07:50:50 PST 

Transaction ID: 68R52380MM624960 ~ 

B~yer information ~netructions from buyer 

Rae Lundy None provided 

k@~ ~__m_~j L_G 9___m__. 

Total: $25.00 USD 

Receipt No: 43554{}73-1814,5158 

Please keep this number for future reference, as your customer doesn’t have a PayPal Transaction ID for this 

payment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:35 PM 

@ive,unc.edu~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cmolina Humcanes Trip 

Hey 

Where are we ~vith progress on planning the Carolina Hurricanes trip? Have we decided on a date yet? 

Thanks, 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmail.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 12:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jan 23 - Peopl e of Color Caucus Meeting - Please Mark Yo ur Calendar! 

Welcome to the People of Color 
Caucus 

Greetings, all! 
It’s Stephanie Perry, the facilitator for the OAR POC Caucus. 

hope yon’l] attend another meetiug with us, as continuh~g to organize and 

caucus is so critical to our communities and beyond. I encourage you to attend. 

Details are below: 

!,~rHEN: Th!~Fsday, ~agt~ry 

TI~E: 6:45pm 

g~IIERE= United Church of Chapel Hill ~3al Martin Imther Kiug Jr 

Blvd Chapel Hill, NC a75~4 (Located on the corner of Homestead Rd and MLK 

Bivd in Chapel Itill) in the Family Parlor room. 

~rHAT; To deepen our understanding and raise our consciousness around t~e 

impacts of intet’nalized racism in ourselves and onr commnnities so tha~ we can 

rnore effectively organize for change. 

If yon have auy qneations at all or cannot atteud this upcoming meeting, please 

give me a call at 

Have a great day~ 

-Stephanie Perry 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 2:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Correction 

Welcome to the People of Color 
Caucus 

Greetings, all! 
It’s Stephanie Perry, the facilitator fbr the OAR POC Caucus+ My phone number 

has changed! Sot’ry for the emai]s, but I wanted to make sure everyoae had my 

I hope you’ll attend another meeting with us, as eontinning to organize and 

caucus is so critical to our communities and beyondo I encourage you to attend. 

Details are below: 

~rHEN: Thursday, &muary 23 
TIME: 6;45pm 

V4HERE; United Church of Chapel Iti]113z~ Martin Luther King Jr 

Blvd Chapel Hill, NC 275~4 (Located on the corner of itomestead Rd and MLK 

Bird in Chapel Hill) in the Family Parlor room. 

WHAT: To deepen our under’standing and raise our consciousness at’ound the 

impacts of internalized racism in out’selves and our communities so that we can 

more effectively organize for change. 
If you have any questions at all or cannot attend this upcoming meeting, please 

give me a eal] at ;z~_9_:.225-6187 of emai] me at ~_~1~.2." ~t aoi (o~a 

}lave a great dayt 

-S~ephanie Perry 

Trlis m, essage ,~,,ss sent to dstro@ul°:c edu from: 

U!;:ted Churci; of Chdst- OAR ;: ~802 [vii. K Pk,ky 207 ;: {)t~rham, NC 27707 



From: dstro@nnc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 2:36 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: CSBC Janua~ Meeting 

To: All Paxticipants 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels. Thanks for the great first day! I look forward to this exploration ruth you, 

Attached find the flyer for this Monday’s CSBC meeting. Feel free to share with your friends. 

Dr. Stroman 

1.13.14.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS328.001.SP14" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: EXSS328,001.SP14. 



Dr. Deborah Stroman Achievements and Service 

April 2013 - Class of 1996 Excellence in Advising Award 

September 2013 - Undergraduate Education Classroom Visitation Program Awardee - Selected by students, the 

recognition for faculty who are worthy of having prospective students observe their lectures 

November 2013 General Alumni Association - Hortense McClinton "Outstanding Faculty" Award 

Developed and executed the "Applied Leadership Symposium" - An educational summit with leading college 

sport administrators, scholars, and graduate students 

o,*o Developed and executed the annual Project Touchdown! Program - An experiential education for graduate and 

undergraduate students. (Activation of the ACC Football Championship) 

Curriculum Design - Graduate student capstone leadership course; internship/field experience course, first-year 

seminar course and advanced studies course on Sport Entrepreneurship 

o,*o Instructor in the Entrepreneurship Minor and the prestigious Faculty Entrepreneurial Bootcamp 

o~o Initiator of the departmental Social Media initiatives - Facebook & Twitter 

o:o Founder of Athletic Leadership Summit and the new Sport Analytics Summit 

o:o Developer and manager of database of all sport-related businesses in the state of North Carolina 

Examples of Service Work: 

Developed and presented a "Building Cultural Competence in the Sport Industry: A Dialogue on Diversity" 

session for the department’s annual sport administration graduate student orientation in August. 

Regular columnist for the Women’s Basketball Coaches Association with writings centered on effective 

leadership strategies and insights for today’s women’s basketball coaches. Recently invited to be a speaker at 

the 2014 Women’s Basketball National Convention 

Faculty mentor for C-STEP (Carolina Student Transfer Excellence Program) which serves minority transfer 

students, Carolina Millennial Scholars, and ACHIEVE Carolina (low-socioeconomic household first year students). 

Served on NSF’s "ADVANCing Institutional Transformation at Carolina" Grant Steering committee. (This $3.5M 

grant is purposed to counteract the sense of isolation female faculty sense in the STEM fields at UNC.) 

Invited and attended The National Academies’ Committee on Women in Science, Engineering, and Medicine 

(CWSEM) Seeking Solutions: Maximizing American Talent by Advancing Women oJ: Color in Academia conference 

on June 7-8, 2012 in Washington, DC. 

Partner with the Center for Faculty Excellence and Office of Postdoctoral Affairs to identify and design 

customized resources for minority faculty. 

Co-authored "A Perspective from Leadership: Critical Considerations in Retaining Postdoctoral Women of Color 

in Academia." This article is also published in the 2013 National Postdoc Association ADVANCE Guidebook, which 

is a compendium resource handbook of models and recommended practices for helping women make a 

successful transition from postdoc to faculty. 

Reconstituted the Carolina Sport Business Club. From one student to ~ 300 students, the Club is one of the 

largest organizations on campus for all students (regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport industry. 

Objectives include Academic Advising, Experiential Education, Marketing, Social Media, and Networking skills. 

Deborah L. Stroman PhD CLU 

debby@dstroman.com dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edn> 

Thursday, 5:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FraJlklin Hotel 

image001 .j pg 

Jay Patel. Great gu~v. Thanks for emailing me ahont him I have a shirt to bring to him that I forgot to bring up to the hotel after tl~e expo! Just left a message for him. The 

hotels name is on it so I fignred he’d want one. 

Thank~ 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On at 4:36 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <~_t_.s__tj29.(~_u_.~;~_c.’__e.__d_L.> wrote: 

Hi What is the name of the manager you worked with for the Expo? 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stron~n~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. [ncjage. Empower. 
EX$$ Sport Administration, Lecturer (~.ex~.unc.ed~) 
Frank Hawkins Kenan ~i~u~e of Private Enterpri~, gender Advisor (h~p:[/~,kenan-flaq~er, unc,edu[kenan-institute) 
315 Wooi~en = CB #8700 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 

919,843,033~ 

<image001.j~g> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld < @gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 6:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Another Duke/UNC sports confcoming up? 

fyi, got this elnail recently - just figured I should let you know in case it could be helpful to you! -jason 

We are writing to request your participation as a panelist at the Third Annual Wide World of Sports Conference (WWoS) to be held on Wednesday, January 29 2013 at Duke 
Univereity, The Fuqua School of Business. This year, we have decided to collaborate with Univereity of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Bus#~ess School Your participation 
would help uniquely position the event as a success. 

WWoS will allow the Daytime MBA students, who are interested in pursuing careers in these fields, to get a deeper understanding of various hot topics in sports business. 
An increasing number of students both from Duke and UNC have shown interest in careers in the sports space. For instance, this summer, students interned at 
organizations such as the NBA, Atlanta Hawks, and Under Armour, among others. Judging by the interest shown by the Class of 2015, we have significant reason to believe 
that interest in the space will only grow. 

We believe that your proven success in sports business makes you an ideal speaker to feature at this event. Your connection to Duke and prominence in your field will draw 
a passionate and inspired crowd Your insight will be an invaluable resource that will help ensure that Fuqua and Kenan-Flagler will provide a continuing pipeline of talent to 
the sports space. 

Logistics: 

The Third Annual Wide World of Sports Conference will be held on Wednesday, January 29t’b, from 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm at the Fuqua School of Business. We are planning to 

feature a keynote address, panel discussions across b,~o time slots, and a networking session. The panels will include representatives from the Carolina Hun~icanes, Foley & 
Lardner LLP, Monumental Sports & Entertainment, PNC Arena and Wasserman Media Group, among others. 

Corporate and Faculty Support: 

We have been working closely with the Fuqua/Coach K Center on Leadership & Ethics, Fuqua Daytime MBA Administration, the Fuqua Career Management Center and the 
Universi~" of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

We would be delighted to have your participation in this exciting event. Please contact Katy Grlssom (812.3224260 o~aty.grlssom@fuqua.duke.edu) at your earliest 
conveniencetodiscussavailability. Thankyouinadvanceforyourassistance. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS Si:."ORTS & ,~i:NiERiRiNM,~i:NT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.8981 

C 
J Rose nfeld@ bobcats.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann Handley, MarkefingProfs <IvlarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 9:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

B2B Forum 2014 Pre-Sale Now Open (save $900) 

B2B Forum pre-sale is now open: !.;!!::~i!:i!:!i’:;..LV::’i’:: for half off. 

T ro u b l e v i e w i n g th is e m a i I? !,!!:ii!~i:; I 

Dear Deborah, 

Hark your calendar as busy on October 8-I0: they’re the official dates for 

Narketi~gP~’of,’ 828 Narketing Fo~’~m~ 2014. It may be 10 months 

away~ but we’re a~ready busy planning to make sure 201.4 is the awesomest 

event yet. Pre.-sa~e registration ~or BSB Forum 20~4 ~s now open, so :cB~hm~ 

While you’re registering, add a ~[e-eonfere~ce workshep or two on 

Oetober 8 to make your B2B experience that much better. This year’s 

workshop topics include: 

Creating video content with improv 

Demand generation/nurturing 

Heasurement & analysis 

Big data basics 

Writing and curation 

Marketing strategy & p~anning 

That’s a lot of fabulous options, so I’m sure you’ll find the perfect fit for 

you. 

We have so many great things planned for 828 Forum this year, with a 

brand spanking new program, as well as a variety of events and surprises-- 

which quite possibly makes BSB Forum the best B2B meeting on the planet. 

Plus, I always enjoy meeting new friends and old alike. Hurry up and 

!::.:!i.~:i-;:i:.ii~!.i:~!.:!i.~!::...:!!:.:!?£:~{,::: because I’d hate for you to miss out! 

~ee you in Boston! 

Ann Handley 

Chief Content Officer 

Ha rketing Prol:s 

(866) 557-9625 

P.S. Why not make 828 ~or~m a team learning experience? Ask about our 

i!iii!!:!!ii!!!!:!!iii!~ !!:ii’.!!:!!i~@i! and get your whole department involved, 



Copyright(© 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reserved 

~:~,=~::~ under which this service is provided to you 

We protect your privacy. All Iogos and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 

~i~ii:~;:,~.!:i:~ your mail preferences I i:.!~::i~,L~:= this message to a friend 

you prefer to no longer receive MarketingProfs’ Event Announcements, you can ~::~:~,~~ 

MarketingProfs, LLC 1419 N. Larchmont Blvd. #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 I (866) 557-9625 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.@livea~nc.edu~ 

Friday,. 11:08 AM 

Amyn Bandali <amyn@krossover.com>; ratings@kenpom.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Basketball An~lytics Summit 

Dear Mr. Bandali and Mr, Pomeroy, 

Thank you for your interest in the SPIEA Basketball Analytics Summit that will be held at UNC-Chapel Hill in May. I have CC’d Dr. Stroman who is the 
professor that I mentioned in my earlier email that has been working very hard to make this event a reality. I do not have any new information to give you, 
but I wanted to get you in touch with Dr. Stroman, who can provide you with more information. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Email: @live.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Hurricanes Trip 

@live.unc.edu> 

it has been added to the deck! Do we have anyone to contact about tickets? I was talking to 

graduated. 

do you think we could contact from the Expo? 

but I don’t think he interns with the Hurricanes anymore since he has 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, at 10:42 AM 

To: @kenan-flagler,unc,edu>, 

Cc: ._@__~_e___n___a___n_=_f_La__g!__e___r_:__u_p___c_:__e___d___u_. > 

Subject: RE: Carolina Hurricanes Trip 

’,Exercise & Sport Science)" ~live.unc.edu> 

<!--[[if !supportLists]-->l~ <!--[endif]- 
<!--[if !supportLis~s]-->2 <!--[endif]-->Fac~book pa2~5, 

<!--[if !supportLis~s]-->3 <!--[endif]-->A&~ to the &x:k for Mond a7 

<!-- [if ! supportLis~s]-->,at <!-- [endif]-->f ~stablid~ p aym~n t: t4 an p~ocess 

<!--[if !supportLis*s]-->5 <!--[endif]-->Call           ancJ see it- x-c< c~n get ..... >d;<s t~> hm~d out. i) (Mayb< have ~ 

-~ 4th-~5 

<~--[if ~sup~Lis~s]-- >6, < ~--[endit]-->Ch~,ck w~th (o~ whomever) to [i~:td tJ~e best H*~icancs pe~sor~ ~o g~ve us tJ~e p~e ~;~e totzr, 

O *:1,,,, ~ rd’. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’ngo,qe, g~plor’e, ~’mpowen 

9~19.843.0336 

"Nothing w~ ever be attempted ff a~ possiMe objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

F~m: [mailto: :~ kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 10:21 AN 
To;l 
Cc= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Carolina Hurricanes Trip 

Sounds great. If we indeed want to do the            date, we need to get a move on with the process because that is two weeks from today. We might end up having to push it 

back to the other date for times sake just so we have enough time to pub. 

Because we only ended up having four people go to the Panthers game last year, and I’d like a little more than that at the Hurricanes game. 

Let me know your thoughts! 

From: ;. _@_!j .v_ e_: u__n_c__._ _e_O_q > 

Date: Thursday, at 11:49 PM 

To: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstra@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Carolina Hurricanes Trip 
Hey 
Sorry for the delayed response - lots of running around today getting organized Jbr the semester. [3ased on responses Fn)m the survey last semester, it seems like Friday 
best date. I can send an email out about it in the morning asking For people who are committed and then we can plug it again at the meeting on Monday. 

is the 

From: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday,. 12:35 PM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: Carolina Hurricanes Trip 

Where are we with progress on phnmng the Carolina Hurricanes trip? flare we decided on a date yet? 

Thanks, 

Exercise and Jport Science- Jport AcDflnistration 

Kenan-F[agler Business Scbooi, Class 

Sent ft om my iPhone 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

@live.unc.edu 

Friday, 11:27 AM 

Carolina Hurricm~es Game 

To: All Pa~icipants 

Welcome back Heels! 

Here’s a~ update for our trip to see the Hurricanes. We’ll be going on Friday,            for a 7:00 game agaiu~ the Senators. We will also be getting a pre-game 

tour of l~he axena. If you’re intere~ted in this trip and axe committed to going please seud an email with your name, email addres~ and phone uumber to~ 

:@live.unc.edu) and @kenan-flagler.unc.edu). Ouce we have our list we’ll be able to get a better idea of ticket price from the Hurrica~es. 

Feel free to reach out with auy questions. We’ll have Inore detafils for you at our meeting on Monday - see you then! 

-CSBC 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages farm the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:20 PM 

PJ Avetta <PJA@carolinahurricanes.com> 

@kenan- llagler.unc.edu>; 

<~tstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes 

@live.mac.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

Hello PJ! 

Happ~v New Year’. I hope you had a wonderful holiday season with your family’. 

Our Caxolina Sport Business Club leadership temn has been working hard on pla~ning a club night to come to a Hurricanes game. We were wondering if there was 

any way we could get student rate tickets together tbr about 20 people for the           game? 

If this would be possible please let me know what we need to do next to proceed. 

Thm~k you so much in advance for your help with this. We all came to a gmne last ye~x a~d loved it! 

Have a great weekend, 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PJ Avetta <PJA@carolinahurricanes.com> 

Friday, ¯ 4:47 PM 

~kenan- flagler.tmc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu>; 

<~stro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hnrricm~es 

@live.mac.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

Great to hear from you and the leadership group from the Carolina Sport Business ChJb. We appreciate you making plans to come out to support the ’Canes on 

Friday, 

I’d be happy to help you secure a bk)ck at the College Select N~ghts rate. We have upper k~vel ~;eats ava~hd)le for $15, Lower Level North and Lower Level South 

seats for $30 and Side~h~e Premk~r seats for ~40, so k~t me know which area works best for you guys and the exact number you need, and we’ll pu~ the best 

available ~ocations. ~s far as paymenL goes, we’re happy to Lake a check or credit card. 

ff:l car make a recommeRdst~otL ~ th~nk the 530 seats ~n the Lower Leve~ South are go~Rg to offer the besL value. Th~s csLegory includes sections 123-.~30, and wraps 

from corner to corner on the end at wNch the Hurricanes shoot 2 out of 3 periods. 

Thanks to you alH Iql look forward to hearing back from you soon. 
.. pj 

GO ’C4A~LS~ 

P.& Avetta 

Dircct~r of Ticket Sales 

Ca~)lma t:h~rricancs 

pja@carolinNm~]icanes,com 

919-861-6208 

www.ca~)li~N mrfi case s.com 

From: [mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,. 3:20 PM 
To: P3 Ave~ 
Cc: (Exercise & Sport Science); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes 

Hello PJ’. 

Happy New Yeafl l ho~ you had a won&fful hoii&y se~on with your Family~ 

Our Carolina SPO~ Business Club leadors~p team h~ been wor~ng ha~d on plamfing a club night ~ come to a Humcanes game. We wore wondem]g i~them was any 

way we could get s~dont rote tickets together ~or about 20 people ~or the. game? 

IftNs would be ~ssible please let me ~ow what we need to do ne~ to proceed. 

Th~k you ~ ranch in advance for v~ur help with this. We all came to a game last yo~ and loved it~ 

Have a great weekend, 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com~ 

Friday, Janualy 10, 2014 4:57 PM 

Douglas, LindaBrown <linda douglas@unc.edu> 

Fw: Carolina Speakers Program: State mileage allowm~ce change for 2014 

On Friday, January 10, 2014 4:04 PM, "Douglas, Linda Brown" <linda_douglas@unc.edu> wrote: 

Pa~licipants in the Carolina Speaker,s program, 
VVe are always pleased to reimburse you for mileage for presenta[ions made as a representa[ive of Carolina Speakers. We wan[ed [o make you aware of 

the fellowinq change in mileage reimbursement. 

From: Kelly-Scholle, Janet [~~,’I~]] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 3:27 PM 
To: UNC Dept. Business Managers 
Subject: [business_managers] DDD - State mileage allowance change for 2014 

To: University Business Managers 

From: Martha J. Pendergrass, Director, Procurement Services 

Date: January 10, 2014 

Effeeti#e Jan ~ i 201#, the Internal Revenue Service ORS) has de#reaSed the busine~ standard mi!eage ~ate from 56.5 cents per mile tO 56 Cea~S per mile 
to better reflect the recent gas prices. Pursuant to state statute, the Office of State Budget and Management changed the allowable rate of reimbursement 
for travel on official business by state employees to be equal to the IRS rate. In processing travel reimbursement forms for trips that begin on or after Jan. 1, 
2014, the allowable rate is 56 cents. For trips that began before Jan. 1,2014, the rate is 56.5 cents. 
Universi~ travelers are obligated to use a State vehicle (if available) when the round trip exceeds 100 miles. ~hereimb~men~ateis3~ce~spe~ile 

~ ~ ~ ~a~i~ ~i~id~i ~ se ~ ~e~S~ ~ ~! ~a~ ~ h e~ a st a~e~a~!sa~ a !! ab!e 
if you have any questions regarding the new rate or the processing of travel forms, please contact Ma~ha Pendergrass at 919-8~-5048 or 
~ema~l.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amyn Bandali <~amyn@kmssover.com> 

Saturday, 10:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

mlings@kenpom.com 

Re: Basketball Ana]ytics Summit 

Great. Thanks Deborah! 

On at 3:13 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng<qe, Explore. Empower: 

9~ 9.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome°" 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

From," 
Sent: Friday, :EL:08 AM 
To," kmyn BandNi; ratinqs@keopom.com 

C¢," Stromao, Deborah L 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Dear Mr. Bandali and Mr. Pomeroy, 

Thank you for your interest in the SPIEA Basketball Analytics Summit that will be held at UNC-Chapel Hill in May. I have CCId Dr. Stroman who 

is the professor that I mentioned in my earlier email that has been working very hard to make this event a reality. I do not have any new 

information to give you, but I wanted to get you in touch with Dr. Stroman, who can provide you with more information. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Emaih .@live.unc.edu 

Phone: 
< BAS Save-the-Date.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

((}live.tmc.edtr~ 

Sunday, 5:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

JD/Sport Administration Program 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well. I am sorry I lost touch with you after graduation it was a crazy year and a half. I moved to          to work for the 

Athletic Department for It months and now I am currently beginning my :               of law school at UNC with the interest of pursuing a 

career in Sports Law. The dual program is the main reason I decided to come back to UNCinstead of moving back to New York. I would love to meet with 

you some time over the next month to get some insight/advice on what would be best for my career. Law school is very challenging and I also have to 

decide soon what type of internship I should apply to this summer (something more law related or sport related). I understand you are probably very busy 

with the semester beginning. Any feedback or advice you can give would be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lis~@momentummedia.com 

Monday, JanuaD, 13, 2014 5:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of,he Trade: Coach Fired For Lopsided Wins 

Coach Fired For Lopsided Wins 
A state championship high school head football coach claimed 

he was fired for runnin,~t up the score. 

New AD at Arizona State 
Arizena State University has found its next athletic director in 
the executive offices of the NFL, The former Stanford athlete and 
lawyer has never worked in collegiate athletics before, 

i!:.:::’!~.~!?.. =:. :...i:. ::.i!..::!:..~!::~ ::.,.i:.’.?/., .... 

Home School Bi~ in NJ 
A bill that woukt allow home-school students in New Jeffrey to 
play for public school teams has passed through the senate 
education committee..ii:!!i!:::::::::~i,.;:i..i.i:: ::L:i[!q.i.i..i::: !ii::?!::::~:: ..... 

Featured E-zinc 

New York Barbells 

New York Barbells has long provided weight training equipment to school athletic 
departments and other athletic facilities across the United States, Check out their 
full supply o{ equipment to mee~ your facility needs. 

Community ~nput Sought 
A Texas school distric~ is asking Ior community input befo[e 

hiring its next football coach. 

Hurry-Up S~ccess 
Auburn University Head Football Coach Gus Malzahn’s road to 
ihe BCS National Championship game began in the high school 
coaching ranks at Shiloh Christian High Schoo~ h~ Spdngdale, 
Ark. Our sister publication recently spoke w~th current Shiloh 
Head Coach and a former quarterback under MNzahn, Josh 

~r~d~lstry Update 
Ready for the Game Game Ready has developed a new 
product to accelerate the recovery of upper extremity injuries. 
The Game Ready HandlWrist Wrap is the first-ever integrated 
cold and compression wrap Ior the hand, wrist and forearm. 



Footbal~ Strength 
Takin.~t a look at the success of three of teday’s top football 
strength coaches: Stanford’s Shannon Tudey, Auburn’s Ryan 
Russell, and Shaun Huls of the Philadelphia Eagles. ii!;iib==:i=~i~i:~;i..!i;ii:b=?= 

~=.~:.[=[~..~’~:f.:~:=..:~::...: 

Triad Examined 
A new literature review examines the most current 
recommendations for tire prevention, diagnosis, and ~reNrnent el 

Product Showcase 
RehablTherapy Technology Ge~ irrjured athletes back in the 
game with these cutting-edge rehab solutions. 

Coach Attacked 
A high school ice hockey coach was attacked by a player’s 

father after benching the player. 

Using Every Opport~mity 
The University of Oregon has set up recruiting events for high 

school students at recent bow~ 

A former women’s college basketball player admitted the 
p[essure of he[ s[h[at[on gel to be too much for her, so she faked 

Flexall(R) gels enhance ultrasound, 
cryotherapy, T.E.N.S., and massage 
therapies. 

Kay Park Recreation is a trusted manufacturer 
of commercial outdoor furniture to suit your 
needs. 

For’ high quality, economical 
speakers for your arena, 
gymnasium, recreational facility 
or public address system look 
to Octasound. 

Thera-Gesic(R) has a 

special penetrating deliverf 

system, which ensures 

maximum effectiveness 

against psin, 

Swede-O has a wide 
range of ankle braces 
designed for all sports 
and conditions. 

View Jobs.lPost a ResumelPost a Job I~ 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from Momenm~nMedia or one of its publicalions: Trafining & Conditioning, Athletic 

Managetnent or Coaching Management 

To nnsubscribe, click tNs link 

To change your email address, click fl~is link 

To tbrwa~cd this newsletter to a ti-iend, click this link 



Be .s~tre to add lists@momentummedia, coin to your address book or saJb sender 

list so our emails will always get to your inbox! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Sport Business Club <no-reply@sakai.unc.edu> 

Monday,. 9:01 AM 

Carolina Sport Business Club <no-reply@sakai.unc.edu> 

[ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] CSBC Welcome -TODAY! 

An m~nouncement has been added in the "Caxolina Sport Business Club" site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edtr/portaJdsiteit2e77c63-3411-49b4- 

bcdT- 16655bl 8b17a) 

Subject: CSBC Welcome - TODAY! 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi Heels. Our first Club meeting for the semester is TODAY at 5:00 p.m. in Feizer 109. New members axe welcome, so please bring a friend. 

See attached. 

Dr. Stroman 

AtVaclmaents: 
.~. 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Carolina Sport Business Club site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at IVly Workspace > Preferences. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: IMG Leaxtield 

Morning’. 

The Durham (Duke) one! 

Have a great day, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:14 AM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Sarah I appreciate the note VVhich IMG Learfield office? 

On 8:06 AM, 
@kenan-flagler unc edu> wrote: 

>> Morning Team, 
>> 

>> Just wanted to give you a heads up that I won’t be there tonight Monday 
>> class from 5-8 :((( until spring break 
>> 

>> However: I am organizing an office visit to ]MG Learfield and am able to 
>> bring four other interested students with me. Please mention this and ask 
>> anyone interested to contact me, you can put my email up[ 
>> 

>> Thanks, miss you all! 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Castle <brian@parklifecomm.com> 

Monday, Januao, 13, 2014 9:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RICARDO Rowland @gmail.com> 

Life I Athletes 

Life Athletes Vision Mission Values ~ hilosophy.docx; Lit~ Athletes ~ roblem~ Solutions.docx; Life Athletes Mmket 

Background.docx; Life Athletes Did You Know.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is Brian Castle, and I sit on the board of a Durham-based, start- up non-profit, Lil~ ] Athletes. This o~anization ha~s a fantastic mission--to help young athletes 

in under-served communities grow holis~ically, focusing their attention on the great values learned from stx~rks (teamwork, sporism~mship), working to their full potential 

academically, and becoming model cit~ens through professional ambition ~md financial prudence. 

The organization’s founder, Ricardo Rowlmad, is looking for ways to collaborate with depa:rtments like yours at UNC, froln co-development of progrm~s to serve our 

target market of under-served youth in the Triangle, to internships for UNC students. 

I’m forwarding along some documents we developed that capture the Life ] Athletes stoo< Also, please feel free to check out the organization’s website at 

http:i/lifeathletes.us/. 

Thanks, in advance, for your consideration--Mr. RoMand roll be following up ruth you by phone later this week for an exploratoD~ conversation. 

Brian 

B~ian Castle 

PrincJ pal Consultant 

Parklife Co~-~-unications 

Hillsb<xough, NC 

(919) 360-9690 

brian@parklifecomm~com 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FacultyBooks.com - we bny textbooks’. <marketing~texasbooLccsend.com> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 10:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

A bonus for the New Year! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

FacultyBooks.com offers you the best value in the industry by paying you the highest 
buyback prices around. We provide outstanding customer service dedicated to providing you the best 

experience possible. Our professors mean a lot to us - let us show you how much! 

i~ We have Free Shipping, Free Packing Materials and pay the HIGHEST Prices in the Industry for Used Textbooks. Visit FacultyE~ooks.com now. 

For,,~a ~fl email 

T~is email was sent to dstroman@email.unc.edu by £-u--s-t--~--n~-Le-r--s--e-r-2fj-c--e-~f--a--c--u-~-t~z~-~-9-9-k-‘-s-:[~--~--n~-~- 

Update ProfileJEma![ Addres~’s :. Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy’ Po!!cy. 

Texas Book Company I 850[ Technology Circle I Greenville I TX I 75402 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [theavg] Meeting? 

Wayne, 

I completely agree, and the sooner the better if for no other reason than to complain/protest that the University has not done more/anything in the wake of death threats aimed at Mary 
What if that happened to anyone else on campus? But I have not seen ARG mentioned in one article recently, as though we either don’t exist, or worse. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wayne Lee [mailto:welee@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:26 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] Meeting? 

I haven’t heard back from but a few people (I know the semester is just getting started). On one level it seems like there is more than enough publicity and pressure out there at the moment. 
On the other hand (mixing my metaphors), it also seems like we should look for ~vays to get more faculty involvement. 

Wayne E. Lee 
Professor of Histo~ 
(;hair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 
wlee@unc edu 
www.unc, edu/~-~welee 
www.amazon.con~,Wayne-R-Lee/eiBOO1KHRXKW/re~ntt athr dp. pel 1 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as:         @hve unc edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803861 73dl d9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033c&n T&I thear~&o 34102408 or send a blank email to [eave-34102dg)8- 

61803861.73dl dgd4009et’d57950c577fd6fg033c@listserv.unc edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524 013b0048bfeSf19c85el 9d711 d338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 34102543, or send a blank email to leave-34102543- 

62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e19d711 d338e5d@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}gmail.com> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 13, 2014 11:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Article of Interest 

Yes - I love this! HBR! Thank you. Sending you PPT from Business students in a sec. 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ @.~mail 

On Mon, Jan 13, 2014 at 10:15 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Friends. Might serve as a useful "soft" tool to help people further understand. ;) 

http://b~~gs.hbr.~rg/2~~4/~~/white-pe~p~e-d~-g~~d-things-f~r-~ne-an~ther-and-thats-bad-f~r-hiting/ 

Have a great week! 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 11:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Connecting re: Diversity and Leadership at KFBS 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ~t~.~ rnail 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: (a)gmaAl.com> 

Date: Tue, Oct 1, 2013 at 10:49 AM 
Subject: Connecting re: Diversity, and Leadership at KFBS 

To: "Balasubmmanian, Sridhax" <Sfidha~r Bedasubramanian(dbunc.edu> 

Hi Dr. B! 

I hope this message finds you well. I popped into your office a couple times these past two weeks and wanted to see if you have some time to get together. 

I wanted to talk with you about diversity and leadership at KFBS. 

As you may (or may not) know, I have worked as a trainer and consultant with the People’s Institute and the Racial Equity Institute since 2006. Both organizations 

work around the country and the intemationa]ly with o~anizations, agencies, and institutions that axe working k~ achieve racia] equity in their pmclices and outcomes. 

I have been able to speak at length with , , and others about our positive experiences and challenges at KFBS as students of color any 

whites committed to the work of mciaJ equity, and shaxed the presentation they made to you and I wanted to follow up with you on some of that in hopes 

that I can support them and you - I think there are several ways I could be of help. 

I an~ leaving town until October 22nd, but rm back in Durhmn through at leas~t Thanksgiving after that. V~,rould you have time to get together any time in that mndow? 

All my best, 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ (~_..q mail 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,. 11:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Follow up re: Racial EquiU and Leadership at Kenan-Flager 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ,t~.~ rnail 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Wittmayer, ~Mny <Amy Wittmayer@kenan-flagler.anc.edu> 

Date: Thu,            at 9:07 AM 
Subject: Re: Follow up re: Racial Equi~ mad Leadership at Kenan-Flager 

To: .~gmail.com > 

Cc: ~v~hoo.com> 

Ditto, I was so impressed with how you both presented the idea and am having a few additional conversations about ways to move forward. 

None of this can be changed overnight. My goal is always substantive change, not superficial action items. 

The administration is hesitant to put blatant race/diversity workshops in f?ont of a student body less receptive (or recognizing). I tend to agree. 

So, here are the biggest optx~rtunities in nay mind: 

1. The intellectual angle of racism and economic development. We axe in education, after all, so "learning" about the issue makes sense. This feels less personal, more 
neutral, mad perhaps more approachable, at least in the beginning phases 

2. Senior leadership tra~ning (as discussed) and genera3 awareness 

3. Integration w Leadership Initiative, including coaches, workshops, etc. Again - in a leadership context, this f~els less like "I might be a racist" and more like I need 
to be a strong leader. Grass roots and greater reach 

4. Longer term practicing what we preach. Faculty members, people in power, etc 

Have you ever heard of Star Power? Katrin on my team has facilitated this workshop on use/abuse of power. On its face, it feels like a frank discussion of power 

(feels applicable and even desirable for all), but it quickly evolves into racial, gender, and other power. Jus~t curious if’you were familiaJc. 

Talk soon- 

A 

On , at 10:43 PM, "Bayard Love" < ~)gma~l.com> wrote: 

> Hi Amy - 
> 

> A special thanks for being there this morning and helping move the convemion forward - J and I were so glad to have you there. 
> 

>x 

> 

> 

> MBA, MPP 
> (cell) ¯ ~gmail<http:/ ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu > 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> .......... Fola~-arded message .......... 

> From: ~gmall.com<mailtc ~gmail.com>> 

> Date: ~Ved,            at 10:41 PM 
> Subject: Follow up re: Racial Equity and Leadership at Kenan-Flager 

> To: "Wallace, Sherry" <Sherry Wallace(a)kenan-flagler.unc.edu<ma~lto:Sherry Wallace@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~>, "Storrie, Mindy" <Mindy Smrrie(a)kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu~mailto:Mindv Smrrie@kenan-flagler.anc.edu~9-, "Wittmayer, Amy" <Amy Wittmayei(ib~kenan-flagler.anc.edu<maillx~:Amy Wittmayer@kenan- 

fla~ler.unc.edu>>, "Stepanek, Michael" <Michael Stepanek(a)kenan-flaaler.unc.edu<mailto:Michael Stepanek(~kenan-fla~ler.anc.edtr~>, "Balasubramani~m, Sridhax" 

<Sfidhar Balasubrm~anian@unc.edu<maJlto:Sridha~r Balasubramanian@unc.edu>>, "Gosk, Meghan" <Meghan Kelley-Gosk(~kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu<mailto:Meghaaa Kelley-Gosk(&kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu~% "Wilkins, Emily" <Emily Willdns(dbkenan-flagler.unc.edu<ma~lto:E~nilv Wilkins(~kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>>, ~yahoo.co~n<ma~lto: @yalioo.com>> 
> 

> 

> Hi all - 



> Many thanks again tbr the opportunity to join you tbr the meeting this morning. I’ve attached testimouials t?om students, faculty, and alumni and you can find 

additionaJ in[brmation on the RaciaJ Equity Institute mad "the work happeniug in Durham Chapel Hill at: 

> htlp://rei.racialequiWins~iute.o~g/aud http://wvwv.oaxnc.orgi 
> 

> Below are dates for up-coming workshops. If you let me know what dates could work for you, I can help get you regis~tered and ready to go: 
> 

- Chapel Hill 

- Greensboro 

> January (Dates TBD) - Chapel Hill 

> We tend to do about a workshop a month between Durham, Chapel Hill, and Crreensbom, but they get scheduled only 1-3 months in advance, so I will keep you up 

to date and new dates become available. 

> Thmiks again and waaan regmds, 

> <UNC-CH Testimonials .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Diversity @ Kenan-Flagler.pptx 

Diversity @ Kenan- Flagler.pptx 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ~gmail 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue,           ~ at 12:23 PM 

Subject: Divelsity @ Kenan-Flagler.pptx 

To:                                ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu:>,                              ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>, 
" ~kenan- flagler.unc.edtc~, ~kenma- flagler.unc.edu~, 

~gmail.com> 

Cc: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>. ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Hello team: 

Please see attached. It references a presentation made by    m~d      : about race/gender issues in the MBA program to a small group of us last Spring. I found 

Slide 4 most troubleso~ne. We have acted on some of the issues, including the increased focus on Co~nmuniF through the        academic year. 

I had another conversation with         who is deeply involved and experience in these areas for an hour this morning about the presentation and related mattel~. He 

will join us at 9 AM tomonow for the front end of our directors meeting (9-10 AM). He will also t~’ and get              )ver the phone in McCol14106. The 

notes/ideas on the last page of the presentation are largely written by me...just some thoughts a~s we worked through the issues. 

and , please join the first paxt of the meeting in #4106 beginning at 9 AM IF your schedule allows you. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive,unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Analytics Conference 

Dr. Stroman, 
Now that things are starting to settle down this semester I thought I’d reach out to you about the analytics conference this May. I would love to assist you guys in any way possible 
moving for~vard. It seems like a great initiative and I am proud to see members of our university stepping to the forefront of this trend. If you guys could use an extra hand with anything 
regarding the plarming or operations of the conference, I would be more than happy to oiler mine Let me know if there’s anything I can do or meetings I can attend moving forward and go 
heels!! 

Sent froru ray iPhone 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,. 12:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Would you like to have lunch ? 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you had a wonderful winter break and Happy New Year ! I just wanted to know if you were available to have lunch sometime soon. I know you are very busy but I hope 
we can meet and catch up ! ~ was thinking somewhere on Franklin St. perhaps. You can just let me know when and where works for you. Thank you ! 

Best, 

UNC-Chapel Hill’ 

Peace War and Defense/Psychology 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:39 PM 

To: Stronmn, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:    Course Work 

Dr. Stroman, 

Okay, thank you for the help. Enjoy the week! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:29 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Course Work 

H~ , blro ~:~:spot;s~: y~-t. ’[’]:,:y c1_or~’t l:~,_~k~: ]i~,~ ~hon~, c:~]]s on ~act~ c:h m~-s, I ~m:~ ~,;,~itlt~ for ~ ~-spon~- to 

’Fhank~, 

Dr. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage, ~plore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~ll ever be attempted ff all possible ebject~ns must first be 

~ Samuel ]~hnson 

~rom~ 
Sen[~ Nonday, 2:21 PN 
To~ S~roman, Deborah L 
S~bject: RE:    Course Work 

Hi Dr. Stroman~ 

I hope you enjoyed the weekend although it was a rough weekend for North Carolina sports. Did you hear back from the Office of the Registrar about my 

grade change? 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:58 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Course Work 

]:{i ,           Yes, I did_ suh~it the ch,~%~. I ,viil c}~ ck with thc 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,o’uge. Explore. Empowen 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing w~l eve~ be attempted ff a~l possible object~ens must first be overceme." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 5:41 PM 

¯ ~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE:    Course Work 

Hi Dr. Stroman~ 

Today I signed into ConnectCarolina and found that my grade for EXSS has not changed. I believe you said my grade would change by ~/2 grade. 

Moreover, if my grade did not change to contact you the first day of this semester if it did not change. I hope this can be resolved soon. 

Thanks for the help, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <_d__%t__r__o____@___u___n__£_.__e___d__u__> 
Sent: Friday, 12:27 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Course Work 

Hi ’Fh~mk~ ~St i,,o’4~ ~i~ilow up. I ~poi,::,g:z~ ~,~ I th,::,~ @~ I did ~ good s~tc:’,,’~ t,::, ~in,~ all ~ss:g~m~n~:s s~nl: ,:’lh~,;dy ~,::, me (n,::,t th~,::,~ @~ S~k~i) I::,y em~i], ;( 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



En~9’u~qe. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, ,11:52 AN 
To: StFomaf~, Deborah L 
Subject:    Course Work 

Hi Dr. Stroman~ 

Thank you for aHowin~ me to send you this course work after the submission dates. I have attached my resume, an example cover letter, my subscription 

for the SBJ, insurance confirmation and photos of my passed honor code and plagiarism tutorials. I believe th~s ~s all of the course work I need to submiH I 

am excited for the internship~ 

Thankyou~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao~ 13, 2014 3:10 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, uric .edu-~ 

[e~s-thculty] Candidate #3--i 

Interview Schedule for .doc 

See attached for the itinerary for            , the last of our EXSS lecturer advisor candidates. 

Note the teaching and open faculty meeting times. 

Sherry Salyer, 

Cg#8700, 211 Fetzer Hail 

University of North Carolh~a at Chapel 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919-962-,6947 

Fax: 919..%2-0489 

Fa~l 2013 ~dv~sin~/O~:fice hours: 

Mondays 2--~] 

Tuesdays 

Wednesdays :1.:15-3:C~ 

or by a~)~x)intrnent or chance in my 211 Fe[:zer 

will arrive Jan 21 for the interview on January 22. 

You are currently subscribed to exss-ihcnlty as: dstro@unc.edu. 

(It may be necessaly to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34105199-55567101.548a982f~02a2aT15ee00e3461bcc32a,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Interview Schedule for 

Lecturer in Sport Administration/Academic Advising 

Tuesday January 21-Wednesday January 22, 2014 

Tuesday January 21 

will be staying with relatives 

6:00 pro--Dinner with Search Committee 

Location: Carolina Inn 

Tony Hackney 

Sherry Salyer 

Jason Mihalik 

Barbara Osborne 

Erianne Weight 

Marilyn Wyrick 

Wednesday January 22 

7:30-8:30--Breakfast with EXSS Faculty and Academic Advising Program 

Advisors 

JD Defrese (EXSS), Brian Pietrosimone (EXSS), Spencer Welborn 

(Academic Advising) 

Location: Carolina Inn 

Meet Greg in the lobby at 7:30 

8:30-8:55--Transportation to Fetzer; Tour of EXSS facilities 

Host for transportation: Brian Pietrosimone 

Host for tour: Tony Hackney. Meet Tony in the Fetzer lobby 

9:00-9:40-- Meeting with selected undergraduate sport administration 

students 

Location: Cornwell Room, 201 Fetzer 

Sherry will dismiss the student meeting 

9:40-10:00--prep time for teaching/teaching and advising philosophy. 

will not be able to get into 304 Woollen until 9:50. Erianne will assist in any 

preparation/classroom assistance. 



10-10:50--Teach in EXSS 324 (Economics and Finance of Sport) 

Location: Woollen 304 

Erianne Weight is the professor for 324 

11:00- 11:45--Open meeting with EXSS Faculty 

Overview (brief) of teaching and advising philosophy will occur at 

11:05 

Hosts: Tony Hackney and Sherry Salyer 

Location: Cornwell Room, 201 Fetzer 

11:45--1:15--Lunch with EXSS faculty and Academic Advising Program 

Advisors; brief walking tour while on the way to Franklin Street 

Faculty: Coyte Cooper (EXSS), Alain Aguilar (EXSS), Beth Shuster 

(Academic Advising) 

Location: Top of the Hill 

Beth Shuster will take Greg to Dean May’s office 

1:30-2:15--Meeting with Academic Advising; tour of Steele Building 

Dean Marilyn Wyrick, Michael Jahn, Jamie Samples, Nicole Cobb, Tony 

Hanson 

Location: Steele Building Conference Room 3020 

2:15--Walk back to Woollen Gym 

Host: Tony Hanson 

Meet Erianne and Barbara in the lobby of Woollen by 2:25 

2:25-3:10-- Meeting with Sport Administration faculty 

Location: Sport Administration suite, 203-205 Woollen Gym 

3:15-4:00--Meeting with Search Committee 

Location: Cornwell Room, 201 Fetzer 

4:00-4:45-- Meeting with Darin Padua, chair 

Location: Darin’s Office, 204 Fetzer 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:17 PM 

PJ Avetta <PJA@carolinahurricanes.com> 

@kenan- Ilagler.unc.edu>; 

<~]stro@unc.edu> 

Re: Cazolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes 

@live.m~c.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

Hi P J, 

Hope you had a wonderful weekend! 

I talked with Dr. Stroma~ a~d we are thinking the $30 ticket sounds like a great value. 

Last year when we came someone gave us a tour before the game. Would you be able to do that tbr our group or do you know someone that could? It was a great 
way to see the game operations for the students. 

I’ve cc’ed Dr. Stroman aid the club co-presidents on this email. The first Ca~rolina Sport Business club meeting of the semester is tonight so I’m sure they’ll have a 
better idea of how ma~y students are going tomorrow. Right now, I’m guessing about 20 students will attend. 

CSBC Tean: If you could follow up with PJ to let him know how many tickets he should hold aside that’d be awesome! 

Thank you SO much for your help with this, 

~kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu 

On at 4:47 PM, PJ Avetta wrote: 

Great to hear from you and the leadership group from the Carolina Sport Business Club. We appreciate you making plans to come out to support 

th~-_~ "Canes on Friday, 

I~d be happy to help you secure a block at ~:he College Select N~ghts rate. We have upper k~ve~ sea~s ava~kd)le for $15, Lower Level North and Lower 

Level South seats for S30 and S~de~ne Premier seats for $40, so let rne know wMch area works best for you guys and the exacL number you need, and 

weql pu~ the best ava~aMe locations. As far as payment goes, we’re happy to take a check or credit card. 

]f ~ can make a recommendation, ] think the ~30 seats in the Lower Level South are go~ng to offer the best vahm. This category ~ndudes sections :123- 

130, and wraps ~rom corner to comer on the end at whk:h ~he Hurricanes shoot 2 out of 3 periods 

Than]~s to you a]l~ , ~"l~ look forward to hearmg back from you soon. 
.- pJ 

Dircclor of’I’ick<:t Sales 

Carolina H~micanes 

R~a@cam~i~ahnmcanes,com 

919-861-6208 

www.carolinahum canes.cam 

From: [mailto: Nkena n-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:20 PM 
To: P3 Ave~ 
Co: [Exercise & Spo~ Science); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject= Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes 3anua~ 24th 

Hollo 

Happy New Year~ ] ho~ you had a wondefl~l holily season with your ~amily~ 

Our Carolina SPO~ Business Club leadeBhip team has been working hard 

there was a~y way we could get student rate tickets together for about 20 people tbr the gane? 

If tiffs would be possible please let me know what we need to do next to proceed. 

Thank you 

Have a great weekend, 



@kenan-flacjJer.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Sakai Trouble~ 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is               . Carolina Sports Business club is no longer on my Sakai page so I have not been receiving any of the updates this year. Is 

there anyway that you can fix this? My PID is           if you need that. Thanks, and hope all is well. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PJ Avetta <PJA@carolinahurricanes.com> 

Monday, 4:15 PM 

,~kenan- flagler.tmc .edu> 

~kenan- Ilagler.unc.edu>; 

<~tstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes. 

@live.mac.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

Great weekend on my end ---Hoge you all can say the same! 

We’d be g~ad to arrange a tour prior to the gam~ again th~s season --.Wonderful ~dea, 

ff we can am;wet any more questions [or gou, D~ease donl’t hes~[:ate to let me know, 

~’1~ Mok forward to back from you Buys fo~Mwing tonight’s CSBC meeting. 

Thanks agNn! 
-. pJ 

TONIGHT: Hurricanes vs. Calgaw Names 

TV: ~ox S~mrts Caro~ina~ 

Radio: 99,9 ~N~ the Fan 

GO 

P~J, Avetta 

Dkcctor of Ticket Sa~es 

Carolina 

[~i a~D; carolinah~mcan es.com 

919-861-6208 

w~a~’.caml~nah urficm~es.com 

From: [mailto: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
To: PJ Ave~ 
l:::e: Exercise & Sport Science); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject-" Re: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes 
Hi P J, 
Hope you had a wonderful weekend! 

I talked with Dr. Stroman mad we are thinking the $30 ticket so[rods like a great value. 

Last year when we crone someone gave us a tour before the gmne. Would you be able to do that for our group or do you know someone that could? It was a great 

way to see the game operations for the students. 

I’ve cc’ed Dr. Stro~nan and the club co-presidents on this e~nail. The first Carolina Sport Business club meeting of the semester is tonight so rm sure they’ll have a 
better idea of how many s~dents are going tomorrow. Right now, I’m guessing about 20 students will attend. 

CSBC Team: If you could follow up with PJ to let him know how many tickets he should hold aside that’d be awesome’. 

Thank you SO much for your help with this, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

On at 4:47 PM, PJ Avetta wrote: 

Great to hear from you and the leadership group from the Carolina Sport Business Club. We appreciate you making plans to come out to support the ’Canes on 

Friday, 

Fd be happy to he~p you secure a Mock at the College Select N~ghts rate, We have upper ~ew~[ seal:~ available for ~.5, Lower Lew~l North and Lower t.ew~[ South 

seats for ~30 and Side[k~e Premier seats for S40, so ~et me know which a~ea works best [:or you guys and the exact number you need, and we’l~ pu[~ the bes[ 

available ~ocations. As far as payment ~oes, we’re happy to take a check or credit card. 

ff I can make a recommendation, ~ tMnk the ~30 seats h~ the Lower Level South are goh~g to offer the best value. TMs category includes sections ~23-I30, and wraps 

[rom corner to corner on the end at which the Hurrk:anes shoot 2 out o[ 3 ~x~rk)ds, 

[banks to you alH Iql look [orward ~:o heark~g back [rom you soon, 
- pJ 

GO ’CANESt 

P~J, Avetta 

Dkcctor of Ticket Sa~es 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Ria@~ca~linahumcaues.com 

919-861-6208 

w~A~’.caroli nahm:fica~e s.com 

From: [mail~:~ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, 3:20 PN 
To~ P3 Ave~ 



Exercise & Sport Science); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
$,,bject; Carolina Sport Business Cl~]b-Hurricanes 

Hello PJ! 

Hapw New Year! I hope you had a wonderful holiday season with your ~:amily! 

Our Carolina Sport Business Clnb leadersNp team has been working hard on planning a clnb night to come to a Hurricanes game. We were wondering if there was any 

way we could get student rate tickets together for about 20 people for the. game? 

If this would be possible please let me know what we need to do next to proceed. 

Thank you so mnch in advance for your help with this. We all came to a game last year and loved it! 

Have a great weekend, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edup 

Monday, 7:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship cour~ 

Good evening Dr. Stroman, 
I am just following up our conversation from class last week about enrolling me into the internship course. I’m not sure what I need to do, I 

have provided my onyen and PID below if you need it in order to enroll me. 

ONYEN: 
PID: 

See you Thursday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ebony Watem~ann <ebony@ebonywatermann.com> 

Monday, 7:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Status Ulxtate: RE: KI Sport Entrepreneurship Planning Insights 

Hi Debbie - what does your schedule look like bem, een 8am - 1 lam and an,vtime after after 2pm tomorrow? 

I sent an email to and to see if the can touch base tomorrow as well. I need to get a sense for contem and your guest speakers to truly gage costs. 

What are your goals for budget and profitability? 

Best Regards, 

Ebony Watermann 

On , at 4:54 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < _d__~_t__r!2~2~__u__~_c_’_:_e___d____~ wrote: 

<~--[if’.sup~rtLisls]-->I. <~--[endi~-->-Eady Bird ---P~oEcs~Jor~a[ (ALL t~ot~ student:s) 

<~--[if’.sup~rtLisls]-->5. <~--[endi~-->D~), oEE,,e,~t-ProD~ssJor~a[ at~d Studet~t 

Includes Prog:mn booklet and Me~ls (reception Frid~f~ Saturd~y contit~et~ta[ breakfast, Sa~t~:~ ay ]tmch, Sat~:~ ay :ec:eption).~Y~’~e might: have a post 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q~o’e. Explore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

<irnageOOl.jpg> 

"NetNng w~l~ ever be attempted ~f al~ passible abjections must f~rst be ~vereome." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

From: Ebony Watermann [.~_~!~QJ_~_~9_t)Z~_~Rt)~ti~_~_t):_~9_~] 
Sent: Thursday, ~0:06 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: SMtus UpdaM: RE: ~ Spo~ Entrepreneurship Planning InsighN 

Hi Debby - Yes, I am available that weekend to a~end and blocked the dates on my calendar. Please keep me posted if you need anything ~om me to 

supplelnent ?~ur ex~nse defray request 

Happy Holidays, 

Ebony 

On 10:55 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Ebony. Please check the dates of the MIT coniErence. Are you available to go? I am looking into defraying some of your expenses. 

Thanks. 

d 

From: Ebony Watermann <ebony~ebonywatermann.com> 
Date: Sunday,                 10:04 AM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Status Update: RE: KI Sport Entrepreneurship Planning Insights 
Hi Dr. Stmman - I hope you a~e doing well and looking forward to winding down this academic season. Please see this email below from 

one of the MBA students. Cm~ we schedule a quick status call Monday or Tuesday? 

Thanks so ,nuch, 

Ebony Watennann 

On , at 7:31 PM, : ?-fkenan-flagler.unc.edu wrote: 

To: ebony@ebom~atennann.com (ebony@ebonywatermmm.com); Undisclosed-Recipients 

From: 

Hi. Ms WatennmL 



Quick intro - I’m a              student serving as a                               ; and working with Dr. 

Stroman on the Sport Anal~tJc Summit and the Sports Innovators & Entrepreneurs Awa~ls Ceremony. Do you 

perhaps have any time next week to talk for 30 minutes about some high level planning and logistics decisions? We are 

in the middle of our research and planning phase, and I think your insight would be paNcularly helpful for us as we 
narrow our options tbr the date, timing, location, venue, etc. 

Wednesday would be ideal, but I’m available during all of the follomng times: 

- Tuesday (    ~ 11 am - 3pm 

- Wednesday ~ ,3:30pm-6pm 

- Thursday ( ) 2pro - 5pro 

Looking forward to speaking ruth you! 

Best, 

(cell) (~.kenan-fl~q!e~. unc~edu, www lin kedin cor!!in/ 

This forwa~rded ~nessage was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To 
~eply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 

Befit Regards, Ebony ~Vatermann 

Best Regards, Ebony Watermann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ebony Watem~ann <ebony@ebonywatermann.com> 

Monday, 9:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler, anc.ed 

Schedule Touch Base: KI Sport Entrepreneurship Plmming Insights 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edw~ 

Sounds good - I can meet anv~time after 1 pm on Wednesday. 

Best Regards, 

Etx~ny Watermann 

On at 9:20 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edn> wrote: 

Let’s colmect after Wednesday. I have a meeting with the students on Wednesday. I will also have ~nore infonnation from Kenan. Thanks. 

d 

From: Ebony Watermann <ebony@ebonywatermann.com> 
Date: Monday,               7::14 PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D, CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Status Update: RE: KI Sport Entrepreneurship Planning Insights 

Hi Debbie - what does 5’our schedule look like beP,~-een 8am - 11 ~:m and anytime a£ter 2pro tomorrow? 

I sent an email to and to see if the5’ can touch base tolnorrow as well. I need to get a sense for content and your guest speakers to truly gage 

costs. 

What are your goals for bndget and profitability? 

Best Regards, 

Etx~W Watennann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, Janua~ 13, 2014 10:07 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-ihculty] SullivaJ~ interview 

When I sent you the itinerary, I forgot 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D~ 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

D~:_~partrnent of E>:erdse and Sport 

CB#8700, 211 r:et~er Hail 

University o[: North Carolina a~ Chape~ I-t~H 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fa’,c 919-982--0~}9 

Fa~l 2013 Advising/Office hour~;: 

Mondays 2-4 

Tuesdays 1I:00-.I2:15 

Wednesdays :1 :I 5-3:~ 

or by appointment or chance in my 21I Fetzer office. 

CV. Jan21-22. 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: _~_~_Etj22__n_)__a_n_~i~_e___r_&~__U_L_u_n__cL:_e_~!. 

T 
o unsubscri be click here: _[!t_![?_; ,_/_/_’ !_i_ ~!~:__u__&cL: _e__~_t_u_~’__t_~ ~ i~t______5_ __5_ __5_ ~_7__ _1_ _(_ }_2__:__4___5_ _3__7__~__1- __4_ _c_’__@_ _(_} __8_ __g)__~_7_ __e_ _7___e__e___~_~_~ j__d_ _3___a_j_c_’ __4_ __e_ ~__~_~___&j L_]~___&__ L_e_ :_x_ ~ _-__I__’ta__cL _u_ !_t_.] 1~ ~ ?______3_ _4__ _l_ _{ _)__7__(_ }__7_ _l__ 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34107071-55567102.4537814cd6681957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d(f~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

"@|ive.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Basketball Analytics Summit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering, is there was ma~vay I could get involved in helping yon out with the Basketball Anab~ics Summit in May? 

Getting involved in basketball anal~ics has been a dream of mine for a while now. I currently plan on donble majoring in Business mad Mathematical Decisions Sciences 

with the goal of gethng into this industry. 

I would love to apply for the Sport Entrepreneurship minor and get involved in the Summit that way, bnt being a business major prevenks me ti~om applying, so I would 

really appreciate it if there was some other way I could help you ont with the Summit. 

If you think that the best way for me to get revolved is just to attend the conference, then I completely understand! 

I’m sorry for the long email. Take care Dr. Stroman. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive,unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

membership dues 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Here’s a link to the Google form for members to fill out as to whether or not they’ve paid dues. I’ll send you a link to the responses as soon as they start coming in. 

https:L/docs.~oo~le.com/forms/d/1EnOvPdYVbVWhixcaAiiK~qi2B95xSKiU0xvKkJu 6qAVviewform 

I sent an email this morning - I’ll let you know ~vhen I hear back Iicom him. 

Great meeting last night! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nakenge Robertson (Google Drive) < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, January. 14, 2014 10:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

debby@dstroman.com 

cbc membership 2013-2014 01062014 (dstro@unc.edu) 

I’ve shared an item with you. 

Tbal~ks! 
Nsk.s~ge 

~ cbc membership 20~ 3-2014 01062014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flaglera~nc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 10:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Good to see ,/our email, Debby, Thanks so much for the heads-up, Indeed, iet’s discuss, t look forward to ieaming more. 

As always, my very best, Lingrnei 

Li,~grnei Howell, MPA, MDA 

Director of Outresch 

The Frank Hawkins genan ~nstitute of Private Enterprise 

Campus Box 34~0, Kenan Center 

Chapel ~-~i~, NC 27599-b~0 
9tg.962.2686 & fsx: 9:~9.962~8202 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, ~anua~ 13, 2014 9:21 PN 
Te~ Howell, Lingmei 
Subject: 
Hi Lingmei. Let’s chat soon. is not a good communicator. I want to discuss this matter with you. 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Facult~ Advisor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Universi~ Archives Follow-Up 

Dear Deborah, 

It was lovely to meet with you last Thursday. I hope you stayed safe this weekend during the tolllado! 

I just wanted to send you a re-cap of our meeting and follow-up on a few things I said I would look into. 

First, regarding the virtual mu~um exhibit to be displayed on mu~um.unc.edu, I spoke with the current graduate assistant in University Archives who creates the 

exhibits. She has told me that the University ttistory Council does not have a formal queue of topics, but that they do try to create exhibi’~s when a gap in the record is 

noticeable or an anniversary is approaching. Fortunately, the story of the CBC tidls into both of those categories. She suggested emaJling members of the University 

tIistory Council 1 year prior to the 45th Anniversary. Her concern was that if the subject was rai~d any earlier that it may be put on the back burner m~d forgotten. 
Information on the University. History Council ca~ be found here: http:/ihiston,onthehill.unc.edw’uhc.html. The ~nembers are listed individuaJdy, but the group email for the 

UHC is univ-histo~-council~listserv.unc.edu. 

Second, if you have names of potential interviewees related to the history of the CBC, I would love to fo~-vvoxd them to 

the Southern Oral History Program’s class on oral history this semester). 

(the graduate student leading 

Finally, in preparing a slideshow of documents, pictures, etc. for the night of your anniversary bm~quet (            I, I wonder if you have any additionaJ materials 

you would like to transfer to the archives (pictures, documents, fliers, meeting minutes, etc.). The body of records we currently hold spans 1973 to 2004. 

I look tbrwaacd to working with you while I’m here. Let me know if you have any timher questions about the virtual museum exhibit. 

Kind regards, 

University. Archives and Records Management 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 10:58 AM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [thea~] FAC 

You are ~velcome to contact me any time regarding the agenda for FAC We are choosing this year to keep the meetings timely and purposetM which means we departed from set agendas 
and patterns which was necessary last year to assure ~ve covered all of our topics related to athletics. I am waiting to confirm a few- more items before putting it all together and in an order 
that can hopefully be accomplished during our two short hours together. 

Our broad topic today is on academics which will include some sharing of information gathered by severa 1 members to inform our Committee on a variety of fronts. 

The specific admissions 2013 report comes out in February, its regularly scheduled time for presentation to Faculty Council. So that information will be discussed at our Febmaly FAC 
meeting (Feb 4) if all is finalized ahea d of the Faculty Council Meeting (Feb 14) 

See you this afternoon, 
Joy 

Joy J. Relmer, MA., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-%6-5147Desk 

(;ell 

919-%6-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDEN~IALr]TY NOTICE: ~Ihis e-mail message, including attachments, ff any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiab Am’ ---unauthorized review use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the origina[ message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:39 AM 
To: athletics rel2~rm group 
Subject: RI~: [thearg] FAC 

I emailed Andy Perrin to ask abont today’s FAC agenda, tie said there would not be discussion of data per se, though there might be discussion of more general admissions issues. Bubba 
will be providing some updates today and [’or at least part of his presentation, the committee will be gmng into closed session. 

There’s also supposed to be a discussion of multi-year scholarships 

Jonathan 

From: Srnith, Jay M 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:50 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] FAC 

Although I cannot attend, FAC is scheduled to talk about 2013 admissions data today. And there’s a Faculty Co~mcil meeting on Friday. The university, Jim Dean in particular, needs to hear 
from the faculty. 
Especially the more critical thirtkers armong us. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jweiler@ernail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id=61803895.14c4f5ef2fd9981612a566a35bd7c7b6&n=T&l=thear~&o=34108825, or send a blank ernail to leave-34108825-61803895.14c4f5et2fd9981612a566a35bdTc7b6@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: Joy Rem~er@med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id=67643430.5e23cb330d016e1594669e2dd66aSa0e&n=T&l=thearg&o=34109238, or send a blartk ernail to leave-34109238-67643430.5e23cb330d016e15946b9e2dd66aSa0e@listsel~’.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=62524524.013b0048bfeSf19c85e19d71 ld338e5d&n=T&l=thear~&o=34109387, or send a blank email to leave-34109387- 

62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e19d711 d338e5d@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:24 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Sports Summit 

Hi Dr. Stromaaa, 

Have you already heard of the other Sports Summit being held in Chapel Hill in May (I think). Dr. Jan Boxill mentioned something along the lines of a summit to talk 

about the impact of sports (primarily intercollegiate athletics) on youth. That is a general frame and I might be off a bit bnt I was wondering if you had already heard of 

it. If not, I roll get more information from Dr. Bo~ll for you ,so we can better understand what else is going on in Chapel Hill around the time of ours. 

Great meeting last night! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 12:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: University ArcNves Follow-Up 

Hi Deborah, 

G~eat, thank you. Regarding any materials you may have for trm~sfer. I’m specificaJly interested in any photographs that wonld be interesting for the slideshow. The 

current record group includes a scrapbook from 1996, but not too mnch else in the way of photographs. 

best, 

University Archives and Records Mm~agement 

On Tue, at 10:59 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edn> wrote: 

H~e a 8::eat day ~md st~7 d~-3,’. 

d 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"No~hing will ever be a~empted if all possible obje~ions must firs~ be overcome." 

- Samuel Johnson 

F~m: [maHto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: TueSday, 10:56 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Universi~ Archives Follow-Up 

Dear Deborah, 

It was lovely to meet with you l&st Thn~day. I hope you stayed safe this weekend during the tomado~ 

I just wanted to send yon a re-cap ofonr meeting ~d follow-up on a few things I said I would look into. 

Fill regarding the vigt~l mu~um e~ibit k) be displayed on mu~um.unc.edm I s~)ke with the cu~em gmd~te assistant in Unive~ity Archives who creates the 

exNbits. She h~s told me that the University Histow Council does not have a Ibnnal queue oftopic~ bm thin fl~ey do t~~ to create exhibits when a gap in the record 

is noticeable or an anmversa~ is approaching. Fortunately, the slow of the CBC lhlls into both oflhose caIegofies. She suggested emmling membe~ of the 

UniversiIy Hislo~ Council I year prior to the 451h Annive~aw. Her concern was that iflhe su~iect was raised any earlier flint it may be put on the back burner and 

forgo~en. Infomlafion on fl~e Umve~i~ His~ Council can ~ found heie: h~://Nsm~on~eNlkunc.edn/uhc.h~l. The melnbers ~xe listed individu~1ly, bm the group 

email ibr the UHC is ~v- Ns~iN- council@listse~.unc.edu. 

Second, if you have names of potential inte~dewees related to the histow office CBC, I u, ould love to fo~,md them m, the graduate s~idem leading 

the Southern OrM His~ow Program’s class on oral Nsto~ this semester). 

Finally, in pmpa~ng a slideshow of documem~ picmre~ e~. for the night ofyonr mmive~a~ ~nquet (.           ), I wonder if7~u have any additional matefiMs 

yon wonld like to transfer to the arcNves (pictures, documents, fliers, meeting minuteN etc.). The body of records we cu~ntly hold spans 1973 to 2004. 

I look ~)nvard k) working wi~ you while l’m here. Let me know if you have any lh~her questions abom the vin~l museum exhibit. 



Kind regards, 

University Archives and Records Management 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Missed First Day of Class due to Sickness 

I will complete the Plagiarism Tutorial, Honor Code Module, and blogs, as well as the paper for today’s computer lab session with the 2 articles. 

As far I know, I think that is all I’ve missed. Please let me know if there are any additional assignments I missed. 

Thank you again, 

Cell ~kenan:f!acller.u nc.ed u 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t:S8 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Missed First Day of Class due to Sickness 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,o’uge. Explore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcomeY 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, i: 17 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Missed First Day of Class due to Sickness 
ImpoRance: High 
Hi Dn St~oman, 
I just ~ealized this email neve~ went through to you last Thursday(It’s been sitting in my d~afts !). I sincerely apologize for this just now making its wag to 
you and fo~ any confusion I may have caused gnu in the process bg not showing up on the first day to such an exciting class! 
Here is what I wrote last Thursday: 
"I woke up sick this morning and am unfortunately not going to be able to make it to class today. Can you please tell me what I missed? I will be sure to 
catch-up with a classmate to find out all I can as well." 
Again, I apologize for just now realizing this email never actually went through. Thank you so much in advance for your time and cooperation. 
See you in class Thursday. 
Sincerely, 

Cell @live.u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lundy, Rae Nicole <mlundy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 3:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: FOLLO~ZING UP 

Hi Debby, 

Many thanks to you for sharing! 

I will meet im~ividually with anyon,:_~ who is int~:_~rested for an informal prescr~-:~enisession (w~-_~ n~-_~ed to haw:_~ this informal meeting to rule out any major men~:al 

fu:_~all:h concerns) }:ollowing thai: me~:_d:h~g and once era)ugh in~:erest is shown, the group will meet ~r~ [he s[:udent union Students who are interested can emm~ me 

at rnlundy@emaN.unc.edu or can (919) 956-.3658 to set up a tkne to come to my office, RT~ 3z]OB. Vve answered several questions that students might have abouL 

the group and wrkten the responses below. 

What is group therapy? 

It is a safe environment in which members talk personally and honestly and about experiences. The content of the group sessions are confidential, and group 

members work with group facilitators to establish goals and expectations for the sessions. 

What does group therapy look Eke? 

Generally, groups meet weekly for about 8-~0 wks. E~ch group session lasts from 60-90 minutes, depending on the group. Groups range in size, but most 8roups 

have about 6-15 participants. Support groups and interpersonal process groups are focused on wh~t participants would NEe to discuss. The facilitator helps with 

maintaining a focus, generating a safe place for personal sharing, and guiding discussions. 

What if I’m shy about speaking in a group or if I’m a private person? 

~ost people nervous about starting a group and have concerns about how much they win share. Group facilitators are trained in helping the group to communicate 

and starting conversations. You decide what you would like to share in Stoup -you have control over how much you share, what you disclose, and how quickly you 

open up. ~any people find that group therapy is the most beneficiM when they are ~ble to sh~re more personal aspects of themselves. 

Why might group therapy by helpful? 

When people come into a group and interact freely with other group members, they usually recreate those difficulties that brought them to group therapy in the 

first place. Under the direction of the group therapist, the group is able to give support, offer alternatives, and comfort members in such a way that these 

difficulties become resolved and alternative behaviors are learned. 

The group also allows ~ person to develop new ways of relating to people. 

During group therapy, people begin to see that they are not alone and that there is hope and help. It is comforting to hear that other people have a similar 

difficulty, or have already worked through ~ problem that deeply disturbs another group member. 

Another reason for the success of group therapy is that people feel free to care about each other because of the climate of trust in a group. 

Plea~;e let me know ~f you have any other 

Best, 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:43 PN 

To~ Lundy, Rae Nicole 
Subject; RE: FOLLOWING UP 

d 

Deborah L. SEroman, P~.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empowen 

9~ 9.843.0336 

"NotNng w~l~ ever be attempted ~f al~ ~ossiNe objections must f~rst be ~vereome." 

F~m= kundy, Rae Nicole 
Sent= Thursday, Januaff 09, 2014 1~:00 AN 

Te~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Su~jeet~ RE: FOLLOWING UP 

Hi Debbg, 

~’m officiaNy a {:aucus member. Thanks for passing the info 

Thank you as well for passing Nong ~n~:ormation about the group. VII need at least 4 members for the group [o run, so I’m really hopb~g several young men are open 

[o partidpsdng. 

Wishing you weN, 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 5:57 PM 
To: Lundy, Roe Nicole 
Subject: RE: FOLLOWING UP 

http:/iwww.unc.edu/cbc/jo~nform.html 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~g~le, ~xplore. Empower. 
919£43~0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: Lundy, Roe Nicole 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 20~4 9:20 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: FOLLO~NG UP 

~i Debby, 

~ spoke w~th      on Monday and the clearance was approved. G~ad to help! 

~’ve jusL visited the B~ack Caucus website b:>akm8 ~o john. ~ was unable to k)cate an .anYOne for or appD::atkm. Can you provide any assistance? 

Frn forward~n~ the message ~ men~k)ned when we spoke Dst week. Ph~ase read (below) and pass ak)nsiencourase sLudents who you tMnk m~sht beneF~L from tMs 

F~al~y, are you ava~laMe for lunch tMs week o~ next? Look~n8 forward to hearin~ f~om you~ 

A~ the best, 

F~m= Lundy, Rae Nicole 
Sent= Monday, December 09, 2013 2:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Supporting Our Studen~ 

Hi Debby, 

Rae Lundy, here at CAPS. I hope that you’re doin~ welH 

Within my short tenure at U NC Fve noticed a definite need in the area of outreach!mental health support for students of color. This semester I co-facilitated a 

support 8roup for women of color that is now doin8 really well. I wanted to extend the charse to help youn8 men across campus. Please pass alon8 the followin8 

information to youn~ men that you know might benefit: 

Brothers Helpin8 Brothers (BHB) is a 8roup offered throush UNC’s Counselin8 and Psycholosical Services (CAPS) for men of color. The ~roup provides a safe and 

supportive place for men who would like to discuss issues impactin8 their Carolina experience. The Stoup will discuss such topics as identity, role expectations, 

communication issues, self-concept, academic success, manasin~ stress, and other topics that the 8roup feels would be pertinent to their personal success and 

achievement. 

When: Meets Tuesdays 12:00pm - 2:00pm 

Facilitators: Ra6 Lundy, Ph.D. 

For location and additional information please email ~nlundy@¢maikunc.edu. 

Thank you so much for your support, and as always please let me know how I misht support you as well. 

Best, 

(919) 966-46os (F) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:25 PM 

PJ Avetta <PJA@carolinahumcanes.com> 

@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu-~; Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hnmca~nes 

Thank you so much for helping us to organize this trip - we’re very excited We had a lot of member interest at our meeting last night, and right now it looks like we’ll have between 25 and 30 
students attending (I’ll have the exact number for you in a day or so) ]n regards to the tour, what time works best on your end for us to be getting to the arena? I think once we finalize this 
we’ll be able to get a firm answer from our ’maybes.’ 

Looking forward to the game! 
Thanks, 

:@live.unc.edu 

From: PJ Avetta <PJA@carolinahurricanes.com> 

Sent: Monday, 4:15 PM 

To: 

Cc: ~; Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: RE: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes 

(~reat weeke~]d .;_~[~ Rly e~]d - Hope you .~[l ca~? say the saRle] 

We’d be g~ad to arrange a [:our prior to the game aga#~ tb~s season -Wonderful kJea. 

if: we can answer any more questions for you, please don’t hes~taLe Lo let me know. 

HH ]oak forward to back from you guys following tonight’s CSBC meeting. 

Thanks agah~ 

-pJ 

TONK;HT: Hurricanes ~s~ Calgary Flames 

PNC Arena at 7 PM 

~V: ~o~ Sports £arolinas 

Radio: 99,9 ~M the ~a~ 

Director of’Ticket S~des 

Car~:~lina Humcancs 

Ri~@caroli~Nmrricanes,com 

919-861-6208 

www cat~:~lhaahumcanes corn 

F~m: [mailto: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, 3:17 PN 
T~: N Ave~ 

Cc: (Exercise & Sport Science); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spor~ Science) 
Subject: Re: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes 

Hi P J, 
Hope you had a woudeffid weekend[ 

I talked with Dr~ Stroman and we a~ flfinkdng the $30 ticket sou~ds like a groat value. 

Last year when we ca~ne someone gave us a tour before the gmne. Would you be able to do fhat for our group or do you kt~ow someone that could? It w~ a great 

way to see the game operations for the students. 

I’ve cc’ed Dr. S~.roman and the club co-presi&~.s on this email. The first Carolina Sport Busiaess club meeting of~he semes[er is lonigN ~ I’m sum fl-~ey’ll have a 

bet[er idea of how many stu&n~s a.re going tomorrow. Right now, ]i’m guessing ab~mt 20 sludenls will at[end. 

CSBC Team: Ify~m could tbllow up wilh PJ lo let him know how many tickets he should hold asi& thal’d 1~ awesome’. 

Thank you SO much [br your help with ~-ds, 

On , at 4:47 PM, PJ Avetta wn:~te: 

Great ~o hear from you and the leadership group from the Carolina Sport Business Club. We appreciate you making plans to come out to support Lbe ’Canes on 

Friday, 

Hd be happy to help you secure a block at the College Select Nights rate. We have upper level seats available for ~:].S, Lower Level North and Lower Level South 



seats for ~,;30 and Sideline Pr~-_~mier seat~.~ for $40, so let me know which are~ works best ~or you guys and the exact number you need, and we’l~ pull the best 
available ~ocations. As far as payment ~oes, we"re happy to take ~ check or credit card. 
[f I can make a recommendation, [ th~nk the ~30 seats ~n the Lower Leve~ South are going to offer Lbe best value. Tb~s category ~dudes sections ~23-~30, a~d wraps 
from corner ~o corner on the end at which the Hurricanes shoot 2 ou~ of 3 periods. 
Thanks to you a~!     , Iql look forward to hearh~g back from you soon. 

GO 

P~,L Avetta 
Director of Ticke~ 

pia@ca~linahumcaaes.com 
919-861-6208 
w~a~.cm~31inahumcanes.com 

F~m: mail~: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 3 3:20 PN 
T~= P3 Ave~ 
Cc: ~ (Exerdse & Sport Science); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject~ Carolina Sport Bus~ness Club-Hurricanes ~ 
Hallo P.I[ 
Happy New Year[ [ ho~ you had a wonderful holkNy season with your IS.rally[ 
Our Carolina Sport Business Club ]eaders[dp team has been working ba~d on planning a club night to come k~ a Humcanes game. We were wondering if there was any 
way we could get sludenl rate tickets togelher tbr about 20 people for 1be game? 
If this would be ~)ssible please let me know what we need to do r~exl k~ proceed. 
Thank you ~) much in advance ibr your help wile this. We a]l came lo a game l~st yea~ and loved 
Have a great weekend, 

@kenan-flagler,unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday,. 4:57 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Update! 

Greetings Everyone! 

I hope this email finds you well and in good spirits. I am sending you this email to let you know how things are going. I have seen many of 
you over the past few months, and I may have talked with you about my new position as a college adviser for the 

Others, I have not been able to talk to in person. However, things are going well. I’m in my schools, and I’m cooking with gas. 

Over the past few weeks, I have had a good amount of students come in to visit me to discuss college,           :, or just to talk about 
random stuff. Needless to say, I was surprised by how quickly the students took on to me. With that, ~ hav~ also ’noticed that there is a huge 

need in smaller communities around North Carolina. ][ feel like a lot of students just don’t believe in themselves, and there are so many 
students who are just "swept under a rug." 

For example, one of my students, also a participant of           . came in to visit me. He slumped down in a chair next to me, and we 
discussed how PU changed his outlook on college and how individuals from UNC played a pivotal role in how he approached his senior year. 
After a while, he told me he did not start an application to UNC. He told me he was afraid, and I realized that he did not have the 

support/encouragement from individuals at his high school and at home to reach for a goal that was definitely within his reach. After a little 
pep talk, he got his application started and completed by the deadline. This was great, but it made me think about all the students who may 
not have been fortunate enough to have that extra push. ~ also realized [ could have been that student swept under a rug. 

With that, I just wanted to thank you all for imparting all of your wisdom and words of encouragement into me. It is what I’m going to use to 
help my students reach their fullest potential. Without you all, 1 would not be where I am today. I plan on trying to reach as many students 
as possible and learn as much from them as I can. As I embark on this endeavor, I know that 1 have a support system in you all. I know that 
I am taking on a huge challenge, but I see you all fight bigger battles, advocating for your students, and making sure that we all are 
successful! It’s motivational, and I want to be great like you all. 

Again, thanks for everything! I’m happy to say that I plan on pursuing a career in education, specifically higher education. So, any advice you 
have, I’m open to it! I hope your New Year has been nothing short of amazing. 

Best, 

Email: r @live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Tuesday, January, 14, 2014 5:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L -~dstro@unc.edu>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@~mc.edu-~; Tye Huntet ~ @yahoo.corn>; Wanda ttunter 

<whunte@racialequityinstitute.org>; S~anne Plihcik <      @gmail.com>; Deena ttayes <dhaye@racialequiFinstitute.org:~; Li sa Jones 

Christensen <I,isa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Jeremiah Myers < @yahoo.com> 

Fwd: Dean Dean and UNC student athleres 

Learning to lead a racially equitable institution is going to have to be a TOP prioriF for UNC... This is FWDed to me from an alum listserv of MBAs in my class. 

B 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Soemoe Aung,         3)gmail.com> 

Date: January 14, 2014 at 2:13:25 PM EST 

To:             " i<                   ~)googlegmups.coln> 

Subject: Dean Dean and UNC student athletes 

http:i/www.cnn.com/2014/O1iO9ius/ncaa-athletes-unc-responseiindex.html?c homepage-t 

One of the things that our former dean has been up to lately. Dodging accountability for student athletes not being able to read. He’s mentioned in the 
article here a~d in the linked (mad attached) press release he’s stated as leading the group for student athlete academic initiatives. 

You received this message becanse you axe subscribed to the Google Groups "Autamn Woods (A-Dub)" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving em~ls from iL send an elnail to autumn-woods-group ~unsubscribe,@~googlegroups.com. 

For Inore options, visit https://groups.google.coln/groups/opt out. 

<uncresponse.pdiS, 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wm~da Hunter <~whunter@mcialequil~’institute.org~ 

Tuesday, January. 14, 2014 6:59 PM 

Bay Love ~ @gmml.com> 

StromaJL Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edtr~; Tye Hunter- ~yahoo.com:~; Suzanne Plihcik 
@gmafil.com>; Deena Hayes <dhaye@racialequi .tyins~titute.org>; Lisa Jones Christensen <Lisa JonesChfistensen@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Jeretnial~ Myers <i @yahoo.com > 

Re: Dean Dean and UNC student athletes 

Keep wondering how we bring the greater racial equi .ty aaaalysis into this conversation... 

I’m in the middle of reading Forly~Ilillion Dollar Slaves, that son Sam gave me as a Christmas gilt. I’m also in the middle of [’riends and relatives with diit~ring 

emotional and intellectual reactions to this situation. I’m a tiiend ofMau Willingham who’s being excoriated in this controversy a~d some much beloved Ta~ tteel 

relatives who l~el that UNC has been unj ustly singled out in the media for something that is chm~acteristic of universities with big-time athletic programs. They’re both 
right, but it is so much deeper and wider. As Suz~mne says, "Race is at the botlom of eveo~thing that mls us a nation." 

And then I look at who roll be UNC’s scapegoats--not just Mary., but a black faculty, member mad by extension the whole Af-Am departlnent. 

TOP priority...let’s build our collective to make it happen. 

Wanda 

On Jan 14, 2014, at 5:25 PM, ~gma~l.com wrote: 

Learning to lead a racially equitable institmion is going to have to be a TOP priority tbr UNC... This is FWDed to me from an alum list~rv of MBAs in my class. 

B 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Begin forwa:rded ~nessage: 

From: Soemoe Atmg         ~gmail.com> 

Date: Januao~ 14, 2014 at 2:13:25 PM EST 

To: Autumn Woods <autunm-woods-group(~googlegroups.com> 

Subject: Dean Dean and UNC student athletes 

http:i/www.cnn.com/2Old/O1iO9ius/ncaa-athletes-m~c-respon~iindex.html?c homepage-t 

One of the things that our tbrmer dea~ has been up to lately. Dodging accountability for student athletes not being able to read. tte’s mentioned in the 
article here and in the linked (and attached) press release he’s stated as leading the group for student athlete acadelnic initiatives. 

You received this message because you axe subscribed to the Google Groups "Autumn Woods (A-Dub)" group. 

To unsubscribe fiom this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to autumn-woods- group+unsubscfibe,@~googlegroups.com. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out. 

<uncresponse.pdf> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 8:12 PM 

rr.com; em443@comell.edu 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - 40th Anniversaxy 

Hi Elmira. Congratulations on your appointment! 

The Caucus will celebrate 40 years at UNC on Friday, May 16 (6:00 p.m.) at the Friday Center. Let this note serve as an official invitation to join us and 

share your reflections as leader in higher education. 

Please feel free to contact me to discuss in greater detail. 

Sisterly, 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson 

9:19.843.0336 

Mobile - 4:10.206.2939 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Vendor Verification Form 

Current UNC employee or student Outside Vendor 

PID #: I~ SSN (Do not enter if SSN, KFBS Financial 

Services will call you to obtain your SSN} 

OR 

[] EIN (if IE~N, please also submit W-9): 

NAME: NAME: Yvonne Dobson 

ADDRESS: ADDRESS: 

ADDRESS: ADDRESS: 

ADDRESS: ADDRESS: 

PHONE PHONE 

EMAiL EMAIL yvonne@alum.ernory.edu 

Type of Business: 

[] Individual/Sole Proprietor [] Partnership/LLC [] S-Corporation [] C-Corporation [] Other 

By written signature below I confirm that this is a true and accurate representation of my 
information or PID to be used for setup of an account in the UNC Vendor System for 

reimbursement. 

Signature: 

LEGIBLY Name: Yvonne Dobson 

UNC employee requesting vendor to be added: 

Please print neatly an provide 
appropriate contact information. Your 

payment may be elayed if is illegi le. 



Invoice 

Yvonne Dobson 

Invoice No. 001 =2014 

Invoice Date: January 14, 2014 

Bill To: 

Address: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Phone: 919.843.0336 

E-mail: dstro@unc.edu 

Invoice Subtotal $ 250.00 

Tax Rate 

Sales Tax 

Other 

Deposit Received 

Make all checks payable to Yvonne Dobson. 

Total due in 15 days. 

Thank you for your business! 



Vendor Verification Form 

Current UNC employee or student Outside Vendor 

PID #: I~ SSN (Do not enter if SSN, KFBS Financial 

Services will call you to obtain your SSN} 

OR 

[] EIN (if IE~N, please also submit W-9): 

NAME: NAME: Yvonne Dobson 

ADDRESS: ADDRESS: 

ADDRESS: ADDRESS: 

ADDRESS: ADDRESS: 

PHONE PHONE 

EMAiL EMAIL yvonne@alum.ernory.edu 

Type of Business: 

[] Individual/Sole Proprietor [] Partnership/LLC [] S-Corporation [] C-Corporation [] Other 

By written signature below I confirm that this is a true and accurate representation of my 
information or PID to be used for setup of an account in the UNC Vendor System for 

reimbursement. 

Signature: 

LEGIBLY Name: Yvonne Dobson 

UNC employee requesting vendor to be added: 

Please print neatly an provide 
appropriate contact information. Your 

payment may be elayed if is illegi le. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:37 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS    Course 

Hey Dr. Strotnan, 

Thanks for the response. I just wanted to clari~. 

EmaJl: @live.unc.edu 
Phone: 

On , at 7:52 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi    . Please REMEMBER what I shaved ruth you about credit hours during our meeting. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing roll ever be atte~npted if all possible objections mus~t first be overco~ne." 
~- Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attaclmaents, if m~y, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. An~ .... unauthorized review, nse, disclosnre or distribnlion is prohibited. If you ave not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-maJl mad destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Origin~J~ Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Taesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Course 

4:07 PM 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Yesterday I met with my advisor (                                        ) for our         class. He mentioned that reaching 300 hours of work 

this spring would be doubtful. Is that number of hours a s~rict requirement? Will I still be able to complete and do well in this cour~ ifI do not work a full 

300 hours? 

I a~ meeting with the athletic director at                to~norrow to see ifI can "shadow" him for a few extra hours daring the coming weeks. 

Obvioasly that will increase the titne I a~ imtnersed in the sports administration communi~, but not necessarily bump me up to 300 hours. What, if 

anything, do I need to do in order to make this work for the course’? 

Thanks for your time, 

(a)live.unc.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

KI Sport Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you had a great break and have had a great start to the second semester. Today I have to coach my youth basketball team in a game that begins at 

7:30pm and I get there around 30 minutes early. I know this conflicts with the KI sport meeting and I am extremely sorry. I am more than willing to meet 

with you or Susan to discuss what I will miss. Once again I am sorry for the inconvenience. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Art Chansky < @gmaJl.com’- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 9:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Kenan Institute Stx~rt - Working Advisory Group 

In case you haven’t seen this. 

http://chapelboro.com/hoop-it-up/chansks,- fed- factor,’ 

See you soon. Go Pats! 

On Sun, Jan 12, 2014 at 3:57 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Art! Good seeing you too. See attached. Please share. 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engage, Explore. 
919.843.0336 
@drstroman 

From: Art Chansky < 

Date: Sunday, January 12, 2014 1:06 PM 

To: Art Chansky <          @gmail.com> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advisory Group 

Sometimes yo*@~s~ h*a~e ~o iook back ~ your p.~st and smile about ho*v.fi-~r you,ve come." 

_~gmail.com> 

Art Chansky 

On Jan 12, 2014, at i:04 PM < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Deb, great to see you yesterday. Manish Atma is owner of Hampton Inn Carrboro, which would be a great place for your group in May. 

His email is Manish@atmahotelgroup.com. Make sure to mention my name and tell him your status at UNC. He already does a lot with Roy and Fedora. 

See you soon. 

Art Chansky 

919.843.0336 

Mobile ~ 

<image00I.jpg> 

On Nov 1~, 2013, at 8:55 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

d e b b y 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~’ng~Ne, g~plora ~’mpow~r~ 

Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

" Samue~ Johnson 

... And he works with WBB and a lot of our Olympic sports coaches, arranging room blocks at good prices. 



From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, November 04, 2013 2:4-4 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advisory Group 

Hi Friends. I hope you are enjoying this beautiful fall season. In an effort to get you updated on our progress, I will convene a 

meeting for WAG this Monday, November 11 (11:00 a.m. L; 3L2:30 p.m.) on campus. 

Please let me know if you are available to join me. Thanks. 

Note: If you are not available, I will call you over the next 10 days to provide an update. 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. (:LU 

En,q~q~!. Explora Empower: 

919.84.3.0336 

<image001.jpg> 

Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

Art Chansky 

i~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walker, Jack <Jack Walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:04 AlVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Website 

I-{i Deborah, 

Below is a ~ink to wt~at I have so far for VoL~r website. We are finishi[~g u~ the analytics summit online application and should have that complete ~n the next day or 

two. Can you take a look at everything and ~et me know if it looks ok. The next t~me you are at the b~s~ness school, let me know and [ w~[[ show you how you can 

update the 

http:i!kBport.unc.edui[ndex.phpi 

Let me know ~f you have any questions... 

Thanks~ 

Jack 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 14, 2014 3:09 PN 
Te~ Walker, Jack 
Su~ject~ RE: Website 

dstto@utac.edu 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~r~gt~!e,. F~.~plore. Empower. 
919.343~0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel ~ohnson 

From: Walker, Jack [..m~a.-t[.t-.~.;~-.a..c.-.k-.w~.a.Lk..e.r..~..k.-.e..n.-.a..n..-..f.!.a.-gNt::.u.-t~.~-:~N 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:59 PN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Website 
Hi Deborah, 
I have one last thing to finish up on your web site. I need your twitter account Iogin information so that I can build the Twitter widget that will be visible on your 
landing page. When you have a moment, can you send me that? 
Thanks! 
Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

High, Jane StaT <ihi~h((~unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 11:07 AlVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Com~ection - 

Ok thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sla-oman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday,, 10:51 AM 
To: High, Jane Starr 
Subject: FW: Colmection- 

Two students - and 

I am m touch with still.. I will give him a call. 

d 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing *vii[ ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
,-, Samuel Johnson 

CONF]~DENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiah An?’ ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited Kyou are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frol:q: i 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:07 PM 

To:        ; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Sutzject: Re: Connection - 

ttello 

Coach Smith had been sick :for a few days and was not at practice I did speak with her in reference to our prqject. She said that Coach Lumpkin would be our best contact %r any info during 
the disconnect from appro×imately 1933-1972. Another lady-I think she works in Carmichel, I did not get her name, heard our conversation and said that women weren’t admitted to UNC on 
an equal basis until 1972 because of Title IX, much like we assumed So, what should we do? Did you ever hear back fi-om Coach Lumpkin? I cced Dr Stroman as well 

On Tue,            18:46:52 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
dstroraan@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi    and         Let this note set’,~e as an e-connection for the 
tiraeline project. Please share your mobile numbers. 

1) Secure the      press guide. Read up on the currcnt timeline. 
Identify the gap. (pre-19777) 

2) Review the scrapbooks from Lumpkin and ( , please secure 
the books.) 

3) Identi~" xvho else needs to be contacted. Draft questions for 
interview purposes. 

please provide me with a status update by next Thursday, 
by- phone. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Spolt Administration Faculty - ea 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 



> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> <mailto: dstr o(~,’unc .edu> dstro@unc, edu 
> 

> <http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration> 
> http://www.unc.edtvdepts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask twself, %\~at did I corae 
here 
> to learn, and ~vhat did I come to teach?" 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live .unc .edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edn>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.nnc.edu>; i 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Sheryl Sandberg: So we leaned in... now what? 

A brand new TED Talk!~ I wanted to forward this to you! Whenever you have some flee time, I think you will enjoy it :) 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Today’s TED Talk <no-repl¥@ted.com> 
Subject: Sheryl Sandberg: So we leaned in ... now what? 
Date: 11:39:57 AM EST 
To:, @live.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: Today’s TED Talk <no-reply@ted.corn> 

because she was ,going to talk, for the tSrst time, about the lonely experience of 

being a woma~ in ~he lop liers o1’ busi~ess. Millions of vie,~vs (and a best-selfing 



book) later~ the Facebook COO lalks with the woman who pushed her to give 

that first talk, Pat Mitcheft. Sandberg opens up about the reaction to her idea, 

and explores the ways that women still str~ggle with success. 

As the CO0 at the helm of Facebook~ Shel~l Sandberg }ugg~es ~he tasks of 

moneflz~ng the world’s ~argest soc~a~ networking site whi~e keeping ~ts users 

happy and engaged. 

A trai~Mazing journalist, Rat r, Aitche~l is the president and C80 of the Paley 

Cente~ ~br b’led~a ~n ~qew York and LA. 

:~;; ~:~ ~we’re go~ng to ~ve an ethical I~e, ~’s not enough j~st to follow the ~hou- 

sha~tmots .... If ~ve have enough, ~ve have to share some of thai w~[h 

people who have so ~tt~e." 

Peter S~nger ~            , 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ehnira Mangum <em443@comell.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - 40th Anniversary 

Thanks Deb, 

May I ask you to send this to linda.bargemiles@FAM U.edu and smglS@cornelLed~ to get on the calendar as an official invitation. I don’t own my calendar 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailM:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2024 8:22 PM 

~.rr.com; Elmira Mangum 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: Carolina Black Caucus - 40th Anniversa~ 

Hi Elmira. Congratulations on your appointmenH 

The Caucus will celebrate 40 years at UNC on Friday, May 26 (6:00 p.m.) at the Friday Center. Let this note serve as an official invitation to join us and 

share your reflections as leader in higher education. 

Please feel free to contact me to discuss in greater detail. 

Sisterly, 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson 

919.843.0336 

Mobile - 410.206.2939 

www.unc~eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with ta9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:46 PM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[theaJcg] Two Jon Solomon columns that might be of interest 

Hello all, 

While the focus of ARG is - and should be - UNC-CH, I thought I’d forward two articles that are of a more "global" nature: 

Ed O’Bannon plaintiffs: NCAA varies on defining amateurism and ignores secret payments 

http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/O1/ed, obannon plaintiffs ncaas de.html 

Are televised college sports games news programs or commercial events? 

http://www.aLcom/sports/index.ssf!2014!O1/are televised college sports g.html 

Best regards from your colleague to the South:) 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

http:iicsri-sc.org/ 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 csriconference.org 

You are cmrently subscribed to thearg as: dstro(~)unc.edu. 

To uusubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&u T&I thear~&o 34117410 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34117410-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katie Hemming <katie@atmahotelgroup.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 15, 2014 1:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hampton Carrboro Gronp Booking Link 

Hi Deborah 

Below is the group booking link for your evem in May. 

http://hamptoninn.Nlton.com/e~/hp/groups/personalized/R/RDUCOHX- BAC -20140502,’index.ihtn~l 

You may post this link on the website or send to attendees via email. 
If you have any questions or concerns please let me ki~ow. 

Thank yo~ 

Katie Hemming 

Sales Manager, Atlna Hotel Group, Inc 

(919) 969-6988x7152 

-Mobile 

(919) 969-6989-Fax 
Hampton Inn & Suites, Chapel Hill/Carrbo~o 

NOW OPEN 

www.chapelhillcarrborosuites.hamptoninn~com 

Hampton Inn & Suites, Chapel HilFDurham 

www.chaFelhillsuites.haml~toninn.com 
Holiday Inn Express, Chapel HilFDurhmn 

www.hiexpress.com/chapelhillnc 

QuaJdty Imp, Chapel Hill 

www.choicehotels.conv’hotelinc694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

~keua~- tlagler, unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@gmml.com>;                           @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtr~;                           @live.uuc.edu>; 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

KI Sport Survey results 

@live. unc.edu>; 

~me.com> 

Hi all, 

Survey results are copied below -thanks for taking the time to take this over the holiday break! 

The good news is that it seems that most people are relatively happy with the way things progressed throughout the semester. Based on the results, below are my 

initial thoughts on things I can help to improve. Please take a look at the survey results and let the team know (at the meeting today or at our smaller group 

meetings) what specific improvements you suggest. 

Things to keep doing: 

Brainstorming exercises when we face an open-ended problem. 

Track meeting notes & action items. I will try to be more diligent about not only sending out action items, but also tracking them going forward. 

Use the roles that we assigned towards the end of the semester to structure work and help to break out tasks evenly across the team. To make this work, 

this will mean speaking up to the team when you need additional support on specific tasks. 

Things to consider changing going .forward: 

Meet more as a full KI Sport group. Add more a few more meetings throughout the semester in which the entire KI Sport team can come together to discuss 

projects. Perhaps we can do a semester kickoff, mid-semester update, and end of semester meeting. 

Rethink online sessions as an effective replacement for in person meetings. These weren’t particularly effective, so the next time we have to reschedule a 

team meeting, we can discuss as a group what we should do to make progress on the project during that week in which we don’t meet. 

Add structure to meetings. I have ideas on adding more structure to team meetings, including dedicating time at the beginning to discuss the objective & at 

the end for the outcomes. We can discuss this, but it might be good to have one team member be assigned to creating the agenda and guiding the meeting 

each week. This will rotate each week, and will ensure that each person has an opportunity to guide the work in a meaningful way. 

hope everybody had a good break! See you all this evening! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Wednesday, January :15, 20:14 3:22 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re:[thearg] Two Jon Solomon columns that might be of interest 

The defendants’ attorneys would argue that since the stated mission statements of the NCAA and member universities are educational (See NCAA Core Values) and the Collegiate 

Model of Athletics advocates a "clear line of demarcation between the Collegiate and Professional Models." This is, in many ways, the fundamental question the Courts will have to 

answer. Is there a clear line of demarcation. Our results offer strong evidence of a commercial institutional logic that permeates the telecasts. The defendants contend otherwise. 

Stay tuned:) 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

http://csri-sc.org/ 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 csriconference.org 

From: <Weiler>, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 at 1:53 PM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@hrsm.sc.edu>, athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Two Jon Solomon columns that might be of interest 

Richard, 

Clearly there’s a legal nuance 1 am missing, because the claim that broadcasts of NCAA games are *not* commercial seems ludicrous on its face (as the lawyers might say). 
What is the argument? 

~onathan 

From: SOUTrlALL, RICHARD [Southall@hrsm.sc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:46 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] Two 3on Solomon columns that might be of interest 

Hello all, 

While the focus of ARG is - and should be - UNC-CH, I thought I’d forward two articles that are of a more "global" nature: 

Ed O’Bannon plaintiffs: NCAA varies on defining amateurism and ignores secret payments 

http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/O1/ed, obannon plaintiffs ncaas de.html 

Are televised college sports games news programs or commercial events? 

http://www.aLcom/sports/index.ssf!2014!O1/are televised college sports g.html 

Best regards from your colleague to the South:) 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

http://csri-sc.org/ 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc~edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 csriconference.org 



You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jweiler(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht’tp://lists.unc.ed~lu?id 61803895.14c4f5e12fd9981612a566a35bdTc7b6&n T&I thearg&o 34117410 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-34117410-61803895.14c4f5et2fd9981612a566a35bd7c7b6(~)listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu~u?id=62524524.~3b~48bfe8f~9c85eI9d7~Id338e5d&n=T&~=thear~&~=34~8262 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34118262-62524524.013bOO48bfeSf19c85e19d711d338eSd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell ~’,,ahoo.com~ 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:26 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

The progthc mailing list <progthc@liskserv.unc.edtr~ 

Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Dear Jay, 
I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Facul~z listserv to fm-ther your own destructive agenda As someone who has suffered as a result of your never-ending 
quest to find the "truth, I have been dismayed to see you take fulther actions that are destructive to individuals on campus and the university as a whole 
Perhaps you do not realize that, evely’ time you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that carr,v a high personal and professional cost to those 

involved. It would be nice to know- what your ultimate goal is. Are you really on the side of truth and fairness or something else? 

KiaCaldwell 

> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

> Thanks very much, Don and everyone. I)o please spread the word We’re already up to about 50 s~gnatwes. 
>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PM, Nonmi, I)on wrote: 
>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. ’]Ne URL below worked 12~r me, and I have j ust signed the petition. Urge eveuone else to do so as well 
>> 

>> Don 
>> 

>> 

>> Don Nonini 
>> Professor of Anthropology 
>> Anthropology Department 
>> UNC Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Smith, Jay M 
>> Sent: Tuesday, Janua~’ 14, 2014 8:13 PM 
>> To: ~Ihe prog~ac mailing list 
>> Subject: [prog15c] petition on free speech 
>> 

>> Colleagues: 
>> I don’t knoxv if the list is aware of this, but MaW WIllingham, the athletics xvhistleblower who xvas on GNU- this week, has received about a half dozen death threats and many other 
hateful and hostile calls and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters. Our a&ninistration, too busy tuitg to discredit Willingham’s claims about literacy level of some 
athletes, has uttered not a single public word about this abhorrent behavior. ~e athletic reform group has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to collect many facul~" 
signatures to present to the chancellor for Friday’s Facul~ Council meeting. I was unable to send the lit~ to a listse~-, but I *believe* that you’ll be able to access and sign the petition here 
if you are so inclined. ~xarNs for considering. (And please spread the word.) 
>> 

>> Jay Smith 
>> 

>> Ntp:i/www.ipetitions.com/petition/~xc-opposes-death-threats 
>> 

>> -- You are cwrently subscribed to progfac as: dnonini@email.~xc.edu. To nnsubscribe send a blarN email to leave-34113354- 
154987.cd018cl a24dd05c7a~9Mbee525dagd@listse~-.m~c.edu 
> 

> 

> --- You are c~rently subscribed to progfac as: ~@yahoo.com. To ~xsubscribe send a blat~ email to leave-34117778- 
56071357.710bge05a35926cf61 c59e9280659274@lis~e~-.~xc.edn 

-- You are cmrently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34118280-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c1248 lb56fel ebgb@listselv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:15 PM 

The progl?ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [progtiic] petition on free speech 

Hi Kia. Thank you for your response. I support your sentiments 100% 

A seemingly simple request of the Chancellor has far more impact and consequences than what I believe you have thought through., or perhaps you ARE a;vare and that is your very 
intention. 

debby 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome" 
-- Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if an?’, is intended only- for the -person or entity, to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized revie;v, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Kia (Taldwell [rnailto: @yahoo coral 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:26 PM 

To: ~fhe progfac mailing list 

Cc: ’1The progfac mailing list 

Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Dear Jay, 
I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As someone who has suffered as a result of your never-ending 
quest to :find the "truth, 1 have been dismayed to see you take further actions that are destructive to individuals on campus and the unlversi~" as a whole. 

Perhaps you do not realize that, every time you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that carry a high personal and professional cost to those 
inw)lved. It would be nice to know what your ultimate goal is. Are you really on the side of truth and fairness or something else? 

Kia Caldwel[ 

> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> *vrote: 
> 

> Thanks very much, Don and everyone Do please spread the word. We’re already up to about 50 signatures 
>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PM, Nonini, Don wrote: 
>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The URL below worked :[’or me, and I have just signed the petition Urge everyone else to do so as well. 
>> 

>> Don 
>> 

>> 

>> Don Nonini 
>> Professor of Anthropology 
>> Anthropology Department 
>> l~2"qC Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Smith, Jay M 
>> Sent: Tuesday-, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 
>> To: The progfac mailing list 
>> Subject: [progfac] petition on fiee speech 
>> 

>> Colleagues: 
>> I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Macy Wlllingham, the 
>> athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this xveek, has received about 
>> a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls 
>> and emails this past week fiom (presumably) athletic boosters. Ottr 
>> ackninistration, too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s claims 
>> about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 
>> public word about this abhorrent behavior. The athletic reform group 
>> has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to collect 
>> man?’ faculty signattu-es to present to the chancellor for Friday’s 
>> Faculty Council meeting. I was unable to send the link to a listserv, 
>> but I *believe* that you’ll be able to access and sign the petition 
>> here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And please 
>> spread the word.) 
>> 

>> Jay Smith 
>> 

>> http://www.ipetitions, com/petitionitmc-opposes-death-threats 
>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
>> dnonini@email.unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
>> leave-34113354-154987 cd018c 1 a24dd05c7af79a4bee525da9d@listserv unc e 



> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as ~i~yahoo.com 
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave-34117778-56071357 710b9e05a35926cf61c59e9280659274@listserv.unc. 
> edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank emai[ to leave-34118280-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56felebgb@listserv.unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-34118702-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.~c.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell < ~yahoo.com~ 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [progti~c] petition on ti~ee speech 

Thanks, Debby. 

> On Jan 15, 2014, at 4:08 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> 

> Hi Kia. Thank you so much for your note I have asked Jay this same question in person. No response. 
> 

> I have also shared my thoughts with the Chancellor and Provost 
> 

> Stay encouraged, 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 
> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
> ,-. Samue[ Johnson 
> 
> CONFIDENTIALITY N©TICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the origina[ message. 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Kia CaldweH [l_naiito:         ~gahoo com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:26 PM 
> To: The progfac mailing list 
> Cc: The progfac mailing list 
> Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 
> 

> Dear Jay, 
> I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As someone who has suffered as a result of your never-ending 
quest to find the "truth, I have been dismayed to see you take further actions that are destructive to individuals on campus and the university as a whole 
> Perhaps you do not realize that, every ume you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that carry a high personal and professional cost to those 
involved. It would be nice to know what your ultimate goal is. Are you really on the side of truth and fairness or something else’? 
> 

> Kia CaldweH 
> 

> 

>> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Thanks very much, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re already up to about 50 signatures. 

>>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PM, Nonini, Don wrote: 
>>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The L~,.L belo~v worked for me, and I have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do so as well. 

>>> Don 

>>> Don Nonini 
>>> Professor of Anthropology 
>>> Anthropology Department 
>>> L2xlC Chapel Hill 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Smith, Jay M 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 
>>> To: The progfac mailing list 
>>> Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 

>>> Colleagues: 
>>> I don’t know- if the list is aware of this, but Mary WIllingham, the 
>>> athletics whistleblower ~vho was on CNN this week, has received about 
>>> a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls 
>>> and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters Our 
>>> administration, too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s claims 
>>> about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 
>>> public ~vord about this abhon-ent behavior The athletic reform group 
>>> has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to collect 
>>> many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for Friday’s 
>>> Faculty Council meeting. I ~vas unable to send the link to a listserv, 
>>> but I *believe* that you’ll be able to access and sign the petition 
>>> here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And please 
>>> spread the word.) 



>>> Jay Smith 

>>> ht[p://www.ipetitions.com/peti~ioniunc-opposes-death4hreats 

>>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 

>>> dnonini@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>>> leave-34113354-154987.cd018c 1 a24dd05c7af79a4bee525dagd@listserv.unc.e 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: .~.yahoo. com. 

>> To unsubscribe send a blat~k email to 

>> leave-34117778 -56071357.71069e05a35926cf61 c59e9280659274@listserv.unc. 

>> edu 

> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@~mc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34118280-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 1248 l b56fel ebgb@listsel~’.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [progthc] petition on ti~ee speech 

More craziness I hope it all ends soon. 

On 1/15/14 4:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>And people tell me that this situation is not a war? ~{y "true colors"? 
>Lol. 
> 

>d 
> 

>Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>Engage Explore. Empower 
> 

>919.8430336 
> 

>~Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be 
>overcome." 
>- Samuel Johnson 
> 
>CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if 
>any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed 
>and may contain confidential anc~,or privileged material Any 
>---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
>If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 
>e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmlth(~email.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Wednesday, January ] 5, 2014 4:54 PM 
>To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 
> 

>This is just about as insulting an email as I have ever received from a 
>faculty colleague. So I have some nefarious scheme to use my campaign 
>against death threats to do.. what exactly? We have officially entered 
>bizarro world But thanks [’or showing me your true colors 
> 

>So you know--I wasn’t even the guy who proposed this petition, nor was I 
>the one who wrote it. 
>On 1/15/14 4:15 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
>> Hi Kia. Thank you for your response, l support your sentiments 100%. 
>> 

>> A seemingly simple request of the Chancellor has far more impact and 
>>consequences than what I believe you have thought through.., or perhaps 
>>you ARE aware and that is yottr very intention. 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stronran, Ph.D. CLU 
>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first 
>>be overcome." 
>> ~ Samuel Johnson 
>> 

>> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail nressage, including attactwaents, if 
>>any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed 
>>and may contain corffidential and/or privileged material. Any 
>>---tmauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
>>If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by 
>>reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Kia Caldwell [mailto:         @ahoo.com] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:26 PM 
>> To: The progfac mailing list 
>> Cc: The progfac mailing list 
>> Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 
>> 

>> Dear Jay, 
>> I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive 
>>Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As someone who 
>>has suffered as a result of your never-ending quest to find the "truth, 
>>I have been dismayed to see you take further actions that are 
>>destructive to individuals on campus and the university as a ~vhole. 
>> Perhaps you do not realize that, eveu time you collude with the 



>>media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ~wus that carry a 
>>high personal and professional cost to those inw~lved It would be nice 
>>to know what your ultimate goal is. Are you really on the side of truth 
>>and fairness or something else? 
>> 

>> Kia Caldwell 
>> 

>> 

>>> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Thanks very rauch, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re 
>>>alrea@ up to about 50 signatures. 
>>>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PM. Nonini, Don wrote: 
>>>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The URL below worked for rae, and 
>>>>I have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do so as well. 

>>>> Don 

>>>> Don Nonini 
>>>> Professor of Anthropology 
>>>> Antl~opology Department 
>>>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Smitl~ Jay M 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 
>>>> To: The progfac mailing list 
>>>> Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 

>>>> Colleagues: 
>>>> I don’t krmw if the list is aware of this, but MalT WIllingham, the 
>>>> athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this week, has recmved about 
>>>> a half dozen death threats and many other hateii~l and hostile calls 
>>>> and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters Our 
>>>> administration, too bus?’ t~ing to discredit Willingham’s claims 
>>>> about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 
>>>> public word about this abhorrent behavior The athletic reform group 
>>>> has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to 
>>>> collect many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for 
>>>> Friday’s Faculty Council meeting I was unable to send the link to a 
>>>> listserv, but I *believe* that you’ll be able to access and sign the 
>>>> petition here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And 
>>>> please spread the word) 

>>>> Jay Smith 

>>>> http:/i~vw~v.ipetitions, com/petitiola/unc-opp os es-death-threats 

>>>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 

>>>> dnonini@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
>>>> leave-34113354-154987 cd018cl a24dd05c7af79a4bee525da9d@listserv uric 
>>>> e 
>>>> du 
>>> 

>>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: ~yahoo com. 
>>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>>> leave-34117778-56071357.710b9e05a35926cf61 c59e928065927@listserv.unc 
>>> edu 
>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc edu To 
>> unsubscribe send a blank emai[ to 
>> leave-34118280-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fel eb9b@listsep¢ uric 
>> edu 
>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
>> jaysmith@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
>3, leave-34118702-60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv.unc. 
>> edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Amelia Roberts-Lewis < ~gmaJl.com~ 

Wednesday, Jannary 15, 2014 5:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting with Vice Chancellor - Thurs @ 11:30 

Jeaa Boxill- Chair of Faculty.docx 

Hi Deborah, 
1 mn meeting with Ron Strauss and Jim Dean tomorrow - Thnrsday from 11:30 to 12 noon. I have sent them this emoJl that I sent to Jan Boxill to summarize our 

conversation. I don’t know if Jan sent it to you or not, but I have attached it to this email. 

If you can join me, jnst send me a text- 

Warm Regards, 

Amelia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Oltice Hours 

Dr. Stroman, 

When are your office hours this semester? 

@live.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sawin, Patricia E <sawin@unc.edu; 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:40 PM 

The progt:ac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [progt~c] petition on free speech 

Thanks, Debby, 

Glad to hear that the Chancellor has been supporting free speech on this matter. Good point that the absence of such statements from the press report I’ve seen tells us little. 
A pity that recognizing others’ rights to their principals doesn’t apparently make good copy. 
Patricia 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:30 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject-" RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 

d:,bbv 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe~ Explore, Empowe~: 

9119,843.0336 

"Nothing wiii ever be attempted if aii possiMe objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ ~ohnson 

Fmm~ Sawin, Patricia E 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3anua~ 15, 2014 9:00 PM 
To~ The progfac mailing list 
Subject~ RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 
Colleagues, 

For what use it may be to you... 
WRAL has published the text of Mary Willingham’s deposition in Ed O’Bannon’s lawsuit against the NCAA, asking that atheletes receive a share of profits from the use of their 
images. 

http: !!www.wral.con~!full-text- ma ry-willing ha m-deposition-in- ncaa-lawsuit!13301830/ 

I understand that many of us, especially faculty in AAADS, may be suspicious of anyone who provides information to the public that the N&O or conservative groups in the state 
might seek to use to bash the university by keeping this issue in the public eye, but Willingham certainly does not come off as someone with malicious intent. 

For example (from point 8 on page 3) 
"The college football and basketball players that I worked with sometimes earned a degree, but they did not get an education. They simply did not have equal access to a real 

education because the academic experience for atheletes is separate and unequal. They arrived unprepared and remained unprepared because of institutional priorities." 
And in the previous point she summarizes the data that explains what she means by underprepared. 

also found the CNN article helpful: http://www.cnn.com/2014/O1/O9/us/ncaa-athletes-unc-response/ 

Following Andrew Perrin’s suggestion, I have just sent the following email directly to Chancellor Folt. 

Dear Chancellor Folt, 

have been extremely distressed to hear that our colleague Mary Willingham has received death threats and other hate-filled messages after sharing publicly her experiences 
as a learning specialist working with student atheletes at UNC and the results of her research on their academic preparedness. 

Whether or not others at the university agree with her findings, whether or not she has caused embarrassment to the university, I believe it is absolutely incumbent upon you 
as the leader of this university to defend her right to speak and to condemn those who would threaten her or any other member of our academic community. 

Respectfully, 
Patricia Sawin 

Should you wish to communicate with either of these parties, the Chancellor’s email is carol.folt@unc.edu. 



Ms. Willingham’s is mwillinqham@unc.edu. 

cordially, 

Patricia 

Patricia E. Sawin 
Associate Professor 
Associate Chair, Director of Graduate Studies, and 
Coordinator of the Folklore Program 
Department of American Studies 
CB# 3520 
228 Greenlaw 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-4065 

From: Perrin, Andrew J 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 7:51 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Cc: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Colleagues, 

I believe jay’s (and Mary’s) intentions are honorable and fair. 

I also think the effects of their consistent mistrust and impugning of the intentions of leadership and faculty volunteers are very problematic and have caused real harm to real 
faculty. 

In any case, though, the petition is laughably straightforward - does anybody actually think the chancellor would endorse death threats? Did anybody bother to just ask her 
instead of doing a petition that nobody in her right mind would object to? 

Andrew Perrin, UNC Sociology 
Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 15, 2014, at 5:31 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> Thanks Max. I apologize for my comment that may have offended some in this regard. 
> 
> "Where you stand depends on where you sit." Perhaps my seat, coupled with the most recent media flurry, has heightened my emotions to the extent that I do question 
intent. A good thing? Time will surely tell. 
> 
> debby 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 
> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
> N Samuel Johnson 

> 
> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 
confidential and!or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender 
by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Eichner, Maxine 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:24 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L; The progfac mailing list 
> Subject: RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 
> 
> I am newer to the progfac listserv than some and, because of that, there may be longstanding codes of behavior of which I’m not aware. But I’d put in my vote for this to be 
a civil forum where, even if we are vigorously debating ends and strategies, we would shy away from attacking one another’s goodwill. My two cents. 
> -Max Eichner 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:15 PM 
> To: The progfac mailing list 
> Subject: RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 
> 
> Hi Kia. Thank you for your response. I support your sentiments 100%. 
> 
> A seemingly simple request of the Chancellor has far more impact and consequences than what I believe you have thought through.., or perhaps you ARE aware and that is 
your very intention. 
> 
> debby 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 9:[9.843.0336 

> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
> ~ Samuel ,johnson 

> 
> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 
confidential and!or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender 
by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> 

> ..... Original Message 

> From: Kia Caldwell [mailto:        @yahoo.corn1 
> Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary :~5, 20:[4- 3:26 PM 
> To: The progfac mailing list 
> Cc: The progfac mailing list 
> Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 
> 
> Dear .Jay, 
> I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As someone who has suffered as a result of your 

never-ending quest to find the "truth, I have been dismayed to see you take further actions that are destructive to individuals on campus and the university as a whole. 
> Perhaps you do not realize that, every time you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that carry a high personal and professional cost to 
those involved. Tt would be nice to know what your ultimate goal is. Are you really on the side of truth and fairness or something else? 
> 
> Kia Caldwell 
> 

> 

>> On .Jan :~5, 20:~4, at 2:28 Plvl, .Jay Smith <j_a__y__s___n_~_j_t__h__~__e____m___a_ik~_n___c_=e__d___u_> wrote: 
>> 
>> Thanks very much, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re already up to about 50 signatures. 

>>> On :~/:~5/:~4 :~2:47 PM, Nonini, Don wrote: 
>>> Colleagues, T’m with .Jay on this. The URL below worked for me, and T have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do so as well. 
>>> 
>>> Don 

>>> Don Nonini 
>>> Professor of Anthropology 
>>> Anthropology Department 
>>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>>> ..... Original Message 
>>> From: Smith, .Jay M 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, .January :~4, 20:~4 8::~3 PM 
>>> To: The progfac mailing list 
> > > Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 
>>> 
>>> Colleagues: 
>>> I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary WIIlingham, the 

>>> athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this week, has received about 
>>> a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls 
> > > and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters. Our 
> > > administration, too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s claims 
>>> about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 
> > > public word about this abhorrent behavior. The athletic reform group 
>>> has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to collect 
> > > many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for Friday’s 
>>> Faculty Council meeting. I was unable to send the link to a listserv, 
>>> but T ~believe¯ that you’ll be able to access and sign the petition 
>>> here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And please 
>>> spread the word.) 
>>> 
>>> .Jay Smith 
>>> 

>>> http:!Lwww.ipetitions~comji~etition!unc-opJ~oses-death-th reats 
>>> 
>>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 

>>> dnonini@emaiLunc~edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>>> du 

>> 

>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: ~y__a__h___o__o__:_c___o___m__. 

>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>> leave-34J~ ~..7778-5607~..357.TJ.Ob9eOSa35926cf6~-.c59e9280659274@listserv.unc. 
>> edu 
> 
> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34J.~.8280- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c ~.248:l.b56fe:l.ebgb@listse~v. u nc.edu 
> 
> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: meichner@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34,:H.8702- 



69922466.714b47fe92337365ffe9eac0292f8a 54@listserv.u nc.ed u 
> 
> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: andrew perrin(Ounc,edu, To unsubscribe send a blank 

> email to leave-34:tlg:£48-777~.98.Sd7ec0d7d4f525eb0250d4c2682e7f7a@listserv,unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: _s__a___w__Ln___@__u__[~__c__&c_Lu_.. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-341J.9552-60098898.ddJ.febdOea7"J.dJ.943ceSe89af~.gfd852@listserv,unc,edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progthc as: <a href"mailto:dstro(tbunc.edu’%dstro(a)unc.edu</g~>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
ema]l 

to <a hre~" !:n..~!~?2~.~t.~:.e..-..~.4...~...~...c.)..~..)..7.~.5..~}.2..~.~.!)..2~(.!:.~...S.~.:a~b..~.!)~!~?.~7.~.~.~.Lb.~.~2.~q~.!~y.~L~:~.~1~ > @_::a_~:_e_:__3__4:_l,l__~ ~_9__7__-- 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnrrently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hm~"mailto:sawin@unc.edn">sawin@unc.edu<a>. To unsubscfibe send a Nank ~r> 

email to <a hreD"mailto:leave- 34119812- 60098898.dd 1 febd0ea7 ld 1943ce5e89afl 9fd852@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 34119812- 
60098898.ddl febd0ea71 d1943ce5e89afl 9fd852@1i stserv.unc.eduWa> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe seM a blank <b~> 

emaJl to <a luef "mailto:leave-34119845-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listse~w.unc.edu">leave-34119845- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Grade Chm~ge Request tbr ,EXSS . Fall. 

Thanks soo much Dr. Stroman! !! 

> On , at 4:09 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> 

> FYI. ;) 

> 

> Dr Stroman 

> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

> -- Samuel Johnson 

> 

> CONFIDENTLkLITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

privileged materiab Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 

copies of the original message. 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: peoplesoft@unc edu [m ailto:peoplesoft~unc, edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:20 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah L 

> Subject: Grade Change Request for ,EXSS Fall. 

> 

> A Grade Change Request for for EXSS in Fall has been approved. ’]7he new grade has been posted to the student’s record. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resources & Service <accessibili~@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 6:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Student in Class- Accommodations 

Professor Stroman -               is enrolled in your EXSS :       class for the      Spring Semester and has a disability or medical condition that 
may require additional time and possibly an alternate location for examinations. If you and the student agree and you plan to proctor the examination 
(s), please contact our office for specific information regarding accommodations. These accommodations should not alter the manner in which you 
normally conduct your course. 

Our office is prepared to assist by being available to proctor any quizzes or examinations if the student is unable to complete this activity with the 
rest of the class. The guidelines for alternative testing are available for review on our website at: 

http:i/accessibility.u nc.ed uz studentsireqistered-students/quidelines- alternative-testinq 

The student, copied on this notice, will contact you in a timely manner about scheduling examinations. 

The student will then schedule examinations on-line, and 

¯ We will inform you approximately 2-3 days prior to the examination with the name of the student(s) for whom we will be prepared to proctor the 

exa m. 

¯ Examinations can be uploaded to the "Faculty - Test Drop Box" (secured) on the front page of our website: http://accessibility.unc~edu. 

If the student has not communicated and made arrangements with you, please expect them to take the exam with the rest of the class with the 
normal allotted time. 

As a courtesy, we ask that you respect the confidentiality of the student in this matter. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions, please 
feel free to contact us at 962-8300 or stop by our office, located on the second floor (Suite 2126) in the Student Academic Services Building at your 
earliest convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration regarding this matter 

Tiffany Bailey- Director 
Cynthia Hopkins - Administrative Assistant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Young, Jaclyn [Jaclyn_Young@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

1/16/2014 7:01:12 PM 

Hobart, Don [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr John Donald Hobart Jr (hobart)942]; Sanseverino, Nan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nansan]; Stroman, 

Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

FW: KI Senior Advisors Meeting - AGENDA PASTED BELOW 

3rd floor boardroom 

Start: 1/21/2014 1:30:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Hi Don, Nan, and Debby, 

Per Ronda, here is your parking permit link for next Tuesday: http://printparkingpass.com/p/qOz8gZ2vhU-1Rn19USyPhg 

Thanks so much and have a great day~ 

Jaclyn 

Jaclyn Young ¯ Kenan Center Program Coordinator ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
CB# 1550, Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1550 
919.962.0228 [] Fax 919.962.2787 [] jaclyn:young@unc.edu [] www.kenancenter.unc.edu 

Like the Kenan Center on Facebook! 

..... Original Appointment ..... 
From= Ragan, Ronda 
Sent= Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:54 AM 
To= Ragan, Ronda; Cone, 3udith (Office of the Chancellor); Napier, Mary; Didow, Nicholas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & 
Sport Science); Howell, Lingmei; Hobart, Don (don.hobart@unc.edu); Sanseverino, Nancy (Journalism/Mass 
Communication); Reifsnider, Cynthia; Little, Mark; ’drharoon’ (zishan haroon@med.unc.edu); Lee, Thomas 
(Comprehensive Cancer Center); Doherty, Jason; Lane, Brent; Johnson, Jim; Zoller, Ted; Spivey, Kay; Bolas, Michelle 
(Innovation and Entrepreneurshp); Greis, Noel; Feldman, Maryann (City & Regional Planning); Friga, Paul; Wilson, Betty; 
Smith, Kennetha (Innovation and Entrepreneurshp); Constable, Glenn; Banks, LaChaun 
Cc= Young, Jaclyn; Hobart, 3ohn (VC for Research); Cone, Judith; drharoon 
Subject= KI Senior Advisors Meeting - AGENDA PASTED BELOW 
When= Tuesday, January 21, 2014 8:30 AM-10:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where= 3rd floor boardroom 

January 21, 2014 

Kenan Institute Senior Advisors Meeting 



3rd floor boardroom 

8:30-10 am 

Agenda 

8:30-9:00 am Discussion of what we hope to accomplish during the interim period of 6-9 months 

Judith and Mary 

9:00-9:25 Kenan Institute staff/faculty report outs (3-5 minutes each) 

Kenan Fund Board of Directors Meeting 

Concierge 

Eastern NC/EDA grant 

NC LOW 

Aging Initiative 

Digital Strategy 

Student Engagement 

Mary 

Jason and Cindy 

Mark and LaChaun 

Brent 

Jim and Noel 

Noel 
Lingmei 

9:25 - 9:45 Senior Advisor report outs (3-5 minutes each) 

Brand NC Nick 
Strategic Planning Paul 

University Impacts Don 

Sport Entrepreneurship Debby 

Others ? 

9:45-10:00 Upcoming Board of Advisors meeting 

Next meeting February 18, 8:30-10 

Subsequent meeting will combine senior advisors and the all hands meetings 

Senior advisor portion will be from 8:30-9:15 am 

All Hands portion will be from 9:15-10 am 

We hope the combined meeting will maximize interactions and collaboration and reduce redundancies between the two 

meetings. 

Good morning: 

We look forward to seeing the KI Senior Advisors on Tuesday, January 21, from 8:30-10am in our boardroom. Parking e- 

permits will be requested through Glenn for Don Hobart and Debby Stroman. Please let me know if you have any 

questions or need further assistance. 

Best, 



Ronda 

Ronda Ragan .... Area Assistant, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise :::: UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 Kenan Center Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919.962.8201 .... fax 919962.8202 .... ronda_ragan@unc.edu ..... www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, January. 16, 2014 5:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Eyemtness Report: NCAA convention Wed PM!ThursAM 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings fi~om the posh and spacious and California-elegant lobby of the Bayfront Hilton in 

San Diego. As befits its name, the Ba~t’ront sits Olitemlly 0 on San Diego Bay, with impressive 

views of the Coronado peninsula and "the tail and spindly Coronado Bridge. VeD’ impressive. 

But enough of the travel b~ochure s~ltl let 0 s get down to business. The business of the day, of 

the entire week actually, is the NCAA convention. Big, ambitiously scheduled and topically 
diverse, an NCAA convention is like those gears and shMts and interconnected pulleys in a 

Willy Wonka (or Charlie Chaplin?) movie. 

MaW of the attendees axe staying at the 30- s~toly Bayfront Hilton, which sits at one end of the 

very impressive, very large San Diego Convention Center, and~ at the far end (O-mi.?) of the 

convention center sits the equally large, equally impressive Maniot Marquee. 

Being an incurable lobby rat, well attuned to the basics oftraitic flow, electrical outlets, food 

sources and bathroom facilities, I staked the Clips flag at an ~ L [] intersection at the juncture 

of the fiout desk, the escalator from the convention center and the long hallway to the lobby 

bar. This s~rategically-located perch will be my MotherShip away from home for a large 

portion of my three-day stay, and I picked the best spot that could be. 

For example, I mn j ust finishing up this Clips Eyewitness Report at 10am PT, and, j ust within 

the trust hour, four of the five Big 5 commissioners walked by (and, of course, I greeted each 

one solicitously and respectfully), and dozens of D1 ADs as well. This is my world, these are 

my prilne custolners, and I am delighted to be able to spend three days in a hotel lobby to see 

and be seen. 

Jet lag is what it is, so I flew in on Tuesday (Newark to LAX) to mitigate the effects. On 

Tuesday I visited ruth AD Bill Husak and Sr. VP Student Affairs Lane Bove of Loyola 

Marymount Universi~ (West Coas~t Conference) .... more on that visit in an upcoming 



installment. Next was UCLA to visit AD Dan Guerrero and several members of his 

Petrina Long, Mark HMan, Josh Rupprecht, Leslie Dalziel and Alex Timiraos. Then Will 

Galley took me on a great tour of the great t~cilities. After a pleasant dinner with my wife [J s 

Aunt Antoinette at "the Palomino in Westwood Village I was in my rental Nissa.n Rogue (a 3- 

cylinder whiner that reminded me of a Cold War Tmbant), I was on to []the [] 405" which 

drains into the 5, and I drove the two hours south to San Diego. By now I was up too many 

hours and I stumbled into my son [] s house in Pacific Beach, conveniently located just 8 ~niles 
from the San Diego Convention Center. 

*For those unfamiliar with the California vernacular, interstate highways are 

referred to as’ []the 405[] rather than []I-405[] or []Interstate 405[] or []Highway 

405. [] It[]s a CaliJbrnia thing. 

When I firs~t walked into the capacious convention center on Wednesday morning, there was a 

line a couple hnndred long for registration, so I obediently took my place. (After all, when New 

Yorkers see a line, they reflexively get at the end ofi~, without even asking what the line is tbr.) 

The first person I talked to in line was the ~] new ~ (six months) FAR at Utal~, Karen Paisley. 

Ve~ nice person, ve~ nice conversation. 

After ten minutes it dawned on me that there was probably a sepaxate Media registration (and 

there was), so I excused myself and hunted it down. So Karen won the coveted "Clips First 

Person Award," bestowed to the first person I come across. 

Disclaimer: Before I go any f!~rther in describing the convention, the NCAA itself 

or the pro and con of va~ous rnles and proposals, I am obliged to state for the 

record that an), organization needs rules, enforcers and arbiters. Elsewise there []s 

chaos. I do not know how the NC~4~ might change or evolve, but I do know that 

there needs’ to be some kind of structure. Elsewise there[is chaos. It has become 
tediously fashionable m rant and rm,e about the NCAA (see the rant dujure at the 

botiom of this report), and there have been several embarrassing go(gg’ m be sure, 

but the NCAA ck)es tens of thousands’ ofho-hum, keep the ship moving activities 

that get very little mention. ~o, the NC~I did not pay me to say this’). Ihe point 

here is that it makes infinite sense to make the changes to the NC~t that need to 

be made, and then move on into the glorious’future. Translation (re the rumored 

D1 h~rces-have-nots re-org) : Cooler heads’ should prevail, and reach an 

[]accommodation[] that everyone can Bve with. It might not be 50-50, but you 

gotta do what you gotta do. 

On the way to the media registration I ran into Brad Wolverton of The Chronicle of Higher 

Education, and then Stacey Osburn of the NCAA. Then I was offinto the maw of the 

convention .... 

Rather than chronological order~ let me start with the highlight of my entire Wednesday (and [] I 

dare say [] the highlight of tnost attendees [] Wednesday as well), M~ich was a truly inspiring, 

entertaining speech by CBS announcer Jim Nantz at the NCAA Keynote Luncheon. 

Paying appropriate homage to dreams, goals and hard work, Nantz took those generic 
attributes and made tbem nncannily relevant to the administrators and s~mdent-athletes in the 

room. I was particularly struck when Nanlz poo-pooed the importance of sports announcers 

knowing all the s~ts. Rather. he said, announcers should learn how to []tell a story, [] with a 

beginning, a middle and an end. Mind you, I did not write "these words in anything neaJc the 

passion or impact as Jim Nan,, but his words alone ~1 basic and simple as they are ~; make a 

ton of sense. 

Some ofNantz~ 1 better quotes: 

Regmding the 24-hour news cycle, talk radio, interuet society we now have, he warned 

athletics adminisq_rators that []All s~dent-athletes axe now part of the media~ due to 

social media. [] Too true? 
Regarding his somewhat old- fashioned sVle, [] They [the critics] say I [] m too syruW. I 

did not thi~k that was a negative. That [] s what I do; I [] m just being mysel£ [] 

~Vouldn []t it be great if more people could get themselves into situations in which []just 

by being themselves []they can be successful? 

Regarding the value of being a student-athlete: I~You go to college with a dream and 

walk out of there ready to achieve it. ~ 

Nan~ closed by describing one of his greatest (and funniest) honor~ which was being invited 
by President Bush to a state dinner in 2007 for a visit by Queen Elizabeth, her first visit in 16 

yeaxs. He went into hilarious detail about him being seated at the head table ruth the President 

and the Queen. Bush leaned over to Nanlz and said, [] You [] re sitting here for a reason. Keep 

the conversation going. [] 



Before and after lunch for me was saying hello to literally dozens of people. In my thirty or so 

conversations the topic that came up most w&s the keen interest of the nation’s most powerful 

conferences to have more autonomy on some of college sports’ thorniest issues. 

And who did I talk to Wednesday and Thursday morning? Let ~ s see Carolyn Femovich, Lee 

Reed, Eric Sexton, Don DiJulia~ Mike Wolfert, John D []Argenio, Todd Turner, Marie TNte, 

Mike Slive, John Swofford, Bob Bowles, Richard Ensor, Joe D ~Antonio, Vince Nicastm, 

Bob Vecchione, Patti Phillips, Mark Hollis, Daaa Gavitt, Irn~a Gaxcia, David La~ngfor& John 

Suarez~ Noreen Hickso~ Greg Sm~:ey, Shm~non Myers, Gina Lichte, Kathy DeBoer, Scott 

Barnes, Peter Roby, Duer Sharp, Jane Myers, Mark Lewis, BerNe McGlade, San@ Barber, 

Matt Burgemeister, Kent Haslam, David Roach, Kris Dunbar. Mary-Beth Cooper, Bob 

Williams, Ken Shank, Stefaafie Lol~ Quincy Adams Wags~f£ Julie Lach, Pat Forde, Pete 

Thamel, Stewart Mandel, Dan Radakovich, and I ~m sure I missed a few. 

There are hundreds of issues to be discussed, moved tbrward or resolved here at the 
convention, but the hands-down headline-grabber is the, um, what do I call it? .... a~um roll 

please .... the Ugovema~cel ~ issue. 

Of course, almost eve~thing at the convention is a [;govemance ~ issue of some sort or 

another, but this headline-grabber issue has everytlring to do ruth establishing rules that satisfy. 

the burgeoning appetites of the 65 schools in the Big 5 conferences. Or maybe it~ s just the top 

20 or 30 schools in the Big 5 that actually make what the rest of the world considers a 

[] profit. [] 

This quote from Big 12 Commissioner Bob BoMsby during the summer, illus~tmtes the width of 

the divide: "Relaiive to the legislative p~)cess; we are very much at a point now where 

we can’t get anything that’s transfl)rmative through the system. I think that’s’ particularly 

felt by seven or eight conferences and the five major conferences in particular. It is just 
very difficult to do anything that would benefit our student athletes or our institutions 

that doesn’t get voted down by the larger majoriO~. "One does not have to be adept at 

reading between the lines to understand the message on this one. 
The challenge will be to keep those big-time programs hapw while also keeping the other 315 

or not so big-time D1 schools hapw as well. 

I think that cooler heads will prevail and reach a compromise. Whether that will be 50- 50, 60- 

40 or 70-30 remains to be seen. 

Plus NCAA D1 Board Chairman Nathan Hatch told The AP on Wednesday, []I think the 

board wouM like to cha~g,e others’ with doing more of the tactical and complicated 

details’ and the board shouldJhnction more like a board should There are huge issues 

that f~ce the NCAA [] what[]s the nature of amateurism, what[]s the nature of injuries; 

what do you do when there ~ ]s a strong critique that it~ ]s all about the mon~, what do 

you do to presetwe academic integrity? That[is what the board s’houM be dealing with. I ~ 

Welcome to the soon-to-be new NCAA? 

Nick Infa~ate 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www.twitter.co~r~@Colle.qeAt hClips 

John Swofford, ACC Commissioner; 
Nick Infante, Clips Editor; 

Mike Slive, SEC Commissioner 



Supplemental reading: 

DI Legislative Council app~oves recnfiting, safer51 proposals NCAA.org 
From the axticle: [1The council, meeting aspart of the 2014 NCAA Convention in 

San Diego, agreed to require Division I schools to report annually to the NCAA all 
Jiaalities, near-f!~lalities and catastrophic injuries incurred by studenl-athletes. [; 

Athletes, Drugs and Entitlement b51Allie Grassgreen, Inside Higher Ed, 1-1 6-14 

Here [] s a NCAA rant from Bob Gilbert, retired University of Tennessee news director. This 

rant is ~pical of many others like it by many other writers out there. It [] s often open season on 

the NCAA for many writers ...... 

College fi)otball~ ls equivalent of the mafia [1 the NCAA [ J is holding ils annual 

convention this week in San Diego. NCAA president 3/lark Emmerl seized the 

opporluni& to once again lell the world what a noble organization the NCAA is 

and how it is doing its’ best lo represent the welfare of college athleles. Itis 
ass’ertion, of course, is’ not trite. 7’he NC~L/I []s over-riding objective is to generate 

money for itself and its member schools; but especiallyJbr itself Big-time college 

athletics are a multi-billion-dollar enterprise, and the NC~tA will do nothing to 

disrupt its’ re,’enue stream. Behind closed doors [] aw~, J?om the prying eyes and 
ears’ of reporters - Emmert, his staff and ~miversity presidents; speaking in hushed 

tones’, will discuss the threats to their money machine ..... and it goes on and on 

fi"om there .... 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: vww~.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular Wed/Thur Eye~dtness Report eFLASH has been sent to all proscribers. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues ~/ith value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define t,~e essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics 

*To be removed fiom lifts mailing list or chmtge the email fbrmat please use 1he links below: 

Chsnge yore subscription 

[ nsubsctibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow-Up t?om yesterday’s BAS Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to follow up on a few points from last night’s meeting that were on my mind. 

Twitter: I’m committed to growing that KI Sport Twitter handle and its influence. I’ll take the lead on the account and start tweeting a lot more from 

it. Another thing that I’ve done in the past is use the Tweet Adder software to grow an audience. Essentially, the application allows you to identify 

potential followers and grow audience with followiunfollow strategy and targeted promotion. We could purchase the S-account capability 

application for S74, and I think it would lead to a very worthwhile ROI. I can elaborate more on this if needed. 

UNC Sports Eship Video: You discussed the video about Sports Eship and KI Sport, and I brought up the Reese News Lab video. Worth checking out 

for some perspective. Think it’s a cool video and the format is something we could alter a bit to make more attractive and interesting: Link 

Entrepreneurship Spotlight: Taylor and I discussed this a little bit. Instead of doing just a general Sports EShip spotlight series, we should use that 

time and investment to do features or Q&As with featured panelists for BAS. After BAS concludes, we can use that space for a more general EShip 

Spotlight like you suggested. This would help us promote awareness of BAS and the guests and offers a lot of event-relevant content to push on 

social media. I also think the timeliness and prominence of BAS will attract more traffic. 

Media Outreach: If you’ll permit me to, I can head up media outreach and relations and start doing that pretty soon. From our SBJ and 12 databases, 

I have a pretty extensive media list that I’ll load into Mailchimp. From there, I can develop a short press release and some useful links/resources to 

send out to media and urge them to post blog entries, tweet about it, et cetera. As we have a fully confirmed collection of panelists, I can send 

those details out closer to May and generate another round of media buzz leading up to the event. 

Social Media Buzz: As noted above, I think I can lead the charge to get BAS popping on social. The main piece of this will be promoting a good 

hashtag across all social networks. I like the idea of BAS with UNC attached, going off the idea you presented that BAS could be an event that moves 

around to different areas/campuses. When you mentioned that, I thought of the whole TEDxUNC campaign. A few ideas of short, succinct hashtags: 

o #BASUNC 

o #BASunc 

o #basUNC 

o #UNCBAS 

o #UNCbas 

o #BASatUNC 

o #SpEIA 

o #SpEIABAS 

o #SpEIAUNC 

Let me know what you think about those ideas. 

On a non-BAS note, I’d like to meet with you at some point soon about how I can move forward with a plan to make my social media operation more 

official to add some more legitimacy (getting it incorporated and registered as a company, basically). 

Twitter: .~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Friday, Jannagy 17, 2014 7:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Fommr Raleigh developer sentenced; Panel to examine pension slructure 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY ’17, 20’14 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Eg~[ R~!#~g h r#a~ ~te ~gP~[ g ~ ~-yea~ prison 
sentence for fraud 
James T. Webb, a former Bentley-driving, Raleigh reai estate developer who has 

been fighting federai fraud charges the iast six years for bilking investors out of 

nearly $12 miiiion, h~s been sentence.. 

Treasurer Cowell taps commission to review N,C. pension 
fund structure 

~i~l B~ Noah Carolina State Treasurer Janet Cowell on Thursday announced the 

establishment o[ a commissk)n to review ~nve~tment practices regarding the 

state’s $83 b~Hk)n pensk)n fund, which will ~hen propo .. 

................. 

Obam~ pins hopes on Cree, John Deere and th~s ~0-person 
Rale~Sh s~up 
Hidden among industry giants such as CREE (Nasdaq: CREE) and John Deere, 

you’ll lind a name you may not have heard o[: Raleigh-based Grk~Brk~ge, the 

smallest company on a lis[ of entities with a missi.. 

Discuss 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiCi~iiii~t 

Former Raleigh cabbie connects taxis and riders with new 

app 
A new app created by a former Raleigh cab driver will help customers connect to 

cabs so they don’t have to go through a dispatch system 

Discese 

~~C~~~~h-~a~~~n-~n~~~e~~~A~~~d~~~v~~{~~s~~9-r~~~~~C~~~E~~Q~~~~S-~c~~9-t~~~-W~!~~~n~99~ h o n o re d a s T B J’s 2 013 
Businessperson of the Year (~HQTOS} 

M chae Jordan’s morn Documents be ng auct oned are ......................................................................................................................................................... 

The Jobs Man: Dissecting the vision of the career CEO 

Workplace deaths decline again in North Carolina 

Chapel Hill landlords duke it out with town over parking 
ordinance 

TV stil~ flies free on Southwest fliqhts in 2014 

Durham Mardi Gras parade organizers to launch 
crowdfunding campaign 



Some pharmacy blood pressure machines gather personal 
info - and sell it 

Tarqet will testify before Conqress about data breach 

~ g~i~ ~v~ ~ The List: The Trianqle’s I~rg~st hotels ~SLIDESHOW) 

C~tact Us 

~~’s corn 

Cancel Email ,~ubscription 

]o unsubscribe from this 

bizioem~ls custome~ se~,/ice bizioem~ls 120’~N Morehead St ChsHo~J~e, No[th Carolina 28202 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:58 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS-TutoriaJs 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I have completed both the honor code and plagarism tutorials. Can I save my results and bring them to class Tuesday? 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:28 AM 

Stachomcz, Clmstine <christine@unc.edu>; Stroman. Deborah L ~<tslro@unc.edu>; Ives, Timothy J. <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu-~; 

Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@emml.unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turne@unc.edu>; O!live.unc.edu> 

RE: Facul~ retention/i~aculty sa]m7 data subco~nmittee 

Hi Kelly: Thanks for offering to help on this subcommittee -see below for our current situation -which is on my to do list today! 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:12 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy J. (Timothy_Ives@med.unc.edu) 
Co: Turner, Katie; 
S~bject: Faculty retention!faculty salary data subcommittee 

Hi Debby, Christine, Tim, Katie and      : 

Thanks, Christine and hello, all. 

It sounds like the first step for us is to draft a letter to be sent to Ron and Lynn asking (a) for the data to be provided from Ron to Lynn and (b) for Lynn to have her 

staff produce the analysis. I am happy to provide an initial draft for us to comment on and will try to get that to you all by the end of the week, unless there is 

another path you would all like to take. 

Best, 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine [mailto:christine@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              12:45 PM 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee (facultywelfa!e(Osaka!~unc~edu) 
Subject: RE: Working on faculty retention/faculty salary data 

I understand that librarians (EPA non-faculty) are not reflected in the analysis that Ron presented, but Fm particularly interested in retention and salary equity 

issues (plus I serve on the University’s Status of Women Committee), so I would be happy to participate on this subcommittee~ 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M [__m___a_j_{t___o_;~!__b_{_c_~_o__r__d__~_u__t~__c__:_e__c_l__u_.] 
Sent: Wednesday,.              11:08 AM 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee (faculb/welfare@sakaLunc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Working on faculty retention/faculty salary data 

Hi All: 

Debby and I are happy to work on a subcommittee to request the data and request that Lynn analyze it and then present the findings to the committee. Does 

anyone else want to help with this? 

Donna 

From: Timothy Ives [mailto:Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
T~: Faculty Welfare Committee 
Subject: Working on faculty retention/faculty salary data 

Good evening everyone: 

After the discussion yesterday, there is plenty of interest in pursuing further answers to the faculty retention/faculty salary equity issues. As we have been 

working on two issues simultaneously throughout the year, it sounds like there is sufficient interest in getting access to the raw data that was used for 

Ron Strauss’ presentation, and to perform a more focused re-analysis. Also, the Office of Institutional Research & Assessment has been suggested several 

times to help with the potential study data and its analysis. A much richer analysis will help us to make more focused and impactful recommendations 

throughout this year and next. Also, to be clear, while this will be one emphasis of this committee, everyone will still take on some aspect of the Faculty 

Handbook re-writing process. 

As one of our areas to work on for this semester, can I suggest that we form a subcommittee to work on this? As Donna and Debby have an 

interest/passion for faculty retention/equity issues, are you willing to work on such a subcommittee to re-analyze the data? Are any others who would be 

interested working such a subcommittee? If so, please let me know. No doubt, everyone will be involved in some aspect of the subcommittee. 

If we are in agreement to have such a subcommittee, and once it is formed, a focused research question(s) can be formulated. Next, on behalf of the 

entire committee, a letter can be drafted to Ron Strauss and Lynn Williford to request that the data set that was used for Ron’s presentation (and other 

data sets) be made available for further separation into other components (ethnicity, rank, gender, age, etc.) for analysis. The entire committee can review 

the letter and provide feedback via the FWC listserv, similar to what we did with the recent letter that was sent to the Provost regarding adjunct faculty. 

Katie has offered to put the final version of the letter on the Faculty Governance letterhead and send it to Ron and/or Lynn. 

So, with all that said, what do you think? 

Tim 



Timothy J~ Tves, Pharm~D~, H.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman Sohooi of Pharmaoy, CB # 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7674 

Phone: 919.843.22}’9 

Fax~ 919.962.0644 

Division of Ge~erai Hedioine and Clinioal Epidemiology 

Department of Hedicine, CB # 7110 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chape~ Hill, NC           27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843~0775 

Beepe~: 

e-mail: ~!~S!L![£~] Ives@med. kHK;. edu 

This antomatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:iisakai.unc.edt~/portal) from the Facult?, Welfare Committee site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This antomatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:iisakai.unc.edt~/portal) from the Facult?, Welfare Committee site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This automatic notifica~6on message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel ttill (htlps:/isakai.nnc.edu/porkal) t~om the Faculty Welt?are Committee site. 

You can modif.5~ how you receive no~6 fications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gene Robinson < @gmail.com~ 

Friday, January 17, 2014 12:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Events 

Genetics Sports NFL Celebrity Weekend.pdf; Get Fit Zach Brown.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stromma, 

How are you? Hope you are off to a fast start for the year of 2014. I just want to thank you again for being a major influence in my life. I did not know how important it 

was to "be well liked" prior to completing your course. I am even reading Dale Carnegie’s bookHow to Win Friends a~MInfluence People. As I battle the struggles 

of the "real world" I keep your qoutes in mind- "Lit~ is not about what you know, but who you know on a tZavorable basis." 

As of late I have spent the last few weeks in Memphis planning and forming a group ambassadors for my next event. Attached to this email is a PDF for my NFL Celebrity 
Weekend(Memphis, TN) ,as well as the Get Fit With Zach Brown Weekend- which will be held in Nashville, Tennessee. Looking fow~ard to hear your thoughts about both 
events. 

Gene Robinson III 
Pr~..~ido.nt GF:NEtics Sports Management LLC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:43 PM 

Walker, Jack T <jack_walker@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: TEDxUNC 

Jack and Debby, 

reached out to TEDxU NC to talk about a display. Here is a response from one of the TEDxUNC organizers. Hmmmmmmm ...... How to make our stuff interactive? Much easier to 

do with science. Let me know if you have any specific thoughts. 

Mary 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, 10:29 AM 

To: Mary Napier <mary napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc:                             ~@gmail.com>, Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, judith cone <jacone@email.unc.edu>, ’ 

@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: TEDxUNC 

Dear Mary, 

Thank you very much for your interest and kind words. I have copied 

the details. 

here. is in charge of the breakout session and can work with you on 

All the booths will be in Gerrard Hall from 2 to 3:30pm. We are trying to make this display as interactive and visual as possible. For example, the BME club is bringing a lot of 

student projects to display and the planetarium is bringing in a portable planetarium. Obviously that depends on the nature of the group but we would encourage your team to 

take that into consideration when thinking about what to display. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact We look forward to seeing you there! 

Best regards, 

On 10:24, Napier, Mary <Mary Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

The Kenan Institute would like to consider having a display at the TEDxUNC conference this year. Can you connect me with the right person to work through the details. Saw 

some of the student presentations last night. Fantastic. 

Mary 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, 7:34 AM 

To: "Swanson, Margaret" <Margaret Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc= "Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center)" <vph@email.unc.edu>, TEDx UNC <tedxunc@gmail.com>. 

@gmail.com>, Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, @gmail.com>, 

@gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: TEDxUNC 

@gmail.com>, 

Thank you so much Margy and Vicki. Y’all have a great week ahead. 

Best, 

On: 08:09, Swanson, Margaret <Margaret Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

is on the calendar [or 4:30-.5:30 in 257 Caudill I’w-_~ copied Vicki Haithcock on this email, Going forward she will be handling Dr, DeSimone’s calendar, 

All the best, 

Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); 

Margy 

From: [mailto @amail.coml 
Sent: Sunday, 11:08 PM 
To: Swanson, Margaret 

Cc: TEDx UNC; 
Subject: Re: TEDxUNC 

Hello Margy, 

I hope your semester is off to a great start. I just want to follow up and see whethe~ at 4:30pm is still available? 



Thank you! 

On 18:10, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Margy, 

Thank you very much for helping us look into this. Unfortunately, I have a class that ends at 4:15 pm. Is it 4:30 pm feasible? 

If not, I will try getting out of class a little earlier. 

Thanks again! 

Best, 

On 19:16, Swanson, Margaret <Margaret Swanson@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Would Monday, I at 4:00 pm work for the meeting with Dr, DeSimone and Or. Mary Napier? 

Thanks, 

Margy 

Margaret C. Swanson ¯ Business O.f.ficer, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise .Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 ." 929.962 2753 ." fax 929.962 

8202 . margaret swanson@unc.edu . www.kenan flagler.unc.edu 

From: [mailto: . @qmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:06 PM 
To: Desimone, .lose[0h (Chemistry) 
(:c: TEDx UNC; ; Swanson, Margaret; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics) 
Subject: Re: TEDxUNC 

Thank you so much! 

I sendmy best, 

On : 00:04, DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Happy to do this, ! Please work with Margy in my schedule. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at U NC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc~edu! 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Twitter 

On. . at 5:31 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Dr. DeSimone, 

I hope the summer is treating you well. I’m emailing you to see whether we (the TEDxUNC co-curators) can set up a brief meeting with you early in the fall 
when we return. We are considering some new initiatives and would love to hear your advice. 

Please let me know whether your schedule allows this and thanks for your support as always! 

Cannot wait to reconnect in the fall, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Currin, Denise C <dcurrin@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 17, 2014 2:10 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- 1~ ulty@li stserv, uric .edu-~ 

Kidd, Darrell <wdkidd@email.nnc.edu-~ 

[exss- facully] Cell # for D~:rrell has changed 

EXSS Faculty and Staff: 

Please note: 
Effective today, Darrell’s cell number has changed to 

Please begin using this number to contact him for Utility Crew work requests. 

Thank you, 

Denise 

Denise C Currin 

Business Officer and Manager 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB# 8700 Fetzer Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Voice: 919-962-5172 

You are currently subscribed to exss- facul~ as: ._d_~_1__r~?!A’_a__r!(_a2__e__~__r_~j_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:/ilists.tmc.edn:u?id 55567102.4537814cd668N57eTeed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-fact~ltv&o 34128975 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-34128975-55567102.4537814cd668~957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d(i~lislserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:15 PM 

Stachomcz, Christine <chrisfine@unc.edu>; Stroman. Deborah L ~<tslro@unc.edu>; Ives, Timothy J. <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu-~; 

Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@emml.unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turne@unc.edu>; ~!live.unc.edu:> 

draft of letter to Ron and Lyrm 

Faculty Retention Data letter .docx 

Hi All: attached is a Very Rough Draft of a letter we might polish up and send to Ron and Lynn (did I mention it’s very rough?) 

Donna 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Friday, 10:28 AM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy _1. (Timothy_Ives@med.unc.edu); Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Co: Turner, Katie; ..... 
Subject: RE: Faculty retention/faculty salary data subcommittee 

HI Kelly: Thanks for offering to help on this subcommittee -see below for our current situation -which is on my to do list today! 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:12 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy _1. ~___[[9__o__t_bZ_[__v___e__s__@_A)_e_.__d_=__u__n___c_=__e__d___u_) 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: Faculty retention!faculty salary data subcommittee 

Hi Debby, Christine, Tim, Katie and 

Thanks, Christine and hello, all. 

It sounds like the first step for us is to draft a letter to be sent to Ron and Lynn asking (a) for the data to be provided from Ron to Lynn and (b) for Lynn to have her 

staff produce the analysis. I am happy to provide an initial draft for us to comment on and will try to get that to you all by the end of the week, unless there is 

another path you would all like to take. 

Best, 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine [__m___a_!J_t__o_Lc__h__ELs__tj__n__e_.__@__u___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_] 
Sent: Wednesday,              12:45 PM 
To: Faculty Welfare Comr~itte& (facultywelfare@sakai.unc.edu) 

Subject: RE: Working on faculty retention/faculty salary data 

I u~derstand that librarians ([PA non-.facutLy) are not reflected in Lhe analysis that Ro~ presented, but I’m particularly interested in retention and salary equity 

issues (plus I serve on the UNversity’s Status of Women Committee), so I would be happy to participate on this subcommiLtee. 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M [mailto:dbickford@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              $:[:08 AlVl 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee (facultywelfare@sakaLqnc,edL0 
Subject: RE: Working on faculty retention/faculty salary data 

Hi All: 

Debby and I are happy to work on a subcommittee to request the data and request that Lynn analyze it and then present the findings to the committee. Does 

anyone else want to help with this? 

Donna 

From: Timothy Ives [mailto:Timothy...Ives@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 plVl 

To: Faculty Welfare Committee 
Subject: Working on faculty retention/faculty salary data 

Good evening everyone: 

After the discussion yesterday, there is plenty of interest in pursuing further answers to the faculty retention!faculty salary equity issues. As we have been 

working on two issues simultaneously throughout the year, it sounds like there is sufficient interest in getting access to the raw data that was used for 
Ron Strauss’ presentation, and to perform a more focused re-analysis. Also, the Office of Institutional Research & Assessment has been suggested several 
times to help with the potential study data and its analysis. A much richer analysis will help us to make more focused and impactful recommendations 
throughout this year and next. Also, to be clear, while this will be one emphasis of this committee, everyone will still take on some aspect of the Faculty 
Handbook re-writing process. 

As one of our areas to work on for this semester, can I suggest that we form a subcommittee to work on this? As Donna and Debby have an 
interest!passion for faculty retention/equity issues, are you willing to work on such a subcommittee to re-analyze the data? Are any others who would be 



interested working such a subcommittee? If so, please let me know. No doubt, everyone will be involved in some aspect of the subcommittee. 

If we are in agreement to have such a subcommittee, and once it is formed, a focused research question(s) can be formulated. Next, on behalf of the 

entire committee, a letter can be drafted to Ron Strauss and Lynn Williford to request that the data set that was used for Ron’s presentation (and other 

data sets) be made available for further separation into other components (ethnicit¥, rank, gender, age, etc.) for analysis. The entire committee can review 

the letter and provide feedback via the FWC listserv, similar to what we did with the recent letter that was sent to the Provost regarding adjunct faculty. 

Katie has offered to put the final version of the letter on the Faculty Governance letterhead and send it to Ron and/or Lynn. 

So, with all that said, what do you think? 

Tim 

Timothy J. ives, Pharm. D., H.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 75’74 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27699-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 9i9.962.@644 

DivisJo[~ of General Medicine and C]J[~ica] Epidemio]ogy 
Department of Medicine, CB # 7110 
The Nniversity of No<th Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

e- ma i i : !J:!!!££!!~ I v e s @ m 6! d. u n c. e d u 

This automafic notification message was sent by SaJaaJ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edu,’portal) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:iisakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Facul~ Welfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This auto~nafic notification message was sent by Sakai ia2 UNC-Chapel Hill (]mps;/} sakai:unc.edu/i:a~rtal) from the Faculb’ Welfare Committee site. 
) You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Business Resources <IncBnsinessResonrces@inc.com> 

Friday, Jannary 17, 2014 2:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edn> 

Re-Imagine Business 

Often, innovation comes from looking at your business in a different light; from seeking new 

perspectives. "Business Re-Imagined," a collaboration between Inc. and Disney Institute, is 

designed to help you do just that, bringing you insights on team-building, leadership, innovation, and 

customer service. You will learn about how to build and nurture a healthy culture; why you cannot 

simply manage the customer experience; how to ride the wave of enterprise disruption; and more. 

These are topical, applicable insights brought to you by thought leaders Vala Afshar, CMO for 

Extreme Networks and author of The Pursuit of Social Business Excellence; Christine Comaford, 

executive coach and author of SmartTribes: How Teams Become Brilliant Together; and Jeff James, 

vice president and general manager, Disney Institute. "Business Re-imagined" is all about providing 

targeted, relevant content that can help you think differently about your organization and drive 

sustainable business results. 

For over 30 years, Christine 

Comaford has been helping 
leaders create predictable 

revenue, deeply engaged 

teams, and profitable growth. 

She is the author of The New 

York Times bestseller "Smart 

Tribes: How Teams Become 

Brilliant Together." 

Vala Afshar is an award- 

winning inventor of social 

technologies and customer 

services operations. Afshar is 

CMO and the Chief Customer 

Officer for Enterasys Networks, 

and author of "The Pursuit of 

Social Business Excellence." 

Jeff James is vice president 

and general manager of Disney 

Institute. He brings custom 

cultural change solutions 

grounded in the time-tested 

success and insights from The 

Walt Disney Company to 

companies around the globe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stachomcz, Christine <christine@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:19 PM 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.e&t>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Ives, Timothy J.-<Fimothy Ives@med.unc.e&~>; 

Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@emml.unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <:katie turne@unc.edu>i @live.unc.edu> 

RE: draft of letter to Ron and Lylm 

Faculh/Retention Data letter -cs.docx 

W~-’_~ll dot~e, Donna -.-. thank you! f’ve made some preliminary edits and comments in the attached version. 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Friday, 2:15 plVl 

To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy .1.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: draft of letter to Ron dnd Lyn~ 

Hi All: attached is a Very Rough Draft of a letter we might polish up and send to Ron and Lynn (did I mention it’s very rough?) 

Donna 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Friday, ¯ :t0:28 AM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy .1. (Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu); Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: Faculty retention/faculty salary data subcommittee 

HI Kelly: Thanks for offering to help on this subcommittee -see below for our current situation -which is on my to do list today! 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Wednesday, :t::t2 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy .1. (Timothy...Ives@med.unc.edu) 
~¢: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: Faculty retention/faculty salary data subcommittee 

Hi Debby, Christine, Tim, Katie and 

Thanks, Christine and hello, all. 

It sounds like the first step for us is to draft a letter to be sent to Ron and Lynn asking (a) for the data to be provided from Ron to Lynn and (b) for Lynn to have her 

staff produce the analysis. I am happy to provide an initial draft for us to comment on and will try to get that to you all by the end of the week, unless there is 

another path you would all like to take. 

Best, 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine [mailto:christine@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:45 PM 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee (facultywelfare@sakai.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Working on faculty retention!faculty salary data 

I understand that librarians ([!PA non-faculty) are not reflected in the analysis that Ron presented, but Fm particularly interested in retention and salary equity 

issues (plus I serve on the University’s Status of Women Committee), so I would be happy to participate on this subcommittee. 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M [.__m___a_!!_t__o_j__d__~]_c__~__o_ti~_!_~_~_n___c_:__e__6__~] 
Sent: Wednesday,              11:08 AM 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee (facultywelfare@sakaLunc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Working on faculty retention!faculty salary data 

Hi All: 

Debby and I are happy to work on a subcommittee to request the data and request that Lynn analyze it and then present the findings to the committee. Does 

anyone else want to help with this? 

Donna 

From: Timothy Ives [mailto:Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee 
Subject: Working on faculty retention!faculty salary data 

Good evening everyone: 



After the discussion yesterday, there is plenty of interest in pursuing further answers to the faculty retention!faculty salary equity issues. As we have been 

working on two issues simultaneously throughout the year, it sounds like there is sufficient interest in getting access to the raw data that was used for 

Ron Strauss’ presentation, and to perform a more focused re-analysis. Also, the Office of Institutional Research & Assessment has been suggested several 

times to help with the potential study data and its analysis. A much richer analysis will help us to make more focused and impactful recommendations 

throughout this year and next. Also, to be clear, while this will be one emphasis of this committee, everyone will still take on some aspect of the Faculty 

Handbook re-writing process. 

As one of our areas to work on for this semester, can I suggest that we form a subcommittee to work on this? As Donna and Debby have an 
interest!passion for faculty retention/equity issues, are you willing to work on such a subcommittee to re-analyze the data? Are any others who would be 

interested working such a subcommittee? If so, please let me know. No doubt, everyone will be involved in some aspect of the subcommittee. 

If we are in agreement to have such a subcommittee, and once it is formed, a focused research question(s) can be formulated. Next, on behalf of the 

entire committee, a letter can be drafted to Ron Strauss and Lynn Williford to request that the data set that was used for Ron’s presentation (and other 

data sets) be made available for further separation into other components (ethnicity, rank, gender, age, etc.) for analysis. The entire committee can review 

the letter and provide feedback via the FWC listserv, similar to what we did with the recent letter that was sent to the Provost regarding adjunct faculty. 

Katie has offered to put the final version of the letter on the Faculty Governance letterhead and send it to Ron and/or Lynn. 

So, with all that said, what do you think? 

Tim 

Timothy J. ires, PhaHa. D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962~0644 

Division of General Hedicine and Clinical Epidemiology 

Department of Hedicine, CB # 7110 

The U[iJversity ef North Ca2}liNa at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Beeper: 

e-mail: Timothy Ives@me@.unc.edu 

This automatic notifica’don message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (htIps://sakai.nnc.edu/portal) t~om the Faculty WelIhre Committee site. 
You can moditS~ how yon receive no’dfications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 

This antomatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i,’sakai.unc.e&~/portal) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 
You can moditS~ how yon receive no’dfications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (._h__t_tj?_~2!!’__s?_a_~j_:_kr_Lc_:_e___£%u__/l__x2!J_@) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amelia Roberts-Lewis ~ @gmaJl.com~ 

Friday, Jannary 17, 2014 4:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Let’s do co[t~e or lunch 

I am not free on the 2%29. How about another day? 

On Jan 16, 2014 10:09 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe~ Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"No~hing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must firs~ be overcome." 
~ Samuel ~ohnson 

From: Amelia Roberts-Lewis [mailto: @qmail.coml 
Sent; Thursday, January 16, 20:[4 7:06 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Let’s do coffee or lunch 

Hi Debby, 

How did things go tiffs afternoon with your boss? 

I think we have a lot to discuss based on our common experiences at UNC; and of course we know others in the same boat. 

Look at yonr calendar for the ne~ conple of weeks and tell me what looks good. 

Blessings, 

Amelia 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. cg[J 

Enduge. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From; 
Sent; Tuesday, ~ 10:53 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah [_ 
Subject; EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I am a senior in the EXSS department. The last time we talked, you informed me that my internship would not 

meet the requirements for this class. For that reason, I am confused as to why I have received your emails!have been put on the roster. Have you changed 

your mind on my eligibility or did you accidentally added me to this listserv/class? 

If you could let me know soon, that would be greatly appreciated! I just don’t want to be graded on a class that I am not supposed to be in. 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Plagiarism Tntorial Assignment 

-Honor System module.jpg; Classes & Tours-Plagiarism Tutori~J Quiz.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I did the Plagiarism Tutorial and Honor Module last semester, but did not upload it to your site before the 12 p.m. cutoff. I apologize for neglecting the 

deadline, but I wanted to you to know I did complete it. I attached the documents of completion. 

Enjoy your weekend! #Heel Forward 

Best, 

@live. unc.edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charlie Houchin <charlie@hydroxphe~v.com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 8:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Visit to UNC EXSS 

Dr. StrommL 

Thanks for the email. I’m looking forward to sharing my experiences with the students. I appreciate the talking points you passed along and will prepare accordingly. 

You mentioned having a 45 minute window. Would you like my presentation to use the whole 45 minutes? Wasn’t sure if you had other speakers or needed to block 

any of that time. 

Thanks tbr the invitation; looking forwaJcd to engaging with the students. 

Respectfully, 

Chaxlie Houchin 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 5:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(d~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Charlie. Congratulations on your business venture. Thank you for agreeing to share with my Sport Entrepreneurship students. They are all 

3rd and 4th year students with various majors. We meet in Woollen 302 at 12:30 p.m. Please feel free to spend 45 minutes with us. The class 

ends at 1:45 p.m. Call me when you get nearby (Stadium Drive), and I will meet you with a parking pass. 

Suggested Presentation: 

1. Your background - undergrad, grad {if applicable), and work experience (i.e., how did you get to where you are today?) 

2. Your role as the co-founder of Hydroxphere - Company/organization overview. What exactly do you do in your job? The benefits and 

pitfalls of being an entrepreneur? 

3. Career options (including with Hydroxphere) and tips for students 

4. If you had to start over, what would you do differently (academic and/or professionally)? 

Note: We have a "smart room" so flash drive/hard drive (for ppt), dvds, and the internet are available. 

Thanks! 

Dr, Stroman 

Oebora~ L, Stroman, PhoD, CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower. 
EXSS Spo~ Administration, Lecturer 
Frank HawMns Kenan ~n~itute of Private Enterprise~ Senior Advisor (h~p:J/wv~,kenan-flagler, unc,eduJkenan=institute) 
Carolina Spo~ ~si~ess C~ub, Fac~l~ Advisor 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

<Directions to EXSS Woollen.pdt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tutoria]s- EXSS 

Screen shot at 9.26.33 PM.png; Screen shol at 9.17.11 PM.png 

Dr. Stroman, 

I completed the tutorials two years ago, but I wasn’t sure how to retrieve the information. I retook them just in case, and have attached the screenshots in 

this email. 

Have a great weekend! Can’t wait to see you at the next game! 

#HeeIForwa rd 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janualy 17, 2014 10:00 PM 

Mosley. Layna <mosley@unc.edu-~; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Strom-gottfi-ied, 

Kim <stromgoV~:email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrewAoerrin@unc.edu>; Foster, Beverly B. <bbtbster@email.unc.edu>; Paul Friga 

<PaulFriga@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Today’s news link 

Below is a link regarding summary fiffo from today’s Faculty Council meeting. We mn short on time so I did not make a presentation on behalf of FAC. Thanks to 

Deb, Kim, and John ( may have been others I did not see in the over crowded room) for attending the meeting. 

This discussion is informative to our group. I have some ideas of data for us to request and review and please share ruth me information you would like us to request. 

I ho~ you have a lovely weekend. 

Joy 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin forw~rded Inessage: 

From: "McFaxland, Michael B" <rnike mclhrl,md@unc.edu > 

Date: Januao~ 17, 2014, 6:26:46 PM EST 

To: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(d~emedl.u~c.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy 1,~enner~med.unc.edu> 

Subject: Today’s news link 

http:iiuncnews.unc.edui2014iO1i17/unc--chapel-.hill--lea ders-share--facLs-willingharn-dataset--findingsi 

This covers information from Faculty Council. 

Mike McFarland, APR 

Director of University Communications 

University Relations 

mike mcfarland{6)unc.edu 

919-962-8593 (o) 

(c) 

Follow @Carolina_News 

Read www.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(}gmail.com> 

Saturday, 12:32 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Final Durham Police Depaxtment Analysis ATTACHMENTS 

DPD One-Pager FINAL.docx; DPD Related Factbook FINAL.pptx 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ~gmail 

On Sat. at 11:31 AM, ~@glnail.com > wrote: 

Hi Everyone - 

Please find the colnplete Durhmn Police Department Analysis that I did with many of your help this lafft few months’. 

Mostly, this is the analysis that the People’s Ins~dtute for Snrvival and Beyond (pisab.org) and the Racial Eqni .ty Inslitite (racialequitsdnstitute.org) have shaxed with me 

and trained me in over the last 10 years. If this is helpful for you all as it has been for me, it is really thanks to a long history of organizers and educato~ who have 

been working to bend the arc of histoD~ towards justice long before I crone into the world. If you haven’t participated in one of the trainigs yet, please do! You roll 
understand Mint I mean. 

Please feel t~ee to use this materiaJ however you want - I just ask that you credit me as appropriate. 

I hope that this work and this kind of work will be helpful to forwarding oiganizing everywhere so that we can create Police Departlnents a~ld all systems that create 

and contribute to equity, humanity, a~ld the kind of world we all want to see. 

Contact me if you have any questions, suggeffdons, etc. 

MBA, MPP 
(cell), ~gmail 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vdme s.com> 

Saturday, Janua~ 18, 2014 2:39 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd January 18, 2014 02:38:.38 

Op-Ed Columnist 

P~cling A~ay ~.|~e P|asfic 

T)espite the ])tubal endurance tesN of campaign,s, do we ever real~y ]<~ow the 

peo~)le we putin the Oval 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Andtoic! I iPad(~D I iPhone® i 

About This Emai~ 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly 1o this email flom NYTimea.com As a membe[ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alells i My Alerts Help I Cha~ge Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Co~tac?’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_~ kenan-flagler.u nc.ed u> 

Saturday, 8:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Career Cell Groups 

CSBC Career Cell Group Data.xlsx 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is the spreadsheet for the Career Cell Groups with everyone that signed up at the meeting. Sorry for the delay, it has been a super busy week! 

Did you want to send out an email over the listserv for anyone who wasn’t able to make it to the meeting? Have a great weekend! 

Best, 

Cell: .~ kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 10:57 AM 

@kena~-tlagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: KISport Spring Semester Kickoffnotes 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Can we please actually start around 3:40pro? To speed things up, I’m going to pick up from campus and head over, so we both may be a few minutes late. 

If you end up heading ou~: o[ ~:own, we can just reschedu~e Elope you are having a good weekend~ 

Thanks~ 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, I0:34 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: RE: KISport Spring Semester Kickoff notes 

Dr. Stroman, 

I will join the meeting too. I have a class till 3:20pro at business school, so I will be late for :i0 rain or so, though. 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:datro~ 
Sent= Friday, 5:53 PM 
To= 

Subject= RE: KISport Spring Semester Kickoff notes 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,qude. Explore. Empowen 
919.843.0336 

"Nothing wil~ ever be attempted ~f a~l possible obje~ens must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel 

Sent= Wednesday, 9:05 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= KISpo~ Spring Semester Kickoff notes 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Here are the notes from the meeting today. A few additional things: 

As ~ mentioned, I am free next Monday all day and Wednesday after 3:30pro. Do either of those times work for you? 
A~so, do you have a "high def" version of that Save the Date image? ~t looked a little bit pixe~ated on my screen, so I just wanted to check and see if 

there is another version I could use. 
I’1~ forward these notes to the team for their review before our next meeting as well. If you have any additions, Nease let me know. 

A~ion items: 
Team - Email ideas for gifts to Dr. Stroman 
Team - C~.~ doc for panel ideas & add more names to the list 
Team - Email Dr. Stroman about doing an entrepreneurship interview 

- Research small gifts on site 
-Tweet~ 
-Check out Linkedln for other analytics groups 
-Set up Facebook page 

Meeting Notes: 
SPEIAS - Note the spelling of this. We may rebrand in the future given the confusion around the vowels, but for now it’s Sport Entrepreneurs and 
Innovators Awards. 
SPEIA -Sport Entrepreneurship & Innovation Association. A separate unaffiliated organization that Dr. Stroman is going to begin leading. 
Website notes: 

Do we want to swap out the football picture with a basketball picture? 
The text "Register now]" link at the end of the main paragraph on the Ana~ytics page doesn’t work 
At the end ofthevideo, the date for the summit is ~isted as May 3 and 4 

Twitter: Going to use @KISportUNC going forward 
Website odditions: 

Video/paragraph explaining sport entrepreneurship 
Spotlight interviews - begin interviewing sport entrepreneurs and write-up a concise summary to put up on the site 

o Need volunteers to help write these -send Dr. Stroman an email if you want to kick this off! 
o Need more ideas for entrepreneurs to reach out to (espnW: Women + Sports Summit Brings Together Top Female AtNetes & Innovators) 

Food!Drink: 



Networking Reception 

Saturday AM - Continental Breakfast 

Saturday Lunch -Catered lunch at conference 

Saturday Evening - Closing Reception; consider notifying bar of group coming; can we get a special for our guests if we send them x many people 

Remember veggie, nondairy, meat, gluten-free etc. options 

Snacks for in between sessions 

Topics/Panelists: 

Session h Marketing/Ticketing 

Session I1: Sport Science 

Session II1: Open 

Session IV: Individual Performance/APBRMetrics 

Session V: Fan Experience & Engagement 

Speakers!Potential Guests: 

Jim Dean will give welcome speech 

Roy Williams is busy 

Neighboring Schools: 

Reach out for most active sport scienceientrepreneurship students 

Keep in mind case competition 

How many state schools do we consider inviting? Do we keep it to the big ones near us, or do we expand to smaller schools in the state 

Something for the speakers and for attendees 

Would be nice to get a smaller entrepreneurs item; they could be really excited to get access to this audience 

Pen, something new, gym bags, something usable for these people 

Registration Fees: 

Professional Tickets: Use early bird pricing - $149; regular - $199 

Students: early bird -$49; regular - Sgg 

Early bird discount ends on         (selection Sunday) 

Late     will be the cut-off date for sales 

Potentially use referral programs 

Students -anybody with a student ID 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 12:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Call for Nominations 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is , and I am working on the search committee for the Order of the Golden Fleece, a prestigious honor at UNC. 

Are there any students, faculty, or community members that you work with that you feel are particularly deserving of being honored? If so, please 

nominate them by sending me their names, along with a short, bullet-pointed list of why you feel they should be honored and a list of references who can 

attest to their achievements and character. 

I hope you are enjoying the long weekend. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sports Shark Tank Invite from S1NC ContErence 

image001 .gif 

Received this earlier! 

,2~live.anc.edu 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

Begin lbm’axded message: 

From: Braden Moore <_b_r_~_d_e_n_:__n_)_~_?~?__r__e_@_f__t_Lq,_u_~:__d_u_~__e_:__e__d___t_ff- 

Date: at 11:30:37 AM EST 

To: ~live.uuc.edu" ~live~unc.edu>, ’ 
Subject: Sports Shark Tank hwite from SINC Conference 

~(~)kenan-flagler.unc.edu" ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

and 
My name is Braden Moore, and I mn the Coordinator tbr the SINC Conference Sports Shark Tank Presented by Bloomberg Sports. I would like to 

invite your stx~rts business clubs to paxticipate in this year’s competition. 

The Sports ShaJck Tank is a uniqne opportuni~ tbr entrepreneurs and fnture sports business executives (teams of one or two) to present a new marketing, 

media, product or technology idea to a panel of judges (sports business executives, venture capitalisks, and other industry entrepreneurs). All registered 

attendees of the conference are able to submit entries at no additional cost. 

We are accepting applications until Inidnight (est) next Friday,          Winning teams roll receive ten (10 ) personalized consulting sessions with 

Bloomberg Sports to help further develop their idea. and a $500 cash prize. 

For infoimation on how to submit your i&& visit our official Shark Tank tinge on our web site by clicking ._h__e__N, and if you have any additional questions, 
please email me at Braden.moorc(d~fuqua.duke.edu 

Thank you veiy mnch for your time, and I hope to see you in Washington, DC next month. 

Best, 

Bmden Moore 

Braden Moore 
"~iiion:Descripti 

Candidate for MBA, Class of 

Rethinkin Duke University, The Fuqua School of Business 

g the Tel - 

......... Bra( en.Moore@[uqua.duke.e( u 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Sunday, Janua~~ 19, 2014 6:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerks: Williazn Rhoden (1 aJlicles) 

William Rhoden ,January 19, 2014 06:07:3~I PM 

Russell ~V~Iso~’s U~cle Carries t|~e Family Beacon 

The Seakawks ctuarterl)ack has not lacked for moral support since ~ais l’at~aer 

died fi:~ur years ago. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps..q, ubsc~ibe 

Access The. New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change You~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Con[act i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, Janua~ 20, 2014 12:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Singer Madotma calls her son a N*gger 

Disrespectful? Some Districts gorcin~ Kids 
to 6o To Schoo~ on MLK Day. 

by David MilLer Martin Luther King Day is a hard-fought federal holiday designed to recognize the 

achievements of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. But some school districts are being questioned about 

their decision to dump the holiday this year in order to make up for snow days. The polar vortex of 

early January has caused [...] 

~ead ~,~o~ e 

She Would Never Get Into Princeton 

by David MiLer First Lady Michette Obama is working to push forward with an educational initiative, 

and is using her personal history as a way to promote her ideas. One compeLLing story is her 

struggle trying to get accepted into Princeton University. Mrs. Obama says that her high school 

guidance counselors told her that she [...] 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins I’ve taught thousands of students on five college campuses over the last 21 

years. I’ve seen the very best, and the very worst. 5ome of my students have gone on to earn 

millions on Wall Street, and some of them are dead. Cogege can produce more outcomes than one 

can possibly [...] 

By David Btoodsaw Apparently Madonna likes to drop N-Bombs too. I guess since she adopted a 

Mack child, Madonna now feels it is necessary to refer to him as "disn-g." The Grio reports that a 

picture of her son during boxing practice was posted on Instagram and the caption read: The 

caption reads: "No one messes with [...] 

Round of Academic Death 

By Dr. Boyce Watkins People ask me why I think that every btack cNld in America should be 

homeschooted. I raid out the idea as part of our New Paradigm Movement, where our goal is to 



consider 21st century solutions to the proMems that have plagued our community since we first 
arrived on stave ships, [...] 

Moti]e~ Performs [(xor<:ism A~<I KiU.s l-’.’er .Kids 

By Daphne R In Maryland, there has been a second arrest in the stabbin!~ 

murder... 

January 20, 2014 I 

Phi[adel#hia Commfssfoner Not Sure How 

Frh~k 

L)um~g 

By’ Dr. Sinctair Grey’ III What’s happening with the potice department in Phitade[phia, PA? That’s the 

question everyone wants to know including potice commissioner Chartes Ramsey. On January 7th, 

during a patdown by police, Darrin Manning, an honors student at Mathematics, Civics, & Sciences 

Charter Schoot suffered a ruptured testicte. That’s right, you read it correctly - [...] 

Gabriel L. Matthews: The B[mck LGBT 
Communi<22~" A Perspective 

By Gabriel L. Matthews In recent weeks, people of cotor have had a tot of opinions to share with 

regard to the gay and lesbian community. At the beginning of 2014, Evander Hotyfie[d reportedty 

told Luisa Ztssman, an Apprentice UK star that being gay is "not normat/’ comparing it to an it[- 

turned teg capabte of [...] 

Kanye And Kfm Announce The~ W~[[ Have A 

Summer Weddfn~ 

By David B[oodsaw Kanye West and Kim Kardashtan writ be getting married in a few short months. 

Kim was a guest on the Etten DeGeneres show and indicated they wtt[ be getting married this 

summer. Mait Online reports that it witt be a destination wedding. Kim did admit she witt marry 

Kanye ’somewhere out of the country,’ [...] 

John Le~end Ski}~:~ed 2 Grades;_ Was Also 

at 16 

By Yotanda Spivey John Legend joins the growing ttst of cetebdties who were home schooted. He 

recently totd a reporter at the Washington Post, he was homeschoo[ed untit he was otd enough to 

start first grade. When his mother decided to put him tn a private Christian schoot, he took a 

series of test before [...] 



January 20, 2014 I 0 Comments 

The NFL, you got to rove it! The ptayoffs are over and the Super Bowt teams are set. Representing 

the AFC wit[ be Peyton Manning and the Denver Broncos and representing the NFC is going... 

Pa~,~tor T.qes to Wa{k o~~ Wa~,:er Like 

Nun ~EhYt ~~ow She Was 

Churc~ 

January 20, 2014 I 0 Comments 

President Barack Obama is a father of daughters, but he says that if he had a son, he woutd not [et 

him pray footbatt. This is a huge and ugly blow to the NFL, which... 

by Dr. Boyce Watktns It’s hard enough to be a good athtete and make the team at a competitive 

school But when you are a 13-year otd girt, it’s even harder. Even more, being a girt who gets to 

be the co-captain of a boy’s team pretty much makes you phenomena[. Janya Li[[y is the [...] 

~e~d 

[ ii.~.iI :g~.} NA/:,CP FY~si.Jent Fbs Him 

by Daqd B[oodsaw The Grio reports Columbia, South Carotina N~CP leader Lonnie Randolph who 

was arrested months ago for disorderly conducL, trespassing and resisting arresL; a[[ charges 

be dropped against him. The charges were dropped the court trials’ first day. Randolph was 

involved in a confrontation at a toca[ d~c[eaners, which ted to him being [...] 

Is there   4ore S for the Jewish 



There is an on-£oLn8 debate about whether or not sLavery can match the n**i hoLocaust, as 

measured by the impact that it had on those affected. A persistent betief Ls that white one painful 

experience is remembered with resu[arity, the other has been rewritten Ln history, mainty because 

the 8overnment responsLbte for stavery stitt remains [...] 

18 Year OM From FL Becomes Youny_est 

By: Krystte Crossman Gabriette Turnquest Ls a remarkabte woman. At the youn8 abe of 18 she Ls the 

youn£est quatified barrister in Wares and En£[and. She is atso the younsest person to ever pass the 

Bar exam. At the abe of just 17 she got her Graduate Diptoma in Law from the University of Law. 

Popular Posts on FinanciaUuneteenth.com 

January 20, 2014 

By Dr. Artika R. Tyner On Januar? 20th, 2014, we give honor to one of the 8reatest Leaders that 

the wodd has ever known, P, ev. Dr. Nardn Luther Kins, Jr. Not just today but every day, it is 

important to spend time in reflection on the leadership lessons that we can [earn from Dr. ~ing’s 

example. ~e can be characterized ... ~b~ad ~oie ,, 

boyce wal:kir!s I 23f ,qi;,~eris way I camillus, ny 13031 ii~iI iContact - Try It Free! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 20, 2014 8:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Study: Black teen uuemployment is 92% in Chicago 

Morn at the f:::ree Throw Une 

There are many stories on days [ike this one, some sad and some happy. This is one of the happy 

ones that might atso bring tears to your eyes. Derrick Jenkins of Legacy Middte Schoo[ was praying 

in a basketbat[ game when the schoo[ worked with his mother to give him the surprise of his [...] 

January 20, 2014No Conlmen~Read More 

MLK DaZ 

These are the kinds of things you don’t want to hear about on Martin Luther King Day. They are 

atso not the sorts of events that you want to define the future of the African American community. 

Tragedy struck this week in Cteveland when a 5-year old girl was shot and kitted in the city 

Urban Lea~ue Study: 92% of Black Teens 

I 

According to the Chicago Urban League, the unemptoyment situation for African American teens 

has gotten to the point of hopetessness. The study, reteased and reported by MyFoxChicago, says 

that a stunning 92% of aK teens in the city of Chicago are currentty unemptoyed. The study cites 

the steep decline in the number of availabte jobs [...] 

January 20, 

Dr Wilmer Leon Rememberin~}~_ Dr~ King:; We 
are ~$ to have to Do it Ourselves 

By Dr. Witmer J. Leon, III "...and I come here tonight and ptead with you...nobody else can do this 

for us; no document can do this for us; no tlnco[nlan emancipation proclamation can do this for us; 

no kennesonian or johnsonian dvi[ rights biK can do this for us; if the negro is to be [...] 

January 20, 

Noma[anga: Come On S~ng[e Ladfes~_ You’re 
Not Foe[in 

[ i:~[: ~,~omalanga: Si!]gle La’,.iies, Fooling ~’qB, ene ] Come On Net 

By Noma[anga Mhtau[bMoses A few days ago, I posted a Facebook status about the trend that I am 

see~n8 wRh the latest shows on television that feature Black women as... 

Want You to Remember 

i<~ng 

Since Martin Luther King Jr.’s passing, the mainstream media has whitewashed him as a sort of 

banat messiah-like figure. Instead of being viewed as a man who directty chaKenged systemic 

racism, poverty, and imperialism, his tegacy has been spread so thin that he’s become at[ things to 



aK peopte. Ri£ht winsers attempt to own him [...] 

5 Ways to Increase Career Success B~;__. 
Your 8ra~n 

January 20, 2014 

By Adrean Turner Wit[ Smith is quoted as sayins, "Make a choice and decide what you are 8oin8 to 

be, how you’re 8oin8 to be, and how you’re 8oin8 to do it". To achieve what you want in your 

career requires that kind of mindset. It’s [iteratty impossibte to attain success without mentat 

fortitude. Amy Morin, a psychotherapist and [icensed ... 

January 20, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Richard Sherman What a nisht, and what a finish. Near midnisht I stiff had about 70 unread text 

messases from friends and famity, most of which read, "Best interview ever!" Many of my Twitter... 

i.~.i wiilisn:s pm:ched 

January 20, 2014 I 0 Comments 

Richard Sherman has now earned the title of trash talker of the year. His rant after the big win for 

the Seattte Seahawks has put him on the tips of tonsues around the world. People... 

Fo~" ~Oran~e is The New Black’~ Star After" 
Car Crash and Coma 

[ i:~i: and Darlc-~ions For Is Tb.e New Black’: Sis[ ~’~fte= Ca[ C:rc-~sh 8rid Co~ 
] 

P~ayers Being 

By: KrysL[e Crossman "Oranse is the New Black" star Miche[te Hurs[ was in a ve~ serious car 

acciden~ over ~he hotidays which [ef[ her in a medica[[y induced coma due... 



January 20, 2014 1 0 Comments 
by Dr. Boyce Watkins Luke Visconti, founder and CEO of Diversity Inc. Ma£azine, has a cotumn 
called "Ask the White GuyJ~ This appears to be a scenario where Visconti £ives the ,white mate 
perspective on... 

January 20, 2014 I 0 Comments 

A new report is showin8 that the weatth sap between the rich and poor is stao~serin£ out of 

controt. Accordin8 to a report released by the charity Oxfam, the hoardin8 has 8otten even 

worse... 

Job 

January 20, 2014 I 0 Comments 

The tile of the corporate captain has been 8ettin8 better over the tast 40 years, at teast for 

peopte at the top. The sap between executive pay and the averase American worker £ets bi88er 

every... 



January 20, 2014 I 0 Comments 

You might laugh, you might not. But here is a video from "The Cleveland Show" with Railo, the 

youngest boy on the show, rapping about fiscal responsibility. He’s rapping in front of an 

audience... 

Shouldn’t A[[ways Be a Deal Breake~~ 

::’~:: Hale ~;,~e 3 Reasons Wh7 Chea[ing Silauldn t Ai’,~,a!is S3e 8 Deal 
2,reaker 

Posted on January 20, 2014 By 

by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" If you rounded up several couples in a room and asked them 

whether or not they want to be cheated on by their significant other, I’d imagine that most of 

them would say no. If you take that same group of couples and asked them whether or not 

infidelity is a [...] 

Should Women Wa~t At~ound For a Marr~a~L 

Posted on January 19, 2014 By .’..~:[~L!~[!~!.i~£!£r.[~!2~.£!!i~.!~" !:.~!!![[[!~.!:.~!!!!~’f~ .1~9£.[.~i!! 

by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" Ladies, what happens when you’re ready for marriage and 

your man is dragging his feet? Do you stick around and wait? Or do you end the relationship and 

start anew in hopes of finding someone who shares the same desire of marriage and family that you 

have? This question solely [...] 

Prosecutors Sa~!~ That Mobster’s Love 
Violent H~ Should Be Used A~,ainst 
Him }n Tria~ 



By April Taylor The New York Dairy News is reporting that federal prosecutors are attempting to 

use music found in a defendants cett phone to botster murder charges... 

January 20, 2014 / No ¢.ommei~t / r~ead ~ore 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris Evander Hotyfield made waves when he buitt his mega-mansion in Georgia. 

Buitt in 1994, designed by Attanta architects PFV$, the European inspired mega mansion... 

What’s Hot on HealthyBlackWoman.com? 

Why This Womais Has Not Shamj:~ooeEi Her Ha1! ii: 5 Years 

Desc~’~bes ~tow ar~ h-~-Grown ~ta~r Almost K~U.ed ~Se~" 

bo,!ce \,vstkins I 23f queens \,vs,! I camdlus ny 13031 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 21, 2014 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: New lx~utiques opening; Am~on to start collecting sales lax in N.C. 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 21, 2014 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

~ ’,’::a mpbe!l U nive~S!ty 

Raleigh and Chapel Hill are getting newwomen’s boutique clothing stores, both to 

open in February. 

Discuss 

Amazon to beqin coffectinq N.C. ames tax on Feb, 1 
Online retailer Amazon.corn (Nasdaq: AMZN) announced Saturday it will begin 

adding sales tax to purchases by North Carolina residents 

~ W~iii~ ~ ~ This week’s PGA merchandise show to feature 30 N.C. 

companies 
This week’s PGA Merchandise Show in Orlando, Fla. will feature 30 companies 

from NoRh Carolina, including three universities promoting their golf curricula. 

Discuss 

This mystery house on Wade Avenue isn’t what you think 

Te the thousands of people who driw~ by it every day, a house en Wade Avenue in 

~to~i{{~ Raleigh that adopts the styling ef 1970s suburbia looks like someone lives there 

Take a closer leok though, ~nd you’U_ 

Discuss 

: .... 

Here’s the reason ~ Obama chose N.C, S~te for the 
$140M research 

Raleigh lawfirms beefinq up economic development teams 

Alexander Julian heeds call to come back to Chapel Hill 

Anal~lcs firm Tetadata charts Raleiqh gto~h plan 

~5~ 5~ R~ven~ RTI International fotminq :~ data SWAT team’ 

n fedora contrac~ ...................................................... 

N C Depa~ment of Revenue names new CIO 

UNC leaders call Mary Wilffngham’s claims ’meaninqless’ 



Contact Us 

©ontac~ Us Fo.~ 81i inq~.:iries ~ega~ding ~his offe.~ or ssbscHption ~o the Triangle Busi!;ess Josmw~l; piease email ~.:s aL 

Cancel Email Subscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 11:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Basketball Analyfics 

I knew Wayne Winston while I was at Indiana. He is a rock star in basketball analytics. I am happy to reach out if you are interested. 

htt p:i!waynewinston.com!word press! 

h t[p://www.a rn a zon .co mi M a thle t ics--G a rn b l e rs- E n t h u s i a sts--M a t h em a t i cs.-ga sketballid p/069 :]_:154589 

Best, 

Paul 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of STAR Program --- www.star.unc.edu 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ken~n-Flagler Business Schoo~ 

NcColl Building - CB 3490 

Chape~ Hill, Noah Carolina 27599 

919~962-3786 ~ office 

- mobile 

pnf@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Wasserman Media Group Case Competition Launch 

Wasserman launch flyer.lxtf 

DF~ S[ronlan, 

I just wan[ed to follow-up wi[h you regarding the UNC vs Duke Tobacco Road Case Cornpeti[ion sponsored by Wasserman Med~a Group. JD Lubene[ski and 

Courtneg F~scher from W~serman w~H be coming to Kenan-Flag~er (Room 2050) th~s Thursday fl-om 6-Tpm to do a company presentation and launch the c~se 

competition for the MBA and SPAD students. 

K you are available and would ~ike to atLend, we would k~ve to have you Lhere. 

Thanks very much add let me k~ow ff you have any quest[.:N~s, 

i~i Description:cid:SgD712Dg- 
1D894414-A98C- 
9DDgB5C3A593 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 3:11 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: MSA contact for MBA/MSA Case Competition sponsored by Wasserman Media Group 

l)r. Strom a~a 

Deborah L. Stroman, P]~.D~ CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to defiile reality, The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a se~want." --M. DePree 

From: I [mailto:~ ~,~ -fia ,....:e~unc,edu 
Sent: Thursday, 2:21 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: MSA contact for NBA/MSA Case Competition sponsored by Wasserman Media Group 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hi my name is ~ and I’m a at Kenan Flagler. We met briefly at the Kenan Institute welcome event and I also wanted to thank 

you and the undergraduate club for hosting such a great event in the CSFE a couple weeks ago! 

I am working in conjunction with our                                 as well as Wasserman Media Group to organize a graduate level case competition with 

teams from UNC and Duke focused on sports this Jan!Feb. We would like to extend an invitation to participate to the Masters of Sports Administration program. 

Could you provide me with a student contact in the Masters of Sports Administration program to reach out to so that I can gauge interest and provide additional 

details? 

Thanks so much, 

[i~i D~scripti .... id:88D712Dg- 

1DSg4414.-AgSO- 

9DD9B503A593 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

PAGES NEEDED FOR DISTRICT 4 - 2014 SHORT SESSION 

Pages Needed for District 4, Halifax, Nash, Vance, Warren 
and Wilson Counties 

(Please note: If you live outside of District 4, you will have 
to apply through your Legislator) 

SEEKING PAGES FOR THE 
SLSS ON MAY 14, 2( 12 

The once of Sen. Angela R. Bvaat is cu~rendy seeking Page applicants for ~e 
2014 Short Session. The House Page Office ~11 begin accepting 
applications in early Februaw, on a first-come, f~st-se~’ed basis. Each 
Senator can only select four (4) Pages for gae Sho~t Session. We reset gaat 
only one page per courtb, in ~e Nstfict will be selected if we have interested 
applic~ts from eveU co,U, and only four of our five counties in Senate 
District 4 will be covered for this short session. We regret that they have cut us 
off with 4 applicm~ts. During the longer session beNnning m j anuaU 2015, xve 
wi~ be able m definitely have pages from eveU counD~. 

To be eligible the Page must be age 14 -18 and currently in ~e 9~ - 12~ 
grade in good standing. Prior approval must be granted by the principal 
if pages are appointed to sere during the school year. 
S~udev[s who have vo~par/icipa~ed before willhave 
The Page will be pfid $150.00 for ~e week or elect to choose 30 hours of 
commm~iu sea,ice. Room, board and transportation to and from ~e General 
Assembly will be provided by an approved vohmteer. "F:}~¢~~ {.~ 
cI.~arge~ The Page wo~d be required to report on Monday at 1:3~m 
released on Thursday at approximately 3:0~m. The Page xvi~ be responsible 
for his/her o~vn trmsportafion to Raleigh on Monday md from Raleigh on 
*Ihursday. However, if trm~spo~afion is needed to and from Raleigh, ~ve will be 
willing to provide assistance if that is a barrier. 
To request m~ application and/or assistance with trm~sportafion please contact, 
Karon HardB LA at 919-733-5878 or emil bumOa@ncleg.net. ~y 
app~cation that is not complete ~th all information and accompanied 
~th a required wallet-size color photograph, ~R not be processed until 
~1 the application requirements have been completed. Appoin~ent 
letters xvill be sent out beNnning in FebruaU. 
~mk you for your interest. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charlie Houchin <charlie@hydroxphe~e.com> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bo4tany Curr’an <bD~ttany@hydroxphere.com> 

Re: Visit to UNC EXSS 

Thanks, I appreciate that. If not possible, no womes. 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 12:20 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro([~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi C:}~ar]i~, No, ,sze dot~’t vide<>. ;( 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLLJ 

Eng~qe, Explore, Empower~ 

9:[ 9.843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: Charlie Houchin 
Sent: Monday, Januaw 20, 2014 5:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: B~ny Curran 
Subject: Re: Visit M UNC EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
You don’t take video of your gnest speakers by any ch~ce do you? If so, l’d love to follow up ~er to get a copy. I ahYays find it helpful to watch my 
speeches to improve u~n them. Than~ again and I’m loo~ng fore-aN m Thur~ay. 
Cha~lie llouchin 
On Jan 17, 2014, at 6:29 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <ds~ro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Charlie. Congratulations on your business venture. Thank you for agreeing to share with my Sport Entrepreneurship students. They are all 

3rd and 4th year students with various majors. We meet in Woollen 302 at 12:30 p.m. Please feel free to spend 45 minutes with us. The class 

ends at 1:45 p.m. Call me when you get nearby {Stadium Drive), and I will meet you with a parking pass. 

Suggested Presentation: 

1. Your background - undergrad, grad (if applicable), and work experience (i.e., how did you get to where you are today?) 

2. Your role as the co-founder of Hydroxphere - Company/organization overview. What exactly do you do in your job? The benefits and 

pitfalls of being an entrepreneur? 

3. Career options {including with Hydroxphere) and tips for students 

4. If you had to start over, what would you do differently (academic and/or professionally)? 

Note: We have a "smart room" so flash drive/hard drive {for ppt), dvds, and the internet are available. 

Thanks! 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, PhoD, CLU 
Explore. Engage~ Empower. 

EXSS Spo~t Administration, Lect~rer (www,exss,unc,edu) 

3~5 Woollen = CB #8700 

<image001.jpg> 

<Directions to EXSS Woollen.pdf> 



Fl’onl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@wlime s.com> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:07 PM 

Stronmn, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 a~ticles) 

William Rhoden January 21, 2014 03:08:41 P~I 

Sports of The Times 

Numb to l~ae 

Nayers 

Fans at home run 

injm~es, b*R player safely issues seem to have made p]ayem more 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get unD:qited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is sn automated email Please do not reply directly ~o t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the [RUSTe privacy progBm, we are committed to protecting yotir privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your EFnail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <ns~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera January 21, 2014 06:38:.35 PM 

Letter 

The ~r.So Chamber Ir~s drake tbr Legal Reforms praises a j udge’s finNng of 

"Jmpropfieb~’’ by plaJefi~s’ 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an au,telT~a[ed email Please cio not reply direc[ly [e ins email frolT~ N’(Th’nes com. As a memk~er of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 6:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Advising Aptx~intment 

Hi Dr. Stroman. I cam meet Monday afternoon. 2:00? 

"Be a rainbow in someone else’s cloud." 

-- Ma3~a Angelou, Letter to my Daughter 

On Tue, 

Deborah L. S~oman, Ph.[L CLU 

En,qage, Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"No~hing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must firs~ be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:08 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Advising Appointment 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I have class until :l:h50 on Thursday, but I am available between 12:00 and 1:30. I am also available on Friday between ii:00 and 12:00. If none of these 

times work for you, we can plan to meet next week. 



Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,               1:53 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Advising Appointment 

} ttp i/ww~v ur cemir or or~/ 

JDr. Stron~an 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gnge¢~e, Explore, F_,mpower, 

919,843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objeclions must first be overcome." 

~ Samue{ Johnson 

Sent: Tuesday,. 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~l~eet: Advising Appointment 

1:28 PM 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I would like to meet with you to discuss on-campus opportunities for the summer as well as the entrepreneurship minor. Please let me know when you 

are available to meet this week. 

Thanks, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:20 PM 

Stronmn, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu); 

RE: Rescheduled Game SELECTION 

@kenan - tlagler.unc.e&~ 

If we’re still plamaing on having Jamie Kerr on the then I think we should go for the 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:30 PM 

To: 

Cc: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); 

Subject: RE: Rescheduled Game SELECTION 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Eng’u,qe. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome2’ 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: P] Ave~ [maHto:PJA@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,              6:55 PM 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); 
Subject: RE: Rescheduled Game 

Pleas;e accept our apoh:~gie~; for the ~rH::onw?met~ce. We"re m the process; of finalizing an offh::~a~ communk:atior~ t~ow, a[xt we w~H be of[er~ng the opportunity for 

[o~ks who woukt prefer another opth:m as opposed to the Sena~:ors game rescbeduled for thb Saturday a[ noon [o swap their tk:kets for equa~ or lesser w~lue 

tickets to any of our three remaining Friday games. 

Friday, vs. St. Lou~s Nues 

Friday, vs. Florida Panthers at 7 p.m. 

Friday, vs NY Rangers a~: 7 

Given that t haw~ aH ~he tickets for your group, ~)lease let me know what works best h:~r you guys, and t’l~ be glad to ma]~e [he excharlge personally. 

Thanks~ 
- pJ 

It,I, A~,e~ta 

Dic<:ctor of Ticket SNes 

Carolina Hu~cm~<:s 

pi a(~ camlinahumcmm s.com 

919-g61-6208 

w~¥.carolinahm:ficanes.com 

F~m: [mailto: ~]ve#nqedu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 5:52 PH 
To: PJ Ave~ 
Co: Stroman, Deborah; 
SBbje~t: Rescheduled Game 
Hi PJ, 
We jus~ heard abom the your schedule changing this week due to weather Unfortunately, I’m no~ sure we would be able to get a full turnout if we were to attend the game on Satwday. [s 
there any way for us ~o transfer ow ~ickets and reschedule for another Friday nigh~ game dwing the season? 
Thanks, 

(~)live unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:34 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: Checking in 

Completely free my last class on Thursday’s is at lOam. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:15 AM 

To 

Subject: RE: Checking in 

’~’h~mks . How i~ )’,::,~ sc}~-du~,~, r~-x~ ’Flmtsd%,,            b~l:w~ ,~’t~ 2:00 anJ 

#eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢]~N~, g~plore, gmpowe~: 

9~9.34&0336 

"Neth~ng wH~ ever be attempted ~f a]~ pessib]e ebject~ens must f~rst be overcome." 

~ Samuel 1ohnson 

Sent: Nonday, 3:33 PN 
To: Stroman~ ~eborah L 
Subject: ~E: Check#N ~n 
Dr. Stromm~ 

My semester is going great thanks fbr askdng! Made a ~isit up to UVA m~d Georgetown during this little break so I got to see some pre~, cool tl’dngs. [’m free to talk 
whenever you’m f~ee’~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:19:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: Checking in 

Hi How is ,/our semester going? Let’s chat soon, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, :~troman~ P~,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower= 
EXSS Spot± Admi~istration~ Lecturer (~,ex~,unc,edu) 

Frank Hawkins Kenan In~tute of Private Enterpri~, Sea~er Advi~r (h~p://~.kenan-fla#ler,unc.edulkenan-institute) 

Chape~ H~ll~ NC 27599 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:01 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Internships 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

advised me to talk to you about internships that I could possibly do over the summer. I mentioned to her that I was interested in interning for 

the Durham Bulls, but I am not sure who exactly to contact for that. I figured you would be the best person to talk to. As a                    major, any 

sort of internship in the Triangle area for the summer would be beneficial to me. If there’s any way we could meet to further discuss options, I would love 

to chat with you. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Missed assignments due to Sekai problems 

Screen Shot at 9.00.11 PM.png; Screen Shot at 9.26.33 PM.png 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Thank you for being understanding about both my sekai issue and me having strep throat. On antibiotics so hoping for a speedy recovery! Sad I missed 

class but met with       this evening to go over what I missed. Look forward to class on Thursday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L -~ds~ro@unc.edu>; Feldman, Maryann P. <marymm.feldman@unc.edu> 

Business Model Canvas 

Drs. Stroman and Feldman, 

I am sitting in my class 

Hope you all are having a great start to 2nd semester. 

Best, 

and the professor just introduced the business model canvas to the class....looks familiar! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 9:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Visit to UNC EXSS 

Did you already pick it up, I was out yesterday? If not, I will get it ready for you today. 

Thanks, 
Atomy 
Amy Z, Tufts 
:209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:22 PM 
To: Tufts, Amy Z 
Subject: FW: Visit to UNC EXSS 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empower, 
93~9.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Charlie Houchin [maiEo:charlie@hydroxphere.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:50 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: B~ny Curran 
Subject: Re: Visit to UNC EXSS 
Thanks, I appreciate that. If not possiNe, no womes. 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 12:20 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(d~uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ct~ar]ie. No, we ,:i<,r~’t video. ;( 

Deborah L. Skroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Etwage. Explore, Empower, 
93 9.843.0336 
<image001.jpg> 

"Nothing w~l eveg be attempted ff a~l possible objections must firs{ be overc~me." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Charlie Houchin [mailto:charlie@hydroxphere.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3anua~ 20, 2014 £28 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Ce= B~ny Curran 
Subject= Re: Visit to UNC EXSS 

Dr. Stroma~, 
You don’t "rake video of your guest speakers by any chalice do you? If so, I’d love to lbllow up a~ter to get a copy. I always find it helpIhl to watch my 

speeches to improve u~m them. Thanks agmn and I’m looMng lb~’a~t m Thur~W. 

Cha, lie ttouchin 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 6:29 PM, Stmman, Deborah L < d~ro~unc.e&> wrote: 

Hi Charlie. Congratulations on your business venture. Thank you for agreeing to share with my Sport Entrepreneurship students. They are all 

3rd and 4th year students with various majors. We meet in Woollen 302 at 12:30 p.m. Please feel free to spend 45 minutes with us. The class 

ends at 1:45 p.m. Call me when you get nearby {Stadium Drive), and I will meet you with a parking pass. 
Suggested Presentation: 
1. Your background - undergrad, grad (if applicable), and work experience (i.e., how did you get to where you are today?) 

2. Your role as the co-founder of Hydroxphere - Company/organization overview. What exactly do you do in your job? The benefits and 

pitfalls of being an entrepreneur? 

3. Career options {including with Hydroxphere) and tips for students 
4. If you had to start over, what would you do differently (academic and/or professionally)? 
Note: We have a "smart room" so flash drive/hard drive {for ppt), dvds, and the internet are available. 



Thanks! 

Deborah L Stro~ PhoD, CLU 
Explore, EE~gage, Empower. 

9~9,843,0335 

<ima~eOO~.jp~> 

<Directions to EXSS Woollen.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Sports Resume <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Wednesday, January 22,2014 11:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Good Morning, 

That should not be a problem at all Provide the location and contact information (Mobile Phone #’s, etc...) 

Thanks again for the invitation 

NOTE: Call with any questions or clarifications - Home Number - 

Sincerely, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports R~sum~ 

w~’A^/.thesportsresu me corn 

SPORTS JOBS DALLY = FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 

FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume/CV 

TWITTER: (@,thesportsresu me 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 

Google +: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 

To: 

"The Sports R~sum~" <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Cc: 

Sent: 

Wed, 22 Jan 2014 16:13:08 +0000 

Subject: 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= The Sports Rdsumd [mailto:careers@thesportsresume.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, .January 21, 2014 8:15 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Tnformation) 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I will actually be at the Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair on 211.13. I can stop by UNC Chapel Hill on the 12th if time permits. 

Otherwise, we can set up a date and time this spring when you would want me to come down and do a workshop. 

NOTE: Let students know that a FREE Sports Job Board will be up and running on my website in 2 weeks. The URL will be www.thesportsresumeoCOm/iobs. I will let you 

knowwhen it goes live. 

Thanks again and I look forward to speaking to you. 

Sincerely, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports ROsumO 

www.thesportsresu me.corn 

SPORTS JOBS DAILY - FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 



FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume/CV 

TWITTER: @thesportsresume 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 

Google ÷: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 

..... Original Message ..... 

~romi 

i s~roma b~m ds~ro@un ~ 

To: 

"The Sports R6sum6" <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Sent: 

Wed, 22 Jan 2014 01:09:43 +0000 

Sub jeer: 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

g~Wa, ge. Explore, Empower, 

9~19.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possiMe objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

From: The Sports R~sum~ [mailto:careers@thesportsresume.com] 

Sent= Monday, .luly 08, 2013 2:48 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

You can call at my desk number, 757-396-6840, ext. 202 (immediately dial the extension when the voice appears to bypass the secretaries 

Let me knowthe time you intend to call so I can be available. 

Alternatively, if you intend to call after 4:30pm, the toll free number on the company website (i.~S,,2.35..7~,~S) comes d~ectiy to my 

ih~:~<s a%~[n ~:d ~ ~ook fo:~z,’ard to heaqn9 fron: you 

S~ncer¢~y 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports R~sum~ 

www thesportsresu me corn 

SPORTS JOBS DAILY - FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 

FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume/CV 

TWITTER: @thesportsresume 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 

Google +: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 

To: 



"The Sports Resume" <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Sent: 

Mon 8 Ju12013 18:16:15 +0000 

Subject: 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Hi George~ Let"s ch~[ soon._ 

What is your mobile #2 

Dr~ Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n~la,qe, E~plor’~,, Empower, 

9~19,843,0336 

"You can’t wake a person who i~ pretending to be a~;eep." Navajo Proverb 

From: The Sports R~sum~ [mailto:careers@thesportsresume.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2012 12:44 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

It was a pleasure meeting you this weekend and I definitely enjoyed your insight. 

I wanted to keep in contact and continue to brainstorm any additional ideas you may have for the upcoming school term as related to the 

UNC Sports Business Club. It would be a pleasure to come and speak to the organization in the Fall and Spring of 2013 (I especially like the 

FEE idea of the speaking engagements. We would just have to come up with a marketing plan, which shouldn’t be difficult). 

Also, if you ever need assistance with the LASER program, let me know as well. I am in constant contact with numbers of former athletes 

seeking and needing career guidance (Especially those who do not make it to a professional playing level nor able to secure a coaching 

position). 

Thanks again and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports Resume 

www.thesportsresu me.corn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:48 AlVl 

~live.unc.edu> 

NAACP: Please send 2-3 nmnes ..... 

Deal. 

I trust that you had a productive and engaging MLK, Jr. weekend! Please see the links below. 

http:i/~v~mlive.com,’new~atm-arbor/index.ssf,’2014/O1/beino~ black at ttnivet~iW of m.html 

UNC Provos~t Jim Dean has been made aware of these campus movements, which are gaining momentum and attention throughout the count~’. Consequentb; he has 

requested to speak with dedicated and passionate students of color who can weigh in on racial and cultural inequities hem at UNC. I immediately thougN of you. 

Please identit~ 2-3 other students, including yourself, to participate in a roundlable discussion with the Provost. The date has not yet been determined; however, I need 

you to please forward me those names at your earliest convenience. This meeting will be a sincere attempt to improve the quality and caliber of life tbr students of color 

on this can~pus. Please understand, sitting quietly and not participating in the discussion is not what this meeting is atx~ut. Your voice is a vital part of Mt’ecfing change on 

a "s.3~stems’’ level; we need your voice and the voices of 2-3 others within the NAACP organization. 

Please let ~ne know if you have any ques~tions, relative to the roundtable discussion. I look forwa~rd to hearing from you soon. 

Kindest Regards, 

Your Faculty Advisor 

iNi unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 

Coordinator of Student Development & Academic Success 

Strategic Planner for Diversity Initiatives 

Student VVellness Services 

Student Affairs - Of[ice of the Dean of Students 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-962-9355 

Emaih dholman@em~iLunc.edu 

have never met a broken child.. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children." -~Alberto Caravalho 

"Health is the capacity o~ individuals and communities to reach their potential It is not solely a biomedical quality measured through clinical indicators. Health transcends individual 

[actors and includes cultural, institutional, socioeconomic, and political influences," 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CSBC Exec Board Meeting 

Just to let you know. 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, ~at 11:57 AM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CSBC Exec Board Meeting 

Hey 

My apologies for not being able to attend. Last semester got kind of crazy and this semester will most likely be the same. I don’t want to inconvenience you guys any further, so I 

think it would be best ill officially resign. Again, I really do apologize for the inconvenience. 

I do have the information for the Wordpress template somewhere on my computer. I know that last semester 

guys ever get hosted, I’d be happy to install the template and update the website information. 

Again, I apologize. 

I wish you guys all the best 

was working on getting hosted through the university. If you 

~live.unc.edu 

, at 9:25 PM, " .~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey 

Hope all is well with you! In the Exec Board meeting today we went over our plans for the spring semester. The link below will take you to the schedule of events for 

the spring semester. Some of the dates are confirmed, others are tentative still. 

https://www.dr~pb~x.c~m/s/upgy71un9evh3~x/H~w%2~t~%2~use%2~the%2~Pub~ic%2~f~der~txt 

Could you please add the confirmed dates to the calendar on the website? The Carolina Hurricanes trip is now Feb. 7th instead of January 24th. 

Let me know if you have any questions! Thanks a lot! 

Sent from my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Holman NaslL DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stmman: Meeting with the Provost 

Debbie, 
Per our earlier conversation, I copied you on the email I sent tc _ . Additionally, I sent a~l email to 

DICE, where I also serve as FaculU Advisor: http://Vmdentwelh~e ss.unc ~edu/get- involved/peer- health- oro_anizations"diversity- and - iuclusiveness- collegiate - 
envi~onments-dice and www~diceunc.org. 

Last bnt not least, I facilitate the Sister Talk Gl~onp and have sent an email to them, as well. The Sister TaJk Group is so dynamic because it is composed of doctoral 

candidates (aJl women) who are articulate, outspoken and are usually on the periphe~ of campus matters; yek their issues are so critical to the racial and research 
climate ofUNC. I will apprise you of the feedback and the names I receive. 

Until then, I will keep you lifted. Take care and meditate on: 

Jeremiah 29:11. 

D 

i.~.i unc mail signature 

DeVetta Ho|man Nash, MPH~ NCAPS-III 

Coordinator of Student Development & Academic Success 

Strategic Planner for Diversity Initiatives 

Stud ent "Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-962-9355 

Emaih _d___h_o__L~___a___n__@ e m a i L u n c, e d u 

"I have never met a broken child. I’ve met broken systems that tiail our children." --Alberto Caravalho 

"Health is the capacity o~ individuals and communities to reach their potential it is not solely a biomedical quality measured through clinical indicators. Health transcends individual 

~actors and includes cultura!, institutional, socioeconomic, and political influences," 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information¯ Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: DICE: Please respond 

Fl~m-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject: RE: DICE: Please respond 
Hello Mrs. Nash, 

11:51 AN 

Thank you so much for informing me of this extremely important opportunity. I would be more than happy to make my voice heard regarding racial and 

cultural inequalities. If you have the opportunity to put forward more students, I believe that, and are also great student 

voices on the issue. Thank you so much for reaching out and I look forward to learning more. 

Best, 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:40 AM 
To: \ 
Subject: DICE: Please respond 

DeaJ~ DICE Executive Team Members, 

I trust that you had a productive and engaging MLK, Jr. weekend’. Please see the links below, which I forwarded to you yesterday. 

http://www.mlive.com/news/arm-ar[xv:/index.ssf,        bein~ black at university of m.html 

http://~v.kultumlaitic.com,       ’new~black- students- u, michigan- fhmaten- physical- action- can~pus- doesnt- hear- demands/ 
UNC Provost Jim Dean has been made aware of these campns movements, which am gaining momentum and attention throughont the country. Consequently, he has 

reqnested to speak with dedicated and passionate students of color who can weigh in on racial and cultural inequities here at UNC. I immediately thought of yon. I 

would like to put the following names forwmd to participate in a ronndtable discnssion with the Provost: 

The date has not yet been detennined; however, I need yon to let me know your interest in taxing part in dais dialogue, as soon as tx)ssible. This meeting will be 

a sincere attempt to improve fire quality and caliber of life tbr students of color on this campus. Plea~ understand, sitting quietly mad not participating in the discussion is 

not what this gatlre6ng is about. Yonr voice is a vital part of affecdng change on a "systems" level. 
Please let me know if you have any questions, relative to the roundtable discussion. I look forward to healing from you soon. 

Kindest Regards, 

Your Facnlb~ A&dsor 

DeVetta ttolman Nash 

i.~.i unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 

Coordinator of Student Development & Academic Success 

Strategic Planner for Diversity initiatives 

Student Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27S99-7470 

Phone: 919-962-935S 

Emaih dho[man@emaiLunc,~du 

"I have never met a broken child. Fve met broken systems that :tail our children." -,Albert() Caravalho 

"Health is the copaciiy o~ individuals and communities to reach ~heir potential It is na~ soleh/ a biomedical quaiity measured ~hraugh dinica! indicators, Health ~ronscends individual 

factors and includes cultura~ institutional, socioeconomic, and palfficai in]luences." 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 
or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday,. 12:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: DICE: Please respond 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, :t2:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: DICE: Please respond 
Thank you Ms. Nash, I am very interested in participating I look forward to learning more information. 

Best, 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:40 AM 
To: 

Subject: DICE: Please respond 

Dear DICE Executive Team Members, 

I trust that you had a productive and engaging MLK, Jr. weekend! Please see the links below, which I tbrwarded to you yesterday. 

http://www~mlive.com, new~ann-arbx~r/mdex.ss~’i       being black at university of m.html 

ht tp:/, ~v.kulmrekritic.com, ’ .... news, black- students- u- m~chN0!!: thmate!a- physical- act~c n- campns- doesnt- hear- demands, 
UNC Provos~ Jim Dean has been made aw-~xe of these campus movements, which axe gaining mo~nentum and attention throughout the count~. Consequently~ he has 

requested to speak with dedicated and passionate students of color who can weigh in on racial and cultura] inequities here at UNC. I i~nmediately thought of yon. I 

would like to put the following names forward to p~:rticipate in a ronndtable discussion with the Provost: 

The date has not yet been determined; however, I need you to let me know your interest in to]ring part in this dialogue, as soon as possible. This meeting will be 

a sincere attempt to improve the quality and caliber of life for ffmdents of color on this campus. Please understand, sitting quietly and not participating in the discussion is 

not what this gathering is about. Your voice is a vital part of affecting change on a "~stems" level. 

Please let me know- if you have any questions, relalive to the ronndtable discnssion. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Kindest Regards, 

Your Faculty Advi~)r 

DeVetta Hohnan Nash 

::N:: unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 

Coordinator of Student Development & Academic Success 

Strategic Planner for Diversity Initiatives 

Student Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dealt of Students 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-962-9355 

Email: _d___h__o_Lm___a___n__@ e m a i L u n c, e d u 

"I have never met a broken child. I’ve met broken systems that thil our children." --Alberto Caravalho 

"Health is the copccity of individuals ~nd communities to reach their potential It is not solely a biomedical ¢ucfity mecsured through clinical indicators, Health transcends individual 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:27 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    Spring               Liability Premium 

5~live.unc.edu-~ 

This email is to confirm that I have received premium pavments from 

coverage. 

Thanks. 

Robin 

Robin ~ Bennington 

Risk Management AnalysL 
University o[: North Carolina 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 Akport Ddve, Suite 2700 

{::ampuls Box 1100 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-110~ 

919-%2-906I 

9:[9-962-0~36 

and forthe EXSS Spring Liability 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Sports Resume <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Wednesday, 3:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

No problem at all and I will forward the information later tonight. 

Thanks again, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports R~sum~ 

w~vw.thesportsresu me.corn 

SPORTS JOBS DALLY - FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 

FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume/CV 

TWITTER: @thesportsresu me 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 

Google +: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 

To: 

"The Sports R~sum~" <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Sent: 

Wed 6:21:56 +0000 

Subject: 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information 

)kenan-flagler. u nc.edu> 

Exce~le xd Please f,:,~war,J an "4p,J~ted b,’ief h~,:, rind photo 

Deborah I_,. Stroman, Ph.D. CI_,U 

En,q@’e. Explore, Empower. 

919843.0336 

Mobile --- 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From-. "The Sports Rdsumd [mailto:careers@thespor~sresume.com] 
Sent-. Wednesday, 11:17 AN 

To,, Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" P,E: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Good Morning, 

That should not be a problem at all Provide the location and contact information (Mobile Phone #’s, etc....). 

Thanks again for the invitation 

NOTE: Call with any questions or clarifications - Home Number 

Sincerely, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports R~sum~ 

www.thesportsresu me.corn 

SPORTS JOBS DAILY - FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 

FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume/CV 

TWITTER: ~,thesportsresume 



Linkedln: The Sports Resume 

Google +: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 

KISport notes 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;> 

5:37 PM 

@kena~-tlagler.unc.e&#; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

Meeting Notes 

Action Items: 

- Book Kenan Institute Dining Room 

- Email Jack Evans, get in touch with new dean 

- Call Hampton Inn -check out sports bar, talk about transportation, etc. 

Entrepreneurship in Analytics Panel 

Chris Mumford 

Joe Startup 

Marketing -Input by Edgar 

TweetAdder 

© 5 accounts 

cJ ~;74 

Reese News Lab video - UNC vid that we could duplicate 

MailChimp: 

Move forward with: #BASatUNC 

Undergrad involvement -some initiative/ideation in advance to prepare presentations around innovation~ Creator Space 

Website: 

Use external ticketing like EventBrite 

Case Competition 

Ist Round: 5 slides, 5 appendix slides 

2nd Round: 20 max, :10 appendix slides 

¯ ") Selected in person to present (will comp up to 5500 towards trip to present at conference) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 5:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NFL star goes bankrupt after $58M Contract 

~,4other Loses Both of Her Sons Less than 
Three Weeks Apart 

i     i 
by Liku Zelleke The worst news any parent coutd ever hear is about the death of their chit& But, 

for Oakland mother of two, Dinyat New, the news - and grief - came twice over. On New Year’s 

Eve, New’s 13-year-aid son, Lee Weathersby was shot and killed on 104th Av., near Walnut St. in 

~?ped 12 Women 

i iXi Zimmem~.n’s Fan,Jet ~’~ttamey Represe!~ting Fi[ePigh~e[ Who Ailegediy R~#ped 12 Wonlen I 
| 

Everyone deserves a defense, but George Zimmerman’s former attorney, Mark O’Mara, seems to 

find his clients at the bottom of the barrel. First O’Mara represented George Zimmerman, a 

vigilante who gunned down unarmed teen Trayvon ~artin, and now he’s representing a firefighter 

who ageged[y r®ped 12 women. Channel 9 in Florida reports that O’tCara wilt [...] 

January 22, 2014N0 ¢.ommen:.~,~.sd Mo:e 

B~ack GOP Candidate Who Threatened 
Obama Gets Visit From Secret Service 

A black Republican candidate who called for President Obama’s execution received a visit from the 

Secret Service, according to Talking Points Memo. Joshua Black, a candidate for Florida House 

District 68, who ranted on social media that it was "time to hang Obama high", confirmed on 

Twitter that he received a visit from the Secret [...] 

::X:: ’,’h~c~H ~ 

Aft÷r a $586t Contract,_ NFL St~r V~r~c÷ Yo~.m~ F’]les for 

January 22, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins Former NFL and college football superstar Vince Young has declared Chapter 

11 bankruptcy. According to the Houston Chronicle, Attorney Brian Kilmer of Houston filed for the 

player, who has assets between... 



January 22, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Barry Burch Jr. Discip[inin~ your child is one-thin~, but doin~ so at the expense of your freedom 

as well as the lesson in which you are tryin~ to teach makes it at[ for naught 

Not 

Wendy Wit[Jams is one of the biggest names on television and radio. She is a... 
January 22, 2014 [ 0 Comment~ 

What’s Hot on KultureKritic.com? 

Young< Handsome~. HIV Positive: Co[I.e~£ 

F~[med Them 

the T~’utb 

By: Kryst[e Crossman This is 8oin8 to be a two part article because the information is very 

important. Ptease read carefutty. Chitdren suffer s*xuat abuse ever}, day. Many may not say 

anythin£ so no one reatty knows what is 8oin8 on. There are sisns that they are bein8 abused. Chitd 

abuse is defined as someone [...] 



By Yo[anda Spivey For years, home-schoo[in8 has ~otten a bad rap. As more parents see the 

benefits of home-schoo[in8 (on a fuji time basis), more myths and misunderstandinss about home- 

schoo[in8 are besinnin8 to surface. There are cha[[enses to homeschoo[in8 and many parents who 

choose to home-school would be the first to te[[ you that. But [...] 

January 22, 2014 I 0 Comments 

Hammerin£ Hank Aaron has onty spit out about eisht tweets in his entire "Twitter career." But 

when he did tweet, he made it count. Richard Sherman, the outspoken Seahawks cornerback who 

is bein8 heavity criticized,... 

January 22, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Liku Zetteke The history of the Civi[ Rishts Era coutd never be totd without mentionin8 Stevie 

Wonder. His tribute to the 8reat Dr. t~artin Luther Kin8 was 

Popular Posts on ~lackMfeCoaches. net 



I.~mb 

By: KrystLe Crossman t~any women want to have a thinner frame, or maybe more of that 

shape that we see in movies and on the runways aLt the time .... 

Dirt; One Sa},s She Lost 60 Pounds 

By: Kl~’stte 

Crossman A new documentary ts sheddin8 some [tsht on a htsh[y unknown tradition that may seem 

odd to some. The documentary is catted "Eatin8 White Dirt" and that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-Up from yesterday’s BAS Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

Happy to have the green light! I just put out the first sneak peek tweet for #BASatUNC. 

Tweet Adder: I’d say let’s get this rolling now. Easy way to add followers and generate an active, engaged audience while optimizing who we 
follow/interact with. Great tool. That 5-account membership would be beneficial in case we add another handle {maybe @SpEIA will require its own 
handle, or eventually something surrounding BAS. Good value if we’re planning ahead for it.) Tweet Adder is also good to see how many people we’re 
reaching with certain tweets (i.e. # of impressions on timelines based on who RTs and shares it) 

Public/Confidential Info: I’d just like to know what information is still considered confidential and what info I can put out there in the public Twitterverse, 

(For example, is that new website still a confidential resource? How about the teaser video?) 

BAS Preview/Teaser Video: I know we raised this concern in the meeting, but the date listed on the video is May 3rd-4th instead of May 2nd-3rd. Will we 
change that? Would like to before pushing that video on social media if possible. 

Media Releases: I’ll definitely send you drafts of any media sendouts. My first step is to compile the media list {currently doing that with our SBJ/I-squared 
resources}. Once I have that list populated, it will be worth discussing what we would like the media to do (just announcements and publicity or whether 
they will come out and cover). 

My plan for media releases is to send something out when we have confirmed speaker lists w/all the essential info and possibly an application for media 
credentials to the event. Then, about a month away from the event I would send out a reminder and another invitation to apply. Lastly, on the day before 
the event, I would send out a social media promotion email and following the event, I’d send a recap and a snapshot of the reactions and conversations on 
social media. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:26 PM 

To; 

Subject; RE: Follow-Up from yesterday’s BAS Meeting 

P],.’a>" ,:-~ove [,::,~;va.~:d. ~.et me kn,>~v w}mni’}~ov, you wat~ me to oper~ ~:}~e Tweet Adder 

1. We ~;e]ec:l:ed ~:}~e ~:+BASat! rNC a~; t~e }~a~t~g;. Ote~t pick’, 

3. We have our list o~ the t:op 32 d:a~t picks ;) t:o be speakers. W~ sho~id 2~’t: ~] li*ml &al}: by COB to,norrow. I ,.,’;ii begJt~ calls (m Friday. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
~R~g~le, ~xplore. Empower, 
919.34&0336 

"Nothing will ever be a~empted if all possible obje~ons must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



Sent; Friday, ~ 12:59 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Follow-Up from yesterday’s BAS Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to follow up on a few points from last night’s meeting that were on my mind. 

Twitter: I’m committed to growing that KI Sport Twitter handle and its influence. I’ll take the lead on the account and start tweeting a lot more from 

it. Another thing that I’ve done in the past is use the Tweet Adder software to grow an audience. Essentially, the application allows you to identify 

potential followers and grow audience with follow!unfollow strategy and targeted promotion. We could purchase the 5-account capability 

application for S74, and I think it would lead to a very worthwhile ROI. I can elaborate more on this if needed. 

UNC Sports Eship Video: You discussed the video about Sports Eship and KI Sport, and I brought up the Reese News Lab video. Worth checking out 

for some perspective. Think it’s a cool video and the format is something we could alter a bit to make more attractive and interesting: __L_!__n__k_. 

Entrepreneurship Spotlight:      and I discussed this a little bit. Instead of doing just a general Sports EShip spotlight series, we should use that 

time and investment to do features or Q&As with featured panelists for BAS. After BAS concludes, we can use that space for a more general EShip 

Spotlight like you suggested. This would help us promote awareness of BAS and the guests and offers a lot of event-relevant content to push on 

social media. I also think the timeliness and prominence of BAS will attract more traffic. 

Media Outreach: If you’ll permit me to, I can head up media outreach and relations and start doing that pretty soon. From our SBJ and 12 databases, 

I have a pretty extensive media list that I’II load into Mailchimp. From there, I can develop a short press release and some useful links!resources to 

send out to media and urge them to post blog entries, tweet about it, et cetera. As we have a fully confirmed collection of panelists, I can send 

those details out closer to May and generate another round of media buzz leading up to the event. 

Social Media Buzz: As noted above, I think I can lead the charge to get BAS popping on social. The main piece of this will be promoting a good 

hashtag across all social networks. I like the idea of BAS with UNC attached, going off the idea you presented that BAS could be an event that moves 

around to different areas/campuses. When you mentioned that, I thought of the whole TEDxUNC campaign. A few ideas of short, succinct hashtags: 

o #BASUNC 

o #BASunc 

o #basUNC 

o #UNCBAS 

o #UNCbas 

o #BASatUNC 

o #SpEIA 

o #SpEIABAS 

o #SpEIAUNC 

Let me know what you think about those ideas. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, Janum7 22, 2014 10:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 articles) 

William Rhoden ,January 22, 2014 10:08:17 

Sports of The Times 

Seahawks’ R~ehard S]herman~ L~ke Cornerbac, ks Befi)re 

Plays Nlm~-to-Nlm~ m~d Goes Toe to Toe 

Anyone who has played cornerback at any level, who has had to play man-to- 

man ~dth no hdp, can identify with Sherman, the Seahawks’ dynamic, breasb 

])eating N]-Pro, 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is ~n automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYTimes com. As a member of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are commit[ed to protecting your privacy¯ 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your El’nail == ,’°rivacy ,’°olicy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Katy Grissom <katy.i]rissom@fuqua.duke.edu> 

Thursday, 9:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~ kena n-flal]ler.unc.edu>; 

Fuqua/KenamFlagler Wide World of Sports 

WWOS Info Sheet.pdf; Parking UNC Wide World of Sports 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

@kenan-fiagler, unc,edu> 

Deborah,    ", &. 

Thanks you for reaching out about the Wide World of Sport event next week. I will provide some background and then more details about the event. This event is being hosted by 

the U NC Kenan-Flagler Sports and Entertainment Club and Duke Fuqua Media, Entertainment and Sports Club. The mission of the event is to provide students interested in media 

and sports careers the opportunity to hear from and talk candidly with sports business professionals. Traditionally, all of the events we have hosted at Fuqua have been grad 

student-only, and we really pull from our alumni pool to get speakers. 

That said, I am working with J D Lubenetski at Wasserman now and he has great things to say about the CSBC! I appreciate the enthusiasm of the students and would like to extend 

an invitation to 10 CSBC students. I don’t want it to seem uninviting, its just that we like to keep these events somewhat intimate to foster engagement and active discussions. 

Deborah, please feel free to join as well. 

Please see the attached information about the WWOS event, including speakers!panelists, event schedule and parking information! There is no charge for the event, as the Fuqua 

and Kenan-Flagler clubs will be covering costs. As a note, Wasserman is kicking off a case competition, but I believe it is not open to undergrads. The event is business casual dress. 

Please have interested students enter their information on the Google Sheet, that way we can actively communicate about the event, if need be. 

(https://docs.8oo~le.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=OAiP-kfxf7 E RZd H NoN DVxN kYwMkZqenhndzN RUORPQkE#sid=O) 

I look forward to building a relationship with the CSBC, and supporting each other in events and the pursuit of sports business careers for our students! I will share the information 

with our club about the BAg, and please share anymore information as it becomes available. 

Let me know if there are any questions! Look forward to meeting you all. 

Katy 

I have copied and from the Kenan-Flagler Sports and Entertainment Club. Hoping you all can connect as well. 

i’~i Rethinkin 
Candidate for MBA, Class of gthe 

Boundari Duke University, The Fuqua School of Business 

es Tel ~ 

katy.gr ssom@fuqua.duke.edu 



Fuqua Media, Entertainment and Sports Club 
Wide World of Sports 
Sports Business Conference 

Event Description 

Join the Media, Entertainment and Sports club as they welcome sports industry professionals from a 

variety of f’acets to share their career experiences and advice. Our speakers and panelist will be 

relevant across many of the business areas everyone is pursuing! What a great way to bring some 

unique knowledge into interviews! Also, Wasserman Media Group will be kicking off the Tobacco 

Road Case Competition! 

Interested in Marketing? Come hear from Carolina Hurricanes VP of Marketing and John Deere 

Director of Sports Sponsorships! 

Interested in Media? Come hear from a Partner at Foley & Lardner LLP with extensive media 

rights experience. 

Interested in Analytics and Big Data? Come hear from Charlotte Bobcats Director of Basketball 

Analytics! 

The keynote speech will be given by ]oe Bailey, a sports business veteran (including ff)rmer CEO 

of the Miami Dolphins) and member of the Fuqua COLE Advisory Board. 

Speakers 
Name 

Joe Bailey 
Kevin Schulz 
Ken Lehner 
Alex Kerr 
Doug Warf 
Rob Jeske 

Company, Title 
RSR Partners, Managing Director 
Foley & Lardner LLP, Partner 
Rockland Boulders Baseball, Managing Partner 
Monumental Sports, Database Marketing Analyst 
Carolina Hurricanes, VP Marketing 
John Deere, General Manager Corporate Business 
Division 
Charlotte Bobcats, Director of Basketball Analytics 
Wasserman 

Event 
Keynote 
Sports Media Rights 
Panel #1 
Panel #1 
Panel #2 
Panel #2 

Jason Rosenfeld                                                     Panel #1 

Event Schedule 
Time Participants Location 

5:30-5:35pm Katy / Mike McClendon 
5:35-6:05pm Joe Bailey McClendon 

6:05-6:15pm 
6:15-7:00pm 

Event 
WWOS Kick-off 
Keynote Speech "The Global Sport 
Ecosystem" 
TRANSITION 
Panel #1 "Business of Sports: 
Inside Organizations" 

Panel #2 "Business of Sports: 
Engagement & Marketing" 

Panel: 
Ken Lehner, 
Jason Rosenfeld, 
Alex Kerr 

Host: Fuqua Team 

Panel: Doug Warf, Rob, Jeske, 

Wasserman Consulting Team 

(1-2 people) 

Host: UNC Team 

MBA2008 

Connally 

7:00-7:10pm TRANSITION 
7:10-7:40pm Sports Media Rights Discussion Kevin Schulz McClendon 
7:40-8:00pm Wasserman Tobacco Road Case Wasserman McClendon 

Competition Kick-off 
8:00-8:45pm    Networking & Appetizers ALL Ebenshade 

Contact 
Fuqua WWOS Plannin~ 
Katy Grissom: katy.grissom@ fuqua.duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    Spring 

Sorry you had to wait. Thank you so much for stopping by my office today to drop off your $15.00 premium payment for the Spring EXSS 

coverage. Should you have any questions or concerns regarding your coverage, do not hesitate to give me a call. 

Thanks again. 

Robin 

Robin ~ ~3ennington 

Risk N!i~nagem~-_mt .t~ru~JVs[: 

University o[: North Carolina a~ Chape~ 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 Akport Ddve, Suite 2700 

Carn~ms Box 1100 

(:h~pel H~H, NC 27S99-11C4~ 

919-.962-906I (0 

9:[9-962-0636 

Liability 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Gibbs, Tamara B. <Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.com> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 1:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtv~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

INTERVIEW REQUEST: UNC Athletics & Academics 

Hello, 

I hope this message finds you well. 

I’m a reporter with ABC11 Eyewitness News assigned to the UNC-CH campus. 

Would you be available for an interview today or in the neax future regarding UNC Athletics & Academics? 

My apologies tbr the vagueness of my request. 

I would welcome the opportunity to further explain my~lfaM my assignment. Please t~el tiee to contact me at the mobile number below at your convenience. 

Thmak you for your time mad consideration. With bes~t regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Tam ara Gibbs 
Reporter 

office: 919.683.1111 

mobile: 

Tmnara.B.Gibbs~)abc.com 

ABC11- ~q’VD 

411 Liberty. Street 

Durham, NC 27701 

Sent from my iPad 

*Please excuse any typos, spelling or grammalical errors* 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vdme s.com> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 3:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow ,January 23, 2014 03:08:10 P~I 

Modern Love 

How Ho[~ood Ruined Nc for Romance 

It was easy to forget that actresses were ]:,rofessio~a] charmers with a vested 

interest in makingjournalisN like d~em. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Andtoic! I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

About This Emai~ 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a membe[ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alells i My Alerts Help I Cha~ge Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Co~tac?’~ i Advertise 



From: ~live a~nc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:36 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Thesis 

A~tach: Thesis Dm~.docx 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is a draft of my thesis. I am very sorry that it took me until now to get you a draft. I am also going to send it to Dr. Groff to look over. I want to 

have the best product possible before it is due, so I want as many eyes to see it as possible. I realize that not only am I representing myself poorly with 

this thesis, but I am representing you as well, as my advisor, and I have definitely not held up my end of the bargain. 

Also, I apologize if I was visibly upset!angry during our last meeting. I know that my communication is an issue, and it was a real slap in the face to hear 

your constructive criticism. I am going to work on that. I cannot explain in words how much your help and guidance has meant to me. 

Thanks, 

Email: ~live,unc,edu 
Phone:, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday,. 5:14 PM 

~kenm~- flagler.unc.edu>; ~ 

Stroman, Deborah L ~’dstro@unc.edu> 

BAS Sponsorship 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

Hi. Please brainstorm/edit this possible offering: 

Layup (Silver) 
~500-Website, On-Site Signage, Program Listing (2-lines) 

Foul Shot (Gold) 
~;1000- Website, On-Site Signage, Program Listing (4-lines and logo), Vendor Space or Materials distribution, 2 Registrations 

3-Pointer (Platinum) 

~2500- Website, On-Site Signage, Program Listing (1/2 page), Vendor Space or Materials distribution, 4 Registrations 

Compare with other conferences. Not necessarily the pricing, but the benefits. 

Thanks! 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Pi~,D, CLU 
Explore~ Engage. Empower. 

EX$$ Nport Administration, Lecturer (~:__e_x__s_s_:__q__n_~:__e__d___u__) 

Frank Hawkins Ke~a~ [ns[itute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor (http://www.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

3:~5 Woollen = CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

#HeelForward 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:26 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS     Liabilib" premimn 

This email is to confirm that I have received your premium payment for the EXSS 

Thanks. 

Robin 

Robin ~ ~3em~ington 

Risk Mm~ageme~t 

University o[: North Carolina sL Chape~ 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 A~rport Drbe, Suite 2700 

{::ar~pus gox ~i00 
Chapel H~i~ NC 27599-110~ 

919-%2-906I 

9:[9-962-0636 (f) 

Spring Liability coverage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hecker, Brad <bhecke@theacc.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 5:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Out of Office: Save-the-Date! Basketball Ana154fics Summit! 

I am out of the office until Tuesday, Jan. 28. 

My access to e-mafil is li~nited, therefore, if you need immediate assis~aace, please call my cell phone: 
Thank you and have a tremendous day’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:41 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Student insumno           :overage for EXSS. 

Thank you for coming by this evening. This email is to confirm that I have received premium payment from you for the EXSS 

Liability coverage. 

Thanks. 

Robin 

Robin ~ Bennington 

University o~: North Carolina 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 Akport Drbe, Suite 2700 

{::arn~ms Box ~100 

Ch~;pel H~H, NC 27599-110~? 

9:[9-962-0~36 

Sent: Thursday,, 5:23 PN 
To= Bennington, Robin A 
Subject; RE: Student insurance coverage for EXSS    Student 

I will be there in the neA 15 minutes, leaving my house as we speak. 

From: Bennington, Robin A <robin.bennington@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:22 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Student insurance          coverage for EXSS    Student 

I have to leave here at 6pro as I have another job. How quick can you ge~ here? 

Robin A. Bennington 

Risk Managernent Analyst 

UniversiLy of NorLb Carolina at Chapei 

Treasury & Risk Management Services 

:[04 A~rport Drive, Suite 2700 

Campus Box 1100 

Chapel khan, NC 27599.-11~} 

robin.benrJngton @unc.edu 

919-962-0636 (f) 

F~m: Hayman, Will 
Sent~ Thursday, 5:20 PM 
Te; Bennington, Robin A 
Subject: RE: Student insurance coverage for EXSS    Student 

Are you there right now? I could run it over before 6. 

From: Bennington, Robin A <.r___o___b_Ln_:_b___e___n___n_!_n_g_t___q__n____@___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:16 PM 

To: ’ 

Subject: RE: Student insurance          coverage for EXSS Student 

No, just bring it by my office tomorrow~ ff you charge to your student accoun~ they have no way to reimburse our department account I wili need cash, 

check or money order, t wili be here all day tomorrow except 12 to 1 or whenever you will be coming by iet me I<now and I can arrange lunch around your 

arrivai. I wiil send Dr, $[roman corffirmaLion once f receive [he check, 

Thanks, 

Robin 

Robin A. Ber~nington 

Risk Managemer~t Analyst 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Treasury & Risk Management Servk:es 

104 Air~)(~rl: Driw:~, Sui~:e 2700 

Campus Box ii00 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599--:llOYd 

robin.bennington @unc.edu 

9:[9-962-9061 

919-9(52-0536 



Sent: Thursday~ 5:12 PM 
To: Bennington, Robin A 
Subject: RE: Student insurance coverage for EXSS Student 

Thanks, 1 need this for tomorrow so is there anyway you could send me the non-confirmed receipt or charge it to my 
student account? 
I plan on running by your office tomorrow around 11:30 with the money. 
Best, 

From: Bennington, Robin A <robin.bennington@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:09 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Student insurance i coverage for EXSS, Student 

Please find attached a copy of the brochure, which provides you with the coverage information and exclusions of the policy. I have added you 

to our roster for 

The premium for,_           is $15.00 per person per semester if your          is not heaithcare related. If you will piease make your check payable to 

"UNC-Chapel Hili". We wiil accept your personal check, a cashier’s check, or money order. If you wish to drop off the premkJm, I am located in the 

Administrative Office Buiiding, :[04 Airport Drive, Suite 2700. If you are driving from Campus on Martin Luthe," King Bivd., take the first left before you get 

to Estes Drive, then immediateiy turn left into our parking iot. My office is iocated on the second floor, as you come up the staircase, take the giass door 

to the right, then go to tile end of tile hall and take the glass door to the right again. Sarah at the reception desk will assist you in cailing me. 

I will go ahead and request coverage for you and once I receive your payment, I wiil confirm receipt. 

Meanwhile, should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks! 

Robin 

Robin A. Bermington 

Risk Mar~agement Analyst 

University of North Carolina at (:hape] Hill 

T~easury & Risk Management 5e~vices 

104 ~r~x~rt Dr~ve, Su~:e ~700 

Campus ~ox ~200 

Chapel H~H, NC ~L99--ll~ 

robin.benn~nBton @unc.edu 

~ent~ Thursday, 
T~= Benning~n, Robin A 

Sm~jemt: Student ~nsurance 

Robin, 
Ng name ~s 
th~s s~r~n~. I nee6 the stu6ent ~nsurance 
Thanks ~n a6vance, 

4:35 PM 

coverage for EXSS, Student 

and I am a junior at UNC. My PID is        and I am enrolled in EXSS 
coverage and was told to email you. 

for 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Next week 

My only class is at 8am on Monday so whenever you’re free after you teach is fine with me. 

Tl~e University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone (Cell): 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, / 10:00 PM 

To: 

Subject: Next week 

What is your schedule next week to meet? Monday? 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 
EXSS Spo~ A~ministration, Lecturer (~.ex~.unc.ed~D 

Chapel H~ll~ NC 27599 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:50 PM 

Shackellbrd, DouglasA <Douglas Shackeltbrd@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; ktbs lingmei howell.con <lingmei howell@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; : 

<             ~kenan- flagler.unc.edt~ 

Greeting fiom Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows - Basketl~]l AnaJs~cs Sulnmit 

Dr. Shackelford, 

My name is Congratulations on your new role. We, students, are very excited to 

hear the great news and sincerely look forward to your guidance. 

I am writing this message to introduce our Kenan Institute’s Sport Entrepreneurship work and ask for your attendance to our event. As 

I and I have been working closely together with Dr. Stroman to organize the inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit, which 

will be held on Friday, through Saturday, 

We are working very hard to make this event powerful and meaningful. If your schedule permits, we would like to have you at the reception either on Friday 

evening or Saturday morning to greet attendees. Your support would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. We look forward to hearing from you! 

"Draft schedule" 

Day 1 - Friday, 
3:00- 6:00 p.m. Ch~ck-in 

5:00- 5:30 p.m. Networking Reception 

5:30- 8:00 p.m. Session I 

Day 2 - Saturday, 

7:30- 8:30 a.m. Networking Breakfast 

8:30-10:00 a.m. Session II 

10:30-11:45 a.m. Session III 

i:00-2:30 p.m. Session IV 

3:00-4:30 p.m. Session V 

5:00- 5:00 p.m. Networking Reception 

*The sessions will include panel speakers and case competition. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andruzzi < @gmail.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 12:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Basketball Analytical Summit 

Hi Debby~ 

This is awesome! Was this a summit that was suppose to materialize out of our meeting? Or was this something different? A little confused. 

I heard you met my friend Kate Hickey last Friday. I believe Barbara Osborne made the introduction to you. 

I hope you are well. I sent you an email last month about a conference I attended SVG. I thought you might be interested in hea~ing about it. 

Best, 
Cathy 

Cathy" Andmzzi 

Follow me on T~~itt 

http:/!twitter.c 

cathvandruzzi.com 

PEP! Passion-Ener~’-Perseverance 



F~exib~e Grae{ing with New GTding Forms 

Rubrics are a greet way to consistently and obiecti~ ely evaluate student i~i Turntin for iPad 

work--but ~et’s face it. ~ubr~cs can be time-consuming when what you rea~v ...... 

want to do ~s quickly evaluate student work based on a set of p~edefined 

criteria or learning oea[s. 

Turnitin’s new Grading Forms are simple ~ubrics that allow an instructor to 

give free-form feedback and sco~es for students broken out across a ~ist of 

criteda 

~nstruoters can cremate grading forms from the RubriclForm Manage, ~n 

G[adeMark or in their Turnitin class libraries To create a grading form 

simply select "create new grading form" from the menu in the RubdolForm 

Manager You will then be able to c~eate a hst of cdteria and enter an 

options] description for each criterion Ater a grading fo~m is created, it can 

b~ attached to ~n assignment ~n the same manner as a rubric 

More 

Link Comments to Rubric Criteria 

Mu, rk-c.riterien as.,~ac.iatien is the u, bilil:v to u,s.,~ociate 

rrlarks (bubble cemmenls er Qak;kM~rk 

comments) on the document with cdteria in the 

scodng rubric or grading form m ]urmtin [he 

association wiil appear both on the mark and on 

the criterion in the rubric or grading form 

Rubrics 

Linking on-paper mari,:s to rubric criteria helps 

connect the dots between what the student actually 

did and hew that directly impacted a grade¯ 

~i L .... More 

NOTEWORTHY 

"A little coffee, my iPad with Turnitin App, and a b~auiifu~ per(:h make grading p~pers enjoyableF 

- Pare ,Jimisen, Educal:iona~ Te(:hnelogist at William Jessup University 

Grading app earns high marks from educators on ease of use and timeliness of feedback to students, 

recently reachin~ 100~000 downloads since its August 2013 launch¯ 

As we expand Turnitin’s accepted file types to include files that may have li~le or no text, we want to 

show an immediate image p~eview of the file being submitted 



EVENTS CONNECT 

WEBINARS SHARE YOUR STORY 

you’d like to tell? Share them on 

One of our social media paces. 

I ,ce I I : irtte I : : ~.°91 

~ ~:: Ed ~:: BIo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:53 AlVl 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS    Spring 

Hi 

This confirmation of payment was sent to you and Dr, Stroman yesterday morning at :H.:$gAM. 

Thanks, 

Robin 

Robin ~ ~3ennington 

Risk Management AnalysL 

University o~: North Carolina s~ Chape~ H~fl 

Treasury & R~sk Manasement Services 

104 Akport Ddve, Suite 2700 

Campus Box 1100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-116~ 

919-962-906I {t} 

9:[9-962-0636 (f) 

F~m= Bennington, Robin A 
Sent~ Thursday, ll: 19 AN 
Toll 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t~ EXSS, Spring 

Sorry you had to wait. Thank you so much for stopping by my office today to drop off your S15.00 premium payment for the Spring EXSS I 

coverage. Should you have any questions or concerns regarding your coverage, do not hesitate to give me a call. 

Thanks again. 

Robin 

Robin A~ Bennington 

Risk Management Aru~lys~: 

Uniw:,rsit¥ o[ North (:arol~ru~ ~: Chape~ 

Treasury & Rbk Management Services 

~04 Akport Drive, SuSie 2700 

Campus 8ox :[ 

Ch~;pel H~H, NC 27599-1109 

robin.benNngton @unc.edu 

Liability 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Sobba <gsobb@tarheelspo~ls.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 9:00 AIVI 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Ret~m~J 

Sounds good,.,thanks for thinking about us, Matt {ane coordinates those events for us~,.mlane@learfield.com is his contact info. 

{et’s play when it gets warm! 

GS 
Ga{y $obba 
Taw Heel S~>o~ts Properties 

919~19-8100 exL 2070 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 

From: Btro~:o, Debor:~ ~ 
S~ot: Tb~rs6:y, J:o~:ry 2g, 2014 4:B9 P~ 
To: Gary Sobba 

Subject: Referral 

Hi Gary. Two quick things... 

1. I am referring to you. Senior superstar. She may have contacted you already. She administered the Expo last October. One of my 

all-time favorites. Please take 15 minutes with her. ;) 

2. I am interested in speaking at the Learfield MOAA event - http://www.nacda.com/sports/moaa/spec-rel/OII514aaa.html 

Do you have any contacts here? 

Thanksl Hang in there. It will golf weather for us soon. ;) 

Deborah L, Stro~an, Ph,O. CLU 
ExpMre. Engage, Empower, 
EXSS Spo~ Administration, Lecturer {~.ex~.unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins Ke~a~ In,irate o~ Private Enterpr~, Senior Adv~r 

9~9,843=033~ 

#HeelForward 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Friday,. 9:07 AlVl 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Student Professional Liabili~ Insurance 

Thank vou for coming by this morning. This email is to confirm that I have received premium payment of $15.00 from you for the EXSS 

Liability coverage. 

Thanks again. 

Robin 

Robin A ~3ennington 

University o[: North Carolina sL Chape~ 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 A~rport Drbe, Suite 2700 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-11043 

919-962-906I (~) 
9:tg-962-O696 

Sent: Friday, : 8:05 AM 
To: Bennington, Robi~ A 
Subject: Student Professional LiabiliN Insurance 
Good Morning, 

My name is              (PI D:          ) and I am enrolled in EXSS    this Spring, and need the student insurance 

morning, and left you a brief voicema& 

Thank you so much, 

Spring 

coverage. I was hoping I could do that this 

@live.unc.edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Friday, 9:23 AlVl 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu-~; 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS Sponsorship 

~kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I had a few additional thoughts for perks that we could add: 

Different degrees of presence on the website~ That is, some might just be listed on the sponsor page, whereas our platinum sponsors might have their full 

logos, link, c.:_~nlpany description on the sponsors page 

lasting sponsor on program cover. For example~ Basketball AnMy~:~cs Summit brought to you by SPfEA in par~:nership w~:h CompanyXYZ. 

"Opportunity" to donate ~tem as part o1: gift package --. exposure to I00* attendees 

Opportunity to have company ~ntroduce speaker!moderate pans (e.g., get a big sponsor to come and ~ntroduce one of our keynotes) 

Opportunity for a named sponsorship of one of the pane~s 

g]exiMl~ty [or company ~nvolvement -ge~:tmg m on the ground floor of a growing and expanding network of mdustw professb:~nals; we can be fle’,dble in 

shaping what the sponsorship entails for an individual company 

Ad/~nfo material in [he gift bags 

Let me know ~1: any of this isn’t clear, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 5:14 PM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: BAS Sponsorship 

Hi. Please brainstorm/edit this possible offering: 

Layup (Silver} 
~500-Website, On-Site Signage, Program Listing (2-lines) 

Foul Shot (Gold) 
~1000- Website, On-Site Signage, Program Listing (4-lines and logo), Vendor Space or Materials distribution, 2 Registrations 

3-Pointer (Platinum) 
$2500- Website, On-Site Signage, Program Listing (1/2 page), Vendor Space or Materials distribution, 4 Registrations 

Compare with other conferences. Not necessarily the pricing, but the benefits. 

Thanks! 

Deborah Lo Strornan~ Pb,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
EXSS Spo~t Administration, Lecturer ~.e~s.~nc.edu) 

315 Woollen - Cg #8700 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shackelford. Douglas <DouglasShackelford@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Friday,. 9:24 AIVI 

~keu~- flagler.uuc.edu> 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; ktbs lingmei howell.con <lingmeihowell@ken~n-flagler.unc.edu>; 
~bkenan- flagler.unc.e&~- 

RE: Greeting from Ken~ Institute Leadership Fellows - Basketb~2tl An~]ytics Summit 

Good morning and’ 

I look forward to getting to know you. As you might imagine, I’m j ust beginning to get my calendar organized and I don’t know at this time the complete picture of 
commit~nents that the dean’s olt]ce might have for tne. I’ll tentatively comtnit to either the Friday or Saturday event. However, please be aware that I may have to back 
out as I discover the full range of cormnitments that have already been made on my behalf. Please check back with me closer to the date. 

All the best on your work and organizing this summit. 
Doug 

Douglas A. Shackelford 
Meade H Willis Distinguished Professor of Taxation 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3490 
McColl Building 
Chapel thll, NC. 27599-34g) 

919-%2-3197 (work) 
919-%2-4727 (fax) 

(cell) 

Sent: Thursday~. 9:50 PM 
To: Shackelford, Douglas 
Cc-" Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Howell, Lingmei; 
Subject-" Greeting from Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows - Basketball Analytics Summit 

Dr. Shackelford, 

My name i                          MBA, serving as a 

hear the great news and sincerely look forward to your guidance. 

Congratulations on your new role. We, students, are very excited to 

I am writing this message to introduce our Kenan Institute’s Sport Entrepreneurship work and ask for your attendance to our event. As 

MBA) and I have been working closely together with Dr. Stroman to organize the inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit, which 

will be held on Friday, :through Saturday, 

We are working very hard to make this event powerful and meaningful. If your schedule permits, we would like to have you at the reception either on Friday 

evening or Saturday morning to greet attendees. Your support would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. We look forward to hearing from you! 

"Draft schedule" 

Day I - Friday, 

3:00 - 5:00 p.m. Check-in 

5:00 - 5:30 p.m. Networking Reception 

5:30 - 8:00 p.m. Session I 

Day 2 - Saturday, 

7:30- 8:30 a.m. Networking Breakfast 

8:30 - ~0:00 a.m. Session II 

10:30 - ~i:45 a.m. Session III 

~ :00- 2:30 p.m. Session IV 

3:00 -4:30 p.m. Session V 

5:00 - 6:00 p.m. Networking Reception 

*The sessions will include panel speakers and case competition. 

Sincerely, 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Groit; Diane G <groff@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pet~hauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis 

linage001 .j pg 

Hi Deb, 

Sound like you had the opportunity to give     some much needed feedback. Tough but might be just what he needs to change. Thanks for caadng about him. I san 

happy to look over his stuttl I will coW you on my tEedback to him. 

Have a good weekend. 

Diane 

Sent froln my iPad 

On at 3:38 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < _d__&t__r£@__uj££:_e_d____~ wrote: 

Deborah L S~oman, Ph£>. CLU 

9:~ 9.843.0336 

<image001~jpg> 

"~thing w~l ~M~t be attemgted ~f a~l 9~ssible ~bjett~ns must 

~ Samuel J~hnson 

Nent= Thursday,. 3:36 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Thesis 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is a draft of my thesis. I am very sorry that it took me until now to get you a draft. I am also going to send it to Dr. Groffto look over. 

I want to have the best product possible before it is due, so I want as many eyes to see it as possible. I realize that not only am I representing 

myself poorly with this thesis, but I am representing you as well, as my advisor, and I have definitely not held up my end of the bargain. 

Also, I apologize if I was visibly upset/angry during our last meeting. I know that my communication is an issue, and it was a real slap in the 

face to hear your constructive criticism. I am going to work on that. I cannot explain in words how much your help and guidance has meant to 

me. 

Thanks, 

Email: 
Phone: 

<Thesis Dmft.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 10:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fuqua/Kenan-Flagler Wide World of Stx~rts 

Hey Dr. Strolnan, 

I heard about the Fuqua/Kenan-Flagler Wide World of Sports conference yesterday and would love to attend. I know that there ale limited spots being extended to 

the CSBC, but I hope to go. If this is a possiNlity, please let me know. 

On another subject, my mentor for the EXSS ~ class has changed from Dermis Cullen to Steve Engebretsen ( ). I 
will bring the corrected paperwork by your ol~ce today. 

Thanks and have a great day, 

Email:, ~&live.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld ~gmafil.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 10:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Another Duke/UNC sports confcoming up? 

Hey- my pleasure, and no problem at all. Don’t hesitate to let me know if there is anuihing you’d like me to do. 

Website looks cool. I suppose you’ll be adding sponsors soon too. 

I noticed in the youtube video there is mention of an NBA Analytics Case Competition. Do you think it would be good for my team to get involved in that, perhaps as 

judges? 

Eve .rything sounds good. Looking tbrward to a terrific event that will also be of great benefit to the Charlotte Bobcats/Homers! ’. 

On Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 7:03 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~)unc.edu> wrote: 
Super feedback! Thanks. This listing was done by my students, so apologies for name spelling mid generic headers. ~Your contacts will be helpful. Some of these 

folks I know too. 

You definitely have time to think through your presentation. 
list you for now. 

is working on how the Bobcats want to pmsem themselves on our site. E.g. Promote Hornets? I will 

I will be in touch’. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 6:13 PM, "Jason Rosenfeld" < ~gmaAl.com> wrote: 

Hope *tits he|ps! 

1-22-14 List of speakers fi’om Deborah, and my feedback. 

Nate Silver - Would be awesome. Don’t have a direct connection with him. 
UNC Mens BBall Rep - Don’t l~ow who would be the best fit. 

UNC Womens Rep - Don’t know who would be the best fit. 

Ken Pomeroy - tte does very good work m~d would probably be ve~ good. Never heard him speak. I know him pretty well. 

SportVU Rep - Would be great. Brian Kopp is the guy. I know him pretty well. 

Sawn Hinkie - Would be great. I know him well (iatemed with him while he was at ttOU). 

Sam Prestie - He is ve~ successful and would probably be great, though I don’t know if he’s ever spoken about maalytics before (at least not in years). 

I do know him some. FYI - it is "Presti" not "Prestie". 

Karl Hicks - Dofft know him at all. 

Val Ackem~ma - Don’t know much about her but looks like she’d be great to have. Will she speak much to analyticS? 

Dr. Care Shanahan (Lakers dietitim~) - Don’t know her at all, but I think she could be great. 

~Vayne ~Vinston - Indiana professor. Did analytics for the dallas mavericks for several years (friends with Mark Cuban) but got fired from there a few 

years ago. Here’s him giving a speech: http:i/~w.metacafe.com/watch/6005634/2009 nessis talk bv wayne winston/ 

Bloomberg Rep - I think this is a good idea, but off the top of my head I don’t know who the appropriate contact is. 

Cisco Rep - Unsure what they are doing. 

Dean Oliver - I think he would be quite good. I know him well. 

Kirk Goldsberry - tte’s fan~stic. I also know him well so can help with the connection if you like. 

Alan Stein - ttaven’t heard of him. 

Chris Mumfo~ - Haven’t hemal of him. 

UVA Strength & Conditioning - Don’t know them. 

KrossOver - They do very cool stuff I know the guy who runs theln, Vasu, so can help with the colmection if you like. 

Sha~le Battier - Would be fantastic, especially since he went to Duke. 

UNLV Former Point Guard - Who? 

David Stem - ~Vould be awesome! 

Drew Cannon - Don’t know him personally but my guess is he’d be a great fit, especiaJly since he went to Duke. Also from the area I think. 

Zach Lowe - He’d probably be quite good, especially as a moderator. He’s writing more and more anab~tically. I know him some. 

John ttollinger - Would probably be very good, especially since he’s had a high position in the (kizzlies ficont office tbr some time now. 

Geno Auriemma - Don’t know him personally or what he could say re: ana]ytics. 

Muffet McGraw - Don’t know her at all or what she could say re: analytics, but a female women’s team head coach would probably be great to have. 
Maryla~ld/Fan Engagement Expe(t - Don’t know about this. 

Solnebo@ on wearable sensors - I think Catapult is the biggefft one (http://~a~a~.catapultsports.conv’) but there are some other items in the market. 

These links ~nay be helpful: http://w~a~.pcma~.conv’article2/O,2817,2407383,00.asp, 

http:i/www.zephvmnvM~ere.com/products/biohoaa~ess- 3/ 
Knee RehaMnnovation - I don’t l~ow much about the analytics being done here. 

1-23-14 Jason’s ideas for other speakers 



Adam Silver - Graduated ti’om Dnke and serves on an athletics development board at Duke Universi~. 

College teams involved in SportVU: Duke, Marquette 

Looks like Duke electrical and computer engineering professor Edmund T. Pratt could be interesting, as well as Kevin Cullen, Duke basketball team’s 
director of information techology. (h~p:i/v~vw.dukechronicle.com/articles/2014/01/21/new-x~a-duke-basketball) 

Da~’l Morey, Jessica Gehnan - They head up the MIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference 

Mike Zarren - Celtics Asst GIrl, veD, big anal~ical backgronnd (one of the first quant analysts in the NBA) 

Kevin Pelton - NBA analyst for ESPN insider, writes for BasketballProspectus, has worked in the NBA. 

Bobcats business side anal.vtics - Chris Zeppent}ld, Director of Database Ma~’keting, does/just hired a guy to do analytics on the business side. 

Davidson tblks - Tim Chartier (professor) and whichever students he is doing basketball resea~’ch with. I know Tim well. 

Could probably get a lot more ideas from MIT site: h~.com,"? a ekt 449, h~p://w~¥w.sloansportsconference.coln/? 

page ida81, etc. 

Throughout the past several months I may have also sent you a few rando,n ideas on people. 

VVoln en 

While I don’t think there axe many/any women doing anal~ics on the basketball side in the NBA, I trust there are some on the business side. However, 

I honestly don’t know who they axe. If you’d like me to do more digging here though, I can. 

Bobcats Basketb’,fli Ana lytics gettin g invohed 

Finally, you asked about me/my team getting involved. I talked to my group &nd we would definitely love to get involved in some capacity,; ped~aps we 

could give a presentation. Could we have some more time to think about what we’d actually do, though? Also, if you have aW ideas or suggestions for 

us, please don’t hesitate to let me know. 

Thanks again, and good luck! As always, never hesitate to reach out if I can do anything at all to help! 

On Wed, Jan 22, 2014 at 4:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

F~ngtgle. F~.vplore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

<image00I.jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto @clmail.com] 
Sent," Thursday, January 09, 2024 10:42 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Another Duke/UN¢ sports conf coming up? 



Very cool. 

Looking fwd to hearing how the plm~ning for your conference is going’. 

On Thu, Jan 9, 2014 at 7:09 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Jason. I attended this event last year. Chat with you soon. 

d 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind mthout educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 6:02 PM, "Jason Rosenfeld" < ~a)gmail.com> wrote: 

fyi, got this email recently - just figured I should let you know in ca~ it could be helpful to you’. -jason 

We are writing to request your participation as a panelist at the Third Annual Wide World of Sports Conference (WWoS) to be held on 
Wednesday, January 29 2013 at Duke University, The Fuqua School of Business. This year, we have decided to collaborate with University 
of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Business SchooL Your participation would help uniquely position the event as a success. 

WWoS will allow the Daytime MBA students, who are interested in pursuing careers in these fields, to get a deeper understanding of various 

hot topics in sports bush~ess. An increasing number of students both from Duke and UNC have shown interest in careers in the sports 
space. For instance, this summer, students h~temed at organizations such as the NBA, Atlanta Hawks, and Under Armour, among others. 
Judging by the interest shown by the Class of 2015, we have significant reason to believe that interest in the space will only grow. 

We believe that your proven success its sports business makes you an ideal speaker to feature at this event. Your connection to Duke and 
prominence in your field will draw a passionate and inspired crowd. Your insight will be an invaluable tesouroe that will help ensure that Fuqua 
and Kenan-Flagler will provide a continuh~g pipeline of talent to the sports space. 

Logistics: 

The Third Annual Wide World of Sports Conference will be held on Wednesday, January 29th, from 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm at the Fuqua School 

of Business. We ate planning to feature a keynote address, panel discussions across two time slots, and a network#~g session. The 
panels will include representatives from the Carolina Hurricanes, Foley & Lardner LLP, Monumental Sports & Entertainment, PNC Arena and 
Wasseflnan Media Group, among others. 

Corporate and Faculty Support: 

We have been working closely with the Fuqua/Coach K Center on Leadership & Ethics, Fuqua Daytime MBA Administration, the Fuqua 
Career Management Center and the University of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Business School. 

We would be delighted to have your participation in this exciting event. Please contact Katy 
Grissom i orkaty.grissom@fuqua.duke.edu) at your earliest convenience to discuss availability. Thank you in advance for your 
assistance. 

JASON !/V, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS S P O ~~ ’,,’S 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 



T 704.688.8981 
C 
J Rosenfeld@bobcats.com 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS Si:"ORT:S & ENT~iiRi?-’~iNIViENT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld@ bobcats.corn 

JASON Wo ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS SPORTS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.8981 
C 
J Rosenfeld@bobcats.com 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688,8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld@bobcats.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;> 

Friday, 10:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-*; t@kenaJ~-llagler.unc.edu-* 

klb@ingmei howell.con <lingmei~owell@kena~- flagler.unc .edu> 

RE: Greeting from Kena~ Institute Leadership Fellows - Basketba]l Anal~ics Summit 

Agreed---thanks for reaching out 

Dr. Stroman, I did leave off the second reception from the budgeL My understanding from our last conversation was that we would notify ~ bar and try to work out 

some speda~ deals ~f we sent a crowd their way, but were not planning on hosting the happy hour. That being sa~d, J think ~t would be great to add k to the budget 

and have a more formal event t:o cap off the summit. I"~1 add that to the versk)n ~ have The team had mentkmed the Great: Room at Topo, whh::h ~ tMnk, ff availaMe 

and reasonably priced, would be a great space~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 10:11 AM 

To: 

Cc: Howell, Lingmei; 

Subject= RE: Greeting from Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows - Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En2a,qe. ffxplor~~. Empower: 

9~9.843.0336 

"Nothing wil~ ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel ~ohnson 

From: Shackelford, Douglas [mailto:Douqlas...Shackelford@kenan41aqler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:24 AM 
To: 
C:e: Stroman, Deborah L; kfbs_lingmeLhowell.con; 
Subject: RE: Greeting from Konan Institute Leadership Fell~)ws - Basketball Analytics Summit 

Good morning      and 

I look fo~vad to getting to ~ow you. As you mi~t imagine, I’m just begimfing to get my calendaz organ~ed m~d I don’t ~ow at ~is t~e the complete picture of 

commitments that the dean’s once might have for me. I’ll tentatively commit to either the Friday or Satnrday event. However, please be awm’e that I may have to 

back out ~ I discover the full range of commitments that have already been made on my behalf. Please check back with me closer to the date. 

All the best on your work and organizing ~is su~it. 

Doug 

Douglas A. Shackelford 
Meade H. Willis Distinguished Professor of Taxation 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Camp~s Box 3490 
McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3490 
919-962-3197 (work) 
919-962-4727 (l~x) 

(cell) 

Sent: ~ursday£ 9:50 PN 
To: Shackelford, Douglas 

Ce: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise a Sport Science); Howell, kingmei; 

$ubjeet: Greeting from Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows - Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

Dr. Shackelford, 

M~ name is MBA, serving as a . Congratulations on your new role. We, students, are very 

excited to hear the great news and sincerel~ look forward to your guidance. 

I am writing this message to introduce our Kenan Institute’s Sport Entrepreneurship work and ask for your attendance to our event. As 

MBA) and I have been workin~ closely together with Dr. Stroman to organize the inaugural Basketball Analyti¢s 

Summit, which will be held on Friday,      through 5aturdaT, 

We are working very hard to make this event powerful and meaningful If your schedule permits, we wou~d like to have you at the reception either on 

Fddag evening or Saturday morning to greet attendees. Your support would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. We look forward to hearing from you! 

"Draft schedule" 

Day 1 - Friday, 

3:00- 6:00 p.m. Check-in 

5:00- 6:30 p.m. Networking Reception 

6:30-8:00 p.m. Session I 

Day 2 - Saturday, 

7:30- 8:30 a.m. Networking Breakfast 

8:30-10:00 a.m. Session II 

10:30-11:45 a.m. Session III 

1:00- 2:30 p.m. Session IV 

3:00-4:30 p.m. Session V 



5:00- 6:00 p.m. Networking Reception 
*The sessions will include panel speakers and case competition. 

Sincerely, 

and 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:25 AIM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Spring 

Sarabeth, 

Thank vou for coming by this morning. This email is to confirm that I have received premium payment of $15.00 from you for the EXSS 

Liability coverage. 

Thanks again. 

Robin 

Robin ~ Bennington 

University o~: North Carolina 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

:1.04 Akport Ddve, Suite 2700 

{::arn~ms Box ~100 

Ch~;pel H~H, NC 27599-1]£~? 

9:[9-962-0~36 

Sprin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld < I@gmaJl.com> 

Friday, Jannary 24, 2014 10:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Another Duke/UNC sports confcoming up? 

Very cool. 

Also, another idea for a company to get involved in some way - Statsheet. httv/istatsheet.com,’ 

They do cool stufi; and are in the Research Triangle. 

On Fri, Jan 24, 2014 at 10:19 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~b~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~Lqage. Explore. Empower: 

939.843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 10:14 AN 

}gmail.com] 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Another Duke/UNC stx~rts confcoming up? 

Hey- my pleasure, and no problem at all. Don’t hesitate to let me know if there is anything you’d like me to do. 

Website looks cool. I suppose you’ll be adding sponsors soon too. 

I noticed in the youtube video lhere is mention of an NBA Anal.vtics Case Competition. Do you think it would be good for nay team to get involved in that, perhaps 



asjudges? 

Eve .rything sounds good. Looking fo~wmd to a temfic event that will also be of great benefit to the Charlotte Bobcats/Hornets! 

On Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 7:03 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Super feedback! Thanks. This listing was done by my students, so apologies for name spelling m~d genetic headers. @Your contacts will be helpful. Some of these 

folks I know too. 

You definitely have time to think thiough your presentation. 
list you for now. 

is working on how the Bobcats want to present themselves on our site. E.g. Promote Hornets? I roll 

I will be in touch! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 6:13 PM, "Jason Rosenfeld" ~ 

Hope tiffs helps! 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

1-22-14 IJst of speakers from Deborah, and my feedback. 

Nate Silver - Would be awesome. Don’t have a direct connection with him. 

UNC Mens BBall Rep - Don’t know who would be the best fit. 

UNC Womens Rep - Don’t know who would be the best fit. 

Ken Pomeroy - He does ve~ good work and would probably be very good. Never heard him speak. I know him pretty well. 

SportVU Rep - Would be great. Brian Kopp is the guy. I know him pretty well. 

Sam Hinkie - Would be great. I know him well (interned with him while he was at HOU). 

Stun Prestie - He is very successful and would probably be great, though I don’t know if he’s ever spoken about miab~cs belbre (at least not in years). 

I do know him some. FYI - it is "Presti" not "Prestie". 

Karl Hicks - Don’t know him at all. 

Val Ackerma~ - Don’t know much about her but looks like she’d be great to have. Will she speak much to anal.vticS? 

Dr. Care Shanahm~ (Lakers dietitian) - Don’t know her at all, but I fl~ink she could be great. 

Wayne Winston - Indiana professor. Did analytics for the dallas mavericks for several yeaxs (friends with Mark Cubaa~) but got fired from there a few 

years ago. Here’s hi~n giving a speech: http://www.~netaca£e.com/watch/6005634/2009 nessis talk bv wayne winsto~v’ 

Bloomberg Rep - I think this is a good idea, but off the top of my head I don’t know who the appropriate contact is. 

Cisco Rep - Unsure what they are doing. 

Dean Oliver - I think he would be quite good. I know him well. 

Kirk Goldsberry - tte’s fantastic. I also know him well so can help wifl~ the connection if you like. 

Alan Stein - Haven’t heaxd of him. 



Chris Mumlbrd - Haven’t heard of him. 

UVA Strength & Conditioning - Don’t know them. 

KrossOver - They do vmTr" cool stuff I know the guy who runs thmn, Vasu, so can help with the cotmection if you like. 

Shane Battier - Would be fantastic, especially since he went to Duke. 

UNLV Former Point Guard - Who? 

David Stem - Would be awesome! 

Drew Cannon - Don’t know him personally but my guess is he’d be a great tit, especially since he went to Duke. Also ti-om the area I think. 

Zach Lowe - tle’d probably be quite good, especially as a moderator, tte’s writing more and more anal,vtically. I know him some. 

John Holhnger - Would probably be ve~y goo& especially since he’s had a high position in the Grizzlies front oIt]ce for some time now. 

Geno Auriemma - Don’t know lfim personaJly or what he could say re: anaJylics. 

Muflbt McGraw - Don’t know her at all or what she could say re: analytics, but a female women’s team head coach would probably be great to have. 

Maryland/Fan Engagement Expert - Don’t know about this. 

Somebody on wearable sensors - I think Catapult is the biggest one (http://www.catapultsports.com/) but there are some other items in the market. 

These links may be helpful: http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2407383,00.asp, 

http://www.zephymnywhere.conv’product~biohamess- 3/ 

Knee Rehab/hmovation - I don’t know much about the analytics being done here. 

1-23-14 Jason’s ideas for other speakers 

Adam Silver - Graduated from Duke and serves on an athletics development txmrd at Duke University. 

College teams involved in SportVU: Duke, Marquette 

Looks like Duke electrical and computer engineering professor Edmund T. l?ratt could be interesting, as well as Kevin Cullen, Duke basketball team’s 

director ofi~fformation techology. (http:i/~w.dukechronicle.com/articles/2014/O1/21/new-u>duke-basketball) 

Daxyl Morey, Jessica Gelman - They head up the MIT Sloan Stx)rts Analytics Conference 

Mike Za=en - Celtics Asset GM, very big analyticg~ background (one of the first quant analysts in the NBA) 

Kevin Pelton - NBA analyst for ESPN insider, writes for BasketballProspectus, has worked in the NBA. 

Bobcats business side analytics - Chris ZeppentEld, Director of Database Mazketing, does/just hired a gw to do analytics on the business side. 

Davidson folks - Tim Chartier (professor) and whichever students he is doing basketball reseaacch with. I know Tim well. 

Could probably get a lot more ideas from MIT site: http://~vw.sloansportsconference.com/?page id 449, http://~vw.sloansportsconference.comi? 
page ida81, etc. 



Throughout the past severaJ months I may have also sent you a t~w random ideas on people. 

\Vomen 

While I don’t think there are many/any women doing analytics on the basketball side in the NBA, I trust there are some on the business side. However, 

I hones~tly don’t know who they are. If you’d like me to do more digging here though, I can. 

Bobcats Basketball Analytics getting involved 

Finally, you asked about me/my texan getting involved. I t~Jked to ~ny group m~d we would definitely love to get involved in some capacity; perhaps we 

could give a presentation. Could we have some more ti~ne to think about what we’d acm~1ly do, though? Also, if you have any ideas or suggestions for 

us, please don’t hesitate to let me know. 

Thanks again, and good luck! As always, never hesitate tu reach out if I can do anything at all to help! 

On Wed, Jan 22, 2014 at 4:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~9’age. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

<image00I,jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome," 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto: @clmail.coml 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 10:41 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Another Duke/UNC sports conf coming up? 

Very cool. 

Looking tk~’ct to hearing how the plaJming for your cont~rence is going! 



On Thu, Jan 9, 2014 at 7:09 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Jason. I attended this event last year. Chat with you soon. 

d 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the hea~l is no education at all." Arislotle 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 6:02 PM, "Jason Rosenfeld" < l@gmail.com> wrote: 

fyi, got this email recently - just figured I should let you know in case it could be helpful to you’. -jason 

We are writing to request your participation as a panelist at the Third Annual Wide World of Sports Conference (WWoS) to be held on 
Wednesday, January 29 2013 at Duke University, The Fuqua School of Business. This year, we have decided to collaborate with University 
of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Business School. Your participation would help uniquely position the event as a success. 

WWoS will allow the Daytime MBA students, who are interested in pursuing careers in these fields, to get a deeper understanding of various 

hot topics in sports business. An increasing number of students both from Duke and UNC have shown interest in careers in the sports 
space. For instance, this summer, students interned at o~ganizations such as the NBA, Atlanta Hawks, and Under Armour, among others. 
Judging by the interest shown by the Class of 2015, we have significant reason to believe that interest in the space will only grow. 

We believe that your proven success in sports business makes you an ideal speaker to feature at this event. Your connection to Duke and 
prominence in your field will draw a passionate and inspired crowd. Your insight will be an invaluable resource that will help ensure that Fuqua 
and Kenan-Flagler will provide a continuing pipeline of talent to the sports space. 

Logistics: 

The Third Annual Wide World of Sports Conference will be held on Wednesday, January 29th, from 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm at the Fuqua School 

of Business. We are planning to feature a keynote address, panel discussions across two time slots, and a networking session. The 
panels will include representatives from the Carolina Hurricanes, Foley & Latdner LLP, Monumental Sports & Entertainment, PNC Arena and 
Wassetman Media Group, among others. 

Corporate and Faculty Support: 

We have been working closely with the Fuqua/Coach K Center on Leadership & Ethics, Fuqua Daytime MBA Administration, the Fuqua 
Career Management Center and the University of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Business School. 

We would be delighted to have your participation in this exciting event. Please contact Katy 
Grissom orkaty.grissom~,fuqua.duke.edu) atyourearliestconveniencetodiscussavailability. Thankyouinadvanceforyour 
assistance. 

JASON We ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.8981 
C 
J Rosenfeld(@,bobcats.com 
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JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
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333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 
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J Rose nfeld(@,bobcats.com 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, JanumT 24, 2014 11:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 a~dcles) 

Charles Blow January 24, 2014 11:38:56 A~I 

Tl~e Gm~s oftl~e }il[udso~ 

ttow a sleepy New York State town armed t~e Union. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlirnes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTi~’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times flora anywhere wi~h our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® ] iPhone® i All 

Abou~ This ~mail 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimes co1~1. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contac/’~ i Advertise 



From: i@live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS Resume, Cover Letter 

A~tach: ~esume.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached are a cover letter and resume I used to apply for a 

doing so. If you have any questions, feel free to ask. 

Thanks, 

position. I just tried to submit it via Sakai but the noon cutoff restricted me from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The Sports Resume <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Friday, 12:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Linkedln Picture (1).jpg 

Good Morning Professor Stroman, 

This was the only professional looking picture I could find (I guess I need to start taking more). It is actually the same pic on my Linkedln profile, but without the text. 

I will forward a brief bio within the hour (Just getting back to my desk). 

Thanks again, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports R~sum~ 

www.thesportsresu me.corn 

SPORTS JOBS DALLY - FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 

FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume/CV 

TWITTER: (~thesportsresu me 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 

Google +: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 

To: 

"The Sports R~sum~" <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Sent: 

Thu, 16:00:11 +0000 

Subject: 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Deborah L, Stromar~, Ph,D, CLU 

F_,n,g(~,ge. ~xplot’e, F_,ml~ower. 

9~9.843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: The SporP D~" .... a r~=~,^.careers@thesportsresume.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 10:17 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Tnformation) 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

I will forward a picture and profile later tonight. Thanks again for the invitation. 

NOTE: One of the students told me that UNC and Duke are playing that night. Does UNC charge students for tickets or is it included with tuition (ex. student fee, etc...)? I 

would love to attend that game :) 

Thanks again, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports R~sum~ 

wwvv thesportsresu me.corn 

SPORTS JOBS DALLY - FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 

FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume/CV 

TWITTER: @thesportsresume 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 



Google +: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 

..... Original Message ..... 

~romi 

i s~roma b~m ds~ro@un ~ 

To: 

"The Sports R6sum6" <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Sent: 

Wed, 16:21:56 +0000 

Subject: 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,gage. Explore. Empower, 

9:19.843,0336 

Mobile - 

@,kenan-flaqler. u nc edu> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: The Sports R~sum~ [mailto:careers@thesportsresume.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:~7 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Good Morning, 

That should not be a problem at all. Provide the location and contact information (Mobile Phone #’s, etc....) 

Thanks again for the invitation. 

NOTE: Call with any questions or clarifications - Home Number - 

Sincerely, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports R~sum~ 

www thesportsresu me corn 

SPORTS JOBS DALLY - FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 

FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume!CV 

TWITTER: @thesportsresume 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 

Google +: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:45 PM 

Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Petranka, Jeremy M <petranka@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Ann Johnston <ann@local-ventures.com> 

~unc.edu> 

JNO Selection Details 

JNO Awards Selection Cover Page .docx 

Hello JNO Awards Selection Committee! 

I hope you all are having a wonderful Friday. I wanted to remind you all about J NO Awards Selection which will take place next Wednesday,             from 3-6pro in Gardner 

110. This year we had 10 ventures apply; 6 have been selected as finalist. Attached is a document detailing the award, selection committee members and schedule for the 

afternoon. Below you will find a dropbox folder link. This folder includes the above document and the finalist venture applications. Please briefly read over these applications prior 

to Wednesday to familiarize yourself with the ventures and think through potential questions for the 5 minute Q&A following the 15 minute pitches. Applications include links to 

prototypes and team leader resumes. Additionally, a simple evaluation sheet is in the dropbox as well. I will print all of this material for you to have on selection day. 

Dropbox Folder: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ox4hy4k64ustvmd/HRBe3AUnpb 

Please email me with any questions. I am looking forward to selecting the J NO Awards winners with you all. 

Best, 

unceminor.or~ I schedule a meeting I 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS      Liability Spring 

Thank you for coming by my office this afternoon. This email is to confirm that I have received premium payment of $15.00 from you for the EXSS, 

Spring Liability coverage. 

Thanks again. 

Robin 

Robin ~ Bennington 

University o~: North Carolina 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

:1.04 Akport Ddve, Suite 2700 

{::arn~ms Box ~100 

Ch~;pel H~H, NC 27599-1]£~? 

9:19-962-0~36 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Sports Resume <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Friday, 1:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Hello, 

You can use this as a brief bio Let me know if additional information is needed. 

Founder and Writer, The Sports R&~ 

Areas of expertise is in providing pre-employment products and services to those seeking job opportunities within the Sports Industry This includes the development of application 

materials (Resume/CViCover Letter[s]) that will penetrate any employer applicant tracking system (Taleo, Kenexa) used to screen candidate submissions 

1st Job in Sports: Concessions. Norfolk Tides Triple-A Baseball team. 

Let me know if you need more information (Life as an attorney, Collegiate Athlete, etc...). 

Sincerely, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports Resume 

www.thesportsresu me com 

SPORTS JOBS DALLY = FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible} 

FACEBOOK: The Sports ResumelCV 

TWITTER: (~,thesportsresu me 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 
Google +: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 

..... Original Message ..... 

To: 

"The Sports R~sum~" <careers@thesportsresume.com> 

Sent: 

Thu, 16:00:11 +0000 

Subject: 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Debora]~ h. S~’oman, Ph.D, CLU 

Er~,g~qe, £~plore. Empow~,r. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~]l ever be attempted ff all ~o~ib~e objections mu~t f~rst be overceme," 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: The Sports Rdsumd [mailto:careers@thesportsresume.com] 

Sent-’ Thursday 10:17 Alvl 

To,, Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject-" RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Good Morning Dr Stroman, 

I will forward a picture and profile later tonight. Thanks again for the invitation. 

NOTE: One of the students told me that UNC and Duke are playing that night Does UNC charge students for tickets or is it included with tuition (e×. student fee. etc..)? I 

would love to attend that game :) 

Thanks again, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports R¢sum¢ 



www.thesportsresu me.com 

SPORTS JOBS DAILY - FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 

FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume!CV 

TWITTER: @thesportsresume 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 

Google ÷: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 

..... Original Message ..... 

~romi 

! 8troma b ora i<ds~ro~.uncedu 

"The Sports R~sum~" <careers(oQthesportsresume.com> 

Cc: 

Sent: 

Wed 16:21:56 +0000 

Subject: 

RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

¯ x~[[ }~e your cont;<:[ ~http://csbc~mc.comiexec board leadersl~p team/) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gnL!(~qe. Explore. gmpower. 

919~843,0336 

Mobile - 

~,kenan-fla~qler. u nc edu> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel lohnson 

From: The Sports R~sum~ [mailto:careers@thesportsresume.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:~7 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: UNC Sports Business Club (RE: TPG Conference Information) 

Good Morning, 

That should not be a problem at all. Provide the location and contact information (Mobile Phone #’s, etc....) 

Thanks again for the invitation. 

NOTE: Call with any questions or clarifications - Home Number - 

Sincerely, 

George Bowser 

Writer, The Sports R~sum~ 

v~tw.thesportsresu me.corn 

SPORTS JOBS DALLY - FREE eNewsletter (Mobile Compatible) 

FACEBOOK: The Sports Resume!CV 
TWITTER: ~,thesportsresume 

Linkedln: The Sports Resume 

Google +: SPORTS JOBS DAILY (Community Group) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tnrner, Katie-<katie turne@unc.edu> 

Friday,. 1:44 PM 

/~cnl ,tywe lfa~e@ sak~J, unc. ed u 

Handbook Update and Catego~ Research Sign-Up 

Hi all--I’m forwarding the email below from who is having some trouble sending to the listserv... 
Greetings Welfare Committee members, 
I am happy to report that and I (under the guidance of Anne and Katie) have begun to frame up the broad categories and issue areas that will form the scaffold of our 
work together on the handbook. 
Attached is the draft document outlining this work. In the time leading up to our next meeting,     .’ and I will begin organizing the handbook website we all will develop to 
reflect this outline and begin posting easily accessible and already available resources to it. The handbook website can be found here: facultyhandbook.web.unc.edu 
What is needed now is for each of you to pick a general category and begin thinking and mseamhing about what needs to be included, the sort of information that should be 
addressed, and the way it should be presented, both a nuts and bolts evaluation and a "meta-" analysis, if you will. We encourage you to visit the handbook website to peruse 
the resources we post and add any others you find. If you have questions about how to use wordpress, feel free to email       and I, so we can help with that. 
Below you will find a link to a google spreadsheet that will serve as our sign-up for the research categories. A couple of them are more capacious than others, so two 
members may want to split up those. This link is also accessible through the sakai site under Faculty Welfare Committee Resources. If possible, 0iease sigll-up or 
otherwise NSV0 by next ~rid~yi           so that we can hit the ground running at the I     meeting. 

http~://d~c~q~‘q~e~c~m/spread~heet/ccc?key=~Ah4D9u2~VZAudDNCdnRvdEZRM~pRbnMzR2YxN2k~UVE#~qid=~ 
All best, 

[see attachlnent: ?’WCHandbookCategories.pdt~’, size: 78409 b~es] 

Attachments: 

FWCHandbookCate aories.pdf 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (htIps]isakai.unc:edu/px~rkd) t?om the Faculty Welthre Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmail.com> 

Friday, Janualy 24, 2014 9:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RaJ, sing Anti-Racist Children presents Dimme Jackson 

Check out our Facebook and 
websffe: 

L ~ited Churc~ of Chfisb OAR == 1802 MLK Pkwy 207 == Durham, NC 27i’0i" ii ~:~ iI iContact - Try It Free! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:55 AM 

Shackellbrd, DouglasA <Douglas Shackeltbrd@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtv~; ktbs lingmei howell.con <lingmeihowell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 
~bkenan- flagler.unc.edt~- 

RE: Greeting from Ken~ Institute Leademhip Fellows - Basketba2tl Atml,vtics Summit 

Dr. Shackelford, 

Thank you very much for your message and consideration. It is our pleasure that our event is tentatively scheduled in your calendar. We totally understand that it 

is difficult to predict your future schedule at this point. We would like to check back later¯ 

Have a wonderful weekend. 

Sincerely, 

and 

From-" Shackelford, Douglas 
Sent; Friday, 9:24 AM 
To: 
Co= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Howell, Lingmei; 
Subject-" RE: Greeting from Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows - Basketball Analytics Summit 

Good morning and 

I look forwaacd to getting to know- you. As you might imagine, I’m just beginning to get my calendaac organized and I don’t know at this time the complete picture of 
commitlnents that the dean’s of[~ce might have for tne. I’ll tentatively comtnit to either the Friday or Saturday event. However, please be aware that I may have to back 
out as I discover the full range of commitments that have already- been made on my behalf. Please check back with me closer to the date. 

All the best on your work and organizing this summit. 
Doug 

Douglas A. Shackelford 
Meade H Willis Distinguished Professor of Taxation 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3490 
McColl Building 
Chapel t511, NC. 27599-34~.) 

919-962-3197 (work) 

919-962-4727 (fax) 

(cell) 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, 9:50 PM 
To-" Shackelford, Douglas 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Howell, Lingmei; 
Subject; Greeting from Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows - Basketball Analytics Summit 

Dr. Shackelford, 

My name is                         MBA, serving as a 

hear the great news and sincerely look forward to your guidance. 

¯ Congratulations on your new role. We, students, are very excited to 

I am writing this message to introduce our Kenan Institute’s Sport Entrepreneurship work and ask for your attendance to our event. As 

MBA) and I have been working closely together with Dr. Stroman to organize the inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit, which 

will be held on I=riday, hrough Saturday, 

We are working very hard to make this event powerful and meaningful. If your schedule permits, we would like to have you at the reception either on Friday 

evening or Saturday morning to greet attendees. Your support would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you very much for your consideration¯ We look forward to hearing from you] 

"Draft schedule" 

Day I - Friday, 

3:00 - 6:00 p.m. Check-in 

5:00 - 6:30 p.m. Networking Reception 

5:30 - 8:00 p.m. Session I 

Day 2 -SaturdaN 



7:30 - 8:30 a.m. Networking Breakfast 

8:30-10:00 a.m. Session II 

10:30 - 11:45 a.m. Session !11 

1:00- 2:30 p.m. Session IV 

3:00 -4:30 p.m. Session V 

5:00 - 6:00 p.m. Networking Reception 

*The sessions will include panel speakers and case competition. 

Sincerely, 

and 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <~oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Saturday, Janua~ 25, 2014 11:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

New REI workshops ~heduled tbr Chapel hill 

Greetings OAR Network! 

We’ve just scheduled two new trainings for Chapel Hill (see dates 

below). As you know, the last two filled quickly so please let your 

friends and colleagues know to register soon if they are interested 

in Phase I or Phase II. 

Phase I is free for returning participants,but you still need to 

register. 

Phase II is a different workshop so is not free to those who have 

completed Phase I. 

Phase I: Foundational Training in Historical and Institutional Racism 

Moving the focus from individual bigotry and bias, the REI’s Phase I 

workshop presents a historical, cultural, structural and institutional 

analysis of racism. With a clear understanding of how institutions and 

systems are producing unjust and inequitable outcomes, participants 

are better equipped to work for change. The workshop lasts two full 

days and registration is required. 

March 11-12 (FULL for new & returning participants) 

May 13-14 (REGISTRATION NOW OPEN) 

Phase II: Moving From Analysis to Action 

The Phase II two-day workshop helps participants learn to analyze the 

role that race plays in institutional outcomes and to respond in ways 

that address power and the history of disempowerment in poor 

communities and communities of color. It moves participants from 

processes that "fix" individuals to processes to "fix" systems and 

institutions. This workshop builds on the foundations of Racial Equity 

Workshop Phase I to continue challenging our socialization and beliefs 

about race and racism. The workshop lasts two full days and 

registration is required. 

April 29-30 (REGISTRATION NOW OPEN) 

To register please contact Wanda Hunter 

(whunter@racialequityinstitute. org) 919-929-9655 

T~iis m, essage wss sent to dstro@unc edu fi-em: 

:ted C h u r-cb of C h dst- OAR ~ ~ 802 ~’~1. K Pk¢~y 2(}~" ~ Dt~ rh a m, N C 2 }707 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, JanuaD~ 26, 2014 3:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Entrepreneurship and Ventures 

At NACDA meetings today m~d tomorrow. Can we talk Tuesday. I will have a lot more tilne. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jm~ 26, 2014, at 2:33 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah [/’ <dstro@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi Bubba. I hope you are enjoying yonr weekend. Please give me a call when you can. I want to chat with you abont a few things and aJso discnss your 

desired role, if any, at the Analytics Snmmit. Thanks! 

debby 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, January 26, 2014 2:30 PM 

To: "dina@launchchapelhill.com" <dina~launchchapelhill.com>, Jim Kitchen <iim~iimkitchen.org>, "Verdier, Mathilde" <mverdier@email.unc.edu>, 

"Angle, O. Ray" <ravangle@email.unc.edu>, "Sackaroff, Jeff" <jeff sackaroff@unc.edu>, "Harrill, Richard Caldwell" <rharrill@email.unc.edu>, Aaron 

Scarboro              @gmail.com> 

Cc: "Cone, Judith" <jacone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Sport Entrepreneurship and Ventures 

Hi Friends. I have launched our Sport page at the Kenan Institute. My goal is to add another page that spotlights or lists the various sport/exercise/fitness-related 

ventures that have been created by Tar Heels. Please consider sending me any (and all) contacts that you are aware of in this field. My goal is to promote and share 

their innovations, plus take inventory of the vast economic engine of sport on society. This effort will also help us to continue to build our entrepreneurship 

ecosystem on campus and beyond. 

http://kisport.unc.edu/index.php/ 

Thanks[ 

debby 

FYI - The Basketball Analytics Summit will be held May 2 & 3. Here is the latest note that was sent out this past week: 

Hi Friends. Please share with friends, familj~, students, and calleagueM 

I hope you can join us! We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The students are fired up[ I 

need your support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Analytics" session. This workshop is designed for students interested in Analytics (regardless of 

the sport). We want to encourage their creativity, business ventures, and promote networking in this industry. 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Flagler Business School/Kenan Institute 

Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March 16) - S149 Non-Students and S49 Students. Note: Registration begins February 17. 

@KlSportUNC 
More information coming soon.., please contact me if you have any questions or feedback. 

<2014- BAS - Save-the- Date.j pg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resources & Service <accessibili~@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Student in Class- Accommodations 

Professor Stroman -             is enrolled in your EXSS        class for the            Semester and has a disability or medical condition that 
may require additional time and possibly an alternate location for examinations. If you and the student agree and you plan to proctor the examination 
(s), please contact our office for specific information regarding accommodations. These accommodations should not alter the manner in which you 
normally conduct your course. 

Our office is prepared to assist by being available to proctor any quizzes or examinations if the student is unable to complete this activity with the 
rest of the class. The guidelines for alternative testing are available for review on our website at: 

http:i/accessibility.u nc.ed u[ studentsireqistered-students/quidelines- alternative-testinq 

The student, copied on this notice, will contact you in a timely manner about scheduling examinations. 

The student will then schedule examinations on-line, and 

¯ We will inform you approximately 2-3 days prior to the examination with the name of the student(s) for whom we will be prepared to proctor the 

exa m. 

¯ Examinations can be uploaded to the "Faculty - Test Drop Box" (secured) on the front page of our website: http://accessibility.unc~edu. 

If the student has not communicated and made arrangements with you, please expect them to take the exam with the rest of the class with the 
normal allotted time. 

As a courtesy, we ask that you respect the confidentiality of the student in this matter. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions, please 
feel free to contact us at 962-8300 or stop by our office, located on the second floor (Suite 2126) in the Student Academic Services Building at your 
earliest convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration regarding this matter 

Tiffany Bailey- Director 
Cynthia Hopkins - Administrative Assistant 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lis~,~@~momentummedia.com 

Monday, JanuaD, 27, 2014 5:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of the Trade: Playing Club Okay? 

P~ayir~g C~b Okay? 
h~ California, the state association is considering lifting its ban 
on high school a~hle~es participating simultaneously on club 

teams in the same sport, 

Make Way for Triath~on 
At the recent NCAA Convention, women’s triatMon was approved 

as an emergin9 sport, 

Since 1976, Samson has been designing and manufacturing innovative sb~ngth 
training equipment that is built to last, Read how Samson can customize strength 
training equipment to meet your needs and how the Samson advantage can 
provide your a~hletes the tools Ior success. 

Where They Live 
The next battle ground in the college athletic depmtmerfl arms 

race may be student-athlete housing. 

Suing For Lost Playing Time 
A high school gids’ basketball player is suing her school, 
claiming her head coach recruited players to take roster spets, 

Company News 
Pirates Athletic Ref~ab: What Bquipme~t is Best? Ken 
Endelman knews firsthand hew effective Pilates can be in 
rehabbing an injured athlete. Endelman is the founder and CEO 
of Balanced Body, a major 13ilates equipmen~ and education 
previder, His customers include many teams in the NBA. NFL, 
NHL, MLB and several NCAA programs, 



Bayk>r University has announced that next fall, it will complete 
construction on a 12,000-square-feet athlete-centered nutrition 
complex, complete with a fueling station for healthy grab-and-go 

options. !:i:!i;:!).,:i!~.~ :!==., .’=: =0 ~ !?., !i. :..i !i.==, .?..i!: ~ ::,.1%: :.: 

Substance Studies 
A new study examines the efficacy of caffeine, nicotine, ethanol, 
and tetmhydrocannabinel in enhancing performance, i!i!!!i!!:=:: :?=!!;i.. =.;i:?=:!ii: 

Strength Coach~s Influence 
Minnesota Timbewvelves s~ar Nikola Pekovic is c[ec!iting his 
great p~ay ~n par~ te ~he ~eam’s new strength coach. Ko~cM Sate. 

Product Showcase 
Plyometric and Strength Training S~rength ~raining and 
plyomelric equipment offerings are rapidly advancing. Here are 
some the latest and greatest products on the market, 

Veteran D4~I AD to Retire 
After 36 yea~s as the Athletic Director at Washington University 

in St. Louis, John Schael has announced he will retire, i[:?=:=i:b:===:=iii. 

Coaches Getting Fit 
At Hilton Head High School, spor~ coaches are among staft 
members taking advantage of Crossfit classes being olfered 

the school. ’.[!:!’.i::.:.;.!’.i:;! 

Gridiron on the Cour~ 
To help loosen his ~earn up, Indiana University Northwest’s 
men’s baskelball coach had Ms team take par1 ~n a 1ouch 
footba~ game on the couP, The team won ~ts next game by 36 
po ~n Is..~::~:~ ~::: :: :: ::~ ,.:;j.. ~.] :: ;::,:. j:. ~: ::j. ].. :;:;: ~:;:;:~ ::: ?~;: ..... 

Brighten your Inn base wi~h 
Daktronics’ Iong4asting LED 

systems. 

Veto Beach Sports Village 

provides the ideal setting to 

enable your [earn to grow 

together, and belter prepare fer 

your upcoming season. 

The Disney Spo~ts team puts on more than 200 
events each year at the ESPN Wide VVerkJ of SporLs 
Complex. 

Muhl Tech has been a leader 
in developing high-quality 
baseball and softball training 
aids and practice equipment 

since 2001, 

Waterboy(TM) is a 
leader in industrial 
and a~hletic hydration 
systems, 

View Jobs I~OS~ a Resume.iPost a Job I~ 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news t?om MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubsc6be, click this link 

To chm~ge your em~fil address, click this link 



To fbrwaxd this newsletter to a ti-iend, click fl~is link 

Be .s~tre to add lists@momentummedia, coin to your address book or saJb sender 

list so our emails will always get to your inbox! 



From: @emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~:28 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CBC Issues 

Dr. Stroman, 

I attended a welcome reception last semester in which you spoke on some improvements you would like to see here at UNC as it pertains to black employees at 

UNC. I am an African-American employee who has been here approximately 7 months although I have 17 years of total state service. I am working on my doctorate 

in higher education administration and I know that you have a doctorate. I would like to be able to interview you for a class which I am enrolled this semester. 

Would you be able to assist me with this? 

In the meantime, could you just provide me with what you see as the most pressing issues facing black employees here at UNC? 

Thank you so much for any assistance which you may be able to provide. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flaglera~nc.edu> 

Monday, 10:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: KILFs representing at AACSB 

Happy Monday, Debby, Piease see beiow (abouU ..) Although ti~e email traii is a bit long, thought I wouid si~are. ;--) 

Hope },,our weekend was nice. Lingmei 

F~m{ Cone, Judith [mailto:iacone@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Sunday,. 1:35 PN 
Te{ Howell, Lingmei; 
¢¢~ Napier, NaW (Biochemistw and Biophysics) 
Su~ject~ RE: KILFs representing at ~CSB 

We~l done      and ........... 

~mm= Howell, Lingmei 

Se~t~ Saturda% 7:~8 PM 
T~ 
~¢~ Cone, ~udith; Napier, Ma~ E 
$~ject= RE: KILFs representing at ~CSB 

Fantastic. 

Thank you so much for representin~ the Kenan Institute so wel~ and also p~omotin~ our va~ous programs/opportunities, espedally the       " 

~ ~ know Dr. B., M~nd% and Pete~ (& Jim Dean) ~reatlV appreciate ~our efforts, and our p~o~ram he~ps position KFBS as a top sct~ool ~n leadership 

development. 

A~ain, thank you and rfice worm 

Li~me~ H~’eli, MPA, MDA .: Dk~ctor ~fOu~m~d ~ .:. F~kmk Ha~4dr~s Ker~an Ir~s~ ~ ~ kmf I~vate ~teq ~ri~ :.: {JNCI~Ke~ +~&~ter Busir~ek~ ~x~b:.Q~mpus ~ux3~ .: ~na~ Q:~ ~ .:.(-1 ~pd Hilk NC 

Sent: Thursday, 8:21 PN 

To: " Howell, Lingmei 
$ubjeCt~ RE: K[LFs representing at ~CSB 

Lingmei, 

talked very nicely about our work as KILF when he introduced himself. We had about 40 faculty and adminBtrators as guests from 30+ universities and 

colleges, including 9 people who have "dean" in their title. 

Good luck on your interview for tomorrow~ 

Best, 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 8:08 PM 
To: Howell, Lin~mei 

Subject: KILFs representing at AACSB 
Hi Lingmei, 

i’m dropping a quick note to let you know that       and I had the opportunity to attend a reception (and I believe       was able to stay for dinner) for the 

AACSB Curriculum Development for Leadership event this evening based on our positions on the Leadership Advisory Board. We had the chance to meet with 

professors and administrators from many different schools, and share our leadership experiences -including our roles as Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows. 

More on the seminar: http://www.aacsb.edu/seminars/curriculum-development-series/leadership/ 

Thank You, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Banks, LaChaun <~LaChaun Banks@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Monday, JanuaD~ 27, 2014 11:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Presentation this Wednesday at 1:30pm 

Hello Debbie, 

I wanted to invite you and anyone on your team that may be interested to a meeting on Wednesday January 29. 

I don’t know if you know but we are piloting a program this Spring where we match an MBA student up with a high-growth start-up company in Eastern NC to 

provide business support (basically like an internship but through our center at the Kenan Institute). We match students up based on their skills BEFORE they came 

to Kenan-Flagler with a start-up that may be in need of that skill. We have a great company in Duplin Co that is actually coming to present to our KIEDAs about his 

company and how he got started and so forth. 

Please don’t feel obligated to come or have anyone on your team come, I just wanted to send you an open invitation. This business is a sports nutrition company 

and the founder graduated from UNC in Exercise Physiology. 

WHO: Mike Clay, Founder of Cu~.d:om Fit Meals 

WHEN: I:30--. 2pro, Wednesday, January 29th 

WHERE: Kenan Institute Board Room, 3rd Floor of Kenan Center 
~ th The Frank Hawkins Kenan ~nsdtu~e ~f ~riva~e Enterprise ~s excited t~ we[c~rne Mike Clay next wednesday, January 29 from Z:30-2prn ~n the Board Room on the 

:~rd floor. Mike ~s here to te]~ the story of his company wMch has been chosen to participate h~ the Kenan Institute’s new Entrepreneur Technical Assistance 

Program (E-TAP}. 

M~ke ~a [he owner and [oueder o~ Cus[:om Fit Meals, a rapidly e’,q:~andit~g s[art-up in Duplin C.aun[:y thai: re~ies on area [armers to produce fresh and healthy 

prepackaged meala sold online. C~ay founded Custom F~: Mea~s ~n 2007 to serw? clients who waet to ea~: heaRhful]y, but lack the time ~:o shop for aed prepare their 

own cuisine. The company has had a three hundred percen[ growth rate for the past three years ~n s row. Now expanding ~n[o [he national market, [heir goa~ is to 

serve a nl~l~ion people. They are in the process of launching a new proteb~ bar company and have a~so s[arted sponsoring s[Netes and hosting sporting events. 

Undergoing a massive rebranding initiative, they have recently Mred a Gatorade re-brander to rebrand their company and solidify their market message. The 

company has won a number of srna]~ bush~ess and economic development awards~ In 20:1.:]., Governor Beverly Purdue presented Custom F~t Meals a Srnal~ Bus~ness 

Community Award, one of e~ght g~en throughout the arab:e. 

Entrepreneur TechNca~ Assistance Program {E-TAP} 

The Kenan ~nstitute of Private Enterprise is p~lot~ng a teghnical asNstance program fo~ businesses ~n eastern NC, We a~e targeting early stage companies and 

estaNished ~ompanies looking to e~pm~d. The ETAP ~s designed to match the sk~lls of an experienced MBA student with the needs of a qual~ing small bus~ness. 

The student might w~rk on any number of areas including market,rig strategies, ~usiness plan development, ex~o~ ~anning, ere. Our goal is to support 

[aChaun Banks ¯ Economic Development Coordinator ¯ Kenan Institute of Pd~ate Enterprise at UNC Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill NC 27599-3~0 ~:.~_~£.9~:.~.~q_:~_~. 

Direct, 919.962.4696 ¯ Mobile ¯ ¯ LaChaun Banks@kenan-flag~er.unc.edu 

Follow us on Twitter .................................................... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- Ilagler.unc.edu-~; 

IMG Learfield Trip Confim~alion 

@live.unc.edu> 

Good Afteruoon Team, 

I spoke to            this morning and we have confirmed our office visit for fl~is Friday,           at 9:30 am at the Duke office. I am driving and two students 

are coming with me. I have two more ,seats if anyone else has showed interest or if you can think of anyone that may want to come that we could reach out to. 

Just let me know-Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Val Ackerman < ?}gmaibeom> 

Monday, Janua~ 27, 2014 12:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Ana]~]cs Summit 

Hi -- you should ask him but in a]l candor I’d be very surprised if he said yes. He told Ine he plans to mm practically ever,v~hing down for the next few months save a 

few assignments for the NBA, so I’m loath to lobby hiln about anyt~hing, especially if it requires travel. Let Skipper be your headliner if he says yes (yoffre definitely 

helped by his Carolina fie). Hope all else is well! 

On Fri, Jan 24, 2014 at 2:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Val. Here’s the note that has gone out to some of my contacts. As I mentione& I want to invite David Stem. Can you do the warm referral or do you prefer tbr 

me to go directly (or ask another fiiend who knows him)? ;) 

THANKS’. 

d 

Please share with fr~end~, f~m~, st~dents, and colleag~e~.~ 

I hope you can join us! We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The students are fired up! I need your support 

to maXe the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also otter a~ "Entrepreneurship in Ana]yiics" session. This workshop is designed lbr stadents interested in Analytics (regardless of the sport). We want to 

encourage their creativi .ty, business ventures, and promote ne~,orking in tiffs industry. 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Flagler Business SchooVKenm~ Institute 

Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March 16) - $149 Non-Students and $49 Students. Note: Registration begins February 17. 

http://kisport.unc.edu/index.php/ 

@KISportUNC 

More inibrmation coming soon.., please contact me if you have any questions or tEedback. 

Just Innovating, 

debb~ 

Deborah k. Stroman~ Ph,Do CLU 

Explore, Engage, Empower. 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer (www,exss,une,edu) 

Frank Hawkins genan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor (http:l[www,kenan-flagler.uncoed~lkenan=institute) 

23:~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

919.843,0336 

#tleelF(n~ard 

"Tn the End, ~$,e will remember not the ~$,ords of our enemie,_% but the silence af ourj~riend,_~," 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
RE: 30 Panel Speakers 

Jpg 

@kenm> flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

That’s great that the Bobcats are supplying gift bags! 

The most tap to date version of that document is here: 

https:i!docs,google~comia/cornelLedu/spreadsheet/ccc?key=OAiUAG U4DMkDrndHprMWhrTUtPQ2Fq U SFBTUQzVGSScWc&usp=drive web#g~id =3 

Does that work? I can a~so copy ~t to exce~ if you would pre[er. 

A few extra no[es [rom my end: 

I have a contact at B~oomberg who ~ cm~ reach out to for potentially ~nvith~g somebody from Noomberg Sports. 

:, The th~ng we have to deride before that ~s what type of person fits the pm~e~ we are ~ooMng for. That ~s, do we want an m~alyst doing the day to day 

numbers wor]~ (eg, http:i!www.bsports.comiauthoriiduNnS), sorneone higher up to talk overa~ direction o[ stats in basketball or maybe 

someone on ~:heir ~:ecb sk~e who discusses more about the implementation behind systems such as ~:heirs. Perhaps once we get a few other 

people, we can pk~g an invite in [rom g~oomberg to complement them. 

My hesdshot ~s aLtached~ Q:} 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, .5:27 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 30 Panel Speakers 

o tt~Z~m izat:ion. 

d 

Debora~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explo~,. Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~ll e~et be attempted if all pessible obje¢tions must first be o~er¢ome," 

~ Samuel Johnson 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:17 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: 30 Panel Speakers 

Tab -"Pa nels - Confirmed Invited" 

Column -"H" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rob bruce@unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 6:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Rob Bruce requests your t~edback for the Friday Center Leadership Team 2014 survey 

Dear Deborah Stroman: 

You have been selected to participate as a respondent in a multi-rater assessment using Leadership Min-or (R), a web-based feedback tool that gathers observational information about 
people’s strengths and development needs. 

The survey you will anonymously complete asks you to rate the skills, behaviors, and knowledge of the individual named above in a number of job-related items The purpose of the survey 
is to help that person identiI}’ strengths and development needs This information will help this individual to select appropriate development activities and plan for future gro~vth. Along 
with you, others have been invited to complete the survey. 

Here are a few points to keep in mind: 

o The feedback you provide will be used to further the individual’s development. The quality and accuracy of the information resulting from this assessment depend on your honest 
feedback. 

o Your responses will be pooled with those received from others. Except for the feedback from the person’s manager, the system ensures that all feedback is anonymous 

o Please consider the individual’s performance over an extended period of time rather than focusing only on isolated incidents 

If you have any questions, please contact the University SUl~’ey administrator, William Frey, at 919-%2-9685 or will frey@unc edu 
To access the survey, follow these instructions: 

1. Click the following URL. (You can also type the URL in the Address or Location box of your web browser, then press Enter) 

https:/ilm ddiworld.com ?Username dstro(@unc.edu 

2. Type your user name and password as shown below, then click Log On. 

User Name dstro@uncedu 
Password 

Note: You can use this URL, user name, and password to access any surveys you’ve received. 

Thank you for your participation. 

Rob Bruce 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M. Brem Wall < @gmail.com~ 

Monday, 6:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 
<     ~live.unc.edt~ 

Re: Hickory. Tavern P~tnership with CSBC 

@kenan- Ilagler.unc.edu); 

Give Art my best! He is one of the good guys. Awesome! Sounds great! 

Brent Wall 
General Manager 

Hicko~ Tavern Carrboro 

Work: 919-942-7417 

Cell: 

HT 18Inbox@TheHicko~Tavem.com 
@ g~n~l.com 

On Mon, at 6:22 PM, Strolnan, Deborah L <~stro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q’uge. E~plore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will e~er be a~empted if all possible obje~ions must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: N. Brent Wall [mailto: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:20 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Hicko~ Tavern PaRnership with CSBC 

Thm~ eve~’one’. We a~e excited. 

Dr. Stroman please stop by anMime~ Usually aBemoons ~veen 2-4pm are good times for me m ac~lly sit m~d visit. 

We have a thing called Tavern Vision. It is basically slides that rotate and are broad casled on Televisions we choose. We would like to have a slide that promotes 

you inslead of a banner. (We j ust don’t see a good pe~anent spot for a banner.) The slide size is 1920 x 1080 if you would like m create ~urself. If not j ust ~nd 

me some i&as and intb that you woNd like shown a~d we can make it happen. 

Great things ahead for all of us! Looking forward to 

Brent Wall 

General Manager 

Hickoo~ Tavern Carrboro 

Work: 919-942-7417 

Cell: 

ttT 18Intx~x@ TheItickorvTavern.com 

@gtnaJl.com 

and mad also the away NC State game’. See you all soon! 



On Fri, at 1:48 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~:unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Thanks and ! I appreciate your leadership to engage another local establishment tbr the benefit of the Club. 

Hi Brent. I hope to stop by soon and meet you. I am not sure if you are aware but I sent the students to you because I am hosting a BasketbaJl Analytics Summit 

(http://w~,.kisport.mlc.edu/) on          . We are using the Hampton Inn as the host hotel, and the hotel owner also sold me because of Hicko~3~. ;) Thus, I 

thought it prudent to have Hickory as a full partner with the Club (wu~,.csbeunc.coom). 

Continued success to you! 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ifaJl possible objections must tirs’t be overcome." 

.-~ Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-ma~l message, including attachments, if aaa55 is intended only for tile -person or entity to which it is Mdressed and may 

cont~n confidenliaJ and/or privileged materiak Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not file intended recipient, please 

contact the s~nder by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: [mailto: (a)kenan- flagler.anc.e&l] 
Sent: Friday, 1:40 PM 

To:         ~bgmaJl.com 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Hickory Tavern Partnership ruth CSBC 

Good Afternoon Brent~ 

On behalf of          and myself I would like to thank you for the amazing hospitalib’ today. You made us feel right at home and we couldn’t be more excited 

about a partnership between our club and your establishment! 

Dr. Stroman I’d like to introduce you to Brent Wall M~o is the General Manager at Hicko~ Tavern. His restaurant is now the home of the Carolina Sport Business 

Club!’. We can hang up a banner too’. 

Brent- thank you tbr being the first stx~nsor of the Carolina Sport Business mad Fitness F~xpo. Your check is already in the bank! 

As for our first get together-let’s plan tentatively for Wednesday, at 7 for tile NC State away game at 8. 

Thmk you again for eve~?~thing today aaad we look fo~-vvard to our event I’m Februrau. We’ll t~Jk soon and we’ll be back for another meal even sooner! 

Have a great weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje¢’t: 

~live.unc.edtp 

Tuesday,               2:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L/-dstro@unc.edu> 

student atl,Jetes 

Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and I am a 

. I am currently writing a feature story on Mary Willingham. One of her main 

arguments is that the academic success of student-athletes is often influence by socioeconomic factors. I was wondering if I could speak to you for a few 

minutes on this topic, and whether you agree with her research. We are on deadline so I would really appreciate it. 

Thank you so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Skipper, John <John.Skipper@espn.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 7:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Donoghue, Marie <Marie.Donoghue@espn.com> 

Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball AnaJs~ics Sumlnit 

ilnage001 .j pg 

Deborah - I going to put you in touch hem with Marie Donoghue who manages Note and 538. We may have a conflict on these dates bnt Marie is charged ruth 

helping you. I have told her I want us to be involved and helpful here. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jm~ 24, 2014, at 1:59 PM[, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

O~.tr web,ire is t~ow live.., http:i i~swswv.kisport~unc.edu/ 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 
En,q¢9’e. Explore. Empowen 
919.843.0336 
<image001.jpg> 

"NotNng w~l~ ever be attempted ~f al~ pessiNe objections must f~rst be overcome." 
= Samuel Johnson 

F~m= Skipper, John 
Sent= Friday, December 27, 2013 l:12 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Subje¢t= Re: Save-the-Date[ Basketball Anal~ics Summit 
Nice m mn into you - roll sNak ruth Nate 

Sent l~om my iPad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 5:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(h)unc.edu> wrote: 

Season’s Greetings! Hi John. Great to see you last week! Here is the official save-the-date announcement that was sent recently 
to NBA, WNBA, and College Basketball contacts. Please share with your appropriate units. 
Friendly Reminder: Note Silver to join us as the speaker on the evening of Friday, May 2 (preferred) or Saturday, May 3. 

The intersection* o[: technology, statistics, execution, and performance is here,_so, please save--the- 
date for the inaugural SPIEA B~e~:ba~Ar~a~ydc~;ummit hosted by the Kenan Institute o~ Private 
Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hi~l, 

Our m~ss~on is to engage w~tln and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts 
(profess~ona~s, students, and scholars) who ~ove, research, and work in the d~scip~me of performance 
(~ndiv~dual or team) and business ana~ytics~ 
P~ease pass the word to your colleagues. Nora details soon~ 
(Quesk~ons or Feedback: dstro@unc.edu) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 

C- 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

"A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination." Nelson Mandela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pommerening, Rory <rmp1893@emaiLunc.edup 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 8:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Otticia] Visit 

DOC, 

We have one official visitor this weekend, 

know. Rory 

, who is interested in EXSS. Would you be available to meet with him this Friday around 4:J.5pm? Let me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

RE: 30 Panel Speakers 

@kenaJ> flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Two things: 

Any thoughts on wheth~:_~r w~-_~ should cancel today’s KI Sport meeting ([rom 6:3(}pro -gpm)? I was just going to play it by ear and cancel ff UNC classes are 

cancelled, but ~f you thin~ we shouh~ )~st reschedukh p~ease ~et: me know. 

Iql work on reacNng out to gloomberg sports. Hopefully weql get a good ~ead; my friend works ~n the gloomberg business s~de, but a[ ~eas[ Ws something. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 6:55 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 30 Panel Speakers 

Tl>nks      . The ~e~le doc is 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,quiu’e. Explore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~ll e~er be attempted ff all possible obje~ions must first be overcome," 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: [mailto: @kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, .6:16 PN 
To~ 
Subj~t~ RE’: 30 Panel ~peakers 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thaffs great that the Bobcats are supplying gift bags! 

The most up to date version of that document ~s here: 

https://d~cs.g~g~e~c~m/~/c~rne~edu/spreadsheet/ccc?ke~=~AiUAGU4DMkDmdHprMWhrTUtP~2~qU~FBTU~zvG55cwc&usp~drive web#girl=3 

Does that work? ~ can a~so copy ~t to excel if you would prefer. 

A few e’,~tra [~o[:e5 [~om my e~: 

I have a toni:act at g~oomberg who f can reach out to [or potentially im~iting somebody from gloornherg Sports. 

o The thing we have to decide before that is what type of person fits the pane] we are looking for. ThsL ~s, do we want an anNyst doing the day 

to day numbers work (e.g., http:jjwww,bsports.com/aut~]orjjduNnS}, someone h~gher up to talk overal~ d~rect~on of stats h~ basketball or 

maybe someone on thek tech s~de who d~scusses more about the implementation behind systems such 

few o[:her peopk~, we can ph~g an imH[:e in from g~oomberg to complernent them. 

My headshot ~s at~:ached] 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ _ _m_ _ _ _a_ j J_ _t_ _o_ _.’_ _d_ _ _s_ _t_ _r_ _o_ _ _ _@_._ _ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ _. _ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ ] 
Sent: Monday, 5:27 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 30 Panel Speakers 

Send me ass~:, [}}e pI}oto you w~ml: used [,:)r yo][r pi,:t~[re ,w[ [}]e websJte l:oo. 

d 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CCU 

Etwage, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

~’NotNng will ever be a~empted if all p~ssible ~b~e~t~ons must first 

~ SamuN J~hns~n 

From:_               [mail~:             ~kenan-flaNer~unc~edul 
Sent~ Wednesday, 4:17 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 

Subje~t~ 30 Panel Speakers 



Tab - ~’Panels - Confirmed Invited" 

Column - ~’H" 



Step-by-Step Guide to Hosting Successful Webinars"authofad by WebA~t,~tand ~o- 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Katy Grissom <katy.grissom@fuqua.duke.edu> 

Tuesday, 11::/L3 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; JD Lubenetski <jlubenetski@wmgllc.com> 

FW: Fuqua/KenamFlagler Wide World of Sports - 

WWOS Info Sheet.pdf; Parking UNC Wide World of Sports - .pdf 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Looking forward to having you join us totnolrow evening. Please see the attached information about the WWOS event, including updated speakers/panelists, event 

schedule and paxking itffonnation (3 options)’. There is no charge for the event, as the Fuqua and Kenan-Flagler clubs will be covering costs. As a note, Wasserman is 
kicking offa case competition, but it is not open to nndergmds. The event is business casual dress. 

Please let me know if you have any questions! 

Katy Grissom 

From; Katy Grissom 
Sent; Thursday,. 9:20 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L; 
Cc; 
Subject; Fuqua!Kenan-Flagler Wide World of Sports - 

Deborah, 

Thanks you for reaching out about the Wide World of Sport event next week. I will provide some background and then more details about the event. This event is being 
hosted by the UNC Kenan-Flagler Sports and Entertainment Club and Duke Fuqua Media, Entertainment and Sports Club. The mission of the event is to provide students 

interested in media and sports careers the opportunity to hear from and talk candidly with sports business professionals. Traditionally, all of the events we have hosted at 
Fuqua have been grad student-only, and we really pull from our alumni pool to get speakers. 

That said, I am working with 3D Lubenetski at Wasserman now and he has great things to say about the CSBC! I appreciate the enthusiasm of the students and would like to 
extend an invitation to :10 CSBC students. I don’t want it to seem uninviting, its just that we like to keep these events somewhat intimate to foster engagement and active 
discussions. Deborah, please feel free to join as well. 

Please see the attached information about the VVVVOS event, including speakers!panelists, event schedule and parking information! There is no charge for the event, as the 
Fuqua and Kenan-Flagler clubs will be covering costs. As a note, Wasserman is kicking off a case competition, but I believe it is not open to undergrads. The event is business 
casual dress. 

Please have interested students enter their information on the Gooqle Sheet, that way we can actively communicate about the event, if need be. 
(https://docs.gooqle.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AiP- kfxf7ERZdHNoN DVxN kYwMkZqenh ndzN RUORPQkE#gid =0) 

I look forward to building a relationship with the CSBC, and supporting each other in events and the pursuit of sports business careers for our students! I will share the 
information with our club about the BAS, and please share anymore information as it becomes available. 

Let me know if there are any questions! Look forward to meeting you all. 

have copied and from the Kenan-Flagler Sports and Entertainment Club. Hoping you all can connect as well. 
¯ ¯ Katy Grissom 
::~:: Rethinkin 

Candidate for MBA, Class of ....... g the 

Boundari Duke University, The Fuqua School of Business 
es Tel + 

katy.gr ssom@fuqua.duke.edu 



Fuqua Media, Entertainment and Sports Club 
Wide World of Sports 
Sports Business Conference 

Event Description 

Join the Media, Entertainment and Sports club as they welcome sports industry professionals from a 

variety of f’acets to share their career experiences and advice. Our speakers and panelist will be 

relevant across many of the business areas everyone is pursuing! What a great way to bring some 

unique knowledge into interviews! Also, Wasserman Media Group will be kicking off the Tobacco 

Road Case Competition! 

Interested in Marketing? Come hear from Carolina Hurricanes VP of Marketing and John Deere 

Director of Sports Sponsorships! 

Interested in Media? Come hear from a Partner at Foley & Lardner LLP with extensive media 

rights experience. 

Interested in Analytics and Big Data? Come hear from Charlotte Bobcats Director of Basketball 

Analytics! 

The keynote speech will be given by ]oe Bailey, a sports business veteran (including ff)rmer CEO 

of the Miami Dolphins) and member of the Fuqua COLE Advisory Board. 

Speakers 
Name 

Joe Bailey 
Kevin Schulz 
Ken Lehner 
Alex Kerr 
Doug Warf 
Rob Jeske 

Company, Title 
RSR Partners, Managing Director 
Foley & Lardner LLP, Partner 
Rockland Boulders Baseball, Managing Partner 
Monumental Sports, Database Marketing Analyst 
Carolina Hurricanes, VP Marketing 
John Deere, General Manager Corporate Business 
Division 
Charlotte Bobcats, Director of Basketball Analytics 
Wasserman 

Event 
Keynote 
Sports Media Rights 
Panel #1 
Panel #1 
Panel #2 
Panel #2 

Jason Rosenfeld                                                     Panel #1 

Event Schedule 
Time Participants Location 

5:30-5:35pm Katy / Mike McClendon 
5:35-6:05pm Joe Bailey McClendon 

6:05-6:15pm 
6:15-7:00pm 

Event 
WWOS Kick-off 
Keynote Speech "The Global Sport 
Ecosystem" 
TRANSITION 
Panel #1 "Business of Sports: 
Inside Organizations" 

Panel #2 "Business of Sports: 
Engagement & Marketing" 

Panel: 
Ken Lehner, 
Jason Rosenfeld, 
Alex Kerr 

Host: Fuqua Team 

Panel: Doug Warf, Rob, Jeske, 

Wasserman Consulting Team 

(1-2 people) 

Host: UNC Team 

MBA2008 

Connally 

7:00-7:10pm TRANSITION 
7:10-7:40pm Sports Media Rights Discussion Kevin Schulz McClendon 
7:40-8:00pm Wasserman Tobacco Road Case Wasserman McClendon 

Competition Kick-off 
8:00-8:45pm    Networking & Appetizers ALL Ebenshade 

Contact 
Fuqua WWOS Planning 
Katy Grissom: I, katy.grissom@ fuqua.duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaiy Grissom <kaiy.gfiss~m@fuqua.duke.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Fuqua/Kena~-Flagler Wide World of Sports - 

Sounds good, Deborah. Make sure to take note of the 3 parking options on the one-pager, as it can get a little crazy over here with parking! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11::1.8 AM 
To: Katy Grissom 
Subject: RE: Fuqua!Kenan-Flagler Wide World of Sports - 

From: Katy Grissom 
Sent: Thursday, .9:20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Cc: 
Subject: Fuqua/Kenan-Flagler Wide World of Sports - 

Deborah, 
Thanks you for reaching out about the Wide World of Sport event next week. I will provide some background and then more details about the event. This event is being 
hosted by the UNC Kenan-Flagler Sports and Entertainment Club and Duke Fuqua Media, Entertainment and Sports Club. The mission of the event is to provide students 

interested in media and sports careers the opportunity to hear from and talk candidly with sports business professionals. Traditionally, all of the events we have hosted at 
Fuqua have been grad student-only, and we really pull from our alumni pool to get speakers. 
That said, I am working with JD Lubenetski at Wasserman now and he has great things to say about the CSBC! I appreciate the enthusiasm of the students and would like to 
extend an invitation to 10 CSBC students. I don’t want it to seem uninviting, its just that we like to keep these events somewhat intimate to foster engagement and active 
discussions. Deborah, please feel free to join as well. 
Please see the attached information about the WWOS event, including speakers/panelists, event schedule and parking information! There is no charge for the event, as the 
Fuqua and Kenan-Flagler clubs will be covering costs. As a note, Wasserman is kicking off a case competition, but I believe it is not open to undergrads. The event is business 

casual dress. 
Please have interested students enter their information on the Google Sheet, that way we can actively communicate about the event, if need be. 

(https://docs.qooqle.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key:::0AiP- ~ERZdHNoN DVxN kYwMkZqenh ndzN RUORPQ~#qid = 0) 
I look forward to building a relationship with the CSBC, and supporting each other in events and the pursuit of sports business careers for our students! I will share the 
information with our club about the BAS, and please share anymore information as it becomes available. 
Let me know if there are any questions! Look forward to meeting you all. 
Katy 
I have copied from the Kenan-Flagler Sports and Entertainment Club. Hoping you all can connect as well. 

I ::~:: Image I KatyGrissom 

: : removed Candidate for MBA, Class of: 

I by I Duke University, The Fuqua School of Business 

~ Tel- 
............ katy grissom@fuqua duke edu 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:45 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

I am writing to you explaining my absence from class today. 
We ar~ a very close family and upon hearing the news, I immediately became upset and I just needed the 

time this morning to get control of myself and spend some time praying. 

Please let me know what I missed and what I need to do to catch back up. Also, I didn’t realize until this morning but I completely missed the Plagiarism tutorial and the 
Honor Module. I saw that these two assignments cannot be completed late, but I have completed both of these in previous courses. I understand it was my [~sponsibility if 
there is nothing that can be done to replace these or make them up, but I wanted to come to you and at least ask. 

Again, I apologize for my absence this morning, and also for the confusion and missed assignments. Thanks for all your help in advance. 

Enjoy the snow and stay warm! 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tidwell, Cate <tidwellc@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:40 PM 

Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Petranka, Jeremy M <petranka@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Ann Johnston <ann@local-ventures.com> 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Re: JNO Selection Details 

Hello JNO Selection Committee, 

Tomorrow is selection day. It is also supposed to snow this evening. Please email me tomorrow morning and let me know if you are unable to make it to Chapel Hill due to weather 

conditions. We will reschedule selection if necessary. 

Assuming all plans hold, please read over applications tonight to prepare for pitches tomorrow. 

Dropbox Folder: https:!!www.dropbox.com/shiox4hy4k64ustvmdiHRBe3AUnpb 

Stay dry and warm, 

Care 

Care Tidwell 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.2689 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I @CateTidwell 

From: <Tidwell>, Care Tidwell <tidwellc@live.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, January 24, 20:[4 :[2:45 PM 

To: "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Petranka, Jeremy" <petranka@emaiLunc.edu>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Ann Johnston 

<ann @local-ventures.corn> 

Cc: "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Subject: JNO Selection Details 

Hello JNO Awards Selection Committee! 

I hope you all are having a wonderful Friday. I wanted to remind you all about J NO Awards Selection which will take place next Wednesday, January 29th from 3-6pro in Gardner 

~.10. This year we had 10 ventures apply; 6 have been selected as finalist. Attached is a document detailing the award, selection committee members and schedule for the 

afternoon. Below you will find a dropbox folder link. This folder includes the above document and the finalist venture applications. Please briefly read over these applications prior 

to Wednesday to familiarize yourself with the ventures and think through potential questions for the 5 minute Q&A following the 15 minute pitches. Applications include links to 

prototypes and team leader resumes. Additionally, a simple evaluation sheet is in the dropbox as well. I will print all of this material for you to have on selection day. 

Dropbox Folder: https:iiwww.dropbox.comish/ox4hy4k64ustvmdiHRBe3AUnpb 

Please email me with any questions. I am looking forward to selecting the 2014 J NO Awards winners with you all. 

Best, 
Cate 

Cate Tidwell 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.2689 

unceminor.orgl schedule a meeting I @CateTidwell 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Renee <rbrown@wnba.com> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 3:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hnghes, Megan <MHughes@WNBA.COM> 

RE: Save-the-Date! BasketbaJ1 Analytics Summit! 

Thanks Debb% 

This sounds so exciting! I have cc’d Megan and she is going to contact you~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, January 24, 2014 5::t0 PM 
To: Brown~ Renee 
Subject; FW: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi R~:~~. ~ h~.p~- yo~ md ;,,o~s ~ &.it~:~ 

I w;il .::~dl y.~u soosa. My m,::,bile is if yo~ w~mt t~::, chat <)Yes: the >,ee]~er~d~ ;) 

&bby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EngiNe. g.rplore. Empower. 

919.84&0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff a~l possiMe objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 
tONe,DEN HAU [Y NO lICE: Hfis e-mail message, ~ncluding attachn~ents, ~f an% ~s in[ended only for the -::)erson or entit7 to whi,:h it ~s addressed and may ,:,:)ntain co~ff~den[ial and/or ::)rivHeged material, Any --- 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:41 PN 

Te~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Su~ject: Save-the-Da~[ Basketball Anal~ics Summit[ 

Hi Friends. Please share with friends, family, students, a~d 

~ hope gou can join us] We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and man~ college basketball contacts in the mix. The students are fired up~ ~ need ~our 

support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Analgtics" session. This workshop is designed for students interested in Analgtics (regardless of the sport). We 

want to encourage their creativit% business ventures, and promote networking in this industr% 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Flagler Business SchooVKenan ~nstitute 

Earlg Bird Registration (before Selection Sunda~ of March 16) - $~49 Non-Students and $49 Students. Note: Registration begins Februaw 

httO://Msport.unc.edu/index.ohO/ 

@KISoortUNC 
More information coming soon.., please contact me if ~ou have any questions or feedback. 

Just Innovating, 

~ebby 

Deborah L ~troman~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXSS Spo~ Administration~ Lecturer (~,ex~.unc,edu) 
Frank HawMns Kenan ~t~te of Private E~terpri~, Se~or Advi~r 

3~5 Woo~en - CB #8700 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 
9~9,~3,0336 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 5:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: NEW Healfl~ Althirs Collatx~rafive on Educational Im~ovation 

Deborah l_,. Stroman, Ph.D. cg[J 

Endu,ge. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Rivera, Koyah 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 3:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: NEW Health Affairs Collaborative on Educational Innovation 
Dr. Stroman, 

Good afternoon[ Per Dr. Bright’s recommendation, I am reaching out to see if we can set-up a quick phone or in-person meeting to discuss facul~ 

recruitment/retention[ Dr. Bright indicated you may have done some research in this area. Feel free to suggest some times/dates that would work for you for a 20 

minute chat or mooing. 

Warm regards, 

Koyah D. Rivera, M.S. 

Graduate Re#strar/Graduate Admissions Coordinator 

UNC School of Dentistry 

Academic Mfairs 

~0 Old Dental Building 

~50 Old Dental Circle, CB 7450 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-7450 

T:9~9.537.3374 F: 9~9.966.5795 

Koyah...~vera@unc.edu 

From: Bright, Cedric Marc 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:45 PM 
To: Rivera, Koyah 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: NEW Health Affairs Collaborative on Educational Innovation 

thanks ~.;.:) much for passing on [:his kfformation, tt b ~nt:erestk~g that they chose M{nnesot:a and Cokxrado where they are rnore concerned w~th NA rather the AA. 

You shou{d ~ook at Duke as an exampb of ~ncreased faculty. 

To me the shorL answer is to h~re 1:acuity and encourage students Lo stay(you don’t need a crate for th~s} for this you need a comnJLment [rom the schools to do ~t, 

not meet to ta~k about what to do 

~ am not sure that you want th~s for a dissertation but you sJlou~d speak to Deborah Stroman ~bout th~s ~s J believe th~s was her dissertation ..... 

Stroman, Deborah L dstro@unc.edu 

Cedric M, Bright.. MD, I:ACP 

Assistant Dean of Special Programs and Admissions 

Associate Professor of Medidne 

112th Presk~ent NationM Medk:al Associa~:~on 

506 Berrylike] 

UniversiW of North Caro~k~a-- Chape~ 

Chapel H~L NC 27599 

(919) 966-9351 

F~m: R~vera, Koyah 
Sent: Thursday, October ~0, 20~3 ~:57 PN 
To: fo~@ncatedu; Comfo~ O Okpala (cookpa~a@ncatedu) 
C¢: Bright, Cedric Marc;         ~g[~JL¢9_~; Ni~hell, Brenda O; Borden, Paula D 
Subject: NEW Health Affairs Collaborative on Educational Innovation 
Impedance: High 

Dr. Fort & Dr. Okpa]a, 

Good a~ernoon[ I had to send you an emafl to share some good news. ~ter meeting ~th the Dean of the Dental School last week, it was suggested that I have a 

follow-up meeting with Dr. Guthmiller today to discuss collabora~onsipartnerships for the School of Dentist~,. ~ must report that I had an awesome meeting udth 

Janet-the Associate Director of Academic ~fairs here at the School of Dentistt7, As a result of today’s mooing, ~ have been given a s~ategic role to perform ~thin 

a n ewly formed collaborative group of UNC Health Professional School Deans of Academic Affairs that she has organized here at UNC -Chapel Hill. 

Dr. Guthmfller iust founded a Health Affairs Collaborative on g~ucational Innovation. There is a Bean o~Academic Affairs in this group ~om each of the 

following UNC Schools: 

Social Work, ~NC 6illings School o[ Global Public Bealth, UNC Bospitals, and the department o[Allied Bealth Sciences at ~NC. They have met one 



time, however according to the candid admission by Dr. Guthmiller, "do not yet have a solidified and set direction/set goals/objectives and no resources from 
UNC or the respective schools as of yet." She would like for me to lead the group in a strategic planning process for 2014-2017 to create a plan for the 
establishment of collaborative programs and initiatives here at UNC. Like me, she is very interested in the area of f~culty recruitment and retention-especially 
minority faculty recruitment and retention and would like for me to suggest to the group that we perhaps tackle that issue as an area of focus? She also would 
love for the work that I do with the group to bring about/inform a DISSERTATION TOPIC for my PhD Program!! Her larger goal is that the university eventually 
recognize the group as a formal group and that dollars may perhaps even be directed "our way"-even if just a small amount from each of the health professional 
schools (along with the securing of outside grants) to begin to tackle some initiatives. One never knows! Both of you will be on my dissertation committee, (Dr. 
Olcpala as Chair)-therefore I am involving you in this key juncture of my work! I have asked Dr. Guthmiller to forward to me the initial 
documentsicommunication/email exchanges between the co-found Dr. Newton (AHEC) and herself. (He has since left the group for her to run, due to time 
commitments.) 
Therefore, by Monday, she would like me to create a short introduction of what I’d like to do with the group that she will forward to the members along with the 
agenda for the next meeting. She would also like me to include the goals/objectives I would like for them to reach/accomplish at our next meeting on October 

23rd. She also has pointed me in the direction of some other universities (Minnesota & Colorado) with existing interdisciplinary efforts across schools to see 

if any of them have tackled the issue of faculty recruitrnent/retention-esp, of underrepresented minorities[ 
It’s a wonderful opportunity for" me to delve into the work that I am so passionate about[ I am reaching out to each of you for ideas of strategies at this point. 
What might you suggest ! think about or consider as a first activity for the group, given your experience? What could you potentially see 
happening in or from this group that may assist me with my final dissertation? Beyond the creation of a 2014-2017 Strategic Plan for UNC School 
of Dentistry to create a collaborative alliance among UNC Health Professional Schools to address the shortage of underrepresented minorities in 
the health professions, how can you see this work leading to a dissertation topic/research question? Any ideas? What can I do now in steering our 
direction to assist me later with the end goal? Since I’m only a few months into this PhD Program, ! am highly open to feedback and advice as it 
relates to my future dissertation-related efforts[ I’m new to this and willing to learn all I can about what will facilitate a successful process[ 
Any feedback and/or other information you can offer me at this initial stage would be greatly appreciated. I just want to leverage this opportunity as 
much as possible to reach the greater good of the university/community/state in even a small way through my research and role within this collective group[ 
Feel free to call me at: !               (cell), if you’d like to chat or you can simply email me al             ~gmail.com even this weekend, if you’d like to 
reach out. I don’t check my unc email after Friday afternoons. I look fbrward to hearing your ideas/feedback. 
Warm regards, 

Koyah D. RNera, M.S. 
Graduate Registrar/Graduate Admissions Coordinator 
UNC School of Dentistry 
Academic Affairs 
3130 Old Dental Building 
350 Old Dental Circle, CB 7450 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7450 
T:919.537.3374 F: 9~9.966.5795 
Koyah Pdvera@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 5:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. cg[J 
En,o’uge. Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Ricky Flay [mailto:        @yahoo.corn] 
Sent; Saturday, April 13, 2013 6:22 PM 
To." Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited! 
Debby-- 

I’ve got a bunch of stuff going on that week. IfI can get up k~ Chapel Hill and be a judge, I will emml you. Tha~aks Ii)r the invitation 

Ricky May 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Catherine Andruzzi <             ,~,gmaiLcom>; Eric D. <eric@aesconsultantsllc.com>; Livis Freeman "    ,~,gmail.com>; "Ricky          @yahoo.com)" 

@yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Saturday, April 13, 2013 12:05 PM 
Subject: EXSS 328 - You’re Invited{ 

Hi ~1. My class, EXSS 328 Spo~ EntrepreneursNp, will presem their business pitches on Monday and Wednes~y, April 22 & 24. If you are available to ~ a judge, 

I would be greatly appreciative. Them is notNng to preNre for as I will have ma eval~tion fo~ ready for your comments and ra~ng. Note: Classes end on Friday, 

April 26. 

Class is 11:00 1 h50 a.m. 

Woollen 303 

Please let me know if you can do ~th ~ys, one or none. Thmaks for your consi&ration and assis~ace m the s~udents this ~mes~er~ 

Other Spot-related activities ne~ week on c~mpus: 

1. Carolina S~ Business Club see a~ched 

2. CSRI - ~i~:~1~1~)~2~1J~[!~_=9!~( m~d a special Town Hall Ineeting on fl~e "NC~ m~d College Spo~ Issues" on Thu~day 4:35 -6:00 p.m. Friday Center 

(~mm~ Auditorium) 

3. ~CiRawlings Town HNI Meeting Carolina Inn at 1:00 3:00 p.m. h~p:/Taltm~fi.unc.edu/aNcle.aspx?sk19524 

Regards, 

debby 

Deb~ral~ L. S~ro~m~ Ph, D. C[I ~ 
Expl(~re, E~age, Empower, 

~< e~ss.unc.ed~ 

3IS Woo~{en --. CI{ #8700 
Chape~ tlil{, NC 27S99 
919.843.0336 

Bes~ Teachers2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 5:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Lit~ After Sport with Effective Results 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. cg[J 
En,o’u~qe. Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Rick Lewis [mailto:rlewis@esqlimos.com] 
Sent= Saturday, July 06, 2013 1:52 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Life After Sport with Effective Results 
Debbie, 
Curremly not working in this arena but please let me know how I can help or assist you....still passionate about my initM email to yon!! 

Hope all is well... 

All the Best, 

Rick Lewis 

I cell 

On Jul 3, 2013, at 9:08 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro,@~unc.edo> wrote: 

Hi Rick. I am doing some email "hou~ cleaning" and saw this note. ;) I hope you are well. 

Are yon still working in this a~ena? Let’s chat fl~is week, if possible. 

Thanks. 

Debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

91~9£43.0336 

<AD987872-.C179--4 DE8-- £,29c-AgA8236897A3.png> 

"Sometimes you fl~st ha~e, to Ioo1," back at ~om" past and smi& abov, t hou’fi~r yov,’v~ come," 

From: Rick Lewis <rlewis@esqlimos.com> 

Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2009 8:51 AM 

To: "Deborah L. Stroman" <dstromanO)email.unc.edu> 

Cc: <rlewis@esqlimos.com> 

Subject: RE: Life After Sport with Effective Results 

Hi Debby, 

Attached is an unfinished version of a presentation that we were preparing to give to a local sports agent. Please review and if you have any questions, please do 
not hesitate to give me a call. 
I believe that we will not have a problem developing an agenda for any conference or seminar that we would like to present. I see a few audiences: 

~, Parents and teenage athletes (i.e. Nike camps, Adidas camps, AAU etc.) 

~, Professional athletes (i.e. personal contacts) 

~, Professional athletes who attend various sports camps during their off-season 

Presentation topics (conferences, seminars & workshops): 

~, Entrepreneurial Skills (Capitalism 101) 

~, Graduate School Strategy 

~, Partnering with Corporate America (Leveraging your celebrity) 

~, Personal Branding 

~, Financial Literacy and Strategy 

~, Mentoring 

o Importance of family and marriage 

o Image 

o Community (giving back) 

o Finding your passion & identifying strengths 

o Setting goals 

o Etc etc. 
There are numerous other subjects and topics that we can include. Let me know your thoughts. I will also send other tidbits of information from our business 
plan. 
Hope all is well on the right coast! 
Thank you again for your time and attentiom 

Rick Lewis 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:_d__s__t__r__o__E)_a__E_@__e__r_[)_a__[[=_u_D_£=e__d___u_] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 29, 2009 3:32 PM 
To: ’Rick Lewis’ 



Subject: RE: Life After Sport with Effective Results 

-Hi Rick. ’I}a:mks f?)t: your kind taole. I wot[ld hl;e Io ct~al with you socm. LeI me kt~ow your sct~edule early taexI week. 

Continued success, 

debby 

Dr. Dehby S~roman 

Sport Administratiort 

College Sport [[.esearch Institute 

Carolina Sports E~siness Club 

Si~a ~dpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

[JNC EXSS 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB # 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843,0336 

dst£offl)unc.edu 

theclub (~un c:~{’du 

From: Rick Lewis [mailto:rlewis@esqlimos.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 28, 2009 10:05 AM 

Subject-" Life After Sport with Effective Results 
Deborah, 
My name is Rick Lewis and I listened to your interview with Dr. Boyce Watkins regarding the recent NCAA lawsuit spearheaded by Ed O’Bannon this 
morning. Great Stuff!!! I am a former NCAA basketball player (graduated from Stanford University 1984) and have always had these sentiments. I wrote 
my thesis on ’Inter-collegiate atNetics and the NCAA" in my St. Mary’s College MBA program back in 2001. So I am very passionate about this topic 
and the subject of athletes transitioning to their post playing careers. I had dinner with Mel Davis (former president of NBA Retired Players Association) 
in DC during AIFStar weekend (2001) and was astonished to learn that a good number of ex-NBA players were attempting to secure their pensions while 
in their 20’s. These players had played the minimum 5 years and had earned anywhere from $5 - $25 million over their short NBA careers and were 
bankmpt.(a travesty). 
Please let me know how I can help. A former teammate and I worked on a business plan about five years ago to assist and prepare NBA and NFL 
players for their post-playing car~ers. We did not take it to market due to a few obstacles but I still have the burning desire to help. It is such a huge 
problem and David Steam has not truly addressed. Homelessness, depression, divorce, bankruptcy etc. etc. 
My contact information is: 

.@__a__oJ_~_c_’__o_t_n__ 
- 916.714.7735 once 
- 916.244.0971 fax 
Feel free to call with any questions and or suggestions! Keep up the great work[ 
Best wishes 
Rick Lewis 



F~’~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 28, 2014 6:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Truth Behind Startup Funding 

Common Business Myths Bob[raked 

Fact or F~ct~or~: Debt W~ K~ B~y New 

Most busir’..(’,-ss owners do e,,’e.."ythi..’~g in their power to a\~o{d d(’,-bt. B~st is d(’,-bt rea{ly a 

busir~ess kilie~q Ar~other common h:’~rm of startup fur~dir~9 is getfir~g )wearers 

~’e~[ure cap~t~lists or ange~ ~r~vesto~s} to offer c~p~ta~ ~r~ exch~ge for equi[y. 

m~y ~ear about b~g st~#,up ~rwestments ~~ the news~ but how mai~y 

businesses actually use venture capital? The ~ruth may surpdse you, 

Let us help you sep~-:~rate fact from fictior~ and debur~k some common funding 

i"..iisco~)ceptions that affect smail busit’..ess owt’..et°s like you. 

by utdlg oui- Contact Us pa~ga Docstoc~@ it< isot rctqpo;’=siblc fur 3I’d p~_~i°~y pl’od~.;cts, sc’l-..’icas. 

oi’tl ey o’: us Pl’ivsc’~, i’-~olicy: F’o:fuii i;’:fom’:~tio~: please :e~d o:.i: Piwac>, Policy You may 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@wlime s.com> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera Corr/,~-,ile& January 28, 2014 07:08:48 P~I 

Letters 

Impro’v~ng C~re of t|~e ~enl-all]ly 

Readers reack ko a column by ,_h-~e Noeera about problems in the wake of 

dei~sfitufionaliza~on, 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an au,telT~a[ed email Please cio not reply direc[ly [e ins email frolT~ N’(Th’nes com. As a memk~er of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vdme s.com> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd January 28, 2014 09:41 

Op-Ed Columnist 

l)ea]lJiJ~g T~*q~l’]~ ]POt 

AS O:,]oradans break o~t the Cheetohs a~d Goklfish, the share’s plikicians 

becom e warT chaperon 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

About This Emai~ 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly 1o this email flom NYTimea.com As a membe[ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alells i My Alerts Help I Cha~ge Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Co~tac?’~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 29, 2014 7:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Dnrham’s Appia on hiring binge; N.C. jobless rate thlls 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 2~, 2014 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Durham’s A~p!~ hires b~g in 2013 -and it’s not done y~} 
Appia is on a gro,~,¢h binge, increasing its local operations by 47 employees in 

2013- and it’s still hiring. 

IBiec~se 

N.C. unemployment rate falls to 6.9% 
The North Carolina economy in December added more than 19,000 jobs in 

December compared with the previous month, and more than 13000 iobs 

compared with December of 2012, according to the latest numbe.. 

N,Co Commerce s~ows down transition to public-private 
partnership 
The North Carolina Department of Commerce is slowing down its process for a 

ira n sift o n ta a pu b I in--private part n e rsh ip fo r eco n o mic devela pm e n t. 

~.!~ ~.~.~ 

Downtown Raleigh’s iconic cylindrical hotel is once again a 
Hoffday Inn 

Raleigh were planning ~a rerlavate the cylindrical hotel at )20 Hillsborough St. in 

light af rebounding dawrfiown devei. 

W h Y__~_~:___~g_~_~_~__~_~L~__~_~__~_~_~__~_~_~_~_0_g_’_~__~9_~_~_~__~_ 

.................................................... 

B~gh’s Mart~n MarieRa becomes indust~ leader w~th 

Lenovo to restructure foffo~n~ IBM se~er buy 

New drug sta~p lands ~t RTP incubator 

State council hopes to bring down barriers for 
disadvantaged businesses 

Six Durham restaurants to compete in ’Vegan Love 
Challenge’ 

Blind SAS engineer leading development of e-book for 

visuaRy impaired chiMren 

What Obama’s ~year of action’ means for business 

Read ~ornin~ Edition >> 



Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumsls c(istomes seP,,ice, bisioumsls I~:0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~:. 

2014 American City Business Jourr~sis, iac and its licenso=’s All dgi]ts i~esel°,ied H-~e material on this sits may aot be 

~eproduced, distdbLited ti.snsl;~i~ed cached or otheP,~,,’ise used except ,;~’i[il the prio[ ’~’~H~cen pem;issior[ of bizioslmals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katy Grissom <katy.grissom@fuqua.duke.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:20 AM 

Braden Moore <braden.moore@fuqua.duke.edu>; Mike Leopando <mike.leopando@fuqua.duke.edu>; Nahiyan Ahmad 

<nahiyan.ahmad@fuqua.duke.edu>;                    @ kena n-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; JD Lubenetski <jlubenetski@wmgllc.com> 

Russ Morgan <ruskin.morgan@duke.edu>; Steve Misuraca <steve.misuraca@duke.edu>; Adam Flur 

<adam.flur@fuqua.duke.edu>; Angela Eberts <ae48@duke.edu>; Mary Elizabeth Mdntosh <maryelizabeth.seay@duke.edu>; 

Edward A. Bernier <edward.bernier@duke.edu>; Cassandra Adams <cassandra.adams@duke.edu>; MES- 

Cabinet@fuqua.duke.edu; Abe Benavides <abraham.benavides@duke.edu> 

Wide World of Sports CANCELLED! 

All, 

It is with great displeasure that I inform you that we are canceling the Wide World of Sports event at Fuqua this evening. The entire Duke campus is shut down until 5pm and 

the Fuqua building management and food service will not be on site today. We are choosing to err on the side of caution and did not want to be the only event happening on 

campus today. 

I want to say thank you to the team at UNC and our speakers and panelist for their commitment to work to make this event a success. We will be in touch with this group very soon 

in regard to rolling out the Wasserman Tobacco Road Case Competition for grad students. 

Thank you all for your interest in this event and we look forward to future events to help build a great environment for sports business learning at Duke and UNC. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and stay safe! 

Katy 

....... Katy Grissom 
i~igtheRethinkin Candidate for MBA, Class of 

Boundari Duke University, The Fuqua School of Business 
es      I Tel 

katy.grissom@fuqu a.du ke.edu 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Magaziue calls Beyonce a "Wh@re" liar Crrammy pertbrma~ce 

January 29, 2014 I 0 Comments 

By David Btoodsaw Zane, one of the industry readers of urban erotic fiction owes the state of 

Marytand over $340,000 in back taxes. Kristina Roberts, better known as Zane who rives in Upper 

Martboro, MD is... 

January 28, 2014 I 0 Comments 

Toni Braxton has sold millions of records and earned miltions of dollars. But having a lot of money 

doesn’t mean that you’re atways going to keep it. Braxton ended up dectarin8 bankruptcy on debts 

"Aunt Viv" From tt~e Fresh Pr’ince Is 
Co~fror~tii-N Some Serious Medical Issues 

January 28, 2014 

Janet Hubert is known as the respected "Aunt Vivian" on the hit TV show, "The Fresh Prince of Bet- 



Air." She hasn’t gotten along with most of the cast members since the show came to an end, but 

there is no question that the show ~ost something specia~ when she was replaced. In fact, her 

reaving the show was considered to ... ~e~d ,~401-,~ ~: 

Her Pe:!:c 

Beyonce’s performance at the Grammys was certainly an attention-grabber. She was scantity dad, 

moving seductively and digging deep in the ptaybook of erotic moves. The performance was more 

than most expected, and teft some parents concerned that the show wasn’t quite fami[y-friendty. 

The reactions varied across the web, with some people being highty critical of [...] 

January 29, 2014No G:;mrr!entP.::’~d ~,e!~ .......................................... 

L~eyor 

by Maurice Green After taking the time to let the information to which I have just become pris~ 

soak in, I felt the need to "pen" this short note. In the last two weeks I have had the displeasure 

of seeing hatefully disgusting attacks on people that I do not know personalty but share a [...] 

Mista k~:,~fiy R 

by Barry Butch Jr. The word Oreo is a househotd name. The company has done an awesome job with 

regard to advertising the sma[t sandwich cookies and for[owing through by providing their 

customers with a consistent product they can trust for more than 100 years. No wonder they’ve 

been the best-setting cookie in the America [...] 

January 28, 2014N0 Conlmem~e~d More 

Popular Posts 

The Oq<~ Thh~1 Tt’,at CaP, D<~vast,~t~t~ Your Retatio~st’,it:~ v4ith Your 

You Doq’t Tatk A~:~out ~i2 

about A~’etha Frar~k~n 

Father G<~ts Life W~thou~ Parol,e Fo~ Wh~t He Dk:~ To H~s l:bWe<~k 

............................................. 

[ i~i i.)~ Samorl Are Parents Kids st Rates~ 

By: Dr. Samori Swyger[ Parents and guardians are M[lin8 kids at a rate that I’ve never seen 

before. This alarmin8 trend appears ~o resurface atmost weekly. We turn on the news, and see how 

a child has been brutalized, tortured, abused, raped, abandoned, and often times murdered. 

Ma[thew 5:9- Btessed are the peacemakers, for [hey [...] 



January 29, 2014 I 0 Comments 

BY: Brandon Simmons Athletes have a~ways endorsed products that were kind of similar to their 

game-time personas./~ichae~ Jordan endorsed Nike tennis shoes that were stylish and sturdy 

enough to push your talent to the... 

Mary J. Blige speaks to women in ways that no other artist can. She is respected around the globe 

and has been an absolute staple in the minds of many who enjoy great performances. But do you 

really know t~ary the way you think you do? ~aybe not. Just in case someone quizzes you on [...] 

Schools? 

By: Krystie Crossman Emotional intelligence is when someone has the ability to control their 

emotions and respond effectively to different situations. It also helps children to figure out how to 

deal with a situation as it comes up instead of immediately reacting to it. There are tens of 

thousands of programs in schools around the [...] 

~e~d 

Kids Out of Public Schools and Home-, 
schoolin , . Them 

By Yolanda Spivey If home-schooling had a face, it would took tike a White Christian family riving in 

the rural South-and that’s how many peopte see those who usualty home-school their chitdren. But 

now, studies are showing that more Btack parents are reportedty choosing to take their chitdren 

out of traditionat pubtic schools. There are [...] 

The outspoken singer India Arie, who is not afraid to speak her mind, let loose after the Grammys 

for 2014. Speaking along with a chorus of many other black performers who are determining that 

the Grammys are virtually worthless, Arie gave her honest opinions about this and other musicat 

awards shows, which are focused mainly [.4 



Januar3~ 29, 2014 I 0 Comments 

(fi£ht the power) Finatty prayers are seein8 the bi£ picture and they have made their minds up to 

unify. That is how you overthrow a system, by takin8 a firm stand, even if the odds... 

was considered to ... Re;t.:} t4ore >> 

Black America De~@e~’ate~ Needs 
Ar~other Charles Hamilton 

January 28, 2014 

Dr. Artika R. Tyner Despite a downturn in the economy and skyrocketing unemployment rates, 

ensineers of sociat chanse are in hish demand. These en£ineers seek to create transformation in 

their communities throush the exercise of leadership. Ensineers of sociat chan£e recosnize that 

readership is about teverasin8 one’s influence to remedy injustices and eradicate systems of 

mar81nalzation. Needed now more than ... Read ,’4o[e ,, 

Grammy_ Awardq. Mardale Isn*t THAT 

i:~:: /\tbrr:ey Law:er:ce: OorPt Be Fooled by ti~e G:81~:my Awards b’]srriase isr:’t 

Posted on January 28, 2014 By ~.!~.!!!2>1!1..!:~!,.,’~1£! [!!i£! !::~!!!i![!i1.!::~!!!!}~,? ~[9£.[~2 

by Bahiya Lawrence, Esq. The 2014 Grammy Awards performances were definitely a sisht to see, 

especiatty the sesment when Queen Latifah married 33 couptes on national tetevision. White 

everyone had varyin£ opinions about the ceremony, the onty thin8 I could think of was how 

tesitimate woutd their nuptials be at the end of the [...] 



boyce \,vstkins I 23f queens \,vsy I camillus ny 13031 ii ~( iI iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Currin, Denise C <~dcurrin@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:51 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stserv, uric .edu-~ 

[e~s-~cul~] today 

EXSS Faculty and Staff, 

I will be working from home today and available by email or cell-- 

Everyone be safe. 

Denise 

Denise C Currin 

Business Officer and Manager 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB# 8700 Fetzer Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Voice: 919-962-5172 

You are currently subscribed to e~s- faculty as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edul’u?i~55567101.548a982f~O2a2aT15eeOOe34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-tScult~&o 34174865 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-34174865-55567101.548a982 f302a2a715ee00e3461bcc32a(a)listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld < @gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 4:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Quick ideas tbr the conference 

Hey Deborah just a few quick thoughts - 

1) We may have discussed this already, but my basketbaJl anaJ.vtics team hosting some sort of case competilion (we pose some sort of question, teams compete, we 

judge, etc.) seems like a great idea. Just a few questions on that: a) what do you think of the idea? b) should there be some sort of prize? if so, what? c) who would 

be competing? which schools and how many? 

2) Do you know Chris Zeppen[~ld? His title is Director, Database Marketing, and his contact info is: czeppenfeld@bobcats.com. Basically, he is trying to do what my 

group does, but on our business side. And in thct, he recently hired a fftatistician to work tbr him. You might find it interesting to talk to him, mad perhaps get him 

involved in some capacity as well. 

Hope that helps. As always, an~hing I can do to help, just let me know. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS SPORiS & iiii~4ii:i.RT.,~\iNMiiiI~ii" 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld(~.bobcats.com 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hughes, Megan <MHughes@~2qBA.COM> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 5:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Save- the- Date! Basketball Analyd cs S ummit! 

Hi Deborah- 

I’d k)ve to speak with you further abou[: the Basketball Ana~ytk:s Summit, I understand the registration begins on r:eb ~),!)uL wou~d like to ]ear’n a bit more about 

Lhe process and begit~ to coordinate deLails on our end Pk~se kd: me know the best t~rne to reach out to you, 

Fm looking forward to speaMng w~th you soon. 

Megan Hughes 
Megan Hughes 
Basketball Operal:k)ns & Piayer Re~ati,3ns 

Coordinator 
645 FJ[[~ Avende 
New York. NY 10022 
Ph 212-407-8576 Ce~k 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [maJlto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, 3anua~ 29, 20~ ~:~ PM 

Tel Brown, Renee 
¢¢~ Hughes, Megan 
S~ject~ RE: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit~ 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢l~Ne, g~plor’e. Empower: 

9~9.84&0336 

"Nothing w~l~ ever be attempted if al~ possiMe objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Brown, Renee [mailto:rbrown@wnba.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:50 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢; Hughes, Negan 

Subject= RE: Save-the-Date[ Basketball Anal~ics Summit~ 

Thanks Debby, 

Th~s sounds so exaltin!! I have c(d Megan and she is gok~g to contact you. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 5:10 PN 

To= Brown, Renee 
Subject= FW: Save-the-Date[ Basketball Anal~ics Summit~ 

,Jebby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
EnD’aDe, £~ph)re. Empower. 

929.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff a~l possible objections must first be 

~ SamuN Johnson 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:4~ PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Save-the-Da~[ Basketball Anal~ics Summit[ 

Hi Friends. P~e~se sh~re with friends, ~mi~, students, ~nd cofle~gues~ 

I hope you can join us! We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The students are fired up~ I need your 

support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Analytics" session. This workshop is designed for students interested in Analytics (regardless of the sport). We 

want to encourage their creativity, business ventures, and promote networking in this industry. 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Fla8ler Business School/Kenan Institute 

Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March $6) - $$49 Non-Students and $49 Students. Note: Registration begins February $7. 

http:[/kisport.unc.edu[index.php[ 

~KlSoortONC 
More information coming soon.., please contact me if god have any questions or feedback. 

Just Innovating, 



E×plore. Engage, Ern~ower. 

EXSS Spol± Admi~istratio~ Lecturer (www.exss.un¢.edu) 

Carolina Sport Business ¢iub, Faculty A~vi~r (~;~__s__b___q_u___n_~_.__q_o__m_~ 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:41 PM 

Goldstein, Buck <buck_goldstein@unc.edu>; Charles Merritt <, @me.com>; Petranka, Jeremy M 

<petranka@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Akin, John Stephen <john_akin@unc.edu>; Hazeltine, 

Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu>; Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu> 

Ann Johnston <ann@local-ventures.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Announcing JNO Award Winners 

Hello team! 

Wanted to quickly get this to you so you would be the first to know. 

Announcing the JNO Awards winning ventures: 

is revolutionizing the movie theater viewing experience for spanish speaking individuals through their dubbed headphones. This venture was ideated and 

iterated in Econ ; and all 4 team members remain intact from their time spent developing the venture in the class. The selection committee was impressed by their depth of 

research, genuine drive for their product, and well-constructed team. With a growing population of Spanish-speaking individuals, American movie theaters have an untapped 

market who would pay an extra 52 to have noise-cancelling headphones delivering movie content in their native language. This team plans to use the funds to test their product at 

U NC this semester. 

Award: 55,000 

Much thanks to the selection committee: 

Charles Merritt 

Jeremy Petranka 

Deborah Stroman 

Ann Johnston 

More info and an official announcement to come~ 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hughes, Megan <MHughes@~2qBA.COM> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003 jpg 

I can do tomorrow at 2pm. I’ll call you then. 

Sent Dom my iPhone 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 6:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Oebor~ L. S~rom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng~qe. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

<image00i.jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcomeY 
~ Samuel Johnson 

Fmm: Hughes, Megan [mail~:NHughes(~WNBA.CON] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~anua~ 29, 2014 5:11 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Da~ Basketball Anal#ics Summit~ 
H~ Deborah-- 

I’d love to speak w{th you fuf[:her about [he B~sketbaH Aq~flyth::s Sumn)~t. ~ understand ~:he reg~s~ratkm beg{ns 
b~[: more abou[: [:he process a[~d beg~t) to coordinate de~a~s on our end. P~ease ~e[: me ~[~ogv the bes[: time b:) reach out ~o you. 

Vm looking forward to speaking with you soon. 

Megan Hughes 

<image002.jpg> Megan Hughes 

Coordinator 

Ph. 212-.407-857~ Ce~i: 

T~ Brown, 
~ Hugh~s, 
~j~ RE: S~w-~h~-D~ B~sk~b~ll An~l~i~s Summi~ 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

EnplaNe. g~p~ore. Empower. 

9] 9,843,0336 
<image001 jpg> 

"~thing w~l ~M~t be attemgted ~f a~l 9~ssible ~bjett~ns must first be 

~ Samuel Johnson 

Fmm~ Brown, Renee 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~anua~ 28, 201~ 3:50 PFI 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢~ Hughes, ~egan 
Subje~t~ RE: Save-the-Da~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit~ 
Thanks Debby, 

This sounds so excit~ng! ~ have cc’d Megan and she ~s go~ng to contact you~ 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3anua~ 24, 2014 5:10 PN 

T~[ Brown, Renee 
Subject: FW: Save-the-Date[ Basketball Anal~ics Summit[ 

F¥I. I "~’a~}t ~:o sx}~]~e sure "~’e g~:t t~e WNBA p]H~!;;~,~ isa ~ere... 

H~gs, 

Deborah L, g~rornan, Ph.D. CLU 
En.g(%~e. ~xpk)re. Empower. 

919.843,0336 

<:image00:Ljpg> 

"N~tNng w~ll ever be attempted if all ~ossibM objeeti~ns must first be 



~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:4-1 PF’I 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Friends. Please sh~re with friends, f~n~ily, students, and col~eagues~. 

I hope you can join us! We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The students are fired up! I 

need your support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Analytics" session. This workshop is designed for students interested in Analytics (regardless of 

the sport). We want to encourage their creativity, business ventures, and promote networking in this industry. 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Flagler Business School!Kenan institute 

Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March ~Lh) - S!49 Non-Students and $49 Students. Note: Registration begins February 17. 

http://kisport.unc.edu/index.php/ 
@KISportUNC 
More information coming soon.., please contact me if you have any questions or feedback. 

Just Innovating, 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer (~:__e__x__~_:__u___n_~_,_g__d__~.) 

Frank Hawkins Kenan I~stitute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor (http://ww~v, kenan-flaqler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

Chapei Hi~l~ NC 27599 

919o843o0336 
<im~geOO3.jpg> 
#HeelForward 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

Charles Blow 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Tl~c I~credi l~lc" Shrinking Presidency 

O)nceni~’ating on what can be done instead of wtmt should be done is a rational 

~vaction to irrational opposition, but a sad indictment of our polities. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld < @gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Quick ideas for the conference 

Hey - I did speak with Seth briefly. He’s on the business side and I’m on the basketball side so our projects me differem. Did you wont a case from him, from me, or 

both? Who would the contestants be? 

Ok~ roll give Chris a heads-up. 

TM for the flyer. 

On Wed, Jan 29, 2014 at 6:20 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~b, unc.edu> wrote: 

’~las~i~s .1 as,~r~. Yes~ Set~l s~ys t~e wi][ ~’t me a ,c~se. }~e m~y e~(] up c]~ttJr~; wi~:}~ you ~r 

Deborah 1_,. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qage, Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, Januarf 29, 2014 4:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Quick ideas for the conference 

@clmail.com] 

Hey Deborah just a few quick thoughts - 



1) We ]nay have discnssed this already, but my basketball analytics team hosling .~me sort of case competition (we pose some ,sort ofqueslion, teams compete, we 

j udge, etc.) seems like a great idea. Just a t~w questions on that: a) what do you think of the idea? b) should there be some sort of prize? if so, what? c) who 

wonld be competing? which schools and how mmay? 

2) Do you know Cl~is Zeppenfeld? His title is Director, Database Marketing, ~d his contact mto is: czeppenfeld(Zbbobcats.com. Basic~Jly, he is t~ying to do what 

my g~Jup does, but on our business side. And in fact, he recently hired a statisticim~ to work for him. You might find it interesting to talk to him, m~d perhaps get him 

involved in some capaci~ as well. 

ttope that helps. As always, maything I can do to help, just let me know. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS SPORTS & ,~i:NTERiRiNM,~i:NT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld~ bobcats.corn 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.8981 
C 
J Rosenfeld@bobcats.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld ?}gma]l.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 11:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Quick ideas for the conference 

How many teams would be involved in it? From which schools? 

On Wed, Jan 29, 2014 at 10:59 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 
Okay. Thanks again for the clarification. Let’s do both. I think the Analytics Case (the ptiotiW) should be for graduate students. I like the Business Case for the undergrads. 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <.               @gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:57 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~:: Re: Quick ideas for the conference 

Hey - I did speak with Seth briefly. He’s on the business side and I’m on the basketball side so our projects are different. Did you want a case from him, from me, or both? Who 

would the contestants be? 

Ok, will give Chris a heads-up. 

Thx for the flyer. 

On Wed, Jan 29, 2014 at 6:20 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

with Mr. ’(~Thil:[]eld, ~1:c. 

Th auks’. 

debbv 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enga,~e, Explore, Empower, 

919.843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



From-" 3ason Rosenfeld [mailto: 
Sent-" Wednesday, .January 29, 2014 4:54 PM 
To-" Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject; Quick ideas for the conference 

@cjmail.com] 

Hey Deborah just a few quick thoughts - 

1) We may have discussed this already, but my basketball analytics team hosting some sort of case competition (we pose some sort of question, teams compete, we judge, 

etc.) seems like a great idea. Just a few questions on that: a) what do you think of the idea? b) should there be some sort of prize? if so, what? c) who would be 

competing? which schools and how many? 

2) Do you know Chris Zeppenfeld? His title is Director, Database Marketing, and his contact info ~eppenfeld@bobcats.com. Basically, he is trying to do what my group 

does, but on our business side. And in fact, he recently hired a statistician to work for him. You might find it interesting to talk to him, and perhaps get him involved in some 

capacity as well. 

Hope that helps. As always, anything I can do to help, just let me know. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NO 28202 

~704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld@bobcats.corn 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 

J Rosenfeld@bobcats~corn 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688,8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld@bobcats.com 



From: ~livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:40 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: - EXSS    Absence 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

hope your day has been well. During the 

¯ These symptoms caused me to miss class Tuesday¯ The symptoms also prevented me from being able to complete 

any assignment between Monday and Wednesday due to              . I do plan on returning to class on Thursday and I have the necessary paperwork 

from the ER and Optometrist that I plan to give you for excuse purposes. Doug Halverson, the Head Athletic Trainer for the is also 

another contact that I can provide for you if you want additional details. I am writing this email to notify you of my situation and to please ask for 

additional time to complete the assignments as I do not want my grade to suffer because of the unexpected injury. 

Please let me know if there are any additional details that you would like to discuss or if anything could be worked out relating to assignments and missed 
class information. Thank you for your time¯ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursdw, January, 30, 2014 7:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: What Lenovo’s $2.9 billion Motorola buy means for its U.S. pre~nce 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 30, 2014 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

What Lenovo’s $2.9 billion Motorola buy means for its U.S. 
......................................................... presence 

Lenove CEO Yanq Yaanqing says a planned $2.9 billion buy’ of Motorola’s mobile 

~ i~M unit means an instant smartphone presence in North America. 

D scuss 

How Digitalsmiths can avoid iContact’s post-acquisition 
misfortunes 
By inking the S135 million acquisition deal with TiVo on \Nednesday, Durham’s 

Digitaismiths becomes the latest Triangle exit success. 

Discuss ................. 

Durham CiW Council approves Meadows at Southpoint 
development 
The Duri~am Ciiy Counc.il apprew.~d ti~e Meadows a1 Sou,hpoint develepmen~ a~ 1he 

corner of on Barbee Road and NC. 54 in south Durham in a 6-0vete. 

Discuss 

Blue Cross to offer family coverage for same-sex couples 
BkJe Cress and Biue Shield of North Carolina, fi~e state’s largesi health insurer by 

marke[ share, anneunced Wednesday i[ would offer family health insurance plans 

Discuss 

Harris Teeter, Kroger complete $2.5B merger 

N,C. passed over for Beretta gun pMnt 

Asian eatery in downtown Raleiqh closes doors 

RDU’s Sky Club chosen as test site for DeRa upgrades 

Ash~e~ Christensen’s Joule Coffee named among hottest 
~offe~ ~bop~ in America 

Despite snow, Triangle teMcommuters keep home ~res 
bU r~ i~ 



Photos: Snow day in the ~frianq~e 

Contact Us 

Canse~ Email Subscription 

To u!;sL:bscdbe fism this emaii 

bizjoslrnsls css~ome~ se~’,,ice, bizjoslrnsls 120 W Morehesd S~_, C:i;ailo~_~_e Nor~il Carolina 28202 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevi~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 9:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CT Cops Jailed l~r Discrimination, NC Killer Cop Indicted 

January 30, 2014 

After a surprise move by a    ~.~.~ 
first grand ju&, a Noah ...... 
Carolina police officer who 
shot a Black former college 
football player 10 times 
a~er the man was in an auto 

accident is finally indicted ~C 
on a second t~. What did 
the first grand ju~ say and 
why was the case 
resubmitted? 

What did these officers do ~.. 
to Latinos that got them      ~ 

arrested and convicted, and 
how long will they spend in ~ 
jail? 

How do you get hourly and union workers involved in 
employee resource groups without paying ove~ime or 

~king them off crucial shift responsibilities? 

[ 

Researchers say income, education and sources of 
information don’t explain racial gaps in the use of proper 
car seats. So what does? 



Best Practices Conference & Announcement 
Dinner 

April 22I NYC 
¯ Find out who makes the 2014 

Diversitylnc Top 50 Companies 
for Diversity fist. 

° Get Talent Development and 
Pipeline/Recruitment Best 
Practices 

° Hear from 3 CEOs 
¯ Network with the top companies 

in the diversity-management 
space 

More than half of the ballroom sold! 

I 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the DiversitFlnc newsletter. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, Linda Brown <linda dougla@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 11:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday’s speaking engagement 

I am writing to apologize again for the confusion over the speaking engagement this past weekend. I have spoken with the program coordinator and the only thing 

we can figure out is that perhaps there was a perfect storm with her computer. Her office changed over to a new system and lost material. 

I always ask coordinators to copy me on their exchanges with the speakers, but a lot of them forget. 

I will do a better job of following up to make sure our Speakers are getting the information they need. 

Thanks again for agreeing to participate. 

Linda Brown Douglas 

Director of Community Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

210 Pittsboro Street 

Campus Box 6225 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6225 

Linda Douglas@unc.edu 

Office Phone: 919-843-9393 

Cell Phone: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:22 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenaJ~- flagler.unc.ed~>; 

( .~)kenan- flagler.une.edu) 

Subject: Kennel Institute Sport- Update! 

Attach: .BAS-Save-t~e-Date.jpg; BAS Flyer.pdf; Jamie Kerr pdf 

@kenan- fl~ler.unc.edu; 

Hi Heels! I hope you had an enjoyable and productive fall semester! Thanks again for your interest in sport business at UNC. Here’s the update on our 

initiatives... 

1. The website is now live! Please go and explore - http:iiwww.kisport.unc.edui 

2. There are three initiatives: a) the basketball summit, b) sport-related companies in NC, and c) a celebration event for sport innovators. 

3. I have two working groups: a) students and b) professionals. They are doing a GREAT job of moving the summit forward. 

4. If you have time and energy to assist us, please send a note to      and     . We need creative positive brain power as we build out our panels. 

{see website) ! We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. 

5. We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Analytics" session at the summit. This workshop is designed for students interested in Analytics 

{regardless of the sport). We want to encourage creativity, business ventures, and also promote networking in this industry. 

6. There will be a NBA Case Competition at the summit, and we encourage your participation. 

7. I added you to the Sakai site for KI Sport. Follow us on Twitter @KISportUNC. The summit hashtag is #BASatUNC 

am also the faculty advisor for the Carolina Sport Business Club. (yvww.csbcunc.com). We are VERY active and welcome your membership. Over the years 

we have worked with the MBA Sport & Entertainment organization. Upcoming speakers include the National Sponsorship Director for AT&T (see 

attachment), a serious resume workshop, and Wasserman Media { ). If I can help you in any way, please let me know. 

Pass the word across MBA network at UNC and beyond! 

Thankyou. 

Deborah L, Strornan, P~,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXSS Spo~ A~mi~istrat~on, Lecturer (~,ex~,unc.ed~) 

3~5 Woollen - C8 #8700 

9~9,843=033~ 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tnrner, Katie-<katie turne@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:20 PM 

/hcultywe lfa~e@ sak~J, unc. ed u 

FW: Handbook Update m~d Catego~ Research Sign-Up 

Hi all, 

Just a quick reminder to sign up at the link below (in email) for a section of the handbook. It looks like we still need someone to help oversee the 

development of the Introduction and assist Tim Ires with Faculty Policies and Procedures and Kelly Giovanello with Instruction and Research. 

Our staff will meet this afternoon with Gwen Burston and David Parker at 4pm in 200B Cart to discuss the structure and form of the faculty handbook. We will see 

what resources and assistance they can provide. Tim will be here to represent the committee, but any of you are welcome to attend if you are free. 

Please let us know if you have any questions! 

Best, 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Cart Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 

From: Turner, Katie [mailto:katie_turner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,              1:~ PN 
To: facuitywelfare@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject: Handbook Update and Category Research Sign-Up 
Importance: High 

Hi all--i’m forwarding the email below from I who is t~aving some trouble sending to the listserv... 
Greetings Welfare Committee members, 
I am happy to report that and I (under the guidance of Anne and Katie) have begun to frame up the broad categories and issue areas that will form the scaffold of our 
work together on the handbook. 
Attached is the draft document outlining this work. In the time leading up to our next meeting,       and I will begin organizing the handbook website we all will develop to 
reflect this outline and begin posting easily accessible and already available resources to it. The handbook website can be found here: facultyhandbook.web.unc.edu 

What is needed now is for each of you to pick a general category and begin thinking and researching about what needs to be included, the sort of information that should be 
addressed, and the way it should be presented, both a nuts and bolts evaluation and a "meta-" analysis, if you will. We encourage you to visit the handbook website to peruse 
the resources we post and add any others you find. If you have questions about how to use wordpress, feel free to email       and I, so we can help with that. 
Below you will find a link to a google spreadsheet that will serve as our sign-up for the research categories. A couple of them are more capacious than others, so two 
members may want to split up those. This link is also accessible through the sakai site under Faculty Welfare Committee Resources. If possible, 

, so that we can hit the ground running at the      meeting. 
? https://docs..cloo.qle.com spreadsheet/ccc, key=OAh4Dgu21VZAudDNCdnRvdEZRMOpRbnMzR2YxN2kyUVE#.clid=O 

All best, 

[see attachnrent: " FWCHandbookCategories.pdI", size: 78409 bytes] 

Attachments: 

;FWCHandbookCate aories.pdf 

This antomatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.ed~/portal) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This automafic notification message was sent by Sak~A @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https~!/’sakai:~mc:edu/rx~*a!) fi~m the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donoghue, Marie <Marie.Donoghue@espn.com> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 1:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wilson, Mike <Mike.Wilson@fivethirtyeight.com> 

Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Deborah, 

Unfortunately, Nate does have a conflict on those dates. 

I have spoken to Mike Wilson, the Managing Editor of FiveThirtyEight and he will give you a call to discuss the individuals available. We look forward to supporting your event! 

Best, 

Marie 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper <john.skipper@espn.com> 

Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:58 AM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: espn espn <Marie.Donog__h___u___e___@___e___s_p__n_:__c___o___m__.> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah - I going to put you in touch here with Marie Donoghue who manages Nate and 538. We may have a conflict on these dates but Marie is charged with helping you. I have 

told her I want us to be involved and helpful here. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dst:ro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ou~ webs~le is now ’,:ire.., http:iiwww.kisport.unc.cdui 

Deborah L. S~roman, PKD. ClM 

Eng~qe, Explore, Empower, 

939,843.0336 

<image001 jpg> 

"Nothing w~l ever be attempted ff a~l possible objections mu~t first be over~omeT’ 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: Skipper, John [[~_~J~I~_~,_~Eg£~_~k~[):_G~_~] 
Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 1:12 PH 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Da~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

Nice ~ mn into you - will s~aJ< with Nate 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 5:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(r-3unc.e&p wrote: 

Season’s Greetings! Hi John. Great to see you last week! Here is the official save-the-date announcement that was sent recently 

to NBA, WNBA, and College Basketball contacts. Please share with your appropriate units. 

Friendly Reminder: Nete 5fiver to join us os the speeker on the evening o[ Fridoy, Moy 2 (pre]=erred) or Soturdoy, Moy 3. 

]he intersection* of technology, statistics, execution, and performance is here,_so, please save-the-- 
date for the inaugural SPIEA ~ske~ba#A~afy~;i~N~mm# hosted by the Kenan Institute of Priva~e 
Enterprise on the campus of the UnlversRy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Our mission is to engage w~th and explore the best practices of the feadhqg basketbat/experts 
(pro[essionals~ students, and scholars) who Iove~ research, and work in the discipline of pe~formance 
(individual or team) and business analytics, 
Please pass the word to your colleagues, Nore details soonl 
(questions or Feedback; dstro@unc,edu) 

Regards, 

debbv 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

C- 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 



Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
"A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination." Nelson Mandela 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

office hours/meeting 

Hi, I was hoping to come talk to you about internships for this summer and how to go about finding one that I want. Can I get your office hours or set up a 

time to come meet with you? I feel like a chicken with it’s head cut off and I’m really tired of it. I’ve heard you can help with that. 

Thankyou! 



F~m: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 2:13 PM 

To: Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Subjet’t: Internships 

~|ive.unc.edu~> 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
advised me to talk to Vou about internships that I could possibly do over the summer. I mentioned to her that I was interested in interning for 

the Durham Bulls, but I am not sure who exactly to contact for that, I figured you would be the best person to talk to. As a Sports Administration major, an,/ 
sort of internship in the Triangle area for the summer would be beneficial to me. If there’s any way we could meet to further discuss options, I would love 

to chat with you. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Buzz and #HeelForwaxd 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to thank you for your feedback today on our Buzz presentation last night. It is obvious that we need to do a lot more research and learn the 

limits of our venture from a legal, technical, advertising, and user standpoint before we seek any type of funding. In these early stages what we seek most 

is guidance and different perspectives. 

On another note, I meant to show you this earlier when we did the #HeelForward exercise, but there is a really neat tool that I have been using to increase 

online exposure for my friend’s SBP campaign called Thunderclap. Essentially how it works is that you create a message on Thunderclap, set a date and 

time in which you want the message to be released, then set a goal of number of supporters {i.e. 250 supporters), and finally, you ask people to donate a 

tweet/post to the cause. Once the date and time comes around, assuming your goal of supporters has been reached, the message is sent out at one time 

from all of the different supporters accounts, maximizing social media reach. I thought we could use this tool at some point to get #HeelForward trending 

and to spread the message on the truth and strength of UNC athletics. If this is something you think could be helpful, please let me know. 

Best, 

P.S. This video better explains how Thunderclap works: https://www.youtube.com!watch?v=lPwlszezO.E8 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 3:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Super Bowl Ads That Shook Things Up 

To ensure go:J re:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add £!~A~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

~ii: Super Bowl Ads And How They Changed Their 
Brands 

Hovering around $4 million a pop, Super Bowl ads 

remain one of the most costly forms of advertising. 

As fans gather around their televisions this Sunday, 

brands will strut their stuff in between plays in the 

hopes that their commercial will go viral. 

The most successful Super Bowl ads have the 

power to push a brand from obscurity into the public 

eye and boost the company’s sales astronomically 

Meanwhile, a disastrous Super Bowl ad not only 

means a multi-million-dollar loss, but a lingering 

period of embarassment and brand recovery. 

Share this news with your friends: 
We handpicked the best and worst Super Bowl ads in 

history, and explore where they went right and wrong: 

Click here for the best & worst ads >> 

Studies Show 

the Workplace 

Gender Gap is 

Closing 

The Fascinating 

Evolutior~ of 

Today’s Most 

the fop Smaii 

Biz New Years 

Reseiutksns (if 

2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 3:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 5:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: KI Dining Room reservations 

Catering List docx; Kenan Center Rental Fact Sheet (KFBS) (2).xJsx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We have a soft hold on the Kenan Center Dining room. It looks like the space itself will be $300, and then we’ll have to order from their catering list for 

food/drinks. Please let me know what you think as far as the tirneframe for derision making goes. 

rhanks~ 

From: Barbour, Jennie 
Sent: Thursday, 1:19 PM 

To:               Howell, Lingmei 

Subject: RE: KI Dining Room reservations 

The space is available on       [rom 4-Tpm, so f have placed a so[t hok’] [or your eve[~L Do you have a timeframe for makir~g the decisior~? I can [orward a co[~Lract 

when ready ~nd have attached the Kenan Center fi~ct sheeL (b.-school fees in red) and Lhe approved caterieg lisL 

Regards._ 

Managing Director 

Kenan-Fiagier Bi3siness School 

Campus Box 1550 
UNC - Chapel 
91.9,962,0228 Fax 91.9,962,2787 
Jennie Barbour@unc.edu 

F~: 
SeBt: Wednesday, E0:28 AM 
To: Howell, Lingmei; Barbour, Jennie 
S~bjeCt: RE: ~ Dining Room rese~ations 

Thanks for the cormectkm Lingmei~ 

~s the Kenan k~st~[ute Dining Room available on the evenin~ of 

Sport Entrepreneurship’s Basketball Ana~ytics SummitP 

We were hopin~ to potent~a~v have an open~n~ reception there as the Mckoff to th~s summit. 

from 4.pro -- 7pro ? It: so, is it possible for me Lo reserve it OR behalf ot: Lhe Keean Institute 

From: Howell, Lingmei 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

To:               Barbour, Jennie 

Subject: RE: KI Dining Room reservations 

No worries,      , [o expedite the process, Ym inciuding Jennie who is in ci~rge here... Yhanks [or ~sking. 

Sent: Wednesday, ~0:~8 AM 
To: Howell, Lin~mei 
Subject: KI Dining Room rese~ations 
Hi Lingmei, 

Who is in charge of the Kenan Institute Dining Room reservations? Sorry, I know you gave me their name before, but I seem to have misplaced my notes. 

Thanks] 



Sent: 

To: 

(~live,unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:12 PM 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu> 

Humcmaes Gome UPDATE 

~a%kenan- flagler.unc.edu); @ken~a- 

Hi Heels, 

So sorry for the confusion surrounding oar trip to see the Carolina Harricanes. Fo~tunately, we have been able to reschedule and transfer our tickets for Friday 
7pro and will be against the Panthers. We are still working out the details regarding a tom, and I will update you as soon as I hear back froru the Hurricanes about that. 

hope that you can all still attend - if the new date does not work for you, please try to let me know- by the end of the weekend. 

will send out a sign up at the begitming of next week to arrange carpools. Please let me know- if you have any other questions! 

Thanks, 

@live uac.edu 

¯ The game is at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LMs Freeman < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 8:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hey Debby -. yeah, f’il be around and wouid love to chaL Just let r~e know what time works for you on Sat, 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 6:01 PM 
To:    @gmail.com 
Subject: RE: 

Th ank~. 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empowen 
9~9.843.0336 

"NotNng w~l~ ever be attem#ted ff al~ #ossib~e objections must first be overcome." 

~ SamuN Johnson 

F~m: ~gmaiLcom [mail~:    ~gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Thursday, 3anua~ 0~, 2014 ~:05 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 
Happy New Year Debby~ 
~ hope you’re doing well and had grea[ holidays. ~just wanted to reach out and ~et you know thai i’m still very fnterested ;n taHdng more about [he 
oppor[unity you men[;oned regardfng me gelling more ~nvo~ved w;th the business school project, Let me know when you’ll have lime to discuss. 

Thanks and take care, 
Uv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith < @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 9:40 PM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[theaxg] Dan Kane article 

http://www.newsobserver.coln/2014/01/30/3578294/a- former- uric- dean- recaJds- atbletes.httnl 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8t19c85e19d711d338e5d&n T&I thearg&o 34182959 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-34182959-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collovedo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 10:31 PM 

athle’dcs retbnn group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [theaJcg] Dan KaJ~e ariicle 

In the Fall of 1983, a few sophomores, two other pimply freshmen and I took "Absurd and Satirical Literature of Eastern Europe" from Madeline Levine. In a good week we 
could read something short, say The Memorandum by Vaclav Havel, in a normal week it would be 450 pages of the Good Soldier Schweik or 320 pages of Ferdydurke. When 
Professor Levine talks about "the academic values by which a great university should live," boy, she had a plan for what that looks like (By the way back then when it 
snowed? there was no "condition 2" "condition 3" blah blab blah. We walked uphill, through waist deep snow drifts, in the dark, year round to get to classes.) 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

From: Jay Smith [         @gmail,com] 

Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 30, 2024 9:40 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] Dan Kane article 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~ ~ 4/~ ~/3~/3578294/a-~rmer-unc-dean-reca~s-ath~etes.h~n~ 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: collored(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 61803862.040e9d449a74f670d586ad5d88d125b9&n T&l~thearg&o 34182959 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-34182959-61803862.040e9d449a74f670d586ad5d88d125b9(&listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19dTlld338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 34183025 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34183025-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d~,~]istserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, JanuaU 31, 2014 7:26 AIVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Kimco bidding to buy retail tx)werhouse in Casy 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 31, 2014 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

~ BedBath&B÷v~nd 

Kimco bidding to buy retail powerhouse in Cary 
Crossroads Plaza in Cary, one of the region’s largest outdoor shopping centers, 

has been put on t,he market for sale and New York-based Kimco Realty has 

emerged as the leading bidder 

McCrory to join Cary’s Dude Solutions for big 
announcement 
Dude Solutions, the Cary-based parent of SchoolDude and FacilityDude, has some 

~ N C Di.~r.~i~r+,~i~.,nt 6~ "investment and gro,&¢h" news to share but the details are fuzzy. 

Discass 

Yo ho ho! New Raleigh craft distillery to open b~ end of 

A new craft distillery hapes ~a be [he first ef i~s kind in the Raleigh area. 

Repot: N,C, ranks Ne, 3 for incentives transparency 
Nodh Carolina ge~s a high ranking in a new repar[tha~ rates s~ates en ~he 

transparency o~ their oerpaFate incentives. 

~ Mi~ ~ ~o~ Edition >> 

~ ~ ~ra~r~t W Lenovo’s ~otoro a dea be the R ........................................................................................................................................................... 

icr~ CleanteCh industry and DuRe Energg bu~ heads over solar 

Durham to phase in do~to~ resident parking fees 

U.S. airports saw record number of travelers in 2013. but 
where were they going? 

Cree snags Seventh Generation CEO as board member 

The List: The Triangle’s largest Mwfirms (SLIDESHOW) 

Read Morning Edition >> 



Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

KERR, JAMIE ~k597 l@attcom> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 10:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I, -~dstro@unc.edu> 

bio 

Jamie Kerr Bio _Aug 2013.doc; match.jpg 

Here you go 

3amie Kerr 
Director, Corporate Sponsorships 
AT&T 
1055 Lenox Park Boulevard 
Suite D389 

Atlanta, GA 30319-5309 
(o) 404-986-1543 

(m) 

E mail:j#_mes, ker r@att.com 

AOL IM: 
TI~XTING and DRIVING,.. It Can Wait, ._Take the pled__q~ today and pass it on. 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stx~rt Admini stmtior~C1 ub Pi ctures 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you are having a great Friday. 

If you have some free time, could you send me some pictures from this year’s meetings. We are also in need of some pictures for the SpAd 
website. I am looking for pictures of guest lectures or yourself that can be used on the different pages. 

Unfortunately I will not be able to attend the CSBC meeting this afternoon because I run an after school program for kids from 2-530. 

Thank you and see you next Tuesday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:05 PM 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-flasler.unc.edu>; Mark Little 
<Mark_Little@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

kfbs_lingmei_howell.con <linsmei_howell@kenan-flasler.unc.edu>; Michelle Bolas < @smail.com> 

Our Story ;) 

Once upon a time there was a bird flying high across the sunny sky. It soars over mountains and through forests beaded toward the warm 

ocean. She looks down and sees a tasty school of fish. She decides to swoop in and get her meal. 

Sadly, after filling up her belly, she gets entangled in a fisherman’s netting. Struggling for three days to gain freedom, the waves eventually toss 

her ashore. Now lying on the beach, she gets weaker and weaker and begins to give up hope. Tired and frustrated, having tried many options 

she gives up. 

Looking sinister, a Norwegian Forest cat is lurking and patrolling in the dunes waiting for its prey. The cat hears the bird and sets her eyes on 

the commotion on the shore. She begins her prowl towards the bird. The bird sees the cat approaching and begins to get nervous and thinks of 

ways to hide. Her heart is racing as she realizes time is running out. With only seconds remaining, they look at each other intensely. 

As soon as the cat reaches the bird, the cat begins to gnaw and separate the netting to free the bird. The bird realizes the collaboration and 

contours her body to assist in the freeing process. Amazing - the bird is now free! As she flies off with distant thoughts of fear and hopelessness, 

she smiles and remembers the cat and its caring spirit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Kitchen @m@jimldtchen.org> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Class Visit - Tuesday? 

Hey, give me a call when you get a moment, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 5:21 PM 
To: Jim Kitchen 
Subject: RE: Class Visit - Tuesday? 

Deborah L. S~oman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢l~Ne, g2plor’e, g’mpowe~: 

9119.843.0336 

"Nothing wH~ ever be attempted if al~ possiMe objections must fi~st be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Jim Ki~hen [mailto:~im@~imkitchen.orq] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 5:16 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Class Visit - Tuesday? 
I have an appointment at 12:30, but could move it. Or_. I could do the following week. 
Which would be be~er? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 5:12 PM 

To: Jim Kitchen 

Subject: RE: Class Visit - Tuesday? 

12:30. We c~m ~o ~-,-.,r 4~ mi~a~t:~ s. It- t:}~y as~: lots o£ cluestio~s, wc c~m exter~d Jt ut~ti~ 1:4-5 ;) 

d 

Deborah L. S[roman, P~.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower. 

9~ 9,843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~: Jim Ki~hen [ma~to:j~m~j~mk~tchen.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 201~ 5:11 P~ 
To: Stroman~ Deborah L 
Subject: RE: C~ass Visit - Tuesday? 
Sor~, just got back to my computer - what time is the class on Tuesday? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 10:41 AM 
To: Jim Kitchen 

Subject: Class Visit - Tuesday? 

Hi Jim. The schedule has changed. We can do this Tuesday or the week of Feb. 10th. Let me know. Thanks! 

debby 

Deborah L, Strornan~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 

EXSS Spo~ Administration~ Lecturer (www.exss.unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins Ke~a~ 2n~itute of Private Enterpr~, Senior Adv~r (h~p://~,kenan-fla~ler,unc.edu/kenan-institute} 
3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

Chape~ H~ll~ NC 27599 

9~9,843,033~ 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, Janumy 31, 2014 12:19 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-thcul~] to ug on 1 -30-14--Earey Award 

Announcing the nomination period for the Patrick Earey Award. 

http:!!exss.unc.edu!main!awards-scholarships!patrick-earey-award! 

(sorry, we haven’t updated the website, so the dates on THIS email are accurate) 

Named in honor of Iongtime faculty member, Patrick F. Earey, the award signifies exemplary leadership, academic achievement and extracurricular involvement 

by a SENIOR exercise and sport science major. 

It is awarded annually to the outstanding senior major in the department. The student is recognized at the Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony in April and at the 

Departmental Graduation Ceremony in May. Dr. Earey, a professor from :1957-:1987, taught health education and safety courses and served as varsity swim coach 

from :1957-1975. Dr. Earey passed away in 2005. 

Our recipient was 

Criteria: 

Application is to include: 
¯ **Resume 

¯ *Letter addressing how the applicant meets the award criteria of outstanding academic achievement, extracurricular involvement(in the university and the 

larger community), and leadership 
¯ **One faculty endorsement (in the form of a letter addressed to the "Earey Award Committee" 

The recipient MUST be able to be present at the EXSS May graduation ceremony. Seniors graduating in August or December are eligible for the 20:14 award. 

Deadline for submission: Friday February :14 at 5pm. Submit your letter or nomination to Dr. Salyer. Please bring to 2:1:1 Fetzer (Dr. Salyer’s office) or put in Dr. 

Salyer’s mailbox in 209 Fetzer. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2:1:1 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19-962-6947 

Fax: 9:19-962-0489 

Spring 20:14 Advising!Office hours: 

Tuesdays :1:1:00-:12::15 

Wednesdays :10:00-:1:1::15 and :1::15-2:45 

Thursdays :1:1:00-:12::15 

or by appointment or chance in my 2:1:1 Fetzer office. 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculU as: dstro(?~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edtvu?id=:55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a&n=:T&l=exss-l?aculty&o=34188690 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.5:.e..-.:.3.~.4.~.~...8...8.~}2..~..-...5-5..5.~.7.~.~..(.!.!~..4.~.8.~.9.~.8-2..~.~.~-2.~.@.~.7..~.~3~£~i~!:2~u~£~u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Video 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: k@~live.unc.edu> 
Date: 6:19:48 PM EDT 

To: "He(tel, Amy Locklear" <Amy Hertel(a)unc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: Video 

Thin,ks. Sony its taken so long for me to get back to yon. I got a little side tracked with i:all break. Here is the link. 

https://vimeo.co~n/76807565 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com> 

Friday, 2:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Catch-Up 

Great, thanks for sending! Do you have any confirmed attendees or panelists yet? I know it’s still early, but just trying to get a sense of who will be there. 

Also, have you spoken with any Wasserman people yet about this? VII definitely share within our walls, but wasn’t sure ~f you’d spoken w~th E~izabeth Undsev or 

any of the Wasserman fo~ks teaching the class. 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat= Wednesday,              ~:30 PN 

To= Nick Lennon 
$abje~t= RE: Catch-Up 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En,o’uge. Explore, Empowen 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff a~l possible objections must first be overcomeY 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Nick Lennon [mailtom~ennon@wmqllc.coml 
Seat; Thursday, 5:46 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt= Catch-Up 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

It was GREAT seeing you last week during my quick visit to Chapel Hill. I enjoyed our conversation and hearing all about your new ventures. I even saw the Heels 

get an ACC win] 

As I look to share information on the Basketball Analytics Summit in May, do you have a flyer or any sort of shareable materials that I can pass along to my 

colleagues? If not, that is totally fine. I can do a quick write-up of the event. But if you had any "official" materials, l’d be more than happy to pass those along to 

the right people within Wasserman. 

Also, I followed-up with and passed along his resume to our HR manager to keep him in consideration for summer internships. Always looking out for 

fellow Heels] 

Best, 

Nick 

Nic~ Lennon 

Wasserman Med~a Group 
th 444 Madison Avenue. I0 Floor 

New York, NY 10022 
P: 212-710-8074 ~ C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, Linda Brown <linda dougla@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 2:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Statement 

This is beautiful. I have one thing. If research, teaching and service are part of a list, wouldn’t the next word be contribute, without the "s" as in she contributes; 

they contribute? 

5. Black faculty whose research, teaching, and service contributes to knowledge production and social change on our campus and 

beyond; 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 1:49 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - Statement 

Hi. This note is confidential to the Caucus membership. Attached find the CBC Statement for release to university media outlets. As per our conversation following the meeting 

with Provost Dean, this statement is intended to share our collective voice. The CBC leadership team approved this draft. Thank you for support. 

I will also try to share more immediate news with you before Sunday evening. 

If you have comments, please send them directly to me before 12:00 p.m. tomorrow. In addition, I was informed yesterday that there is a general student body movement forming 

to share their sentiments regarding this matter. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

cbcinfol@unc.edu 

Mobile - 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dogma- Marie Wim~ ~yahoo.com> 

Friday, Janua137 31, 2014 3:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Some ve~ quick thoughts about the statement .... 

Instead of # 2: 

Black students whose academic genius was well-developed prior to them setting tbot on U~’C’s campus, those whose academic genius multiplied exponentially as a result of matriculating 
here, and those whose academic genius has long been ignored by those ~vho seek to cultivate and exploit their athletic genius. 

Add to number 3: 

.. And prospective parents and students who worls’ about the moral character of university as it develops a plan to be accouaatable to recent students whose bodies they no longer have a 
use for and whose minds the?’ failed to prepare for a promising future 

#4 
The whole department ...... which has been Baselessly attacked and vilely interrogated despite overwhelming evidence that only t~vo of... Individuals were culpable. 

Spell out what you mean be stereotype tl~reat -- folks won’t know what that is so take this opportunity to educate 

Addto 10. 

.. Students -- black, white,Latino, and others-- who press un and are visible and vocal about the iNustices facing blacks and uur institutiun as we deal with media inaccuracies, gossip, and 
public attacks as we embark on significant structural and pulicy change tu make UNC (2H better than ever 

Sent Iicom my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Petschauer, Meredith A ~:mbusby@emai|.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 

I am not sure ~vho he sent it to I did not get it The bottom line is that he got and IN, if he does not complete ~vhat he needs to by the deadline to change the IN in March he will 
automatically get an F Make sure you are clear with the deadlines and then if he does not meet them, that is his fault You can only do so much 

Meredith 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, LAT, ATC 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
2202 Stallings Evans Sports Medicine Center 
LTNC CH CB#8700 
Chapel Hill, N(3 27599-8700 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday 
To: Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject: 

3: 20 PM 

Hi Meredith. The      saga contim~es. He missed his draft deadline He did not respond in a timely manner to my request for a meeting to discuss his draft. He left a note for me this 
morning stating that he submitted his proposal. I, nor the committee, never saw the final. I guess he sent it to you? Let me kno~v your thoughts. I did have a long chat with Diane about him 
We buth agree that he over promises and has great difficulty accepting and applying feedback. Thanks! 

DLS from my xPhone. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:56 PM 

~kena~- flagler.~mc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hampton Inn, etc. 

Hey 

I’m trying to reach out to the Mgr. at Hampton Inn to talk about the logistics including transportation van and reception. I called, but haven’t caught her yet. The 

manager’s name is Katie Hemming. I just wanted to let you know. 

I’m also working on estimating detail cost for holding the conference, by checking other conferences. I will check from where to cater, etc. too. 

I’m working on the website draft for the case competition now, and I will send it to you and Dr. Stroman over this weekend. 

Have a good Friday! 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nixon, Domm L <dnixon@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 31, 2014 4:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Statement 

Black Caucus Draft Letter 2014.docx 

Hi De.bbie, 

I re.ail~i like. the. stateme.nt, bL, t I wouid aiso like. to see some.tMng that more r.lirectiy ar.ldre.sses the accusations. Attact~e.d is a draft I just did this last hour. 

It may be. something that can be. a starting point for pe.ople, to write I.e.tte.rs to the. Editor inste.ad of something tt~e. whole. CaL, cus signs. BLOt I think we ne.e.d 

to be more dire.ct in deciarin8 our outrage, at this particL~iar se.t of accL~satio!ls and our support for the. folks Lmde.se.rve.dl¥ caught up in it. I t~ope, it is 

helpfui. 

-Donna 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent= Friday, January 3:[, 20:[4 :[:49 PM 

"re= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - Statement 

Hi. Tl~is ~ote is ce~[ide~ti~! te ~l~e ~,~ ~e~ber~bi~. Attached find the CBC Statement for release to university media outlets. As per our conversation followin~ the meetin~ 

with Provost Dean, this statement is intended to share our collective voice. The CBC leadership team approved this draft. Thank ~ou for support. 

I will also try to share more immediate news with you before Sunday evening. 

If you have comments, please send them directly to me before :~2:00 p.m. tomorrow. In addition, I was informed yesterday that there is a ~eneral student body movement formin~ 

to share their sentiments re~ardin~ this matter. 
Respectfully, 

debb~, 
Deborah Stroman 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

Mobile - 



An Afternoon with Louise Topp[n and the 
UNC Black Student Movement Gospel Choir 

AFRICAN AM ~!! R~CAN MUSIC AND CULTURE 

Admission is free and open to the public, but advance registration is requested. 
Call 919-962-3000 or email fridaycenter@unc.edu. 

For ~\111 de~ai.l.s, please visi.~ FRIDAYCENTI~RoUNCo~:DUITOPPIN. 



An Afternoon with Louise Topp[n and the 
UNC Black Student Movement Gospel Choir 

AFRICAN AM ~!! R~CAN MUSIC AND CULTURE 

Admission is free and open to the public, but advance registration is requested. 
Call 919-962-3000 or email fridaycenter@unc.edu. 

For ~\111 de~ai.l.s, please visi.~ FRIDAYCENTI~RoUNCo~:DUITOPPIN. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 4:42 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] ASA; tx~ycotl; and, det~nse of democratic process tbr scholarly orgs. 

All: 

Here’s a short article on Ne~v York state actions about BDS position 

taken in academia: 

http ://wv,~v. commondreams, org/view/2014/01/30-4 

Neel Ahuja’s blog posting about the debate: 

http ://ahuia web.unc.edu/2~14/~1/27/the-debate-~ver-palestinian-s~lidarity-at-unc-chape~-hilF 

Neel’s blog post includes links to the following, but in case you ~vant 
to get to them now: 

Folt-Dean statement: 
http://uncnews unc.edu/2013/12/31/unc-chapel-hill-issu e s-statement-relecting-bovc ott-israeli-academic-institutionsi 

UNC-Chapel Hill facul~ letter in DTH (signed by 37 faculty) in defense 
of democratic processes for scholarly orgamzations: 
http:i/~vw daib/tarheeLcom/article/2014i01ithe-untold-parts-of-our-education-policy 

NeeI’s essay "accessing justice" 

http : //www ethosreview.or~iforum-intel[ectual-spaces-2/accessin~-iustice/ 

UNC-Chapel tliH American Studies Department statement: 
http ://am erstud.unc edu/2014/01/11/un c-depar tment-american-studies-s tatement-regardin~-american-studies-association-resolution-academic-b oy co tt-i sraeli 

Best, Sherryl 

-- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-34189754-56223020 18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wi~m, Donna-Marie C --~do~mamarie.wim~@unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 6:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Some ve~ quick thoughts about the statement .... 

Thanks for your reply Let me put my thoughts another way-- I see several places where the language is ambiguous or uunecessarily alienating: 

The wording in #2 can be read multiple ways: ALL black students are geniuses AND underprepared Is this your intention? 

How do you make clear that some of the investigation was wan-anted-- 2 people did wrong If the ~vording remains as it, one interpretation is that we didn’t want the wrung-doers to be 
investigated, as if we suborn their behavior 

Do you really think people know what stereotype threat is? Will they make up a meaning that misses the science behind this very real phenomenon? 

If this statement doesn’t explicitly include the people of other races and etlmicities who have done explicit specific good deeds, you run the risk of alienating folks and burning bridges you 
will need to cross later on. That is disappointing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 5:55 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Donna. The tone is very direct and possibly a bit too heavy for our initial statement. ;) I have received suggestions that we discuss "follow up" or individual letters to the editor with 
a more specific message I think it prudent that we "save" some of this language (e.g, your note) for the push back we will receive on our initial statement We can’t shoot all our bullets in 
the first round. Lol 

Let’s chat 

d 

Deborah I.. Stroman, Ph.D CI.U 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nuthing will ever be attempted if all pussible ubjectiuns must first be uvercume." 
.-, Samuel Johnson 

CON[~’[DENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended unly [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain cunfidential and/ur 
privileged materiah Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all 
cupies of the urigina[ message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Donna-Marie Winn [mailtu 5a)yahoo.com] 
Sent: [~’riday, January 31, 2014 3:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Sume very quick thuughts abuut the statement .... 

Instead of# 2: 

Black students whose academic genius ~vas well-developed prior to them setting foot on l~x.-C’s campus, those whose academic genius multiplied exponentially as a result of matriculating 
here, and those whose academic genius has long been ignored by those who seek to cultivate and exploit their athletic genius. 

Add to number 3: 

.. And prospective parents and students who worry about the moral character of university as it develops a plan to be accountable to recent students whose bodies the?" no longer have a 
use for and whose minds they failed to prepare for a pronrising future. 

#4 
The whole departraent ...... which has been Baselessly attacked and vilely interrogated despite overwhelming evidence that only two of.... Individuals were culpable. 

Spell out what you mean be stereotype tineat -- folks won’t know- what that is so take this opportunity to educate 

Addto 10.. 

... Students - black, white,Latino, and others-- who press on and are visible and vocal about the injustices facing blacks and our institution as we deal with media inaccuracies, gossip, and 
public attacks as we embark on significant structural and policy change to make UNC CH better than ever. 

Sent from ray iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wi~m, Donna-Marie C --~do~mamarie.wim~@unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 8:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Some ve~ quick thoughts abont the statement .... 

Cool 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 8:03 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Douna. We fixed # 2 (Black students who wonderihlly enrich our 
campus -- those who are amazing geniuses and those who are academically 
less prepared;) 

The feedback thus far is that we should keep ’stereo~pe threat’ because 
some already know its meaning and those that don’t -- we hope/encourage 
them to do the research and learn. ;) A~d we can certainly provide more 
detail or explain the concept in future communications, as necessary I 
will let you know if the feedback changes. 

On 1/31/14 6:31 PM. "Wilm, Donna-Marie C" <dolmamarie.winn@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks fur your reply. Let me put my thuughts anuther way-- I see several 
places where the language is ambiguuus ur unnecessarily alienating: 

’]’he wording in #2 can be read multiple ways: AI.L black students are 
geniuses AND underprepared. Is this yuur intention? 

How du yuu make clear that some ufthe investigation was warranted-- 2 
peuple did wrung. If the wording remains as it, une i nterpretatiun is 
that we didn’t want the wrung-doers tu be investigated, as if we suborn 
their behaviur. 

Du yuu really think people knuw what stereutype threat is’? Will they make 
up a meaning that misses the science behind this very real phenumenon? 

If this statement doesn’t explicitly include the people of other races 
and ethnicities whu have done explicit specific goud deeds, yuu run the 
risk of alienating folks and burning bridges yuu will need tu cross later 
on. That is disappuinting. 

Sent frum my 1Phone 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 5:55 PM, "Stroman, Deburah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrute: 

Thanks Donna. The tone is very direct and possibly a bit tuo heavy for 
our initial statement. ;) I have received suggestions that ~ve discuss 
"follow up" or individual letters to the editor with a more specific 
message. I think it prudent that we "save" some of this language (e.g., 
your note) for the push back we ~vill receive on our initial statement. We 
can’t shoot all our bullets in the first round. Lol 

Let’s chat. 

>d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be 
ov-ercome." 
~ Samuel Johrlson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachraents, if 
any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is ad&essed 
and may contain corffidential and/or privileged materiah Any 
---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 
e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Donna-Marie Wren [mailto: ~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, JanualN 31, 2014 3:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Some yew quick thoughts about the statement .... 

Instead of # 2: 

Black students whose academic genius was ~vell-developed prior to them 



> setting foot on UNC’s campus, those whose academic genius multiplied 
> e×ponentially as a result of matriculating here, and those whose academic 
> genius has long been ignored by those who seek to cultivate and exploit 
> their athletic genres. 
> 

> 

> Add to number 3: 
> 

>. And prospective parents and students who worry about the moral 
> character of university as it develops a plan to be accountable to recent 
> students whose bodies they" no longer have a use for and whose minds they- 
> l:ailed to prepare for a promising future. 
> 

> 

>#4 
> The whole department ...... which has been Baselessly attacked and vilely 
> interrogated despite overwhehning evidence that only" two of .... 
> Individuals were culpable. 
> 

> Spell out ~vhat you mean be stereo~-pe threat -- folks won’t kno~v what 
> that is so take this opportuni~ to educate 
> 

> Add to 10.. 
> 
> ... Students -- black, white,Latino, and others-- who press on and are 
> visible and vocal about the injustices facing blacks and our institution 
> as xve deal xvith media inaccuracies, gossip, and public attacks as we 
> embark on significant structural and policy change to make UNC CH better 
> than ever. 
> 

> 

> Sent from ray" iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@tmc.edu~ 

Friday, January 31, 2014 8:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - Statement 

Hi Debbie, 

I hope you’re well. 

I didn’t attend Tuesday’s meeting and am curious about a little more context for the statement. Do you have a moment to talk by phone tomorrow (Saturday)? 

Karla 

On Jm~ 31, 2014, at 1:49 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(a)unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi. This note is confidential to the Caucus membership. Attached find the CBC Statement for release to university media outlets. As per our 

conversation following the meeting with Provost Dea~ this s~tatement is intended to share our collective voice. The CBC leadership team approved this 

draft. Thank you for support. 

I roll also tiy to share more immediate news ruth you before Sunday evening. 

If you have comments, please send them directly to me before 12:00 p.m. tomorrow. In addition, I was informed yesterday that there is a general s~adent 

body movement forming to share their sentiments regarding this matter. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman 

Ch~firperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

cbcinfo l~,%unc.edu 

Mobile 

<CBC We stand united FINAL DRAFT .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overton, Jackie <overton@psafely.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, Februaw 1, 2014 2:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - Statement 

This looks great. Thank you for your tireless leadership. I know it can feel lonesome mid fruitless at times, but do know that "your labor is not in vain". Stay strong. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 1:49 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. This note is eonjqdential to the Caucus membership. Attached tind the CBC Statement lbr relea~ to university media outlets. As per our 

conversation following the meeting with Provos~t Dean, this sIatement is intended to shaxe our collective voice. The CBC leadership team approved this 

draft. Thank you for support. 

I will o]so try to share more immediate news ruth you before Sunday evening. 

If you have comments, please send them directly to me before 12:00 p.m. tolnoirow. In addition, I was informed yesterday that there is a general s~dent 

body movelnent fomiing to share their sentiments reg~rding this matter. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

cbcmtb l(~unc.eda 

Mobile 

<CBC We stand united FINAL DRAFT .pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith < ~gmail.com~ 

Saturday, Februaw 1, 2014 9:26 AM 

athletics retbnn group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] NY Post 

When this is the position of the editorial board of the New York Post, you’re clearly losing the pr battle. 

http:i/n,c-po st. c omi2014/01/31 iunc - shonld- work- wilh- whistle - blomng- pro fe s so r- amid- ~ andal/ 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8I]9c85e19d711d338e5d&n T&I thearg&o 34191949 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave-34191949-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <          ~gmail.com;"~ 

Saturday, Februaw 1, 2014 9:48 AM 

athlelics re[brm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[theo~g] "the right to unionize 

An absolutely fascinating discussion of college athletes’ labor rights. A must read. 

ht~://w~-.buffalolaa~-review.orgipas~t issues!60 4/Fram.pdf 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: _http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8t] 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d&n T&l=thear~&o 34191981 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-34191981-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wondetl’ul it is that nobody need wait a single mon~ent before starting to improve the world,’° ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

ftHeelForward 

www.unc.eduicbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is No reason to[ear the wind°" 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Saturday, 12:44 PM 

~kena~- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Addition~J~ Updates RE: Hampton Inn, etc. 

BAS Sponsorship Tiers.docx 

Thanks 

Here are some updates from my end: 

Action items: 

1. Lingmei graciously organized a lunch session with Brad Shafer last week. Brad offered to forward our panel request on to his contacts at Nike if we would like. 

One key here, we must have a well-defined panel abstract & proposal. Dr. Stroman - Do you want to take advantage of his connections at Nike? If so, do you 

have any thoughts regarding a panel abstract or summary? I can work in the coming weeks to try to define something in more detail, but wanted to reach out to 

you about this first. 

2. I’ve attached my first draft of the sponsorship levels.      - Can you take a stab at revisions!additions and then forward to Dr. Stroman for a final review? 

FYIs: 

3. We are going to have two meetings this week - the first will be overall strategy; the second will be specific to marketing strategies. There isn’t one good time 

for everybody, so this way we can get the whole team involved ASAP. 

4. Bryan is going to scope the Facebook page (e.g., what pictures do we use, what details will he include, will it be an event or a page, etc.) by the next meeting 

and we’ll discuss as a group some of the final details he proposed. Then we’ll be able to launch it before our second meeting of the semester. 

5. So far, one MBA has responded to Dr. Stroman’s call to action. I will be getting involved, and I’ll loop her into the upcoming 

meetings. 

Thanks! 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:56 PM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: Hampton Inn, etc. 

Hey 

I’m trying to reach out to the Mgr. at Hampton Inn to talk about the logistics including transportation van and reception. I called, but haven’t caught her yet. 

The manager’s name is Katie Hemming. I just wanted to let you know. 

I’m also working on estimating detail cost for holding the conference, by checking other conferences. I will check from where to cater, etc. too. 

I’m working on the website draft for the case competition now, and I will send it to you and Dr. Stroman over this weekend. 

Have a good Friday! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 1:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

CBC We Stand United Statement.pdf 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus~ 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to.fear the wind," 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, February, 1, 2014 1:51 PM 

Strom~m, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula <Ursula l,itflejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu:~; Jones, Shandra Monique 

<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Hammett, 

Victoria LaFrieda <vh~unmetV~:ema~,l .unc.edu:~ 

ILE: Some very, quick thoughts about the statelnent .... 

Boy somebo@ had a point to make! It is diiticult to represem eye,one’s perspeclives, bm I think the final result accomplished that broadly. Thank you for sharing this. 

We need to know what members think. 

Shanch-a Jones 

Associate Director, MBA Admissions 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G I_,TE smartphone 

........ Original message ........ 

Froln: "Stromar~ Deborah L" 

Date:01/31/2014 5:56 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: "Littlejoht~, Ursula" ,"Jones, Shandra Monique" ,"Robertson, Nakenge" ,"McGhee, Qi" ,"Hamlnett, Victoria (School of Pharmacy)" 

Subject: FW: Solne ve~ quick thoughts about the statelnent .... 

FYI - I declined to put this language in our letter. I hope you agree.. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
,-. Samuel Johnson 

CONF;DENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiah Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies o17 the origina[ message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Donna-Marie Winn [mailto k~)gahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 3:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Some very quick thoughts about the statement .... 

Instead of # 2: 

Black students ~vhose academic genius ~vas well-developed prior to them setting foot on La’NC’s campus, those whose academic genius multiplied exponentially as a result of matriculating 
here, and those whose acadenric genius has long been ignored by those who seek to cultivate and exploit their athletic genius. 

Add to nuraber 3: 

.. And prospective parents and students ~vho worry about the moral character of university as it develops a plan to be accountable to recent students whose bodies the?" no longer have a 
use for and whose minds they failed to prepare for a promising future. 

~4 
The whole departraent ...... which has been Baselessly attacked and vilely interrogated despite overwhelming evidence that only- two of.... Individuals ~vere culpable. 

Spell out what you mean be stereotype tineat -- folks won’t know- what that is so take this opportunity to educate 

Add to 10.. 

... Students - black, white,Latino, and others-- who press on and are visible and vocal about the injustices facing blacks and our institution as we deal with media inaccuracies, gossip, and 
public attacks as we embark on significant structural and policy change to make L~’~’C CH better than ever. 

Sent from ray iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 1:54 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra_Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula 

<Ursula_Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra Monique <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>~ Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Some very quick thoughts about the statement .... 

Thanks. Most (99%) of the comments were very supportive. Dr. SaMe told me she couldn’t stop crying and really appreciated our show of support. Please make sure you have read 

the Statement (and visited our website) because I have no idea of the extent this communication will go national. If I am not available, I am confident that a good journalist will go 

to our website and start calling the committee. I already heard from Dean Gil. I imagine most people are watching the men’s game now or will try to ignore UNC work until 

Monday. Lol 

Peace, 

From: <Jones>, Shandra Jones <Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February :1, 20:14:1:5:1 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Ursula Littlejohn <Ursula Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Jones, Shandra Monique" 

<shandrai~)email.unc.edu>, Nakenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson~unc.edu>, OJ McGhee <oi mcghee~unc.edu>, "Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda" 

<vhammett@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Some very quick thoughts about the statement .... 

Boy somebody had a point to make! It is difficult to represent everyone’s perspectives, but I think the final result accomplished that broadly. Thank you for sharing this. We need to 

know what members think. 

Shandra Jones 

Associate Director, MBA Admissions 

Sent frorn my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L’I 

Date:01/31/2014 5:56 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Littlejohn, Ursula" ,"Jones, Shandra Monique" ,"Robertson, Nakenge" ,"McGhee, Oj" ,"Hammett, Victoria (School of Pharmacy)" 

Subject: FW: Some very quick thoughts about the statement .... 

FYI - I declined to put this language in our letter. I hope you agree... 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Donna-Marie Winn [mailto C_~ayahoo.com] 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 3:01 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Some very quick thoughts about the statement .... 

Instead of # 2: 

Black students whose academic genius was well-developed prior to them setting foot on UNC’s campus, those whose academic genius multiplied exponentially as a result of 

matriculating here, and those whose academic genius has long been ignored by those who seek to cultivate and exploit their athletic genius. 

Add to number 3: 

.. And prospective parents and students who worry about the moral character of university as it develops a plan to be accountable to recent students whose bodies they no longer 

have a use for and whose minds they failed to prepare for a promising future. 

#4 

The whole department ...... which has been Baselessly attacked and vilely interrogated despite overwhelming evidence that only two of .... Individuals were culpable. 

Spell out what you mean be stereotype threat -- folks won’t know what that is so take this opportunity to educate 

Add to 10_ 



... Students -- black, white, Latino, and others-- who press on and are visible and vocal about the injustices facing blacks and our institution as we deal with media inaccuracies~ 

gossip, and public attacks as we embark on significant structural and policy change to make UNC CH better than ever. 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Video 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday,               2:04 PM 

To: "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Video 

Hi Amy. So good chatting with you yesterday. 

Did you see this video? I am sharing it EVERYWHERE. ;) 

http:!!www.filmsforaction.org!watch/heres-a n-ad-a b out-rskins-t hat-its-makers-dont-have-t he-money-to-show-during-sundays-superbowl/ 

Have a restful weekend. 

D 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Hertel>, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,..               2:0:1 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Video 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ @live.unc.edu> 

Date: .6:19:48 PM EDT 

To: "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy. Hertel@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Video 

Thanks. Sorry its taken so long for me to get back to you. I got a little side tracked with fall break. Here is the link. 

https://vimeo.com/76807565 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

exss 

http://sp~rtsi~ustrated~cnn~c~m/main/ph~t~s/1212/team~name-changes~with~ut~re~cating~/14/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lis~@momentummedia.com 

Saturday, February. 1, 2014 4:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Industry. News: Jan 27th, 2014 

You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the 
organization. All scoreboards are state-of- 
the-art, LED scoreboards with wireless 
controllers. ScoreRewards utilizes local 
advertising to completely fund the project. 
Schools and parks are now able to update 
their scoring equipment and instantly 
transform their facility without using any of 
their budget. For information, call 888- 
235-8877. To learn how Score Rewards 
can work for you, check out our 15 minute 
webinar. 

Keep your athletes in peak condition as 
well as rehabilitate injuries. SwimEx aquatic 
therapy and fitness pools feature an 
industry exclusive paddlewheel propulsion 
system which creates the smoothest but 
most powerful water flow available. The 
pools offer multi-depths, built-in 
workstations, Woodway treadmills, 
adjustable water flow with an all fiberglass 
construction. SwimEx also offers hot and 
cold plunge tanks, one piece or sectional, 
for easy installation. 

Purchase and install turf, track and court 
systems with FieldTurf@, illuminate your 
field with Musco Lighting@, and provide all 
the movable and installed sports field 
equipment necessary with Sportsfield 
Specialties, all without having to duplicate 
the bid process. By using KPN’s 
cooperative purchasing program, your 
district can save time and money. 

In the first study of its kind, researchers 

found that the TheraBandTM Roller 
Massager+ increases flexibility in seconds 

without affecting performance. The Roller 

Massager’s unique ridged design supports 

both superficial and deep tissue 

mobilization while providing a massage-like 
experience. 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add fists@mornentumrnedia.corn ~o your address book or safe sender 

lis~ so our ernails will always ge~ ~o your inbox! 

Copyright © 2013 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 

20 Eastlake Road Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.,aime s.com> 

Sunday, Februaw 2, 2014 4:36 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 a~ticles) 

William Rhoden February 2, 2014 04:35:29 PM 

Sports of The Times 

Pete Car~x~]l and John b~x came up as defensive-minded coaches, t)ut [hey 

bring much ~ft)~rel~t teams to the championship. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 
i :~: ,-,,,~, i 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite el apps: 

Android I iPad® 

About This EmaH 

This is an automated el"nail.Please do not reply directly to ins email from NYTimes.com As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change Yeu~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, FebruaU 3, 2014 7:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Construction starts on flint new building in downtown Durham in 26 years 

If you are havin,0 trouble viewing{ this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 3, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

A~iiiii~iiii~i~ Construction starts on first new buildinq in downtown 
Durham in 213 years 

The developers of the pianned ChMFc~+M~in coodomi~i~m Buitdio~ in downtown 

Durhsm have officially broken ground and stared construction, sccording to 

message sent out by owner-developer-~rchitect 

Raleigh’s Hibernian Pub gears up for reopening 

S~id~ The Hibernian Pub, a fixture in the vibrant Glenwood South area of Raleigh, 

reopening in a m~er of days, 

N,C, has the 4th deadliest waters in the U,S. for s~mmers 
~ M~ft ~ 

North Carolina coastai waters had the fouRh-highest number of drownings in 2013 

~11 ................. according te a recerfi report by the National Weather Service 

McCrory: N.C. should ~ncrease ~ay for STEM teachers 
Gov Pat McCrery says Ne{th Carolina should pay i~s [echnology~ ma~h and sck~noe 

teachers more than seme e~her ed~,&ors. 

Read ~ornin~ Edition >> 

Read Momin.0 Edition >> 

Seattle Seahawks win biq atSuper Bowi 

Realtors watch Conqress for chanqes to flood insurance 
rates 

Durham company to ship N,C. artisan products nationwide 

Triangle United Way hires Parker as new SVP 

Former Wake Co. Manager Cooke,joining Mulkey 
engineering firm 

TBJ’s 2014 Real Estate Awards ce~ebration (Photos} 



Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, FebrualT 3, 2014 9:08 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: The Long Reach of David Brion Davis 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, February 3, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

By Marc Parr), 

What the historian of slavery has given his students is not so much a research agenda as a quality of mind. 

The Trouble Witt~ Tiger Culture 
By Stephen T. Asma 

Amy Chua and Jed Rubenfeld are on to something in their ne~v book. But mainstream success 

has hidden costs they don’t sufficiently acknowledge. 

A Catc.b-22 [] 
By Mar), Ma~i ikian 

The good news tbr a course about national security? Lots of material. The bad neus. Some 

students aren’t allowed to look at it. 

St.an::o~l and Deliver [] 
By David Galef 

Yes, poetry can and should be graded. 

Book Review: Black--and,--Whit.e ~ , " ~ (,on[.ent~on,., [] 
By Steven Hahn 

The historian daequeline Jones set out to prove that race is a fiction. She shows instead that it’s 

devilishly complicated. 

.A~:a Exotic, Replanted [] 
By Jim Garman 

An academic’s career goes to seed--organic seed. 

New Scholarly Bo..ks [] 

Compiled by Ninc~ C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

In Views 

Ca~} Y(u Tra~}sce~d a Bad Class? 
By Ms. Mentor 

What to try when confronted with a room full of sulky students. 



Why We All Have a StaRe in the Common Core Standards 
By M~rk B~uerlei~ 

Professors must become watchdogs of how the new educational criteria are carried out. 

T~e Sound of S~Iendng h:~ America.~~ Academe 
By Marianne H#’sch 

Vehement opposition to the Modern Language ~soeiation’s discussion about Israel Noeked the open conversation that academe needs to 

nurture and protect. 

From The Convemation, the Review BIog 

The Gristmill of Praise 
Julb Schumache~, of the Universi~" of Minnesota-%~n C~ties, on an all-too-thfivin~ academic indust~c le~e~s of recommendation. 

Train Lawyers, Net Legal Scholars                                 ~ 
The Socratic method does little to prepare students for the real world of law, say ~o la~ers, 

Grace I. Liu and dohn M. Fitzgerald. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

Amit’ite? 
William Germano considers "am I right?" reduced to its barest essence. 

Obama’s State of tt~e Onion 
Ilan Stavans peels back the layers of presidential palaver. 

Ca.rmiSal Commas 
Email sNutations: Should it be "Dear ...," "Hi, ...," or "Hi ...’? Lucy Ferriss and the writer Bieh 

Minh Nguyen explore the possibilities. 

Not Cricket 
Geoff Pullum takes Lynne Truss to task over a shocking charge that linguists are "broad-minded" about grammar mistakes. 

Recently in the Review 

Beauty, Bones, and Theor’}i at Yale 
A scholar’s journey comes full circle. 

An Evolved View of I)epression 

Before the @ndition became a psychologist’s object of study, ik nearly took his life. 

The Or’eat Morn & Dad Experiment 
The [bderal government has spent nearly a billion dollars to help poor couples stay together--with ahnost nothing to show [br it. So why not 

pull the plug? 

Happh~ess and Its Discon~.e~r~s 
Approved notions of contentment risk stripping us of our character. 

From the Archives 

Quantitative }-Iist,ory-MaRes a Cornerback 
Applying science to the study of history is not a new idea. But recent work tries to add a level of interactive nuance. 



Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

J~;~st-V~sii~g: How to (]-~w; an InR~n~}~l Candidate; th~:~ }i%{~d N~:~ws 
By Robert L, Oprisko 

Dear department heads: We realize that personnel decisions are tough, and that we might not come out on top. So just allow us dignib" and 

oft~r us help. 

By Stacey Padon 

If you’ve applied for any kind of academic job, you’ve pondered the affirmative-action form that comes with it. We asked HR experts what it’s 

really for--and who really sees it. 

[N:le }%’ofessor I:s ]In: i Departm@rL, 2 Jobs, Sl:-lould 1[ Apply to Both? 
By Karen Kelsky 

First off: Are you really a plausible candidate for each opening? If so, here’s what you need to know before proceeding. 

Announcements 

The latest Almanac of tligher Education gathers an assorhnen t of key data about the most impmtant trends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth 

analysis of colleges and universities with data on students, professors, administrators, institutions, and their resources. Clie}~ he~’e b, get a cops, 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversib’inc.com> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 9:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cheerios Brings Back Biracial Family for Super BoM Ad 

February 3, 2014 

How does Cheerios ~ ...... 
respond after haters ::~:: 
attacked the first 
commercial featuring this 
biracial family? By bringing [] 
them back for another. 
Spoiler: it’s awesome. 
Watch it here! 

AbercromNe Removes N~ke Jeffdes as 

Despite pressure to replace ~.~.~ 
him because of his ...... 
controversia~ personal 
comments and practices, 
Mike Jeffries will continue to~ 
run the company as CEO,~’~ 
as his contract was 
e~ended in December. 

Rea~ More >~ 

Meet#-~t ~n a Box: B~ack H~stor~ Morr#~ 

~th Black Histo~ Month now officially unde~ay, this 
educational tool, available for posting on your corporate 
intranet, includes a historical timeline, Ncts & figures and 
our popular "Things NOT to Say" series. 

I 
Obama to Raise M#:~mum Wag¢;~ for Federa~ 
Contractors 

President Obama will bypass the Congressional 
stalemate by signing an executive oNer to pay federal 
contract employees at least $10.10 per hour. 



One click, 15,000jobs. 

Whether you’re looking for a job or 
looking to make more money, 
Diversitylnc’s Career Center has the 

lobs and career advice for your. 

I 

Was this forwarded m youJhom aJhiend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsleller. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n.vlime s.com> 

Monday, February. 3, 2014 10:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera February 3, 2014. 10:10:15 PM 

Op-Ed Columnist 

The Gun Re:#o~oL ~ Year :Lal-~r 

When you I]:ack gma violence every day, a few things l’eM~y st~md out. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook [ ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 10:13 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] article 

http ://www. chicagobusiness.com/article/20140204/OPINION/140209970?template=mobile 

Go Wildcats! 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~:/il[ists.ur~c.ed~i~? 
id-(~2524524.013b0048b~gfl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5 d&r~-T&l[=thearg&o=34204076 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to i[eave-34204076-~2524524.013b0048b~Sfl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5d~li stserv.~nc.ed~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <~Bryantin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Information on Extending the Emergency Unemployment Insurance 

The White House 

Emergency unemployment insurance is a vital economic lifeline for millions 
of Americans who are looking for work - and because Republicans in 
Congress failed to act at the end of 2013, that lifeline was taken away from 
1.3 million Americans. Congress can fix this before it affects millions more. 

Turn on your images to see an infographic about why we need to extend emergeno! unemployment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BobLee Says <blsays@atknet;~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 7:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~zdstro@unc.edu> 

Can we talk ? 

Dr Stroman: I heard your inteladew yesterday on WCHL. I would like to hivite you to lunch, lny treat, to discuss "the current lness" at UNC. I have written 

on it extensively and I believe you and I agree on sevelal key issues. Together, we may be able to move the dialogue forw~xd in a positive direction for ~]1 concerned. 

My website may strike you as overly provocative. It is intended to be so. But, as I say, I believe we are in agreement on the key foundation issues underlying this most 
unfortunate series of events set offby Morvin Aus~tin’s tweet four years ago. The real issues were in place long before his tweet however ...... My "crazy right-wing 

guy" persona nom’ithstanding, I see a muttmJ objective here. 

References: 

Bubba Cuiminghmn 

Holden Thorp 

Wade Hargrove (former UNC BOT Chair) 

Jim Heaw~er (owner WCHL) 

I’m suggesting you and I ’just chat" over lunch. If you would be more comfortable bringing mi associate, that would be fine. Lunch on me regm~lless. Time and place 
of your choosing. 

Sincerely, 

BobLee 

www.bobleesavs.com 

BobLee Says 

www.bobleesavs.com 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BobLee Says <blsays@atLnet;, 

Thursday, February, 6, 2014 6:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I will bring the candles .... 

Dr Stroman: Perhaps you did not receive my earlier invitation (attached here). 
An invitation to sit-down over lunch ~ld (to use your anoJogy) "light candles to remove the darkness" over this mess at UNC. 

My website reaches a much broader audience than WCHL or Chapelboro.com. Perhaps the audience that you believe is misunders~nding the position of the UNC 

Black community. I can help you get your message to them .... and their message to your group. 

Just lunch, Dr Stroman... and my treat. Bring an associate if there is any trepidation. 

[tow about 411? You pick the day. 

BobLee 

Begin forwa:rded Inessage: 

From: BobLee Says <blsays@att.net> 
Subject: Can we talk ? 
Date: February 5, 2014 at 7:38:20 AM EST 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 

Dr Stroman: I heard your interview yesterday on WCttL. I would like to invite you to lunch, my treat, to discuss "the current mess" at UNC. I 

have written on it extensively and I believe you and I agree on several key issues. Together, we may be able to move the dialogue forward in a v~sitive 

direction for all concerned. 

My website may s~trike you as overly provocative. It is intended to be so. But, as I say, I believe we are in agreelnent on the key foundation issues 

underlying this most unfortunate series of events set offby Marvin Austin’s tweet four years ago. The real issues were in place long before his tweet 

however ...... My "crazy right-rang guy" persona notwithst~lding, I see a mutu~J objective here. 

References: 

Bubba Cumlingham 

Holden Thorp 

Wade Hargrove (former UNC BOT Chair) 

Jim tleavner (owner WCItL) 

I’m suggesting you and I ’just chat" over lunch. If you would be more comibrtable bringing an associate, that would be fine. Lunch on me regardless. 

Time and place of your choosing. 

Sincerely, 

BobLee 

www.bobleesays.com 

BobLee Says 

www.bobleesays.com 



BobLee 

www.bobleesays.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <’Bo,antin@ncleg.net> 

Thursday, Febma~ 6, 2014 4:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Halit~x Recreation Master Plan Area Workshops Schedule 

IMPORTANT ALERT FOR t tALIFAX 
COUNTY 

Public Workshops 

Comprehensive Parks & Recreation Plan 
Halifax County, in cooperation with local partners, is 

developing a county-~vide plan for parks and recreation. 

YOUTtt, ADULT AND FAMILY INPUT IS NEF~F~! 
Please join other community leaders to provide YOUR INPUT 

ABOUT parks and recreation needs at the following workshops: 
February 11 - Agricultural Center Auditorium - 359 Ferrel Lane 
February 12 - Enfield Municipal Cornplex - 200 Whitfield Street 
February 13 - Lloyd Andrews Building - 700 ,Jackson Street 
February 17 - Weldon Town Hall - 109 Washington Avenue 
February 19 - Hobgood Town Hall - 207 West Commerce Street 
February ] 9 - Scotland Neck Town Hall - 1310 Main Street 
February" 20* - Littleton Volunteer Fire Dept. - 226 US Highway 158 
February 20 - Hollister Chief W.R. Richardson Tribal Government 
Center 
Public workshops will be held from (~:00 PM-~:O0 PM 
*Littleton workshop will be held from d:00 PM-7:00 PM 
(_,~uestions/Comments: Ms. Dia Denton, Assistant County Manager at 
(252) 583-1131 
dentond@ halifaxnc.com. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, FebnmU 7, 2014 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Raleigh’s climate hub to thnction as ’one-stop-shop’ t~)r rhymers 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 7, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Raleiph’s climate hu b to function as ’one-sto~=shpp: for 
farmers 

~ ~i~ The ciimate chanpe research hub being planted at N.C ~tate University’s 

Centennial Campus, announced on Thursday b’¢ the US. Depa~ment of 

Agriculture, is supposed to act as a one-stop-shop for farme .. 

Durham tech CEO turns to bribery to fill cubicles 
The mere size of Durham technology firm Automated Insights, which i~,eeps 25 

employees on its payroll, doesn’t tell the firm=s gro,a¢h story 

~.!~ ~.~.~ 

Red Hatter eyes rum distillerv in downtown Raleigh 
Meet Chris Mendler: Red Hatter, father, home brewer and, if the entrepreneurial 

~.!’~;.~.~ 

CDC: Smoking costs N.C. employers $6 billion per year 
When CVS announced it wouM no longer seil[obacco in i~s s[ores beginning ~ 

1~ i[ sparked general applause from healih care advocates, bui they aren’t ~he anly 

ones who shauid push for smoking cos.. 

Read ~om~ng Edition >> 

Re~d ~orn~B~ Edit~oB >> 

: ..... 

RTP light raG! project faces financia~ hurdles 

Burt’s Bees warehouse near RDU sells for $27M 

Small businesses continue to pump the economy with jobs 

Raleigh entrepreneurs’ contraption aimed at Iowerin~ golf 
handicaps 

What Facebook°s new app Paper means to your business 

Contact Us 

Contact Us Fo=" eli inq~iiiies regardir=~! this cite=" or subscription to the Tiia~gle Busiqess ,~ournal, pieas~ em.ail ~is at: 



Cance~ Email Subscription 

(c> S:O 14 Ameiican Ci%, Business Journals, inc snd its licensors. All rig~-~ts resep~’ed, li~e mstedai o:~ tlais site may not be 

~epredslced; distdbs[ed; ~ransmi~ed, cachef; ei otherwise used, except ’,qth ~ile prior wd[[en permissie!; of bizjoumals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo,antin@ncleg.net> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 2:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Alert them the Office of Sen. B~ant: 2014 Scholarship Opportunities 

From The Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you t~o longer wish to recdve i~[brmaaon j?om our office, please click here 

4 Scholarship Opportunities 
~. Rural Partners Grant 

In order to provide our Rural Partners with up-to-date information on ffmding 
opportunities, the Rural Center invites you to learn more about the 2014 water and 
wastewater infrastructure grants that will be administered by the N.C. Department of 
Environmcnt and Natural Resouxces Division of Water Infrastructure. 

These are not Rural Center grants. Rather, these grants are made possible by the U.S. 
Housing and Urban Development Conm~unity Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
program and administered by the state. The Division of Water Infrastructure expects 
that about $26 million will be available in 2014 for this program. 

This is the first time that these dollars have been allocated in this manner and 
administered by DEN-R. Because of the changes to the CDBG program, DENR has 
amended its annual action plan and made it available for public comment. The 
document includes information about proposed eligibility and project requirements. 

Download the draft action plan. 

For additional information or COlnments, please contact: 

Julie Cubeta, Supervisor, State and CDBG-Infrastructure C~ants Program, Division of 
Water Infrastructure, NCDENR 
.__u__l__i_~_:__c___u__l_~__[__a__@~__c_]_~__n___r_:g~ ~:. 

2. The North Carolina Coalition Initiative: 

Building Capacity for Substance Free Communities 

Release date: ~anuary 17, 2014 

Funding Opportunity 

For Partnerships, Alliances, Coalitions and 
Coilaboratives 

(PACes) 

Working to Address Substance Abuse 

We are pleased to announce that funds will be made available 
(up to 127,700 per site in the first year) 

for up to 8 substance abuse prevention coalitions or PACCs in North 
Carolina 

to strengthen their capacity to implement environmental strategies, 
Currently, this grant program is approved for a two-year period. 

A Letter of Intent is due Friday, March 7, 2014 

(encouraged but not required) 



In an effort to assist applicants in completing the RFA, the NCCI 
Coordinating Center will hold an Orientation and Applicant workshop, 
This workshop will provide an overview of the NC Coalition Initiative, 
including the RFA process as well as the fundamental principles of a 
coalition-based and environmental approach to substance abuse 
prevention. The training will be a collaborative effort between the NC 
Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities and Substance 
Abuse Services and the NCCI Coordinating Center at Wake Forest School 
of Medicine. 

NCCI Orientation and Applicant Workshop 

Date: Thursday, February 20th, 2014 

Time: 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Where: The Hawthorne Inn 

420 High Street, SW 

Winston-Salem, NC 27101 
Who: Partnerships, Alliances, Coalitions and Collaboratives (PACCs) 

interested in applying for NCCI capacity building grant funds 

RSVP: By Friday, February 14th to Maria Parries at 
rnp~Eri#A@wakehealth,edu 

¯ RFA available online 1117114 

¯ Orientation and Applicant workshop 2120114 (please rsvp by 

2/14/14) 

¯ Letter of Intent due 3/7/~.4 (encouraged but not required) 

¯ Application submission deadline 4/:~:~/14 by 5 p.m. 

For complete details or additional information visit: http : //www,nc-coalition,com 

or contact Maria Parries at 336-716-6196 or email mpames@wakehealth,edu 

State Employees Association of North Carolina 
Scholarship 

The State Employees Association of North Carolina (SEANC) Scholarship 
Foundation, Inc. will issue 46 annual scholarships in 2014 for SEANC 
members, their spouses and their dependents. The scholarship application 
consists of three categories: Financial need, Merit, and Member Only. 
Thirty awards are annual scholarships (15 merit-based, 15 financial need) 
for four-year college or university students. Eight awards are annual 
scholarships (four merit-based, four financial need) for those students 
enrolled in a junior college, community college or technical school. Eight 
awards are for SEANC members who are working full time and interested in 
continuing their education. 

The scholarship application is available online at 
www.seanch.orc]!membership!scholarshipi and must be returned 
completed to the District Scholarship Chairperson postmarked by April 15, 
2014. Judging will be conducted at the SEANC district-level and the district 
winner in each category may be forwarded to the SEANC Central Office in 
Raleigh for the statewide competition. All winners will be notified by July 
1, 2014. 

Do not mail applications to the SEANC Central Office, This will delay the 
district judging process, 

If you have any questions, please contact Beth Dew at 919-833-6436 or 
800-222-2758. 

Nearly $90k Will Be Given to NC Communities through 
Scholarships 

In 2014, the NC Retail Merchants Association (NCRMA) and its grocery 
division, the Carolinas Food Industry Council (CFIC), will support 
communities across North Carolina by helping high school and college 
students pursue their career goals. The two organizations, through the 
Retail Consumer Alliance Foundation (RCA), will give away close to $90k in 
scholarships this year. 
Students across North Carolina will be one step closer to a career of their 
dreams by applying for scholarships through NCRMA. Thirty-five awards 



valued at $2,500 each are being offered through NCRMA and its grocery 
division, the Carolinas Food Industry Council (CF[C). The awards will be 
offered to high school and college students working in the retail industry 
or whose parents work in the retail industry to support the 2014-2015 
academic year. 

Unlike traditional scholarship programs that only reward the highest level 
of academic achievement, NCRMA and CFIC will recognize students whose 
academic credentials fall within an average to above-average range. 
Applications and official transcripts must be received or post-marked by 
Monday, March 3, 2014. For information regarding application requirements 
or to apply, go to: .h....t..t.p.;.~.L.w....v..v....w...~..r...e...t...a..i~.p...a...y..s.L~...r...c...~..~j..e..~..e..~...~...r.g~ 

Funding for the 35 scholarships is provided through the NC Retail 
Consumer Alliance, a nonprofit retail foundation that works with 
consumers to build strong communities. 
On the national level, the National Retail Federation (NRF) is collaborating 
with University of Phoenix to award 20 full-tuition scholarships to people 
in retail who want to enhance their career through education. The 
scholarships are open to applicants currently working full-time or part-time 
for any retail or restaurant company, and the program allows recipients to 
earn their bachelor’s or master’s degree while continuing to work and live 
at home. For more information, go to www.phoenix.edu/dreambig. 
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Saturday, February 8, 2014 12:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera February 8, 2014. 12:05:4.2 

Joe o~ 

This week, Joe discusses CVS’s decision to stop selling 

cigarettes. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, FebmmT 10, 2014 8:15 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: How Iowa Flattened Literature 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, February 10, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

How Iowa Flattened Literature 
By Eric Bennett 

With help from the CIA, Paul Engle’s writing students battled Communism and eggheaded abstraction. The damage to writing still lingers. 

By Laurie Essig 

The orthodoxies of church and gay aeti~4sts alike threaten enlightened views of sexuality" and 

gender. 

Whitl:~er Paper? [] 
By Carlin Romano 

Recent books highlight the eounternarrative of the hard copy’s durable glorae~. 

In Loco Maternis [] 
By Marjorie Pryse 

The memoty of a date gone wrong prompts thoughts on the responsibilities of women who lead 

colleges. 

Book Review: Have Genes, WiI1 Travel [] 
By Marlene Zuk 

The evolutionaty biologist Alan de Queiroz argues that some species’ development involved 

serious mileage. 

New ,..cho]arI~, Books [] 
Compiled hy Nina C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

In Views 

As Law Schools St.ruggle, Diversity Offers Opport.lmities 
By A aron Ni Taylor 

Legal education may be challenged, but therein lies possibility-. 

Keep ~.he ’Research,’ Ditch the ’Paper’ [] 
By Marc Bousquet 

Let’s react to Rebecca Sehuman’s provocation in Slate by accepting her challenge to stop wasting our students’ time, and our own. 



A Liberal-rAfts College That Gets It F, fght 
By’ K~vm Catty 

At some institutions, the tradition of thoughtful, life-changing scholarship is being preserved. But for how much longer? 

From The Conversation, the Review BIog 

A Fuller TriSute to Rosa Parks 
Let’s remember the real person and see the true scope of her political life, %~’ites Jeanne Theoharis. 

Impos/.of Syndrorr~e: Academic Identity,’ Under Siege? 

Some professors constantly question their right to belong on the campus. Universities should do 

more to make them feel at home, says David a. Leonard. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

Ar.rivede.rd! A. Dopo! 
Lucy Ferriss, about to take a leave that includes visiting Italy, peruses language apps and other 

strategies. 

Spot t]:-~e Captain 
From a newspaper sentence so badly composed that you cannot even tell how many people are 

being mentioned, Geoff Pullum draws a moral for us all. 

Best. Rega~ds 
Allan Metealf regards the increasing regard for "in regards to." 

Honking In 

Reflecting on her practice of correcting "hone in on" to "home in on," Anne Curzan muses about when one should stop enforcing a prescriptive 

rule. 

Recently in the Review 

Tl:-,e Long Reach of I)avid Bfio.~~ Davis 
What the historian of slavery has given his students is not so much a research agenda as a quality of mind. 

The Trouble With Tiger Culture 
Amy Chua and Jed Rubenlbld are on to something in theh’ new book. But mainstream success has hidden costs they don’t sufficiently 

acknowledge. 

A Catch-~22 ~ 

The good news lbr a course about national seeurib~? Lots of material. The bad news? Some students aren’t allowed to look at it. 

Stanza and Delivet" ~ 
Yes, poetry" can and should be graded. 

From the Archives 

For decades, creative-writing programs have been knocked as faddish factories for self-conscious strivers. But Mark MeGurl says it’s time to 

take those programs seriously. 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Love and Other Secondhand Emotions 



Bv J ~ acqui Shin~ 

What’s love got to do with building a career in ~eademe? Maybe more, and less~ than we think. 

By Josh Boldt 

AS an adjunct, I’ve worried that my words won’t carry the weight of my tenured colleagues. So I asked around. Here’s what I learned. 

Tl:-~e t-’rofessor Is In: How to Deliver a K~alf:way-d:)ece.rr[: Job :[’a]k 
By Karen Kelsky 

No one expects oratorical brilliance, but it’s startling how bad many of these are. Follow this checklist to firm up your talk. 

Announcements 

The latest Almanac of tligher Education gathe[s an assortmen t of key data about the most impo[tant trends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth 

analysis of colleges and universities with data on students, professors, administrators, institutions, and their resources. Cli<:k l~ev~ 1,~ gek a eop5,, 



...................................................................................................................................................................... 

[%i dominica wong 

W~b: I)o Some Laptops 

A flammable part of many electronics could soon be a thing of the past. 

[~iii read .... ] 

E EA~ U R E S & SEIDE S H O 



Miring o~f iu!kir!g HiV: An 

antibody and toxin mix 

detected and killed HIV- 

infected cells lurking in the 

of mice that were altered 

to have a human immune 

system. (i.A 

While it’s tempting to 

dedicate this time of year 

to dieting, Carolina’s 

"The limitation of current prosthetic devices is that they don’t 

know what the next step should be." 

--Helen Huang, in Smarter bionic ieg is moving fe:’¢~ard 

MORE U NC RESEARCH 

NCSU and LINC scientists create elaborate new ’dFug deH,/eFy 

~’ehiole’ to fight cancer {New~ ~nd ~bs~ r~e ~ 

(FP~G Child Devek%)men~ Insl:}tul:e~ 

Many rare mutations contribute to sc~fizophrenia risk (UNC 

expert on eating disorders 

advises: Don’t do it. (UNC 

GETCOI’dNECTED 

[] End .......... Facebook [] En.’!,~;~3vor .... Twitter [] RSS Feed 

wry did,~ get ~h,’s;~ i,lnsub.~K:dbe From t!~is list {ipdate subscription preferences 

UNCCh~pelHil~.CB,1106 Ch~pelH#l~,Nc27599 USA 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera February 10, 2014. 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Dogged by Data T]~efi- 

How bankers and retailers have left American eonsume~ less secure. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 9:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Transgender Teen Gets Historic Court Victory 

February 11,2014 

C~oset? 

New Orleans Saints star     ~ ....... 
linebacker Jonathan Vilma, 
who is no stranger to 
controversy over anti-gay 
statements, sounds off    []i 
again. What did he say this 
time? 

-l-°r,a~-:~s~.~ender Tee~-:~ Gets Historic Co~.~---t Victor:y_ 

The ruling from a state      ~ ....... 
Supreme Court has school 
administrators nationwide 
reviewing their policies.    ~i 
What did the courts say? 

P 

How important is senior-executive participation? How 
should you use employee resource groups? How 
important is it to have a formal succession-planning 
program? 

R~,ad ~ore ¯ 

Condemn Russiar;;is A~-~ti-oLGB’r Laws 

The corporation, also a Team USA sponsor, has always 
been progressive in supposing the LGBT community. 

[ 
Northeast Numan Reso~Jrces Assoc~at~oe~s 
~#_S~ Bums: B~evat~ng NR to a Strategic Ro~e 

During a career that has taken her through five different 
industries and the full spectrum of human-resources 
roles, Tracy Burns has seen attention to diversity evolve. 



~Dive~’.~itg~nc Best 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as well as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studie s[q start-ups to 
advanced[q including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intraneL 

CI ,R"K ~E/.~.i~ TO SEE ~.l, 
ORGANI~B.;~T~©N IS A MEMBER~ 

I 

Was this forwarded to youJbom aJbiend? 

C/ick here to receive the Diversitylnc newslelter. 
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Wednesday, FebruaU 12, 2014 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Raleigh man to pay for Po~i ~heme; Durham Cotmty hires new manager 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 12, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Federa~ court orders Raieiqh man to ~y $~2M for fra~d~, 
PO[~ZJ scheme 

A federal cou~ has ordered Raleigh ~esident Michael Anthony Jenkins and his 

company, Harbor Light Asset Management, to pay a total of $5 2 million pursuant to 

an order finding he commiRed fraud and .. 

.................. 

D~tha~ County h~res NCCU’s Davis as new maBaqer 
Durham County has hired NoRh Carolina Central University Vice Chancellor for 

Administration and Finance Wendell Davis as its new county manager, to star April 

14. 

................................ Noodles & Co~pa~ ~o~i~ to Mordsville 
Noedles & Company is epemng en Feb 17 a[ 2016 Markei Cen~er Drive in 

Morrisville. 

~i~ ................. 

How a Raleigh architect switched to farming ho~s for 
breweries 
Michael Hager, the launder of Raleigh architeciure firm HagerSmith Design PA., 

said he knew since age 14 he wanied ta design buildings 

S~ati~ti~ 

Du ke=U NC ticket prices at Dean Dome fall to __4__:~ear low 

Mires Distributing sells former warehouse in Raleigh 

Raleigh drug developer presses forward with ’female Viagra’ 

SAS takes a big~a~ dive ~th Hadoop 

As far as Wall Street is concerned. YeRen passes first test at 
Fed 

Toyota recall~nq 1 .gM Prius cars for so.are defect 

Read ~orn~nq Edition >> 

::.~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 
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Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <~Bryantin@ncleg.net> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 12, 2014 11:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

DEADLINE - Feb. 14th - Rural Center Leadership Training 

From The Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

To no longer subscribe to these notices click hem 

WE WANT TO HELP YOU BECOME A BETTER RURAL LEADER 

The application deadline is quickly approaching for the 2014 Rural Economic 
l__)~52~l_(_?p__m__c___n__LI___n__~_t__l_~__u__~__e__, the Rural Center’s signature program for rural leaders. 

More than 900 people, including local government officials, nonprofit leaders, business 
owners and clergy members have participated in the program since 1989. Through an 
intensive training regimen, REDI addresses leadership in two ways: it provides 
participants with techniques designed to enhance their skills as community leaders, and 
enhances their knowledge of economic and community development strategies. 
Applications are due February 14. 

REDI will take place April 23-25, May 14-16 and June 11-13 at the Rural Center in 
Raleigh. Between classes, REDI class members complete home~vork assignments and 
are given the opportunity to put their skills into action in their home communities. 
Participants are selected throu~j~ a highly competitive process. 

Thanks to funding from the Economic Development Admiuistration, we are able to offer 
13 scholarships to participants f?om _t__h_e__~__e___~__9_____c_o__t_!_n___t_i_~_~ in eastern North Carolina, which 
have been designated as disaster relief counties. The scholarships cover tuition, lodging 
and food costs. Scholarship recipients will be required to attend six hours of disaster 
relief and recovel3~ training in addition to REDI. 

Tuition for REDI is $595, and liIuited scholarships are available for those who do not 
quali~ for the EDA program. Learn more here or do~w~load the application. Questions? 
Please reply to this email or call: Misty Herget, Senior Associate for Leadership 
Development at (919) 250-4314. 

REDI Class of 2012 



~ii REDI Class of 2012 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 2:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

10 Tax Audit Triggers You Didfft Know 

%i 10 Red Flagsthat TriggerTaxAudits 

Small choices that can get you in big trouble 

emp~oy÷÷s 

..:t’s tempting to classify your workers as ce~stractocs 

rather than empioyees, since it can alieviate your 

b~si¢..ess from [he stress of handli¢..9 payroll taxes. the 

iRS is o~s the iookout for businesses that mislabei 

workers to cut corners, and it is especially suspicious of 

b~si¢..esses thai have a iot of contractors. 

2. C~aiming "miscellaneo~s’~ deduction, s 

if you want to avoid an audiL do your best to avoid 

ciaimi~g too ma~y deduc[ions categorized as 

"miscellaneous" or "other" under Scheduie A, Instead, 
i~emize your expenses in the most reievant categories in 

Scheduie C, a¢..d if yo~ have a more unique deductio¢.., do 

your best to cleady expiain what it is. 

3. g×tremely high executive 

comp÷~satio~ 

Because high salaries red~ce a company’s overa~ 

income (and therefore their overa~ tax ~aM~it~), the 
takes a dose look a~ high.-income earners and 

sharehe~der~employees in C corporations, 

4~ A~ i~consiste~t socia~ media profile 

Yes, yo~ read that correctiy, if auditors are suspicious of 

unus~,laJiy high deductions, they w~ll seek out a~y 

available ~nformafion to corroborate your tax dahns; 

some~h~es, th~s hwo~ves ~ook~ng at your soc~a~ med~a 

[i~i Tu rboTax 
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From: 

Sent: 
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Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, FebmmT 17, 2014 8:46 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: Elmne Scarry Fights Complacency About Nuclesx Arms 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, February 17, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

By ?~than Schneider 

Elaine Starry fights American complacency about nuclear arms. 

B~ttm~s, on Vetth-~g 
By Peter Baldwin 

A proposal to evaluate academic work more efficiently than our current publishing model allows. 

The Fail and Rise .of Inte]]ectt~al I--Iistor7 [] 
By Dart’in M. Jic~ahon and Samuel Mo),n 

The field’s interdiseiplinaw and multi-era sweep jibes with a renewed confidence in the power 

of ideas to move minds. 

°Hive~.<{.. o m e o n e       Be {.[.ev Than Yo{; Are° [] 
By David 0 ’Hara 

Humilib is crucial to a search committee s success. 

Book Review: Ode Ix,,..s T~ {~:I~:.d [] 
By Jay Parin i 

Robert Frost’s le~ers reflect mundane human frail~ in conversation with transcendent literaW 

vision. 

New Scholarly Bo..ks [] 

Compiled by Ninc~ C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

In Views 

’4 Years Is Enough’ and O~.het" R.efot’ms 
By Leonard Cassulo 

Ideas floated at the AttA and MIA conventions aim to rethink doctoral education. 

Compete.r~cy--Based ].)%_~r~:.~:s, Cormn,:~ Soon to a Campus Near You 
By Joel Shapiro 

For the increasing number of students who seek value and industLv- relevant skill sets, this model will prove awfully enticing. 



]3y J~?ey S~dingo 

The state simply ties all taxpayer dollars for regional public universities to institutional outcomes, such as credit completion and graduation 

rate. 

From The Conversation, the Review BIog 

A Consevv-aL~-ve Dei’e~>~e ot" Ten~re 
Liberals and libertarians may spar over the decline of tenure, but an importan~ voice goes missing: the tenured conservative. Peter Augustine 

Lawler e~lains. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

" ~¢ ~4 " Polite.r~ess i.r~ iZef.~reeing Favor R.<,qu<,~ ~.s 
Geoff Pullum ruminates on the astonishing effrontery of an electronic request that he receives repeatedly, and on what it has to do with 

Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics. 

English for Everyone 
Rose aaeobs considers forms of the language known as "globish," international English, and English as a lingua franm. Could this be a market 

gap that business sehods with an international focus might fill? 

The Lesser Kudos 
An antelope? An aeedade? Bill Germano wresOes with our use of a Greek word. 

D~7 Spell 
Allan Metealf wonders why vve don’t care about spelling retbrm the way we used to. 

Recently in the Review 

How Iowa FIa Lt.ened LiLera~.ure 
With help from the CIA, Paul Engle’s writing students baAled Communism and eggheaded abstraction. The damage to ~iting still lingers. 

Qneer Russia 
The orthodoxies of church and gay activists alike threaten enlightened views of sexuali~ and gender. 

Whither Paper? ~ 

Recent books highlight the munternarrative of the hard copy’s "durable glories." 

Have Genes, Will Travel ~ 
The evolutionary biologist Nan de Queiroz argues that some species’ development involved serious mileage. 

From the Archives 

Yes, but the path is fraught with danger and must be charted carefully. 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

N11art(.et Cras]:-~ Course: Can~pus Visit l)ealbreakers 
By Rebecca Sch~rnan 

Candidates get dinged all the time for dumb reasons: She was dressed too formallyt He gesticulated too much t Why treat a tenure- track 

vacancy like it’s the papacy? 

-When It Comes to !,M[entorh% the I~<[o~e the Me~’rler 
By Kerry A~n Rockquernore 



What’s the secret to finding a mentor? Stop looking tbr just one. 

By Karen Kelsky 

You applied for a job last year, no one got hired, and now the search is open again. Should you apply a second time? 

Announcements 

The latest Mmanae of Higher Education gathem an assortm ent of key data about the most important trends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth 

analysis of colleges and univemities with data on students, professors, achninistratms, institutions, and their resources. <~!tiek ~t,. t:~~ l:o g,.l: ~ ~>o>,v. 
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list@momentummedia.com 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of,he Trade: Snapchat Okayed 

Snapchat Okayed 
The NCAA has deemed that effective Aug. 1, Snapchat, a 
popular social media app, will join Facebook, Twitter, Instagrarn, 
and text messaging as a petmiss~Me term of commuNcafion 

Mercy Ru~e Discussed 
In Oregon, coaches and administrators discuss the need for a 

mercy rule in high school basketball. 

Athlete Suspended For Tweet 
Kent State University suspended (me of its student-athletes for 
anti-gay tweets, ii!:]ii!:::ii::~i!:?i..ii.i[:u::::’..:i:.:::::.i.i..::i:.i.:i?::::]i::[ ..... 

Success on [he playing field and court means fueling for optimal perIormance, 
which stads with a healthy diet and well-planned pregame meals. From 
MomentumMedia, publisher of Training & Conditioning and Athletic Managemenl 
magazines comes "The Athlete’s Guide to Nutrition," a book p~viding practical, 
easy-to4ollow advice~ It’s a useful resource for a~hletic directors and coaches at 
any level. 

For group orders, call Publisher Mark Goldberg at 877-422-5s4 ext.11 

Coach Shoved by Fan 
A hi.~lh school wrestling teach was shoved by a fan after a 
match, and says he intends to press charges 

Gold Standard 
Baylor University is going to sell its game-worn golden chrome 
helmets for $2,000 each as pari of a fundraiser, ii!;iii!=;ii==~i!:?i..i.i?i!=;i..i.==i@. 

Case Study 
Volleyball Technology Trends Nick Cusick is co-feunder and 
CEO of spods equipment manufacturer Bison, h~c., 
headquadered in Lincoln, Nebraska. In this adicle, he lists [he 
top innovations that have eccurred with respect te velleyball net 
systems and related equipment during the past 30 years. 



Olympic 
It’s no secret that American athletes at the Sochi Games have 
access to the best sports medicine care in the world. In this 
blog, we prolile athletic trainers wo~’king with the U.S. Women’s 

Hockey and U.S. Curling teams. 

A hea~ed deba[e is ~aging abou~ the NCAA Football Rules 
Commi[~ee’s p~’oposal ~o slow down huny-up offenses Ior sale[y 

reasons~ ::::::::::::::::::::: !:ii’i::!:! =:h.~i::ii :!die~i ~iL . 

A[ I[haca College, a wrestler prepa~’es mentally for his matches 
by solving a RL~bik’s Cube beforehand. !!!i:..:!:.i:ii::!.:!ii!!.:!!.!::]!.!!::..:!:.=:!:=:!!.!..!]!.!.!i]!.=:::=.ii!: ...... 

Product Showcase 
Fundfaising and Promotion The keys ~o having a successlul 
fundraiser il]clude devoted volunteers, proper promotions, and the 
right product. The following companies can assist you in 
reaching your fundraising goals. 

Click here to check out our Online Buyer’s Guide where you can find information 
for companies advertising in our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, including in~et’active links, 
product images, and more detailed product ILl,tings. Click en the fellowing featured 
companies to learn more about what they have to offer. 

Tea~n Walks Out 
A girls’ high school basketball squad walked out on its head 
coach, alleging he was controlling and had a bad temper~ 

Going Socia~ 
W~th a new coaching staff in place, Boise State UniversityL~ 
football program is changing its social media policies. 

in New York City, a higi~ school football coach has a strict policy 
in place: Bully a teamma[e over [heir sexual orientation, race, or 
religion, and you’re off the team. !!i!!i!ii:::.! !i ! 

:::.?.i ~i..i :: :: d::::!::i"~:!i :~:!~,:!i.::!wL SelfGrip(R) helps athletes PolyMem and SpoilsWrap 
Recognized soume of per[otto at their best by providing wound dressings enhance 
technical inlorma~ien firm compt’essien and maximum healing, help t’elieve pain, and 
when building a support to ligaments, tendons, reduce inflammatien for 
sports facility, and muscles, athletes. 

heart rate variability based tool Swede-O has a wide 
fo~" real-~ime t[ainin9 load ~’ange of ankle braces 
monitoring and overnight recovery designed Io~ all sports 
detection, and conditions. 

Total Strength and Speed 
oIIe~ equipmen~ flom 
Williams Slrenglh to Force 
VV’eig ht Eq~ipment. 



You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news fiom Momenm~nMedia or one of its publicalions: Trafining & Conditioning, Athletic 
Management or Coaching Management 

To nnsubscribe, click tNs link 

To chm~ge your emaJl address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a ti-iend, click this link 

Be sure to ackt lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or safe ser~der 

list so our emails u’ill always get to your inbox’. 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Comcast expansion good tbr SEC Net~vork sell-hi? 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips MondayShip. Hope you are well. 

This is email is a follow-up to a Clips eFlash that was sent out last Friday’, entitled OIs 

Comcast growing by 50% good for college sporls? M In that eFlash I excerpted a New 

York Tinres article and a Bloomberg article, a~d intro [;d them mth’the usual riveting and 

award-worthy lead-in from the Clips Editor, plus I inserted various cable coverage maps, 

tables depicting subscriber counts by region and Oh-I-gel-it ClipsGmphics. 

No big deal, thatO s our job. It was just another Clips eFlash: one of our timely, relevant and 

business-incisive eFlashes. Just another Clips eFlash .... 

J~eah, right. 

That Co~ncas~t Clips eFlash ended up being one of our ~nost-read eFlashes ever. It has yielded 
a 63% click-open rate so far (we usually get 40-45% click opens for that ~pe of eFlash), plus 

I have heard back from dozens of appreciative readers with kudos and attaboys. 

Why would that be? 

Well, media is essential to the Ovigor~ and vitalily 0 [read revenues; as in ~rightsfees~] 

of college sports. Clm~ges in media (like Comcast doing a Pac-Man on Time Warner) need to 

be understood and reacted to in order to continue the funding of college sports as we know 

it/them. Not just revenue sports, but all sports. 

The delivery of what we now call TV is changing rapidly, and a rising number of consumers 
have ~cut the cordO (see the Times article below). If trends like that accelerate, then college 

football and basketball rims might be watching big gmnes ve~ differently than they ~xe now. I 

think that the networks, the conferences, the NCAA and rill their consultants and advisors will 

stay on top of these changes. 

Below is a superb article from Clay Tmvis of Outkick the Coverage in which he details a 

fascinating ~ and credible ~ scenario of how the combined Comcas~t mad Time Warner might 

actually be at a disadvantage when efforts are made to sell in the new SEC Network about six 

months from now. 
I have al~) included excerpts from m~ article from the Sunday New York Times Business 

section, "titled L JComcast w’. the Cord Cutlers. L; 
Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Inth~ate 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

wvwv, tw~tter.coml@Co~le~eAthCli ps 

What Does the Comcast, Time Warner Merger Mean for the SEC 

Network? 

By Clay Travis, Outkick the Coverage, 2-17-14 

The $45 billion Comcast-Time Warner merger is a huge story as it cements 

Comcast’s standing as one of the most powerful media companies in the world. Just a year 
after purchasing all ofNBC, Comcast, if the merger is approved, will now have in the 

neighborhood of 30 million cable subscribers and right at 38% of all broadband subscriber~ 

dwarting all other cable companies. But the merger s’to~ isfft jus~t atx~ut media as a whole, it 

also has a particular sports media angle. 

And what’s the mosul interes~ting sports media angle about the timing of the upcoming FCC 

merger battle? The SEC Network will be debuting in mid-August, directly in the midst of the 

ongoing debate about whether or not the ~nerger will be approved. 

It’s i:ascinating dining because the three toughest c~mage battles the SEC Network is likely to 

fight are with Comcast, Time Warner. and DirecTV. Now two of those companies are seeking 

to merge. In theo~ one reason that Comcas~t and Time Warner want to merge is to increase 

the overall bargaining power of cable companies when it comes to holding down the costs 
extracted by channels. (Remember, eve~ cable cham~el costs a different amount for the cable 

and satellite companies to carry. Right now the most expensive ch~nel on everyone’s cable bill 



is ESPN, which costs in the neighborhood of $6 a month. This means that every cable aM 

satellite subscriber is paying right at $72 a year just lbr ESPN. Sports media rights are soaadng 

and cable and satellite companies want to keep these carriage fees low so they can extract as 

much profit as possible from their subscribers). 
The SEC Network is seeking $1.30 a month in the SEC ~botprink which would equate to right 

at $15.60 a yem. Outkick has previously done the math on how much that nem, ork could be 

worth, over $500 million a year. Just in the SEC footprink carnage fees could be worth $468 

million. But in order to get to that sum, the SEC Network needs to be camed by every major 

cable and satellite subscriber in the South. So far only AT&T, already annotmced, and Dish 

Network, though it hasn’t been announced yet, are guaranteed to have the network at launch, 

in less than six months. 

The SEC expects the three toughest bat~]es to be fought with Comcas~t, Time Warner, and 

DirecTV. 

But here’s a big question -- could the tx~tential merger bet~veen Comcast mad Time Warner be 

happening at the pertEct time tbr the SEC Network? 

It looks like it could be. 
Why? 

Because SEC t:ans who subscribe to Comcas~t and Time Warner are going to be furious if the 

SEC Network isn’t carried in their local markets. That was going to happen whether there was 

a mmger or not. The SEC knows this, it’s why the SEC Network’s football schedule is a series 

oflandmines designed to exert ma~mum fan pressmv on these cable and satellite companies. 

For instance, the first SEC Network football game ever is between Texas A&M and South 

Carolina. Check out the map of Comcast and Time Warner subscribers. The A&M at South 

Carolina game is a direct shot at Time Warner, exerting the ma~mum possible pressure in 
Texas and South Caacolina, "the two bigges~t SEC markets for Time Warner. Meanwhile, 

Thursday Nght’s double header game, Temple at Vmaderbilt, is a not so subtle shot at 

Philadelphia-based Comcast. A local Philadelphia-area reran, Temple, visiting Vanderbilt in 

Nashville, a Comcast hub. The subtext of every SEC Net~vork game is simple - - carD., us...or 

else. 

Even betbre the merger ESPN was confident that SEC t:ax~s would make life miserable tbr 

cable and satellite companies. The SEC Network has a fully" drown media battle plan and is 

ready to engage in corporate win with the cable and satellite companies over cawing the 

channel. Indeed, both sides were already’ azmoring up for the coming media and punic 

relations battle. But the merger throws an interesting wrinkle into the equation -- do Comcast 

and Time Warner really need to antagonize all those SEC fans while they’re in the middle of 

arguing that their merger should be approved and won’t be anti-competitive? 

While Comcast and Time Warner might have bx~th been planning on individually fighting the 

SEC Network even betbre the merger, now ESPN has a new weapon in the arsenal -- ESPN 

can argue that the combined company opposition to the SEC Network is evidence of the 

power that these two companies will bring to the market. Instead of serving the customers, 
ESPN can argue that their co,nbination will keep games from t:ans and ESPN can also direct 

these SEC thns not to just contact their cable and satellite companies to carry the SEC 

Network, they can do something much more powerful as Comcast and Time Wea~mr attempt 

to ,nerge. 

ESPN and the SEC can threaten to play, the trump card and tell SEC fans to contact their 

congressmen and senators to oppose the merger. 

You think any, SEC s~te congressman or senator is going to be opposed to SEC football? 

Good luck with that. 
That’s why when you really break it down, this merger is a gitt to ESPN and the SEC 

Network. There’s no way that Comcast and Time Warner want to be tighting for a merger at 

the exact same time that they fight SEC thns over reIhsing to carry, the SEC Network. 

Here’s a bet that ESPN’s corporate pa;ent, Disney, will agree to play nice with the cable 
cotnpany mmger if the cable companies play nice with Disney. 

How do Comcast and Time Warner play nice’? By agreeing to caW the SEC Nem, ork at 

launch. 
Otherwise, is it really worth Comcast and Time Wazner risking a $45 billion ,nerger over a 

single channel? Probably not. 

That’s why it may be a bit counterintuitive, but thanks to this merger the SEC Network may, 

well have jufft gotten Auburn at the end of the Georgia game lucky-. 

CI(O, Travis is the founder and editor of Outkick the Coverage. This article has’ been 

reprinted on Clips with the authork ;s pennission. To access the Outkick the Coverage 

website click here 



Comcast vs. the Cord Cutters 
By Farhad ~klanjoo, New York Times, 2-15-14 

The O,pical American househoM pays about $90 a month for cable television 

service, according to the NPD Group, the market resealvh firm. But according to 

the research firm ~Tou andPretty Much Everyone You L~ow, when you click on 
your TV and browse the guide, what you ofien find hardly seems’ worth $90 a 

Comcastl ]s deal this week to acquire Time Warner Cable highlights the pickle 

that cord cutters may sow~ find themselves in. Ihe acquisition rests’ on the 

assumption that as people cut b~wk on their mw~thly TV plans, the cable #nes 

coming into their homes won,t lose their vahte, b~stead, the more we imbibe of 

all the glories available on stream#~g services, the more we ~ll need to shell out 

for high-speed broadband service. 

In most American households’, the cable cord is the fastest conduit for broadband 
service. This suggests the canny strategy by which those once-inescapable cable 

providers might combm the rise of cord cutte~’: The cable giants will simply 

become even-more-inescapable [nternet giants’. 
If the big providers can do that, cord cuttersl ] gleeful self-satisJhction may prove 

short-lived Critics of the Comcast-Time Warner deal argue that it will eventually 

give Comcas’t the power to raise prices for its’ broadband and cable TV setwices 

and especially to hold its" Interact-only s~bscription prices so close to its TV-and- 

Inte~7~et prices that few people will see rrmch use in declaring their cable 

independence. 

Cutting the cord, in Comcast ~s universe, just doesn ~ t save you very much 

mon~. Comcast has carefidly set up pricing to get you whether you watch shows’ 

the old-jbshioned way, on a boob-tube fed with a cable, or whether you prefer to 

veg out with NeOqix on your iPad Either way, you ~ re p~)bably paying hundreds’ 

of dollars a year to maintain your vital hook to the outside world And if you 
consider the added costs of Netflix and streaming rentals’, itL ls pos’sible that the 



cord cutter may be p~ing more, over all, than someone who a~bscribes to cable. 

Which is not to say that striking down the merger would lead to some kind of cord 

cutters~ ] nirvgma. Americana’ pay far more for broadband and TV service than 
people in most other in&,swialized nations. According to ~h~ta collected by the 

New America Foundation, in Los Angeles, the cheapest monthly television, phone 

andb,ternet service costa" about $80. In Paris, a similar bundle sellsJbr $32, and 
in Seoul, it goesJbr $15. 

Broadband markets ill most other countries generally operate under tighter rules 

than those in the United States. Nonetheless, the F. C.C. has attributed those high 

prices to a lack of competition ill local broadband markets, klost American 

households are served by only two high-apeed lnte~Ttet providers, and some have 

only one or none. Even in markets with two providers I ] usually a phone company 

and a cable company L I prices tend to rise. 

The steady price increases in broadband rates cast a pall over a,o~ cord c utterl]s 

dreams. It I ]s possible that you might still save mon~3~ now by cutting off,your 
cable. But if you plan to watch a lot of TV over the lnternet, don [] t expect to save 

money forever. 
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To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,,aime s.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 10:11 PM 

Strom~, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureeu Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd February 18, 2014 10:10:20 PM 

Op-Ed Columnist 

History: Oe~. N[e 

Some mistakes i~} American histot3, cmmot be painted over. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is sn automated email Please do not reply direcly ~o t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are committed to protecting yotir privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your EFnal :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 
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To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:12 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] Northwestern 

Makes the case for a players union 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@,ur~c.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.ur~c.edu/a? 
id=<52524524.0 ~ 3b0048bfeSfl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5 d&r~=T&l=thea~g&o=34277477 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to 1eave-34277477-62524524.O13bOO48bfeSf19c85e19d711d338e5d@l[istserv.ur~c.edu 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow 

Doubts About Cruddy Crush’s Nweetness 

Candy Crush’s meteoric rise has raised feat~ ofa buSble £~]k~ving the 

filing ~:ff its parent, Ki~g Digital Entertainment. [ Few firms have been as 

aggr~?ssive as the B]ac~tone Group in searehfiag £~r Iueradve deals in Ireland. 

ttomeo~et~ trying 1o avet~ foreclosure are confronting p~blems on a new 

frc,~t. I ~t may be time to call a truce c,~ fl~e Wall Street bias in ]ookfi~g at 

executive compensation. 

FOLLOW US: Faceboi;k i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited ~ccess to NYTimes.com and our ~pps. S~.~bselribe >} 

~ A ccess The New York Times from snywhere with our suite of apps: 

A~droid I iRadCb I iPhoneCb i 

About This Email 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevi~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 9:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Eli Lilly, WellPoint Take Strong Stand Against Indiana’s Same-Gender Marriage 

February 19, 2014 

The companies noted that ~ ...... 
passage of the bill would 
put their companies at a 
serious disadvantage in 
attracting and retaining top 
talent. 

[ 

Ok~a~ Restaurant Owner F#:~e W~th 

D~scdm~nat~on 

This local restaurant        ~.. 
owner’s strong response to i~.~.~ 
a patron’s social-media 
posting may be difficult to 
believe...but he said it on 
camera, and we have the 
video. Watch it here! 

"Fhe Best Ways to Bu~d a 

Angela Talton, Senior Vice President, Global Diversity 
and Inclusion, Nielsen, and Laura Long, Director, 
National Workforce Planning and Development, Kaiser 
Permanente (No. 3 in the Diversitylnc Top 50), share 
best practices from their organizations on recruitment, 
workforce demographics, retention, engagement and 
the most effective diversity metrics. 

[ 
Februar~#_~. Rou~-:~du~)~ 

Notice of 

How explicit do you have to be for your employer to 
know that you have an ADA-defined disability? How do 
you protect yourself from legal issues? 

Federal rights newly e~ended to married same-gender 
couples can have both a legal and financial impact for 



couples. 

Best Practices Conference & Announcement 
Dinner 

April 22I NYC 
¯ Find out who makes the 2014 

Diversitylnc Top 50 Companies 
for Diversity list. 

¯ Get Talent Development and 
Pipeline/Recruitment Best 
Practices 

¯ Hear from 3 CEOs 
¯ Network with the top companies 

in the diversity-management 
space 

More than half of the ballroom sold! 

1 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitvlnc newsletter. 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:55 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Forbes 

Page 2 - 
I’m just not feeling the collaborative environment. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 

> On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:13 PM, "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> This article is...interesting. 
> 

> ht=~:i!www.forbes~co~v~sites~asonbe~ze~20 ~4/02i20ihowo~heonor~hocaro~inaotaroheelso~eamedotooriseoaboveoc~sisi 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwillingham@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~:,~/lists.uac.edulu?id=61803878.43065~abS22ffelb8703a9718~be94fT&r~=T&l=thearg&o=34287533., or send a blank 
email to leave-34287533-61803878.430b56ab622ffe lb8703 a97186be94f7@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:/ihstsamc.edt~h~ ~ ~d-62>24.>24.0 ~b0048bfeSf19cS>e 19d7 ~ 1 d~ 8e~ d&n=T&~=thearg&o=34288086, or send a blank 
email to leave-34288086-62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d71 ld338e5d@listserv.unc.edu. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, Febmm7 21, 2014 5:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow February 21, 2014. 05:07:4.3 

I~ a Dark Year, a Lighter Side at t|~e Fed 

They were dealing x*fith an economic and financial crisis, 5ut that didn’t keep 

Federal Rese~’e l~o]icy make~ fl’om attempts at humor i~ their 2008 

meetings. 

FOLLOW US: Faceboi;k i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited ~ccess to NYTimes.com and our ~pps. S~.~bselribe >} 

~ A ccess The New York Times from snywhere with our suite of apps: 

A~droid I iRadCb I iPhoneCb i 

About This Email 

This is an au.’_e~T~a~ed email Please cio not reply directly ~o ins email fro~T~ N~(q-i~T!es com. As a ~T~ember of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are commit[ed to protecting your prwacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, Februao, 24, 2014 12:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sex Abuse Awa~ceness ] Rutgers’ B 1G Shortfall i NFL to Flag N-Word? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Jason Collins First Openly Gay Player to See NBA Action 

Collins signed Sunday to a 10-day contract with the Brooklyn Nets, reported into 

the gaJne against the Los Angeles I,aJaers with 10:28 left in ... 

Awareness Brings Increase in Youth Coach Abuse Anests 
Arrests are up, but the rate of assaults has likely retnained the same. The differeuce 

is awareuess, driven in part by the prosecutiou of Jerry Saudusk7 .... 

Rutgers Athletics Subsidy- Up 68 Percent Since Joining B 1G 

To fund a sports program that university officials say will generate close to $200 

million of additional revenue in its first 12 years in the ... 

NFHS Adopts Football Targetiug, Defeuseless Player Rules 
’][’he National Federation of State High School Associations took more steps last 

week to make its most popular sport safer. In an effort to ... 

NFL to Cousider 15-YAM Penalty. Eiection for N- Word U se 
Diversity advocate John Wooten said Saturday he anticipates the league’s 



competition committee will enact the rule at next month’s ... 

City Council Wary ol Penn., for Parks Funding Plan 
Advocates tor a penn~ for parks tax earmark will hm e trouble assembling a City 

Council majoriW for it this year, judging fiom ... 

Proposed Disc Golf Course Focus of Neighborhood Ire 
About 50 residents who live near the 35-acre park on Evergreen Road cited 

negative enviw~nmental impack a lack of parking, noise 

Little League Reaps $80K from MLB Star’s 2012 Pledge 
Evan L( ngona s successful 2012 ~ason is b6nging much-needed upgrades to the 

Belmont Heights Little League fields .... 

Free-S~Bmves Bankin~_~n Stadium Revenue Boost 
Of roughly $267 tnillion that the Braves gumanteed four of their prized young 

players in lengthy contract extensions this ~nonth, more than ... 

Life Time Fitness Expects Faster Revenue Grm~lh in 2014 
Life Time Fitness Inc. said Thursday its fourth-quarter profit grew 11 percent, in 

line with investor expectations, and gm~e an upbeat outlook ... 

Tourism Expected to Pa,/Off$51B Sochi Investment 
Was the Sochi Olympics price tag worth it? Based on the experiences of the 

previous tbur Winter Games hosts, the answer will be yes .... 

Under Armour Deal ThrouRh ’22 Suits U.S. ~ 
On Friday the manufacturer of the controversial Mach 39 sldn suit and U.S. 

Speedskating announced an eight-year e:~ension of their origina), ... 

Video: Down Goes the Metrodome 

The 32-year-old Metrodome is dying a slow and painful death. What was once 

home to more than 300 events a year, "The Dome" as 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

::.~.i Facility of the Week 
Corps Cornmur!ity Center 
The Salvation Army Ray & Joan Kroc 
Corps Community Center in Suisun City 
took a downtrodden piece of property and 
restored it into a ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Judge Sends O’Bannon Class Action A~aJnst NCAA to Trial 
After a long and winding mad, a federa), judge has okayed the class-action suit to 

go to trial, starting June 9. 



New Reader Comments: 

Judge Sends O’Barmon Class Action Against NCAA to Trial 
This will indeed be a watershed case in sports law. If the case actually does go to 

court the NCAA will have an uphill battle in proving they didn’t ... 

Blog: Still Believing, 34 Years (and Counting) Later 

Great memories. Thanks Paul. 

ii.~ Facebook ~ 

ii.~ Linkedln .~iI YouTube 

Stay Connected 

AB N .... ire .~iI AB Digital I .... 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

Stay Informed 

::N:: AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

[:~"~~ABSignupforE-News] 

Mali~i,:~le Email Preferences I Unsubscribe , fu e,~ ; ii o? l’),oe == Forward to a 

[bi3 el~=:~il w:~s sent t~ dstro@unc.edu byl 

AB Media Inc. 

;’2 E Mifflin :~:t 3re 910, Madison,, W153703 

2013 i Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, | 6:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

<~cult~-el~Jce@ ~kai. unc .edu> 

UNC system policy links 

@live.unc.edu>; Faculty Welthre Committee 

Have you looked at the policy part of the Handbook from the perspective 

of the UNC system? Once you get past the senior administrative officel~ 

part, there may be a number of areas that may pertain to our handbook, 

and may need to be included/linked. 

http://www.northcarolina.eda/policy/index.php?pg toc&id s232&added &return url %2Fpolicy%2Findex.php% 

Titn 

Ti~nothy J. Ives, Pharm.D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of Gener~l Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology 

Department of Medicine, CB # 7110 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Beeper: 

e-mail: Timothy Ive@med.unc.edu 

This automatic notification message was sent by S~kai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:/isakai.nnc.edu/portal) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 

Yon can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pdchman, Jack M ~richman@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 6:10 PM 

Amelia Roberts-Lewis              @gmail.com>; Strans~ Ronald P. <ron stmuss@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 26th @ 1 lam - Agenda 

Dear Amelia 
Thank you for your email and your agenda. 
I feel that it is important to remember that the documents you wrote to the Provost and Jan Boxill were not shared with me until more 
recently and the concerns you discuss as "your context and reality" were not discussed with me. My point is, that while you do not 
wish to "re-hash" the issues in the emails, I did not have the oppommiB~ "hash" (assuming that is a word) them previousb~. 
I understand if you choose not to talk about these issues on Wednesday but please do not assume that my not discussing them is that 
same as my agreeing with your perspectives as they are articulated in the emails. 
I look forward to seeing you on Wednesday. 
Best, 
Jack 
From: Amelia Roberts-Lewis [mailto: ’@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 9:34 AM 
To: Strauss, Ronald P.; Richman, Jack M 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Dean, Jr., James W. 
Subject: Meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 26th @ 11am - Agenda 

Hi Jack & Ror~ 
Below is a succinct agenda tbr our meeting on Wednesday. I will not rehash the two emails (one that was sent to Jan Boxill mad one to Jim Dean) that I Ibrwarded to 
you a week or ~) ago. But, please hold them as my reali~ and my context for the agenda. I expect a veu brief meedng, 30 minutes max! 

A GENDA 

1. From Slippery Slopes to a Safe Envirotmaent for All Faculty & Stall" 

2. Two Issues Needing Resolnlions - Before Retirement 

3. A Personal Request - Regmding Harassment 

I have asked Debby Stroman to join me. I also reqnest that dais be a closed meeting between the 4 of us (unless Jim Dean-Vice Chancellor desires to attend). 

Regards, 

Amelia Roberts- Lewis 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Nathm~ Walker - Possible BAS panelist 

His email address: @gmail.co~n 

Phone: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 5:14 PM, i~/live.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Nathan Walker - he’s located in Raleigh, per his Twitter bin. Has a decent following and has engaged with the KI Sport account. His About 
page on his blog says he is a 2011 graduate of App State. 

Website/Blog: http://thebasketballdistribution.blogspot.com/ 

Lists nbastatsfix.com as his domain name, homepage says it’s the "Future Home" of NBA Stats Fix, so it appears he’s trying to get something 

off the ground. Could be cool to say that we were the launching ground for his analytics work if we think he fits the bill of what we want. 

On Twitter: 

I can shoot him a DM on Twitter for his contact info, if you think he’s worth following up with. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Zeppenfeld <czeppe~ffeld@bobcats.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 6:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Chris Zeppenfeld - Charlotte Bobcats 

Sure sounds good..,A’m traveling Wed-Thur, but I’ll be back Friday. 

CHRIS ZEPP£NFEkD 
Director, Da[abase Marke.’_ing 

BOBCAi3 ~ 5~-’O~rf:. & LP~f?~rf.~dNb,’~NT 
~3~ East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.588.8832 

F 704.588.8736 
czeppen reid @bobcats.corn 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah k [maHto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ 24, 2014 6:15 PN 
Te: Chris Zeppen%ld 
Subje¢t: RE: Chris Zeppen%ld - Chado~e BobcaN 

’~’h~mks C~ris. Le~:’s c~a~: so,::,a ~b,::,~t ~ow vou -~-;s~ t,~ p~rl>::ipa~e isa BAS. Seth Be~met~: red]y w~mts y,::,~ ~:o be ;~,::,]~,e,J. ;) 
d e b by 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’nfl~N~, g~plor’e, gmpower. 

9~9.843~0336 

From: Chris Zeppenfeld [__m_a_j_{t___O_LC_z__e_~_p__e_D_f__e_Ld__@_b___o__b__c__a__t__s_~£_Q_~!] 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 6:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject: RE: Chris Zeppenfeld - Charlotte Bobcats 

Hey there! Hope all is well with you. I wanted to let you know that we have an internship for Analytics on the business side that is now posted on our job site. If 

you have a star pupil, please let me know! 

ht[p:!/charlotte.tearnworkonline.com/tearnwork/r.cfm?i=64905 

CHRIS ZEPPENFE~D 

333 East lFade StFeet 
Chariotte, NC 28202 
T 70,1..688.8832 
C~ 
~ 70,I..~88.8736 
czeppen~eld~0bobcats:co m 



From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edul 
Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 20:~3 10:43 AM 
To= Chris Zeppenfeld 
Subject= RE: Chris Zeppenfeld - Charlotte Bobcats 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~n~q~qe~ ~xplore, Empower, 
919,843,03g~ 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m= Chris Zeppenfeld [mailto:czeppenfeld@bobcats.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 2053 8:00 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Chris Zeppenfeld - Charlo~e Bobca~ 

Deborah, 

It was nice to meet you last night. I look forward to cha~ng with you in the future about your conference. Please feel free to reach out if you have any 

questions/ideas you’d like to bounce off of me. 

CHRIS ZEPP£NFELD 
Direc[or, Da[abase Marketing 

~3~ East Trade S[reet 
Char~o[te, NC 28202 
~ 704.58&8832 

~- 704.58&8735 
czepr3en reid @bobcats.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cathy Zimmer <cathy zimmer@tmc.edu;, 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 6:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Ana]~Jcs Snmmit 

Hi Debby-- 

I have fom-arded your email to all Odum personnel. 

Cathy 

///// 

Catherine Zimmer, PhD 

The Odum Institute 

RW Davis Library, 2nd Floor 

UNC-Chapel ttill 

919-962-0516 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 6:02 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Cathy. I hope you ~re well. Please sl~are w~th yo~: coileagu~ s ~t Odum. Stats ~r~ Sports~. ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,q~o’e, Explore, Empowen 
<image002 
919.843.0336 
<imageOO4,jpg> 

dmage005 ~pg> 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, ~ebrua~ 24, 2014 4:14 PN 
To: Carlstein, Edward; Provan, J S; ’~_~f~t~JJ_:~_~£:_~.’; Pipiras, Vladas; Balaban, R~ A; Conway, Patrick ~ 
~c: Goldstein, Buck; Stewa~, John F; MetriC, Charles E.; Feldman, Naryann P.; Petranka, ]eremy N; Akin, John Stephen; Sackaroff, Jeff; Bruce, Rob~ 
Chuanshu~ Nobel, Andrew B~ ’marron@email.unc.edu’; Tidwell, Ca~; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Aaron Scarboro ( @qma~l.com)~ ’Jim Kitchen’; Mumford, 
Christopher Lee; CauNII, Walter Lowry 
~uDj~ct: RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->l. <!--[endif]--~rhe pan~]s aR [i]~[ng ~D t~[ct’]y, k):,e ]t]~’c >~ vet7 st~cmg prt’scncc [torn the Dig hitl:c~s in this sp:k:e. 
Automated I~}si~;hts, Deem Olivet, 538, Ke~} P,::,rnetoy, ~r~,:i ~:}}e erd:Ke NBA Bobca[s AnalytR:s sl:~[D 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->2, <!--[endif]--~N[e E~d7 Bird Dis(:,~un~: et@s Seled:i<m Su~}d~y, March 16, S,~ plea~;e pass the -~’or.d [o yo~ 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->See attachrm’r~ts to shar~’ with yo[;r r~etwork :rod d{’partment. 
<!--[if~ !supportkists]-->4. <!--[endif]--~rhe b.FBA C~se Com?et:it:i~n ~il] be open to all smdt,r~ts (ur~cle~Ntad atad gr~d) Dora ac:oss th:’ 

<l--[if lsupportkists]-->R <l--[endif]-->We wi]] have s~ sesst,::,r~ @~t i~; s~:uderd: otqy, It i~ Rx ~myone ml:et~qd:e,,J [n ]enrt~[ng more ~iboul: Sport 

NFL, NHL, and MI B. 

debby 
Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng¢9’e, £~pIore. Empowen 
<image00Ljpg> 
919.843.0336 
<image004.jpg> 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent~ Friday, Januaw 10, 2014 4:40 PN 
T~ Carls~in, Edward; Provan, 3 S; ’patak~@email.unc.edu’; Pipiras, Vladas; Balaban, Ri~ A; Conway, Patrick J 
¢~ Goldstein, Buck; Stewart, John F; MetriC, Charles E.; Feldman, Naryann P.; Petranka, 3eremy N; Akin, John S~phen; Sackaroff, Jeff; Bruce, Rob 
Subjeet~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit 
Hi Drs. I am excited to announce an inaugural conference that represents the intersection of basketball and statistics. I have many students 

who are interested in this field and thought it appropriate to send you this save-the-date communication. Please let me know if you are 

interested in any type of collaboration. Otherwise, I will keep you abreast of the general roll out, as appropriate. It is exciting to know that 

ESPN, NBA, ACC, and others are supporting this effort. 

Continued success to you~ 



The intersection* of technology, statistics, execution, and performance is here...so, please save-the-date for the inaugural SPEIA BasketballAnalytics Summit hosted 

by the Kenan institute of Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Friday, May 2 - Saturday, May 3, 2024 

Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices o~ the leadin~ basketball experts (professionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work in 

the discipline of performance (individual or team) and business analytics. 

Please pass the word to your colleagues. More details 

(Questions or Feedback: dstro@unc.edu) 

Explore. ~ncjage. Empower~ 
~XSS Sp~ A~h~istratio~, Lecta~r (~.ex~,unc,edu) 
Frank Hawkins Kenan ~n~i~e of Private Enterpri~ Senior Advisor (h~p://~,kenan=flagler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

Chapei Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<ima~eOO6.jp~> 

<2014- BAS - Save-the= Date j pg> 

<BAS PostCard 1Up.pdf> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 10:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Kenan Institute Sport Update 

i~nage001 :ipg; i~nage002:ipg; image003.jpg; image004.jpg 

Thanks let’s talk soon I like to talk about merging the two conferences as best we can. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carnlina 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 11:50 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bubba. FYI. I thought by 12~rwarding this note it would give you a quick update 

I would love to chat with you about the athletic department being a sponsor too. ;) 

(;hat with you soon 

>d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

Engage Explore Empower. 

[emailSignature] 

919.843.0336 

[Description: Description: Description: T~vitter2]<http:/itwitter.com/#!/drstrol~an> 

[Believe] 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail nressage, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and nray contain confidential and;or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclos~tre or distribution is prohibited, lI’you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original nressage. 
> 

> 

> From: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Sent: Monday, Febl.amy 24, 2014 11:41 A_’vl 
> To:’            ~gmail.com’; ’ilattal 2@email.unc.edu’; ’km~ack@email.~mc.edu’: ’          ~gmail.com’; ’dhollier@southeastpsych.com’;          @gmail.com’; 

~live. corn’; ’livisfr eenran@4our fans. c onr’; ’dparn @anwagner. corn’; @ ao 1. corn’ 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: UNC Kenan Institute Sport Update 
> 

> Hi Working Advisory Group. I ara writing to provide you with an update of our progress with the Basketball Analytics Surrmrit. ~vw~v.kisport.unc.edu<htt p://www.kis,0ort.unc.edu> (We 
have all "hands on deck" for this effort. The additional work for the sport innovators celebration and the sport-related companies in NC database are on pause.) We are excited to have 
la~mched BAS and have received corffirmations and/or "I’m definitely in if my schedule permits" frora the following sport leaders: 
> 

> 

> ACC 
> 

> Val Ackerman, Big East Cornrmssioner 
> 

> Robbie Allen, Automated Insights 
> 

> Marcus Brown, SportsMedia 
> 
> ESPN 
> 

> FiveThirtyEight 
> 

> Steve Hirdt, Elias Sports Bureau 
> 

> Coach George Karl 
> 

> Brian Kopp, SportVU 
> 

> Dean Oliver, ESPN 
> 

> Ken Pomeroy 
> 

> NBA Charlotte Bobcats Analytics, Marketing, and Ticketing Departments 
> 

> Jason Teitler, Burson-Marsteller 
> 

> WNBA 
> We have many other attendance (non-speaking) comminnents from across the basketball world too. The students have done a great job with social media, so we haven’t had to spend as 
much money on the traditional marketing I will attend the MIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference later this week to learn more and to share our event Please share the attachments with 
your network. We will also have one session that is :[’or students to learn about the field of Analytics (even if they don’t want to be a part o:[’basketball) It will be hosted by Elias Sports, the 
only official star company :[’or MLB, NFL, NtIL, and NBA. 
> 

> Thanks again for your support I:[’you plan on attending the event, please book your hotel room now as the ttampton may sell out. Apologies if I have not spoken to you by phone 
lately., this train is moving very fast. ;) 



Let me know if you have any questions or feedback[ 

Regards, 

debby 

>DeborahL Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E×plore. t!ngage. Empower. 

EXSS Sport Adrainistration, Lecturer (~’w.exss.unc.edu<http://www.exss.unc.edu/>) 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor (http:i/www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu/kenan-institute5 

315 Woollen CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
[Description: Description: Description: Twitter2]<http:/itwitter.com/#!/drstroman> 
#HeelFot~ard 

"If you can’t fly then r~, if you can’t r~m then walk, if you can’t walk then crawl, 

but whatever you do you have to keep moving forward." Martin Luther King Jr.<http:/iwww.goodreads.comTauthorishowi23924.Martin Luther Kin~ Jr > 

<image001 .jpg> 
<2014-BAS-Save-the-Date.jpg> 
<BAS 2014 Flyer.pdf> 
<BASPostCard 1Up.pdL~ 
<image002.jpg> 
<image003.jpg> 
<image004.jpg> 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:21 AM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RE: CONFIDENTIAL 

L@kenan- tlagler.unc.e&P 

Dr. Stroman, 

All the cases look real. These are very good. 

Here is my preference ranking: 

I. Draft 

2. Free Agent 

3. Small Bali 

I ranked them regarding how much analytics or stats would take part in solving each matter. I felt "Small Bail" might be somewhat difficult to analyze with figures 

and numbers, though topic itself is very interesting. It seems to be hard to collect data along too. 

i ranked "Draft" the highest because we can see what Bobcats would do in the NBA Draft. It must be exciting to see if they would implement any ideas. 

Best, 

iNi cid:irnage001 .jpg@01CF27D&A85FAg©0 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 3:27 PM 
To; 
Subject: CONFIDENTIAL 
Importance; High 

Hi. Please take a look at these draft case questions. Do not share. Please rank them in order of preference. Thanks! 

Send back to me asap. 

Deberah L St:roman, 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

Spo~ A~lministration~ Lecturer (www,exss.unc,edu) 
Hawkins Ken~n I~stil~le of Private E~te~p~is~ Senior Adviso~ (~h~p~:j~j~;~e~a~-~[!~a~g!~e~r~;~q~q~c~;~e~d~u~L~B~g~@~ 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 
919,8~3.0336 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffGibbons <j gibbons@tx~bcats.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 9:10 AM 

Jeff Gibbons <j gibbons@bobcats.corn> 

College Sports PR aM Communication Symposium 

Good morning, 

My name is Jeff Gibbons and I am an Account Executive in the Group Sales Department here with the Charlotte Bobcats. I wanted to reach out to you today and 

send you over an amazing opportunity that I have for students looking for a Journalism, Public Relations, and Communications Degree. On Monday, March 24th we 

will be having a PR and Communication Symposium with our Vice President of Communications, Director of Interactive Media, Radio Play-by-Play Announcer, and 

Fox Sports South Sideline Reporter. Just this past week we have successfully had our first Business Symposium on rebranding to the Hornets, and we are looking to 

have the same success with our PR and Communication Symposium as well. 

Below is all of the information on this event, please feel free to pass this along to any of the professors, clubs, or groups that you believe would be interested in 

attending this special event. Also, please contact me at any time if you have questions or would like more information. 
C~arlotLe Bobcats Please add events@twca-email.com to your address book. Learn how, 

You /’,re InviLed Troubie viewing Lhis emaii? 

Description: Charlotte Bobcats 

Description: Bobcats 

Don’t miss the inaugural Collegiate Sports Public Relations and Communications Symposium with 
a special guest panel from the Charlotte Bobcats. Learn from an N BA franchise perspective about 
the various areas of Public Relations, Broadcasting, Social Media and re-branding as the team 
gets ready to enter next season as the Charlotte Hornets. The collegiate Collegiate Sports PR 
and Communications Symposium is a must attend for any college Broadcasting, Public Relations, 
Communications or Journalism major, regardless of career industry aspirations. 

$20 Tickets: Includes Symposium and Bobcats Game 

Use Special Offer Code: BUZZ 

Description: Bobcats 



Check in: 2:45 to 3;t5 p,m. (Please arrive promptly at TWCA during this t~me) 
$ymposk~m: 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. (30 minute panel disscussion, 30 minute Q&A) 
Bobcats vs. Rockets: 7:00 p.m. (Doors open at 6:00 p.m.) 
Students wJl~ exit the Arenm at 4:30 p.m. and ale encouraged to visit ~oca~ restau[ants and shops. 
T~ckets for tMs exc~LlsJve event ~re just $20* and are open to college students of any major. The 
$20 dcket cost ~ncludes both the Symposium AND the game that nighfi To purchase dckets, 
please cl~ck the ~Jnk below and enter the Speciai Offer Code: BUZZ. We hope to see you there~ 
Order e~r~y~ Space for Collegiate Sympos&~m w~l~ be I~m~ted to the first 500 students to reg~ste[~ ~f 
you are re#isteHng multiple people at one time, we will reach out to #et the other names of the 
members of your par~. 

Purchase T ck  ts 
For more information, please contact Jeff Gibbons at 704.688.9044 or jgibbons@bobcats.com 
*There is a $5 pez order fee, you can order as a grou~ of friends to keep costs contained. 

.~:i Description: TougherFasterStronger 

GET HELP Ert~A]L SETTINGS 

Subscribe- 

ASSESTS T~CK~TS 

Groups 

[h~s email was sent by: Bobcats Sports & Entertainr~ent 

333 E Trade Street Charlotte, NC 28202 Time Warner Csbie Arena is a trademark of Time Warner inc used under license. 

AccouRt Executive, (Stoup Sa~es 

BOBCA% ~ ~:.PO~T’.> & ?.NTt-~TAH~JMt-.NT 
~B~ East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.~88~9044 
E 704.588.87~5 
iR~bbons@bobcats,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livis Freeman ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CONFIDENTIAL 

Hey Debby, 

I hope you’re doing weli. I like the case study issues except the last one. If it were me, I’d re~,~lace it with "examining NBA teams obligations regarding 

notifying players that they’ve been traded." Fve worked with numerous clients (inciuding               wt~o was traded a few days ago) who were 

notified that they were traded by reading it oniine or hearing it from a friend. I think tt~ere m’e tons of mora~ and professional issues that 8o alon~ with this 

that should be examined~ ~ can e~aborate ~f necessary. 

The free agency thing is good but doesn’t geei like it has the potentiai to be as significant and irr~pacting, 

Liv 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 

To:            @live.corn; 
Subject: FW: CONFIDENTIAL 

3:34 PM 

_~gmail.com; _~aol.com; dparo@vanwagner.com; ’@gmail.com; 

’T’h~mkst 

Beborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
E’nflo,qe. E~plor’e. ~’mpowe~: 

919.843=0336 

Belie~Te 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 3:27 PM 
To: @kenan-flagler,unc,edu); 
Subject: CON FIDEI’,rFIAL 
Importance: High 

Hi. Please take a look at these draft case questions. Do not share. Please rank them in order of preference. Thanks! 

Send back to me asap. 

Dr. Strornan 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Explore, Engage, Empower. 
EXSS S~od: Administrat~en, Lecturer (~.ex~,unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins Kenan In~itute of Private Enterpd~ Sen~er Adv~ser (h~p://~.kenan-flagler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

3~5 Wo~le~ - CB #8700 

919,843,033~ 

#HeelForward 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erimane A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Whoops - forgot to mention this this morning., call me to talk about it Thank you!!’. 

Erialme A. Weight, Ph.D, M.BA. 
Undergraduate Coordinator - Sport Administration 
Director - Center for Excellence in Intercollegiate Athletics 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919448.4870 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: FW: EXSS 

:20 PM 

Hi E. Let’s chat about this course. She probably doesn’t qualify, far EXSS 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empo*ver 

919.8430336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if aw, is intended only [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiah An?’ ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

5:08 PM 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is               and I am a           EXSS major at UNC I *wis recently offered a summer internship with the                 but am required to receive course credit as 
compensation. Dr. Weight referred me to you. She said that you taught EXSS     the Sport Administration internship class and I was xvonderlng how I would go about getting involved in 
the class in order to receive credit for my internship. Do I need to enroll in the class for the sunmxer? 
Thank you for your time, 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amelia Roberts-Lewis ~ ’@gmaJl.com~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 10:05 AM 

Richman, Jack M ~jfichman@email.unc.edw~ 

Stranss, Ronald P. <ronstrauss@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 26th @ 1 lain - Agenda 

Hi Jack, 

Please know that I am very clear that you do not agree with my perspective; but, we have had numerous talks before about the hazing at the SSW in the pafft,... 

whether towards me or others. But, if you have a response or need clarificatio~L please feel free to discuss my emails. 

Otherwise, I will see you all on Wedne~tay at 11 an~. 

Peace, 

Amelia 

On Mon, Feb 24, 2014 at 6:09 PM, Richman, Jack M <irichinan~)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ameli~ 

Thank you for your email and your agenda. 

I feel that it is important to remember that the documents you wrote to the Provost and Jan Boxill were not shared with me until more 
recently and the concerns you discuss as "your context and reality" were not discussed with me. My point is, that while you do not 
wish to "re-hash" the issues in the emails, I did not have the oppommi~ "hash" (assuming that is a word) them previously. 

I understand if you choose not to talk about these issues on Wednesday but please do not asstmle that my not discussing them is 
that same as my agreeing with your perspectives as they are artic~flated in the emails. 

I look forward to seeing you on Wednesday. 

Best, 

Jack 

From: Amelia Roberts-Lewis [mailto: @~mail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 9:34 AM 
To: Strauss, Ronald P.; Richman, Jack M 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Dean, Jr., James W. 
Subject: Meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 26th @ 11am - Agenda 

Hi Jack & Ron, 

Below is a snccinct agenda for our meeting on Wednesday. I roll not rehash the two emails (one that was sent to Jan Boxill and one to Jim Dean) that I forwarded to 

yon a week or ,so ago. But, please hold them as my reali~ and my conte~ for the agenda. I expect a very brief meeting, 30 minntes max’. 

A GENDA 

1. From Slippev Slopes to a Sai~ Environment for All FaculF & St~£f 

2. Two Issues Needing Resolutions - Before Retirement 

3. A Personal Request - Regarding Harassment 

I have asked Debby Stroman to join me. I also request that this be a closed meeting be~-een the 4 of us (unless Jim Dean-Vice Chancellor desires to attend). 

Regmds, 

Amelia Roberts- Lewis 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Grofl; Diane G <groff@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~@live.unc.edu> 

RE: have a studetn of mine sha~,dow 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

Thank you so much for helping 

players.. I am copying      on this email so that he will know to expect an email from one of the two players. 1 think that 

assignment: and I appreda~:e your wi~k~gness to he~p hm~ make thia com~ec~:~on. 

ff the players prefer to haw~ (:on~:act ~:hem ~ am sure he w~ do ~:hat. He would just need their contact info, 

Thanks, 

Diane 

Dr. Diane G Gaff 
Associate Professor - Recreation Administration Specialization 

Assodate Member - L~neberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Co-Founder - Get REAL & HEEl.. Breast Cancer Program 

connect with these two athletes. We would really appreciate it if you can forward his name and email on to the two 

will learn a great deal from this 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

306 VVoollen Gym; CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--8700 

919-962-0534 

Fro~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 6:25 PM 
To: Groff, Diane G 
Subject: RE: have a studetn of mine shawdo~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~]t~qe. Explore. Empower. 

919.8~3~0336 

~ Believe 

From: Groff, Diane G 
Sent: Thursday, 12:14 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: have a studetn of mine shawdow 

Hi Deb, 

I just wanted to see if you could assist me in helping one of my students shadow one of the men’s players a day. Just a bit of background: my students in 

the Disability, Culture and Intro. To Therapeutic recreation course have to do a simulation where they pretend to have a disability for 24hours. They will either 

wear a pair of sunglasses that obscures their vision, or they will use a wheelchair for 24 hours. One of my students actually has a disability however, so we are 

trying to make the assignment relevant for him. He would like to see what it would be like to be a collegiate athlete for a day. He has         and uses a 

as well as his for mobility so getting the opportunity to see what it would be like to be an athlete would be very enlightening. 

Could you please ask       if he, or one of his teammates would be willing to allow a fellow UNC student to shadow him for a day (of course the 24 hour 

experience is "flexible" in that he would still maintain his privacy, etc. It would just be allowing him to shadow him during the "public" times of his day, (e.g. 

meals, practice, classes, social activities, study hall, etc.). 

Thanks, 

Diane 

Dr. Diane G GrofI 
Associate Professor -. Recreation Administration Specialization 

Associate Member - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Co-Founder -. Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Program 

Department of Exercise and Spo~t Science 

306 VVoollen Gym; CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

919-962-0534 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld ~}gmafil.com> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 25, 2014 10:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hey Deb, jus~ wrested to check in with you about how things axe going and if you had any thoughts on our proposed cases. 

Also, we’ll be heading to the MIT conference; I arrive in Boston Thul~day morning. Would be great to meet up there. 

On Fri, Feb 21, 2014 at 4:10 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~,unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enga.ge, Explore, Empower, 

i.~.i emailSignstu r~, 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto @qmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 4:08 PM 



To: Strotnan, Deborah L 
Cc: Ben Woldenberg; Angus Mitchell; Brian Clouser 

Subject: Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

He5, Deb, we received the approval to do the invited speech, so please count us in’. We will begin brainstorming what we’ll say. 

We sent you a t~w case studies to review, so we are looking tbrward to yonr thonghts on that. 

Anyihing else we can do, just let us know! 

On Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 5:03 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu~--wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

F~ngggle, F~xplore. F_,mpower, 

iNi emsiISignature 

919.843.0336 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2024 9:50 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 



Ben Woldenberg; Angus Mitchell; Brian Clouser 

Subject: Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hey Deborah, thanks for giving us some time to get back to you. 

We discussed this as a group and are interested in the speaJ~ing option tbr our group, &s oppo~d to one of us being on a panel. I just want to mn this by a t~w 

people at the Bobcats to get final approval. Once we have that, we’ll be in touch again about specifics. 

We are also interested in the case study and ~re aware we need to get you a case by this titne next week. 

Just let me l, mow if you’d like an~lhing else fi~om us. Thanks again. 

On Thu, Feb 13, 2014 at 9:10 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. Yes, he is aware. I am playing phone tag with Liz Ralon as she is providing the case for him. 

debby 

From: Jason Rosenfeld < ~gmail.com> 

Date: Thursday, February 13, 2014 8:35 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Subjed[: Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hey- thanks for this. 

Will talk with my group and get back to you on floor vs. panel. 

As for case competition, I did not know deadline was so soon; does Seth know? Perhaps I should touch base with him, since it looks like both he and I would need to get you 

questions within two weeks. 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 11:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Team. The Friday night session (after the opening reception) is slotted for speakers that I am inviting to have the floor to themselves. My only invites at this time are for you, 

Dean Oliver, and FiveThirtyEight. FiveThirtyEight and Dean Oliver have accepted. 

Saturday is the four panel sessions (as noted on the website). If you choose to join the Individual Performance panel, I can only have one from your team. Coach George Karl and 

Robbie Allen have already accepted on this panel. I am waiting to hear back from my other two invites. 

And of course, I am still hoping that David Stern is coming. If so, he can jump in wherever his schedule permits. ;) 

Case Competition - The judging is virtual. The winning team will be at the Summit and will have the opportunity to share their findings. I need your case before Feb. 25. The 

following is our tentative schedule (not for public release): 



Case 6peci, fics will be released,- two months before the conference, and teams will hav’e two weeks to work on their 1st round ~tbmission (executive 

summary). The results of the lst-round will be announced before J14a~vh 28th, 2014. If your team succes~fidly reaches the 2nd-round you wi# be asked to 

submit the final presentation by Apri111th, 2014. The winner will be announced by Apri118th, 2014. The winner will present their sohttions and receive 

their prizes at the Summit. 

¯ RegistratT"on Opens: February i~, 2014 

¯ RegistratT"on Deadline: February 2~, 2014 

~ Case specifics release: March 7th, 2014 

~ 1St-round submission deadline: March 21st, 2014 

¯ 1St-round winners announced: March 28st, 2014 

¯ 2nd-roundsubmission deadline: April 1ith, 2014 

¯ Winner announced: April 18th, 2014 

¯ Conference: May 2nd -3rd, 2014 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. Thanks again! 

debby 

@drstroman 

9:19.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld,               I@gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, February ~.2, 20:14 ~.0:29 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenber~(~bobcats.com>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Subject: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hi Deb nice speaking to you a few days ago. 

First off, introducing you (again) to my team, Ben Woldenberg, Brian Clouser, and Angus Mitchell (all cc’d here); I think you met Ben and Angus in person. 

We were wondering if you know what the conference agenda will look like? Is it all panels? Some invited speakers? Research presentations? 

We ask because we are trying to make a decision on the floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel options. We very much appreciate the options and would love to take 

advantage of the exposure, but we don’t want to look out of place, either - so if we would be the only people in the two days who had the entire floor to themselves, perhaps 

that would be strange and should be avoided? 



As for the case study, what is the timeline? When do we supply the question? When do the students work on the problem? When do we judge? 

Thanks and talk soon. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS S P.O~~iS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld (’@,be bcats.co m 

JASON W. ROS1ENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS SI..’OR ~S 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 

J Rosenfeld~b, bobcats.cam 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS L-’.,PORTS ~!’,~ ~iii\iTERTi-\iNM~iihiT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld@bobcats.com 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS Si:~©I:.TiS & ,7!iNIERTP, iNM,7!iNT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 
C 
J Rosenfeld@bobcats.com 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS SPORTS & iiiNii:i.RT.,~\iNMiiiNT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 



"i" 704,688.8981 
C 
a Rosenfeld@bobcats.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pellegrini, Denise <Denise.Pellegrini@espn.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 11:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Save-the-Date! BasketbaJ1 AnaJytics Summit 

Hi, Debbg --- hope you are well. We will be able to send you some [SPN t-shirts to put in your gift bag, but cannot sponsor the golf shirts, The t-shirts cannot be 

altered in any w~,¥ by ~,dding a ~ogo!h~pdnt!embroidery. ff you are ok w~th tNs, let me know and I’H place the order, 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [ma~lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 2~, 20~4 3:~ PM 
To: Pellegrini, Denise 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Analytics Summit 

imp~:int/~ ~b~z~idecy ot~ ESPN shi:-ts. 

Go ACC~ 

Re~;atd s, 

&bby 

Deborah L. Stroman, 

gnfl~Ne, g,rplore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

:~2 Believe 

From: Pellegrini, Denise [mailto:Denise.PelleqriN@espn.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 20:~4 :[::~4 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Sure -- 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [_m__a_jJ__tg_LC_!_s_t_E_o_~__u_D__c_:_e_d___u] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 1:12 PM 
To: Pellegrini, Denise 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah L. Stroman, P[~.D. CLU 

l 
ii~:; iI emsilSignat .... 

91_9.84-3.0336 



From: Pellegrini, Denise [mailto:Denise.Pelleqrini@espn.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 9:51 AN 
To: Skipper, John; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

From: Skipper, John 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 8:26 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~c: Pellegrini, Denise 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 
Denise - can yon help Deborah witJ~ the shirts please 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Jolm. The panelists axe filling in nicely. (FYI - 538 is on board m~d so is Dean Oliver). In terms of ESPN sponsorship, I would like to provide 

attendees with golf/polo shirts. Is it possible to work with ESPN as our shirt sponsor? 

Also, please let me know if there is a pa~iculm refit within ESPN that I should send any communications to regarding the event. I don’t want to leave 

anyone out that you specifically want to have engaged with this ofl’ering. Everyone I have spoken to has been veu kind. ;) 

Stay wam~! 

debby 
@drstroman 
919.843.033(5 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the worido" ~ Anne Frank 
< 781_ dDE#A-2555-d3A C-B42C-3 ] 929 791_B355[/ 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper <.J_o_h___n__:_S_kj_p_p___e__r__@__e_s_p___n_._c_o__m_.> 
Bate: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:58 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CI_U" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Cc: Marie Donoghue <Marie.Donoghue@espn.com> 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah - I going to pnt you in tonch hem wifl~ Marie Donoghue who manages Nate a~d 538. We may have a conflict on these dates but Marie is 

charged ruth helping you. I have told her I want ns to be involved and helpful hem. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a;m~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

d ~ b b 7 
Deborah L. S~oman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng¢qe, Explore, Empower. 
9~9.843.0336 
<image001.~pg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome/’ 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Skipper, 3ohn 
Sent= Friday, December 27, 2013 1:12 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit 
Nice ~ mn into you - will s~a~ wifl~ Nate 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 5:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Season’s Greetings! Hi John. Great to see you last week! Here is the official save-the-date announcement that was 



sent recently to NBA, WNBA, and College Basketball contacts. Please share with your appropriate units. 
Friendly Reminder: Nate 5liver to join us as the speaker on the evening oj~ Friday, May 2 (preferred] or .Saturday, May 

3. 

]he intersection* of technology, statistics, execution, and performance is here.,.so, please 
save-the-date for the inaugural SP:[EA Bas;{e[bal;Anafy~cs~£~n~n~t hosted by the Kenan 
institute of Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
H~II. 

Our m~ss~on is ~o engage wi~h and explore the best practices of the leading baskedbail 
experts (professionals, students, and scholars} who love, research, and wor~< in the 
discipline of performance (individual or team} and business analyt~cs, 
P~ease pass the word to your colleagues, btore details soonl 
(Questions or Feedback: ~_~_C~_@_g_D_¢_~_g_~_g_) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

C- 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
"A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination." Nelson Mandela 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Paro <dparo@vanwagner.com> 

Tuesday, 4:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CONFIDENTIAL 

have a few different takes: 

Easiest to research and show actual causality would be the "Small Ball" project, There would be little confusion over the direction to go although the 

researcher that gets creative could find some ~nteresth~g trends the further they dig. The question for me w~th this one is whether or not the resulth~g data 

would be interesting or iHus~:rat~ve of anything that sigmficant. 

~ The free agent concept would likely be the most engaging in that it could take a few d~fferent p~ths. ~ ]~l<e it because of the potent~a~ "recommendations" 

for ~:eams and players that came out o~ ~t. The challenge wou~d be h~ bek~g able ~:o assign actual motivations behind moves both by teams and the 

k~d~viduaL ~3ut as w~th anything, w~th [TK)re da[:a~ the pk:ture ~:an be created more com~)~e~e]y. 

The prembe behind the inR~al h~ea shown holds some k~tMgue, but I just am not sure there would be da~a to ga~:her that couM really ~uide a researcher to 

a resulting base o[ ~nforrnat~orL 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:35 PM 
To: " " @live.com; @gmail.com; 
Subject: FW: CONFIDENTIAL 
Importance: High 

@aol.com; _~gmail.com; 

Deborah L. StTornan, Ph.D. CLU 
E’~,¢]o,qe, E’xplor’e, gmpoweg: 

i.~.i emailSigr, ature 

919.843.0336 

Believe 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 3:27 PM 
To: @kenan-flagler#nqedu); 
Subject: CON FIDENT£AL 
Importance: High 

Hi. Please take a look at these draft case questions. Do not share. Please rank them in order of preference. Thanks! 

Send back to me asap. 

Dr, Strom~n 

Deborah L Strornan, Pb,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 



#HeelForward 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list,N@~momenmmmedia.com 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 5:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of the Trade: Student Slump 

Decfining student attendance at major college football games is 
becoming a concern for athletic directors, iii:!::fi:ii=i:;ii..ii.ii:=.fi:.:i[!q.i[ji. 

Dolphins Fire Athletic Trainer 
The Miami Dolphins fired their head athletic trainer and assistant 

coach in the wake of a 144-page report into bullying that 
included an assistant athletic trainer as a target. 

Co~d S~oulder to Icing 
A number of spods medicine professionals are debating the 
eflicacy of ice as a ~reatmen~ 1ool, with some arguing it delays 

Featured E-zine 

GearBoss by Wenger 

This electronic publication highlights the GearBoss family of products for athletic 
depa~tmerfls~from athletic ~eam lockers to specialized storage and ~ranspo~t 

solutions. 

Team Barred From Playoffs 
An Illinois gids’ high school basketball team and its head coach 
were suspended from the playoffs Iollowing rules violations 

New Surface Floors UTEP When it comes to making changes 
at ~he University of Texas at El Paso’s Don Naskins Cente[o- 
named for the legendary basketball coach whose 1966 national 
championship-winning team was the inspiration behind the film 
Glory Road~-there is a lot el history to consider. Fortunately, the 
longstanding relationship between UTEP and Robbins opo[ts 
Surfaces made the recent selectien and installation ef the Bio- 
Channel Classic surface an easy and positive process. 



Good Eye 
A new study suggests a visual training program can improve 

A~ent Troubles 
An Oregon State baseball player is waiti~Xg te see if he will be 
cleared by the NCAA after the Philadelphia Phillies mpo~ed~y 
~nformed the NC~ he used an agent dudng contrac~ 

negotiations. ~£:~: :=.:2:: S=.3=..:=.::~=:,, ~:.~BCZ=..S=.=. =.., :(:~L:~ ~. =:,, :: :.:~:.: :£:. ~:: 2S~:: ....... 

The NFH8 has adopted new fooJball Fules de{ining and penalizing 
targeted hits above the shoulder in an effert to minimize the risk 

Product Showcase 
Gym Oornporie~ts Feel like youF gym is missing something? 
Check out how these innovative produds may help you fill the 
void. 

Our online Buyer’s Guide features a custemized pages for companies advertising 
h~ our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, ~ncludhsg inte[acfive ~h~ks, product ~mages, and more 
detailed produc~ listings. Hem are ~nks to four companies ~eatured in our Guide: 

Click here to check out the complete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

S~owing the Slow Down 
The chairman of ~he NCAA Football Rules Committee suppods 
waiting for safety data before implementing a pmpesa~ thal ceu~d 

s~ew dewn fast-paced effenses~ 

Wrapped in Controversy 
A high school baseball coach’s company built a new tud infield 
at no cost to the school, but the move has landed the principal in 

hot water. 

The Atlantic 10 Conference is promoting itself with an aggressive 
ad campaign, which inck~des a "microsite2 

Balanced Body, h~c. Dymatize Nutrition is an industi¥ 
has provided leader, supplying the high-quality 
innovation in PHates nut[~tiona~ supplements ~o mi~Hons 
equipment sh~ce of fitness enlhusiasts a~d atMetes 
1976. around the worM. 

Gbbal Bodyweight Training 
is the ultimate resource for 
the bodyweight athie[e with 
equipment, videos, and 
apparel. 

,~PRI )fiefs training and Train your athletes befere Shockbo× is a simple, wireless 
conditioning for everyone - the games begin with impact sensor that alerts 
from student to Rogem Athletic s~reng~h~ athletic trainers when a hit ~s 
pFofess~ona~ a~Metes, training equipment, too haFd and when to check ou~ 

#layem. 



You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news fiom Momenm~nMedia or one of its publicalions: Trafining & Conditioning, Athletic 
Management or Coaching Management 

To nnsubscribe, click tNs link 

To chm~ge your emaJl address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a ti-iend, click this link 

Be sure to ackt lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or safe ser~der 

list so our emails u’ill always get to your inbox’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Dr. Smith Ryan Ret~rence/basketball analy’fics 

Dr. Stroman, 

I appreciate your advice on being more concise, definitely something that I can work on. Dr. Ryan emailed me back yesterday and we have worked out a meeting 

time, thank you for your help in bringing us together. I look forward, as always, to talking to you and getting together ruth the CSBC team soon. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
Pre Business, Pre Med 

@live.unc.edu 

On at 12:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. St~-om an 
Deborah L. Skr’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
Etwage. Explore, Empower, 
<~mage001.jpg> 
919.843.0336 
<imi~geO02 j[)g> 

$ent= Nondag, I 11:39 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Dr. Smith Ryan Reference!basketball analytics 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you am &ing well and having a groat semester. I am planning on making it m tlm hickoW tavern on wednesdW evening for the CSBS, and 

hopdhlly some of my questions will be b~ught up 6en, al6ough a couple of my queslions am specific. I have a lot ofiatems’t in 

conference as I mentioned when I talked w-ifl~ you in your once earlier tNs ~mester. I am a liRle womed a~m 6e timing of 

the following mondW. I guess my question is, will it ~ ok if we &fit aRend all of 6e segments office summit? ~other question I have is azound 

specific interest groups within the club, would it ~ best tojust contact the leader ofthe group i ~ a pa~ o£ entrepreneurs in spo~s, which is oad 

t~" and get tNngs moving, or are things alrea@ in motion tbr them to con~ct the Nil}rent people interested in the groups? I am also not sum how CSBC 

exec team works, but I would like to get more involved, and tNnk that I have ideas ~d a work ethic that could really add to the team ne~ year. 

When spoke aN~ut a mon/~ ago in your o~ce, you referenced me to Dr. Smith-~’an, and I con~cted her. Since then I received one email but when I 

tried to confim~ a date I never received a response. I sent a follow up email to her about a week ago N~t am yet to hear back. I am wondering if you have 

any advice for geRing in contact ruth her in a ~Rer way. I found what you h~ to say aleut her connection ruth s~s and nutrition to ~ really 

interesting and mn hoping that I can at least get to meet her. 

tto~fully I will see you wednes&y. 

Tha~ks tbr eveD~hing, 

University of N~)rth Carolina Chapel Hill 

Pre Business, Pre Med 
~live.urm,edu 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:38 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Missed class 

Hello Professor, 

I hope this reaches you in better shape than I am. For the past 12 hours, I have been dealing with some of the worst stomach flu symptoms I have ever 

experienced. For this reason, I was not able to make it to class today. Furthermore, I will be out of town for Thursday’s class due to a funeral I have to 

attend. I’m sorry for these inconveniences and hope you will understand. My reaction paper will be on time, but if there is any other work I have missed, I 

hope you will allow me to make it up. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 6:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

Re: BAS Panelists 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sony I didn’t see this email until now--I drove to and fi~om Philadelphia last night (didn’t get back until 7AM this morning) and missed a few emails. 

I didn’t get Brian directly on the phone but leIt a message ruth his assistant and was told to email him. I’ve ~nt him information and am going to call him again tomorrow 

t get him on the phone. Will keep you updated more on that tomorrow. 

As for Vitti, my past connec6on was no luck. Do you have any connec6ons? If not, I’ll try reaching him through numbers/emails public online that I can find for him or 

lakers but I do not have a great lead on him. 

Also, I’ll be missing tonight’s meeting. I’m a bit under the weather, and the sleepless night last night probably didn’t help. Fin trying the evening/night offto try to get back 

to 100%. I’ll update you on Brian tomonow and will go for Vit~A unless you think you have a good lead ibr him. 

On Mon, at 3:53 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu.: wrote: 

Hi’ What i s the status of Strong and Vitti for the panel? Thanks for the update. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,D. CLU 

[xplore~ [nga~e. [mpower. 

EX$S ~port A{tministration, Lecturer {www,exss,unc.edu) 

Frank Hawkins Renan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor (http:l/v~.Av.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu/kenan-institute} 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:13 PM 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-tlagler.unc.e&~ 

Stroma~L Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Basketball Ana~ytics Summit - Regislrafion 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Karen, 

This is Kenan Institute . I’m working with Dr. Stroman and another Kenan Institute ~, to lead the 

upcoming Basketball Analytics Summit on 

I heard that you created the registration link for the event for us. 

(https~//apps~research~unc~edu//events/index~c[rn?event=events~eventDetai~s&event key=338A39FSEB91C45627AFD6C188BS7870DD1545F6) 

Could you give three of us every week update on the registration - list of attendants? We want to track the data on weekly basis? 

¯ Dr. Stroman (._d___s__t__r__o____@___u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.) 
¯ ~kenan-.flagler.unc.edu) 

¯ @unc.edq) 

Thank you for your support! 

Best, 

iNi cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC and Wasserman- GREAT NEWS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

G REAT N EWS. I was speaking with    after the meeting and he said that they would love to have a similar set-up with us like the athletic department does. Basically, Wasserman 

would hold an internship position for a CSBC member from UNC each summer. The Club would narrow the options down to like a top three and then Wasserman would bring those 

top three in for interviews for the position._. Something along those lines! 

Sounds like a great opportunity to develop a great partnership between Wasserman and CSBC._ Thoughts? 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

, Carolina Sport Business Club 

Cell: ~ @ kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship ~rttblio 

Hello Dr. Stroman[ 

With graduation and full time job decisions on the horizon, I am currently putting together a portfolio to use in the interview process. I ~vas in your EXSS internship course in the fall of 
and, as a key part of the course, I turned in an internship portfolio to you at the end of the semester Is there an?’ chance you hold on to past portfolios and would happen to still have mine 
on hand ? If so, could I pick that up from you in hopes of using it as another addition to my professional portfolio? 

Thank you and have a great day! 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

Brian Clouser <bclouse@tx)bcats.com% Angus Mitchell ~amitchell@tx~bcats.com>; Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com> 

RE: Bobcats Analytics Team: Case Study Ideas 

Charlotte Bobcats Basketball Analytics Case Competition, 2-26-14.docx 

Hey Deb, thanks so rnuch for the kind words. 

Attached is an edited version; hope this is closer to what you are looking for. Please feel free ~o edi~ frorn here and then send back to us the finn dra~:t. 

A~so, just to confirm: once we finalize the case, you wi~J then puMidze to a~ the participating teams, they w~l~ then submit to us their :].st round presentations (by 

e--maif I suppose), we select the best severaf (?), then those several submit 2nd round submissions, and we choose a winner ? 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [maflto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 20[~ 9:2[ PN 
Tel Jason Rosenfeld 
~¢~ Brian Clouser; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg 
S~bject~ RE: Bobca~ Analytics Team: Case Study Ideas 
Impo~ance: High 

~F[~e c~s~ instructio~as: 

Presentation Deck Submission 

, lSt-round: 5 slides of executive summaw with appendix of up to 5 slides 

,2nd-round: 20 slides of final presentation with appendix of up to lO slides {The winning team will be selected from this 2nd round.) 

¯ Summit: 20 minute presentation + 15 minutes O&A (The winners will present at the Summit.) 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En.qa, qe, Explore, Empower, 

iNi emailSignature 

919,84&0336 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto:jrosenfeld@bobcats,com] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
(::c; Brian Clouser; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg 
Subject-" Bobcats Analytics Team: Case Study Ideas 
Hey Deborah, we brainstormed some ideas; attached are our write-ups. 
We’d love ~o get your feedback on ~hem, which you recommend going with, and how to proceed. 
Thanks in advance! 

JASON W, ROS~NFI~LD 
Director of Basketball Ani~iyt[cs 
BOBCATS i ’.~’08Tg ~]: L-NTLSTAINf,.’I~.NT 

BBB East Trade Street 
Chariotte, NC 28202 
T 704.588.898:! 
C 
J Rosenfeid@ bob(:ats.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC and Wasserman- GREAT NEWS 

I sure do hope that’s the case... :) For now though, I am trying not to think about 

Can I come chat with you sometime soon about this summer? 

year! Can’t believe that it’s almost over. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, at 8:33 AM 

To:I @kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Subjed~: Re: CSBC and Wasserman- GREAT NEWS 

You are awesome! Great connecting and listening~ You are going to have SO many areer options your 

Yes, we definitely want the partnership. I will follow up with THAN KS!! 

Dr. Stroman 

¯ year. ;) 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the wodd," ~ Anne Frank 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 10:26 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: CSBC and Wasserman- GREAT NEWS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

G REAT N EWS. I was speaking with    after the meeting and he said that they would love to have a similar set-up with us like the athletic department does. Basically, Wasserman 

would hold an internship position for a CSBC member from UNC each summer. The Club would narrow the options down to like a top three and then Wasserman would bring those 

top three in for interviews for the position.... Something along those lines! 

Sounds like a great opportunity to develop a great partnership between Wasserman and CSBC... Thoughts? 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

Carolina Sport Business Club 

Celh~ @ kenan-flasler.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 10:48 AM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

SBJ Online Ads Cost 

Online Package.pdf 

@kenan-flagler unc edu> 

Dr. Stroman and 

Please advise how you feel about having our ads on SBJ online. The cost is $3~000 per week. I want to hear your opinion before forwarding this to marketing team. 

We are going to promote our event to (1) NBA!WNBA and college basketball programs by e-mails, (2) peer universities by e-mails, and (3) business professionals 

by handing flyers at MIT conference this weekend. And, Twitter, etc. I still feel that we can invest in online ads to target larger audiences, especially business 

professionals who are our major targets for this summit. 

If our budget permits, what about having this online ads for two weeks at the mid to end of March? 

Please let me know! 

Merits are the followings: 

As an online advertiser, you will receive website exposure for your event with dominant "roadblock" position on sportsbusinessdaily.com and 

sportsbusinessjournal.com. Your ad will be on the website for the entire week. 

When your ad rotates onto the website, your ad will dominate all 3 ad units...the leaderboard at the top of the page, the right-hand square and bottom 

footer. Includes link from our site to your landing page. 

Plus, you’ll have exclusive sponsorship position on the requested emails we send 3-times per day to our subscribers to alert them of new content on the 

websites as the Morning Buzz, SportsBusiness Daily and Closing Bell. 

You receive dominant, high-profile exposure and guaranteed a 20% share-of-voice on the sites, however inventory is limited and some weeks are already 

sold-out. 

Best, 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA900 

From: Christopher Hixenbaugh [mailto:chixenbaugh@amcity.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:27 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tnquiry - SB3 Online Ads Cost 
Terrific...sounds like a great program, 
I’ve attached our online information for your review. 
As an online advertiser, you will receive website exposure for your event with dominant "roadblock" position on sportsbusinessdaily.com and sportsbusinessjournal.com. Your 
ad will be on the websffe for ~he entire week. 
When your ad rotates onto the website, your ad will dominate all 3 ad units...the leaderboard at the top of the page, the right-hand square and bottom footer. Includes link from 
our site to your landing page. 
Plus, you’ll have exclusive sponsorship position on ~he ~quested emails we send 34irnes per’ day ~o our subscribers to alert them of new content on ~he websites as the 
Morning Buzz, SportsBusiness Daily and Closing Bell. 

You receive dominant, high-profile exposure and guaranteed a 20% share"of-voice on the sites, however inventory is limited and some weeks are already sold-out. 
A one-week investment is $3,000 
I’ll follow-up once you’ve had a chance ~o review, however in the interim if you need more information, please email or call me a~ (904) 265-2215. Thanks . .have a good 
week! 
Hix 
Chris Hixenbaugh 
Southeast Advertising Manager 
SportsBusiness Journal 
200 West Forsyth Street 
Suite 1350 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 
(904) 265-2215 ph 

cell 

(904) 396-5706 fax 
w~m.spor~sbusinessiournal.com 
"It pays to advertise. Remember there are a lot of peaks in Colorado higher than Pike’s Peak-but try to name them." 

From: I mailto: ~. kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:39 PM 
To: Christopher Hixenbaugh 
Subject: [nquiry - SB3 Online Ads Cost 

Hi Chris, 

My name is MBA student at University of North Carolina Kenan Flagler Business School. I am organizing our inaugural Basketball Analytics 

Summit, to be held on [ at our campus. 

Website: http:/iwww.kisport.unc.edui 

Twitter: @KISportUNC #BASatUNC 

Could you give me cost estimates if we would like to have our advertisement on your website? Is it calculated $ per day? 

We are a student-led group, so the budget is limited. Any suggestions would be appreciated. 

Best regards, 



::~:: ¢id:im~ge00"l .jpg@01QF27D6.A85EA900 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 

KI Sport 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

10:54 AM 

Notes 

From: 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu); i 

@gmail.com); ~ 

~,@gmml.com); @live.unc.edu); l 

Stv~man, Deborah (dstroman); 
Undisclosed-Recipients 

Hi all, 

Solid meeting last night! I’m getting pretty pumped about this summit! I listed notes below tbr everyone. Please let me know ifI missed an,viking. Also, there aace a lot of 
great resources that Dr. Stroman has posted in the Sakai Resources BAS folder. 

Action Items: 

Team - Send tagline ideas to Dr. Stroman 
Team send conference FSqs to individual contacts/networks 

Team: add conference pic to your email signature’. 

Dr. Stroman - send blurb to marketing sub-committee that was nsed in mmketing event previously 

Dr. Stroman to add dress code to website 

Dr. Stroman: add MBAs to Sakai site 

o @kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

o ~kenan- flagler, anc.edu>; 

o, ~) kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

try, to get DTH ad after Notre Dame 

Former 12 team - Send database to companies 

Sub-committees meet before spring break to get roles sorted out; update KISport team accordingly (especially marketing team so we keep the look out on 

ticket sales) 

email Karen McFarlend re: ticket numbers 

to write-up additional panel abstracts and send to Dr. Stroman 

to send Ops "team snstainability info; Kenan Institute catering options 

Sub-committees: 

Prograinming: 

Marketing: 

Operations/Event Planning: 

Corporate Relations: 

Case Competition: ~ 

Case Competition Notes 

Dr. Stroman to make the decision based on team’s feedback 

:Ilarketing: 

Reach out to student groups soon! 

Relevent university clubs & detmstments see Dr. Strolnan’s drafted note 

Follow the MIT hashtag this ThursiFri 

Reach out to the Catstats club (bobcats specifically said to do so) 
Consider A/V for Twitter feed during the conference 

Fo~raal Twitter Handle: #BASatUNC 

Live Streaming with Sport Business Entertainment Network 

Corporate Relations: 

Need to reach out to companies in the next two weeks before the early bird deadline ends! 

Team will get’     updated sport business database 

Sponsorship checks can be made out to: Univemity of North Carolina 

Resea, ch companies first to see what they oiler; if they don’t want to donate cash, can they donate some of their other products/services? 
o E.g., raffle prizes, etc. 

Ops Team: 



Tent? 

Table,chairs? 

Caterers? 

Music in between sessions? 

Exhibitor space for some sponsors? 

Breakl:ast Einstein (located in McColl) 
Lunch on Saturday 

o Picnic Basket 

o Saladelia 

o Med. Dell 

o Nanmcket 
Transportation company fi~r toit?o from hotel 

o Carolina livery? 

Where are we going to serve alcohol? Can undergrads be "there? 

o http:/ipolicies.unc.edu/files/2013/03/alcohol.pdf 
Na~etags (use for drinking age? signi~ who is an speaker/organizer?) 

Check out the Exmo app should we use tiffs tbr programs? 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenma Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Anti-Racism Workshop at UNC Public Health 

Hi Debbie, 

I hope this finds you well! Back in January at the Anti-Racism Workshop, we were talking about recruiting Kenan-Flagler MBA students to attend the seminar that 

the Public Health school will be hosting in the fall. I am happy to report that I think I have a boatload of classmates interested in attending! Today, the Alliance of 

Minority Business Students hosted a lunch about race issues in the business school. It was very weN-attended, and I was really impressed with the level of 

conversation. I think everyone who was there would get a lot out of the Anti-Racism Workshop. 

The reason why I am reaching out to you is because I was wondering if you have any additional information about the class that will be offered in the fall that I 

could forward to the AMBS club. Do you have a flyer or anything that I can pass along, or do you know who would? 

Thanks so much! 

MBA Class of: UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

;@.t ~.~!~.o=:~!~.g.t~.r.:.u.c~.:~.g.t~. I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:07 PM 

Pel egrini, Denise <Denise Pellegrini@espn.com> 

Stroman, Deborah ]L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Save-the-Date! BasketbaJ1 An~Jytics Summit 

Golf 

Me~’s --- 2 Med, 8 Lav~;e, 6 

XAed --- 2 4 

L~:g~, - 180 

NL .--. 4-8 

2XL 12 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EngCqe, Explore. Empower, 

9~ 9.843,0336 

Believe 

From: Pellegrini, Denise [mailto:Denise.Pellegrini@espn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:14 2:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Yes -we can do that, Please give m~-_~ an id~:_~a of bow many of ~-_~ach size for the t--shirts and the golf ~.d~irts, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.__m___a_!!_t__o_Ld___s_t__r__o___@__u___n__c_=e_~_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 20:14:12::19 PM 
To: PellegriN, Denise 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qqqe, Explore. Empower, 

9~9.84E0336 

Believe 

From: Pellegrini, Denise [mailto:Denise.Pellegrini@ espn.com] 



Sent-" Tuesday, February 25, 2014 12:17 PM 
To," Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

I can check. How many speakers.," 

Frem= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edul 
Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 20:[4 :[2:09 PN 
To." Pellegrini, Denise 
Subject-" RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

&bby 

Deborah £, St£on~aB, Ph,D, C£U 

Enfl~q~. Expk, re. Empower, 

~.~.~ ema~lSignature 

From: Pellegrini, Denise [mailto:Denise.Pelleqrini@espn.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 20:[4 :[:[:52 AN 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject." RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 
Hi, Debb¥ - hop~:_~ you are well. We will be able ~o send you some ESPN t-sh#ts to put h~ your gi~t b~g, but c~nno~ sponsor the goff sMrts, The t.-sbirts cannot be 

~[tered in ~ny way by add~n~ ~ k~oiknpr#~tiembroidery. If you are ok w~th tbB, let me know and I’[I pk~ce the order, 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mai!to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, Februa~ 2~, 20~4 3:~ PN 
To= Pellegrini, Denise 
C¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah ]_,. Stroman, Ph.D. C]_,U 

En,q~qe. Explore, £mpowem 

I 
~X:~ emsilSignature 

9~9.8~3.0336 



From: Pellegrini, Denise [mailto:Denise.Pellegrini@espn.com] 

Sent: Friday, February 2:[, 2014 :[:14 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto;dstro@L!nc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 2:[, 20:[4 :[::[2 PM 
To-" Pellegrini, Denise 
Subject-" RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

}_{J _E)~ise. "VI~y ~ ?]~ as~ ca]] 5"ou? 1 ~n~ J~ m?, o~i~.c~ ~o~" unl:~] 4:30 tod~y. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q~qe, Explore, Empowen 

9~ 9.843.0336 

Believe 

From: Pellegrini, Denise [mailto:Denise.PellecNni@espn,com] 
Sent; Friday, February 2:[, 20:[4 9:5:[ AM 
To; Skipper, .John; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi, Deborah. How rnan¥ ~.d~irts are we talking about her~-’_~? 

Froth; Skipper, John 
Sent: Friday, February 2:[, 20:[4 8:26 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢; Pellegrini, Denise 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Denise - can you help Deborah with the shins please 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, Stroman, Deborah L -~dstrc/a u~c.edu~ wrote: 

Than~ Johi~. The p~a~elists me filling in nicely. (FYI - 538 is on bomd and so is Dean Oliver). In terms of ESPN sponsorship, I would like to provide 

attendees with golfTpolo shirts. Is it possible to work with ESPN as our shin sponsor? 

Also, please let me know if there is a p~gicul~x unit within ESPN that I should send any communications to regarding the event. I don’t want to leave 

anyone out that you specifically want to have engaged with this offering. Everyone I have spoken to has been yen/kind. ;) 

Stay warm’. 

debby 

@drstroman 
9:[9.B43.0336 

"’How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 
< 7816DEdA-2555-43A C-B4203 J 929791B355[~ 6/.png> 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper <J___o___h___n_:__S__~!p_p__e_r__@_e___s_p_n__:_c__9___m__> 

Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:58 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: Marie Dono~hue <Marie.Dono~hue~espn~com> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah - I going to put you in touch here with Marie Donoghue who manages Nate and 538. We may have a conflict on these dates but Marie is 

charged with helping you. I have told her I want us to be involved and helpful here. 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <ds~ro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi John. 
O~ tr websi~:e i~ s~ow iive.., htt:p:!’ iwww.kJsport:.unc.ed~ t// 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engcqe. Explore, Empower. 

9~9.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

From= Skipper, ~ohn 
Sent= Friday, December 27, 2013 1:12 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

Nice D mn into you - ~,ill speak with Note 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 5:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Season’s Greetings! Hi John. Great to see you last week! Here is the official save-the-date announcement that was 

sent recently to NBA, WNBA, and College Basketball contacts. Please share with your appropriate units. 

Friendly Reminder: Note Silver to join us as the speaker on the evening of Friday, May 2 (preferred) or Saturday, May 

3. 

The intersection* of technology, statistics, execution, and performance ~s here_,so, p~ease 
save-.~he--date for the inaugura~ SP~EA ~as~etba~a~ic~ummi~ hosted by ~he Kenm~ 
Institute of Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

HII~, 

Our mission ~s to engage with and exp~ore the best prack~ces of the ~eading basketbail 

experts (profess~onals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work ~n the 

d~sdp~ine of performance (individual or team) and bus~ness ar~a~yt~cs, 
P~ease pass the word to your co~leagues, More details soon~ 

(Questions or Feedback: dstro@unc.edu) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank ~awkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
"A good head and a good hea~ are a~wa~ a formidable Combination," Nelson ~andela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday .4:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Case Competition Blurb 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Here is a blurb that I wrote on the case competition win. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Congratulafio~s to                               , and                  for br~g~ng home fi~’st place to UNC ~ the Wasserman 

~edia Grm~p Tobacco Road Case Compet~t~m~ The team impressed the judges w~th their recomme~datim~ 

expa~d ~ the O.S market by t~si~g sports sponsorship ~ pre~n~ere horse racing, ~ob well done and 6o 

MBA Class of 

U NC Kena n-Flagler Business School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

~ other topics RE: Questions about SPEIA Basketball An~lytics Summit 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Comments below on a number of things: 

1, Thoughts on students e×hibiting/presenting work a~ ~he Summit: 

Offer a lunchtime ses;sion for a select group of students Lo have 151-30 m#~utes Lo present theh work to any atLendees who opt ~nto l~5;temng (use one of 

~:he 4 class;rooms that we have booked), 

Exhibit space ~n the front lobby o[: McCol[ or in LoudermHk [:oyer outside of Koury Auditorium. 

~ would shy away from us posting things on the s~te about their work, 

2. S[oan Anal~[cs Conference FY~s: 

~ tNnk mstw attendees are unoffk:~aHv gathering at the Pour House flom 5-Spin on Thurgdsy everfing (th~s has been sn ot~goJng thread on the Unkedk~ 

group) I can’t make ~t, but wanted to g~ve you a heads up. 

and ~ get ir~ tomorrow night at 8:30pro 

3. Travel/Logistics Page Posted: 

Check ~t out. ~ ~eft out the I~st of hotels on th~s page, sh~ce we a~ready have a dedicated host hotel page. ff we wanted, we could move the Host Hotel 

info to the trave~ and logistics page~ 

4. S~oga~s 

~hke %wishing Stats." and ~also ~ike "D~sh Dunk. Data" as my second chok:e. 

Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:40 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah b. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enflu,qe. Explore. Empowen 

~N~ emsilSignature 

919.843.0336 

From: Kenan Institute Sport [mailto:kisport@kenan-flacjler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FVV: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

From: .................. Behalf OI 
Sent: Monday, 2014 3:21:49 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: KISPORT@UNC.EDU 
Subject: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

To whom it may concern, 

My name is and I am g student in the : department here at UNC. I just heard about the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit that will be 
held in May. I have a couple questions about this. First, I am currently doing research on how performance changes with age in NBA players. I am wondering if it is 
possible for me to present my research at the Basketball Analytics Summit. Second, I was hoping to get more information on the NBA Analytics Case Competition. 

Thanks, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, 6:20 PM 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball AnaJ~cs Summit - Regis~txa~don 

From: McFarland, Karen [mailto:Karen_McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:58 AM 
To: 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Registration 
Yes, I can provide that to you. Would you like it on Monday or Friday? 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Senior Grants Manaser, Office of Research Grants and Contracts : UNC’s Kenan Fla81er 8usiness School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 ": fax 919.843.3493 : Karen McFarland@kerlarl fla~ler.unc.edu : www.kenan fla~jler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:13 PM 
To~ ~cFarland, Karen 
~c~ Stroman~ Deborah (Exercise ~ Sport Science); 
Subject~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit - Registration 

Hi K~ren, 

TNs is      Kenan institute                  I~m working with Dr~ Stroman and              another Kenan ~nstitute                ,~ to lead the 
upcoming Basketball An~lytics Summit ~n 

I heard that you cre~ted the registration line for the event for 

(https:ffa pps.rese~ rch.unc.edu~even~s~n dex.c~m ?event=events.event Details&event 

~ould you give three of us every week update on the registration - list of ~ttend~nts? We w~nt to track the d~ta on weekly basis? 

Dr. Strom~n 

Th~nk you tor your support~ 

~est, 

i.~.i cid:imag~001 jp~@010~27D6.A85FAgC0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

r@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, i:54 PM 

Weight, Erialme A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.e&~>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu> 

Thesis S urvey Approval 

Survey Draft 3.docx 

All - 

Attached is my survey that I have created for my study. I used Sanders, Mann, and Smith’s (2008) framework to guide my survey, and have included other 

implementation strategies that have been deemed "best practices" found through an extensive literature review. My research questions are as follows: 

RQ:I: Which strategies are being used to implement strategic plans in NCAA Division I athletic departments? 

RQ2: Which strategies are perceived to be the most important for athletic departments to implement strategic plans? 

RQ3: Which strategies used to implement strategic plans are perceived to be the most effective for the athletic department’s success? 

RQ4: Are there significant differences in effectiveness and importance when focusing on the implementation factor of strategies? 

[4A]: Context (Organizational Culture, Leadership, Aspects of the Department) 

[4B]: Content (Strategy Formulation, Application) 

[4C]: Process (Documentation, Monitoring, Communication) 

I will be surveying institutions from the Division I Automatic Qualifying conferences. The athletic department individual who led the planning process and was 

most instrumental in seeing that the strategic plan was completed will fill out the survey. 

I need to submit my IRB application ASAP, so if you have suggestions or comments please return them to me as soon as possible. If you have questions or need any 

additional information, please do not hesitate to reach me on my cell phone at 

Lastly, I’d like to set a proposal date for next Thursday    ) or Friday     . Please let me know if these dates work for you, and your available times, l’d like to 

submit my proposal application to Cindy by Friday. I will send you a copy of my first 3 chapters by Friday night. 

Thanks and have a great rest of the week! 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 7:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com>; Angus Mitchell <amitchell@Dobcats.com>; Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcals.com> 

RE: Bobcats Analytics Team: Case Study Ideas 

Sounds great. 
How about we wait to see how many submissions we get and see what they look like and go from there; for now we won’t bring in anyone. 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, February 26, 2014 5:49 PM 
To; Jason Rosenfeld 
~¢; Brian Clouser; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg 
Subject; RE: Bobcats Analytics Team: Case Study Ideas 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~qa, qe, Explore, Empower, 

i.~.i emailSigr, ature 

9J 9.843.0336 

From; Jason Rosenfeld [mailto:jrosenfeld@bobcats,com] 
Sent; Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:13 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢; Brian Clouser; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg 
S,,bject; RE: Bobcats Analytics Team: Case Study Ideas 

Hey Deb, thanks so much for the kind words. 

At{ached is art ediLed v~-’_~r’.~ion; hop~-’_~ this is closer to whaL you are kboking [or. Please D_~el fr~-_~e to ~-_~dit [rom here and then send bacl~ to us Lhe ~’inal dra[!:. 

just to confirm: once we finalize the case, you will then publicize to all the participating teams, they will then submit to us their :[st round presentations (by 

e-mail I suppose), we select the best s~-_~veral (?), then those several submit 2’ round submissions, and we choos~:_~ a winru:_~r? 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edul 
Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:21 PM 
To; Jason Rosenfeld 
~; Brian Clouser; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg 
S~bject: RE: Bobcats Analytics Team: Case Study Ideas 
Importance: High 



Presentation Deck Submission 

[] 1St-round: 5 slides of executive summary with appendix of up to 5 slides 

[] 2hal-round: 20 slides of final presentation with appendix of up to 10 slides (The winning team will be selected from this 2nd round.) 
[] Summit: 20 minute presentation + 15 minutes Q&A (The winners will present at the Summit.) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

i.~.i emailSignature 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto;jrosenfeld@bobcats~com] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:59 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢; Brian Clouser; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg 
Subject; Bobcats Analytics Team: Case Study Ideas 

Hey Deborah, we brainstormed some ideas; attached are ,.)tar write-ups. 

We’d love ~o get you~ Ieedback on ~hem, which you ~ecommend going with, and how to proceed. 

Thanks in advance! 

JASON W, ROSENFFLD 

Director of Basketball 

BOBCATS i ’.~PORT~:. ~]: L-RT~-.RTAIN~VI~.NT 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 70&588,898~ 

C 

J Rosenfe~d@ bobcats.corn 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 7:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Several things 

Don’t think it could hurt to ask Adam! He’ll probably be busy with playoffs or something else, but who knows? He also went to Duke undergrad. 

Ok - will start spreading the word! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 5:42 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld 
Subject: RE: Several things 

I think it might be helpful to have a registration link on the homepage (maybe there is, but I couldn’t find one)- YES, WE AGREE. WAITING ON MY 

PROGRAMMER TO ADD THIS LINK. 

Are these Invited Speakers confirmed? If so, it’s a heck of a list already! http:iikisport.unc.eduiindex.phpiinvited-speakers! 

I just hope David Stern or Adam Silver will be on it soon! DAVID STERN JUST COMM UNICATED THAT HE WILL BE IN EUROPE. I DIDN’T INVITE ADAM SILVER. 

MAYBE I SHOULD?? 

Also, for us, you have "NBA Charlotte Bobcats Analytics Team" Can you add "Basketball" before "Analytics"? So, it would be: "NBA Charlotte Bobcats 

Basketball Analytics Team" 

Same thing here, in the agenda, can you add "Basketball" Before "Analytics" .h~.t.t.~.~/./.~.k.Ls.~2~r~t.:~.u.~.n.~.c.~e~d.~9/.Ln.~.d~.e.~:~p~]~y~!£~~ WILL DO. 

I’d be glad to start ferociously publicizing this conference in the next few days, and I think that doing so could help get it on the map and get more people 

signed up. Quick question though: what is your goal? Is ffthe bigger the better,’ the more people who sign up the better; or are you hoping for it to be 

more intimate!would even cap registrants? WE WANT TO CAP AT 300 TO MAKE IT MORE UNIQUE AND INTIMATE. SO PROMOTE BIG TIME FOR NOW. ;) 

Thanks! 

Deborat~ L. Stroman, P~LD~ CLU 
Eng, a/ge, Explore, Empower, 

iNi emailSignature 

919,84&0336 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto:jrosenfeld@bobcats.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:36 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Several things 

Hey Deb, looks and feels like things are going great, and moving right along! This is exciting stuff. 

Just a few little things: 



I think it might be helpful to have a registration link on the homepage (maybe there is, but I couldn’t find one) 

Are these Invited Speakers confirmed? If so, it’s a heck of a list already! http:iikisport.unc.eduiindex.phpiinvited-speakers! 

I just hope David Stern or Adam Silver will be on it soon! 

Also, for us, you have "NBA Charlotte Bobcats Analytics Team" Can you add "Basketball" before "Analytics’? So, it would be: "NBA Charlotte Bobcats 

Basketball Analytics Team" 

Same thing here, in the agenda, can you add "Basketball" Before "Analytics" ~h~t~t~p~/~/~<~s~p~o~r~t~u~n~c~e~d~u~/~!~n~d~e~x~.~h~/~a~n~a~[y~t]~c~s~/- 

I’d be glad to start ferociously publicizing this conference in the next few days, and I think that doing so could help get it on the map and get more people 

signed up. Quick question though: what is your goal? Is itthe bigger the better,’ the more people who sign up the better; or are you hoping for it to be 

more intimate/would even cap registrants? 

Again, all very exciting stuff. 

Hopefully see you soon! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, 7:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Request for nominations by Protbssor Stroma~ 

Hello Professor Stroman, 

As you are a very prominent and well-respected individual on campus, I want to personally encourage you to nominate 2-3 students who you believe deserve this recognition as a 

member of The Order of the Grail-Valkyries 

Please note that we strongly encourage candidates in their Sophomore or Junior year, but are also open to any eligible member of campus. All nominations are due online via thins 

form by 5:00pro this Saturday, 

Please note that if you already have a recommendation letter written for someone you can use that language for any relevant questions on the form. 

Thank you, and feel free to send me an e-mail if you have any questions! 

With peace, 

Hi everyone, 

J ust a reminder that there are only four days left to nominate a fantastic Tarheel for the Order of the Grail-Valkyries. 

Tile Order recognizes individuals who have contributed to UNC by enhancing the campus’s learning environment. These students of outstanding character have made significant 

contributions to our university’s academic climate through excellence in scholarship, dynamic leadership, and innovative service. Outstanding personal character is also an important 

consideration Applications must specifically discuss the nominee’s contributions to UNC’s academic and intellectual climate. 

Eligible candidates include: 

¯ Undergraduates in their Sophomore, Junior or Senior year 

¯ Graduate students 

¯ Faculty members 

To nominate an outstanding tarheel, follow this link to access the nomination form directly. (Please note that if you already have a recommendation letter written for someone, you can 

use that language for any relevant questions on the form.) 

The nomination process will close Saturday, March I at 5:00pm. 

Please share widely, and feel free to contact me with any questions! 

Thank you, 

Order of the Grail-Valkyries 

~flmail.com 

BSPH Hea]th t olicy and Management 

UNC Gillings School of Globa] l~hablic Health Class of: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@unc.edu> 

RE: Anti-Racism Workshop at UNC Public Health 

Debby, 

Thanks so much for sending this, FN share both opportunities with my classmates, Fm hoping I’N be able to make it to the Phase 2 training this spring myself! 

Please keep me posted about the UNC version and VII spread the word! 

Best, 

MBA Class of UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,                 ~:~2 PM 

Cc:I 

Subject: RE: Anti-Racism Workshop at UNC Public Health 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, 

gnfl~Ne, gxplore. Empower. 

::N~ emailSignature 

919.843.0336 

Believe 

From: .............................. 

Sent: Wedt~esda,), ~:44- PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Anti-Racism Workshop at UNC Public Health 

Hi Debbie, 

I hope this finds you well! Back in January at the Anti-Racism Workshop, we were talking about recruiting Kenan-Flagler MBA students to attend the seminar that 

the Public Health school will be hosting in the fall. I am happy to report that I think I have a boatload of classmates interested in attending! Today, the Alliance of 

Minority Business Students hosted a lunch about race issues in the business school. It was very well-attended, and I was really impressed with the level of 

conversation. I think everyone who was there would get a lot out of the Anti-Racism Workshop. 

The reason why I am reaching out to you is because I was wondering if you have any additional information about the class that will be offered in the fall that I 

could forward to the AMBS club. Do you have a flyer or anything that I can pass along, or do you know who would? 

Thanks so much! 

MBA Class of: UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

~[a ler.un~edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

l@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: quick queslion le: BAS role 

How about Associate DirecLor ? 

I realize this still isn’t very creative (I also saw somebody as "CEO -- Chief Executive Optimist" that I liked), but I think it seems reasonable.,, happy to switch it up if 

need be bu~ ~q~ throw that on the resume for the career conversations ~ have on Friday. 

By the wi~y, I got i~ meeting w~th Boden WesLover from Catapult.. it’s HteraHy a 5 m~nuLe meeting but ~: might give me the h~ for a follow up w~Lh Lhem. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:47 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: quick question re: BAS role 

.... (::0© (Chief Ope~at:ions C) ff;c~0 

Debora~ L Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

En~a,qe. g~plore, Empower, 

919,843.0336 

X:: Believe 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:23 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: quick question re: BAS role 
CEO? Haha just kidding. How about "Co-Lead?" It’s not very catchy but MIT uses it and I think it seems reasonable, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [(?).~)!!~2;?~t4JZ97:]~!.~).9:.~4.g~.g!] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:48 AM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: quick question re: BAS role 

It’s entrepreneurship! What catchy title do you want? Iol 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 10:46 AM, ’ wrote: 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Quick question I meant to ask last night -what is our role for the BAS? I am meeting with people from ESPN and the NBA in a "career" 

session organized for students at the Sloan conference. I want to update my resume and put BAS at the top so they notice and ask 

about it. © I thought you said and I were co-directors, but I noticed on the site you are the director. Any other ideas that we 

could use? 

Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of: ¯ Kenan Institute L UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Volunteer advice 

Dr. Stroman, 

I want to help out with a team on campus, so I can get some experience, and I was thinking baseball. I was just wondering if you think I should email them 

now asking if they need any help with stats or game-day things or anything, or should I wait until after the season since right now is sort of mid-season. I 

thought you might have some good advice on this! 

Also not sure if you remember me, but I talked with you after the Club meeting yesterday! 

Thanks, 

@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- llagler.unc.edu>; 

RE: BAS Reques~ 

Company Logos.pptx 

@kenan- flagler.unc.e&~ 

’Attached is a power point slide including the company Iogos for the 12 companies listed below. 

Thanks! 

i~i Description:cid:88D712D9- 

1D894414-A98C- 

9DD9B5C3A593 

:: ::*:: :: cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:33 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: BAS Request 

Hi        Thanks so much for joining the team. Please grab off the web or the company website the following company logos: 

Automated Insights 

Ken Pomeroy 

SportVU/Stats 

Catapult 

Charlotte Bobcats 

Bank of America 

ESPN 

Burston-Martsteller 

WNBA 

SportsMedia 

FiveThirtyEight 

Elias Sports Bureau 

I am waiting for their reps to get back to me, but I want to post now.;) Let me know when you collect them all. 

Dr. Stroman 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 
EXS5 Spod: A~lministration~ Lecturer (~,exss,unc,edu) 
Frank Hawkins Ke~a~ ~nstitute of Private Enterprise~ Senior A~visor (.h..~g.‘~].~.~:~.e..B..a..B.:..f.!.a..g!..e..r.:.~..n.~:..e.~..u.~.~..e...n.~B:j.B~j.~.~.) 

919,843,033~ 

#HeelForward 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, i 1:38 AM 

Stroma~, Dek~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RF: BAS Taglines 

~@kenan - tlagler.unc .edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

I like these two] 

¯ Swishing Stats. 

¯ Aim. Shoot. Stats. 

iNi cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: BAS Taglines 
Importance: High 

Brainstorming 

1. Learn, Shape & Innovate. 

2. Rockin’ the Numbers. 

3. Swishing Stats. 

4. Study. Share. Swish. 

5. Just Dishing the Numbers. 

6. Innovating Inefficiencies. 

7. Breaking Down Ball. 

8. Aim. Shoot. Stats. 

9. Perfecting Performance. 

10. Driving Exact Execution. 

11. Dish. Dunk. Data. 

12. The verticality of values. 

Thoughts? ;) Thanks. 

De#orah L Stroman~ P&D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower= 

EXSS Sport Administration~ Lecturer (www.exss.unc.edu) 

Frank Hawkins Kenan In.irate of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor (http:Llwww.kenan-flasler.unc.ed~Jkenan4nstitute) 

959,843o033ei 

#HeelForward 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, FebruaU 27, 2014 7:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Exclusive U.S. braJutx)wer rankings: Durham No. 6, Raleigh No. 8 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 27, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

.................. Exclusive U.S. brainpower rankin~j~ Durham Ng~ ~ Ra~ 
No. ~ 
it p~ys to have ~ college diploma -- ~d preferably more th~ one. 

UNC’s Roper envisions more druq dew~opment 
partnerships be~een un~versRies, ~ndustry 
Academia and industry could form closer pa~nerships while develo,~ drugs ~ 

the nearfuture says Dr Bill Roper. 

Q~intiles relies on TrMagle ~lent for qro~h 
In rnany industries outside )f universi~k~s or hospitals, running into a Fh.D or a 

medk:al doctor is a bi~ oui ef the ordinary. At Quintlies, i~ would be a sirange day te 

not see one. 

Lenovo’s Jay Parker: Here’s how you f~re people 
Firing people It’s a dreaded pad, ef every manager’s job, te call that persen in yeur 

office and tell them, definitively, ii’s ever Jay Parker is in the camp [ha1 hates that 

eoriversa[ion, especially. 

Discass 

~ad ~Q[ninQ Edition >> 

p___r___o__g__r__a_____m__ 

Wake County commissioner: Durham liqh~ rail is ’utog~n! 

SAS’ Jim Goodnight having ’too m~ch f~W to step 

Two Triangle golf courses to host U.S. Open quMifying 
matches 

Parker tasked with executinq Lenovo’s North American 
strategy 

Local builders gather for ’lot draw’ at luxury community in 
Cary 

Apex Chamber names interim executive director 

m!_!__e___s____t_r___a__~t_eJ__e___d__ 

............. ~ + , ............. Read Momin~ Edition >> 



Contact Us 

biziotmsIs c:Jstome~ servic$ biziotmsIs 120’v’,/ Morehead St Chsdo~Jce, No[th Carolina 28202 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~ McCoy <gary@catapultsports.com> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 12:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Ana]ytics Summit - You axe invited! 

Awesmne! I’ll be axound- reaJly looking forward to meeting you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 10:30 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

My mobi]~ i~; I will ~:ry ~:o t~:~ck yot~ clown. ;) 
clebby 
Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 
En,q~o’e, Explore, Empowen 
<~mage006.~pg> 
9~9£43.0336 
<imageOOT.jpg> 

Sent= Wednesday, ~brua~ 26, 2014 9:32 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Basketball Analyt~cs Summit - You are ~nv~ted[ 
Dr. Strohman- thaak ?~u for tNs oppom~nib~- I’d be honored to a~end as a speaker. 

I mn able m di~uss the bio~netfic on-athlem &m anNysis- speak m my involvement ruth NBA m~ms (9) m date- our monitoring of the D Le~ue, aM 

our mlationsNp with the NBA in generaJ- and what they am hoping to ~Neve tl~ough anNysis: the improvement ofphyer health and safeb-. 

IftNs sounds of interest- I’m in~ I roll add this to my ~hedule but roll mos~ likely ~ traveling in on Friday due ~ a Nmily commi~neN on Thu~&y. 

I’m cu~ently at the MIT Sloan ~N~ics coherence, if you hapNn to be a,ending, I’d love to co~ect. 

<image009.png> 

"w. www.catapu[I sports, corn 

On Wed, Feb 26, 2014 at 4:26 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Gary. Thanks tbr the phone call. As I mentioned, I aan hosting an inaugural Basketba]l Analytics Summit (w~’.kisport.unc.edt0 this May 2 & 3 at the 

Umvemity of NoN~ Carolina where I am a prot}ssor. I am working in a thn and tbrwa, d-tNnking academic space of s~¢t entrepreneursNp, wNch has 

given me the oppoaumb~ to crea’m engaging a~d Ngh-impact projects. The Summit res~nse h&s been veo’ good. John Skipper is a big suppoaer, 

FiveTNWEight, ~BA, Robbie Allen, m~d the NBA Charlotte Bobcats aye also assisdng me. 

I mn writing to e~end a veo~ sincere invi~tion for your aRen&nce m~d pa~icipation as a speaker. I thi,& the aRendees (s~dent~ faculb; and basket~ll 

pmt}ssiona~s pro/collegdNgh ~hool) would greatly eNoy hea~ng >~ur thoughts on your com~ny’s products in the S~ Science proM. In addition, 

sharing how the game has progressed and your vision tbr the ~m. The Spo~ Science session is on Sa~rday. 

You can roach me directly on my mobile or by emml. Tha~ you again for careful consideration m~d your suppo~ ofyom~g people. 

RegaNs, 
debby 
Deborah L, Stro~n, Ph.D, CLU 
Explore~ Engage~ Empower. 
EXSS Sp~ Administration, Lecturer (~.ex~.unc.edu) 
Frank HawMns Renan In~itute ~f Private Enterprise, Sen~or Advisor (h~p:/Iw~.ken~n-flagler.une.edulkenan-institute) 

919,843,0336 
<imageO14,jpg> 

#ttedForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 1:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Junk Food a~d School Ads ] Cybex Video Tour ] Athletics Aiding Ca~npus Rec 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Coming to a Scoreboard Near You: Ads tbr Healthy Foods 
Even the scoreboards in high school gyms will have to advertise only healthy foods 

under new rules announced Tuesday by the Obama administration .... 

Blog: Let Theln Eat Cake, If The’~ So Choose 
On Tuesday, the White House announced a series of new initiatives as p~ of the 

fourth ~lniversaly of the "Let’s Move!" progrmn. Many of them ... 

Sponsored Video: Inside C,~’bex’s Mannfactaring Facilits, 

Athletic Business recently had the exclusive opportunity to go behind-the- scenes 

at Cybex’s state- of-the-art manufacturing facility. Join us for an ... 

Scientists Examine ttow Diet, Exercise Imemct wifl~ Genes 
Researchers are beginning to understaaad how diet variations can tam certain 

genetic codes on or of£ What we eat can actually modify oar... 

Group Asks Wisconsin Athletics to Up Campus Rec Ante 
The UW-Madison athletics department can afford to carry its own weight and kick 



in a bigger share of the cost of proposed multi-million &)lla~-... 

Skin Condition Forces Prep Wrestling Team to End Season 

The decision to cancel Springfield (Ill.) ttigh School’s Class 2A Ma]~omet- Seymour 
Dual Team Sectional match Tuesday night againsl Cahokia was made ... 

Soccer Morns Chortled with Embezzling $80K from Club 
Two former officers of a Waukesha Conn~ youth soccer club appeared in court 

Monday on charges of embezzling more than $80,000 from ... 

CounPr- Invesling $2M in First Multiple-Field Tnrf Overhaul 
The tirst ~a~Jficial tufftields at A~me Arundel Count.5~ parks should be inst~lled by 

the end of the spring sports season. Once the snow ... 

ACC Commish: Boeheim Earned F~ection, Nothing More 
ACC commissioner John Swofford agrees that Jim Boeheim should have been 

ejected after storming onto the court to protest a ch~arging ... 

Poll: Only 25 of 128 FBS Coaches Favor Slow-Down Rule 
NineS--three coaches indicated they were opposed to the role, which wonld force 

offenses to wait 10 seconds before snapping the ball. Nine ... 

Colum~isl: 5 Takeaways l]’om Vikings Stadium Preview 
The suites are gorgeous, complete with high-end tinishes and a long list of amenities 

including high- speed Intemet and nmltiple flat- screen TVs .... 

One on One: Spehnan College President Talks Wellness Revolution 
Soon ~£ter becoming president of Spelman College in 2002, Beverly Taturn 

cha~lpioned the school’s move to NCAA Division III athletics .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Union Hearina: Some Players Take Northwestem’s Side 
Several players came to the school’s defense saying they chose Northwestern for 

its academic prowess and their experiences as student-athletes were all 
encompassing. 

ii.~ Facebook ~ 

ii.~ Linkedln .~iI YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

AB N .... ire .~iI AB Digital I .... 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

Premium Partners 



ii~iI AB Sign up for E-News ] 

....................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Mai~sge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe [o fa[ui~e smails o? ~ilis type i Forward b a Coiieag=.:e 

Please smaii LiS8 at lisa@athleticbusiness.com ’,,,ith ques:iens aboL=t you[ accoL=n~ 

AB Media Inc. 

22 E MiPPlin :i:t S~e 910, Madison, W1537,9.3 

20!3 i Privacy Policy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ana154fics Couference 

Dr. Stroman, 

As you said, an?- good future administrator has a few proj ects going on at once, and I am tlying to shape myself into such a leader. Therefore, I would really like to get involved in helping 
with your COlfference. Please let me know how I cari help. Also, I have not heard anything back from the ACC regarding working the basketball tournament. 

Thank you for providing such opportunities for me to grow and learn 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SSAC - Beth Grupsmith (SBEN) 

Dr. Stroman, 

Beth Grupsmith -- the point woman for the SBEN streaming network -- will be up at SSAC and wanted to meet the members of our team up there. 

Her email address is 

b(~lh.!~ml)smilh@sbe,;div~,~,.(~r(j Unfortunatel’~, I didn’t get a eel:: #, but l’m sure she will be checkin~ her em~i:: v,,hi::e she’s at the conference 

I will send you a longer email this weekend when I get a few more minutes of free time with a few questions about marketing and such to make sure 

everyone is on the same page. 

Also, unrelated - After trying a few times, I don’t think it’s possible to add an image to my signature on Heelmail. I’ll try it another way, but currently 

stumped. 

UNC-Chapel Hill c/~ 

DMVelite.com 

f DMVe==ite $coutiny~ 

Reebok Breakout 

Twitter: 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, i ~ 3:50 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I’d like to stop by your office and talk to you for just a couple of minutes if you have time in the next few days. If that’s okay, just let me know ~vhat time works for you 

Thanks so much, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ronstrauss@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:03 PM 

Amelia Roberts-Lewis @gmail.com>; Richman, Jack M < 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting 

~email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

Dear Amelia, Jack and Deborah 
I jns~t wanted to write to express my gratitude to each of you for a helpful, respectful and ca~ing conversation yesterday. 

It was great to see ns talking about our shared valnes regai~ting the worth of divel~i~ and clear communications in our schools. 

My reflection was that good will and honest efforts to improve onr campns environments will create positive outcomes. Yon are each major contributors to that process 

and I send my thanks. 

Yours, Ron 
Ronald P Strauss, DMD, PhD 

Executive Vice Provost and Chief Inlemational Ofticer 

Universily of North Carolina at Chapel 

104 South B~tilding, C.B. # 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

(919) 962-4510; ron sl~auss@mlc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 4:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

8 Ve~ Unusual Tax Deductions 

Powerful su bjec’~ lines and why they work 

The Most Extraordinary Business Tax Deductions 

Io Breast Augmentation (and Other Plastic 

Surgery) 

©~:e of the most "we.ll .~nowq business ,d~?ductien c~se~ ~s 

theft of £,ynth~a Hess, ~bo k~own as "Chesty Low~," a~ 

as 8 tax deduction. The ~RS rejected he~ c~a~m, but a ts~x 

was dkecfly tbd to an ~ncresse ~n her ~ncome, 

2. Food and Grooming for Your Pet 

Bett~ dogs ~md cats have been successfuily deducted as 

bu@:ess expe..’~ses, but the dvcurnstances a~e ~h-~ted. ~:ood, 

kah~h~g e~d veterh~ary costs ca~ ~sua~y be wdtten off for 

~uard dogs, dog breeders, farm dogs a~d sometimes even 

cats ~f they catch rats ~q 8 bushiness fad~ty. 

3. Legal Defense When You Embezzle Money 

it: 2003 Da~iel Gerdo~L presideqt of G~2M, wss taken to 

cou~’~ snd charged with mo~:ey lau~dering, coqspiracy to 

falsify recol-ds ar:d t.vire f.~d, A tax oou.~t j~dge found his 

leg@ costs to be psl-t~s~y deduct~Me ~s "ordk~ary and 

4, Free Beer (Even if You Aren’t a Bar) 

Deducti..’~ alcohol e~ you~ texes can be trick;;, b@, 

csse a gas statbn owner named }Zdws~d J, 

provided kee beer as a promet~ona~ scheme and was able 

to successf@~y dedsct the b~ews 8fte~ p~ovh-~9 that 

s~wsy f~ee beer brought mo~e bus~ness to Ms stst~on. 



Leg~;I irfform~tion i:¢ lot le~a:l ~c~vice Re~d 



You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the 
organization. All scoreboards are state-of- 
the-art, LED scoreboards with wireless 
controllers. ScoreRewards utilizes local 
advertising to completely fund the project. 
Schools and parks are now able to update 
their scoring equipment and instantly 
transform their facility without using any of 
their budget. For information, call 888- 
235-8877. To learn how Score Rewards 
can work for you, check out our 15 minute 
webinar. 

Keep your athletes in peak condition as 
well as rehabilitate injuries. SwimEx aquatic 
therapy and fitness pools feature an 
industry exclusive paddlewheel propulsion 
system which creates the smoothest but 
most powerful water flow available. The 
pools offer multi-depths, built-in 
workstations, Woodway treadmills, 
adjustable water flow with an all fiberglass 
construction. SwimEx also offers hot and 
cold plunge tanks, one piece or sectional, 
for easy installation. 

You are receiving lids newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news li-om MoreenmmMedia or one of its publications: Traiidllg & Conditioning, Attfletic Managernent or Coactdng Managemenl 

To ~msnbscribe, clickhllp://lists2.rnomelttmltrnec~a.com/?p tmsubsclibe&~aid 0a980b425f3164193963857ec209c374 

To change your email ~dch-ess, click htlp://lists2.momen’nmimedia.com/?p prefL~-ences&aid 0~980b425f3fb4193963857ec209c374 

To fonYard this newsletter to a fiielld, click http://lists2.momentmlmiedia.com/?p foi’o,’ard&uid 0a980bd25f3fb4193963857ec209c374&mid 19 

Be sm-e to add lists@momentummedia.com to yore- address book or safe sender list so our emails will always get to your inbox! 



From: 7(}live a~nc.eduv 

Sent: Thursday, 4:45 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Thesis 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My grade f,ar EXSS 

Best, 

is still not on Connect Carolina. Is there anybody I can talk to regarding this? 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hughes, Megau < ~WNBA.COM> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 6:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Save- the- Date! Basketball Analyd cs S ummit! 

Hi Deborah 

Sorry l was not able to touch base with you the other week. We were swamped with NgAAlIStaraclSvilSes, Renee is very interested in attending the Summit an 

I’d like to make sure that we can s~gn her up. [tried to log in online and register Renee but I was not able to complete H: because the system does not accept 

American E’,<press. Is there a way around this? 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Senti Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 9:12 AN 
To= Hughes, Hogan 
Subject= Re: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit[ 
Hi Megan. Can you chat today? Please give me a call at . We are "iced in"so anytime is fine. ;) Thanks. 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wondedul ~t is that nobody need wait a s~ng~e moment before starting to ~mprove the worMY ~ Anne Frank 

::.g.:: 

From: <Hughes>, Megan Hughes, ~WNBA.COM> 

Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:21 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@u_._n_.~_._..e_d__u.> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

I can do tomorrow at 2pro. I’ll call you then. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 6:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L g~oman, ~h£~. CLU 
En,g(%ge, ~xplore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

<image001.jpg> 

"Nothing w~ll ever be attempted if all possiNe objections must first be ~vercome." 

~ 5amuN Johnson 

From: Hughes, Hogan [mailto:HHughes@WNBA.CON] 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 5:11 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date[ Basketball Analytics Summit[ 

t-fi Deborah- 

~’dlo~etospeakw~thyoufurtherabouttheBasketbaHAnaly~csSumm~t. [understandthereg~stra~onbeg~nsonFeb~utwouldHketo~eama 

Mt more about the process and begh~ to coordh~ate details on our end, P]ease ]et me know the best ~me to reach out to 

Frn k)oking k)rward to speaMng wRh you soon. 

Megan Hughes 

<imageOO2.jpg> Megan Hughes 

645 Fifl:h Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 l:~ PN 
Tel BrowB, ReBee 
~ Hughes, Negan 
Subjeet~ RE: Save-the-Date[ Basketball Analytics Summit[ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q~o’e. Explore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

<image001.jpg> 

"NotNng w~l~ ever be attempted ff al~ passible abjections must first be ~ver~me." 

~ 5amuN J~hnson 

Fmm~ Brown, Renee [mailto: ~wnba.com] 



Sent’- Tuesday, 3anuary 28, 2014 3:50 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc-" Hughes, Megan 

Subject-¯ RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

T’hard~s Debb¥, 

This sou~ds so ~-:~x(:ithlg! I have (:c’d Megar~ a[~d she is g.:~[r~g to co~ta(:L you. 

~m= Stroman, Deborah L [majlto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3anua~ 24, 2014 5:10 PM 

To= Brown, Renee 
Subject= FW: Save-the-Date[ Basketball Anal~ics Summit[ 

Deborah L S[roman, Ph.D. C~U 

£ns]~{~e. g~p~ore. £mpowen 

<imageO01 jpg> 

"~othing will ~ be attempted ff aH p~ssible ~bje~fi~ns must fi~st be 

~ Samuel ~hnson 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t: Thursday, ~anuary 23, 20~4 5:42 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t= Save-the-Date[ Basketball Anal~ics Summit[ 

Hi Friends. Please shara ~i~h ~rie~ds, f~mii~, s~uden~s, ~nd 
I hope you can join us~ We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The students a~e fi~ed up~ I 

need you~ support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offe~ an "Ent~ep~eneu~ship in Analytics" session. This workshop is designed fo~ students interested in Analytics (~e~a~dless of 

the sport). We want to encourage thei~ c~eativity, business ventures, and p~omote netwo~kin~ in this industw. 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Flakier Business School/Kenan Institute 

Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March 26) - $249 Non-Students and $49 Students~ Note: Registration begins Februaw 27. 

@KlSportUNC 
Mo~e information comin~ soon.., please contact me if you have any questions or feedback. 

Just Innovating, 

Expbre. Engage. Empower, 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hi[l~ NC 27599 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

#HeelForward 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, Liuda Brown <linda dougla@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 8:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Boaxd of Visitors Class Vi sits April 24 

Hi, 

Thanks for helping us with our spring Board of Visitors class visits last year. The next meeting is April 24 and 25, with class opportunities throughout the day on 

Thursday, April 24. 

Would you be willing to have a few visitors sit in on your Sports Business Venture class at 12:30 p.m., April 24? If you are willing to have visitors, how many people 

could possibly attend that day? 

Linda Brown Douglas 

Director of Community Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

210 Pittsboro Street 

Campus Box 6225 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6225 

Linda Douglas@unc.edu 

Office Phone: 919-843-9393 

Cell Phone: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, FebrnaU 28, 2014 7:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Why estimating a headcount at IBM in RTP mW get haJ’der 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 28, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

~ Research, Triang!~ 

~h~ estimatinq a headcount at IBM in RTP may g~ harder 
The packets laid-off employees are getting at IBM on Thursday (NYSE: IBM) look 

different than they did before 

IBis¢~es 

Chapel Hill realtors frustrated with remodelinq permit 

process 
Chapel Hill area realtors and remodeling contractors are frustrated with the red 

tape involved in obtaining permits from the town for home renovations. 

Raleigh’s Salix licenses first-ever soRd bowel prep product 
Raleigh’s Salix Pharmaceuticals reached a deal in which it acquired worldwide 

exclJsive rights to what it believes is a first-in-kind product that fits well within its 
por~elio af treatments for gast. 

+ 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiNi~i~i~ g 

Ca .ry, Apex on list of America’s 10 safest suburbs 
Cary arid Apax hava landad on anofi~er tap 10 list -- this time as two af America’s 

Disease 

Read ~orninq Edition >> 

B#~ ~#gram: RTP plan includes ’siqnature bridqe’ over 140 

iBM releases statement on U.S, layoffs 

Moshakos’ Greek restaurant relocating to downtow~ 
Raleigh 

Here’s what the N.C. congressional deleqation did with their 
saJaries durinq federal shutdow~ 

Regulatory reform passes House, but Senate, Obama stand 
in the way 

North Carolina’s top 30 tourist destinations of 2013 

B~d ~or#~ Edition >> 

Contact Us 



Cancel EmaiI ~ubscription 

L:.izjo{iin~.~ls c~is~emer .~e!’.,ice; L:.izjo{iin~.~ls 120 ~N. Morehead Si.. C!;~doiie, N.:;r~il Carollna 28202. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triggs-Matthews, Tracy ~q?mcy Triggs-Matthews@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;. 

Fridav, February 28, 2014 ::5_ AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Monday 

Hi Dr Stroman - 
We met a while ago at a Kenan Institute event I wanted to make sure your area knew about this competition: http:/isites.davidson.eduithenextplav/ 
Jeff Mittelstadt is a grad ofUNC (MBA, Journalism) and ;vill be here Monday if any students are interested in meeting him and hearing more about this competition. 
I’ll be out all day today, but the plan is to meet with Jeff here at the Business School in Caf4 McColl between 12:30 and 2:00 
All the best, 
Tracy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mittelstadt, Jeff [mailto:jemittelstadt@davidson.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Febmau 27, 2014 9:00 PM 
To: Triggs-Matthews, Tracy 
Cc: VelT~On, Patrick; Zoller, Ted; Johnson, Jim; Segars, A1; Hee, Carol; Harbinson, Carrie; Center for Sustainable Enterprise 
Subject: Re: Monday 

Both ;vould be fantastic. Thank you, Tracy[ Let me ]mow what you find out and what I can do. 

Many-, man?, thanks, 
Jeff 

Jeff Mittelstadt 
Directur uf Sustainability 
Davidsun College 
j emittelstadt@davidson, edu<mailto :iemittelstadt(fr)davidsun.edu> 
www.davidsun.edu/sustainability<http:i/www.davidsun.edu/sustainabi liW> 
7(At 894.3029<tek704. 894 3029> 

ceil) 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 8:40 PX{ "Trlggs-Matthews, ’]?racy" <Tracy Triggs-Matthews@kenan-flagler.unc.edu<mai]to:Tracg Tri~gs-Matthews(h?kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Hi Jeff- 
Great tu hear from you[ Are you luoking tu meet with undergrads, MBA’s, ur both? Let me know and ] can see if any students are available to meet. 
All the best, 
Tracy 

Sent from my ]Pad 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 6:23 PM. "Mittelstadt, JeiY’ <jemittelstadt@davidson.edu<mailtu:iemittelstadt!~davidson edu>> wrute: 

Hi Patrick, Jim, Tracy, Ted, Carol, AI and Carrie[ 

I hupe all ofyuu are doing well! I knuw this is last minute, but my Munday schedule freed up. Su, if pussible, I’d like tu take the oppurtunity to come tu the triangle and irfformally (ur 
formally ifyuu’d rather) meet with some business students at UNC with venture ideas (for-prufit and nun-prufit) tu tell them abuut ’]’he Next Play and invite them to attend and register. I will 
be up there Sunday, all day Munday and all evening Mk~nday. By the way, the value of prizes has increased to $39,000 and we are getting our speakers lined up, as ~vell. 

What do you think about Monday’? 

Have a great day- and I hope I get to see all of yo!! 

Best, 
Jeff 

Jeff Mittelstadt 
Director of Sustainability 
Davidson College 
j emittelstadt@davidson, edu<mailto :iemittelstadt(~davidson.edu> 
www.daVids~n.edu/ab~ut/distinct~y-daVids~n/sustainabi~ity<http://www.davids~n.edu/ab~ut/distinct~y-davids~n/sustainabi~it~><http://www.davids~n.edu/ab~ut/distinct~v- 
davidsor~sustainabilitv> 
www.davidson, edu/officesisustainability-office<http :i/www. davidson, edu/offices/sustainability-office><http ://www. davidson, edu/officesisustainability-office> 
704.894.3029 

(cell) 

From: <Mittelstadt>, Jeff Mittelstadt <j emittelstadt@davidson, edu<mailto :iemittelstadt(~davidson.edu><mailto :iemittelstadt(~davidson. edu>> 
Date: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 4:19 PM 

To: "zoller@unc.edu<mailto:zoller~unc.edu><mailto:zollcr(~)~mc.edu>" <zoller@unc.edu<mailto:zoller~unc.edu><raailto:zollcr(~mc.edu>>, 
"JimJotmson@unc.edu<raailto:Jim Johnson(~unc.edu><rnailto:Jim Jol~son~unc.edu>" <Jim Johnson@unc.edu<mailto:Jim Jotmson(~mc.edu><rnailto:Jirn Johnson~unc.edu>>, 
"al segars@unc.edu<mailto:al se~ars(~unc.edu><mailto:al se~ars(~)unc.edu>" <alsegars@unc.edu<mailto:al seaars~unc.edu><mailto:al se~ars(~unc.edu>>, "CarolHee@kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu<mailto:Carol Hee@kcnan-flagler.unc.edu><mailto:Carol Hee@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>" <CarolHee@kenan-flagler.anc.edu<rnailto:CarolHee@kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu><mailto:Carol Hee@kcnan-flagler.unc.edu>>, "ttm@~mc.edu<mailto:ttm@~mc.edu><mailto:ttrn@unc.edu>" <ttm@unc.edu<mailto:ttm@unc.edu~mailto:ttm@unc.edu>>, 
"cse@unc edu<mailto:cse@unc.edu><mailto:cse@unc.edu>" <cse@unc.edu<mailto:cse@unc.edu><mailto:cse@unc.edu>>, "vernonp@kenan-flagler.unc.edu<mailto:vernonp@kenan- 
flagler uric edu><mailto :vernonp@kenan-flagler uric edu>" <vernonp@kenan-flagler.unc.edu<mailto :vernonp@kenan-fiagler.u~c. edu><mailto:vemonp@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>>, 
"j onesl@kenan-flagler uric edu<mailto:j onesl@kenan-flagler.unc.edu ><mailto :j onesl@kenan-flagler.unc edu>" <j onesl@kenan-flagler.unc.edu<mailto:j onesl@kenan- 
flagler uric edu><mailto:jonesl@kenan-fiaglerunc.edu>>, "carrieharbinson@unc.edu<mailto:can-ie harbinson@unc.edu><mailto:carrie harbinson@unc.edu>" 
<carrieharbinson@unc edu<mailto:carrie harbinson@unc.edu><mailto:carrie harbinsonffd)m~c edu>> 
Subject: The Next Play-: Sustainability in Sports National Initiative & Competition 

Hello Kenan-Flagler Friends, 

I hope all of you are doing well! Marcus and I are verb, excited to let you know that we are officially launching into the sustainability in sports initiative we presented on at AASHE in 
Nashville. Belo;v is some information about it. I am sending you a slightly longer email then I usually send out because it includes multiple answers to the question, "Why Sustainability in 
Sports?" - depending on the audience: sustainabili~ offices (also sending this to Cind~v Shea) or business schools If you have ANY questions at all, tEel free to contact me at any- time. I 
look forward to your students’ input on the Facebook discussion page and Twitter (see end of email) We will also continue to add content to the website in the new year. 



http :i/sites. davidson edu/t h enextp lay/ 

Finally, i:[’you’re around, I will be filming at the I)avidson College @ Carolina basketball game on Saturday. Happy to grab a drink or :[’ood before or aider if you’re up [’or it! :) 

Happy Holidays to all of you[ 

Best, 
Jeff 

The Next Play: Sustainability in Sports National Initiative & Competition 

This year In partnership with Duke Energy, Ingersoll Rand, PIES, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and the Green Sports Alliance -- Davidson College has created The Next Play-, an 
initiative that is working to harness the influence of sports to inspire progress in sustainability. The project has both local, on campus, components as well as national components. We 
would love for you, your students and your school to participate! 

What is The Next Play? 
The Next Play refers to the umbrella initiative out of Davidson College that is using sports and athletics as a lens for studying and working towards sustainability. In addition to several on- 
campus coraponents, The Next Play initiative has two national components focused on engaging colleges and universities from across the counti~-: 

1. A virtual discussion and showcase series that ainrs to explore how sustainability and sports are related. It is also meant to showcase innovation and the work that colleges and 
universities are doing to bring the topics together. 
2. The flagship event of the initiative: The Next Play National Venture Pitch Tournament is an opportunity for a select number of schools to send student teams to conrpete in a business 
plan competition in April. There will be at least $22,000 in financial awards, as well as membership into a sustainability incubator with start-up services (including legal, accounting, strategic 
platming, and more)! 

Why sustainability in sports? (shared with sustainabili~ coordinators and directors) As a fellow Sustainability Coordinator, I am often searching for ways to engage students, other 
depaltments on campus, and alumni on sustainability issues. Sports can be a powerful medium to accomplish this task by discussing the places where we play sports, the products we use 
to play them, and the power of sports to build awareness aro~md sustainability topics. The Next Play is an opportunity to share and discuss how sports can be used to increase campus 
engagenrent. 

Why business, entrepreneurship and sustainability in sports? 
The total U S sports market (including products, sel~ices and venues) is estimated at up to $470 billion, annually-. The growing sustainability in spolts industlN poses an incredible 
opportunity for new- ventures and irmovations The Next Play is an opportunity to place a spotlight on and provide support for those student ventures and innovations. This initiative and 
venture competition is a good place for your students who might have new ideas for ventures in energy, applications for more sustainable manul’acturing or dehvery of apparel or equipment 
products, water technologies, big data applications, more sustainable nutrition product solutions, turf, lighting, and more The ventures do not have to be geared specifically toward sports, 
but should be more sustainable solutions with potential for applications ~vithin sports. 

How can you and your school get involved? 

1. Join the discussion here<http://www.facebookcom/thenextplayatdavidson>, and share<http:/i~vw~v.facebook.com/thenextpla?’atdavidson> your school’s accomplislmnents 2. Check out 
The Next Play website<http ://sites. david son. edu/thenextpla ~v> and learn about the National Venture Pitch Tournament 3 Stay in the loop by signing up to receive 
announcements<http://davidsonus31ist-managel.col~’subscribe?u 0116356b0c220eT0777aab19a&id 06406643eS> 
4. Follow The Next Play on TwilIer<https:/itwitter.com/The Next Platy> 

Finally, are there any- people in particular, in addition to yourself, whom you would like us to use as our main contact? If you have an?’ questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Have a fantastic day[ 

Best, 
Jeff Mittelstadt 

The Next Play Sponsors: Duke Energy, Ingersoll Rand, PiES 

[cid:5B9A835E-90F1 ~g)SB-B823-9DABD71 B45F1 ][cid:3D6767A5 -249F-4980-SD[~0-1 C9B4A0224[~A] [cid:FC [~4B 9B 8 - [~A4E-49BA-AA 9A-63586~)98EfM] 

The Next Play Promotional Parmers: Green Sports Alliance and Natural Resources De[’ense Council 

[cid:91A23FB3-53B1-44t~’0 - 8 C3 C -42 C9 b~’DC9CC 8 ] 

Jeff Mittelstadt 
Director of Sustainability 
Davidson College 

~ emittelstadt@davidson.edu<mailto:iemittelstadt(~davidson edu><mailto:iemittelstadt(@davidson.edu> 
www davidson edu/abom/di stinctly-davidsonisustainability<http ://www. davidson, edu/about/distinctly-davidson/sustainabili ty><http :i/www. davidson, eduiabout/distin ctly- 
davidson/s ustainabilitv> 
www davidson.edu~’offices/sustainability-oltice<http:/iwww david son edu/~ffices/sustainability-office><http://www.daVids~n.edu~‘offices/sustainabi~ity-~Iice> 
704.8943029 

(cell) 
<5B9A835E-90F1-dOSB-B823-9DABD71B45FI png> 
<3I)6767A5 -249[~’-4980-8DD0-1 C9B4A0224EA.png > 
< F(~I39B 8 -t;~4E ~0B A - A A9 A-6358 ~AD98EfM.png> 
<91 A23 [~3~:~3-53B1 ~44t~’0-8C3C42C9FbE)cgcc8 .png> 
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New,,’ po~’~ on IEXSS ~PACT                                                                                          ~ 

Wha~ is your primary area of interest in terms o~:teaching or research? 

My primery focus is on the prevention el knee injuries, specifically te the Anterio~ Cmcia[e Ligament (ACL), during sport and physical ac[ivity~ More 

specifically, we investkjate the influence of movement efficiency / control on one’s future risk of suffering an ACL injury In addition, eur research 

examines ways to correct poor movement efficiency I control in an effelt to reduce one’s risk of injuB~ and improve their functional ped~ormance. 

did you become i~terested in this specific area? 

As a undergradua[e student majoring in Athletic Training et San Diego Stale University. t had always hod a special interest in injury prevention. However, 

~t wasn’t until ~ went to graduate schoo~ that I became interested ~n pursuing research in th~s area As a masters student m EXSS at UNC, ] began my first 

[esearch ~n the a[ea of ~nju[y preventbn as ~ studied the ~nfluence of d~ffe[ent exercise ~nterventbns on shoulde[ proprbceptbn and neuromuscular 

control I d~dn’~ become interested ~n sh~dying ACE injudes unti~ I began my doctora~ training at ~he University of V~rg~n~a. My adqsor at that time provided 

me w~th a recently published arficb that had reported females were at much greater risk for suffering ACL ~njuries compared to mabs participating in the 

same sports. Th~s spa~ked questbns regarding why wou~d female athletes be at greate~ r~sk tha~ mab athbtes for sustaining an ACL ~ujury. From th~s 

point forward ~ became very inte~es[ed ~n trying to unders[and what ~ac[ors may increese an ~nd~vidua~’s risk for suffering an ACL injury and whet could be 

done to prevent these injuries from occuning. 

How does your area of interest impact the public? 

In young Americans, sport and recreatiomrelated lower extremity injuries result in over 3 million emergency room visits a year. Treatment costs just for 

anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) knee injuries exceed $2.5 bfl~on am~ual~y. 8~gn~ficant societa~ costs also stem from the accelerated progression to early-. 

onset osteoarthritis and subsequent disaM~ity which commonly fo~bw. G~ven the associated frequency, cost and d~saMl~, ~t ~s impo~Sant te understand 

r~sk factors and evidence based preventb~ strategbs fo~ ACL ~udes. 

Research has demonstrated that ce~a,n movement pattems can ,ncrease one’s risk for suffe,-,ng an AOL ,njury~ However, ,t ,s not c,ear why ,ndk’idua,s 

d~splay these Mgh risk movement pa~ems. ~e are currently conducing a serbs of studies te better understand the underlying neuromuscular factors 

that predispose individuals to d~splay high r~sk movement patterns, hs addition, we ale what type of exe[c~se ~nterventbns are needed to address these 

Neuromuscular factors~ such as flexib~fi~v~ strength, muscle activation, are mod~fiaMe though propedy p~escdbed exercise mtewen~ions. Thus. by 

correcting the underlying neuromuscular factors assedated w~th high dsk movement pa~erns we may reduce an ~ndkddua~’s dsk for future ACL injury. 

The findings from these studies can provide ~nsight ~uto the development of injury preventbu programs that can be implemented ~n youth spo,t se~ings 

end hove a positive impact on keeping mdk4dua~s physically active. 

tI:~sd[)i c:;:[)e to no longer recebe posl:s hom EXSS IMPACT. 

Change your ema~i settings st 

T~o~b~e ~IJ~kJ~g? Copy and paste this URL into your browser: 

......................................................................................................................................................... <[ ............ ! ............................ ~t .................... ~ ........................................................................................................................................................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lnke Visconti <lnkevis~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ted Nugent Calls President Obama a [1 Subhuman Mongrel ~; [J and His Other Offensive Tweets 

February 28, 2014 

!~.~!.~!~..~.~#.!.!.~...[!~.~.~ #...~,.~.~?.#...~.~..~!~.!.~ 
Govemorl;:~ s Staff 

Republican Scott Walker    ~ ...... 
suwived a recall effo~. But ~ ::~:: 
would voters have kept him 
in office if they had known 
about or seen these      ~ 
offensive emails? 

[ 

Offer~s~ve ’-tweets 

Controversial conse~ative ~.. 
rocker Ted Nugent uses 
terms that the Nazis used to 
justin the Holocaust and 
whites used to justin 
slave~ in attacking the    ~ 
President. Has he really 
apologized? 

[ 

Ask the White Gu~{;_ ~s t~-~e Oxfor~;~ D~ct~or~ary 
Def~Nt~or~ of Ra:~c~sm Too WNte for You? 

The shod answer: yes. But an understanding of white 
privilege is required for fu~her insight. Racism is more 
subtle than bigot~, and the concept of ~ majority~ 
privilege is far more subtle than racism. 

P 

This educational tool available for posting on your 
corporate intranet, includes diversity-management 
information on mentodng and sponsorship. 

#-~clus~or~ & Ecor~om~c Pros~j~}~,:_ ~~ Greater 

The Greater Cleveland Padnership and its corporate 
members are working to ensure that economic 
prosperity is shared by all demographic groups in this 
increasingly diverse region. 



Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as well as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studie sL~ start-ups to 
advanced[] including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

I 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the Diversi~vlnc newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo <conference@athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 10:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Coucert Tickets Could Be On Us - Please Resv~nd To Our Survey 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

We Recently Asked You To Complete A Special Survey-- 
"The Engagement of Athletic, Fitness & Recreation Professionals 

with Conferences & Expositions." 

If You Haven’t Yet Responded, Please Take Our Survey Now. 

To Thank You, You’ll Become Eligible To Win Tickets To 

Dear Athletic/Fitness/Recreation Professional: 

We know how busy you are. But we need your opinions about face-to-face educational 

events. Only then can we produce the most relevant meetings for you and your peers. 

Whether or not you’ve attended trade shows or conferences before, please provide us 

with your input. 

This survey is confidential. So please help us -- take our survey now. 

I truly appreciate your help, 

Athletic 

Business 

Conference 

Sue Searls 

Conference Director 

*Up to a combined ticket total of $300. You may choose to donate this amount to a charity. 

Mah:~{!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.lt{i=e ~i=~siis ot tilis type == Forward to e Coiiee{!i;e 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 10:59 AM 

Dod~m, Christy <Chris~ Dodson@kenan-llagler.unc.edu>; mhughe@wnba.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

Christ5,: 

Thanks for processing this payment. I have updated Renee’s registration to show paid in full. 

Thanks, 
Karen 

Karen McFarland ¯ Business Ofticer. Frank Ha~vkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. Affiliate ofUNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3440 . Kenan (;enter ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3449 
919843-4327 ¯ fi~x919.8433493 ¯ Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dodson, Chris~" 
Sent: t;riday, Februaw 28, 2014 10:56 AM 
To: mhughes@wnba.com 
Cc: McFarIand, Karen 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Megan, attached is the receipt for Renee Brown’s registration for the Basketball ~/~malytics Summit. 

Karen, Megan started the registration in the system but stopped when she could not make the payment with an Amex card. It is unclear it’the non-payment part of the registration was 
recorded or not Can you please cor~firm that Renee is indeed registered and reach out to Megan if there is more information needed 

Thank you both, 

Chris~" 

Chrisb" I)odson ¯ Assistant Dean of Finance ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
919.962.7158 ¯ 1~ax919.962.9268 ¯ christy dodson@unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Friday,                 l 1:29 AM 

Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
~kenan- flagler, unc.edw~ 

Registration list 

Registration lis’t.xlsx 

@kenan - tlagler .unc.edu:~; 

Hi All: 
Attached is the current list of registrants for the Basketball Analytics Summit. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Karen 
Karen McFarland : Business Officer:: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flasler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

929.843 4327 : fax 9~_9,843,3493 : Karen McFarland@kenan flasler.unc.edu : www.kenan flagler,unc.edu 

S~apia8 Leaders I Driviag Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hughes, Megan <MHughes@~q’,lBA.COM> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 11:32 AM 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@keuan-flagler.unc.edu>; Dodson, Christy <Clmsty Dodson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

Thanks ladies. Please let me know if there is an?’ further information I need to provide. 

Appreciate the help! 

Have a great weekend. 

Megan Hughes 
Basketball Operations & Player Relations 
645 Fifth Avenue 
Ne~v York, NW 10022 
Ph 212-407-8576 Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: McFarland, Karen [mailto:Karen McFarland(h?kenan-fla;ler.unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, Februaw 28, 2014 10:59 AM 
To: Dodson, Christy; Hughes, Megan 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Christ)’: 

Thanks for processing this payment I have updated Renee’s registration to show paid in full 

Thanks, 
Karen 

Karen McFarland ¯ Business Offtcer, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Affiliate ofUNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3440 . Kenan (;enter ¯ Chapel 

Hill, NC 27599-34~) 

919.843-4327 ¯ faxg19.843.3493 ¯ KarenMcFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dodson, Ctnisty 
Sent: Friday, Febpdaty 28, 2014 10:56 AM 
To: mhughes@wnba, cora 
Cc: McFarland, Karen 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Sunmfit 

Megan, attached is the receipt for Renee Brown’s registration for the Basketball Analytics Sttmmit. 

Karen, Megan started the registration in the system but stopped when she could not make the payment with an Amex card. It is unclear if the non-payment part of the registration was 
recorded or not. Can you please corffirm that Renee is indeed registered and reach out to Mcgan if there is more information needed. 

Thank you both, 

Cl~isty 

Christ3,- Dodson ¯ Assistant Dean of Finance ¯ L~-C’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
919.962.7158 ¯ fax919.962.9268 ¯ christ?, dodson@unc.edu ¯ ww~v.kenan-flaglcr.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 2:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Joy - Chris Faison 

Hi Deb! 

I just finished meeting with Chris Faison and I have asked him to put together summary on who he is, what his position is charged with doing and some examples 

of what he is doing and hopes to establish for our black male students. I will post it for our FAC members to read prior to our meeting on Tuesday. I told him of our 

topic on Monday and he is going to try to join us at FAC on Tuesday at 3:00 in :105 South to hear our discussion. 

Hope all is well with you. 

Joy 

JoyJ. I~e~!!~er~ M.A., R](P,), FAE~R5 

Associate Professor ar!d Dh’ector 

University of North Ci~roiina at Chi~pel Hdl 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondul’a~t Hail 

B21-A South Columbia St. 

Cha[~ei HIll, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.5147Desl,: 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 

-CONglDENi~AMTY NOTICE: ]his e--mad message, [ncludh-~g attachments, if ling, is intended en~y for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may coati, in confident~i~ and/or 

p~4wleged mi~ter[ai. Any -----unauthorized rewew, use, disclosure or d~sh4but[on ~s p~’ohib[ted. If you are net the h-~tended recipient, ~llease contact the sender b~, reply e-mad and 

destroy all copse5 of the or~gh-~al message 

Email correspondence to and from tNs address may be s~bject to the Noah Car~h~a P~blic Records ~aw a~d may be disc~sed to third ~a~es by a~ 

autheri~e~ ~ate officia~ {NCGS, oh. ~32). Student educationa~ records are s~bject to FERPA, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:59 PM 

Wanda ttunter <~vhunte@mcia] equi~institute.org> 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; @gmaJl.com>; Deena Hayes < @aol.com>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc.edu>; Suzanne Plihcik <      @gmail.com>; Deena Hayes <dhayes@mcialequiiyinslitute.org>; ’I’ye Hunter 

<         @yahoo.corn> 

Re: Checking in m UNC Racial Equity" Course 

Hi Wanda. Please add the names to the Google doc. Bay, does she have access? 

We also have to be slrategic with marketing to avoid an "over promise." I already have a list of business students who want in. We just don’t have the space for this 

pilot. 

Geni, I roll be back in town next week. Let’s chat on the enrollment process. 

Bay, if you are in town I mn s*aying at the Sheraton Boslon. 

Debby 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 4:51 PM, "Wanda Hunter" <whunter~TAacialequiWinstitate.oig> wrote: 

Hi 

Great to be back in touch. 

I can give you key faculty/statt’contacts lbr other schoolsidepmlments who may want to connect to this course: including School of Education, Social 

Work, Nursing, SILS, and Student Wellness. Would you like that? (Also the spreadsheet of all UNC contacts. I’m still worldng on updating). 

Seems to me an excellent idea for co-instructors and other key- folks to attend tke Phase II training scheduled for April 29-30. 

Tye has already attended, but I inmgine will come again. We’ve just expanded this training from 1.5 days to 2 full days, so the content has been both 

expanded and refined. We already have 25 new registrants for this workshop and don’t want to go over 35, so Debby and Geni, please register soon if 

,/ou’re able to ioin us for this one. We can get our training team together over lunch on one of those day’s to talk about how some of the Phase II concepts 

can be used in the UNC Equi~ course. 

Let me know if there ace other ways I can be helpful. Once we are ready to advertise we can use OAR’s listserv which will reach 100-150 UNC stall; 

faculF, students, tbrmer students. 

Wanda 

On , at 3:18 AM, Eng, Geni <engenia eng,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

So sorry for my delay in responding. Here are my thoughts on Bay’s points (thank yo~d) for moving forward: 

<’.--[if!suptx~rtl,isls]-->~ <’.--[endif]-->Artrtouncing our course offeri~g for next Fail semester so that returning graduate students can pre- 

register this Spring semester, it>coming grad students can regfster when d~eV arrfve next Fa~l semester, and community members can 

aL~d~t, 

<~--[if~sup~is~]-->c <~--[endifl-->f can do a flyer that shows tf~e official course number, descriptTon, and co-Tnstructors (names, 

aKiliations). See attached. 

<~--[if~supp~is~]-->c <~--[endifl-->Thinking we could include very brief bios of Deena, Suzanne, Bay, Debbie, Tye, and me. 

you each provide me with 

<~--[if ~sup~isN]--> ::, <~--[en4~-->Also, an eye-catching graphic wou~d be vahJab~e. Any suggestions7 

<~--[if ~sup~isN]--> ::, <~--[en4~-->Assemb~e a list of point person contact ~nfo {e.g., Em~y Liner at Kenan, Tom Kelley at Law 

Sct~ool) and I~st serves (e~g., SPH Minority Student Caucus, HPDP Community Expert Consultants, Black Facility Caucus) to which 

can emai~ the flyer to disseminate. 

<~--[if~sup~Lists]-->* <~--[endi~-->}~igh priority ~s designing khe curriculum for the 2 fo~iow,-up, 1-.day sessions that wi~ occur at 2 and 4 

weeks after the 2-day anti-racism training with S~zanne and Deena. 

<’.--[if~supp~Lisls]-->* <’.--[endi~-->Creat~ng a course webs~te is a great idea, 

<~--[if~supp~Lis~]-->o <~--[enN~-->But ~ am I.OO% dueless on how to go about doing this. 

<~--[if~supg)O£isk@->o <~--[enNt]-->Would one of you have the savvy? 

<’.--[if ~supp~Cists]-->~ <’.--[endifl-->With regard to eskabl~shing a stronger organizing base, what do you thb~k about getting the co-. 

instructors + key facultyiskudenks + communiky members who had received Phase I ankb.racism tra[rdng ko attend Phase [~ antb-racism 

kraining scheduled for this spdng? 

Let Debbie and me know gout thoughts ko determine what we can do bg email and for d~e remaining tasks, how soon we should schedule 

Cheers, 

Gerfi 

[ugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 



~rofess,:)r of He~lth B~-:~havk~r 

Gillings School of Global f,’ubfic Health CB ~7440 

360 ~osenau Ha~l 

University of North Carolina 

ChapN Hill, NC. 27599 

9~.9 966- 39C9 

919 %6--2921 (fax) 

~_9_g~a_e ng @unc. e d u 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:06 PM 
To: Deena Hayes 
C~: Wanda Hunter; Stroman, Deborah L; Eng, Geni; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 

Hi team - 

I wanted to check in and make sure we’re moving things ahead tbr our class in the tM1. You all may ~ moving tNs s~ufftbrward already. If ~, please 

advise and ho~tulIy we can lbld in the below. I s~ke with Deb tNs morning and we’re thinking it may be good to sta~ ~lking about a l~w things sooner 

than later. 

On our minds: 

1) C~rfic~ - can we set up some cNls and talk through what ~signment~ pre-wo~ post-w-o~k etc. will ~? 

2) Org~g - are there professors and key s~dent or s~ffleaders that we can stmtegiclly get to a workshop before the fall, so that we have a larger 

and s~onger ~ going in? How can the cl~s suppo~ organ~ing happemng at the different schools, and in Ne Umvesity for broadly. 

equity into the curriculum, Deb is developing the Black Cancuss and leading must orfthe work around Black Athletes at UNC and elsewhere. 

3) Amplifying the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contains the content of our proposal? Deb and I are thi~lking that as we 

get closer to the course (and s~rting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we can point peopel to to learn more about all of the organzing that is 
happening. This site would be in addition to, ~md have links "to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 

Tactically, I have a t~w things on my mind (mad you all may have this handled already, not sure: 

1) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates? 

2) Wanda - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet? I think we are developing a signiticatn base at [5NC. 
3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above’? Geni and Deb - 

Warm regards, 

On Mon            at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes <          ~tb~l.com> wrote: 

Greetings: I just wanted to confirm the dates of the ~mester training this lhll. Have we selected the actual dates tbr the workshop? 

Tha~lks 

D 

Deena Hayes- Greene 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter({~tacialequiiyinslitute.o~a> wrote: 

Yes. I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 

On . at 6:05 PM, ~i~gmail.com> wrote: 

tti ~11 - 

I don’t think I will be able to get instructor status for the course. At least not through the business school. 

Would it make sense (or be possible?) to bring me on through the School of Public Health. It may be best to have me involved in a simila~c 

level and capacity as Deena and Suzane. (In addition, of course, to my role as alum from the B-school). 

As thr as professors and staff, I would really ~nostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb, and Tye to be the noted faculty for the course. I am 

not familiar with most of the other people, btu I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp of the an@sis. 

Other people I would add who have attended (although I would not necessarily recommend them as co-faculty for the course): 

Megan Gosl~ (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 

Shal~dra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and Latino Students scholarships - 
completed 1 day version) 
James ItlcCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 
Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 
Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 

Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 
I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 
https:ffdocs.google.com/spreadsheetJccc? key=0Aj7WptiFwkEad F EtRjh FVWVK)YjN N b31WLV9iWBC MVE&usp=sha ring 
Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within 
different levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some 
additions and I know Wanda is working on adding some as well. 

On Mon, at 6:40 AM, W anda Hunter <__w___lN_t!_t__e__r_(_a2__v_~j2_a_!__e__ct_u_j_t2~:i!~t_j_LuN_:~_?_~2g> wrote: 



Debby, sor~ for the delay in getting back to you with names of faculty. I am not necessarily recommending any of these faculty- as 

possiNe instructors for our first course, only sharing what I know about facnlbl who have attended the workshop and their level of 

enthusiasm for the training as communicated to me. 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social "Work about the possibility ofa UNC course. They have both 

artended the workshop one time mad were enthusiastic. They also expressed interest in learning more about this course as we moved 

along. Within Social Work Ms Carlton-LeNey and Sarah Nayiorris (also UCCH) also have attended. Also ?allison DeMarco who 

is at FPG but has an appointment in SSW. 

Witlfin Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic workshop participants, though Debra B. was early on and 

I haven’t spoken with her over a yeax I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial for us, you tnay recall ,and I may have tnentioned the 

possibility, of the course to her. Dianne Berry (also UCCH) has also attended a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

Within SILS, Barb Wildemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Ericka Patillo (also UCCH) have all attended. This M~ole 

group is committed; Ericka is most knowledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) more than once and also 

involved in the organizing. 
Other faculU who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 
~Mexandra Lighffoot (Public ttealth) 

~Mice Ammerman (Public Itealth) 
Molly DeMarco (Public health) 
Crystal Cone (Medicine) 

Dan Nelson (Medicine) 
Alyson G~Jne (Goverrmient) 

Ann Hastings (Sociolo~’) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably due to holidays, has not heard back. He’ll try. again today. 
Hope this helps. 

On at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks. 
Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our 
progress and possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 

debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 
Date: Sunda~ k02 PM 
To ___@__g_n_!_a__[!:__c__o__m__>, Wanda Hunter <.--w-~-h-~-u-~-n--Le--r-@‘~-r--a-~-c-!-a-~Le--c~-u-~!-t-y~[-n-~-s--t-!-Lu--t--e-~~--~--r-g> 
Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik <       @gmail.com>, Deena Hayes 
<dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Tye Huntet < @yahoo.corn> 
Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 
I concur with Bay that it’s best to car~ceJ Mot~dav’s (:all, So far, through email, we have (:on~irrned that the 2-day REt training will occur 

August 29-30 (thanks Suzanne!). 
Still waiting on: 

Course number from Anna Maria (she won’t be back until Jan 8, when the academic semester begins) 

Confirmation from Tve and you on being listed as course instructors for Law School and Business School 

So, yes, Jet’s do a conference calL.perhaps toward the end of.January. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

From,, ~Xlmafl,com] 
Sent: Saturday, 12:55 PM 
To= Wanda Hunter 
Cc= Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 

Subject= Re: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

Hi all - 

How about we cancel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’All ~o discuss d~e lea m 

activities and readings for foliow-up to REt training,’ ? 

Can we provide updates on the rest by emaH? 

WiLh Geni in Jury Duty, Deb slatting ciass that week, and the rest of us in ti~e training, it may be a bi[ of a push {worth it for 

person, perhaps, bu[ a c:ail we can do any time), 

Tye t:o report if he can be listed ;as a co-instructor from the Law School, and if r~ot:, who else 

Bay to report if he car~ be listed as a co-inst:ructor from the Busir~ess School, and if not, who e&e 

Suzanr~e to confirm dates when she can co--f~cilitate the REI trah-dng 

<SPHG690 Course Description 1 - 11-14.docx> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 5:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Chris Faith 

He and I talked about that issue todaya little and what might be in the works, He is coming to hear our discussion more than share what he is doing, I asked him to 

send me a summary of Ms pos~on and poss~Me plans so people could read that ahead of ~me and if they had a ques~on, he wou~d be there to answer them. 

~:o~d hkn you were ~e~dmg the discussion and he got a b~g smile on his fi~ce ~md sa~d that he thought that was great, tha~: you would ~ead us ~:hrough ~md provh~e 

Safe Lrave~s---see you on Tuesday. 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A, R[(R), FAE]RS 

Associate Professor ~nd Director 

Un~w~rsitv of North Carolina at Chapel HHi 

School o~ Med~dne 

CB #7~30 UNOCH Bondur~mt 

B21-A South Coh~rnbia St 

Chapel Hdl, NC 27599-7~30 

_.1.., 9~6 .~i h L’.e_k 
Celi 

91.9-966-695 J. Fax 
-.CONEIDENTIALITY NOi~CE: [hb e-m;~H mess;~ge, i~cludmg ;~ttachments, if a~y, b hqtended oniy for the --person or entity to which ~t is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged mater~;~L A~y ----unauthorized review, ~se, disclosure or d~stnbut~on [s prohibited. If you are Rot the intended recipient, please co~t;~ct the sender by reply e-mall and 
destro’¢ all copk~s of the original message. 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 28, 201~ 3:01 PN 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy - Chris Faison 

Thanks Joy. I’m at a conference in Boston. I am very interested in what he will share with us. I have expressed my disappointment with the numerous mentor 

programs (aka "fix the student@) on campus versus institutional reform solutions. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Feb 28, 2014, at 2:45 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Deb! 

I just finished meeting with Chris Faison and I have asked him to put together summary on who he is, what his position is charged with doing and 

some examples of what he is doing and hopes to establish for our black male students. I will post it for our FAC members to read prior to our meeting 

on Tuesday. I told him of our topic on Monday and he is going to try to join us at FAC on Tuesday at 3:00 in 105 South to hear our discussion. 

Hope all is well with you. 

Joy 

Jo’¢ .I. Rennet, Mr,~., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Uniw!rsil:y of Nori:h Carolinil ai: Chapel 
Schoo~ of Medh:ine 
Cg ~7J.30 U[~C-CH gond;irant Hall 

32~-A SotRh Columbia SL 

Chapel Hi[~ NC 27599.-71B0 

9 i9-.9615-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

9 i9-.9615-.5951. Fax 

-COI’,~FE;ENTIAI.IT’¢ NOTICE: This e-mail message, ~ncl~ding al:tachrnents, ~ an’c, ~5 intended only for the -peR;on or enl:il:y 1:o which ~ is addressed and may contain 

con~ideni:~al and/or privqeged material. Any -.--~nauthoNzed revk~w, use, disclosure or d[51:r[but[on ~s prohibited. If you are not ~he intended recipient, p~eiise coni:act i:he 

sender by repl,{ e-mai~ and desi:rov all copies of the original message, 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, FebruaT 28, 2014 10:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

Charles Blow February 28, 2014 10:0~}:5.3 P~V] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

We cm~ and mt~st break the cycles of paJ~ for youn~ men of color, buJld~g 

better boys and repairing t)rok~’n men. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTi~’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Andtoic! I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

About This Emai~ 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimea.com As a membe[ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alells i My Alerts Help I Cha~ge Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Co~tac?’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 3:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Brace Yourself for H~llary and Jeb 

Americ:~ has 320 million people, so how do we keep ending up with fi~e same 

two surnames running [hings? 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Trade Up Exerci~ 

Altacl~: Trade Up Exercise - .docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sakai won’t let me re-submit my updated version of the Trade Up exercise because I alrea@ submitted an older version before the last deadline. I’ve attached it to this email! I apologize for 
the inconvenience and hope you’re having a great weekend! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ricardo Rowland ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 9:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBS Presentation Ibr Liti~ ] Athletes 

Good am Dr. Stroman, 

Okay, no problem. I would like to schedule a meeling with yon. Most of the students are busy.     is doing what he can in between classes and other obligations and 
has a lot on his plate. I wonld like for you to become my mentor and work with me to develop my programs. It’s a lot on tim business side I don’t kmow. I’m 

going to need people I trust to make this work. Let me know your thoughts. 

Ricardo 

On Mar 1,2014 10.52 PM, Stroman, Debt rah L -dstro,’,a~unc.edu~ wrote. 
Hi Ricardo. I have not confirmed with the students that there will be a meeting on March 3. I will check with the Club leaders. 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Ricardo Rowland, ~gmail.com> 

Date: Saturday, March 1, 2014 8:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CSBS Presentation for Life I Athletes 

Good evening Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well with you. I have not heard from anyone from the CSBC about the meeting scheduled for March 3rd. Jesse Zhu has been helping me put together a PowerPoint 

about my organization to share with the group. Can you check on this for me? 

Yours truly, 

Ricardo 

Life I Athletes.US 

Vision: Where all student athletes have an opportunity to reach their full potential, in sports and life. 

This email may contain confidential information and is for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review or distribution by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete the email and any attachments from your computer. Although Life I Athletes takes reasonable 

precautions to ensure no viruses are present in email, it will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the use of this email or attachments. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robbie Allen @automatedinsights.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 11:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC v Duke WBB Sunday 

Hi Debby. 

Would love to give you s~ufI; but we don’t track women’s basketball stats currently. If we did there wonld be all sorts of cool stufl: 

Robbie 

On Fri, Feb 28, 2014 at 12:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Robbie. I’d like to give you a shout out on the radio. Caa~ you please send me a few "AI" calculated stats to reference tbr the game. Thanks’. Debby 

DLS from ~ny iPhone. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 12:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results: l~arch 02, 2014 

y-o~saved 

4 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
National Foundation for the Arts and the Humanities 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
Office of Challenge Grants 

Amount: 
$500,000 

Deadline: 
May 1,2014 

Limited 
submission 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Semices 
(HHS) 
National institutes of Health (NIH) 
National institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS) 

Limited 
submission 

Deadline: 
May 1,2014 

Sponsor: 
National Foundation for the Arts and the Humanities 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
Division of Research Programs 

Amount: 
$50,400 

Deadline: 
May 1,2014 

Sponsor: 
National Foundation for the Arts and the Humanities 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
Division of Research Programs 

Amount: 
$5O,4OO 



Deadline: 
April 15, 2014 

~°t[J~ ~°~--~te ~° 1 
4 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Office of the Director (OD) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
National Center for Inju@ Prevention and Control (NCIPC) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition (CFSAN) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 



(HHS) 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
National Center on Birth Defects and Develo omental 
Disabilities (NCBDDD) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

rtu ’n÷r 2 
21 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Co~ditio~s (ROI} 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR) 

Deadline: 
June 5, 2014 

C~re {R21) 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 



Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human SeA, ices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
June 16, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

I-.~lV Preve~tion a~’~d -[reat~ent (R01) 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Pilot I~t<~,~’ve~-~tio~ a~-~ Selwic÷s Researc~ G~"a~-~ts 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Se~s, ices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$450,000 

Deadline: 



March 16, 2014 

10 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

11 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Ser,,ices 
(HH$) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Offioe of the Direotor (OD) 

Amount: 
$I ,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

12 

Sponsor: 
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control 
(ECDC) 

Amount: 
�76,000 

Deadline: 
March 31,2014 

13 
S~a~ Busi~sess Tech~ok~gy T~a~sfer 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Center for Complementary and Alternative 
Medicine (NCCAM) 

Amount: 
$I ,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 



Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Office of the Director (OD) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Broad Foundation, Eli and Edythe 
Broad Center for the Management of School Systems 

Deadline: 
unspecified 

16 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Library of Medicine (NLM) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

I7 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health 
National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

18 

Ap~lic~tio~s (Rarebit S-~"I"R [R41fR42]) 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR) 



Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

19 

Research Gra[~ Application, s (Pa~’e~t SB~£ 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Office of the Director (OD) 

Amount: 
$I ,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

20 

Sponsor: 
National Foundation for the Arts and the Humanities 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
Division of Research Programs 

Amount: 
$50,400 

Deadline: 
May 1,2014 

21 PH$ 20144.}20~-~-~-~ibus Solicitati~a~ of ~he NIH fo~" 
S~all Busi~}ess Technolo~y Tra~sfer 
Applications (Pa~’ent STTR [R41tR42]} 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Se~s4ces 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Office of the Director (OD) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: March 02, 2014 

Lo~.:~i~ to view 
saved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:42 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu-~ 

@unc.edu~; 

Re: Thesis Survey Approved 

A5D64E2E-5496-4E11-9DB5-05F717D998B5[179].png 

~email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Please let me know as soon as possible if Thursday at 10 or noon will work fbr you. If not Friday is another option. 

Thank you’. 

Hi 

at 1:53 PM, "Cooper, Coyte" <._c.g__c_R91?__e__r_@__e_Lr_~_~_l_=_u_!)__c_:__e__d_k~5, wrote: 

Robert is going ne~ Thursday at 11:00ran. If we could do it at 10:00 or noon, that would be ideal. Debby, let me know if either of these work for you? 

We are hoping to get this locked down soon as possible. 

Coyte 
<!--[if !vml]-- ><ASD64E2E- S496-4E~_1-9DBS-OSF7~.7D998BS[179].png> 

COI’I~E COOPER~ Pill) 

Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator 
Spor~ Administration Program 
University of North Carolina 

919. 962. 0959 

CEO of Elite [,eve] Sport Marketing (ELSM) 

Website: w’~w. elil:elevelsportmark~ting, com 

Twitter: i’~cov~:ecooper @ELSMarketing 

"S|JIJI[JESS IS THE M&NTERFIJL APPLII[JATION OF TIlE F|/NI)AMENTALS ON A I)AIL¥ II&qlS" tROIIIN SHARMA) 

Date: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: Thesis Survey Approval 

@unc.edu> 

at 6:53 PM 

~email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@qnc.edu>, ~emaikunc.edu> 

All - 

Attached is my survey that I have created for my study. I used Sanders, Mann, and Smith’s (2008) framework to guide my survey, and have included 

other implementation strategies that have been deemed "best practices" found through an extensive literature review. My research questions are as 

follows: 

RQ:I: Which strategies are being used to implement strategic plans in NCAA Division I athletic departments? 

RQ2: Which strategies are perceived to be the most important for athletic departments to implement strategic plans? 

RQ3: Which strategies used to implement strategic plans are perceived to be the most effective for the athletic department’s success? 

RQ4: Are there significant differences in effectiveness and importance when focusing on the implementation factor of strategies? 

[4A]: Context (Organizational Culture, Leadership, Aspects of the Department) 

[4B]: Content (Strategy Formulation, Application) 

[4C]: Process (Documentation, Monitoring, Communication) 

I will be surveying institutions from the Division I Automatic Qualifying conferences. The athletic department individual who led the planning process 

and was most instrumental in seeing that the strategic plan was completed will fill out the survey. 

I need to submit my IRB application ASAP, so if you have suggestions or comments please return them to me as soon as possible. If you have 

questions or need any additional information, please do not hesitate to reach me on my cell phone at 

Lastly, I’d like to set a proposal date for next Thursday     or Friday      Please let me know if these dates work for you, and your available times. 

I’d like to submit my proposal application to Cindy by Friday. I will send you a copy of my first 3 chapters by Friday night. 

Thanks and have a great rest of the week! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 7:45 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Course C~edit 

Amanda, we have nothing in place to give you credit for the class in the surmner. Dr Stroman may be able to offer an alternative I have copied her on this email. 

Sherry’ Salyer, EdD. 
Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel tIiH, NC 27599 
919-%2-6947 
Fax: 919-%2-0489 

Spring 2014 Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15 
Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 
Thursdays 11:00-12:15 
or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

From: 
Sent: Sunday,~ 5:14 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sut~iect: Internship Course Credit 

Ms Saiyer, 
My name is and I am currently a sophomore EXSS Fitness Professional major, but I am planning to switch to the Sport Administration track. I have been offered an 
internship with the Charlotte Bobcats Ticket Ol!fice this summer and one o17 the internship requirements is that I am able to receive course credit as compensation Is anything offered 
through the EXSS department or do I need to contact someone in another department? Thank you for your time, 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wanda Hunter <~whunter@racialequityinsfitute.org~ 

Sunday, 9:11 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edw~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@anc.edu>; 
~gmail.com>;                   ~gm~l.com:’;                      ~live.unc.ed~: 

~kenan- fl~ler.unc.ed~>; Deena Hayes <~Naye @mcialeqni~instimte.o~ 

~gmml .cam>;                       ~)aol .cam>-;.                         ~g~nail .cam>; 

<           ~kenan- fl~ler.unc.ed~>; l                      ~gmml.com>; ~ 

Bahafi J. Hams <~hari@duke.ed~ 

Re: [dc~-students] GPSF Update - ~C Diversi~- Summit 

~b~gmail.com>; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

Hello everyone, 

Thank you for reaching out tbr this summit. 

More than 1000 people have paxticipated in our Chapel Hill-lmsed Racial Equity Institute workshops in the last three years, including about 150 from the UNC 

conm~tmi~. 

In temps of getting people to the Diversi~ Summit. it would help to have an invitation from the organizers to know whom they’d like to have paflicipate and for what 

purpose. Is it explicitly for graduate and professional students? 

Thank you, 

Wanda H unter 

Core Organizer, Racial Equity Ins~titute 

Co-Chair, Organizing Against Racism Alliance 

On at 1:10 PM, ~gmail.com wrote: 

Can we he|p get some of our folks to this? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: ~gmail.com> 

Date: (t 12:24:07 PM EST 

To: :bmna~l.com>, %_~gg~a~l.com>~ 

b~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversity Summit 

~)~mail.com>, 

Signing up for 4/15. 

do you know who to connect with to make sure the people working on the REI+ SPH workshop are part of this effort? That Kenan Institute 

sports lady? 

what other students need to see this? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: &~mail.com> 

Date: Sun at 12:18 PM 

Subject: [dcrp- students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversi .ty Summit 

To: The dcrp- students ma~ling liszt <dcrp- students~listserv.unc.edu> 

Dear Fellow Graduate and Professional Students: 

¯ Have you noticed that the university hosts a variety o~programminq supporting undergraduate diversity, but little aimed at graduate 

and pro,fessiona! studen ts ? 

¯ Have you or other graduate and pro~essional students in your program encountered problems in your lab, cohort, or as RA/TAs, that 

seem to come from or be exacerbated by issues of gender identity or expression, sexuality, race, ethnicity, class background, disability, 

religion, national origin, .family status, mental health status, or other power dynamics? 

¯ Do you wish you were better at talking to peers and supervisors in academia who come.from different backgrounds ? 

¯ Do you have a problem ,fitting in with your peers and "doing" grad school, but you can’t identij~ why? 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop is coming, and we need YOU and Graduate and Professional Students from your department or 



program to take part! 
The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop is organized for graduate & professional students by graduate & professional students, it is an 
occasion to come together and identify common problems, share strategies from across campus, and help the Graduate and Professional 
Students Federation plan to represent and support the needs of graduate students to the university. The event will be facilitated by Graduate 
Students with a background in diversity and advocacy; participants will workshop ideas and issues with peers from across campus in break- 
out groups and as a united body. Lunch & entertainment will be provided. 

If we see an injustice, the only woy to solve it is to come together. 

Launched by your GPSF co-diversity chairs, the Diversity Summit & Workshop has support from GPSF leadership, the GPSF Senate, The 

Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, The Office of the Dean of Students, The Office of the University Ombudsman, The LGBTQ Center, 

Accessibility Services, The Wellness Center, and more. 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop will take place in early September       t will be an occasion to develop vocabulary for talking 

about diversity issues, to share problems and hear from students in other departments, and to lay the groundwork for future initiatives to 

change the culture and climate for graduate students at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

At this juncture, we are recruiting interested graduate students from around campus to participate in two planning meetings to take place in 

March and April : 

Diversity Summit and Workshop Planning Dates: 

Wednesday, MARCH 19TH 10:30-12:00 

and Tuesday, APRIL 15TH 10:30-12:00 

Location TBA 

Brunch will be served at each meeting. 

Please RSVP via this online form. 

Participation in the planning meetings will be capped at 30, or at the discretion of the organizers. The last day to RSVP is noon on the Monday 

preceding the meeting. 

We need your input to make sure that our plans for UNC’s first Graduate and Professional Student Diversity Summit and Workshop are 

fully inclusive and accommodate the wide range of GPS constituencies. 

As your GPSF Diversity Co-Chairs, we also welcome feedback or suggestions via email, to           ~email.unc.edu.]            or 

@live.unc.edu]                   or via GPSF’s new anonymous reporting: form. 

It is up to us to remake the GPS experience at Carolina as we 

would like it to be. 

L@gmail.com 

~’i ~,’.,a~ii ~-~ ~’.,; ;~=:~;~ai~:~:leave-34333628-51796689.104b919c517c32algc5a24170t1~3239(~a)11 stserv, unc .edu’~: l emze- 34333628- 

51796689.104b919c517c32af6c5a24170ffe3239(~]istserv .unc .edu: :/:~=:: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: trade up assigment 

Koozie + Trades (2).docx 

Class of     o UNC Exemise & Sports Science- Sports Administration 
htt p://ex ss.u nc.ed u/u nder~ra m/ba-in-exss/sport-ad minist ration/ 

@ema&unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, :22:32 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: trade up assigment 

Hi        Send your assignment to me directly. Thank you. 

Dri Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: _~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:13 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: trade up assigment 

Hey, 

submitted the trade up assignment a while ago, but i see the deadline was extended. Sakai will not allow me to resubmit my further experiences for the 
assigment so i cannot put how much money I made for selling and trading. 

Best regards, 

Class of     ~ UNC Exercise & Sports Science- Sports Administration 

http://exss.unc.edu/underqraduate-prograrn/ba-in-exss/sport-administration/ 

@ema&unc.edu 



Fl’olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu:~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email. unc.edu:~ 

Weight, Efia~ne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Thesis Survey Approval 

Thanks Dr. Stroman. Dr. Cooper and Dr’. WeighL please le[ me know if Friday or Thursday at :10:OOAM will work. I am available both days. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, 10:37 plVl 
To:, ,           . Cooper, Coyte 

Co: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: Thesis Survey Approval 
Friday is better for me. If it doesn’t work for everyone else, I will try to move my 10:00 Thursday meeting. (I teach at 12:30 on Thursday.) 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world°" ~ Anne Frank 

From: @unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 6:4:1 PM 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Cc:                        @unc:edu>, Erianne Weight <ewe!~ht~ema!!_unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thesis Survey Approval 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Please let me know as soon as possible if Thursday at 10 or noon will work for you. If not Friday is another option. 

Thank you! 

On , at 1:53 PM, "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Robert is going next Thursday at ll:00a m. If we could do it at 10:00 or noon, that would be ideal. Debby, let me know if either of these work for you? We are hoping 

to get this locked down soon as possible. 

Coyte 

<ASD64E2E-5496-4E:1:1-9DBS-OSF7:17D998BS[:179].png> 

(;OY’I’E (N)OPER, Pill) 

Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator 
Sport Administration Program 

kniversity of North Carolina 
919,962. 0959 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 
Website: www, elits]evelsportmarketingocom 

Twitter: @coy~ecooper @ELS~arketing 

From:, . ..................... ~unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, at 6:53 PM 

To: "Weight, Erianne A." <eweigh~email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thesis Survey Approval 

All - 

Attached is my survey that I have created for my study. I used Sanders, Mann, and Smith’s (2008) framework to guide my survey, and have included 

other implementation strategies that have been deemed "best practices" found through an extensive literature review. My research questions are as 

follows: 

RQ:1: Which strategies are being used to implement strategic plans in NCAA Division I athletic departments? 

RQ2: Which strategies are perceived to be the most important for athletic departments to implement strategic plans? 

RQ3: Which strategies used to implement strategic plans are perceived to be the most effective for the athletic department’s success? 

RQ4: Are there significant differences in effectiveness and importance when focusing on the implementation factor of strategies? 

[4A]: Context (Organizational Culture, Leadership, Aspects of the Department) 

[4B]: Content (Strategy Formulation, Application) 

[4C]: Process (Documentation, Monitoring, Communication) 

I will be surveying institutions from the Division I Automatic Qualifying conferences. The athletic department individual who led the planning process 

and was most instrumental in seeing that the strategic plan was completed will fill out the survey. 

I need to submit my IRB application ASAP, so if you have suggestions or comments please return them to me as soon as possible. If you have 

questions or need any additional information, please do not hesitate to reach me on my cell phone at (252) 305-5673. 

Lastly, I’d like to set a proposal date for next Thursday (3/6) or Friday (3/7). Please let me know if these dates work for you, and your available times. 

I’d like to submit my proposal application to Cindy by Friday. I will send you a copy of my first 3 chapters by Friday night. 

Thanks and have a great rest of the week] 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



919-843-2306 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld @gmaJl.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: In boston 

Awesolne seeing you as well, and hope you enjoyed the conference. 

As we discussed, I plan to: 

1) Send you some sponsorship info 
2) Publicize your conference widely to nearly even’one I l, mow 
3) Plug it to Daxyl and Jessica and see if they might be willing 1*~ plug it too (I will be veU diplomatic here, and I could understand their response no matter what it is. If 
they do help. it could be huge, though). 

Le~s definitely touch base again soon. ContErence only two months away! Awthing else I cm~ do to help, just let me know! 

On Sun, Mar 2, 2014 at 10:56 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(&unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks again Jason. Cheat seeing you in Beantown. Glad to be back in NC 

though. ;) 

Chat with you soon. 

FYI - Fran Fraschilla signed on to be one of the moderators. 

D 

@drstrolnan 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is tkat nobody need wait a single moment before s*arting 
to improve the world. 
<http://www.wisdomquotes.com/quote/anne-fiank- 1.html>" ~ Anne Frank 

On 3/1/14 4:33 PM, "Jason Rosenfeld" ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

>Hey deb did you just text me? I am in bos*on. Text and email both good. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
’i 704.688,8981 
C 
J Rose nteld ~L~),~ bo bcats.co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cooper. Cos~e <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:24 AM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.e&~ 

@unc.edtv~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Survey Approval 

linage002 jpg; image003.png 

Same. I will make either one work. 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. ] Assistant Professor in Sport Administration ] UNC - Chapel 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterfid application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

On at 9.02 AM, Weight, Enanne A. .e__~,_e__!g]3t_’_~i_e_ln__@:_t_~__n_c_:_e_d__t_p, wrote. 

Either works [:or me. 

[J r~.’~ e t}~;r~,:iu at e C.> ~ rdin ab::,~ Spo r t ,’\."Ira ir~J s t r a~iot~ 

919.44&4g"0 

<imageOO2.j~g> 

Sent: Monday,             8:34 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah k; Cooper, Co~e 

Gc: Weight, [rianne A. 
Subject: RE: Thesis Su~ey Approval 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, 10:37 PM 

Cooper, Coyte 
~c: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: Thesis Survey Approval 
Friday is better for me. If it doesn’t work for everyone else, I will try to move my 10:00 Thursday meeting. (I teach at 12:30 on Thursday.) 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

<im~geOO3.png> 

From: ~unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 6:41 PM 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Cc:’                        @unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweit~ht~ernail.unc.edu> "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~l_s_.t_[.o__..@_._.u__.n__c_:_e_d__9.> 

Subject: Re: Thesis Survey Approval 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Please let me know as soon as possible if Thursday at 10 or noon will work for you. If not Friday is another option. 

Thank you! 

On at 1:53 PM, "Cooper, Coyte" <cg~cooper(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Robert is going next Thursday at 11:00am. If we could do it at 10:00 or noon, that would be ideal. Debby, let me know if either of these work for you? 

We are hoping to get this locked down soon as possible. 

Coyte 

<A5D64E2E-5496-4Ell-9DB5-05F717D998B51179].png> 

I;OYTE ~;OO1 Ell, I 

Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator 

Sport AdminJ stration Program 
University of North Carolina 

919. 962. 0959 

CE0 of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 
Website: wwwoe]ite]evel{f~ortmarketi~!K, com 

Twitter: @coytecooper @Ek%farketing 

From: ~unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, at 6:53 PM 

To: "Weight, Erianne A." <ewe~ght@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Cooper, Coyte" 

<cgcooper@ema~l.unc.edu> 



Subject: Thesis Survey Approval 

All - 

Attached is my survey that I have created for my study. I used Sanders, Mann, and Smith’s (2008) framework to guide my survey, and 

have included other implementation strategies that have been deemed "best practices" found through an extensive literature review. 

My research questions are as follows: 

RQI: Which strategies are being used to implement strategic plans in NCAA Division I athletic departments? 

RQ2: Which strategies are perceived to be the most important for athletic departments to implement strategic plans? 

RQ3: Which strategies used to implement strategic plans are perceived to be the most effective for the athletic department’s success? 

RQ4: Are there significant differences in effectiveness and importance when focusing on the implementation factor of strategies? 

[4A]: Context (Organizational Culture, Leadership, Aspects of the Department) 

[4B]: Content (Strategy Formulation, Application) 

[4C]: Process (Documentation, Monitoring, Communication) 

I will be surveying institutions from the Division I Automatic Qualifying conferences. The athletic department individual who led the 

planning process and was most instrumental in seeing that the strategic plan was completed will fill out the survey. 

I need to submit my IRB application ASAP, so if you have suggestions or comments please return them to me as soon as possible. If you 

have questions or need any additional information, please do not hesitate to reach me on my cell phone at 

Lastly, I’d like to set a proposal date for next Thursday     or Friday      Please let me know if these dates work for you, and your 

available times. I’d like to submit my proposal application to Cindy by Friday. I will send you a copy of my first 3 chapters by Friday night. 

Thanks and have a great rest of the week! 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-843-2306 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu:~ 

Monday,             10:00 AM 

klbs lingmei howell.con<lingmei howell@kenaJa-flag~er.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kenan Institute Leadership fellow role ove~,Aew for website 

Hi Lingmei, 
Here’s my updated overview for the Kenan Institute site (sorry for the delay!). I’ve cc’d Dr. Stroman as well, since it directly pertains to the work I’m doing on KI 

Sport. 
As a Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow, I have the opportunity to apply what I’m learning in the classroom. I’m leading a group of nearly 15 graduate and 

undergraduate students in planning a Basketball Analytics Summit and have been able to put practical skills to use in steering our sub-committees. From 

marketing, to operations, to corporate relations and finance, it’s almost been like running a small business. As a fellow, ~ am lucky to get the opportunity to work 

with students across the entire UNC campus. This has been a great experience to learn how to efficiently make progress on our initiatives while keeping all of our 

stakeholders’ interests in mind. Serving as a liaison between our Senior Faculty Advisor, our core committee, our Kenan Institute leaders, and our Kenan-Flagler 

counterparts has made me a more effective contributor and leader. 

Please let me know if you want me to make any more changes. 

MBA Candidate, Class of , ~g9.A[~...[~:~.,~M.t#..l=.~.~g.~rshiE.p)?.[[gy~: ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯ c~,kenan-fla ler unc.edu .www linked....., in.corn/i!! 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:26 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L ~tstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Trade up 

Attacl~: Trade +Up.doc 

Hi Dr, Stroman, 

Attached is my trade up exercise that is due today at 12 pm. I had originally completed and submitted the exercise to Sakai when it was originally due. 
night I changed a few things around in my paper, but unfortunately I can not resubmit it to Sakai. Please allow this submission to replace my previous 

Last 
one, 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elyse Crystall ~ ~mindspring.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:43 AM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfhc] Margm’et Randall 3/18-20 

Poet and longtime feminist activist Maacgaacet Randall will mad from her new poems and talk about her poetU and its process, at the Women’s Studies Colloquium. 
Noon, on Wednesday, March 19, in Room 039, Graham Memorial Hall, on UNC campus. 

During her week in the Tri-City area, Randall will also be delivering file zMane Firor Scott Lecture at Duke on Tuesday, March 18, 4:00 pro, and will 

launch her book, Che on My Mind, recently published by Duke, at the Internationalist Bookstore and Community Center in Chapel Hill on Thursday, 

March 20, 405 West Franklin Street, 7:00 pm. 

Ma~aret Randall is a femiuist poet. writer, photographer, and social activist, and author of over a hundred books. Born in New York City in 1936, she has lived 
extended periods in Albuquerque, New York, Seville, Mexico City, Havana, and Managua. During the turbulent 1960s, she co-fouuded and co-edited E1 Corno 
Emplumado / The Plumed Horn, a bilingual litermy journal which for eight yems published some of the most dynamic and meaningful writing of an era. She pasticipated 
in the Mexican stu&nt movement of 1968, shared important yeaacs of the Cuban revolution (1969-1980) aud of Nicaragua’s Saudinista project (1980-1984). Upon 
her return to the U.S., the government ordered her to be deported, alleging that some of her writing "went beyond the good order and happiness of the United States." 
The Center for Constitutional Rights defended her and maw writers and others joined in an almost five-year battle for reinstatement of citizenship. She won her cas~ in 
1989. From 1984 through 1994 she taught at a number ofU.S, univemities. Among Randall’s most recent titles are: As If the Emp~ Chair / Como si la silla vacia, 
Daughter of Lady Jaguar Shark~ and The Rhizome as a Field of Broken Bones (all poeto~), More Than Things (essays), and Che on My Mind (a feminist poet’s 
impression of Che Guevara, recently published by Duke University Press). 

Sponsored by Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, Deparl~nent of English and Comparative I,iterature, Department of American Studies, UNC Program in 
Latina/o Studies, Sexuality Studies Program, The Provost s Committee for I,GBTQ I,if~, The Carolina V~ omen’s Center, The Institute lbr the Arts and Humanities, 
The Institute fbr the Study of the America.s. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progti~c as: -qa href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
emaJl to <a hreD"mailto:leave-34337589- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.uuc.edu">leave-34337599- 
56223020.18abcM3200370a7c124gl b56fel eb9b@listserv.uuc.edu~’a> 



was quoted today in the Wichita Eagie ~egarding Wichita State’s improved apparel contract with Nike. Regmding the fact that WSU’s deal isn’t for all the 

schoel’s sprats and doesn’t include a cash component hera’s what I had te say: 

Different apparel agreements for each sport and the absence of cash are not unusual for a ~ot of universities, including mid-major ones such 

as WSU, said Krisd Dash, a [-.lorfda-baeed lawyer and author of "Saturday Mifl}’et~,a;Yes: Hew dk~,n;ng Footbafl Builds [/~;,rming Cofleges." 

takes that consistent appearance in bowl games or ~larch &fadneee" for a university to get an apparel cot~,bact #?at outflt~ all its tea,m,e at~,d 

,t,,roddes a cash stipend, she said 

Dash said that apparel deals are a!so influenced by which co#egiate ath!edc coniferous, co a school belongs to. "Power co¢fferences" such as 

~he Southeastern Conference m~d the Atlm~tic Coas~ Conference tend to have a lot of their games broadcast nationally, which memos more 

and repetitive exposure fbr apparel brands. 

’it’s about getdng that uniform .. on national tefevisk,,¢% that’s exposure for Nil<e, Under Armour or Adidae." 

~i!.l~f.’£ to ~ ..,m, t.he piece it’.. its er’..[irety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Marketing Association <pddigest@mailama.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsi~-o@unc edu> 

ONLINE WEEKLY DIGEST: A New Episode of AMA TV, Webcasts on Mobile, Marcom, Carem- Tips and more! 

Tips for Lead Generation Success                                          ~ 

In t~lis episode, yeu’N see ~lew the Heart Rhythm Society’ increased 

~wareness o[ sudder~ cardiec erres~ m .&fritter>American, s. Pk~s - 

ReadyTa~k highlights the benefits of webinara ea a merketing 

tac;tk~ a~d Ja~g] gPves you tips to erasure lead generation success. 

VIEW AMA TV NOW                                                                                      ~ 

~:TN.=Y~ ~~ Ma~efln~ Channel, ..... 

Creating Mobile Marketincj interactions to Build Lasting Customer 
Loyalty 

Are you responsible for driving your company’s mobile marketing initiatives but arent sure how to 

best leverage what b:’chnologies are aw~ilable today te grow, retain and strengthen ct~atemer 

relationships? ,_loin this can’t-miss webinar as we examine how to harness the r~ght 

¯...":. !- MarKeting Oommunications: The Rise of One Size FRs No One 

Marct~ 6 I Sponsor,<!d by -reelium 

MarKeters ere too often still creating generic visitor experiences and missing out on opportunities 

will improve your success and how unified marketing ecross all channels is key to maximizing 

impaat 

Mastering the Toughest Interview Questions 

Mamh 7 i Presented by: AMA Career Resource Center 

Depending on your specialty and level of work e×perlence~ the toughest interview questions can 

tailored to maximize your success and move you to the top of the hiring list 

LEARH ~RE 



March 11 I Sponsored by: Marketo 

Learn how to build a solid content marketing plan ~hat .ctets you leads and grows rever!ue. You will 

also iearn how to construct your content marketing planned based around themes and pel-sonas, 

howto leverage content throughout the cusb)r!’rer iifecycie and how ~o measure the ROi of (;or!tent 

ma rketing. 

LEARN NORE 

Anywhere AIonq the Buyer’s Journey 

March 13 I Sponsored b~,: Bizo 

Tire marketing funnel is !row controlled by the tluyer B2B buyers are careR;iiy evaluating information 

internally before reaching out to a solutions plowdeF Learn how you can detel-mme which tactics and 

stral:eg~es will aorfi:dbu~e ~o ~he mos~ effectiw~ program mix te achieve your ~32B marl<efing goals a~ 

the top, middle, and bottom of the marketing funnel 

Crawl, Walk Run: 3 Critical Tiers of Marketing Metrics 

Content Marketinq: Hewto Sustain it, Find Success and Scale 

The AMA Offers an extensive list of In-Depth White Papers and eBooks? 
,’-\B’V~,-f:~enerated and sponsored reporl:s are sure educate you on a variety of marketing l:op[cs~ From aoaial to brand[rig 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bonnie Norman <bnorman@wbca.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Fast Break: March 3, 2014 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Your session was formally announced today in our e-newsletter ~:ast Break. I wanted to forward to you so you could see it~ Your session information can also be 

[o~md on o~r site under conventkm ~n[ormation ewm~: D~ks "G~me Changers’ [ea~:~red s~e~kers 

~-~ave a great: weeM 

Bonnie 

Bom~e M, Norm~ 
Manager of Pro~bssJonaI Developmen~ and LegM ation 

Lilbum, GA 30047 

770-279-8027 ext, 102 

From= Women’s Basketball Coaches Association [mailto: membership@wbca.org] 
Sent: Nonday, Hatch 3, 2014 12:15 PN 

To= Bonnie Norman 
Subject= Fast Break: Hatch 3, 2014 

t 

This email contains pictures To view choose th~s 1ink . 

%i http://wbca.scoutware.net/wbb/u/77 ma~ fbheader.jpg 

ii~ htt p:,/wbca.scoutwa re. net/wbb/u/coa ch escor nerh ea der 1. png 

Fast Break video: Man-to-Man, Switching Defense and Fundamentals & Drills 

Featuring Carmen Dolfo, Western Washington head women’s basketball coach 

Hear from Western Washington head women’s basketball coach Carmen Dolfo as she discusses "Man- 

to-Man, Switching Defense and Fundamentals & Drills" from her on-court session at the 2013 WBCA 

National Convention. 

Click here to view the video. 

ii~ http://wbca.scoutware.net/wbb/u/associationnewsheader png 

WBCA to "Celebrate Betty" 
The WBCA will "Celebrate Betty" from 5:30 to 6:15 p.m. Friday, April 4, in the Omni Nashville Hotel’s 

Broadway Ballroom. All convention attendees are invited to join us as we remember Betty Faith "Jump 

Shot" Jaynes, our co-founder, Iongtime leader and friend. Enjoy some of Betty’s favorite drinks and 

music as select individuals share their personal tributes to her. All other convention activities, including 
registration, will be closed during this special event. 

"It’s Our Game!" Marketing Symposium 

As part of its ongoing commitment to growing the game of women’s basketball, the Women’s 
Basketball Coaches Association (WBCA) will present its first-ever "It’s Our Game!" Marketing 

Symposium on Friday, April 4, in Nashville as part of the 2014 WBCA Rational Convention. The 
symposium, which begins at 11 a.m. CT and continues until 5 p.m., will be held in the Music City 

Center’s Davidson Ballroom. The symposium is free and open to anyone - coaches, administrators, 
media, boosters, parents and fans - interested in learning how to better promote women’s and girls’ 

basketball. WBCA convention registration is not required for admission. Click !~.~£~. for more information. 

New Courtside Registration option 
Wish you could make it to the convention but don’t have the time or budget? Check out the new 



Courtside Registration. It was created to make it easier for coaches to access key parts of the 

convention with limited time and funds. There are limitations; however, it is also less expensive. In this 

category a coach can attend the Marketing Symposium, all of the On the Court presentations and the 
Courtside Expo, Find out more here. 

Convention app coming soon 
Yes - there will be a 2014 WBCA National Convention app! Watch your email for an announcement 

and links to download it. 

Visit WBCA.org for the latest convention information 
Before heading to the WBCA National Convention in Nashville make sure you check the convention 

area on WBCA.org for the latest information. Also keep your eyes of for special emails this month for 

convention participants. 

2014 National Convention: Game Chanqer Guest Speakers ...continued 
Last month we introduced you to Molly Fletcher and Jeff Janssen, two of our amazing keynote 

speakers who will be presenting in Nashville this year. This month we are proud to present two more 

sessions that promise to be innovative and full of great information you can use to better manage 

your programs and expand your leadership skills. You won’t have to be concerned with missing any of 
the Game Changer sessions as they are exclusive convention events during their time slots and have 

no other competing sessions. So plan to attend every session and be a part of these unique and 

exciting education-based events. 

The Paradigm Shift: Bold Entrepreneurial Thinking or BUST! with Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Women’s basketball has grown into a highly visible global sport. In order to keep up with the demands 

of building a winning basketball program coaches now need the necessary entrepreneurial tools and 

mindset to remain at the top of their industry. People and processes drive efficiency in business and a 
collegiate women’s basketball program is no exception. Where are the opportunities to increase 

attendance, improve customer relations, reduce wastefulness, and identify revenue streams? In her 

keynote message, Stroman will share: 

Clients Matter. Identifying and nurturing the not so obvious key relationships that can make a 

difference in program support. 

Efficiency is not a four-letter word. Wins + Program Culture + Expense Management = Long-term 

Success. 

Executing and controlling your Exit Strategy. Your legacy began the day you signed your 

contract. 

Stroman is an enthusiastic educator and entrepreneur. Combining interests and scholarship in 
leadership, business, and sport, she teaches courses in sport administration, sport marketing, sport 

economics, and leadership at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She also directs and 

teaches Sport Entrepreneurship for the university’s Entrepreneurship Minor and the Frank Hawkins 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. As a former team captain at the University of Virginia and 
assistant coach at UNC, Stroman eagerly shares insight on social issues in sport, athlete development, 

and servant leadership. She was recently a warded the university’s Award for Advising Excellence 

(2012-13) and the General Alumni Association Harvey Beech 2013 Outstanding Faculty Award. Prior to 

her position at UNC, Stroman successfully owned a sport marketing and golf event planning company 

and enjoyed a 17-year career in financial services. 

In addition to her education teaching and leadership Stroman also provides consulting services to 

numerous sports teams and sport-related organizations including the NCAA Office of Inclusion and the 

Atlantic Coast Conference. Her LASERTM , Life After Sports with Effective Results, company assists 
former professional athletes through the necessary transition from their sporting career to a valued 

career, business ownership or the completion of an academic degree. 

To learn more about Stroman’s work visit her website at www.laserl0.co or contact her directly at 

The Paradigm Shift: Bold Entrepreneurial Thinking or BUST! with Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU, 

will be held at 3 p.m. Monday, April 7, in the Music City Center, Level 2, Room 207. 

The WBCA presents All In with Hudson Taylor, Sherri Murrell and Nevin Caple 
One of the greatest tools in the ongoing battle for inclusion and respect on our campus communities 

and within our athletic programs is the courage and willingness of allies to stand up and play a role in 
combating ignorance and prejudice. Most straight people have gay friends, but too few stand up to 

say that fair treatment of every member of our community is personally important to us. This session is 

about learning to stand up for players, colleagues, teammates and friends. It’s about making 

campuses and athletics a safe space for everyone by celebrating the things we have in common, as 
people, as coaches and as citizens working toward fair treatment for everyone. Join Sherri Murrell, 

head coach at Portland State University, Hudson Taylor, founder and executive director of Athlete, and 

Nevin Caple, co-founder and executive director of Br{ache the Silence, as they present their unique 

roles and experiences to provide you the best practices and practic al solutions to becoming an 

integral part of the inclusion solution. Stick around after the conclusion of the session to talk one-on- 

one with these inclusion ambassadors to learn more on: 

Managing obstacles in the face of fairness and integrity. 

How to mobilize and organize your program and campus to make a lasting impact on athletes 

and students. 

Overcoming personal insecurities and fears in order to stand up for the rights of a minority. 

All In with Hudson Taylor, Sherri Murrell and Nevin Caple will be held at 11 a.m. Tuesday, April 
8, in the Omni Nashville Hotel’s Broadway Ballroom G-K. Speakers will host office hours immediately 

following from noon until 1:30 p.m. 

Speaker Bios 
Hudson Taylor, a three-time NCAA All-American wrestler at the University of Maryland is currently a 

wrestling coach at Columbia University and is the founder and executive director of Athlete Ally. Athlete 

Ally is anon-profit organization dedicated to encouraging athletes, coaches, parents, fans and other 

members of the sports community to respect all individuals involved in sports, regardless of perceived 
or actual sexual-orientation or gender identity or expression. Taylor’s work is now featured in the 



permanent Miller Family Youth Exhibition at the Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education Center, which 

aims to empower young persons to stand as leaders against discrimination. He has worked tirelessly 
to build a strong contingent of professional athlete ambassadors for his cause that includes Brendon 

Ayanbadejo (Baltimore Ravens), Chris Kluwe (Minnesota Vikings), Andy Roddick (tennis), Kenneth 
Faried (Denver Nuggets), and scores more. To learn more about Hudson Taylor and Athlete Ally visit 

www.ath[e~eally ,orq. 

Portland State head coach Sherri Murrell is in her seventh season and has guided the Vikings to their 

most successful six-year stretch at the NCAA Division I level. Murrell surpassed the 100-career wins 

mark at Portland State just two games into the 2012-13 seasons. She became just the second coach 
in Portland State history to eclipse the 100-win mark. Murrell has an extensive coaching background, 

including head coaching positions at George Fox University, the University of the Pacific and 

Washington State. In her 13 years as a head coach at PSU and three other schools, Murrell has 

compiled a career record of 169-202.She strung tog ether seven consecutive winning seasons at 

George Fox and Pacific, while collecting two conference Coach of the Year honors. In addition, 

attendance at all three schools saw dramatic increases under her watch. 

Nevin Caple is a co-founder of Br{ache the Silence Campaign, BTS Tour of Champions and a co- 

producer of the "ALL IN" public-service announcement. BTS Campaign was founded to end 
homophobia in women’s college and professional sports through LGBTQ and ally focused initiatives. 

Caple sits on the Wade Trophy Committee for women’s college basketball as the Society of Health and 

Physical Educators (SHAPE America) representative. She was honored at The White House for LGBT 
Emerging Leaders and is a founding member of the Nike LGBT Sports Coalition. Caple works closely 
with the NCAA Office of Diversity & Inclusion and National Center for Lesbian Rights.To view the "ALL 

IN" PSA featuring WNBA coach Lin Dunn, PSU head coach Sherri Murrell and other athlete/coach 

advocates please visit www,btstourofchampions,orgiportfolio/allinpsa!. 

l 
i.~] htt p://wbca scoutwa re. net/wbb/u/datestoremem berh ea der(1) png                                         1 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:22 PM 

Faculty Well?are Committee <t}acultywelt?~ace@saJ~ai.unc.edu~ 

Some blog reading on adjuncts 

Good afternoon aJl: 

Another groat meeting today. Hem’s some blog reading that I mentioned 
earlier: 

hiD://vx~x~v.insidehighemd.com/blog,~’universiPi- venns/crowdsourced- part- time - facullT- professional - developmeut 

As these websites/blogs talk about some of the methods to appropriately 

address "the role of adjunct lhculty (Rutgers has a~ interesting, albeit 

unionized listing ofissnegideas), the responds from Ashley mad Gwen 

Burs~ton in the FebruaU 12 e-mail give us plenW of room to ask tbr 

change. I’ll staxt the letter a~nd let you load it up. 

Titn 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm.D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine aa~d Clinical Epidemiology 
Depa(tment of Medicine, CB # 7110 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0775 
Beeper: 

e-mml: Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu 

This automatic notification message was seut by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:/’/sakai.unc.edu,’portal) from the Facul~ Welfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pmferences. 



Department of Exercise & Sport Science - Faculty Meeting 

Wednesday March 5, 2014 

2:00pro (Fetzer 201) 

1. General Announcements 
¯ Approval of March 2014 faculty meeting minutes (see attachment) 
¯ Congratulations to Barbara Osborne 

o 2014 recipient of the Sport and Recreation Law Association (SRLA} Betty van der Smissen Leadership Award. This 

award is presented to an individual who is recognized for leadership and vision in the study of legal aspects of 

sport and physical activity. It’s the highest honor the organization bestows, with the primary focus on scholarship. 
¯ Facilities update (see attachment) 
¯ Hyatt Scholarship 

o Deadline for submission: Monday March 17, 2014 to Amy 

o Interviews March 19-20 (Committee: Darin, Sherry, Troy, Abbie, recipient) 

Graduation 

o Monday, April 14, 2014 before 4 PM: Due date for submission of doctoral dissertations and master’s theses 

o Saturday, May 10, 2014: Doctoral Hoodin~ Ceremony (see link) 

o Sunday, May 11, 2014: University Cornmencement Ceremony (see link) 
¯ University Research Day (see link) 

o March 4, 2014; 9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.; Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

2. Innovation Squad / Blyth Lecture Update 
¯ Innovation Squad (Coyte) 
¯ Date: Wednesday April 19 at lpm (Fetzer 109) 
¯ Topic: Impact of Exercise & Sport Science on Maintaining the Military Fighting Force 

3. Exercise Physiology Search Update (Claudio) 

Discuss committee recommendations and vote 

4. HMSC Doctoral Program Review Update (Joe) 

5. Campus Recreation Master Plan Update (Bill Goa) 

6. Earey Award (Sherry) 

7. Paralympics (Diane) 

8. Honors System Update (Diane) (see attachment) 

9. Faculty Executive Committee / Salary increase Guidelines (Darin) (see attachment) 

Briefly review and discuss intended outcomes. Discuss in more detail at April meeting. 

10. Strategic Plan 

Maintain High Quality Academic Achievement 

o Undergraduate senior student survey (Alain) (see attachment) 

o Graduate student survey (see attachment) 

Increase EXSS Branding 

o Review upcoming posts (research / faculty impact) 

Research Impact 

o Update on grant submissions in EXSS 

Review timelines & process. Discuss methods for streamlining in future. 

11. Senior Honors Thesis (Meredith) & Student Research initiatives (Darin) 
¯ Get students engaged earlier --) Interest group meeting 
¯ Identify faculty interested in mentoring UG students. Present overview of research ideas at interest group meeting. 
¯ 2015 Undergraduate Research Honors Symposium in EXSS 

o Example program: Undergraduate Research Honors Sym~osiumin Biology (see link) 
¯ Spotlight on Student Research Poster Day in EXSS (UG and Grad) 

o Example program: Spotfight on Student Research Poster Event (see link) 

12. 2014/2015 Teaching Schedule 

13. 2014/2015 Position Requests 

Review and begin initial discussions. Finalize decisions at April meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 5:39 PM 

The progt:ac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] NEW DATE, ROOM, and TIME: NICK TURSE on "The Real American War in Vietnmn" at UNC (Tue~tay 4 Mar) 

March 4th 1009 FedEx Global Ed. Center, UNC, CH, 7p.m. 

Share widely, please. 

(See below for more details.) 

https:/i~wvw2"acebook.com/events/803067176386806/?ref dashboard filter=upcoming 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [sej-faculty] NEW DATE, ROOM, and TIME: NICK TURSE on "The Real American War in Vietnam" at UNC (Tuesday 4 Mar) 

Date:Mon, 3 Mar 2014 17:28:32 -0500 
l;rom:Shenyl Kleinman 7~!~_~[~!@_~[~[:~!~£:~_~E2 

To: Social m~d Economic Justice <sei- lhculty@li stserv, unc.ed~ 

Note the new (new) time and place for Nick Turse. Please spread the word! 
Please join us TUESDAY (4 Mar) at 7PM for a talk by Nick Turse on "The Real ~Lrnerican War in Vietnam." An award- 
winnipeg joku~nalist and Nation Institute fellow, Turse holds a PhD in Sociomedical Sciences from Columbia Universib;. Please 
spread the word! 
T15,~: 7PM Tuesday 4 March 2014 
PLACE: Room 1009, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-CH 
<!--[if !vml]--> <!--[endif]--> <!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]--> 

Xi "Nick Turse reminds us again, in this 

painful and important book, why 

war should 

always be a last resort, and 

especially wars 

that have little to do with 

American national 

security. We failed, as Turse 

makes clear, to 

deal after the Vietnam War with 

the murders 

that took place, and today-four 

decades 

later-the lessons have yet to be 

learned We 

still prefer kicking down doors to 

talking." 

~Seymour Hersh staff writer, 

Th e New Yorker 

Anythin9 That Moves: The Real 
American War in Vietnam 

Sponsored by UNC-(JTI’s Southeast Asim~ Approaches Faculty Working Group, the Center for Global Initiatives, the Carolina Asia Center, Feminist Students 
United, the Social and Economic .Justice minor, the Departments of Mistory and Sociology, the Institute for the ’Arts and Humanities, Students for a Democratic 
Society-, as well as Veterans for Peace (Chapter 157). 
<><><..<>\> .><><><..<>\> .><><.. 
Christian C. Lentz 
Assistant Professor of Geography 
~19B Saunders Mall, CB ~220 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-~220 

tel: 919.84&Tg59 
fax: 919.9(52.15~7 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"nmilto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
emml to ~’a href "mailto :leave- 34340400- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56tE 1 eb9b@l istserv .unc .edu">l eave- 34340400- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56tE 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a> 



Minutes of the Faculty Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014, 2:00 p.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battaglini, Claudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
J.D. DeFreese, Bill Goa, Elizabeth Hedgpeth, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Joe Myers, 
Barbara Osborne, Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Brian Pietrosimone, Nels Popp, Bill 
Prentice, Eric Ryan, Shen), Salyer, Lee Schimmelfing, Ed Shields, Abbie Smith-Ryan, 
Deb Southall, Debby Stroman, Erianne Weight and Denise Currin, EXSS manager. 

Members absent: Coyte Cooper, Diane Groff, Kevin Guskiewicz, Tony Hackney, 
Kfisten Kucera, Debbie Murray 

1. General Announcements--Darin Padua 

a. Approval of January 15, 2014 faculty meeting minutes 
Joe Myers motioned and Eric Ryan seconded to approve the minutes. 
All in favor and approved. 

b. Facilities Update (see attachmenO FetzeriSRC roofing project began 
Monday, Feb 3rd and will take 240 days to complete. During this time we will 
lose 3 parking spaces behind the Fetzer squash courts. 
Stages for the project are: Squash & Racquetball Courts > Gym C > Gym B > 
Gym A > Classrooms > Offices. Patrick will send out announcements 
detailing when certain areas will be impacted. 

c. Congratulations to Meredith Petschauer as one of this year’s Johnston 
Teaching Excellence Award winners. The award recognizes excellence in 
undergraduate teaching and is one of the highest forms of recognition that the 
University can bestow upon a faculty member for their work in education and 
mentoring of our students. The University announced the award winners 
during halftime at last night’s men’s basketball game. 

d. An APT Policy Change--new voting guidelines for personnel actions requires 
faculty members to provide reasons for "abstention" or "no" votes. Policy 
will go into effect as soon as possible, but no later than July 1, 2014. The 
College will create a standard ballot with checkboxes of common reasons for 
faculty to select. 

e. Earey Award--information at http:iiexss.unc.eduimainiawards- 
scholarshipsipatrick-earey-awardi 
Criteria: 3.5 GPA, EXSS Major graduating in May 2014. 
Deadline for submission is Friday, Feb 14 at 5 pm to Sherl),. 

f. Hyatt Scholarship--information at http:iiesxx_unc.eduimainiawards- 
scholarshipsironald-hyatt-scholarshipi 
Criteria: 3.6 GPA; EXSS major scheduled to graduate in 2014-2015 
Deadline for submission is Wednesday, March 5, 2014 to Amy. 



Interviews will be held March 19-20. 
g. Global Travel Form--new requirement for international travel. Faculty must 

complete a Global Travel form 2 weeks in advance of travel and provide it to 
Kelly. Form is located at: http]iglobaltravel_unc_eduilogin_cfm 

h. Darin asked that facult57 submit equipment "wishlist" requests to him by 
Friday, Feb 21. 

i. Summer School Requirement--Summer School faculty must inform the 
Summer School Office if they have someone cover a class(es) as the 
individual must be added to summer school payroll and paid directly by the 
Summer School office. The faculty member’s summer salary will be 
modified accordingly. 

j. HMSC Review--Joe Myers: Three outside reviewers will be here next week 
to conduct the site visit--Smart Binder-Macleod, University of Delaware; 
Alan Smith, Purdue; and Kelly Giovanello in the UNC Department of 
Psychology. 

k. Teaching Evaluations--Tony asked that faculty conduct their assigned 
teaching evaluations by the beginning of spring break, if not sooner. 

o 

Campus Recreation--Bill Goa 

a. Master Plan Update--10 nationally recognized architect firms have responded 
to our Request for Information. A selection meeting will be held Feb 6th to 

choose 3-5 of the firms to come to campus for interviews. Interview sessions 
will be conducted Feb. 26th. 

b. Due to a rash of thefts in the SRC and Fetzer (backpacks, cell phones, apparel, 
etc), Campus Police, assisted by Campus Recreation staff and Mr. Fred, 
conducted a sting operation last week and apprehended the suspect. Kudos 
and special thanks to Tyler Glasco, Reggie Hinton, and Mr. Fred Moore. 

c. New lockers with digital locks will be installed in the SRC. 

Sport Administration Lecturer/Advisor Search Update--Sherry Salyer and 
Tony Hackney 



4. Exercise Physiology Assistant Professor Search Update-- 

5. Adjnnct Appointment Consideration-- 

6. Strategic Plan-- 

Maintain High quality Academic Achievement 
Review of Undergraduate senior student survey--Alain Aguilar (see 
attachment. ) Survey is still in draft form. 

Faculty Suggestionsithoughts-- 
Under "Opportunities"--include space for student to 
elaborate on the results of the opportunity they were involved 
with. Was it beneficial? 

c~ Concern was raised about the lack of student response to the 
survey. 

c~ Jason suggested we provide an incentive for students to 
complete the form, i.e. they are automatically entered in the 
drawing for a gift card. 

Review of Graduate Student Survey--Ed Shields 
Survey is a work in progress. It can be tailored to each specialization. 

Increase EXSS Branding--Darin Padua 
EXSS Impact Blog--Monday posts will feature the research works of 
EXSS faculty and students and Friday posts will spotlight an EXSS 
faculty member. Frequent posts throughout the week will focus on 
other areas--student/alumni updates, upcoming conferences and 
events; abstracts, pictures/events, etc. We need to identify 
alumni/students for future posts. 
Faculty should complete the Faculty & Research Impact Templates to 
tell their story (samples attached). Submissions can then be 
repurposed for our annual newsletter. 

o Faculty Impact Template (see attachmenO 
c~ Research Impact Template (see attachment) 

New EXSS Website Template--The University is developing a new 
template and Victor is working on an overall format for EXSS using 
the University’s plan. 



Research Impact 

¯ Update on Grant Submissions in EXSS--Dafin Padua 
EXS S submissions--32% (16) of our grant/contract submissions in 
AY 2013/14 were funded. Our goal is to reach 80% of our faculty 
having successful grant submissions. 

Some examples of the work we are doing. 
--Funding from NOCSAE for research on the 

effect of head impact biomechanics on short-and long-term 
neurological status in collegiate men’s and women’s lacrosse 
and soccer players. 

--The Kay Yow Cancer Fund has awarded 
$1 million to the UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer 
Center to evaluate the impact of a physical activity 
intew’ention program on biomarkers of aging and body 
composition among breast cancer survivors age 65 and 
older, who are receiving chemotherapy. A press conference 
will be held at the Center on Feb. 12th. The check 
presentation is scheduled during the UNC-Duke men’s 
basketball game. 

--Funding from NOCSAE for the study of 
detailed epidemiology of selected Characteristics of 
Catastrophic Injuries. The NCCSIR has expanded by joining 
with the University of Connecticut and the University of 
Washington and creating the Consortium for Catastrophic 
Injury Monitoring in Sport. This allows for the expansion of 
the target group (athletes) for injury surveillance to include 
professional, collegiate, high school, and organized youth sports 
programs. The Center through the collaborations of the 
Consortium will capture fatality, catastrophic and survivor 
incidents over a long period of time. In addition to the 
surveillance of catastrophic injuries/illnesses, the expanded 
program will work diligently to develop the investigative model 
to study each case with longitudinal follow-up. 

Center for Excellence in Intercollegiate Athletics(CEIA)-Erianne 
Weight 
The sport administration faculty, led by Erianne, launched the CEIA 
this past semester. The mission of the CEIA is to engage 
intercollegiate athletics administrators by providing high quality 
research that will ultimately improve the future of intercollegiate 
athletics. Erianne has recently secured external research funding 
($50,000) from a coalition of major universities to study issues 
regarding the improvement of intercollegiate athletics.. 
Grant Development Program (GDP)--Brian Pietrosimone (see 
attachmenO 
The goal of the GDP is to provide a scheduled bimonthly session for 
PIs submitting grants to receive feedback from other PI’s in the 
department which will help EXS S increase the number of EXS S 



faculty submitting proposals and the rate of funding success. 
Participation in the program is voluntary, but encouraged. Please 
provide feedback to BrianiDarin on the attached draft outline. 

7. Blyth Lectur~Jason Mihalik and Abbie Smith-Ryan 

Francis O’Connor, MD, MPH, Colonel in the US Army; Professor at the 
Uniformed Services University; and Medical Director for the Consortium on 
Health and Military Performance (CHAMP) and Human Performance Resource 
Center (HPRC), will give the Blyth Lecture on Wednesday, April 2 (UPDATE: 

has since been rescheduled to Wednesday, April 16) in 109 Fetzer. His 
schedule that day will include breakfast with faculty; meeting with graduate 

students and/or clinicians during the morning, followed by the lecture and a small 
reception. 

8. Adjnnct Appointment Recommendation--Darin Padna 

The meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m. 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C. Currin 

The next.faculty meeting will be held Wednesday, March 5, 2014 at 2:00 pm in Fetzer 
201. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jim Kitchen @m@jimldtchen.org> 

Monday, 9:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Aaron Scarboro ~gmail.com> 

Re: Update 

7816DE4A-2555-43AC-B42C-31929791B35515].png 

Awesome, we’d live to have him at 1789’. Aaron, can you meet up with Debbie and he the money she has for Trade Up - thanlcs again Debbie - i’ll keep you posted 

on our progress of buying cars ! 

JimKitchen.oqg 

919-801-5230 

Jim@iimkitchen.org 

On . at 6:20 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d_~_t._r_£2;~i__kLnh}_:.e__d_._u_> wrote: 

HI Jim. Yes, I finished up the exercise and have an envelope of money for you. ;) Thanks again!’.! 

Help! I have a student, student, who is interested in money, entreprenem~hip, and making connections. I taught him about 

stocks and investing last year. One day he might . Any way; I am interested in having him be an intern for 

1789 this summer. Will you help Nm? I told him you would be a great connection tbr him. tte will ~a~y to stop by mad meet Aaron. ttis name is 

Thanks lbr the consideration. 

debby 

@drstroman 

9~_9.843.0336 

"How wonc~en~ul it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the worido’° ~ Anne Frank 
< 7~ ~ 6D,~.:~A-2.5:.~5-#3A C-t342(7-.31929 79 ! I33.55/5].p~g> 

From: Jim Kitchen <jim@jimkitchen.org> 

Date: Monday, March 3, 2014 11:15 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <ds[ro@unc.edu> 

Subject; Update 

Deborah - 

I would like to get the cars for the two homeless women after spring break. 

Could we wrap up the "Trade Up" exercise this week? 

Thanks-Jim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ricardo Rowland ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Bio lbr Ricardo 

Mr. Ricaacdo RoMand is the founder and chamnan of Life Athletes.US. An emerging youth sports and development non-profit designed to provide coaching and 

mentoring services to student athletes that will have them reaching for the stars. 

Like many others who have founded companies, both for-profit and non-profit in nature, Ricardo saw a problem and decided to address it, first with his own resources 

and then by galvanizing a host of partners fi’om the scholastic sports communi~~. In watching his young daughter participate in competitive sports like soccer. 

gymnastics, golf and track, and reminiscing his on basketball career that ended early do to inju~, Ricardo had an epiphany. If people could band together and create a 

guiding lbrce tbr children, one that would assist their parents and gua~cdians in always looking out tbr the child’s individual interests, rather than those of school or sports 

organization,children could eNoy sports for recreation, teamwork, and lil~ skills, but also lx~ as a fulcrum tbr leveraging greater scholaslic and professional opportunities. 

Ricardo lives in Durha~n, North Caacolina and eNoys watching his elementaxy school-aged daughter Kendall, (a future tarheel) pursue her dreams with her priorities 

propefty-ordered, growing spiritualb; committed to her fmnily and fi’iends, keeping her studies and sports lii~ balanced. 

Ricardo is a faithful member ofWoftd Overcomers Christian Church in Durhmn, NC and serves on the care team. The care team is the heart of the church. Its 
responsibilities axe to serve the co~nmunity. They volunteer at Urban Ministry in Duft~am. During Thanksgiving they provide uncooked tuftceys and sides items for 2000 

families evely year and they give away more than 1800 backpacks to kids at the Raleigh boys & gifts club, as well as many other events throughout the year. He also 

serves on the Bod~vbuilders team. Once a month they go to the Durhmn Rescue Mission and prepare a fifll course meal for the men, they serve them and also fellowship 

with them. Volunteering is something Ricardo love to do, and is something he will encourage all the athletes and parents who enter Life ] Athletes programs to do. 

Professional Experience 

Ricardo has more than 20 years of experience in the telecommunication and wireless field, for tbrmer companies, BTI, Nortel Network~ Broadwing communications 

and Sony Ericsson. He has yeaacs of project management experience managing multi million dollar accounks and working with the customers executive level management 

team to ensure deliverables. 

Education - Central Caxolina ConununiF College school of telecommunication installation and maAntenance. 

Certifications in Nortel transmission systems. SiDMS Transportnode, OC12, OC48, OC192, OPTERA LH, Connect DXring, OAM&P, D~DM/MOR, SLAT, 

ACCESSNODE,Express Systems, SONET, PRESIDE, Optical Engineering and OPC trouble shooting 

Ricaldo enjoys s*aying active by working out, playing basketball, boMing and going to the shooting range. His other activities are watching basketball and football, 

reading, traveling, t~s~ivals, cooking, politics, and keeping up with the latest technology. 

Life]Athletes.US 

Vision: Where all s~ldent atbletes have an opportuni~" to reach their full potential, in sports and life. 

This email may contain confidential information and is for the sole use of the intended redpient. Any review or distribution by others is s~rictly prohibited. If 

you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete the email and any attachments from your computer. Although Life ] Athletes takes 
reasonable precautions to ensure no viruses are present in email, it will not be liable for any loss or damage arising fiom the use of this email or attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:53 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Can we use this to approach Dr. B and Dean ShaMeford about the Racial Equity Work? 

http://~a~-w, busine ssweek.conv’article s/2014 - 02- 2Tin- fake - classes- scandal - unc - fails- its- athletes- whis~tJ~e - blower 

This is the business of racism iin , right? 

~gmail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Trade Up F~xercises (Flight Delays) 

Trade Up Write Up.docx 

Professor Stroma o, 

I was scheduled for the early flight home from La Guardia this morning at 6am but with the weather in New York delayed my flight. I scheduled my flight 

so early so I could upload my trade up exercise by :12: 30. By the time I got back to Chapel Hill it was past the deadline. I have added it to blogs and have 

attached it to the email. Thanks for understanding, and let me know if I can do anything. 



From: Ken Pomeroy @gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:03 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Follow Up 

A~tach: kp head.JPG 

Hey Debby, 

Sorry for neglecting this. I’ve attached a head shot mad written a few words for a bio. Let me know if yon need anything else. 

- Ken 

Ken Pomeroy has been running kenpom.com, a web site devoted to analytics for men’s college basketball, since 1999. He first experimented with team power ratings and predictions 

before delving into detailed team and player analysis in 2004. Today, his site includes a variety of metrics for analyzing various attributes of all teams and players at the Division-I level 

Ken has written for various platforms, including ESPN.com, Slate, and Deadspin. He has also consulted for college and professional teams. He has a Bachelor’s degree in civil 

engineering from Virginia Tech and a Master’s degree in atmospheric science from the University of Wyoming In 2012, Ken left a job in meteorology to purse basketball analytics full 

time. 

On Mon, Mar 3, 2014 at 2:25 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~b~unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Ken~ Just a friendly reminder to please send me a bio and photo. I left you a vmsg. Thanks. 

The Summit lineup looks great. I am excited to offer this basketball-focused conference to students and professionals. I appreciate your support. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popp, Karen <kpopp@sidley.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 6:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Kenan Institate - Sport 

Hi, 

i could talk on Friday or Monday, Let me know if those times work for You, Thanks, Karen 

KAREN A. POPP 

Sidney Austin LLP 
+1 202.736.8053 
+ 1. (mobile) 
kpopp@sidley.com 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February :[9, 20~ 1~:02 AN 
To= Popp, Karen 
Subject= RE: Kenan Institute - Spo~ 

Hi K~ n. I l~op~ :4~ Js well l~x you. Can wc c}~t soos? I ~st w~t to upd:¢~ y<,~. 

TI~ anks. 

I"ec] f~:e~ to call r~ac {r~ t}~ ~vcr~ita~s [~e~>~:~’ 10:00 {~.~x~. too. ;) 

clebby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Enflage. Explore, Empower. 

~N~ emailSignature 

9"19,843.0336 

From: Popp, Karen [mailto:KPopp@Sidley.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 20:t3 10:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Kenan Institute - Sport 

Sounds good. Can we talk on Menday? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:43 PM 
To: Popp, Karen 
Subject: Kenan Institute - Sport 

Hi Karen. I just wanted to touch base and see if we could chat over the next week. I want to update you on our progress. My mobile is 

If your schedule permits, feel free to call me over the holiday break. If not, I will check in with you next week. 

Have a blessed and restful Thanksgiving. 

~ebby 

Deborah Lo Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 

Frank Hawkins genan I~stit~te of Private Enterprise~ Senior Ady~r 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hi~l~ NC 27599 
9~9.843.033~ 

IRS Circulm 230 Disclosing: To comply with certain U.S. Treasut7 regulations, we ilffolm you 

that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. federal tax advice contadned in this 

communication, including attaclmnents, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 



u~d, by any taxpayer tbr the pnrpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed on such 

taxpayer by the Internal Revenne Service. In addition, if any snch tax advice is nsed or ret~rred 

to by other parties in promoting, marketing or recommending any partnership or other enti~, 

investment plan or arrangement, then (i) the advice should be construed as written in co~mection 

ruth the promotion or marketing by others of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in this 

communication and (ii) the taxpayer shoald seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular 

circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

TNs e-mail is s~nt by a law firm and may contain i~fformation that is privileged or confidential. 

If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e-mail and any attachments and noti~ ns 

immediately. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elyse Ciystall @mindspring.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:29 AM 

The progt:ac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progthc] That flae Blood Stay Pure: Atiican Americans, Native Americans, and fl~e Predicament of Race and IdentiU in Virginia 

MARCH 27, 3:30 PM 

Bull’s Head Bookshop (3rd floor UNC Student Bookstore) 

Arica Coleman: That the Blood Stay Pure: African Americans, Native Americans, and the Predicament of Race and Mentity in Virginia 

That The Blood Stays Pure traces the history and legacy of the commonwealth of Virginia’s effort to maintain racial purity and its impact on the 
relations between African Americans and Native Americans. Arica L. Coleman tells the story of Virginia’s racial purity campaign from the 
perspective of those who were disavowed or expelled from tribal communities due to their affiliation with people of African descent or because 
their physical attributes linked them to those of African ancestry. 

Arica L. Coleman has been Assistant Professor of Black American Studies at the University of Delaware since fall 2007. She received her 
doctorate in American Studies from the Union Institute and University in 2005. During the 2006-2007 academic year, she completed a post- 
doctoral fellowship in Scholarly Information Resources and Africana Studies at the Johns Hopkins University. Her research focuses on the 
complex negotiations of race and identity within the historical and contemporary realities of people of African-Native ancestry in the United State& 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.e&¢’>dstro@unc.edu~ia>. To unsubscribe send a Nank <br> 

emaJ4 to <~a href "mailto:leave-34345337-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56tMeb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34345337- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b561~ 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu~ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 12:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Multi-Gym Membership? ] Police Cadeks in Parks ] Snapchat Recruiting 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Company Pitches Membership to Multiple Area Gyms 

Club owners imagine sharing your members with tbur of your closest competitors. 

That’s exactly what this Gains~ille, Fla., business is proposing .... 

Police Department’s Cadet t roam~n t uts E:dra Eves in t arks 
The cadets, paid $8 per hour, patrol city pro’ks and also have the opportunity to 

experience other aspects of a police officer’s job, including poxldng ... 

Blog: Contract at Your Own Risk 
Online continuing education courses have become a regular part of my life thanks in 

part to the New Jersey Legislature, which passed a law setting ... 

U.S. Pulls Presidential Delegation to Sochi Paralympics 
’][’hat decision conies on the heels of a presidential delegation to the Winter 

Olympics last month that included three openly gay former ... 

School Tax~eted in Reverse Discrimination Suit Fires Back 
A highbrow Manlmtt~n prep sehool is getting down and dirty to fight a former 



employee who claims he was fired tbr being straight .... 

Coaches Contemplate the Recruiting Potential of Snapchat 

The University of Memphis had an athletic department meeting this week discussing 
several issues, one of them being Snapchat .... 

Technology Facilitates Tracking of MLB Fans, Players 
Ba~ball’s firfft in-ballpark advance to change the way the game was consumed by 

fans was made here 80 years ago, when Fenway Park installed ... 

Pitchman’s New Use for Turner Field: An AL Team 

If the Braves move to Cobb County as planned, then Major League Ba~ball 

should put an American League team in Turner Field .... 

Fans Irked by Ticket Price Hikes atNew St. Panl Ball~ 
Seats behind home plate will cost more than twice as much in the $63 ~nillion, 

publicly subsidized ballpmk despite yems of pledges fiom team ... 

New Coalition Urges Slowdown of Falcons Stadium t lan 
Dozens of residents unhappy abont plans for the future $1.2 billion Atlanta Falcons 

stadium pressed the Atlanta City Council to slow down the ... 

Riding Lacrosse Wave. Association Waives Youth Fees 
To encourage more children to try the sport, the Pocatello Lacros~ Association 

will be wafiving its fees for its element~xy and middle school players ... 

Team Stripiyed of 24 Wins and Title Allowed to Play On 
On Monday, the Condors were cleared to play in the Illinois High School 

Association state playoffs. Nine of Curie’s 12 players are eligible, ... 

School Mitigates t otentiallv Devastatin~ FHSAA Penalties 
Manatee High’s athletic department has been fined and placed on probation by the 

state for policy violations within the baseball p~ogran~, though ... 

U. of Hawaii Opts to Extend Pa, c--Per-View TV Rights Deal 
Pay-per-view tbotball figures to remain a staple of University of tiawaii sports 

through the 2019 season under an extension of the school’s ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

CTE Discovered t osthumousl,/in Former Soccer 1~ la5 er 

Researchers say the 29-year-old is the fi~st soccer player found to have chronic 

traumatic encephalopathy. 

New Reader Comments: 

High School’s New Athletic Director Focuses on Wellness 
What a great program--wellness focnsed not sports or perfom~ance focnsed. 

CTE Discovered Posthnmonsl;, in Former Soccer Pla,~-er 

I was told recently that one ofonr local high school’s women’s soccer team has had 

7 different players receive concussions this season alone, and ... 

Anti- Bullving Law Would Impact Florida High Schools 
Unfortunately this writer does not understand the seriousness of bullying notjnst to 

the taxget of the bullying but the person doing it. CA is in the ... 



Upcoming Events: 

NRPA REVENUE DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SCHOOL 
Wheeling, W.Va. I March 9, 2014 -- March 14, 2014 ... 

IHRSA 2014: 33RD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW 
San Diego, Calif. I March 12, 2014 -- March 15, 2014 ... 

NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE FORUM ON PARKS AND RECREATION 
Washington, D.C. I March 25, 2014 -- March 26, 2014 ... 

ACSM HEALTH & FITNESS SUMMIT & EXPOSITION 
Atlanta, Ga. I April 1,2014 --April 4, 2014 ... 

.vj~. _w__m_o_ r__e__# .v_e_r_~_t _s_ ...... 

d to a friend 

ii~~ Facebook ~ 
Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo ] 

ii~ Linkedln ~iii YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

i.~.i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

i~i ABSign up for E-News ] 

This amaii was sar=t to dstro@unc edu by: 

AB Media Inc. 

22 ~.~. r’4ifflin ~,’{ Ste 910 Ma,:li,~;e!~, 

¢~) 201~:: Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Trade UP addition 

I realized that I forgot to report the money earned for my final trade. I made .~34 through trading in my friend’s old iPhone. Otherwise everything is in the original report 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Didn’t intend to register 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:11:40 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: kisport@unc,edu 
Subject: Didn’t intend to register 

Hello, 

I accidentaJly registered for your Basketball Analytics S ummit. I had thought there was another confirmation page betbre regiS_ration was fina]ized, but was mistaken. 

Please tmregister me as I roll not be attending. 

Registration ID: 

Sorry, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ricardo Rowland < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 1:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBS Presentation Ii~r Lit~ ] Athletes 

Good a£ternoon Dr. Stroman, 

I understand your response abom becoming my mentor, and I respect that. I agree that we should get to know one another and then you will see that we share the 

same interest. I also know that you are a ve~ powerful woman. Established, and well respected in the business and sports communi~. As I stated, I am unknown, I 

see so much wrong going on in the sports world, and I want to help make a difference. I don’t have sports business experience. My background is in the 

Telecommunications and mreless field. Having key people around me who does is critical to my organizations success. 

I have reached out to so many people betbre I contacted you. Many don’t even respond, and others listen and but say they don’t have time due to other obligations. I 

am grateful that you took the time to respond to me. It’s am~ing how some people tbrget that someone helped them get to where they are. I will never be "that way, 

and I plan on sharing this advice duff ng my pre~ntation. I am humble, a true man of God and I believe in Mint I’m tD’ing to accomplish. Its haJcd tD’ing to make it 

happen, but I refuse to give up. I do intend to prove myself to you. 

I’m hoping that 

I can recruit some more interns after spring break. Thanks aga~n Dr. Stroman. I really do admire you and the awesome work you are doing. 

Kind regards, 

Ricardo 

On Sun, Mar 2, 2014 at 10:49 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Ricardo. I spoke to the Club leaders and suggested that you present on Monday, March 17 at 5:00 p.m. We will also have another speaker during this 
meeting. 

Suggested Presentation: 

1. Your background - undergrad, grad (if applicable), and work experience (i.e., how did you get to where you are today?) 

2. Your role as a title/position/with xyz company- Company/organization overview. What exactly do you do in your job? 

3. Career options (including with xyz company) and tips for students 

4. If you had to start over, what would you do differently (academic and/or professionally)? 

Note: We have a "smart room" so flash drive/hard drive (for ppt), dvds, and the internet are available. 

In addition, thanks for your kind request regarding working with you. ;) However, I select my "mentees" {not the other way around) after having the 

opportunity to see if their interests reflect mine, and of course, it has to work with my schedule. As you can imagine, I have a number of students and 

non-UNC people that I already work with. I am currently focused on my latest venture, a Basketball Analytics Summit. See attached. 

Thanks again for your interest in UNC. 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: Ricardo Rowland 

Date: Sunday, March 2, 2014 9:00 AM 

@gmail.com> 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CSBS Presentation for Life I Athletes 



Good am Dr. Stroman, 

Okay, no problem. I would like to schedule a meeting with you. Most of the students are busy      is doing what he can in between classes and other obligations and 

has a lot on his plate. I would like for you to become my mentor and work with me to develop my programs. It’s a lot on the business side I don’t know. I’m going to need people 

I trust to make this work. Let me know your thoughts. 

Ricardo 

On Mar 1, 2014 10:52 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Ricardo. I have not confirmed with the students that there will be a meeting on March 3. I will check with the Club leaders. 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the worido" ~ Anne Frank 

~i 

From: Ricardo Rowland ~gmail.com> 

Date: Saturday, March 1, 2014 8:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CSBS Presentation for Life I Athletes 

Good evening Dr. Stroman, 

hope all is well with you. I have not heard from anyone from the CSBC about the meeting scheduled for March 3rd 

PowerPoint about my organization to share with the group. Can you check on this for me? 

Yours truly, 

Ricardo 

has been helping me put together a 

Life [ Athletes.US 

Vision: Where all student athletes have an opportunity to reach their full potential, in sports and life. 

This email may contain confidential information and is for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review or distribution by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not 

the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete the email and any attachments from your computer. Although Life I Athletes takes reasonable 

3recautions to ensure no viruses are present in email, it will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the use of this email or attachments. 

IJfe I Athletes.US 

Vision: Where aJl student athletes have an opportuni~ to reach their thll tx~tenlial, in sv~rts and litb. 

This email inay contain confidential information and is for the sole use of the hitended recipient. Any review or distribution by othel~ is s~rictly prohibited. If 

you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete the email and any attachments from your computer. Although Life ] Athletes tokes 
re&sonable precautions to ensure no viruses are present in email, it will not be liable for rely loss or damage arising from the use of this email or attachinents. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emmett Gill <emmettgill@s~dentatN eteshumanrights.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 1:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Debbi Clarke 

Thoughts From The Project 

@gmail.com> 

Hi Deborah & Debbie: 

The Project roll release another thoughts piece on Friday. Jus~t wanted to provide a heads up. If you want to chat at any point in lime I am open. Over the coming 

weeks I will be attending meetings of various UNC campus groups to share our concerns. 

Best 

ELG 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC-CH Researeh Event Registration C~mcelation Notice: SPEIA Basketball Ana154fics Summit 

The email below was sent to           when I deleted his registration. The system allows you delete records if need be. When you delete the record you are 

given the option to alert the registrant by email that they are being deleted. If you opt for the system to send them an email, you can add a comment to the email, 

which is what I did in this case. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland :: Business Officer: Frallk Hawkins Kenan Institute of Pfivale Elllerpln2se:: Afliliate ofUNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919843-4327: 1:~x919.843 3493 : Karen McFaH~nd(a)kenan-flagleimlc.edu:: www.ken~n-fl~Nler.unc.ed~ 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Tamala_Grissett@kenan-flagler.unc.edu [mailto:Tamala_Grissett@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             2:12 PM 
To:        ~gmail.com 

Co: Grissett, Tamala; McFarland, Karen 
Subject: UNC-CH Research Event Registration Cancelation Notice: SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

Dear, 

Your attendance for the session listed below has been removed from the follomng event:. 

Event: SPEIA Basketball AnalMfics Summit 

Date: 

Deletion Note: 

We have removed your registration since it was done by mistake. 

For further details please contact T amala Grissett at (919) 843-5482 or send an email to i~’_~2_n_~!A___�=~E~)_l_!_e___r_~_r!_-___fl__~_~g!__e__ri:_t_Ln__c_’=~!. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flaglera~nc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

~kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mao, <Mary Napi er@kenan- flagler.unc.edu"~ 

][:NV: KI Dining Room reservations 

KC Reservation Form Revised (SD).pdf 

Hi      and Debby: 

Attached is the Kenan Center Reservation form. Page one needs to be completed and submitted to Jennie Barbour to hold the room reservation. The second page 

gets submitted two weeks in advance of the event to make sure they are aware of any needs for the event. I have already added the Kenan Institute as the 

Sponsor and my name and room number for the invoicing. 

Please copy me on the email when you submit this to Jennie Barbour. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 ": fax 919.843.3493 : Karen McFarland,._@kenan f[a~g~er.unc.edu : www.kenan fla~ler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From= Barbour, Jennie 
Sent= Monday, :lO:.t8 AM 
To= McFarland, Karen 
Subject= RE: KI Dining Room reservations 

The contract is attached. Once received, I will send a cover fetter with estima[es. Jadyn wilt manage the event details. Who wilt be her point person? 

Thanks... 
Je~mie J. Barbour 
Managing D~rector 

Kenan4:~a~er BL:sir~e55 ~choo~ 

Campus Box Z550 
UNC-Chapel H[I~ 
9K9,962,0228 Fax 9K9,962.2787 

F~m= NcFadand, Karen 
Sent= Friday, 4:45 PN 

T~= Barbour, Jennie 
Co= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise N Spo~ Science); Napier, Nary 

Subject= RE: ~ Dining Room rese~ations 

Hi Jennie: 

Could you please go ahead and forward us a contract for the use of the KI Dining Room on 5/2 from 4-8:30pm? This event is being sponsored by the Kenan Institute. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Kare~ McFarla~d :: Senior Grants Manager, Office of Research Grants and Contracts :: UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

929.843 4327 :: fax 929.843.3493 : Karen McFarland@kenan fla~er.unc.edu : www.kenan fla~ler.unc.edu 

ShapMg Leaders I Driving Results 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro(~?unc.e&~] 
Sent= Friday, . 4:25 PN 

T~= NcFarland, Karen 

Co= Barbour, Jennie 
Subject= ~: KI Dining Room reservations 

d e I::, I::,v 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
£’n,qgN~, £kplor’e, Empower. 

919.84K0336 



From: 
Sent: Thursday,, 5:17 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; FW: K1 Dining Room reservations 

W~-’_~ hav~-’_~ ~ soft: hold on th~-’_~ Kenan Center Dinin8 room. tt Iool~s like the space ~tse~f will be ~300, and then we’l~ have ~o order flom their catedn8 ~is~ 

~:ood/drinks. Please ~e~ me know what you th~nk as far as the time~:ran~e for derision making goes. 

Thanks~ 

From= Barbour, Jennie 

Sent= Thursday, ~:~9 PM 

; Howell, Lin~mei 
Subject: RE: KI Dinin~ Room reservations 

Hi Susan, 
The space is ava~laMe on May 2 from z~-.7pm, so ~ have placed a soft ho~d for your event. Do you have a t~me~:rame for nlak~n8 the decision? I can forward a contract 

when ready and have attached the Kenan Center fact sheet (b-schoo~ fees h~ red} and the approved c~tedn~ list. 

Resards... 

Kenan-F~er BL:sine55 ~chool 
Campus 8ox 
UNC - Chapel 
9t9.962.0228 Fax :t: ~62 2,~, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atkins, Cindy M <atkin@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 3:26 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li stscrv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] FW: Thesis Proposal 

FYI 

From: Atkins, Cindy M 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 20.t4 3:26 PM 
To: pegrads@listserv.unc.edu; 

Subject:            Thesis Proposal 

Notice of Master of Arts Thesis 

Proposal 

Student: 

Title of Master’s Thesis: 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Date: Friday, 

Degree: Master of Arts 

Room: Woollen 205 

Time: 12:00PM 

Advisor: Dr. Coyte Cooper 

~live.unc.edu); 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculU as: ._d_~_~__r~?!Ln_A_r!(_a2__e__Lr_tj_a_i_]_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edn:u?id 55567102.4537814cd668gO57eTeed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-facultv&o 34347224 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-34347224-55567102.4537814cd6681957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d(/~lislserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wm~da Hunter <whunte@racialequityinslitute.org--- 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 4:34 PM 

Returning alumni for next week’s REI workshop 

We’re thrilled that you’ II join us for all or part of next week’s March 11-12 REI Phase I workshop. Returning to the concepts and 

analysis time and time again, with different sets of participants, is one of the best ways to develop increased consciousness about how 

racism continues to shape outcomes and how we, as a collective movement, can disrupt and eliminate racism. 

As you know we invite and encourage alums to enroll in subsequent workshops with no further registration fee. However we’d like to 

invite you to help us cover scholarships and expenses for our delicious catered meals and snacks with a donation of $25 for the two days. 

Z.b.L~..!.~..~..y£!y.r!~.glztg.£1£.~!.~J.~?.~!.J).9.?t..lzt~.~!rlg.~,. If you are in a position to be able to donate more than $25, we’ II happily accept your 
donation. You may bring a check or cash when you check in on Friday, or go on-line https://www.eservicepayments.com/cgi- 

bin/Vanco ver3.vps? 

appver3=FilgiPL8kwX ~e~A~5~~jRuII2cduMfJDavkyLxJ~zNss4NSQuk~YDzKLUtTTU~sf2EvVVAE~jqawb~mKT~pb~uxZK~3V jXlgUm 
GpEIZF19E=&veP=3 and enter the amount you’d like to donate. 

See below for more information about the workshop (letter sent to the 40 new participants). 

We look forward to seeing you for whatever amount of time you can join us. 

In appreciation for you and hope for the future we can create together, 

Rachel Berthiaume, Karlene Knebel, Stephanie Perry, Carol Terry, Wanda Hunter 

Planning Committee (oarnc.org) 

Hi everyone! 

We look forwc~rd to seeing you on Tuesday mornin.g (Mc~rch Ii) al- 8:30 AM for a 2..day anti-.racism workshop led by the Rc~cm~ Equity 

Institute ~n ~reensboro~ 

275%6, For d~r’ections, p~ease go to: hlttp:/iwww.unitedchurch,orgidir’ections-un~ted-church. There ~s a large p~tr’king bt on the west 

side of the church. There are desalinated spots for persons with physic~tl disab~lties thrzt are close to the church erffrance. Please come 

~n the ~ses¢ entrance (the one closet to the k~rge parking ~01). rhere:s a big welcome s~gn hanging there thee scz>,s ~nter Here on 

Weekdays. When you wo~k m a whiteboc~rd wH~ pain* you in the d~rection of the FeHo~mhip Hcd~ where you’ I~ come to check in and get 

SCNEbULE AND ~EALS... On BOTH DAYS: Please arrive between 8:30-8:4.5 in order to have time to sign in and have some 

breakfast. We wi~ also provide hot nutrqt~ous lunches both days, ~nd m~d-morning ~nd m~d-afternoon breaks with snacks. Vegetarian 
options will be available. P~ease let us know if you have any food allergies so we may avoid or alert you. We will move to the Assembly 

Hall promptly at 9:00 to begin the workshop. It is important that you have arrived and ape ready to 9o BEFORE 9:00. If you want 

breakf~t you need to arrive e~r~Jer to allow time to get food and eat in the Fellowship Hall 

Please note that this workshop requires that participants be present for the entire two days. The workshop will end by 5:15 

each day. 

NATE~IALS... Please bring pen/pencil and paper for a brief written exercise. There is a workbook for this workshop that will be 

distributed AFTER the workshop is over. It reviews key workshop concepts and has an extensive bibliography. 

If you have questions, please feel free to write or call. If you cannot attend for both full days please let us know right away. 

Looking forward to seeing you next week. 



Wanda Hunter ~                             on behalf of 
Coordinating Committee for Organizing Against Racism 
WW’~. ourne, or~[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffAcke~rnann @gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, i 8:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SPEIA Basketball Analytics S ummit 

Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

My name is PhD student 
and I was 
recently made aware of the upcoming basketball analytics summit and am 
veW interested in it                     students tend to have 
qualifications that would mesh well with the conference - extensive 

Plus, there are several 
and we would be interested in 

the academic and networking opportunities this conference could 
provide. 

Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help. I ~vill also 
be glad to forward any information to my colleagues in the program 

Thanks for your time, and have a great day. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popp, Karen <kpopp@sidley.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 12:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Kenan Institate - Sport 

1 lam is good for Ine. Pls call my cell. 

Karen A. Popp 

Sidley Auslin LLP 

1501 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20005 

202-736-8053 (office) 

(cell) 

202-736-8711 (fax) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stromm~, Deborah L [dstro(~!unc:edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 08:50 AM Central Standard Time 

To: Popp, Karen 

Subject: Re: Kenan Institute - Sport 

Hi Kamn. I hope you are somewhere warm and safe. :) 

Friday betbre 11:30 a.m. is great for me. Thanks. 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

Mobile- 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Popp>, Karen Popp <KPopp@Sidley.com> 

Date: Tuesday, March 4, 2014 6:43 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Kenan Institute - Sport 

Hi, 

could talk on Friday or Monday. ~.et me Imow if those times work for you, Thanks, Karen 

KAZAN A. POPP 

$id~ey Austin LLP 
- 1 ~:,? ~:. ~ ,~6.80 

-~ 1             (m:)bile) 
kpopp(~sidleg.com 

Frem: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
$ent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 ll:02 AN 
Te= Popp, Karen 
Subject: RE: Kenan Institute - Spo~ 
HJ K:~re~ I }~o~e ~]~ is w~l] ~t .~,o L C~ we c[m~ s<,<,~? [ j~.tsl: w~m t:o ~[~d~tc’ you. 
"I~h 

debby 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engofl~. g~p!ore, Empower, 

~.~.~ emailSignature 

919.843,0336 



From: Popp, Karen [mailto:KPopp@Sidley.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Kenan Institute - Sport 
Sounds good. Can we talk on Mop, day? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [._m___a__!Lt__o_z_d__@r_9___@____u___n__c__.__e__d___u] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:43 PM 
To: Popp, Karen 
Subject: Kenan Institute - Sport 

Hi Karen. I just wanted to touch base and see if we could chat over the next week. I want to update you on our progress. My mobile is 

If your schedule permits, feel free to call me over the holiday break. If not, I will check in with you next week. 

Have a blessed and restful Thanksgiving. 

Deborah Lo Stroman¢ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. ~n~jage. Empower. 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: To comply with certain U.S. Treasu~ regulations, we it~onn you 

that, unless expressly stated othera, ise, any U.S. federal tax advice contadned in this 

communication, including attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cmmot be 

used, by ~ny taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding ~:ay penalties that may be imposed on such 

ta~xpayer by the Internal Revenue Service. In addition, if may such tax advice is used or referred 

to by other parties in promoting, marketing or ~ecommending any partnership or other enti~’, 

investment plan or arrangement, then (i) the advice should be conslrued as written in connection 

with the promotion or markeling by others of the transaction(s) or matteffs) addressed in this 

communication and (ii) the taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayers particular 

circumstances ti-om an independent tax advisor. 

This e-mail is sent by a law firm and may contain inlbrmafion that is privileged or contidential. 

If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e- ma~l m~d any attachments m~d notify us 

inm~ediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Wednesday, 12:35 AM 

Suzanne Plihcik @gmaJd.com>; Deena Hayes <dhayes~raciaJequi~institute.ovg>; Wanda Hanter 

<whunte@raciaJeqni~institute.ovg>; Stephanie Basima Perry < @ar~l.com>; Carol El~abeth Terry< 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Can we use this to approach Dr. B and Dean Shakleford about the Racial Equity. Work? 

~hom~ail.com>; 

Also - this article may be useful for nr UNC folks in the room. Xx 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From:                    .(a) gmail .corn> 

Date: March 3, 2014 at 10:52:34 PM EST 

To:                     @gm~l.com> 
Subject: Can we use this to approach Dr. B and Dean ShaMeford about the Racial Equity Work? 

http:/iwww.busine ssweek.con~/~icle s/ /in- fake - classes- scanda] - unc- fails- its- athletes- whisq~e- blower 

This is the bnsiness of racism iir fight? 

MBA, MPP 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

..................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

As a special service, from time to time we would like to provide you access to information we feel will be of interest to you. If you no longer wish to receive such notifications please 

click here, 

Forward thi ....... geto a friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atkins, Cindy M <atkin@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 9:22 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, uric .edu> 

[exss-[~culty] t~f: Thesis Proposal 

FYI 

From: Atkins, Cindy M 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: peorads@listserv.unc.edu; 

9:21 AM 

Subject:            Thesis Proposal 

Notice of Master of Arts Thesis 

Proposal 

Student: 

Title of Master’s Thesis: 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Date: Friday, 

Degree: Master of Arts 

Room: Woollen 205 

Time: ~:oo PM 

Advisor: Dr. Coyte Cooper 

.~live.unc.edu); 

Thesis Committee Member: Dr. Nels Popp 

Ms. Carrie Blankenship, MBA 

Hope to see you at thesis proposal. 

Cyx~hJa Atfdns 

e-r*~aJl m:d delete the message aI~d mU aRac[:Jnm:ta. Tl:ank you. 

You are currently sub~fibed to e~s- faculb~ as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: htIp:i/lists.nnc.edtgu?id=55567101.548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a&n=T&l=exss-l}aculb,&o=34350527 

(It mW be necesmr3, m cut and paste the alyove URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e..g.~..e....~.4..~3...5..!.).~.2.~7..-~.5.~...7..~.~.~...~.~:..5..4...8.~’.a.~2.8..~.~.(.!..2..a.~.2.~’.a...7..~.~.5.~.e...e.!.).Q.~.b.~@!~:~r~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atkins, Cindy M <atkin@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 9:39 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li stscrv, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-[?aculty] FW: REVISED: CHANGE OF TIME THESIS PROPOSAl, 

From: Atkins, Cindy M 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 9:39 AM 
To: pegrads@listserv.unc.edu; 

Subject: REVISED: CHANGE OF TIME 

Notice of Master of Arts Thesis 

Proposal 

Student: 

Title of Master’s Thesis: 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Date: Friday, 

Degree: Master of Arts 

Room: Woollen 2% 

Time: 2:oo PM 

Advisor: Dr. Coyte Cooper 

THESIS PROPOSAL 

Thesis Committee Member: Dr. Nels Popp 

Ms. Carrie Blankenship, MBA 

Hope to see you at thesis proposal. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

pegrads as: <a hre~"mailto:atkins(~email.unc.edu’~atkins@ema~Lunc.edu -~,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br~ 

emml to <a href" mailto:leave-34350525-649.55b37c5c270e5d84c793e486d798c01 d@listserv, unc. edub-leave-34350525- 

649.55b37c5c270e5d84c793e486d798c01 d@listserv.unc.edu</a 
Ci,,r~thia A~]:m!~ 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculU as: ._d__s__~__r~?Ln_A_r!(_a2__e__Lr_tLa_i~:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edn/u?id 55567102.4537814cd668gO57eTeed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-facultv&o 34350644 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-34350644-55567102.4537814cd6681957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d(/~lislserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Graves -- ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:41 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.nnc.edu> 

Marcia Mount Shoop           ~gmail.com>; NAGEL, MARK <NAGELM@hrsm.sc.edu>; Johnson, Wardell 
< Wardell.Johnson@eku.edu>; CLEMENTINE R. SLOAN-GREEN <tinabwsf@temple.edu>; Emmett Gill 

<emmettgill@sm&ntathleteshumanfights.com>;       ~nccu.edu; ~xfr~cique@hlkn.tamu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; rorr@poyners.com; 

~gm~l.com; djl@wsu.edu;         b!uncg.edu; crking@wsu.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; 

~email.unc.edu>; Akilal~ Ca(ter Fmncique <arcarte@hlkn.tamu.edu>; CavilJK@tsu.edu;         ~yahoo.com; 

rflower@emich.edu;,             ~yahoo.com:        ~gmail.com; wgfitfin@uw.edu; ml        }yahoo.com; 

george.koonce@marquette.edu;, ~mail.com; SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu;,; nagel@sc.edu; 

ccooky@purdue.edu; dpearson@uh.edu; @gmail.com; dwigginl@gmu.edu; singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu; Stroman, Deborah 

L ~<lstro@unc.edu;,; brieme@emich.edu; ~icloud.com; jcoakley@uccs.edu; ~gmail.com; dum@wcl.amefican.edu; 

johshuck@umml.iu.edu; ~gmail.com; mgilbert@a]legheny.edu; @gmml.com; Nameka Bates 
< ~gmail.com> ~gmail.com; dapchick@uctle&~; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com;         ~gmml.com;            @gmaJl.com; a-hart2@wiu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; Staurowsky, Ellen 

<ej s95@drexel.edu>; Drew Brown <drew.brown@temple.edu>; drma~:k@ppdmag.com;        ~gmail.com:          ~gmail.com; 

mmaye@colum.edu;         ~gmail.com; aeviscar@syr.edu;                ~)gmail.com; Jennifer Hoffma~ 

<-j ennilee@u.washington.edu~>;,             ~aol.com; leonaxdmoore@mafil.utexas.edu 

Re: Letter 

I feel the same as Marcia and Jay here. 

I hate I’m just reading this thread, but I am in suptx~rt of the letter. 

Natalie Graves, AM, LCSW 

On Tue, Mar4, 2014 at 4:19 PM, Jay Smith <iavsmith(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues--For what it’s wortK I want to second Maxcia’s suggestion. It’s titne to bring all the issues out into the sun and to discuss them candidly and respectfully. - 

Jay Smith (UNC) 

On 3/4/14 3:54 PM, Marcia Mourn Shoop wrote: 

Friends m~d Colleagues, 

I j ust wanted to add one more thought that crone to me as I read the emaA1 thread. While there may be an impulse to conceal differences or to have off 

line discussions M~en it comes to the haJcd stutt; I wa~t to put in a plug for a collective commitment to mutual tra~sparency. EmaJl isfft the best way, but 

given the nature of this network that Emmett has brought together it is, tiankly, the best avenue we have for transpaJcency and constructive dialogue a lot 

of the time. It sounds like we might all benefit ficom ~me attention to group norms as we move tbr~vaxd in our work together. I would put tra~sparency 

at the top of the list! That can be haxd when particular contexts and institutional pressures come into play. Those dynamics Inay be too unwiel@ for 

some, but attending to those dynm~fics may be what helps us come to a better understanding of the tone we want to strike when we reach out to 

institutions. If we can build relationships in the spirit ofresourcing and awmeness raAsing we may be able to connect in more contexts. These are just my 

thoughts as I reflect on the uniqueness and importance of our work together. 

Peace, 
Marcia Mount Shoop, PhD 

On Tuesday, March 4, 2014, NAGEL, MARK <NAGELM(~hrsm.se.edu~ wrote: 

I understand and am grateful that Emmett does Mint he does. My only concern is I ~un travelling like crazy a~d am thlling behind on emails. I just 

didn’t want my default setting to be "signing" when I might miss M~at I am signing. 

I appreciate what eve~one is doing to move things forward 

Mark 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jolmsor~ Wa~tell [mailto:Wm~tell.Johnson@ekm.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 1:20 PM 

To: NAGEL, MARK; CLEMENT1NE R. SLOAN-GREEN; Emmett Gill 

Cc       ~nccu.edu; axfrancique@hlkn.ta~nu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; rorr@poyners.com;             ~gmadl.com; djl@wsu.edu; 
~uncg.edu; crkmg@wsu.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; ~emml.nnc.edu; ~gmaJl.com; Akilah Caxter Francique; 

CavilJK@tsu.edu; ~yahoo.com; rflowers@emich.edu; ~ya]~oo.com; : ~gmail.com; 

~gmaJl.com; wgriltin@uw.edu; ~yahoo.com; george.koonce@marquette.edu; ,~gmml.com; SOUTHAI,L, 

RICHARD; jaysmith@email.unc.edu; nagel@sc.edu; ccooky@purdue.edu; dpearson@uh.edu; @gmail.com; dwigginl @gmu.edu; 

singerjn@hlkn.taanu.edu; dfftro@unc.edu; brieme@emich.edu: @icloud.com; jcoakley@uccs.edu; )!gmail.cotn; 

duru@wcl.american.edu; johshuck,a)um~dl.iu.edu; ~gmail.com; mgilber--,a)allegheny.edu; ~gm~dl.com; Nameka Bates; 

~gmail.com; rlapchick@uci~edu;       ~gmail.com;          ~gtn~l.com;         )!gmail.com;         ~gma~l.com; 

~gmadl.com; a-haxt2@wiu.edu; croMey@calu.edu; Staurowsky, Ellen; Drew Brown; dnnatk@ppdmag.com 



The Rev. Marcia Mount Shoop, PhD 

~ww.marciamount sho op. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <’MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 10:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BetterPPCPerfimnance] MariSmith TaJksFacebook Subject Line Length ] Native Engagement 

l 

~ Five Must-Have Insights for Better PPC 

Campaign Performance 

~ F acebook Marketing Expert Mad Smith Talks 
to Marketing Smarts 

~ PRO Favorite How-To Guide: How to 

Disl:ribute, Promote, and Repurpose Your 
Content 

l ii’~’ii S u ~ey Says ] 

The Most Effective Email Subiect 
Line Length 

t:;.;, A 1<’~ :: N~i:’:fi 



i~i Quick Take 

~ Why Native Engagement Is a More Effective 
Approach to Native Adve~l:ising 

.., "" ~i’~ i)" ~.< i~,< r i% share 

Mar 6 

Mar 11 

Mar 13 

Mar 14 

Mar 25 

Apr 10 

Oct 9-10 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, i 11:07 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Payment Receipt EXSS Student Intern Liabili~ Premium 

Hi 

This email is let you know that I have received your 

Thankyou, 

Robin 

Robin ~ ~3ennington 

Risk Mm~ageme~t 

University o[: North Carolina sL Chape~ 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 A~rport Drbe, Suite 2700 

{::ar~pk~s gox ~i00 
Chapel H~i~ NC 27599-110~ 

919-%2-906I 

9:[9-962-0636 (f) 

for the payment of your 



St ~m D~ bo ~ ~ro @~d 

sear~ and ~reativ~ acti ~ity ~ardi 

discover the genetic underpinnings of drug side effect. 

[ .~)~ read .... ] 

E~TURES &Vl DE 

Students in health Two researchers design a 

programs get a chance to Epidemiologist Andy biological test to 

experience some of the Olshan is trying to solve individualize 

effects that come with some of the saddest chemotherapy treatment 

aging and dementia, mysteries of medicine, for ovarian cancer. 

SD O T EIGH ~S M OR E U NG RE S EA R OH 



~ riteof spring 

for war-torn Congo: art 

using l:anrfing beds (UNC 

home discharge (U~’4C Ne’,.,’s Ser,.ices} 

from the lives of black 

artisans in North Carolina, 

"The decision to have a mammogram should not be a slam 

dunk"--Russell P. Harris, in VuLsl Stddy CuLsls Doubts or~ 

o~ Ivh-smme!.srs ms (New Yo!k 

unseen for more than 100 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld "_c}gmafil.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 2:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

hey Deb. how’s the case competition going? 

Frown your timeline, looks like by now you know who the contestants axe? 

Anything else we need to do on this? 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 11:02 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Team. The Friday night session (after the opening reception) is slotted for speakers that I am inviting to have the floor to themselves. My only invites at this time are for you, 

Dean Oliver, and FiveThirtyEight. FiveThirtyEight and Dean Oliver have accepted. 

Saturday is the four panel sessions (as noted on the website). If you choose to join the Individual Performance panel, I can only have one from your team. Coach George Karl and 

Robbie Allen have already accepted on this panel I am waiting to hear back from my other two invites. 

And of course, I a m still hoping that David Stern is coming. If so, he can jump in wherever his schedule permits. ;) 

Case Competition - The judging is virtual. The winning team will be at the Summit and will have the opportunity to share their findings. I need your case before Feb. 25. The 

following is our tentative schedule (not for public release): 

Case specifics will be released ~ two months before the conference, and teams will have two weeks to work on their 1st-round submission (executive 

summary). The results of the 1st-round will be announced before March 28th, 2014. If your team successfully reaches the 2nd-round, you will be asked 

to submit the final presentation by April 11th, 2014. The winner will be announced by April 18th, 2014. The winner will present their solutions and 
receive their prizes at the Summit. 

¯ Registration Opens: February 17th, 2014 

¯ Registration Deadline: February 28th, 2014 

¯ Case specifics release: March 7th, 2014 

¯ 1St-round submission deadline: March 21st, 2014 

¯ 1St-round winners announced: March 28st, 2014 

~ 2nd-roundsubmission deadline: April 11th, 2014 

~ Winner announced: April 18th, 2014 

"Conference: May 2nd -3rd, 2014 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. Thanks again! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve ~he wodd," ~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld.                @gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:29 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Subject: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hi Deb nice speaking to you a few days ago. 

First off, introducing you (again) to my team, Ben Woldenberg, Brian Clouser, and Angus Mitchell (all cc’d here); I think you met Ben and Angus in person. 

We were wondering if you know what the conference agenda will look like? Is it all panels? Some invited speakers? Research presentations? 



We ask because we are trying to make a decision on the floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel options. We very much appreciate the options and would love to take 

advantage of the exposure, but we don’t want to look out of place, either - so if we would be the only people in the two days who had the entire floor to themselves, perhaps 

that would be strange and should be avoided? 

As for the case study, what is the timeline?When do we supply the question? When do the students work on the problem? When do we judge? 

Thanks and talk soon. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS S ,s’~© R "..’S 
333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 
704.688.8981 

C 
J Rosenfeld(Z~bobcats.com 

JASON Wo ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS SF"ORTS & ,~i:NT~iiRiAiNM,~i:NT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld(@,bobcats.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Richardson, Alexia<Alexia PdchaJcdson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

BAS - No alcohol at friday reception 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I talked to Michael Stepanek (Kenan-Flagler Programs Director; responsible for this type of approval) today regarding the alcohol policy - unfortunately we are not 

going to be able to serve alcohol with undergraduates present. His recommendation was to have light refreshments and move to an off-campus bar for a reception 

with alcohol. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 5, 2014 2:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sm~dusky Whistleblower Abused as Child i G~ms in Rec Centers ] No Det~nding N-Word 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Sandusky Whisteblower Told PSU Players of Own Abuse 

Mike McQueary told Penn State players in November 2011 that he was sexually 

abused when he was a child, ESPN The Mag~ine reported ... 

Proposed Law Sets Cardiac Arrest t re~ ention Protocols 
More than 2,000 teenagers die from sudden caxdiac arrest in the U.S. each year, 

) according to the Connecticut t ost. And now the state of... 

Deal Sought Regarding Guns in W.Va. Rec Centers 

Charleslon’s mayor hopes the Legislature will remove a provision of Senate Bill 

317 that would remove the authority of cities to ban 

Cup-Thrower Banned ti~om UNM Sports Through 2014-15 
) o Athletic director t aul Krebs said the length of the ba~ was "mutually agreed upon" 

between the olt’ending fan and the school .... 

Ex-Teacher Sentenced ibr Lewd Act in Gym s Steam Room 

A former Grmatsville high school teacher was sentenced to 100 hours of community 



service Monday tbr commirting a sex act in l]cont of a child ... 

Co~mecficut Fore,at Opens Hockey Playoff OpF~rtunities 

CIAC Boys Ice ttockey Committee chairman Tom Neagle is anticipating this 
season’s state touruaments more than ever with the old format ... 

Prep Basketball Shot Clock Back on NFHS Agenda 
As UHSAA executive director Rob Cuff explains, a move to a shot clock isn’t a 

simple move for the varsib, levels. The question then becomes if it 

With Events Selling Out, Expansion E,~-ed for Soldier Field 
The Chicago Park District is exploring the ]yossibility to bolster Mayor Ra~hm 

Emanuel’s long-shot bid to host the Super Bowl and, more ... 

Path Around Land Dispute Paves Way tbr DePaul Arena 
’][’he ball got rolling Tuesday on Mayor Ralam Emannel’s plan to build a $170 tnillion 

De][ aul basketball arena that would double as an "event center" ... 

Little League Gets Lights; Neiahbor Wants Guidelines 
The three-member Naming and Land Use subcommittee approved the planned 

improvements, which include various field and streetscape upgrades, 

Tracking Technolog,/a Hit with Professional Athletes 
When the Flyers’ 18 non-Olympians returned to the ice tbr practice on March 19 

after an NHL-mandated 10-day break, the veterans organized ... 

Opinion: ’Old White Gu~s No to Use of N-Word 

I’m at the opposite end of the race and generational spectrum from young African- 
Atnericans. So if I’ve hesitated to qnicldy criticize yonng black ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Coaches Contemplate the Recruitin~ t otential of Snapchat 
The University of Memphis had an athletic department meeting this week discussing 

several issues, one of them being Snapchat. 

New Reader Comments: 

Rutgers Athletics Subsidv Up 68% Since Joinin~ B 1G 
Despite these MASSI’v~ shortfalls, they want everyone to believe that the athlefic 

department will be financially independent in the fi~ture? Does ... 

Union }{earing: Some Players Take Northwes~tern’s Side 
Fascinating. 

Spehnan College ][ resident Talks Wellness Revolution 
Great interview. And hopefully a model for other schools to follow. 

’Extensive Cracking’ Closes $60M High School Stadium 
I think the real sto~ here is why- isn’t anyone embarrassed that this school district 

spent an obscene amount of money on a HS football stadium? 

I .... ’"°11 .... I 
~ Facebook ~ 

I ~4 Ath,~ti~ ~i .... Oo~f ..... &~po~ 
I~ Ci~ked’n II ~ Y°uTu~eI 

$tay Connected $tay Informed 



i.~.i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

F’i~se email Lis~~, a~ lisa@athleticbusiness.com ,,’,’i~il qd~stL~ns abaci~ "f~df ~ccotmt 

This amaii was sar=t to dstro@unc edu by: 

AB Media Inc. 

2? E Mifflin St, Ste 91=[i Madi!~on Wi 53703 

¢~) 201~:: Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Joy - Thanks the DTtt article 

Thank you for leading our discussion yesterday. I know we sort of rambled around a little but I really wanted to hear the members thoughts and questions related 

to race and athletics and UNC. So while we didn’t move into some action plan or bold statement, I feel any expansion of the mind to new perspectives or questions 

is beneficial. 

What did you think of the DTH article? 

Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Un[ve!’sil:y o~ Norl:h C~roiina al: Ch~pel HIll 

S..’:hool of Medi..’:[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CN gondura~ Na~l 

32~-A South CoMmbia St. 

Chape~ Hql, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-ges..5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’,IOT~CE: This e.-ma[I message, ir!,,’:Jud[ng al:~achments, if ;}rw, [5 intet~ded onh/for the -person or entity 1:o which it is addressed and r~]ay cot~tilJR c:onfideni:h}~ and/or 

privileged mi}ter[ak Ar!~ .--.-unautk!orized review, use, disclosure or dhd:r[bufion h; prohibited, If you are not [he [hi:ended recap[eta[, please corfl:ad: 1:he set~der by reply e-.n~a[I and 

destroy all tOpic5 Of the otiS:hal mess;~e, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Thanks the DTH a~icle 

JoyJ. Ren!~er, M.A., R](R), FAE~R5 

Associate Professor and Dh’ector 

Universib~, of Nor[h Carolina a[ Chapel 

School of Medicine 

CB ~71B0 UNC-CH Bondurant HaU 

B21-A 5ou[h Coiumbia 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-7130 

91~9-9 ~ 6-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: lhis ~_~..rnail message, indudh-~g attachments, if imp,, is intended eni~ for the -person or entit7 to w~ich it is addressed and may centltin confidenth~i and/or 
pr[vdeged mi~ter[ai. Any -----unauthorized review, use, disciosure or d~stribution ~s prohibited. If 7ou are net the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-mad and 
destroy all copies of the or~gh-~al message 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 201~ 5:~ P~ 
To: Renner, Joy J 
$~bject: RE: 3oy - ~an~ the D~ a~Jcle 

Wh~t is you:- ~r~obJle ~<~i~? 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q~qe. Explore. Empowen 

I 
~X:~ emgilSignature 

9~9.843.0336 

Beli£we 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 20.t4 5:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Joy - Thanks the DTH article 

Thank you for leading our discussion yesterday. I know we sort of rambled around a little but I really wanted to hear the members thoughts and questions related 

to race and athletics and UNC. So while we didn’t move into some action plan or bold statement, I feel any expansion of the mind to new perspectives or questions 

is beneficial. 

What did you think of the DTH article? 
h)y J. Rer!ner, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

tJniversib~, of Nor[h Carolina a[ Ci~apel klili 
School of Medicine 
CB ~71:30 UNC-CH Bondurant HaU 
B2t-A 5ou[h Columbia 
Chape~ HIll, NC 27599-71~0 

919-: 66-5147Desk 
Sell 

919-966-6951 Fax 
+ -CONFIDEN~b~,UTY NOTICE: This e-mail message~ [!~clud[ng a~tachments [1: a~W, is intended or@ for ~he -person or en~iW ~o which [~ is addressed and may contain con,[denUa~ and/or 

prK, deged material Ar~y --unau J~or[zed review, use, disclosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohib[ted. I, 7ou are no~ the in[ended recipient, please cor~[ac[ d~e sender b,l reply e-mad and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 





aasuraption.~ behi[~d i-~ theory about k.~w-ii~corrle .sl:udei~t.s tho~ 

problems ii~ eduootkm then emp~oais on competitive college 

harassment of block student at Sm~ Jose State ssys tt~st he 

d@~’t want to Fepo,* the ugly incidents, and that u@.’ersity 

p:ofesaors vote to require a~ studerfl:s to toke o course in roee 







From: ~livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:37 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: lonl 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope your day has been well. Sorry for the delay. If possible, I would like to meet for a few moments before Spring Break begins. I am in need of a little 
direction and advice. Before or after class may be possible tomorrow or at a time that may work for you on Friday as well. Please let me know, thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, 6:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; kibs kJsport.con <kislyort@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Invitatiou ~o our first Basketball Aualylics Summit at UNC 

BAS PostCard 1Up.pdf 

Hi] 

On behalf of our summit Core Committee, I’d like to invite you to the SPEIA .~}~.~}~.~:4J;~2~.!!..~).~.!1~ii.t~..~}[{~!?]?~?.!~ (BAS) hosted by the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of 

Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! BAS features Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken Pomeroy, Coach 

George Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more! .~.g!.?.~..:*.~3!!.9.{?_!}_9.[?~!~ and the early bird registration deadline is Selection Sunday, 

Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and 

business analytics. This conference, to be held Friday,        Saturday,            represents Analytics, a growing industry that has changed the way we 

organize, administer, and compete in sports. Please use the attachment to share with your friends and colleagues. I hope to see in Chapel Hill in In the 

meantime, please follow us ~.~.!~:.].~.[..!..~ for summit updates! 

Best, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;> 

Wednesday, 6:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS company invites 

Done and done!. We divided up the list and 

sponsorship opportunities. 

are sending!have sent notes out as well, We’re meeth~g tomorrow to fill any gaps and talk 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:44 

To: 

Subject: RE: BAS company invites 

,’~.c~a~Jy il: is v<~-y I)ow~ ~G~] ~:o L~,~~ 

ki~p,::,~t.~mc.ed~. 

Thanks. 

Debora~ L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Et~2age, Expiore, Empower, 

~ ernailSignature 

919,843,0336 

X:: Believe 

From: ! :f~L.’~ .e..}~ ~.~:): ~!~ !~.!.e..!: 2~.,’.! !~ =~ ~.~! ] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:36 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: BAS company invites 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

l’ve got a list of about 60 NC agency contacts based on our database. I don’t want to send these from my personal address since I’II be leaving town in two 

days and because I think sending from the KI Sport email address gives us more credibility. 

Do you think you can send the note from that address if I send you all the email addresses? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Invitation to o ur first Basketball Aria] ~tics S ummit at UNC 

BAS PostCard 1Up.pdf 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:39:36 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern 3qme (US & Canada) 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); kisport@unc.edu 
Subject: Invitation to our first Basketball Analytics Summit at UNC 

Hi! 

On behalf of our summit Core Committee, I’d like to invite you to the SPEIA B~sketb~ll A~al~l:k:s Summii: (BAS) hosted by the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of 

Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! BAS features Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken Porneroy, Coach 

George Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analyiics staff, and more! ~.9.g!.~.~.~!~.~..!~.~1:~.’,. and the early bird registration deadline is Selection Sunday~ 

Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and 

business analytics. This conference, to be held Friday,      - Saturday,            represents Analytics, a growing industry that has changed the way we 

organize, administer, and compete in sports. Please use the attachment to share with your friends and colleagues. I hope to see in Chapel Hill in In the 

meantime, please follow us ~ov.~LiNC for summit updates! 

Best, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;" 

Wednesday, 6:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L .<dstro@unc.edu> 

liiday night food needs 

Hi - I need to get back to the ops team on what type of food they should plan for at the Friday night reception and I’m not sure how things might change given the 

no alcohol thing.., should we just do heavy appetizers, then the panel, and then move everyone to hickory tavern? 

Just want to make sure we’re still doing appetizers at the Kenan Institute so the ops team starts calling around. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:52 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

Case Competition - Regisq~ation [,ink 

~kenan - tlagler.unc .edu> 

Dr. Stroman and 

I created a Google Form and am going to embed this into the case competition page on our website. In the meanwhile, can you please try answering this and let 

me know if you find anything? It’s simple, so should be fine. Using this, I can track all the responses and populate the spreadsheet. 

https:iidocs.~oog~e.comifor ms/d/1yeL3g6yF NxzjlDt7 BsYo6M KxYsfz8b4hh pLCnQuhEkiviewform 

Best, 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:52 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hey Dr. Stroman. My PID is 

Thanks 

I have a summer internship lined up with the Will this internship work for the fall? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 35::15 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

P]e~s~ ~i~;~ http:!’iexss.unc.eduiunctet~r~duate I)ro.o_-,t~m/b~ ~n exssisport adm[n~s’~r~t[ot~/ex~erient~4 educ:~t[oni 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Enf]t~qe, E,~plore, Empowe~t 

l 
]]IgI emailSigr, ature 

9~ 9.843.0336 

Believe 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, .12:46 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Professor Stroman 

My name is and I am majoring in Next fall I will be entering my senior year and I am still in need of the EE 

credit. I talked to Professor Salyer about this and she recommended taking this class. If there are spots still available I would love to get into this class for 

the fall as I feel it would not only give me the EE credit, but it would also be a great learning experience for me. 

Thanks, 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vdme s.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:06 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

Charles Blow 2014, 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Relpub]l~c,a~,s P]ac, e lt]~e ~,~rong 

O:,nse~’atives, grasping at straws and strah~ing c~du]ib", paint a picture 

presidenk M~o is domestieaIIy dictakoHal but inkema[ionalIy anemic. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 

Hi Debby, 
As a follow-up to yesterday’s meeting regarding proposed efforts to ff~rther promote the UNC-Carolina Black Cauck~s, below is an overview of Linkedln professional 
networking site (www.linkedin.com) for the CBC’s consideration. 
I.inkedln is a social networking website for people in professional occupations. Founded in December 2002 and launched on May 5, 2003, it is mainly used for 

professional networking. As of June 2013, Linkedln reports more than 259 million acquired users in more than 200 countries and territories. 

Groups 
LinkedIn also supports the formation of interest groups, and as of March 29, 2012 there are 1,248,019 such groups whose membership varies from 1 to 744,662. The 

majorib’ of the largest groups are employment related, although a very wide range of topics are covered mainly around professional and career issues, and th~ ~re 

~)~ntl~ i28 ~ ~ fol ~ ~ade~i~ ~ ~rate ~!u~i. 
Groups support a limited tbnn of discussion area, moderated by the group owners and managers. Since groups olt~r the ability to reach a wide audience without so 

easily t~lling li~ul of anti-spam solutions, there is a constant stream of spam posting~ and there now exist a range of tirms who ol]~r a spamming service for this very 

purpose. I,inkedln has devised a few mechanisms to reduce the volume of spam, but recently took the decision to remove the ability of group owners to inspect the 

email address of new members in order to determine if they were spammers. Groups also keep their members intbrmed through emails with updates to the group, 
including most talked about discussions within your professional circles. 

Groups may be private, accessible to members only or may be open to Internet users in general to read, though they must join in o~der to post messages. 

Other Features: 
One purpose of the site is to allow registered users to ~naintain a list of contact details of people with whom they have some level of relationship, called Connections. 

Users can invite anyone (whether a site user or not) to become a connection. However, if the invitee selects "I don’t know" or "Spam", this counts against the inviter. If 

the inviter gets too many of such responses, the account may be restricted or closed. 

This list of conneclions can then be used in a number of ways: 

¯ A contact network is built up consisting of their direct com~ections, the connections of each of their connections (termed second-degree connections) and also 

the connections of second-degree connections (termed third-degree cotmeclions). This can be used to gain an introduction to someone a person wishes to 

know through a mutual contact. 

¯ Users can not upload their resume any more. This was a featare but became redundant in late 2012. 

¯ It can then be used to find jobs, people and business opportunities reco~nmended by someone in one’s contact network. 

¯ E~nployers can list jobs and search for potential candidates. 

¯ Job seekers caaa review the profile of hiring managers and discover Milch oftheir existing contacts can introduce thegn. 

¯ Users can post their own photos and view photos of others to aid in identification. 
¯ Users can now follow different companies and can receive notifications about the new joining and ofl~rs available. 

¯ Users can save (i.e. bookmark)jobs that they would like to apply for. 

¯ Users can "like" and "congratulate" each other’s updates and new employments. 

¯ Users can see who has visited their profile page. 
Regards, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 

Hi Members. Our March Monthly Meeting is tomorrow, Wednesday, at 22:00 p.m. (Union 3::!.02). Lunch will be served. 

I think we have enough to chat about considering the Chancellor and Provost’s recent meetings with the Caucus. I would also like to garner your feedback 

on a response to the administration. Also, we need to stay in celebratory mode. We must continue to share all the GOOD things happening to and for us at 

the meeting tomorrow. 

Note: If anyone is interested in running for the chair presidency and/or joining the steering committee, please send me a note before our 
Thanks and stay warm! 
Hotep, 
debby 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 

~.v_:~_:~:.:~m%~Z_~_~_~_&.!? ~_: 
"When you i~y attention, euewthing is ~our teacher, ~ 

Ni ~arolina Black ~aucu~ ~42 with ta~ 

meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Groups active on LinkedIn 

Debbv, 

On extra note, I checked Linkedln and below are the current UNC groups active on I.inkedln: 

Respetfully, 

UNC Ahmmi 

Active45 discussions this month26,344 members 

UNC Charlotte Alumni ........................................................ 

17 discussions this monthS,186 members 

U NC Kenm~-lqaNer .M~mini 
17 discussions this monthg,749 members 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 9:54 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 

As a follow--up to yesterday’s me~-:d:ing regarding proposed efforts to ~urther promote ~:he UNC-Caro~ina g~a(:k Caucus, beh:~w is st~ overview o[ Unkedln professiona~ 
networMng site (~_~_~_:]_[£~_#_~)_E:~_9_£!) for the CBC’s consideration. 
[inkedln is a social networking website for people in professional occupations. Founded in December 2002 and launched on May 5, 2003, it is mainly used for 

professional networking. As of June 2013, Linkedln reports more than 259 million acquired users in more than 200 countries and territories. 

Groups 
LinkedIn ~ suppo~s the ~o~ation of interest groups, and as o~Mm~h ~9, ~01~ there a~ L~48,019 such groups whosc membership varies fiom 1 to 744~66~. The 
m~jofi~~ of the largest groaps are employment ~lated, ~though a red~ wide range of topics are covered mainly a~und professional and cmeer issues, and th~ ~re 

Groups sup~ a limited ~orm o~discnssion a~a, moderated by the gronp owners and managers. Since groups o~r the abiliF to ~ach a wide audience withont 

eafily ~Mling ~oul of~fi- s~m solnfions, there is a constant stream of s~m postings, m~d there now e~st a range of firms who o~r a spmrm~ing 

pur~sc. Li~edIn has devisal a few mechm~isms to reduce the volume o~ s~m, but recently took the decision to remove the abili~ o~group owners to inspect the 

email addiess o~ new memMrs in order to determine if they were spmumers. ~oups also keep ~eir mem~rs info~ed th~agh emails with up~tes to the group, 

including most talked a~mt di~ussions within your proi~sfional circles. 

Groups may ~ private, ~cesfible to members only or may ~ o~n to Intemet users in general to tea& though they must ~oin in o~ter to post messages. 

Other Features: 
One pu~sc of the site is to allow registered usem to maintain a list o~conmct deCAls of ~ople with whom they have some level ofrelationship~ called Connections. 

U sets can invite anyone (whe~er a rite user or not) to become a connection. Howeve~ i~e invitee selects "I don’t know" or "S~m", this counts against 

the mviter ge~ too many of such responses, the account may M rest~cted or closed. 

T~s lis~ of connections cmi ~en be u~d in a number o~ ways: 

¯ A contact network is built np consisting of their direct connections, the connections of each of their connections (termed second-degree connections) and also 

the connections of second-degree connections (termed third-degree connedions). This can be used to gain an introduction to someone a person wishes to 

know through a mntua] contact. 

¯ Users can not upload their resume any more. This was a feature but became redundant in late 2012. 

¯ It can then be uscd to find jobs, people and business opportunities recommended by someone in one’s contact network. 

¯ Employers can list jobs and search for potential candidates. 

¯ Job seekers can review the proiile of hiring massagers a~d discover which oftheir existing contacts can introduce them. 

¯ Users can post their own photos and view photos of others to aid in identification. 

¯ Users can now follow different companies a~d can ~eceive notifications about the new j oining and otters available. 

° Users can save (i.e. booklnark) jobs that they would like to apply for. 

¯ Users can "like" and "congratulate" each other’s updates and new employments. 

¯ Users can see who has visited their profile page. 
Regards, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 

Hi Members. Our March Monthly Meeting is tomorrow, Wednesday, at 12:00 p.m. (Union 3~L02). Lunch will be served. 

I think we have enough to chat about considering the Chancellor and Provost’s recent meetings with the Caucus. I would also like to garner your feedback 

on a response to the administration. Also, we need to stay in celebratory mode. We must continue to share all the GOOD things happening to and for us at 

the meeting tomorrow. 



Note: If anyone is interested in running for the chair presidency and!or joining the steering committee, please send me a note before our 

Thanks and stay warm! 

Hotep, 

debby 

Debo*ah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

wx~-~.unc.edu/cbc 

Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 

meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WhalCounts <maxketing@whatcounts.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spring Into Actio!! 

Get ready toi Csneda’s/knti-Spal~ I.aw ~ipd.stes. Join our webinar! 

[~ WhatCounts 
Weekly 

Get these tips to build your list! Find out how 
to send an apology email. 

Earn More S~bscribers with 
These List*Building Strategies 



Get going with 57 tips for growing your list! 

Join usat 

eTail West March 3-6. 

::X Join us at 

LeadsCon March 25-26 

Cometo 

Chicago for the We Love 

Email Innovation Tour! 

We Love E~’~ail 
I~ovation Tour 



~i WhatCountsWeekly~                                    "~ 



FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 4:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; kibs kJsport.con <kislyort@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Invitation to the Basketlmll Anal~ics Sumlnit at UNC 

BAS PostCard 1Up.pdf 

Hi! 

On behalf of our summit Core Committee, I’d like to invite you to the SPEIA .~.~.~2~.!!..~!~).!3.~!.c:2~.~{~!?].T~!~ (BAS) hosted by the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of 

Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! Our summit features Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken 

Pomeroy, Coach George Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more! ~.~.g!~.~.r.~!:~!3..!?..~2~:2~.!][ and the early bird registration deadline is Selection Sunday, 

Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and 

business analytics. This conference, to be held Friday,        Saturday,            represents Analytics, a growing industry that has changed the way we 

organize, administer, and compete in sports. Please use the attachment to share with your friends and colleagues. I hope to see in Chapel Hill in In the 

meantime, please follow us .~!~:~.~.~.!~.!}!.~ for summit updates! 

Best, 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 





Who should be on the court at a particular t~me. Who is most 
efficient? What are the leading technologies to obtain results? 

What. drives "b~tts in seats"? What are the optimal pricing st~ate£ies? 
What can the data tell you? 

Ir~jury, rehab~ and safety impacts the bottom line! What are the new 
applications entsancin£ athlete performance? How can you ge~ more 
minutes oL~t of yount~ or veteran legs? 

How do facility, tJp4~ades affect perceived team val(se? In the era of 
sport arid technology options, w~hat make~ choosy fa~s come eadv 
visit often~ a~sd stay late? 

What exactly is this fasbarowin£ discipline? Why choose a career in 
sport ar~atytics? 





Who should be on the court at a particular t~me. Who is most 
efficient? What are the leading technologies to obtain results? 

What. drives "b~tts in seats"? What are the optimal pricing st~ate£ies? 
What can the data tell you? 

Ir~jury, rehab~ and safety impacts the bottom line! What are the new 
applications entsancin£ athlete performance? How can you ge~ more 
minutes oL~t of yount~ or veteran legs? 

How do facility, tJp4~ades affect perceived team val(se? In the era of 
sport arid technology options, w~hat make~ choosy fa~s come eadv 
visit often~ a~sd stay late? 

What exactly is this fasbarowin£ discipline? Why choose a career in 
sport ar~atytics? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_ ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; ktbs kJsport.con <kislyort@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

~live.uuc.edt~-;                            ~kenmi- flagler.unc.edu> 

Invitation ~o the BasketNll Analytics Sure,nit at UNC 

BASPostCard 1Up.pdf 

Hi! 

On behalf of our summit Core Committee, I’d like to invite you to the SPEIA .~}~.~}~.~:4J;~2~.!!..~).~.!1~ii.t~..~}[{~!?]?~?.!~ (BAS) hosted by the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of 

Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! Our summit features Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken 

Pomeroy, Coach (3eorge Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more! ~..e...g!~.~£.~!:~!3..!?..~2}:2~.!][ and the early bird registration deadline is Selection Sunday, 

Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and 

business analytics. This conference, to be held Friday,       - Saturday,           , represents Analytics, a growing industry that has changed the way we 

organize, administer, and compete in sports. Please use the attachment to share with your friends and colleagues. I hope to see in Chapel Hill in In the 

meantime, please follow us .~!~:~.~.~.!~.!}!.~ for summit updates! 

You may have worked with our Senior Faculty Advisor and UNC-Chapel Hill professor in the past, Dr. Deborah Stroman. As part of the Summit Core Committee, we 

are inviting university athletics departments to come join us for this great event. Please feel free to contact Dr. Stroman (at ,’Isi:ro@~n~:.e,’h0 or our Summit Core 

Committee with any questions. 

Regards, 

i’~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 





Who should be on the court at a particular t~me. Who is most 
efficient? What are the leading technologies to obtain results? 

What. drives "b~tts in seats"? What are the optimal pricing st~ate£ies? 
What can the data tell you? 

Ir~jury, rehab~ and safety impacts the bottom line! What are the new 
applications entsancin£ athlete performance? How can you ge~ more 
minutes oL~t of yount~ or veteran legs? 

How do facility, tJp4~ades affect perceived team val(se? In the era of 
sport arid technology options, w~hat make~ choosy fa~s come eadv 
visit often~ a~sd stay late? 

What exactly is this fasbarowin£ discipline? Why choose a career in 
sport ar~atytics? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Invitatiou to the Basketb~Jl Anals~Jcs Summit at IYNC 

BAS PostCard 1Up.pdf 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 5::t0:43 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); kisport@unc.edu; 
Subject: Invitation to the Basketball Analytics Summit at UNC 

Hi! 

On behalf of our summit Core Committee, I’d like to invite you to the SPEIA ~3asketball A~al~l:k:s Summii: (BAS) hosted by the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of 

Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill! Our summit features Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken 

Pomeroy, Coach George Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more! ~d:?~!.~.!~!9~.’,...!~.~Qg.~?. and the early bird registration deadline is Selection 

Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and 

business analytics. This conference, to be held Friday,      - Saturday,            represents Analytics, a growing industry that has changed the way we 

organize, administer, and compete in sports. Please use the attachment to share with your friends and colleagues. I hope to see in Chapel Hill in In the 

meantime, please follow us .~].~29.~!~!].~.{~ for summit updates! 

You may have worked with our Senior Faculty Advisor and UNC-Chapel Hill professor in the past, Dr. Deborah Stroman. As part of the Summit Core Committee, we 

are inviting university athletics departments to come join us for this great event. Please feel free to contact Dr. Stroman (at ~.~!!~9=~.~.~!) or our Summit Core 

Committee with any questions. 

Regards, 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 





Who should be on the court at a particular t~me. Who is most 
efficient? What are the leading technologies to obtain results? 

What. drives "b~tts in seats"? What are the optimal pricing st~ate£ies? 
What can the data tell you? 

Ir~jury, rehab~ and safety impacts the bottom line! What are the new 
applications entsancin£ athlete performance? How can you ge~ more 
minutes oL~t of yount~ or veteran legs? 

How do facility, tJp4~ades affect perceived team val(se? In the era of 
sport arid technology options, w~hat make~ choosy fa~s come eadv 
visit often~ a~sd stay late? 

What exactly is this fasbarowin£ discipline? Why choose a career in 
sport ar~atytics? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordPress.com Upgrades <~help@wordpress.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 7:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

[WordPress.com] Please Update Yonr Payment Intbrmation - Carolina Sport Business Clnb 

The payme~t i~formatien for csbcut~c,com ot~ ~:L.,~!S?.i.(!?.a..5...’!£!:’~..ii$~i~!..i~?.L.,..-.!£.£~:iS,¢~ is out of date~ our recerds ~nd~cate that it e:<pired ~ March 2014. TMs 

csbcunc.com costs $18.00, aod ~t ~s set to expire ~n 30 days, on Apr~ 6, 2014~ If this upgrade expires, your site w~l no bnger be ava~aNe at 

You asked us to renew csbcuuc.com automatically every year, but we’~ need your new payment ~nformatbn to renew it on time for you. 

Phase rep~y to tMs ema~ with any questbus. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@unc.edu> 

Thursday,             8:43 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper~,@ema 1 unc.edtr>; 
@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborak~ I, <dstro@unc.edu>- 

Thesis Chapters 1-3 

Chapters 1-3.docx; Athletic Department _Strategic Platming !tnpletnentafion_Best Practices-3 docx; SURVEY 

][N’FRODU CTORY EMAIL.docx 

Attached are chapters 1-3, and a PDF of my survey. I apologize in advance for .sending so late. axad greatl’~ appreciate your help throughout this process. If you would 

like me to print a copy of the following documents lbr tomorrow, please let me know. I v~ill provide a printed handout of my proposal slides. 

Thank you, and please let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent; 
To; 
Subject; 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email. unc. edu> 

Thursday,                  ]0:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc. edu> 

Re: Thesis Chapters 1-3 

Hi Debby, 

I talked to        earlier and told her it: is unreasonable to expect folks to look this ow~r on such short: notice. If you can just listen and 

provide your thoughts durinz the proposal, it would be much appreciated. Of course, you are welcome to look {t over, but I understand how 

challenging it is to receive things on short notice like this. Thanks D! 

Coyte 

< !--[if !vml]--> 

~:i Description: 
Macintosh 
H D: Users:coyteco 
oper:Desktop:SA 
logo (tiny).jpg 

CEO of E]~te Leve] Sport Marketing (ELSM) 
Website: ww~. elitelevels~ortmarketin~, com 

Twitter: @x~vtecooDer @ELSMarketin~ 

COYTE �OOPI{R, PHI) 
Assistant Professor & 6raduate Coordinator 
Sport idministratior~ Program 
University of North Carolina 

9119. 962. 0959 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, at 10:24 PM 

To: ~unc.edu> 
Cc: "cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, @email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Thesis Chapters i-3 

Thank you. Please print With this short notice I will not be able to review these chapters in detail. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 8:43 PM, @unc. edu> wrote: 

All, 

Attached are chapters 1 3, and a PDP of" my survey. I apologize in advance for sending so late, and greatly appreciate your help 
throughout this process. If you would like me to print a copy of the following documents for tomorrow, please let me know. I will 
provide a printed handout of my proposal slides. 

Thank you, and please let me know if" you have any questions. 

<Ath]et:ic Department Strategic Planning Implementation Best Practices 3. docx> 

<SURVEY INTRODUCTORY EMAIL. docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 7:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>; Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>; Brian C|onser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Golf,/ Adam Silver 

Hey Deb, 

Congrats on the progress you are making with your conference. The website is really coming together! 

Ben, Brian and Angus (all in basketball analytics with me) were pleasantly surprised to see the mention of a golf opportunity on Friday morning, and would love to 

get involved (I have an engagement the night before, so likely wouldn’t be able to make tee time; plus, I’d embarrass myself.). They’d love to hook up with other 

conference attendees who might also be playing. Do you happen to have any info on this, and could perhaps help connect? 

Also, I was planning on plugging the conference to Adam Silver. Just so we are on the same page, have you mentioned it to him yet, and if so, what have you asked 

of him? I just want to be sure what say is consistent with what you’ve said and would like. 

Talk soon. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Direc,:or oi Basketball Ar!alytics 
BOBCATS i 
333 East Trade S[ree~ 
Char~o[te, NC 28202 

J Roser!feid~a bobcats.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flaglera~nc.edu> 

Friday, 8:15 AM 

~kena~- flagler.unc .edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc e& >; 

RE: Basketba]l ana]~ics summit regislration limit 

~kena~- flagler.unc.edu> 

We can set a maximum registration, it is currently set at 400, but that can be lowered if you want. Then all over that number go to a waitlist. 
Let me know if you want to change the maximum attend amount. 
Karen 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 8:10 AM 
To: McFarland, Karen 
l::c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: RE: Basketball analytics summit registration limit 

Hi Karen, 

Yes plea~-:~ continue with the weekly updates -thank you! 

Thanks for ~:he upds~:es! I just wanted to be sure we had a iimiL Our goal was 150 r~-:~gistrations by th~:_~ dsl:e of th~:_~ summit, s.:_~ h.:_~pefully th~-_~¥ k~-:~ep increasing. 

From: McFarland, Karen 

Sent: Friday 8:09 AM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: RE: Basketball analytics summit registration limit 

Sure. Do you not want the weekly updates? 
Last check we were still under 20 registrations. 
Karen 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 4:55 PM 

To: McFarland, Karen 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject; Basketball analytics summit registration limit 

Hi Karen, 

Can you please email Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks! 

and I when we hit 250 registrations for the Basketball Analytics Summit? 



The 2015 Budget, 

Preskdent Oba mu~’s 2015 budget reques~ ’wou~d 

funded, and inoiudes sew~ral ambitious new higher 

education proposals -- but is probably dead on 

ardval 

Ratings Strategy 
With a Cost? 
One university says it has aiready begun denying 

admissio~ 1:o :’risk!/" app~barfl:s over ~ears of how ~t 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 







address book 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarkelingPro£s Events <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 9:01 AM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Look who’s "talking at B2B Forum 2014 

Don’t miss the keynote speakers at B2B Marketing Forum 2014. ::i’.T.:.!.::’::’!L.:.’.::’!:!:.:. 

Trouble viewing this email? 

Dear Deborah, 

I’m thrilled to announce that we have two amazing keynote speakers lined 

up for ii::i~gii:!i: ==Mi.~md:~::~.~::t~i~!gi~ ii.,::.::.=.~:=~..~m~:.~ g{:;~..ii..4i thus far, When we talk about 

t.’qat:ke~it’tg #oK w/’~.a~: comes next--building an arsenal of knowledge and 

tools for 2014 and beyond--these two are at the forefront. 

We’ve been trying to get the super smart and fascinating >ai Dansh Boyd 

d~na~ bogd to speak at the B2B Forum for years, and 

~he stars finally a~gned~ danah ~s a principal researcher at 

Microsoft Research; a research assistant professor m 

med~a, culture, and communication at New York 

University; and a fellow at Harvard’s Berkman Center for 

Internet and Society. Her new book, Zt~ Comp!ica#ed: 

The Soda*, Lives of Ne~wot’ked Teens (Yale University Press), ~s h~ stores 

~his month. 

This year, danah is stad:ing a new ins~:itute she calls a "think/do tank." 

Her research examines ~he intersection of technology and society--and 

what she has to say to marketers will blow your mind, 

Speaking of minds being blown: Scott Stratte~ will kill it this October in 

Bostom You migh~:’ve heard Scott speak before .. but you’ve never heard 

him like this, :[ can’t say a lot about ~hat right now, but trust rne, you’ll 

Iow~ iL 

If you don’t know Scott, he’s ~:he president of ~i scot strslten 
UnMarketing. He ran his "UnAgency" for nearly a decade 

before solely focusing on helping companies naviga~:e 

their way d~rough the v~ra~!soda~ media and relationship 

market~ng landscape~ He now has over 160/300 people 

who follow h~s daily rantings on Twitter and was named 

one of the top five social med~a ~nfluencers in the world 

on Forbes.corn. He’s written three besbsel]~ng books, the newest entitled 

QR Codes Ki!/ 

We haw~ one more keynote to announce, but frankly, these two alone are 

worth the price of admission. Which (by the way) won’t get any lower 

than it is today, 

So ":.:~::~.:.:::c~.~dr::~.:: "y~t~:~d~: :g~::4i. today, and pay ~he special PRO ra~e of $995 

(that’s $700 off the rack rate). But don’t hesitate--prices go up April 

no except:ions. 

Will you be there with me in October? I sure hope so, because I’d hate for 

you to miss out! 



...... Handley 

:: Ann Handley 

:: Chiel: Content Officer 

:: HarketingProfs 

:: (866) 557-9625 

P.S. While you’re registering, don’t forget to ~:~:::i:!?~p~: :~.L~::~: for one or two o1: 

our half-day,, pre-conference workshops o~ October 8 and be eve~ more 

prepared for whet comes next. 

Copyright © 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reserved 

i:i~.m ~; under which this service is provided to you 
We protect your privacy. All Iogos and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 

~!!~i!:E~.~i~ your mail preferences I !:.!:g?:2~!:,~i this message to a friend 

If you prefer to no longer receive MarketingProfs’ Event Announcements you can 

MarketingProfs, LLC 1419 N. Larchmont Blvd. #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 I (866) 557-9625 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 9:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

David Duquette <dduquette@bobcats.com> 

Introduction; Attending the conference 

Hi Deb, meet David Duquette (cc’d here). David and I work together in the front office here at the Bobcats. 

David is very interested in attending the excellent conference you guys are putting together. Would it be possible to comp him a ticket? 

Thanks in advance for the help. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Direc,’_or of Basketball Ar!alytics 

BOBCATS i 

333 East Trade 5[reef 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

~ 704.888.8981 

J Roser!feid~? bobcats.corn 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, ~):50 AM 

~kena~> flagler.~mc .edu~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Napier. Mary <MaryNapie@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Your experience & KFBS/KI Leadership opps 

Excellent. Thanks for your effort,      . So glad to learn about your positive experience at KI/KFBS. 

Incidentally, check out the DTH Feb 6 article about Doug’s vision {at htt ~1 tarheel.com article        ~ress-borne-bv~ast-kenan-flaNer- 
deans-shows-no-si ns-of-sto in ). Doug mentioned that"’cdha~ ~a~e~ ~di~e~e~be~b00!~i~a~e~e ~ea!!~i~!eade~ship Anyone, 

undergrad or grad student, if they have natural leadership, they leave even better. And if they come in not thinking of themselves as a leader, they leave 
knowing that they’re a leader .... " 
Again, keep up the excellent work~ 
Lingmei 

"rTe’C~ " ’r~ a qc .... :.". o qc-" ~" 

Sent: Nonday, 10:00 AN 
To= Howell, Lingmei 
Ce= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject= Kenan Institute LeadersNp %llow role ove~iew for website 
Hi Lingmei, 
Here’s my updated overview for the Kenan Institute site (sorry for the delay~). I’ve cc’d Dr. Stroman as well, since it directly pertains to the work I’m doing on KI 
Sport. 
As a                               , I have the opportunity to apply what I’m learning in the classroom. I’m leading a group of nearly 15 graduate and 
undergraduate students in planning a Basketball Analyt~cs Summit and have been able to put practica~ skills to use in steering our sub-committees. From 
marketing, to operations, to corporate relations and finance, it’s almost been ~ike running a small business. As a fellow, I am lucky to get the opportunity to work 
with students across the entire UNC campus. This has been a great experience to learn how to efficiently make progress on our initiatives while keeping al~ of our 
stakeholders’ interests in mind. Serving as a liaison between our Senior Faculty Advisor, our core committ~, our K~nan In£titut~ I~ad~r£. and our Kenan-Flagler 
counterparts has made me a more effective contributor and leader. 
Please let me know if you want me to make any more changes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pete Philo < @gmail.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Question 

Hey Deb, 

How are you? I was not stare if you were a~vare but we have only had one person register from LrNC for our Sports Career Conference. We have had over 10 Iicom NC State and many others 
from around the state This will be our best conference yet. Multiple CEO’s as well as many VP’s and directors. Many companies have told me that they are looking to hire. We have triple the 
amount of sports companies coming compared to year one An?- help is greatly appreciated I spoke to Fran I plan on attending your analytics conference as well 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordPress.com Upgrades <help@wordpress.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

[WordPress.com] Domain csbcunc.com roll be auto-renewed 

csbcunc.com is about to be automatically’ renewed on Ma,ch 7, 2014. 

You w~l~ be charged $18.00 for this renewa~ ~ater today 

If you don’t want to renew, you can d~saMe automatic renewal under ~t~2£2 ~2~z~ in your dashboard. 

For a I~m~ted time, you cau upgrade to WordPress.com Premium for only $89.00. TMs offer ~s valid uut~l March 27, 2014. 

P~ease rep~y to tMs ema~ with any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NESSIS 2013 Sponsorship Spreadsheet 

Hey Deb, did some digging and using some connections; I am attaching our sponsorships spreadsheet from the 2023 NESSIS conference 

(http:i!nessis.org!index.html). Hopefully you will find it useful. 

Anything else I could do to help, just let me know. 

JASON ~. ROSENFELD 

Director of Basl,:etball Anaiytics 

BOBCATS i 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

] 704,688~8981. 

J Bosen[eld@ bobca is,corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Golf, Ad~Jn Sih’er 

What exactly would you like Adam to do? Speak? Or were you iust inviting him as an attendee? 

I assume it is really ~whatever he wants’ but want to check with you what is your ~dea~ outcome. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 ii:55 AM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld 
Cc: Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
Subject: RE: Golf / Adam Silver 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

EngiNe. Explore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto:jrosenfeld@bobcats.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 7:52 AM 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian ¢louser 
Subject: Golf / Adam Silver 

Hey Deb, 

Congrats on the progress you are making with your conference. The website is really coming together! 

Ben, Brian and Angus (all in basketball analytics with me) were pleasantly surprised to see the mention of a golf opportunity on Friday morning, and would love to 

get involved (I have an engagement the night before, so likely wouldn’t be able to make tee time; plus, I’d embarrass myself.). They’d love to hook up with other 

conference attendees who might also be playing. Do you happen to have any info on this, and could perhaps help connect? 

Also, I was planning on plugging the conference to Adam Silver. Just so we are on the same page, have you mentioned it to him yet, and if so, what have you asked 

of him? I just want to be sure what I say is consistent with what you’ve said and would like. 

Talk soon. 

.JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Anaiyt[cs 
BOBCATS ~ SPORT’.~ & LNTL-RT.:~}NL,~ENT 
~ EasL Trade Street 
CharlotLe, NC 28202 
T 704,6~8,8981 

J Bosen[eld@ bobca is,corn 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Didow, Nicholas <Nic~Didow@kenm~- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:06 PM 

Spencer Campbell <scampbell@businessnc.com>; Didow, Nicholas <Nick Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

I~E: Business NC magazine 

Eli Spencer, 

Thank you for contacting me~ Probably a better person to speak with on this topic is my friend and colleague Deborah Stroman, She is in Exercise and Sport 

Science here at UNC I j~st: spoke with her and haw~ copied her with this emi~l I-ter emai~ here is dstro@~mc.edu and her direct: telephone m~mber is 

919,843,0:~36. 

Thanks. 

N~ck 

Kenan institute Faca[W Fellow 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

4516 McColl 

Uniw?rs~tv o[ North Carolina 

Chapel Hift, NC 27599-3@0 

nid(_didow@ur~c.edu 919.962.M89 

"E~’ery morning a miJlbn North Carolinians get up ~nd go to work for wages which leave them below the poverty line so they c~n pay t~xes that finance the 

education yo~J receive at Carolina, Your job is to figure out how gotre going to pay them back/’ 

UNC SVs~:em President EmerK:t~s iX~I Friday 

F~m= Spencer Campbell [mailto:scampbell@busJnessnc,com] 
Senti Friday, Narch 07, 2014 ll:41 AN 

Te~ Didow, Nicholas 
Su~jectl Business NC magazine 
Dear Nick, 
I am writing a storg about race and how it pertains to athlete endorsements. Specificallg, I am interested in golf sponsorships. Would gou be interested in speaking with me? 

Thanks, 
Spencer Campbell 
Nanaglng Editor 
Business North Carolina 
Office -- (704) 927-6278 
Cell -- 
scampbel~@businessnc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Campbell <scampbell@businessnc.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Business NC magazine 

Hi Deborah, 
Professor Didow said that ; should contact you about a story I’m writing concerning race and athlete endorsements, particulaHy in ~olf. Would you be interested in speak with me? 

Thanks, 
Spencer Campbell 
Managing Editor 
Business North Carolina 
Office -- [704) 927-6278 
Cell - 
scampbell@businessnc.com 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Marketing Association (webcasts) <webcast~mailmna.org> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

How Digital Asset Mmaagement Can Support m~d Enrich Your Marketing Campmgns 

audience’s attention by increasing their use of ri~l~ media. As one 

example, according to Cisco Visual Networkinq Index, video content 

accounts for neady half of internet traffic each month. 

To handle the explosion of rich media assets, leading organizations are 

adopting enterprise Digital Asset Management (DAM) systems. DAM 

soiutions help you monetize your product information and ensure 

consistent branding in aii supporting marketing campaigns and effo.,’ts, 

across a multitude of channeis and customer experiences DAM works :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

rn edia objects a n d prod u ct data [h e resu it ~s a n e n dc hed, m edia- 

intensive product catalog that allows workers to easily find the right 

content, automatically transforms media to the best format for print and 

web catalogs, and reaches consumers with the right content and SPONSORED BY: 

experiences on any platform and devices they choose. 

OPENTEXT 
FROM MOST A~ W~BCASTS, 

Join the webi nar, Bri~ Yo(~r Product ¢atalog to Lfe wi~h Rich Medi~, to 

discover: 

How DAM heips reduce overhead and minimize effort for the 

management search, and preparation of digital media assets 

associated with Product Cataieg Management 

Ways to effectively manage an increasing amount of digital assets 

added 

Not an AMA member? Learn more about how to gain access to member-only 

webcasts, content and resources. Visit www iointheama.com. 

Watch AMA TV, delivering you the latest in industry trends, marketing insights and 

career tips. Tune in twice monthly where you’ll hear from industry leaders and stay up- 

to-date on marketing news. 

F’ov,,’a;ed by [ile ~’~marica!~ Marketing Associa[ie!~ I C:opyligi~t’:,’-.) 2014 vwvvv am:a olg Ti~a sit~ con[~!~t may ~o[ be copied ieproduc~d 



Unsubscfibe 



Hi Deborah, 

Like many smart, savvy marketers out there, you’re probably using or 

considering a marketing automation solution. But with so many options 

that offer so many different features, how do you know you’re selecting 

the product that’s right for your organization? Aaahhh! 

Relax. It’s time to take a coffee break with Marketo’s Mike Berger to 

not only get basic tips for evaluating different solutions, but also get 

YOUR questions answered during an open Q&A session. 

Date: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 

Time: 10am PT/lpm ET 

Everyone who attends will receive a $5 Starbucks gift card! Join us 

to discover how to make the best decision for your business and enjoy 

a cup of coffee.., on us! 



We hope to see you there, 

Blake Williams 

Sales Development Representative 

(650) 539-3509 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Introdncfion; Attending the conlErence 

What about inviting basketball ops and the two 0’m pretty sure there are only two) people who report to Chris Zeppenfeld? 

In terms of basketball ops, the dept isn’t that big, and I couldn’t imagine more then t-3 people would take you up on the offer for free tix anyway. 

You should probaMy also check w~:h Seth though; he might haw? a be~:ter fee~ for th~s who wants to go deserves to be comp’d e~:c. ~ also don’t know the k~ve~ of 

support the Bobcats have giw~n (~), so hard for me to say wharfs appropriate. 

E~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, March 07, 2054 $$:49 
Te= 3ason Rosenfeld 
~¢= David Duque~e 
$~bject~ RE: Introduction; A~nding the conference 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.B. 

EngiNe. Explore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto:jrosenfeld@bobcats.com] 
Sent; Friday, March 07, 20:t4 9:23 AM 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢: David Duquette 
Subject; Introduction; Attending the conference 

Hi Deb, meet David Duquette (cc’d here). David and I work together in the front office here at the Bobcats. 

David is very interested in attending the excellent conference you guys are putting together. Would it be possible to comp him a ticket? 

Thanks in advance for the help. 

JASON W. ~OSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Anaiyt[cs 
BOBCATS i SPORT’.~ & ?.NTL-RT.:’,}Nh,’IENT 
~ East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
] 704,688,898J. 

JRosenfeld@ bobcats,corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 2:17 PM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken 
<kmack@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula 
Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 
<vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

E-Connection 

2142014UNCThoughtsFromTheProj ect.pdf 

Hi Friends. I am going to e-connect you with Dr. Emmett Gill, a Black professor at NCCU, of the Student Athlete 

Human Rights Project. Some of you might know him from previous gatherings or at the February Special 

Caucus meeting with VC Steve Farmer. I had a rather emotional chat with him this morning regarding his most 

recent tactics to effect change at UNC. See attachment. I shared with him that I {me alone) do not agree with 

his commentary and tactics. I have signed on in the past with some of his letters written to other universities 

{e.g., the Rutgers basketball bullying incident). In addition, I feel that we are making progress on our campus. I 

also suggested that he meet {face-to-face, phone or email) with you, as Black employees of the athletic 

department, to gain more insight and perspective. Our conversation ended with our mutual agreement that 

we want a good experience for athletes at UNC. He informed me that The Project will make an announcement 

very soon regarding the poor experience of a previous Black athlete {in addition to other concerns). 

I tried to understand exactly what does he/The Project want in regards to UNC. 

1. I sense that he feels that the Caucus Statement was not "hard" or confrontational enough on the 

university administration. 

2. He was very clear in sharing that he feels that the university has not taken responsibility for what has 

happened to athletes in the past and that "they have not paid a price." 

3. He feels that the university (Bubba and the Provost) has "closed ranks" and will not talk to him nor 

respond to his requests regarding MW’s data analysis. 

4. He wants dialogue and if not provided such the public shaming/announcements will continue. 

5. He says he loves UNCvery much. 

So, there is my recap and I hope you find it valuable if you decide to engage with him. ;) 

FYI -I am in ongoing discussions regarding Gill with Bubba and the Provost. 

Feel free to call me at any time if you have any questions. I am on my way to Greensboro at 3:30 p.m. for the 

ACC WBB Tourney. Go Heels! #HeelForward 

Keep praying! 



Deborah L Stror~an, Ph.D. CL~J 

EX$$ Sport Adrninistrationr Lecturer (www.exss.unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins I(enan Institute of Private Enterpriser Senior Advisor (http.’//www.kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

315 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hillr NC 27599 
919,843,0336 

#HeelForward 



The UNC Student-Athlete Literacy Controversy 
Update 

¯ Provost ]ames Dean has not rescheduled the meeting with The Project. 
¯ Joel Curran, Vice Chancellor for Communications and Public Affairs is now 

the primary point of contact with The Project. 
¯ The Project’s community organizing efforts have produced two new partners 

that interested in UNC student-athlete well being. 

Thoughts From The Project 

Sadly, the recent controversy at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill is 
nothing new. Collegiate athletics has overpowered the true mission of most large 
universities in the United States. Arguably, the system of collegiate athletics is akin 
to indentured servitude or sharecropping. 

In the South after the era of slavery, white landowners allowed black laborers with 
no land to work on farm plots and at the end of the season landowners paid workers 
a share of the crops produced on the land. In exchange for the use of land, a cabin, 
and supplies, black laborers agreed to raise a cash crop and give a portion usually 
half of the crop to their landlord. Landowners extended credit to sharecroppers to 
buy goods and charged high interest rates, sometimes as high as 70 percent a year, 
which was blatant exploitation. These developments created a system of economic 
dependence and poverty for blacks. In most cases, the landowners exploited these 
black laborers. For the black laborers in this system, the system was a major 
obstacle to fully realizing political and social rights. 

These are the same issues at the heart of the controversy at UNC and other athletic 
factories. The university will admit poor black athletes (laborers) into school, 
extend credit (promise of a scholarship and an education), and exploit their God- 
given athletic talent (courts and fields) and this has created a culture of the "win at 
all cost" mentality even if it means exploiting the laborers by not improving their 
academic skills or life skills while they are enrolled at these universities. 

F. Erik Brooks, Ph.D. 
Western Illinois University 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713 www.studentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



One day, years from now we will reflect back on the NCAA policies just as we do 

the history of past women’s rights struggles (could not vote, own property and 

limited access to public spaces), slavery (could not vote, own property and limited 

access to public spaces). The government allowed these abuses of power to 

happen and eventually corrected them. The same will be true of the NCAA. These 

quotes are of grave significance: Emmert said. "Now, there’s not agreement on 

what the new model should be, but there’s very little support for continuing things 

in the governing process the way they are today." "The only thing everybody 

agrees on NCAA governance is that it doesn’t work." 

Walter Byers served for 37 years as the NCAA Executive Director from 1951 to 
1987. Byers stated "that colleges need to stop exploiting their student-athletes, or 

the government will do it for them; one of these days, a smart lawyer with a 
sympathetic client and a compelling story might bring down the whole house of 
cards. " 

"College amateurism is not a moral issue; it is an economic camouflage for 

monopoly practice." Coaches, administrators, university presidents get rich (on tax- 
free revenues, a travesty in itself) while athletes get nothing - and can have their 
careers ended for a multitude of minor rules violations or their scholarships pulled 

at the end of each year. "The federal tax code has indeed replaced amateurism as the 
rationale for the current rule book." Anti-trust rules should be used to break up the 

collegiate cartel - in athletics and to require colleges to justify all of the government 

largesse they suck up." 

Major Corporations (Auto, Insurance, Beverage, Medical, Food Franchises, Media) 
contributing BILLIONS of dollars with major tax incentives continue to exclude the 
primary resource that is leading to major financial privileges for a distinct segment 
(see Coaches/Athletic Directors/Bowl Alliance Executives’ Salaries). Governance is 
not a word...it is a process. Democracy is not a word...it is a method of operating. 
The true principles of America (freedoms) are being violated, as they have been 
historically in the past. Students have rights and being a defined student athlete does 
not (should not) exclude them from those unalienable rights. 

Fritz Polite, Ph.D, MPA 

Madeline Devine said something prophetic to me... she said that UNC tries to 
transform good people, with good intentions, into enemies. Instead of focusing on 

real change, for these struggling White and Black student-athletes, James Dean and 

UNC are focused on discrediting some pretty smart people like Mary and Madeline. 
Meanwhile, UNC’s educational and athletic credit rating is plummeting. The 

interesting part for me is that I pay taxes in North Carolina and Roy Williams, Larry 
Fedora, Bubba Cunningham and James Dean do not seem to realize that folks like 

me, who were born and will die Tar Heels, are unhappy that for the most part the 

neck of the Ram is still red. Look at the percentage of Black students, staff, and 
professors at UNC and compare it to the percentage of UNC athletes who are Black. 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713 www.studentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



Then do some simple math and you have the problem. Maybe its time for the Black 

students and athletes to avoid UNC and then the Tar Heels can become a Division III 

program. 

Emmett L. Gill ]r. PhD 
Durham, NC 

Unfortunately, the "monopoly" money that’s made available to coaches and 
programs for athletic success in the major revenue generating sports will continue 

this demagogic charade executed in the academy. Interestingly, it’s a clandestine 

activity that is performed right in front of our eyes. 

Demetrius W. Pearson, Ed.D. 
University of Houston 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713 www.studentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HammeR. Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 7, 2014 2:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: E- Connection 

Drive safelv,..,Greensboro’s weather is ugly and my husband just called and said that it is still snowing! 

Victoria Hammett 

Instructional iechl~ologist 

Depa~ment of Educat~enai iechl~ology 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy 

(919) 9t32-0057 

CB 7360, Beard!Kerr Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 2:17 PM 
To: Ballen, Martina K; Lane, Cricket; Mack, Ken; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Robertson, Nakenge; McGhee, Oj; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra 
Subject: E-Connection 

Hi Friends. I am going to e-connect you with Dr. Emmett Gill, a Black professor at NCCU, of the Student Athlete Human R!p, hts Prelect. Some of you might 

know him from previous gatherings or at the February Special Caucus meeting with VC Steve Farmer. I had a rather emotional chat with him this morning 

regarding his most recent tactics to effect change at UNC. See attachment. I shared with him that I (me alone) do not agree with his commentary and 

tactics. I have signed on in the past with some of his letters written to other universities (e.g., the Rutgers basketball bullying incident). In addition, I feel 

that we are making progress on our campus. I also suggested that he meet (face-to-face, phone or email) with you, as Black employees of the athletic 

department, to gain more insight and perspective. Our conversation ended with our mutual agreement that we want a good experience for athletes at 

UNC. He informed me that The Project will make an announcement very soon regarding the poor experience of a previous Black athlete (in addition to 

other concerns). 

tried to understand exactly what does he/The Project want in regards to UNC. 

1. I sense that he feels that the Caucus Statement was not "hard" or confrontational enough on the university administration. 

2. He was very clear in sharing that he feels that the university has not taken responsibility for what has happened to athletes in the past and that 

"they have not paid a price." 

3. He feels that the university (Bubba and the Provost) has "closed ranks" and will not talk to him nor respond to his requests regarding MW’s data 

analysis. 

4. He wants dialogue and if not provided such the public shaming!announcements will continue. 

5. He says he loves UNC very much. 

So, there is my recap and I hope you find it valuable if you decide to engage with him.;) 

FYI - I am in ongoing discussions regarding Gill with Bubba and the Provost, 

Feel free to call me at any time if you have any questions. I am on my way to Greensboro at 3:30 p.m. for the ACCWBBTourney. Go Heels! #HeelForward 

Keep praying! 

Deborah L Str~man, Pb,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXSS Spor~ Administration, Lecturer (www,exss,unc,edu) 
Frank Hawkins Ke~a~ 2nsCitute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor (http://www.kenan-fla#er.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

3~.5 Woo~le~ - CB #8700 

919,843,0336 

#HeelForward 





From: McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, March 7, 2014 4:05 PM 

To: Stromm~, DeIx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 
@kenan- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

Subject: regis~trations this week 

Attach: index.xlsb 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edt~< 

Hi all: 

Attached is a file with the people that have registered since last Friday. We are currently at 15 paid registrations and 1 unpaid. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karer~ McFarland : Business Officer:: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 ": fax 919.843.3493 ": Karen McFarland(_~kenan flagler.unc.edu : www.kenan flagler.unc.edu 

Shapiag Leaders I Driviag Results 



A B C D 

Event ID ~Event Name i Event Start Date iEvent End Date 

25291~SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit ~ 5/2/2014~ 5/3/2014 

iD iPID ~ FirSt Name ~l_ast Name 

3498157i 

.................. ~i iAdrian iAtkinson 

.................. ~i Rita i Balaban 

3497601i 

3498230i 

3497790i 

3498276 i 



2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

E F 
-- Event Sponsor                        ~Host Office 

Center for Entrepreneurial Studies i Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Title ~ Department 

CEO ~ Player Development 

Data Scientist i Prod Team 

Senior Lecturer i Economics 

UNC-CH Student Assistant iVice Chancellor for Research 

Head Manager i UNC Men’s Basketball 

Student Manager i UNC Athletics 

MBA ~ Kenan-Flagler Business School 



G H 

2 

3 Organization ~Street Address 

4 Independent 

5 Automated Insights 

6 UNC-Chapel Hill ~ Department of Economics CB #3305 

7 carolina sports business club 

8 UNC-Chapel Hill 

9 UNC Women’s Varsity Basketball Team 

10 Sports and Entertainment Club 



I J K L 

3Citv State iZlP iPhone ~Fax 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 



M N 

1 

2 

3 Email ~Date Registered 

4 .............................. @gn~!i!:~£!~ ............................................................................... ii 3/05/20:14 
5 adrian@automatedinsights.com ~ 3/02/20:14 

6 balabanr@email.unc.edu ii 3/02/20:14 

7 @live.unc.edu ii 3/01/20:14 

8 @email.unc.edu ~ 3/06/2054 

9 @ live. unc.edu ~ 3/03/’2054 



0 P Q R 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

User Type iAmount Due Amount Paid ~Paid In Full 

Early Bird (Student) before March 16 $49.00 i 50.00 i FALSE 

Early Bird (Non-Student) before March 16 5149.00 i 5149.00 i TRUE 

Early Bird (Non-Student) before March 16 5149.00 i 5149.00 i TRUE 

Early Bird (Student) before March 16 549.00 i 549.00 i TRUE 

Early Bird (Student) before March 16 549.00 i 549.00 i TRUE 

Early Bird (Student) before March 16 549.00 i 549.00 i TRUE 

Early Bird (Student) before March 16 549.00 i 549.00 i TRUE 



2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 Credit Card 

S T U 

Payment Method iStatus ~Are you: 

Credit Card ~ Registered i Student 

Credit Card ~ Registered ~lndustry Professional 

Credit Card ~ Registered ~ Faculty 

Credit Card ~ Registered i Student 

Credit Card ~ Registered i Student 

Credit Card ~ Registered i Student 

~ Registered i Student 



V 

2 

3 How did you hear about the Summit? 

4 Email 

5 Robbie Allen AI s CEO was invited to speak at the summit. 

6 Dr. Deborah Stroman 

7 carolina sports business club 

8 Email 

9 Via email 

10 Club e-mail- Kathryn Pettine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 1:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Police: Pregnant morn drove her kids into the 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

not: kr ow abot. t: b4s  WasMn 3tor  

Kerry Washington is obviously known as the star of the hit TV show that everyone is watching (we 

won’t say the name, since you already know it). She is also one of the most respected btack 

actresses in a[t of Hottywood. But what do we realty know about Washington? There is a tot to 

Womer  Were Lynched Too 

By Yotanda Spivey I am a big advocate on telting young Btack chitdren the horrors and atrocities 

that Black people faced white tiring in America. I fee[ if they know their history, they are tess likely 

to repeat it. Unfortunatety, many of our young ones don’t know their history, and Btack children’s 

tires are in [...] 

February 8, 2014-~I Cemi:-~,~nts~le~3d ~o:e 

~,4en Now To Date B:ack Women 

by Barry Butch Jr. Sometimes air a man needs is for a woman to tett him very simpty, what she needs 

and does not need; what she tikes and does not tike. One woman has decided to do just that and in 

doing so has probabty saved a great dear of men a world of [...] 

:rite the ocean 

A distraught pregnant woman in South Carotina is accused of doing something unthinkable to her 

own chitdren this week. According to potice, the woman was driving a minivan with her three young 

kids in tow and then decided to try to kilt them by driving them into the ocean. Potice say that the 

kids were [...] 

March 9, 201 

By: Stephanie Atten-Gobert 36-24-36 what a winning hand...she’s not a brick house but a new Barbie 

designed by artist Nickotay Lamm. Lamm, shocked the wortd with his computer rendition of a dot[ 

modeted on an actual teenager woman. He decided to bring his automated creation to tile by 

raising 595,000 through Crowdti[tOpen, a crowd funding [...] 

March 9, 2014N0 C~mme:’::.~:~d Mo:e 



Secret f:::or Six Yea~s 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger A worker sent to repair the roof on a forectosed house discovered the 

owner’s body mummified in her car on Thursday. The Michigan resident had apparentty died in her 

car, keys stig in the ignition six years eartier, according to police estimation of the scene, CNN 

reported. Nobody had noticed her [...] 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins A tot of people are not going to like what I have to say, but let me start by 

saying this:l reat[y don’t give a &*"%. These words come from a man who has seen too many Mack 

men grow up to become irresponsibte, serf-absorbed, excessivety entitted, weak men, targety [...] 

ii~i-ih~:,fl-uske£i~e~:,i ....... ~-",~:,,:’i~:,,,~,,’,’BB0 i,’led~ls Af,--.woti~erthk~g:~? ......... ~t~etknc.~’~i 

By Tiara Kj Wit[Jams Despite inconceivabte discrimination, Jim crow segregation taws, and constant 

stander, The Tuskegee Airmen went on to become the first African American mititary pitots to serve 

in the United States Air Force. This was no easy feat, but they were able to accomptish what had 

been pres4ousty defined to be impossibte. We’ve [...] 

[ 

The Oscars 

By Lechette Watker Whoopi Gotdberg expressed her concern about ’The View’ not being invited to 

the Oscars by ABC. Her sentiments have caused a tot of attention after she attended the Oscar’s 

ceremony on Sunday. "We are the only show-and I hate to ring my own belt, but what the h**t- 

’The View’ is the onty [...] 

Popular Posts on TheMedicalBIog. net 

By Niger Boys According to the education advocacy group, Students Matter, many poorty equipped 

teachers are being kept on in pubtic schoots, in California, because of the state rutes regarding 

dismissat of inadequate teachers. The group has taken the matter to court on behatf of nine 

Catifornia students who betieve they are not getting a [...] 



By: Krystte Crossman When you home-schoo~ your child you can choose to teach at home by 

yoursetf or you can join a co-op. A home-schoo~ co-op is when the parents a~ form a ~roup and he~p 

to teach classes to~ether to take some of the pressure off of each other from havin~ to teach 

every [...] 

Does Your A~&an Sat’isf’tl You in Bed? He[’e 
Some Thin% That Affect Your SatisfacSon 

By: Krystte Crossman Let’s be honest here, are you realty satisfied with your s*x rife? If you have 

answered no to this, here are 12 reasons why this may be:... 

March 9, 201 

You Should Avoid Fal~in~ For A "Take°.- 

Why 

By: Krystte Crossman In the past women have often chosen the alpha mate type to date because he 

is a stron8 and confident man. Now women are choostn8 the beta... 

March 9, 2014No f.omment~’~sd 

a Black Woman 

Posted on March 9, 2014 By                   ~__~;7~}}X, ~_{dt£~/2 

by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" As Black men and women continue to suffer from DWB, the 

conversation about the state of Btack rove and famity has 8town more intense and tess optimistic. I 

previously wrote an articte titted "Ladies: 5 Thinss You Must Know About Datin8 a Btack Man," 

which pro\4ded women with in-depth information [...] 



Reported by Ree, "The (Ree)~ationship Guide" One ]i~ted Texas wife decided to publicize her 

husband’s affair in the toca~ HemphiK, Texas newspaper by purchasin~ an ad to congratulate her 

husband and his mistress on their pregnancy. There aren’t many detaKs about the ad, which 

initiatly surfaced on Facebook and went vira~ on Reddit, but it [...] 

The Amaz n  s That Whi ÷ 

Ti~at 

By: Krystle Crossman/~ost of the time you don~t remember what you dream about~ You a(so have 

no idea of what ~oes on in your body once you are asleep .... 

boyce v’,,s~kh~s I 23f q~iee!~,s v’,,sy I ca’milh;-~h n? 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 10:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 3-10-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings l~om Clips. Hope you are well. 

In lieu of doing a four-dot rat-a-tat, a mini Clips Eyewitness Report or a 30,000-foot overview 
of the week that was, it is my great pleasure to a~nounce "that the all-new College Athletics 

Clips website is nearing completion. As many of you know, technology and capabilities in the 

web world have changed more tha~ dramatically. The cnrrent Clips web design is almost five 

yeaxs old, so this next go-ronnd will be quite a leap. 
Here [] s how Clips improvements will affect you: 

The Clips website will be much wider, taking up almost the entirety ofdesktop, laptop, 

tablet and sln~xtphone screens. This will create a wider reading space and a larger 
typeface. We will also switch to Times New Roman. 

Pictures, images and graphics will be about a third wider than they are now. 

The new site will accommodate state- of- the- art andio and video capabilities. 

~Ve will expand Clips[] archiving capabililies, increasing from 23 categories to about 35. 

New archive categories will include several new Clips-original categories, like Clips 

Eyewitness Reports, Clips eSnrveys, Clips eFlashes, etc. 
Snbscriber navigation will be overhauled; so password ma~agement, renewals, search, 

etc. will all be improved. 

The emaded Clips eFlashes will also be wider and have enhanced graphics capabilities. 
Fu(thermore, t~xgeting for limited diffmbution eFlashes will be fine-tuned, so a greater 

percentage of our subscribers will receive eFlashes of~opics that interest them. 

What the new Clips will not have: 

No floating ads, no take-over-the-screen ads, no pop-nps, no self-start videos, no 
automatic audio, no solicitations to take a snrvey, etc. 

If all goes well, "the new Clips website, eFlashes, Updates, etc. will make their debut in about a 

month. 

Below is a mock-up of the t?ont page of the new Clips website. Please note that this rendering 
has been reduced about 50% from its original size to fit into the body of this Clips Ulxlate. The 

new Clips website will be about 40% wider than what you see below. 



Have a good Monday, Hm~e a good week. 

Nick InDnte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
WWWob~itter.comt@Col~e~eAthCli ps 

R emember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles (below) on the 

Should the NCAA settle Ed O’Bannon 



About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
~a~,/.colleqeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick~collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from tlds mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change yore subscriphon 
U:s ubscribe 

Change your subscription 
Unsub~dbe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

T S McGrath @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

We Stand United Statement 

Dr. Stro~nan, thank you for all of your contributions to the University of North Co~rolina. 

The purpose of this email is to express my concern that UNC student athletes are being stereoUped and ridiculed by media and others trying to ham~ the UniversiU. In 

reading the recent ESPN article abont "Coach", I was reminded of the experiences of Charlie Scott and how vivid they are fifty yems later. 

My hope is that the UNC Black Caucus will speak forcefully to those who are creating and perpetuating this stereoUpe. 

Regards, 

Terry McGrath 

BSBA 1969 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com> 

Monday, 2:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.e&t>; 
<cgcoopm@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Announcing the Forty Under 40 Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Cooper, Coyte 

We are lucky to have hirn at Wasserrnan and within the EXSS department[ Will is very humble and leads with 

Thanks for the nice note~ Things like that don’t go unnoticed over here! 

Fmra: Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:43 PM 
To: Will Pleasants 
C¢: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); :Cooper, Coyte; 

~"~] Belie*Te 

From: Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Journal/SportsBusi [mailto:thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:21 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Announcing the Forty Under 40 Class of 

RenieAnderson ~ NFL 
Nate Appleman ® 360 Architecture 

Bess Barnes ~ CBS Sports 

3essica Berman * NHL 
Amy Brooks ~ NBA 

3eremy Carey ¯ Optimum Sports 
Ethan Casson ~ San Francisco 49ers 

Kelly Cheeseman ~ AEG Sports 
3ustin Connolly ® ESPN 



Eric Conrad ¯ Univision Communications Inc, 
Rick Cordelia * NBC Sports Group 

:lira DeLorenzo ~ Time Inc. Sports Group Digital 

Dave Finocchio ~ Bleacher Report/rlurner Sports 
3essica Gelman ¯ Kraft Sports Group 

3onathan Gibson ¯ Penske Racing 
Alison Giordano ~ MasterCard 

David Greenspan ~ Winston & Strawn LLP 
Kirsten Hunt ¯ TMG 

Tucker Kain ~ Los Angeles Dodgers 

Joe Karlgaard ¯ Rice University 
Ed Kiernan ¯ Engine Shop 
Chris Klein ~ LA Galaxy 

.]osh Kroenke ~ Denver Nuggets and Colorado Avalanche 
Damani Leech ¯ NCAA 

Andrew Lustgarten ~ NBA 

Rod Noskowitz ~ Fuel SMG 
Abroad Nassar ~ NFL Players Inc, 

Will Pleasants ~ Wasserman Media Group 
Brian Schulz ¯ MLB Productions 

Donte Scott ~ Jack Morton Worldwide 
Emmanuel Seuge ~ Coca-Cola 

3ohn Shea ~ Gatorade 
3ared Smith ~ Ticketmaster 

Henry Stafford ® Under Armour 
3osh Swartz ~ Relativity Sports 

Lowell Taub ¯ CAA Sports 
l~gor Ulis ¯ Omnigon 

Araceli Villegas ~ Golden Boy Promotions 
Pete Vlastelica ~ Fox Sports 

Chris Wujcik ~ Anheuser-Busch 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s 
Conference Group, 120 West Morehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notify, us that you do not want to receive e- mails like tlfis in fl~e future, use following link: 

htt~s:/ / ~b~rns~spo~sbusinessdailY~com/uns~b/ ~ / ds~man(?~email~ tmc~edu/DC 5E3 E~B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:52 PM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Two ClipsGraphics: one new, one revised 

Selected Clips subscribers: 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

I am very pleased to forward two ClipsGraphics to you. 

One is a brand new graphic--we just finished it a few days ago--called 2013-14 D1-A Football Head Coach Changes. 

The second one is the 25th Version of the Clips Conference Realignment Graphic. If you guys keep conference-hopping then we will keep 
churning out new versions of the graphic. 

Have a good Monday evening. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Version #25 reflects the following changes: 

Tulsa has been added as one of the schools that switched from C-USA to the American (we had inadvertently omitted Tulsa on previous versions). 

Oral Roberts has switched back to the Summit Conference (after having previously switched from the Summit to the Sun Belt) 

Monmouth will compete in the Big South Conference for football only, This move necessitated a triple-kinked arrow stretching from almost the top of the 
graphic to the bottom. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FacultyBooks.com - we buy textbooks’. <marketing@texasbook.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 8:37 AM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

We pay a bonus with this emaJl. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

FacultyBooks.com offers you the best value in the industry by paying you the highest 
buyback prices around. We provide outstanding customer service dedicated to providing you the best 

experience possible. Our professors mean a lot to us - let us show you how much! 

i~ We have Free Shipping, Free Packing Materials and pay the HIGHEST Prices in the Industry for Used Textbooks. Visit FacultyBooks.com now. 

For,,~a ~fl email 

T~is email was sent to dstroman@email.unc.edu by £-u--s-t--~--n~-Le-r--s--e-r-~-gj-c--e--@---f--a--c--u-~-t~z~-~-c-~-c-~-k-‘-s-:5--~--n~-~- 

Update ProfileJEma[[ Address :. Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribem Privacy’ Po![cy. 

Texas Book Company I 8501 Technology Circle I Greenville I TX I 75402 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

I hope has been great for you so far! 

My firs~t season in the    , was a great experience. We are already hard at work this oft’- season preparing for the 

I am enrolled in a part-time MBA program at the School of Business starting this 

Do yon know of any re~mrces tbr outside scholarship or grant optx~rtunities that might help me oil?set some of the cost? 

campaign. 



Upcoming Vocus Webinars 

75% of businesses that nurtu~e p~espects using 

mes~ cernpenies need to Mre a technician to ru~ ~t,     ~ .............................................................................................................................. 

It can be too expensive, and it doesn’t always 

Btlt w~th the new Vocus Ma~ket~ng S~ite, 
~                  x:: Register auton~at~an is d~ffe~e~lt 

Jo~n Vocus CMef Marketing & Product Off~ce~ Yotl 

~,~on Tsang for an ~nsightfu~ weM~a~ that 

~nclude: 

~ A n exper~ ~ook mt the 

market~g ecosystem and patent~a~ 

RO~ of marketing ~tomat~on 

~ Guidance o~ how automaflo~ 

s~mp~if~es p~ocesses and generates 

bette~ campaigns, aware~ess and 

a~gnment 

~ R es~ts that ma~keting 

ea~ del~ve~ for yaur 

You Man Tsa~g ~s the CMef Marketing Office~ at Vocus A 

serial ent~ep~eneur, he founded Biz360, a market 

~ntel~#e~ce and anal%~cs 

soc~a~ marketing company that %lses content ~lla]ys~s to help 

businesses m~nage and optimize their soc~a~ media act~vity~ 

Next Webinar 

~eed a competitive edge? ~,Mn new customers and 

~eta~ existing ones with cause marketing. ~4ore ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

3o~n ~enow~ed markete~ Joe W~te~s on Thu~sday~ ~ .............................................................................................................................. 

March 27 at 2 p.m, ET to d~scover proven a~d 

~ucrative cause marketing strategies~ He’~ he~p you 

d~stingu~sh yourself as a favored brand: increase 
~         ~ Register custome~ ~oye~ty by choosing a cause they]~ 



marketing strategies. 

the Speaker: 

Joe b~Jaters is a cause marketir~g expe~t and consultant who 

has worked with brands fike Pepsi, Staples and Macy’s. Joe 

epe~ates Selfish Giving, the largest cause m~lketing bleg 

the world, and has authored tt~ee books. Pfial to cer~sulting, 

Joe was the director of cause marketi~g for a Boston 

hospital. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co-Cha~nps Defended ] Athletes Deserve Athletic Trainers Sizing Up Shoe Deals 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Amid Natioual Attention, OttSAA Dei~nds ttockey Title Tie 
Despite criticism ti~om t?~s at Nationwide Arena and on social media, those 

involved in the state hockey cha~npionship game said they are confident... 

High School Wreslling Coach Accused of Sex with Student 
A Tiuley Park High School teacher ~ld coach has beeu ch~xged with having sex 

with a female studeut, authorities saAd .... 

AED Saves Pla;~er in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 

The remainder of Monday’s Columbus Blue Jackets-Dallas Stars game was 

postponed after Dallas’ Rich Peverley collapsed on the bench ... 

Blog: Every Athlete Deserves a Certified Athletic Trainer 
Youth sports iujuries seem to continue to pile up. Unfortunately so do the fatalities. 

Iu recent years, we’ve heard about many footlmll players who ... 

Source: Dolphins Owner to Bankroll $400M Stadium Reuo 
Owner Stephen Ross had previously insisted he would not cover the entire cost 



himselt; bnt his apparent change of heart wonld pnt South Florida... 

Arrest Made in $13K Football Booster Group Embezzlement 

Lisa Wiggin, 46, the tbrmer treasurer and president of the Pembroke Friends of 

Football, was arrested Friday and charged with one felony count .... 

Inside (Some of) Today’s Athletic Departtnent Shoe Deals 
Penn State is exempt from Pennsylvania’s right-to-know law and doesn’t have to 

disclose the infom~ation. Many public universities do disclose the ... 

Mental Health Focns of Youth Sports Safety Summit 
An alam~ al~ went out over mental health issues among youths up to college 

athletes, such as depression, anxiety, eating disorders, anger issues ... 

Park’s Synthetic Turf Spawns First S npRn~ Softball Lea~_,ue 
With Lon Berliner Paxk featuring turf on 11 of its 31 fields, the depaxtment has 

organized its firs~t spring recreational softball league. Otherwise ..... 

Bleacher Safety Spins $405K in Athletic Facility Upgrades 
Huber Heights Ci~ Schools is planning to make more than $400,000 in 

improvements to four athletic facilities, citing safety as the ... 

Outdoor Rinks Disappearing from the ’State of Hockey’ 
Outdoor rinks in the Twin Cities are drawing t~wer skaters, and some are closing 

and it’s notjnst because ( fth~s yeax s t~g~d weather .... 

TV Station: U. of Hawaii ’Cost Itself Millions’ in ~ 
Hawafii News Now general manager Rick Blangiardi said his proposal woald have 

included free TV of 100 events per year, no pay-per-view and free ... 

School t olicv Woald Reqnire Insurance by Facililv Users 
Groups using RSU 16 school facilities would be required to have liability insurance, 

if a policy discussed Monday night by the School Committee .... 

High School’s Athletics Face 25 Percent Budget Cut 
A proposal to cut athletics and co-curricnlar activities by 25 percent in schools put 

city school officials to the test Monday night .... 

College Basketball Scoring Ut~ Due to Rules Entbrcement 
It didn’t take Connecticut men’s basketball coach Kevin Ollie long to figure out 
how new rules on physical contact woald att’ect his tean~ this season ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Park Emplo;,ees Arrested for Falsiffing TimecaMs 
It began with an innocem phone call about a W2. It eMed with the arres* of six 

park department employees. 

d to a friend 

ii~~ Facebook ~ 

ii"~ Linkedln ~ YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

:~ AB N .... ire "~:iI AB Digital l .... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cyuthia Reifsnide~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtv~ 

intern (social medi~na~rketing) 

Resume ILS.pdf 

Hi, Deb, 

Attached is resume, fyi. Per our discussion, she is spending at least a few hours per week (more up front now) working with Mary on Kl’s social media and 

marketing strategy, processes, etc. 

is in the office here at the Kenan Center Tuesdays from 9am to :I:30pm and Wednesdays J.-3p. She also works remotely on Wednesdays 9-:IO:30am, Thursdays 

12-2p, and Fridays :i1a-:i2:3Op. It may be more convenient for the two of you to meet at your office in Woollen Gym given proximity and schedule on main 

campus. I’II leave you to connect. 

- Deb is a senior advisor to KI, and her focus is sport entrepreneurship. She is putting together a sport (basketball) analytics event that will be held the first 

weekend in . She hasa team of students helping her with it-it might be helpful for you to attend a meeting so that you can all meet face-to-face. 

Cindy 
Cynthia Reifsnider 

Director, Research Services & Knowledge Management 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

genan Center Rm 303 : Campus Box 3440 :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

phone: 919.843.3323 : fax: 9J_9.962.8202 : .C.-‘v~n~t~h.-!.~.~-~2~!~.s-[~.!-.d.~-.r-.@~-.k-~.~.n.-.a~n.-:.~!-.a.~!2~:~-[~5:2~-~ : .h.-.t~p.-~./~/-}:~.k~-.w.-:.k.~-.n-~.n.-:.f-[.a.~!2~.r.:.u.-r)~c.:2~.d.-~-~!-~ 

http://www.kiconcierge.un~.edu/index.php/patent larldscapirlg rnarket evaluation program/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:42 PM 

Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: intern (social media/marketing) 

Thanks for the e-connection Cynthia! 

Hi I look forward to chatting with you. What is the best number and time to reach you tomorrow? 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Reifsnider>, Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,              1:25 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@_.___u_._n_.~_._..e_d__u.> 

Cc: " @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: intern (social media!marketing) 

Hi, Deb, 

Attached is resume, fyi. Per our discussion, she is spending at least a few hours per week (more up front now) working with Mary on Kl’s social media and 

marketing strategy, processes, etc. 

is in the office here at the Kenan Center Tuesdays from 9am to :1:30pm and Wednesdays :i-3p. She also works remotely on Wednesdays 9-:i0:30am, Thursdays 

12-2p, and Fridays 11a-12:30p. It may be more convenient for the two of you to meet at your office in Woollen Gym given proximity and schedule on main 

campus. VII leave you to connect. 

- Deb is a senior advisor to KI, and her focus is sport entrepreneurship. She is putting together a sport (basketball) analytics event that will be held the first 

weekend in May. She has a team of students helping her with it-it might be helpful for you to attend a meeting so that you can all meet face-to-face. 

Cindy 
Cynthia Reifsnider 

Director, Research Services & Knowledge Management 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan Center Rm 303 : Campus Box 3440 : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

phone: 9:[9.843.3323 :: fax: 9:L9.962.8202 : Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan flag!er.unc.edu :: htt$~//www~kenan:f]ag[er.L[nc~ed~/K[/ 
http://www.kiconcier~e.unc.edu/index.php/patent landscapin~ market evaluation program/ 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marketo Webinars <davidb@marketo.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 3:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Webinar Series] Episode 4: Jefl?ey Eisenberg on EflEctive Lead Gen 

Hi Deborah, 

Do you have 29 minutes to spare next week? Join us for tl~e next 

episode of our lead generation webinar series, More Effective Lead 

Generation Using Persuasive Scenario Planning, presented by Jeffrey 

Eisenberg. You will discover how to drive more conversions, improve 

testing, and boost the effectiveness of your marketing programs. 

Date: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 

Time: 10am PT! lpm ET 

[ ~ Jeff-Eisenberg.PNG ] 

Jeffrey Eisenberg 

Managing Partner, 

Eisenberg Holdings 

If you haven’t already, be sure to ~owr#oa~ Tl~e Oefir~itive G~i~e ~o 

I hope to see you there, 

David Brandenberger 

Enterprise Account Executive 

(404) 873-0601 

This email was sent to you because you requested information from Narketo or a partner. If you wish to unsubscribe or update your email subscription, please visit our email 

preference center. View our privacy policy. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Basketb~Jl Analyfics Summit 

From: Yudelman, Adam 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:44:46 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: kisport@unc.edu 
Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hello, 

I have a question regarding registration tbr flae summit. I mad several of my ti-iends have interest in atteMing tim event, yet the summit is occurring directly during our first 

two days of exams. Is there a way where we can register now, then receive a refund if we’re unable to reschedule our exams and they impede us from attending? 

Thanks, 

Adam Yudehnan 

Wake Forest Universi~’ ’ 16 

Mathemalical Economics Major 
Editor&a-Chief 
w~,.Wl~JSportsAnalytics.com 
Treasurer, Alpha Sigma Phi - Beta Mu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevi~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CPAC Speeches Ignore Histo~, Call Marriage an "F~xtra Right" 

March 12, 2014 

Aler Louisiana Gov. Bobby ...... 
Jindal compared Attorney    ::g:: 
General Eric Holder to 
segregationist Gov. George 
Wallace at CPAC 2014, 
Holder’s employees come 
up with a clever way to tell 
Jindal to brush up on his 
histo~. 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

ActMst: Ga~_Ne ~DorCt Get Extra 

At CPAC 2014,                ~.. 
conse~alve activist Ben     ~ ~~~ 
Carson says the LGBT 
community is entNed to the 
same rights as everyone 
else, but marriage is an 
"e~ra right" that crosses the 
line. 

Are We a Ste£ C~oser to F~r~d~ng the C~re for 
A~DS? 

Doctors are hopeful as a second baby appears to have 
been cured of the HIV virus. ~at does this mean for 

~eople living with AIDS? 

What Does ’Divemitg & Incl~sior~’ Reallg 

Diversity and inclusion, also olen called D&I, have 



become increasingly used terms in corporate America. 
The specific inclusion of white men in diversity initiatives 
is encouraged by these words. 

How do you develop resource groups that further your 
business goals--recruitment, engagement, promotions, 
market innovation? MasterCard Worldwide shares its 
secrets for its resource groups with us in video 
interviews with top execs who are executive sponsors 
and resource-group leaders. 

Was Ibis forwarded m youJ~om aJ?iend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsletter. 

~JDiver.sit~lr:lc Best 
Practices 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as well as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies--start-ups to 
advanced--including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

(.’~’,~(.’K HERE TO SEE ~F Y OUR 
ORG,’~NIZATION IS A MEMBER! 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <~MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

F.-;pired Web Content ] Visual Storytelling i Traits of Social Managers ] Sales as Musical Theater 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Mar 12, 2014 

~ VisuN Stoq/telling: Ekaterina Walter Talks to 
Marketing Smarts 

~ How-To Guide: How to Inspire, Persuade, 
.... and Motivate Your Audience 

Do.es pubiic speaki~9 m;~k~ your kne.es shake? Do you k~ow bow to ca>fivsteI ....... I ...... II 

[ ii~iI Survey Says j 

Smartphone Market Share Data: Top 
Plat~orms~ Manufacturers, an(:{ Apps 

%v~4Mrds e~ US ~ob~b, ~s.e s (68.8%) now ow~ 



Quick Take 

Six Must-Have Traits of a Social 
Media Manager 

;31 ~" ,:~ 

share 
I 

~Why Musical Theater Is Good (Not Sports) a 

Analogy for’ Sales 

co~bboH@om---~ke s Slosd%.:,~y p~sy, Re;~d More 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:13 AM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] Farmer/Brown 

I tried to attend the most recent meeting of that ad hoc committee on Monday. It was listed as a public meeting in Jackson Hall from 3-4pm. It actually met from 3-4:45pm but before a ~vord 
was said L~,-C’s Faculty Representative read the NC Statute to close the meeting. I waited the entire time because I was told that it would be a brief closure; but when the?- filed out I was told 
that the entire time was spent "on one case," whatever that might mean. I presume it was a personnel matter, but I had not thought that this cormnittee was involved in persolmel decisions; 
rather, I understood that its purposes ~vas to stu@ more than 20 steps toward admissions reform. I have attended other meetings of this group and they in fact have discussed matters 
related to admission, etc of athletes, so I was COl~fused when I arrived and the usual complement of provost and ad and others were not present/did not attend. 

Willis Brooks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Slnit2a [mailto:iaysmith,@,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wedaaesday, 10:07 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] Farmer/Brown 

http://www.j~urna~n~wc~m/~pini~n/c~unmists/stephen-farmer-and-rr~che~e-br~wn-unc-reforms-are-w~rking/artic~e cc840b 10-a86f- 11 e3-ba7a-0017a43b2370.html?mode~qm 

I continue to find it amusing that they boast about tightening admissions without first having a&nitted that they ever had an admissions problem to begin with. Also find it amusing that 
they continue to pound the drum about the handful of great success stories, as though two or three people mean much of anything Finally, it’s amusing that Farmer/Brown have adopted 
athletic department lingo ("students who inspire") to rationalize an admissions process that favors athletics. Athletic dept motto: We educate and inspire through athletics. 

Does anyune else find jarring the claim that "the main questiun we try, to answer [when cunsidering any UNC applicant] is whether a student can succeed academically"’?? This is such 
transparent nonsense. ~Ihe vast majority ufUNC applicants "can succeed academically," and the vast majority get rqjected That’s the way it usually wurks at selective universities. And 
SAT scores are amung the indices that separate thuse who "can succeed" from those "outstanding leaders" we always say we want and always boast uf admitting to Carolina. They should 
put their money where their mouth is and abandon the SAT if it su meaningless 

"The main question" the?’ consider for fl~ and bb recruits is whether the guy will help the team enuugh tu be wurth the academic risk. Why won’t Farmer be honest and admit that? Bubba 
Cunningham has said, in public forums, that our f~ and bb teams cannut be put at a competitive disadvantage by raising the admissiuns bar abuve our peers Sorry, that cat is out ufthe bag. 

Every time Farmer upens his mouth I fuse a little more hupe for UNC 

-- You are currently subscribed tu thearg as: ewbruoks@live.unc.edu Tu unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id 61803861.73dld0d4009efd57950c577fd6fg033c&n T&I thear~&u 34377838, or send a blank email tu leave-34377838-61803861 73dl d9d4009efd57950c577fd6fg033c@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- Yuu are currently subscribed tu thearg as: dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524 013b0048bfeSf19c85el 9d711 d338e5d&n T&I thear<&o 34378312, or send a blank email tu leave-34378312- 

62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e19d711 d338e5d@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:06 PM 

Turner, Katie <katietumer@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; 

<Tknne Whisnaa~t@unc.edtc, 

Re: Checklist for new faculty 

@live.unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 

Hi. I am spring break t~ing to maJmge my much needed rest. ;) Thanks for understanding. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 9:39 AM, "Turner, Katie" <katie tumer@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Deb, 

I’m working on editing the Faculty Handbook and was wondering if you could send along your checklist for new faculty. 

Thanks! 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Carr Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (9~9) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katie Hemming <katie@atmahotelgroup.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 2:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball anal~J~c conference, Hampton Carrboro 

Whoops so~D" abom that...accidentally sere it before I was finished. Anyways, I’m jufft follomng up on the basketball anal~ic conference we have here from May 1-4. 

We dofft have anyone float made reservations yet. I know we are holding onto fl~ese rooms until April 2 but I just wmated to give you a heads up. I’ll keep you posted 
on the pick up. 

Thank you, 

On Wed, Mar 12, 2014 at 2:34 PM, Katie Hemming <karie@atma]~otelgroup.com> wrote: 

Hi Deborah 

I hope you’re doing well. I wanted to touch base with you on the room block rifled Basketball Analystic Conl~rence, May 

Katie Henmiing 

Sales Manager, Atma Hotel Group, Inc 

(919) 969-6988x7152 
-Mobile 

(919) 969-6989-Fax 
Hampton Inn & Suites, Chapel Hill/Carrbom 

NOW OPEN 

w~’.chapelhillcarrbx~rosuites.ham ptoni nn.com 
Hampton Inn & Suites, Chapel Hill/Durham 

www.chapelhillsuites.ha~nptoninn.com 

Holiday Inn Express, Chapel ttill/Durha~n 

wv~vlliexpress.conv’chapelhillnc 

Quali~ Inn, Chapel Hill 

wv~v.choicehotels.com/hotel/nc694 

Katie Hemming 

Sales Manager. Atma ttotel Group, Inc 

(919) 969-6988x7152 

-Mobile 

(919) 969-6989-Fax 
Hampton Inn & Suites, Chapel Hill/Cm~bom 

NOW OPEN 

w~a~’, chapel hi 11 cmr[x~ro suite s. ha~ npto ni na~. co rn 
Hmnpton hm & Suites, Chapel Hilt,Durham 

~x~x~v.chapelhillsuites.hamptoninn.com 

Holiday hm Express, Chapel Hill/Dnrham 

w~v.hiexpress.com/chapelhillnc 
Quality Inn, Chapel Hill 

www.choicehotels.con~/hotelinc694 



You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the 
organization. All scoreboards are state-of- 
the-art, LED scoreboards with wireless 
controllers. ScoreRewards utilizes local 
advertising to completely fund the project. 
Schools and parks are now able to update 
their scoring equipment and instantly 
transform their facility without using any 
of their budget. For information, call 888- 
235-8877. To learn how Score Rewards 
can work for you, check out our 15 minute 
webinar. 

PowerMax Equipment Designs, 
Manufactures, and Sells Athletic Training 
Equipment. Specializing in ’Athlete 
Engineering’ we focus on the fundamental 
development of speed, strength, power, 
and agility. 

New Kay Park Ping Pong Table is sure to 
be a hit at your facility! Heavy, reinforced 
concrete construction table has a polished 
smooth top surface. Powder coated metal 
net can be laser cut with name or 
message. Let the fun begin! Call Kay Park 
@ 1-800-553-2476 today! 

For 40 years, New York Barbell has been a 
leading manufacturer and distributor of 
exercise equipment and accessories fitting 
the needs of all types of athletes as well as 
budget-minded Athletic Directors. New 
York Barbell has equipped the likes of High 
Schools, Colleges and Universities, Police, 
Fire Departments, Prisons, Professional 
Teams, and the Military with affordable 
sustainable equipment. Call 800-446-1833 
or go to www. NewYorkBarbells.com. 

You are receiving lids newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news li-om MoreenmmMedia or one of its publications: Traitdng & Conditioning, Attfletic Management or Coactfing Managemenl 

To ~msnbscfibe, clickhllp://lists2.rnoment~mmec~a.com/?p ansubscfibe&~Ad 0a980b425f3£o4193963857ec209c374 

To change yore- email ad&ess, click htlp://lists2.momenlam~media.cottd?p prefN-ences&aid 0a980b425f3fb4193963857ec209c374 

Tofbrwardttfisnewslellertoafiiend, clickhrrp://lists2.moment~nmedia.corn/?p fo;ward&uid 0a980b425f3fb4193963857ec209c374&mid 24 

Be sm-e to add lists@momentummedia.com to yore- address book or safe sender list so our emails will always get to yotu- inbox! 



Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caudill, Walter Lovq51 <wlcaud@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:27 PM 

H~eltine, Lizzy <lizzy.h~eltine@unc.edu~; Goldstein, Buck <buck goktstein@m~c.edu>; Stroman, Deb~rah L <dslxo@unc.edu-~; Charles 

Memtl < ~me.com> 

Bootcamp 

Everyorle, 

Was looking at my calendar today. I have UNC Foundation, UNC Endowment and Ctmpel Hill Investment Fund meetings on May 14 
and 15. I will help with the bootcamp as I can but I chair the b~NC Foundation and UNC Endowment boards so I will have to be at 
those meetings. We may want to find an additional instructor for the bootcamp due to lny limited time. 

Lowry 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

George.Coley@fotlinc.com 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 11:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Spalding Contact 

Deb, I will be in a Greensboro tomorrow afternoon. Let’s catch up. 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Mar 12, 2014, at 10:45 PM, "Stmman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi George. Are you in town this week for the ACC Tourney? I want to make sure that you at~ aware of my latest venture -- SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit. (see 
attached) I also met the folks at 94 Fifty and they will be in attendance. I hope you can be a sponsor or at least attend this evenL 

> www.kisport.unc.edu 
> 

> I will be in Greensboro tomorrow. 

> debby 
> 

> @drstmman 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> "How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

> [IMAGE] 

> 

> 

> From: "George.Coley@fotlinc.com" <George.Coley@fotlinc.com> 
> Date: Monday, May 13, 2013 4:54 PM 

> To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
> Subject: Spalding Contact 
> 

> Good afternoon Deborah, it has been a while since we spoke. To jog your memory, Jeff McCleod introduced us at the ACC tournament. I was speaking with Greg Moore, 
Commissioner of the SIAC, and he was very interested in speaking with you. With that said, are you ok if I introduce the two of you via email? 
> 

> 

> [IMAGE] 
> 

> This communication contains information which is confidential and 

> may also be privileged. It is for the exclusive use of the intended 

> recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s), please note 

> that any distribution, copying or use of this communication or the 

> information in it is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 

> communication in error, please notify the sender immediately and 

> then destroy any copies of it. 
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You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the 
organization. All scoreboards are state-of- 
the-art, LED scoreboards with wireless 
controllers. ScoreRewards utilizes local 
advertising to completely fund the project. 
Schools and parks are now able to update 
their scoring equipment and instantly 
transform their facility without using any 
of their budget. For information, call 888- 
235-8877. To learn how Score Rewards 
can work for you, check out our 15 minute 
webinar. 

PowerMax Equipment Designs, 
Manufactures, and Sells Athletic Training 
Equipment. Specializing in ’Athlete 
Engineering’ we focus on the fundamental 
development of speed, strength, power, 
and agility. 

New Kay Park Ping Pong Table is sure to 
be a hit at your facility! Heavy, reinforced 
concrete construction table has a polished 
smooth top surface. Powder coated metal 
net can be laser cut with name or 
message. Let the fun begin! Call Kay Park 
@ 1-800-553-2476 today! 

For 40 years, New York Barbell has been a 
leading manufacturer and distributor of 
exercise equipment and accessories fitting 
the needs of all types of athletes as well as 
budget-minded Athletic Directors. New 
York Barbell has equipped the likes of High 
Schools, Colleges and Universities, Police, 
Fire Departments, Prisons, Professional 
Teams, and the Military with affordable 
sustainable equipment. Call 800-446-1833 
or go to www. NewYorkBarbells.com. 

You are receiving lids newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news li-om MoreenmmMedia or one of its publications: Traitffng & Conditioning, Attfletic Management or Coactffng Managemenl 

To ~msnbscdbe, clickhtlp://lists2.momenmmmedia.com/?p amsubscdbe&aid cda9eld8367364f31561d4159565e9ec 

To change yore- email ad&ess, click http://lists2.momenlaanmedia.com/?p pref~ences&~dd cda9eld8367364f31561d4159565e9ec 

To fbrward tiffs newsleller to a fiiend, click hllp://lists2.momentummec~a.cort#’?p fbrward&uid cda9eld8367364f31561d4159565e9ec&mid 24 

Be sm-e to add lists@momentummedia.com to yore- address book or safe sender list so our emails will always get to yotu- inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ON24 <marketing@on24.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 9:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Measure your webina~: performmace against your peers 

If you have trouble displaying this email, view it as a web page. 

Deborah, 

Webinars have become one of the mosl irnpor[ant tools 
for communicatin9 with cuNome~;, prospects, partner.<; 

and empbyees. On Mamh 26, ON24 will announce 

h~ghl~ghts from ~he atmuN WeNnar Benchmarks Report. 
This is your chance ~o compare the performance of your 
webinars to those of your peers and learn best practices 
Br del~vedn9 successful events. 

for this interactive webcast where we’ll ptesent: 

Benchmark data on webinar registration, 
altendance and pmticipation 
DetaiL~ on the most effective interactivity and 
engagement tools 
How to use webinars for community building 
An update on the adoption of moM~ity and sodN 
media too~s 
T~p and tr~cks for de~iverin9 successfu~ events 

i~ ON24 

Eonchmarks Roport 

~’/; c ..    / Senior Director, 

~m~: ~ I 00 A, I PT ~3~ent Marketing 
M ~T 

~s Semor ~rector of Content 

Marketing for ON24, Mark is 

responsible for managing marketing 

commuNcafions in suppo~ of 

webcasting and v~ua~ events solutions. 



To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences, click here. 

ON24, Inc. 

201 Third Street, 3rd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94103 I 877.202.9599 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukeviseonti@diversityinc.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Zimmerma~ Signs Autographs at G~m Show, Stambles Through Questions About Remorse 

March 13, 2014 

Mothers of S~ai~-~ Black "ree~~s U~~ite to Protest 

The mothers of Trayvon 
Matin and Jordan Davis 
lead a march to demand a 
repeal of the law that 
protects murderers like 
George Zimmerman and 
Michael Dunn, while the 
Florida Senate looks to 
compromise with a reform 
of the law. 

Cdme? 

Remarks on T~aWer~ Mar~:~r~. Raqsm 

In a TV inte~iew during an 
appearance at a Florida gun ¯ ¯ 

show, George Zimmerman 
also said that he doesn’t 
understand why people feel~’ 
so much anger toward him. 

z.~mm..rma~~ Jutor: ’Race D~d Net P~a~ 

Fashion magazine Vogue has decided to publish a 
spread featuring a model in BlackNce in one of its 
international editions, and it’s not the first time. Even 
more shocking are the number of Americans who think 
BlackNce is OK. 

Marriott’s pa~nership with the National Black MBA 

Association has raised its profile with a talent pipeline 



very important to its future. 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

"You don’t seem Black," "You speak so well" and "You 
just lost your Black card" are all things that, unfortunately, 
are said on a regular basis. Can you believe that these 
comments are made in professional settings? Believe 
it--and the sad fact of the matter is there’s more. 

Was this forwarded to youJ?om aJ?iend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsletter. 

2JDive~.sityl~~c Best 
P~°actices 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as well as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies--start-ups to 
advanced--including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

16 Podc&st Tips i Video tbr Personal BraMing ] Social Media Analytics Tools ] Search Tin[tic 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Mar 13, 2014 
".’Oi "i ::!, N<:~ :!< 

L l 

~ 16 Podcast Hosting Tips I Learned From 

Marketing Smarts 

~PRO Favorite Take 10: Guy Kawasaki on 
............ How to ~.ohaot ao~ ~.~o~e I~ ""~’"="~ I 

[i£i Survey Says ] 

Why Marketers Use Social Media 
Analytics Tools 

Msrkstsrs IMd soci~l msdia a~@Ocs too~s most 

l ii.~.ii Quick Take] 

You Need to Add Video to Your 
Personal Branding Strategy 



~ Cancemed About Less Traffic From Google 

Search? 

Mar 13 

Mar 14 

Mar 25 

Mar 27 

Apr 1 

Apr 10 

Oct 9-10 





The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Special Offer: Save 15% on reliable reporting and essential insight 
Get instant access to premium articles, data, and research 

In today’s climate of growth and innovation, you can’t afford to fall behind on the latest news and trends in 

higher education From MOOCs to reinventing academic calendars to testing new channels through which 

to reach current and prospective students, the world of academe is transforming and adapting to meet the 

demands and needs of the times. How are you navigating this time of change? 

Sabscribe today and benefit from: 

¯ Reports and analysis on the effects of today’s economy on academe 

¯ In-depth insight into the latest institutional budget crises and financial data. 

¯ Unlimited access to salary surveys, workplace data, admissions, and more 

¯ Plus, surveys and reports on how social media can improve your institution’s competitive edge. 

A subscription to The Chronicle of Higher Education gives you the trusted insight you need to navigate the 

issues of today and pFepaFe foF the ideas of LomoFFOW. SubscFibe today and ensure you stay’ on top of the 

news and information you need, when and howyou need it 

[ ~ Save 15~ 

~ h~ ~r ~!#!~ I !~ ~ ~ Tw~ #t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marketo Webinars <bwilliams@marketo.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Webinar] Driving Marketing Automation Success Across the Enterprise - 3/27 

Driving Marketing Automation Success Across the 

Enterprise 

Hi Deborah, 

Ready to embark on a journey with 
marketing automation but don’t know 
where to begin? 

Taking a measured and planned 
approach is the best way to start and a 
wise decision. Attend this webcast on 
Thursday, March 27 at lOam PT to 
learn how to create an effective strategy 
to maximize your marketing investment 
across the organization. 

Attend to learn how to: 

¯ Document the right marketing 
goals to achieve success 

¯ Facilitate cross-functional 
alignment 

¯ Determine measurable metrics and 
reports 

¯ Leverage systems and technology 
to capitalize on your investment 

Best, 

Blake Williams 
Sales Development Representative 
(650) 539-3509 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 
10AM PT / 1 PM ET 

30 minutes 
Register Now 

Speaker: 

Shyna Zhang 
Sr. Product Marketing 
Manager at Marketo 

This email was sent to you because you requested information from Marketo or a partner. If you wish to unsubscribe or update your email subscription, 
please visit our email preference center. View our privacy policy. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marketo Webinars <bwilliams@marketo.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Webinar] Driving Marketing Automation Success Across the Enterprise - 3/27 

Driving Marketing Automation Success Across the 

Enterprise 

Hi Deborah, 

Ready to embark on a journey with 
marketing automation but don’t know 
where to begin? 

Taking a measured and planned 
approach is the best way to start and a 
wise decision. Attend this webcast on 
Thursday, March 27 at lOam PT to 
learn how to create an effective strategy 
to maximize your marketing investment 
across the organization. 

Attend to learn how to: 

¯ Document the right marketing 
goals to achieve success 

¯ Facilitate cross-functional 
alignment 

¯ Determine measurable metrics and 
reports 

¯ Leverage systems and technology 
to capitalize on your investment 

Best, 

Blake Williams 
Sales Development Representative 
(650) 539-3509 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 
10AM PT / 1 PM ET 

30 minutes 
Register Now 

Speaker: 

Shyna Zhang 
Sr. Product Marketing 
Manager at Marketo 

This email was sent to you because you requested information from Marketo or a partner. If you wish to unsubscribe or update your email subscription, 
please visit our email preference center. View our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WhalCounts <maxketing@whatcounts.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Emml Maxketing Es~ntiaJs: Testing, Tracking, and List-Building 

maiq,;~tir~g upd~3tes, inciudiq9 57 Tips for Growin~q Your Email List! 

WhatCounts 

Weekly 

Spirit Airlines’ edgb, email - good or bad? Kids are 

tomorrow’s marketing audience Learn from 

their behavior now! 

Go [d£~y wit~ Emai~, ~t 



I ~iI Come to 

theWe Love Email Innovation Tour! 

Join us at 

LeadsCon March 25-26 

ii~iI Come to 

Ohicago for the We Love 

Email Innovation Tour! 

LeadsCon We Love 
~nnovation 

i i ~i WhatCounts Weekly                                    "~ .......... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

Takeaways from NttL Scare i Game Time for Transgender Students ] Partial Teardown tbr $60M HS Stadium? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Four Takeaways for All Tea~ns Following Peverley Scaxe 

Rich Peverley came frightfully close to death Monday night. Thanks to quick action 

by the Dallas Stars medical staIl~ the 31 -year-old NHI, player survived .... 

Officials Address Concerns Over Transgender Athletes 

Senior 1~ at Cordova-Gofi; who was born mede but identifies as a fe~nale, is one of 

the first to take advantage of recent changes by the California ... 

Cracking $60M Stadium Ma;, Require Partial Teaxdown 

Nelson Forensics released its full report on the condition of Allen (Tex.) High 

School’s Eagle Stadium yesterday, and the news isn’t good .... 

New Video of Fan’s Stadium Fall Could Be a Factor in Court 
’][’he Buffalo Bills fan who fell last ihll from the top deck of Ralph Wilson Stadimn 

into the stands below heard Tuesday in court that ... 

Treasurer Denies Taking $10K from Wrestling Booslers 
Prosecutors said 41-year-old Wendi Willette stole more than $10,000 from the 



Winslow ttigh School Wrestling Booster Club. She ti~ces a... 

Small HS Teams ~ ’lth BI~ Followings Get Pit Priority 
They axe the biggest sehools in the state at least when it comes to enrollment. 

Fan-wise, it’s a different story .... 

Rays Tout New ’Flex Packs’ Ticketing as Unique to MLB 
The Tampa Bay Rays are connting on a new flexible ticket program to lift them ont 

of last place in home attendance, building much of... 

Retired Nav’~’ Officer Offers No-Nonsense. No-Machine G,~-m 

On Super Bowl Sunday, while most sports fans were huddled around TVs, 
members and trainers at a new Boca Raton g?~m were flipping ... 

Fitness Paxtnershi F~,ith Walk Throu h Parks 

The YMCA is paxtnering with the Community Pmk District of LaGrange Park and 

Oasis Women’s Spa and Fitness to coordinate Get Active ... 

High Winds Blow Panels Off Neyland Stadium Jumbotron 
Thi~-mile-per-hour winds carried four panels from the video board located high 

above Neyland Drive. One car was scratche& but no one was injured .... 

Depression-Era Stadium’s Latest Upgrade is Synthetic Turf 
Historic Breese Stevens Field on Madison’s near east side is about to get a dose of 

modem-day reality in the way of aJNJ~ficial turf.... 

UW Students ’Happ_v’ with Recreation Vote Outcome 
University of Wisconsin- Madison students behind a $223 million rebuild of 

recreational spo~ts facilities poffted a video of t hartell Williams ... 

HS Wrestler Loses, Huas Opponent’s Cancer-Fightin~ Dad 
A Minnesota high school wrestler won over the crowd with a hug that came away 

from the mat and after losing the 120-pound state title match 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Peeing in Public Pools Common and Hannful~ Say Studies 
The Los Angeles Times reports one in five Americans admits to peeing in a public 

swimming pool, and a new study finds that dangerous chemical reactions can result. 

New Reader Comments: 

NttI~ Medical Guidelines Credited in Peverle¥ Response 
Having roles and protocols like this is ve~?" impol~tant for the safeU of the athletes. I 

am sure that having the Team t hysician in close proxirniU to the ... 

d to a friend 

AB Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... 

ii~ Facebook ~ 
Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

iii~ Linkedln Xll YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 



i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

[ ii.~.iI ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Mah:={!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.lt{i=e ~,i=-~siis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea{!i~e 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones & Bartlett Learning <info@jblearning.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

A Complete Course Solution for Your Women’s Health Students 

Engage Your Students in the Learning Process 
with A~exa~der’s Best~Se~ling Text! 

NAVIGATE! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

6 Surprising Tactics of a Billionaire 

6 Surprising Strategies of 

Click Here for Article on Forbes 

a Humble Billionaire 

This week Jason Nazar, CEO ef Docstoc, 

sat down with Scott Cook, the founder of 

Intuit to better understand his success. 

After spending an afternoon with him, 

Jason was so inspired by how Scott did 

business that he wrote a Forbes article on 

top things he learned that day: 

Curiosity kills condescet~siot~: the 

most succesful people never stop asking 

questions, or listening to the answers, 

Doers do: During their conversation 

Scott pulled out his phone several times, 

not to check email, but to take notes and 

set action items for their next meeting, 

Check out the previous articles: 

How Much 
Time Do 
Workers 
Waste? 

Male vs. 

Female 

Leaders 

Top 10 

Business 

Movies 

~,.’:: A Lookat the 

Minimum 

Wage 

Debate 

~<,, p;~96 DO.’C.StOC@ iS iSOt r~SpO;’:Sibl6 ":or Srd p,~Ptv products; sarvic<s; sites, <to Our use of 3rc." ..’,’.’sr:y 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversib’inc.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 10:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

’Racist Ragers’: Sororities From Top Universities }lost Overtly Racist Parties 

March 14, 2014 

America Gets Actor [)eath Threats 

After WalmaA commits a 
massive amount of 
resources that will help 
underpaid and out-of-work 
Americans~mostly Black 
and Latino~the well-known 
voiceover a~ist and TV star 
who narrated the ad 
received death threats. 
What did he compare them 
to and what exactly is 
Walma~ investing in? 

~}~:}_~2~_. Ends Bey. Scouts F:~-~dh’~g. Ove~ Gay.-Leadersh~R 

Law? 

Are celebrities like Katy 
Per~ to blame for the rise ....... 
of the "racist rager"? 
Sorority girls are just 
imitating what pop stars 
have been doing for years. 

Rac~a~ Tension at UCLA Schoo~ of Law Continues to 

Tie New Motivation For Hate Crimes 

Race is no longer the number one bias behind hate 
crimes, What is and how many hate crimes occur eve~ 
yea~ 

How 13o Yo~ Hold Or~ to Nid-Career Women? 

Several companies recently told us of increasing 
difficulty retaining high-potential women in their 30s and 



40s despite having flexible workplaces. This is creating 
an increasing gender gap in the talent pipeline to senior 
management. 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

CVS’s Lesson: Carp÷/)iem 
Here’s how companies such as CVS are protecting their 
reputation and brands while enhancing and realizing 
strategic value from them. 

Was this f!)~arded to youJ?om aJ~end? 

Click here to receive the Diversi&Inc newsletter. 

~Diver.~ity~n¢ Best 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as well as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies--start-ups to 
advanced--including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intraneL 

CL~CK HERE TO .~EE ~F YO~!R 

I 

Was this forw, arded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the DiversitFlnc newsletter. 

342 Nassm~ Street, Prm< eros;, N,1 t?g540 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, March 14, 2014 1:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

PE Alternatives ] Guns in Public Places ] Marketing ’Madness’ 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Marching Band a Substitute tbr PE? New Mexico Says Yes 
School districts again ca~ allow students to use marching band, JROTC and 

athletics in lieu of gym class. Gov. Susana Maxtinez signed a bill ... 

Ma,/ors Share Concerns Over Guns- ii- Rec- Centels Bill 

A proposed state law that allows concealed carry firearms in municipal recreation 

centers won’t ott’ectjust Charleston, ... 

Gnns in Public Places Bill Advances; Stadiums Still Exempt 

Saying Arizonans have "God-given rights to defend tlaemselves," the slate House 

voted Wednesday to let anyone bring a concealed weapon ... 

NCAA Basketball: Has Midm~ior’ Lost Its Meaning, 

’][’he success of programs such as Gonzaga and No.2 Wichita State raises a valid 

queslion: Is the term midmajor becoming inelevant? ... 

Marketers Going Mad This M~xch Over NCAA Tournament 
March Madness doesn’t have the heft of the Super Bowl. Nor the scope of the 



recent Olympic Games. But, dang, marketers big aa~d small are ... 

Dayton Plannina Special Events Leading Up to First Four 

While Das~on won’t know which eight teams it will host, the First Four Local 

Organizing Committee has prepmed a number of events this ... 

FHSAA Investigating School Over Illegal Recruiting Chaxge 
The investigation comes on the heels ofm-o separate complaints filed by Paseo 

Count?- public schools in Janumy-, alleging illegal recruitment ... 

TSSAA Votes to Study Complete Public-Private Split 
After more tha~ an hour of discussion V~ ednesday morning, the T SSAA s nine- 

member legislative council voted to table a propo~l to ... 

~c leball Courts S lash Pad 

’][’he city is hosting a second forum on Wednesday for residents to discuss plans for 

a future sports park at the ’][’ustin Legacy. The public ... 

Georgia Dome Sa’~dna Goodb,/e to SEC Basketball Event 
Since the Southeastern Conference reinstated its men’s basketball tournament in 

1979 following a 26-year hiatus, no venue has housed the event ... 

Sunset of Miller Park Sales Tax Could Be Pushed to 2021 

A year ago, the consultant. PFM Crroup, said the 0.1% stadium sales tax could end 

between 2016 and 2020. Two years ago, the consultant ... 

NHL Votes OverwhelmingLlvl to Abolish Teach Combines 
The Sab~es are still in discussions to host the NHL Scouting Combine. It appears 

that’s the only way draft prospects will get to work ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

) Four Takeawavs for All Teams Following t eveflev 
Peverley came frightli~lly close to death Monday night. Thanks to quick action by 

the Dallas Stars medical staB; the 31-year-old NHL player survived. 

New Reader Comments: 

Four Takeawavs for All Teams Following Peverle,~- Scare 
Automated External Detibrillators (AED) should optimally be placed behind the 

benches in a rink ~3 they are easily accessible in m~ emergency. 

HS Wrestler Loses, Hugs Opponent’s Cancer-Fighting Dad 
Wow, this kid is alma@ a champion in my eyes! Being able to be a gifted athlete, 
which he is, and then a2lso being a gentleman at such a young age is ... 

AB Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... 

ii"~ Facebook ~ 
Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

iii~ Linkealn Xll YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 



i~i AB App Now here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 4:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

eFl&sh: ACC tournament headed tbr Barclays Center in Brooklyn? 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Barclays Center in Brooklyn, New York. 

I mn here for the Atlantic 10 men [] s basketball t,~urnmnent. This is the second year of a 5-year 

A- 10 agreement in this very impressive facili~. This agreement has been very good for the A- 

10 and for the Barclays Center as well. 

As I tap this out, the Saint JosephUs has a slim 70-67 lead over Da,vton. In the first game St. 

Bonaventure won a tlmller with a one- second-to-go 3-pointer over St. Louis Uhiversi~. Two 

more games are ~heduled tonight, one bet~veen VCU and Richmond and the last between 
UMass and George Washington. It is very good basketbdll here. 

The Atlantic 10 [] s basketbaJd prowess is no new thing. This is great basketball from a 

basketball-centric league, ruth no second class status to D1-A football. Over the past several 

years the A- 10 has been right up there with the Big East, the ACC and the Big ’Fen in getting 

teams into the NCAA tournament. 

What a coincidence that [] while I am sitting here enjoying a great Dayton-St. Joe [] s game [] I 

would come across the article below by Pete Thamel of SI.com that the ACC is [] finalizh~g 

details to play its tournament at Bm~clays Center. [] 
Very interesting. 

New York is [lyes[; considered by most as the first city of basketball. However, the ca]endax 

necessitates that major conferences play their tournament on the same week, so it would seem 

thatl ~despite New Yorkl s basketball drawing power[1 there is not room for three cont~rence 
tournmnents. As big as New York is, there are only m,o marquee arenas (MSG and 

Barclays). Now it[] s the Big East and the Atlantic 10. And to make room for the ACC one of 

them would have to go. 

Maybe I [] m tnissing something but the only other big arena possibilities for a D1 tournament in 

Metro New York are []The Rock[] (aka: the Prndential Center) in Newark, the Izod Center 
in the Meadowlands and the RAC at Rntgers, bnt all three of those are in New Jersey, and 

that [] s not New York. 

The only city that has more fl~an two tournaments is Las Vegas. They have four, the Pac- 12, 

the West Coast Conference, the Western Athletic Cont~rence and the Mountain West. But 
that ~; s L&s Vegas, where they have millions upon millions of Nuare t~et of convention space. 



Stay tuned ..... 

Nick Int?~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com!@Colle#eAt hClips 

ACC finalizing details to play its tournament at Barclays Center 
ByPete Thamel, SI.com, 3-14-14, 9:i2am ET 

NEW YORK - The Atlantic Coast Conference is finalizing details for a multi-year 

agreement to play its post~a~n tournament at the Barclays Center in Brooklyn. The details 

are expected to be completed by the end of the month, according m multiple sources. 

The ACC desires a two-yeay agreement that could start as eMy as 2017, the next 
uncommitted year for the ACC tournament. (The ACC plays in Greensboro in 2015 and in 

Washington D.C. in 2016). 

The looming issue ruth plab~ing at the Barclays Center in 2017 is the Atlantic 10 tournament, as 

2017 is the final year of the A- 10’s five-year agreement with the Barclays Center. The details 
of how the ACC and A- 10 will navigate that have not been finalized and are expected to be 

discussed in the Atlantic 10’s presidents and athletic directors meetings on Friday morning. 

The ACC’s move to New York has been viewed within the conference as inevitable, as ifs 
expected that the league will rotate through New York and North Carolina locations after 

2017. (Maryland’s departure to the Big Ten makes Washington D.C. a less nataral place to 

hold the toummnent.) 

The ACC has no chance to move to Madison Square Garden in the immediate futare, as MSG 

has a deal signed with the Big East through 2026. Multiple sources described that contract as 
"air fight." A source with direct knowledge of the contract said that Joseph M. Leccese, the 

Big East’s la~er with prominent finn Proskauer Rose, spent an inordinate amount offime 

making sure that MSG couldn’t get out of the deal with the Big Easnt. (The Gayden is 

considered the Big East’s bes~t asset.) 

That left the ACC with the Barclays Center as its top option to give the leagne a presence in 

New York with its conference tournament. (The Barclays Center has also been in 

conversations with the Big Ten). ~Vhile The Garden has more history and a Mmthattan 

location, mulfiple ACC administrators stressed that they will not have an inferior venue. 
"It wasn’t Madison Square Garden or else," said an official at an ACC school. "People are 

enthralled with the Barclays Center. If The Garden is locked up, so be it. I don’t think [the 

Bayclays Center] is a warm up act. It’s a hell ofa faciliff." 

Within the ACC, the move is viewed as a marriage of the best league in college basketball with 

the country’s tnosnt prominent ciff and media market. Especially considering the ACC’s recent 

northern expansio~ with the addition of Pittsburgh, Syracuse and Notre Dame this season, the 

move to host the tournan~ent in New York City has been considered a natural transition. 

While the ACC’s traditional roots are on Tobacco Road, the league’s members crone to a 

decision that expanding its reach to bigger markets is a must. The ACC is balancing its past 

and future by honoring its North Carolina roots by holding the tournament there and rotating it 

through New York as a sign of its expansion and increased national presence. 

According to one source, the feeling among ACC coaches about playing inNew York is 

overwhelmingly positive. Both Notre Dame coach Mike Brey mad Syracuse coach Jim 

Boehiem lobbied hard for New York both privately and publicly. Behind the scenes, Duke 

coach Mike Krzyzewski and North Carolina coach Roy Willimns have been more bullish 

about the move to New York than they’ve let on publicly. Both programs have played games 

in New York in recent seasons and seen the power it can have with reaching alumni, media 

and as a recruiting tool. But they’ve chosen their words carefully, as to not ott~nd their local thn 

bases. 

’][’he ACC’s move to Barclays sets the stage for some fascinating college basketball theatre in 

New York, potentially drawing the college basketball spotlight away from Madison Square 

Garden. The ACC now includes former Big East stalwarts Syracuse, Pitt. Notre Dame, 

Loui~ille and Bos~ton College, wbich all have s~trong alumni bases in the New York axea and 

are accustomed to traveling to New York for postseason tonrnaments. 

When the ACC and Big East run congruently, it would pit two of the top leagues, cable giants 

ESPN and Fox and historic Madison Square Garden and the new-age BaJcclays Center. 

Pete ]hamel writes for SI.com. 7his article has’ been reprinted on Clips with the 

author~s permission. To access the Sl.com home page click here 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~.colleqeathleticsclips.com 



TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. el=LASHes are emalled d/rectty to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular New York basketball el=LASH has been sent to a!! Clips subscribers. 

About our webs!re: CollegePthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and 7~he Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Cha~tge yore- subscription 
Ultsubscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 10:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Backlash after Omax Epps wears a "skirt" on TV 

athletes and entertainers go broke 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins Many of us saw the ESPN 30-for-30 episode catted "Broke." This was a tragic 

and borderline comedic display of professtonat athletes who’ve gone from... 

March 15, 2014 / / Re~d 5tore 

According to CelebrRy Net worth, President Barack Obama ts a very weatthy man. He is worth 

$12.2 mit[ton as of 2014, and the amount grows with each passing... 

March 15, 2014 / / Pearl Mole 

black men being forced to be femirdr~e? 

Actor Omar Epps set off a firestorm of controversy by appearing on The View wearing something 

that can onty be described as a skirt. The outfit was apparentty a new fashion trend that some men 

are embracing, but offended some viewers as a fold to the gay rights movement of the taut four 

years. [...] 

Sodium: The Silent Kfl~er of African 
Americans 

t~y grandmother was Southern, and she grew up on Crisco. It is a cooking oit, but it rooks tike white- 

cotored Vasetine. There it sat in two cans on her stove. One was used for chicken grease, the 

other for fish grease. Sometimes tt was reused more than once. If you happened to burn yoursetf 

white [...] 

Black Women 8~ Cervica~ Cancer ~- The 

Cervicat cancer affects more than 11,000 women worldwide annualty. Of the dose to 2,000 Btack 

women diagnosed with cervicat cancer each year, over 40 percent wtK die. This is unacceptaNe. 

Cervicat cancer is one of the most preventaNe types of cancer, and women can be screened for it 

with routine Pap tests. Despite this fact, [...] 

h~an with t 32 Lb Scrotum [)ies at 49 



Wesley Warren was a star, sort of, but for some of the wron8 reasons. Warren was once the 

subject of a TLC specia[ cat[ed "The Man With the 132 Lb Scrotum." Warren suffered from scrotat 

tymphedema, a condition that led to swettin8 beyond anythin8 anyone had ever seen. Now, Warren 

has died of a heart attack, [...] 

2,-oYe  r Old Found With A Lot Of  -t eroin 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Phit@ Youns, 27 of New Jersey is bein8 charsed with endanserin8 the 

wetfare of a chi[d. Youn8 hid 48 envetopes of heroin into... 

March 15, 2014 / / Pearl Mole 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinser New York City’s speciatized schoots still have low enro[tment amon8 

minorities, accordin£ to a city report reteased on Friday. New York’s speciatized hish schoots... 

March 15, 2014 / / %:d More 

usin.~_ It--wo~’d: .-, O~tando Sentine~ 

Nothin8 sets controversia[ and thousht-provokin8 ESPN.com cotumnist Jason Whittock more fired 

up than when other African-Americans cart each other the N-word and justify it by c[aimin8 they 

are usi ns... 

March 15, 2014 / / ~e~.:~ More 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

(],~,~ud~ Md~’so~: ~,~ost dvit ~;~:,~s d,%’t caI’~ about 

More Water" 

community 

The storefront church destroyed Wednesday in the East Harlem explosion was a neishborhood 

mainstay appreciated for its outreach to tow-income peopte in an area just besinnin8 to 8entrify 

March 14, 2014 / / %aci 



~n LA 

Former NFL star Darren Sharper~s Ba~l 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris As the criminal prosecutors continue to put tosether their case asainst 

dis£raced former NFL star Darren Sharper, the former Saint’s outtook has 8one from... 

March 14, 2014 / / Read Mere 

roommate 

A 67-year otd pastor’s body was found inside his home in Los Ansetes and police are sayin8 that his 

roommate is responsibte for what happened. Earnest Dewitt Brannon... 

By Yolanda Spivey A new study published by the American Psycho[osicat Association (APA) confirmed 

what we air have suspected for years when it comes to Btack boys-that they are viewed as eider 

and less innocent than their white counterparts. The research also points out they are more 

tikety "perceived" to be 8uitty and face a [...] 

Sex To}z. Intervention: Wh~(y:_ Be Time 

i 
Wh’4 May 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Women ever~here have their favorite bedroom toy. It becomes a constant 

companion to some, espeda[[y those who are s~ns[e. Usin8 it too much however can actually ruin... 

March 15, 2014No Comment~ead ~,ore 

By: Krysde Crossman There are many healthy foods out there that wW do a body 8ood. But there 

are some that can actually be worse for you than you think... 

Race Parents 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III If you stop to [ook around the wortd, you’[t notice diversity from a[t sides. 

You can’t hide from seein8 people in air sizes, shapes, and corers. In addition to what can be easity 

noticeable with your eyes, what you don’t easily see are the tifestyles of many peopb. Because 

we’re [...] 

March 13, 2014Ne (om ir~en~r~ead More 



! II 

By: Stephanie Allen-Gobert Imagine bein~ on death row for 26 years knowin~ your innocent, but 

still might be executed. Since August of 1988, G~enn Ford has sat on death row waitin~ to be set 

free or executed. On Tuesday afternoon, Ford, 64 walked out of prison at An~o~a in Louisiana 

free man. Ajudse [...] 

3031 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 9:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results: l~arch 18, 2014 

Lo.~in to view 

12o8o07 
I funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) 

Limited submission 

Deadline: 
May 1, 2014 

~tu~’ne~~ 2: 
5 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sewices 
(HHS) 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Q~ality (AHRQ) 

Amount: 
$5,000,000 

Deadline: 
May 23, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Department for International Development (DFID) - United 
Kingdom 

Amount: 
£8,000,000 

Deadline: 
April 4, 2014 

Sponsor: 



United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) 

Amount: 
$14,000,000 

Deadline: 
May 23, 2014 

S¢ie~ce {R43~R44} 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sewices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$I ,500,000 

Deadline: 
A~gust 5, 2014 

Scie~-~ee tR41tR4~} 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sen/ices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Heall:h (NIH) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
August 5, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: March 16, 2014 

Lo,~i~ to view 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 10:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 3-17-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. Hope you ave well. 

Me? Well, my back is sore, my eyes are bleary, and I ~ m tired from lack of sleep. Why? Well, 

like many tblks, I have spent a lot of hours consuming basketball the~ past five days .... in 

person at the Big East tournament at Madison Square Garden and the Atlantic 10 tournament 

at Barclays Center and then dozens of hours in front of the ClipsTnbe watching bits and pieces 

of seemingly eve~ one of the 31 (or is it 32?) cont~rence tournamen~s. 

Here was the Clips Viewing Schedule for Saturday and Sunday ..... 

So now, as I tap this out at 10-ish on Sunday night, all the tournan~ent games are done. And 

the NCAA tournament selections have been made as well. And I mn watching ~Requiem to 

the Big East~ a 30 for 30 on ESPN, and now [] an hour into it, I say it is superb. I [] II do tip a 

ClipsReview tomonow after I get some sleep. 

~i 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick InFante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w~w~,.twitter.co~N@Colle,~eA~hClips 



Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website, if you are not iogged in yot~ will get 

~ Bi~ East Tournament: Different? Yes. Better/Worse? Both c~p~ 

Let us in! NCAA footbNI r~les committee needs more 

College basketball’s football problem (;.:~u~d ~:,~l:ba~ eve~ be a o~.:~-~me~;~er 

~ Want to See the Duke-UNC Game? Hide ~ the Restroom 

SEC will review alcoho~ policy for fans at off~ampus games 

~ A No-Textin~ Zone at CoHeqe s~{?:~:.~e;:.~:.r~:e:~; m.:~s~ed mo;;]~e 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips LeR Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
w~wv.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this maili~g list or claa~ge the email format please use the links below: 

Cha~ge yore subscription 

U~ ubsc~ibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsub~dbe 



Knee pathologies rank among [he most common, most debilitating, and the most costly muscutoskeletal conditions in the United States each year. 

Unfortunately, injury to this major weightobearing joint often affects a person’s ability to walk, run, and participate in adequate physical activity. Patients 

with chronic knee conditions and physical disability are often at higher risk of developing dangerous inactivity related diseases such as obesity, diabetes 

and cardiow~scutar disease. "fhe~efo~e, it is critical to develop treatments that keep patients with knee injury and chronic knee conditions physical active. 

Neuromuscubr alterations in muscles surrounding the injured knee are a major hindrance to improving/maintaining patient functbn. Neuromuscular 

a~terations following knee injury often manifest as neu[al inhiMt~on, or ~nabi~ity to contract the uninjured quadriceps musc~]atu[e~ [,Mthout propel 

neuromuscular function o~ ~he quadriceps, patbnts with knee h~]ury often exhibit altered walking or runnh~g mechanics. A~tered biomechanics may lead to 

chronic joint degeneratbn or a hastened progressbn of knee osteoarthdtis. Previously, we have outlined the theoretica~ framework contdbuth~g to 

neuromuscular a~terat~ons following knee ~n]ury and the b~omecha~cal cost of these alterations in detail See - Pin,yes;insane 8G McZ.eod MM ~y AS 

We are s~mu~taneous~y tryin~ to: 1) better understand the mechanisms beMnd th~s neuromuscular response to joint injury and 2) doing our best to 

devebp inte~,entions to t[eat patients w~th this proMem. For many people with neuromuscular a~teratbns fo~bw~ng knee ~nju[y, trad~tbna~ therapeutb 

exercise does not address the underlyh~g neural genesis of the disease. We, and other laboratories, have tested differen~ therapies that seern to show 

promise ~n specifically targeting neuromuscular dysfunction for the purpose of augmenting traditional therapeutb e>:erc~se and improving patient 

outcomes. ] have recently worked Matthew Hal-key MS ATC, ~,~ho ~s a fi[st year Human Movement Science RhD student, and Dr. Phi~ip Glibble, a faculty 

member at the University of Tobdo, on a Systematic Review that looks to determine the most effective therapeutic #,temen[~ons for h~creasing 

Why did you do this study? 

We conducted the systematic review in order to provide clinicians with the currently mast effective interventions for specifically combating neuromuscular 

dysfunction of the quaddceps. We felt that these data would be important for Athletic Trainers and Physical Therapists to know in order to best treat 

neuromuscular alterations following knee injury. Many of the studied modalities are easily accessible in current clinical settings; we hoped that the current 

systematic review would shed light on these modalities, and provide new indications (treating neu~ornuscutar alterations) Ior rnany rnodalities with which 

clinicians are already familiar 

What did you do in this study? 

Transcranial Magnetic ,~timulation (TM,~,) 

We searched VYeb of Science from January 1,1965 through September 27, 2012, using the key words such as: "quadriceps activation" and 

"transcutaneous efectrical nerve stirnutation", "transc~anial magnetic s~irnu~atbn," "cryotherapy", "foca~ joint coo~ing", 

moM~izatbn", ’joint man~pu~atbn", "manual therapy", and "neuromuscubr ebctdca~ stimulation". We ~ncluded studies that eva~uated the effect of 

d~sinhibitory ~ntervenfions on vo]itbna~ quadr~ceps actNatbn, wMch ~s a recognized measure of neuromuscular function. Effect s~zes we[e calculated from 

voluntary quadr~ceps activation means and standard deviations measured at baseline and at al~ ava~aMe post h~[erventbn time points from each study 

order to compare the different inten~entbns across ~aboratodes. 

What did you do and what did you find in this study? 

-= r: ~w,, 20 l~.os<~.~ a. ~ :~s.s,~ ~,,~1 

Tran.~,cutaneous< Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS]. 

\No found ten studies were grouped into 5 categories based on intervention type: manual therapy (4 studies), transcutaneous electrical iserve stimulation 

(2 studies), cryotherapy (2 studies), neuromuscular efectrical stimulation (2 studies), and transc~aniaf magnetic stimulation (1 study). Transcutaneous 

ebctrical nerve stimulation (TENS) demonstrated the strongest immediate and long-term effects and transcranial magnetic stimulation of the brain had 

moderate immediate effects in improving voluntary quadriceps activation, whereas manual therapy elicited only weak imrnediate effects. Neuromuscular 

ebctricat stimulation produced weak negative to strong positive effects over a period of 3 weeks to 6 months. 



How do these findings impac~ the public? 

The most current literature .suggests that TENS used in con,junction with therapeutic exercise has the ability to best improve quadriceps neuromuscular 

alterations following joint inju[y. TENS is a relatively inexpensive and safe treatment, which is normally used as a non-pharmacological treatment for pain. 

Recent evidence indicates tha~ TENS can be used in conjunction with strength training to improve neuromuscular function in patients with knee injury. 

.~:: .~a=-= 2o blog-,.,~,.~=cis~ o=-=,olo.~v ~-,ic Currently, EX,~ faculty and students are continuing to conduct research to Jdenti~v patients that wou~d best respond to 

~euromusc~ar inte~,entions following knee ~u]u[y. Add~t~oua~y, we 8re devebp~g uew modal~t~es and p~a~ to test 

TENS ~n ~arger patient populations. We look forward to p~ov~d~ng updates on these new directions in the near future. 

As for now, try ~ncorporat~ng TENS into your trad~tiona~ therapeutic exercise inten~entions for patients with knee ~njury. Let me know your resu~ts~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Obmnacare Ad Lies Exposed 

March 17, 2014 

The Republican Party is     ~ ....... 
seeing a change in the 
ideological values of its 
youngest members, 
especially on one hot- []i 

button social issue. 

_~:?~blicar~ Cor~gressiortal Car~d~date ~r~c~des Ga,~. Pad:r~er 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Obamacare Ad L~es 

An "unaffordable"          ~ . 
Obamacare plan will likely 
save one ad padicipant 
more than $7,600 a year. 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Are you aware of all the benefits you and your spouse 
are now entitled to? Prudential Financial releases its new 
Thought Leadership paper, which includes a detailed 
perspective on key preparation strategies for LGBT 
couples post-DOMA. 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Now [)o You Ho~d Or~ to N~d..Career Womer~? 
Several companies recently told us of increasing 
diNculty retaining high-potential women in their 30s and 
40s despite having flexible work#aces. This is creating 
an increasing gender gap in the talent pipeline to senior 

~anagement. 

V#:)EO: We~s g:a~:gto’s 



For Wells Fargo Executive Vice President and Chief 
Risk Officer Kevin Moss, a new marriage has changed 
not only his personal life, but brought new perspective to 
his professional life. 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the DiversitFInc newsletter, 

JO~-~li~-~e Jobs Bombard 

One click, 15,000jobs. 

Whether you’re looking for 
a job or looking to make 
more money, 
Diversitylnc’s Career 
Center has the jobs and 
career advice for you! 

(’I ,R"~ ~J[ERE ’J[’O SE 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:21 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: Walter Benjamin’s Afterlife 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, March 17, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

Walter Be~}jamin’s Aferlif{t~ 
By Eric Ba~ks 

How a Harvard University Press editor helped bring a German man of letters to prominence. 

’Scuse Me Wl:-~ile Ii Kiss Tl:-~is Guy 
By Kevin J./[. Dettmar 

tow we misunderstand rock lyrics can be instructive. 

By Theodore Ziolkowski 

First-person accounts have spread like a virus from memoir to scholarship. 

No Two Ghet.~.os At’e Alike [] 
By Mario L. Small 

The Chicago model has been so influential that it has blinded us to variations in other poor 

urban areas. 

Book Review: Jingo Unchained [] 
By Toby Miller 

"Through a Screen Darkly" asks provocative questions but offers obtuse answers regarding 

America’s media- shaped image abroad. 

Outlier [] 
By Susan D ’Agostmo 

A can-do veteran teaches his statistics professor a bittersweet lesson about life’s odds. 

New Scholarly Bo..ks [] 

Compiled by Nim~ C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

Letters and Comments 

Co~aspiracy Theo~T of Cvit.icaI Insight.? [] 

Erie Bennett engages critics of his recent essay about the Universi~" of Iowa’s writing program. 

In Views 



More iFl:-m.r~ One Possible Future 
By Leonard Cassuto 

How should we help graduate students plan for what comes next? 

How Endown~en~. Hoardin8 Hurts U-niversi~ies 
By Jeffrey R. Brow~ 

During the recent recession, most endowments took a beating, but ne~v research suggests that 

leaders adjusted payouts to make themselves look good. 

By Raynard & 1,5#~gto~ 

Higher education faces some of the same challenges as health care in cutting costs while keeping 

quality. 

From The Conversation, the Review BIog 

The Tm.~e Spirk of I.,aw~-SchooI R.e%rrr~ 

Change may be necessary, but a commitment to a few core principles must not be lost, says 

Peter Shane. 

They’re a weak attempt to insulate ourselves Dom hard truths, says Laurie Essig. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

In Praise of Speed. 

Web apps that help people read faster may seem crass, writes Rose Jaeobs, but they can have value for language learners and the easily 

distracted. 

Brewit.y a.r~d At:tractiveness: Misrepo.rting Linguis[ic Science 
Geoff Pullum reads a newspaper article and wonders how reporting so incredibly inaccurate could possibly come about. 

Thai NP}K Sound 
Where others hear similarity, Ben Yagoda hears a world of difference. But perhaps he’s a little too into it. 

Goodbye, GoodbF-e .... 
Allan Metealf notes how hard it is to bring a conversation to an end. 

Recently in the Review 

Jaded Children, Callow AduI~.s 
Tweens hurt)" into adolescence while adolescents shun adulthood. What’s going on? 

The Teehnok}gists’ Sb’en Song 
Hucksters for innovation play do%~ its pditieal, economic, and environmental costs. 

A~.~}unct ,,, and Loving It 
There’s just one catch. It doesn’t work if you live in America. 

%qit-fng Race h~ An~et’ica ~ 
White authors have a duty, to create black characters. 

From the Archives 



D( We Dare -Wite for Readers? 
Too o~en scho|ars ~Tite books that are meant to be cool|y admired by a small cadre. Aim higher. 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Tl:~e A.@.mct Is In: But ills ,_ l:~e Gettin8 Paid? 
By Stacey Padon 

Institutions and departments have all kinds of policies on how contingent faculty members should make themselves available--and whether 

they’re compensated fbr doing so. 

The ,.. rx ,.. tag<:,s of Ot~a duat.e Education 
By ~£illiam Pannapac~er 

I spent six years in my Ph.D. program--six years marked by excitement, struggle, and eventually a slow descent It doesn’t have to be that 

way. 

Tl~e Pr(fessor Is In: They Didn’t Ask for a Research Statement Can I Send One Anyway? 
By’ Karen Kelsky 

It’s tempting to do everything you can to differentiate yourself. But you should think twice about sending the committee something it didn’t 

ask for. 

Announcements 

Don’t let conference costs limit your academic success. Create a FREE account on Vitae, the new online career hub just for higher ed, to be eligible to win one of 

five $1,o oo grants to attend the conference of your choice. ~igu up for Vitae, and enter to win. 





Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vdme s.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd Cc, i:’,piied: Nareh 17, 2014. 07:08:21 P~] 

Mm’doel~ Urges Irish to Boycott G~fi~ness Over Its Embrace 

of Gay ilJg~t8 

Rupert Mm’doe~’s call for the people cff h’eland and flaeir cousins in the 

diaspora to defend the ~onor of d~e St. Patrick’s Day Parade in Manhattau by 

boycotting Guinness appeared to generate ]it[le supporL 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlirnes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTi~’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times flora anywhere wi~h our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® ] iPhone® i All 

Abou~ This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimes co1~1. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contac/’~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesdw, March 18, 2014 7:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: N.C. leaders roll out new Medicaid retbnn plan 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 1~, 2014 - Business news essential to RaieigWs leaders. 

New N.C. Medicaid reform pMn would trim 3% off the $13 
billion budget 
Physician and hospital groups largely embraced Medicaid reform announce~ by 

Noah Carolina iea~ers Monday, saying it couM go a long way toward improving 

health as weii as reducing costs 

D scuss .................. 

W~ke’s new county m~nager to follow commissioners’ lead 
For the first time in more than 30 years, an outsider to Wake County government 

~ ~ ~ D~rn~ri~ ~f will be taking over the county’s top administrative post, Jim Ha~mann, currently the 

county manager for Seminole County ,, 

~iscuss 

~ ~ ~ 8t*~ ~an!’a~{!~y N.C. jobless rate drops to 6,7% 
Norl:h Carelina’s seasonaliy adjusted unempksyment rale continued 1:o decline in 

January, dipping te 6,7 percent for the menth, the NC, Department of Commerce 

said teday. 

Forbes’ most valuable college basketbal~ teams: UNC, 

On the eve o~ {he official start o~ the 201 a NCAA men’s basketball tournament, 

Ferbes has released its list ef the most valuable w~luable college basketball teams 

i ~mini~n R#~i~y in 1he country 

Read ~om~ng Edition >> ....................................................... 

Wake and Durham counties to share restaurant inspection 

Downtown Raleiqh high-rise building all set to start 
con struction 

HQ Raleigh at capacity one week after opening 

Chape~ Hill makes Garden & Gun’s "Greatest Southern 
Towns" bracket 

How big data can help you win your March Madness bracket 

Map: Where you can buyaTesla 

Read ~orninq Edition >> 



~~’s corn 

Cancel Email ,~ubscription 

]o unsubscribe from this 

bizioem~ls custome~ se~,/ice bizioem~ls 120’~N Morehead St ChaHo~J~e, No[th Carolina 28202 
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Just ~secause the NCA/\ Basketball "foumament takes one team f~ern every conference doesn’t necessarily mean everyone ends up on equal feo~ing 

finar~cially. ~,A~buld you be surp~ised to learn that the same .six confe~ences that walk away flom the foetball sea.son with the lion’s share ef the money also 

take home the majority of March Madness money? 

it’s trNe, 

~!i1.’.<=~.~£i~i.~£ to no ionge~ receive posts from 

Trot~b~e e~i~’ki~? Cop}’ and paste tMs URL into your browser: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid-Week Update 3-18-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips OpportunityShip. Hope you are well. 

When I refer to [] opportuni~ [] above I mean the opportunity we s~metinms get to pass good 

information along in a timely fashion. 

In this case, we have seut out a rare (how rase?,see below) Clips Tuesday Update. Why? Well 

we had the opvmunity to do so because there has beeu a glut of good coutent these pasl two 

days. This is technically a Clips "Mid-Week Update, ~] but when those are sent out (which has 

been only about one week per month these past eleveu years), it usually takes until Wednesday 

or Thursday (or Friday) to accumulate enough of the good stutE 

The Clips Truth Squad furrowed through the Clips a~nals ~d we found out that we have 

issued only s~x ClipsTuesdayUlxtates in all our 11-plus years; or to be more precise, 547 

weeks. 

With all that; have a good Tuesday. Have a good week. Don[]t forget to prepare for 
tomorrow[1 s quiz ...... 

Nick Inl?ante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

"~,5a,w,twitter,comlC~Colleg~eAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to 
view the articles (below) on the website. [[you am ~t logged i~ you wil! get 
a blal~ white screen. 

r~e,/s~ hes~d o? Nate or F~,/eTi~ty£[g~t, yo:.: ~esd to :ssd th~s By Nate S[]ve< F~,/eT~ty£~g~t, £SF’N corn 3.17..14 

~ Amid major chaa#es, Bi~ East tournament captures some of 



~F~rde Minutes: Bi~ OaB~e Edition 

~ PubI[c Facul~ Raises Ed~ Past Privates 

scadem~c to{~msmer~t 9~ves b~~99~:~ r~gh~ to teams tbst ~xce~ ~n the c~assroom h’~s~d¢ H~2her Ed. %1 T-!4 

~ ACC tournament headed for Barclays Center in Brooklyn? For 
conf~,:eqc~, to~.l:i’~mei’~t,,:,. New York Cii:f is .s hi~!bly desi:’able i~est cit’,~. By P~,te ihamel, Si com. %1414 

About our webs#e: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription infotmation should log on to 
t~ev.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
n ick~. colleg ea th le ticsclips, com or 908. 879. 9978 

*To be removed from thJ s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
Urtsubscfibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubgcribe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Blackface is Back... 

March 19, 2014 

Fashion magazine Vogue    i~i 
has decided to publish a ...... 
spread featuring a model in 
Blackface in one of its 
international editions, and 
it’s not the first time. Even []i 
more shocking are the 
number of Americans who 
think Blackface is OK. 

~i~..(~nese Ai~li~?e’s ’Whiteface’ Commercial 

A Baptist pastor caused 
major controversy for        ::~:: 
hosting a Blackface Boxing 
Match as pa~ of the 
National Young 
Fundamentalist 
Conference. 

~s 7his the Most Offe~?sive H~owee~? Costume Ever? 

V~dee: ~s the VW S~4per Bow~ Ad ~B~ackface W~th Voices, 

Basi~etba~ Game 

How did the Mahopac basketball team’s head coach~ 
who is Black--react? ~at punishment is in store for the 
students? 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

In discussions of affirmative action, corporate leaders 
sometimes ask whether diversity goals are equivalent to 
quotas and, thus, potentially illegal. 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 



"You don’t seem Black," "You speak so well" and "You 
just lost your Black card" are all things that, unfortunately, 
are said on a regular basis. Can you believe that these 
comments are made in professional settings? Believe 
it--and the sad fact of the matter is there’s more. 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitvlnc newsletter. 

P~ct~ces 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as weft as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies~stafl-ups to 
advanced~including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meefng in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

CI,~CK ~ER]~ TO ~E E ~F YOUR 

I 



~’]atchup 1:1 Arizona vs. 16 Webe~ 

Adzon~ .~Ve bet St 

(@AP~ayersProgra m) [@WeberStateM BB) 

# of Tweet~ S~I48 397 

K~out Score 7I ~8 

PeerResch Score (Sporbs) #2,700 %~2t ,300 

PeerReach Score NiA 9/A 

IISockal Authon(y Score                      81                                         ~2 

As has been the case berate, the number I seed easily beats the 18 seed m terms of Twitter presence. Even though Weber State (9o,, days) has spent 

a~most 4 times the amoullt o[ days on Tw~er than Adzona (266 days) has, ~t has ilot been able to garner anywhere cbse to the same amount of foNowers 

as Arizona. It also does no[ tweet yew often, as this is yet another schoo~ that ~eNes mere on ~ts mare atMet~c handle (@webersta[e)~ [han ~ts baske[baN 

O~le. 

~hsneE AHzona 

Matchup 2:8 Gonzaga ~s. 9 Oklahoma St. 

Gonzaga Okbhoma St 

(@ZagMBB) [@OSUMBB) 

# of Tweets i ,0,¢6 

K~out Score 60 

PeerReach Score NiA 
{BasketbaN) 

Social Authomy Score 55 
Although the Oklahoma State Cowboys win ~n every categow, there is an in[erestlng th~ng to note abou[ Gonzaga’s TwltteL According to 

67% ef Gon£aga’s timeNne is rebtdeets of other accocmts This shaws that it is interacting with ather users very often. A quick scan of its timeNne shaws 

that Gonzaga is no[ only ~e~veeting its o~%<n athletic depmtment but [orme~ players who a~e now in the NBA, comrnentato~s, ESP~ profesmonafs, college 

basketball wdters> and mere. This makes for an interesting timeline for faNowers. Despite this, Oklahema St. stiN takes this matchup. 

Winner: OkMhoma St, 

Matchup 3:50Mahama vs. 12 North Dakata State 

Oklahoma ’qo~%h Dakota State 

(@OU_MBbalI) [@N DSUmbb) 

#~ of Fo~iowers 1 ~,4K ,871 

# o[ Twee~s 5~148 ,251 

K~out Score ~9 

PeerReach Score {SpoRs} #I5~586 

PeerReach Score #4~605 

Socbl Autho~~ty Sco~e t~8 [~5 

This is our third landsNde victory in the WesU 



Marchup 4:4 San Diego St. vs. 13 New Mexico St. 

San .Diego St, 

(@Go.Aztecs) 

Mexico St. 

:@NMStateAggies) 

# of F:otiowers 14oak ~,598 

# of Tweets 2£ K t 4.3K 

Klout S co.~e 68 

PeerResch Score (Sporbs) #8~381 ~13,900 

PeerReach Score NiA ~/A 

Soc~a~ Authorh~y Score 

This is a unique matchup as both schools do not have a Twitter handle solely dedicated to the basketball team. In this matchup, San Diego State rolls 

over New Mexico State. However, de not expect SDSU to stay in the competition for much longer, as it will likely lose out to a school that has a Basketball 

account in ~he next round. 

Wir~ner: San Diego State 

Matchup 5:6 Baylor vs 11 Nebraska 

(@BaylorMBB) 

i89K 

’@HuskerHoeps) 

£1,9}4 

1 2K 

~t20,779 

~5,867 

This is one of the closer matchups we’ve seen, especially if you concentrate on the first three categories. However, with Bayler’s better recognition in 

bo~h of the PeerReach g~eups~ Baytor comes out victorious. 

Matchup 6:3 Creighton ~s. 14 Louisiana-Lafayette 

(@BkleJayM BB) 

14.9K 

2,080 

#33~593 

~A~La~yeRe 

{@ULRaginCaiuns) 

1 1 K 

~5.5K 
g2 

~34 ~64.4 

WA 

59 59 

Even though Louisiana-Lafayette’s account is for all of its athletic teams, Creighton~s Men~s Basketball account still beats the Ragin~ Cajuns in almost 

every category. One thing Lousiana.-Lalayette does well, though, is that 65% of the tweets on its ~imeline include U RL links. A let el these links provide 

news a~d comme~tary about each team’s last game or event. These type of tweets should be ~eplicated for an k~dividual Men’s Basketball Account. For 

now, fans of the team can fellow Men’s Basketball Head Coach Bob Marlin (@bobbyrnarlin). 

Winner: Oreighten 

Matchup 7:7 Oregon vs. 10 BYU 

~ of Foliowe~s 

# of Tweets 

Kiout Score 

PeerReach Sconce (Spol¢,s) 

PeerReach Sco~s 

Soc~a~ ,~uthodty Score 

The only categories in which BYU even comes cbse 

Orego~s 

(@Oregor~M BB) {@BYUbasketball) 

#11 ~311 {20,915 

#.S~W4 ~6,837 

are number of tweets and Klout score. One way for BYU to increase theh Twitter presence perhaps 



is [e get the upset on the cot~rt. For now, howevel’, Oregon easily wins this ma[chup. 

Matchup 8:2 Wisconsin vs. 15 American 

# of GweeN ~15.1 K 2,895 

We finish up the West 2nd Round with another decisive victoB~. W~scousln is a school much more known than for ~ts spo~s thau American ~s, so it is no 

wonder that it dorninates in each of ~hese categories, as i~s fans clea~ly want to fellow ~hem on social media. While looking at American’s tlmeHne, one can 

ten that it is debug a goed job ,ehveet~ng ethel accounts and tweeting pictures, but it will be a ~ong time until it catches up to the number of tweets 

~,~sconsin has. 

Matohup 3:6 Bayto, vs. 3 C,’eighton 

~:L£~}.=:{~.~ g.£@.~ to no ienger receive posts From . 

Change your ema~ settings st 

Trouble ~li~ki~;? Copy and paste this URL into ~+our browser: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 1:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

Meffs Hoopsters Least Trusting i Zumba Prostitution ] Golt’s Rapid Decline 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

NCAA Survey: Hoops Players Least Trusting of Coaches 
When responding to the survey statement "My coaches can be trusted," 53 percent 

of Division I men’s basketball players said they agreed or ... 

) Football Team Handed t enalties Over For~ed Enrolhnents 
Grady High School’s football tean~ used ineligible players and must forfeit victories 

from last season, according to penalties assessed by ... 

Zumba Prostitution Scandal Closes Quietly with Final Fine 

A prostitution scandal in Kennebunk, Maine, has quietly drawn to a close with 

resolution of the final clienf s case. 

Blog: 7 Insights for Anyone Working in College Athletics 
Like most of us in college athletics, I had to le~m some lessons the haiti way. I 

learned a lot by trial and ellor growing up in my profession. Not because... 

Inside Municilmlities’ Yearly Search for Qualified Lifegu~xds 
Being a lifeguard offers decent pay and sunshine, along with a lifetime of memories 



and opportunities perhaps to ~ve ~meone’s lit~, area parks officials say .... 

School Board Endorses Soccer Program tbr Disabled 
Pequea Valley school board members on March 13 endorsed hosting TOPSoccer, 

a recreational outreach progran~ giving student volunteers the opportunity... 

LGBT Advocates Team Up to Make Sports More Acceptin~ 
In Febma~’, after fom~er Missouri defensive end and likely NFL draft pick 

Michael Sam announced he was gay, representatives from GLAAD and the You 

Can... 

Study: Facilities ttelp City ttold Youth Sports Hub Status 
The city’s youth sports study is complete and says Fort Wayne can capitaJize on 

and expand the position it already holds by building fhcilities,... 

Maine’s Mini Fenwav to Get Turf as Pa~t of $600K Reno 

’][’he enhanced field will enable softball Babe Ruth-level baseball and several other 

sports to be played in the park, according to Ken Walsh, chief executive... 

Cities Stm~gle With Golt’s 100- Course s- Per- Year Decline 

Not even the rapid aging of the population a trend that should be favorable to 

golf, especially to shorter, easier courses can seem... 

Cobb Ofticial Faces Braves Stadium Questions at Forum 

Cobb Commissioner Bob Ott was the only commissioner to atiend the open forum 

and took the brunt of communi~ questions. He gamely tried to answer... 

Recreation Field Could Become Home to NECBL Team 

The cost of renovating Lebanon High School’s baseball facility has led the owner of 

a proposed New England Collegiate Baseball League franchise to shift his... 

D-III Hockey Championship Could Have $3M Local hnpact 
At the Chick-A-Dee Restaurant, it’s meant a larger order of lobsters to give out- 

of-towners a taste of Maine. At Sports Trader on Main Street, it’s... 

Converting an NHI, Arena Into an NCAA Basketball Site 
Spectators who walk ink~ the bowl area of First Niagara Center today will find 

scant evidance that this is the home of the NHL’s Butt?~lo... 

Odds of Acing Billion-Dollar Bracket’? 1 in 9.2 Quinlillion 
Warren Buffett didn’t become the second- richest man in the world by t~ldng silly 
risks. So his billion-dollar NCAA bracket challenge -... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Conferences as ’Unlawfi~l Cartel’ 
The NCAA and its five dominant conferences are an "unlawfill cartel" illegally 

restricting the earning power of student-athletes the latefft lawsuit says. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Lit~ Lessons 
As a retired public high school athletic director, I have seen and even been a part 

of crazy lawsuits and threats of lawsuits. Anyone can sue over ... 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Conferences an ’Unlawful Cartel’ 

This mentality of being slighted somehow by schools ’~naking profit offathletes’ is 



incredulous. If these athletes win this sue axe they then going to ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Lit~ Lessons 
Cliff; I’m the first to agree that many (most? all?) of the these lawsuits we read 

about are simply ridiculous. I’m not sure what the answer ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

As a long-time reader of Athletic Business, I have leazned of dozens of frwolous 

lawsuits like the examples posted here. My question is this: ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

Bad parenting, Rob. She should have sued!! 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life I,essons 

Great stutt~ When I was a kid, I cut my hand while playing over at a friend’s house. 

I told my mother what happened when I got home. She said... 

Upcoming Events: 

NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE FORUM ON PARKS AND RECREATION 
Washington, D.C. I March 25, 2014 -- March 26, 2014 ... 

ACSM HEALTH & FITNESS SUMMIT & EXPOSITION 
Atlanta, Ga. I April 1,2014 --April 4, 2014 ... 

2014 AAHPERD NATIONAL CONVENTION & EXPO 
St. Louis, Me I April 1,2014 --April 5, 2014 ... 

.2_.0__!_4___ .~_ _._q._A_.N._A_T] O__N &L___C_._q._N_ .V_ .E_N_!!_q_N 
Nashville, Tenn. I Apdl 4, 2014 --April 8, 2014 ... 

.V.].e_y~_ r_:~ .o_re__ .e_~..e_n_!% 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?4direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 a~rticles) 

Charles Blow Cc, n’,piied: ®arch 19, 2014 05:12:00 PM 

Museums Special Section 

A ~eW exhJbitkm at the New-York Histofca] Soeieb" sheds light on liNe- 

known anaateur and pro~cssiona] bla& basketball teams from tlae first half of 

the 2oth centm3~. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 
i :~: ,-,,,~, i 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite el apps: 

Android I iPad® 

About This EmaH 

This is an automated el"nail.Please do not reply directly to ins email from NYTimes.com As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change Yeu~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 7:39 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Raleigh developer plm~s Wilmin~ou project; Swnexis ~ts IPO terms 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 20, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Raleifh d~e~gp~r plans $50M mixed-use project for 
downtown Wi~mincjton 
Raleiah-based deveioeer DeWitt Carolinas on Wednesday announced plans to 
build ~ $50 million apa’~ment complex along Po~ City Marina in downtown 

w~n~ton. 

i -riv~ Durham’s Soynexis sets terms of $68M 
Durham drug deveioper 8cynexis on Wednesday set the terms for its initial public 

offering and increased the maximum it hopes to raise to $68 million The company 

will aRempt to sell 4,2 million share ,, 

MarR Cuban: There are too many startup 

Durham entrepreneurship initiative aims to level playing 
field for women 

m, aieI.ied startups. Someihing needs ,a cha . 

~ ~,,vS!!~ ~£~ ~ ~2 Ca~ Chamber hires economic development director to 

~#~c4 Cambro ManufactudnR considers Mebane for 100 i#~, 
$34M investment ................................................ 

Wefts Fargo CEO John Stumpf takes 15% pay cut for 2013 

PDQ restaurant opening ~n Durham on March 23 

Sales soar at Jimmy V’s res~urant in do~town Raieiqh 

Cary faces chaRenges of a ’#eese4uF coexistence 

Another blow to wome~ and ugl2 gu2s: Attractive dudes 

SCOFe ~ore with VCs 
~ -r~hn~y .......................................................... 

Read Momin~ Edition >> 



Cancel Email Subscription 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WhatCounts <marketing@whatcounts.com~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spring! Wheu a Marketer’s Fm~cy Turns to Email Love 

ii~~ WhatCounts Weekly 

I 

Our best resources for travel 

marketing 

We’re hiring! 

Love emai~? Join our team! 

’#;<:.:’, i::~ i:::i p:"i 1(. i:]]] "::.:::v:::~ ~:i i::b":’,i: ]::Oi:ii]i:: ::: 8 

See tha~obs D D 

Download 57 Tips for Growing Your Email 
List 

Stuck i~ a rut with your 
~ist growth? 

r 

.:’,w L;~:d’.’!. W:=[i: i}::~ (]i ~",i: < l:=C: I 

-r 

I 
I 

r 
LeadsCo~ r 
M~ioh .:?:::.;-26 Lss 

r 

Tell us about any events 

you’re 

attending! 



ii.~ WhatCounts Weekly 

I 



Matchup 1:1 W~ch~ta S~ate vs. 16 Cal. Poly 

(@GoShockers) 

# o~ Fo~bwers 16.4K t069 

~ of Tweets 15.5~’{ 

K~out Score B8 

PeerReach Score ~Sporbs) #21.418 

PeerReach Score N/A 

Soc~l AuthonW Score 74 7 

As much as I am in love with the ~,~cMta State AthJetkgs Twitte~ handJe ([lots of retweets, o~gan~c tweets, s~ctures, and great hashta~ s" and its overall 

Soc~a~ Media p~eseuce, hsc~ud~ng its own YouTube Chan~seL ~t wou~d be unfair ~f I gave it the w~u since ~ have been very biased against schoob w~thout 

accounts lust for ~he Basketbalf team. Kudos to Ca~ Po~y~ though, s~nce a~er ~ts ~qn, it has gah~ed a~mes~ 200 ~elfo~s,e~s and ~ncreased ~ts Kbut score by I, 

W~nner: Oa] PoJy 

Matchup 2:8 Kentucky vs. 9 Kansas State 

(@KentuckyM BB) (@KgtateSports) 

# of Fo~bwers ~3,9~’~ 42K 

# of Tweebs 3,595 14A~ K 

Kbut Score 7~ 67 

PeerReach Score (Sporte) #20A41 #5~882 

PeerReach Score NiA 

Once again, with Kansas State, we have a team that ~s doh~g great thh~gs w~th soc~a~ medi~ overall w~th accounts on Facebook, Tw~ttec P~nterest, 

Instagram, and Youtube: yet, they do no~ have a dedicated ]wkter handle for the Men’s BasRetbalf ~eam. Despite this, Kentucky’s account stift has more 

followers and a Mgher Kbut sco~e, even though its account is only dedicated to the Men’s Basketball team. 

Wi~ner: Kentucky 

Matchup 3:5 ~t. Loub vs. 12 NC. State 

St Lou~s ~C State 

(@..amtLoubMBB) 

t~ of Fo~owe~s 6,999 

£~ of Tweete 2 ~242 

k.lout ,>cc~ e 64 

PeerReach Score (SpoRs} #20,300 

PeerReach Score NiA 

Socbsl Author~y Score 55 
Sabot Louis’s 1%qt~er presence cannot compete wi~h NC. S~ate’s. Additionally, sh~ce ~ts win, N,C, State has ~ncreased ~ts Twitter followers by roughfy 400, 

~ncreased its KJout sco~e by 1, and gone up 10 spots in popuJarity h~ the 8ports PeerReach group. 

~inneR ~.C. State 

Matchup 4:4 Louisv~lb vs, 13 Manhattan 



@~ of Fotiowers 42,~K 1~,71 :.’ 

~’~ o~ Vwe’ets S,S28 ~,~’~0 
KIout Score B’?’ $3 

PeerReach Score <Spor~ 

PeerReach Score NIA WA 

Socia~ Autho~~tv Sco~e 

These two teams catch a break because nei~he~ one of them has an account dedicated ~e the Basketball ~eam~ As a result~ when comparing the Twitter 

accounts of the Athbtic programs as a whob, LeubvHle easily wins th~s matchup. An interesting thing to note: Both teams have the a s~milar Twitter Name 

-"@Go(Team Mascot)" 

W~n~er: Louisville 

U Mass Tennessee 

(@UMassAthbt~cs) (@Vo~ Hoops) 

PeerReaoh Sco,e 

Social Authority Score 70 75 

Unfortunetely, once again, w~thout a dedicated Basketball account, UMess ~s another one of those teams ~hat just cannot compete h~ this brecket, Sk~ce 

~ts F~lst Fou, win, Tennessee has increased its followers a~d Kiout sco,e by 1, which has a~so been the case ,Mth othe, F~lst Fou, g~me win~e,s. 

~inner: Tennessee 

Mercer 

# oF Tweets 18~50B /I .057 

II<rS eke b U> / / 
Duke is cbedv not jus~ domh~ant on ~he court .-- ~t has also ~ound a way to create a grea~ Twi~ter presence fo~ itself w~th tens of thousands of folbwers~ 

and high KJout and SociaJ Authod~ Scores. One thing I do like about Me,cer’s Tvdtte, acceunt, though, is its use of #Me,cerMadness and #CurYear. 

Winner: Duke 

Matchup 7:7 Texas vs. 10 Arizona State 

IIPeerReaoh Sco,e 

Winner: Texas 



Matchup 8:2 Michigan vs, 15 WoKo~d 

(@UMichBbsll) {@Weffo[dTen-iers) 

# of Fotiowe~s 10I K I,, i 27 

#~ of Tweets 11 ,SK 3,810 

Klout Score 79 ~i 

Peek’Reach Sco~ {Spo~-~zs0 #5~048 ~11 ,I 00 

PeerReach Score #I ~703 WA 

Soc~ ,~uthodty Score 8I 52 

Michigan has some of the best statistics we’~e seen in this bracket to date, J can definitely see it going deep into the tournament, if not winning it sill 

Round 3 Mstch@A 

Matchup 1:16 Csl Poly vs. 8 Kentucky 

Matchup 2:12 N,C, State vs. 4 Louisville 

Matchup 3: l l Tennessee vs. 3 Duke 

Matchup 4:7 Texas vs, 2 Michigan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Friday, March 21,2014 6:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ding Dong the Witch is Dead? 

Debby- 

Ding dong the witch is dead? This poor guy had to play against Duke, UNC, NC State, Virginia, Maryland, Syracuse and Pitt night after night, and 
they rolled the quad to celebrate his departure. Sometimes coaches deserve every dollar of their go-away package. Hope you’re well. 

Nick Infante / Clips Editor/908.879.9978 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Events <IVlarkefiugProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 9:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Time tbr another bright idea -- Enter the 2014 Bright Bulb B2B Awards 

We’re celebrating innovation and brilliance in B2B marketing. 

Trouble viewing this email? ~(~.~ I ~[~. 

What’s the Bright Idea? You Tell Us! 
Enter the 2014 Bright Bulb B2B Awards today. 

Hey there, you brilliant B2B marketer. 

It’s that time of year again, when we honor the best B2B ideas 

from around the world. 

For what you do, ideas are essential. We know that you work hard 

all year long to come up with good ideas. Ideas that get noticed. 

Ideas that build brands. Ideas that generate more leads and 

engage customers like never before. 

But just how good is your good idea? Is it the best? Is it the 

brightest? 

[~Find out--enter the 2014 t)~a~keti~g~fL~:~J:);~ Bulb B2B    [] 

~.t4~!:d.~, recognizing the best and the brightest B2B marketers, 

agencies, brands, and campaigns. 

There are nine categories this year, honoring everything from 

best small agency to the best B2B in-house campaign, so there’s 

something for everyone. (Check out the links on the side for full 

category descriptions.) 

Finalists will be announced the first week of July. And just like last 

year, we’ll announce the winners at ,.~.,.’.~.!:!.~i~..~.i.r.!..@.~.r..~.!..s.~..~-.~..2..~.~. 

~’,,~ark~fti~% Fo~~m in October, making sure that everyone sees 

your bright ideas. 

Ready to see what your ideas are really made of? We are too! 

Entries are due May 15, 2014, so don’t delay. 

Good luck! 

Entry Deadline: May 15, 2014 

2014 Bright Bulb B2B Awards 

Submission deadline: May 15 

Submission fee: $95/entry 

[~ !.~.~I..9.L~I ~Y~..!’~.#~’~.~!:! ~#.: 

B2B Marketer of the Year 

Small Agency of the Year 

Large Agency of the Year 

B2B Brand of the Year 

Small Team In-House 
Campaign of the Year 

Large Team In-House 

Campaign of the Year 

Best B2B Creative 

Best B2B Marketing Project 

Best Newcomer Agency 

Copyright ~h 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reserved 

i[~!~ under which this service is provided to you. 

We protect your privacy. All Iogos and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 

S’L~e your mail preferences I Fo=~rd this message to a friend 

If you prefer to no longer receive MarketingProfs’ Event Announcements, you can ==~¢..~.~.;.!i~. 

MarketingProfs, LLC 1419 N Larchmont Blvd #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 I (866) 557-9625 





seoede froq1 the state’s hi,(~her educ~tion system --- 

I-alslng concerns about the institutions left, behind 

As !lqore coiieges send eqlails telling) re~ecb~d 

applicants they have been admi~ed~ some 

admissions officers shsFe what they learned from 

l:he~r mistakes 

Start#~g AI~ Over Again 
Commdnity college stddents who transfer to a four- 

Our Powers Combined 

Whe[~ MOOC Profs Move 
Ira facuity m,~!rqber sw~ps irlsti[u~iorls, wi~e keeps 

the irltellec[ual properl:y rights te the massive epen 

Proposa~ Sets Stage for Ga#~fu~ 
Fight 
The Obama administra[ior!’s unveiling Friday of a 

proposed set of rdies on for-profit colleges tees up 

se,/el-al months of contentious debate and lively 

lobbying. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



W~lo wouid 

answer 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

,-~it~ 



Diqital eo!atiorl ff)r 1:he ci~.~.%roem 

Ar~ ~cer~emic arGum,~mL 

A new non-consumer~st riff on Ranganathan 

IPAT’s in pu[s aren’l: truly independent 

personalized and h~ghly suppol*ive iearning environment in which to acclimatize to life on a US university 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Friday, March 21, 2014 10:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cra)wl]~-Hacking i Facebook’s TED Coup ] Negative Social Commems ] Compiling Welcome Emmls 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Mar 2I~ 2014 
".’Oi "i::!, N<? :!;! 

~ Growth-Hack Your Business With $0 

~ On{ine Toolkit: Optimize and MNntain Your 
............. Emai} List 

Facebook 

l ~.gj S u~’e7 S~ j 

Mos[ Brands Are Not Prepared to 
Manage Negative Soc~N Comments 

[ ii.~j Quick T~k~] 

#SocialSkim: Facebook’s Mobile TED 
Coup, a Smml: Linkedln 
Collaboration, More! 



~ Three Ideas for a Compelling Welcome 

Mar 25 

Mar 27 

Apr 1 

Apr 10 

Apt 10 

Apr 11 

Oct 94 0 

Chie~ Ocu’,tei’,t Offber: &i-m Hsi’,dby Director of Publicstior:s: 





Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n.,fdme s.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 9:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Pa~ Ryan, C~|ture and Pove~°ty 

Whatever the congressman meant by men "in imaer cities," there is dan get 

w~ere covet’ is given for corrosive ideas. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPadC~D ] iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy18.isis.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 1:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ticket 2726905 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 03/22/2014 A surmnary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

Please review the summa~- below to ensure that we have addressed the request satisfactorily. 

Ticket #2726905 

ADDRESSED BY: Dave (dfin7695) 
STATUS: Solution Offered 
FIRST NAME: deborah 
LAST NAME: stroman 
LOCATION: 315 woollen g3~-m 300 south roa d cb 8700 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA]L ADDRES S: dstro@uaac.edu 
PHONE: (919) 843-0336 
D[~PARTMENT: exercise & sport science 
TICKET NUMBER: 2726905 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Rmal[- [~xchange- Quota ~ncrease 

If you have questions or your request has not been completed to your satisfaction, please contact us by email at its systems@unc.edu. No response after 7 days will result in the ticket 
being closed 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 3:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Pa]l~y Day~ for Je~°~°y 

Moonbeam through a new prism: A more mellow ,lorry Brown gets ready to 

make California histo~:v. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Case Competition Regi stration 

7816DE4A-2555-43AC-B42C-31929791B355]43].png; image001 :jpg 

Thank you. I will lespond him accordingly. 

Best 

On , at 6:44 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(tbuac.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. I agree that we should stay with our limitation to full-time students. It could be harder to monitor part-timers as many protEssiona]s are now taking 

classes part-time. 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 
<, 8~ 6DifJA-2~55-43,1Cd34.(%3]~ 29,9~ f~fLS/4.~].pn<g:> 

From:. ~_l_<___e___n__a___n__:_f_J__a_~ll e r. u n c. e d u > 

Date: Saturday, 5:32 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc:                            ~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Case Competition Registration 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We’ve got 4 teams registered for the case competition as of today: 2 from UNC Kenan-Flagler, i from Chicago Booth, and I from Georgia Tech. All of 

them are MBAs. 

I also received an e-mail from a part-time MBA student from UC BarNey who is asking if part-time students are eligible to participate or not. I’m going 

to reply that this is limited only to full-time students. I just wanted to let you know that before I respond. 

The case specifics release date is . I am crafting the e-mail now that I will send to the participants. I will send you the draft later. 

Best, 

i f~ BA C of 
School 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

<image001 .j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~vi~ginia.edu on behalf of 

~live.unc.edn> 

Saturday, 8:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interest in presenting my research at SPEIA Basketb~2ll Anab~cs Summit 

Dr. Stroman, 

We corresponded over email a few weeks ago and I’m wondering if you’ve had a chance to think more about a mechanism for students to showcase their research at the 
upcoming basketball analytics summit. I am very interested in presenting in any capacity that I can. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mittels~dt. Jeff <j emittels~dl@davidson.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Business Pla~ Competition: Meet with Entrepreneurial Students Tuesday? 

TheNe~Play Invitalion.pdf 

Hi Debra, 

Tracy Triggs-Matthews suggested I contact you directly- about our business plan competition, The Next Play-. I know this is last minute, but I decided to come up to the Triangle tomorrow 
night through Tuesday night to meet with entrepreneurial students because my- schedule freed up. 

Since UNC made both the women’s and men’s NCAA basketball tournaments, UNC is invited to send its undergraduate and/or graduate student entrepreneurs with business plans to the 
first national venture pitch competition dedicated to sustainability and sports[ 

Taking place April 10-12 and husted by Davidsun Cullege, The Next Play Venture Pitch Tournament is a first-of-its-kind business plan competition where teams will pitch their ventures and 
cumpete for more than $35,000 in prize money and in-kind suppurt 

It is an exclusive opportunity to pitch to judges frum inure than 20 urganizations, including private cumpanies, non-profits, guvernment agencies and pr~wite equity/venture capital firms. 

You can learn more and register teams at The Next Play Venture Tuurnament’s website<http://sites davidsun/thenextplay>. 

If you can share this with entrepreneurial students whu have venture plans that would be fimtastic. 

’]7he purpose uf this cumpetltion is to bring together student-led ventures together tu practice pitching on three levels: 

1. Fur investment 
2. For a specific industry in which the venture’s pruduct ur service has related applications (in the case the many industries related tu spurts) 
3. To highlight sustainability benefits ufthe ventures 

’]7he ventures/business plans du NOT have to be specifically created fur sports industries, but should have an applicatiun within one ufthe maW spurts industries Fur example, the product 
ur service could have applicatiun within facilities (induor spurts venues, uutdour sports venues e.g, new inure sustainable products fur turf management, energy-related, water-related, 
HVAC, building materials, etc.) ur products such as spurts apparel and shues, spurts equipment, nutrition and pruducts fi~r cunsumption by athletes, new manufacturing or materials fi~r use 
in pruducts, etc. 

The nonprofit track refers to nonprofit business plans using sports to address issues in the world (social equib’, environmental integrity, economic prosperity). 

Venture examples are listed hcre (but are not limited to these examples): http://sites.davidson.edu/thenextplag/structure/tracks/ 

This is meant to attract existing business plans from student entrepreneurs (do not have to be athletes). The business plan does NOT have to have a sustainability fi~cus, but should have a 
sustainability benefit. 

In temps of Sustainabilib’, we are refcrring to the triple bottom line of social equib’, environmental integri~ and economic prosperity. Thus, a student team should be able to cormnunicate 
and pitch the benefits of their venture within the triple bottom line framework. 

Have a great evening[ Let me know ifI can answer an), questions. 

Many Thanks, 
Jeff 

Jeff Mittelstadt 
Director of Sustainability 
Davidson College 
j emitt elstadt@davidson, edu 
www.daVids~n.edu/ab~ut/distinct~y-daVids~n/sustainabi~ity<http://www.davids~n.edu/ab~ut/distinct~y-davids~n/sustainabi~i~> 
www.davidson, edu/offices/sustainability-office<http :/i~vw~v. davidson, edu/ofitices/sustainabilitv-office> 
7C,4 894.3029 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katz, Mark <mkalz@email.unc.edus> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:16 PM 

Goldstein, Buck <buck golds~tein@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: bootcmnp 

Hi Buck. 

I was in India all week so I’m just now seeing your message. Yes, I’d be happy to be there on the 13th. 

Mark 

Mark Katz, Ph.D 
Professor and Chair of the Department of Music 
Ac[junct Professor of Cnmm unicatinn Studies 

Editnr, Journal of the Socie~" for American Music 

Department of Music 
Hill tlall, CB ~3320 
University of Nnrth Carolina 
Chapel tIiH, NC 27599-3320 

’]Tel: (919) 962-1039 
Fax: (919) 962-3376 
Email: mkat~r)unc.edn 
Web: http :i/music.unc.eduifacstafl?k atz 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 10:20 AM, (ioldstein, Buck *vrote: 

Marl< 
Can you do boot camp at 8:30 AM on May 13th instead of the 14th? 
Buck 

Buck Goldstein 
University Entrepreneur in R esidence and Professnr of the Practice 
Department of Economics 
200C Gardner Hall 
Campus Box 3305 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 
919 966 3682-office -cell 

buck~oldstein@unc.edu 
Engines of Innovation--The Entrepreneurial Universi~ in the 21st Centuly 
Available in paperback at http:i/tmcpress.unc.edu/books/12685.html 
www.innovationandeducation.com 
www.r ewlpinnovation, c ora 
Follow on Twitter @ buckgoldl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@uuc.edu> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:24 PM 

Katz, Mark <mka~@email.uuc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: bootcmnp 

Excellent 

Buck Goldstein 
University Entrepreneur in Residence 
919 883 7555 

On Mar 23, 2014, at 9:16 PM, "Katz, Mark" <mkatz@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

Hi Buck, 

] was in India al[ week so I’m just now seeing your message. Yes, I’d be happy to be there on the 13th. 

Mark 

Mark KatT, Ph.D. 
Professor and (;hair of the I)epartment of Music 
Adjunct Professor of Communication Studies 

Editor, Journal of the Socie~ for American Music 

Department of Music 
Hill Hall, CB #3320 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3320 

Tel: (919) 962-1039 
Fax: (919) 962-3376 
Email: mkatz@unc.edu 
Web: http ://music.unc edu/facstaff/k atz 

On blar 18, 2014, at 10:20 A_’vL Goldstein, Buck wrote: 

>> Mark 
>> Can you do boot camp at 8:30 AM on May 13th instead of the 14th? 
>> Buck 
>> 

>> Buck Goldstein 
>> University Entrepreneur in Residence and Professor of the Practice 
>> Department of Economics 
>> 200C Gardner Hall 
>> Campus Box 3305 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 
>> 919 966 3682-office -cell 
>> buck goldstein@unc.edu 
>> Engines of Innovation--The Entrepreneurial Universi~ in the 21 st Centu~ 
>> Available in paperback at http :i/uncpress.unc.edu/books/12685.html 
>> www.innovationandeducation.com 
>> wwvv.r e~a~pinnovation, c om 
>> Follow on Twitter @ buckgoldl 
>> 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:58 PM 

To: @live.unc.edtr~ 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edtr~; 

Subject: new flier 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

Hi Beth, 

I wanted to pass along the info for our meeting with this week. We’ll be in Fetzer 109 as usual, on Wedaaesday, but with a start time of 5:30. 

Here’s the info page from Vs. Cancer. It’s got his head shot as well a s background info - we don’t need all of it, so just pulling a few of the relevant lines should work 
http ://vs-cancer. or~/about-us/teami 

Thanks - and let me know if you need anything else! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 7:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Could RDU develop a Google-like campus somedw? 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 24, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Could RDU develop a (:;~o~e-like campus someday? 
A~er meeting with a consulting group on Friday, Raleigh-Durham internationai 

Airport officiais have kicked off an extensive planning process in which the airport 

will seek to develop thousands of acr, 

Discuss 

The Lenovo shopping spree: Breakinq down its new$100M 
buy 
Lenovo’s $i00 miilion deal for Unwired Planet’s (Nasdaq: UPiP) mobile po~oiio is 

the third blockbuster deai for the electronics ~iant in 2014. 

Duke HeaRh reaches $1 M settlement over false claims 
accusations; denies fauR 
Duke University Health System will pay .$1 million to resolve allegatiens 1hat it 

impreperiy charged ~ederal governmeni health care payers inckiding Medicare and 

Medic’aid, although 1he ,heal[h systerri di .. 

Discuss 

North Street Beer Station now open in Raleiqh’s Glenwood 
South 
Nod, h S[reet Beer S~atien, featuring more ihan 500 type.,; of craf~ beer, has jus~ 

opened in Raleigh’s Glenwoed Soufi~ distric, t. 

Discuss 

Durham bike-car hybrid manufacturer Iookin~j ~9 ~p~d ~ 

Triangle unemployment ticks up to 5.4% in January, but still 
lower than last year 

N.C. diners rank third in the nation for tipping 

Will President Obama have to hanq up his BMckBer~? 

Harvey Mackay: 4 ways to go the extra mile to gain success 



Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 

Te uf~subscdbe r[eif~ tilis 

reproduced, distributed, transmi~ed, cached oi otl:er,^,’ise used, except v~ith the priol w=@.en pelmissioa of bizioumals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Congratulations! 

Thanks Dr Stroman! I appreciate the support! The team played hard and I’m very proud of them. I’m more excited to hear that 

sharing that! 

Have a great week. 

Joe 

is working hard in the classroom, thanks for 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, i             4:37 PM 

To: Joe Breschi <breschi@unc.edu> 

Subject: Congratulations! 

Hi Coach. Great win today over the Terps! I enjoyed watching the game. Also, I have 

Continued success, 

Dr. Stroman 

in class, and he has been very engaged. I enjoy having him in class. 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843,0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Class Credit for Summer Internship 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am doing an internship this summer for the                             It is an unpaid internship. I was wondering if there was any waythat I could 

get class credit for this internship and I was told that you were the person to ask about that. If it is possible for me to get class credit for this internship 

would ~,ou please give me more information on how to go about doing this. 

Thanks, 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:23 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Meeting in UNC 

Hello Dr.Strotnan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. I arrive Wednesday at 10am and leave Thursday out of RDU at 4pm. I will be available to meet an~Jme ~Vednesday(before 5p) 

or Thursday AM. Do let me know what is mos~ convenient with your schedule. 

I appreciate you making the time to accommodate my request on such short notice! 

Appreciatively, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gaines, Kayana <kaymla.gaines@famu.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mangum, Elmira <elmira.mangum@t~mu.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - 40th Armiversa~o’ 

Good !Vlorning Dr. Stroman, 

Dr. Mangum is honored to be invited to attend the Carolina Black Caucus’ 40th anniversary dinner. Unforhmately, the date of May 2nd is the same date 

of our Spring commencement exercises; therefore she will be unable to attend. 

Thanks in advance for your understanding. 

Respectfully, 

Kayana Gaines 

Administrative Coordinator 

Florida ::::&?, ~ University 

Office of tile President 

Suite 400 Lee Hall 

Tallahassee, FL 3230 7 

P, (8~o) 4 lZ-77~3 

E, Kayana.Gaines@famu.edu 

From: "Stroman, Deborah/" <.d_.s_t_.r_o__@._u_9_ .c_: .e_d__u_> 
Date: March 20, 2014 at 8:59:09 PM EDT 
To: Elmira Mangum <em443@cornell.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "linda.bargemiles@ FAM LJ,edu" <linda,bargemiles@ FAM U.edu> 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - 40th Anniversary 

Hi Elmira. I hope you are doing well. I just wanted to confirm your attendance and willingness to speak at our CBC anniversary event. Thanks! 

Friday, May 2 -6:00 p.m. at the Friday Center. More details to follow. 

Please call me whenever you get a chance. 

Hugs, 

Debby 

From: Elmira Mangum <em443@cornell.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 15, 20:14 1:49 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - 40th Anniversary 

Thanks Deb, 

May I ask you to send this to linda.bargemiles@FAMLJ.edu and smglS@cornell.edu to get on the calendar as an official invitation. I don’t own my 

calendar anymore. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailtoldstro@unqedu] 

Sent: Tuesday, January ~.4, 20J.4 8:12 PM 

To:         @twcny.rr.com; Elmira Nangum 

Ce: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - 40th Anniversary 

Hi Elmira. Congratulations on your appointment! 

The Caucus will celebrate 40 years at UNC on Friday, May 16 (6:00 p.m.) at the Friday Center. Let this note serve as an official invitation to 

join us and share your reflections as leader in higher education. 

Please feel free to contact me to discuss in greater detail. 

Sisterly, 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson 

919.843.0336 

Mobile - 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root ~ deep, there is no reoson to;fear the wind." 



Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 20:14:12:06 PM 

Petranka, Jeremy M <petranka@email.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buck_goldstein@unc.edu>; Merritt, Charles E. 

<merritt@email.unc.edu>; Lowry Caudill < @gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Sawyer, Keith 

<rksawyer@email.unc.edu> 

Updated Bootcamp Draft Syllabus, Dropbox, Important Dates 

Bootca m p_Sylla b us_20:14_D RAFT.d ocx 

Thanks, all, for a very productive meeting this morning. I’ve attached the updated syllabus draft. It’s also in the Dropbox for this year’s Bootcamp, where I’ve made a folder for 

your breakout session materials when you’re ready to share them. 

We’ll meet again on April 14th from 11-E2 in the 200 Suite to huddle on the exact syllabus. 

In the meantime, I’ll reach out to our attendees to get them registered for the MOOC and start setting expectations about pre-work. 

Best, 
Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Tnnovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843,8824 
www.unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- http://doodle.com/lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 



Sunday, May 11: 

Evening: 

Monday, May 12 

8:30am 

8:45am 

9:00am 

lO:OOam 

lO:lSam 

12:00pm 

l:30pm 

2:45pm 

3pm 

4:00pm 

5pm 

Prep for Day 2: 

Tuesday, May 13 

UNC Faculty Bootcamp: Draft Schedule/Syllabus 

Participants Arrive 

Reception + Light Dinner, screen Module 1 
IAH?- ask GA to sponsors 

Orientation/Intro, Welcome by Tom Ross (Lowry), Carol Folt 

Faculty introductions 

Marshmallow Challenge [Keith]- what materials needed? 

Break 

Module 1: Think 
Ideation and Design Thinking [Keith] 

John McGowan, Lunch Speaker [confirmed) 

Project Sharing + Critique 
Pitch your idea to your classmates 

Break 

Group Formation and Group Intros 

Module 2: Listen [Charles] 
Identifying Customers and Customer Segments 

Exercise: Customer Empathy Map 
Developing the Value Proposition 

Wrap up 

Watch Module 3, Module 4 

8:30am 

9:00am 

10:15am 

DRAFT 

Mark Katz (confirmed) 

Module 3: Plan 
Strategy [Buck] 

Break 

{PAGE } 3/24/14 



10:30am 

11:45am 

l:00pm 

2:30pm 

3pm 

4:45pm 

Prep for Day 3: 

Module 4: Clarify 
Communicating your idea to others [Debbie] 

Refining the Value Proposition 

David Roth, Lunch Speaker (confirmed), Finding the $ 

Group Work [should we have them "get out of the building" 
and talk to customers? I say yes, but let’s discuss,] 

Extended Break 

Group work - what is your value proposition? 

Wrap up 

Watch Module 5, Module 6, Presentation Examples 

Wednesday, May 14 

8:30am Joe DeSimone at Breakfast (confirmed) 

9:00am Module 5: Support 
People and Team [Lowry] 

10:15am Break 

10:30am Module 6: Iterate 
How to use the Lean process to build your business 
[Buck & Charles[ 

11:45am Jim Johnson, Lunch Speaker (confirmed) 

l:00pm Group Work [Get out of the building session[ 

2:30pm Extended Break 

3:00pm Group work - Developing your pitch 

4:15pm Faculty/Coach/Mentor Speed Dating (tweak o~t~rte, se:~d) 
Have an idea and want to get feedback7 Here is your 
chance! Speed dating with the Bootcamp faculty and 
coaches 

5:00pm Wrap up 

DRAFT {PAGE } 3/24/14 



Prep for Day 3: 

Thursday, May 15 

8:30am 

Jacqueline Olich 

8:45am 

10:45am 

Jere Confrey, peer example at Breakfast + Recap (otltstand[ng) 
backup people: Judith Cone (not a rah-rah, show strategy), 

Final Team Prep with coaches/pitch practice 

Break 

11:00am 

l:00pm 

Pitch to Judges 

(Outstanding invites, Tom Ross) 

Luncheon/Celebration 

3 pm Participants depart 

NOTE: I know we have done an evening wrap up event but think midday is better 

for those who want to try and get home somewhere in NC. We had a number of 
departures last year prior to dinner. I have also made no provision for evening 

plans, and think we should provide some guidance and maybe have an evening 

reception or social hour one night during the week. 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAdditional Detailsllllllllllllllllllllll 

Instructor Presentations to Large Group: 5-10 mins 

Module Intro: key take-aways, iconoclastic moments 

Groups: teams of 5 (4), a few w 6 (2), small instructional groups 11-12 (w 
instructional team facilitator) 

Each module facilitator gives an overview for the module, prompts in 
question form 

Coaches: 

Afternoon sessions with coaches, Join as much as possible, need for lunch 

*Julia Grumbles 

*Ken Weiss 
*Mimi Chapman 

*Judith Cone 

DRAFT {PAGE } 3/24/14 



Livis Freeman - @gmail.com, former judge 

Maureen Buck - @nc.rr.com, former judge 

IIIIIIII 
Jim Kitchen - jim@jimkitchen.org 

Chris Mumford - cmumford@email.unc.edu 
Cathy Andruzzi - @gmail.com (not local - would 
need plenty of notice) 
Ted Zoller- ted zoller@kenan-flagler,unc,edu 
Noel Greis- noel greis@unc.edu 
Carla Daniel - carla@b/ackmans/oop.com 
Karen Levert- klevert@setechinv.com 

Learning Objectives, Overall: 
Arm faculty with tools to 

Pre-work: 
Ask to bring problems that they want to work on, not a solution 

Must watch Module 1 pre-viewing 

//////////////////Timeline for Instruction Team/////////////// 

Module Prep Before April 14 
Slides Developed + To Lizzy 

DRAFT {PAGE } 3/24/14 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 20:14:12::19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Possible Bootcamp Coaches 

Ty, again. 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 G Gardner Hall 
929.843.8824 
~_~_.__u__n___c__e__~_!_n___o__r__.__o__r_cj I Schedule a meeting- 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 24, 2014 10:14 AM 

To: "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <!_[_z__z__y__.__h___a__z___e_!_t_j__n___e____@____u___n__£:__e___d___u_> 

Subje~: Possible Bootcamp Coaches 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Livis Freeman -    @gmail.com 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Jim Kitchen - jim@jimkitchen.orp, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Chris Mumford - cmumford@email.unc.edu 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. <!--[endif]-->Cathy Andruzzi -          @gmail.com (not local - would need plenty of notice) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5. <!--[endif]-->Ted Zoller- ted zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->6. <!--[endif]-->Noel Greis - noel greis@unc.edu 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->7. <!--[endif]-->Maureen Buck-      _@.._q_c_L.__r_r.._c_._o_.m_. 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->8. <!--[endif]-->Carla Daniel - ._c__a___r_[_a____@____b_!__a_£[<___r[_za___n___s_!__o___o_p__.__c___o___r£ 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->9. <!--[endif]-->Karen Levert- klevert@setechinv.com 

debby 

Deborah L, $troraan, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower~ 
EX$$ Sper~ Admi#istration, Lecturer (www,exss.unc.edu) 
IFrank Hawkins Kenan ~stitute of Private E~terprise, Senior Adviser (http://www,kenan-fla~qler,unc.edu/kenan-institute) 
315 Woollen = C~ #8700 

#HeelForward 

::X:: fish forward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 24, 2014 12:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

Scarves at Planet Fitness Okayed ] 3-D Court Video Explained ] Sex Harassment Case Settled 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Planet Fitness Clarifies Corporate Policy on Head Scarves 
The corporate office of Planet Fitness in New York issued a statement Thursday 

saying that while it cannot comment on pending ligation regarding ... 

Fedlout Expmasive in Gradv HS Football Eligibilit5~ Fraud 

The use of ineligible players on Gra@ High School’s football team has resulted in 

sever~1 school employee resignations, suspensions and ... 

Showtime: Turn Plasdng Surfaces into 3-D Video Boards 

Hardwood ripples. Free-throw lanes rise. Game footage rolls and championship 
banners unfurl in an unexpected space the playing surface .... 

Private Sports Complex Eyes School Crrounds Location 
Two businessmen have approached the Butler Area School District about building 

a privately owned sports colnplex on school property. ’][’he district ... 

Fitness Instructor Who Claimed Hamsslnent to Get $75K 
Chattanooga City Council members this week unanimously approved a $75,000 



settlement with a tbrmer part-time city employee who accused ... 

tIigh School Gives Coach ’Second Chance’ After DUI 
Craig Moser missed the 2013 season after he stepped down in late July tbllowing a 

July 26 m-resl for driving under the influence .... 

Fommr AD Explains Lengthy Contract of Fired Coach 
Ken Bone may have been dismissed as the men’s basketball coach at Washington 

State last week, but the school still owes Bone the $1.7 million 

Ohio School Votes to Allow Band Members to Waive PE 
Superintendant Judy Robin~)n ~id the PE waiver opens students to other 

education opportunities so long as they are getting their exercise ... 

For These Girls. Soccer Concussions an On~ 
Hannah Thomas’ struggles echo those of her close circle of friends in Chesler 

County who became posler children for the growing national ... 

MRSA Hospitalizes t hillies Shortslop Fredd’~ Galvis 
Eleven days ago, before starting at shortstop in a game in Disney World, where the 
Atlanta Braves call spring training home, ... 

Conference, Media Deals Fuel $106M in WVU Facility Work 
Wesl Virginia University otticials have a len~hy list of projects either undetnvay or 

in the idea stage, the result of what they expect to be ... 

USF S tin Creme Movin to Cain us Soccer Stadium 
The University of South Florida’s spring football game, set for next Saturday at 4 
p.m., has shifted from Raymond James Stadium to the on-ca~pus ... 

Districts Relying on Sprin~ Break for Make-Up Dates 
Temperatures are slowly rising with the arrival of spring, but schools still are t~ing 

to make up time lost due to the worst of winter ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

University of North Florida Student 
Wellness Complex 
The first phase of the University of North 
Florida Student Wellness Complex 
provides housing for both wellness and 
recreation programs. Later ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Muslim Woman Sues t laaaet Fitness Over Head Cox erinq 
It claims to be the "Judgment Free Zone," but that didn’t appear to be the case in a 

New Mexico Planet Fitness. 



New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

In the McDonald’s coffee lawsuit, the elderly’ woman who was burned (3rd degree 

bums) simply wanted her medical bills covered and McDonald’s ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Lit~ Lessons 

The kid loses because all the kid is taught through the process is that ifI don’t get 

my way’, I cm~ get rny way" ans~-ay by gettJng money. Money has ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

The only person that wins if the lawsuit is successful is the pa:rents m~d all they get is 

money. This isn’t about prevention or teaching or learning it’s all ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

I say good for her’. The trnth is that all these parents are doing is raising kids that 

are wimps. And because of this kids can no longer be kids. We ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life I,essons 

Yes the coffee was too hot according to the temperature standards at the 

McDonalds but it still wasn’t i:aJ, r. The number one thing I could ... 

Parents of Gift Who Broke Le~ on Base Path Sue League 
These days any/:aifly educated la~Ter will be able to destroy the propose and 

protections of any sort of wavier, no matter how definite, complex, ... 

ii"~ Facebook ~ 

I N;~ Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

I~~ U0ked’n I I ~:~ YouZ0~e I 
Stay Connected Stay informed 

i.~.i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

[i~i AB Sign up for E-News ] 

M:~i~sge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi~tura ~mrails of tiris tyi)e == Forward t~) s Coiiesgue 

This emt~ii wa~s se~t t(~ dstro@unc.edu 
AB Media Inc. 

22 ~.~. Miffliil ~;~ ::.;re 910 Ma,:Ji,~;en, 

¢::. 2013 i Privacy Policy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sa~yer, Keith <rksawyer@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, March 24, 2014 12:59 PM 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <lizzy.h~eltine@unc.edu>; Petranka, Jeremy M <petraa~a)emml.unc.edu>; Golds~teiu, Buck 

<buck goldstein@unc.edub-; MerritL Charles E. <memtt@email.~mc.edu>; Lowry Caudill < ~gmaJl.com>; Stmman, Deborah 

L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Professor Jere Coufrey of NCSU a~d Ampli~’ is available 

Good news, .lere Confrev is available to speak at breakfast May I5ti~, I just heard back from her in response to my ping this morning, 

Keith 

Ke~th Sawyer 

Morgan Distinguished Pro~essor in Educ~L~onal ~nno~H:Rms 

University o[: North Carolina s[ Chape~ 

Campus gox 3500 

Ch~el H~, NC 27599 

From: HazeJtine, Lizzy 

Sent: Monday, Mamh 24, 2014 12:06 PM 

Te: Petranka, Jeremy M; Goldstein, Buck; Merritt, Charles E.; Lowry Caudill; Stroman, Deborah L; Sawyer, Keith 

SuNe~t: Updated Bootcamp Draft Syllabus, Dropbox, important Dates 

Thanks, all, for a very productive meeting this morning. I’ve attached the updated sylJabus draft. It’s aJso in the Dropbox for this year’s Bootcamp, where I’ve made a foJder for your 

breakout session materials when you’re ready to share them. 

We’Jl meet again on April I4th from $1-12 in the 200 Suite to huddle on the exact sylJabus. 

In the meantime, I’ll reach out to our attendees to get them registered for the MOOC and start setting expectations about pre-work. 

Best, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- ht:tp://doodle.com/lizzyhazelt:ine I Follow me @UzzyHazeltine 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 1:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Congrats! 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

Thank you so mnch for the note--always great bealing the terps. 

See you in class tomorrow, 

On Sat, at 5:34 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~dmnc.edu> wrote: 
Hi I enjoyed watching you play and beat the Terps! You are a tremendous athlete. I enjoy having you in class. 

Celebrate! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lowry Caudill < @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 1:51 PM 

Sa~x?er, Keith <rksawyer@email.unc.edu> 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.h~eltine@unc.edu>; Petranka, Jeremy M <petranka@email.unc.edu>; Goldsl.ein, Buck 

<buck goldstein@unc.edu:>; Merritt, Charles E. <~nerritt@ema~,l.unc.edu:>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Professor Jere Confrey of NCSU mid A~nplify is available 

Great. Chancellor Folt is confilrned for Monday morning. 8:15 to 8:45 am. 

Low~ 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Mar 24, 2014, at 12:59 PM, "Smxs,er, Keith" <rksawye (a~email unc ed~> wrote 

Good [~ews, Jere Confrey is ~vi~ilat_~l,-_~ to spe~k at break[ast M~W ~.5th ~ )us[: heard b~c]~ [rom her i]1 respo[~se to my pk~g this 

Keith 

Keith Sawyer 

Morgan Disti~guished Professor k~ educationa~ 

Un~’ers~ty of North Carolina at Chapel 

Campus Box 3500 

,:, 59_} 

@drke~thsawver 

From: Hazeltine, kizzy 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 12:06 PM 

To: Petranka, Jeremy M; Goldstein, Buck; Merritt, Charles E.; Lowry Caudill; Stroman, Deborah k; Sawyer, Keith 

Subject: Updated gootcamp Draft Syllabus, Dropbox, Important Dates 

Thanks, all, for a yew productive meeting this morning. I’ve attached the updated sTIlabus draft. It’s also in the Dropbox for this 7ear’s Bootcamp, where I’ve made a 

folder for gout breakout session materials when you’re ready to share them. 

We’ll meet again on A~ril [4th from ll-12 in the 200 Suite to huddle on the exact syllabus. 

In the meantime, I’ll reach out to our attendees to get them registered for the MOOC and start setting expectations about pre-work. 

Best, 

Lizzg 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 

¢~vw.unceminor.or~t I Schedule a meeting- http://doodle.com/lizzyhazeltine I Folk)w me @Liz~Hazeltine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports summer event 

Debbie, 

In the summer we have enrichment events for our Eminors weekly in the Triangle area. I would love to do one that is based on sports entrepreneurship. Could we put our heads 

together to plan it}’ We could have a working lunch, drink, or walk in the next couple of weeks? 

Usually the events are on Wednesdays June and July but I am open to other ideas as well. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yakola, Amy <ayakola@theacc.org> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 5:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Schroer, Marimme <mschroer@theacc.org> 

RE: Congmts! and Help! 

BAS PostCard 1Up.pdf 

~..,~-’ you ~-~a’~’e ~ b~]l pa~k of how rnar~y 5,’ou’l[ need? 

~MY YAKOLA 
senior Associate Commissioner. Commun~cat~ot~s sn~ Public Rebtions 

C: 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~arch 18, 20~4 5:43 P~ 
To~ Yakola, Amy 

~¢~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Congrats[ and Help[ 

Hi Amg. Congratulations on two GREAT ACC basketball tournaments. I was the proud recipient of remarks from a gushing Pitt fan who was so ELATED to 

experience an ACC tournament. He and his wife were so happg to share their sentiments on how the Greensboro Coliseum and ACC staff were so nice in 

comparison to Madison Square Garden and other locations. Theg just raved about being in the ACC and how evergone seemed to reallg care about their 

experience. So, again a sincere Congrats~ 

Friendlv reminder - I am in need of langards for mg attendees {and anv other closet ACC items. Iol) at the inaugural Basketball Analgtics Summit. 

www~kisport.unc~edu If gour schedule permits, please let me know if gou can attend. 

Thanks. 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919,843,033~ 

::.~.i Too Late To Start 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu.; 

Monday, March 24, 2014 5:54 PM 

Richard Weiss <rweiss@sportsbusinessjournal.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BelkBowl - Visit 

2014-BAS-Save-the-Date-(3.4.14):ipg; BAS 2014 Flyer.pdf; BAS PostCard 1Up.pdf 

Hi Richard. I hope all is well for you, and that the recovery is going well. Between spr~ng break and March Madness -- I am just trying to keep my piles organized!! I attended UVA 
undergrad, so I am so fired up. ;) 

’]7he speaker line up is pretty solid We need more assistance with promotion though. Would you consider an ad in SBJ? Attached find our :flyers to share with your network. 

George Karl 
Ken Pomeroy 
Robbie Allen, Automated Insights Rep 
Graham Boone, Tandom Agency 
SportVU/Stats 
John Brenkus, Sport Science 
Jill StelJ2~x, Zebra 
Mike Curtis, UVA Strength & Conditioning 
Gary McCoy, Catapult 

Dr. Mike Clark, Fusionetlcs 
Liz Ralon - Bobcats Marketing Director 
Jason Teitler - Burston Marsteller 
UConn WBB Mafl~eting 
SportsMedia - Marcus Brown 
Experience App 
Flavil Hampsten, Bobcats Tickets 
FiveThirtyEight - Mike Wilson 
NBA Charlotte Bobcats Analytics Team - Jason Rosenfeld 
Dean Oliver - ESPN Analytics 
Val Ackennan- Tentative Saturday afternoon 
E\rP Steve Hirdt - Elias Sports Bureau Rep (DS) 
Chris Zepperffeld, NBA Bobcats - Director of Database Marketing 

Let me know- your thoughts and how you wish to be advertised (website, print, program) for the Summit. I teach tomorrow at 12:30, if you decide to call. 

Thanks[ 

debby 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attacl-unents, if any, is intended only for the -person or entib" to which it is addressed and may contain confidential ancb’or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited ll"you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Richard Weiss [mailto:rweiss@sportsbusinessjournal com] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 8:12 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Belk Bowl - Visit 

Debby, 
Nice to hear from you! 

appreciate it please if you would send me an update on the project in writing. Look for~vard to hearing where you are in the process. 

Also, anything you can do to help with a W tomorrow night would be appreciated as well!! 
Best, 
Richard 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 6, 2014, at 5:06 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Richard. Let’s connect soon about the Analytics event We are up and running and would love to have SBJ involved. I left you a voice message. 

I am headed over to Greensboro for the ACC WBB Tourney in a few minutes I hope to chat with you soon to give you an update. 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

I would greatly 



> Engage. Exp[ure. Empuwer. 
> 

> [emai[Signature] 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> [Descriptiun: Description: Description: 
> Twitter2]< http ://twitter cum/#[ idrstruman> 
> 

> [Believe] 
> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, includit~g attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential anchor 
privileged material. An?" ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

> From: Richard Weiss [mailto:rweiss(~sportsbusinessiournal.coru] 
> Sent: Saturday, December 28, 2013 8:33 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Re: Belk Bowl - Visit 
> 

> Debby, 
> I’m out at Steamboat in Colorado skiing this week. Sol~y I’ll miss you. Would love to hear more about your Sport Entrepreneurship program early- in the new year! Have fun at the garuet 
> Best, 
> Richard 
> 

> Sent froru my iPad 
> 

> On Dec 27, 2013, at 3:09 PM. "Stroruan, Deborah L" <dstro@~mc.edu<ruailto:dstro(~anc.edu>> wrote: 
> Hi Richard. Season’s Greetings! I hope you had a relaxing week despite the hectic state of Charlotte in preparation for the Bowl. I ara coming down tomorrow and wanted to see if you had a 
few minutes to receive an update on my Sport Entrepreneurship initiatives. Any place or particular hotel to recorumend for pre-game activities? I don’t think I will be up for Fan Fest in the 
cold all a~ernoon. Lol. 
> 
> If you are in town and/or have tirne for a quick chat, please lct rue know. Otherwise, I will call you next weck. Thanks! 
> 
> Regards, 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
> 

>C- 
> 919843.0336 

> @drstroman 
> 

> EXSS Sport A&nmistration, Lecturer 
> Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
> Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and 
> Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
> 

> 

> "Never let yesterday use up today" 
> <image001 .jpg> 
> <image002.jpg> 
> <image003.jpg> 
> <BASPostCard 1Up.pdf> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@enropa.bus.ncf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bns.uc£edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 5:55 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richaxd Lapchick s~l@ Graduation Success/Academic Progress Rates Study of 2014 NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s 

BasketbaJl Tournament Sweet 16 Teams to be released Wednesday, March 26, at 2 p.m. EDT 

ATT00001 .c 

Media Advisory: 

Graduation Success/Academic Progress Rates Study of 2014 NCAA Division I 

Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournament Sweet 16 Teams to be released at 

2 p.m. EDT on March 26, 2014 

Richard Lapchick, director of The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida, will issue a study on the NCAA 

Division I Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournament Sweet 16 Teams that will emphasize the Graduation Success Rates and Academic Progress Rates 

of the 16 teams remaining in both the men’s and women’s tournaments. The teams will be ranked based on their academic records. 

it is a follow-up to The Institute’s annual study, "Academic Progress/Graduation Success Rates Study of NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s Basketball 

Tournament Teams," which compared graduation rates for Division I teams that were selected for the men’s and women’s brackets of the 20:1_4 NCAA 

Basketball Tournaments. The study of all the teams in the tournaments was released on March :18, 20:14, and can be found at www.tidesport.org. 

When The Institute examined graduation rates of the entire field, which included breakdowns according to race, too many of the tournament teams 

showed a significant disparity between the graduation rates for their white and African-American student-athletes. Likewise, when the study of the 

women’s team was released, it showed how much better the women basketball student-athletes do than the men. 

The Sweet :16 study will be released at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, March 26, 20:14. 

For more information, contact: 

Jonathan Pelts - jpelts@knights.ucf.edu, 940-39:1-5873 

Lizzie Haldane - Haldane@knights.ucf.edu, 9:t4-522-3282 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday, 6:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

increasing regi~xations 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Kept thinking about the summit. My ideas on increasing registrations are below. Happy to discuss later and will keep brainstorming. 

Lower the price to make it more accessible to students (is it possible to drop to ~;25 if we refund 525 to the students who paid ~;507) 

Get University Twitter handles to tweet on our behalf 

o Who runs the UNC basketball twitter handle? Can we get them to tweet about George Karl coming to the summit? 

Post flyers with speaker names and bios 

c~ The flyers you had made look great, but now I think we could post some with more specifics. 

o Also, maybe we can put a promotional code on these. 

,~ I could drive around on Friday putting these up in departments across campus - I know there are more students who would be interested in this 

summit! 

Take out ads: 

c~ Daily Tar Heel 

c~, 99.9 ESPN Triangle -contact Lon Goldman for info -919-890-6221 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 9:06 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] link 

~:ii’www,newsobserver,comi2014/03/24/3729368/hbos-real-s~orts-looks-at-academic,html 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro~unc,edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~:ii~ists,u~c,eduiu? 
id=62524524,013b0048bfegfl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5 d&n~-T&l:-thearg&o:-34435151 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-34435151-62524524,013b0048bfegfl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5d~istserv,ur~c,edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Monday, 9:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; 

CSFE and ESPN 

~live. unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I had a great chat this afternoon with Cl~ris LaPlaca of ESPN about Mr. Skipper being the keynote for the Expo this tall. Basically he said that we should settle on a date and start plamaing 
everything, and then they would tly their hardest to make it work with Irk. Skipper’s schedule. 

We have settled on November 1st being the date because that is the bye-week for football and should also give us enough time once everyone comes back from summer break 

What are your thoughts? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenaJ~- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

Case Competition Specifics 

BAS Charlotte Bobcats Case Specifics.docx; Registration 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Can you please edit my e-mail draft below? I will send out this e-mail to the participants by the end of . I attached the case specifics which is basically the same 

one that you gave me before. I just deleted "Private Q&A with Robbie Allen" from the prize because we are not showing it on our website. I will convert this to 

PDF when I send it out. Another attachment is current list of the participating teams. We have 8 teams now! 

Dear XX and team members, 

Thank you for your participation in our Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Analytics Case Competition! Please find the attached case specifics, which is provided by 

NBA Charlotte Bobcats. This case is a real-problem that Charlotte Bobcats is facing now, and the executive members at Charlotte Bobcats will review all the 

submitted slide decks and select the winner. 
Please 

submit your slide deck to . _k_ ! _s_12_ _ _o_ _r_ _t_ _ _@ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u- by 11:59PM EST. The winner will be announced by 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact @unc.edu.), 

We look forward to hearing your great ideas! 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I have been feeling like I have been catching some sort of sickness, and it finally hit me as I woke up this morning. 

I won’t be in class today because I am going to try to visit Campus Health or 
the Emergency Room. 

I hope this is okay with you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sa~yer, Keith <rksa~x~er@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 11:10 AM 

H~eltine, Lizzy <lizzy.h~eltine@unc.edu>; Petranka, Jeremy M <petraJ~k~a)emml.unc.edu>; Goldsleiu, Buck 

<buck goldstein@unc.edu>; MerfitL Charles E. <merritt@email.tmc.edtr~; Lowry Caudill < @gmaJl.com>; Stroman, Deborah 

L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~E: Updated Bootcamp Dra£t Syllabus, Dropbox, ImpolIaut Dates 

I wilt bring atl of the materials for my exercises, including the Marshmallow Challenge. I am planning for 32 total in attendance. 

I will have a few powerpoint slides with related material, I assume there wN be a computer and project and screen, but always ~ike to make sure... 

~rom: Hazeltine, kizzy 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 20~4 12:06 PM 

Te: Petranka, Jeremy M; Goldstein, Buck; Merritt, Charles E.; Lowry Caudill; Stroman, Deborah k; Sawyer, Keith 

SubjeCt: Updated Bootcamp Draft Syllabus, Dropbox, Important Dates 

Thanks, all, for a ver~ productive meeting this morning. I’ve attached the updated syllabus draft. It’s ako in the Dropbox for this gear’s Bootcamp, where I’ve made a folder for your 

breakout session materials when you’re read~ to share them. 

We’ll meet again on April 14th from 11-12 in the 200 Suite to huddle on the exact syllabus. 

In the meantime, I’ll reach out to our attendees to get them registered for the MOOC and start setting expectations about pre-work. 

Best, 
Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor~orq I Schedule a meeting- http:!!doodle.com!lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pinehurst Golf Event this Friday! 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
The KFBS Sports & Entertainment Club has put together a golf industry event / outing at Pinehurst Golf Resort for this Friday, The first half of the event will be a 

panelist and networking event consisting of the following executives: 
- 3im Hyler: Former President of the USGA 
- Bob Farren: Director of Operations at Pinehurst 
- Malcolm Turner: President of Golf Operations at Wasserman Media Group 
The second half of the event will be a golf outing at Pinehurst Course # :t. This is special because both the men’s and women’s U.S Open will be hosted at Pinehurst his year. 
W~h~l~ha~feWd~p~h~Wha~p~fo~Tg~l~]p~i~ip~ht~I’d like to extend an invite to your program to see if any of your students would like 

to take part this Friday. The cost is $100, which consists of lunch and all greens fees (range, cart, golf). 
I am sorry for the short notice. Please let me know if you have any clarifying questions. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:44 PM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu:~; Stromm~, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Joy - FAC project 

Greetings! 

I am trying in the spare minutes, in between other things, to send out info as I come to it. For our April meeting (if possible) or our May retreat an update on the 

chart of missed classes by sport this year. Glynis Cowell prepared this last year. So you could start by asking her how she compiled those charts and ask Vince, 

Bubba, Lissa, and Michelle for input on the information on the charts. 

I believe this may be one of the last tasks for our academics experts. I hope to have one or two more sessions, reviewing transcripts during April. 

Thanks again for all you do including your mental time spent thinking about the issues and moving us in the right direction. 

Joy 
Jo’y J. Re!~qer, M.A. ~’~T(R), FAEIRS 

Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel WII 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South Colum bia S[. 
Chape~ FI[H, NC 27599-7130 

919-9~r3-S147Desk 

Celi 

919-9 ~ r3-5952,’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tllb e-mall message, iqcludh~g attachments, i~ aq?~ is in,eroded only for the -person or entiw to which [~ is addressed and may cor~ain confidential and/or 

privileged ma[er[aL Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is prohibi[ed, If you are no~ the intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy" all copies of the or[~[na~ message, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Congratulations on the ESPN appearance 

Dr Stroman, 
I just wanted to congratulate you on your appearance to ESPN on the debate about the UNC academic scandal 

This is a very frustrating issue that I take very seriously and at heart and please know that I am available for anything to help you ~vith your ~vork to protect UNC and defend it’s athletics 
and academics. 

Looking forward to hear back from you 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Leading our Nation- Gen. Heidi Brown 

Debby, 

Coolopportunity below for women to meet with one powerful womaninleadership, llovesee women stepinto roleslikethese, ltisan honorand privilegeto have a high profile 

womanlike Gen HeidiBrownjoin us.I wouldloveto have youthere, lfyou can forwardthis on to yourclassand yourstudentsfrom lastsemester, that would be great. 

RSVP here. 

Thanks, 

From: "Minor in Entrepreneurship @ UNC" < 

Date: Monday,              10:54 AM 

To:            ~unc.edu"            ~unc.edu> 

Subject: Leading our Nation- Gen. Heidi Brown 

~gmail.com> 



UNC E ,’Mi!;o! i Gardr.~!r i-,:~,>ii j C.h~pel Hiii. NC 275~4 b’~ II’~’II iContact- T~y It Free! ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patterson, Tony <Tony Patterson@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Antomatic reply: KFBS Sporks & Ente(taJnment Golf Outing - Friday 

Wednesday was my last day with the Carolina Union and UNC at Chapel Hill. Emails sent to this account will not receive a response, 
If you need assistance... 
related to CUAB - email: :@email.unc.edu 
related to the Bottom Line - email: ~email.unc,edu 
related to Student Government- emaik @unc.edu 
related to Student Organizations - email: .~unc.edu 
related to general Carolina Union matters - go to carolinaunion.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 7:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCAA DI governance proposal just released... Compromise? 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Tuesday afternoon greetings from the MotherShip. Hope yon are well. 

It ~ s not often that I am able to j ump on a breaking stoD~, but I j nst happened to notice [] not 
more than an hour ago [ Jthat the Division I Steering Committee for Governance has relea~d a 

propo~d governance model that includes a possible weighted voting system for a group that 

will oversee the daily legislative timcfions of Division I. 

This is truly a breaking story that I just stumbled upon; AL.com and USA Today axe the only 
two sources that have picked it up so far. 

Here [] s a quick step back in recem NCAA governance histoD~. When the Big Five 
conferences (comprised mostly of []XXL [] schools) forwarded a proposal for a $2,000 

stipend a while back, the other 26 conferences (compri~d of Small, Medium and Large 

schools) out~zoted them. To ~y the least, the veto on the stipend vote did not sit well with the 

Big Five mad they have been lobbying, posturing and grousing ever since. 

In the past year and a half or so, the Big Five commissioners have been taking turns giving 
interviews, sitting on panels and basically letting it be known [] firnfly and unequivocdlly [] that 

they want the ability to propose and enact progrmns that will benefit student-athletes. 

The NCAA.org story is below; but I have e:dracted the key pair of sentences in the whole 

article. Heie they ~xe: 

[] Under the proposed new model for governing Division I, each member of the Board 

of Directors would have one vote. On the Conncil, how-ever [] which has finaJ say on 
most issues, though those will remai~t s~tbject to board review [] members [] votes 

will be weighted. [] [Italics added] 

So the Big Five (who get tbur votes each), would not get a majority, but their decisions are 

M subject to board review?" 

I don ~]t think this is what the Big Five commissioners have been campaigning lbr in the last 
year and a hal£ Here [] s the proposed structure: 

Weighted Votes on Council 

Under the proposed new model tbr governing Divi sion I, each member of the Boaxd of 
Directors would have one vote. On the Council, however [] which has final say on most issues, 

though those will remain subject to booxd review [] members [] votes will be weighted. The 



suggested system would split the FBS into two thctions, giving five conlbrences four votes and 

the other five two votes. The remaining 22 contbrences and the two student-athletes proposed 

for the Council would each count once. Under this structure, no single group would have a 
maj orit.-% 

The article on the NCAA website said the steering comtnittee supports including voting rights 

by tfie chair of the Division I Student-Athlete Adviso~?~ Com~nittee; the chair (g~ways an 

athletics director) of a new group tentatively cdlled the Council; and the highest- roxtldng 

Division I member of the Faculty Athletics Representatives Association’s executive co~nmittee. 

The so-called Council would have 34 members -- one from each of the 32 conferences and 
two athletes. All members would have votes, but the votes would be weighted. 

Each vote from the ACC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac- 12 and SEC (formerly known as the AQ 

conferences) would be counted four times, totaling 37% of the weighted total. Votes from the 

Big East, Conference USA, MAC, Mountain West and Sun Belt (formerly the non-AQ 

contbrences) would each count twice (18.6%), and the remaining 22 DI contbrences would 

have their vote count once (40.7%). Student-athletes’ votes would count once and comprise 

3.7% of the total pie. 

So nobody’ gets a majority. I guess this could be called a compromise? 

Also below is an AP article about Big 12 Commissioner Bob BoMes’ retnoacks at the Knight 

Commission meeting laser week. As you roll see, Mr. BoMes emphaticolly and coge~Ny 

chatnpions the interests oftfie Big Five. Bowles and the other tbur commissioners have been 

remoackably in alignment every step of the way. 

More later .... 

Nick Int?~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

~’~,,,,’w.twitt e r .co mJ@Colle~teAt h Clips 

Student-athlete, AD, faculty rep would have votes on proposed new 

board 

The governance model proposed by the Division I Steering Committee for Governance 
also outlines possible weighted voting 6ystem 

NC./L-l.org, 3-25-14 

Highlights 
ISSUE: Division I goverTtance restructuring 

THE LATEST: ht the model to be proposed by the Division I Steering Committee 

for Governance, a student-athlete, athletics director and faculty athletics 

representative wouM sit on the Board of Directors and have voting privileges. The 
contmittee also will propose a weighted voting ~system f!)r the Coltnci{ 

W[IAT[ JS NEXT: The committee will continue to meet, focused on details of 
aumnorro~. They plan to have a proposed model to the board and conJorences by 

the end of ApriL 

When the new Division I Board of Directors first convenes under a new governance syfftem, 

the Steering Colnmittee for Governance wants an athletics directol; student-athlete and faculty. 

athletics representative to be present ~ and cast votes. 

The steering committee met March 18 and continued its work towaM delivering a proposed 

governance model to the membership this spring. 

While the steering committee believes the board should be comprised primarily of tmiversi~’ 

presidents, it supports adding new voices to the table, including the chair of the Division I 

Stadent-Athlete Advisow Committee; the chair of a new group tentatively coiled the Council; 

and the highest-ranking Division I member of the FaculF Athletics RepresentaXives 
AssociationI~ s executive committee. The Council chair will always be an athletics director, 

which gives that group an automatic spot on the board. 

[] The steering colnmittee believes the non-presidents on the bomd should be defined by’ tfieir 

positions within different organizations, [] said steering committee and booxd chair Nathan 

Hatch, president of Woke Forest Univeisity. [] But we feel very. strongly that they should be 

voting members of the board. [] The presidents would retain the right to meet in executive 

session if necessaD,. 
Legislative autonomy 

The committee members also discussed extensively the areas of legislative autonomy for the 

Atlantic Coast Conference, Big Ten Conference, Big 12 Conference, Pacific- 12 Conference 

and Southeastern Cont}rence under the proposed model. The members of the steering 

committee, all of them Division I university presidents, axe working closely ruth the conl}rences 

to ensure that the area.s of autonomy are driven by the values and principles of student-athlete 

welfm-e and not competitive advantage. 
Weighted Votes on Council 



Under the proposed new model for governing Division I, each member of the Board of 

Directors would have one vote. On the Council, however [1 which has final say on most issues, 

though those will remain subject to boaacd review LJ membersLJ votes roll be weighted. The 

suggested system would split the FBS into two lhction~ giving five conI~rences tbur votes and 

the other five two votes. The remaining 22 conferences and the two student-athletes proposed 

for the Council would each count once. Under this slructure, no single group would have a 
maj orig. 

Committee members acknoMedged that the full Division I membership will need time to 

explore the implications of legislative autonomy in specific areas before the bomvl can approve 

any proposals, and expressed hope that those conversations can take place during the 

upcoming spring conference meetings. 

The makeup of the ~] Council [~ 

The committee also discussed the mechanics of the Council, the group that is expected to 

con&tct the day-to-day legisla~6ve functions of the division. The Council ~1 s decisions would not 

require approval t]com the board, but the board would have the opportunity to review decisions 
to ensure they are consis~tent with the values of the division. 

The proposal calls for a Council composed of 34 members, one from each of the 32 

conferences and two s~dent-athletes. All members would have votes, but the votes would be 

weighted. 

The committee will continue meeting in person and via conference call, with the goal of 

forwarding a potential model to the Division I membership at the April 24 boa~l meeting. 

Bowlsby ~ s vision: College sports need some changes 
A~s:s’ociated Press, 3-24-14 

MIAMI [1 Bob Bowlsby took a seat inside a Miami hotel ballroom a few days ago, appearing 

as part of a panel tasked with forecasling how college sports may change over the next 

decade. 

No one had any definite answers, of course. 

But ifBoMsby got his way, the model would change ~ considerably. 

Recruiting, ad~nissions, eatbrce~nent~ practice ti~nes, length of seasons ~ it ~ s all apparently on 
BoMsby [] s radar, and in this time where talk of changes and overhauls continues to sweep the 

NCAA landscape, the Big 12 commissioner offered a simple warning to the Knight 

Commission on Intercollegiate Atltletics. 

[]We have a lot of work to do, folks, [] BoMsby said. 

The Knight Commission wa~s tbrmed a quaxter-centu~ ago in response to a number of 

scandals that were rocking college sports at the time, with hopes that "the emphasis would 

return to academic values at schools. The NCAA has a history of listening to the watchdog 

group and taI:ing its words seriously, as evidenced by how it has implemented a nmnber of its 

recommendations over the yems. 

Bowlsby [] s remarks wouldn[]t necessarily be considered proposals. More so, they were 

received as just a frank, straightforward view of what [] s happening. Even to some on the 

inside, the NCAA still seems to be a massive, overly complex machine that few totally 

understand and is in desperate need of an overhatfl. 

[] I thought an academic medical center was complicated.., and then I got involved with the 

NCAA, [] said Dr. Nathan Hatch, the president of Wake Forest and chairman of the 

NCAA[] s Board of Directors, who happened to be seated next to Bowlsby on the Knight 

panel. 

The blmne, BoMsby said, does not entirely lie with the NCAA, which has been under fire tbr 

the way it handled [] or mishandled, some would argue I~ a number of high-profile 
entbrcement cases in recent years, including the Miami case where investigators broke the 

association [] s own policies by enlisting the assistance of an attorney and essentially using her 

subpoena power (a tool the NCAA does not have) to help probe the Hurricanes [] 

involvement with a booster. 

[] Quite frankly, the NCAA and whatever it is today, we made it that way, [] Bowlsby said. 
[] It isn [] t this one- eyed ogre in Indianapolis. It [] s the collective decisions that all of us have 

collaborated to make. And whatever it is or isn []t, and there [] s been a whole lot more good 

than bad, we made it that way. And it [] s going to take a little while to unwind it. [] 



And he I~ s np tbr plenty of unwinding. 

tie spoke of the realig~maent craze "that swept Division I over the past couple years. (~; It 

certainly wasn I~ t our finest hour. We commoditized institutions of higher education and I think 

time will "tell a lot of bad decisions were made, [J Bowlsby said.) He soon moved on to the 

power of the power conferences, another hotly debated topic of late. ( [] They also win 90 

percent of the NCAA championships, [] said Bowlsby, the former Staxfford athletic director.) 

With that, Bowlsby was just getting staxted. 

He never raised his voice, but nothing was out of bounds, either. 

He wondered why recruiting rules haven []t seemed to keep np with technology, wondering 

aloud if the current sys~tem tends to be counterproductive, especially when it comes to the 

highest- profile prospects. 

[] Perhaps it[] s time to think about more visits to campus and fewer trips to the high school, [] 

Bowlsby said. I~I don~]t know how many of you even have a sense of how disruptive tho~ 

ca~ be at the high school tbr a high-profile recruit. Maybe it [] s time to start paying Ii)r t~mily 

members to come on otticial visits. Perhaps it ~] s a good idea to get kids to campus more thm~ 

just once lbr 48 hours. ~] 

’][’he so-called 20-hour role, designed to li,nit how much time students actually spend on 

athletics and away fiom academics per week? 

[] The 20-hour role is a joke, [] Bowlsby said. [] There [] s too many exemptions to it and it is 

routinely ignored on most cmnpuses, even to the point of t:alsification of records. The practice 

schedules for young people in not just football bnt in lots of sports, doesn []t even appro~mate 

the 20-honr rule. [] 

He called the number of transfers in college basketball [] an embarrassment, [] said it [] s time 

for transparency on what goes into how certain athletes get admitted to certain schools (even 

while acknowledging that it would make presidents and admissions directors uncomlbrtable), 

and that the enforcement rules nnder which schools try to operate j ust aJcen~;t working. 

[] Currently, cheating pays, [] Bowlsby said. [JAnd it~] s not nearly as broadly done as some 

wonld have you believe. Bnt in the ca~s where it is done, we ~]re virtually det}nseless to get at 

it. Without the power of subpoena or the weight of perjuu, it [] s re,narkable our enforcement 

mechanism gets to the bottom of anytl~ing. [] 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: wv~v,colle.qeathleticsclips,com 

¢lips el=LASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. el=LASHes are emailed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular NCAA governance eFLASH has been sent to aft Clips subscribers. 

About our website: �2,oliegePthleticsC31ips.com provides executive summaries of coiiege athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and 7~he Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous ¢lips el=LASHes ~like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Cha~tge yore subscription 

U~ ubsc~ibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Congratulations on the ESPN appeaxance 

I appreciate that. 

Have a great Wednesday. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: 2:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Congratulations on the ESPN appearance 
Thanks       I appreciate your ongoing leadership. ] wilt ](eep you in mind for engagement when we receive information on 1he mdepender,~ anaiysis oflhe data 

Stay encouraged[ 

~HeeiForward 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Er, gage. [;xpiore. Empower 

919.843 0336 

CO\7~TDENTIALIT-Y NOTICE: This e-lnai] message, including attachments, i:[ any, is intended on]y [br the -person or entily 1o which it is addressed an(] may contain confidential and]or 

privileged lnak’~riai. Any ---nnauthorized review, use, disclomxe or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and deslroy a]i 

copies of the original message 

........ Original Message ......... 

Sent: Tuesciay, 3 26 PM 

"]7o: Stromat< Deborah L 

Subject Congratulations on the ESP),~ appearance 

Dr Sttornan, 

i just wanted to congratulate you on your appearance to ESPN on the debate about the UNC academic scandal 

"]7hie; is a very i}usttating issue that i take very setinusly and at heart and please knnw that [ art) available for anything to help you with your wnrk ~n protect U<’,aC and de.end iJs athbtics 
and academics. 

Looking forward to heat ha& fcom y.~u 
Thanks 

Sent ih)m my iPhone 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <’MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Agile MaJrketing ] Becoming a Social Business Millennial Brand Loyalty ] Use the Blogosphere 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Mar 2(L 2014 
".’Oi "i::!, N,S {::: 

L l 

~ Eight Secrets of Agile Marketing 

~ B ecoming a Social Business: Marcus Nelson 
of Addvocate Talks to Marketing Smarts 

¯ " " and Motivate Your Audience 

lli~iI Survey Says ] 

How Loyal Are Millenniab to Brands? 



Quick Take 

Four Tips for Conducting Your Own 
Restaurant Marketing 

share ]’w~Eer I[:~ F~=ceboo;: [.h’4,:edh= 
I 

~ Engage Customers via the With Blogosphere 
Sponsored Posts and Giveaways 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:32 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Reiti~nider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reit~Nde@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: E-Connection 

Nice to meet you! Dr. Stroman gave me a brief ovel, view of the BAS and what to do ruth Twitter and Facebook ~Vould you like to meet in person to discuss this, or 
chat over the phone? Here’s when I’m free: 

Thurs. 

Fri. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Wed. 

- 12:30-1:30- I’ll be on the main paJt of campus (near Lenoir, Davis Libra,, Undergraduate Libraw) 
- 9am-12:30- I’ll be at the Kenan Institute 

9am- 1:30pm- Kenan Institute 
9am- 10:30am- Main pair of campus 
1 pm- 3pm- Kenan Institute 

Do any of these times work for you? If nok send over the titnes in which you are free. 

Thanks! 

011 at 10:18 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

yo~ to ~x,ork c)ose]~, x~it}a l~er to dr~’~e o~r ~t?c:r~ased ;~rese~ce S}~ h~s the T~x,itt:er acco~a~at: 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng~9’e, g~plore, Empowen 

<image00:[ .jpg> 

9~9.843.0336 

<image002dpg> 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, 5: ll PM 

Subject: RE: in~rn (social media!marketing) 

C)~:~y. 2,’~)~ 

3. We need to h~ve a Fac~ book pa~X~ b~{~t~t~Jt~g April :~. 

George Karl 

Ken Pomeroy 

Robbie Allen, Aummawd Insights Rep 

Graham Boone, Tandom Agency 

SportVU!Stats 

john Brenkus, Spot1 Science 

~ill Swlfox, Zebra 

Mike Curtis, UVA Stren~}~ & Conditioning 

GaV McCoy, Catapult 

Dr. Mike Clark, Fusionetics 

Liz ~lon Bobcats Marketing Director 

~ason Teifler Burston Marsmller UConn WBB MarkefitN 

SportsMedia Marcus Brown 

Experience App 

~lnvil H~mpsmn, Bobcats Tickets 

[¢iveThir@ight Mike Wilson 

NBA Charlot/~e Bobcat:s Anal}~ics Temn ~ason Rosen~eld 

Dean Oliver ESPN Anal?~ics 

VM Acket~nan Tentative Sal~rd~y ~fiemoon 

EVP Stove Hirdt Elias Spots Bureau Rep 

Chris Zeppen~Md, NBA Bobcat:s Direct:or of Datsb~se Marketing 

]i:~ r. Stro~nan 

Deborah L. S~oman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,g(~ge, g,rplot’e, Empower. 

<~mage004.jpg> 



919,843.0336 

<irnageOO2~jpg> 



From: ~}email.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subje~’t: 

ll:47AM 

Practitioner Interview Ques~ions’/On-Site Visit 

To: Stroman, Deborah (dstromm~) 

From: 

Good morning Dr. Stroman. 

I would like to set up either an on-site visit date or schedule a conI~rence. 

Also, according to SaJaai, it says float the interview questions were clue on            but on the course syllabus, fl~ere was no specific date as to when the interview 

questions were due, so long as "they were submitted belbre the due date. If you are still accepting the interview questions, here are my questions tbr my interview: 

1. What is your official rifle? What axe your mm~agerial responsibilities under this position? 

2. What does your typical work day look like? If it varies, how so? 

3. How do your responsibifiries differ fiom tlae responsibilities of other managers at the Hurricanes? How are they similar? 

4. How do you coordinate the efforts of those who report to you? 

5. What educational prepaJcation do you need to secure a similax position? Describe ~me of your educational prepaxation. 

6. What prot~ssional credentials do you need to secure a similar position? De~ribe some of your proI~ssional credenrals? 

7. What professional experience do you need to secure a similar position? Describe sotne of your experiences. 

7. How has your professional career path evolved’? 

8. What steps did you take to develop your professional career? 

9. Did you ever have an internship? Please share any experiences 

10. What is fl~e most important thing I need to learn during this internship? 

11. What advice would you give me m be a successful professional in finis field? 

Thank~ 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

Messages for this site: EXSS 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 12:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Background Check Halts ttire ] NaLs’ Practice Death ] Prep’s Costly Tweet 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Background Check Stops USF from Hiring Hoops Coach 
Manhattan College coach Steve Masiello had agreed to a five-year contract but 

had a previously undetected discrepaa~cy in his background check .... 

Navs~ Freshma~ Dies After Collapse at Football t ractice 

Navy freslmlan footbaJd player Will McKamey died while in a coma Tuesday night, 

thiee days ~lier he collapsed during a Midshipmen footbaJd ... 

Ex-Coach Pleads Gnilts~ to Sex Assault on Live-In Player 

The victim, with the approval of her mother, moved into the coach’s home in the 

winter of 1998, when she was 15 and a freshman at Oxbow .... 

Player of Year Award Stripped Following Obscene Tweet 
’][’he New Hampshire Basketball Coaches Organization m~nounced Saturday that 

Pe~nbroke Academy senior t at Welch has been stripped of... 

Militias’ Steppin~ Up Fitness Initiatives to Become Wellness Leader 
The Armed Forces have long been seen as the epitome of fitness, trailblazing the 



way tbr new and evermore impressive exercise progran~s. Look ... 

Is $130M Stadium Reno Enough to Keep Bills in Buffalo? 
The death of Butthlo Bills owner Ralph C. Wil~n Jr. raises ques~tions about 

whether the $130 million project to renovate the stadium that ... 

UNM Hears Fans’ Ideas on Bettering Women’s Basketball 
With attendance declining and the 2013-14 team struggling, fans have voiced 

objections about eve~y~tl~ing from the coaching staffto Mountain ... 

Budget-Challenged District Looks at Raising Athletic Fees 
The boaJcd of education in Manchester, N.tt., is considering an increase in athletic 

tees to avoid cutting teachers, counselors and other school stafll 

Respected Rec Department WeiAhs Cuts, Fee Increases 
Should Town Council keep spending about $7 million on ~ecreation while ~eceiving 

only about $2.2 million from tees and sponsorships? ... 

In Connecticut_ Public vs. Private School Debate Rages On 
In all, magnet and parochial schools won five of the 11 state titles on the line in 
basketball and hockey this past weekend. That ... 

Credit Union Gives $100K for Tu~ Gets Namin~ Rights 
Jupiter Communi~ High School got $100,000 closer to building an artiticial turf 

football field this week, and a local bank got the naming rights to ... 

School Board Approves $524K in Bleacher Replacements 
The board will dip into its rainy-day fund to pay for $454,000 of the project. The 

ci.ty is being asked to chip in an estimated $69,000 to construct ... 

Opinion: $45M NFL Donation to USA Football Is Desperate 
The NFL drove its creepy s~tion wagon up to the playground Monday, rolled 

down the window, and said to the kids nearby, "Want a piece ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Texting Scandal: Panel to Monitor Coatesville Schools 
Pem~sylva~ia’s civil fights commission will be moNtoring the Coatesville Area 

School District to make sure it keeps its promises to be more transparent in the 

wake of a texting ~andal. 

New Reader Comments: 

Tuesday Takedown: Judgmental Gwn Sends Wron~ 
It was quite remarkable that Planet Fitness would force out one member for 

wearing too much (her head covering) M~ile another was thiown ... 

ii"~ Facebook ~ 

i .~ Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &Expo/ 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 



i~i AB App Now here 

I ii.~.ii ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Premium Partners 

Mah:={!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.lt{i=e ~,i=-~siis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea{!i~e 

Thi!~ email was !~e!~t to dstro@unc.edu by: 

AB Media Inc 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:18 PM 

The carolinatirst~dvocates mailing list. <carolinafirstsadvocates@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edu> 

Carolina Firsts Updates: NewStories mid Student Org. Exec. Board Nominations 

Carolina Firsts Graduation Event Progrmn - ~a.pub 

Dear Carolina Firsts Advocates and FGCS Committee, I hope you are all well. Thank you for your attention to the following: 

1) The Carolina Firsts Newsletter is now the Carolina Firsts _N_._e_..w__.S.__t..o_r__i_e_.s_. These pages feature a combination of news (events we want more first generation 

college students (fgcs) to attend and opportunities for which we want more fgcs to apply) and stories of fgcs success. We hope these pages encourage 

students to access to high impact activities, connects students with faculty and staff, and celebrate the success and diverse experiences of Carolina Firsts. 

Our work study students and graduate assistant worked hard on these stories and hope you enjoy reading them. 

Please continue to send me information about opportunities for which you’d like to see more fgcs apply. We will post them to the NewStories site. 

2) Do you know an outstanding first generation college student? If so, please nominate him or her to serve on the          Carolina Firsts Executive Board. 

Simply contact Carmen Nuerta-Bapat {chugrt~@u~c.edu} with your nomination and contact information. She will set up a meeting to discuss this 

opportunity and answer any questions you may have. Nominations are due by noon on Tuesday, April 1st. 

3) Our graduation ceremony is fast approaching (       Carolina Inn, lOam - Noon). If you’ve not already done so, kindly let me know if you would like to 

attend. We are also still accepting notes of congratulations to include in our graduation program. An example of last year’s program is included for your 

reference. Thank you to those who have already sent their congratulations. 

With thanks for your support, 

Candice 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3006 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

919.843.6443 

[ ::i~:;~ii cid:imageOOl.png@O1CE3F ~ 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu .................................................................... 

www.firstgeneratiomunc.edu 

Faculty Advisor - ._A_[p_h___a___C__h___a_p_t__e_r., ..T~h...e~.t..a.~.N~.u.~X.~.k~.[..u.!.t.~..c~u..Lt~u...r~a.LS..9.£~r.!.t.~/~n~c..: 

You are cunently subscribed to carolinafirstsadvocates as: dstro({~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: h ttp:iilists.unc.eduiu?id 73545489.ea8fa0016eddbc15755e97aa755df60e&n T&I carolinafirstsadvocates&o 34444841 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34444841-73545489.ea8faOO16eddbc15755e97aa755df60e(i~listserv.mac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saunders-White, Debra <~debra.saunders-white@NCCU.EDU> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 2:38 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Akinleye, Johnson O <johnson.akinleye@NCCU.EDU> 

RE: Frank Hawki ns Kenan Institute of Private Enterpri~ Spring B oard of Advi sors Premeeting Materi al s 

Dear Dr. Stroman. 

Thank you for ensuri~g that NCCU remei~s engaged. I ha~e asked our Pro~osL Dr. Johnso~ Akirfleye to se~e as NCCU~s representative. He is cepied on this 

Again, t appreoiate ~oar a~ention to details[ 

In Truth and Sel-vice. 
Chanc~llo! S-sunde!s4,’Vi~i~e 
No~ii~ C~;rol:~ta ([~rllr~l bn:ve~s~y 
1801 F~ye[~e~/ille Sl:ree~ 
Durh~m, NC 2~’Z07 
debra sa:.H~ders-wh::~e@]ccu edu 
919-530-6104 -- v 
919-530-5014- f 

~rom: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 1:20 PM 
Te: Saunders-White, Debra 
Subject: FW: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise Spring Board of Advisors Premeeting Materials 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’nf]~N~, gWplor’e, gmpower. 

9119.843.0336 

:X~ care 

F~m: kebold, Na~hew 
Sent: Tuesday, Hatch 26, 2014 6:18 PN 
Te: del~sa@redhat.com;       @man.corn; sbenne~@bobcaN.com; ruben@ncsu.edu; dpc@coqsvilleqroup.com; donald.dwiqht@eg.com; En~isle, Barbara (Sodology); 
g~_¢!~_~f~_6~_e£g; ~g_¢R~gNt?_~_¢~gzZ~_[~Nb_,~_¢g~; ’whoMen@~i.org’; Hol~o~h, Donald (Health Policy and Nanagement); .~[~_~J}_~PJ_¢N_~g_{R:gR~J 
susanharrison(@howardleeinstitu~.org; Nerri~, Charles (Office of the Chancellor); Nelson, Steve; marc.pau]@bakermckenz~e.com; dpiguesq@nccu.edu; k~ou~@sidlev.com; 
’truhe@kauffman.org’; chrisN@ha~erasvp.com; lsrose@cednc.orq; amit.sinqh@spectraforce.com; Eric John Toone, Ph.D. (eric.toone@duke.edu); rcarl~n@kauffman.orq; 
Andrea Yackenovich, Ph.D. (andrea_!uteran@d~ke,edu); Seymore, Paige A. (~as~i.or¢); m!ane~co~sv~!!eqrou~,com; Riordan, Bridget ~C for Research) 
(br~ordan~unqedu); Lisa Swank (swank~ttp.or~; ’hoyler@cbc-raleigh.com’; Ban~, kaChaun; Bolas, Nichelle (Innovation and Entrepreneurshp); Didow, Nicholas; Dohe~, 
Jason; Feldman, Na~ann (tin ~ Regional Planning); Friga, Paul; @eis, Noel; drharoon (zishan haroon(@med.unc.edu); Hoba~, Don (don.hoba~@unc.edu); Howell, kingmei; 
Johnson, Jim; Lane, grent; Lee, ~omas (Comprehensive Cancer Center); U~le, Hark; Nogueira, Nonica; ReiNNder, Cynthia; Sanseverino, Nancy 0ournalism/Nass 
Communication); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise a Sport Science) (~_~£9_@_~_~g~_¢g_~); Zoller, Ted; Evans, Jack; Bensen, Hark; Shacke]ford, Douglas 
¢¢: Napier, Na~; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancello0 
Subject: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise Spring Board of Advisors Premeeting Naterials 

Dear ~, 

We are looking forward to }~u ~oining us at the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private EntetFdse Board of Advisors meeting to 

be held on Monday March 31st, from 9am to l:30pm in the Kenan Center ~ird floor boardroom. A continentN breakfast will be 

provided from 8:30-9am and following ~e meeting we invite you to stay and have ltmch wifl~ fellow board members and institute 

staff. 

Attached are matefiNs for you to review prior to the meetinN agenda and executive summaries of the proiects. 



Also, below is a parking pass link for you to print and use in the Kenan Center visitor lot. Do not hesitate to reach out with any 
questions or concerns you may have. 
tlttp:iiprin tpa rkingpass.com/p/G kYdw2YwN E e8 5k6Xe RITiQ 

Best, 

-matthew 
MatthewA, Lebold : Administrative Support Associate, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

929.962.6822 : fax 929.962 8202 :: matthew_lebold@kenan flagler.unc,edu :: www,kenan fla~ler.unc,edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

’][’his email has been scanned by the Symantec E,nail Securitw.cloud selwice. 

For more information please x isit !)__tt_l?:_~!i_~,_~,_~!:~y__r__n_~_r_g__e_£_c_!9__u__d__:_c_~:!A 

This entail has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.clond service. 
For more intbrmation please visit http:/A~’w.symm~tecclond.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 3:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[FWD: Closing the loop] 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

w;~v.dstmman.com 

888.668.8403 

........ Original Nessage ........ 

Subject: Closing the loop 

From: "Cone, Judith" <jacone@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, IVlarch 26, 2014 3:01 pm 

To: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. I     ~ 
"Napier, Nary E" <mnap!e[@email.unc.edu> 

.corn)" < 2~ .corn>, 

Just so we are all on the same page, I want to run this by you. 

The original person is being uninvited by their Chancellor and that is being communicated by their Chancellor to that person. No need for any of 

us to call the original person? I am happy to make that call if need be but if their Chancellor is handling it that might be best all around. How will 

we know that information has been delivered? 

The new person is being invited by their Chancellor and being communicated with by their Chancellor. 

Right? 

Once all of this is settled, I will call the new person prior to the meeting to welcome him. 

Best, Judith 
Judith Cone i                 LL~_d__Lt_,’2,:_c_-_9_0_~_@__~_;_~_]_c_-A.’_~J:l_ 

[:I ~ :I D’~’~c! ipti°n    1 

Description: 

] 
http://www.kenan-flaRler.unc.ed u/kenan--institut e.aspx 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:49 PM 

Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: student athlete class attendance 

fac minutes 5 - 17 - 13 with attachments.pdf 

The summary sheet is on the end of the minutes t:rom the May retreat. I have attached the pdf to this emsik 

Jo~ J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor ;rod D~rector 

Uniw~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel Hill 

School of Medich-~e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurm?t HIgH 

521.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~26 .~. 
Celi 

919-966-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIAUi¥ NOi~CE: this e-mi~[I messi~ge, i~cludmg i~ttachments, if a~, [s intended oniv for the --person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materii~k A~y ----ullauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution [s prohibited. If you are ~ot the i~tellded redpient, please co,tinct the sender b~ reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Sent: Wednesday, Narch 26, 2014 4:29 PN 
To: Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: student athlete class a~endance 

f must have deleted the others, t w~ check at home, 

G~yn~s Cowel~, PhD 

Director, Spanish Language Program 

Department of Romance Languages and Uteratures 

Dey 220, C8 3170 

Assh~tanL D :~an, A(:adem~c Adv~sh~g Program 

OZSD Steele 

The University of North Carolina--Chape~ 

F~m= Cowell, GlyNs S. 
Sent= Wednesday, Narch 26, 20~4 4:27 PM 
To; Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= Renner, Joy ~ (Joy Renner@med.unc.edu) 
Subject= N: student athlete class a~ndance 

Women’s b-ba~ 

Glyn~s Cowel~, PhD 

Director, Spanish kanguage Program 

Department of Romance Languages and Uteratures 

Dey 220, C8 3170 

Assistant Dean, Acadera~c Advising Program 

(}~5D Steele BMg, 

The Urfivers;~ty of North Carol~na--Chape~ 

F~m~ Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 20[3 8:[9 AN 
T~ Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subject: RE: student athlete class a~endance 

Hi Glyni~ 

Please ~e the schedule a.ached and let me ~ow if you need anything else. ’I’h~ tBr your help. 

Vince 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Athletics Committee 

Minutes of Meeting: 

Present: Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Glynis Cowell, Beverly Foster, Layna 

Mosley, Barbara Osborne, Andy Perrin, Joy Rennet, John Stephens, Kim Strom- 

Gottfried (as of     ) 

Athletic Department Personnel: Bubba Cunningham 

Other Advisors: Michelle Brown (ASPSA) 

Gnests:               (ASP SA Geology Tutor), Jan Boxill (Chair of the 
Faculty), Mario Ciocca (Sports Medicine), (ASPSA Graduate 
Learning Assistant), Jonathan Weiler (Global Studies) 

I. Preliminary Matters and Continuing Business 

Following lunch (graciously provided by Joy Renner) committee members and guests introduced 
themselves. An email election for the        chair occurred prior to the meeting. Professor 
Renner was reelected to sew’e as chair. The minutes from the     meeting were approved. 

John Stephens and Lissa Broome agreed to help Joy Renner with planning a video to be shown at 
Faculty Council and archived on the Faculty Governance website for faculty to review. Kim 
Strom-Gottfried volunteered to provide feedback on the video. It was also suggested that a 
written summary of the information presented in the video be prepared for those who prefer to 
access information that way. Barbara Osborne can provide a chapter that she has written on 
NCAA governance as an additional written resource. The scope of the video was discussed and 
it was agreed that the focus should be on the information that faculty need to know when they 
teach student-athletes. Suggested topics included: 

Introduction to key personnel and their roles (AD, ASPSA Director, FAR, Vince Ille, 
Marielle vanGelder (new director of Compliance)) 

Introduction to key committees (FAC, Advisory Committee to ASPSA, possibly faculty 
subcommittee on special talent admissions) 

Travel letters and attendance policy 
o Policies regarding excused absences - examples of ways to handle 
o Sample language for syllabus 

Progress reports 
Services provided by ASPSA 
Seasons of competition 
Bringing concerns to elected FAC members or to the FAR 
Other possible topics - sports medicine, revenues provided by football and men’s 
basketball support 26 other sports, strategic plan re alignment and academic success. 



Joy Renner discussed the need to prepare a list of faculty knowledgeable about each maj or on 
campus who would be willing to serve as a point of contact for academic counselors working 
with ASPSA for student-athletes who wish to learn more about a particular major and for 
coaches who are trying to connect recruits with faculty in a particular area. 

II. Logistics for 

The committee agreed to meet for two hours instead of ninety minutes. Professor Renner will 
circulate prior to the beginning of the fall semester a meeting calendar for the year. it is possible 
that we will deviate some from the second Tuesday of the month meeting day, but most meetings 
should be on a Tuesday or Wednesday, with a likely time from 3:30 - 5:30 p.m. The meeting 
location of 105 South Building is convenient for the committee and the Chancellor. The Sakai 
site worked well and the committee members recommended that we continue to use it. 

The committee agreed that content experts and team liaisons were both valuable. A suggestion 
for content experts was to be proactive as well as reactive and for team liaisons to be assigned so 
that a committee member does not have more than one team in season at the same time. 

The committee liked this year’s meeting format, but in the interests of preserving time for 
discussion agreed that some of the updates could be made in writing on the Sakai site. For the 
coming year, the committee would like to move away from merely receiving information and 
education on particular topics to providing more policy direction. A possible entryT point is the 
Rawlings Report and consideration of how" the committee can be helpful to the Chancellor and 
our colleagues in processing that report and any of its recommendations. 

III. Sports Medicine 

Joy Renner introduced Dr. Mario Ciocca, Director of Sports Medicine at UNC. Dr. Ciocca was 
invited to address the committee in part as a result of a recent article in Sports Illustrated 
questioning the medical care being provided to football players at Penn State. Dr. Ciocca 
explained that the athletic trainers report to him and that he reports through Student Health 
Services, which reports to the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs. This reporting relationship is 
outside of the Department of Athletics, although Athletics does provide a large component of the 
Sports Medicine budget. In addition, to twelve trainers (some of whom have other 
responsibilities), there are eighteen graduate students who assist with training activities for 20 
hours per week. There are also two nutritionists and one sports psychologist on the Sports 
Medicine staff. 

Whether a student coming back from an injury- is cleared for practice or competition is up to the 
Sports Medicine staff and not a decision that can be made by the student or the coach. Dr. 
Ciocca reported that the coaches have faith in the medical staff and trainers in the Sports 
Medicine unit. 

Dr. Ciocca explained that students have mandatory health insurance coverage and that the 
Athletics Department can pay any deductible on behalf of the student (through the NCAA’s 
Student Assistance Fund). Sports Medicine does not discourage students from seeking second 
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opinions. State law may be changed to allo~v trainers to bill directly for their services. If this 
occurs, any bills issued by Sports Medicine that would be covered by health insurance would 
help offset the costs of providing some of the specific training services. 

IV. ASPSA Tutoring Services 

is in a doctoral program at UNC and served this past semester as a Graduate 
Learning Assistant (GLA), working with Bradley Bethel as part of the Learning Engagement and 
Enhancement Program (LEEP). She worked with six members of the football team. She 
presented the overview on the attachment describing the work of the GLAs, including the pre- 
service training and ongoing training and support provided to them. She also reviewed the 
reading, writing, and learning strategies the GLAs use with the students. Ms. 
described the structure of the sessions and the positive observed outcomes. 

has served as a Teaching Assistant in the introductory Geology class and is now 
an ASPSA tutor in the content area of Geology. She works with some of the same LEEP 
students and usually meets with 1l-3 at a time. She has 8-10 students that she regularly works 
with. She also offers drop-in hours for other student-athletes outside the LEEP program. There 
are often special review times set up during final exams,          described some of the 
training that the tutors receive in compliance and in educational psychology. If tutors have any 
problems with students, they report these to the student’s ASPSA advisor. Tutors also fill out 
daily feedback forms. One committee member wondered whether the availability of tutors in 
particular subj ects might affect student-athlete enrollment patterns. 

V. Roles and Responsibilities of the FAC at UNC 

The committee’s two main roles are advising the Chancellor and informing the faculty. This, 
however, does not imply merely a passive role; the committee can and has advocated for changes 
in policies and processes. The committee can play a special role in helping to ensure 
communication among various units on campus that affect or are affected by student-athletes. 
We have increased transparency this year with Professor Renner’s monthly updates at Faculty 
Council meetings. Faculty can air their concerns to their elected committee representatives. The 
role of the committee, however, should be defined in a way that is sustainable over time. 

Faculty Chair, Jan Boxill, spoke about a series of programs that the Parr Center for Ethics might 
sponsor next year called "Beyond Compliance." Each program would have a specific focus like 
sexual assault or the impact of athletics on the University. "Beyond Compliance" might be a 
good forum to continue some of the discussion started at the Rawlings Panel kick-off. It was 
also suggested that committee members might be able to take ten minutes at various department 
meetings to address issues (truths or misperceptions) related to athletics or student-athletes. This 
strategy has been used effectively by the Committee on Student Conduct (COSC) in 
communicating with faculty about recent changes in the Honor Code. A survey of faculty about 
what they think they know about athletics might help to inform the shape of the program focused 
on athletics. Barbara Osborne reported on suw’ey results from a graduate student’s research in 
this area which received a response rate of less than seven percent. 



Professor Renner has talked about a "bond" between academics and athletics so that if one 
moves, the other moves too. She prefers this metaphor to the committee serving as a bridge 
between academics and athletics. Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham reminded the committee 
that one of the four priorities in the Athletic Department’s strategic plan is Alignment - aligning 
the operations of the Athletic Department to fulfill the mission of the University. The three 
objectives under that priority are (1) define and respect the importance of athletics within public 
research universities, (2) build stronger relationships within the university community, and (3) 
actively shape the future of college athletics. The committee can play a role in helping the 
department achieve these obj ectives. 

To effectively advise the Chancellor, the committee suggested that it try to interact with the new 
Chancellor prior to the September meeting. The committee should also consider ways to get the 
input of student-athletes and other students when appropriate to the committee’s work. 

VI. Review of Progress Made in 

Student-Athlete Experience. The committee agreed on a number of changes to its 
survey and exit interview process this year. The exit surveys are being redesigned with the help 
of the Odum Institute and wvill be piloted this summer. The revised surveys will be used for 
student-athletes exhausting their sports eligibility this fall and next spring. The surveys will be 
completed on-line and the data will be accessible to the Athletics Department, FAC, and the 
Chancellor. Instead of a group exit interview with those student-athletes choosing to participate 
(done j ointly by Athletics and FAC), the sports administrator for each team will conduct an exit 
interview with each student-athlete whose eligibility has expired. This year FAC met one time 
with the Student-Athlete Advisory Council (SAAC) to discuss a series of topics. The students on 
SAAC are sophomores through seniors and each team is represented by one or more SAAC 
members. The students participating this year saw the topic areas in advance and most came 
prepared to present feedback from their teams and not just their own personal views. 

Advising. New academic advisors have recently been hired to work with student-athletes 
on course and major selection, and will work collaboratively with the ASPSA counselors. Given 
that this arrangement is new, the committee is interested in following up on and evaluating this 
change. 

Academics. We received reports on maj ors selected by student-athletes and courses in 
which they are enrolled. We need to continue to follow these reports and be sure that course 
enrollments are also examined for the summer sessions, understanding that student-athlete 
enrollments are likely to make up a larger percentage of summer school students than of the 
student body during the fall or spring semester. The committee also discussed the summer 
school faculty compensation model and the incentives it creates for faculty to attract a sufficient 
number of students to their class. The committee should consider how ASPSA should respond if 
contacted by a faculty member wishing his or her summer course to be advertised to student- 
athletes. The committee commented on the need to ensure that tutors and counselors continue to 
be trained on the proper scope of their assistance. 
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Professor Glynis Cowell presented data on the number of classes missed each semester 
for travel and competition by each team. The school’s policy in constructing the competition 
schedule is to ensure that no more than seven days a semester are missed due to travel and 
competition, although this limit does not include absences for post-season competition. The 
chart includes half days that may be missed and is attached to these minutes. One question 
raised was whether Track and Cross Country (each mi ssing four days) could involve the same 
student who, if he or she attended all the meets involved, would exceed the seven day limit. 

The committee was also interested in how student-athletes learn about career path 
development. 

Admissions. Professor Layna Mosley was appointed to the Undergraduate Admissions 
Advisory Committee and the Subcommittee on Student-Athlete Admissions (renamed this year, 
the Subcommittee on Special Talent Admissions) several years ago. She was subsequently 
elected to FAC. This year she also se~v’es as chair of the Special Talent Subcommittee. 
Professor Mosely explained the new use of a predicted first-year grade point average formula 
(PGPA) developed by the Admissions Office based on a number of years of data. The 
Admissions Office allocates 160 admissions recommendations each year to the Athletics 
Department. Additional student-athletes may be admitted without the Department’s 
recommendation based on the regular competitive admissions process. The Subcommittee 
reviews students whose PGPA is below 2.3. The Subcommittee, the Department of Athletics, 
and the Admissions Office are trying to reduce the number of students in this category and the 
trend since 2005 is in the right direction. This year, additional attention began to be focused on 
the number of applicants in the PGPA range of 2.3 to 2.6. The Admissions Office, the 
Subcommittee, and the Department want to encourage a reduction in students in this category as 
well and increase the number of students with PGPAs higher than 2.6. 

Professor Mosley reported that the Subcommittee had recently met to review the 
performance of the students who began this academic year who would have been in the PGPA 
category for which the Subcommittee conducts its review. The Subcommittee discussed 
whether to revise the formula and/or the subcommittee review cutoff point, being mindful of the 
information already communicated to the coaches about these categories of students and ho~v to 
compute a prospective student’s PGPA. Professor Mosley and Professor Broome (who is an ex 
officio member of the subcommittee) noted that the subcommittee’s recommendations are made 
to the Admissions Office and the Admissions Office almost always acts in accordance with those 
recommendations. It is their view, and they believe the view of the Admissions Office, that no 
student is admitted unless the subcommittee and the Admissions Office believe that the student 
can be successful at UNC. All involved understand that there is a risk in these admissions 
decisions and that some students will not be successful. The question is how much risk we 
should assume in student-athlete admission decisions, understanding that there is also risk 
assumed for other students admitted to UNC. For instance, we heard from Steve Farmer at an 
earlier meeting about two different students - one is doing well at UNC and one is struggling, 
even though based on the admissions profiles they looked nearly identical. The question then is 
if one student will not be successful with that admission profile should we deny admission to all 
other students ~vith that same profile, some of whom may succeed? 



Admissions decisions also impact the support services that are needed for student-athletes 
and in turn the resources needed for that support. The new- organizational structure with the 
ASPSA director reporting to the Provost’s Office and the creation of the Provost’s Roundtable 
with relevant representatives to discuss the related issues of admissions, academic support, 
academic advising, and funding of academic support will be a good venue to discuss this 
interplay. 

Professor Broome explained a recent change in proposed initial eligibility standards by 
the NCAA Board of Directors that would increase the initial eligibility standards above their 
current level by making the minimum NCAA core course high school GPA a 2.3 (instead of 2.0), 
but abandoning the increase in the sliding scale that would move up the SAT score required for 
each core GPA which was to become effective in 2016. 

Operations. At the beginning of the year Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 
explained to the committee some ways in which he had reorganized his staff, including having 
more senior department administrators involved as sport administrators. At the April meeting, 
Martina Ballen went over the Department’s budget, including the maj or sources of revenue. 

Policies and Procednres. This area was not discussed this year although in the coming 
year the committee may wish to review the University’s excused absence policy reported in the 
Undergraduate Bulletin. 

VII. Opportunities and Direction for and Beyond 

For FAC. 
Prepare a video for faculty on what they need to know if they have student-athletes in 
their class. Prepare a written summary of this same information. Make other resources 
available that may be helpful. 
Prepare a list of all majors and identify a faculty member from each major willing to 
interface with Academic Advisors for student-athletes and prospective student-athletes 
wishing to learn more about the major. 
Advise the Chancellor and inform the faculty in response to any recommendations from 
the Rawlings Panel, perhaps in a "Beyond Compliance" Forum. 
Consider preparing a presentation for departmental meetings regarding truths or myths 
about student-athletes. This might also be an opportunity- to show or refer to the video 
described above. 
Work with the Department of Athletics on its strategic plan priority of aligning the 
operations of the Department to fulfill the mission of the University and the related goals 
identified in the strategic plan. 
Arrange an opportunity to meet with the Chancellor prior to the September FAC meeting. 
Review the revised Exit Survey before its first administration and review the results of 
the fall and spring administrations of the survey. 
Arrange for SAAC focus group discussions and consider other opportunities for feedback 
from student-athletes. 
Learn about the new academic advising being provided for student-athletes and develop 
feedback for improvement. 



Continue to monitor majors and course enrollments, including both summer sessions. 
Refer to the ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee for consideration and report back on 
guidance for how ASPSA should respond to faculty members’ use of ASPSA to recruit 
students for summer school courses. 
Continue to monitor sports schedules regarding missed class time and understand impact 
of fall track and cross-country missed class time for students participating in both sports. 
Learn more about career path guidance for student-athletes. 
Provide input for discussion at the Provost’s Roundtable regarding interplay of 
admissions, academic support, and resources necessary for academic support. 
Continue to receive reports on Athletics Department revenues and expenses and 
understand the comparative data on support provided to ASPSA. 
Consider proposing clarification to the University’s excused absence policy reported in 
the Undergraduate Bulletin. Professor Broome explained that the policy recognizes three 
categories of excused absences: (1) representing the University; (2) religious observance; 
and (3) other excuses accepted by the faculty member (e.g., illness or death in the 
family). The policy has been amended over the years and needs to be rewritten to make it 
clearer. There are repeated issues with faculty members saying to student-athletes and 
other students with excused absences that must miss a test that the faculty member will 
count the other tests for more and will not offer an opportunity to make up a missed test. 
There is a tension between the faculty member having the fight to set rules for the class 
and the University policy which some believe should be interpreted so that an excused 
absence does not hurt the student. The committee offered several suggestions, including 
that the student should be offered a choice such as a make-up exam or having the other 
exams count more. The excused absence policy of the instructor regarding make-up 
work should be clearly stated in the syllabus distributed on the first day of class. 
Committee members suggested that team liaisons be invited to attend the team’s meeting 
at the beginning of the year to be introduced to the students and the coaches. Bubba 
Cunningham suggested that FAC members might also want to attend the larger 
compliance meeting (students are split into two groups for this meeting) to get the 
overview that the students are also receiving. It was agreed that minimum expectations 
for team liaisons might be to attend the team meeting at the beginning of the year and to 
make contact with the team’s coaches. Some liaisons may choose to be more engaged 
with their teams, but the committee felt it best to leave to each FAC member the 
determination of their level of engagement with their teams. 

For UNC. 
Orient the new Chancellor and new Provost. 
Establish the Provost’s Roundtable. 
Provide leadership in reviewing admissions standards at UNC and nationally. 

For Athletics Department 
Implement the strategic plan and consider the budget implications of the goal of top three 
in the conference and top ten nationally in each sport. Mr. Cunningham explained a 
recent public comment that our athletic budget would need to be increased by 40%. In 
part, this was a recognition of what other top programs are spending and of the fact that 

we do not have the full complement of coaches in all sports, provide no scholarships in 



fencing and only limited scholarships in rowing He suggested that there are multiple 
sources of additional revenue that could each provide some budget increase such as ticket 
prices, higher giving levels in the Ram’s Club, an increase in the third party rights fees 
received by the Department, an increase in student fees, increases in the ACC TV 
contract that will come on line in future years, and additional adverti sing revenue. 
Get football and men’s basketball players more involved in the Baddour Carolina 
Leadership Academy. 
Make academic information more accessible on goheels.com 

Provide links to the ASPSA website 
Highlight items such as those included in "News from Loudermilk" sent out each 
~veek by Dana Gelin 

o Make Leadership Academy information easier to find 
Enhance the student-athlete graduation reception. 
Consider establishing an academic a~vards and recognition luncheon where each student 
honored could invite a faculty member. 

Establish an Awards Committee (for student-athlete awards based on criteria other than 
just athletic accomplishment) with representation from ASPS& the department’s Student 
Services Start; the FAR, someone from athletic marketing and/or sports information. 
This is needed to replace this function which was formerly provided by Spencer Welborn 
(who no longer works for ASPSA) and to provide a broader base of people to consider 
deserving student-athletes. This committee could also help identify students early in their 
careers who might be candidates for prestigious scholarships like the Rhodes Scholarship 
and help guide them and prepare them for this path. 

VIII. Resolution of Appreciation for Chancellor Holden Thorp 

Chancellor Thorp ~vas unable to join the committee for its retreat. The committee signed a 
resolution of appreciation (attached) for Chancellor Thorp. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m. 

Minutes respectfully submitted by Lissa Broome 

Attachments: [to be supplied] 
LEEP Overview 
Team Travel 
Resolution of Appreciation for Chancellor Thorp 



tOverview of Position 

Pre-Service Training 
¯ Ongoing Training and Support 

Reading Strategies 
¯ Writing Strategies 
¯ Learning Strategies 
¯ Structure of Sessions 

~Noticings 

~Questions 

Part of the Learning Engagement and Enhancement Program 

Support acadernicaRy underprepared and underper~o~mtng 

student-athletes tn beeoraing goal*directed, strategic, and self- 

regulated learners 

Teach research-based reading, writing, and learning strategies 

~egardtr~g students’ learning progress 

Facilitated by B[adley Bethel 

4 days 

Included: 
¯ E~amirletion of lesearch on student-athletes 

, Analysis of ~eseerch-besed strategies fo[ assisting student-athletes 

¯ Literacy D~velopl~/ent by DI. Leigh Hel~ 

" Reading and Writing Strategies 

¯ Learning Strategies 

~Weekly team meetings consisting of: 

¯ Strategy sharing 

,Problem-solving 

¯ Discussions of resources 

,Analysis of research 

,Turning research into practice 

¯ Observations with written feedback 

~Constant availability for consultation and 
support 

,Summarizing 

~Questioning 

tldentifying the Main Idea 

¯ Drawing Inferences 

¯ Creating Visual Images 

¯ Building Vocabulary 

¯ Making Connections 
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¯ Understanding the Assignment 

¯ Brainstorming 

~Outlining 

~Drafting 

~ReVising 

~Editing 

f Publishing 

¯ 50 - 60 Minutes 

2-3 Sessions each week 

Check-in 

Establish goals for the session 

Review notes and previous assignments or readings 

¯ Engage class materials and teach strategies to help 

students with current assignments or readings 

Determine tasks for students to complete 

independently arid record in PASS book or Google 

calendar 

identify goals and questions for student’s next class 

~Ove~alt growth in student-athletes 

fMore self-regulation 

Higher Self-efficacy 

More motivation 

t Better problem-solving skills 

¯ Stronger reading and writing skills 



STUDENT-ATHLETE COMPETITION 

SPORT DAYS MISSED MVCF 

2 +1 

0+1 
4 

3+4 

0 

0 

2+3 

4+2 

2.5 

0+5 

0+3 

1+3 

2 

4 

3+0 

3+0 
6+4 

3+4 

4+3 

5+0 
2 

NOTES: 

1) does not include post-season competition 

DAYS MISSED TR 
0 

3 +4 

0+2 

2 

0+0 

0 

.5 

3+2 
+’~ 3~ 

0 

0+0 

0+0 

0+0 

1 
2 

1 
0+0 

2+0 

1+1 

0+1 

1+2 

1+0 

0 

2) sports ,~th individual competition (qualifying)--additional absences possible 

but no SA misses more than 7 per semester 



Resolution of Appreciation for H. Holden Thorp 

WHEREAS, Holden Thorp is stepping down after five years as the Chancellor to 

whom the Faculty Athletics Committee provides advice; 

WHEREAS, Holden has: 

Provided leadership during an NCAA major infractions case; 

Hired a new Athletics Director; 

Navigated multiple investigations of academic improprieties in an academic 

department; 

Invited Hunter Rawlings and a panel of distinguished observers to our campus to 

begin a conversation about the role of intercollegiate athletics; 

Provided a solid foundation for the University and the Department of Athletics to 

move forward to capitalize on the athletic achievements and academic success of our 

student-athletes; 

Sought the counsel and support of the Faculty Athletics Committee during these 

highs and lows. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT: the Faculty Athletics Committee 
confers upon Holden its heartfelt appreciation for his service as Chancellor and for his 

honest and open interactions with this committee. 

Ratified unanimously by the Faculty Athletics Committee this 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:53 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.~mc.edu-~; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu;~; Stromm~, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu;~ 

RE: student athlete class attendance 

Thank you, Joy. You make everything so easy! 

Ladies, as a reminder--when you see something like "2+ti’ "2~’ would refer to fall semester and ";P’ to spring. 

Best, 

G-Iynis 

Gfynis Cowel], PhD 

Director, Spanish kanguage Program 

Department of Romance Languages and Uteratures 

Dey 220, Cg 3170 

gss[stanL Dean, g(:adem~c Advising Program 

015D Steele 8[dg, 

The Urfivers~ty of North Carol~na--Chape[ H~il 

F~= Renner, ]oy ] 
SeBt= Wednesday, March 26, 2054 4:49 PN 
To= Cowell, Giynis S.; Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
$ubje~t= RE: student athlete class a~endance 
The summary shoe[: is on the end of the minutes from the May retreat. I have atLached the pdf to this emaiL 
Joy .I. Re~r~er, M,A., £T(R), FAE[RS 

UnNersil:y o[ North Carolina al: Chapel HHI 
School of Medk:~ne 
CB #71,30 UNC-CH gondura~[ Hall 

32~-A South Cok]mbia St. 
Chapel Hq[, NC 27599-,71,30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: This e.-ma[I message, ir!,::Jud[r]g al:[;~chments, if ;}rw, [s i~tet~ded ORb/for 1:he -peR;on or entity 1:o wh[(:h [t is addressed and r~]ay cot~t;}JR c:onfideni:h}~ and/or 
privileged material Ar!~ .--.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; prohibited. If you are not [he [hi:ended rec[p[e~[, please corfl:aci: 1:he se~der by reply e-mall and 
destroy all cOpies Of the or[g:nal mess;~e. 

F~m= Cowell, GlyNs S. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 20~4 4:29 PN 
To= Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= Renner, Joy 
Subject= RE: student athlete class a~endance 

~ must have dNeted the others. ] w~] check at home. 

G~yms CowelL PhD 

Director, Spm~sh Language Program 

DepartmenL o[: Romance Languages and UtersLures 

Dey 220, CB 3170 

Assistant Dem% Academic Adv~sh~g Program 

015D Steek~ gklg. 

The Un~vers~:y of Nor~:h Carol#~a.---Chapel 

F~m= Cowell, Glynis S. 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:27 
Te~ Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢~ Rennet, Joy J 0og...Renner@med.unc.edu) 
Subject= ~: student athlete class a~endance 

Women’s 

G~yn~s CoweH, PhD 

Director, Spams~h Language Program 

E)epartme~?L o[ [~omaqce [.atlgkEages a~ld UteraLures 

Dog 220, Cg 3170 

gss~stanL Dean, gcadem~c Advisb~g Program 

O:],SD 5tee]e 

The University of North CaroHna--Chape~ Hill 

Fmm= Ille, Vince 
Merit= Wednesday, April ~0, 20~3 8:~9 AN 
To= Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subje~t= RE: student athlete class a~endance 

Hi Olym& 

Plebe ~e the schedule a~ched and let me ~]ow if you need an~hing else. Th~b for your help. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:09 PM 

Rennet, Joy J -%Ioy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbaaca <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Mosley, Lwna <mosley@unc.edu>; Stephens, 
John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx)rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Kim Strom-Gottfried (       @gmail.com); Pen-in,/M~drew J 
<andrewAoerrin@unc.edu>; Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul (PaulFriga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 

ILE: Joy - couple of questions 

Hi Joy and friends--- 

am attending an event for daughter tonight so I won’t be able to join you at SAAC. I had a good meeting with the intern for Cricket Lane who works with SAAC 

) and we discussed how to try to get more dialog and discussion with student-athletes on issues being discussed in various faculty committees (FAg, 

Working Group, ASPSA Advisory Group), and at the ACC and the NCAA. 

agree wH:h Paul’s emaH, 

Cokdd }~igbHgbt coordination w~Lh WorMng Group ~n your update to Facu~Ly Council. Could mention our twice monthly meetb~gs (] thh~k a second meeting for 

is probably a good ides), an0 two haft-day retreats k~ 

Hke the idea of the G&A or FAQs on the g~cu]tv Governance webs~te, oerh~ps ~lso along w~tb the minutes from our meefings~ Open forums are a good ~dea, but 

w~-_~ may want to expkbre other mean~.~ of reaching a broader group o~ 

hope tonight is productive and sorry not to be able to join you. 

F~m: Renner, 3oy ~ 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:~ PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Mosley, Layna; Stephens, John B; Stroman, Deborah L; Kim Strom-Go~ried ( 
(Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Broome, Lissa L 
S~bje~t= 3oy - couple of questions 

need to hear your thoughts on a couple of thin~s: 

~) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

@gmail.com); Perrin, Andrew J; Foster, Beverly B.; Friga, Paul 

information you would want me to share with Faculty Council this week- most time sensitive - thoughts needed right away 

Thoughts on FAC providing 2 open forum type of situations (one on each side of campus maybe around 4:00 for main campus and 5:00 for pill hill side) for us 

to hear from faculty about what questions they want us to answer if we know or to pursue in our continuing work This could open communication more 

provide input for our year summary and inform next year work planning. 

Adding to our Committee site on Faculty Governance -a O.&A where can post the questions asked by faculty and our response; broader dissemination of 

information so that when one of us responds to a question from a faculty member and we find the answer -we can share that information with the 

broader faculty community. 

Can everyone meet with your teams (coaches and player representatives) between now and our first retreat to hear their issues, concerns, reactions to 

changes, willingness to work with FAC and other faculty to strengthen the relationship so BOTH sides are working toward the balance we are seeking? 

Do we need two meetings in     ? Think about your topic areas and what you feel needs probing, discussing, or further information in     prior to our 

retreats. We will have some data to review -SAAC focus groups; (probably will not have exit survey data back until retreat); class attendance data; and I am 

sure there is other information. 

That is it for me today (until 7:00 tonight). Back to my real job, 

Joy 

Jo~,.I. Rem~_% M.A., RI(R), F.a,E~RS 

Associate Professor a~d Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapei HHI, NC 27599-.TL30 

919-9,’46-.5147Desk 

919-9~6-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AL]T’¢ ~’,~OT~CE: This e.-ma[I message, ir~ciud[ng attachments, if arw, is inter~ded only for 1:he -person or entity 1:o which it is addressed and may cor~tain confidenth}i and/or 

privileged material Ar~y .--.-{]nauthorized review, L~se, disclosure or dhd:Hbuffon h; prohibited, If you are not [he [hi:ended re(:[})[(~l~[, please corfl:aci: the s(~l~der by rep],{ e-mall and 

destroy ;~1[ cop[~5 Of the or[g:nal mess;~e, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}emaila~nc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:13 PM 

UNC Latina/o Studies<uncA0rogram in latina o studies@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[uncAprogmm in latina o studies] Angie Cruz & Nelly Rosario, 6:30-8 pm, Wed. 

Cruz&Rosario.pdf 

The UNC Latina/o Cultures Speakers Series presems 

Angle Cruz & Nelly Rosario 

6:30-8:00 pm, Wed 

Toy Lounge, 4th floor Dey Hall, UNC-Chapel thll 

Join two of the most exciting, contemporary, writers of the U.S. Dominican Diastx~m for readings, conversation, and a book signing. 
Free and open to the public. 

Angie CI’dz is an Assislant Professor of English and the author of two novels, Soledad, which she has adapted into a screenplay, and Let It Rain Coffee (S & S 2005), 

which was also a finalisl in 2007 for the International IMPAC Dublin Literau Award. She has published short fiction a~d essays in magaAnes and journals, including 

Callaloo, The New York Ti,nes, Kweli, Phalitude, and South Central Review. She has received numerous grants for her teaching and writing, including the Ba~rba~ra 
Deming Award, New York Foundation of the Arts Fellowship, Camargo Fellowship, Van Lier Literal- Fellowship, and NALAC Fund for the Arts Fellowship. She 

has also been awarded residencies: Yaddo, The Macdowell Colony, Fundacion Valparaiso, La Napoule Foundation and The Millay Colony. She is the editor of Aster 

(ix), a literal/arts journal. For more info:~v.asteri~oumal.com. Currently she is finishing her third novel. 

Nelly Rosario, a writer of fiction and non-fiction, was born in the Dominican Republic and raised in Brooklyn, NY. She received an SB in 
engineering from MIT and an MFA from Columbia University. Her debut novel Song oft he Water Saints won a PEN/Open Book Award; other 
awards include the Sherwood Anderson Award in Fiction and a Howard Foundation Fellowship. Rosario’s work has been widely anthologized and 
appears in various publications, including Review, meridians, Callaloo, el diario!La Prensa, and Chess Life Magazine. She has taught creative 
writing at Columbia University, City College CUNY, Texas State University’s MFA Program, and is currently a Visiting Scholar in the Comparative 
Media StudiesNVriting Program at MIT. 

Co-sponsored by the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies and the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative. 

You are currently subscribed "to uncAprogram in latina o studies as: dstroman(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id~1724563.84eSt048e8d19cfeb3189553ca94cfld&n T&I uric program in latina o studies&o 34446478 

(It mW be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34446478-41724563.84eSf048e8d19cfeb3f88553ca94cfld(~listserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <~B~antla@ncleg.net~ 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 5:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Voting Information 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant 
If.win ~o #mg~7 wish t~ receive it~.fornuttion from ol~r ~’fice, please cl~ck here 

Good people, 

Please forward this message as soon as possible to NC high school teachers, high 
school students or parents of a student, time is running short. 

Three quick facts: 

(1) The deadline to register to vote in the North Carolina primary is fast approaching - 
registration forms must be postmarked by April 11. 

(2) A 17 year old who will be 18 on November 4, 2014, can register now and vote in 
the primary and general election. 

(3) Even though some NC voting laws were changed, all high schools are still required 
to have voter registration forms and make them available to eligible students who will 
be 18 or older on the next general election (NCGS 163-82.23 - see PS note below). 

This is the perfect time to organize a registration table during lunch or an event to 
solicit registrations and hand out voter info cards. Democracy North Carolina can help 
volunteers conduct registration drives. Here’s a handy guide to help you begin; also 

viewthe info card here. 

Ask a teacher or administrator about setting up a registration table in the lunch room 
or at a school event. It really helps to have students with you for peer-to-peer contact! 

Or hold a re.qistration event at your church or other location for citizens from 17 to 107! 

Call us at 919-286-6000 x 10 or write info@democracy-nc,oLq for all the 
materials you need: a "Register Here" sign, blank registration forms, "1 
Registered" stickers, voter-info cards, and the handy guide for registering 
others, We can send all of this and offer advice for getting started; just call or write 

US. 

You can take a similar initiative to reach people at a community college, shopping 
center or public building. In most public places, you don’t need to ask for permission 
first - just show up with a clipboard, your smile, registration forms, our voter-info cards 
and say, "Are you registered to vote at your current address .... Here’s a pocket card 
with the new rules about voting in North Carolina." 

Call Democracy North Carolina with questions and for the materials listed above. 
Don’t wait for someone else -it’s up to you! Bob Hall, Democracy North Carolina 

PS: Here’s the law about high school registration: 

* NC General Statute 163-82.23: "Every public high school shall make available to 
its students and others who are eligible to register to vote the appfication forms 
described in G.S. 163-82.3, and shall keep a sufficient supply of the forms so that 
they are always available. A local board of education may, but is not required to, 
designate high school employees to assist in completing the forms. Only 
employees who volunteer for this duty may be designated by boards of education." 

- Fact-Finding Hearing- 



iFriday, March 28 
9 am - 5:30 pm 

OIC of Rocky Mount 
402 East Virginia St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27802 

To further understand and document instances of w~ter suppression and inequities in electoral 

administration, the North CarolinaNAACp, the UNC Center for Civil Rights, the Lm~yerg 

Comtnittee lbr Civil Rights Under Law- and other coalition partners roll host a National 

Commission on Voting Rights fact-finding hearing on March 28 in Rocky Mount, NC. Advocates 

for simplified, unfettered voting, community leaders, voters, scholms ~d N?~kCP ~nembers from 

across the state roll testi~ as to voter discmnination mid election adminis~tration issues in North 
Carolina. 

The hearing is slated to mn from 9 am to 5:30 pm on Friday, March 28 at the Opportunities 

Industrialization Center (OIC) at 402 East Virginia St., Rocky Mount, NC. At 9 am, Rev. Dr. 

William J. Barber, II, president of the NC NAACP, roll open the hearing and officially welcome 
lbnner legislators and legal experts l]com North Carolina and around the count~ who roll serve as 

the hea~ng’s commissioners. 

Members of the public are invited to attend throughout the day and to offer up 
to two minutes of personal testimony, if they wish to, during the following 
open mic times: 

During the hearing, expert mtnesses roll pextficipate in the follomng pmaels: 

Check out the event flyer 

Can’t be there in person? Watch the live s~tream 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 6:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Scandal sta~ Columbus Short warned by Ix)lice 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

90% Of American Churches Are Still 

By Niger Boys According to Retevant Magazine, churches today are atmost as divided raciat[y as 

they ever have been and even though Christians profess to share the [ave... 

March 26, 2014 / / Read More 

f~:~r Black Male Reflection 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins When I read about the recent suicide of former San Diego Charger Paul 

Oliver, I was sad. The age of 29 is a~ways too early to die, and there is so much ~ife one can 

experience in their thirties and forties, so it’s hurtfut to hear about someone ~ivin~ atl that [...] 

i~ Poll .... e :ook~n~ fer CoLumbus :1:hart, the:s: .......... ant ou~ fo~ h~s a~resti 

Po~ice are [ooMng for Columbus Short, .... 
there’s a warrant out for Ms arrest 

Columbus Short is known as the man who stands next to Kerry Washington on the hit TV 

show, "ScandaL" Short is now atso known as a wanted man. The Scandat star, according to TMZ, 

has a warrant out for his arrest in an incident that involved a fight at a bar. Police are saying that 

[...1 
March 26, 2014Na Commem.Read 

Worldwide "Authent~idty" Tour 

If you thought Oprah had her hands lug with OWN, then think again. The former talk show queen 

turned cane network owner now has her sights set on fitting arenas with some of her most beloved 

gurus and speakers. As soon as September, Oprah Winfrey may be coming to your city or town 

with friends [...] 

[ 

soldier to protect women from harm 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinger Grammy-award winning recording artist and pastor DonNe McClurkin 

hosted the The 3rd Annuat Gasper Goes to Hottywood Awards Luncheon (GGTH), held at the 

historicaL.. 

March 26, 2014 1 / ~ead Mole 

Ta unted For Bein 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinger Jason Cotlins has mentally prepared for every stop in the NBA since the 

Brooktyn Nets signed him mid-season, making him the first openly gay... 

March 26, 2014 / / ~ead More 



By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Whenever African-Americans see whites in blackface, there’s an outra£e. 

Immediately, you’ll hear the words, ’racist, racism, and prejudice, just to name a few 

March 26, 2014 / / ~e~d 

by Barry Burch Jr. When it comes to be881n8 for money, some people believe only those who are 

too lazy to work do it, but accordin8 to Brenda... 

March 26, 2014 / / Eea.q 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Whenever students are aware of teachers and school administrators 

fishUn8 for them, a certain feetin8 comes over them~ Let me say it another way. When students as 

welt as parents see the passion, commitment, and determination in the spirit of their educational 

administrators, they are more prone to make positive [...] 

March 26, 20141"40 Com=’~em.Be~d 

By Andrew Scot Bo[sinser The Supreme Court heard oral arsuments this week in two separate 

cased that could determine if employers can be exempt from the Affordable Care Act on re[isious 

8rounds. The tesat issue coverin8 both cases is known as the Hobby Lobby case, as one ptainUff is 

Hobby Lobby Stores. The other is [...] 

March 26, 2014No Commeht~ead ~ol-e 

l ii.~] Police i-,.h.o:~ ~.~,~1 ~:a hi,ie I. OU I-~ ........ to Dear ~, ~:or ~:.,du.,.~,ti,,f; BI~,C~: Peoi~i8 Pki.’~ More F:~cts! 

Pol-ice Almost Beat [-~annJe Lou Hamer to 

gAore f::’acts 

Reported by Sommer Payne You can’t say the words "stren£th," "perseverance," and "courase" 

without referencin8 the tare Fannie Lou Hamer. Born on October 6, 1917 in Montgomery County, 

Mississippi, Hamer spearheaded one of the nation’s most a88ressive campaisns to at[ow African- 

Americans to vote in peace. As of a resutt of her couraseous and resitient efforts, Hamer [...] 

~e~d 

Brick 

Umversl~, 

By: Stephanie At[en-Gobert A 19-year old Temp[e University student suffered serious facia[ injuries 

after an attacker hit her with a brick only a block from campus on Friday. The youn8 adu[t is 

recoverin8 from the assau[t that dis[ocated her teeth and caused mu[tipte other facial injuries. The 

student was watkin8 with her 20-year old boyfriend, [...] 

March 26, 2014N.’. Cor0nlent~ead 

F~’ench Sculptor Falsely b4akes White ~4en 



II 
gcu~ptc.~ Fa~s,’-4y 

B~; Stephanie ~llen-~obert The ~r~ist Pierre-;ean Da~d d’~n~ers, we(~ known durin~ Ns time, 

commemorated some of the mos~ ce~ebrated public fi~ures of Ns time in stone and bronze, One 

image he depicted is a representation of a violent episode in the Nstor~ of sl~ven~ in t~e West 

Indies; but this is a deceptive t~pe presen~a~ion~ [,,,] 

Next Gene[’ation Will be Over 50% Non,-, 
White:~ White ~t~oa~ty:_ Over 

America’s white majority is on the verge of going the way of the dinosaur, according to Pew 

Research Vice President Michael Dimock. The Washington Examiner reports that at... 

AK-47: ~mp~’icates h~mself 

1 
:~iI Chief Keel involved in a shooting with an AK47: Implicates himself / 

Just when you thought that Chief Keel couldn’t get no "ratcheter," you hear something new. Keel 

has apparently been caught up in a shooting in Chicago that invotved... 

March 26, 2014 / 14,’:. Comment / R,~iad More 

::X:: VVomai= ~::ak~s Quii:t @let Pre~-~i:sncx,, ~:oi-f,~ Mohths. [.) @es [[:Mire 
....... Town 

Posted on March 25, 2014 By 

Reported by Roe, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" Women have been using fake pregnancies to "trap" 

men for centuries. What was once used as a method to force a man into marriage, has now become 

a humiliation tactic. One Canadian woman tricked an entire town into believing that she was 

pregnant with five babies, i.e. quintuplets. Barbara [...] 

i~i Me:l 5 Mus:.~Have-:, li:at Will I<.e~:p H~;r SmiiiI~g Qn Dat~: N:ghl 

Posted on March 25, 2014 By P4a:ai;!se W.sts, on Da:.ii~5~ Daft% lop ~,s 

by Thee Urban Sophisticate, author of 21 Date Ideas for Couples Sick of Dinner & a Movie 

Genttemen: You totd her you’d be there by 7 PM, and you’re atl ready to go. You just gassed the 

car after getting it washed and now you’re prepared to pick her up. Now is the time to make sure 

[...] 

Of NYU Course ............................................................ 



i~ill Sean "Puff Daddy" Combs Becomes Topic Of NYU Course 

With more accotades than one can count, mogut Sean "Puff Daddy" Combs (he changed his name, 

again) comfortabty boasts a masters in Husttenomincs and much more success to come. That... 

March 26, 2014 

by Afiya J. Watkins There has been tots of buzz surrounding the documentary, "American 

Promise." Authors, Joe Brewster and Michete Stevenson asked Phi[adetphia author Hitary Beard to 

hetp them research and co-write a companion book. The outcome of this cottaboration is "Promises 

Kept: Raising Btack Boys to Succeed in Schoot and in Life," The book was the primary focus of 

discussion ... Rs~i,J ,~vtore ,- 

boyce w~=tkh°:s I 23f queens w~=y I camilkis, n’v 13031 



Fronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@livexmc.edu:~ 

Wednesday,              7:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edt~> 

Sports Panel Follow-Up 

Dr Stroman. 

We met aI the Sports Panel in Career Services. Just follo;ving up on our conversation, I would love to meet ;vith you and talk about the exercise and sport science maj or and tgtu~e 

opportunities. Can we set up an appointment? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edup, 

Wednesday, 7:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; klbs lingmei howell.con <lingmeihowell@kenan-flagler.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ca~ we maJ, ce regislration free? 

I think $50 is stitl a lot for students--i’m not sure what we can afford, but obviously the closer to free the better in my mind. 

I%’e also cc’d [.h~gme~ because we had our K~ Leadership Fellow Strategy session today and ~ shared some of our challenges on registratk~n to get our team’s ~deas. 

Do you have any add~tiona~ h~s~ghts aside from pricing challenges that m~ght be I~e~pful to share as wNl? Our leadership fellows ga~,e some good ~deas at the 

strategy session, so I just wi~n~: to ~eep gettk~g add~tkmM perspectives. 

See you tomorrow~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: can we make registration free? 

I spok~ ,.,-;t:}~ J\’[~t-)’. "~_{~.,w ~b~.,ul: .,2,~J~.?.41.~ck t:o ~,r]y ~;r~ p:JcJ~; ~: all sluc~ts? ’I1~os~ wl~o paid ~tly will tc’c~ive ~ ~;i~t: 

Debora~ L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

EnRa,oe. Explore. Empower: 

.. 
~N~ emailSignature 

9~ 9.843.0336 

From: [mail~o: ~r 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:48 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: can we make registration free? 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Any chance we can refund those who have paid the registration fee, and then open the summit up and offer the first 100 students free registration? Then 

maybe once we get registrations up, we can talk about what price to set? 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯ ~.~.~ R~ R:~J~ g.l.~ [..~4 J].~:~.~;). ¯ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 7:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live. unc.edu> 

l~v~: Transportation To/From Hotel 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Caroline looked into transportation to and from the hotel (thanks Caroline!}. Details below on transportation--we’ve highlighted in yellow the service that she 

suggested might work well for us. Let’s discuss further at our meeting tomorrow. 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:15 PM 

To: 

Subject: Transportation To/From Hotel 

Hi 

I know we are meeting this week but I will be late to the meeting due to a class. I’ve been working on gathering transportation quotes and wanted to pass 

them along in case I was not at the meeting when this is being discussed. 

These are the quotes from Carolina Livery: 

Up to Four Consecutive Hours of Service: 
ADA Category A Minibus (seats up to 12 passengers and 2 wheelchairs)- $3~0 per bus; $75 for each additional hour, rounded to the 

next nearest half hour 

12-14 Passenger Executive Edition Category A Minibus - $350 per bus; $75 for each additional hour, rounded to the next nearest 

half hour 

15-25 Passenger Category B Minibus - $425 per bus; $85 for each additional hour, rounded to the next nearest half hour 

32-33 Passenger Category C Mid-size Bus - ~2/~ per bus; $95 for each additional hour, rounded to the next nearest half hour 

One-Way Transfer Rates: 
Town car Sedan (up to 3 passengers)- $85 per transfer 

SUV or Minivan (up to 5 passengers)- $120 per transfer 

ADA Oategory A Minibus (seats up to 12 passengers and 2 wheelchairs)- $178 per transfer 

12-14 Passenger Executive Edition Category A Minibus - $175 per transfer 

15-25 Passenger Category B Minibus- $225 per transfer 

And the following are the quotes from All-Points with an explanation of their services: 

"The largest vehicle we have in our fleet can accommodate up to 14 passengers, and we can use one or more of them to provide the shuttle service that you described. I have 
listed the hourly pricing for each of our larger vehicles (SUVs, Chevrolet Vans and the Mercedes Sprinter), and because each trip is only about 2.5 miles I would ~Pe~ ~a~ 

These are the same vehicles we used when we provided seHice for the staff and talent from NBC Universal when 3immy Fallon was at UNC ~o years ago and they were ve~ 
pleased with the se~ice we provided for them. Please let me know if you have any questions and I will be happy to help - we look fo~ard to working with youF’ 

From my conversations with both groups All-Points seems more affordable, has a nicer fleet of vehicles, has greater experience running a shuttle for 

smaller groups of people, and have been great to work with. Hopefully this is helpful and once we determine whether we want to provide this service I can 

be back in contact with them with additional questions or signing a contract. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:55 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] Links 

HBO piece 
RE±~, Sports Episode on Academics in Sports (U~C,Memphis,OU) 

ESPN OTL interviews 
http :iiespr~.go. comi~,~ideoiclip?id- 10671809 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:/ilists.unc.edulu? 
id=62524524.013b0048bfegfl 9c85 e 19d711 d338e5 d&n=T&l=thea~& o=34447363 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34447363-62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e 19d7 l ~ d338e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vdme s.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:36 PM 

Strom~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 a~ticles) 

William Rhoden 

Sports of The Times 

A ViceorT for Al]~letes as U,fivers~ty Emp|oyees 

The decision that fi:~otball players at Northwestern have the right to ibrm a 

union has pulled back khe veil of big-time eoIIege a’~letics. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Charlotte mayor resigus tbllowing arrest; Chubby’s Tacos rebmnding 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin,g this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 27, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Charlotte Mayor Patrick Cannon resi~n~ followinq arrest on 
corruptions charges 
Chariotte Mayor Patrick Cannon has submitted his resignation in a letter to city 
officials foilo,;¢ing his arrest Wednesday on allegations that he violated federai 

public corruption laws 

Chubby’s Tacos, under threat of 
new, colo~ul name 
The owne~ of the popuiar Chubby’s Tacos restaurant chain in the Triangle will be 

~ ~B} 
rolling out his restaurants’ new brand and new name in April, and ~hisiirne he=s 

filed for federal tradernark registrati .. 

New l~0-acre nature park wRh athletic fields opens in Apex 
March 29 
A new nature park with u, wide range of amenities opens in Apex Saturday 

Discass 

Hote~ rooms still available in Pinehurst for U.S. Open .,. for 
$450 a night 
There are still i~oiel rooms available in Pinehurst for those planrfing to atiend 1he 

U.S Open Championship in m~d-June. 

Discuss 

mayor’s fraud char~ 

._c____o___r__r___u_~_t_!__o___~____c___h____a___r_g__e___s__ 

._S____u___t_v___e_~__:_ 67% of N.C. voters favor use of incentives to attract 
j__o____b___s_. 

......................................................... ~ c~!!~g~ and universities contribute $8 billion to local 
._e___c__9__n__o__m__Y 

Moroccan restaurant opens in Cary 

Chicago family donates $10M to D~ke University 

Got questions on HeaRhCare.qov extension? Don’t expect 

many answers 

How your business can quali~, for the research tax credit 



Cancel Email Subscription 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live .unc .edu~ 

Thursday, 11:52 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.uuc.edtv% Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edtv~ 

Wanted to share > 

New from TED ta]ks! 

www.learfieldsports.co m 
A property of Learfield Sports 

Begiu forw~:rded Inessage: 

From: Today’s TED Talk <no-reply@ted.com> 
Subject: 
Date: 11:49:26 AM EDT 
To: ~ @live.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: ]oday’s TED Talk <no-reply@ted.com> 

Harvey: 



At Twitte~, wlsere hundreds of thousands of Tweets are fired every second~ a 

one-ima-million problem (like identity theft, stalking or threats) happens about 

500 times a day. For Del Hawey, who heads Twitter’s Trust and Safety Team, 

these odds aren’t good. The security maven spends her days thinking about 

ho,~ to prevent worsl-case scenarios while giving voice to people around the 

globe Vvlth deadpan humor, she oilers a ,~indo,~ into how she keeps 240 

million users safe. 

Del Hals/ey isthe VP of T~ust & Safety at Twitte~. 

you’re falling into the audience and you’re trusting each other." 

~ Amanda Palmer 
Amanda i aim~.~: [i~e art of asking 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu:, 

Thursday, 1:39 PM 

~gmail.com>; 

~kenau- Ilagler.unc.edu-~; ’ 

(a)live.unc.edu:~; 
~!ille.com >; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu>; StrommL Deborah L <~stro,@,unc.edu>; 

<] ,~!kenau- flagler.unc.edu>; 
< @kenan- flagler.unc .edu~--; 

@live.uuc.edu> 

BAS meetiug tonight! 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com>; 

~kenan - flagler.unc.edu-~; ~)live.unc.edu~; 

?~live.unc.edu:>; @live.uuc.edu>; 
,~live.unc.edu>; ~,~b lee n~ - 

~live.unc.edt~>; i 
~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

Hi all, 

Just a reminder about our meeting this evening at 6pro. If you can’t make it, please just send your updates to somebody on your sub-committee who is attending 

(or to me if you want) so that we can discuss. 

See you tonight! 

MBA Candidate, Class of: ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Practitioner Interview Questions 

Practitioner Interview Report Questions .docx 

Thanks Dr. Stroman, 

I have an appointment next week to see ITS about my computer. Yesterday I conducted my interview with Rick Steinbacher and will be able to upload it to Sakai. I have attached 

my original interview questions to this email, however some questions have alternated a bit. 

Thank you so much again[ 

UNC 

University of North Carolina -Chapel Hill [ Class of 

BA Sport Administration 

@liw~.unc.edu I 

From: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 18:05:3_8 -0400 

To: @live.unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: Practitioner Interview Questions 

Hi 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

FmfltNe, F~xplore. F_,mpower. 

9:19.843.0336 

From= 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:24 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Practitioner [nterview Questions 
Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

I’m not sure if you saw my email over the weekend but I am having some trouble with my practitioner interview questions from last Friday. I uploaded my questions as an 

attachment on Sakai but my browser crashed shortly after. I never received a confirmation email, but thought maybe it would come later that day or the next day as it sometimes 

does. However, today when I went back to look at it, the prompt says the deadline has passed and no submission. I still have my first draft of questions that I hand-wrote over 

spring break, but I am not sure if you will accept that. I stopped by your office this morning to let you know all of this, and Alain said he would tell you that I came by. This is not the 

first time that I have had trouble posting to Sakak I sincerely hope we can work something out. 

Thank you so much, 

UNC 

University of North Carolina -Chapel Hill [ Class of 

BA Sport Administration 

~)live.unc.edu I 



Yesterday, ~he ~LRB reg~ona~ office ~n Oh~cago dec~a~ed scho~a~sh~p foo~ba~ student a~h~e~es a~ Nor~h~s, es~em a~e employees ~s, ho ca~ u~e~ze a~d seek 

to co~bct~ve~y ba~’ga~ with the U~i~fersi~. V~sat does ~t really mea~? ~ b~eak ~t dows w~th Bo~x~e Bemste~ on Campus Iss~ders .... 

Tro~ble ~¢~g? Copy and p~sb~ ~h~s URL into you~ browser: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:59 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] Fwd: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male 
Basketball Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; 
Honor Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Ear... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000,@~ameritech.r~et> 
Date: March 27, 2014 at 8:46:14 AM EDT 
To: <mwi~ir~ham@ur~c. ed~> 
Subject: Exposing Academic/Athletic Scandals At Major NCAA Schools; Black Male Basketball 
Graduation Rates Improve; Northwestern University Athletes Win the Right to Unionize; Honor Mrs. 
Lether "Ma" Burkes with Music; Wanted - 30 Black Men to Earn $10,000 Each For Doing Good 
Reply-To: <Nackstar 1000@ameritech.net> 

t{ak~ng Progress; 
}4orang Forward! 

Academ c/Athletic 
Scandals Across 
NCA& 

Black Male 
Basketball 
Graduation Rates 
m prove 

No~hwestem Players 
Win Right to Form 

Union 

Honor Lether Ma 

Burkes at Mus cal 

Good Black Men Can 

W}n $10000 

Tragedy of Kids Who 

Cant Swim 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Project’s website: 

Black Star Journal: 

Become a Member: 
Click Here 

Academic/Athletic Scandal 
at Many NCAA Colleges? 

Click Here to See Phillip Jackson of 
The Black Star Project and Dr. Deborah 

Stroman of the University of North Carolina 
discuss the allegations of academic fraud at 

the University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill on 

ESPN 



Event Calendar: 
Click Here 
Like us on 
Facebook: 

Click Here to See Mary Willingham, 
Alleged Whistle-Blower and Educational 

Freedom Fighter, Working to Educate Student 
Athletes 

NCAA men’s basketball tournament 
teams see record graduation rates 



Photo provided by The Black Star Project 

By Derrick Z. Jackson 
March 18, 2014 

What? Sanity hits March Madness? The average graduation rate for black 
players on the 68 men’s teams in the Division 1 tournament is a record 65 
percent. 

To understand what a leap that is, at least in the 18 years I have been 
following college football grad rates and the 171 have following 
basketball’s, that percentage represents a sharp rise up from 51 percent 
in 2008 and 35 percent in 2003. 

It should be noted that 2003’s figure came before the NCAA created the 
Graduation Success Rate, a more generous calculation that no longer 
penalized schools for athletes who left early and gave them credit for 
transfers who graduated. 

But in many ways it never seemed to matter what statistics one played with. 
Too many programs that never sent players to the pros still exploited their 
players and many that sent lots of players to the pros still left the scrubs to 
wander in the post-eligibility wilderness without degrees. 

It just could be that public pressure, embarrassment after scandals or NCAA 
rules that last year began banning teams with chronic poor graduation rates 
are finally having their effect. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Graduation rates for Black males among 2014 
NCAA men’s basketball tournament teams: 

Best Worst 

1) Dayton - 100% 1) Wisconsin - 0% 



2) Duke - 100% 
3) Harvard - 100% 
4) Kansas - 100% 
5) Villanova - 100% 
6) Western Michigan - 100% 
7) Xavier - 100% 
8) Brigham Young - 100% 
9) Mount St. Mary’s 
10) North Carolina State - 100% 
11) Stanford - 100% 
12) Gonzaga - 100% 
13) Baylor - 89% 
14) North Carolina - 86% 
15) St. Joseph - 86% 
16) Wofford - 86% 
17) American - 80% 
18) Creighton - 80% 
19) Eastern Kentucky - 75% 
20) Kentucky - 75% 

Albany - 75% 
Weber State - 75% 
Manhattan - 75% 

2) UConn - 9% 
3) Iowa State - 14% 
4) St. Louis - 25% 
5) New Mexico State - 27% 

6) New Mexico - 33% 
7) Ohio State - 33% 

8) Milwaukee - 33% 
9) Texas Southern - 37% 

10) Oklahoma State - 38% 
11) Arizona - 40% 
12) North Carolina Central - 42% 
13) Stephen A. Austin - 43% 
14) Syracuse - 43% 
15) Tennessee - 43% 
16) Delaware - 43% 
17) Cal Poly - 50% 
18) UMass - 50% 
19) UCLA - 50% 

20) Florida - 50% 

Northwestern players can form first 
college athletes union, NLRB says 

Kain Colter, outgoing Northwestern University quarterback, speaks at podium. (Photo 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By Chuck Schilken 
March 26, 2014 

Northwestern football players qualify under federal law as employees of the 
university and, therefore, can legally form the nation’s first college athletes’ 
union, the National Labor Relations Board announced Wednesday. 

"We had both the facts and the law on our side," Gary Kohlman, the attorney 
representing the players, said in a telephone interview with Bloomberg News. 

It’s a stunning ruling, but hardly the final one on the matter. Northwestern has 
already announced plans to appeal the ruling by National Labor Relations 
Board regional director Peter Ohr to the full NLRB in Washington, D.C. After 
that, it probably will go through appellate courts and even the Supreme Court 
if necessary. 

Outgoing Northwestern quarterback 
Kain Colter was the driving force behind 
forming the College Athletes Players 
Assn., which would take the lead of 



organizing the players if a union is 
formed. The legal bills have been paid 
by the United Steelworkers union. 

CAPA attorneys have argued college 
football generates enormous amounts 
of profit on players’ labor, which makes 
the players employees of the schools. 

CAPA said scholarships are the 
equivalent of payment, but not nearly 
enough. 
Northwestern attorneys countered 
student-athletes shouldn’t be categorized with unionized workers such as 
truck drivers or factory employees. It said scholarships aren’t payments, they 
are grants. 

Kain Colter at Work 
(Provided by The Black Star Project) 

The NCAA is facing increasing pressure, including multiple lawsuits, 
challenging its classification of athletes as amateurs. The focus of this 
particular case is for athletes to unionize at private schools because the 
federal labor agency does not have jurisdiction over public universities. 

Join ABBA Church of Renewed Faith 

In Memory of 
Mrs. Lether "Ma" Burkes 

for a 

Musical Scholarship Fundraiser 
Saturday, March 29, 2014 

Bethany Union Church 
1750 West 103rd Street 

Chicago, Illinois 
$15.00 Admission 

Clothing Sale/Refreshments: 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Musical Program: 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 



Mr. Albert "Dad" Burkes, III Gives A Blessing 
And Misses His Wife, Lether, of 68 Years of Marriage 

Join Rev. Sharyon Cosey - Senior Minister; 
Milas Armour - Tenor; Rev. Vickie Johnson; First 
Baptist Congregational Church Choir; Clyde 
Andrews - Pianist; Rev Catherine Jackson; And 
More!!! 

Wanted: 
10 Black Men in Detroit, 10 in 

Baltimore and 10 in Philadelphia 
to Earn $10,000 Each for Doing 

What Good Black Men Do 

BMe COMMUNITY IS LOOKING FOR A 



FEW GOOD MEN IN DETROIT, 
BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA 

March, 20,2014 

Today BMe begins accepting nominations for its 2014 "BMe Leadership 
Awards" which are presented to inspired black men in Philadelphia, Detroit 
and Baltimore who are committed to helping others and improving their 
community. 

The BMe Leadership Award was created to recognize the many ways that 
black men are assets to communities. It rewards and celebrates everyday 
black men whose meaningful contributions are often overlooked. 
In each city, 10 BMe Leadership Award earners, called ’BMe Leaders’ will 
receive public recognition, a $10,000 grant to apply toward their community 
work and the opportunity to be networked with other black men like them. 
BMe promotes BMe Leaders as examples of inspired black men locally and 
nationally. 

"We all personally know men like these - our fathers, co-workers, mentors 
and friends," says Trabian Shorters, BMe’s founding CEO. "Here’s a chance 
to honor them because their contributions are so often overlooked. Everyone 
nominated will have a chance to be recognized." 

Nominees, as well as their nominators of any race or sex, benefit from gaining 
access to the BMe Community, its news, web tools and local community- 
building events. 

Nominees must be at least 18 years old and their contributions to the 
community must benefit those in their respective cities of Detroit, Baltimore or 
Philadelphia. Since 2012, BMe has presented 70 Leadership Awards to black 
men who continue to make a significant and lasting impact on their neighbors 
and city. 

On April 7th nominees will be asked to submit a short application detailing 
what they would do with the $10,000 grant if selected. 

Click Here to Nominate a Good Black Man in Detroit, Baltimore 
andPhiladelphia to Become A BMeFellow 

Tragedy of kids who can’t swim 

(Picture of Wanda Butts with Black children swimming 
provided by The Black Star Project) 

By MARLEN GARCIA 



March 21, 2014 

There are basic life skills kids should have by the time they are 7 or 8. Many 
of them are no-brainers you can find on parenting websites. 

Young children should know how to read, write and compute basic math. 
They should have strong social skills to interact with others. It wouldn’t hurt if 
they could make their own peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. 

There is, however, a basic skill often overlooked until tragedy strikes: knowing 
how to swim. 

Forty percent of Caucasians, 60 percent of Latinos and 70 percent of African 
Americans do not know how to swim, according to the USA Swimming 
foundation. 

The consequences can be catastrophic. One of the worst drowning tragedies 
in our nation came in August 2010 when six African-American teenagers, 
none of whom could swim, drowned in the Red River in Louisiana. 

Young African Americans are most susceptible to drownings. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found in a four-year study that the fatal 
drowning rate of African Americans between the ages of 5 and 14 was almost 
three times higher than whites of the same ages. 

Not knowing how to swim is a cyclical problem for families. Research 
completed four years ago by the USA Swimming foundation showed that 
when a parent doesn’t know howto swim, there is only a 13 percent chance 
that a child in the household will learn. 

It’s never too late to learn. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join 
educators nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and 
young men of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 



success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring 
that the Gathering is highly productive for members and their 
year-round work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - 
Jackson, Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity 
to participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House 
Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 

SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

Armua~ Gather~ , April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied w-ith COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now-! 

Click Here to Register Now 
for the 

National Council on 
Educating Black Children’s 

National Convention 



This email was sent to mwillin@am@unc.edu by blackstarl000@ameritech.net [ 
Update Profile/Email Address [ Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM [ Privacy Policy. 

The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL [ 60616 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ds~o~m~c.edt~. 

To unsubscribe click here: bgp:i/lists.m~c.edvJu? 
id=~2524524.013b004gbfegfl 9cg5e 19d711 d~ 3 ge5d&r~=T&l=~thearg&o=~4450~gg 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea~eo34450~ggo~2524524.013b004gb~cgflgcg5elgd71 ld33ge5d~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Thursday,              2:07 PM 

Walker, Edgax <erwalke@email.unc.edu~’- 

Slroman, Deb~3rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BAS Speakers Twitter 

BAS Speakers Tmtter.xlsx 

Eli Edgar, 

It was great talking to you today[ 

Attached is the chart [ made of the speaks’ Twitter accounts. I)o you have a gmail account? I can share the spreadsheet with you and we can update it as we go. 

Tomorrow I’ll begin the #FF with a few speakers at a time. I also included some articles I came across that we can tweet as well. 

Re: Facebook page: sounds good[ 

Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 2:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Basketball AnaJytics Case Competitiou 

From: Nikhil Oza 
Sent-" Thursday, March 27, 2014 2:23:16 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: kisport@unc.edu 
Subject; Basketball Analytics Case Competition 

ttello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is Nik Oza, I’m a student at Georgetown University and we’re looking to field a Geoigetowu team tbr the case competition at fl~e UNC Basketball Analytics 

Summit. However, several students have fiual exams on May 2nd and May 3rd, so one of our two students at the coni~rence may only be available tbr oue of the days 

at the conference. 

What would you recommend to get our team into the colnpetiliou? Thank you for your help. 

Best, 

Nik 

Nik Oza 
Georgetown University ’16 

Founder and President 

Georgetown Sports Analysis, Business a~d Research Group 

i nbo2@georgetown.e&~ 
Blog Twitter l Facebook 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nikhil Oza <nbo2@georgetown.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 2:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Time Sensitive - UNC Basketball Analy’dcs Case Competition 

Dr. StromalL 

Thank you vely much for the quick resIx~nse. Does the team leader have to be at the conference or can two other teammates be at the conference? 

Best, 

Nik 

Nik Oza 
Georgek~wn University ’16 

Founder and President 

Georgetown Spo~nts Analysis, Business and Reseaxch Group 

i nbo2(~georgetown.edu 

Blo~ Twitter] Facebook 

On Thu, Mar 27, 2014 at 2:44 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empow(~r. 

~ emailSignature 

919.843.0336 

X:: care 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailtc ~cjmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 2:42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Nik Oza 
Subject: Fwd: Time Sensitive - UNC Basketball Analytics Case Competition 

Hi deb, see below. Can you advise? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Nikhil Oza <nbo2@georgetown.edu> 

Date: March 27, 2014 at 2:40:58 PM EDT 

To: J&son Rosenfeld <               ~gmaJl.com> 



Subjet~: Time Sensitive - UNC Basketb’,fll An’alytics Case Competition 

Hey Jason, 

Do you lmow which date (May 2nd or 3rd) the tea~s roll be presenting for the case cotnpetition? We’re trying to get a team ~ogether before tonight’s 

registration deadline, but having trouble finding two students who cm~ m~ke both days of the conference due to final exams. 

Thm~s for your help. 

Nik Oza 

Geo~etown University’ 16 

Founder and President 

Georgetown Sports Analysis, Business and Research Group 

nbo2~etown.edu 

Blog i Twitter I Facebook 





Flom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Douglas Freemau <info@virtcomconsulling.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

"3 Pillars Strategy" and Other Takeaways from DC Diversity Session 

i i~ VC ba ..... 

A Message from Douglas C. Freeman, CEO of Virtcom Consulting. 

Douglas Freeman 

jus~t got back from an exciting day of D&I Dialogue in fl~e Natioffs Capital- W&shin~ou DC. 

A dyna~nic panel of speakers representing Social Security Administration, DC Department of 

Transit, CSC, Hiltou a~d the National Scieuce Foundation oIt~red a I~w insights which captured 

the imagination of the audience. 

The Catch Phrase Winner for the day: "3 l~illars Strategy". A temi coiued by Michael Ford, CDO 

of Hilton. It ~neaus- Talent, Culture, Marketplace. In ~nore traditional D&I speak, that translates to: 

1. Wo~kplace (Talent!People) 

2. Culture (Workplaceilntemdl Euvi~nmeut) 

3. Marketplace (Customers/Markets) 
Often, there are at least two more pillars such as: 

4. Community (Philanthropy/Regulator’/Corporate Social ResIxmsibility) 

5. Other (Supplier Diversity, Capital Investment. etc.) 

The People first Winner lbr the day: Education Ibr all’.. The Chief Lean~ing Officer of the DC 

Department of Transit, Dr. Altbnz Ruth, explaiued how employees are truly invested as~ts, and to 

that cud employees can receive certificates aud degrees that axe: 

1. fully paid for by DC DOT 
2. allow the e~nployees to attend class DURING WORK HOURS 

The Sm~nped Pauel Winner for the day: Middle Mmaage~nent Engagement. A very insightful 



audience member asked the panel how they engage middle managers around the diversity initiative, 

and all lhe p~J~elists had the proverbial "Deer in Headlighls" look. Only Dr. Rulh h~t the courage to 

attempt to answer this question. 

The Best Research Smt Winner for flae day: 46% of organizational respondents man,ted dive~ity 
~d inclusion ~fimng. TNs fiom C~s~ Pa]e~mo from the Unive~si~ of Phoemx. She mentioned 

¯ is during fl~e unveiling office Unive~i~ of Phoe~x Dive~i~ Le~ng Strategy suwey ~. 

We will ~ ~nNng out the date m~d location office ne~ Universi~~ of Phoemx D&I ~ssion over 

the weeks ahead. 

Best, 
~ug 

Forward email 

I 

This email was sent to dsL[o@unc.edu by dfreeman@vi[tcomconsuNncl.corn i 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removal with Sa~eUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

Virtcom Consulth]g ~52 Nadison Avenue 20th floor New York NY :: 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thursday, 

~gmail.com> 

6:33 PM 

~kena~> flagler.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtc,; 

<~stro@unc.edu>;                     ~live.unc.edu>; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>;, 

@live.unc.edu>; i 
~llve.tmc.edu>; @gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edtc,: 

Subject: Re: BAS Status Update 

~live. unc.edu>;                   @me.corn>; 
@kenm>flagler.unc.edu>; Strolnan, Debora~h L 

[~bkenan- flagler.unc .edu>; 

~kena~- flagler.unc.edu>; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtc> 
@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

For reference and potential use - speakers’ Twitter handles: 

https:/idocs.google.comispreadsheel/ccc?ke~/-0AiWErVH4TYUAdGd6M2x4TGtiT09YUi JVdT VwYVV2SEE&usp sharing 

(Let me know if you can’t view the spreadsheet) 

On Thu,            at 6:13 PM 

Tentative agenda & point persons for each topic: 

Opening updates - Dr. Stroman 

Programming: 

. Speaker/Panelist updates (Dr. Stroman) 

. Sponsor/Exhibitor space required 

Marketing: 

~ Student Communications (     ) 

~ Pricing (Dr. Stroman) 

~ kenan- flagler, unc. edu> wrote: 

Brainstorming next steps - email communications; flyers; radio ads; paper ads (all) 

Operations: 

¯ Tents (     ) 

¯ Breakfast ( I 

¯ Lunch ( ) 

¯ Tables!Chairs (     ) 

¯ Transportation ( ) 

¯ Tech&A!V( ) 

¯ Venue updates (Dr. Stroman;      ) 

Other 

¯ Day of: Name tags; signs 

¯ Music 

¯ Exhibitor space 

¯ Gifts -speaker & attendee gifts 

Corporate Relations: 

Corporate invitations -went out to about 200 contacts on 

¯ Sponsorship updates (Dr. Stroman; Corporate Relations team) 

Case Competition 

Changing things up due to popular demand. Hopefully this works for everyone. Have a good spring break! 

Please RSVP so I know if this is an ok time for everyone. Hoping this is far enough in advance that I can forego the Doodle poll. 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 8:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

Charles Blow 

Tl~e Ce~¢aJ~ty of Doi~ald Rm~sfeld (:Part 3) 

(~.~uM Pearl Harbor be" called a "failure ofimagim~don," and in that sense was it 

sire i~ar to the attacks of 9/~]i’ 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our apps, Subscribe 

Access The. New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® 

~his is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Friday, 8:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Basketb~]lAn~]yticsSummit Budge~        xlsx 

Basketba]LA.na]yticsSummit Budge~        :dsx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve updated the budget and tried to simplify it a bit by putting our per guest assumptions in the "Per Guest" column. 

A couple of quick notes: 

¯ The transportation to!from summit estimate is still rough - Beth and I are going to meet to discuss needs for that. 

¯ Is the professional price remaining at 1997 Also, I think our 75 person industry professional estimate is still ambitious. 

¯ If you could fill in the fundraising work that you’ve done and send back an updated version, that would be great. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Friday, 8:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsta~@unc.edtr~; 

BAS exhibitor space 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Do you have any demo!display specs from 94fifty? I didn’t do their demo at MIT, but I want to confirm it’s a :lO foot hoop and also check to see what they typically 

have as the shooting range (free throw line?). Bri is working on scoping exhibitor space, so just want to make sure we have all the details we need. 

Also, is Zebra Technologies going to have a booth as well? 

- Let us know if we missed any other info you need! 



From: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:52 AM 

To: @live.nnc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
llagler.nnc.edu>; Stmman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edtr>; 
< ~live.unc.edtc,; 
~ @live.unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edtc,; 

~live.nnc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Subject: BAS meeting notes 

Attach: BASNotes .docx 

~live.~mc.edu>; 
~gmail.com>; 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu>; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@g~nail.com>; 

@me.corn>; 
@kenm> 

@live.nnc.edu>; 

kenan- 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~kenan-flagler.unc.e&~>; St~oman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu> 

Hi all, 

Notes are attached to this email and action items are copied below. If you are looking for more ways to help, let your sub-committee know] Marketing -You all 

probably have the most action items coming out of this meeting. If there’s any way the broader team can help, please email us and let everyone know where we 

can support you all. 

Action items: 

All: 

~, Check out Hickory Tavern 

Marketing 

o Organize painting a cube in the pit (        ) 

~ DTH ad quote (     ) 

o DTH article ( 

o Reach out to other school papers (???) 

~ Reach out to JViclub bball teams ( 

Best, 

) 
~ Email Sport & Fitness Expo listserve invitations ( 

Ops 

o Finalize 3 lunch quotes by . (     ) 

Corporate Relations 

~ Make sponsorship asks by (team) 

~ 99.9 radio ad quote ) 

MBA Candidate, Class of , ¯ ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯ 



o 

o 

o 

Ops 

© 

Action Items: 

All: 
o Check out Hickory Tavern 

Marketing 

o Organize painting a cube in the pit ( ) 
o DTH ad quote ( ) 
o DTH article( ) 

Reach out to other school papers (???) 

Reach out to JV/club bball teams ( ) 
Email Sport & Fitness Expo listserve invitations 

Finalize 3 lunch quotes by ( ) 

Corporate Relations 

o Make sponsorship asks by (team) 

o Send Edgar emailsto send MailChimp notice 

o 99.9 radio ad quote ( 1 

Opening updates - Dr. Stroman 

- Cutoff date: We need 75 registrations by 

- Moving student registration fee back to $49 

Marketing: 

To Students 

-Taking the lead on painting a Cube. Make sure to let the broader team know 

what support you need! 

o DTH 
¯ Send postcard to contact to get a quote for Black and White ( 
¯ Send to other schools’ papers (Marketing team) 
¯ is reaching out to contacts regarding article 

o reaching out to JV and club NC teams 

Industry professionals 

o - Check how much to get an ad on 99.9 

o - Send Excel of email addresses 

Programming: 

Speaker/Panelist updates (Dr. Stroman) 

o Individual performance: George Karl; Ken Pomeroy; Robbie Allen; Tandem Sports & 

Entertainment - Graham Boone; SportVU representative is TBD 

o Sport Science: Jill Stelfox (Zebra Tech); Mike Curtis (UVA Strength & Conditioning coach); 

Gary McKoy (Catapult); John Brenkus is TBD 

o Fan Experience & Engagement: Bobcats; Jason Teitler (Burston Meisteller); Marcus Brown 

(Sports Media Tech) 

o Marketing & Tickets: Bobcats; Experience; Sacramento TBD 

o 538 - In with Mike Wilson; Jason Rosenfeld; Dean Oliver 

o Career Session with Steve Hirdt (Elias Sports Bureau); Chris Mumford 

o Val Ackerman-TBD for Saturday 



o Moderator- Fran Fraschilla as long as schedule fits 

Sponsor/Exhibitor space required 

o 94fifty - Coming to the conference. Need to ensure we can setup their hoop in Loudermilk 

Foyer (Operations team) 

Operations: 

- Tents ( ) - 40x40ft tent; <S1000; have until 5 days in advance (Monday before) to cancel 

- Breakfast (    ) - Einstein for coffee and bagels; Corp relations team to try to get breakfast 

sponsored first - let Beth know by 4/11 whether or not we have it lined up; Costco for soda, juice, 

water; fruit plates TBD. 

- Lunch (I ) - Voted for boxed lunches; Picnic Basket or Saladelia. Checking Carolina Catering. 

Turkey, Chicken, Veggie. Follow up with specific quotes. 

- Tables/Chairs (. ) - TBD; 30 tables and 125 chairs reserved at the business school. 

- Transportation (i ) 

o All Points- 14 people; $150/hour with 2 or 3 trips per hour 

Venue updates (Dr. Stroman; ) 

Other 

o Day of: Name tags; signs 

o Music 

o Exhibitor space 

o Gifts- speaker & attendee gifts 

Corporate Relations: 

Corporate invitations - went out to about 200 contacts on 

Sponsorship updates (Dr. Stroman; Corporate Relations team) 

Items to look for from sponsors: 

o Breakfast 

® Water/soda 

o Attendee gifts 

Case Competition t ) 

- 20 teams registered! 

- Full-time undergrad & grad students only (includes PhD students) 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flaglera~nc.edu> 

Friday, 2:08 PM 

Stromaa~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 
@kenan- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: registrations this week 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~; 

Hi all: 

I have updated the pricing for students to be $49 no matter when they register. 

We have 2 students that are partially registered, they have not submitted their credit card info. I sent them both an email letting them know about the student 

price changing to $49. 

We did have one new paid registration this week. His information is below: 

~arr~e (non-pid user) 

~e~q~strant "~’y p~: Student 

Titt~±: 

State: 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need any additional information. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland :: Business Officer:: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise:: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flasler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 :" fax 919.843.3493 :" Karen McFarland@kenan tla~ler,unc.edu : www.kenan fla~ler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: McFarland, Karen 
Sent: Friday,             11:06 Alvl 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Cc: Napier, Mary 
Subject: RE: registrations this week 

We have had no new registrations since the Early Bird was removed. We are at 28 paid registrations. 

Attached is a list of those that registered between and 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland :: Business Officer:: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise:: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 : fax 919.843.3493 : Karen McFarland@kenan flaBler.unc.edu : www.kenan fla~ler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:25 AM 
To: McFarland, Karen 
Subject: Re: registrations this week 
Great! Thanks. 

d 

From: <McFarland>, Karen McFarland <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,              9:20AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, @kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, 

.f_La_gler.unc.ed u> 

Subject: RE: registrations this week 

Wanted to let you know we had a flurry of activity with people registering to get the Early Bird rate. 

We have 27 paid and 2 unpaid registrations as of now. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 : fax 919.843.3493 : Karen McFarland@kerlan flagler.unc.edu : www.kenan flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

@kenan-- 



From: McFarland, Karen 
Sent-" Friday, 5::~7 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah iExercise & Sport Science) (.c_!.s_t_Lo_~._u_n__c_,_e_...d_ _u); 

Subject-" RE: registrations this week 

Hi All: 

We are at 19 paid registrations and :i unpaid rel~istration. 

I have attached an excel spreadsheet of the registration information on those that have registered this week. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer:: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan FlaBler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.B43 4327 ": fax 919.843.3493 ": Karen McFarland@kenan flaBler.unc.edu : www.kenan fla~ler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From; McFarland, Karen 
Sent: Friday,             4-:05 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) (dstro@unc.edu); 
Subject-" registrations this week 

Hi all: 

Attached is a file with the people that have registered since last Friday. We are currently at :15 paid registrations and :i unpaid. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland :" Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan FlaBler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 : fax 919.843.3493 :: [<-~a-~[~‘‘-[]---M-~-c--F-~[!--a-[]--d~--@-~-e-~[~-~[[~-f-[~-[~-r-:~-u--~---c-:~--d--u-. :: ,_,,_~_X~__w__:!_~.,_[]__a_[]L__f!~a__~!__e_[_:_u___n__c_:__e__d___u. 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Dean <Dean.Oliver@espn.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 2:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Summit 

Deborah - 

Good seeing you at SIoan. I’ve certainly been mentioning the meeting to a number of people. Jay Bilas (a Dukie) is interested but is also coaching his son’s team, 

which will probably keep him from coming. Trying to get a couple of our analysts also. 

A couple pragmatic questions: 

Should I book travel now or wait for your side to book it? Do you have a preferred hotel? 

Do you have a preference for what I talk about? Do I have a short/long slot? Is it a panel? 

You tell me that stuff and I can be pretty independent, since I know you’re going to be really busy up until then... 

Dean Oliver 

ESPN Director of Production Analytics 

Author, Basketball on Paper 

Dea n.oliver @ es_pn.com 

860-766-4391 

Cell: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eng, Geni <euge~fia eng@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 3:56 PM 

Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.tmc.edtr~; Rouuds, Kathleen A <kaa~otmd@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Patillo, Ericka <patillo@unc.edu> 

Wanda Hunter (Mmnter@racialequityinstitute.org); ~gmaJl.com); Tye Hunter ~ ~yahoo.com); Stromaaa, 

Deborah L <~ts~tro@unc.edu>; Deena Hayes ~-~dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>; Suzmme Plihcik <       ,~!gmaJl.com> 

New Graduate Racial Equi~ Course 

SPHG690FIier03-28-14.docx 

Rumay, Kathleen, and Ericka, 

We are so excited to send you the flyer, announcing our new fall 2014 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -- Leading for Racial 

Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. With pre-registration beginning on April 1, we are requesting your help in distributing our flyer to all grad 

students (and faculty) in your respective Schools. 

If you have questions or need more information, do not hesitate to let me know. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

919 966-2921 (fax) 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:35 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Dear       and team members, 

Thank you very much for registering for our Basketball Anab/tics Summit - NBA Analytics Case Competition. 

We notice that you are currently enrolled in the Executive MBA program at UNC Kenan-Flagler, and we assume that you study as part-time. If so, you would not be 

eligible to partidpate because onlF full-time students are eligible to participate ~n this case competition as stated in our webs~te 

(http:iikisport.unc.eduiindex.phpicase-competit~oni). 

Please let us know if Fou have anF questions. Thank Fou for Four understanding. 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

]:N~ cid:image00 ] .]pg@0 ~ CF27D6.A85FAgC0 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 11:29 PM 

Lightfoot, Alexa~dra F <alligh@email.unc.edu>; Jennit~r Schaal, ~j uno.com); Demarco, Molly M 

<molly demarco@unc.edtr~; Blanchard, Lym~ White <blmachard@unc.edu>; Lim~an, Laura A <linnan@email.~mc.edu>; Ammerman, Alice 

S <alice ammennan@unc.edu-~; Bill Jenkins (           @yahoo.corn) 

Wanda Hunter (Mmnte@racialequityinstitute.org); Stroman, Deborala L <~tstro@unc.edu>; Tye Huntet (        @yahoo.corn); 

@gmail.com); Suzanne Plihcik < @gmail.com>; Deena Hayes <dl~aye@racialequityinslitute.org> 

New Racial Equity Course for Community Members and Grad Students 

SPHG690FIier03-28-14.docx 

Alex, Molly, Jennifer, Lynn, Laura, Alice, and Bill, 

We are so excited to send you the flyer, announcing our new fall 2014 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -- Leading for Racial 

Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. The class will meet in the Gillings School of Global Public Health. 

We are requesting your help in distributing our flyer to community members, who would be interested in AUDITING the course tuition-free and available on the 

scheduled 4 days. We’ll be reserving 12 slots for community members, and seeking funding to reimburse them for parking and mileage. Our preference would be 

persons who have not completed REI’s anti-racism training. To enroll, have them email eugenia_eng@unc.edu 

If you have questions or need more information, do not hesitate to let me know. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

919 966-2921 (fax) 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 12:32 AM 

Lytle, Leslie A <llyfle@email.unc.edu-~; Rimer, Barbara K <brimer@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Tye Hunter ( ~yahoo.com); ~gmail.com); Wanda Hunter 

(whunte@racialequi~inslitute.org); Suzanne Plihcik < ~.~bgm~fikcom>; Deena Hayes <~thayes@racialequibqns~titute.org>; Siega-Riz, 

Anna Maria ~-~am siegafiz@unc.ed~; Bocchino, Gregory Philip~-~bocchin~@em~l.unc.edu> 

Thmak you 

SPHG690FIier03-28-14.docx 

Barbara and Les, 

We want to thank you for your amazing support in launching our new fall 2014 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -SPHG 690: 

Leading for Racial Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. Anna Maria Siega-Riz and Greg Bocchino are providing indispensable guidance to us as we 

navigate the "academic waters" of offering, enrolling, and teaching a course across multiple professional schools. 

We are excited to share with you our flyer that is going out next week to grad students in Law, Business, Social Work, Information & Library Science, Nursing, Public 

Health, Exercise & Sport Science, and Education. Plus, up to 12 community members will be able to audit the course. As you’ll see from our flyer, course content 

will intersect with many of the points made by Gail Christopher during her keynote at this year’s Minority Health Conference. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

919 966-2921 (fax) 

eugen!a eng~unc.edu 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unc.edu 

Saturday, 11:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Minor in Entrepreneurship Graduation BBQ 

it you ciick b~[e__.to add pspedesspost@pspedesspost.com to your sddiess book, you will =’eceive sil 

msil from on time i:~ the futtii¢ P-~¢ delivery of th~s Pspedess Post ms~ may bs’,,e bee~ 

de~sved due to your emai~ a~d spare b~ock~:~ se~i~gs 

View invitation: 
wvew.pa perlesspost.comievents/7076500- 
7fbc2ace!repliesi128273948-d7a36881 

View guest list 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 
iPhone app 

Minor in Entrepreneurship Graduation BBQ 
Saturday,         at 12:00 PM 
Anne Queen Lounge, Campus Y 

180 E. Cameron Ave., Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add _p__a_p__e_Lhe_~p__o__s__t_@j2_a_~£_ELe__s__s_~_o_:g_L_c__o_£o to your address book to e:~sti:’e you receive sii tutti:’e ei~siis from Pspedess Post 

View the Paperless Pest p__r_Lv__a__c_y__R_o_[Lc_’£: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

all white ceremony 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Tomorrow 

Best, 

is the All ~Vhite Induction Ceremony. It starts at 3pm in Saunders Hall Room 313 I truly hope you are able to attend. Thank you Dr. Stroman! 

LrNC-Chapel Hill’ 
Peace War and Defense/Psychology 

] Black Student Movement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rimer, Barbara K <brime@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 1:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you 

Debby, thank you so much but remember, this would not have happened without YOUI Hope you are doing well. Barbara 

~arbar,~ K. R#~et; D~H, 

Alumm’ Dist~t~guished Professor 

UNC Gilfings School of Global Pubgc Health 

170 Rosenau Haft, !35 Dauer Ddve CB 7400 
Chapd H2L NC 27599- 7400 

Phone: 9 !9-966-3215, Fax: 9 !9-966- 7678 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, Harch 29, 20~4 ~:49 PN 

To= Rimer, Barbara K 
Subject= ~e: Thank you 
A very SINCERE thank YOU. You continue to lead the way for a holistic education for all students. I boldly profess to be your #~ cheerleader. ;) 

Have a restful and joy-filled weekend. 

debby 

@drstroman 

9~9.843.0336 

"How wondedul ~t is that nobody need wait a s~ng~e moment before starting to ~mprove the world," - Anne Frank 

From: <Rimer>, Barbara K <brimer@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, March 29, 2014:12:06 PM 

To: "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng@unc.edu>, "kytle, Leslie A" <llytle@ernail.unc.edu> 

Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d___s_t_r_9__@.___u___n___c_:_e_d___u_.>, Tye Huntet <        __@_.__y_a___h___o_9_:_c___o___m__> ...................... __@_tLm__a__!!:__c__o__m_.>, Wanda Hunter 
<--w---h-~-u-~-n-~-t~-e--r-~--@---r--a-~-c-!~-a-!~-e-~g~-u-!--t~y-!~-n--s--t-!~-t~-u--t---e-:~-~-~-r~>~ Suzanne Plihcik <       __@__g___m__#_[!:__c_R__m__.>, Deena Hayes <~.h...a..y.e...s..@.r..a...c.~.a..~..e-~u..~.t.y.!.n...s..t..[t...u..t..e..:.9.r.g>~ "Siega-Riz, Anna Maria" 

<am...siegariz@unc~edu>, "Bocchino, Gregory Philip" <bocchino@email.unc.edu>, "Nunez-Wolff, Charlotte" <cnunez@email.unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

Thank you all for your initiative, leadership and hard work I am delighted that this is happening. Barbara 

Barbar~ No Rimer, DrPH, Dea~ 
Alumni Distinguished Pro~essor 
UtVC Giflings Schod of Global Pubflc Health 

f 70 Rosenau Hall, 135 Oauer Drive, CB 7400 
Chapd H;flL NC 27599-7400 

Phone: 9 f9-966-32 I5, Fax: 9 f9-966- 7678 
Blog: htt#://blo.q.sph.unc.edu!rnonday morning! 

From: Eng, Geni 
Sent: Saturday, March 29, 20J.4 :t2:32 AM 
To: Lyric, Leslie A; Rimer, Barbara K 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter i         ~y__a_h___o__o_=_c___o__m_);                   :_@_g__m___a_!]~_£_o___n_)); Wanda Hunter (__W_[LU__t:1t_e_r_,r@_r_a_£[_a_]_e_cLu_L_bLLn___s_tj_t_u_t__e_=_o_Eg); Suzanne Nihcik; 
Deena Hayes; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria; Bocchino, Gregory Philip 
Subject: Thank you 

Barbara and Les, 

We want to thank you for your amazing support in launching our new fall 2014 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -SPHG 690: 

Leading for Racial Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. Anna Maria Siega-Riz and Grey Bocchino are providing indispensable guidance to us as we 

navigate the "academic waters" of offering, enrolling, and teaching a course across multiple professional schools. 

We are excited to share with you our flyer that is going out next week to grad students in Law, Business, Social Work, Information & Library Science, Nursing, Public 

Health, Exercise & Sport Science, and Education. Plus, up to :12 community members will be able to audit the course. As you’ll see from our flyer, course content 

will intersect with many of the points made by Gall Christopher during her keynote at this year’s Minority Health Conference. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19 966-3909 

9:19 966-292:1 (fax) 

eugenia eng .@unc~edu 



From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Sent: Saturday, 6:57 PM 

To: @kena~- flagler.unc.edu>; 

< ~live.unc.edu>; @me.com>; 
< @gmail.com>; 

<dstro@unc.edu>; 
~ @kena~- flagler.unc.edu>; 
~ ,~@kenan- flagler.unc.edt~; 
< [@live.unc.edu>; 
< @live.unc.edu>; 
< @live.unc.edu>; 

Co: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: BAS meeting notes 

@live.unc.e&~>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ’ 

@kenma-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L 

(~live.unc.edu;>; ,~)live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

,~!kenan- flagler.unc .edu>; 

@gmail .com>;                   @live.unc.edu~; 

@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu~; Stromm~, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu;, 

Thanks again[ Remember to tweet twice daily the change in price for students - .~49. 

- Go with Picnic Basket. Let me know their final pricing. The Kenan Institute contact is Jason Lewis. Let your contact, if different, know that Karen McFarland (KI Office 

Manager) met with Jasom 

All - Kenan Institute has a Sam’s Card. 
- Karen is also knowledgeable about the Tent process and linens too. Use her, as necessary. 

Onward[ 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it iS that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

"Deborah 

Hi all, 

Notes are attached to this email and action items are copied below. If you are looking for more ways to help, let your sub-committee know[ Marketing -You all 

probably have the most action items coming out of this meeting. If there’s any way the broader team can help, please email us and let everyone know where we 

can support you all. 

Action Items: 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->- <[--[endif]-->All: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Check out Hickory Tavern 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->- <[--[endif]-->Marketing 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Organize painting a cube in the pit (        ) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->DTH ad quote (     ) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->DTH article ( 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Reach out to other school papers (???) 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->Reach out to JV/club bball teams (    ) 

<!--[if !supportLBts]-->o <!--[endif]-->Email Sport & Fitness Expo listserve invitations (    ) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Ops 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Finalize 3 lunch quotes by 4/1 (     ) 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Corporate Relations 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Make sponsorship asks by 4/4 (team) 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->99.9 radio ad quote (     ) 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(cell). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 8:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Love and hip-hop staJc shot at Ns mother’s funeral 

The [atest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

NBA star Kobe Bryant has been under fire this week for controversial remarks he made about 

Trayvon Martin. Bryant was criticized for saying that he refuses to support... 

March 29, 2014 / / Re:~d More 

G~r[friend to Hospital 

When a Pittsburgh man set out to take his girlfriend to the hospital to deliver their child, he was 

looking forward to the joyous occasion, but one police... 

March 29, 2014 / / Re~d More 

[ 

Love and Hi~p star shot by a relative at 
h~is own mother’s funera~ 

Awelt-known rap star was shot Saturday afternoon during a funera[ procession on Route 3 in 

Duxbury, the Ptymouth County District Attorney’s Office said. Raymond Scott, a tapper and reatity 

television star who goes by the name Benzino, was shot by his nephew, Gai Scott, 36, of Randotph, 

the district attorney said. Raymond Scott, 48, [...] 

l ii~ ii H ow R~ci~’ H mr,’--:: ~5~: pi~ i:~ s ’,:’,;h ire S:.I pport ~:or Oa [-’.i~q P u r~is h me~ti 

How Rada~ Hatred Explains White Sup:!;>ort 

A recent Pew poll shows a stark rada[ divide as it relates to support for the deal- penalty. The 

overwhelming support for the dea1,h penatty comes from whites,... 

March 29, 2014 / / r~ead M~re 

Repo,!er Vi. Jeo-[Som bed by D ........... 5; i litii W ~ d:~ ~ U h i~ oiI~I 

Sometimes you’re just a black man trying to do your job when you’re interrupted by a white 

woman wearing a unicorn hat and a tutu. Well, that’s certainly_. 

March 29, 2014 / / Re:~d More 

Mare nTy: Character 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinger It took more than half a century, but Mammy is finalty getting her due on 

the central stage. "Gone with the Wind" remains one of the most successful stories in American 

arts having won a Putitzer Prize and Academy Awards. But that didn’t stop critics for attacking 

the book’s author, Margaret [...] 



Naval Trainee Alle~J_~}£. Tried to Stea~ 
Plane to Go See His ~om 

Every good son [ayes his mother, but how far would any of us go to arrange a visit with mommy 

dearest. One Atlanta man is in hot water... 

Pead Mo~e 

Settlement 

t 

by Barry Butch Jr. There are countless stories of Black people being treated unfairly by the police, 

but one young man has come out of the other end of this despicable, and dark tunnel that is police 

brutality, intact, and with a $7,500 settlement, as reported by New York Daily News. O, uinshon 

Shingtes is an aspiring [...] 

March 28, 2014No CommehtRead 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinger Though the highly publicized suicide of socialite and fashion designer 

L’Wren Scott drew the focus to Upper East Side elite lifestyles in New York, a columnist for The 

Root says the problem of "fronting" is just as real to people of aK races and social status. After 

Scott, girlfriend of noted [...] 

March 27, 201414o Cor~!inent~ead M.xe 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinger With the help of notable star power like Steve Buscemi, Rev. Al Sharpton 

and Chris Rock, New York Mayor Bill De B[asio poked fun at himself and raised laughs at his first 

Inner Circle Dinner on Saturday Night. The New York Dai[y Mail dubbed it a "SNL-type 

performance," referring to [...] 

Woman Stabs Beyfriend Who Hit Her With 

Boyfdend 

By Andrew Scot So[singer First he tried to use his words to express his feelings... 

March 27, 2014Na Com¢~{em.Pead Mole 

brother? 

i’~i Was this NFL pi~;yer s~,abbed by his own bt.sthe~ ’ 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger Police say that the brother of Tampa Bay Buccaneer wide receiver... 

March 26, 20141 CoinmehtRead 

debate 

get 

The only politicat comedian as funny as Jan Stewart might be BiK Maher. But both... 

March 26, 20142 Comm~sntsRe~d k.’,ore 



bo~’ce ws;tkil°:s I 23f queens ws;~’ I camillus, i-r~’ 13031 I ii.~.ii iContact- T~y It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:02 PM 

Stromm~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 
~ ~kenan- flagler, unc.edw~ 

FY1 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~; 

Please see below folks. Not stare how/who sent out this kind of messages; at an?- rate, perhaps the team can consider .... 

Lingmei Howell, MPA, MDA ¯ Director of Outreach ¯ Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of tS-~vate Enterprise ¯ l~rNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 ¯ 919962.2686 ¯ fax 919.962-8202 ¯ lingmeihowell@unc edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler unc edu 
Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: no reply@email uric edu [mailto:no replvCa)email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:05 AM 
To: Howell, Lmgmei 
Subject: [INFOR~4ATIONAL] UNC discount available for "The Science of Sports with John Brenkus" 

UNC-Chape[ tlill faculD’, staff and students are eligible for a $10 discount on ANY tickets (any seat level, including meet-an d-greet) to "The Science of Sports" on 
John Brenk~s, Emany Award-winning host and creator of ESPN’s "Sport Science," hosts this program. 

Use the discount code "scifest" to receive the discount through Memorial Hall’s box ol!fice. 

"The Science of Sports" is presented as part of the North Carolina Science Festival. For more information and the ticket link, please visit: 
http://bit.ly/BrenkusTix 

’]7his message is sponsored by: Morehead Planetarium and Science (;enter 

at Memorial tlaH. 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into the UNC 
Directopf at http:i/dir.unc.edu login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:26 PM 

Strom~m, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 
@kenan- flagler, unc.edw~ 

l~E: can we in~ke regislration flee? 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~; 

Weil, folks, $49 is much lower than the original price. The current price wili certainly be weicomed by iots of students, but as      poinked out, the 

Leadership Fellow team had a good discussion earlier on ways to help promote our ~naugura~ event. An earl,i-bird special promotion {e.g., free or 

reduced) would considerab~ help entice students’ interest. Even so, the exam schedule conflict is a concern, no ma~er what the price 

~t seems to me that we may want to consider a~ternative scenarios to ensure a HUGE success {even if we need to endure some loss). However, since 

wasn’t ~n the earlier conversations, & 7ou are more ~n tt~e know, m~ 2-cents might be far off. 

k[ngme[ 

Li~me~ H~’eli, MPA, MDA .: D~x~ctor ofOu~m~d ~ .:. F~ml<Ha~4dus ~(enan Ius~ ~ ire oliOs/ate ~te~] ~d~ :.: [ JNC~Ke~n +~tcr Business ~x~b:.Q~mpus ~xS~ .:~nanQ:~.:.(-]~pdHil~NC 

Sent: Wednesday,            .7:35 PN 
T0: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 

Subject: RE: can we make registration free? 

~ think ~50 is sti~ a lot for students ---Fm not sure what we can afford, but obviously the closer to free the better in my mind. 

Vve also cc’d I.~ngme~ because we h~d our K~ Leadership gNIow Strategy session today and ~ shared some of our challenges on registration to get our team’s ~deas. 

Do you have any ~dd~t~ona~ ~ns~ghts aside from pricing challenges that m~ght be helpful to share ~s we~17 Our leadersNp fellows g~ve some good ~deas at the 

strategy ses;siorL so { just want to kee0 gel:l:~ng addi~:~onal perspec~:ives 

See Vou [:onlorrow~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: can we make registration free? 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engu,qe. Explore. Empowen 

~N~ 
emailSignature 

919.843.0336 

From: [mailto: ~’,’~c,ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t:48 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: can we make registration free? 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 
Any chance we can refund those who have paid the registration fee, and then open the summit up and offer the first :100 students free registration? Then 
maybe once we get registrations up, we can talk about what price to set? 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 



(cell) ¯ "~ei ~(,’.edu ¯ www.lirll<edirl.cem/in/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yvonne Dobson <~,onne@alum.emo~.edu;, 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 9:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Logo EPS 

708 1 lf-Employee-Independent-Contractor-Detennination-Checklistl.pdf 

Hi Debby! 

I hope all is well. I’m just following up on this email... I haven’t heard anything from Karen McFarland, after sending the paperwork last month. Should I contact her directly, 
or give it more time? Just let me know. Thanlcs, 

From: Yvo~me Dobson <2~y_~!?__n__e_~)_&l__£~!?!:_c_’_m__9_~L_e__d_tl> 
Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 11:51 PM 

To: "McFarland, Ka~en" <Karen McFadand(a)ket]an-flagler.nnc.edu> 
Cc: "Napier, Mm~y’’ <Mary Napier(d;kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <ds~ro(d;unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

Hi Ms. McFarland, 

The completed paperwork is attached. If you need any additional information, or have questions, please fcel ti’ee to contact me. Thank you, 

Yvonne Dobson 

From: "McFaxla_nd, Kaxen" <Karen McFarla~d@kena~-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 3:10 PM 

To: Yvorme Dobson <yvo~ne(~alurn.elnorv.edu> 
Cc: "Napier, Ma~"’ < ___M____a_raL_~_~!1?_j__eja~_k_e_!!_a_n__-__fl_a_g_[_e__r_:_£~!]_c_’_:~!>, "Stroman, Debora]a (Exercise & Sport Science)" <._d_~_t_r_o_@_£~!?_c_’_:_e_d___u_> 
Subject: RE: Logo EPS 

Good Afternoon Ms. Stevenson: 

Deborah Stroman forwarded to me the paperwork you completed regarding being hired as an Independent Contractor by UNC CH last Thursday. In reviewing this 

paperwork and in consultation with our Human Resources and Finance Services offices, it seems there is a newer version of the Independent Contractor review 

form than the one you completed. Regrettably, we need you to complete and sign this form before we can move forward in getting you approved for payment. 

I am attaching the new form to this email. If by chance you are a c-Corporation, then we can process your invoice with only receiving a W-9 from your company. 

We regret this delay in processing your payment, but are restricted due to the latest IRS guideline. Please let us know if you have any questions. We look forward 

to receiving your new IC request form. 

Best Regards, 

Karen McFarland 

Karen McFarland : Senior Grants Manager, Office of Research Grants and Contracts : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.g43 4327 ": fax 9~-9.843.3493 ": Karen McF-arland@kenan flagler.unc.edu : www.kenan flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [_m__a_[L_t#_;~[s_t_Eg_~__u_E_c_:_e_d___u] 

Sent: Thursday, February 13, 20:14 5:06 PM 
To: McFarland, Karen 
Co: Napier, Mary 
Subject; N: Logo EPS 
Hi Karen. I think you are the one who would process this invoice. It seems that the email never left my outbox, so here’s a resend. ??? 

Dobson - Logo Design and Logo formats 

Let me know if you have questions. Thanks! 

debby 

@drstroman 
9:19.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Yvonne Stevenson <.y__v___o___n___n_e___@__a__[_u___m___:__e_m__o_£_y_:__e_d__u__> 

Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:49 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

No worries .... :-) The paperwork is attached. Thanks, 
Yvonne 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <d_s_t__rg_@.__ .u_ q_c_ .__e_ .d_u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 at 10:26 AM 

To: Yvonne Dobson <yvonne@ah,m.emory.edu> 

Subject: RE: Logo EPS 

d 



Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

708.1.1 f- Employee / Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Yvonne Dobson Name of Service Provider/Independent Contractor: 

The information on this form is used to determine whether the service provider is an independent 

contractor under IRS guidelines. This form must be completed and signed by the individual performing 

the service; reviewed and signed by the responsible department and approved by Disbursement 
Services, all completed prior to any services initiated. 

If payment for the services provided is greater than $10,000 per 12 months, please complete Independent 

Contractor Services Agreement. Other forms may also be required. 

This checklist helps Disbursement Services determine whether an employer/employee relationship exists 
for federal, state and FICA tax purposes. The questions below provide information as to the degree of 

control and the degree of independence in the relationship between the individual performing services 
and the employer (UNC at Chapel Hill). Additional information may be requested to make the appropriate 

determination. The final determination is made by Disbursement Services in conjunction with Human 

Resources and is based on consideration of all the known facts and not any one answer alone. 

All signatures are required prior to submission to Disbursement Services. Incomplete forms will be 

returned to the originating department. 

SECTION 1 - Current Employer- Employee Relationship 

A. Is the service provider currently employed by UNC-Chapel Hill? 

B. Is the service provider currently employed by any other State of NC agency? 
If yes, what agency/department? 

Was the individual on the UNC-Chapel Hill payroll (regular or temporary) 
during the 12 month period prior to the date these services begin? 

Does UNC- Chapel Hill plan to hire the individual as an employee after the 
period of his or her services as an independent contractor? 

Is the service provider, his/her spouse, registered domestic partner, 
dependent child or partner an employee or regularly retained agent of UNC- 
Chapel Hill? 

Yes No 

D D 

r] E] 

D rq 

D D 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/2013 Page I 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 2 - Details of Service 
Complete only one part (A, B, or C) depending on the type of services provided. 

Part A - 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Lecturer/Instructor 
Yes No 

Is the individual a "Guest Lecturer", e.g., an individual who lectures less r] r---I 
than lO% of the class time? 

Is the individual the primary instructor in a department course being r-] r-] 
offered for academic credit toward a university degree? 

Is the individual responsible for the content of the lecture/presentation r-] r-I 
(versus presenting materials that have been prepared/dictated by the 
University)? 

Part B - Researcher 
Because research is a key function of UNC-Chapel Hill, individuals engaged to perform research services 
for a department or sponsored program will generally be treated as employees, unless they are faculty at 
another research institution or university. 

Will the individual serve in an advisory or consulting capacity with a 
University faculty member or director in a "collaboration between equals" 
type arrangement? 

rq E3 

2. Will the individual perform research in an arrangement whereby a UNC- r-] r-] 
Chapel Hill faculty member or director serves in a supervisory capacity? 

Part C - 

1. 

Individuals who are not Instructors/Lecturers or Researchers 

71 r-1 Does the individual routinely provide the same or similar services 
outside of UNC-Chapel Hill to the general public as part of a continuing 
trade or business? 

2. Will the Department provide the individual with specific instructions, r-] r-] 
supplies, and equipment to perform the required work, rather than rely 
on the individual’s expertise, supplies and equipment? 

3. Will the University set the number of hours and/or days of the week that E] r-] 
the individual is required to work, as opposed to allowing the individual 
to set the work schedule? 

4. Will the University pay the individual an hourly rate similar to what other r] r-] 
employees are paid on campus for similar work? 

5. Does the individual engage in entrepreneurial activities in an established E] 
business at risk for loss? 

6. Does the individual have his/her own insurance for work-related injuries? E] r-~ 

7. Does the individual provide similar services to other clients? [q 

8. Are the services performed on campus? If no, indicate the appropriate 
percentage of time the individual spends on campus, 0 

% 

708.3..:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/203.3 Page 2 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 3- General Information 
(Please type or print clearly) 

Service Provider’s 

Yvonne Dobson 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

SSN 
Note: Please leave SSN blank (or cover) during 
initial determination phase when emailing. 
During payment processing, insure SSN is 
available and visible. 

Description of specific service to be provided (add pages if necessary): 

Design/layout "SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit" logo; provide client with original artwork. 

Location where service will be provided: 

12/9/2013                    01/22/2014 Start Date:                      End Date: 

500 
Service Fee ($): 

How fee is determined: 

Fee is fixed F] Milestone based 

Estimated expenses ($): 

Hourly rate ($):           Other: 

(Rate)             (Method) 

All Independent Contractor approvals expire at the end of each Fiscal Year (6/30/XX). 

708.:1.:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/20:13 Page 3 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 4 - Twenty Factor Test for Determining IC/Employee Status 
(Source: IRS, Revenue Ruling 87-41) 

Please Check one box for each item Yes No 

1. Is the worker free to perform services for a number of firms at the same r] 
time? 

2. Are the worker’s services regularly made available to the general public? r] 

3. Must the worker devote substantially full-time to the work? r] 

4 can the worker realize an economic loss for non-performance other than the r] 
loss of payment for personal services? 

5. Is the worker free to establish his/her own hours? r] 

6. Has the worker invested in facilities or equipment in order to perform the r] 
service? 

7. Will a significant portion of the work be done in UNC-Chapel Hill facilities? r] 

8. will the worker receive training of any type? r-] 

9. Does a continuing relationship exist between the worker and UNC-Chapel r] 
Hill? 

10. If assistants are needed, will these be provided by UNC-Chapel Hill? r] 

11. Will UNC-Chapel Hill determine or have the right to determine the order or r] 
sequence of the tasks to be completed? 

12. Are progress reports required periodically? r] 

13. Will the worker be paid on an hourly, weekly, monthly, or other periodic r] 
basis? 

14. Will the worker be reimbursed for incidentals? rl 

15. Will UNC-Chapel Hill furnish tools other than specialized equipment? r] 

16. is the worker required to comply with instructions about where, when, or r-] 
how he or she is to work other than general parameters? 

17. Does the success of the project hinge on the performance of the worker? r-] 

18. Must the service(s) be rendered personally? r-] 

19. can the worker be discharged for convenience as one would an hourly r] 
employee as opposed to discharge related to contract requirements? 

20. Can the worker unilaterally terminate the work prior to completion without r-] 
liability? 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/2013 Page 4 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 5 - Certification of Service Providerllndependent Contractor 
Under penalties of perjury, I certify that the above information is complete and accurate. If UNC-Chapel 
Hill engages me as an independent contractor, I am responsible for taxes, insurance coverage, and 
business expenses and am not eligible for ~nv ~.mnlnv~.r-nmvid~.d benefits. 

Yvonne Dob son 02/19/2014 

Name of Service Provider ~ der Date 

SECTION 6 - Certification of UNC-CH Department 
I certify that I have firsthand knowledge of the potential service relationship in order to review the above 
checklist with complete and thoughtful accuracy. 

I have reviewed the above responses and acknowledge that as a person with authority over the indicated 
cost object, I understand that should the Internal Revenue Service CIRS") disagree with this classification 
UNC-Chapel Hill may hold my department financially responsible for any additional compensation (due to 
gross up, including fringe rate), taxes, interest, or penalties that the IRS or other regulatory bodies might 
assess. 

Name of Department Representative Signature of Department Representative Date 

Phone Number 

Department Name 

Email address 

Department Number 

SECTION 7- Submission and Return of Assessment 

Please email completed checklist to Disbursement Service at: ic_review@unc.edu 

TO BE COMPLETED BY DISBURSEMENT SERVICES ONLY 

Assessment: 

Assessment By: Phone: Date: 

HR Concurrence By: Phone: Date: 

708.:1.:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/20:13 Page 5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 20:[4 9:5:[ PM 

Yakola, Amy <ayakola@theacc.org>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Schroer, Marianne <mschroer@theacc.org> 

Re: Congrats! and Help! 

Thanks Amy. Do you have ~ 150? 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Yakola>, Amy Yakola <ayakola@theacc.org> 

Date: Monday, March 24, 2014 5:14 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Schroer, Marianne" <__m___s__c___h__r___o__e___r___@___t___h___e__a__£_c__.__o___rg> 

Subject: RE: Consrats] and Help] 

]’~aa~ks for your email a~;d kited words 
~’ve co~ed ]~’~a~:~ar~ne ~o~~ o~.~ ~ea~n as she wi~ real,re su~:e that you Teceive 
~..,~-’ you have a bail park ol how r~]a~~y you’ll 
]’hanks, A~-ny 
#MY YAKOLA 
Senior Assoda~e Commissioner, Commun~c~t~ol~s and Public 

C: 

ayakola@t heacc.or9 

[ ::~:: ACC 2013-14 ESignature Julyl (2) 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Tuesday, March $8, 205~ 5:43 PM 
Te= Yakola, Amy 

C¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bjemt= Congrats~ and Help~ 

Hi Amy. Consratulations on two GREAT ACC basketball tournaments. I was the proud recipient of remarks from a 8ushin8 Pitt fan who was so ELATED to 

experience an ACC tournament. He and his wife were so happy to share their sentiments on how the Greensboro Coliseum and ACC staff were so nice in 

comparison to Madison Square Garden and other locations. Thev just raved about bein8 in the ACC and how everyone seemed to really care about their 

experience. So, asain a sincere Consrats~ 

Friendly reminder- I am in need of lanyards for my attendees {and any other closet ACC items. Ioi) at the inausural Basketball Analytics Summit. 

www.kisport.unc.edu If your schedule permits, please let me know if you can attend. 

Thanks. 

eebb~ 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

3~5 Woo~e~ - C~ #8700 

9~9,8~3.0336 



Too Late To Start 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: New Crraduate Racial Equity Course 

How exciting! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, 9::1:1 PM 

"ro: 

Subject: FW: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 

Hi Please share... 

Thanks! 
debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world°" ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday,              5:37 PM 

To: "Parker, Patricia S" <psparker~email.unc.edu>, "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey~unc.edu>, Paul Cuadros <        ~m!ndspring:~om>, "Barker, Marco J" 

<barker@unc.edu> "Teuton Christopher Barrett" <teuton@unc.edu> "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <A__m._y. Hertel@unc.edu> Wayne Blair <wblair@email.unc.edu> 

Maria DeGuzman <           @earthlink.net> 

Cc: "Gil, Karen M" <kgil@email.unc.edu>, Douglas Shackelford <Douglas...Shackelford@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Judith Cone <iacone@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: FW: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 

Hi Friends. I want to make sure that you knew that we have just gone "live" in the marketing and solicitation for this exciting offering. We are very thankful to Dean Barbara Rimer 

for leading the way in providing academic credit for this special course. 

I am excited to be a part of this impressive planning team, and I hope that you will view this pioneering course as another step in our development of holistic leaders and 

researchers. Undoubtedly, this comprehensive racial analysis will greatly assist in preparing our students to be critical thinkers in their respective fields. The course is limited to 24 

students in total, and we are sending invitations to six UNC professional schools and/or departments. Thus, the enrollment will be somewhat selective and limited to create a 

diverse cohort. The Chancellor, Provost, and Dean Rimer are looking forward to the positive outcomes of this pilot for graduate students. We have had ~180 UNC faculty and staff 

participate in this powerful workshop, and the response has been overwhelming. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for sharing with your network. 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia...eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,              3:55 PM 

To: "Alexander, G. Rumay" <rumay@email.unc~edu>, "Rounds, Kathleen A" <karounds@emaiLunc.edu>, Ericka Patillo <patillo@unc.edu> 

Cc: Wanda Hunter <.-w--~-h---u---q-t--e-~-r---@-~-r~-a--c-~[-a-~[-e-~-c~-u-~[-t-y~-n-~-s--t~[-t--u-~-t.-e--..-~---r-g>,                    @_g___m___a_!_[:__c_g__n_!>, Tye Huntet <         .__@__y__a___h___o___o_:_£9__n_!>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

<dstro@unc.edu>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequity!nstitute.org>, Suzanne Plihcik < @gmail.com> 

Subject: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 

Rumay, Kathleen, and Ericka, 

We are so excited to send you the flyer, announcing our new fall 20:14 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -- Leading for Racial 

Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. With pre-registration beginning on April 1, we are requesting your help in distributing our flyer to all grad 

students (and faculty) in your respective Schools. 

If you have questions or need more information, do not hesitate to let me know. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

9:19 966-292:1 (fax) 

eugeniaiiieng@ u nc.edu 



From: @live.une~edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 11: 57 AM 

To: Stmman, Deborah L/<tstro@une.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you’re having a relaxi~g weekend. I wanted to e-mail you my PID ( 

aboul your Cavaliers; what a good game! 

See you Tuesday, 

University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.A EXSS ] Sports Adrnmistration 

Dhect 

) for EXSS before I got caught up doing other things. Sow 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; kibs lingmei howell.con <lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 
< @kenan- tlagler, unc.edu> 

I~E: FYI 

Dr. Stroman - Do you kno~v how we can get our summit info sent out on the UNC events listserve? 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:05 PM 
To: Howell, Lingmei; 
Subject: Re: FYI 

Yes, this note is sent to everyone who is on the UNC events listserv. We are waiting for confirmation to see if Brenkus will also be at BAS. Thanks for sharing’. 

@drstroman 

919.8430336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before stamng to improve the world. 
<http://www.wisdomquotes com/quote/anne-frank-l.html>" ~ Anne Frank 

On        9:02 PM, "Howell, Lingmei" 
<Lmgmei~ Howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Please see below folks Not sure ho*v/who sent out this kind of 
>messages; at any rate, perhaps the team can consider .... 
> 

> 

>Lingmei Howell, MPA, MDA ¯ Director of Outreach ¯ Frank Hawkins 
>Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business 
>School ¯ Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 
>27599-3440 ¯ 

>919.9622686 ¯ :fax 919.962-8202 ¯ [ingmei howell@unc.edu ¯ 
>www.kenan-flagler unc.edu Shaping Leaders i Driving Results 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: noreply@email.unc.edu [mailto:no repl¥@email.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Thursday, 8:05 AM 
>To: Hoxvell, Lingmei 
>Subject: [INFORMATIONAL] La’NC discotmt available for "The Science of 
>Sports with Jol’m Brenkus" 
> 

>UNC-Chapel Hill I:aculty, staff and students are eligible for a $10 
>discount on ANY tickets (any seat level, including meet-and-greet) to 
>"The Science of Sports" on April 9 at Memorial Hall. John Brcakus, ErmW 
>Award-xvinning host and creator of ESPN’s "Sport Science," hosts this 
>program. 
> 

>Use the discount code "scifcst" to receive the discount tl-trough 
>Memorial Hall’s box office. 
> 

>"The Science of Spolts" is presented as part of the North Carolina 
>Science Festival. For more information and the ticket link, please visit: 
>htto ://bit.lv/BrenkusTix 
> 

>This message is sponsored by: Morehead Planetarittm and Science Center 
> 

>INTOPd&XTIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that 
>the?’ do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
>email preference, sign into the UNC DirectoU at http ://dir uric. edu. 
>login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Sunday, 1:23 PM 

@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

@kenan- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

Re: FYI 

Good reminder! I overlooked these UNC listings: 

1. http:i/uncspeakers web.unc edu/ 
2. Posting events to the Carolina Calendar 
<http://events unc.edu/>Representatives of Umversity schools, departments 
and organizations may publish to the events calendar 
<http://events unc.edu/>. For information or to post an event, please call 
962-HELP or go to help.unc.edu and Submit a Help Request 
<https://www.unc.eduiar-bin/websubiindexpl>. The Academic Calendar 
<http ://registrar.tmc edu/academic-calendar/acad emic-y ears-: 

" contains the most important dates for academic life at Carolina 
http ://~vw~v.unc edu/about/faqs/ 

Please send a note tu these links Thanks 

@drstruman 
919843.0336 

"ttow wunderful it is that nubudy need wait a single mument before starting 
to improve the wur[d 
<http://www.wisdomquotes cum/quote/anne-frank-l.html>" ~- Anne Frank 

On 1:04 PM, 
< @ken an-flagler.unc.edu> wrute: 

>Dr Struman - Do yuu know huw we can get our summit infu sent uut on the 
>UNC events listserve? 
> 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(~,tmc.edu] 
>Sent: Saturday, 9:05 PM 
>To: Howell, Lingmei; 
>Subject: Re: FYI 
> 

>Yes, this note is sent to everyone who is on the UNC events listser~,~. We 
>are waiting for confirmation to see if Brenkus will also be at BAS. 
>Thanks for sharing[ 
> 

>d 
> 

>@drstroman 
>919.843.0336 
> 

>"How wonderful it is that nobo@ need wait a single moment before 
>starting to iraprove the world. 
><http : //www. xvisdolnquotes, com,’quoteiam~e-frank- l.html> " ~ Anne Fraak 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 9:02 PM, "Hoxvell, Lit~gmei" 
><LingmeiHowell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>>Please see below folks Not sure how/who sent out this kind of 
>>messages; at any rate, perhaps the team can consider .... 
>> 

>> 

>>Lingmei Howell, MPA, MDA ¯ Director of Outreach ¯ Frank Ha~vkins 
>>Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business 
>>School ¯ Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 
>>27599-3440 ¯ 

>>919.962.2686 ¯ fax 919.962-8202 ¯ lingmeihowell@unc.edu ¯ 
>>w~vw.kenan-flagler.unc.edu Shaping Leaders i Driving Results 
>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 
>>From: noreply@email.unc.edu [mailto:noreply@email.tmc.eduj 
>>Sent: Thursday, 8:05 AM 
>>To: Howell, Lingrnei 
>>Sul~iect: [IiN~FORS¢L~TIONAL] UNC discount available for "The Science of 



>>Sports with John Brenkus" 

>> 

>>UNC-Chapel tlill faculty, st~ff and students are eligible for a $10 

>>discount on ANY tickets (any seat level, including meet-and-greet) to 

>>"The Science of Sports" on       at Memorial Halh John Brenkus, Emmy 

>>Award-winning host and creator of ESPN’s "Sport Science," hosts this 

>>program 
>> 

>>Use the discount code "scifest" to receive the discount through 

>>Memorial Hall’s box office. 

>> 

>>"The Science of Sports" is presented as part of the North Carolina 

>>Science Festivah For more information and the ticket link, please visit: 

>>http://bit. ly/Br erkkusTix 
>> 

>>This message is sponsored by: Morehead Planetarium and Science Center 
>> 

>> 

>>INFORMATIONAL email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated that 

>>they do want to receive mass emaih To set your irfformational mass 

>>email preference, sign into the UNC Directory at http://dir.unc.edu, 

>>login with your Onyen, and select Update Personal Irffom~ation 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Sunday, 1:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
llagler, unc.edu-~ 

I~E: FYI 

kenan- 

Great - I just sent them notes. We may get an email back to the KISport@unc.edu for COl~firmation on the first one (I would have used my o~vn email address had I kno~vn there ~vould be a 

bit of a back and forth) 

I’ve also sent a short note to get into the GPSF ne~vsletter. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:23 PM 
To: , Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Sulzject: Re: FYI 

Good reminder! I overlooked these UNC listings: 

1 http ://uncspeakers.web unc.edu/ 
2. Posting events to the Carolina Calendar <http:i/events.unc.edu/>Representatives of University schools, departments and organizations may publish to the events calendar 
<http://events.unc edu/>. For iN2~rmation or to post an event, please call 962-ttELP or go to help unc edu and Submit a Help Request <https://www unc.edu/ar-bin/websub/inde× pl>. The 
Academic Calendar 
< ht tp ://registrar.unc edu: academic-calendar/academic-y ears 

contains the most important dates [’or academic life at Carolina 
http :i/www.unc edu/about/faq s/ 

Please send a note to these links Thanks 

@drstroman 
919843.0336 

"ttow wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world. 
<http ://www.wisdomquotes.c ore/quote/ann e-l?ank-1 htm[>" -. Arme Frank 

On 1:04 PM, 
< @kenan-fiagler.tmc.edu> wrote: 

>Dr. Stroman - Do you know how- we can get our sunmfit info sent out on 
>the UNC events listset~ze? 
> 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 

>From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(d},,mxc.edu] 
>Sent: Saturday, 9:05 PM 
>To: Hoxvell, Lingmei; 
>Subject: Re: FYI 
> 

>Yes, this note is sent to evel~one who is on the LrNC events listsel~’. 
>We are waiting for cord~rmation to see if Brer~kus will also be at BAS. 
>Thanks for sharingt 
> 

>d 
> 

>@drstroman 
>919.843.0336 
> 

>"How ~vonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before 
>starting to improve the world. 
><http://w~vw wisdomquotes.com/quote/anne-frank-1 html>" -- Anne Frank 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 9:02 PM. "Howell, Lingmei" 
><LingmeiHowell@kenan-flagler uric edu> wrote: 
> 

>>Please see below folks. Not sure how/who sent out this kind of 
>>messages; at any rate, perhaps the team can consider .... 
>> 

>> 

>>Lingmei Howell, MPA, MDA ¯ Director of Outreach ¯ Frank Hawkins 
>>Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ L,~C’s Kenan-Flagler Business 
>>School ¯ Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, 



>>27599-3440 ¯ 

>>919962.2686 ¯ fax 919.962-8202 ¯ lingmei howell@uric edu ¯ 
>>wva¥.kenan-:t~lagler.unc edu Shaping Leaders i [)riving Results 

>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 

>>From: no reply@email uric edu [mailto:no repb/~email.unc.edu] 

>>Sent: Thursday, i 8:05 AM 

>>To: Howell, Lingmei 

>>Subject: [INFORMATIONAL] UNC discount available Jk~r "The Science of 

>>Sports with John Brep2~us" 
>> 

>>UNC-Chapel Hill faculty, staff and students are eligible for a $10 

>>discount on ANY tickets (am" seat level, including meet-and-greet) to 

>>"The Science of Sports" on       at Memorial Hall. John Brenkus, 

>>ErmW Award-winning host and creator of ESPN’s "Sport Science," hosts 

>>this progranr. 
>> 

>>Use the discount code "scifest" to receive the discount through 

>>Memorial Hall’s box office. 

>> 

>>"The Science of Sports" is presented as part of the North Carolina 

>>Science Festival. For more information and the ticket link, please visit: 

>>http:/ibit. b,4Br ep2~usTix 
>> 

>>This message is sponsored by: Morehead Planetarimn and Science Center 
>> 

>> 

>>INFOR~4ATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that 

>>they do want to receive nrass entail. To set your informational mass 

>>email preference, sign into the I~rNC Directory at htt~:/idir.unc.edu, 

>>login with yore Onyen, and select Update Personal Information 
>> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 2:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Per~na] Statement 

Personal Statement.docx 

Here’s my personal statement as requested, Thanks again for all of your help! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ] 
College of Arts and Sciences I Management and Society Major 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:57 PM 

~kena~- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS NBA Ana]ytics Case Co~npetition 

Thanks 

I didn’t know where the EMBA program landed on the full time status. Though it is a different program, we finish in two years so it has a similar pace and coursework to the 
traditional program. If that gets it over the hump for full-time status, that’d be excellent and I know we’d still like to participate. If not, is there a way to get access to the 
material for my own interest? Sports analytics is an area I’m hoping to move into upon graduating and think this sounds like an excellent opportunity to get a handle on the 
challenges that are being faced. 

Best regards, 

¯ . Evening , MBA for Executives . UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(d~ kenan-flagler.u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From= 

Sent= Friday, 5:34 PM 
To: ; 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject= BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Dear ; and team members, 

Thank you very much for registering for our Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Analytics Case Competition. 

We notice that you are currently enrolled in the Executive MBA program at UNC Kenan-Flagler, and we assume that you study as part-time. If so, you would not be 

eligible to participate because only full-time students are eligible to participate in this case competition as stated in our website 

(http:iikisport.unc.eduiindex.phpicase-competitioni). 

Please let us know if you have any questions. Thank you for your understanding. 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 
iF/ISA Class ot IJ UNC k:er!~q Fb~ler Business 

~.~j cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 10:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 articles) 

William Rhoden Cc, n’,pii~d: Nareh 30, 2014 10:.35:55 P~] 

Sports of The Times 

With a vJcto~2" over Michigan on Sm~day, Ke~tud<y became the first team 

since 1992 to reach the Nnal Four Mth five freshman starters. The last team 

was Mietfigan’s Fab b’ive. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 
i :~: ,-,,,~, i 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite el apps: 

Android [ iPad® 

About This EmaH 

This is an automated el"nail.Please do not reply directly to ins email from NYTimes.com As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change Yeu~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 10:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

(Srl Suspended tbr Shaving Her }lead in Support of Cancer-Strickened Friend 

March 31,2014 

A Virginia Christian school ~ ...... 
threatens an 8-year-old 
student’s enrollment over 
her looks. See what officials~i 
said and the girrs family’s 
reaction here. 

~.~ender Tee~? Gets H~sto~c Cet~rt V~cte~ig 

Ask the Wh~:e G~;y_; ~sr~q: {t Good E~o(4~!1~ to Love Eve~~?T#~ 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Of Caecer---Str~cke8 Fder~d 

A 9-year-old Colorado girl is . . 
suspended from school for ¯ ¯ 

going bald in suppo~ of a 
friend who is receiving 
cancer treatment. What 
excuse did her elementa~ 
school give for sending her 
home? 

Are St~de~-fls Be~r~I)e~~ded Because of -The~ Race, 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

The ~ite House releases a repo~ pushing for a 
minimum-wage increase that promotes fair pay for 
women. How does the repo~ say this will help close the 
gender pay gap? 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Network of AtNetes 

Three women of different generations who all believe 
passionately in the ability of spods to give women the 
skills and confidence needed to succeed in business 



leadership. 

AVAILA[~LE NOW! Wir~ter 2014 Oiversit.y~-~c 

ADP’s Rita Mitjans learned early in life what its like to be 
different and how a helping hand can change your life. 
Read the rest of her profile here. 

Was this fo~,arded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the Diversi~Inc newsletter. 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as weft as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies~stafl-ups to 
advanced~including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

CI,~CK ~ER~ TO gE E ~F YOUR 

0I~GANIZAT~ON ~S A MEMBER~ 

I 



Too~s of the Trade 

Changing of the Board? 
At meetings last weak, the NGAA’s Steering Committae for 
Governance presented new ideas on how to revamp the 

organization’s governance structure. 

After a hi,qh school boys’ basketball player in New Hampshire 
tweeted an obscene message to rivals following a win, the 
state’s basketball coaches association took back his player 

the year awa[d. 

Wrestling Counts Too 
Ohio State University Athletic Director Gone Smith received an 
$18,000 bonus thanks ~o one of his wrestlers winning a national 

championship. !!i!!i:!::.i!. ::..! i!!., .!: !!.?. ’, :.:, .i!!. ::.:. ! .!., .!i:.:..!! :.!:?.:.:.!i.?.:!! ........ 

Company News 

Sport Fence’s System Puts Safety at the Forefront 

Baseball and softball outfielders already know about the hazards of lacing after 
long drives in hope of a spectacular catch. Unforgiving outfield fences can pose a 
major health risk to players who crash into them Despite the presence of warning 
tracks, players often leap into fences from a dead 

Fodunately, there is a way to protect players from the dangers of outfield fences. 
Spo~tFence In~emagonal, based nea[ Denver, Colorado, has a patented breakaway 
system ~ha[ keeps players safe as they roam ~he outfield~ The outfield panels, 
which are made from PVC piping, are designed to break away from panel’s support 
feet upon impact from a player. 

Coac[~ Faces Haz#~g C[~arges 
A Virginia high school football coach is facing charges of hazing 
and corpo[al punishment alter allegedly forcing a player ~o car~y 
and drag weights around the field as a ~un~shment. 

U~io~izing Moves Ahead 
A regional office ofihe Naiienal Labor Relations Beard has 
backed Northwestern University football players’ bid to unionize. 

Company News 
New D[. Dish Shooting ~,,~achine Dr. Dish p[ovides the 
industry’s best value in basketball shootin.q macMnes - safe. 
game ~ke, Mgh repetition, preven. 



The athletic training community suffered a tn~{~io loss earlier this 
month when Iongtime University of Texas athletic trainer Tina 
Bonci passed away from cancer at ~he age of 59. i:!i:.=i:b=====.=ili[.:ii.i:i=.==::L 

A new Indiana law makes it the first state ~o require concussion 
educatien training for high school and youth football coaches. 

Female Presence 
ESPN examines the .( rowin{ population of female athletic 

~rainers in professional spor~s. =.!!!!i!:.!:.:.! fi! ]!:=’!:!5: :!!?=’! :.!:!:!!:i!:=.::i!:~:, 

Product Showcase 
VolIeybalI FacilityiBquipment Set lhe lone for volleyball 
success by providing your coaches and players wilh a court and 
equipment they can be proud ef. For the latest and greatest in 
volleyball equipment offerings, check out these respected 

Online Buyer’s Guide 
Ou~ online Buyer’s Guide Ieatures a customized pages Io~ companies advertising 
in our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, including inleractive links, product ~mages, and more 
detailed producl lisflngs. Here are ~nks te four companies [eatured in our Guide: 

Click here ~o check out the complete Online Buye[’s Guide. 

Dropping Athletics 
Brigham Young Unive~i’~--Hawaii will phase out athletics over 

the next three years. 

Traditionally Strong 
A look at a high school cross-country program with unique 

traditions, 

New System Needed 
Randy Edsall, Head Footba~ Coach at the University of 
Maryland, wants college footba~ [ecruit~ng 1o change, and he 
has ceme up w~th several recommendations. ~=.~’.5~ 

Brighten your fan base wiih Daktronics’ G Series fuels your body before, during and 
long-lasting LED systems, after practice, training or competition. 

Shamrock Farms’ Rockin’ Refuel has a full 
line of products with natural protein to build 
and rebuild n’~uscles~ 

VemaClimbing combines both lower and 
upper body exercise into one natural 
vertical climbing motion~ 

View Jobs.lPost a ResumelPost a Job I~ 



You are receiving t[tis newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Traimng & Conditiotting, Atltletic Management or Coaclting Management 

To unsubscribe, clickht~p://lists2momentummedia.com/?p tmsubscfibe&uid 0a980bd25f3fbd193963857ec209c374 

To change yore- email address, click http:i/lists2.mome~tmmedia.con~J?p preferences&uid 0a980b425f3fl)4193963857ec209c374 

To fm~ardthisnewslettertoafi~end, clickhtrp:/ilists2momen~mm~ediacom/?p fo~-~vard&uid 0a980b425tBfl~419396385,7ec209c374&mid 3,7 

Be sm-e to add lists@moment~tmmedia corn to yore- address book or safe sender list so our emaJls will always get to yot~- inbox! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 10:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera Cc, I:’,pii~d: Naroh 31, 2014, 10:37:23 PM 

Op-Ed Columnist 

A Step Toward 0:~usfiee ~n Co:[l~ge Spo~s? 

A players’ union would help. But several lawsuits could bring about even bigger 

changes. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 12:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Players Rep Talks NCAA Policy ] Facility Maduess 2014 i Rioting Revisited 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

College Players Rep Talks Policy Change, Not Paychecks 
Ramogi Huma would like to see health coverage lbr current and lbnner players, 

reibrm oftransl~r rules a~d policies that reduce the risk of traumatic ... 

Opinion: NCAA Brought Legal Battles on Itself 
Cunent a~d former college athletes have la~veled up and gone after the NCAA 

for the exploitative contract it iequiles athletes to sign in exchmage... 

Facility’ Madness 2014: Vote for the Best Arena in College Basketball 

Your NCAA Tournament bracket may be in shambles, but it’s not too late to help 

us decide ours. For the second straight year we’re launching... 

V~ orker s Death ttaJts World Cup Stadium Construction 

A worker has died during construction of the stadium that will host Brazil’s World 

Cup opener in Sao t aulo the seventh death of a worker at ... 

) U. of Arizona t ost-Defeat Disturbance Leads to 15 Arrests 

Fifteen people were anested Saturday night after a confrontation on University 



Boulevaxd with Tucson police tbllowing the Arizona Wildcats’ ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Rioting Is The Real Maxch Madness 

I am proud to call Madison, Wis. my home away ti~om home. Despite being based 
in the Chicago ~xea, I have had the pleasure of... 

Home Games Mean Bigger NCAA Women’s Tourney Gates 
The women’s tournament has gone to home regional sites due to a lack of 

attendance in recent years. And it has worked... 

Illinois Governor Won’t Endorse Soldier Field Expansion 
Gov. Pat Quinn on Monday scotched the idea ofa~y state tinancial involvement in 

the Chicago Park District’s potential 5,000-seat expa~sion of... 

Arena’s $10M Renovation to Include Second Food Court 

’][’he roughly 7,500-square-foot room could also be p~itioned offand used for 

corporate meetings and private events .... 

Team’s Complaints Result in City Action on Stadium 
The ci~ may need to find e~ra money to fix up dilapidated parts of A1 Lang 

Stadium following complaints from main tenant the... 

Dehumidifie~ Help Maintain Air Qualits~ in Natatoriums 
Anyone who has spent time aJcound indoor pool facilities can likely relate to the 

challenge of maintaining desired air quaJi~ within those spaces. All too... 

Officials Tour City Paxks to Assess Maintenance Needs 

Four city councilmen spent their Friday ~noming taldng a firsthm~d look at some of 

the tn~fintenance issues that have sparked a debate... 

Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
If you sum~ised that this error-ridden essay was written by a fif[h-grade girl, and 

that perhaps she got a C, that’s an educated guess and certainly... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Teens Sent to Shock Camp Following Assault on AD 
Two New York teens will pay the price for get~Jmg intoxicated and punching their 

athletic director in the face as they were ejected from a basketball ~rimmage... 

New Reader Comments: 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Springing Up Nationwide 
I’m sure this a great workout m~d the people who do it re~2lly seem to enjoy it. But 

does every new fitness trend have to be THE BEST workout... 

Unionization Eflbrt Brin~s H~xt-to-Answer Questions 
Am I the only one enjoying this? The sehools mad the NCAA were outsmarted by 

the student-athletes! For years, the schools and the NCAA have... 

Athletes’ Unionization Attempt Scores Maior Victory 
I don t th nk u ~( ~z~ng s the wa5 to go atx~ut t e~ther, but, let s t~ce ~t--these kids 

are smart! It was the best (if not the only?) way to ti~rce... 

Athletes’ Union~ation Attempt Scores M~ior Victory 
Rob, I completely agree that the student-athletes need to have a say in things. 

Agree with just about eve ~rything you said, I just don’t think... 



Upcoming Events: 

2014 W~CA NATIONAL CONVENTION 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 4, 2014 --April 8, 2014 ... 

IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-WEST 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 -- April 13, 2014 ... 

2014 TSAC CONFERENCE 
San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 --April 17, 2014 ... 

NIRSA 2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 --April 26, 2014 ... 
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Trirtity College in t taIJford, Cormecticut was founded in 1823. In JuIy, Joaune 

Bmge~-Sweeney currrently dean of the Scttool of Arts and Sciences at ’FuIls 
University, will become the first woman to serve as the college’s presi dent 

Survey Finds Universities Hungry for Help in 
Dealing With Sexual Misconduct 

The survey found that 83 percent of the responding educational institutions 
stated the}" welcomed guidelines or model practices for dealing with stndents 
l~mtd lo be responsible lbr sexuaI misconduct 

The Next President of St. Mary’s College of 
Ma~. land 

Dr T~aj ~anda Jordan, wtto holds a Ph.D. in biocttemistly from Purdue, 
c~mently serves as professor of chemistry and dean of tire College of Arls and 

Sci ........ t Lewis & Clark College in Portlmld, Olegon. 

¯ Universi~ Research Finds Gender Bias in Venture Capital Funding 

Decisions 
¯ June Pierce Youati Na~ned Provost at Michigan State University 

¯ Study Finds Long-Term Health BeneBts of Breasffeeding May Be 

Overstated 
¯ College of Saint Benedict Names Mary Hinton President 

¯ Does Free Birth Control Lead to Risky Sexual Behavior Among Low- 

Income "Women? 
¯ Marylou Ya~n to Lead Notre Dame of Maryland UniversRy 

¯ Cynthia Anthony ls the New Leader at Enterprise State Communi~ 

College 

¯ U niversi~ of Cincinnati Is Seeing a Photograph of Its First %~oman 

Graduate 
¯ Four Women A~nong the Inaugural Members of the Mine~-a Academy 

¯ Goshen College Seeing Out More Men for Its Women’s Studies 

Courses 

¯ Ethel Harris Named Scholar-in-Residence at the American Dental 

Education Association 

¯ Universi~ of Iowa Economics Professor Is a Finalist for Provost At NoNh 

Dakota State Universi~- 
¯ Universi~ of Houston Professor to Receive the Olof Palme Medal 
¯ A Quartet of New Deans 
¯ Jacqueline Noonan Honored by the American College of Cardiolo~~ 
¯ Four ~omen in New Teaching Roles 
¯ Ten Women Scholars Honored WRh Prestigious Awards 

¯ Nine Women Appoin[ed to New Administrative Posts in Higher 

Education 
¯ Two Prominent Academics Announce Their Retirements 
¯ In Memoriam: Slavica S. Matacic, 1933-2014 
¯ Online A~icles That May Be of Interest to ~VIARepo~ Readers 
¯ Recent Boo~ That May Be of Interest to Women Scholars 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <~MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Brand Loyalty ] B2B Confessions ] March Madness Lessons ] Powerful Corporate Brands ] Event Apps 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Apt 2, 2014 
".’Oi "i ::!, N,S 64 

I]~i ~o~-T; For True Brand Loyalty, Build ContcxtuN 
Marketing Strategy Into Your Brand: Part 2 

IX~ ,*~,~,,.-r~ ~,~-~.~I 

Par~ 2 covers 

~ B2B Marketing Confessions: John J. Wall 

Talks to Marketing Smarts 
)’~;h¢:~ 

I ~.~.~ S u~,ey s~y~ j 

The 25 Most Powerful Corporate 
Brands 

The CocaoCola Company is the rao~ 



Quick Take 

Marketing Lessons From March 
Madness: Go Deep Young Team! 

share l’w~Eer I[:~ F~=ceboo~: [.h’4,:edh: 
I 

~Planning Event? Don’t the Branded Forget an 

Apps! 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.biz~ournals.com> 

Thursdw, April 3, 2014 7:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Raleigh ottbrs "to bW Dix property; N.C. considering mileage tax 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

APRIL 3, 20!4 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Raieigh city leaders offered the state $38 million for the 308-acre Dorothea 

Property on Wednesday, 

Discuss 

N.C. to consider taxinq drivers based on mileaqe 
The North Carolina Department of Transportation is considering aiternative ways of 

taxing motorists to make up for iost revenue from fuekefficient vehicles 

Baxter acquires Chapel Hil~ drug developer Chatham 
...................................... Therapeutics 

Chatham Therapeutics. a Gha~ei Hill-based private drug developer working on 
treatments for hemo~hiiia, has been acquired by ~axter Internationai, the 

companies anneunced an Wednesday. 

Raleigh’s Eschelon restaurant ,qroup expandin,q into 
Durham with sush~ conce~t 
Raleigh’s Esohelon Haspitaii~y is rom~ding out restaurarfi row a~ the new Diamand 

View HI buiidm9 at Amerk:an Tebacc, e Campus m dewn[own Durham wi~h a new 

cencep~ that awner G Patei is eaHm9 Basan .... 

Discuss 

A__Q._L____c_9_ r_f_ .o__ .u_ n_d_~_E._S_._t e_v__e___C_a__s_.~__}~_{~Xff~ t__!_~__~_Eh ~_~_:~__~{B_~.~E 
C__ Lr_ .c_!.e__,__A_ U_t_~ ._m.~_t~_d__!_.n__s_ ~_g ~_~ 

Crews stil~ workinq~ but BuRs promise baRpark will be ready 

RDU to add temporary nonstop flight to Bahamas 

Wingin" ~t Bar and Grille now open in Fuquay-Varina 

Startup LetsChipln wins Carolina Challenge 

Trian.q[e Capital Corporation invests $13~ in Fatz Caf~ 
parent 

with California firm boosts ShareFile 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 1:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Prep Sat~ty Mandates ] Tournament Spoilsi Policing Spo(ts Riots 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

NJ t tigh Schools Prepariug for New SaI~W Mandates 
New Jersey high schools will ~on have new rules in place aimed at keepiug 
student-athletes safer. Among the legislation that will taJae ... 

?layers Get T-Shirts as Hoops Coaches Reap Bouuses 

Moments ~£ter UCLA won the Pac- 12 Conference men’s basketball touruameut iu 

March, coach Steve Alford and his players climbed a ladder .... 

Editorial: Colleges Should Reanange Athletics Riches 

March Madness comes to a close next week. The annual collegiate basketball 

tournament determines which of 68 teams takes home the 

BarclaFs Center Worker Sues Rockets over Gay Slurs 
A gay fomier catering worker at Brooklyu’s Ba~clays Center says the Houstou 

Rockets committed an offensive foul by showering him with ... 

SecuriW in Spotlight at 2014 Boston Marathon 
"Watched my dad come up Boylston as I slood outside the Lenox Hotel. We high 



rived as he passed and then once he made it... 

Mayor Envisions Boston as High-Profile Sports Hub 

In a city that celebrates sports, Mayor Martin J. Walsh is creating an otlfice to 

lobby for high-profile events such as the X Games, professional ... 

Lessons to Be Lea~ned in Handling the ’Sports Riot’ 
Tucson can be thanlct’ul the Arizona Wildcats didn t make the Final Four. With the 
disturbances that broke out after the University of Arizona’s ... 

Health Club Makes $65K Offer on Closed School 
Ultimate Physique, a longtime Lockport health club, has olt~red to buy the closed 

Washington ttunt Elementa~ School tbr $65,000. The ... 

Parks ~rovement Plan Scaled Down t?om $35M to $19M 
BasebaJJ s~dium-seating at Snowden Grove Park~ outdoor tennis courts, and 

indoor batting cages at Greenbrook Park ~xe some of the park ... 

Local Little League Responds to Fraud Defendant Claims 
Immediately after former Madison Kennedy Little League president Stephen 

Verhage was charged in Dane Count?- Ci~cuit Court last month 

Lakers Seek Practice Facility, Befitting Franchise’s Prestige 
For all the gli~ and glmnour sum undmg the I,aJaers ficanchise, their current practice 

facili~ does not exactly exude such a mystique. The Lal;ers ... 

Resi ned~i OflErsU rades 
The A’s dreatn of moving to San Jose is all but ban~icaded, at least for the 

foreseeable future .... 

Editorial: Investu~ent in $70M MiLB Pmk a Home Run 
For nearly 40 5’ears, springtime in Columbus has meant professional baseball in the 

fo~rn of the Columbus Clippers. Opening day on Thursday will ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Vote tbr the Best Arena in College Basketball 
First round voting ends this a£temoon. With some close matchups and big upsets 

brewing, this is your last chance to vote for your ~avorite venue. 

New Reader Comments: 

Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
No, I a~ not missing the point, but I do suppose it is more sarcasm or mocke~ 

over your expectation that eve~3~one should see the world as you do! ... 

Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volmnes 
You’ve missing the poink Robin. It’s not about political correctness. It’s atx~ut t~3~ing 

to veduce the social acceptance of veiled misogyny, emasculation, ... 

Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
Hey Rob, my 14 year old daughter throws like a gift and a couple of years ago at 

the Hershey track meet in Sa~ Jose, Calitbmia, she won a silver ... 

Opinion: LrNC Athlete’s Short Essm~ Speaks Volumes 
The issue isn’t what the issue/point of the a~ticle was, nor the fact that the writer is 

likely a womm~, t eople of any gender can still possess and write ... 



Opinion: UNC Athlete’s Short Essay Speaks Volumes 
Hi Mary & Rob: The NCAA has men’s and women’s basketball tournaments, so 

don’t give the ladies a pass on this one! I actually happened to .., 

ii.~ Facebook ~ 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs University <IVlarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 1:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Marketing Writing Bootcmnp Eaxly Bird Pricing Extended! 

Early Bird pricing for Marketing Writing Bootcarnp extended through April 4! 

Deadline for Early Bird Savings Extended Through April 4 

Good news, Deborah! 

Due to overwhelming response, we’ve extended the Early Bird pricing for Marketing 

Writing Bootcamp through the end of this week. Take advantage of the great savings 

Through this online course that starts June 12, you’ll learn how to: 

Boost your writing prowess with 16 classes tailor-made for marketers who do a 

little bit (or a lot) of everything: blogs, social media, email, web, and more 

Produce content to keep up with the constantly increasing demands of today’s 

marketers 

Be a better storyteller while captivating and converting your audience 

Develop a distinct style and voice that works for you and your marketing goals 

Ensure your writing is on the cutting-edge in this ever-changing digital world 

Of course, a bootcamp wouldn’t be complete without a proper live kick off. The 

incomparable Amber Naslund is ready to rally the troops for our first class, on June 12. 

Her words have been energizing audiences for years, so her writing insights will be spot 

on and, frankly, this alone will be worth the price of admission. 

No need to travel--learn from your desk (or couch)! 

Upon completing the 16 classes of this heart-pumping, idea-generating bootcamp, you’ll 

be a full-fledged writer. Not just any writer, but a NarketingProfs-certified writer 

extraordinaire! All classes are online and will be available to watch via computer, tablet, 

or mobile device beginning June 13. 

You’ll get great content AND the lowest price. ~.i~.~L.!~.~?,{ and use promo code 

EARLY~O©~4 through,-,,~,~,," .~" April 4 to pay just $270 (ivlPU Alums save even 

more), 



Grab this offer now because after that, the price goes back to the full rate of $357. 

And don’t forget that the first 1,000 students who enroll b ,~.larch 31 April 4 will receive, 

from our own Ann Handley, a copy of her new book which focuses on guidelines for 

writing, story, and brand journalism in a world where everybody writes. It’s currently 

untitled, but, for now, she’s calling it, My Publisher Is Going to Kil! Me If I Don’t Title It 

Soon. The book is due out August 1. 

MarketingProfs, LLC I 4~9 N Larchmont Bird #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 : (86}~ 557-962.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marketo Webinars <bwilliams@marketo.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 1:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Webinar] Do You Think We A/B Tested This Email? 

Hi Deborah, 

You bet we did! And it was really easy! 

We get it, though. As marketers, we’ve all struggled with email testing. 

What should I test? How and when should I test to get optimal results? 

With all of these swirling questions, all but the most dedicated among 

us often throw testing out the window, especially when running 

automated campaigns. 

Join email marketing 

expert, Matt Zilli, on Thursday, 

April 10, 2014 to discover: 

:~....~ Email testing best practices 
:.:~ The latest in testing 
functionality 
:~...~ Much more! 

Sri ProdUCt Ma[keting 

Manager’ Mar~et° 

See you there! 



Blake Williams 
Sales Development Representative 

(650) 539-3509 

This email was sent to you because you requested information from Marketo or a partner. If you wish to unsubscribe or update your email 
subscription, please visit our email preference center. View our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 7:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Somalian mother beheaded iu thx~t of her daughters 

The latest from the Your Black World Network: The black 
news website that is actually owned by black people 

homes owned by whftes 

by Marie S. Today, as more Btacks are reaching success in their respective fields, their income 

consequentty increases. But, why do studies show that Btacks even with higher... 

April 3, 2014 / / Re~.d 5~ore 

LaNce Javet e)@lains how she raised 
$10,000 on Kickstarter in .just 30 dax~s 

LaNee Javet is a superstar. She has been able to raise money in ways that most entrepreneurs 

never coutd. She wanted to start a ptatform calted Cu[sire, a... 

Ds:.:ght 

Somal:ian Mother Beheaded ~n Front Of Her 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Years ago, you could read about the numerous amount of people killed 

because of their faith. Unfortunately, that stilt happens today. Retigious freedom in the United 

States must never be taken for granted because that freedom isn’t enjoyed in other countries. 

Before you read about this Somalian woman and her [...] 

April 3, 2014Ne Commel:t~ead ~,ore 

f 

holocaust 
The recent speda[ election for a new mayor of Jackson, Mississippi has brought a lot of interesting 

sours out into the punic eye. The passing of Chokwe Lumumba has saddened and inspired the 

community to push for something better, and Gwendotyn Chapman is a candidate who has a spedal 

vision for the city she roves so [...] 

April 3, 2014No Commel:t~ead 

For some odd reason, Nick Cannon thought it would be fun to lay out the list of women in Hollywood 

that he has slept with. He’s a married man with children and some things are better teft silent and 

sacred. The tist got a tot of attention on the web, but may have teft his [...] 

April 3, 2014No Comi:~en~r~ead 



By Andrew Scot Botsinger The reach of TyLer Perry keeps growing -now into comics - where the 

movie mogul is a starring character. Btuewater Productions issued a press release announcing that 

Perry’s rise to wealth and movie-maMng fame wilt be the subject of a new comic in its "Fame" 

series. "There are some celebrities we [...] 

by Yvette Carne[L Former President BiLL CLinton, who arguably did more to undermine the BLack 

Agenda than his white RepubLican counterparts, says he Loved being catted the first... 

April 3, 2014 / / F4e:~d More 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins I’ve always Loved Chris Rock. I don’t respect him because he’s funny, rich or 

famous, everyone notices that. I respect him because he is... 

April 3, 2014 / / Re~.d ~Aore 

Detentior~ 

A MaryLand mom says she has no problem wLth detention as a form of punishment, but was stunned 

to tearn that her son’s detention inctuded cleaning toitets. Neshanna... 

April 3, 2014 / / r~ead M~re 

l ii~ ii E~e iol, Sa n,.’.’e ~:~ ~3~ vs T ..... A&~,;1C~I~ ,to i b:~ c k H P.s C:i he ~[o ]-e i,cte ncies’:i 

Deion Sanders Sei~ys Te×ei~s A&A& Ouarterbei~ck 
Has "Ghetto Ter~dendes" 

In so far as sports commentators go, they don’t get much more honest than HatL of Famer Deion 

Sanders. And when [ookLng out on the horizon at cortege... 

April 3, 2014 / / Re~d M~ore 

A report released on Tuesday Ls sounding the alarm on the state of African-AmerLcan children Ln 

America. According to the report, the future for btack chitdren is break... 

[ 

Is a Woman Who Chooses Career Over 

by Patrice DanieLLe As the Lines between modern day roles of men and women become more and 

more bturred today, the famity dynamic is changing as wett. One... 

April 3, 2014 / / r~ead M~re 

By: KP~’stte Crossman Gen Nee[ey had always been a bigger girL. She said that by the time she hit 

high school she weighed around 230 pounds. She was... 



Popular Posts on TheBlackHomeSchooLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Events Team <IVlarke~ngProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 8:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events at Marke~ngProfs 

Spring has spru%--Iet the warm air and some serious ieaming from Ma rketingProts inspire you this Aprii 

]rouble vJewJ% this emsii? Web I 

Upcoming PRO and FREE Seminars 
Social Marketing Virtual 
Conference 
A Roadmap for Social Media 
Evolution 

always be ready to quickly (and 
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VIRTUAL CONFERENCE SERIES 

UPCOMING LIVE EVENTS 

............... Ms~ketii~a Fo~ Wtlat Coma5 Next 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 3:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

3-year old tx~oted t?om school tbr cussiug out her teachers 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 
Your Black World survey question of the day: Should college athletes be 

©rt 

Normally one wouldn’t think of taking an illegal drug as a major cause of racism, but a recent 

report begs to differ. Researchers in the Netherlands have determined... 

April 4, 2014 / / ~ea(i More 

[ l 

Defense Team Signals It Will Smear Renisha 
~cgride’s Character -in Trial 

The Trayvon Martin trial proved that what happens inside the courtroom is very often influenced 

by what happens outside the courtroom. Prior to George Zimmerman’s triat, his attorney,... 

April 4, 2014 / / ~e~td ~,ore 

A San Antonio mother says she is devastated after her 3 year old was banned from pre-school for 

using a curse word. Cassandra Wright says her 3 year... 

April 4, 2014 / / Pearl Mole 

Pau~a Deen C~oses Restaurant Without 
Givin~ Wa rrdr~          ees 

When Paula Deen was embroiled in controversy over her use of the "N" word, many regular 

patrons of her Savannah, Georgia restaurant came out in droves to show... 

April 4, 2014 / / ~ea,d More 

B~ough~ F’red,L~m h~ ~ r~y W h ~t e 

Who Was The 19th Century: B~ack 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Black preachers have a notion for preaching against the sin of racism, 

segregation, and prejudice. No matter the setting, the soul and spirit... 

~3ask.’c-.~P~l, Pi~.}’erR%’.o~%’c-.’c:,yArr~-~:.~,a.dT,~icelr~O~,,a.D~ryi 

A41zzeu Basketball Pla~ported[y__ 

Arrested Twice In One Day. 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris The old saying goes "when it rains, it pours" and Nizzou’s Zach Price 



must be soaking wet down to the bone. Price was reportedly... 

April 4, 2014 / / F4e:~d More 

the Love of -Your Life _1. iDateDaily,com 

by Anna Belta If you are looking to meet someone new, you need to stay away from the otd places 

and start rooking somewhere new. You know the... 

April 4, 2014 / / 

j i~i Chick-~:ii-~:, T:~kes A B~t~Rd 

Chick--Filo--A Takes A Stand On Ga:}!: Marriage__. 
B~.,~t Stfl[[ Passes KI=C In Sa~es .-, Christian 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Move over KFC, you have competition. Wait a minute, that didn’t sound 

right. Let me say it this way. There’s a new champion... 

Apri[ 4, 2014 / / ~ead ~,%Ie 

about Trayvon ~%artin are ~$norant and 
u n acc~{sx~tab lie 

by Dr Boyce Watkins Like the rest of the world, I was stunned to hear Los Angeles Lakers star 

Kobe Bryant argue that it was somehow an unecessary burden for a Mack man to stand in support 

of the [ate Trayvon Martin. If anything, the Trayvon Martin case brought black people together in 

ways that we [...] 

~.£~:!~:~..~.~.~fi !~:~. 

Cheating Scandals in the Workplace? 

Techyvitte.com Staff Writer Why is it that successfut peopte in positions of power get caught in 

scandals so often? Kobe Bryant, David Petraeus and Bitt Ctinton are just three powerfut people who 

have been caught with their pants down (quite literat[y) and for no good reason. Atl three of them 

are married and were at [...] 

Movement for Home-oschoo~÷rs Who Want 
to Pl~.po~’ts 

By: Krystte Crossman Mary Metlinger knew that there woutd be chaltenges when she home-schooled 

her two oldest sons on their dairy farm. She didn’t reatize the tot[ that just one particutar 

cha[tenge woutd take on the ramify. She kept them home because she wanted them to be abte to 

spend more time with the famity [...] 

C ~fe~ed ~ 



School Cafeteria 

A mother’s inctination is to protect her chitd, but one Ohio room may have taken thinss too far 

when she attesedty attacked her daushter’s burry at schoot. Irea... 

Fact or Fictions Why!_ These Seven Weight 

Why We~gh~ T~ps 

By: Ki~stle Crossman Everyone has little tips or tricks that they [ike to tel[ others about when it 

comes to [osin@ weight./~ost of ~he ~ime, ~hese ~ips are ve%... 

@ri[ 3, 2014No Commeht~ead 

Ues Told About Women Who Have a Lot Of 
Sexx 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Women who have a lot of s*x are usua[ty not looked at as "classy" women. 
They are looked down upon and ca[ted names. Yet men are abte... 

Popular Posts on NaturallyMoi.com 

boyce \,vstkins I 23f queens \,vsy I camdlus ny 13031 



BusinessofCollegeSpo~ts.com founder, Kris~i Dosh, went on Campus Insiders today to ~alk about ~he business of the Final Fou~_~inctuding w~at happens 

to tho cou~t whe, n it’s all 

Change yo[.l,-emaii settings at 

Tro~.~bie ~.~i~.kin£~? Copy and p~sb~ U~is URL into you! browser: 
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My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera April 4, 2014 09:07:4~ P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

An imperi~et tale of high-fl’equency trading provides a much needed spark. 
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Too~s of the Trade 

Ch~er ~choo~ ~olution 

charier schools by having the athletes play for public school 

teams in their district. 

Sorting O~t Salaries 
A look at a federal bill that would tax celleges’ highest-paid 
employees such as coaches, as well as a database listing top 

men’s basketball coaches’ salaries. 

A Curie,s Fire 
Despite raising the team GPA by almost a full letter grade and 
posting a winning record, an Illinois high school basketball coach 

was asked to resign. 

IFeat~red E-Zinc 

Is your football coach getting ~he mos~ ou~ of his entire ~oster? In this adicle from 
Coach#~g Mana2emen,, top coaches like Kansas State’s Bill Snyder di.~cuss the 
best ways to utifize scout team players. 

~ore Lessons Learned 
In the March issue of AtMetic Management, author Kevin Bryant 
penned an article ti~led "Lessons Learned," detailing ~he Top 
tMngs he ~eamed as a high schoo~ atMet~c d~rector. In tMs b~og, 
another athletic director responds with his own list. 

A Little Push 
At Brown Un[vers[ty~ administrators are challenging their student- 
athletes academically ~hrough a program called "One For Me? 

Case St~dy 
Aquatic Therapy: A Growing Tre~d College football is a 
completely different game than it was ten or even five years ago. 
Stadiums are getting bigger, weight rooms are getting more 
impressive, and millions of do~ars are being spent to improve a 
team’s program. These upgrades 8re coming with many benefits 
and are definitely paying off. For example, The Un~ve~ffy of 
Texas’ ~ootbal~ program brought ~n $10o,800,000 ~n revenue in 
2012. 



Gassing the Gators 
Long befere the Final Four, when University of Florida men’s 
basketball players were preparing for the season, its strength 
and conditioning coach was pushing them through an hsteresting 

12-week strongman training program. ::~:~h.~:~:~:.:.~::~..’~:.~.~ :.~:L.i~:~:.:.~.::[~..~ ~::.:?. U~::.::. 

MedicaJ Adjustr~e~ts 
High school athletic directors in New Jersey are working to 
comply wi~h new s~a~e laws tha~ will requ#e quick access to 
AEDs at athletic events as well as more comprehensive physical 

e× a m s fo r a t M eie s. ]==:.:~ =.~ =.~ =.:~, .~:.==~ :~.~,.~,., :~ =.~:.=: .==. ~.. ~:::.~:.!:~: =:: :~(: ..:: 

Strength & Conditioning Coac~ Arrested 
A premineni sirength and conditioning coach has been arresied 
for allegedly giving steroids to a high school athlete. !:!i=::.:::=:’.:i::.,!]i!.ii!.i:!s.,=:::’. 

Product Showcase 
Footbal~ Equipment Set your athletes up for gridiron success 
with gear and equipment from these top manufacture~. 

ORJiRe B~yer’s Guide 
Our online Buyer’s Guide features a customized pages for companies advertising 
in our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, including interactive links, p[oduc[ images, and more 
~etailed product listings. Here ale I~nks to four companies feaiured in our Gu~e: 

:~:; :::’] b~:~ ~::~ :~:~:~::~.. ~:~ ~:;~ :~::~. ~ ::~ ~:~.. ~:]]~: ~:~:~ ~:~ :;.:: ~:~:.~:::~:J: 

Click here to check out [he complete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

Dati~g Ga~e 
LSU Associate Athletic Director Verge Ausberiy offers an inside 
look at the scheduling process for a BCS college football team. 

Back on the Sidelines 
After more than 20 years away from the college game, Jimmy 
Dykes has been hired to coach the University of Arkansas 

women’s basketball team. 

Raise T~e F~ag 
,Alaska is inc[easing ~he number of girls’ flag football ~eams in 

the state, i!:i:!:.~!?::i:, i:!::..!=::!i.’:.=.i:L.’!:.i!.:i.i!.::...!i:..~::=.::::..(.!i::.’..::..: 

Flexall(R) gels enhance 
ultrasound, cryotherapy, 
T.E.N.S., and massage 
therapies. 

BEAM CLAh ’.]) oriels regional i:=4 :!:! :!:! :::i i; 
infield mixes blended for every Fathead is embodied with 
state and climate from bulk a passion to offer high- 
plants nalionwide, qualiiy, action packed 

graphics of aIl sizes. 

Thera-Gesic(R) has a OPTP is a recognized leader in 

special penetrating providing healthcare and fitness 
delivery system, which professionals with orthopedic, 

ensures maximum physical therapy, rehabilitation 
effectiveness against and fitness products. 

VP Buildings is a world 
leader in the steel 
systems construction 
industry, and is an ideal 
choice Ior athletic building 
solutions. 
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College Athletics Clips <nick collegeathlelicsclips.com@mai166.wdc01 .mcdlv.net> 

Snnday, April 6, 2014 1:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

Clips eFlash: What Hath We Wrought? 

Greetings from the Clips FinalSix*Ship. Hope you are weft 

The Clips slogan has fong been "news and issues of the business of colfe~qe sports" 

Lately there has been an averload of issues in the business af college sports--unionism, 

player likenesses, endorsements, sharing media money, Iulf cast o1’ attendance, 

"excessive" coach safaries, etc,--but one could appropriately cft~mp them all under the 

umbrelfa of amateurism (in NCAASpe~k: the "co, lfe£iate 

Befow are a couple of articles from this weekend that touch on amateurism flora tv~e 

different perspectives, one inward and the other outward. 

From the inward perspective, Pat-12 Commissioner Larry Scott wrote a guest 

corr~men[ary [hat appeared in USA Today, It is titled ’Wtot;g ptesctfpt;en ibr cofle~e 

~sports,"a~d Scott makes a compelling and reasoned case for reform i~ co~lege spoAs~ 

He ticks offthe reasons why ~Jnions are .1?~£ the way to correct the ills ~n co~lege spo~ts. 

After tist~ng relbrms ~ke increased academic support, #~proved student.-athteb health 

care, and ful~ cost of attendance (he a~d the other Power Five have gone ~ much 

greater detai~ over the past yea0, Scott writes "~ am confident refarm ~s coming within the 

NC~i’ .[B}~}ta[.~. drom witls~n co~lege athletics), not £gt~£a.£~. (from the courts a~d the 

unbns) 

The outward perspective is described in sn article from the Sunday New York Times by 

Ste~e Eder, titled ’T.~o~;#s tog Product P/~¢eme~,L" Eder describes what many in the 

outside wer~d see as the overk~t of the NCAA’s March Madness sponsorship program 

(recently showcased by Jason Gay of the Wa~ Street Journal, c~Jck ~ People in the 

bus#~ess o~ co~8ge sports (about 99% of the Colbg8 AtMet~cs C~ips audience ~s ~r~ the 

bus~ness of college sports} are aware that some 80% of the March Madness mo~ies get 

funneled back to the 1,000-plus NCAA schools MeanwM~e, John and Joan Q PuMic and 

the rest o~ the populace are b~iss~u~ly aware of th~s nugget o~ [ru[h~ r~me for ~n 

awareness campaign? 

headlines ~otn this weekend that I selected randomly.] 

Good tuck to the remaining six teams afire in the NCAA men’s and women’s tournaments: 

Notre Dame, UConn (w), Ma@and, Stanford, UCorm (m) and Kentucky. 

Nave a good Sunday Nave a good week. 

Nick tnfante 

Cfips Editor 



90&879.9978 

"]’his is the. first Clips eF~as~ thet is being sent out via our spifly ne.w CIips eFlash emaif 

system. We have tested it. and forested it. and it foeks good from our end. Please let me 

knew if it looks good at your end. 

Also~ the College A~hletics Clips website is up and running and ready to be visited. 

Check it out by clicking !.’,.&!.~. Please note., yo~.~ wilt .~9.1, need a password to get in fo~ the 

next few weeks. 

Wrong prescription for co lege sports 

Lat~y Soett, USA Today, 4..5.14 

The decision las[ week by e National Labor Relations Boerd official in Chicago te 

upend cof]egiate athletics by characterizing Northwestern Uni~ersity’s schofarship football 

players as "employees" is a terrible idea that will de nothing to improve college sports 

and may wef] destroy them. 

Yes, those are strong words. And let me be clear----- I em not defending the stab.~s quo. 

The Pace12 Conference, of which f have been commissioner since 2009. a~ong w~th ethel 

conferences ~round the country, have been p~ess~ng for NCAA reform that wouRJ reflect 

the evolving needs of student-athletes, a~low~ng fol ~ncleased academic suppolt, 

~mp~oved st~dent-~thiete health c~re, ~nd enhanced ~thletic scholarships ~p to the 

cost of attendence. I am confident re~erm ~s coming w~tMn the NCAA #~ ~he nex~ ~ew 

months, and soon universities w~l~ be a~lowed to pFovMe tMs additional suppoFt 

studenFatMetes. 

But there is absolutely no question that turning students into employees would take us in 

precisely the opposite direction that we need to go. The challenge collegiate sports Iaces 

in an era of expanding popularity is to ensule that revenues are used for the benefit of 

the universities and their st~dents, and to ensure that tile paramount role of "student" in 

"student-athlete" is net obscured. We need te safeg~.~ard and strengthen our commitment 

to academics to help find the right balance, not throw in the towel and characteri~’_e 

students as employees. 

We believe that tile NLRB officiaf’s finding that st~dentoath]etes on scholarship are not 

pdmadfy students is p~efoundly wrong. At Pac-12 universities: which are some of the 

most prestigious academic institutions in the worfd, studentoathfetes represent the 

intersection of academic excellence ~nd ~tMetic achievement, graduating with their fef]ow 

students end winning the most NC/L,-~ titles el eny conlerence. Recent Pac-t 2 football 

student~athfetes Andrew Luck of Stanford and Matt Barkfey of the University of Southern 

California exemplify this balance, opting to defay turning profession~l to achieve their 

degrees and reap the full value of their educations. 

And beyond a smell handlul that turns pro: the vast majority o1’ ou~ 7,000 Pat.-12 

student-athletes are on our campuses to get the education and experiences that will 

prepare them for those careers The notion that they see themsefves as empfoyees 

rather than students is laughable. 

Right now, Ier technical legal reesons, the ruling only applies to the sport el Ieetbalf and 

private universities, but the isqisguided thinking that produced it might be applied to other 

sports and public uni~ersities ~s well And bec~use the "reven~le" spo~ts at most 

universities support the "non-revenue" sports .-- including sports s~.~ch as baseball, 



soccer= soltball, voffeyball, swimming, and retails (which f played while a sb.~dent et 

Har,~ard) --the entire world of ~tercoHegJate athletics ~s we know ~t could shrink 

dramatically because of a lack of resources, k,~emen’s sports could be h~t particularly 

herd, which would be a real travesty g~ven aH tha~ we have ecMeved over the ~as~ 40 

years since the advent of T~tle ~X, especi;~l~y because ~t ~s unknown how "empbyee" 

sta[us wou~d ~n[ersec[ w~th litb ~X. 

With this demise would come tile loss of oppoltunity for thousands of students who, 

without athletic scholarships, m~ght never be eb~e [o attend ce~lege. At the Pat-12 

~o~thkds of OL~r stude~ts~athletes receive athletics a~d across as many as 36 va~s~ty 

sports. The bss of any ~thletic program would be a blow to the va]MaMe ~ccess and 

oppoltunity athletics afford to many students o~ ou[ campuses. 

I understand that some people are frustrated by whet they perceive to be a slow pace to 

i’4CAA, reform. But cfassifying students as employees of thek universities is the wrong 

prescription for ~ddressing tile evolving needs of student-~thletes and improving 

intercolfegiete athbtics~ 

Points for Product Placement 

By Steve Eo’e~i New "fork Times, #..6-14 

ARLINGTON, Tax, -- The new champions of men’s coftege basketball, whoever they 

m~y be, wilf cut down a net here Monday night And when they do, they will climb to the 

basket on a blue-.and-yellow Warner ladder, and they will clip the cords with e pair ol 

orange Fiskars scissols. 

They wift also probably weal Nike hats and Toshkts, and the might sip from Powerade 

cups as they cheer on their teammates 

In a tournament that has been packed with upsets and surprises, one of the few 

mainstays h~s been the prominence of the logan of corporate sponsors alongside tile 

I’LC.AA.’s. k~ total, some 19 major partners and corporate supporters are listed in the 

officiaf fan guide of the Final 

The rabid commercialization is hardly new to March Madness and the Final Fou~ -- and it 

is not uncommon in professional spo~Ss and at the Olympics. But the N C.A A’s 

opponents are using ~t as fresh ammunition w~th the model for college atMet~cs 

~ncreas~ng~y Lmder siege. 

1he N.C.A.A. is Iacing lawsuits that seek to give players a bigger slice of the billions o~ 

dollars ~n revenue generated by men’s basketball and footb~H. The athletic association ~s 

a~so fec~ng a unionization movemenL embe~dened by a recent ruling tha~ ~he 

NoRhwestern footbal~ team could o~gan~ze and collectively bargain w~th the university. 

Among the biggest complaints about the NC.A.A~ is that it has aggressively monetized 

nearly eve~y aspect of its championships v~’hite it fo~bids players to negotiate paid 

endorsenlent de~ls. 

Critics like Wisconsin foez~ard Zach Boh~nnon say the doubfe standard is on tuft displ~y 

et the F.inat Four. 

"With elf of tile corporate sponsors, it’s like a profession~l feague, only the student° 



ethle~es are ameteurs, and we don’~ have eny say in ~he process/’ said Bahennon, who 

is involved with the ©olbge Athletes Players Association~ which has been behind the 

organizing offer1 at Ne~lhwestern 

Tile N.G.A.A., for its pall, says tile branding in tile tournament is not much different from 

thet seen at universities a~eund tile country in tile football end basketball seasans~ The 

association also disputes the notion that the athletes are forced to pitch products. 

"VVe don’t Ierce anybody to do eny~hingi’ seid Mark Lewis, tile N.C.A.A/s executive vice 

president for championships and alfiances, "There is no requilement that anybody drink 

anything or hold anything of any kind." 

On Friday, as pfayers from the Final Four teams -- Fbrida, \,Mscensin~ Connecticut and 

Kenb.~cky -----worked ou~ and held news conferences, the ~ournement branding was 

omnipresent, The day’s events were sponsored by Reese’s~ the official candy partner of 

the N C.A A The company’s mascot, an o~ersize Reese’s peanut butter cup, took the 

cou~~ et/\I& T ¢5tadium b roy up tile fens betas, con practices, 

Off-.ooL~rt activities presented another branding opportunity. When five Wisconsin players 

met joulnalists in separate rooms, each had at least one Powerade spolts-drink cup on 

the table in front of him, regardbss of whether he adually drank from it. 

One of the N,C,A,A.’s chief critics, Michaef D, Hausfeld, a lawyer representing players in 

a fawsuit against the erganization~ said he had been monitoring the sponsorships during 

the ~q~C.A.A~ toumame~L He took note o~ ~he prox#~ky of the ~owerede cups to 

p~aye~s during news conferences, saying the ~qCAA wou~d qo~ate ~ts own ru~es "al~ the 

t~me, as long es they make me~ey, net the athb~ei" 

"They are out there to sell every piece of merchandise in any way they can, and to 

maximize their revenue," ~-fausfefd said~ 

Lewis of tile N.C.A.A. countered, "There’s not a requirement that anyone advertise or 

promote a product in any way, shape or form," 

In a crowded field of sponsors dudng ~he tournament: Powe~ade has been among the 

most visibfe. 

Through its pa~ent, Coca-Cofe, Powerade is the olficiaf ddnk of the N.C.A.A., a s~atus 

that puts its logo on any beverages that can come in large of the television cameras. It 

r~’~eans tha~ no matter wha~ ptayers, coaches and even journetists on press row are 

drinking, they should use a Powerade-blanded cup. 

8ome ethle~es, like Bohannon: hove taken offense. 

On March 27, before Wisconsin’s game against Baylor, Bohannon said he was walking 

onto the court of the Badgers’ ctosed shootaround w~th a bot~le of ~4es~16 Pure L~fe weter. 

He was stopped by a secud~ guard, he said, and told that he could not take that bottle 

on~o ~he cou~t because ~t was against N.C,A.A. ru~es, The ~ssue was ~esolved by bar#~9 

the ~abel off the bottle~ 

"It’s just one of those things that’s mind-boggling," said Bohannon, who mentioned the 

incident on Twitter, 

CooaoCola issued a statement about its tong connection to univelsities "from 

scholarships to support for sports teams/’ 

"For decades, our partnership with the ~q.C,A,A. has been about fusing education 

opportunities with the excitement of collegiate sports," the statement said. 

It is difficult to detelmine exactfy hew much revenue the N,C,R,A. derives from specific 

toumamen[ sponsorships because the marketing arrangements ere t~ed to the N 

broadcast agleements, hs 2010, the N,C.A.R, announced a 14-year, $10,8 

agreement with CBS Spo~Ss and Turner B~oadcast~n~ fe~ the r~ghts to the men’s 

baske~bal~ ~ournamenL As e result, sponsors typically have ~inancial arrangements 

the broadcasters, although the ~.C.A.A. signs off on a~y desk 



Eech yee~, the N.C.A,A, distributes hundreds of miIIions ol dotle~s to universities, which 

use the money fe~ scholerships and other expenses related to sports, Lewis said. The 

tournament is en expensive under~aking when team travet, hotels end meals are 

accounted for, ha seid, 

"Where the money goes is certeinfy the topic [hat is being discussed a lot right now," 

Lewis said. "We hove to generete money to operate this toulnement." 

During the pest yeer, the N.C.A.A. has becked eway from some moneymaking 

oppedunities amid public scrutiny and litigation The NCAA has v~omus~y defended 

~tself, but at the some t#~e ~t dec~ded to stop partidpa[~ng in a foo[ba~l v~deo geme sedes 

and annoLmced that ~t wou~d stop sel~g 9~ayer jerseys through ~ts webs~te, h~ 

announcing the jersey move ~n August, Me~k Eminent, the N.C A.A?s president, sa~d thet 

the o~gan~z~ion "probably never should have been ~n ~hat bus#~ess." 

A high..profi]e tawsui~ filed ageinst ~he NC.A.A. by ~he forme~ U.C.L.A. basketball pfeyer 

Ed O’Bannon, in which college athfetes ele seeking to be paid for the use of their 

likenesses in video gemes end broadcests, is scheduled to go to triel in June. 

For meny years, the N.C.A.A.’s membership has been debating the boundaries of 

corporate sponsorship end rules on amateurism. 

Elizabeth M. Altmaier, e professor et iowa who sewed on e number of N.C.A.A. panels on 

commercietism as a faculty athletics ~epresentative: said ~he corporate b~ending had 

gone too tel, particularly when cotlege sports face legal threets. 

"It simply undei1ines students’ claims end o[hers’ concerns the[ the increased arr~ount of 

commercialism is generating more money -- none of which is going to meet students’ 

needs," she said. 

.F.ven two coeches who are leading Finaf Four teams, Ffodda’s Billy Donevan and 

Cennecticut’s Kevin Ollie, seid a[ ~ news cenferem~e ~hursd~y that college athletics 

needed to find a way to sha~e more w~th the p~ayers, a~though they dM not suggest 

specific ways to do so 

Donovan said: "The idea that e kid can’t get a free hamburgel somewhere, it doesn’t 

make sense to rne~ What’s the big deal? How is the~ hurting anybody?" 

Other coaches, like Mercer’s Bob Hoffmen, were measuring their words as they spoke 

with roper[era. 

After Mercer upset Duke in the teumament’s first round, Hoffmen spoke about scouting 

the next opponent, Tennessee, from the stands while eating a hot dog and drinking a 

Coke 

guess I can say that," he said, =’since they’re e sponsor." 



The top of the ~adder 

B~ue ~ 0 F/berg~ase EIec~dc/a#s L adder. 

Here are articles t~om the weekend regarding reform of cof~,ege sports. About 90% of 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vdme s.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 10:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 articles) 

William Rhoden April 3, 2014 10:36:37 

Sports of The Times 

T:~e Two Un~terdogs Left N~.angll~ng Ha~l From 

Sc|~ools 

While Connecticut’s players persevered, Kentucky’s were likely one-and-done. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlirnes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~; 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply di[ectly to this email flom NYTimes.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we ale committed ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday-, April 7, 2014 7:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: ci’mx tmnslbrms in RaJeigh; Sensus acquires Aflaxlta staflup 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

APRIL 7, 20!4 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

~!tri~ re~m~9!~ off{g9 aesthetics with warehouse 
transformation in Ra~ei.qh 
As Citrix (Nasdaq: CTXS) transforms that abandoned warehouse in downtown 

Raleigh into its technology facility, there’s number in the back of everyone’s minds: 

27, That’s the average age of a ShareFile employee And the younger generation 

doesn’t just want to sit at a desk all day, 

................................................................................................................... Raleigh sm~ m~t~r maker Senses 
s ~ rtu p 
Ralekjh-basedSensus. one ofthe world’s largest smart meter manufaetmers ~s 

acquiring Atiarfia-based smart grid data analyties s{artup W~rdeeco. 

Discuss 

St. Augustine’s Oniversi~ to announce leadership change 
today 
Following Friday’s announcement [ha~ St. Augustine’s Unwersi[y President Dianne 

Boardley Suber will be refirin9 in May, the university has indica[ed it win be 

announcing a change in leadership today 

DeMo’s Pizzeria and Dell to open in Ralei~jh’s Glenwood 
South 
DeMo’s Pizzeria and Deli in Raleigh’s Glenwood South district is making 

preparations to open in about two weeks. 

Discuss 

~ Gr~dB~da~es~N~tei [ 

__D___e_’j_~__y__u__L__L_e__n____o__7__o__:LB___M______s_e_r_v_e___r____@_~L~ £A #_[_7 ~ ~__[_#_g £!~_t0 E 
~cru~!n~ 

N,C. ranked No. 17 for ta× burden ............................................................................................. 

:E£~repreneuria~ science fair’ brin~ idea makers to Raleigh 

Glaxo begins probe of possible misconduct in Iraq 

FDA considers regulation of brewery byproducts 

12 castles, manors and mansions wander than The Grand 
Budapest Hotel 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2014 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 9:29 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: Philip Roth’s Brilliant Disguise 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, April 7, 2014 

SubsOr!be to TheChro#ide today to get aCCesS to prem!um COntent and more 

Sign up for this newsletter 

This Week’s Highlights 

Do We Know Philip Roth? 
By Jacques Berlinerblau 

He’s sprinkled doppelg~ingers all over his work. But they amount to an ingenious camouflage. 

Alone in the Cosmos 
By David Waltham 

Fine, so Earth is a speck of cosmological dust. But 

it’s our speck, and we should prioritize accordingly. 

The Upside of Narcissism lN 
By Elizabeth Lunbeck 

When American social critics adopted the 

psychoanalytic concept almost a half-century ago, 

they forgot the good part. 

Alumni Relations: a Horror Story 
By Ted Gup 

Dear alma mater, if you’re going to interrupt my 
dinner and patronize me, at least get my name 

right. 

Book Review: Taking Heed of the Heartland 



By Andrew Seal 

,Ion K. Lauck has written a history of Midwestern histories. 

New Scholarly Books [] 
Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

Letters and Comments 

A Caricature, Not a Critique 
The author of "Through a Screen Darkly" challenges Toby Miller’s review. 

In Views 

Bringing the Locker Room Into the Classroom 
By Craig N. Owens 

Watching a good coach at work opened one professor’s eyes to a new way of teaching. 

Don’t Fear Fund Raising, Part 1 
By David D. Perlmutter 

The ins and outs of asking "friends" for money. 

’What’s Next for You?’ 
By SooJin Pate 

A Ph.D. decides to leave behind both academe and its self-defeating notions of success. 

The Moral Panic in Literary Studies 
By Marc Bousquet 

English departments that embrace a 195os-era curricular paradigm are worried, and rightly so, as 

the comp-rhet crowd makes its mark. 

College Is Still for Creating Citizens 
By Marvin Krislov and Steven S. Volk 

Higher education should go beyond preparing students for the workplace, say two educators at 

Oberlin. 

From The Conversation, the Review Blog 

For the Persistent Ph.D. Impulse, Gentle Dissuasion 
The long odds of financial success facing Ph.D.’s in the humanities don’t deter everyone. Timothy 



Larsen considers how to respond. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

Dolphin Talk and Human Credulity 
Geoff Pullum reads a dolphin-to-human communication story published on April 1, and for a 

moment he wonders: Could it be? 

It’s a Mad (Mad) World 
Ben Yagoda traces how "March Madness," a quintessentially American term, uses a 

quintessentially British meaning of "mad." 

In Style 
Allan Metcalf looks to a newspaper stylebook for information about what’s new. 

’Yooper’ and ’the Dictionary’ 
Anne Curzan discusses last week’s breaking news about a regional word getting endorsed by 

Merriam-Webster. 

Recently in the Review 

Embrace the Unexplained 
Materialism constricts our study of consciousness, but mystery compels it. 

Generation Jones 
Neither boomer nor Gen X, an age group’s identity has become sandwiched between stereotypes. 

Generational Preferences 

Do the Blind Perceive Race? [] 
The answer might surprise you. And it suggests flaws in how we talk about prejudice. 

Book Review: Talking Dirty [] 
Josh Lambert’s Unclean Lips examines the role that obscenity 

has played in Jewish-American life. 

From the Archives 



Narcissism Run Rampant? Let’s Not Flatter Ourselves 
The self-esteem movement may be silly, but social scientists should exercise caution in diagnosing 

a so-called epidemic among young people. 

Vitae News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

’I’m the Biggest Man on Campus’ 
By Stacey Patton 

For all its nods to inclusivity, academia can be a challenging environment for overweight 

professors. Here, three scholars open up about the struggles they’ve faced. 

Love on Ice: What Tonya Harding Teaches Us About the Academy 
By Jacqui Shine 

What do competitive figure skating and academia have in common? More than you think. 

Introducing ’Sexism Ed’ 
By Kelly J. Baker 

We’re a long way from achieving gender equality in the academy. So let’s start a conversation on 

discrimination, structural problems, and what needs to be done. 

Announcements 

Let Vitae Pay Your Way to a Conference of Your Choice 

Don’t let conference costs limit your academic success. Create a FREE account on Vitae, the new online career 

hub just for higher ed, to be eligible to win one of five $1,ooo grants to attend the conference of your choice. Sign 

up for Vitae, and enter to win. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Marketing Association <pddigest@mailama.org> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 12:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@~mc edu> 

ONLINE DIGEST: A New Episode ofAMA TV, Webcasts on Mobile, Personalization, Content Marketing and more! 

a Marketing Budget 
3ee i~e:,’,, charity: wete, r has used secial media end a fecus on 

transpar,~!n,’:y to fund rr~ori; titan 9,000 ’water projects around 

worid. Plus -- We updete, you on ~he stel:e of care.era in merketin!a 

new AMA Trainine Series. the Ten New Brand Imperatk,’es 

The Ma~eting Channel, ~ ’ 

How and Why Top Brands are Leadinq in Mobile 

April 8 ] Sponsored by: Urban Airship 

How ~s your brand adapting its nqobiie messaging strategy to exceed competitors? See 

surprising findings from a study of more than 500 million pushes and 2400 apps that revee] the 

leaders and laggards ~n mobde marketing Webcast registrants wd~ receive copies of the Mobile 

Ma~ur@ Benchmarks Repcr~ and the Good Push inde~. 

:~;~::::::=~. if: Drivinq a Highly Personaffzed Customer Experience 

April 9 ] Sponsored b!/: Silverpop 

With today’s marb:eting technoiogy, you can deliver highly persenaiized, relevant content faster 

LEARH MORE 

Howand Why to include Webinars in the Content Marketinq Mix 

/~,pri110i Sponsored by: t:~dobe 

62% ef rrlarl<eters are using webinars as a tactic 1:o deliv,~!r B2B ,’:onb~,nl: marl<,~!l:ing 0;P from 59% in 

2012), according to the 2013 B2B Content Marketing Benchmarks~ Budgets and Trends repo~S by 

li~e Cent,~!nt Marketing inslil:ule (CM I}. J,’lin thi.~; webinar to iearn h,’lw and why t,’l inciude webinars 

in your content marb:etin9 plan 

LEARH MORE 



April 11 I ,’3pensered by Critee 

Gain insight inte the ~rends impacting mobile adw~r~isers bxlay learn how 1:o oapil:alize on the 

growing oppo~Sunity to conveys customers shopping the mobile web on tsb~et devices and 

understand the unique challenges of in-app [argeting and hear strategies fer efficien[ly re-engaging 

consumers who have downloaded your app 

LEARN 

OTHER UP(:;ONING EVERTS: 

Real Value from Social Media Analytics: It’s More than Just Listeninq 

It is no .secre[ that content is a crucial component of any suu’cessfuI mad<eting s[rategy Join this 

,,’~’ebcast and learn how build a solid content marketing plan that gets you leads and grows revenue 

ViEW NOW 

We’ve posted NEW Virtual Xchange® Even~ this Spring? 
Join tile AMA at our highiy interactive, free online conferences featuring leading names in mad<eting on a variety of 

today’s most trending top’ics. R~!gist!afier~ =s iive far ]-h,~! Social Edg,~! and SEO Secrets.. 

REGISTER TODAY! 

Unsubscribe 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 articles) 

William Rhoden April 7, 2014 10:05:.31 

Sports of The Times 

In defending a one-and-done recruiting system, Kentucky ( ’,each ,John Ca]ipari 

has become d~e facilitakor of uot so much the big picture gut of ~e big dream. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera April 7, 2014 10:38:02 P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Go~tL’s C’obal~. C’~ois~s 

How the company han dies all the recalls and inq~fi~fies will show ~f an?~hJng has 

changed. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 10:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Content Lessons ] Social Media and Engagement ] Content Marketing Hiring Native vs. Influencer 

Apt 8, 2014 

rake ~0: 

~ Six Lessons From an Ambitious Content 

Markel:ing Project 

of virtually ot<,r,/compa~y% overall m~koti~g p~o,q~m, R,e~d 

~Take "t O: Three Ways to Find Creative 
.............. Inspiration Outskte the Office I.~:: ~p<o,,.<~+. ] 

L .~:: scow sor~ i 

VVhich Social Networks Deliver the 
Most Engaged Users? 

Yo~Tt~bs, Googie-% a~d Lb:kedl~ dr~ve the 

Top Trends in Content Marketing 
Hiring [InfograpMc] 

co~tsr~ msrketers i~ ~}~8 ~ext yea~. F~d oat t,vha~ 



~i MyView Native Adve~l:ising Won’t Boost Sales~ 
Influencers Will 

Apr 8 

Apr 10 

Apr 10 

Apr 11 

Apr 15 

Apr 17 

Oct 9-10 

YOur O~ii;!/ 1:(, 

Q~Jestio~.<¢:’ Cor~mel~ts[’ Sug..’!~ stioss? Leads? Contact 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevi~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 10:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Racial Slurs Forcibly Tattooed on Mm~ Held ttostage 

April 8, 2014 

to New Leve~ 

We’ve seen candidates and ...... 
politicians blame things like 
autism and natural disasters 
on gay marriage, but what 
did this candidate have to ’~i 
say? 

Ask -tt?e White Gu4; C[~Os [~eware 

Roommates held a 52-year- 
old man captive, beat him 
and tattooed ethnic slurs on 
his lower arms. ~at did 
officers find in their 
Philadelphia home? 

Are -Tee~~; OK V,~t~ Us~r~q t~e 

Can You Be F~re~:~ for an 

Here’s the latest on some employment-related legal 
cases that have gone before the couds. 

~at best practices should you use to ensure that you 
have equitable talent development and a successful 
succession plan? Leaders from Time Warner and 
Deloitte share tips. 

Read More >> 
............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Building Communities: How equality and Nirness are the 



guiding principles to Murphy’s success. 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? 
C#ck here to receive the Diversitvlnc newsletter. 

................................... 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as weft as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies~stafl-ups to 
advanced~including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intraneL 

CI ,R"K }~ERE TO SEE/.l; 
ORGAN[B.;~TION IS A MEMBER~ 

I 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <~oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 12:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lafino Challenges Toward Racial Equi .ty 

Check out our Facebook and 
website: 

Umted Church of CI° ds,t~ OAR i i80(2 MLK PI~,,~’ 20;~ Dm-r~am NC 2}’707 ~:~:~ iContact-Try It Free! 





What ,’o:.~ F’~esr h Zebra e>:p~-d~es ,srde~ w~th ~1~ own RTLS So~ut~c.~ See Z~-b~a R~LS 

72000-sqft distribution center for shipmenttocustomersaRd 
A Zebra uses Rs own RTLS 

................................... pa~nersacrossNo~hAm~ricaand~at,R merica Wh~nTebra . . ................................. 
~ec~notogy ~o ~mprove 

began looking for ways to improve workfiow efficiencles at its efficbnc~es at its 72,000- 

warehouse, it turned to its own RTLS technology, sq ~L. disLribuLion c~nter. 

RTI.S ~mmediately ~mpreved communication, effiaiency and safety 

at Zebra’s warehouse, saviRg the compar!! 400 man-hours on 

total order search and staging times and achieving a 40 percent 

space reduction 

Oown~oed the Zebra warehouse case study and see for yourself 

why Zebra is the proven leader in RTI. 8 and RF~D-based selutions 

efficiency. 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday. April 8, 2014 9:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 aJrticles) 

Charles Blow April 8, 2014 09:07:08 P~I 

Democrats Use Pay Iss~c ~n B~d for !,’Vomen’s Vote 

Facing a midterm elecdon t~at is tilting against them, DemocraN are tt3,ing to 

revive a gender advm~tage that has sustained them for a geoeraticm. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe 

Access The. Ne~, York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change You~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Con[act i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 7:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: AT&T planning fiber initiative; McCrou plays haacdbaJl on Dix property 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

APRIL ~0, 20’14 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

AT&T in ’advanced discussions’ to briny fiber internet to 
............ the Triangle 

On Thursday, AT&T announced it is in "advanced discussions" with regionai 
initiative NoRh Carolina Next Generation Network to deliver its AT&T U-verse with 
"GigaPower" in pars of the Triangle and Piedmont Triad ~egions. 

IVlcCrory rejects Raleiqh’s $38M offer for Dix property, asks 
for nearly double the money 
Gov Pat McCrory has rejected Raieigh’s $38 million offer to buy the 308-acre 

Dorothea Dix properl:y in downtewn Raleigh, and his ceunl:ereffer is 72 percent 

higher. 

Discuss 

N.C. legisMtive committee recommends caps on local 
business taxes 
Efforts te create a mere unifarm systerri fer 1axing local businesses gained 

headway Wednesday, as a cornmifl:ee af North Carolina lawmakers agreed te 

supper~ legisiaiion ~hai wauld create a fin1 lecai business tax beginning m 2015 

Discuss 

Howdo wages for women in North Carolina stack up to 
men’s? 

]-he wage gap between men and women is smaller in North Caroih’,a than the 

national average, according to the National Pa~nership for Women and Families. 

Discuss 

Triangle unemp_.loYment back down in Februa_~_ 

......... ~..h..~p-e.LH.![L.v-e...t..e...r..a..~..s.-.d....e-s.~g~..$...s-5....~....a...~..~.~[.~.~.!.~.[£E.~.#. 
e ve ._r~_d ._a_~_ man 

By the numbers: North Carolina bucks nationa~ 

After public relations battle, Ken Moch resiqns as Chimerix 
CEO 

Ho~t brothers’ firm lands three big Raleigh construction 
contracts 

Two new beer growler shops on tap for Durham 

Jesse Lipson: Channel the band Weezer when you deal 
with customers 



From the White House to the outhouse? No~ just the Small 
Business Committee 

’Live and Loca~ on Hilsborough Street’ event in Raleiqh this 
Saturday 

Here are all the Raleiqh roads that will close this Sunday 
because of the marathon 

Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

America’s first black doctor died as a "M~ite man" 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

Ocear~? 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger A 32-year-otd mother of three has been charged with second-degree 

murder and retated chitd abuse charges for driving her children into the Attantic Ocean. Ebony 

Witkerson of North Charleston, SC, had previousty been charged on three counts of attempted 

first-degree murder and child abuse charges fottowing the March 4 incident. According [...] 

[ 

Chief KeePs cousin Matin Hess, atso known by his rap name of "Bond Money", was gunned down in 

South Side Chicago on Wednesday night. Potice attege that two... 

April 10, 2014 / / g,’ead 

Amedca~s First BLack Doctor passed as 
white        [e knew nothing about him 

If you don’t know about the name of James McCune Smith, consider this to be an important 

introduction. Dr. McCune Smith is known as the first professionatty-trained African American 

doctor. He received his degree in 1837, at a time when the idea of a btack man becoming a 

physician was as far-fetched as traveting to [...] 

A new review is questioNng the effectiveness of two key drugs enlisted in the fight against 

influenza and in turn the investments by governments to stockpite the drugs in the event of a 

gtobat flu outbreak. The antivirat drugs Tamiflu (ose[tamivir) and Retenza (zanamivir) are commonly 

used to treat influenza in heatthy adutts and [...] 

How Diana Ross Overcame alcohol abuse 
and d~:~ress~on 



From the supergroup, The Supremes, to her solo career in music and film, Diana Ross has become a 

household name in entertainment. Diana left the Supremes for a solo career in 1969 and hit the 

charts the next year with the songs "Reach Out and Touch Somebody’s Hand" and "Ain’t No 

Mountain High Enough." And [...] 

Teen Sells Paintings to Raise ~%one~_for 

A Tennessee teen who was outside of FedEx Forum with Grizzlies gear before Wednesday’s game 

wasn’t there to enjoy a game or hang out with friends. He was... 

April 10, 2014 / / Read 

Club Has No B~ack Actors 

Woody Atten’s "BuKets Over Broadway" play has many theater lovers anticipating Thursday’s 

opening, but not for the reason you might think. The show, a musicat based on Harlem’s... 

April 10, 2014 / / Read Mare 

is tt~e Tq~:~ Civil R~yt~ts Issue? 

Congressman John Lewis proclaimed on Wednesday that immigration is the most important civit 

rights issue we face now. Lewis, a civit rights icon who marched with Dr. Martin... 

President Obama Sis.’.~ns An Order To Deal 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger President Barack Obama signed directives Tuesday that would make it 

easier for workers of federat contractors to get information about workplace compensation, 

saying it was an important step to the ongoing struggte to ensure women receive equal pay. "This 

is about Republicans seemingly opposing any efforts to even the praying fietd for [...] 

April 10, 2014B.) CommentR~ad 

[ II 

D~d Pressu~’e Cause Wa[mart To Chanye Its 

By: Stephanie Atten-Gobert Wa[-Mart, the nation’s targest retailer and biggest emptoyer of women, 

has done something usuat: it has improved its pregnancy poticies. According to the Washington 

Post, the changes took effect in March, "OUR Wa[-Mart (the union-backed group caging for higher 

wages and better working conditions) claimed victory." War-Mart says it wasn’t responding to [...] 

Popular Posts 



tqo Jail Time For E~4S !~!}p,~t(:be: Whose ..qe~’~..,e.{~{~ _~@_~_ Have Led to 

the 

This State Says Teachers Must Teach School 
Kids That HomoSexuMit£ 

By: Krystte Crossman Mississippi’s s*x education curricutum taws has many up in arms about what 

they a[tow their teachers to te[[ students. The taw says that the teachers are a[towed to te[t the 

students that any ~unnatura[ tnCrcourse (homOsexuality)" ts i[[esa[ and that a monosamous 

marriase is the onty time when s*x is appropriate. Teachers [...] 

~ead Mo~e 

schooHn~;_is Not as Ha~’d as it Seems 

By: Krystte Crossman Many children tearn a second lansuase in school, or at least Lake a few 

ctasses to [earn the foundations for another tansuase. But what about when they are home- 

schooted? Unless the parents know another tansua£e fluentty, is this even possibte? White your child 

may not become fluent in a [ansua£e that you [...] 

You 

By: Kryst[e Crossman There are over 70% of the population right now that have a tickin~ time bomb 

in their body and they probably don’t even realize it. There are... 

~ri[ 10, 2014No CommentRe ~d 

Why 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Many women like to identify themselves as feminists these days. They are 

independent and hard-workins. They tike to do thinss on their own, without hetp from 

Aprtt 9, 20142 CommeiCsRead More 



Why 

By: ~rysUe Crossman When you are checkin~ your Facebook pos~s and see ~ha~ your friends have 

ag been exercisin~ wha~ is your reac~ionT Do you become inspired~ ~ace up you~ 

By Dr. Sinclair 6rey III On Tuesday night, former President Jimmy Carter spoke out against the 

inequalities faced within the African-American community. ~4arking the 50th anniversary 

ce~ebration of the Civi~ P, ights Act in Texas, Carter reiterated ~too many people are 

b~ack unemployment rates that exceed the nationa~ average and schools in some 

April 10, 2014H,) Co~imentR~ad 

50 Cent Must PaX ,816 Mi~on In Lawsuit 

Pat, 

By: Stephanie Atten-6obert 50 Cent, the rapper turned mogul was supposed to produce a line of 

headphones with S[eek Audio but reportedly snagged design secrets from the Florida company and 

used them to create his own headphones, the ~iami Heratd reports. According to a recentty 

unsealed court documents viewed by the ~iami Heratd, 50 Cent, [...] 

boyce \,vstkins I 23f queens \,vsy I camillus ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 3:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope your are having a great Thursday! Have you gotten the chance to look into the course-credit internship opportunity I have with the 

this summer? They are trying to have me complete the paperwork this week, and ~ have to verify that I can get course credit. Thank you for your help. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 3:35 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Internship Credit 

Dr, 

Deborah L. Stroman, PJ~.D~ CLU 
~’n,qa, qe f!~plore Empow~r 

9~9.843.0336 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 2:06 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internship Credit 

Good afternoon, Dr. Stroman: 

I hope all is well with you. Friday, I was offered a summer internship with the . In order to take the internship, I must be able to receive 

course credit. I spoke with Dr. Weight, and she said you were the go-to woman! This is an opportunity I cannot pass up; is there any way I could receive 

course credit? 

Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tnrner, Katie-<katie turne@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:38 PM 

/~cnl .tywe lfa~e@ sak~J, unc. ed u 

@live.nnc.edw~; 

I~NV: Dra~ Meeting Migrates 

~live.unc.edu> 

[-{ere are the draft meeting rnir~utes for your review. 

-can yoga make sure these are on 5akai? 

Thanks, 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Cart guitd{ng 

CB 9170 

Phone (9~9} 962-.2145 

~ax (919} 962-.5479 

F~m= Turner, Katie 
Sent; Friday,             10:26 AN 

To= facul~welfare@sakai.unc.edu 
Subje¢t; DraR Neeting Ninutes 

Good morning and happy Friday! 

Attached are the draft meeting m~nutes from Monday along with an appendix that I thought m~ght be important to include. Please let me know if you have any 

corrections. Thanks to Mart~n for doing the iNtia] round of edits. 

Best, 

~atie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Carr Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 

[see attachment: ’ MeetingMinutesDRAFTv2.docx", size: 20230 b>les] 

At "*aclmaents: 

_M_ _ _ _e_ _e_ _t_ j_ _r_~ ~_4_j__r_Lu__~_s__E_R__~ E !:~:_2_:__~_tp__c_’__x_. 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i,’sakai.unc.e&~/portal) from tke Faculb~ Welfare Committee site. 
You can modify how yon receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Draft Meeting Minutes 

Of course! We are still working on integrating your checklist but       has been working on it today. Vve been out of the office due to a house plumbing 

emergency so I haven’t had a chance to review it yet. This semester has been moving too quickly for 

gat~e Turne~ 

Office of Faculty ~over~ance 

204 Cart 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent= ~ursday, 4:39 PN 

Te= Turner, Katie 
SubjeCt~ RE: Draft Meeting Minutes 

d e b by 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

En/]af]e. Explore. Empower. 

~.~.~ emailSignature 

From: Turner, Katie [maUto:katie turner@unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            4:38 PM 

To: facultywelfare@sakai.unc.edu 

Subject: FW: Draft Meeting Minutes 

Here are the draft meeting minutes for your review. 

--can you make sure these are on Sakai? 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Cart Building 

CB 9~70 

Phone (919} 962-2146 
Fax {919) 96~.-5479 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Friday,             10:26 AN 

Subject: Draft Meeting Minutes 

Good morning and happy Friday! 

Attached are the draft meeting minutes from Monday along with an appendix that I thought might be important to include. Please let me know if you have 

any corrections. Thanks to Martin for doing the initial round of edits. 

Best, 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Cart Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 

[see attachment: " MeetingMinutesDRAFTv2.docx", size: 20230 b~1es] 



Attaclmaenks: 

MeetingMinutesDRAFTv2.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:iisaka~.t~nc.edu,’portal) from the FaculU Welfare Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notitications a’t My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Basketball Analytics Summit question 

From: Stroman, DeborahOn Behalf Of Kenan Institute Sport 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014- 11:34:16 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: Ettleman, Lee Stuart; kisport@unc.edu 

�::c: Rotilie, Paul Norman; Raft Nulman, _~gmail.com); Nishihara, Tetsuo 
Subject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit question 

Hi Lee. Sorry for the delay in my response. Yes, you have until 11:59 p.m. to submit your response. Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting te improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Ettleman>, Lee Stuart <Le---e--.--e--t--t-!--e---m----a---n----@---c---h--[-c--a--g-~---b---~---~--t---h--.--e---d---u-> 

Date: Thursday, April :10, 20:[4 at :[0:29 AM 

To: "kisportC~unc.edu" <kisport@unc.edu> 

Co: "Rotilie, Paul Norman" <protilie@chicagobooth.edu>, "Raft Nulman 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit question 

_@~,mail.com)" @gmail.corn> 

Hello, 

Our team had a quick question about the deadline for the basketball analytics summit. The submission deadline is tomorrow, but do you know what time? Is any 

time prior to :[:[:59pm on April :[:[ valid? 

Thank you, 

Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: SPEIA Basketball Analytics Conference 

From: Stroman, DeborahOn Behalf Of Kenan Institute Sport 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:41:33 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

To: Ford Higgins; kisport@unc.edu 
Subject: Re: SPEIA Basketball Analytics Conference 

Hi Ford. I hope you have decided to join us. Our website is updated to show the session details. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wo~lderfLd it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Ford Higgins            @gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 at 6:36 PM 

To: "kisport@unc.edu" <kisport@unc.edu> 

Subject: SPEIA Basketball Analytics Conference 

Hello, 

I’m interested in going to the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Conference on May 2nd and 3rd, but I could not find the times that it would be running from. Are those set yet? Any 

information would be helpful. 

ThankYou, 

Ford Higgins 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Ana]Utics Summit 

From:     @virginia.eduOn Behalf O[ 
Sent-" Thursday, 11:59:20 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern ~me (US & Canada) 
To: Kenan Institute Sport 

Subject; Re: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m very interested in presenting my work with a poster presentation! I look forwmd to hearing about the format. 

Thanks, 

On Thu,_            at 11:44 PM, Keuan Institute Sport <kisport~keuan-flagler.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi     We welcome your research at the Summit. Are you familiar with poster presentations? We will allow students to share their research by displaying your poster. There 

will be time during Saturday breakfast and lunch to stand near your research and share with interested attendees. 

Let me know if you still wish to join us. We will be in touch with the poster format. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, . at 4:21 PM 

To: "kisport@unc.edu" <kisport@unc.edu> 

Subject: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

To whom it may concern, 

My name is           and I am graduate student in the statistics department here at UNC. I just heard about the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit that will be held 
in    . I have a couple questions about this. First, I am currently doing research on                                            . I am wondering if it is possible for 
me to present my research at the Basketball Analytics Summit. Second, I was hoping to get more information on the NBA Analytics Case Competition. 

Thanks, 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 5:06 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 aJrticles) 

Charles Blow April 11, 2014 08:05:17 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlirnes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTi~’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess Tile New Yo~k Times from anywhere wi~h our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® ] iPhone® i All 

Abou~ This ~mail 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimes co1~1. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, ~ve are corr~mitted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contac/’~ i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 7:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball AnaJ~Jcs Snmmit - NBA Case Competition 

Hey Deb - just wanted to follow up on a few of these items. 
How does booking the hotel work? 
Also, how long will brian, angus, ben and I be on stage together? 

JASON W, ROSENFFLD 

Director of Basketball AnaIyt~cs 

BOBCATS :: :.PORTS ,:.<, 

333 ~ast Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 

T 70&588.8981 

C 

J Rosenfe~d@ bobcats.corn 

From: .lason Rosenfeid 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 9:57 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hey- great to hear from you. Some thoughts and questions: 

Ben, Angus, Brian and f w~I be sure to arrive be[ore 4pro on Friday, 

As for booking the hotel, is that through you guys (~s Lhe conference paying for our rooms as inv~Led speakers), or is that the Bobcats responsib~Ly~ 

Our first round ser~es m~ght still be going on when the conference takes place (during game 6--home for us----or more Hkely game 7---road for us). With that said 

don’t really know what changes I suggesL What time exactly do you have [or Friday night? And what time does the conference end on Friday? 

Thanks for the Suggested format info. As a heads-up, it would be BHan, Angus, BeR and I aH on stage together. 

We haven’t p~anned our presentation yet but once we do, we cm~ ~et you know our technology needs. 

Thx for the info re: pricing; ~ wH~ spread the word. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
$eat= Tuesday, April 08, 20~4 ~0:~ PN 
Te= 3ason Rosenfeld 
SubjeCt= Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi Jason. Here’s the official speaker confirmation letter: 

Thanks again for your participation at the Summit. We are excited that you are joining us! 

Please try to arrive on Friday, May 2 before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times available in the morning.) We will pick you up from the airport, 

RDU. Use the host hotel for your Friday and Saturday stay. (http://kisport.unc.edu/index.php/host-hotel/) The conference will end Saturday evening. 

Your session is Friday evening. Based on what is trending this basketbafl season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

~. Brief introduetfon on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do?;) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. Q&A 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

You will have three complimentary registratfons (Angus, Ben, and Brian). The Bobcats organization will have a group discount of $99 per person. 

Regards, 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"t]ow vvonclerful it k< that nobody ~e,’,d wait :~ s~g~c r~or~,’mt before startkg t{~ improv,"~ tile worM." - Anne Frank 



From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Date: Sunday, April 6, 20:14 at 4::13 PM 

To:                                 @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d___s__t_E_o____@___u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.>,                            __@____k__e___n___a___n_:_f_La__g!__e___r_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, Angus Mitchell <_a____m__!_t__c___h___e_!!___@___b___o___b__c___a__t__s__.__c___o___m__>, Ben 

Woldenberg <._b_~__o_Ld___e__n___b___e___rg___@____b__o___b___c__a___t__s__._c___o___n_!>, Brian Clouser <_b___c_Lo___u__s___e__r___@.___b___o___b___c__a__t__s_:__c___o___m__.> 

Subje~: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries. April 11 - 19 will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 
done. 

JASON W. ROSENFELO 
Director of Basketball Anal,/~cs 
BOBCATS i S~O~T’-~ 
333 East T~ade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
i" 704.68g,898"J. 

JRosenfeld(~bobcats~com 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, April 05, 2024 4:48 PM 
To: .~ason Rosenfeld 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

HiJason, 

My name is                            student at UNC Kenan-Flagler                                          First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far! Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is April 11th. As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by April 19th so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: March 28 

Submission deadline: April :1:1 

Winner announced: April :19 

Conference: May 2nd -3rd 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 



@unc,eduI 

:: ~:+:~ :: cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



Subject: 

As spring breaks out across Camlina, I am happy 

share g[ea~ ~news from the College o.f Arts and 

Sciences. Firsi:~ lwani to say ’~than~ you" l:o 

more t~han 5,500 albmni of all ages who have 

responded to our ~e~en~: survey The preliminary 

results are exciting and ~l~m~nating, 

Respondents said they strongly value ~hei~ Ads and Sciences 

ed~c.ation and experiences Their degrees positioned them wolf for 

lives and successful: careers in a va~iet~ ol [felds Many pursued 

:g~aduate studies at top institutions~ rose to leadership: positions~ and 

earned at least as muc h ~incomo as students who ihad ~received thoit- 

undergraduate degrees in pro-professional er ~echnical 

About 80% ,of our alu~mni gained fult4ime employment within throe 

months of graduation An overwheiming 93-97% said they would 

recommend the same education for the next generation. 

These responses are helping us understand what"s working well in the 

College and wi~at ca~ be rnade even betteL as we s~rive ~o prepare 

our s~udents for leadershiip and engagement in ~ fast changing world_ 

We will share more de~ails after we analyze the final d~a. 

i hope you enjoy reading the enclosed stories about ~ecent alumnae 

now we~iking at Googiio and ~innovative ~aculty who are (ransforming 

our classes. As always, thanks ior staying ~onnectedi to the Oollege. 

--Kare,,  G t, 

w~:~ pa~t~ei~:~ated is o:~r entr~re~e~r~h{p mir~c.~ hak, e =:landed :~r.eat ~sbs 

one ¢,f the ~es’~ 

by u~ing new instri~:tios~i tedh:mq~es and ’~e:h~ei,:,g}e~ to r~ake leamm~ more 

~.eed elbeut College ,~eeui%,, 

s[~dents a:nd eiiuasr~:i: on the 

5ea,~c~ our events 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IT HelpDesk <~helpdesk@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 12:27 PM 

Kenan- Flagler Facul~ and Staff <FacStalt@kenan- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

Heaxtbleed wdnerability aM password changes 

Who: All Kenan-Flagler faculty, staff, and students 

What: Heartbleed vulnerability and password changes 

When: Ongoing 

Earlier this week main campus ITS sent out an email regarding the Heartbleed internet security vulnerability. In that email they recommended that people wait to 

change their campus (UNC, Kenan-Flagler, etc.) passwords until they hear word from ITS or their local IT group that any vulnerabilities have been patched. 

Kenan-Flagler 

Kenan-Flagler’s websites, servers, certificates, etc. are not vulnerable to Heartbleed and it is safe to change your Kenan-Flagler passwords as you normally would. 

Since Kenan-Flagler has not been vulnerable, there is no need to change your password now unless your password is about to expire. 

Onyen 

ITS is still evaluating their vulnerability and recommends that you only change your Onyen and other University passwords if it is currently about to expire. 

Otherwise, ITS recommends waiting to reset your passwords until the vulnerabilities have been patched. 

Dropbox 

Some of our faculty, staff, and students use Dropbox for work related purposes. It appears that Dropbox was vulnerable to Heartbleed but has since been patched. 

Therefore we recommend that everyone with a Dropbox account change their passwords now. You can contact Dropbox support for any questions regarding 

Dropbox accounts. 

Other 

As for non-UNC or Kenan-Flagler services and websites, many websites will have a note at the top of their sites that tell you whether they were/are vulnerable 

and if you should change your password now or not. You can also check the LastPass Heartbleed checker website to see if a site was vulnerable and if you should 

change your password, https:iilastpass.com/heartbleed/* 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact the Kenan-Flagler IT Helpdesk. 
¯ Always check a hyperlink before clicking on it. This can be done by hovering the mouse over the link but not clicking. This will show you where the link is taking you. If the link is not 
what you expect, don’t click on it. 

IT Helpdesk" Information Technology ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3490, Room 1140- McColl Bldg- Chapel Hill NC 27599-3490 

919962,0792 ¯ fax 919962,9690 ~ Helpdesk@kerlarl-flagk~r, urlc edu ¯ www kerlarl-flacik~r, urlc edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 11:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Woman dies because no one paid her $230 hospital bill 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

Are we in denia~ about Black Women and 

has sparked a conversation 

Karyn Washington inspired black women around the world to embrace the beauty of their 

blackness with the creation of her "For Brown Gir[s’(FBG) b[og and the #DarkSkinRedLip Project. 

Her legacy is being remembered far too soon. Reports confirm that Karyn Wahington has passed 

away at the young age of 22 from an apparent suicide. The [...] 

Black Actor Reveals He’s btlad the Same 
61r~fr’iend S’ince ~---~e Was 

Reported by Marie S. Actor Anthony MacMe has his career going upNtt. After playing the role of a 

U.S. bomb disposal team in Iraq in the Oscar-winning drama... 

Apri[ 13, 2014 / / Read 

she no one wou~d PAY__ her $230 medical bill 

The sad loss of a fashion model has people asking "why?" After being brutagy beoten in a taxicab, 

the woman went into a coma and eventually passed away .... 

April 13, 2014 / / R~ad 

T~ara Wi[Ham% Your Ree~ World: A Pastor 
ca~[s women hoes? 

In this funny episode of Your Reel World, Tiara talks about the preacher who catted women "hoes." 

She also talks about Bit[ Clinton and whether he realty thinks... 

April 13, 2014 / / Re~d 

the word 



Sometimes, rife gives us an experience that we end up regretting for the rest of our lives. A 

student from Indiana University is going to be thinking about... 

April 13, 2014 / / Re~d ~Aoie 

by Dr Boyce Watkins I’ve never had the chance to meet Michaet and Steven Roberts, but I’tt 

confess that they have me intrigued. These two brothers started off... 

April 13, 2014 / / Read Mote 

Lawsuits Pina[!i~ Taken Off Streets 

When a potice officer oversteps the law that he’s bound to uphotd, it’s usuatly the taxpayers who 

pay the price. Finanda[ settlements paid to victims of police misconduct... 

Aprit 12, 2014 / / R~zd 

Dr Boyce & Yvette: A~ Shar 
and Black Political Spin 

In this video, Dr Boyce WatMns and Yvette Carnelt discuss the allegations that Rev. Al Sharpton 

was caught in a drug dear and then became and FBI informant .... 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

Wor~em~d th~ "Abomh~t~e" B{ack 

was a~ 

Husband*s Cheating_ PHvate? 

By Niger Boys WE tv’s reality tetevision series, Mary Mary, which entered its third season this 

year, featuring the gospel singing duo Erica and Tina Campbett, is now unfotding to its viewers the 

hurt that Tina felt when she found out about the phitandering ways of her husband, Teddy 

Campbett. However, is this what the [...] 

April 12, 2014NO ¢ommen~Read 

Reported by Krystle Crossman A Tuscaloosa, AL man is facing charges of domestic violence this 

week after deciding to pour hot grease atl over his girtfriend white she was steeping. The coupte had 

gotten into an argument earlier that night about the state of their retationship, according to 

witnesses that were in the home at [...] 



Perform In the Be@’oom 

L%droon: 

Posted on April 10, 2014 By ~..~. !£:~.!!!])~...!’~!!!.!?., £[."4f!.[~£]! 

by JB Do you fee[ that your sexy mood has been on a slump? Even worse, has it come to a complete 

stop? Have you been struggling to get it going but it feels like things are just going downhiK? Before 

you worry too much, which isn’t going to do you any good, here [...] 

Posted on Apri[ 10, 2014 By {~£?£2~..!~!!!!!! !P.!£!£[!i.!~.~.!!)£, !£!!!.".£!2T 

byAnna Betta Dating doesn’t have to be expensive. Although in today’s economy, one coutd be 

comp[etety forgiven for thinking that. However, there are stir[ ways you can take that speciat 

person on a memorabte date and do it without breaking the budget! Home Movies - These days with 

at[ the different types of movie [...] 

How Homewo~’k Can Be Unhea[th,~_. For Your 
Child 

By: Krystte Crossman When chitdren attend public schools they tend to come home with a massive 

amount of homework. Their bookbags are so heavy that they end up with back issues. They have 

to spend so much time on their homework that they are too tired to do anything etse that evening, 

These are just [...] 

Why: Teenagers Need to Start School Half 
an Hour Later 

By: Krystle Crossman If you have a teenager you know how hard it can be to wake them up in the 

morning when it is time for schoot. You may be thinking that they are tazy or trying to detay the 

inevitabte when reat[y it is not their fault. As an adult we need seven [...] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 9:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Someone throws a shoe at Hillary Clinton’s head during speech 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 
Network 

[~ Dr Boyce Watkins: 5 Questions AI Sharpton doesn’t want you to ask about the FBI i 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins I was admittedty not surprised to find out about the deep connections 
between Rev. At Sharpton, the FBI and the mafia. I’ve read things,... 
Aprit 13, 2014 / / Read More 

l~ Dr. Samori Swygert: Marissa Alexander’s Crime Is Being a Black Woman In a Courtroom | 

A Tare of 2 Women: Marissa Atexander vs. Lorena Bobbitt by Dr. Samori Swygert Many peopte 
remember the case of John and Lorena Bobbitt from 1993 - this... 

Someone throws a shoe at Hillary clinton during a speech breakingbrown.com i 



This video wit[ either make you cry or reave you concerned. But during a speech a few days ago, 
Hittary CUnton had an object tossed at her white... Aprit 

13, 2014 / / ..R..e..a..d..~.o..r..e.’ 

Government Failed to Incarcerate 

Later 

i ~ Government Failed to Incarcerate Convicted Robber, Arrest Him 13 Years Later 

Reported by Krystte Crossman In 1999, Corneatious "Mike" Anderson III was part of an armed 
robbery. He and a friend took a BB gun and robbed a tocat Burger King manager who was trying to 
drop money from the day into a safe deposit box. Two months tater, Anderson was arrested due to 
witnesses giving [...] 
Aprit 13, 2014No CommentRead More 

Black Caucus Says_Republicans’ Opposition 
Is Racially Motivated 

i I .~..~. Founding Member of the Congressional Black Caucus Says Republicans’ Opposition Is Racially I 

Reported By Liku Zetteke Rep. Chartie Range[ (D-NY) doesn’t hotd back when speaking his mind and 
he has some truty strong opinions on most issues. During an appearance on MSNBC on Thursday, he 
was asked what his thoughts were regarding the comments Attorney Genera[ Eric Hotder made 
before an audience at the Nationat Action Network convention. [...] 

i~ Comedian Mo’Nique Is 80 Pounds Lighter But Still Reveres Herself as a "Big Girl" 

Reported by Krystte Crossman Comedian Mo’Nique has atways been a big girt but with her recent 
toss of 80 pounds, she is on her way to being very trim. However, she says that she stir[ thinks of 
hersetf as the big girt. She has been working ditigentty at exercising and dropping the pounds and 
often [...] 
Aprit 13, 2014No CommentRead More 

i~ Eva Marcille’s Relationship: IsltABigOl’Mess? ] 

¯ 9 " " ¯ " 9 

Mess? 



by Afiya J. Watkins Eva Marcitte has seen her share of retationship drama tatety. On March 28th, she 
was invotved in a domestic dispute with her infant daughter’s father, musician, Kevin McCatt. 
Attegedty the attercation was severe enough that Marcitte sought an order of protection. In her 
statement, she reportedty ctaimed that McCatt kicked down [...] 
Aprit 13, 2014.N...o....C..o...m...m...e...n..t..R..e...a..d....M...o..r..e. 

i~ Tamar Braxton calls out women who steal husbands and boyfriends away 

Tamar Braxton calls out women who steal 

Reported By Liku Zetteke It isn’t quite dear why for the time being, but it rooks tike Tamar Braxton 
is retting the wives and women in retationships of the wortd to steep with one eye open and keep a 
tookout for the man-steaters on the prowt. The baby of the house in the Braxton famity [...] 
Aprit 12, 2014..N.9...C.9..m....m...e..n..t...R..e..a..d.....M..o..r..e. 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

Michaet Eric .E~yson btasts Cornet West: "You’re Trip.p!.o.g’.’. 

.s...h..a...r .p...t..o...n.. 
Dr. Ben Carson: Pres. Obama Has Worsened the "Abominabte" Btack 
U ne mp...t..o...vme nt Rate 
Btack Actor Reveats He’s Had the Same Girtfriend Since He Was 7-Years- ................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Otd 
23-Year Otd Mode[ Passes away. because no one woutd 
medicat bitt 

in a bear trap~i 

..R...e..p..a...r..a..t..!..o...n..s. 

i~ Sanaa Lathan’s Alleged NFL Lover Might Face Sexual Assault Charges 

Sanaa Lathan’s Alleged NFL Lover Might 

Reported by Krystte Crossman Last year, actress Sanaa Lathan posted an image of hersetf and San 
Francisco 49ers quarterback CoUn Kaepernick on Instagram, sparking rumors that the two were 
[overs. She tater confirmed during a promo run for "The Best Man Hotiday" that they were just 
friends. Today, Kaepernick, Seattte Seahawks receiver Ricardo Lockette, and Kaepernick’s [...] 



I I .~..~. Salli Richardson Joins Gabrielle Union On "Being Mary Jane" 

Salli Richardson Joins Gabrielle Union 
On "Being_Ma__r_y Jane" 

By Aprit Taytor The second season of the BET Show, "Being Mary Jane," is set to start soon, and the 
production team is continuing to add to the... 
Aprit 13, 2014 / / ..R..e.a..d...M..o..r..e.. 

Dating Ideas For People Who Are Broke, Unemployed, Or Frugal I iDateDaily.com 

Unemp!QYed, Or FrugaLl iDateDaily.com 

by Anna Betta Dating doesn’t have to be expensive. Atthough in today’s economy, one coutd be 
comptetety forgiven for thinking that. However, there are stitt ways you can... 

.!.y!...n..g.t...o......y.o.....u.....r...s...e....!..f. 

In this video, lyanta gives the kind of truth that we art need to hear. Check her out in Oprah’s 
Lifectass and ask yoursetf: Are you atways honest about who... 
Apri[ 13, 2014~1...C..o..m...m..e..n.t..R.e..a..d...M...o..r.e. 

51 Bananas Per Day: How One Woman Lost 
40 Pounds 

By: Krystte Crossman Youtube fitness guru known as "Freetee the Banana Girt" has hersetf on a very 
strange diet. She is trim, fit, and rooks incredibty heatthy. She says that... 

Do You Trust What Your Inner Voice Is 
Say!_ng?. 



Aprit 11, 2014 

~ follow-your-instincts 

By T. Denise Mannin8 Have you ever fett a tub in your spirit? Have you ever fett stronsty about a 
person or situation and you instantty KNEW somethin8 wasn’t risht!? The situation or circumstance 
wasn’t risht and you fett that deep down in your core? Weft, take heed. Listen carefutty. Often 
times when somethin8 happens in our rives that tend ... Read More >> 
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New,,’ pos’{: on IEXSS ~IPACT I ~i I 

Each year the University highligh[s the research elforts of our undergraduate students at the Celebration of Undergradua[e Research #unccur14 

We are proud to have seven of our finest students represen[ the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at this great event Each of these students 

has completed an impactful research prelect under the direction of a faculty mentor, Many of these individuals did this research as part of a senior 

honors thesis, The junior students \~’ho presented their research are already in the process of planning out their senior honors thesis for next academic 

year 

Thanks to all of our undergraduate students that were able to represent EXSS at today’s great event You make us proudl 

Dar~{ele En~ique: Influence ef Taping en Lower Extremity Biomechanics of These w~th Limked Ankle Dors~flex~on ~top ~eft corner) 

Sa[ah WHkey: FLmctio~a~ knee bracing and ankle mechm~ics of adolescent atMetes post-ACL reconstructio~ (top r~ght 

[lizabeth Shelling: <,~omen’s Rugby and NCAA Status (m~ddle 

Eva~ Zeldh~: Jewish-American ~ewspapeCs Reactio~ to Amerba~ Pmt~c~pafion in 1936 O~ymp~cs 

Katherb~e Dye~: E[fects of A One-Time Core Stabt[v ~nte~entJon on Anterior PeMc Fit During a Dynamic Overhead Squat (nJdd~e right] 

And~ew Romaine: Parent SocmHzation of Safety Concerns in Youth Football (bottom left) 

fbottom fight) 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 9:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera :2.c~H~iiad A£ri114, 2014 09:.38:57 P~ 

Op-Ed Columnist 

CoEoO, Pay Go~s Up~ Up a~d Away~ 

So much fbr geeing e:~ecutive compensath:m under ¢oetroL 

FOLLOW US: Facebook [ ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <chronicle@chroniclefyi.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 10:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Plagiarism Education Week April 21-25 

This sponsor message is sent to you by The Chronicle of Higher Education on behalf of Tumitin. 

~ PEW B ..... 

from April 21-25. Join us for a week of free, daily webcasts devoted to sharing 

ideas and best practices to teach educators and students how to move from 

copying to critical thinking. Certificates of Participation are provided, and we 

have a few special giveaways! 

Sessions Include: 

,Stephen Fox 

Psychology Instructor at the University of Hawaii, Maui College 

Join us for this 45-minute webcast with a psychology instructor who will illustrate how to reduce 

student plagiarism through analyzing the works of Dr, Seuss, 

[ ~:iI Register 



Tuesday, April 22 

Daniel Velasco, Ph.D. 

Professor at The Chicago School of Professional Psychology and Tokyo Medical 

and Dental University ................................................................................................................................................... 

This session will illustrate the power of connecting students to what is familiar in order to create 

new knowledge and stimulate critical thinking skills. 

[ 
:~i:: Register 

Wednesday, April 23 

Audrey Wick 

Professor of English at Blinn College 

Join us for a discussion of how you and your institution can decrease plagiarism, increase 

student accountability, and improve critical thinking through contextualized examples. 

[ 
~iI Register 

Keiieen Flaher~y 

Assistant Professor in the Graduate Biomedical Writing Program at the Univemity 

o[ the Sciences in Philadelphia ................................................................................................................................................... 

This session explores how a "~la~iadsm habit," even ~[ "onlg m~nor" or "un~ntentionar’ can have 

serious consequences in the real, post academic wodd. 

~ Ce~ified Core Adjunct for National Univemity 

This session will show how the ~RAC approach will ~ead inexorably to a supposable conclusion 

and how INNC can enhance critical thinkin~ bg creatin~ a repeatable and verifiable framework to 

both sgnthes~ze research and valMate conclusbns across a number ol disciplines, not ~ust law. 

Sponsored By: 

The International Center for Academic 

Integrity (ICAI) 

Plagiarism Today 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 12:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Crrambliug honor student tbund dead in a park near campus 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

Here’s }How a Mar~ Who Hired KKK to Kill 

An Alabama man was sentenced to onty six years in prison after having been convicted of trying to 

hire the Ku Ktux Ktan to kttt his African-American neighbor .... 

l 

Br~ Boyc÷ WatMns: Love         ar-~d Se~o~ 
T~aipes - Our kids are alwavs watchffN 

by Dr Boyce Watkins I don’t watch the TV show, "Love 8: Hip-Hop" very much, but when I do, I 

always find it interesting. The show is like... 

Tragedy has struck the Grambting University campus this week, as an honor student has been 

found dead in a nearby park. According to KNOE.com, Atexandria Shetton, a senior with a 3.5 GPA, 

was found dead shortly before graduation. She was set to graduate with a degree in Crimina[ 

Justice on May 9 of this [...] 

April 15, 2014No ¢.ommei<~e~d ~oie 

[ I 

Reported By Liku Ze[teke Two years ago, Adaisha Miller was just a day shy of 25 years, when she 

was shot and kiled at a party. It is stil unctear, but apparentty, she was at a party and she was 

dancing with the host, who is an officer in the Detroit Potice Department, when she [...] 

Apri[ 15, 2014No �amman[Read 

bu f~t-pioof 

agah":st ceIorism 

The recent spicide of Karyn Washington was a shock to us air. The painful passing of the 22-year otd 

advocate for dark-skinned young women led to serious reflection for anyone concerned about the 

horrible impact that cotorism has had on the African American community. No one knows if her 

comptexion ted to the depression that [...] 

Roland Martin Sa,~]}. He’s ~:=ed Up With 



~ntellectua~s 

During a segment on The Tom Joyner Morning Show, Roland Martin took issue with the bickering 

among black intellectuals. At issue is the intensifying spat between Michael Eric... 

April 15, 2014 / / Read ~’aare 

From a Healthier Lifest~___] Healthy. Black 
Woman 

By: Krystte Crossman Some people try to make their rives healthier but it doesn’t seem to work at 

times. They may be making some common mistakes that many... 

April 15, 2014 / / Read ,~ore 

by Anna Bega If you’re lucky, you may find your true love while standing in line for coffee, through 

a friend’s Facebook site, or at the toca[ store .... 

Popular Posts 

oi ,~imi Faust 
Woman 

Re<oWed ,f200 Tip At li~o~b- Ti~en Got Fh’ed 

Tamar Braxton Has an t, mazh~L~21~_~ Rk~ht After (~v~n9 Bfith 

Bb(:k Actor Revea[s He:s Had the Same Ohtfdend Sff~ce He Was 7-Yem-s~ 

me@ca~ .......................... 

Dr, Ben Caesar< Pres, Obama Has Worsened the "Abomh~aS~e" Black ............................................................................................................................................................ 

Unemp[o}iment Rate 

abot~t the 

Now Homes~,od Can Be, Uni:fssithy ~:o: Yb~:r Child 

How Homework Can Be Unhealthy. For Your 
Child 

By: Krystle Crossman When children attend public schools they tend to come home with a massive 

amount of homework. Their bookbags are so heavy that they end up... 

iii.~j ~Bds:~’3kyx: "" ~8.}~idetogffectiveK, dst:~{.~:sa<~hdsti~ni 

as a Christian 

by Brian Skyz Dating is basicaity the series of events that occur from the moment a couple devetops 

emotions and estabtish a retadonship with a common view to... 

April 15, 2014 / / Read ~’,.’,a:e 



Rights Act M%’ b,’:-- Ur~co~:.~tkufion~i i 

When President Obama spoke about the legacy of Lyndon Baines Johnson last week, he drew 

attention to the landmark civi~ rights ~aws passed during LBJ’s tenure. One of... 

April 15, 2014 / / Read &’,are 

[ II 

In this episode of Your Reef Wortd, Tiara tatks about the tittte girl who can attegedty heat the sick. Is 

this a pray by her preacher 

April 15, 2014 

::~:: bc~;s-li-hs n is £~00x4 O0 

By T. Denise Manning Life has its own way of trying to kick us down or a way of reminding us that 

our journey won’t be as easy as we may have thought it wou[d’ve been. in times tike these its best 

to remember just who you are and what your purpose truty is in tile. It’s easy’ to fatt ... ~!H!~!.:2~/i".[.@..L 

Why One Home--school Mona Say.~ Math 
Doesn’t Need to be Tau~!!L_ 

By: Krystte Crossman Penelope Trunk is a successf@ home-school mother whose b[og is fat[owed by 

many. She said that she cannot stand teaching math and does not want to do it anymore. She gives 

the fat[owing reasons as to why she thinks that it is not necessary for her to teach her children 

math: 1. Math [...] 

New Proyram Aims to Ir~crease Literacy___ 

By: Krystle Crossman Parents should be involved in their chitd’s education whether they home- 

schoot or not. It is essentia[ to the teaming process. That extra reinforcement can make a huge 

difference in a child’s rife. A former teacher named Karen Ka[ish is trying to create a movement 

where parents become as involved as they can [...] 



Infamous boxin8 promoter Don Kin8 isn’t hotdin8 a 8rudse asainst the Rev. At Sharpton in the wake 

of a btockbuster report detaitin8 how Sharpton snitched on Kin8 to the FBI. Kin£ on Sunday ca[ted 

the revetations about Sharpton’s 1980s work as a paid undercover informant "otd news" and 

praised Sharpton as a "stand-up person" for [...] 

boyce wal:kir!s I 23f qi;eeris way I camillus, ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 1:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

Six Security-Altering Evenksi Building Strong Design Relationships] Cardio Yoga 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Six Evems that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 

With today maarking the one-year anniversary of the 2013 Boston Maarathon 

bombing, Athletic Business looks back at how the sports... 

Coaclv’AD Sties School District for Age Discrimination 
AD for neMy four decades, Munay t utnam, 67, filed a four-count lawsuit alleging 

that he was discriminated against based on his age when... 

Opinion: NCAA Will Assist Athletes Only If O~lered 
College football and basketball players are now professional in every- way, with the 

minor exception being that the players axe not paid in dollars. "It’s... 

Successful Project Design Borne of Strong Relationships 
School and sports administrators embarking on their first-ever capital project are 

sometimes surprised to learn how much architectme fim~s... 

Design Details: Auto Garage Salvaged as Swim School 
Adaptive reuse is viewed as a key factor in the rejuvenation of historic or older 



structures and land. But there’s another "green" aspect of the... 

Tuesday Tal~edown: Feeling The BaJ~g With Diamond Dallas Page 

Age Wave CEO Ken Dychtwald delivered the first keynote presentation at last 

yeax’s Athletic Business Conference & Expo in San Diego... 

Town May Cover Half of High School’s $800K Turf Costs 
Artificial turf at the town’s high school could move a step closer to approval 

Wednesday if the Palm Beach County School Board approves... 

Opinions Mixed on Expanded Summer Practice in W.Va. 
Some high school administrators are opposed to a proposed athletics rule that 

would expand volunta_~, summer practices in West Virginia... 

Geo~ia HS Association Shelves Talk of Term Limits 
The Georgia High School Association tabled discussions on constitulional 

amendments that would impose 10-year term limits on its... 

Bills’ Lease Makes Movin~ Temn All But Cost-Prohibitive 
P~ovisions of the Bills’ 10-year lease on Ralph Wilson Stadium and an 

accompanying non-relocation agreement are so tough... 

’Super TIF’ Could Finance New Arena in Milwaukee 
A concept under consideration by an axena ’task tbrce calls tbr creation of a~ 

enhanced tax-incremental financing district to pay tbr... 

Wei hed b~)~ Facflities 

Faced with crashing a~d unsustaJ, nable debt of $30 million, the YMCA of 

Metropolitan Milwaukee will undergo a "massive restructuring" that... 

General: Fitness of Military, U.S. a National Security Issuee 
Is being inactive and unhealthy an individual’s problem or one that is shared by the 

commu~ity mad governments? 

Jackie Robinson Day: MLB Diversity Slumps to ’58 Levels 

On a day when Major League Baseball celebrates Jackie Robinson, evidence 

mounts that Robinson’s game is not the game of choice... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chaa~pionship Round 

New school vs. old school square off in the final round of Facility Madness. Which 

facility do you think is better? Vote today... 

New Reader Comments: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chaa~pionship Round 
Becca w~ote: ’Tdjust like to give a quick shoutout to the Husker fmas who are not 

malting biased, stereotypical, judgmental, or assumplive... 

Facility- Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Obviously you don’t have anything better to do than bitch about Nebraska Pans 

hazing nothing better to do. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
Welcome Nathaniel... a ve~y unique and special place.., what you seein the movie 

Hoosiers is really the feeling one gets there 



Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 
And once football season is over, we go to Haymarket Park to snpport baseball. 

And after that, we go to Devaney Sports Center to... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
That’s a whole new perspective on the lhcilit.h~. ThaJ~k you tbr being constructive 

and providing another viewpoint maybe some people didn’t think about. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 

I’d just like to give a quick shoutout to the Husker fans who are not making biased, 

stereob’pica], judgmental, or assumplive comments... 

Facility Madness 2014: Cha~pionship Round 

Ifrm understanding this poll correctly, it’s basically based offpure fan experience. 

And since Hinkle is so m~ique, it makes you feel like... 

Inside the ’Fastest-Growina "~qVICA in the Conntw’ 
Nothing says "not tbr protit" like a water slide. In the long fight between YMCAs 

and tbr-protit clubs (full disclosure: I am a co-owner in a tbr- protit club)... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
I think we cm~ all agree that Hinlde Fieldhouse reaJly has that college feel. And 

when I cm~t make it to a game there, my mom will make... 

Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 

Don’t worry, MIT did a stud~v that showed if Indiana were to get in a fight with 

Nebraska, Indiana would stomp the pig poop out... 

Upcoming Events: 

2__0_.!_4_ T__S_._A_.C__._._C_._O_N__E E__R_._E_N__ .C_~ 
San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 --April 17, 2014 ... 

._N LR_._S_..A___.2. 0J_.4_. 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 --April 26, 2014 ... 

NSGA MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE AND TEAM DEALER SUMMIT 
Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 -- April 30, 2014 ... 

NEW ENGLAND YOUTH ~PORTS CONCUSSION FORUM 
Foxberough, MA I May 8, 2014 ... 

View more events .., 
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Too~s of the Trade 

Coach Wins Lawsuit 
A former associate golf coach at the University of Minnesota was 
awarded more than $300,000 in a lawsuit against the school in 
which she claimed she lest her job after i~ was discovered ~hat 

she was a lesMan~ ~::~:~:~ :~ 

Going# 
"Independent athletes" are a growing tren~ in some school 

districts. 

Last I~i~te Save 
A leek at how ,:he University of the District ef Columbia managed 

to keep its athletic department, 

Deep Threat: Rise of the Stretch Fo~r 

With March Madness now in full swing, check out how top basketball coaches.-- 
including V~sconsin’s Be Ryan and Creighton’s G[eg McDermott--are 9erring 
mere out ef the power forward pesition. 

Legislators Step ~n 
An Illinois state senator recently introduced a bill to the state 
education committee that would require all high school athletic 
direcio~’s, head coaches, and ass~sian[ coaches 1o complete an 

Case Study 
~t A~l Starts with the Feet In past issues we have talked about 
how irnpor[ant it is Ior athletes io maintain a strong core. After" 
all, a sb’ong co~’e is tantamount [e keeping the whole body 
healthy - especially the e×tremities, which obviously take a 
pounding because of the repetitive nature of an atNete’s motion. 
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Better Testing 
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used. i!:i:!:.~ !?.: !=.=.~ :]==.. !:=. !i.’=. i !?.. !i. =...i ! .==...!i!:..~=. =.:.:=..i[’.!/.’...... 

No Link to Cog~itio~ 
A new study Iound no link between years of play and decline in 
neurocegnitive abilities in high school football players. 

Prod~ct Showcase 
~r~door Surfaces and Covers Check out the latest and greatest 
indoor surI~cing and cover options from the ~ndustty’s leading 
manufacturer,s. 

On~ine Buyer’s Guide 
Out online Buyer’s Guide Ieatures a customized pages Io[ companies advertising 
in our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, including interactive links, product images, and more 
detailed product listings. Here are links to four companies featured in our Guide: 

Click here te check eut the complete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

Coac~ Steps Dow~ After Tweets 
An AIrican-American boys’ basketball coach has s~epped down 
after his students ~wee~ed ~’acist messages a~ ~he ~eam ~hat 

eliminated h~s from the p~ayo~fs. 

College to Hig}~ Sc}~oo~ 
Franklin & Marshall’s athletic department ~oek time to teach 
leadership to Mgh sehoo~ atMeles during a special program. 

T~at Stings 
A high school volleyball assistant coach allegedly asked 
students to take part in a drug sting. The students were nearly 

arrested and are suing the distr~cL ~:~:~:]~:~:]~;1:]~[~?~:]~]:~?:~:]~:~:~:]:?~:~]~:~: 

American Public University offeta alfordable online Human Kinetics is ~he inlorrna~ion 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Connection, PRWeb <reply@prweb.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 5:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Attract New Customers With Stand Out Social Media 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2008 10:46 PM 

cholliday@uncaa.unc, edu 
Monday - Marketing Class 

Hi. I want to announce tomorrow our meeting with you on Monday. Can’t 
remember if we finalized, but may we meet at Kenan and get a mini-tour 
of the facilities. (11:30 - 1:00) 

I would love for you to cover your perspective of what it takes to 
market a D 1 school like UNC in terms of football. Additionally, speak 
to your background and experience as a NFL player in terms of 
marketing, e.g. using an agent, the team’s adm, or any other methods 
you observed or personally used. 

Thanks 

Call me on my cell, if necessary. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:19 AM 

@emailunc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; 

Fwd: Case Study Guidelines 

Case Study Presentations Guidelines.docx 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

Associate Professor of Sport Business 

Department of Sport Business and International Tourism 

School of Business 

Saint Leo University 

33701 State Road 52 

PO Box 6665 - MC2067 

Saint Leo, Florida 33574-6665 

Phone: 1-352-588-7326 

Fax: 1-352-588-8912 

E-Mail: eric.schwarz@saintleo.edu 



CSRI Case Study Guidelines 

This will provide you some guidance on the steps for the case study competition. 

You will receive the case study 24 hours before your presentation time via email. It will be your 
responsibility to provide the Case Study Coordinator with a valid email address to send the case 
to, and also to email a confirmation of receipt of said case. 

A schedule of presentation times has been provided with this packet, so you will know when you 
will receive the case later today. If there are any problems or issues, you should contact Dr. Eric 
Schwarz, Case Study Coordinator at eric.schwarz@samtleo.edu; ~gmail.com; or 
813-783-4600. 

You may use any and all resources you have to put together your presentation, but only the four 
people on file with the CSRI Office as representing your institution may present the case. If there 
are changes to this list, they must be made prior to leaving the informational meeting. All team 
rosters are frozen at 8:15am on Thursday, April 17. 

The presentations will be judged by individuals who do not have a direct association with any of 
the universities competing at each level. You will not find out who the judges will be in advance. 

CSRI Case Study Presentations 

This document should provide you with some guidelines for the structure of your case study 
presentations. Assume tkat your audience consists of experts in sport management who are not wholly 

familiar with the case study in advance of your presentation. 

¯ The presentation should take no more than 10 minutes for undergraduates students (15 
minutes in the finals), and 15 minutes for graduate students (20 minutes for the finals), 

followed by 5 minutes for questions. These limits will be enforced strictly. 

¯ While not required, it is recommended that all group members contribute equally to the 

presentation. One way of ensuring this happens is to have each member conduct an equal part of 
the presentation, i.e., have each member speak in turn. 

° PowerPoint should be used to ontline and supplement the oral presentation. You should have the 
presentation on a USB flash drive ready to insert into the computer, open, and start. 

° T~ to provide an overview of the case study in terms of the motivation to control the process, 
and where the process might be used in industry. Also provide motivation for each step that you 
performed in the case study. 

° Touch briefly on the available literature, i.e., present a very short history of previous attempts to 
model the particular process described in the case. 

° Provide a summary and your conclusions at the end of the presentation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:52 PM 

@emml .unc.edtr~ 

Re: CSRI case study 

Please contact him directly. I am speaking to him now- and he is t~’ing 
to get back with you. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting .~email.uaac.edu>: 

Dr Stroman, 

tIi it’s Adrian Hope you played a good golf game yesterday I 

received the case study file but I am unable to open it. What do I do? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:54 PM 

@email.tmc.edu>; 

Fwd: Case Study Guidelines 

Case Study Presentations Guidelines.docx 

~email.tmc.edu>; ~email .unc.edu 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

Associate Professor of Sport Business 

Department of Sport Business and International Tourism 

School of Business 

Saint Leo University 

33701 State Road 52 

PO Box 6665 - MC2067 

Saint Leo, Florida 33574-6665 

Phone: 1-352-588-7326 

Fax: 1-352-588-8912 

E-Mail: eric.schwarz@saintleo.edu 



CSRI Case Study Guidelines 

This will provide you some guidance on the steps for the case study competition. 

You will receive the case study 24 hours before your presentation time via email. It will be your 
responsibility to provide the Case Study Coordinator with a valid email address to send the case 
to, and also to email a confirmation of receipt of said case. 

A schedule of presentation times has been provided with this packet, so you will know when you 
will receive the case later today. If there are any problems or issues, you should contact Dr. Eric 
Schwarz, Case Study Coordinator at eric.schwarz@samtleo.edu; @gmail.com; or 
813-783-4600. 

You may use any and all resources you have to put together your presentation, but only the four 
people on file with the CSRI Office as representing your institution may present the case. If there 
are changes to this list, they must be made prior to leaving the informational meeting. All team 
rosters are frozen at 8:15am on Thursday, April 17. 

The presentations will be judged by individuals who do not have a direct association with any of 
the universities competing at each level. You will not find out who the judges will be in advance. 

CSRI Case Study Presentations 

This document should provide you with some guidelines for the structure of your case study 
presentations. Assume tkat your audience consists of experts in sport management who are not wholly 

familiar with the case study in advance of your presentation. 

¯ The presentation should take no more than 10 minutes for undergraduates students (15 
minutes in the finals), and 15 minutes for graduate students (20 minutes for the finals), 

followed by 5 minutes for questions. These limits will be enforced strictly. 

¯ While not required, it is recommended that all group members contribute equally to the 

presentation. One way of ensuring this happens is to have each member conduct an equal part of 
the presentation, i.e., have each member speak in turn. 

° PowerPoint should be used to ontline and supplement the oral presentation. You should have the 
presentation on a USB flash drive ready to insert into the computer, open, and start. 

° T~ to provide an overview of the case study in terms of the motivation to control the process, 
and where the process might be used in industry. Also provide motivation for each step that you 
performed in the case study. 

° Touch briefly on the available literature, i.e., present a very short history of previous attempts to 
model the particular process described in the case. 

° Provide a summary and your conclusions at the end of the presentation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:55 PM 

~emml .unc.edtr~ 

Re: CSRI case study 

Please contact the team Use the email addresses Forward the case. 
Call me if you need me Next panel starts in five minutes. 

Get researching and be ready to share ideas. Advisors can be resources 
but we can’t tell you what to do :) 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting ~ email unc. edu>: 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Phi)., CLU wrote: 

>> Please contact him directly. I am speaking to him now and he is 

>> trying to get back with you. 

>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>> University of North Carolina 

>> Exercise and Sport Science 

>> Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 

>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting ~@email unc edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 

>>> Hi it’s Hope you played a good golf game yesterday I 

>>> received the case study file but I am unable to open it. What do I 

>>> do? 
>>> 
>>> 
>> 
>> 
> I downloaded a viewer from the internet and it opened 4 me. \N~en is 
> the team going to meet? 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:58 PM 

~emml .unc.edtr~ 

Re: CSRI case study 

are the addresses Ask for phone numbers. Start building your case! 
Let’s win’. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting .27) em ail. unc. edu>: 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU wrote: 

>> Please contact him directly I am speaking to him now and he is 

>> trying to get back with you. 

>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>> Umversity of North Carolina 

>> F.xercise and Sport Science 

>> Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One way is to 

>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it" 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting ))email.unc. edu>: 
>> 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 

>>> Hi it’s Hope you played a good golf game yesterday, l 

>>> received the case study file but I am unable to open it. What do I 

>>> do? 

>> 

>> 

I downloaded a viewer from the internet and it opened 4 me. YVhen is 

the team going to meet? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:03 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Class 

Hi I will be m my office alter 10:00 a m. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~email.uaac. edu: 

Dr Stroman, 

Do you have time to meet with me tomorrow to discuss my prqiect. I 

have looked on the internet ~l~r irfformation and i have found some I 

could not :find the specifics such as the gate and other things in the 

revenue and expense parts of the financial report. I attempted to 

call NC A&T and i was left on hold ~2~r a long time. I just wanted to 

see if you knew an?’ other methods i could try. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:05 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: class today/qu~ 

Hi         Thank you for your communication. We will have selected 
groups present on Friday. No w-or~z there! You will be notified if your 
group will present. 

Thank you for submitting the quiz. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~email unc edu: 

Hey I)r Stroman, 

I am really sorry to be el:nailing you so late but I just got home from 

our ACC championships in                  _ and I just wanted to 

remind you that that is why I was not in class today Also, since I 

wasn’t there I couldn’t turn in my quiz so I’ve attached it to this 

email .. if you would like me to turn in a hard copy just let me know 

and I can print one out and turn it in on wednesday but I wanted to 

email it to you now so that it wouldn’t be counted as late[ Also, 

were there any group presentations today? I hope my group 

did not go yet so that I can help present it[ Sorpf for the 

inconvenience! Go Heels! 

Quoting dstrom an@email.unc.edu: 

>> The CSRI Conference comes to a close tonight at 7:30 pm with guest 

>> speaker, William Rhoden, columnist at the NY Times. This 

>> illuminating author and speaker will share his insights on sports 

>> and the media. 

>> 

>> Corae out to learn and be fed at the Friday Center - Trillium room. 

>> No prior registration required - tell your friends! 

>> 

>> Go Heels! 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

>> 

>> Reminder - Mr. Baddour will be speaking at the final Carolina Sports 

>> Business Club meeting (open to all students) this Thursday at 5:15 

>> p.m. in Fetzer 109. Bring a career-related question. Don’t miss out[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:26 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Re: Group EvaJuations 

Hi Check your Assignments Tab 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Unlversi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am a student in your Sport Marketing class and I am having trouble 
finding the group evaluations on blackboard. I was just wondering if 
you could help me out in locating them. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:13 AM 

~eraail.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meet the week of 

Hi     Thanks for the communication. Glad to hear that you are now 
involved in your internship. The experience is invaluable You have 
many skills and I am CONFIDENT that you will be a blessing to them 

teach from 11:30 - 1:00 so let me kno~v what time and day’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc edu>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry’ I have been out of touch J2~r a while. I went on vacation with 
my parents and then came right back to Chapel Hill to work events. 
Now we have been busy planning :[’or the NCT’~I. Softball Regionab It’s 
exciting but busy! However, I have met with both               and 
they are very supportive of the commitment I need to make this summer 
and year. So they’ were very" encouraging. I will definitely" be able 
to at least do five hours this summer. It will be good too because 
they have had to cut back my hours due to budget constraints. 

I have begun doing some of the stuff Dr. Southall asked me to do. I 
know this is busy" for you starting summer schoob Things this week 
are pretty" hectic ~l~r me because I am pretty tied up with the 
planning and hosting of the softball tournament this weekend. 

Will you be around next we& to meet with me and Dr Southall. 
Thanks for all of your help and support. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:15 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: CSBC Banner 

Please follo~v up. Thanks! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc edu>: 

> Any progression on this, or do I still need to f,allow up? 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu 
> Sent: Wednesday, 12:29 PM 
> To: 
> SubJect: [:W: CSBC Banner 
> 

> The saga continues.. :) 
> 

> Please assist. Thanks 
> 
> Dr. I)ebby Stroman 
> Sport Administration 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
> CB 113182 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> theclub@unc, edu 
> 

> http ://www.~mc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport adrainistr at iorvindex, htra 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: southall@eraail.~mc.edn [mailto:southall(~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 9:23 AM 
> To: 
> Cc: ’Stroman, Deborah L.’ 
> Subject: Re: CSBC Barmcr 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks for checking with me. I’ll get with and see what the 
> situation is. We’ll make sure that CSBC has a banner. 
> 

>Dr. S 
> 

> Quoting ~email.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Dr. Southall, 
>> 

>> I hope you are well rested iicom all of the conference festivitiest 
>> 

>> I just had a quick question that has come up as we have been wrapping 
>> up eve~-thing for the year             was working with     and a 
>> couple of other grad students f,ar the Rhoden book signing that was on 
>> the Friday of the conference weekend. She was informed that we would 
>> receive a banner with the Carolina Sports Business Club on it to use 
>> as the book signing, and that it had already been ordered However, 
>> we never heard anything else about this. Do you have any information 
>> on this situation? 
>> 

>> 

>> Thanks! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 1:48 PM 

~yahoo.com 

Fwd: Re: 

’I’hmik you! Also, w~ted to thank you again for such a groat class. It was one of the most interesting and intriguing classes i hm~e taken here, and most of all enjoyed 

getting to know you! Hope all is well, ta]k to you soon 

O11 at 4:00 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Great wlf~! Best wishes next wcek! 

(3o Heels, 

Dr. Debby St:roman 

Sport Administ r~tinr~ 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

UNC EXSS 4 Smith Bldg, 

CB # 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~onc.edu 

theclub@~mc.edu 

http://www~unc.e&~/depts~ exerctse/spo~t administration/mdex~htm 

From: Demail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:2:t PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: LA~ 

ttey Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you very much tbr coming to the game m~d the compliment’. It was definitely a hot one out there, bnt a fnn game.. See you tbr the exam, m~d 

thm~ks again 

On at 5:01 PM. Deborah Strolnan wrote: 

tti I sat in the sun and baked...but enjoyed ~vatching you play! ~) You are a super athlete! 

Go t leels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

[JNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

dst~o~l~mc,edu 

"Eveo~body can be great._ because anybo@, can serve. You don’t have to ha~,e a college degree to serve. You don’t have to make" your sub/ect and verb a2ree to serve. 
You don’t have to know about Plato andAr~stotte...or Einstein’s Theory o.fRelativi~y_.or the Second Theory of Thermodynamics in physics to se~’~,e. You only need a heart 
.fhll qt’grace. A soul generated by love. "?diL. L’ing d~: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Website? 

Smart move. :) 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~)email.unc.edu>: 

I’m going to do some researching of my own to see how we can get 
space on the UNC server. And maybe      has some information. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi. I left a vmsg with today to call me or you to get this corrected 
>> TODAY. We can’t move to the next level with these types of "unforced 
>> errors." :) 
>> 

>> Thanks. Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Sport Administration 
>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith B]dg. 
>>CB #3182 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 9198430336 

>> dstro@unc edu 
>> theclub@unc edu 
>> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: ~email.unc.edu] Sent: Tuesday, 
>> 9:15PM 
>> To: ; ’Stroman, Deborah L.’ 
>> Subject: Website? 
>> 
>> I went to log into the squarespace account to upload the pictures 
>> and it said our account had been suspended due to a billing issue. 
>> does anyone know what is going on with this? 
>> 

>> 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:31 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Fwd: Re: 

Yes, that’s where I first sa~v it too. I find it very beautiful and 
chose to share it ~vith the L~,-C cormnumty. :) 

d 
Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - (;,4 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~yahoo corn>: 

cuul. i like that quute i saw it in liz’s bathruum, lul 

--- On Tue,        Deborah I,. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
<dstruman@email uric edu> wrote: 

Frum: Deburah L Stroman, Ph.D, CI,U <dstruman@email.unc.edu> 
Sublect: Fwd: Re: 
Tu: @ahou cum 
Date: Tuesday, 1:48 PM 

The curie un the lacrosse team. He’s from MD tuo. 

>d 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Universi~ ofNurth Carulina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administratiun - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 (Napel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

..... Forwarded message from dipietro@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 12:32:21 -0400 
From: ~cmail.anc.edu> 

Reply -To: ~email.~mc. edu> 
Subject: Re: 

To: Deborah Stroman <dstrol~an@eraail.unc.edu> 

Thartk your Also, wanted to thank you again for such a great class. 
It was one of the most interesting and intriguing classes i have 
taken here, and most of all enjoyed getting to know you! Hope all is 
well, talk to you soon 

On at 4:00 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Great ~vin[ Best wishes next week[ 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Sport Administration 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 
>> IJNC - F~XSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

>>CB #3182 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> dstro@unc.edu 
>> theclub@unc.edu 
>> 

>> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 
>> 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 8:~1 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> 

>> Hey Dr. Stroman, 
>> Thartk you ve~ much for coming to the game and the compliment! It 
>> was definitely- a hot one out there, but a fun game.. See you for 
>> the exam, and that.s again 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On at 5:01 PM. Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> Hi I sat in the sun and baked?b~t enjoyed watching you 
>> play! J You are a super athlete! 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science 
>> Sport Administration 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc.edu 
>> http ://~vw~v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration 
>> 

>> ?Evel~’body can be great .. because anybody can serve. You don~t 
>> have to have a college degree to serve You don’t have to make 
>> your subject and verb agree to sel~e. You don’t have to know about 
>>Plato and Aristotle ..or Einstein’s Theo~’ of Relativity. or the 
>> Second TheolN of Thermo@namics in physics to serve You only need 
>> a heart full of grace. A soul generated by love. ? M.L. King Jr 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
> 

> 

> ..... Inline Attacl~nent Follows ..... 
> 

> 

> Thank you! Also, wanted to thank you again lk~r such a great class. It 
> was one of the most interesting and intriguing classes i have taken 
> here, and most of all e~ioyed getting to know you! Hope all is well, 
> talk to you soun 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 4:00 PM; Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Great win! Best wishes next week[ 
> ~Go Heels, 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration 
> ~College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> ~I~2NC - EXSS - 4 Srni~ Bldg. 

> CB #3182 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> ~919.843.0336 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> thecl~b@unc, edu 
> ~http:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport adrainistratiorvindex.htra 



From:                          g~email uric edu]~Sent: Monday, 
8:21 

’]7~: Deborah Stroman 

Sut~iect: Re: 
~Hey Dr Stroman, 

Tharfa you very much for coming to the game and the compliment[ It 
was definitely a hot one out there, but a fun game.. See you for the 
exam, and that~<s again 

>~ 

On at 5:01 PM. Dcborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi        I sat in the sun and baked?but enjoyed watching you play! 
J You are a super athlete[ 

>~ 
Go Heels, 

Dcborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Spolt Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>~ 
919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

?Everybody can be great., because anybo@ can serve. You don’t have 
to have a college degree to serve You don’t have to make your 
subject and verb agree to serve. You don’t have to know about Plato 
and Aristotle. or Einstein’s Theory of Relativity.. or the 
Second Theory of Thermo@namics in physics to serve. You only need a 
heart full of grace A soul generated by love? ML King Jr. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 1:25 PM 

Tutls, Amy Z <atufk~@eraail.unc.e&~> 

Fwd: ttello ~md Thanks 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

..... Forwarded message from dewberry@emaihunc.edu ..... 
Date: Thu, 12:40:21 -0400 
From: ~email unc edu> 

Reply-To: ~r)email.unc.edu > 
Sul~iect: Hello and Thanks 

To: dstroman@emaihunc.edu 

Hello Dr. Stroman: 

I wanted to contact you just as you asked of me at the EXSS 
Department graduation ceremony. ~flnat day was so special :[’or me and I am 
so grateful to God for allowing me to complete my major and obtain a 
degree ftom UNC-Chapel Hill. It has been a tough road, a few setbacks, 
but God helped me through and I would also like to thank you for your 
encouragement, patience, and support throughout the years that I have 
known you You are very passionate about your work and it came across 
in the lectures. 

I also wanted to contact you to let you kno~v that I am taking one 
last course before I leave UNC-CH, which is PS YC 

(ironically) and it is in the Smith Building, right abnve 
your office. I know that you are busy this summer, but if you had time 
anytime this summer, I would like to meet with you and ask if you would 
be a reference for me to write a letter of recormnendation for graduate 
school (which would be a year or two frora now) or be a reference for me 
when I apply- for a job. After my Maymester course, I would like to work 
in Raleigh, NC with the North Carolina Council of Churches organization 
as a Program Associate for Health. I could explain more about it later 
and provide a link if you wanted to know about it. I know that I need 
to get more health relations knowledge before entering into a career, 
but I feel that this job would be a good start before graduate school. 

I won’t write any more than I am now- because I can understand how 
frustrating it can be to read long, boring emails :) Nevcrtheless, I 
just wanted to get in touch with you as I promised and I will try to 
stop by your office sometime this sunlrncr. I hope that things are going 
well for you and that you continue to inspire others through your 
teaching. 

God Bless, 

P.S. whencver I lose this address (or ifI decide to keep it), I will 
let you know what ray other contact itfformation will be. Take care and 
thanks again! 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:15 AM 

~eraail.unc.edu> 

Re: request to raeet 

Hi          I teach 11:30 - 1:00. Give me a call later today or 
Monday to set a time 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~!email.unc.edu: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are having a great start to summer. I would like to meet 
with you sometime next week considering I have a favor to ask I am 
taking summer school classes from 9:45 until one so I am fi’ee anytime 
before or after these times. Please let me know what times works best 
for you. ~Ihank you for your time 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:09 AM 

@emml .unc.edtr~ 

Re: NCAA Economic Irapact Study 

Hi Gotcha! Thanks. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~)email unc.edu>: 

> dstroman@email.unc.edu ~vrote: 
>> Hi. As per my announcement in class today: 
>> 

>> Hi Heels! We have an awesome opportunity for students to get 
>> involved with the NC2~. Division II Baseball Championship[ The Town 
>> of Cary a NCAA Championship City, is conducting an Economic Impact 
>> Study as part of the Baseball Championship. The NCAA has a 
>> questionnaire developed and needs fi-ont line staffto ask people to 
>> complete the survey, collect the completed surveys and then after 
>> the event, enter the data into the appropriate system The NCAA 
>> provides instructions for how to gather the information as well as 
>> how to enter the data. ttere are the survey event times: Saturday, 
>>        - 11:30 a.m- 6:00 p.m. Sunday,       - ] 1:30 am.- 6:00 
>> p.r~. Wednesday,        - 5:00 pro. - 9:00 p.m. Saturday, 

>> 10:30 am.- 2:00 pro. Now, if you are TRULY looking for a 
>> differentiator for your resume -- consider this opportunity ! We will 
>> teach you how to conduct an Economic Impact Study, which will 
>> provide you with an unbelievable sport industry experience. Minimum 
>> of three days of particiption required. Limited slots available. 
>> First come, first sept’el 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 
> Dr. Stroman, 
> I would be available to help on 
> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:11 AM 

.~eraail.unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Economic Irapact Study 

Thanks      I will forward your name to Jasmine Hepburn, the 
president, and make note of your interest in the study 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~email.uaac.edu>: 

tIi Dr Stroman, 

I am really interested in helping with the economic impact stu@. 
ttowever, because of              I can only help uut on the     and 

I know there is a minimum oft~ee days but if you end up still 
needing people and wuuld let me unly do two days please let me know 
because I think this wuuld be a great upportunity~ Also -- I have 
heard about the Carulina Spurts Business Club and would [uve to be a 
pa~ uf it. Could you send me mure in~2~atiun un how to join? 

Thank your 

dstruman@email ~c edu wrute: 
>> Hi. As per my announcement in class tuday: 
>> 

>> tti tteelst We have an awesume oppurtunltv for students to get 
>> involved with the                                      ~ ’]Ne Town 
>> uf CaW, a NCAA Championship City, is conducting an Economic Impact 
>> Stu@ as part ufthe        Championship The NCAA has a 
>> questionaire developed and needs frunt line staff to ask people to 
>> complete the s~vey, collect the cumpleted s~eys and then after 
>> the event, enter the data intu the appropriate system. The NCAA 
>> provides instructions fur how tu gather the inll~ation as well as 
>> how tu enter the data. Here are the swvey event times: Saturday, 
>> - 11:30 a.m.- 6:00 p.m. S~day,        - 11:30 a.m.- 6:00 
>> p.m. We&xesday,        - 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Sat~day, 
>> 10:30 am.- 2:00 p.m. Noxv, ~’you are ~Y looking for a 
>> differentiator for yore res~e -- consider this opportm~i~t We will 
>> teach yon how to conduct an Economic Impact Stu@, xvhich xvill 
>> provide yon with an unbelievable sport indnstly experience. Minim~ 
>> of three days of palticiption required. Limited slots available. 
>> Fkst come, first Sel~’e[ 
>> 

>> ~. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Sunday, 8:12 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: NCAA Economic Impact Study 

Hi Please add to our bb listsel~’. Thales! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

..... Forwarded message from kcsawTer@emaihmac.edu ..... 
Date: Sat, 13:29:36-(MOO 
From: ~em aihunc.edu> 

R eply-To: .~)emaih unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: NCAA Economic Impact Sturdy 

To: dstroman@emaih unc.edu 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I am really interested in helnin~ with the economic impact study. 
However, because of              I can only help out on the     and 

I know there is a minimum of three days but if you end up still 
needing people and wouid let me only do two days please let me know 
because I think this wouid be a great opportuni~’! Also -- I have heard 
about the Carolina Sports Business Club and would love to be a part of 
~t. Could you send me more information on how to join? 

Thank you! 

dstroman@emaih unc.edu wrote: 
Hi. As per my announcement in class today: 

Hi Heels[ We have an awesome opportunity fi~r students to get involved 
with the                                      ’ The Town of CaU, a 
NCAA Championship City, is conducting an Economic Impact Study as 
part of the         Championship. The NCAA has a questionnaire 
developed and needs front line staff to ask people to coraplete the 
survey, collect the completed sm~zeys and then after the event, enter 
the data into the appropriate system. The NCAA provides instructions 
for how to gather the information as well as how to enter the data. 
Here are the st~,~ey event times: Saturday,         - 11:30 aan.- 6:00 
p.m. Stmday,        - 11:30 a.m.- 6:00 p.m. Wednesday,        - 5:00 
p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Sarmday,        - 10:30 a.m.- 2:00 p.m. Now, if you 
are TRULY looking for a diffe*entiator for your resume -- consider 
this opportuni~[ We will teach you how to conduct an Economic Impact 
Study, which xvill provide you with an mxbelievable sport industly 
experience. Minimttm of tl’uee days of particiption required. Limited 
slots available. First come, first sel~ze[ 

Dr. Stroman 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:08 PM 

~eraail.unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Economic Irapact Study 

Thanks    I will ad d you to the list. 

C’ya tomorrow-. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

I)r Stroman, 

I am definitely interested in the opportunity to participate in the 

economic ~mpact study. I would be able to pamcipate on Saturday 

the      Sunday the     and Saturday the     Thankst 

Quoting dstrom an@emaiI.unc.edu: 

>> Hi. As per my announcement in class today: 

>> 

>> tti tteelst We have an awesome opportunity for students to get 

>> involved with the                                      ~ ’]Ne Town 

>> of Ca~, a NCAA Championship City, is conducting an Economic Impact 

>> Study as part of the Basebal[ Championship The NCAA has a 

>> questionaire developed and needs front line staff to ask people to 

>> complete the s~vey, collect the completed s~eys and then after 

>> the event, enter the data into the appropriate system 

>> 

>> The NCAA provides instructions for how to gather the information as 

>> well as how to enter the data. 

>> 

>> Here are the su~-ey event times: 

>> Saturday, ; - 11:30 a.m.- 6:00 pan. 

>> S~day, - 11:30 a.m.- 6:00 pan. 

>> We~esday~ - 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 

>> Saturday, - 10:30 a.m.- 2:00 p.m. 

>> 

>> Now, if you are TRLZ Y looking for a dYi~rentiator for yore res~e 

>> - consider this opportuni~ We will teach you how to conduct an 

>> Economic knpact Stu@, which will provide you with an ~believable 

>> sport industq- experience. 

>> 

>> Nfinim~ oftNee days of particiption required. Limited slots 

>> available. First come, first selvet 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:21 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu 

RE: Economic Impact Study - Opportunity! 

Congratulations. Best wishes. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting stuli@email.unc.edu : 

Thanks, but I just receive a job oiler and I will not be able to participate. 

Q uoting Deborah Strom an <dstroman,~ email.unc.edu>: 

>> Hi I am finalizing the slots today You did not identify your availabiliD’. 
>> Please advise asap and I will see if there is still an opportunity [’or you. 
>> 

>> Thank you. 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Sport Administration 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
>>CB 113182 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> dstro@unc.edu 
>> theclub@unc.edu 
>> 

>> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From:    ~email.unc.edu [mailto    (~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Saturday, 8:29 PM 

>> To: theclub@unc.edu 
>> Subject: Economic Mapact Study - OpportuniUt 
>> 

>> I am interested in the NCAA Baseball opportm~ity. ~&~nat is the next step? 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:37 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: UNC Sports Communication Oppurtunity 

Yes. Thanks. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @emaihunc.edu: 

Dr Stroman, 

I am yew interested in the opportum~ with the ~vomen’s basketball 

news. However, I would not be able to start until           because 

of a family event going on that weekend Because of this, would I 

still be able to participate if I was chosen’? ’]’hank You. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:12 PM 

@yahoo.com 

Fwd: [peess-f] to ug ou 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

..... Fopa, arded message from salyer@email.unc.edu ..... 

Date: Thu,             16:27:48 -0400 
Frum: Sherry, Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Sherry Salyer <salyer@email unc.edu> 
Subject: [peess-f] to ug un 

Tu: The peess-fmailing list <peess-f@listsep~.unc.edu> 

Exciting uppurtunity fi~r EXSS-SA majors 

EXSS 290 ? Special Topics Course: Sport Administration Field 
Experience-Internship 

This fall semester we will offer a *limited enrullment* cuurse fi~r 
undergraduate students desiring academic credit (1-3 huurs) for a spurt 
administration internship. 

Prerequisites: 

1. EXSS m~jor in goud academic standing with a B or better in all 
Spurt ANninistratiun track coursework. 

2. Cuursework: Students should have EXSS 221 and twu additional EXSS 
Spurt Administratiun track cuurses completed priur to the Field 
Experience/Internship placement. 

3. Resume and cover letter (reviexved by Universit’y Career Services). 
4. Student Professional Liabili~ h~surance on or before the first 

day of onsite attendance. (Contact Ms. Janet Hoernke at 
919.962.6681) 

Prior to EXSS 290 registration: 

1. Self-search a Sport Organization in the Triangle region (or 
contact Dr. Stroman for suggested organizations). Internships located 
outside of the region or out-of-state, require pre-approval prior to 
self-search. 

2. h~terview and gain approval from a Sport Organization to 
participate in an internship during the fall semester.i Note: The 
deadline for course enrollment AND the identification and approval of an 
internship sport organization is the last day of late registration for 
the fall semester. 

If you are interested and meet the first two prerequisites, please 

contact Dr. Stroman (dstrn@unc.edu <mailto:dstro(a)unc.edu> or 
919.843.0336) for more itfformation. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise al’~d Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Spolt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Sherry’ Salyer, EdD. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 



Department of ][~;xercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 
CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-4481 

Spring     A&dsing Horns: 
Mondays: 1:15-4:15 and Thursdays 11:30-12:30--in 2017-B Steele 

Departmental advising horns: 10-11:30 MW 

--- You are cmrently subscribed to peess-f as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-24757991-9992594.d4e434045d4b097c 867e66f85d5bSa20@listser,~.~xc.edu 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:36 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Thank You 

You are welcome[ 

I hope you are enjoying your "break." :) I am in In@ having just 
spoken to the NCAA’s Minority Football Coaches Academy (This three-day 
workshop is designed to empo~ver up-and-coming coaches by providing 
sessions in etiquette, leadership, networking, media training, 
organizational development, etc) 

It was a blast! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting .;r)email.unc.edu>: 

I just got forwarded the proposal cookbook. 

Thanks a ton! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:45 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Club Stuff" 

Hi I am away and ~vill get back to you on # 1. I do believe 
though that had developed/adopted one, but it is abvays good to 
take a look again with a change in administration. 

recently sent me docs to take to the track contact person. I 
guess she never was able to make connections I was unable to stop by 
and find out just what is going on last week, but have plans to do so 
next ~veek. 

For Club business, use theclub@unc.edu address. Otherwise, dstro is fine 

Thanks. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One *w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~))emaihunc.edu>: 

Dr Stroman, 

I have a couple of things that I had questions about: 

-do we have a mission statement? 

-did we ever get the track money? 

-also should i email this email address or your dstro email address? 

Thanks t 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:56 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr> 

Tho~nk YOU! 

Thanks again tbr your presentation. Remember to forward your ppt. 

I found this 
~mk:http ://gamec~cks~n~ine.cstv. c~m/sp~rts/w-baskb~/spec-re~/da~vn-dish-b1~g.htm~ 

Do you think Coach Hatchell ;vould be ;villing to do this type of 
Twitter? The generational gap may be too much Maybe we could ask 
Charlotte? :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Bmlding 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One *w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:47 AM 

@eraail.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Re: EXSS    - Bulls Outing 

Hi Thank you for your communication 

Do you know if there is a listserv for j ournamlism students that are 
interested in sports careers? I have an opportuni~ with ~rBB that I 
would like to share with them. 

We can chat after class today. 

Go tIeeis, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University’ of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting ~elnaihunc.edu>: 

tli Dr Stroman, 

I just wanted to let you know that I honestly overslept this morning 
from the lack o17 sleep the night before. I got in touch with who 
told me to find two sponsorships for class tomorrow. Also, 

sent me the job description for the internship and I’ll 
forward it to you 

See you tomorrow. 

dstroman@eraaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> Reminder - The class is meeting at the Durham Bulls game vs. Toledo 
>> tonightt Game time at 7:05 p.m. 
>> 

>> Go Heelst 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 11, 2009 11:21 PM 

Hams, Susan <smharri@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Inli~rmation Needed for Academic Advising 

Deborah Stroman 
04 Smith Building 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Susan tIarri s < smharris@ email unc. edu>: 

> Hi Deborah, 
> 

> I am writing to you on behalf of Dean Dawson in Academic Advising. 
> She is compiling some inJ2~rmation that she is going to need to 
> forward on to you. She is asking for the following information: She 
> also needs your campus mailing address (not cb#), or home address if 
> you are not yet on campus. The last thing is a phone number. 

> Thank you for your help. 

> Susan Harris 
> Student Services Assistant 
> Academic Advising, CB# 3110 
> 1015A Steele Building 
> http://advisin~.unc edu/ 
> P: (919) 962-3084 
> F: (919) 962-6888 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:57 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS    - Sport Marketing Presentation Feedback 

Very good! This question may be asked by someone considering your plan. 
Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~,email.unc.edu>: 

We did not consider the durham bulls competition because there season 
en ds               and Duk e Football and the B ul ls only overlap one 
game on September 5th, so I think its justified not to have included 
the Durham Bulls in our slides. 

On at 10:45 AM, dstroman@email uric edu wrote: 

>> 1. Some of your PPT slides are too busy. That is, you need to make 
>> sure there is plenty of "white space," which it makes more easy to 
>> read by the audience 
>> 2. Avoid reading the slides. Your goal is to summarize or highlight 
>> 3 Great ideas. 
>> 4 Took too long in the beginning to get to the point, which created 
>> a rush in the end 
>> 5. Durham Bulls - competition? 
>> 6. Very thorough analysis - good recognitin of the weaknesses. 
>> 7 Good appearance and poise. 
>> 8 Did not stick to time limit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:04 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Re: Contact Intbrmation For Summer Bridge Program and EXSS Intbrmafiona] Session 

Thanks 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting .~email.unc. edu: 

Dr Stroman, 

I am emailing you in regards to the EXSSi Carolina Sport Business 

Club Irfformational Session for the Summer Bridge Program. ~fhe person 

you need to contact is Marcus Collins tie is in charge of the Summer 

Bridge Program and he is also the Assistant Dean ~br Student 

Counseling and Advising You can contact him via email at 

coHinsm@email.unc.edu; or via phone at (919) 966-2143. I provided 

him with your contact information and he should be contacting you 

soon. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:14 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Re: EXSS 

Hi        . The registration requires instructor approval. 
Registration is not full yet. 

Please listen in to the COl~ference call tomorrow or listen to the 

recorded call later at ?’our convenience. 

Thanks. 

Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~emaikunc.edu>: 

tli Dr Stroman, 

Is the F.XSS 

Thanks, 

class full or can we still sign up? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Sunday, July 5, 2009 11:57 AM 

~gmail.com 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Re: TEAM TEMPO Update 

Hi Bob. Thank you f,ar your feedback I will forward your message to the 
appropriate UNCAA leadership. I certainly agree that marketing and 
ticketing for Wbb must be considered, reviewed and delivered under a 
different strate~z than MBB and FB. 

Note: Coach Hatchell is primarily responsible for her program/team and 
not Ticketing, Marketing and Rams Club concerns However she does 
provide necessary input and guidance 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Braiding 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~wiy as to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Bob Jolls < ~googlemail cam>: 

Hi Deborah, 

Cecelia and I are long-time season ticket holders (15 years) and are 
entry-level Rams Club members When reserved seats first became available 
at Carmichael, we chose to be in Section 108 about 8 rows up We liked 
being across from the bench and being able to see everything around the 
basket at the UNC scoring end of the court in the second hall" We were very 
disappointed in the seats we had at the Smith Center last year...in the 
corner at the other end of the court. 

Since there were usually lots of vacancies in the sections of the Smith 
Center we would have preferred, I called the ticket office to see if~ve 
could switch. I was told they were all sold out. It finally occurred to me 
what’s happening. The formula for giving the best seats to the biggest 
Ram’s Club contributors works great for Football and Men’s BB since the 
tickets themselves are expensive too. But if you are giving $10,000 per 
year to the Rams Club and someone offers you season tickets to Women’s BB 
with great seats and parking for $120, you are going to buy the package even 
if you are only going to see Duke and NCS. 

Meanwhile, long-time dedicated fans are going to evclN game, cheering madly, 
and sitting in the corner. This is NUTS! 

Perhaps for Womens’s BB only, the relatively small number of fans who have 
been season ticket holders for over 10 years, or perhaps the ones ~vho have 
been season ticket holders since reserved seats have been offered at 
Cam~ichael should be grouped in with the Rams Club raembers with lots of 
points ~vhen it comes to distributing seats and parking. 

If you agree with this, I ~vould appreciate your bringing it up with Coach 
Hatchell. I would be glad to meet with anyone to discuss this. 

Thanks, 

Bob Jolls 

On Tue, Jun 30, 2009 at 8:14 PM. Deborah Stroman 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> *TEAM TEMPO Update* 
>> 

>> *June 30, 2009* 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi UNC Women’s Basketball Supporters! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> The heat of the summer is here and things are also heating up for Tar Heel 
>> women?s basketball marketing I am writing to provide your last June update 
>> and share insightful women’s basketball news. 
>> 

>> 



>> 

>> 1. ?Butts in Seats? Update ?* JULY 1 ST - JULY 1 ST - JULY 1 ST - JULY 1 ST - 
>> JULY 1 ST * 
>> 

>> rl]ae 2009-2010 Women’s Basketball Season Tickets will go on sale tomorrow, 
>> July 1, 2009. Season tickets purchased during this designated early period 
>> (July 1 through mid-August) are discounted at $16000 for adults and $140.00 
>> for youth and seniors. The primary mission of TEAM TEMPO is to increase home 
>> attendance so please make an effort to encourage a new fan to join the 
>> crusade. *?Be Kind in 2009! ?* ? Invite a new friend to join you at a home 
>> game. We want to make this season special as we move back home to 
>> Carmichael. 

>> The regular season ticket prices will increase following this designated 
>> early period. The popularity of the women?s game has lead to an increase in 
>> season ticket holders so we are strongly encouraging you to purchase early! 
>> Remember, Rams Club members will gain preference over non-Rams Club members 
>> for season ticket location and parking. 

>> Note: A UNCAA communication (snail and email) outlining some of the 
>> logistics and encouraging renewals for this upcoming season will be sent to 
>> all season ticket holders tomorrow, July 1st. 

>> *Call the Ticket Office at 919.962.2296 to make your season ticket 
>> purchase or visit 
>> http :/itarheelblue.cstv. cotr~’sports/w-baskbliunc-w-baskbl-bodv.html* 

>> Read?’ to discuss a Rams Club membership? Call 919 843.2000 or visit 

>> ramsclub@unc edu 

>> *TEAM TEMPO will host a special September meeting to coordinate our 
>> strategy to promote attendance and ticket sales to youth groups, schools, 
>> and seniors (,retirement centers) Stay tuned for more details t* 

>> 2. EEx,-C ~vas recently awarded a grant from the NCAA to promote ~vomen?s 
>> basketball through the proposed ?Heels for Health? This exciting 
>> partnership is very special as this unique eIt’ort by the NCAA is only in its 
>> second-year of existence. Kudos to Sarah Humphries for her winning proposal! 
>> Membership brochures for this tlcee program ~vill be available later in the 
>> stammer. For more reformation read the press release at 
>> http ://t arheelblue.cstv, corrdsports/w-baskbl/spec-rel/061809aa a html 

>> 3. An exciting web/viral video promoting the season will be distributed to 
>> season ticket holders within the next week. You are encouraged to share this 
>> video and post it on any of your social media sources such as Facebook, 
>> Twitter, and personal blogs/websites 

>> 4 Team News ? Jessica Breland is undergoing chemotherapy treatment and ~s 
>> responding very well. She has gained her weight back and is exercising 
>> regularly Her spirits are great and she really appreciates all the outreach 
>> and well wishes?The first-year players are in town working out and taking 
>> classes?The coaches are busy with camps, recruiting and preparing ]2~r the 
>> big season?Martina Wood is looking forward to being our player blogger this 
>> season. ’]?his experience will assist in her journey to have a career in the 
>> sports industry. 

>> 5. Tar tJeel Family News ? Rashanda McCants has a great attitude and is 
>> receiving more playing time on the Minnesota Lynx as their superstar, 
>> Seimone Augustus, was lost for the season with a season-ending ACL iNury. 
>> Teammate LaToya Pringle continues to develop and congratulations are in 
>> order as she recently announced an engagement to former Tar Heel and 
>> professional basketball player, Byron Sanders. The lovebirds met while 
>> undergraduates at UNC Byron ?got luck?’ and asked her out before anybo@ 
>> else could? and on June 1 lth he popped the question and the ring in 
>> Minnesota. LaToya finally said ?yes? after her shocked but excited reaction 
>> to the proposal. Due to their crazy basketball schedules they- have 
>> tentatively scheduled a spring of 2011 wedding. Congrats! Nikki Teasley is 
>> the starting point guard for Atlanta. Not surprisingly-, her inspirational 
>> play has turned this franchise into a contender as she leads the Dream in 
>> assists. 



>> 

>> 

>> 6. Check out the Carmichael Auditorium Construction Photo Gallery to stay 
>> up-to-date on the progress of the #1 women?s basketball arena in the 
>> country! New photos posted on June 29th ( 
>> http //tarhee b ue cstv c( m/sp( rts/w-b ~s ~bl/spec-re ,’0430( 9aaa htm ) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Enjoyt 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science 
>> 

>> Sport Administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc edu 
>> 

>> http://~vw~v.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> *?Why ~vould anybody accept the leadership of another except that the other 
>> sees more clearly ~vhere it is best to go? Perhaps this is the cun-ent 
>> problem: too many who presume to lead do not see more clearly and, in 
>> defense of their inadequacy, they all the more strongly argue that the 
>> ’system’ must be preserved - a fatal error in this day of candor." Robert 
>> Greenleaf, from The Servant As Leader* 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:50 PM 

~eraail.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Possible Proposal Date 

Hi I am available on Thales. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc edu>: 

Dear Comanittee Members, 

I have met with Dr Southal[, my advisor, and we have set a possible 
date for my proposal dependent on each member’s availabili~ I 
have made significant progress on my thesis and would like to propose 
on Thursday,                    ~lease let me know if you would be 
available this da~e and what time would work best for you. 

’]’hank you ~2~r agreeing to serve on my committee and I look forward to 
working with each of you in this process 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:28 AM 

~eraaJl.unc.e&t> 

Re: [Fwd: 43656 Stromm~ business card proot] 

Thanks The proof looks fine. 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @emaihunc edu>: 

Here’s the proo£ I couldn’t fit evelything on line one, so I moved 
some to line 2 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 43656 Stroman business card proof 
Date: Thu,           09:16:55 -0400 
From: UNC Printing ] Proofs <mofenson@email unc edu> 
To:             ~unc edu 

Good morning, 

Please find attached to this message a PDF proof of your recently 
ordered business card ~2~r Deborah Strnman 

The College of Arts & Sciences requires us to put that College’s logo 
on all stationery for units and members of the College. If you have 
questions about this policy, please contact Dee Reid, the director of 
commtmications in the College of Arts & Sciences. 

You have placed an order 12~r 250 cards; and you have asked us to mail 
the completed cards to Campus Box 8700. 

CAREFI.YIX~Y KEV]EW YOUR PROOF, keeping the following in mind: 

* Printing Services is not responsible :[’or errors you approve. If 
you approve an error, including an error of omission, you will bear 
the full cost for correcting and reprinting your job. 

* The colors you see on your nronitor only approxinrate the irks 
used to print your j ob. 

* You can track the status of your job by directing your Web 
browser to <https :/is4.its.unc. edu/printing/iob>. You will be asked 
for your Onyen, your Onyen password, and this job’s number: 43656. 

If everything looks acceptable, please reply to this nressage 
confirming that we are ready to go to press. If there are alterations 
or corrections, please indicate in a reply to this message what you 
would like to change and whether you would like to see another proof. 

Thank you. 
>__ 

Dayna Mofenson 
Printing Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:30 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: The Club - Updates 

Hi Please follow the instructions posted on Blackboard. You 
must listen to the call to gain further understanding. 

Then contact me to discuss your particular oppoltunity I am away from 
the office most of today to chat, but you can contact me tomorrn~v by 
phone Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carnlina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting ~@gmail. corn>: 

Dr. Stroman 

I have been out of the country J7~r most summer and just learned about 

this opportunity But I am interested in exss What do I have to 

do to pursue this. 

Thanks, 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On Jul 27, 2009, at 6:09 PM, dstro@unc.edu wrote: 

>> Hi Heels! I want you to know that 

has been working hard and smart to make this year a BIG 

>> one for collaboration and connections She has reached out to a 

>~ number of Club leaders for advice, strategies and ideas Stay tuned 

>> and get involved! We will be active at Fall Fest so i:[’you aren’t 

>~ alrea@ busy make sure you work The Club table. 

>> 

>> 1. PAIl) part-time Job Opportunity’: Student Assistant at the Eddie 

>> Sraith Field House. Responsibilities include locking the f:acili~ 

>> nightly; oversee and assist with events; serve as primary contact 

>> for various events; and setup for occasional events. The student 

>> gets paid for an entire hour every night, even though locking up 

>> takes less than 15 minutes. It is IDEAL for someone who lives on 

>> campus. Contact Jaci Field (building director and UNCAA 

>> administrator) at jfield@uncaa.unc.edu or (919) 843-4635. 

>> 

>> 2. Officers - Please send in your smmnary and pic asap to Jasmine so 

>> we can start advertising the website to potential sponsors. 

>> 

>> 3. EXSS 290 - Sport Administration Field Experience course. If you 

>> are still interested in receiving academic credit for a fall 

>> internship, make sure you listen to the recorded call and contact me 

>> asap! 

>> 

>> 4. Tell your friends about The Club. We want to increase ottr 

>> membership and activi~. 

>> 

>> Note: Blackboard is shutting down until 6:00 p.m. 

>> 

>> The surrm~er is winding down. Make sure you get your rest and set 

>> goals to accomplish before you get back to the Hill for a FANTASTIC 

>> year[ 

>> 

>> 

>> Dr Stroman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:34 AM 

~yahoo.cora:~ 

Re: Update 

Wow! You had been on my mind! I was plamaing on calling you today. 
have to run an errand, but I ~vill be in touch soon. 

Glad to hear all is ~vell 

Hugs, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~yahoo.com>: 

Good evening Dr Stroman! I hope you are having a wonderful suwaner. I 
just wanted to touch basis with you and give you an update on what I 
have been doing this summer I am still living in Chapel Hill working 
as a Leasing Consultant for a company called (3 SC ((3 eneral Sep~ices 
Corporation--www.gscapts.com). I am making decent money and on top of 
my hourly wage of $13 I also get commission on all rentals so I’m 
working that as hard as I can The plan is to save as much as 
possible for graduate school next year and keep my eyes peeled for 
jobs in college athletics. 

I’ve also been in contact with Dr. Polite and Dr. Hawkins. My number 
one choice for Ph.D programs as of now is UGA with Dr. Hawkins, 
however I am not gothg to limit my options. I would like to wofl; with 
you this fall in converting my thesis into a journal article and 
hopefully have it published before I submit my application in mid 
September-early October. 

I hope your summer is going well I’m sure you are being productive 
and touching lives as you did mine. Thank you again for everything 
you have done and continue to do for me The lessons you taught me 
continue to guide me in my journey to fulfilling in?’ destiny. Please 
feel fi-ee to forward any articles of interest that you think would be 
useful for me in regards to Black student-athletes as well as any 
scholarship opportunities or financial aid programs I should apply 
for as well. 

Hope to hear back from you soont Sorry- for the length of the email. :) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 5, 2009 2:03 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Re: Laptop Upgrade 

Hi Victor. I will probably drop the laptop offtomorrow 

IVly cell is 

Thanks 

Will the laptop have Vista or am I staying with my current Windows? 

d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Victor Anderson <techguy@email.unc.edu>: 

> Debby, 
> 

> Hope you are well 
> 

> Please remember to drop offyour laptop. Leave it with someone in 
> the Fetzer main office Please include a printout of programs that 
> you use. Location of files (ex: N{y Documents) Onyen and passwords 
> for me to setup email. And any other info that may be of use. Also 
> a contact 111 can reach you. 

> Take care, 

> Victor 

> Victor Anderson 
> Computer Systems Administrator 
> Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
> 919-~g43-6139 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 9, 2009 9:53 PM 

Sou’d~a]l, PdchaJcd Michaxd ~soufl~aJl@emml.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Fil5t-year Welcome Letter and grad- s~dent pool-pa~W, invitation 

Southall Welcome Ltr.docx 

Hi Richard. Editing a letter, watching the Yankees and eating popcorn 
can lend itself to too much red pen. :)Regardless, here’s my two 
cents. Hope it helps 

hope you had a nice weekend. I am headed to CO on Wednesday 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Braiding 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "Richard M Southal[" <southall@emaiLunc.edu>: 

> Hello all: 
> 

> I ~vanted to forward all of you a copy of the welcome letter I have 
> drafted to send to the lst-year SpAd students. I have had a chance to 
> talk to all ofyo~ about the ~pcoming semester, and these orientation 
> items, but wanted to get this draft out to evelNone. If there are any 
> items I have forgotten that need to be added to this before I send it 
> out to the first-years, feel free to point them out and I can add 
> them prior to sending the letter this coming Monday or Tuesday. I am 
> also attaching the grad-student pool-party invitation and directions. 
> 

> I will be contacting each of you individually to confirm what agenda 
> items during the three days that you’d like to take on. Dr. Ron Dick, 
> from Duquesne University and 2vfi. Jim VanStone, from the Washington 
> Capitals, are scheduled to come to Chapel Hill to assist with the 
> Bridging the Gap Sales-Training Academy. I hope you will be able to 
> attend some, if not all, of the academy sessions. As we have 
> discussed, there are several elements of the academy that will tie in 
> nicely with SpAd curricular items. 
> 

> Thanks for your willingness to help out. Talk to you soon. 
> 

> Richard 

> Dr Richard M. Southall 
> 

> Assistant Professor - Sport A&ninistration 
> Coordinator - Graduate Sport-Administration Program 
> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
> 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919962-3507 (office) 
>          (cell) 
> 919962.6325 (Ihx) 
> Email: southall@email.unc.edu 
> 

> *L~NC Sport Administration Program 
> http://wwwunc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 
> 

> *College Sport Research Institute http://www.uncedu/csri 

> "2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport April 21-23, 2010 
> http://www.csriconferenceor~ 
> 

> *Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-jiia.or~ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:47 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Update 

Thanks. I am in the middle of swapping I~’C laptops so I won’t be able to 
chat at 2:00 p.m. Lots of reprogramming and things to learn. :) 

I will call you later though. 

Dr. Stroman 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @emaihunc.edu [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 12:15 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
Subject: Fw: Update 

@email.unc.edu] 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: 
To: 
Subject: Update 
Sent:              11:01 AM 

Hope yuur summer has gune well so far. Just wanted tu catch you up on 
some changes I am currently                        and will be due 
around midslanuary. ! will be attending schoul in the fall, but as of 
nuw, the secund semester is up in the air, depending un recuvery and 
etc I am willing tu step down as an ufficer since it’s nut 100% that ! 
will be there next semester. I am also willing tu maintain my positiun 
and help elect a new ufficer for next semester I’m nut sure exactly 
huw you want this dune, su just let me knuw. 

’]7hanks!! 

Sent un the SprintR Now Netwurk from my Biack[3etryR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:21 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~i3email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:01 PM 

To: dstroman@em aibunc, edu 
Subject: EXSS 

tti I)r Stroman, 

was lnoking on Student Central and noticed I was stil[ nnt enrnlled in 
EXSS    and was just making s ure you received my e-mail with my 

’]7hanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:48 PM 

.~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: RE: Setting up a time to work/meet 

Thanks    ’. I am here to help so if you want me to try to make your access 
easier, keep me informed. If you feel you won’t have a problem getting 
support on the campuses...super’. I will continue to edit your work. 

I am out from Wednesday to Tuesday of next week but am available by phone 

Take time to breathe and enjoy the college litE too It will be over 
before you know- it’. :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~@email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:13 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: RE: Setting up a time to work/meet 

Dr. Stroman, 

ttey. I got your voice mail the other day, my phone was dead so that’s 
why I did not get the message until late. 

I thought I emailed you when I got back in the o:ffice last week saying 
I received your email with the corrections. I have been communicating 
a lot with Dr Southal[ and have had several meetings with him. 
Initial emails and letters have gone out to three contact people at 
each of the schools. I have been bus?" doing that and studying for 
comps, so I have not had much time to make corrections to any of my 
chapters. 

I will be out of town again this weekend I will try to make some 
revisions and get back to you at the beginning of next week. Sorry 
for the lack of communication the past few weeks-things have been kind 
of crazy" hcre. 

Thanks again for all of your help. I will be in touch soon. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:40 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Updates 

Hi         I am out of the office on vacation. I will tiN to call you 
before noon tomorrow, Thursday. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~email.uaac.edu>: 

Dr Stroman, 

I just had a few things had a few things I wanted to talk to you 

about, but my schedule is so hectic with having football practice 

evewday. 

1. Did you talk to Dr. Southall about the banner. 

2. Any suggestions about what I should do about ? 

3. Any other updates on your end? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 6:13 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: bmmer order 

Super! Thanks. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~email.unc.edu>: 

dr stroman, 

i called kinkos about ordering the banner. The one on franklin 

street has about a 24 hour turn around on banner orders so it should 

be ready pretty soon They said they would call me when the proof is 

ready so we can look at it before they actually print the banner 

They also said you can pay ~k~r it when you pick it up. I will keep 

you updated on the production process 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:40 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS    for 

Hi I will add you to the course. Please send me your PIE) asap. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Ori~inM K/[ess~ c, e ..... 

From iemail.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:18 AM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
SubJect: EXSS    for 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good morning, my name is          and I am a EXSS-Sport Administration 
major I have completed all of the coursewo~k required, except for two 
courses, one of them being EXSS ’]’he will be my final 
semester at Carolina as I am graduating in As a graduating 
senior, I would really appreciate the opportunity to enroll in your course. 
I already have completed the necessary prerequisites 

Is there anything I can do to ensure my enrollment in EXSS     "or the 
of ? Thanks for your help and I hope you are e~ioying the last few 
days ol 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:44 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: membership application 

Hi Send me the file and I can have copies made for the Club. Great idea 
on the raffle. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:24 PM 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject: membership application 

also, i made this little membership applicatiun that we could use during 
I don’t know anywhere we cuuid print this do you? 

also, instead of duing a trivia quiz, we cuuid just do a ral!fle with the 
people whu pay their dues at [’all lest 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:44 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: banner proof 

Hi 
price? 

I am back in town now The proof looks good What is the final 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:12 AM 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject: banner proof 

the banner proof is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 19, 2009 2:34 PM 

’JennitEr Eaddy’ <j @yahoo.corn> 

FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Message ti~om the Chancellor: Campus Budget Update 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify unc.edu [mailto:nobod,v(~notif~/ unc.edu] On Behalf Of 

chancellor@unc edu 
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2009 12:07 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Campus Budget Update 

Dear Faculty and Staff: 

Many of you know that the General Assembly has finalized the North 
Carolina budget [’or 2009-2011 after making tough decisinns about new tax 
increases, spending cuts and reduced services. Earlier this month, 
(iovernor Perdue signed the new budget into law. Carolina is taking about 
a 7 percent cut following the Board of Governors action last week on the 
system budget. 

Considering the state’s still uncertain revenue picture and this 
budget’s unpact on other state agencies, legislators treated the UNC 
system very fairly overalb Governor Perdue has also understandably 
signaled her intention to conservatively manage the state’s resources in 
the coming months. She has rescinded the emergency budget restrictions 
for state funds that have been in place since last month. But she also 
instructed the Office of State Budget and Management to withhold 5 
percent of each state agency’s monthly allotment starting next month. 
While this is another reduction for us to manage, we understand that the 
governor needs to proceed with caution in this environment. 

Because of the steps we have taken since March, we won’t seek any 
additional cuts from campus units to handle the 5 percent holdback. If 
revenues continue to decline, the governor may take additional steps 
that would require additional cuts in campus units. Nevertheless, we are 
hopeful that our current measures raay, in fact, hold us for the fiscal 
year. 

Keep in mind that we already enacted a total 10 percent permanent cut 
for state appropriations effective in July. We didn’t want to wait for a 
final state budget to activate those plans, and this enabled us to 
acconmmdate what is effectively a 12 percent cut by getting started when 
we did. Our focus has remained on protecting core academic and teaching 
programs. By keeping cuts away frora the classroom, we limited campus 
reductions to instructional 
units to just over 5 percent. 

Overall, we have much to be grateful for in the new state budget. 

* We expect to receive about $5 million from the U2",!C system’s share 
allocated for emollment growth, and another $2 million for need-based 
financial aid. 

* General Administration will receive $2 million in pelrnanent funding 
for faculty recruitment and retention. Historically, we have fared well 
when President Bo~vles distributes those funds. 

* The University Cancer Research Fund, ~vhich supports basic 
interdisciplinalS’ research across campus through the Lineberger 
Comprehensive Cancer Center and the School of Medicine, will receive the 
full $50 million installment originally committed to in 2007. 

* A related longtime capital priori~, the Biomedical Research Imaging 
Center, has been approved for construction This is great news as UNC 
Health Care prepares to formally dedicate the North Carolina Cancer 
Hospital next month 

Our research centers and institutes, which have played such a vital role 
in fueling the success of the entire campus in attracting federal 
research grants, are being cut between 17 percent and 23 percent That’s 
still not as severe as we had feared earlier in the legislative session, 



and it’s coming with some management flexibility. While I know this is a 
hardship for our faculty and staff engaged in the hard work of 
conducting research to help people, please understand how difficult a 
job our legislators had in balancing competing ~nterests We’ve made 
every effi~rt to minimize the impact, as much as possible, on the 
campus-wide research enterprise. Moving fi~rward, our focus should be on 
continuing to inspire the confidence of legislators in this important 
work so that it results in more, rather than less fle×ibility in making 
our own decisions about spending reductions. 

Uncertaint; about final tuition rates for the academic year has been a 
concern for o~tr students. The General Assembly authorized the tuition 
increases for this year alrea@ approved by the I~rNC Board of Governors. 
However, legislators also signaled that campus-based tuition increases 
in 2010-2011 will be off the table. Our canrpus typically uses this 
revenue to support faculty conrpensation, graduate teaching assistant 
stipends, need-based financial aid to offset any tuition hikes, and 
other acadenric priorities. 

The state budget and support of North Carolina taxpayers is vets~ 
inrportant to o~tr overall operations, but it’s roughly a quarter of the 
total budget. We’ve seen sonre recent bright spots. The faculty just set 
a new- record for external research funding in 2009 (nrore than $716 
nrillion), and we are well positioned for continued success in attracting 
federal research dollars available through the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act. Our development office just recorded the second 
highest total of cash gifts ($271 million) in University histots,. Our 
alunmi and friends are providing a remarkable level of private support 
for Carolina despite the econoray. This is not to suggest that we still 
won’t have difficult financial decisions to make and issues to grapple 
with in the coming months. We wilh But we can’t let the state’s 
financial condition paralyze us from advancing the work of the 
University. 

I want to thank those of you who have taken the time to watch and read 
about the final report ficom Bain & Company, the global consulting firm 
that has been helping the University look for ways to streamline 
operations and be more effective. [If you haven’t seen it yet, check 
www.u~c edu for a link to the University’s Budget Ilfformation Web page.] 
I appreciate the feedback many of you have shared about that report and 
encourage you to share comments about the Bain report or other budget 
issues at budgetideas@emaihunc edu. 

Thank you for all that you do to make Carolina such a great place. I 
continue to be so appreciative of the commitment of our employees and 
faculty to Carolina and the spirit ~vith which we have faced these 
challenges With our students about to return for another academic year, 
I’m excited about ~vhat a new- semester will bring for our campus 
community 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: [Fwd: NASSM Job Sumraary tbr ] 

NASSM Job Summary for .msg 

Note: I will continue to post the internships and career amaouncements to 
Bb I am also going to suggest that members join the EXSS listserv so they 
can receive this information directly. (The notes come tTom Dr. Salyer ) 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw(£unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:37 PM 
To: 

Deborah Stroman 
Subject: [Fwd: NASSM Job SummaW for ] 

Barbara Osborne, JD. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science Umversity of North Carolina CB 
3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,’962-5173 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:20 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS    tbr 

Hi Please add to Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Struman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ’~email.ua~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:54 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
SubJect: RE: EXSS tbr 

Dr. Stroman, thank you very much fur ?,our help. ~’ P]D is 
luuk forward to seeing yuu un the first day uf class 

Thanks, 

On Wed,             13:40:16 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrute: 
> tti I will add you tu the course. Please send me your P]D asap 
> Thanks 
> 

> Go tteels, 
> 
> Dr. I)ebby Struman 
> Spurt Administration Faculty" and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> Cullege Spurt Research Institute 
> Carolina Spurts Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership ttonurs Suciety) 
> 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Frum: ~email unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 9:18 AM 

> To: dstroman@emaihunc.edu 
> Subject: EXSS 
> 
> 

> Lvr. Stroman, 
> 

> Good morning, tW name is and I am a EXSS-Sport Administration 
> major. I have completed all of the coursework required, except for two 
> courses, one of them being EXSS The will be my final 
> semester at Carolina as I am graduating in As a graduating 
> senior, I would really appreciate the opportunity to enroll in your 
course. 
> I already have completed the necessary prerequisites. 
> 

> Is there anything I can do to ensure my enrollraent in EXSS for the 

? Thanks for your help and I hope you are enioying the last few 
days of surrm~er. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 3:47 PM 

.con1 

FW: Dr Boyce joins the A1 Sharpton Show 

CONGRATS! Super marketing opportunity~ Continued success to you, my friend. 

Note: Another example of a lack of female representation though~ @ H~storica~y, th~s oversight {?) ~s common ~n our community. ~s that one of the reason~ why 

our comrmmity (:armor progress? A h~ck of di~logue and respect w~th~n our OWN leadership, ,hmmmm .... 

"In light of President Ob~a’s recent announcement that ~rican Amefic~ education should be a top pfiofib~ for Black leadersNp, Dr. Wat~ns will ~ spea~ng with 

Rev. Sha~ton, Rev. Jesse J~k~n, Dr. Mare Lamont Hill and other At~can Americans on ways to directly challenge the astronomical dropout rates tbr Atfican 

American studentsIn light of President Obmna’s recent announcement that African American education should be a top pfiofi~ tbr Bl~k leade~hip, Dr. Watkins will 

be s~aking with Rev. Sha~ton, Rev. Jes~ Jackson, Dr. Marc Lamont ttill and other Atfican Americans on ways to directly challenge the astronomical dropout rates 

for ~can ~efican s~udenks." 

Go ~eel.s, 

SpoPt A~minis~PatJ.on F~culty and E-XSS AcademJ.c AdvisoP 

College SpoPt ReseaPch Zr~st~uke 

CaPol~na Spot"ks Bus~ness 

SJ.gma Alpha Lambda (I.,eader’shJ.p Honor’s 

F~m~ Your Black News [mailto:info@yourblackworld.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, August 20, 2009 3:06 PN 

T~ dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subje~t~ Dr Boyce joins the AI Sharpton Show 

Dr, Boyce Joins the AI Sharpton Show 

By Staff I ,cave a Comment 

Categories: 2a__l[_rj__c__~__m___La__r__n__e___n_c_~___b_[~_?gg_e_!?, g~_}_i._c__~._m___a__r_n_.e_~_c_~?_n__e_~,_~, _b__[~__k___b__!£~gg__ej2~ and black news Tags: 
afi~can an~erican news __A__!_~__[_tLa__rt?_t_9__n_., ._b_!_~_l_!___b_~ggg_e_r__s., ._b_~_a_c_~___r!_e_!~s_" 

Dr Boyce Watkins of Syracuse University- and founder of the Your Black World Coalition is now slated for a weekly segment on "Keeping it Real ruth AI Sharpton." 
The show is currently syndicated in 18 cities across the nation and adding new affiliates each week. Every Monday from 1:15 2:15 pm EST, Dr. Watkins and Rev. 

Slm~pton roll di~uss political issues of the day and matters ait~cting our nation. To find out more atx~ut the show, plea~ visit www.SharptonTalk.net or 

w~’.BoyceWatkins.com. 

To see Dr. Watldns’ latest articles with MSNBC’s "The(kJo.com", please visit this link: .h..t..t.~;!~):~.3.:~.3.:~.:~.t.[1e..~.~..9.~.c.~gt.:~..a.~u..t.~h~.Z!~::~92~:~:[~E1~:~:! 

To see Dr. Watldns’ latest work with AOL Black Voices, please visit: .h~t.t.~.].!~!~?g~.b..~.a..c.~£.~..i.c..e..~:~c...~..r..n.]..[.?.~.9gg.e.~r..~..b..9~Lc..e..:5y.~a..~i~:~ 

To listen to Dr. Watkins’ last conversation with Rev. Shalpto~L please click here. 

In light of President Obmna’s recent am~otmcement that African American education should be a top priori~’ for Black leadership, Dr. Watldns roll be speaking with 
Rev. Sharpton, Rev. Jesse Jackson, Dr. Mare Lamont Hill and other ANcan Americans on ways to directly challenge the astronomical dropout rates for African 
American students. Many of these issues are addressed in Dr. Watkins’ book, "Evewthing You Fxer Wanted to Know About Colle_oe." To start the academic year, 
Dr. Watkins will be distributing ti-ee e-copies of this book to members of the Your Black World Coalition during the month of September, 2009. We will also be 
reaching out to President Obama to oiler support in solving this problem, tbr we fimtly believe that managing the dropout rate is one of the keys to saving our great 
nation. 

For more information, please visit 2v_£v__~,_:~}~?.y__c__e__W___gt_l_ii__r_t_~:_c_~21A. 
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Williams Sisters Considering Buying a Share of Miami Dolphins 



Categories: SerenaWilliams, Venus Williams, black news and black sports 

Serena Willianas and her sister Venus are in preliminaxy talks to become part-owners of the NFL’s iVliani Dolphins, the 11 -time grand slam runner confirmed on 

Wednesday. 

"There have been prefuninary taJks and hopefully it all work out," Serena Williams told reporters after her second round win over Kazakhstan’s Yaroslava Shvedova 

at the Toronto Cup. "’][’hat would be a great opportunity for both of us. 

"We’ll see what happens, yon never l, mow." 

If they did acquire a s~ake in the DolpNns, the Williams sisters would join musicians Jimmy Bullet and Gloria and Emilio Estefan, who became minori~ partners in the 
team earlier this yeax. 

Butt~t~, owner of Margaritaville Enterpfises, signed a deaJ in May, which includes the team’s stadium being renamed after his LandShark Lager beer tbr the 2009 

season. 

The Williams, who live in .t_~!~L_t_~_e__’_a__c_!L_Q’_a__ri_ql__e__r_~_,__t_2’_l_R_r_i____&__., are not described as big NFL fans but view the Dolphins as a vehicle to promote the~nselves. 

"Venus and I are always trying to expand our brand," said Williams. "If the opportuni~ presents itself we would love to see where it can take us. 

"Hopefully we’ll be able to expand our brand." 

Source 

By .~_~_t~ ._2__ ~ __o_Ln_ Lr_Le_! )__t}. 

Categories: Uncate~zpfized 

i.~.i Michelle Obama: She W~.als Short Shorts 

Michelle Obama: She Wears Short Shortsk 

No doubt about it. This story’s got legs. The first lady took a look-see at tbe Grand Canyou with her family this weekend while tbe rest of the country got a good look at bet gains. 

Michel|e Obama braved the blistering Arizona sun with an even braver style of shorts. 

This winter we got a view of the fashionis~-h-chieF s powerful arms, and now there’s proof that she’s got stems to match. The bare legs set off a fire storm of bnzz on 

the Web, with loolcy-loos b’ping in "michelle obama short shorts" into the Search box. 

The Huffington Posl declared that Michelle O. was the first firs1 lady to step out of Air Force One in anything close to Daisy Dukes and asked, "Al?ter aJl, can you 

imagme Laura Bush or Patnc~a N~x( n domg the sane, Soliciting online opinions, the site is holding a poll on whether the first lady has the fight to bare legs. 

To be clear, the shorts pictured are above the knee. But note that the first lady pairs the shortish shorts with running shoes. Sex pot’? Not. She looks like a tourist at a 

national l~rk, except with Air Force One behind her. Another fashion accessory that’s turning heads: Michelle Obama’s confidence. 

Click to read. ............................... 
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Tags: mase diss, Vi~aJantee 



Click lo watch the video by Vigalantee, a Kansas City rapper who has a major problem with Mase ..... is Mase j ust pretending m be a preacher? He’s gettin accu~d 

of that. 

19 
Aug 

O9 

Shot 59 Times: What arc the Facts? 

By ~aff Leave a Comment 

Categories: Uncategorized 

[ ii.~.iI Dad:Suicidal ..... hot 59 ti 

BILL POOVEY, Associated Press Writer 

CHATTANOOGA, Tennessee (AP) Alonzo Heyward camed a rifle around his low-rent Chattanooga, Te,messee, neighborhood one day last month, ranting about 

suicide and ignoring the pleas of friends for hours before six ci~ police officers surrounded hi,n on his front porch and decided it had to end. 

His father says Heyward told the officers, "I’m not out here to hurt anybody." 

But the police, who Ned unsnccessfi~lly to disarm Heyward, fired 59 rounds to kill him on July 18. The medical examiner found 43 bullet wounds in his chest, face, 
arms, hands, legs, burtocks aJ~d groin. Police contend Heywa;d was a danger to others and threatened the six officers. 

Chattanooga police spokeswoman Jerri Weary described the case as "suicide by cop." 

As questions continue to surround the shooting, Heyu,ard’s family and civil rights leaders take issue ruth the police response. Heyward, a 32-year-old moving compa~y 

employee, was black. The six officers are white. They’ were temporarily placed on administrative leave but have since returned to work. 

"We have a large concern about the amount of shots fired," said Valoria Armstrong, president of the Chattanooga branch of the NAACP civil rights group. 

A Chattanooga Times Free Press editorial cartoon asked "IS THIS EXCESSIVE FORCE?" spelling ont the qnestion ruth letters labeling the wounds in a drawing 

based on Heyward’s autopsy report. 

His thther, James Marine, 61, does not believe Heyvwacd really w~nted to kill him~lfor that he was trying to commit "snicide by cop." 

"He just needed somebody to talk to," Maadne said .... "I believe he was jnst depressed at that time." 

Click to read. 

19 
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Black News: Michael Vick’s Interesting Words 

By Staff" Leave a Comment Categories: 
_(__J__r!£ _&t__e_ g £~__e_£t" 



In his first interview since being released ~?om ~bderal prison and conditionally reinstated in "the NFL, former Atlanta Falcons quarterback Michael Vick admitted he 

dictn’t stand up to his peers, talked about disappointing team owner Arthur BlanL and said he’d earned his fall t?om grace. 

"I deserved to lose the $130 million," Vick told CBS commentator James Brown during the interview that aired on the Sunday night TV news joumaJ 60 Minutes. 

"Why would a guy who was making a $130 million ... on the flip side ... killing dogs.., he don’t deserve it." 

Just two years ago, Vick was the highes~t paid player in pro football, with the $130 million deal from the Falcons and endorsement contraets with Nike and Atlanta- 

based AirTran Airways, among others. 

But he lost it all when he admitted to bankrolling and pa~cipating in an inters~te dog-fighting ring. 

Instead, Vick faced a 23-month prison sentence 18 months of it served in a federal penitential, in Fort Leavenwortl~, Kansas and millions of dollars in debt. 

19 
Aug 

O9 

Signs to l~ow that he’s cheating 

By ~aff 1 Comment 

Categories: Uncategorized 

He’s superprotective of Iris gadgets. "fhe main way that t~ysts axe found out is through the discovery ofincmninating e-mails, IM chats~ cell phone texts or bills," 

says Belisa Vranich, PsyD, a clinical psychologist in New York City. So ifhe’s being unfaithful, he tnay guaxd his gadgets or act really defensive M~en you innoce~Ny 

touch his phone or computer. It should be a giant red flag if he readily gave you passwords in the past, and now he’s more evasive. 

2. He steps up the grooming. °~fhis is so obvious, but it’s a sign tnany women miss: If your tnan s~rts grooming down there without yon requesting it, that could be 

an indication that he’ s spending more time naked," says Vmnich. You can actually thank porn for this fipolt; Guys today are used to viemng manscaped dudes 

onsereen, so if he has another chick to impress with his sexual prowess, he may emulate those ultra-trimmed guys. Another clue: He’s spending more time at the gym. 

Click to read. 
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Y~ur Black Health - Dr. Elaina George Analyzes the Hea]ltheare Debate 

By Stall" Leave a Connnent 

Categories: Uncateaorized 

by Dr. Elaina George 

The debate on healthcare retbnn is in full swing, but no one is paying attention to the long term effects. 

I am for universal healthcare in theo~?~. As a physician, I believe that it is a fundan~ental right. Unfortunately, the way the debate and pending legislation has been cra~ed, 
the outcome roll result in unintended conseqnences. 

As a physician in solo practice, I am in a uniqne position to see the outcome if we continne on the path that Congress is proposing in HR 3200. 

1. A single payer system that pays the same rate as Medicare or as the bill stipnlates (5% atx~ve Medicare) will lead to LESS choice. People are overlooking the 

fact that most private physicians are currently NOT accepting new Medicaxe patients because they can’t afford to do so and stay open. There will be no reason 

for this to change if the reimbursement scale is adopted. 

Unintended consequence: The networlc of private physicians would be smaller and more patients will be placed in a ustem of fewer physicians, less choice and longer 

waiting ti~nes to be seen. This would have the opposite ett~ct what is the point of universal healthcare if you don’t have quality physicians to provide it? 

2. Tl~e proposed healtl~care bill sets up a bureaucracy ~’dn by a National health insurance co~nn~issioner and sets up an insurance "self~egulatou agency" made up of 

national insurers, national agencies, and insurance p~oducers. There are no physicians or patient advocates. 

Click to read. 
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Wilmer Leon: The Post-Racial Prob|em in America 

By Stall" Leave a Connnent 

Categories: Uncateaorized 

Tags: black political scientists, Black Politicos, Wilmer Leon 

Dr. Wilmer J. Leoa III 

In l 903 W.E.B. DuBois wrote in The Souls of Black Folk, "Theproblemofthetwentiethcenturyisthepmblemofthecolor-line~ therelationofthedarkertothe 

lighter races of men in Asia and Africa, in America and the islands of the sea." In 1968 the Kemer Commission detennined "Our nation is moving toward two societies, 

one blacL one white -sepaxate and unequaU’ 

In 21 s t Century so-called "post racial" America the problem is still race. African American’s like Derod Jan!tins are still being brutalized by the police in north 

Minneapolis, MN; shot in the back of the head while handcuffed like Oscar Grant in Oakland, CA; and mistaken for perpetrators and killed by fellow oflficers like 

Officer Omar Edwards in New York CiU. 

Many questions still need to be answered about these latest tragedies. What leads these officers to perceive people of color as a threat? Why do the police feel the 

need to use excessive tbrce first and ask questions later? This takes me to the continual discussion about racism (white supremacy), its perceptions, and emotional 
responses that people of color deal with a]l too often. 

Click to read. ............................... 

This message was sent from Your Black News to dstroman@email.unc.edu. It was sent from: Dr. Boyce Watkins, I .;..: . I 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:09 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Meeting 

Hi . Please use my cell phone in future situations 

I am available after 2:00 on Wednesday. Let me know if you can meet then. 

Have a super ~veekend! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~ [mailto: (@kenan-fla~ler un c edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:28 P]VI 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
SubJect: Meeting 

Dr Stroman, 
I apologize about the late notice, but I was emailing you saying that I 
can not meet today at 4:30PM like I previous thought. I received a phone 
cal] 

I wanted 
to call, because ] was afraid that this wouldn’t get to you in time, 
however, ! just got a new phone and al] of my contacts got erased 

I wi]l not be getting back until Saturday afternoon. I am very sorry, and 
I know c]asses start Tuesday and you wi]l be bus?’, but I was just 
wondering if there was any other time next week that you lnight be li’ee l 
have class but besides that I can be available at 

awtune 

Thank you and [ apologize again, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 4:13 PM 

Ivm-sen, Kevin M <kevin-ivaacsen@unc.edu> 

RE: Images l’rom PROMPT telescopes 

Awesome! I hope to visit the Planetarium and Obsel~’atory more this year 
Your presentation was motivational. :) I am now- fascinated by Slcynet and 
our scopes in Chile. 

Continued success and Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevin Ivarsen [mailto @~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 12:14 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Images from PROMPT telescopes 

tti Deborah, 

ttere is a collection of images that were taken by our telescopes: 

http:i/starshadowscom/~allery/indexcfm?term CTIO%2C%20ChiIe&Wpe locatio 
n 

Enjoyt 
Kevin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 4:24 PM 

Woodmcd, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae 

<nikkia@unc.edu> 

EW: Admission Counselor positions in the Out~each Office 

Admission Counselor position-AD (2007).doc 

FYI, 

SpoPt Administ~-ation Faculty and [X .... Acade~ic Advisor 

919.843.~336 

College Spor’t ReseaPcb Institute 
Car’olina Spot"ks Business Club 

Sigma A]pha t.ambda (Leader’ship Honor’s Society) 

F~m: Michael Williams [mailto:NichaeI.Williams@firstmarketbank.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 10:27 AN 
T~: Deborah Stroman; LaVerne Spurlock; Cora Salzberg; Corliss Archer; Toni ]acBon; GAYLE HARRIS; felix@virginia.edu 
S~j~t: N: Admission Counselor positions in the Outreach ~ice 
Thoupht you may know someone for this....mdw 

Michael D. ~lliams 

President - Trust Division 

Firsi Mmket 8m~k 

i I I V~rgin~a Street, Suite 200 

Richmond. VA 23219 

VVork (804) 327-.7588 

Fax (A04~ 327-7594 

This mes~ge is confidential, intended only for the named recipient(s) a~d may contain intbrmafion that is privileged or exempt from disclosure under law. If you are not 

the intended recipient(s), you aJ~e notified that the dissemination, distribution, or cowing of this message is strictly prohibite& and that this mes~ge should be deleted 

from your system. First Market Bank accepts no liabili~ tbr the content of this message, or for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the intbnnation 

provided. If you receive this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender m~d delete the document I}om your computer. 

From: Corneille, Nataki (nac4j) [mailto:nac4j@eservices.virginia.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, August 19, 2009 8:50 PM 
To= Linda Leftrict; angille@emory.edu 
Co= tracymc@themcmillangroup.com;        @hotmail.com; ’Hankins, Ben’; dcobb2000@kellogg.northwestern.edu;          ~aol.com; Gjeffers@aflcio.org; 
]anice.Winstead@wellpointcom; Kbest@vmginc.net; kevin.chavers@morganstanley.com; Burrows, Laura (Ipb2ec); Risa_Williams@tax.org; Michael Williams; 

~yahoo.com;         @gmail.com;            @verizonwireless.com;             @gmail.com;             @yahoo.corn;           @hotmail.com; 
sonya_hairston@classicaffairs,net;         @aoLcom; teresa.bryce@radian.biz; turnerc@ul~mc,edu 

Subject= Admission Counselor positions in the Outreach Office 

Hi Ridley 8oard, 

Valerie Gregory, Director of the Outreach Office, informed me that there are two ~drniss~ons Counselor pos~t~ons open ~n the Outreach O[fice. I have attached the 

job descr~pUon for your review. The Outreach Office works primarily for the recruitment of underrepresented students to the University. This office ~s essentia~ for 

conUnuh~g to grow d~versity at the Un~versity~ Nease pass this along to anyone that you m~ght feel may be h~terested and a good fit Thank VOUH 

Natald CorneHk~ 

Director of A~umrd Interest Groups 

University of Virgin~a A~umn~ AssocbUon 

P.O. 8ox 400314 

Charlottesville, VA 22904 

www.a ~guva.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:28 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

RE: Article Re: Sports Business. 

Hi YVhat is your PID so I may el~roll you in 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu 
Sent: Thursday, ’ 8:48 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Article Re: Sports Business. 

Dr. Stroman, 

I got a copy of ESPN the Magazine in the mail today - an it is a 
section about Different Sports Careers - Matt DeMargel of the Durham 
Bulls is actually featured in it. 

I can’t find the article online, but if you pick up a copy on a 
newsstand somewhere, it is some pretty interesting reading! 

On another note, As soon as I get back to Carolina in the , I’m 
going to go through the necessaty materials in order to be a 

for the Club next year--with exams and all sorts of last 
minute assignments popping up, I was unable to do it this 

I hope you have a good 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ~ 4:30 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: : EXSS 

HJ . What is your PID so I may enroll you in 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 

Sent: 1:41 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re         : EXSS 

Yes, I took it 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi . Have you taken Econ yet? 
> 

> Dr. I)ebby Stroman 
> Sport Administration 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
> CB 113182 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> theclub@unc.edu 
> 

> http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto ;(~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: : EXSS 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> My name is , and I was wondering if there was an?" way I 
> could enroll in your EXS S class next semester. I am currently a 
> Major with a focus in 

; however, I am also planning on applying to 
next semester for enrollment in 

If I get into the         School, I would have to complete classes 
in three semesters to complete the major. As you might imagine, this 
would leave little time to take other classes, so it is imperative that 
I fulfill as many of the Sport Administration requirements as possible 
this upcoming semester. 

I ara on the waitlist right now; please let me know what, if any, other 
possibilities exist. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi. What is his PID so I may enroll him in 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Spor~ Administration Facul~" 

E~S Academic Adviso~ 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolhm Spor~s Business Club 

Siena Mpha Larnbda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

h~;//www.u~c.edu/dq~rs/exe~cise//spo~administra~ion 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emal.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:41 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu> 

RE: Article Re: Sports Business. 

course. :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.u~ac.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 4:28 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Article Re: Sports Business. 

Hi . What is yuur P]I) su ! may enrull you in 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

Cullege Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Suciety) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:48 PM 

To: dstroman@em ail.unc, edu 
Sublect: Article Re: Sports Business. 

Dr. Stroman, 

I gut a copy uf ESPN the Magazine in the mail tuday - in it is a 
section abuut Different Sports Careers - Matt DeMargel uf the Durham 
Bulls is actually- feat~tred in it. 

I can’t find the article online, but if you pick up a copy on a 
newsstand somewhere, it is some pretty interesting reading! 

On another note, As soon as I get back to Carolina in the , I’m 
going to go through the necessary- materials in order to be a 

for the Club next year--with exams and all sorts of last 
minute assignments popping up, I was unable to do it this 

I hope you have a good 



Fi"Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:42 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss 

Hi YVhat is your PID so I may el~roll you in 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facult5’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societs’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: .~email.unc.edu [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:14 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: exss 

%email uric edu] 

Dear Dr Stroman 

Sorry to keep hassling you about enrollment in    , its just that i 
need to tell my home university what subjects i am doing in about a 
weeks time ]l’i cant take    i need to try to find other courses 
which is going to be harder and harder as time goes by and more 
subjects close I would really appreciate it if you could let me know 
some time this week if its going to be possible for me to take 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:46 PM 

’@email. unc.edu 

EXSS 

Hi What is your PID so I may enroll you in 

Go I Ieels, 
Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science 

Spore Adnm~ist~adon EaculV 

E~SS Academic Advisor 

College Spo~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spor:s Business Club 

Siena ?~pha Lambda (Leadership t {ono~s Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

ds~o (2);unc.edu 

"Statistics ~re no substitute for ]udfiment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 4:48 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

Hi What is your PID so I may enroll you in 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

U~(7 Exercise and Sport Science Dc~p~ 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EX~SS Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Spore Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

Siena ?Opha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# ~182 

Chapel )t~, NC 27S99 

919.~3.0 336 

ds~o (2);unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:31 PM 

~emml .unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS 

Thanks         I will be in touch shortly. Your name has been submitted 
for enrollment in the course. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto ~@email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
SubJect: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am interested in enrolling for the                     course this 
I aheady have an internship lined up and am already participating 

~n it. I’ve listened to the con:[’erence call and understand I need to 
send my resume and cover letter to you Please let me know if’there is 
any further information regarding entering this course. 

Thank you for your time, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:31 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Hi Please add to EXSS    . Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original NIessage ..... 
From: [.mailto: .@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am interested in enrolling for the                     course this 
I alrea@ have an internship lined up and am alrea~dy participating 

in it I’ve listened to the conference call and understand I need to 
send my resume and cover letter to you. Please let me know if there is 
any further information regarding entering this course 

Thank you :for your time, 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&l> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 5:39 PM 

@yahoo.com 

UNC Ranking 

FYI. The tour got me teary-eyed today. I just reflected on how blessed I am to be here and have access to all these resources to help others and to personally grow. 

d 

Carolina ranks as 5th best public university [br 9th consecutive year [] 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill ranks fifth among the nation’s best punic universities for the ninth consecutive year in the latest U.S. News & World 

Retx~rt mag~ine list. 

The rankings appeal in the 2010 edition of the "America’s Befit Colleges" guidebook and will be posted at x~avw.usnews.cotn Thursday (Aug. 20) at 12:01 a.m. 

UC-Berkeley ranked firs1 among public universities, followed by UCLA and Virginia (tied for second), Michigan (fourth) and Carolina (fifth). Among public and 

private national universities, UNC ranked 28th, tied with Tufts and Wake Forest universities. Other top public campuses ranked overall between 21st (Berkeley) and 

27th (Michigan). Last year~ UNC was 30th and tied for 28th the previous year with Tufts. 

The ranldngs dominated by private universities are based in pazt on a formula using opinion survey responses abom academic qualiU from peer campus presidents, 

provosts or admissions officials. Objective data cover 15 indicators of academic quality in areas such as student graduation and retention rates, faculD’ resources and 

credentials, class size, student selectiviU, financial resources and alumni giving. Other U.S. News rankings assess attbrdabili~; commitment to undergraduate teaching 

(a new catego~ this year), undergraduate business school progra~ns and innovative unde~raxtuate programs. UNC results included the tbllowing: 

¯ I st among public universities for the 5th consecutive year and 14th overall in "Great Schools, Great Prices," based on academic quality, best value and the net 

cost of attendance tbr a student receiving average need-based financial aid in 2008-2009. 

* 16th among publics for "least debt" and 24th the same as last year overall. Average student debt was $14,936 for UNC’s class of 2008; 32 percent of 

graduating seniors borrowed. 

* Tied with Michigan for 6th among publics and tied for 1 lth overall for "a strong commitment to teaching" based on peer assessments of which campuses have 

faculU with an unusual commitment to tmdergmduate teaching. 

* 35th for faculty resources UNC’s bes~ showing in this categou over the past decade. That’s up from 50th the last two years and 40th in 2006. This categou, 

which counts 20 percent of the overall ranking, measures undergraduate class size; two years (2007-08 and 2008-09 academic years) of average total [hcalty 

compensation (salary and benefits) based on indexes compiled by a consultant and weighted fi~r regional diIt~rences; student- faculU ratio; and percentage of faculty 

M~o axe lull time and have earned their field’s highest degree. The other tbur top publics ranged t?om 35 (Virginia) to 74 (Michigan) in this category. 

¯ A 97 percent average first-year retention rate up 1 percent from last year and comparable to results since 1999. 

¯ An 88 percent average six-year graduation rate up 5 percentage points from last year. UNC’s tbur-year late is about 77 percent; U.S. News reports six- 

year rates. 

¯ 44 percent of course sections enrolled fewer than 20 students, while 11 percent of course sections enrolled 50 or more students, the best mark among the 

top five publics. 

marketing and management specialties both ranked 4th. 

¯ Listed among the "Programs to Look For," highlighting outstanding academic programs that lead to student success. Carolina was cited tbr exemplaU first-year 

experience (seminaxs and other programs regula~rly bringing small groups of students together with faculW and staff) and undergladuate research/creative prqjects. 

Go Heels, 
D&orah S~rornan, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science Dep~ 
Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 
Co~ege Spo~ Research Institute 
Carolina Spor~s Business Club 
Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Sociev) 
4 S~ni~h Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel H~, N(7 27599 
9 Z9.~3.0336 
3stro @unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 21, 2009 11:12 AM 

’Dr. Heidi Grappendor[’ <heidi~rappeudort~a)ncsu.edtr~ 

RE: UNC - Guest Lecturer 

Hi Heidi We cover interscholastic, collegiate and professional sports in 
this course. The first month is spent primarily on basic economics (labor, 
pricing, market structures, etc.). The balance of the course is financial 
such as taxation, funding, strategies, capital budgeting, sponsorship, 
etc 

I ahvays leave the topic open for my guest lecturers so you may consider 
presentation of your research or another topic We just need to discuss 
your choice prior so that it doesn’t conflict with something I have 
a lready taught 

I have a crazy schedule tomorrow, but you can reach me in the evening or 
weekend on my cell               If you call me tomorrow during the day 
tomorrow, please leave the best number to reach you. 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr. Heidi Grappendoff [mailto:heidi grappendorf(gr)ncsu edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2009 10:47 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: UNC - Guest Lecturer 
hnportance: tIigh 

Ill Debby 
I would be willing to Thanks ]br asking. Belbre we :figure out a date- can 
you tell me what exactly you are wanting me to talk about? 
Have a great vacation. 
tteidi 

tti tteidi I am headed out of town for vacation but wanted to drop a note 
to 

see if you would be interested in coming over to speak to my Finance and 
Economics of Sport class this semester. I teach on h~vVF 11:00 - 11:50. 

Let’s chat aRer the 20th. Classes begin on August 25th. 

Thanks. 

Regards, 

Go ACC! 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 



> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "Why would anybo@ accept the leadership of another except that the 
other 
> sees more clearly where it is best to go? Perhaps this is the current 
> problem: too many who presume to lead do not see more clearly and, in 
> defense of their inadequacy, they all the ruore strongly argue that the 
> ’systeru’ must be presel~’ed - a fatal error in this day of candor." 
Robert 
> Greenleaf, from The Set�ant As Leader 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Dr. Heidi Grappendorf 
Assistant Professor 
Parks, Recreation, & Tourism Management 
Campus Box 8004, Biltmore Hall 

Nolth Carolina State Universi~z 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
Phone: 919-513-0060 
Fax: 919-515-3687 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:12 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Hi. Please add to    Thai]ks! 

Go Heels, 

1)~o L)ebb2’ 5trom~n 

Sport A~m_inistratJ.on Faculty and E-XSS AcademLc Advisop 

919~ 843. ~336 

College Sport Research Ir~stitLrte 

CaPo]..i,r~a Sports Bus.i.ness Club 

Sigma Alpha I_,ar~b~a (Leadership Honors Soci, ety) 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:20 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
~u~je~t: RE: 

Hey! Sorry for the de[ay.,,~ust came ~p for air and saw your ema~L 

F~m: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
~ent: Thursday, 4:34 PM 
To: ’Jaimie Lee’ 
Subject: 
Im~odanee: H~gh 

Hi. Nhat ~s h~s PIP so I may enroll h~m ~n 

Go Heels, 

DeI, orah S/roman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science Dq~ 

Spor~ Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Spor~ Research Insvim~e 

Carolina Spo~s Bus~tess Club 

Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg~ CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

3su’o @nnc.e&~ 

h~p: i/’www.unc.edu id~ cs / exercise/spot L~admhag~a~ion 

"Statistics are no substitute for judgmenL" H, C~ay 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:12 AM 

@Kenan- Flagler.unc.edu 

RE: Meeting 

Let’s meet at my office at 2:30 on Wednesday. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @Kenan-Fla ~ler.unc. edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:00 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Thank you again and I’m sturing yuur number again. 

Wednesday I get out o17 class at 1:45PM. I can meet you 

Wednesday wurks great. I get uut of class at 145PM and can be anywhere un 
ur aruund campus by 215PM. 

Where would you like to meet? 

Thanks! 

...... Original Message ...... 

Frum: Deborah Stroman 

To: 

Sublect: RF.: Meeting 

Sent:             4:09 PM 

Hi i Please use my cell phone in future situations. 

I am available after 2:00 un Wednesday. Let me knuw if you can meet then. 

Have a super weekend! 

(iuHeels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculb" and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~ [mailto (d~,,kenan-flagler .uric. edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:28 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: Meeting 

Dr Strorflan, 

I apologize about the late notice, but I was emailing you saying that I 
can 
not meet today at 4:30PM like I previous thought. I received a phone call 

I wanted to call, because I 
was 
afraid that this wouldn’t get to you in time, ho~vever, I just got a new 
phone and all of my contacts got erased. 

I will not be getting back until Saturday afternoon. I am veI3, sony, and 
I 
know- classes start Tuesday and you will be busy, but I was just wondering 
it" 
there was an?’ other time next ~veek that you might be free I have class 

but besides that I can be available at anytime 



Thank you and [ apologize again, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 
The Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

@Kenan-Flagler.unc.edu 
(rnobile) 

Sent from my BlackBerry" Storm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:28 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

FW: [peess-t] EXSS Updates & FaculU Meeting Agenda 

FacnlU Meeting Agenda I ).doc 

Congrats on the NAC;VAA appointment! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

Co]lege Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevin Guskiewic z [mailto:~us(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:33 AM 
To: The peess-fmailing list 
SubJect: [peess-f] EXSS Updates & Faculty Meeting Agenda 

TO: EXSS Facul%’ 
FROM: Kevin (iuskiewicz 

NOTE: I sent this earlier to the listserv, but I think the file was too 
large given all the attachments. So, Amy Tufts will be sending the 
attachments out ASAP in a separate email I have attached the agenda. 
Thanks for pauence 

As I mentioned earlier this week, I will feature announcements and faculty 
acknowledgments in an EXSS Update prior to our facul~ meetings. 

As you will see below, we are of f to a very good start to the new" 
academic year. 

Please see the attached agenda and documents for Monday’s facul)- meeting. 
We will start at 9:00am in Fetzer 106 with break[’ast and a meet and greet. 
It will be helpful if everyone has reviewed these materials prior to the 
meeting. You will note that program directors will be asked to give a 
brief update anything new and exciting with their respective areas. I 
would like to get the meeting started by 9:15, and finish by noon. 

Thanks and have a great weekend, 
Kevin 

Atmouncements/Facul~" Acknowledgments: 

* Bormie Marks has been appointed to the board of the International 
Co~cil on Active Aging (ICAA). The association supports professionals 
who develop wellness and fitness facilities and ser~,dces for age 50-plus 
adults. Congratulations Bonnie[ 

* Barbara Osborne has been appointed to the board of the National 
Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Adrainistrators (NACWAA)Barbara 
will provide legal counsel to the board. The NACWAA has nearly 2,000 
members, and aims to promote the gray.h, leadership, and success of women 
as athletics administrators, conference cor~m~issioners, professional staff, 
coaches and student-athletes. Congratulations Barb[ 

* Claudia Battaglini, Diane Grofl; Tony Hackney and Beth Evans were 
featured in Medical News Today as the lead headline reads: 
"Groundbreaking Study Shows Exercise Benefits Leukemia Patients" The 
story goes on to say that "..In a first-of-its-kind clinical trial, a 
team of researchers from UNC’ Department of Exercise and Sport Science and 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center have shown that physical 
activity can significantly improve symptoms of fatigue and depression, 
increase cardiovascular endurance and maintain quality of lit? for adult 
patients undergoing treatment for leukemia " 

* Joe Myers was recently funded by the NIH - "Physical Contributors to 
Throwing Injuries: A Prospective Study." Congrats! 

* Troy Blackburn was recently funded by the CDC - "Influence of Hamstring 
Muscle Stifthess on Knee Joint Mechanics." Congrats’. 

successfully defended his dissertation -’ 

Please 
join me in congratulating i will be staying on as a 
visiting lecturer in EXSS this year: 



Kevin Guskiewic7. PhD, AT(; 
Professor and Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science University 
of North Carolina at Ch ape1 Hill 
919-962-5175 

Kevin Guskiewicz. PhD, ATC 
Professor and Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science Uni-,~ersity 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-5175 

--- You are cmrently subscribed to peess-f as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. To 
unsubscribe send a blartk email to 
leave-25180499-9992594.d~le434045d4b097c 867e66f85d5bSa20@listser,~.anc.edu 



Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Faculty Meeting 

9:00 am (Fetzer 106) 

1. Introduce new faculty and staff 

2. Approval of faculty meeting minutes *see attached minutes 

3. General Announcements (Kevin and Denise) 

4. Department & staff updates (Denise Currin) * see attached Faculty Handbook 

5. Departmental teaching evaluations (Kevin & Tony) 

6. faculty committee/program director assignments *see attached assignments 

7. Renaming of Fetzer Gymnasium (Kevin Guskiewicz) 

8. EXSS Website updates (Victor) 

9. Budget status (Kevin Guskiewicz and Denise) 

- Travel Funds for          *see Travel attachment 

10. Grant submission - course buyout formula (Kevin Guskiewicz) 

11. Faculty searches for,         (Kevin Guskiewicz) 

- Bowles Professorships *see attached memoj:rom Karen Gil 

12. Undergraduate program updates (Sherry Salyer, Meredith Petschauer, Bonnie Marks, 

Barbara Osborne) 

- EXSS "Academic Days"- 

13. Graduate program & specialization updates (Ed Shields, Bob McMurray, Bill Prentice, 

Richard Southall) 

14. Lifetime Fitness/Activities program update (Becca Battaglini) 

15. Campus Recreation updates (Marry Pomerantz) 

16. Facility updates: Woollen, Sports Medicine, Pools (Kevin Guskiewicz) 

- Faculty office assignments/laboratory renovations 

17. EXSS study abroad (Tony Hackney) 



18. EXSS Faculty Mentoring Program (Darin Padua and Kevin Guskiewicz) *see Mentoring 

attachments 

19. Curriculum/course changes for (SherrySalyer) 

20. Advising update & EXSS Facebook account (Deb Stroman) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:29 PM 

Marks, Bonita L <mark@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [peess-t] EXSS Updates & FaculU Meeting Agenda 

Faculty. Meeting Agenda (8-24-09).doc 

Congrats on the appointment to ICAA! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

Co]lege Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevin Guskiewicz [mailto:gus(gr)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:33 AM 
To: The peess-fmailing list 
Subject: [peess-f] EXSS Updates & Faculty Meeting Agenda 

TO: EXSS Faculty 
FROM: Kevin Guskiewicz 

NOTE: I sent this earlier to the listserv, but I think the file was too 
large given all the attachments So, Amy Tufts will be sending the 
attachments out ASAP in a separate emai[. I have attached the agenda 
Thanks for patience. 

As I mentioned earlier this week, I will feature announcements and facult, 
acknowledgments in an EXSS Update prior to our faculty meetings 

As you will see below, we are offto a very good start to the new 
academic year. 

Please see the attached agenda and documents for Monday’s facul~ meeting. 
We will start at 9:00am in Fetzer 106 with breald’ast and a meet and greet. 
It will be helpful if everyone has reviewed these materials prior to the 
meeting. You will note that program directors will be asked to gb,~e a 
brief update anything new and exciting ~vith their respective areas. I 
would like to get the meeting started by 9:15, and finish by noon. 

Thanks and have a great weekend, 
Kevin 

Announcements/Faculty Acknowledgments: 

* Bonnie Marks has been appointed to the board of the International 
Council on Active Aging (ICAA). The association supports professionals 
who develop wellness and fitness facilities and selwices for age 50-plus 
adults. Congratulations Bonnie[ 

* Barbara Osborne has been appointed to the board of the National 
Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators (NACYVAA)Barbara 
will provide legal counsel to the board. The NACWAA has nearly 2,000 
members, and aims to promote the gro~.h, leadership, and success of women 
as athletics administrators, conference connnissioners, professional stall; 
coaches and student-athletes. Congratulations Barb[ 

* Claudio Battaglini, Diane Grofl; Tony Hackney and Beth Evans were 
featured in Medical News Today as the lead headline reads: 
"Groundbreaking Study Shows Exercise Benefits Leukemia Patients" The 
story goes on to say that ".. In a first-of-its-kind clinical trial, a 
team of researchers from UNC’ Department of Exercise and Sport Science and 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center have shown that physical 
activity can significantly improve symptoms of fatigue and depression, 
increase cardiovascular endurance and maintain quality of life for adult 
patients undergoing treatment for leukemia." 

* Joe Myers ~vas recently fimded by the NIH - "Physical Contributors to 
Throwing Injuries: A Prospective Study." Congrats! 

* Troy Blackburn was recently lb.nded by the CDC - "Imquence of Hamstring 
Muscle Stiffness on Knee Joint Mechanics." Congrats! 

successlb.lly defended his dissertation - 



Kevin Ouskiewicz. PhD, ATC 
Professor and (;hair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-5175 

Kevin Guskiewicz. PhD, ATC 
Professor and Chair, Department of Exercise and Spolt Science University 
of North Carolina at C’hapel Hill 
919-962-5175 

--- You are currently subscribed to peess-f as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. To 
unsubscribe send a blaak email to 
leave-25180499-9992594.d4e434045d4b097c 867e66f85d5bSa20@listscp<~mc.edu 



Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Faculty Meeting 

9:00 am (Fetzer 106) 

1. Introduce new faculty and staff 

2. Approval of faculty meeting minutes *see attached minutes 

3. General Announcements (Kevin and Denise) 

4. Department & staff updates (Denise Currin) * see attached Faculty Handbook 

5. Departmental teaching evaluations (Kevin & Tony) 

6. faculty committee/program director assignments *see attached assignments 

7. Renaming of Fetzer Gymnasium (Kevin Guskiewicz) 

8. EXSS Website updates (Victor) 

9. Budget status (Kevin Guskiewicz and Denise) 

- Travel Funds for          *see Travel attachment 

10. Grant submission - course buyout formula (Kevin Guskiewicz) 

11. Faculty searches for          (Kevin Guskiewicz) 

- Bowles Professorships *see attached memo,from Karen Gil 

12. Undergraduate program updates (Sherry Salyer, Meredith Petschauer, Bonnie Marks, 

Barbara Osborne) 
- EXSS "Academic Days"- 

13. Graduate program & specialization updates (Ed Shields, Bob McMurray, Bill Prentice, 

Richard Southall) 

14. Lifetime Fitness/Activities program update (Becca Battaglini) 

15. Campus Recreation updates (Marty Pomerantz) 

16. Facility updates: Woollen, Sports Medicine, Pools (Kevin Guskiewicz) 

- Faculty office assignments/laboratory renovations 

17. EXSS study abroad (Tony Hackney) 



18. EXSS Faculty Mentoring Program (Darin Padua and Kevin Guskiewicz) *see Mentoring 

attachments 

19. Curriculum/course changes for (SherrySalyer) 

20. Advising update & EXSS Facebook account (Deb Stroman) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 21, 2009 4:05 PM 

@intel .com~ 

RE: Images l’rom PROMPT tele~opes 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and F.XSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

Co]lege Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (a)intel coral 

Sent: Friday, August 21,2009 12:56 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: RE: Images from PROMPT telescopes 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 1 : 13 PM 
To: kcvin-ivarsen@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: hnages from PROMPT telescopes 

Awesome! I hope to visit the Planetarium and Obsel~’atolN more this year. 
Your presentation was motivationah :) I am now- fascinated by Skynet and 
our 
scopes in Chile. 

Continued success and Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Kevin lvarsen [~_nailto       (@~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 12:14 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Images from PROMPT telescopes 

Eli Deborah, 

Here is a collection of images that were taken by our telescopes: 

http:i/starshadows.cotr~’~allelT/index.cfm?term CTIO%2C%20Chile&tw-pe locatio 
n 

Enjoy-[ 
Kevin 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 21, 2009 5:10 PM 

’JennitEr Eaddy’ ,@yahoo.corn> 

FW: Guest speaker to PhilanthroW Cour~ Again to talk about Investmeats? 

© 
Go Heel% 
Dr’. Debbff 
Sport Administration Facu].ty and EXSS Academic Advisor- 
919. 843,@336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Spor’ts k~usiness Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

F~ml Eileen Hannan [mailto:hannan@emall.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, August 2~, 2009 11:39 AP1 
T~ dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subjeet~ Guest speaker to Philanthropy Course Again to ~lk about Investments? 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you had a t~mstic summefi It’s hard to ~lieve the sludent onslaught is in full dt~ct already. I hope by now, you got a pe~a~ent position here as you’re a true 

asset to Carolina. 

It was so nice having you join our Promoting Change ]’hioagh the Nonprotit Sector class last year to talk to the students about investlnent strategies and I am writing to 

see if you axe interested in mid available to join us again this year? 

To refresh your memor% we’d love it if you would cover the basics of investments for the s~dents who manage a Gift Fund through Fidelity Cha:dtable Trust Here’s a 

page that lisls the different ways they can invest the funds. Right now, their balance is about $4,500 but ruth the market as it is, how things roll continue to shake out is 

anyone’s guess: http://~v.charitablegift.o~;~icharit5%o-~’ing- pmgrams"dafTinves~ments.shtml 

We meet on Mondays from 3-4:50pm. Wotfld 10/12 work for you to come for about 50 minutes during that time flame? If not, is there another Monday that might be 
better for you? 

Thanks tbr your consideration! 

Best. 
Eileen 

Eileen H. Hannah, HSW 

Program Offioer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Carolina Cente~ for Public Service 

205 Wilson St. 

CB #3142 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3142 

p: 919-843-7568 I f: 919-843-7379 I w: 

"Do not do what ~ do; rathez, take whahevez ~ have ho offer and do with it whet I could never imagine doir~g and then oome back 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday, 6:04 PM 

’Jmmie Lee’ <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and 

Hi .J~.ime. Yes,     was also enrolled. I sent him 

I received your message and like yo~ ---it has been crazy. Hope to see you soon! 

Spot’t Administ~-ation Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor’ 

919. 

Co].].ege Spor~i: Reseat’oh 

{::a~-ol~_na Spot-is Bus~_ness 

5J.gma A]pha Lambda (l_.eadet-shJ.p }{ono~s 5oci_ety) 

F~m= Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, ~0:02 AN 
Te~ ’Deborah Str~man’ 
Su~ject~ and 

SotW to bother you again, b(~t wou~d it be poss~Me to also add 

and has cot~rses t:o pass in order t:o gradt~ate 

Thank you so very mudL a~d ~ w~ definitely give you 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 4:34 PN 
Te; ’Jaimie Lee’ 
Subject: 
~mpo~ance: 
H~, ~ha~ ~ ~ P~D ~o ~ may en~o~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Sv~oman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science 

Spor~ Admmisvrafion FaculV 

E~S Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Spo~ Research Insdm~e 

Carolina Spor~s Bus~tess Club 

Siena Alpha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smivh gldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~&0336 

hup: i iwww,unc,edu id~rs/ exercise ispo~t~admhag~a~ion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday, 6:05 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

Add 

Hi. Please add . Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Dep~ 

Spor~ Administration Faculty 

E~S Academic Adviso~ 

Co~ege Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolhm Spor~s Business Club 

Siena Npha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3[82 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

ds~o ~2]uncedu 

h~://w~wv.u~c.edu/dq~rs/exercise//spor~adminisrrafion 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 21, 2009 6:11 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z <at ufk~@email.unc .edu> 

RE: [peess-l] EXSS Depa(unental Dinner 

Aaa~v’~av...you know I am still here for you Let me klm~V if you need 
anything written, reviewed or whatever. :) I enjoy PR more, but my new 
responsibili~ as an advisor requires me to get more knowledgeable about 
CUlTiculum 

Hugs, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Am?’ Turks [mailto:atcfks(a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2009 8:46 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~iect: Re: [peess-fl EXSS I)epal~xnental [)inner 

I was wondering when you were going to catch that[ (: 

I’m so sad... I’m losing you offmy PR committee, who will write my 
articles, who will give good ideas and feedback???? Oh no! You don’t 
know what you have until it’s gone, right? Just kidding, thanks for all 
you did during your term You are superb with that sort of stuff I 
appreciate you so much[ 

have a great day! 

Amy 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Count me in! FSPP are ray buddies. :) As long as we have something 
> without meat (pizza or pasta), I will be fine. 
> 

> I loved your ’Amy is Great’ label too. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: .~y Tmfts [raailto:atuffs(~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 4:27 PM 
> To: The peess-f mailing list 
> Subject: [peess-f] EXSS Depatm~ental Dinncr 
> 

> You are cordially invited to the annual EXSS Departmental Dilmer on 
> Tuesday, August 25th at 5:00 in Fetzer Gym B. 
> 

> This is an event to get to know all the faculty, staff; ta’s, support 
> staff and research associates in Exercise and Sport Science. The EXSS 
> family has grown in several ways; we have two ne~v facul~, three new 
> phd students and 
> 27 new ta’s on board as well as 6 new baby additions to faculty and 
staff 
> Come meet and greet with all! You arid your significant other or 
> irmnediate family is invited as well. 
> 



Please let me know ~vho will be attending in your party so that I might 
order adequate quantities of lk~od. This year’s catering will be 
provided by Franklin Street Piz2a and Pasta. 

Please also let me know if you would require a vegetarian option. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

--- You are currently subscribed to peess-f as: 

dstroman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blartk email to 
leave-25176856-9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d568a20@listserv.~c.e 
du 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 21, 2009 6:12 PM 

Tutts, Amy Z <at ufk~@email.unc .edu> 

RE: Body Baby 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Tufts [mailto:atufts(@email unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2009 8:46 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: [peess-f] [{XSS Departmental Dinner 

I was wondering when you were going to catch that! (: 

I’m so sad ...rm losing you off my PR committee, who will write my 
articles, who will give good ideas and :Feedback???? Oh no[ You don’t 
know what you have until it’s gone, right’? Just kidding, thanks ~2~r all 
you did during your term. You are superb with that sort of stuff. I 
appreciate you so much! 

have a great day[ 

Amy 

Deborah Stroruan wrote: 
> Count me in! FSPP are nry buddies. :) As long as we have something 
> ~vithout meat (pizza or pasta), I will be fine. 
> 

> I loved your ’Amy is Great’ label too. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Dr. Debby Stronran 
> Sport Adnrinistration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 
> 
> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Amy Tufts [mailto:atufts(~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 4:27 PM 
> To: The peess-fmailing list 
> Subject: [peess-f] EXSS Dcparlmental Dirmer 
> 

> You are cordially invited to the annual EXSS Departmental Dinner on 
> Tuesday, August 25th at 5:00 in Fetzer Gym B 
> 

> This is an event to get to know all the faculty, staIt; ta’s, support 
> staff and research associates in Exercise and Sport Science The EXSS 
> family has grown in several ~vays; we have two new faculty, three new- 
> phd students and 
> 27 ne~v ta’s on board as well as 6 new baby additions to faculty and 
staff. 
> Come meet and greet with all! You and your significant other or 
> innnediate family is invited as ~vell 
> 

> Please let me know who will be attending in your part?- so that I might 



order adequate quantities of food. This year’s catering will be 
provided by Franklin Street Pizza and Pasta. 

Please also let me know if you would require a vegetarian option. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

-- You are currently subscribed to peess-f as: 

dstroman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blaak email to 
leave-25176856-9992594.d4ed34045d4b097c867e66~5d5bSa20@listselw.unc.e 
du 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: copies 

Okay. Let me know where to meet you on tomon-ow or Sunday. I am not sure I 
will be there when Fall Fest starts. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto 
Sent: Friday, 5:23 AM 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L.’ 
Subject: copies 

i think 100 copies would be enough 

@email unc.edu] 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:22 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: BoMes Nomination 

Read the doc sent by Kevin/Amy If you know of any prominent persons in 
our field that may be interested in coming to L~’C, let us know-. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Coyte Cooper [mailto:cgcooper@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:19 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Bowles Nomination 

I wish I could help you, but I am out of the loop on this one ;-) ttave a 
terrific weekend! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Phi). 
University of North Carolina - Chapel ttill 
Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 
CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0959 
www.twitter com~uncaspire 

"Success is nothing more than the masterful application of the 
fun damentals 
on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               3:45 PM 
To: sportlaw@unc.edu; southall@email.unc edu; 4isomhall@email.unc.edu; 
cgcooper@email.unc.edu; Dr. Deborah Stroman 
Subject: FW: Bowles Nornination 

Hi. I wish we had rnore time but is there one or a short list of persons 
that 
we (SA) could get consensus on to present as a possible nornination? 

Written and thought of in the spirit of TEAM - Together Everybody Achieves 
More :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Acadernic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Larnbda (,Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevm Guskiewicz I mailto:gus@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                 7:43 AM 
To: peess-f@listserv uric edu; Coyte Gene Cooper; 
Subject: EXSS Updates & Faculty Meeting Agenda 

Amy Tufts 

TO: EXSS Faculty 
FROM: Kevin Guskiewicz 

As I mentioned earlier this week, I will feature announcements and faculty 
acknowledgments in an EXSS Update prior to our faculty meetings. 

As you will see below, we are offto a very good start to the new 
academic year. 



Please see the attached agenda and doctunents for Monday’s faculty meeting. 
We will start at 9:00am in Fetzer 106 ~vith breakfast and a meet and greet 
It ~vill be helpful if everyone has reviewed these materials prior to the 
meeting. You will note that program directors will be asked to give a 
brief 
update anything new and exciting ~vith their respective areas. I would 
ltke 
to get the meeting started by 9:15, and finish by noon. 

Thanks and have a great weekend, 
Kevin 

Announcements/Faculty Acknowledgments: 

* Bonnie Marks has been appointed to the board of the International 
Council 
on Active Aging (ICAA). The association supports professionals who 
develop 
wellness and fitness facilities and services for age 50-plus adults. 
Congratulations Bonnie[ 

* Barbara Osborne has been appointed to the board of the National 
Associ ation of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators (N±*,.CWAA)Barbara 
will provide legal counsel to the board. The NACWAA has nearly 2,000 
members, and aims to promote the gro,~,ah, leadership, and success of women 
as 
athletics administrators, conference commissioners, professional stall; 
coaches and student-athletes. Congratulations Barb[ 

* Claudio Battaglini, Diane Groff, Tony Hackney and Beth Evans were 
featured 
in Medical News Today as the lead headline reads: 
"Groundbreaking Study Shows Exercise Benefits Leukemia Patients" The 

story 
goes on to say that "..In a first-of-its-kind clinical trial, a team of 
researchers from UNC’ Department of Exercise and Sport Science and UNC 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center have shown that physical activity 
can 
significantly improve symptoms of f~atigue and depression, increase 
cardiovascular endurance and maintain quality of life for adult patients 
undergoing treatment for leukemia." 

* Joe Myers was recently funded by- the NIH - "Physical Contributors to 
Throwing Injuries: A Prospective Study." Congrats! 

* Troy Blackburn was recently funded by the CDC - "Itffluence of Hamstring 
Muscle Stiffness on Knee Joint Mechanics." Congrats! 

successfully defended his dissertation - 

Congrats 

Kevin Guskiewicz~ PloD, ATC 
Professor and Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science University 
of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-5175 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:18 PM 

Toler, Julialme <jtoler@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS Classes 

Hi Julianne. is a transfer student and did not have access to 
registration this past ’.      Please advise if you are able to el~roll him 
in your class. He is an EXSS major. I appreciate your assistance in this 
regard as transfer students are often at a disadvantage in their first 
semester. Thanks[ 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:       [mailto: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: EXSS (;lasses 

@emaihunc.edu] 
I:I4PM 

I am I plan on majoring in we met durring 
on wednesday . I am responding to your 

offer to help me get in to classes [’or the    semester. I have found 
three classes that I would like to take but are full, they are: 
F.XSS 
EXSS 
F.XSS 
I will try and sit in on these classes 
Should I also go to the classes ! am alrea@ signed up for even if I plan 
on dropping them? 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:20 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtt~ 

I~v~: EXSS Classes 

Hi Sherry-. Can you fit in your class? Thanks for the consideration! 

Also, I plan on telling him to attend his classes even if he may- end up 
dropping them, correct? :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mai lto (~email un c edu] 
Sent: Saturday,                 1:14 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Subject: EXSS Classes 

H~ 

I am , ~ve met durring 
in?’ I am responding to your 
offer to help me get in to classes for the I have found 
three classes that I would like to take but are full, the?" are: 
]b;XSS 
fiXSS 
EXSS 
I will try and sit in on these classes. 
Should I also go to the classes I ara alrea@ signed up for even if I plan 
on dropping them? 

Sincerely-, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:21 PM 

@email u ~c e& > 

RE: EXSS Classes 

Hi I am waiting to hear back from the instructors I hope you attend 
tomorro~v night to learn more about UNC arid the Carolina Way :) 

I will be in touch 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: EXSS (;lasses 

@emaihunc.edu] 
I:I4PM 

I am we met durring 
my I am responding to your 
offer to help me get in to classes [’or the semester. I have found 
three classes that I would like to take but are full, they are: 
EXSS 
EXSS 
EXSS 
I will try and sit in on these classes 
Should I also go to the classes I am alrea@ signed up ik~r even if I plan 
on dropping them? 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:32 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu [rnailto 
Sent: Friday, 9:29 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: exss 

My PrD is 

Thanks, 

@email uric edu] 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu>: 

Eli What is your PID so I may enroll you in 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:        @email unc edu [mailto        ~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-,. 4:14 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: cxss 

Dear Dr Stroman 

Sorry to keep hassling you about enrollment in     its just that i 
need to tell my horne univcrsity what subjects i am doing in about a 
weeks time. If i cant take    i need to try to find other courses 
which is going to be harder and harder as time goes by and more 
subjects close. I would really appreciate it if you could let me know- 
some time this week if its going to be possible for me to take 

Thank you 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

S aturday, 3: 3 3 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: copies 

Hi I am in my office now. Call me and we can walk over to Kinkos too 
Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.uaac.edu [mailtc _ @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 7:45 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~ject: Re: copies 

Tomorrow I have practice in the morning and then I have an appointment in 
Cary. I could meet you somewhere ariel- 3. 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Deborah Stroman 

To 

Sublect: RF.: copies 

Sent:              6:20 PM 

Okay Let me know where to meet you on tomorrow or Sunday I am not sure I 
will be there when Fall Fest starts 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College SporI Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 
Sent: Friday, 6:23 AM 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L.’ 
Subject: copies 

i think 100 copies ~vould be enough 

(~email.unc.edu] 

Sent on the SprintR No~v Network from lW BlackBerryR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 22, 2009 3:52 PM 

@intel .com~ 

RE: Images l’rom PROMPT tele~opes 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and F.XSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

Co]lege Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto:iohn (a)intel com] 
Sent: t:riday, A~gust 21,2009 12:56 F’M 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: RE: Images from PROMPT telescopes 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 1 : 13 PM 
To: kcvin-ivarsen@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: hnages from PROMPT telescopes 

Awesome! I hope to visit the Planetarium and Obsel~’atolN more this year. 
Your presentation was motivationah :) I am now- fascinated by Skynet and 
our 
scopes in Chile. 

Continued success and Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Kevin lvarsen [mailto       (@~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2009 12:14 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Images from PROMPT telescopes 

Eli Deborah, 

Here is a collection of images that were taken by our telescopes: 

http:i/starshadows.cotr~’~allelT/index.cfm?term CTIO%2C%20Chile&tw-pe locatio 
n 

Enjoy-[ 
Kevin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emal.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 22, 2009 5:40 PM 

@YAttOO.COM 

FW: Internship in RaJeigh, NC 

Hi. Please add me to your sportlngt listserv datalmse. Thanks! 
Go 

Dr, Deb~,~.y 

Spot~t Ad~llJ.l~.stpat~on Facul.ty and EXSS Acadeaic AdvJ.sop 

9~.9,843,@336 

College Spor’t Resear’ch Zrtstitute 

Car’oiina Spot"is Business Club 

S~.~ma Alpha Lambda (I..eader’sh~.p ~onops Sociei:y) 

F~: Spo~ Hanagement [mailto:SPORTH~@LIS~ERV.UNB.CA] O~ Behalf Of Stephanie Diaz 
~e~: Saturday, August 22, 2009 3:42 PH 

T~: SPOR~@LIS~ERV.UNB.CA 
~b~ee~: In,reship in Raleigh, NC 

Please post or fo~ard this to those whom may be looking for an internship in the Raleigh, NO area, Inlbrmation regarding the internship can be 

obtained from Erin Johnson of SoccerKidsOfAmerica erinF~soccerkidsofamerica,o~N , 

Soccer ~ds of America, a 501(c)(3) non-profit. 
S~ Nmmrs ruth at-risk elmnen~y schools in Noah Carolina ~ teach character building ~d a healthy lifes~le cumculum through an a~er school in~oduc~D~ 
soccer skills program. We ae seeing a hard wor~ng junior or senior level undm~raduate or a graduate student in the greater Research Triangle Park area to 
pa~icipate in our Fall 2009 internship program, ruth the ~ssiNlib~ of continuing t~ough the Spring 2010 semester. Ple~e review our website at 
w~v.socceildd~:~famefica.o~a. S~ date is ~geted for early to September. Hours fle~ble; your own reliable transpo~tion required, hfformed consent and a 
bac~round check will be ~quired. 

Job Description 
The intem ~sifion will ~sis~ with the &y-~-day o~rafions of con~fing at-risk ~hool~school admims~mfio~ recruiting volunteem (maNy tl~ough on-line sources), 
scheduling volunteers and ma~Nng them to the clo~s~ at-risk school. The successful candidate will work directly with the Founder/Pmsi&m of Soccer ~ds of 
America m grow the program nationwide. This is a unique oppo~ani~ ~ help build a charity into a program ofl~md at ~hools nationwide making a huge impact in the 
under-se~ed mccer commm~ity and assisting at-fi sk youth develop the skills necesmW tbr success in life. 

Responsibilities and duties might include: (listed in order of importance) 

Contacting School Systems and/or School administration of at-risk elementau schools 

On-line recruiting tlm~ugh volunteer position posts 

Scheduling and coordination of volunteers and at-risk ~hools 

Ongoing communication with schools, management of paperwork and reporting 

Assisting with macketing (on-line social media, growing newsletter list) 

Assistance with fund-raising and event plam~ing 

Internal process docmnentation and improvement 

Assistance with gmaat vmting 

Assistance with creating partnerships with professional soccer teams around the US 

Assistance ruth creating patnerships with recreational soccer leagues around the US 

Assistance ruth obtaning corporate sponsorships 
Job Qualifications 

REQUIRED: 

College Junior or Senior (or Graduate student) in Raleigh, NC area willing to commit 15-20 hours a week throughout Fall 2009 semester 

Prefened start date of September 2009 

Excellent written and verbal commtmication skills 

Ability to handle multiple projects at one time 

Excellent organization skills and attention to detail 

Efficient work habits 



¯ KnoMedge of and interest in sports specifically ,soccer 

¯ Interesl and passion tbr helping children 

¯ Ability to work independently as well as mthin a team 

¯ Self-starter/resourceful 

¯ Working knowledge in Microsoft Excel, Access, Word, Power Point, Intemet, Google Apps 

Abili~ to work from home 

Please email your resume and a cover letter to erin@soccerlddsofa~nerica.org. Please reference "Internship Position" in the subject field of your email 
correspondence. In your email please include the tbllowing: 

¯ Availability, day of week time of day 

¯ ~Vhy specifically you think you are qualified 

¯ Your interests and passions in life 

¯ What drives you (making a difi~rence, money, ritle, recognirion) 

Your ideal/dream job when you graduate from college 

Please answer as honestly as possible. 

** ’][’his is an unpaid position. Upon successful completion of the Fall 2009 setnester and charity funding this could become a p~fid position. 

Soccer Kids of America roll contact you if we rash to schedule an in person interview. 

Soccer Kids of America is an Equal Opportm~i~ Employer 

Stephanie M, Cerow Diaz, PhD 

Ernail:           @yahoo,corn 

Website: www, drstephaniediaz,corn 

Blo[: http: / / drstephaniediaz, spaces, live, corn/default, aspx 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:23 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Hi Please add Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Struman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:    ~email.unc.edu [mailto    @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:41 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

> Hi What is your PID su I may enroll yuu in 
> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 
> 

> UNC - Exercise and Spurt Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisur 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Spurts Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Hunors Society’) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> <mailto: dstro(~tmc, edu> dstro@unc, edu 
> 

> <http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration> 
> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay 
> 

> 

> 

> 

ray pid is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:24 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Classes 

Hi Please attend the meeting today in Fetzer 104 at 4:00 p.m 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto ~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Saturday,                 1:14 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: EXSS Classes 

I am I plan on majoring in , we met durring 
in?’ I am responding to your 
offer to help me get in to classes for the semester. I have found 
three classes that I would like to take but are full, the?" are: 
EXSS 
F, XSS 
EXSS 
I will try and sit in on these classes. 
Should I also go to the classes I am already signed up for even if I plan 
on dropping them? 

Sincerely, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:25 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Sports Business Club 

Resume.doc 

Go Hee~Ls, 

Dr’, Debby 

Spot-t: Adm]n]stPatJ.on Faculty and EXSS AcademJ.c 

9:[9. 843,0336 

Co].lege Spopt Resea~ch I~sti_tute 

Ca~-olLna Spor’ts BusLness Club 

Sigma A].pha I..ambda (t.eader-ship Hono~-s Soc].e-L-y) 

F~m~ [mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc,edu] 
Sent~ Sunday, 6:26 PP1 
T~ Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subje~t~ Spo~s Business Club 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

My name is         , I am a                                                                                     . I have had multiple conversations 

with him over the past year in which you were brought up and he would always rave about how awesome you are. Seeing that my position, responsibilities, and 

interests are very related to the Sports Business Club as well, I would love to get involved and be of assistance in any way I can. Hopefully, I can meet you 

sometime as well. ~ have also attached my resume if that is something you would be interested in taking a look at. 

Thanks so much! Hope you’re excited about the year to start! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@ Kenan-Flagler.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:25 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: : EXSS 

Hi Please add to Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ;@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:31 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re:        : EXSS 

ttey Professor Stroman, 

My PII) is 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> IIi VVhat is your PID so I may enroll you in 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Faculty" and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership tIonors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: @email unc.edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, 1:41 PM 

> To: Deborah Strornan 

> Subject: Re: EXSS 

> 

> Yes, I took it 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stronran wrote: 

>> Hi . Have you taken Econ yet’? 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>> Sport Administration 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> 

>> UNC - EXSS - 4 Strfith Bldg. 

>>CB #3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc.edu 

>> theclub@unc, edu 
>> 

>> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administratiol~’index.htm 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: @email uric edu] 

>> Sent: ’ 3:18 PM 

>> To: dstroman@email uric edu 

>> Subject: :EXSS 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 

>> 



>> My name is , and I was wondering if there was any way I 
>> could enroll in your EXSS class next semester. ! am currently a 

>>              , however, I am also plarming on applying to the 
>> Kenan-Flagler Business School 

>> 

>> If I get into the Business School, I would have to complete classes 
>> in     semesters to complete the major As you might imagine, this 
>> would leave little time to take other classes, so it is imperative that 

>> I fulfill as many of the Sport Adrainistration requirements as possible 
>> this upcoming semester. 
>> 

>> I am on the waitlist right now; please let me know what, if any, other 
>> possibilities exist. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 24, 2009 1:48 PM 

’Dr. tteidi Grappendorf <heidi grappeudort~a)ncsu.edw~ 

RE: UNC - Guest Lecturer 

Okay. Let’s have you come in during the spring ~vhen I teach the sport 
administration graduate students Leadership. I think that course may be 
more applicable to your area of interest 

Have a great semester[ 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr. Heidi (irappendoff[mailto:heidi ~rappendor]2~ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2009 9:04 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Su[~iect: RE: UNC - Guest Lecturer 

Debby- 
I have done some research with financial decision making of SWA’s All of 
my research really relates to gender and diversity- so that is the closest 
to the subject area. 
Let me know if this works. 
heidi 

> Hi Heidi. We cover interscholastic, collegiate and professional sports 
in 
> this course. ~I]ae first month is spent primarily on basic economics 
(labor, 
> pricing, market structures, etc.). The balance of the course is 
financial 
> such as taxation, funding, strategies, capital budgeting, sponsorship, 
> etc. 
> 

> I always leave the topic open for my guest lecturers so you may consider 
> presentation of your research or another topic We just need to discuss 
> your 
> choice prior so that it doesn’t conflict with something I have already 
> taught. 
> 

> I have a crazy schedule tomorrow, but you can reach me in the evening or 
> weekend on my cell at If you call me tomorrow during the 
day 
> tomorrow, please leave the best number to reach you. 
> 

> Thanks for your considerationt 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
>From: Dr. Heidi Grappendorf [mailto:heidi grappendor~@ncsu.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2009 10:47 AM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: Re: IYN-C - Guest Lecturer 
> Importance: High 
> 

> Hi Debby 
> I ~vould be willing to. Thanks for asking Before we figure out a date- 
can 
> you tell me tvhat exactly’ you are tvanting me to talk about? 
> Have a great vacation 
> Heidi 
> 

>> Hi Heidi. I am headed out of town tbr vacation but tvanted to drop a 
note 



>> see if you ~vouId be interested in coming over to speak to my Finance 
and 
>> Economics of Sport class this semester. [ teach on MWF 11:00 - 11:50. 

>> Let’s chat after the 20th. Classes begin on August 25th 

>> That~:s. 

>> Regards, 

>> Go ACC! 

>> debby 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> Sport Administration Faculty 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

>> College Spolt Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc edu 

>> http ://~vw~v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration 

>> "Why would anybody accept the leadership of another except that the 

>> sees more clearly where it is best to go? Perhaps this is the current 
>> problem: too man?’ who presume to lead do not see more dearly and, in 
>> defense of their inadequacy, they all the more strongly argue that the 
>> ’system’ must be preserved - a fatal error in this day of candor" 
>> Robert 
>> Greenleaf, from The Servant As Leader 

> Dr. Heidi Grappendorf 
> Assistant Professor 
> Parks, Recreation, & Tourism Management 
> Campus Box 8004, Biltmore Hall 
> North Carolina State University 
> Raleigh, NC 27695 
> Phone: 919-513-00(X) 
> I~’ax: 919-515-3687 

Dr. Heidi Grappondoff 
Assistant Professor 
Parks, Recreation, & Tourism Management 
Campus Box 8004, Bil~ore Hall 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, NC 27695 



Phone: 919-513-0060 

Fax: 919-515-3687 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 24, 2009 1:54 PM 

’Jmmie Lee’ <jairaielee@uucaa.unc.edu> 

~emml.unc.edu 

FW: l:W: EXSS 

Please advise Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (].eadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley McCullen [mailto:amcculle(~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:33 AM 
To: Deborah Strot~an 
Subject: Re: t,NV: EXSS 

’]7hey have a time conflict with SOCI so they will need to drop that 
course for me to enroll them. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> tti Please add. Thanks! 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> Frora:    @email.unc.edu [mailto    ,@email.~mc.edu] 

> Sent: Sunday, 11:41 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: EXSS 

> 

> Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaihunc.edu>: 

> 

>> Hi . \Vhat is yota PID so I may enroll you in 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> Sport Administration Faculty 

>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> 

>> Carolina Spolts Business Club 

>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 



>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> <mai to dstr( (~?unc edu> dstro@unc edu 
>> 

>><http://www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration> 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> "Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> my pid is 
> 

Ashley- McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, ’ 1:55 PM 

’JaJ~mie Lee’ <jairaielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha l.ambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley McCuHen [mailto:amcculle(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ’ 10:07 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re:    Add 

They have a time cor~flict with NAVS ~,%ey will need to drop it 
before I can register them. Thanks 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> tIi. Please add . Thanks! 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> 

> 

>/Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU/ 

> 

> LrNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 

> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 

> 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societty) 

> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> 

> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro@unc edu> 

> 

> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sport administration 

> 

> 

> 

Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay*** 

> 

> 

> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 



Universi~ o[’North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919~962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 2:01 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi ’ Thanks for stopping by. I enrolled you in the Carolina Sports 
Business Club Bb site Please follo~v the posted intbrmation for . (Course 
Documents # 19) I will enroll you in the course too. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto t@emaihmc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:30 AM 
To: dstroman@em aihunc, edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well I *w~s looking through the registrar’s site and I 
noticed you are teaching a           course ~n 
was wondering if you could give me any details on the course. I am very 
interested if it fits my schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, ’ 2:02 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Please emoll in    . Thanks 

PID- 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:30 AM 
To: dstroman@em alhunc, edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope aH is well I was looking through the registrar’s site and I 
noticed you are teaching a           course ~n _ 
was wondering if you could give me any details on the course. I am very 
interested if it fits my schedule 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:22 PM 

t@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: FW: EXSS 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha l.ambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley McCuHen [mailto:amcculle(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:21 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: EXSS 

They need to drop a class or get permission to take 19 hours Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Please enroll in ’]?hanks. 

> 

> PlY) - 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 

> Sport Adnrinistration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: ~cmail.ur~c.edu] 

> Sent: Thursday, 11:30 AM 

> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 

> Subject: EXSS 

> 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 

> 

> I hope all is well. I was looking through the registrar’s site and I 

> noticed you are teaching a 

>I 

> was wondering if you could give me any details on the course. I am vein 

> interested if it fits my- schedule. 

> 

> 

> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:24 PM 

:@email .unc.edu 

Great seeing you! Have a super week and let’s do lunch soon. 

Go Heels, 

d 

Deborah Svroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and SporL Science DQ~u 

Spot: Administration FacultT 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Spo~ Research Insrim:e 

Carolina Spo~:s Bus~aess Club 

Si~a Alpha t,ambda (Leadership Honors Sociev) 

4 Smivh Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

ht~p://’www,unc,edu/d~rs/exercise/spork=admhag~;uion 

"Statistics are no substitute for judgment." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 2:32 PM 

@email.tmc.edu> 

RE: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp: Sports Properties Internships 

Yes. Completed Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:       ~@email uric edu [mailto:      @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: IW~onday, 2:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Re: ess.Carolina SportsBusiness Club.grp: Sports Properties 
Internships 

can i be taken offthe listsep~? thanks! 

Quoting dstro@unc.edu: 

> <p style "TEXT-INDENT: -0 25in; MARGIN: 0in 0in 1 Opt 0.5in"><font 
> face "Calibri">Sports &amp; Properties, Inc. is a sports and 
> entertainment marketing and development company based in Raleigh, NC 
> With respect to sports, SPI has experience in professional, amateur, 
> Olympic, collegiate, and grassroots sports, as well as sports 
> facilities, commissions and properties. Corporate sports and 
> entertainment marketing, ranging from strategic plans to program 
> e×ecution is a strong focus. To apply for an internship position, 
> please send your resume and cover letter to <ifont><a 
> hre~"mailto:fdriscoll(~sportsproperties, corn" ><font color "#0000fl~’ 
> face "Calibri" >fdriscoll@spor tsproperties.com</font></a><font 
> face "Calibri"> Visit: </font><a 
> hre~"http://www.sportspropertiescom/spi/51/95/Internships/"><font 
> 

face "Calibri" >http ://www sportsproperties, com/spi/51/95iInternships/</fon 
t><ia><font 
> face "Calibri">&nbsp; <&mt></p> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:32 PM 

@gmail.com> 

RE: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp: Sports Properties haternships 

Yes. Completed. Thanks. 

Go Heel.s, 

Sport Ad~n_in_~strat~.on Faculty and E-XSS Academ~.c Advisor 
919~ g43, @336 

College Sport ~esearch 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness Club 

S~gma A].pha I_.a~bda (Leadership Honors Soc~.ety) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:09 AM 
To: dstro~unc.edu 
Subject: Re: ess.Carolina_Spo~s_Business_Club.grp: Spor~ Prope~ies Internships 

Ploa~ remove me fiom t~s lis~sol~ ThaWs. 

On Sat, at 8:36 PM, <dstro(?~unc.edu~--wrote: 

Sports & Properties, Inc. is a sports and entertainment marketing and development company based in Raleigh, NC. With respect to sports, SPI has 

experience in professional, amateur, Olympic, collegiate, and grassroots sports, as well as sports facilities, commissions and properties. Corporate 

sports and entertainment marketing, ranging from strategic plans to program execution is a strong focus. To apply for an internship position, 

please send your resume and cover letter to .f...d..£j..s~.c.~..~J~[..@..~£L~~.~-r.t...s.~p.~.r~9~p.~.e.~.r~.t~~.e.~.s.:~.c-~-m.... Visit: ~.~.[.t..P..:./Z.w-.w-.w-:~s..P-~..r..t-s.P..£.~..P..~e..£.@.£~...c.~..~]..s.~-~Z.5.~.1.Z.9-5.~[~£~£~~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:54 PM 

@hotmail.cora> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi     ’. No, as the course is a pilot this semester I am able to offer it to non-EXSS maiors. 

Go Heels, 

Z)ro Z)ebb~v 5trom~n 

Sport Adm_in_~strat].on ~:aculty and E-XSS Academ].c Adv~so¢ 

9~9. 843. @336 

College Sport Research #rlsk~ku-ke 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness Club 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Honors Soc~.ety) 

F~m: [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:47 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
S~bject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Is the EXSS course still limited to EXSS majors only? I am interested in the course but I am an 

Thank you, 
D rew 

major. 

Get back to school stuff for them and cashback for you. Try BingT now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:54 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: EXSS 

Hi Ashley. He is fine now. Please enroll. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley IVlcCullen [mailto:amcculle@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:21 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: EXSS 

They need to drop a class or get permission to take 19 hours Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Please enroll in . ’]?hanks. 

> 

> PlY) - 

> 

> Go IIeels, 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919.8430336 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: (~emai unc edu] 
> Sent: Thttrsd£y, 11:30 AM 

> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 

> Subject: EXSS 

> 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 

> 

> I hope all is well. I was looking through the registrar’s site and I 

> noticed you are teaching a 

>I 

> was wondering if you could give me any details on the course. I am vely 

> interested if it fits ray schedule. 

> 

> 

> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday,              16:54 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Okay. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original iViessage ..... 
From: [mailto: t@email unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:24 PM 

To: amcculle@email uric edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Will you please enroll me in EXSS 1 dropped my other course. 

’]?hanks, 

(io Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley McCullen [mailto:amcculle(&!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:21 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: VvV: EXSS 

They need to drop a class or get permission to take 19 hours. Thanks 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
Please ernoll in 290. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~" and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thmsday, 11:30 AM 
To: dstroman@email.m~c, edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well I was looking through the registrar’s site and I 
noticed you are teaching a . I 
was wondering if you could give me an?- details on the course. I am ve~z 
interested if it fits my schedule 



Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 7:05 PM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

Congrats! 

Hi Make sure you celebrate. It is a wonderful accomplishment. Your research is outstanding. 

Go }][eels, 

Deborah Stroman, t)h.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science Dc~p~ 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EX~SS Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Spore Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena ?~pha Lambda (Leadership t {onors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# ~182 

Chapel )t~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0 336 

ds~o (2);unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 24, 2009 7:11 PM 

Currin, Deni~ C <dcurfn@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SIS access 

Hi Denise. I still haven’t heard anything from them. Any suggestions? 
have students coming to me now. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Denise C Currin [mailto:dcurrin@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2009 12:49 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: SIS access 

Debby, 

Your FACS (aka R~.CF) ID is: 
temporap)~ password is      which you wil [ need to change. 

, Your 

On Friday I submitted a SIS system access request form for you. Have you 
rec’d notification that you have been given access? 

Denise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:40 AM 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

What is your PID? 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:50 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sulziect: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just checked on StudemCentral, and I hadn’t been added yet I did gu 
ahead and buy the buok and coursepack today. 

I’ll see yuu Wednesday at 11. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:02 AM 

Southall, Pdchaacd Michaacd qsouthall@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Road trip 

Thanks. I heard from        and she thinks that is a doable day as well. 
I will keep you posted on what she can schedule ~vith the senior staff 
told her al~cive by 10 and lea~’e by 2. (Note: 45-60 mm drive) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ri chard M. S outhall [m ailto:southall (@email un c edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:20 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: ACC Road trip 

Let’s look @     for the field trip. I’ll check with students on 
availability for that day V~’nat time would we plan to leave and when can 
we realistically be back in CtI? 

Thanks for putting so much effort into this. 

Dr. Richard M Southall 

Assistant r rofessor - Sport Administration Coordinator - Graduate 
Sport-Administration Program Director - College Sport Research Institute 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (o]Tice) 

(cell) 
919.9626325 (liax) 
Email: southall@email.unc.edu 

*UNC Sport Administration Program 

http://*vw*v.uncedu~/depts/exerciseisport administrati on/index htm 

’ 2ollege Sport Research Institute 
http ://www.unc. edu/csri 

"2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 
http:i/xvwxv.csricotffClence.org 

*Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 
htt p:iicsri-iiia.org 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> 

> Hi Richard. The week of (No Fridays) 
> Thoughts? I teach M~\,T at ] 1:00 a.m. but can make adjustments. I prefer 

> a TR (Tues/Thurs) trip. 
> 

> 

> 

>d 
> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

>/Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU/ 
> 
> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 
> 



EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership tIonors Societ’~’) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc, edu <mailto: dstr o(~unc.edu> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

’" ’ Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaAl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:32 AM 

@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu~; @email.unc.edu-~; 

@email .unc .edtv~; ~ ema~il .unc .edw~; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Welcome Back! 

@email.unc.edtv>; 

@emaAl.unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

Hi Tar Heels! Your second year of graduate school is one of true focus, independence, and discipline. Although we won’t see much of you, we know that you are 

away busy with your athletic department internships and thesis work. My role has changed as I will continue to teach, but I also now assist with departmental 

academic advising and coordinate the undergraduate internship program. The Carolina Sports Business Club has new fantastic leadership and we are planning on a 

BIG year. You are always welcome to join us. 

Do know that I care and am here for you if you have any questions or concerns. I saw and they were already hard at work so I know the 

semester has started off fast. 

Enjoy your semester and stay encouraged! Before you know it you will be graduates! 

"It’s not what you know, but who knows you on a favorable basis." Stay connected and smile! 



i.~.i SA 2010 bmp 

My how time flies... 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Depn 

Sport Administration Faculb" 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Ins6mte 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena ~pha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3[82 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 



h~>a/7,/www.m~c.edu/Tdepts/exe~c~se/Tspor~admm~s~rauo*~ 

~Statisti~ are no substitute for judgment." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:51 AM 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu>; 

~bellsouth.neL; 

FW: 100 1073 Fall Fest 

@med.unc.edu-~; Marilyn McClain 

Go Heel.5., 

Spor’t Admir~J.sLra-Liot? Facu].ty ~r~d £XSS Academic Advisor 

919~ 843,~336 

College Sport Research ]institute 

Caro].ina Spo~ts ~3usiness C]_ub 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership t-lor~or’s Society) 

F~: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto;debby@dstroman.com] 
Semi: Tuesday, ~[;47 AM 

T~: dstro@unc.edu 

100_1073 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:53 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Welcome Back! 

Super! Will see you then_. 

Do I still get a spot on the BB team? 1 think Landon Huffman wants to play too, I think we would be good free agents. ~) 

Spot’t Administ~-ation Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor~ 
919,843.0336 
Col].ege Spor~t Reseacch Inst-itute 
Ca~-olina Sports Business Club 

Sigma A]pha Lambda (l_.eadeps~ip Hono~s Society) 

F~m: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, ii:37 AN 
To= ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= RE: Welcome Back~ 

~hank you for sending ou~: ~:he wek:ome ema~l. ~ is truly am~z~ng how quk:My l:~rne seems to fly by. ~ k)ok forwacd ~:o ca~:ching up with Vou soo~. ~ hope ~o see you 

the d~nner this evening. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
$ent; Tuesday, 11:32 AM 
To; 
Subject: Welcome Back! 

Hi Tar Heels! Your second year of graduate school is one of true focus, independence, and discipline. Although we won’t see much of you, we know that you are 

away busy with your athletic department internships and thesis work. My role has changed as I will continue to teach, but I also now assist with departmental 

academic advising and coordinate the undergraduate internship program. The Carolina Sports Business Club has new fantastic leadership and we are planning on a 

BIG year. You are always welcome to join us. 

Do know that I care and am here for you if you have any questions or concerns. I saw and they were already hard at work so I know the fall 

semester has started off fast. 

Enjoy your semester and stay encouraged! Before you know it you will be graduates! 

"It’s not what you know, but who knows you on a favorable basis." Stay connected and smile! 



i.~.i SA bmp 

My how time flies... 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Depn 

Sport Administration Faculb" 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Mpha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3[82 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 



h~>a/7,/www.m~c.edu/Tdepts/exe~c~se/Tspor~admm~s~rauo*~ 

~Statisti~ are no substitute for judgment." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,. 3:36 PM 

~email.unc.edu~ 

RE: EXSS    - Internship 

Hi Are you still interested in Contact me asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     @email.unc edu [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 4:49 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS    - Internship 

@email.unc.edu] 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

My name is            and I am interested in this opportunity to 
intern during the fall semester and gain valuable experience and course 
credit. I was thinking about contacting 

to see if I could work closely with the 
to learn about the job more because I was thinking 

about becoming_ al~er college. What do you think? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 3:36 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi Are you still interested in ~ ’ Let me know asap. Thalg:S! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email unc.edu [rnailto: 
Sent: iVlonday, 9:52 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

@email.unc edu] 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

This is I took 
¯ I hope that you are well and enjoying the "Carolina 

Blue Skies" I came across the email about the       .       course 
and I am interested and would like more information. I do have one 
question¯ I took EXSS 

Since this course is alrea~dy on my transcript does 
it exempt me from enrollment in this particular course? Thank you :[’or 
your time and I look forward to hearing from you soon!!! :-) 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:37 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi Are you still interested in Let me lcaow asap. Thales! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

To: theclub@unc edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to be on vacation when the conference call :[’or the EXSS 
class will be taking place. Is there any other way that ! can get more 
m[’ormation on the class because it is definitely something that ! 
would be interested in 

@emaiLunc.edu 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJ.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:18 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: FW: EXSS ~: EXSS 

Hi, Your UNC email a, ccount bounced back. Please check. Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Z)ro L)ebb~v 5trom~n 

Sport AdministcatJ.on ~:aculty and E-XSS Academ].c Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Research 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Homoms Soc~.ety) 

F~m= Dr, Stroman [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Semt~ Tuesday, 3:50 PM 
Te~ EXSS : 
Subjemt= EXSS : EXSS: 

Welcolne ~ck~ I ho~ you had a productive and restful 

course. If not, let me ~ow asap. 

’. Hopefully you have had the chance to listen to the recorded c~]l regarding the 

The next step is to meet with you one-on-one before next ~Vednesday. I want to chat with about your site and cover the requirements of the course. If you are still 

unsure of your site, we can get you placed asap. As you may be aware, we are having lots of technical snafus with the server as ~ 15,000 students have come back to 

town mad logged on. :) I roll posl course information asap. 

I teach and hold office hours on Wednesday atternoons. Send me an email with two options to meet for 45 mins. 

I look forward to working wifl~ you! 

Let’s have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:19 PM 

@email.unc.edtp 

FW: EXSS .,: EXSS 

GO 

Spot~t Administration Faculty and [XSS Academic Advisor 
919, 
College Spor’t Research Institute 
Capolina Spopts Business Club 
~J.~m~ Alpha Lambd~ (l..ea{Jer’ship Hor~or’s 

~m: DL Stroman [mailto:dstro~unc.edu] 
~Bt: Tuesday, 3:50 PM 
T~: EXSS 
~jemt: EXSS EXSS: 
Welcome ~ck[ I hoN you had a productive and restful summer. Hopefully you have had the chance to listen to the recorded call mgaNing the 

course. Ifnok let me ~ow asap. 

The next step is to meet ruth you one-on-one before next Wednesday. I want to chat with about your site and cover the requirements of the course. If you are still 

unsure of yo ur site, we can get you placed asap. As you may be aware, we are haviug lots of technical snafus with the server as ~ 15,000 students have come back to 

town a~d logged on. :) I roll post cour~ in[bm~atiou a~p. 

I teach M~F at 11:00 and hold office hours on Wedne~tay allernoons. Send me an email ruth two options to meet tbr 45 mins. 

I look forward to worldng with you! 

Let’s have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:22 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday What is your availability, before 3:00? 
should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: @email unc.edu [rnailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

@emaihunc edu] 

Yes actually I am however I have not been able to secure an 
as of right now. I just came back into town and I wasn’t sure If 

I still had time to :find a 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: @emaiLunc.edu 
Subject: RE: 
Sent:, 3:36 PM 

Hi. Are you still interested in Let me l,mow asap Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu [rnailto: 
Sent: Monday, 9:52 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

&cmail.mxc.edu] 

Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

This is             I took    classes with you 
. I hope that you are well and enjoying the "Carolina 

Blue Skies." I came across the email about the course 
and I am interested and would like more irfformation. I do have one 
question. I took EXSS     when it was 
with              Since this course is already on my transcript does 
it exempt me from enrollment in this particular course’.’ That’: you for 
your time and I look forxvard to hearing from you soon!t! :-) 

Sent via BlackBeru from T-Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:25 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday What is your availability, before 3:00? 
should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:55 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
SubJect: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 
in the class If there is anything that I can do please let me know. 

Thank you! 

~@emaiLunc.edu 

, at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in Let me know asap. ~flqanks[ 

Go Heels, 

Dr. I)ebby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (~,email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

To: theclub@unc.edu 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I arn going to be on vacation when the conference call for the EXSS 

class will be taking place. Is there any other way that I can get more 

information on the class because it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in. 

@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:32 PM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

RE:. INTERNSHIP CREDIT 

Hi    . Please rea d the email I will folavard to you regarding EXS S    . The 
course is still a pilot and as such it is NOT a fulfillment for the 
experiential education requirement 

Let me know if you are interested in enrolling as I must provide approval to 
register you Thales! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: (@email unc edu] 
Sent: ’J’uesday, 5:42 PM 

Tu: dstro@unc edu 

SubJect: INTERNSHIP CREDIT 

I just received an email saying that I could get credit [’or and internship 
and it wuuld count for the experiential education fulfillment for the 
undergrad requirement It said tu cuntact you with any questions. I have 
an internship with             and I will be working under 

I was just wundering what I needed tu du in order to 
receive the credit I also left yuu a message un your voicemail to the 
same e×tent 

Thank yuu for all yuur help, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:34 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

FW: The Club - EXSS i Course Reminder: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

@email.~mc.edu:~ 

FYI, 
Go Heels, 

SpoPt AdministPation Faculty and EXSS Academic AdvisoP 
9~9~ 843. ~336 
College Spot"t Resear’ch Instik~rte 
Ca~-o].ina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha I_.arabda (Leadership Honops Society) 

F~m= Dr, Stroman [maiito:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday,             ,2:14 PM 
Te~ ess.Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club,grp : 
Subject: The Club - E~S 
gXSS    SNcial Topics 

ess.Carolina_Sports_Business_Club.grp 

Hi Heels’. Many of you have inquired about this uniqne course being offered this semester. This new course is designed to provide you ruth academic credit for a 

sport administration internship. For exmnple, the can be related to careers in marketing, financial management, 

operations, an4’or facilities. You roll report to your sport o~anization in lieu office classroom. The em~ollment is limited so if you are interesled follow these inslruclions: 

h Listen to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the course tbrmat. 

Fast forward 30 seconds, *5 Pause/Resume) or see Course Documems #19. 
2. EmaJd or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 

m~d the access code is . (*1 - Rewind 30 seconds, *2 

843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:38 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi Let’s try12:30 on Thursday. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~ @email unc.edu [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:27 EM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

@email.unc edu] 

I am aw~ilable bet*veen 12:30 and 3. Or before 11 if that would be better 
for you. ! really appreciate it Thank you so much [’or emailing me. 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:        @email un c edu 
SubJect: RE: EXSS 
Sent: 9:21 PM 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday What is your availabili~ before 3:00? 
should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email unc.edu [?nailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sul~iect: Re: EXSS 

@email.unc edu] 

Yes actually I am however I have not been able to secme 
as of right now. I just came back into town and I wasn’t sure If 

I 
still had time to find 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:     ~@ernail.tmc.edu 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
Sent: 3:36 PM 

Hi. Are you still interested in Let me know asap. Thatf~s! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Acadernic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu [ruailto: 
Sent: Monday, 9:52 PiVl 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sulliect: EXSS 

Ca)email.m~c.edu] 

Hello Dr Stromatg 

This is I took classes with you and 



¯ I hope that you are well and enjoying the "Carolina 
Blue Skies" I came across the email about the course 
and I am interested and would like more information. I do have one 
question¯ I took EXSS     when it was 
with              Since this course is alrea@ on my transcript does 
it exempt me from enrollment in this particular course? Thank you :[’or 
your time and I look forward to hearing from you soon!!! :-) 

Thank You, 

Sent via BlackBclq- from T-Mobile 

Sent via BlackBclq- from T-Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi, let’s meet at ;[0 in my office, Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

L)ro L)ebb~v’ 5trom~n 

Sport Adm_~n_~strat~.on Eaculty and EXSS Academ~.c Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Resear’ch Institute 

Caro].i.na Spocts Busi.ness Club 

Sigma Alpha I_.ambda (Leadership Honocs Soci.ety) 

~: [mailto:    ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, " ....... 10:13 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sub~emt: Re: E~S 

Dr. Stroman~ 

I hav~ class from 12:30- 4:45 on ’I’hm~y so I can me~t sn~im~ b~fom my H~t class. L~t nm ~ow your avmlabi]ib~ and I will work ~nmtNng out. Thm~k you w~ 

@emm].mlC edu 

On            , at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is your availabili~, betbm 3:00? I 

should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stro,nan 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Reseamh Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Origina1 Message ..... 
Frown: [m_~__U_!__k_?~ (~e_j_r_r_a__i!_:tj_n___c_:_e___d__tj] 
Sent: Tuesda?~ 4:55 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 
in the class. If them is anything that I can do please let me know. 

Thank you’. 

(?~emaU.unc.edu 

On . at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stmman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stromm~ 

Let me know asap. Thanks! 



Stx~rt Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors SocieU) 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: [maJlto: @email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

To: theclu~unc.edu 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to be on vacation when the conference call for the EXSS 

class will be taking place. Is there any other way that I cm~ get more 

information on the class because it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in. 

@emafil.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:27 PM 

Salyer, SherD’ L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 1NTERNSttIP CREDIT 

Hi Shero~ I can tell him that he can receive the EE credit for the 
Facilities course, correct? I also am going to suggest that he visit the 
advisors in Steele versus staying so focused with the athletic advisors 
since he is nearing graduation Okay? 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:                       (@email unc edu] 

Sent: Tuesday,_ 10:46 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

SubJect: RE: ]NTERNSH[P CRI{DIT 

Oh I did not know that. I have another question. I saw that the facili~ 
and event class now listed as fulfilling the EE requirement. ! already 
took this class, do you think I could receive the F.[~ credit for it? If 
this is possible I would still like to do the intern course as well I 
only need the              : and more hours to graduate. 

On Tue,            21:32:29 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi     Please read the email I will forward to you regarding [{XSS 

> ’]’he course is still a pilot and as such it is NOT a fulfillment for the 

> experiential education requirement. 

> 

> Let me know if you are interested in enrolling as I must provide approval 

> to register you Thanks! 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: (~email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, 5:42 PM 

> To: dstro@unc.edu 

> Subject: ]NTERNSHIP CREDIT 

> 

> 

> I just received an email saying that I could get credit for and 

internship 

> and it ~vould count for the experiential education fulfilhnent for the 

> undergrad requirement. It said to contact you ~vith any questions. I 

have 

> ari internship with             and I will be ;vorking under 

I was just wondering what I needed to do in order to 
receive the credit I also left you a message on your voicemail to the 
same extent. 

Thank you t;ar all your help, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJ.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

RE: FW: EXSS ’,: EXSS 

Hi     Thanks for your communication, Best wishes to you and let us know if we can assist in the future. 

Go Heels, 

Z)ro L)ebb2~’ 5trom~n 

Sport AdministcatJ.on ~:aculty and E-XSS Academ].c Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Research 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Homoms Soc~.ety) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9: 
To: Deborah Stroman 
S~bject: Re: FW: EXSS EXSS 

Dr. St~mm~ 

Thank you for your note. Ac~mJly, I had some developments last week with        Apparently the de~ment head with whom I had been conversing got a 

message ~om HR storing that they do not feel that this would ~ a "~e lea~ing ex~fience" for me so they could not suppo~ taMng me on as an intern. Therefore, I 

went ahead and cancelled my registration at the Ffi~y Center. 

I appleciate all of the fle~biliD- and assis~nce you have shown me and I apologize for any trouble the~ changes may have caused. 

Th~k you agai~ 

On Tue, at 9:18 PM, Deborah Stroman <_d__~Lg__n_)__a_n_@__e__r!~_~_Li_!:_LLn__c_’_:_e_d__~!> wrote: 

Hi. 5:%~r ! rNC emaU account he,raced back. Please check. ’l}~anks. 

Go Heels, 

L)ro L)ebb~’ 5trom~n 

Sport Administrate.on Paculty and EXSS Academ~.c Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Research Inst~ku-ke 

Carol~na Sports Brashness Club 

S~gma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Soc~eky) 

From: Dr Stroman [maiho:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:50 PM 

’ro: Exss: : 
Subject: EX$S EXSS: 

Welcome back! I hope you had a productive and restful . ttopefully you have had the chance m listen m the recorded ca]l regarding the 

course. If not, let me know asap. 

The next step is to meet ruth you one-on-one beii~re next Wednesday. I want to chat with about your site and cover the requiremen’~s of the course. If you are still 

unsure of your site, we can get you placed asap. As you may be aware, we are having lots of technical sn~l"us with the server as ~-, 15,000 students have come back to 

town and logged on. :) I will posl course infomiation asap. 

I teach and hold once hours on Wednesday o£temoons. Send me an e~nail with two options to meet for45 ~nins. 

I look forwmd to worldng with you! 

Let’s have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

843.0336 

dstro(/~unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:57 AM 

@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: EXSS : EXSS 

Hi, I will schedule you with another student at ;1.0:00 tomorrow in my office, 

Listen to a recorded conference c~Jl at your convenience on the coarse format. 

(’1 - Rewind 30 seconds, *2 Fast forward 30 seconds, "5 Pause/Resmne) 

Dr. De~by 5~-romcm 

Sport Admi~is~catJ.on F~cul~y and E-XSS AcademJ.c Advisor 

919. 843,0336 

College Sport Resear’ch Instikute 

Carolina Spor’ts Business Club 

Sigma A].pha I..~mbda (Leadership Honors 5oc].et-~) 

From: ~@email.unc.edu [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:43 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: E~S E~S 

Dr. Stroma~ 

and the access code is 

Will you please send me the info about the recorded call? Also, can you meet ruth me tomorrow around 10? 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 

From: "Deborah Stmma~" 

Date: Tue, i 21:19:28 -0400 

To: " " @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: EXSS : EXSS 

Go Heels, 

Dr’, De~by 

Spor’t Adm:in~strat:~.on Facu]ty and EXSS Academ~.c Adv:isor 

9;k9. 843. 0336 

College Spopt Research Insti_tute 

CarolLna Spor’ts BusLness Club 

5£gma Alpha Lambda (Leadersh£p Honors SocLety) 

F~m= Dr. Stroman [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se,t: Tuesday, 3:50 PH 
Te= EXSS : 
Subject= EXSS . EXSS 

Welcome ~ck[ I ho~ you had a productive and restful summer. Hopefully you have had the chance to listen to the recorded call rega~ling the 

course, lfnok let me know asap. 

The next step is to meet with you one-on-one betbre next WednesdW. I want to chat with about your site a~d cover the requirements of the course. If you are still 
unsure of your site, we can get you placed asap. As you may be aware, we are having lots ofteclmical snafus with the server as .~ 15,000 students have come back to 
town mad logged on. :) I will post course i,ffonnation asap. 

I teach MWF at 11:00 and hold office hours on Wednesday afternoons. Send me a~ email with two options to meet for 45 mins. 

I look forward to working with you! 

Let’s have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:05 PM 

@gmml.com> 

RE: Internship Opportunities 

Hi 

Go Heels, 

Om Z?ebby 

SpoPt AdrainistPation ~:aculty and EXSS Academic AdvisoP 

9~9~ 843, e336 

College Spoct Resear, ch Instikcrte 
Ca~-ol..i.r~a Spor£s Business Club 

Sigma Alpha I_.arabda (Leadership Honops 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:24 AN 
To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject~ InternsNp Oppo~unities 

Dr. Stmmm~ 

I have con~cted 

Thanks! 

What is your PID? I will make sure you are enrolled in I may be able to assist you in your search too. 

¯ I sent an email m~d left him a phone message to inqnire whether 

would be intereste4’am in need of interns for their company. I roll forward his response as soon as I receive it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:06 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Yes. Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:       @email.unc.edu [rnailto 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:55 Pivl 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

@email.m~c.edu] 

In your office? 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:        @email un c edu 
SubJect: RE: EXSS 
Sent: 9:37 PM 

Eli Let’s try 12:30 on Thursday. ’]’hanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership tlonors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email unc.edu [~nailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:27 PRO" 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sul~iect: Re: EXSS 

@email.unc edu] 

I am available betxveen 12:30 and 3. Or before 11 if that would be better 
for 
you. I really appreciate it. Thank you so much for emailing me. 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:       ~@emaiLunc.edu 
Subiect: RE: EXSS 
Sent: 9:21 PM 

Okay-. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is your availability before 3:00? I 
should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Acadernic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Larnbda (,Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:: .~email unc.edu [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

@email.unc edu] 

Yes actually I am however I have not been able to secure 
as of right now. I just came back into town and I wasn’t sure If 

I 
still had time to find 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 



To:       ~@email.unc.edu 
Sut~iect: RE: F.XSS 
Sent: 3:36 PM 

Hi. Are you still interested in Let me know asap Thanks[ 

(io Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculb" and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu [raailto 
Sent: Monday, 9:52 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

t(~cmail.anc.edu] 

Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

This is             I took    classes with you 
. I hope that you are well and enjoying the "Carolina 

Blue Skies." I came across the email about the course 
and I am interested and would like more irfformation. I do have one 
question. I took EXSS 

Since this course is already on my transcript does 
it exempt me from et~rollment in this particular course’.’ Thaak you for 
your time and I look forxvard to hearing from you soon!t! :-) 

Thank You, 

Sent via BlackBerl3z licom T-Mobile 

Sent via BlackBerl3z licom T-Mobile 

Sent via BlackBerl3z licom T-Mobile 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

@emml .unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS 

Hi You need to drop a class or receive permission from an academic 
advisor in Steele to take     Please advise. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: dstro@unc edu 
SubJect: EXSS 

[.mailto:, ~@email uric edu] 
8:09 PM 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am interested in enrolling for the                     course this 
I aheady have an internship lined up and am already participating 

~n it. I’ve listened to the con:[’erence call and understand I need to 
send my resume and cnver letter to you Please let me know if’there is 
any further information regarding entering this course. 

Thank you for your time, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(;lass of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:45 PM 

@emml .unc.edu:~ 

RE: EXSS EXSS 

Hi Great seeing you at Fall Fest Let’s try, Friday at noon in my 
office. I ~vill be coming from Fetzer teaching so ifI am delayed, please 
understand. Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: t@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:36 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Sut~ject: Re: EXSS : EXSS 

Dr. Stroman wrote: 
> Welcome back[ I hope you had a productive and restful summer 
> Hopefully you have had the chance to listen to the recorded call 
> regarding the_ course. If not, 
> let me know asap. 
> 

> The next step is to meet with you one-on-one before next Wednesday. I 
> want to chat with about your site and cover the requirements of the 
> course If you are still unsure of your site, we can get you placed 
> asap. As you may be aware, we are having lots o17 technical snafus with 
> the server as ~ 15,000 students have come back to town and logged on. 
> :) I will post course iNk~rmation asap 
> 

> I teach MWF at 11:00 and hold office hours on Wednesday afternoons. 
> Send me an email with two options to meet for 45 mins 
> 

> I look for*yard to working with you! 
> 

> Let’s have a great semester[ 
> 
> I)r Stroman 
> 8430336 
> dstro@unc.edu 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I can meet with you anytime on Friday, Monday before 10am or after 12 
noon, or Tuesday before 10am or after 3:30 pm. 
Thanks 

The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill cio 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 3:47 PM 

@Kenan- Flagler.~mc.edu> 

Contact 

Hi It was great chatting with you. Please send me your other email address. The KF address won’t work to put you in the CSBC Bb site. 

Go Meels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science De~p~ 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EX~SS Academic Advisor 

College Spore Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

Siena ?Opha Lambda (Leadership t {onors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel )t~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0 ~36 

ds~o (2);unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:02 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc¯e&[> 

FW: Internship Optx~rtunities 

Hi, Please add to    Thai]ks! 

Go Heels, 

1)~o L)ebb2’ 5trom~n 

Sport A~;m_inistratJ.on Faculty and E-XSS AcademLc Advisop 

919~ 843. ~336 

College Sport Research Ir~stitLrte 

CaPo]..i,r~a Sports Bus.i.ness Club 

Sigma Alpha I_,ar~b~a (Leadership Honors Soci, ety) 

From: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:57 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Internship Oppo~unities 

Dr. St~mm~ 

My rID is . I appreciate ?~ur assis~nce~ Let me ~ow if there is any more i~ffonnation ~u need and I will plm~ on u~tating ~u on 

as soon as possible. 

Best, 

On Wed, 

Hi Wha~ is your rID? I will m~ke ,~;ur~ you are em’~lled in 

Go ~eel.s ~ 

Sport Administra~tion Faculty a~r~d EXSS Academic Advisor 

919~ 843. %336 

College Sport Research InstitLrte 

Carolina~ 5F~orts B~siness Club 

S:igma A].pha I..ambda (t.eadersh:ip Honors 5oc.i.e-E-y) 

~ at 1:04 PM, Deborah Stroman <dsm~man(a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

¯ I ma~" be able ~o as,~;ist you in your searc~ too. 

From: ’(dlgmai] com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ] 0:24 AM 
’ro: dstrornan@ema i[.unc, edu 
Subject: Internship Opportunities 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have contacted                                                          . I sent an email and left him a phone message to inquire whether 

would be interested/are in need of interns tbr their company¯ I will forward his restx)nse as soon a~s I receive it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2009 4:03 PM 

r@gmaJl.com> 

FW: EXSS EXSS 

FYI, 

Go Heels, 

SpoPt AdministPation Faculty and EXSS Academic AdvisoP 

9~9~ 843, ~336 

College Spot"t Resear’ch Instik~rte 
Ca~-o].ina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha I_.arabda (Leadership Honops Society) 

F~m= Dr. Stroman [maiito:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:50 PM 
Te~ EXSS , : 
Subject: EXSS : EXSS 

Welco~ne ~ck[ I ho~ you had a productive and restful 

course, lfnok let me ~]ow asap. 

Hopefully you have had the chance to listen to the recorded caJl regarding the 

The next step is to meet with you one-on-one before next ~Vednesday. I want to chat with about your site and cover the requirements of the course. If you are still 

unsure of your site, we can get you placed asap. As you may be aware, we are having lots of technical snafus with the server as ~ 15,000 students have come back to 

town and logged on. :) I roll posl course information asap. 

I teach and hold office hours on Wednesday Mternoons. Send me an email with two options to meet for 45 mins. 

I look forward to working wifl~ you! 

Let’s have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:07 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Credit 

Hi~      I ~vould love to chat ~vith you about    and your career. Do you 
have time between 2 and 3:30 tomorrow? Otherwise, iVlonday at’ter 12:30 will 
be fine. 

What dept. are you working in ? Who is your supel~zisor? 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [~ailto (~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Sublect: ]mernship Credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering ifI could set up a time to come and talk to you about 
the possibility of receiving credit hours for my internship this 
semester with the as well as to discuss my career 
aspiratmns I would really apprecmte any feedback or advice that you 
could provide. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:09 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: internship and stx~rts business club 

Hi I ~vill for~vard you t2ae information to listen in on more details 
for I will also add you to CSBC I look for~vard to working with you! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:01 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~ject: internship and sports business club 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was interested in the         ,/class you mentioned today and would 
like to know the details about it. I know you said there are only about 
five more days it will be available and i’m interested in doing it. Will 
you please send me the information on this or tell me where i can :find 
it? Also, where can i sign up :[’or the sports business club? Thanks J2~r 
your time : ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:11 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

RE: Internship oprx~rtunity 

Hi     , Glad to see you in class. I look forward to working with you I 
have forwarded more information on    too. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @email uric edu [mailto:     @email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Internship opportunity 

Prol~ Stroman, 

Hello. I am emailing you in regards to the internship opportunity that 
is being offered [’or students I mentioned my interest in class today 
and would like to get more information. I would love to take advantage 
of this oppormmty and actually need to register for another class to 
be lhll-time this semester I think this would be a great career 
enhancing experience. If you could explain to me how the process goes 
and what companies/sports teams are offering these internships, this 
would be a great chance to get some credit hours doing something I am 
truly interested in Again, it is a pleasure to be in your class and I 
plan to engage in ever?" aspect of this course with much improvement. 
Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ’ 4:12 PM 

@email.unc.e&~; 

~@email.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

@email .unc.edu>; ;@eraml.~mc.edu; 

FYI. I need your PID and to meet with you one--on-one before next Thursday to proceed too. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Z)ro L)ebby Strom~n 

Sport AdministcatLon Faculty and E-XSS AcademLc Advisor 

9~9~ 843. @336 

College Sport Research 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness 

S:igma A].pha Lambda (Leader-sh:ip Honors Soc.i.ety) 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Semt~ Monday,              2:21 PM 
Te~ undergraduate@listse~.unc.edu 
~ ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: EXSS 
EXSS     : SpecLal Topics 

Many of you have £nqu£Ped about th£s unLque couPse beLng o~ePed thLs semester. This course 

can be related to careers in marketing, i:inancial management, operations, and/or i~acilities. You will report to your 

sport organization in lieu o~ the classroom. The enrollment is limited and requires instructor approval so ~I~ you are 

interested i~ollow these instructions immediately: 
1. Listen to a recorded conl:erence call at your convenience on the course l:ormat. Call 

(’1 - Rewind 30 seconds, *2 - Fast ~orward 30 seconds, *5 - Pause/Resume) 
2.Email or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

U_NC Exercise and Spore Science Depu 

Sport Administration Facul~7 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Bussaess Club 

Sig~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

d su-o ,@,un c.edu 

hup:/’iwww,unc,edu/’deprs/exercise/’spo~L~a&’ainist~a~inn 

and the access code is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:16 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

CSBC 

Hi. Meeting date set for leadership? 

Go :[][eels, 
Deborah S~roman, t)h.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science 

Spot: Administration EaculV 

E~SS Academic Advisor 

College gporc Research Institute 

Carolina Spor~s Business Club 

Siena ?alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

ds~o (2);unc.edu 

"Statistics ~re no s~bst~t~te for j~dfim~ntT’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:17 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: Internship Oplx)rtunities 

Please add to Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr o L)ebby’ 5tromm] 

Sport Adra_in_istration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Resear’ch Institute 

Caro].ina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha I_.ambda (t_eadership Honocs Society) 

F~m: ’@gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:57 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subjeet: Re: Internship Oppo~unit~es 

Dr. Stmmm~ 

My PID is . I appreciate ?~ur assis~nce] Let me ~ow if there is any more i~ffonnation ~u need and I will plm~ on u~tating ~u on 

as soon as possible. 

Best, 

On Wed, 

HI . Wha~ is your rID? I will m~ke ~;ur~ yot~ are ent’~lled in 

Go Heel.s ~ 

L)m L)ebbk’ Stroman 

Sport Administration ~aculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919~ 843, ~336 

College Sport Resear’ch InstitLrte 

Ca~-olina Spor’ts Business Club 

S:igma Alpha I..ambda (Leadersh:ip Honors Society) 

at 1:04 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstromm~¢%email.unc.edu> wrote: 

¯ I ma~" be able ~(~ as~;ist you in yot~r search too, 

Frnm: @gmail cnm] 
Sent: Wednesday, ] 0:24 AM 

’ro: dstroman@en~a iL unc. edu 
Subject: Internship Opportuniues 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have contacted ¯ I sent ma email and left him a phone message to inquire whether 

would be interested/are in need of interns tbr their company. I will forward his restx~nse as soon as I receive it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:45 PM 

@gmail.com 

RE: Internship Credit 

Thanks! 3:20 at my office m Smith. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ’@gmail corn [rnailto 
Sent: Wednesday, ’ 4:42 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Internship Credit 

@gmail.com] 

ttey I can meet tomorrow at 320 if that works for you? And I am working 
for the            and my super*dsor is 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: 
Sutziect: RE: Internship Credit 
Sent:             4:06 PM 

Ill      I would love to chat with you about    and your career. Do you 

have time between 2 and 3:30 tomorrow? Other*vise, Monday after 12:30 will 

be 

fine 

What dept are you wofldng ~n ? Who is your supervisor? 

(ioHeels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and F.XSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: h~temship Credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if I could set up a time to come and talk to you about 
the possibili~ of receiving credit hours for ray internship this 
semester with                      as xvell as to discuss my career 
aspirations. I would really- appreciate any feedback or advice that you 
could provide. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerO’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:45 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: Internship Credit 

Please add to Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ’@gmail corn [rnailto 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:42 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Internship Credit 

@gmail.com] 

Hey I can meet tomorrow at 320 if that works for you? And I am worldng 
for the            and my super~dsor is 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: 
Sut~iect: RE: Internship Credit 
Sent:             4:06 PM 

I would love to chat with you about    and your career. Do you 

have time between 2 and 3:30 tomorrow? Otherwise, Monday after 12:30 will 

be 

fine 

What dept are you wofldng ~n ? Who is your supervisor? 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and F, XSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socieb’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: _ [g~ailto @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: h~temship Credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if I could set up a time to come and talk to you about 
the possibili~ of receiving credit hours for ray internship this 
semester with                      as well as to discuss my career 
aspirations. I would really- appreciate any feedback or advice that you 
could provide. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi Smith Building is across the street from Phillips/Peabody. I.ower level #4, 

:1.:45 tomorrow is fine~ Thanks. 

Dr’, Deb~zy .Stro:.~an 

Spm-t Adm±rtist~-sL~on Faculty and EXSS Academic Adv~sor’ 

9~9.843.9336 

Co].].ege Spor’t Reseacch 

SJ.gma A]pha t_ambda (l_.eadershJ.p }toners 5oci_ety) 

F~m: [mailto @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:54 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: E~S 

~r. Stmman, 

Two quick questions: 

1) Whom is your 

2) My ~heduie changed and 

I need to leave at around 10:45- ]0:507 If not, I dent have class be~-eon 1:45 mid 3:30 i[you would pre[or to meet then. 

l@enmil.unc.edu 

On             at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi, Let’s meet: at 10 in my office, Thanks! 

Spor~t" AdmJ.n~.scr’a-t-~o~ Facul.cy and EXSS Academic AdvJ.sor- 

919. 843,~336 

College Spoor Reseacch ]:nsVi.tute 

(:aro].i.na Spoets 8usi.ness 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leader’ship l-loner’s Society) 

F~m: [mailto:    @email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, ~0:13 PN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have class [~om 12:30- 4:45 on Thum&y so I can meet anytime belbm my flint d~ss. Let me know your avalability and I will work ~mefl~ing out. Thank you veu 

mugh. 

~a~enlail. talC. edu 

On              at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is your availabiliW before 3:00? I 
should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stromm~ 

Sport Administralion Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lmnbda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: ~email,t mc.edn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:55 PM 

To: Delx)rah Stroman 



Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 

in the class. If there is anything that I can do please let me know. 

’I’h~k you’. 

On , at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in ~ Let me know asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Origin~] Message ..... 

~’rom: [~!_t__o. ~)_e__r__n__~__U__!,_u__!)_c__,_e__~_t__u_l 
Sent: Wednesday, ’ 5:55 PM 

To: _t _k__%c_Lu_ b/~ __=__mc_,_e___�~__u_ 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to be on vacation when the con[~rence call for the EXSS 

class will be taking place. Is there any other way that I can get more 

infonnation on the class becau~ it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in, 

@emailx~nc~edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:59 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: internship and s~rts business club 

Hi The lneeting is for    , although ~ve may discuss CSBC briefly My 
schedule has filled up this week. Are you available Monday after 3:30 
p.m.? 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:39 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
SubJect: Re: internship and sports business club 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi I will forward you the information to listen in on more details 
[’or 
> ! will also add you to CSBC I look forward to working with you! 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Ik. I)ebby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919843.0336 
> 

> Co]lege Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> [~’r om: [mai]to: ~email uric edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 2:01 PM 

> To: dstro@unc.edu 
> Su~iect: internship and sports business club 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 
> I was interested in the        _/class you raentioned today and would 

> like to know the details about it. I know you said there are only about 
> five more days it will be available and i’m interested in doing it. Will 

> you please send me the information on this or tell rue where i can find 
> it? Also, where can i sign up for the sports business club’.’ Thanks for 
> your time : ) 
> 

> 
> 

Dr. Stroman, 

My PIE) is           is the one on one meeting for csbc or for and 
when would be a good time for me to ineet with you’.’ 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:19 PM 

,@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi You call Join my class. Make sure you attend class on Friday. I 
look forward to working with you. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ,@email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:46 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I am in need of more classes for this semester. I would like to take 
classes that 1 need for graduation/major Student Central lists your class 
as closed Is there any way that I could be added to this course or is it 
completely full? Please g~ve your opinion as to what I should do. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:21 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Please add to 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:46 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

tti I)r Stroman, 

I am in need of more classes for this semester. I would like to take 
classes that I need ]2~r graduation/major Student Central lists your class 
as closed Is there any way that I could be added to this course or is it 
completely full? Please g~ve your opinion as to what I should do. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:23 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: FW: EXSS 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu [mailto: :@email.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                5:53 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

My P[D # is I am so sorry I forgot it in my last e-mail. 
Thanks for the links. I look 12~rward to sitting down to talk one on one 

Sincerely, 

Quoting Deborah Strnman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

> FYI. I need your PrD and to meet with you one-on-one before next 
Thursday to 
> proceed too. Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Dr. I)ebby Stroman 
> 
> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(d~,,email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday,                 2:21 PM 
> To: undergraduate@listsel~,’.unc.edu 
> Cc: ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> Man?- of you have inquired about this unique course being offered this 

> semester. This new course is designed to provide you with academic 
credit 
> for a sport administration internship. For example, the sport-related 
field 
> experience (UNC or non-UNC) can be related to careers in marketing, 
> financial management, operations, and/or facilities. You ~vill report to 
your 
> sport organization in lieu of the classroom. The enrollment is limited 



and 
> requires instructor approval so if you are interested follow these 
> ~nstructions itmnediately: 
> 

> 

> 

> 1. Listen to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the 
course 
> format. Call (712)432-1590 and the access code is 286316~i. (’1 - Rewind 
30 
> seconds, *2 - Fast forward 30 seconds, *5 - Pause/Resmne) 
> 
> 2. Email or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> I~-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport A&ninistration Faculty 
> 
> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> dstro@unc edu 
> 

> http://www.unc.edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> 

> 

> "Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay 
> 

> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:23 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: FW: EXSS 

Please add tn . Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     @email.unc.edu [mailto:    :@email.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:53 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: EXSS 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

My P[D # is I am so sorp)~ I forgot it in my last e-mail. 
Thanks for the links. I look 12~rward to sitting down to talk one on one 

Sincerely, 

Quoting Deborah Strnman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

> FYI. I need your P]I) and to meet with you one-on-one before next 
Thursday to 
> proceed too. Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Dr. I)ebby Stroman 
> 
> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(d},,email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday,                 2:21 PM 
> To: undergraduate@listsel-v’.unc.edu 
> Cc: ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: EXSS : 
> 

> 

> 

> EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> Many of you have inquired about this unique course being offered this 

> semester. This new course is designed to provide you with academic 
credit 
> for a sport administration internship. For example, the sport-related 
field 
> experience (UNC or non-UNC) can be related to careers in marketing, 
> financial management, operations, and/or facilities. You ~vill report to 
your 
> sport organization in lieu of the classroom. The enrollment is limited 



and 
> requires instructor approval so if you are interested follow these 
> ~nstructions itmnediately: 
> 

> 

> 

> 1. Listen to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the 
course 
> format. Call and the access code is . (’1 - Rewind 
30 
> seconds, *2 - Fast forward 30 seconds, *5 - Pause/Resmne) 
> 
> 2. Email or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> I~-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport A&ninistration Faculty 
> 
> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> dstro@unc edu 
> 

> http://www.unc.edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> 

> 

> "Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 6:30 PM 

@sportsraedia.com 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Internships 

Hi Vail. Your name was given to me by my student,                He enthusiastically invited me to reach out to you regarding our new academic course. We can 

now offer our students academic credit for sport administration internships. Please let me know if you would like to chat in more detail about this super 

opportunity for our students and local sport industry firms. We would love to have one or more work with you to assist in your efforts for success. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Regards, 

Debby 

Det~orah Strornan, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Depr~ 

Spor~ Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Spo~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spor~s Business Chub 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership }¢ ...... Sociev) 

4- Smith Bldg. CBg 3182 

Chapel Hill, N(7 27599 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:36 PM 

L@emml.~mc.edtr>; 

EXSS    - Welcome 

@emml .unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu 

Hi Heels! You will be enrolled in I look forward to working with you! 

Go I Ieels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science D~p~ 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EX~SS Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Spore Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

Siena ?Opha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# ~182 

Chapel )t~, NC 27S99 

919.~3.0 336 

ds~o (2);unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 9:56 AM 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu-~ 

@med.unc.edu> 

RE: How did it go? 

Hi Sophie. It was fun! I tried to make sure we covered the course outline 
and took the time to get to know one another I wanted to use a video to 
discuss issues in the NFL regarding salaW disparities, but the selwer was 
slow. I switched gears and adapted by discussing it without the video :) 

All is well. Today is filled with advising appointments. 

Have a super day! Thursday noon sounds good to me 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: trawalt [mailto:trawalt(~r)email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 7:36 AM 

To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

Sut~iect: How did it go? 

Good morning, Professor Stroman, 

Flow did your first class go yesterday? Was it as great as I imagine it 
wasT! 
Looking forward to hearing about it Lunch next week’? 

Sophie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 10:09 AIVl 

@gmaJl.com> 

Hi. You have a financial hold on ,/our account that needs to be cleared up before I can register you. 

Go I Ieels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science De~p~ 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EX~SS Academic Advisor 

College Spore Research Insdmte 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# ~182 

Chapel ~t~, NC 27S99 

919.~3.0 336 

ds~o (2);unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:10 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi. You will need to get permission to take hours or drop a class to get    credit. Also, I suggest that you visit the advisors in Steele versus staying so focused 

with the athletic advisors since you are nearing graduation. Only Steele advisors can clear you for graduation. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Administration Faculb" 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Mpha Larnbda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

dscro ~]uncedu 

htrp://www,u~c.edu/dq~rs/exercise/sporr_administrarion 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:54 AIVl 

@med.unc.edu>; Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu-~ 

@med.unc.edu> 

RE: How did it go? 

Hi. I will be available i2om 12:15 - 1:45 on Wednesday. Need to meet at 
the Union or Lenoir though Can we grab our lunch and then head to the 
Faculty Commons (Campus Y) to chat? Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: :~!med unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:04 AM 
To: Debby Stromam Sophie Trawalter 

Cc:              @med.unc.edu 
Subjecti Re: tIow did it go? 

I have class on Thursday afternoon...Wednesday? 

’ 9:56 AM, "Debby Str ~m ~n" <dstroman@emai .unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Sophie It was fun[ I tried to make sure we covered the course 
outline and 
> took the time to get to know one another. I wanted to use a video to 
discuss 
> issues in the NFL regarding salaW disparities, but the selwer was slo~v. 
I 
> switched gears and adapted by discussing it without the video. :) 
> 

> All is welh Today- is filled ~vith advising appointments. 
> 

> Have a super day! Thursday noon sounds good to me. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Froru: trawalt [mailto:trawalt~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: 7:36 AM 
> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
> Subject: How did itgo? 
> 
> 

> Good morning, Professor Stroman, 
> 

> How- did your first class go yesterday? Was it as great as I imagine it 
> was?[ 
> Looking forward to hearing about it. Lunch next week? 
> 

> Sophie 
> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:56 AM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

RE: INTERNSHIP CREDIT 

Yes, you can receive t2ae EE credit for 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~ @emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: INTERNSHIP CREDIT 

Oh I did not know that I have another question. I saw that the facility 
and event class now listed as fulfilling the EE requirement I alrea~dy 
took this class, do you think I could receive the EE credit for it’? If 
this is possible I would still like to do the intern course as well. I 
only need the    requirement and more hours to graduate 

On Tue,             21:32:29 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@emaih unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Please read the email I will forward to you regarding EXSS 

> The course is still a pilot and as such it is NOT a fulfillment for the 

> experiential education requirement 

> 

> Let me know if you are interested in enrolling as I must provide approval 

> to register you. Thanks[ 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919.8430336 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From (~email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday-, 5:42 P_’vl 

> To: dstro@unc.edu 

> Subject: INTERNSHIP CREDIT 

> 

> 

> I just received an email saying that I could get credit for and 

internship 

> and it would count for the cxperiential education fulfillment for the 

> undergrad requirement. It said to contact you with any questions. I 

have 

> an internship with             and I will be working uader 

I was just wondering what I needed to do in order to 
receive the credit. I also leR you a message on your voicemail to the 
same extent. 

Thank you for all your help, 
r 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:59 AIVl 

@eraml.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Business Club 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:02 AM 
To: dstroman@em ail.unc, edu 
SubJect: Sport Business Club 

Good morning, 

I was told that I should email you if I would like to be a member of the 
Sport Business Club so that you could add me to the lisep~ and the 
Blackboard site. 

PlD #: 

Hope this isn’t causing you any trouble 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:28 AIvl 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu-~; 

RE: How did it go? 

@raed.unc.edu-~ 

:) I look forward to seeing y’all. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sophie Trawalter [mailto:trawalt@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:25 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc: ~@med.unc edu 
Sut~ject: Re: How did it go’? 

Lenoir/Faculty Cotmnons Wednesday at 12:15 works for me 

See you Wednesday :) 

Sophie 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi. I will be available fi~om 12:15 - 1:45 on Wednesday Need to meet 
> at the Union or Lenoir though Can we grab our lunch and then head to 
> the Faculty Comanons (Campus Y) to chat’? ’]’hanks. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 
> Dr Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 
> 
> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: :(d~,,med. uric. edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 10:04 AM 
> To: Debby Stroman; Sophie Trawalter 

> Cc:              @med.unc.edu 
> Subject: Re: How did it go? 
> 

> I have class on Thursday aRernoon...Wednesday-? 
> 
> 

> On ~ 9:56 AM. "Debby Stroman" <dstroraan@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Sophie. It was runt I tried to make sure we covered the course 
>> outline 
> and 
>> took the time to get to know one another. I wanted to use a video to 
> discuss 
>> issues in the NFL regarding salaly disparities, but the severer was 
>> slow. I switched gears and adapted by discussing it without the 
>> video :) 
>> 

>> All is welh Today is filled with advising appointments. 
>> 

>> Have a super dayt Thursday noon sounds good to me. 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 



>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> Sigma Alpha ~.ambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: trawalt [mailto:trawalt@email uric edu] 

>> Sent: Thmsday, 7:36 AM 

>> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

>> Subject: How did it go? 
>> 

>> 

>> Good morning, Professor Stroman, 
>> 

>> How did your first class go yesterday? Was it as great as I imagine 

>> it was?[ 

>> Looking fom’ard to hearing about it. Lunch next week? 
>> 

>> Sophie 
>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:51 AM 

@email.unc.edu"~ 

FW: The Club - Movie Night!: ess.Caxoliua Sports Busiuess Club.grp 

Go 

Spot~t Administration Faculty and [XSS Academic Advisor 
919, 
College Spor’t Research Institute 
Capolina Spopts Business Club 
~J.~m~ Alpha Lambd~ (l..ea{Jer’ship 

~m: DL Stroman [mailto:dstro~unc.edu] 
~Bt: Thursday,              ~ 11:36 AM 
T~: ess,Carolina_Sp~_Business_Club.grp : 
~j~mt: The Club - Movie Night~: ess.Carolina_Spo~s_Business_Club,grp 
Pmf Osbom~ (EXSS) h~s gmdously invited Club m~mb~rs to 
showing the ~]m 

Come out mid fellowship and see the slo~ of how legendao~ coach, Don Haskins went on the recruiting trail to find the best taleut in the laud, black or white. 7 blacks 

and 5 whites made up the legendary. 1965-66 Texas Western Miners. They were mocked and ridiculed for their showboating and flaunting of black players on the 

court. Yet, in the thce of seemingly insurmountable odds, Haskins and his Miners came together as a team united m reach the National Championship game against 

powerhouse Kentucky. 

Tell a friend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&p 

Thursday, 11:54 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: The Club - EXSS Majors: ess.CamlinaSports Business Club.grp 

GO 

Spot~t Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919, 
College Spor’t Research Institute 
Capolina Spopts Business Club 
5i~m~ Alpha Lambd~ (Leader’ship Hor~or’s Soc-iety) 

~m: DL Stroman [mailto:dstro~unc.edu] 
~Bt: Thursday,             i 11:49 AM 
T~: ess,Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp : 
~j~mt: The Club - EXSS Majors: ess,Carolina_Spo~s_Business_Club.grp 
Hi. If you am an EXSS majog I need your help~ ~Ve are piloting a Face,ok fan page for EXSS. 

Please become a fan ofUNC EXSS UNITE! by Sunday, 5:00 p.m. and post at least two replies or start a new topic. 

The el]brt is designed to create a unified communi~ to Ibster networking aM commm~ication. Let us know what is on your mind. Honor Code rules apply so please be 

respectful of the environment. This site is uot monitored by faculF or stale but is being promoted as another tool to assist you. 

If you have any questions regarding UNC EXSS UNITE! on Fb, please contact dstro@unc.edu. Add "Fb" in the subject line. 

Thamks! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:16 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSSI - Welcome Back’.: EXSS 

Hi I appreciate your note, but you as a athlete you must 
learn to be a better con~aunicator. Your time commitments oI’ten require 
advanced plalming and communication through email AND phone. I am good 
friends with Coach        and I know she expects better EXSS    is 
filled and has a long waiting list. I will keep you in the class for no,v, 
but please read the syllabus and stay on track. I am supportive of your 
athletic commitment and ~vish you all the best this season. 

I am m my office today until 4:15 p.m. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facult5’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societs’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ~@email.unc.edu [mailto      (a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:35 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Su~iect: Re: EXSS - Welcome Back!: 

Hi I)r Stroman, 
Im sorry i missed your class today. My schedule is a mess, I was 
confused due to a schedule change and hope i didnt miss anything 
important. I would like to meet with you tomorrow to hand you lay travel 
letter and let you know that i will be missing Friday’s class as well. 
I play on the                and we will be flying to     ~2~r the 

tournament. Please let me know asap thank you for your time. 

Sincerelg, 

Quoting "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu>: 

Hi Tar Heels! I hope you had a wonderful and productive summer. I 
look forward to meeting you tomol~ow at 11:00 aan. sharp in Fetzer 
106. I will post the syllabus in Course Documents later today if you 
want to get an ovel~,’ie~v prior to the start of class. I encourage you 
to pick up your Course Pack from Student Stores too. 

Let me l~mw if you have any questions! 

Dr. Stroman 

843.0336 

dstrn@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJ.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 12:18 PM 

@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: EXSS 

FYI, Follow these directions and I am meeting with students one-on-one before Thursd~,y. 

Go Heels, 

Z)ro L)ebb~v Strom~n 

Sport Administcation Faculty and E-XSS Academic Advisor 

9~9~ 843. @336 

College Sport Research 

Caro].i.na Sports Busi.ness 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Homoms Soc~.ety) 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Semt~ Monday,              2:21 PM 
Te~ undergraduate@listse~.unc.edu 
~ ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
Subjemt~ EXSS: 
EXS5     : SpecCal Topees 

Many o~ you have CnquCred about thCs unique course being o~ered th~s semester. Th~s course ~s desCgned to provCde 

you wCth academic credit ~or a sport adm~nCstrat¢on ~nternsh~p. For example, the sport-related ~eld experCence (UNC or non- 

UNC) can be related to careers ~n market�rig, ~nanc~al management, operations, and!or ~ad1~tCes. You w~11 report to your 

sport organCzat~on ~n l~eu o~ the classroom. The enrollment ~s tempted and requCres Cnstructor approval so �~ you are 

~nterested ~ollow these ~nstruct¢ons ~mmedCately: 

~. L~sten to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the course ~ormat. Call 

(*~ - RewCnd 3e seconds, "2 - Fast ~orward 3e seconds, "5 - Pause/Resume) 
2.Ema¢1 or caZZ Dr. Stroman asap to check ava~lab¢1¢ty. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srrom;m, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science 

Sport Administration FaculV 

E~S Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Bus~tess Club 

Si~aa Alpha Lambda (Leadershp Honors Socie@ 

4 Smid~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

dstro @m]c.edu 

hup: i iwww,unc,edu id~rs/ exercise ispo~L=admhag~a~ion 

and the access code ±s 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJ.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:22 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

RE: Meeting - 

. Monday at 9:30 a.m, in mg office~ Smith is across the street from Phillips/Peabody and next to New West, We are in the lower level, Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Z)m L)ebb2’ 5trom~n 

Sport AdministcatJ.on ~:aculty and E-XSS Academ].c Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Research 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Homoms Soc~.ety) 

F~m: @yahoo.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 9:28 PM 
To~ Dr. Stroman 
Subject~ Meeting. 

(2an we meet t}tJs b’t[day) :~ 0~rn ~[-not: b’t[day~ on }[ond~y in the morning be[)~te }<)ur :~ ] o’clock class) 

From: Dr. Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:49:43 PM 
Subject: EXSS ~: EXS~ 

Welcome back! I hope you had a productive and restful summer. Hopefully you have had the chance to listen to fl~e recorded call regarding the 
course. If not, let me know asap. 

The next step is to meet with you one-on-one before next Wednesday. I want to chat with abom your site and cover the requirements of the course. If you are slill 

unsure of your site, we can get you placed asap. As you may be aware, we are having lots of technical snafus with the server as .~ 15,000 students have come back to 

town and logged on. :) I will post course information asap. 

I teach MXk~F at 11:00 and hold office hours on Wednesday a£ternoons. Send me an email ruth two options to meet for 45 mins. 

I look tbrward to working wifl~ you! 

Let’s have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 12:45 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

Add 

Please add to 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science DQ~t~ 

Spore Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Bus~aess Club 

Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Sociev) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hffi, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

h ~:,//ww~v.~mc.edu,/dep~s/exe~cise,/spo~adm in ts~raVo~ 

"Statistics are no substitute for judgment." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:29 PM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

RE: INTERNSHIP CREDIT 

Nothing. It is processed internally through the system. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:44 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: INTERNSHIP CREDIT 

What would I need to do in order to obtain the credit? 

On Thu,             10:55:54 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@em ai].unc edu> wrote: 
> Yes, you can receive the EE credit for 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 
> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919843.0336 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership tIonors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @emaiI.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: RE: IN~fERNSHIP CREDIT 
> 

> 

> Oh I did not know- that. I have another question. I saw that the 
facility 
> and event class now listed as fulfilling the EE requirement. I already 
> took this class do you think I could receive the EE credit for it? If 

> this is possible I would still like to do the intern course as well. I 
> only need the requirement and more hours to graduate. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, ’ 21:32:29 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi     Please read the email I will forward to you regarding EXS S 
>> The course is still a pilot and as such it is NOT a fulfillment for the 
>> experiential education requirement. 
>> 

>> Let me know if you are interested in enrolling as I must provide 
approval 
>> to register you. Thanks[ 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From:                       @email.unc.edu] 



>> Sent: Tuesday, 5:42 PM 

>> To: dstro(~unc.edu 

>> Sut~iect: INTERNSHIP (;REr)IT 

>> 

>> 

>> I just received an email saying that I could get credit for and 

> internship 

>> and it would count for the experiential education fulfillment Jk~r the 

>> undergrad requirement It said to contact you with aW questions. I 

> have 

>> an internship with and I will be working under 

> 

> I was just wunderit~g what I needed to do in order 

to 

>> receive the credit. I also left you a message on your voicemail to the 

>> same extent. 
>> 

>> Thank you for all yotu help, 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, ’ 1:45 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: resume a~d cover letter 

Thanks. I forgot to give you the official renewal form for The Club. I 
signed it and will leave the envelope in my mailbox for you to take and 
sign. Please submit back to the Union. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto (gr)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:58 AM 
To: ’Stroman, Deburah L’ 
Sublect: resume and cover letter 

Here is my resume and cover letter. 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 1:49 PM 

To: @enmJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: Class 

Hi         . I will forward you an important email Please follow and let 
me know if you have questions. Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @email.unc.edu [ raailto     @emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:59 AM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Class 

Hey~ 

told me about some sort of            class being offered this 
semester. How should I go about getting into this class? 

Thanks 

Sent via BlackBeru by AT&T 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ,2009 1:50 PM 

@emml.unc¯edu> 

FW: The Club - EXSS i Course Reminder: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

FYI, 

Go Heels, 

SpoPt AdministPation Faculty and EXSS Academic AdvisoP 

9~9~ 843, ~336 

College Spot"t Resear’ch Instik~rte 
Ca~-o].ina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha I_.arabda (Leadership Honops Society) 

F~m= Dr. Stroman [maiito:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              2:14 PM 
Te~ ess.Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp : 
Subject: The Club - E~S 

EXSS : SNcial Topics 

: ess.Carolina_Sports_Business_Club.grp 

Hi Heels’. Many of you have inquired about this uniqne course being offered this semester¯ This    course is designed to provide you ruth academic credit for a 

sport administration internship. For exmnple, the                         (UNC or non-UNC) can be related to careers in marketing, financial management, 

operations, an4’or facilities¯ You roll report to your sport o~anization in lieu office classroom¯ The em~ollment is limited so if you are interesled follow these inslruclions: 

h Listen to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the course tbrmat. 

Fast forward 30 seconds, *5 Pause/Resume) or see Course Documems #19¯ 
2. EmaJd or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 

m~d the access code is ¯ (*1 - Rewind 30 seconds, *2 

843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:20 PM 

To: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: Class 

Hi It’s not the same course We ntanber all of our special topic courses 
This    course is a : 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     @email.unc.edu [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 2:09 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~iect: Re: Class 

@email.unc.edu] 

Hey 

I took EXSS I do 
not think they will give me credit for taking the same course (even though 
it’s not) twice. Is there anything I could do? 

Best 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Deborah Stroman 

To:     @email.unc.edu 

Sublect: RE: Class 

Sent: 1:49 PM 

Hi I will forward you an important email. Please follow and let 
me 
know if you have questions Thankst 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socieb’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     @email.unc.edu [mailto     ~d~,,email.~mc. edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:59 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Class 

Heyt 

told me about some sort of an          class being offered this 
semester. How should I go about getting into this class? 

Thanks 

Sent via BlackBerry" by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerD’ by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&p 

Thursday, 2:21 PM 

@emaJl.unc.e&P 

FW: EXSS    - Welcome 

GO 

Spot~t Administration Faculty and [XSS Academic Advisor 
919, 
College Spor’t Research Institute 
Capolina Spopts Business Club 
~J.~m~ Alpha Lambd~ (l..ea{Jer’ship Hor~or’s 

~m: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~emaH.unc.edu] 
~Bt: Wednesday, ,6:36 PM 
T~:    @email.unc.edu; }email.unc.edu; l@email.unc.edu 
~j~mt: EXSS    - Welcome 
Hi Heels~ You will be enrolled in . I look forward to working with 
Go 
Drho~ah S~om~n~ PhD. CLU 
UNC Exercise and Spot, Science 
Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Adviso~ 
CoEege Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Chlb 
Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Sock@ 
4 Smid~ Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel }¢~, N(7 27599 
919.~3.0336 
3scro @nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:37 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi . Great News! I just spoke to        , and he is looking forward to interviewing you for an internship at 

and also send him your resume and cover letter (tailored to a I internship)~ Visit the website at http:i!tarhee[blue 

and become familiar with the operations as much as possible. 

0.. uncaa.unc.edu 

¯ Please contact him 

I am excited about your field experience! 

Keep me posted. 

Go Heel.s ~ 

Dr o Debby 

Sport Administration ~ac~lty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

9~9.843~336 

College SporL Research InsLi.-tute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha I_.amb6a (Leadership Honors Society) 

F~m~ @email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 4:54 PN 
T~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~jeet~ Re: E~S 

Dr. Stmman, 

Two quick questions: 

l) Where is your once? 

2) My ~hedule changed and I now have a class at 11 ~. I ~m Mso able to meet before 10 if~at fits in with your schedule. If not, will we kave enough time to talk if 

I need to leave at around 10:45- ]0:50? If not, I dont have class be~veen 1:45 ~d 3:30 if you woMd pretbr to meet then. 

_ ~:e, mml.m:c edu 
On , at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi, [.et:’s meet at 10 irt my offic~:_~, ]hat}ks! 
Go Heels, 
Dr’, DeDby Strom~n 
Sport Adm:inistration ~acu]ty and [XSS A[ademic Adv:isor 
919. 843,0336 
Co].lege SpoPt Resea~ch InstJ_tk~te 
Carolina SpoPts Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

~: @emaiLunc,edu] 
~Bt: Tuesday, ~0; ~3 PM 
T~: Deborah Strom~n 
~je~t~ Re: EXSS 
Dr. Stmmam 
I have class l?om 12:30- 4:45 on Thu~&y so I can meet ~341me be/bm my fi~t class. Let me know your availability and I will work ~)metNng out Tha~k you veU 

m uch. 

On , at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is your availability before 3:00? I 
should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Camli~m Spoils Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 



..... Original Message ..... 

F~om: 

Sent: 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

~email.unc.edu] 
4:55 PM 

Dr. Stmman, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 

in the class. If there is m~ything that I can do please let me lmow. 

Thm~k you! 

~;email.unc.edu 

On , at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in ’ Let me know asap. Thanks! 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Hono~ Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~emaila~nc.edtq 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

~I’o: .t_!~_e__c_%~__b_ ’_~)__u___n__c_’_:_e___d__~_~. 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stromm~, 

I am going to be on vacation when the co~fference call for the EXSS 

class will be raking place. Is there m~y other way that I c~a get ~nore 

infom~ation on the class because it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in. 

(tbemail.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:41 PM 

;@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Class 

Yes. Keep me posted. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @email uric edu [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 2:37 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Class 

@email.tmc.edu] 

tti So, I will get credit even though it has the same numbers, but a 
dif]’erent course name? ] will do the conference call by the end of toda!! 

Thanks 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Deborah Stroman 

To:      @email.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Class 

Sent: 2:20 PM 

Hi. It’s not the same course. We number all of our special topic courses 
This    course is 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     @email.unc.edu [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 2:09 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Class 

,@,cmail.m~c.edu] 

Hey 

I took EXSS I do 
not think they will give me credit for taking the same course (even though 
it’s not) twice. Is there anything I could do’.’ 

Best 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:      @email.tmc.edu 
Subject: RE: Class 
Sent: 1:49 PM 

Hi . I will forward you an important email. Please follow and let 
me 
know- if’you have questions Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 



..... Original Message ..... 
From:      @,email.unc.edu [mailto     ;@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:59 A2vl 
To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Class 

Heyt 

told me about some sort of an         , class being offered this 
semester. Ho~v should I go about getting into this class? 

Thanks 

Sent via BlackBer~ by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerw by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerw by AT&T 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:47 PM 

To: @email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: Internship 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:32 PM 

To: dstroman@email.uaac, edu 
Subject: Internship 

Dr. Stroman, 

I had a great conversation with               to&U. tte not only explained 
to me what he did, but he also gave his personal insight on the nuances of 
employment in the sports industry tte seemed very interested in the course 
and said that students should definitely utilize it to gain leverage in such 
a competitive field. It was difficult for him to put his job description on 
paper, so I did a little research and used his experiences to create a few 
bullets of exactly what the does 
They are below: 

Thanks once again for everything. I will also attach my resume. I look 
forward to hearing :[’rom you soon. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 2:50 PM 

!@emml .unc.edu 

RE: Internship opportunity 

Hi I am all booked up today and tomorrow-. How is your schedule 
Tuesday at 4:00 p.m.? 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From      ;@email uric edu [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 2:40 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Internship opportunity 

@email uric edu] 

Prol! Stroman, 

My PID is           and ] ~w)uid be happy to meet with you. How is 

tomorrow after c]ass ? Also, ] did not get any information on EXSS 

I was thinking maybe you forgot to attach it. Thank you. 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu>: 

Glad to see you in class. I look forward to working with you 

have ]brwarded more infonnation on too 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     ~.@email.~mc.edu [mailto:     (~email.~mc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: Internship opportunity 

Prof. Stroman, 

Hello. I am emailing you in regards to the internship opportunity that 

is being offered for students. I mentioned my interest in class today 

and would like to get more information. I would love to take advantage 

of this opportunity and actually need to register for another class to 

be full-time this semester. I think this would be a great career 

erff~ancing experience. If you could explain to me how- the process goes 

and what corupanies/sports teams are offering these internships, this 

would be a great chance to get some credit hours doing something I ara 

truly interested in. Again, it is a pleasure to be in your class and I 

plan to engage in every aspect of this course with much improvement. 

Thank you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:04 PM 

~gmml.com> 

RE: The Club - EXSS Majors: ess.Carolin%Sports Business Club.grp 

Completed. Thales! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @gmaih com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:01 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: The Club - EXSS Majors: ess.Carolina SportsBusiness Club.grp 

Please remove me li’om the listserv and the Blackboard site for the 
Sports Business Club. Thanks. 

On at 11:48 AM, Dr Stroman ~vrote: 

Hi I£ you are an EXSS major, I need your help[ We are piloting a 

Facebook fan page for EXSS 

Please become a fan of UNC EXSS UNFFE! by Sunday, 5:00 

p.m and post at least two replies or start a new topic 

The effort is designed to create a unified communi~" to foster 

networking and cotranunication. Let us know what is on your mind. 

Flonor (;ode rules apply so please be respectful of the environment 

’]7his site is not monitored by faculW or sta:t?; but is being 

promoted as another tool to assist you. 

If you have any questions regarding UNC EXSS L3NITE[ on Fb, please 

contact dstro@unc.edu Add "Fb" in the subject line. 

Thanks[ 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:06 PM 

To: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: Class 

Let’s meet now and discuss the syllabus and possibilities. What is your 
availability on Monday after 3:30 pm? 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     ;@email.unc.edu [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 3:10 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~iect: Re: , Class 

~@emaihunc.edu] 

Hi. I listened to the conference call and I have already contacted Ms. 
Homkey about the liability insurance. So, is the next step to go and get 
my cover letter and resume approved by career services? 

Thanks 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Deborah Stroman 

To:     @email.unc.edu 

Sublect: RE: Class 

Sent: 2:40 PM 

Yes. Keep me posted. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @email.unc.edu [mailto:     ;~d~,,email.~mc. edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:37 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Class 

Hi. So, I will get credit even though it has the same numbers, but a 
different course name? I will do the conference call by the end of today! 

Thanks 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:      @email.~mc.edu 
Subject: RE: Class 
Sent: 2:20 PM 

Hi. It’s not the same course. We ntm~ber all of our special topic courses 
This    course is a 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto (~email.u~c.edu] 



Sent: Thursday, 2:09 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Sut~iect: Re: Class 

Hey 

I took EXSS . I do 
not think they will give me credit for taking the same course (even though 
it’s not) twice. Is there anything I could do? 

Best 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:     ~@email.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Class 
Sent: 1:49 PM 

Hi . I will fol~vard you an important email. Please follow and let 
me 
know if you have questions. Thanks t 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~" and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     @email uric edu [mailto     (~email.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:59 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Class 

Hey~ 

told me about some sort of an class being offered this 
semester How should I go about getting into this class? 

Thanks 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:07 PM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Do get your resume reviewed by UCS though. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ~email uric edu [mailto 
Sent: Thursday,_ 3:10 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Internship Class 

@email.u~ac.edu] 

tti. I listened to the conference call and I have alrea@ contacted Ms. 
Homkey about the liability insurance. So, is the next step to go and get 
in?’ cover letter and resume approved by career sep~ices? 

Thanks 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:      @email unc.edu 
Sut~iect: RE: Internship (;lass 
Sent:              2:40 PM 

Yes. Keep me posted. 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ~email.unc.edu [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday,_ 2:37 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Internship Class 

~,cmail.anc.edu] 

Hi. So, I will get credit even though it has the same numbers, but a 
different course name? I xvill do the conference call by the end of todayt 

Thanks 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:      @email.anc.edu 
Subject: RE: Internship Class 
Sent:              2:20 PM 

Hi. It’s not the same co~trse. We number all of our special topic courses 
this    :ourse is a sport administration internship. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ~,email.unc.edu [mailto     @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                2:09 PM 



To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Internship (;lass 

ttey 

I took with Mrs Southall last semester. I do 
not think the?" will give me credit Jk~r taking the same course (even though 
it’s not) twice. Is there anything ! could do? 

Best 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:     ~@email.~mc.edu 
Subject: RE: Internship Class 
Sent:              1:49 PM 

Hi I will forw-ard you an important emaih Please follow and let 
me 
know- if you have questions. Thanks! 

(fro Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:      @email.unc.edu [mailto      ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:59 A2~ 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Internship Class 

Heyt 

~old me about some sort of an internship class being offered this 
semester. Ho~v should I go about getting into this class? 

Thanks 

Sent via BlackBerw by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBel-~ by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBel-~ by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerw by AT&T 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:08 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: exec meeting 

Smith is fine Great’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:21 PM 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject: exec meeting 

we decided to meet monday at 3:00 do you think we could just meet in 
smith? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:38 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: - Welcome Back’.: 

Thanks for your follow up note. Continue your communication and you will 
be fine. :) 

I hope you had a great practice! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      "@email.unc.edu [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 5:11 PM 
Tu: Deborah Struman 
SubJect: RE: ¯ \Velcume Backt: 

@email.unc edu] 

[)ear I)r Stroman, 
I am sorpf i could nut get tu your Ufflce huurs. I was already ~n 
duing extra tuuches at 12 before practice and then had practice., so 1 
am just getting this message Thanks fur keeping me in your class and i 
can assure yuu that it was just a m~x up and i will nut be missing ant’ 
uther classes uther than :[’or away trips. Once again i am vep), surD’ and 
hupe your impressiun ufme will change 

Sincerely, 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaikunc.edu>: 

> Hi I apprecmte yuur nute, but you as a varsiW athlete you 
must 
> learn to be a better cummunicatur. Yuur time cummitments uften require 
> advanced planning and corrmrunication through email AND phone. I ant good 
> friends with Coach Shelton and I kno~v she expects better, is 
filled 
> and has a long waiting list. I will keep you in the class for now, but 
> please read the syllabus and stay on track. I ara supportive of your 
athletic 
> cotmnitment and wish you all the best this season. 
> 

> I am in tW office today until 4:15 p.nr. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Dr. Debby Stronran 
> Sport Adnrinistration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 
> 
> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> Front:      @email.unc.edu [nrailto:      @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday. ~ 7:35 PM 
> To: Dr. Stroman 
> Subject: Re: - Welcome Back!: 
> 

> Hi Dr Stroman, 
> Im sorr,v i missed your class today. My schedule is a mess, I was 
> confused due to a schedule change and hope i didnt miss anything 
> important. I ;vould like to meet with you tomorrow- to hand you my travel 
> letter and let you know that i ;vill be missing Friday’s class as well. 
> I play on the                 and we will be flyir~g to Iowa for the 
> big ten tournament Please let me know asap thank you for your time. 
> 

> Sincerely, 



Quoting "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc edu>: 

>> IIi Tar tIeels! I hope you had a wonderful and productive summer. 

>> look forward to meeting you tomorrow at 11:00 aan. sharp in Fetzer 

>> 106. I will post the syllabus in Course Docmnents later today if you 

>> want to get an overview prior to the start of class. I encourage you 

>> to pick up your Course Pack fiom Student Stores too. 
>> 

>> Let me know if you have any questions! 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 
>> 

>> 843.0336 

>> dstro@tmc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:03 AM 

@enraJl.unc,edu> 

RE: Internship Class 

Hi I am already booked today. Can you meet me at 6:15 in my office on 
Monday? 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     @email.unc.edu [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 4:26 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~iect: Re: Internship Class 

~email.unc.edu] 

Well I do not get off work until six on Monday. I can meet you this Friday 
however, anytime after one 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstrnman@email.unc.edu> 

[)ate: Thu, 16:05:49 

To: ~ ~email.unc.edu> 

Subleat: RE: Internship Class 

Let’s meet now and discuss the syllabus and possibilities. What is your 
availability on Monday after 3:30 p.m.? 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Inatitute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (,Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ~email.unc.edu [mailto: 

Sent: Thursday, 3:10 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Internship Class 

~,cmaihanc.edu] 

Hi. I listened to the conference call and I have alrea@ contacted Ms. 
Homkey about the liability insurance. So, is the next step to go and get 
my 
cover letter and resume approved by career sel~’ices? 

Thanks 

...... Original Message ...... 
Frnm: Deborah Stroman 

To:      ~email.anc.edu 
Subject: RE: Internship Class 
Sent:              2:40 PM 

Yes. Keep me posted. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 



..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @email unc edu [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 2:37 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Internship Class 

~email.tmc.edu] 

Hi So, I ~vill get credit even though it has the same numbers, but a 
different course name? I will do the conference call by the end of today! 

’]?hanks 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Deborah Stroman 

To:     @email.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Internship Class 

Sent:              2:20 PM 

Hi. It’s not the same course. We number all of our special topic courses 
This    :ourse is a sport a&ninistration internship. 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ~)email uric edu [mailto: 

Sent: Thursday, 2:09 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Internship Class 

@email.unc.edu] 

Hey 

I took with 2v~s. Southall last semester. I do 
not think they will give me credit for taking the same course (even though 
it’s not) twice. Is there anything I could do’.’ 

Best 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:      @email.tmc.edu 
Subject: RE: Internship Class 
Sent:              1:49 PM 

Hi I will forward you an important email. Please follow and let 
me 
know- if you have questions. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @email.unc.edu [raailto     @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:59 AM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Internship Class 

Heyt 

told me about some sort of an internship class being offered this 
semester. Ho~v should I go about getting into this class? 

Thanks 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerW by AT&T 



Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:04 AM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

RE: INTERNSHIP CREDIT 

Hi I am booked today. Are you available after 4:30 on Monday? 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:44 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: INTERNSHIP CREDIT 

I have my resume and cover sheet for the EXSS internship credit. When 
will be a good time to meet and discuss? 

On rfhu, 27 Aug 2009 13:29:06 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Nothing. It is processed internally through the system. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email uric edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 11:44 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: RE: IN~"ERNSHIP CREDIT 

Vv2~at would I need to do in order to obtain the credit? 

On Thu,            10:55:54 -0400, "Deborah Stronran" 

<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Yes, you can receive the EE credit for 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stronran 

>> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: RE: [N~I"ERNSHIP CRF~DIT 

>> 

>> 

>> Oh I did not know that. I have another question. I saw- that the 

facility 

>> and event class now listed as fulfilling the EE requirement I already 

>> took this class, do you think I could receive the EE credit for it? If 

>> this is possible I would still like to do the intern course as ~vell. I 



>> only need the requirement and more hours to graduate. 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 21:32:29 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

>> < dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi     Please read the email I will forward to you regarding EXSS 

>>> rl]ae course is still a pilot and as such it is NOT a fulfillment for the 
>>> experiential education requirement. 

>>> Let me know if you are interested in enrolling as I must provide 
> approval 
>>> to register you. Thap2~zs[ 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>> Sport Adrainistration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 
>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: ~cmail.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday 5:42 PM 

>>> To: dstro@unc.edu 
>>> Subject: ExTTERNSHIP CREDIT 

>>> I just received an email saying that I could get credit for and 
>> internship 
>>> and it would count for the experiential education fulfillment for the 
>>> undergrad requirement. It said to contact you with an?’ questions I 
>> have 
>>> an internship ~vith and I will be working under 
>> 
>> I was just wondering what I needed to do in order 
> to 

>>> receive the credit. I also let’t you a message on your voicemail to the 
>>> same extent. 

>>> Thank you for all your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:06 AM 

. @gmail.com 

RE: Internship Credit 

Hi Drop a class so I may add you to Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ’@gmail corn [rnailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:42 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Internship Credit 

@gmail.com] 

ttey I can meet tomorrow at 320 if that works for you? And I am working 
for the ticket office and my super~dsor is Tim Sabo. 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: ’ 
Sut~iect: RE: Internship Credit 
Sent:             4:06 PM 

Ill      I would love to chat with you about    and your career. Do you 
have time between 2 and 3:30 tomorrow? Otherwise, Monday after 12:30 will 
be 

What dept are you wofldng in for athletics? Who is your supervisor? 

(ioHeels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration FaculW and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [_mailto ,@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: h~temship Credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if I could set up a time to come and talk to you about 
the possibili _ty of receiving credit hours for my internship this 
semester with the Athletic Department as well as to discuss my career 
aspirations¯ I would really- appreciate any feedback or advice that you 
could provide¯ 

Thanks, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerO’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 12:33 PM 

mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu 

Update 

Hi Mary. Just checking in with your progress on working with as an intern. Please advise. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what 

did I come to teach ?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 12:42 PM 

’Mary Willingham’ <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE:       Update 

HI Mary. The pilot of this course does not have a mandate for hours. We are suggesting 5 - 20 hours per week. The most 

important aspect is for the student to become engaged and to learn from the experience. You are granted supervisory 

freedom to make that happen. © 

Go Heeis, 
Deborah &roman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hili 
Exercise and Sport Science DepL 

919.843.0336 

http: / / www.unc.edu/ depts /exercise / sport_administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages befieved - as Aristode had - that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

From: Mary Willingham [mailto:mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2009 12:36 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re:       Update 

Hi Debby, I have a note to myself to mail you everything that we have thus far (resume, cover letter, contract) this 
afternoon - so you must be psychic... I did have one question for you and that is how many hours (typically) per week are 

students working at their internship assignments? is going to have to make up some of the hours from September 

so I just wanted to be clear. Thanks, Mary W. 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 10/8/2009 12:32 PM > > > 
Hi Mary. Just checking in with your progress on working with,      as an intern. Please advise. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 



4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 
dstro@unc.edu 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport_administradon 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what 

did I come to teach?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:23 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: EXSS 

On Wed. 14:19:17 -0400, 
> Hi Dr Stl-on~an, 
> 

> Sons’ to keep bugging you but I’m a little worried about EXSS 
hope 
> evewthing’s going well! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: EXSS 
> Date: Wed, 22:06:39 -0400 
> From: .~email.unc.edu> 
> To: <dstro@unc.edu> 
> 

> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> So I FINALLY stalted my internship this week, but since our portfolios 
are 
> due this Friday this poses a problem. IIow should I proceed for this 
> course? I can do a journal entry tomorrow for my first week’s work, but 
> other than that there is nothing I can do yet 
> 

> 

~email.unc edu> wrote: 

.I 

tti      Thanks for your lbHow up. ~Ihings are a little hectic with CSRI 
this week Relax about     We will work things out so you are treated 
fairly in light of the [ate start of the internship. 

Let’s connect by face next week. Call or email me back on your availability 
on Tuesday or Wednesday 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport ANninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 
dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 6:24 PM 

Janet Hoemke <hoemke@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: [Fwd: Student Intern Payment]] 

On Wed, 13:25:55 -0400, Janet Hoernke <hoernke@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> 

> Thanks for bringing your payment by my office. You are no~v paid m full. 

I understand how busy you are this time of year. Hope evewthing goes 
well with ?’our finals 

Thanks again, 

Janet 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Acffninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:26 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: wow? 

On Wed, 12:02:04 -0400, ~email.unc edu > wrote: 
Dr. Stroman, 
I being a walk-on and earning a scholarship a "wow" story? 

Yes! I will submit your name. Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:27 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Missing class Friday 

On Wed, 10:17:36 -0400, ~gmail.com> 
wrote: 
> Hi Dr Stroman[ 
> 

> I’m emailing to let you know I’ll be missing classs this Friday, the 
> because I have an intervie~v with a Sports and Entertainment Marketing 

> in Charlotte. HopeIi~lly I won’t be missing too much! Also, I was 
wondering 
> if you had an?- tips or helpful hints I should know. 
> 

> 

Hi VVhat is your cell number? 

I will see you soon 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Spurt A~ninistratiun Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 6:32 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edw~ 

Re: Classes 

On Tue, 19:54:54 -0400, b~email uric ectu> 

> Hey Dr. Stroman, 
> Its I was just wondering if you ~vere teaching a 

> this because I ;vanted to take one of your classes? 

Hi       Goud tu hear ffum you. I will teach the [~XSS 
class un Tues./Thurs. 

Let me knuw if you are interested in enrullment 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nurth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Spurt Achninistratiun Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align yuur passiun and purpose tu create and sustain peace" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Re: UNC thesis 

On Wed. 18:13:42 -0400, 
~,uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> Thal~ you for being interested in being on my thesis committee. I am 
> attaching chapter 1 and chapter 3 to this email for you to review. 
> 

> My goal is to propose before the first day of summer session 1. I have 
been 
> meeting with Dr. Shields regularly and supposed to be meeting with him 
> again tomorrow or Friday. I will be working hard on chapter 2 this 
weekend 
> and next week to make that more solid 
> 

> I would apprecmte any feedback that you have for me. 
> 

> If after reading chapter 1 and 3, you feel that you do not want to be on 

> committee, please just let me know. 

> My plans for the future concerning the thesis is to work hard on it this 
> and :finish chapter 4 and 5 during semester 1. I have been told 
that 
> I can not defend until I have successfully completed comps. Hopefully Dr 
> Southall will have me take comps in the late spring and maybe that will 
> g~ve me enough time to defend before the end of the semester (spring 
2o11) 
> If not, then I will defend at the next available time 

> Thank you and have a great rest of the week. 

> Go Tar tleelst 

Hi      . I ara craw-busy with CSRI at the Friday Center but I did do a 
cursory look. :)Cotmt me in! I am gladyou are examining a    related 
topic. I am also going to do som~     research this surcaner! :) 

Give me a call if you need anything this ~veek. I will be back to a nom~al 
schedule on Saturday afternoon. 

Thanks again. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:15 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

Re: paper 

On Wed, 20:07:23 -0400, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dr. Stroman, 
> I called today to come hand in nay paper but Im not quiet sure if you got 
my 
> call or not. I am just sending this email to know when ~vill be a good 
time 
> to bring you the hard cop?’. I attached a cop?- ~vith this email as well. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

Please submit electronically. I am away at CSRI and will be able to meet 
with you next week. Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edt~> 

Wednesday, 8:43 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Paper 

On Wed, : 20:23:51 -0400, @email.unc. edu> wrote: 
> Paper is attached! 

Received. Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Saturday, 9:15 AM 

Salyer, Sherry L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Project Uplitt Academic Sessions - Room Confirmation 

Yes, I do use a ppt I am not available for this Thursday. I am only 
available for t~vo dates I just don’t think it is prudent for us to have 
two people at these sessions Let’s chat on Monday. Thanks. 

debby 

On Fri, 21:05:02-0400, Sheny Salyer <salyer@email uric edu> 

wrote: 

> Yes, Do you use a ppt? Do you ~vant to use the same one. Would you like 

> to prepare it? (It starts next Thursday) 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Hi Sherly. Let’s make sure we continue our chat about PU coordination. I 

>> ~vant to maximize our time spent on this project. 

>> 

>> d 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

>> F, xplore. Engage F, mpower. 

>> 919843.0336 

>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administratiun 

>> 

>> "When nobody aruund you seems tu measure up, it’s time to check yuur 

>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Sherry SaIyer [maiIto:salyer(@email.unc edu] 

>> Sent: Friday, 1:23 

>> Tu: 

>> Cc: I)eborah Stroman 

>> Sul~iect: Re: Pruject UpliJ~ Academic Sessions - Roum Confirmatiun 

>> 

>> sorry about not getting back tu yuu. I just forgut to get the 

>> roum We (Debby Struman and myse[0 will be in 104 Fetzer un each uf 

>> those four dates. 

>> 

>> Sherry 

>> 

>> wrute: 

>>> Hello Ms. Salyer, 

>>> 

>>> Thank you again for yuur participatiun with the Pruject Uplift prugram 

>>> I wanted to confirm where you will have your presentations for the 
>>> program. 

>>> Please let me know as soon you as can. 

>>> Thank you and we look forward to working w-ith you this year with 
Prqiect 

>>> Uplit’t. 

>>> Best, 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:57 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting? 

Rumaing late. Will be there @ 3:15. Tks! 

On Thu, 16:15:47 -0400, 

@email.unc. edu> 

wrote: 

> Is the at 4:00pm a good time? I know your really busy! I wanted to 

> discuss internship credit I also wanted to know if you had time to vei~v 

a 

> site demo and give a short testimonial about MyEdu.com I also wanted to 

> ask you about reserving a tabel in the pit for orientation. I need 

> permission from a club to reserve a spot and I was wondering if I could 

do 

> so tl~rough the Caroloina Sports Business Club. I definetly understand if 

> you do not have much available time If we can not meet, email is okay 

with 

> me. Just let me know which one you prefer Thanks for your time! 

> 

> 

> On Wed, 18:31:31 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Thanks [’or your note Yes, I am here this sun.her. The next 

week 

>> is a little craW but let’s make sure we sit down and chat at some 

point 

>I 

>> look forward to meeting with you. 

>> 

>> I will have t~me on the 18th Let me l~ow your availability. 

>> 

>> Dr Stroman 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>> 

>> "When nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

>> yardstick." (B. Lcmlcy) 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Wednesday, 5:46 PM 

>> To: Deborah Lym~ Stroman 

>> Subject: Meeting? 

>> 

>> 

>> Hello Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> Will you be here over the sur~mrer’.’ I would like to schedule a meeting 

with 

>> you. Tr~anks again for your time. 

>> 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, May 24, 2010 9:37 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Exum, Melissa E <exum@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richaxdson 

<brenda malone@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: [blacld’aculty04] NAACP Freedom Fund BmNuet 

Hi. 
I ~vill let you know if 

my plans change. I was really l~oking forward to being with you at the 

event. 

Please keep my fiamily in your prayers. She was very special to me 

Hugs, 

d 
On Fri, 21 Mi~y 2010 14:38:25 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 
> Good day. It appears that the 8-person table option will actually 
calculate 
> ~mo a higher $ amount than purchasing the single ticket at $50. Your 
> people Thus, I think we are all in agreement (not that we don’t want to 
be 
> perceived as cheapos -- but there is a recession going on I,ol) that we 
> should get the individual tickets and just sit together. 
> 

> I haven’t heard back about an online process or "pay at the door" option, 
> so 

> just send your check payable to "Chapel Hill Carrboro NAACP" to the 
address 
> listed on the flyer: 
> 
> Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP 
> Attn: Ms. Gloria Brooks 
> P.O. Box 1236 
> Carrboro, NC 27510 
> 

> Have a great weekendt 
> 

>d 
> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "When nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B. Leraley) 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Black.Faculty.and.Staf~Caucus@mxp0.isis.unc.edu 
> [mailto:Black.Facult’~.and. Staff.Caucus@tr~xp0.isis.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 1:09 PM 
> To: The blacld’aculry04 mailing list 
> Cc:            ~earthlink net; Nate Davis; Reginald F Hildebrand 
> Su~iect: [blackt’aculty04] NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet 
> 

> Colleagues: 
> 

> I am sending intbrmation about the Chapel Hill--Carrboro NAACP’s Freedom 
> Fu~d banquet that will be held on 2~lay 29, 2010 at 5:30 at the Friday 
> Center. 
> The keynote speaker tbr this year is none other than our state president 
> and 
> the national Policy co-chair, Reverend Dr William Barber, II The 
> tickets 
> are $50. Please consider purchasing tickets and attending and/or making 
a 
> donation. 
> 

> (the NAACP was founded in 1909 but had its first official meeting in New 
> York in 1910). 
> 

> For more information, please see the brochure on their website at 
> w~v.chapelhill-carrboro-naacp.org. The proceeds go towards our student 
> scholarships that are a~varded to one senior from each of the 4 high 
> schools. 
> 

> 

> 



> This is a great opportunity to support the our local leaders who continue 
> the fight for soma[ jusuce. 
> 

> Archie W. Ervin 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: FW: NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet 
> Date: Tue, 18 May 2010 10:{N:42 
> From: michelle laws < @earthlink ned 
> Reply-To:            ~earthlink.net 
> To: Archie Et’,qn <aervin@email.unc.edn> 

> Hi Archie, welcome back! Hope you had a pleasurable vacation. Per our 
> brief 
> discussion below is the email that was send on April 30 regarding the 
> Freedom Fund banquet. I am also attaching a copy of the brochure that we 
> revised for our final push. I ara hoping that you will be able to recruit 
>at 
> least 8 African American faculty and staff to bW a table. Thanks so 
much! 
> 

> Blessings, 
> Michelle 

Original Message ..... 
> From: michelle laws 
> To: Archie Elvin 

> Cc: hildebra@email.m~c, edu 
> Sent: 4,’30,’2010 4:16:49 PM 
> Subject: NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet 

> Hi Archie and Reg, I hope you both are well and preparing to wrap up a 
> successful semester 
> I am writing to solicit your help in getting the word out to the African 
> American and other minority facul~/members about the Chapel 
H~ll--Carrboro 
> NAACP’s Freedom Fm~d banquet that will be held on May 29, 2010 at 5:30 at 
> the Friday Center. The keynote speaker for this year is none other than 

> state president and the national Policy co-chair, Reverend Dr William 
> Barber, II. The tickets are $50 however I am hoping that I can count on 
a 
> group ofUNC admins and facultT to purchase a table (8 seats) for $500. 
I 
> am also hoping that ~ve can count on people taking out ads in honor of our 
> National Centennial which comes to an end this year (the NAACP ~vas 
founded 
> in 1909 but had its first official meeting m New- YoN in 1910) I have a 
> brochure that I can send to either of your or you can access it on our 
> website at ~vww.chapelhill-carrboro-naacp org. The proceeds go towards 
our 
> student scholarships that are awarded to one senior from each of the 4 
high 
> schools. 

> I am so hoping that you are able to assist us in reaching our goal this 
> year. Please email me back and let me know your thoughts on how to get 
the 
> word out and garner the support of the UNC facul~ and admins. 
> 

> Peace and blessings, 
> Michelle 

> Archie W. Ervin, Ph.D 
> Associate Provost and Chief Diversi~" Ol![icer 
> Office for Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 
> ’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 9125 South Building 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 
> Phone: 919-%2-6962 
> 

> "Promoting a diverse and inclusive campus community" 

> --- You are currently subscribed to blackfaculty04 as: 

> dstroman@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-27018219-12687787.63862997204aa4781 fccc0d4670fe23c@listserv.tmc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facul)- 



919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:46 AM 

~uncaa. unc.edu> 

Re: - thesis update 

Hi I am out of town at the NCAA ofi)ce until tomolTow night. My 
and I will be out of town until Sunday night. I may or may 

not get a chance to do much editing over the next few days, but I will tU 
I will be around on Monday or Tuesday to meet with you, as necessaW. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

On Wed, 08:56:47 -0400, 

@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dr Stroman, 

> 

> Thanks for the awesome editing changes to the Significance of the 

> Study! I have made the changes Though I do still need to look at the 

> couple of statements that need a reference. 

> 

> I met with Dr Shields yesterday and I am meeting with him one last 

> time on Friday. 

> 

> I used the LimitationsfDelimitations pdf that you gave me. Could you 

> [uok over the Limitations and Delimitations sectiun and see if" I have 

> that currect? 

> 

> I am going tu be :finished with this by Tuesday morning. [\/~y husband and 

> I are gu~ng out uf town frum              I know Monday is 

> but we can meet if you want to ur if you think we need tu meet. 

> 

> Thanks you su much for eye.thing Glad to hear that the gulf swing 

> changes are working well and that yuu are now out driving everyune. 

> (That is not the way to make friends, haha) 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>>>> "Deburah Struman" <dstruman@email unc edu> 1:37 PM >>~ 

> 

> Hi Attached find my edits. Please make the changes and send 

> back I may re-edit. J Let me l~uw if you have any questiuns 

> 

> I like your progress and how- you are thinking through the value of 

> these rankings. Keep plugging away! 

> 

> Also, thanks again for the golf~vork. I tried the new stuff" and I like 

> the changes. My drive has gained another 20 yards! I hope to recom~ect 

> with you next week. I will be out of town ff~is week. 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

> 

> 

> 

> From: ~uncaa.mac. edu] 

> Sent: Friday, 11:57 PM 

> To: dstroraan(~email.unc.edu 

> Subject: . significance of study update 

> 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 

> I have my latest version attached. I ~vrote my significance of the 

> stud?’ based on our meeting and I added NCAA Division I throughout. 

> Could you read the significance of the study and give me some feedback? 

> Thanks 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



hope this information helps! Have a great weekend. 

Go Tar Heels! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and yottr purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:47 AM 

~unc.edu> 

Re: FW: At~can American Employees 

Thanks Great tEedba ck. 

debby 
On Wed, 08:24:02 -0400, @unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hi Debby, 
> 

> I think the following would be helpful to have & think these are all 
> public info: 
> 

> Appointment End Date (to kno~v when to take them offthe listserv) 
> Appointment Type (if this is the job title) 
> Campus Address 
> Email Address 
> Full Name 
> Gender (only b/c some names are unisex & could prove helpful) 
> Work Phone 
> Working Title (if this is the j ob title) 
> 
> I hope the rest of your week goes well. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi. Please review the attached and let me know if you think there are 
>> particular fields we should have as we build the NEW [istserv for the 
>> Caucus. 

>> 

>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> I hope al[ is well J2~r you. I hope to send a calendar request for time 
in 
>> June for us to reflect and strategize [’or the upcoming year 
>> 

>> Harambe, 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> "\Vhen nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> Sent: Tuesday,              3:45 PM 

>> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>> Subject: Re: African .~erican Employees 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> Attached is a list of all fields in our HR Data Warehouse. Some of the 
>> fields like cmail, work phone, title, salary-, etc. are considered 
"public 
>> fields" and can be given out upun request. Other fields are private and 
I 
>> have to get permission to sund those out evun to our internal customers. 
>> 

>> just letting you l~mw that I may have to ask permission depending on the 
>> fields you request. Those that I sent you yesterday (or ~vas it Friday), 
>> are 
>> public fields There are over 200 fields now I think. It’s getting 
larger 
>> all the tune 
>> 

>> Just let me know which of these would be helpful to you and I’ll get 
>> permission if I need to. 
>> 

>> Thanks 
>> 

>> 

>> 



>>> Dr. Stroman, 

>~> l have attached a list of African American permanent empk)yees to this 

>>> email per your request. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UlW,~crsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Dcpartrnent - Acadenric Advisor and Sport Ackninistlation Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:48 AM 

ttolman Nash, DeVetta ~dholman@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Atiican American Employees 

Thanks DeVetta for your feedback! 

debby 
On Tue, 20:12:38 -0400, "DeVetta Holman Nash" 
<dholman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> This looks pretty comprehensive and expansive to me:-) 
> 

> Kindly, 
> 

> DeVetta Holman Nash, MY’H, NCAPS-I]I 
> Associate Director 
> Counseling and Wellness Services 
> Director of Wellness 
> Campus Health Sel-,zices 
> U2x,-C-Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
> Phone: 919-966-3658 

> Email: dholman@email unc edu 
> 

> 

> 

> "Health is the capacity of individuals and cotranunities to reach their 
> potential. It is not solely a biomedical quali~ measured through 
clinical 
> indicators. Health transcends individual factors and includes cultural, 
> institutional, socmeconomlc, and political influences." 
> 

> 

> Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, 
~s 
> [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and 
> privileged information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
> message. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(a)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 3:58 PM 
> To: Shandra Jones@unc.edu; ’DeVetta tlolman Nash’; ’Debra 
> Watkins’; ’Robertson, Nakenge’ 
> Cc: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: FW: African American Employees 
> Importance: High 
> 

> Hi. Please review the attached and let me know if you think there are 
> particular fields we should have as we build the NEW listset’,~ for the 
> Caucus. 

> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> I hope all is well for you. I hope to send a calendar request for time in 
> June for us to reflect and strategize for the upcoming year. 
> 

> Harambe, 
> 

> debby 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empowcr. 
> 919.843.0336 
> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B Lemley) 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> Sent: Tuesday,              3:45 PM 

> To: dstroman@emaihunc.edu 
> Subject: Re: African American Employees 
> 

> Dr Stroman, 
> 



> Attached is a list ofa]l fie]ds in our tJR Data Warehouse. Some of the 
> fields like email, work phone, title, salary, etc. are considered "puNic 
> fields" and can be given out upon request. Other fields are private and I 
> have to get permission to send those out even to our internal customers 
> l!m 
> just letting you know that I may have to ask permission depending on the 
> fields you request. Those that I sent you yesterday (or was it Friday), 
are 
> public fields. ’]’here are over 200 fields now I think. It’s getting larger 
> all the time. 
> 

> Just let me l~ow which of these would be helpful to you and I’ll get 
> permission if I need to. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> I have attached a list of African American pem~anent employees to this 
>> email per your request. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport A&ninistration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 
dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 26, 2010 10:52 AM 

MARILYN MCCLAIN < ~bellsouth.ne~~ 

Re: INFORMATIONAI,: African Americans who have a child with a disability 

Hi Marilyn. I am in Ind,v speaking at the NCAA Foothall Coaches Academy 
until tomorrow night. 

I hope       continues to gro~v from the new experience. For now, the 
travel and team conzraderie will be beneficial regardless of his 
p erfolTnance :) 

Hope to see you on Monday or next week 

Hugs, 

On Tue, 25 May 2010 17:03:36 -0700 (PDT), MARILYN MCCLAIN 
~bellsouth.net> wrote: 

Hello, 
Hope all is well and you are getting some down time. Thanks for the info. 

will call to get more info 
Don’t know what you are up to this wkend, but has a tourney in 
Greensboro Don’t know game times yet. They lost one game this past 

wkend 
and won 2. ’]’he?, are looking good. still tentative when it comes to 
driving sometimes 
Oh, it’s a holiday wkend Just remembered that I’m working on Memorial 
Day Let’s catch up soon. 
Marilyn 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaiI.unc.edu> 
To: Marilyn McClain ~            ~))bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Tue, May 25, 2010 11:10:05 AM 
Subject: FW: INFORMATIONAL: African Americans who have a child with a 
disability 

FYI You may know someone.. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CIAJ 
Explore. Engage Empower. 
919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"When nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
yardstick." (B. Leruley) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc, edu [mailto:nobod¥(~,notify.tmc.edu] On Behalf Of 
aspire@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 9:56 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: At~ican Americans who have a child with a 
disability 

Do you want help figuring out how to meet your child’s school and 
healthcare needs? 
* Do you have a child with a mental health challenge’.’ 
* Are you African American? 

>* Are you willing to share your experiences? 

U2x,-C Chapel Hill and the National Center on Minority Health are 
conducting a research study that involves working with groups of African 
American families who are interested in learning how to navigate the 
healthcare and school systems in order to help their child with special 
needs 
* $50 each session attended 
* On site child care and refreslzments 

For more information about this research stud?-, please contact us at 
1-800-708-0048 

This message was approved by the kcqC Public Health-Nursing IRB on 
Febmaly 12, 2010 for IRB #08-1272 "Developing a Pilot Intervention to 
hacrease Child Mental Health Service Utilization by African-American 
Families-Intervention Phase" 
Principal Investigator: Lin Sikich, MD 



This email is sponsored by l Psychiatry 

"INFORMATK)NALI" email will only be sent to those who have indicaed 

that they do want to receive mass emai] To set your informational mass 

email preference, sign into N{yI2NC a http://m’~’.unc.edu, and select 

"Update Personal Information". 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Depatment - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facult7- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:04 PM 

@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Re: thesis update 

Thanks        Let’s tentatively plan for Monday Prayerfully, all will 
go well and I ~vill be back on Sunday earl?’ evening. Give me a buzz Sunday 
aRer 6:00¯ 

Dr. Stroman 

On Wed, 26 May 2010 10:56:17 -0400, "Patricia Earley" 

<pearley@unca a uric. edu> wrote: 

> I’m son?’ to hear that 

> 1£ it is not too much for you, I am interested in meeting with you on 

> Monday(Memorial Day). I ~vill get in touch with you on Monday¯ Maybe we 

> can meet at the golf course. 

> Take care 

> Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

> ’]’he University ufNurth Carolina 

> 919.8434063 

>       ~!uncaa unc. edu 

>>>> "Deburah Struman, Ph.D. CLU" <dstruman@email.unc.edu> 

> ] 0:46 AM >>> 

> Hi I am uut of tuwn at the NCAA office until tumurrow night¯ 

> and I will be out uf town until Sunday night I may or 

> may 

> nut get a chance to do much editing uver the next few days, but I will 

> try 

> I will be aruund un Monday or Tuesday tu meet with you, as necessary. 

> 

> Thanks! 

> I)r Struman 

> On Wed, 08:56:47 -0400, 

> <          ~uncaa uric edu> wrute: 

>> Dr Stroman, 

>> 

>> Thanks fur the awesome editing changes tu the Significance ufthe 

>> Study! I have made the changes. Though I do still need to look at 

> the 

>> couple of statements that need a reference¯ 

>> I met with Dr. Shields yesterday and I am meeting with him one last 

>> time on Friday. 

>> I used the Limitations/Delimitations pdfthat you gave me. Could 

> you 

>> look over the Limitations and Delimitations section and see if I 

> have 

>> that correct? 

>> I ara going to be finished with this by Tuesday morning. My husband 

> and 

>> I are going out of town from I know- Monday is 

> 

>> but we can meet if you want to or if you think we need to meet¯ 

>> Thanks you so much for evelything. Glad to hear that the golf swing 

>> changes are working well and that you are now out driving everyone¯ 

>> (That is not the way to make friends, haha) 

>>>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman~c~)email uric edu> 1:37 PM >>> 

>> Hi Attached find my edits Please make the changes and 

> send 

>> back¯ I may re-edit J Let me know if you have any questions¯ 



>> I like your progress and how you are thinking through the value of 

>> these rankings Keep plugging away! 

>> 

>> Also, thanks again for the work. I tried the new stuff and I 

> like 

>> the changes My drive has gained another 20 yards! I hope to 

> reconnect 

>> with you next we& I will be out of town this week. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> "When nobody around you seems to rueasure up, it’s tirue to check your 

>> yardstick." (B. Lcmlcy) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: (~uncaa.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Friday, 11:57 PM 

>> To: dstroman(O)email.unc.edu 

>> Subject: significance of study update 

>> 

>> 

>> Ea. Stroman, 

>> I have my latest version attached. I wrote ray significance of the 

>> study based on our meeting and I added NCAA Division I tl-troughout. 

>> Could you read the significance of the study and give rue some 

> feedback? 

>> That~:s. 
>> 

>> Go Tar Heelst 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facul~ 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> dstro@unc.edu 
> 
> "Align yo~ passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace. 

Deborah Stroruan, Ph.D. CLU 



University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 14, 2010 9:25 AM 

Burroughs, Laurie Anne <laufieburvoughs@unc.edtr~ 

Re: FW: [Fwd: RE: Meeting RequeSt] 

Hi Laurie. I just left you a vmsg. Please call me at Thanks! 

debby 
On Mon, 14 Juaa 2010 08:53:47 -0400, "Laurie Burroughs" 
<Laurie Burroughs@uaac edu> ~vrote: 
> Debby, 
> 

> Do you happen to kno~v if BFSC has an account number set tap? 
> 

> Laurie 
> 

> Laurie Burroughs 
> Business Manager 
> Office of the Associate Vice Chancellor of Finance 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 104 Atrpolt Dr, Suite 3100, CB # 1225 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1225 
> http ://finance uric. edu <http://finance unc. edu/> 
> Phone: 919-843-8399 
> 

> 

> 

> Frum: Roger Pattersun [mailto:Ru~er Pattersun(a)unc edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, June 13, 2010 12:14 PM 
> To: Brenda Kirby 
> Cc: Dennis Press; Laurie Burruughs 
> Subject: Re: [Fwd: RE: Meeting Request] 
> 

> 

> Brenda - I believe the account Hulden refers tu as the Kenan Fund is 
where 
> all unrestricted gifts 12~r the Chancellur’s use gu He prubably calls it 
> the 
> Kenan Fund because the Kenans gave a significant gift, but uther gifts 
are 
> made to that general gift accuunt. I believe the acct# is and 
that 
> it can be used tu suppurt the Black Facul~ and StalK" Caucus (BFSC) I 
> dun’t think yuu will want to prucess payments for the BFSC, so we will 
want 
> tu transfer the $5,000 to the "Black Faculty’ and Staff Caucus" rather 
than 
> paying bills directly out of        I’ve cupied Dennis and Laurie. ’]’he?, 
> will prucess the budget transfer tu make this happen. Best, Roger 
> 

> 

> Brenda Kirby wrote: 
> 

> Roger, 
> Would this come from the fund Holden refers to as the Kenan Fund? 
> bk 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: RE: Meeting Request 
> Date: Sat, 12 Jun 2010 16:44:22 -04~ 
> From: Holden Tho12o <mailto:holden(~unc.edu> <holden@unc.edu> 
> Reply-To: <mailto:holden(d~,,unc.edu> <holden@unc.edu> 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ <mailto :dstroman(~email.unc.edu> 
> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
> CC: <mailto:Brenda Kirbg(~unc.edu> <BrendaKirby@unc.edu> 
>References: <mailto:4C0812A6.2040108(~,unc.edu> 
> <4C0812A6.2040108@unc.edu~~ <011301cb035d$74f3128055ed937805@edu> 
> <mailto:005001 cb03605d352e500579fSa~q305(~unc.edu> 

> <005001 cb03605d352e500579fSaf005@unc.edu> 
> <000601cb0361 $Sff6faT0$afc4ef50$@edu~~ 
> <mailto:00dS01 cb09abSbfc557b053fS00710$@unc.edu> 
> <00dS01 cb09ab$bfc557b053f500710$@unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> Debby, 
> 
> Enjoyed meeting with you. I m pleased to provide $5,000 
to 
> the BFSC to help with your new vision Brenda Kirby is copied above and 
> can 
> figure out ho~v to get you the money. 
> 

> Look for~vard to working together. 
> 

> Hulden 



From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 11, 2010 5:I9PM 
To: ’Holden Thorp’ 
Subject: RE: Meeting Request 

That~k YOU for the tinre spent. I truly appreciate your leadership of the 
university and support of the new- vision of the Caucus. 

Have a restful and joyful vacation. 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/del~ts/exercise/sport administration 

"~2~en nobody around you seems to nreasure up, it s time to check your 
yardstick." (B Lemley) 

From: Holden Thorp [mailto:holden@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursdalg, Ame 03, 2010 5:13 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Cc: ’Barbara Leonard’ 
Subject: RE: Meeting Request 

Great. Barbara Leonard is copied above and will find a time for us to 
meet. 

Holden 

H Holden Thorp, Chancellor 

The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB¢9100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9100 

(919~62-1365 

From: Deborah Stroman [mai[to:dstroman(a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2010 5:08 PM 
To: ’Ho[den Thorp’ 
Subject: RE: Meeting Request 

Yes, please do invite Provost Carney. Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 



> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Holden Thorp [mailto:holden(~r!unc edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2010 4:44 PM 
> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: RE: Meeting Request 
> 

> 

> 

> Debby, 
> 

> Thanks for yo~tr note. Glad to hear you 11 be leading the BFSC. I m 
happy 
> to meet would it be OK to ask Provost Carney to join us? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Holden 
> 

> 

> ........ Original Message ........ 
> 

> 

> Subject: 
> 

> Meeting Request 
> 

> 

> Date: 
> 

> Thu, 3 Jun 2010 16:21:43 -0400 
> 

> 

> From: 
> 

> Deborah Stroman <mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu> <dstroman@email.unc edu> 
> 

> 

> To: 
> 

> <mailto:chancellor@unc.edu> <chancellor@tmc edu> 
> 

> 

> CC: 
> 

> ’Deborah Stromaff <mailto:dstroman@email.unc edu> 
<dstroman@email uric edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> Hi Dr. Thorp. I am requesting a meeting with you as the new Chair of the 
> Carolina Black Faculty and Staff Caucus (effective July 1). I would like 
to 
> share my vision and discuss how the organization may best assist with the 
> mission of the university and your objectives as Chancellor. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thank you 
> 

> 

> 

> Respectfally, 
> 

> 

> 

> debby 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty - ea 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Larabda (Leadership Honors Society) 



> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "In the end these things matter nrost: How well did you love? How fully 
did 
> you live? How deeply did you learn to let go’.’" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:02 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: It was a pleasure meeting you 

Hi I ~vill see you tomon-ow. Thanks 

On MoIL 15:41:05 -0400, 

Dr. Stroman, 

Tuesday at 2:00pm would be great 

On Fri,            at 4:39 PM. Deborah Stroman 

<dstroman@email.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> Thanks How is your schedule on Tuesday at 2:00 pm. ? 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CIAJ 

>> 

>> *Explore. Engage Empuwer.* 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> 

.~gmail corn> ~Vl-ote: 

>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spurt administration 

>> *"**When nobody aruund you seems to measure up, it’s time to check yuur 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemiey)* 

>> *Frum:* ~a)~mail.cum] 
>> *Sent:* Friday, 3:59 PM 

>> *Tu:* Deburah Stroman 
>> *Sut~iect:* Re: It was a pleasure meeting yuu 

>> Good murning Dr. Struman, 

>> I hope all is ~vell. Just wanted to let you kno~v that I was back in 
Chapel 
>> Hill and would love to come over and speak ~vith you at your convenience. 
>> I 
>> look for~vard to speaking you soon. Enjoy- the rest of your day 

>> On Thu,             at 1:41 PM, Deborah Stroman 
<dstroraan@email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 

>> Hi Thanks for your reply. I will be here all sunm~er. Please send 
>> me 
>> a note upon your return and we can schedule a time to chat. 

>> Have a nice break! 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>> 
>> *Explore. Engage Empower.* 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> http ://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 



>> *"**When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

>> yardstick" (B Lemley)* 

>> *[~’rom:* ~gmail corn] 

>> *Sent:* Thursday, 12:15 PM 

>> *To:* Deborah Stroman 

>> *Subject:* Re: It was a pleastae meeting you 

>> Dr. Stroman, 

>> I’m glad that you enjoyed the cotfference. Also I would like to apologize 

>> about the misunderstanding between you and     about the pad folios. 

>> regards to my schedule this week is kind of hectic due to rapping up 

>> things 

>> in the office before the end of the internship. I will be flying out to 

>> Ohio 

>> on Saturday and scheduled to return on . Will you still be on 

>> campus 

>> for the ? Would love to schedule a time to meet. Thanks again for 

>> your 

>> support. Have a great day- 

>> On Mon,            at 10:06 AM. Deborah Stroman 

>> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

>> wrote: 

>> Hi. Congratulations on a successful CSRI! I hope you slept well 

>> this 

>> weekend 

>> Let me know your schedule this ~veek My last class is Wednesday. 

>> Dr Stroman 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> 

>> *Explore. Engage. Empower * 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 

>> *"**When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

>> yardstick" (B Lemley)* 

>> *[~’rom: ~ 2£~mail corn] 

>> *Sent:* Monday, 1:00 PM 

>> *To:* dstroman@email.unc.edu 

>> *Subject:* It was a pleasure meeting you 

>> Good after-noon Dr. Stroman, 

>> It was a pleasure meeting you. I had plans on reaching out to you before 

>> now but I have been extremely busy between CSRI and looking for part 

time 

>> employraent. Finally found a job..Woo hoo.. Also not sure what your plans 

>> on campus for black history month but if you are scheduling anything for 

>> the 

>> month or in the near future please let me know if you ever need me to 



assist, tlave a great day 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and yotu- purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:07 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Availability 

Hi        It’s a little crazy as we are moving our offices back to 
Woollen this week. I am available on Wednesday afternoon after 2:00. Let me 
know if that works IVly oftice will be Woollen 315 Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Tue, 19:03:20 -0400, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi Dr Stroman, 
> 

> I was wondering if you ~vill be available to meet with me any day next 

> as I would love to have the opportuni~ to connect with you before 

> begin. I am ve~’ excited about the upcoming school year, and would love 
to 
> get your feedback and advice on various ideas that I have coming do~vn the 
> pipeline. 

> I would also like to get your opinion on bridging the gap between main 
> campus and the business schoul regarding uur spurts programs. ’]7his will 
> g~ve students whu share similar interests the uppurtunity to network and 
> come together more uften. 

> Again, I wuuld lure to meet with yuu and receive any advice that you may 
> have, as I knuw that it will be truly valuable 

> Thanks, and I louk forward to hearing frum you. 

> All the best, 

> Shaping Leaders i Dr~ving Results 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University uf North Carulina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisur and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstrn@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:12 PM 

Mofenson, Dayna A <mot~nson@email.unc.edu> 

cbchai@unc.edu 

Re: 49179 letterhead proof 

Hi. This proof is NOT the one requested. ’Are submitted the Carolina Black 
Caucus request. I spoke to Arnold about this request and he said you have 
it on file Please advise 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Wed, 09:12:06 -0400, UiX-C Printing ] Proofs 
< mofenson@email.unc, edu> wrote: 
> Deborah, 
> 

> Please find attached to this message a PDF proof of your recently 
> ordered letterhead 
> 
> CAREFULLY REVIEW YOUR PROOF, keeping the following in lmnd: 
> 

> Please note: please be sure your data is inputed accurately. Any 
> changes after the original pdfproof will incur an additional charge 
> of $6 for each proof thereafter. 
> Questions about quantity, paper, scheduling, and dehvery should be 
> addressed to your customer service representauve: 
> 
> 
> 

> Printing Services is not responsible ~2~r errors you approve If you 
> approve an error, including an error of omission, you wil[ bear the 
> full cost ~2~r correcting and reprinting your job. 
> Requesting extensive changes or multiple proofs can increase the cost 
> of your job 
> The colors you see on your monitor only approximate the inks used to 
> print your job 
> The dimensions of your job can be seen by moving your cursor to the 
> bottom left corner of PDF viewing pane. The dimensions will suddenly 
> appear in a gray box. 
> Save your approved PDF and submit it when you request a reprint of this 
>job. 
> 

> If evelTthing looks acceptable, please reply to this message 
> confirming that we are ready to go to press. If there are alterations 
> or corrections, please indicate in a reply to this message what you 
> would like to change and whether you would like to see another proof. 
> 

> Thank you. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Adrninistration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:23 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS ~nd EXSS 

Hi          Yes, I ~vill add you to both classes I look forward to seeing 
you Let me know ~vhen you are in town. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Wed, 13:18:24 -0400, ))email unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I hope you have had a resttM and enjoyable summer. I sent you an email a 
> while back, but I figured you receive tons of emails a day so I’m sending 
> this one in case you didn’t get it. I was wondering if it were possible 
to 
> be added to your EXSS class ifI am number 9 on the wait list, 
and 
> also be added to EXSS as well I am applying for a loan this 
> semester and need to get my classes quickly so I will know how much to 
get 
> the loan for. Thank you for your help Dr Stroman and I look forward to 
> hearing and seeing you soon. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:26 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Angelette Cheek ~angelette.cheek@t~ilities.unc.edu>; @unc.edu>; WalJ~in~ Debra 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edt~-; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 

< Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

Re: Caucus Conf. Call - Wednesday REMINDER 

On Mon,            16:10:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 

(food day. Thanks for your Doodle response. We will have our call on 
Wednesday,            at 3:00 pm 

Please use the following instructions: 

Conference Dial-in Number: 

Participant Access Code: 

Participant Feature Keys 

>http:i/~vw~v.freecor~ferencecall.comipartncriimagesifcc be star.gif 
>http://w~wz.freecorfferencecall.corrdpartner/iraages/fcc be 3.gif 

Exit - exit the call 

>http:i/~vw~v.freecor~ferencecall.comipartncriimagesifcc be star.gif 
>http://w~wz.freecorfferencecall.corrdpartner/iraages/fcc be 4.gif 

Instructions - conference instructions 

>http:i/~vw~v.freecor~ferencecall.comipartncriimagesifcc be star.gif 
>htt,0://w~wz.freecorfferencecall.corrdpartner/iraaaes/fcc be 6.~if 

MuteiUnmute - caller controlled muting 

Call me if you have an?" questions, thoughts, or feedback! Thaaks. Stay- 
coolt 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership ttonors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 
> <http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "In the end these things matter most: How well did you love? How fully 
did 
> you live? How deeply did you learn to let go?" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculb- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:55 AM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 

Okay. I will mn my errands and check back ~vith you. 

d 
On Thu, 17:28:38 -0400, "Debra Watkins" 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Oh Deb, I have an 1 lam meeting with my exec team, the chancellor, arid 
> Winston I must attend. I’ll call when we’re done. 
> 

> 

> 

> Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
> 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> Office (919) 962-0291 
> 

> Cell 
> 

> Fax (919) 962-3719 
> 

> watkinsd@email uric edu 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(a)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 5:20 PM 
> To: ’Debra Watkins’ 
> Subject: RE: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> Sounds good I will call you. ’]?hanks! 
> 

> 

> 

>d 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "How much pain they- have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 
(T. 
> Jefferson) 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Debra Watkins [mailto:watkinsd(~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 4:56 PM 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: RE: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> I have a 10am meetthg, but will be free around 1 lam I’m drivthg so would 
> you like to meet at the Union? 
> 

> 

> 

> Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
> 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 



> 

> Chapel tIill, NC 27599 
> 

> Office (919) 962-0291 
> 

> (;ell 
> 

> Fax (919) 962-3719 
> 

> watkinsd@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~,email.uac.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 4:50 PM 
> To: ’Debra Watkins’ 
> Subject: RE: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> Okay. There is a great wine store next to \~2~ole Foods. I got Melissa’s 
wine 
> there. Let’s chat in the morning before we venture out. :-) 
> 

> 

> 

>d 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened. 
(T 
> Jefferson) 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Debra Watkins [mailto:watkinsd@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 4:40 PM 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> Sul~iect: RE: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> How about 1 lam tomorrow morning? 
> 

> 

> 

> Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
> 

> University o[’North Carolina at Chapel tli[l 
> 

> t"rank Porter Graham Student Union, CB//5210 
> 

> ChapelHill, NC 27599 
> 

> Office (919) 962-0291 
> 

> Cell 
> 

> Fax (919) 962-3719 
> 

> watkinsd@email uric edu 
> 

> 

> 

> }"rom: Deborah Stroman [mai[to:dstromanda)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: ~IInursday,_ 12:15 PM 
> To: ’Debra Watkins’ 
> Subject: R[~: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> Yes. Today or tomorrow. ~2~latever works for you. I am headed to class and 
> will be out at 2:00. 
> 

> 

> 



>d 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 
(T. 
> Jefferson) 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Debra Watkins [mailto:watkinsd(~,cmail.m~c.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 11:31 AM 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: RE: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> Yes itwas 75, I’ll leave as is. 
> 

> 

> 

> Do you want to get the wine sometime tomorrow? 
> 

> 

> 

> Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
> 

> Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> Office (919) 962-0291 
> 

> Cell 
> 

> Fax 019) 962-3719 
> 

> watkinsd@email uric edu 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 11:27 AM 
> To: ’Debra Watkins’ 
> Subject: R[~: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> More $$? I would like to keep the food the same because so much is 
usually 
> not eaten. We prepared for 75, right? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> [~xplore. Engage [~mpower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "How much pain they- have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 

(T. 
> Jefferson) 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Debra Watkins [raailto:watkinsd(d~,,email.unc.edu] 



> Sent: Thursday, 11:18 AM 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: RE: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> I will notil}’ Carolina [binning of the increase in numbers. Thanks! 
> 

> 

> 

> deb 
> 

> 

> 

> Debra B. Watkins, Scnior Associate Director 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Frartk Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> Office (919) 962-0291 
> 

> Cell 
> 

> Fax (919) 962-3719 
> 

> watkinsd@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@eruail.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Th~trsday, 11:09 AM 
> To: ’Robertson, Nakenge’ 
> Cc: Angelette Cheek; Debra Watkins; DL Stroman; ’O.J. 
> McGhee’; 
> Shandra Jones 
> Subject: RE: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> Wow- - 88 attendees on paper’. Thanks for all your work on this project. 
> Looks 
> like we ~vill have a full house :-) 
> 

> 

> 

> Chat with you soon. 
> 

> 

> 

>d 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go IIeels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> [ixplore. Engage [impower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 

> Jefferson) 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Robertson, Nakenge [mailto:naken~e.robertson(~UNC.EDU] 
> Sent: Thursday, 8:09 AM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: CBC Welcome Reception Attendee List 
> 

> 

> 

> Good Morning Deborah, 
> 

> 

> 

> I received yo~tr message yesterday. Attached is the final attendee list 
for 
> the Welcorue Reception. I have been perusing paperless post and there does 
> not seem to be a way to close out the RSVP list. I will be sending out 



the 
> reminder to those who said they would attend the event. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Nakenge Robertson 
> 

> FPG Child Development Institute 
> 

> UNC Chapel Hill 
> 

> 919-966-9722 (office) 
> 

> 919-966-7532 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport A&ninistration FaculW 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

~email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: Welcome Back Reception tonight... 

Hi 

Please come by today at the Stone Center (Hitchcock) at 5:00 p.m. Work 
attire is expected. 

I look for~vard to meeting you! 

debby 

On Fri, 11:17:31 -0400, 
~email unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Dr Stromar~ 
I just heard about the "Welcome Back Reception" for the Carolina Black 
Caucus. Is it to late to RSVP? Is it a formal dinner or reception 
Thank you for your assistance and I look forward to hearing tlcom you 
soon.- 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport A~ninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:24 AM 

~unc.edu> 

RE: Request tbr additiona] tZaculty member attendance 

Thanks! 
On Fri, 10:08:05 -0400, @unc edu> 
wrote: 
> He doesn’t have voicemail set up yet, so I sent him an email. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, ~4:51 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: RE: Request for additional faculty member attendance 
> 

> 

> 

> Will do. Please give him a call and "welcome" him to UNC. He probably 
did 
> not receive the reception invite but do invite him to our :first meeting 
on 
> the 1st Thanks! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." 
(T 
> Jefferson) 
> 

> 

> 

> From: ,@,~nc. edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 1:15 PM 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: FW: Request for additional faculb" mernber attendance 
> 

> 

> 

> He?" Debby, 
> 

> 

> 

> Are yo~ able to update the email address for ? 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Queenie Byars [~ailto: ~gmail cam] 
> Sent: Thursday, 12:37 PM 

> To: cbcinfo@unc.edu 
> Cc: Napoleon Bonaparte Byars; Dr. Cookie Newsom 
> Subject: Request for additional faculty member attendance 
> 

> 

> 

> Hello, 
> 



> We have a new Black faculty member, Assistant Professor Terrence ()liver, 
> who just moved from Ohio to Carolina I asked him if he had received an 
> invitation and he said no. He teaches in the School of Journalism and 
Mass 
> Comm~icatlon. 
> 

> For l~ture reference, here is his email address:Terence Ohver" 
> <              ~@gmai[.com>, 
> I will plan to invite him ~[ess that is a major problem Please let me 
> ~ow. 
> 

> Queenie Byars 
> Assistant Professor 
> School of Jomnalism and Mass Cot~mnication 
> @gmail.com 
> ~19-357-4~75 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and yottr purpose to create and sustain peace. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 29, 2010 9:41 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Trip 

Hi Beth. Use sportla~v@unc.edu 

On Sat, 28 Aug 2010 10:36:17 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uaacaa unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> Do you have an email address for Prof Osborne? 

> I have used the one from the website., b osborne@unc.edu 
> but haven’t heard back. 
> 

> Any help ~vould be great. Thanks so much! 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Bet2a Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> Lr>,-C-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport ANninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:13 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Weekly Drill 

Hi Congrats on your leadership and play versus 

In the event there is no class, ~veekly drills can be left on my door or 
underneath my door in Woollen 315. 

I am off to Boston (Hal~’ard) tomorrow- morning. :) 

Dr. Stroman 

On Sun, 20:10:32 -0400, ~)email uric edu wrote: 

> He?, Dr Stroman, 

> 

> I wanted to ask you about the ~veekly drill that is scheduled to be due 

> on Tuesday. I was not in class of Thursday due to but I am 

> not sure if you mentioned it in class or not. 

> 

> What are you ~vanting us to do with them for this Tuesday, since class 

> is a research day in the library. 

> 

> Thanks so mucht ! Er~joy the west coastt t 

> 

> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nurth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Spurt A~ninistratiun Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.e&~> 

Monday, 10:44 AM 

~email.unc.e&~> 

Re: Letters of Recommendation updates 

On iVlon, 09:59:25 -0400, ~email.mac. edu> 
wrote: 
> Hello, 
> 

> I apologize t;ar not coming in to meet with you both sooner[ It has truly 
> been a very very bus?’ first couple of weeks of school. I went to meet 
with 
> the pre-law advisor last week and she gave me some great tips and 
> strategies for applying to law- school. I am in the process now of making 
> you both a biographical sketch with different things about myself and a 
> resume enclosed, this way you can have other things to go by as well as 
my 
> class performance Again, I truly thank you for taking the time to do 
this 
> for me, it means a lot. With that said hopefully I will be able to get 
this 
> write-up finished for you both and get it to your offices and in your 
hands 
> as soon as possible. Thank you for your patience[ 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

Thanks for the update! 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport A~ninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Questions about your class 

Hi Make sure we chat towards the end of the semester to get you ready 
for in EXSS 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Mon, 09:55:01 -0400, ~ema il.unc, edu> 

wrote: 

> Hello, 

> I know- we had discussed meeting on Thursday afternoon but now that is not 

> going to work for me. I think I am just going to try it out next 

semester 

> Thank you for all the help and hope I wasn’t to much of a bother. Have a 

> great semester. 

> On Fri,            at 11:16 .~x2,A. Deborah Stroman 

> <dstroman@email unc.edu>~vrote: 

>> Yes, next semester will be :fine too. 

>> Go Heels, 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>> 

>> *Explore. Engage. Empower * 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 

>> *"**How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never 

>> happened" 

>> (T Jefferson)* 

>> *From: * @gmail. corn [mailto: ~,gmail. com] *On 

Behalf 

>> Of ~ 

>> *Sent:* Friday,, 11:11 AM 

>> *To:* Deborah Stroman 

>> *Subject:* Re: Questions about your class 

>> Hi Prof Stroman, 

>> Meeting you then shouldn’t be a problem. I have also secured this 

>> internship for the       season as well, so I was ~vondering ifI could 

>> possibly take it next semester if I need to catch up on to much. That 

>> would 

>> also give me a chance to take EXSS at the same tirae. Either way i 

>> would 

>> like to meet you, even if it is really quick, to disscuss the class and 

>> what 

>> in involves. 

>> 

>> Thanks 

>> On Fri,            at 10:12 AM. Deborah Stroman 

>> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

>> wrote: 

>> Hi     We strongly prefer that you take     However, since you have 

>> already secured your internship I am willing to ~vaive that requirement 

>> We 

>> need to meet asap to review the syllabus and assignments plus complete 

an 



>> ’add’ form 

>> I am available on this Thursday after 2:00. ~’,se you available? 

>> Thanks. 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> *Explore. Et~gage. Ernpower.* 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 

>> *" **How much pain they have cost us, the evils xvhich have never 
>> happened." 

>> (T. Jefferson)* 

>> *From: * ~gmail. corn [mailto: ~gmail. corn] *On 
Behalf 
>> Of * 
>> *Sent:* Thursday, 11:37 PM 
>> *To:* Deborah Stroman 
>> *Subject:* Re: Questions about your class 

>> I am a      but I have not taking EXS S Does this mean I am not 
>> eligible for the class or to get create for my internship? 

>> On Thu, at 3:47 Piv~ Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 

>> Hi          V~hat year are you? Have you taken EXS S    yet? The field 
>> experience course for sport administration is EXSS 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> http ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 
>> "How much pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened" 

>> (’I7. 
>> Jefferson) 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: ~flqursday, 2:31 PM 
>> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
>> Subject: Questions about your class 

>> Hello ProJ~ Stroman, 
>> I have heard that other majors allow you to get hours J2~r an internship 
>> in their field if they filled out a certain form. I was curinus if your 
>> class was that ~pe of system for EXSS Sports Administrator majors. I am 
>> a Sports Admin ma1 or and just got an internship working as a :field rep. 
>> for Rainbow Soccer and would like to get hours for it if I could If you 
>> could just email me back with some back ground on your class or if you 
>> know of a similar thing that I am thinking of then it would be extremely 
>> helpful 
>> Thank You, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facult~- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 13, 2010 11:00 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CBC 

Hi Debra I am in Boston (cold and rainy) OJ should have the site rea@ 
for release by the end of the week. If she can’t wait, Nakenge has the 
applications 

Thanks! 

d 
On Mon, 13 Sep 2010 15:02:40 -0400, "Debra Watkins" 

<watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hi Debby, 
> 

> 

> 

> Can I get the website information again? I have a friend that would like 
> to 

> join She’s needs an application and meeting/social dates. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Deb 
> 

> 

> 

> Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
> 

> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> Office (919) 962-0291 
> 

> (;ell 
> 

> Fax (919) 962-3719 
> 

> watkinsd@email.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Acadenric Advisor and Sport A&ninistration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~:dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:08 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS    - SBJ Weekly Drill: EXSS 

Hi See the note in Blackboard...drop on or under my door. Thales! 

Dr. Stroman 
On Mon, 17:55:24 -0400, kyork <ks’ork@email.unc edu> wrote: 
> Dr Stroman 
> 

> What are we doing about turning the SBJ weekly assignments in since ~ve 
are 
> not in class together on Tuesday? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, 11:17:55 -0400 (EDT), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Hi Heels. Blackboard is having technical problems. 
>> 
>> OPTIONAL: Weekly Drill is attached. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nurth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Spurt ANninistratiun Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, 11:17 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-~ 

cbcchai@unc.edu; Angelette Cheek ~angelette.cheek@thcilities.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; Watkins, 
Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Website 

Hi Team. I am still in Boston until We&aesday afternoon. 

I sent OJ my websibe feedback Great work! 

FYI - Charles Daye confirmed for October. We will go "back in time" and 
discuss the Caucus and life for Blacks back in the 70’s 

Hope all is well. 

Smile ofben 

Peace & Blessings, 

debby 
On ?,/Ion, 17:53:08 -0400, "McGhee, Oj" <o1 mcghee@unc.edu> wrote: 
> We are about to go live with the new CBC website by the end o:[’the week 
> You can take a look at it at the J2~llowmg url: 
> 

> http://www.unc edu/cbc/Template- 1/index.html 
> 

> You will see that it has photos from the reception. It also has the 
> membership form and PayPal option Currently, the completed form is 
going 

> to myself and Steve Campbell who did the yeoman’s work on the site I 
> thought it more appropriate for it to go to the 
> cbcinfo@unc.edu<mailto:cbcinfo@unc.edu> address and possibly Shandra & 
> Nakenge. Tell nre what you think and hope you enjoy. 
> 

> 

> Thanks Much, 
> 

> O.J. McGhee 
> 

> O.J. McGhee 
> Instructional Media Services, Manager 
> La~NC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

> 212 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7400 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> (919) 843 - 4149 
> nj mcghee@unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Acadenric Advisor and Sport A&ninistration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:20 PM 

Carla White ttarfi s ~cwharri@eraml.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Caucus and Athletics 

Hi Carla. I am in Boston until Wednesday morning I did receive your kind 
call the other day Yes, all employees are welcome including post-docs. 

I am in a conference and things may be hectic until the evening. I will try 
to call you and ifI miss you we can connect upon my return. 

Thanks! 

Hugs, 

P S I met one of your mentees ;vho raved about you while I was with the 
team in ATL.     ?? former       player. He hosted a pre-game 

part?’ at his home 

On Mon, 23:15:16 -0400, Carla ~rnite Harris 
<cwharris@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi Deborah, 
> 
> When would be a good time to call you tomorrow? 
> 

> Carla 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> 

>> tti Friends I have an important question ~2~r my advisory board. J 
>> 

>> Maybe because this situation is so close to me (my bias), I’ve 
>> comr~letely forgotten about a response from the Caucus regarding the 
>> situation. Yikes[ 
>> 

>> While walking fi-om the Faculty’ Council meeting this a~ernoon, ! 
>> started brainstorming a letter to the Chancellor and/or Baddour that 
>> focused on the many POSITIVES that our Black student-athletes add to 
>> this campus. Also, suggesting that we not overlook the racial 
>> undertone of the matter. For example, all the students (and Coach 
>> Blake) under investigation are Black while the "institutional control" 
>> (i e., administrators/tutor involved) are white. I want to write the 
>> letter such that we are expressing our concern and support :[’or all 
>> parties and that there will be a ]’air resolution to this matter 
>> 

>> Obviously-, I will try to ~vitNlold my nrilitant side and "insider scoop" 
>> about what IS really going on.. I am working on all article that is much 
>> more detailed and thought-provoking that will have no association with 
>> tile Caucus. 

>> 

>> *Helpt Should I present a letter to tile Caucus regarding this matter 
>> or just let it go? Feel free to call me too. * 
>> 

>> C 
>> 

>> I am very corr~fortable with the Chancellor and can very easily request 
>> a nreeting with hint too. We agreed to keep our lines of corumunication 
>> open so I nray just speak with him anyway. 
>> 

>> Thartks. 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stronran, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC’- Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 
>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Spolts Business Club 
>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
>> 



>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 

>> 

>>/"//Some people are born on third base and go through life thinking 

>> they hit a triple"/ 

>> 

>>/(B. Switzer) 
>> 

>>/// 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facult7- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Septeraber 14, 2010 9:39 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC 

Hi Deb Very, ve~ powelful conference I met a lot of wonderful new 
friends and hopefully, business opportunities :) I will share withyou 
real soon. 

Hugs, 

d 
On Tue, 14 Sep 2010 08:46:41 -0400, "Debra Watkins" 

<watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Oh, hope you’re enjoying yourself even though the weather is less than 
> pelfect 
> 

> Deb 
> 

> Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> Office (919) 962-0291 
> (;ell 
> Fax (919) 962-3719 
> watkinsd@emaiLunc.edu 

Original Message ..... 

> Frum: Deburah Stroman, Ph.D CLU [mailtu:dstroman(~r)emaiLunc.edu] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, September 13, 2010 11:00 PM 
> To: Debra Watkins 
> Subject: Re: CBC 
> 

> 

> Hi Debra I am in Buston. (cold and rainy) OJ should have the site ready 
> fur release by the end uf the week If she can’t wait, Nakenge has the 
> applications. 
> 

> Thanks t 
> 

>d 
> On Mu~ 13 Sep 2010 15:02:40 -0400, "Debra Watkins" 
> <watkin sd@email uric edu> 

>> Hi Debby, 

>> Can I get the website irfformation again? I have a friend that would 
like 

>> join. She’s needs an application and rneeting/social dates. 

>> Thanks! 

>> Deb 

>> Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director 

>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> Office (919) 962-0291 

>> Cell 

>> Fax (919) 962-3719 

>> ~vatkinsd@email unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:40 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello again! 

Hi       Good to hear from you. Yes, do keep in touch. I am here ~vhen you 
are read?’. :) 

Stay focused and keep smiling 

Dr. Stroman 

On Tue, 09:59:53 -0400, sdawkins <sdawkins@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> I hope all is well 
> 

> I’m so sorry I’m just getting back to you. There’s al~vays so much to do’. 
> 

> I’m still hoping to be able to drop by sometimes if that’s possible. 
> 

> Just trying to keep in touch! 
> 

> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport A~ninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Septeraber 14, 2010 9:44 PM 

Southall, Pdchaacd Michaacd ~’.southall@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Amy Perko visit tomorrow at 4:00pm in Felzer Cord~rence room 

Thanks for the reminder Richard I am still in Boston and will try to stop 
in after an advising meeting The conference was awesome and I shared our 
work with eve~-one. Many were impressed with CSRI. Dr. Lapchick says 
"hello." 

Hugs, 

On Tue, 14 Sep 2010 10:13:09 -0400, "Richard Southall" 
<southall@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

Just a reminder that Amy Perko - Exec. Dir. of Knight Con~nission - will 
be 

visiting ;vith our grad students tomon-ow afternoon @ 4:00pm in the Fetzer 
Conference room Look forward to seeing you there, if you can make it 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Suuthall 

Assistant Professor - Spurt Administratiun 

Graduate Prugram Courdinator 

’]’he University uf North Carulina at Chapel 

Directur - Cul [ege Spurt Research Institute 

Wollen Hall 203D 

Oifice - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

suuthall@email unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 
www. unc. edu,’depts/exercise/sportadministr atiol~’index.htm 

CSRI website: xa~’w.unc.edu/csri 

Deborah Stroruan, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Ackninistration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and yottr purpose to create and sustain peace. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 9:53 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: Football Program Involvement, Sports Administration Concentration 

On Tue, 19:59:20 -0400, ~email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hello Dr. Stromal~ 
> 

> Hopefully yotu- semester is offto a good start. I 
> just wanted to check with you and see if Coach Berry has responded to you 
> concerning my resume. I greatly appreciate everything that you are doing 
> for me, and I am very excited about the opportunity to learn more about 
the 
> interworkings of a collegiate athletic program 
> 

> Thank you so much, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Wed, 11:07:05 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
> wrote: 
> 

> Thanks I will fopa,ard to Coach Berry. 
> 

> Go }{eels, 
> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI.U 
> 

> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration [1 ] 
> 

> " ttowmuch 
> pain they have cost us, the evils which have never happened." (T. 
> Jefferson) 
> 

> FROM:                         ~email uric edu] 
> SENT: 
> Tuesday,_ 11:02 PM 
> TO:Deborah l.ynn Stroman 
> SU[]JECT: RE: 
> Football Program Involvement, Sports Administration Concentration 
> 

> Dr. 
> Stroman, 
> 

> My resume is attached. I did try to keep it concise; however, if 
> you think that I should include greater detail about my experience, 
please 
> let nre know and I will be happy to provide that as xvell - I xvas just 
trying 
> to keep it under one page. 
> 

> Thank you again for all of your help, and I 
> look forward to hearing back from you. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, 
> 16:09:16-0400, "Deborah Stroman" wrote: 
> 

> Thanks I spoke to Coach 
> Berry about you on Friday. Please send me yottr resume asap. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> http://www.unc.edu~’depts/exercise/sport administration [2] 
> 

> 

> " HOW MUCH PAIN THEY HAVE COST US, THE EVILS WHICH HAVE iN~E~,’ER 



> HAPPENED." (T. JEF[~ERSON) 
> 

> 

> 

> FROM: 
> [~ailto: ~a)email.unc.edu] 
> SENT: b’riday, 7:40 
> AM 
> TO: Deborah Stroman 
> SUBJECT: RE: Football Program h~volvement, Sports 
> Administration Concentration 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I just wanted to say that~k 
> you for meeting with rue Tuesday-. It was very beneficial, and I appreciate 
> your help. Enjoy the garue on Saturday, and I hope to hear back from you 
> soon. 

> 

> Thanks again, 
> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels!!! 
> 

> On Thu, 26 Aug 2010 
> 17:10:10 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" wrote: 
> 

> Hi Tuesday- at 2:30 is 
> fine. Thaaks. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage. 
> Empower 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> 

> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration [3] 
> 

> " HOW 
> PAlix- THEY HAVE COST US, THE EVILS WHICH HA~,’E NEVFX HAPPENED." (T. 
> ~FFERSON) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> FROM: 
> [_mailtc       ~email.unc.edu] 
> SENT: Wednesday, 11:43 
> PM 
> TO: Deborah Stroman 
> SU[3JECT: RE: Football Program Involvement, Sports 
> Administration Concentration 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> ’]’hank you ]k~r taking the ume 
> regarding my interest with the football office. ! know these are hectic 
> times, but I do appreciate your help. I would love to discuss this 
further 
> with you, and I would like to set up an appointment. I have classes until 
> 2:00 on Tuesdays, and I noticed that you are in your el!lice around 2:30. 
If" 
> you are not too busy, I could come by then. If that does not work, let me 
> lmow and I will try to make different arrangements. Once again thank you 
> [’or your time and help. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Wed, 15:09:18 
> -0400, "Deborah Stroman" wrote: 
> 

> tli . ~I1nanks for your note. ! will 
> follow up with the Football Office regarding your interest. I do need to 
> chat with you further because of the time conm~itment if you are placed in 
> their office. 
> 

> Please stop by- during my office hours or schedule an 
> appointnrent. 
> 

> Office Hours: Tuesdays: 2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
> 



> Wednesdays: 
> 1:30 - 4:00 p.m 
> 

> And by appointment 
> 

> Go IIeels. 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD., 
> CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> 

> http:iiwww.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration [4] 
> 

> " HOW MUCH 
> PAEX- THEY HAVE COST US, THE EV]LS ;\,TIICH HAVE ~VER HAPPENED." (T. 
> £FEFFERSON) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> FROM: 
> [_mailto ~email.unc.edu] 
> SENT: Monday, 10:06 PM 
> TO: 
> Deborah Lylm Stroman 
> SUB.rECT: Football Program Involvement, Sports 
> Administration Concentration 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> It ~vas vely nice speaking 
> with you earlier today at the EXSS transfer meeting about ways that I can 
> become more involved with the football team. The meeting itself was very 
> helpful, and I wanted to thank you and Dr. Salyer for ?’our time. I would 
be 
> excited to take advantage of any opportunity a~’ailable to show my passion 
> and kno~vledge of the game. Having experience playing at multiple levels 
of 
> the sport, while also coaching and officiating commuinty league sports, I 
> think that I have both a skill set and a drive that would make me 
extremely 
> useful to any football program 
> 

> Something else I am interested in 
> learning more about is the Sports Administration concentration within the 
> EXSS major After speaking with you earlier about the curriculum 
involved, 
> it sounds like that would be the best path for me to take Any additional 
> informatinn that you can provide me with would be very helpful 
> 

> Once 
> again, I appreciate all of your time, and I look forward to speaking with 
> you further. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Links: 

> [~] 
> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 
> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> [3] 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> [4] 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> [5] 
> mailto: schultzc (£?emaih unc. edu 

Hi Coach Berry actually called me today about you. We hope to 



connect tomorrow to discuss possible opportunities ([ am out of town.) I 
gave him rr~v recommendation so he may just call you on his own Stay tune!! 

Thanks for the 12~llow up. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Acadenric Advisor and Sport A&ninistration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 3, 2010 8:31 PM 

~@~otmml.c( m 

Fwd: [undergraduate] Tee Offtbr Tar tteels 

’Fee off for ’Far Heels.pptx 

Meet me? Thanks. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subj ect: [undergra duate] Tee Off for Tar Heels 
Date: Fri, 01 Oct 2010 06:53:37 -0400 
From: Sherl~- Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 
To: "EXSS Undergrad list" <undergraduate@listserv unc.edu> 

See attached about the student organized and run golf tournament (the 
facilities and event management class does this) 

Sherry Salyer, EdD. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel t Ill1, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and the 
General College 
CB# 3110,2017I) Steele Building 
919-962-3407 

Fall 2010 Advising Hours: 

Fetzer Hall Advising hours: 

Mondays 2-3 and Wednesdays 10-11 

Steele Building Advising Hours: 
Tuesdays frora 2:00-4:30 and Thmsday from 1:30-5:00 in 2017D Steele 

-- You are cmrently subscribed to undergraduate as: dstro@unc.edu. To 
unsubscribe send a blank 
email to 

leave-27818687-20725646.67d0b60a634b 194ace5322a39307c2ff@listserv.tmc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty- 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and yo~ purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 3, 2010 8:59 PM 

~hotmail.com 

Fwd: [undergraduate] Tee Offtbr Tar Heels 

’Fee off for ’Far Heels.pptx 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [undergraduate] Tee Offfor Tar Heels 
[)ate: Fri, 01 Oct 2010 06:53:37 -0400 
From: Sherry Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 
To: "EXSS Undergrad list" <undergraduate@listserv unc.edu> 

See attached about the student organized and run golf tournament (the 
facilities and event management class does this) 

Sherry Salyer, EdD. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of ]b;xercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer tlal[ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 

919-%2-6947 

Fax: 919-%2-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and the 
General College 
CB# 3110,2017D Steele Building 
919-%2-3407 

Fall 2010 Advising Hours: 

Fetzer Hall Advising hours: 
Mondays 2-3 and Wednesday-s 10-11 

Steele Building Advising Hours: 
Tuesdays frora 2:00-4:30 and Thursday from 1:30-5:00 in 2017D Steele 

--- You are currently subscribed to undergraduate as: dstro@unc edu. To 
unsubscribe send a blank 
email to 

leave-27818687-20725646.67d0b60a634b 194ace5322a 39307c2ff@listserv.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 8:55 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Angeletle Cheek ~angelette.cheek@facilities.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Herb Richmond 
<Herb.Richmond@facilities.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

Re: Caucus Conference Call - I~ESCHEDULE 

On Tue, 9 NOv 2010 17:28:25 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@emaih unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi. I have to go to a meeting now on tomorrow and can’t chat at 11:30 
a.m. 
> tomorrow :) 
> 

> For those who can join me, please call in at 2:00 pan. If not, let’s 
please 
> chat one-on-one before the week is out I want to smnmarize my Monday 
> meeting with the Chancellor and the Athletics next steps. 
> 

> 

> 

> Remember, MOVIE N[GIIT is Friday. Tell your associates, family, and 
friends! 
> 

> 

> 

> With your permission, we will have our call on Wednesday, November 10 at 
> 2:00 pm. 
> 

> 

> 

> Please use the following instructions: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Conference Dial-in Number: 
> 

> Participant Access Code: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Participant Feature Key-s 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Exit - exit the call 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Instructions - conference instructions 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Mute/Unmute - caller controlled muting 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Harambe, 
> 

> 

> 

> debby 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
> 

> 

> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Department 
> 

> Sport Administration 
> 

> 

> 

> CB 8700 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 

Hi. I think I mentioned to some of you that I have been having calendar 
synching issues. Prayerfully, all is well now and I will do one more test 
in the morning. Urffoltunately, I did not recall another meeting that I have 
tomorrow starting at 1:30 p.m. If possible, I would like to reschedule our 
conference call for Thmsday at 11:30. 

I apologize for any inconvenience. 

Thanks! 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facult~- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:56 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: Class Registration 

Hi Yes, I enrolled you for Next ?’ear, let’s get you involved in 
Thanks. 

Doc 

On THe, 19:39:17 -0500, ~ema il.unc, edu> 
wrote: 
> I had one more question I was hoping you could help me with Under 

> classes that I have enrolled for, I noticed there ~vas EXS S    (field 
> experience in sports marketing), and I wasn’t sure if that was for the 
> football intern or not I was just wanting to make sure that it was the 
> EXSS (ti~ndamentals of sports marketing) class that you were allowing 
me 
> to j oin. 
> 

> On Mon, 17:53:41 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" wrote: 
> 

> 

> You are most ~velcome! J 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> 

> 

> F.xplore. F.ngage. Empower 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration [1 ] 
> 

> "AT LEAST 
> WE ARE WIN’NING THE WAR ON T[tE ENVIRONMENT. " 
> 

> FRf)M 
> [~_nailto: i~email unc edu] 
> SENT: Monday, 5:22 
> PM 
> TO: Deborah Stroman 
> SUBJECT: RE: Class Registration 
> 

> I will work hard 
> and smart. [\/~y PID is and thank you for adding me 
> 

> On Mon, 
> 17:01:24 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" wrote: 
> 

> Hi I will add you to 
> the class provided you work hard and smart. Lol 
> 

> YVhat is your PID? 
> 

> Go 
> Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/del~ts/exercise/sport administration 
> [2] 
> 

> "AT LEAST \VE ARE WINNING THE WAR ON THE EN-VIRONMENT. " 
> 

> 

> 

> FROM: ¢~)email unc edu] 
> SENT: Monday, 
> 4:05 PM 
> TO: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
> SUBJECT: Class 
> Registration 
> 

> Hey Dr. Stroman, I was hoping you could help me out. I am 
> having a fit with my schedule, and by the time I got to register, all the 



> classes I wanted were gone. I really wanted to get in your Fund. of 
Sports 
> Marketing class, but connectcaro[ilna wouldn’t let me on the wait list. I 
> understand it is a busy class, so if there is nothing available that’s 
> fine. I just wanted to check in with you before I took a different class 
> that I had no interest in. ! hope everything is going great, and ! hope 
tO 

> hear from you soon 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Links: 

> [1] 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> [2] 
> http://www.unc, ed~’depts/exercise/sport administration 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universit-y of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculb- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 10:02 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Caucus ContErence Call - RESCHEDULE 

Hi Deb. I made the change to Thursday at 11:30 Hope you can join us. 

Thanks 

On Wed, 10 Nov 2010 02:21:35 +0000, "Watkms, Debra B" 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Debby. I have a standing meeting from lpm-3pm on Wednesdays Let’s 
chat on Friday. 

Debra 

Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Office (919) 962-0291 
Cel 
Fax @19) 962-3719 
watkinsd@email uric edu 

On Nov 9, 2010, at 8:54 PM, "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU" <dstro@unc edu> 
*vrote: 

>> 

>> On Tue, 9 Nov 2010 17:28:25 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
>> < dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi I have to go to a meeting now on tomorrow and can’t chat at 11:30 
>> a.m 

>>> For those who can join me, please call in at 2:00 pm If not, let’s 
>> please 
>>> chat one-on-one before the week is out I want to summarize my Mi)nday 
>>> meeting with the Chancellor and the Athletics next steps 

>>> Remember, MOVIE NIGHT is Friday Tell your assocmtes, family, and 
>> l~ciends[ 

>>> With your permission, we ~vill have our call on Wednesday, November 10 
at 
>>> 2:00 p.m. 

>>> Please use the following instructions: 

>>> Corderence Dial-in Number: 

>>> Participant Access Code: 

>>> Participant Feature Keys 

>>> Exit - exit the call 

>>> Instructions - conference instructions 

>>> iVlute/Unmute - caller controlled muting 



>>> Harambe, 

>>> debby 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Depaltment 

>>> Sport Administration 

>>> CB 8700 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 

>> Hi. I think I mentioned to some of you that I have been having calendar 
>> synching issues. Prayerfully, all is well now and I will do one more 
test 
>> in the morning. Unfortu~aately, I did not recall another meeting that I 

>> tomorrow starting at 1:30 p.m. If possible, I would like to reschedule 

>> coni?rence call for Thursday at 11:30. 

>> I apologize for any inconvenience 

>> Thanks! 

>> debby 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 

>> University of North Carolina 
>> EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facul~z 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc.edu 

>> "Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Noveraber 10, 2010 9:16 AM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Caucus ContErence Call - RESCHEDULE 

Okay. Thanks. 

On Wed, 10 Nov 2010 13:32:15 +0000, "Watkins, Debra B" 
<watkinsd@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 
> Hi Debby, I have a budget meeting w/my staff at 11 am. we can catch up 
on 
> Friday. 
> Deb 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2010 10:02 PIVl 
> To: Watkins, Debra B 
> Subject: Re: Caucus Conference Call- RESCIIEDULE 
> 

> 

> Hi Deb. I made the change to Thursday at 11:30 Hope you can join us 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

>d 
> On Wed, 10 Nov 2010 02:21:35 ~ 0000, "Watklns, Debra B" 
> <watkinsd@email un c edu> wrote: 
>> Hi Debby I have a standing meeting from 1 pm-3pm on Wednesdays 
Let’s 
>> chat on Friday 
>> 

>> Debra 
>> 
>> Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director University of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> Office (919) 962-0291 
>> Cell~ 
>> Fax (919) 962-3719 
>> wat kmsd@em ail.unc.edu 
>> 

>> On Nov 9, 2010, at 8:54 PM, "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU" 
>> <dstro@tmc. edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>>> On Tue, 9 Nov 2010 17:28:25 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
>>> <dstroman@email.unc.ed~> wrote: 
>>>> Hi. I have to go to a meeting now on tomorrow- and can’t chat at 
>>>> 11:30 
>>> 

>>>> tomorrow. :) 

>>>> For those who can join me, please call in at 2:00 p.m. If not, let’s 
>>> please 
>>>> chat one-on-one before the week is out. I want to sur~wnarize my 
>>>> Monday meeting with the Chancellor and the Athletics next steps. 

>>>> Remember, MOVIE NIGHT is Friday. Tell your associates, i~amily, and 
>>> friendst 

>>>> With your permission, we will have our call on Wednesday, November 
>>>> 10 
>at 
>>>> 2:00 p.m 

>>>> Please use the ibllowing instlaactions: 

>>>> Conference Dial-in Number: 

>>>> Participant Access Code: 



>>>> Participant Feature Keys 

>>>> t~xit - e×~t the call 

>>>> Instructions - conference instructions 

>>>> MuteiUnraute - caller controlled muting 

>>>> debby 

>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Department 

>>>> Spolt A&ninistration 

>>>> CB 8700 

>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 

>>> Hi. I think I mentioned to some of you that I have been having 
>>> calendar synching issues. Prayerfully, all is well no~v and I will do 

>>> in the morning Unfortunately, I did not recall another meeting that 
>>> I have tomorrow- starting at 1:30 p.m. 1£ possible, I would like to 
>>> reschedule our conference call [’or Thursday at 11:30. 

>>> I apologiz~e [’or any inconvemence 

>>> Thanks! 

>>> debby 

>>> Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 

>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> t!XSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facult’~’ 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc.edu 

>>> "Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

> University of North Carolina 
> EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facul~ 

> 919.843.0336 

> dstro@unc.edu 

> "Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336. 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:13 PM 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: EXSS    - Thu rsday 

Received. Thanks Michael! 

debby 
On Week 20:58:00 -0500, I~hchael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Debby, 
> 
> Attached is my Po~ver Point for tomorrow’s class. Please confirm receipt. 
> 
> Machael 
> 

> On 11:04 AM. Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Michael Here is a copy of presentation from 
>> earlier this semester. I am sending to avoid duplication, if any. J 
>> Thanks again. 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> Go }{eels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI.U 
>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> Sport ANninistration Facul~" - e~ 
>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>>http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> 

>>/"//Some people are born on third base and go through life thinking 
>> they hit a triple."/ 
>> 

>>/(B. Switzer) 
>> 

>>/// 
>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Adruinistration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:16 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    - Marketing Plan: EXSS 

Hi      I ~vill make note of your absence Your group still should present 
on Tuesday. 

On Sun, 16:36:36 -0500, 
< @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hello Dr Stroman 
> 

> I thought I may have told you on Thursday, but I will not be here on this 
> upcoming Tues because of my arranged flight back home. I apologize, and 
> would be more than happy to present ~vhen I return from 
break 
> Thank you. 
> 

> 

> From: Dr. Stroman [mailto: dstro@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Suaaday, 4:23 PM 
> Subject: EXSS - IMal-keting Plan: EXS~ 
> 

> Hi Heels (~.~oup 2 - Bulls) Thank you for your submission of the 
marketing 
> plan project paper and powerpoint. Please be prepared to share your 
> marketing project in class on Tuesday. Bring a copy of your ppt on a 
flash 
> drive and review your submission with the class. All members must stand 
at 
> the front of the class, although it is not required that all members 
speak. 
> 

> The presentation should not last more than 12 minutes 
> 

> Let me know if you have any questions. 
> 

> I)r Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edn> 

Sent: Sunday, 6:18 PM 

To: ~ema~l .nnc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: EXSS - Marketing Plan: EXS~ 

Hi        I am not sure ;vhy your group was the only one that did not 
follow the assigmnent as clearly directed on the guide. I stated in class 
that after I reviewed submissions that I would select certain groups to 
present. 

I am sorry that your group did not understand the assignment and the class 
announcement. 

On Su~ 16:54:53 -0500, @email.uaac edu> 
wrote: 
> Good at’ternoon Dr. Stroman[ 
> 

> My group was under the impression that you did not want a Po;ver Point 
until 
> you read everyone’s papers. 
> In class, you said that we would not have time for everyone to present, 
> therefore, you ;vould let us know which groups you wanted to present 
> 

> ~Vhen we asked you, you noted that the paper would be due on Thursday and 
> yuu would nutify us at a later date when those selected groups would 
> present their Puwer Puint presentations. 
> I apologize if I misunderstuod yuu, but we had nut made a Power Puint 
> Presentation tu present to yuu. 
> 

> I’m recieved text messages frum my group nuw as I’m emailing yuu and some 
> of them are out of tuwn. 
> Do you have any suggestiuns as tu what we are to du? Or what exactly we 
can 
> du tu fix this? 
> 
> Thanks for your help, 
> 

> 

> 

> On Sun, 16:28:00 -0500 (EST), "Dr. Stroman" <dstru@unc edu> 
> wrute: 
>> Hi }]eels (Gruup 4 - Wake Forest). As uf today, I have not received your 
>> marketing plan powerpoint. I did receive the wurd ducument Please 
submit 
>> the powerpuint tu Digital Drupbux by Monday 9:00 a.m to receive full 
>> credit [’or the submissiun ufthe assignment. 
>> 

>> Thank you. 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroruan, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Acadenric Advisor and Sport A&ninistration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpuse to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:39 PM 

Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbatt@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [,FIT    Location 

On Sun,          11:57:47 +0000, "Battaglini, Rebecca L" 

<bbatt@email unc.edu> wrote: 
>Hi, 
> 

> The location for ALL LFIT classes for the first day is Fetzer Gym A. We 
> will be doing an introduction to the course, you will meet your 
instructor, 
> and find out more details of the daily meeting spots. 
> Thanks, 
> Becca 
> 

> Becca Battaglini, MA. 
> Director, Lifetime Fitness/Physical Activities Program 
> Depaltment of Exercise and Sport Science 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 215 B Woollen Gym, CB #8605 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> Frumi Deb;r~h ~trom~n idstrumani@email~uni~;du] 
> Sent: Thursday, 1:00 PM 
> To: Battaglini, Rebecca L 
> SubJect: [:W: LFIT    Lucatiun 

> Hi Becca. Please let me know the answer tou! I replied that the?" wuuld 
be 
> notified or tu contact me on             I believe they will alsu be 

> by going tu 209 ur the lobby of Wuollen or Fetzer?? 

> We should alsu add this tu question/anwer tu our website (I went there 
and 

> Thanks t 

>d 

> Gu Heels, 
> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CIA] 
> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> "\Vho dares nothing, need hope for nothing." J.C.F. van Schiller 

Original Message ..... 
> Frorn: ’~omail.m~c.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AM 

> To: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subiect: LFIT    Location 

> Dr. Stroman, 

> I ara currently registered for LFIT    for the upcorning spring semester, 
> hoxvever no room nunrbcrigynr site is listed on the Connect Carolina 
website. 
> Will I be receiving an email front my instructor before the start of the 
> seraester, or will you be able to let rne knoxv where the lab will take 
place? 

> Thank you for yo~ tirne and concern. 

Thanks Hope y’all are having lots of fun! I can’t wait to see the pics. 

Happy Ne;v Year! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Uthversity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 



919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align ?’our passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday-, Januao, 3, 2011 7:17 PM 

Scott Howell < ~gmaJl.com> 

Re: UNC Sport Administration Inter~iew Weekend 

On MoIL 3 Jalr 2011 14:40:18 -0500, Scott Howell < ~gmail.com> 
wrote: 
> Dear Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> During the ~veekend of Februa~z 18-20 ~ve will be conducting our 
> inter~dew weekend for UNC Sport Administration prospective students. 
> We would be honored if you ~vould join us this weekend as a member on 
> the faculty intel-ciew panel. On Februaly 18th, we ~vill have a meet and 
> greet dinner (which if you can attend would be great but if you cannot 
> we understand) Tentatively, inter~dews would begin tlcom 7:30AM-8:00.~vl 
> the next morning on the 19th and would last until 12:30PM-1:00PM. 
> 

> We will let you know of the final arrangements of the location of the 
> Friday welcome dinner and the interviews on Saturday as well as the 
> finalized times as soon as possible once those arrangements have been 
> finalized when everyone returns to Chapel Hill tlcom the break 
> 

> At this time, we just wanted to send an e-mail that ~vould make you 
> aware of the date of these events and let you make the necessaw plans 
> to come if you are able to attend these twu events. If you will please 
> let me know ifyuu can ur cannut come by e-mail, I wuu]d be greatly 
> appreciative. 
> 

> Have a great day, 
> Scott HuweH 

Thanks Scott[ I appreciate the advanced notice. 

Happy New Year! 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carulina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstru@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpuse to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:36 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Independent Study 

On Sun, 13:22:03 -0800 (PST), Jenrnfer Farrell 
~)yahoo corn> wrote: 

> Good aI’ternoon Dr. Stroman, It was great seeing you at the Dean Dome a few 
> weeks ago! I hope you had a ver,v Merry Christmas and a good Ne~v Year’s!I 
> am still struggling with class registration, and I was wondering if it 
> would be possible to set up an independent study like we discussed I’ll 
> be working with Brad Hecker on the ACC’s "Hoops for Kids" outreach 
program 
> rm also hoping to take EXSS this semester, although I’m 
not 

> registered yet.Please let me know what the next steps are in setting up 
an 
> independent study. I’ll be in town at some point next week if you’d like 
> to meet up to discuss it. Thanks for your help[Have a great day 
> 

Hi                     I will register you for EXS S    f,ar three hours. 
Let’s schedule an appointment for next week. Send me a note on Friday or 
Monday. Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 4, 2011 5:32 PM 

Pierce, JackJe <japierce@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Following Up 

On Tue, 4 Jan 2011 21:25:23 +0000, "Pierce, Jacqueline" 
<j apierce@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Happy New Year Debby! 
> 

> I want to thank you again for the wonderful opportum~ of becoming 
better 
> acquainted with you. As a follow up to our conversation, I would like to 
> address one of my New Year’s resolutions joining the Carolina Black 
> Caucus. I’m excited about your leadership and look forward to 
> participating in a way that best sel-,zes the organization Are you 
meeting 
> tomorrow? Should I send payment to you via campus mail? 
> 

> Also in case you aren’t aware, I ~vant to share news about an upcoming 
> event: 
> 

> 

http ://w~vw i omc uric e d u/homepa ~ e-n ew s-s lo t-23-mer ~ed/pulitzer-prize-wilmin~-i ou realist-an d-au thor-to-visit-un c-in-februalv 
> 

> 

> Take care, 
> 

> Jackie 
> 

> 

> Jackie Pierce 

> M~ior Gifts Officer 
> ’]’he Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel 
> 208 West Franklin Street 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
> Telephone: 919-843-6320 
> Mobile: 

Thanks Jackie. Our next meeting is on the 12th. 

Please visit our site and you can join online. 

www. un c edu/cbc 

I appreciate your follow up. :) 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:57 AM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: tMlo 

On Tue, 14:52:18 -0500, ~email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hey Dr Stroman, 
> 

> I was just trying to pick a day that you ~vere free so 
> that we could meet up before school starts back. I am meeting with an 
> advisor at eleven o’clock on Friday, other than that. I should be good at 
> an?- other time. I hope you had a great and I am 
> looking forward to meeting up ~vith you. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sorly 
> I am bad at coming up ~vith good sukiects tbr emails. 

How is your schedule on Monday afternoon? 

Email subject - Your ’Hello’ is fine You will be speaking w~th more 
professionals as you get closer to graduation Start taking notice of how 
others use the subject line. Learn to be comfortable as this form of 
comanunication is critical to your brand and reputationt :) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport A~ninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc execboaxd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

Re: [csbcexecboard] Facebook Group Event 

Thanks     and Team. FYI - I am giving extra credit for my EXSS    class 
attendance during Celebration Week I also asked my colleagues to do the 
same. Ask your professors to read the flyer to their classes. (Send the 
flyer to all of your sport-related professors.) 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Mor~ 08:36:28 -0400, ~)email uric edu> 

wrote: 

> Hey guys, 

> 

> just created and sent out the invites to the Facebook event for 

> Celebration Week. Please invite ?,our top 50 tlciends who you think would 

> sho;v up to our club events. You have to do it manually, but it took me 

> literally two minutes, so it’s worth it Our goal is to have a good 

> crowd for each night’. Thanks guys See you at our exec board meeting 

> Thursday at 4. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to csbc execboard as: 

> dstroman@emaikunc edu To unsubscribe 

> click here: 

> 

http://lists.unc.edu/u.id=3165416..ba117049a4474cecd34a4ede042dd064&n=T&l=csbc execboard&o=28955254. 

> or send a blank email to 

> 

leave-28955254-31654162.ba 117049a4474cecd34a4ede042dd064@ [istserv.unc. edu. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport A&ninistration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:15 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: EXSS Logo on T-shirts 

Hi      I don’t have that file ~vith me. Check with ITS to see if the?’ can 
make the conversion. I will see what I can do from afar though. 

Thanks 

On Sun, 21:49:53 -0400, @email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Hi Dr. Stroman, 

> 

> The t-shirt place ~vants the EXSS Logo saved in a different format, but 

> I’m not quite sure how to do that. Please see the previous email below. 

> Do you know the formats "vector art ai" or ".eps"? I have never heard 

> of those to be honest[ I reattached the EXSS Logo we are using. 

> 

> ThalluS! Hope you are enjoying the women’s Final Four’. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Origina[ Message ........ 

> Subject: FW: ~))email.unc edu sent you a custom design 

> Date: Sun, 18:42:05 -04(;0 

> From: @kenan-flagler.unc edu> 

> To: ~email.unc. edu @email uric edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> *From:* 

> *Sent:* Saturday, ~:00 PM 

> *To:* 

> *Subject:* Fwd @email.unc.edu sent you a custom design 

> 

> Can we get the logo in this form? 

> 

> Can you ask them to send the EXSS logo in vector art ai or eps format? 

> 

> Thank you, 

> Angela Deschenes 

> 

> HARPER C©LLEGL~TE SPORTSYVEAR 

> 207 E. Main Street 

> Cal~boro, NC 27510 

> (919)933-8591 

> angeladeschenes@bellsouth.net <mailto:angeladeschenes(~bellsouth.net> 

> ~vwa~.harperarts.com <http:i/~vw~v.harpcrarts.com> 

> 

> *From:* @kenan-flagler .unc. edu> 

> *To:* Angela Deschenes <    ~ ~ ~bellsouth.net> 

> *Sent:* Sat, 10:47:13 

> *Subject:* FW: @email.unc.edu sent you a custom design 

> Angela, 

> Only use the front for this design. On the back we want to include our 

> sponsors: Champion Sponsor-Bank of Amcrica, 4 Our Fans, Inc., Jinway 

> John’s and UNC EXSS Department. For the EXSS department, please use the 

> attached graphic. 

> Thank you, 

> *From:* CustomInk.com <http://CustomInk.com> 

[mailto:service@customink.com] 

> *Sent:* Saturday, 10:43 AM 

> *To:*’ 

> *Cc:* @email unc.edu 

> *Subject:* @email uric edu sent you a custom design 

> See @email.uaac edu’s design 



<http://www.custumink.cum/desi~ns/csbctshirt/vie0-000h-87uq/share/?pc EMAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -preheaderl- -end> 

CustomInk cum 

<http://www.custumink.con~,?pc EMA]L-4()778&cmmmc share- -emailb- -hlugu- -end> 

Design 

<http:/ivavw.custoraink.con’~labi’.’pc EMAlL-40778&cm rmnc share- -emailb- -hdesign- -end> 

i Bro~vse 

<http:/iwww.customink.comYcate~ories?pc EMAlL-40778&cra rrm~c share- -emailb- -hbrowse- -end> 

i Retric-,~e 

<http:/iwww.customiak.com/accounts?cm mmc share- -cmailb- -hretrieve- -end> 

i Help 

<http:/iwww.customirfK.com/help center/?cm nwnc share- -emailb- -hhelp- -end> 

*Check out what I designed at Customlnk.com. * 

"I just created this design. Take a lookt" 

- ctantutn@email.unc, edu <mailto:ctantum@ email.unc, edu> 

Check It Out 

<http://www.customink.col~’desi~ns/csbctshirt/vie0-000h-87uq/share/?pc EMAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -button- -end> 

~email.unc.edu’s Design 

<http://www.customink.col~’desi~ns/csbctshirt/vie0-000h-87uq/share/?pc EMAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -desi~nfront- -end> 

~email.unc.edu’s Design 

<http://www.customink.col~’desi~ns/csbctshirt/vie0-000h-87uq/share/?pc EMAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -desi~nback- -end> 

Feeling inspired? Vie;v this design 

<http://www.customink.col~’desi~ns/csbctshirt/vie0-000h-87uq/share/?pc EMAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -vie~vdesi~n- -end> 

in the design lab and change it yourself, or create something new! 

Custom T-Shirts and More’. 

Customlnk.com 

---http:i/www customink cure?pc EMAIL-40778&cm wanc share- -emailb- -fcustomink- -end> 

i Our Story 

<http://www.custumink.com/uur story?pc EMAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -lkmrstor~/’- -end> 

I Contact Us 
<http://www.custumink.com/contact?cm mmc share- -emailb- -fcuntact- -end> 

800-293-4232 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D. CLU 

University uf North Carulina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisur and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstru@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpuse to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:18 AM 

~eraaJl.unc.e&~ 

Re: Internship Update 

Thanks      Stay positive and check out the Interview alticle I just 
posted on the Club’s Blackboard site 

Dr. Stroman 

On MoIL 11:16:00 -0400, @email uric edu> 

wrote: 

> Hey Dr Stroman, 

> 

> I just moved on to the next round of interviews for the PGA Championship 

> Internship this summer. The internship doesn’t start till July, so I 

don’t 

> expect to know until the end of April, but I think it looks promising. I 

> think this internship ~vould give me great experience in looking at the 

> workings of a major sporting evelrt alrd would work well for the EXSS 

> course. I’ll definitely keep you updated ifI get it, so I can know what 

> work I need to complete this surmner. 

> 

> 

> I hope you have a great ~veek, 

> 

> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 11:37 AM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

McDiaJlnid, Bill <bmcd@emml.tmc.edu:~; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkra~ne@email.unc.edu-~; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; 

~elnail.unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert J Jr <nneice@uncaa.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SUGGESTIONS FROM UNC’S ASPSA STAFF 

Hi Harold. I find these suggestions vely valuable to our charge. However, I 
think it would be helpful at some point to have a discussion to interpret 
some of this ASPSA "language" I don’t feel completely comfortable with my 
interpretation of their comments. 

Thanks 

debby 
On Sun, 23:11 : 12 q 0000, "Woodard, Harold" 

<harold woodard@unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear Colleagues: 
> 

> I have attached some o17 the ideas regarding ways to improve staffing that 
> were shared by UNC’s ASPSA staf~ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’dstro@unc.e&~> 

Monday, 7:29 PM 

@gmail.cora> 

Re: Group Project 

Hi Yes, you may use UNC teams as a part of your analysis. 

On MoIL 18:33:06 -0400, .~gmail.com> 
wrote: 
> Good evening Dr Stroman, 
> 

> I know that it says in the assignment that UNC teams are off limits as 
far 
> as the topic goes, but can we use them in our competitor analysis? For 
> example, my group selected the Carolina Panthers as our organization, 
could 
> I then use LqX-C football as a competitor? 
> 

> 

> Thank you for you help, 
> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport ANninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 10:31 AM 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: [seaJ~c] Wed. news + FW: workers/studenk~"t~ulty/community sit-out at UNC-CH this Thursday! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [seanc] Wed. news + FW: workers/students/facultyicommuni~z sit-out 
at Lrb,-C-CH this Thursday! 
Date: Wed, 6 Apr 2011 13:56:40 +0000 

From: "Hutton, Steve" <shntton@emaihunc.edu> 
To: "SEANC 25 Email List" <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
Reply-To:        ~)yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 suppurts the Building Services employees who will be 
s~tting-out at South Building this Thursday Everyone is encouraged to 
stup by Suuth Building tu demunstrate support¯ ’]?he best time to attend 
will be nuon, when there will be a rally and speak out. Bring your lunch 
if you want. Ifyuu can’t make it at nuon, please try to participate 
sometime during the day. 

Stand united with your fellow wurkers in their desire tu maintain their 4 
day, 10 hour wurk schedule which has allowed many uf them to have second 
jobs tu make ends meet during these difficult ecunumic times. A change to 
their schedule nuw will be a major monetary hardship fur their families. 
Management has not demonstrated a need for the proposed schedule change¯ 

[This blug is a source of lesser reliability] 

Perdue Expected to Vetu State Health Plan 
http://ncblo~er, con’s,2011 i04/05/perdue-expected-t u-veto-state-health-pl an.aspx 

UNC-CH receives $3 milliun lbr athlete sturdy center 
http:i/~vw newsobserver.cum/2011/04/06/1107836/athlete-study-center-funded.html 

[A message to students] 
All-Day Sit-Out in Support of Carnpus Workerst Rally at Noon! 
This Thursday April 7 

9ant: Join workers for an all-day sit-out in front of South Buildingt 
12 noon: Major Rally of Workers and Students[ 

Join carnpus workers from 9am-5pm on Thursday April 7th on the steps of 
South Building to protest attacks on workers rights! There will be food, 
speakers, conversation, performances and comnmnity. 

¯ ..It’s important to be there all day, or as much of the day as you can. 
Skip class, rearrange appointrnents, ask off frorn professors¯ But, if you 
can only make part of the day-, the rnost important part will be front 12 noon 
to lprn, when workers and students will rally and speak out to the media. 

Facilities workers from around campus have decided to take vacation tinre 
and sit on the steps of South Building next Thursday to protest unfair 
schedule changes by managernent. They and other workers are courageously 
standing up for their rights and for a voice on the job in this time of 
budget cuts, tuition hikes, and other attacks on workers and students¯ 

It’s essential that we as students support them and sit-out ~vith them! With 
the climate of fear and intimidation that workers face constantly from 
management, it’s a risk to speak out as a ~vorker on this campus, let alone 
to protest publicly. These unfair schedule changes that workers are facing 
are just another example of the a&ninistration tlying to balance the budget 
on the backs of ~vorkers and students, and ~ve’ve all got to unite to fight 
these attacks As workers, the?- face retaliation, increased health care 
costs, unfair schedule changes, intimidation, and decreased benefits¯ 

We gotta work together to fight for justice on the job and dignity in the 
workplace for campus workers! 

Chelsea Earles 
HOPE Coalition Coordinator 
919-491-6936 

Hear Our Public Employees Coalition 
PO Box 12133 
Raleigh, NC 27605 

Sign our letter to legislators at w~v.nchope.org<http:i/www.nchope.or~>! 



You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: dstro@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-28970284-29488552 530bf69aeb4c66c4dc356d40ed6 bSfoc@[istserv.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 8:58 PM 

Steven C~ossman .~gmail.com> 

Fwd: 

2011 tee times aJ~d info.xlsx 

Hi Steve. Cari you steal away on Thursday and join me for a quick 9 holes at 
3:00 p.m. ? \~z department hosts a ve~z informal event each year. I recruited 
Phil Ford and another female colleague I want to add one more male 
Thanks 

debby 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sut~ject: 
[)ate: Wed, 20 Apt 2011 19:59:48 ~ 0000 

From: "Pomeramz, Martin R" <martyp@unc edu> 
To: "Salyer, Shen3’ L" <salyer@email unc edu>, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" 
<dstro@unc.edu>, "Grofl; Diane G" <groff@emaib unc edu>, "Adamson, Diane L" 
<dadamson@emaii.unc edu>, "Young, Stewart" <sjyoung@emaii.unc edu>, 
"Bomberger, Stephanie" <sabomb@emaii.unc.edu>, "Goerger, Ben" 
<bgoerger@email.unc.edu>, "Goss, Don" <dgoss@email unc.edu>, "Crawford, 

Ted" <tedcraw@emaibunc edu>, "Norcross, Marc" <norcross@emaibunc edu>, 
"Mihaiik, Jason P" <jmihaiik@email uric edu>, "Barrett, Patrick D" 
<barrettp@emaii.unc.edu>, "Atkins, Cynthia D" <atkins@email.unc.edu>, 
"Tufts, Amy Z" <atufts@emaii.unc.edu>, "jared@launchloft.com" 
<j ared@launchioft corn>,             ~)hotmail.com" 

(@hotmail corn>, "Pomeramz, Meg" <lanchan@emaibunc.edu>, 

"Aibertson, Jordan" <albertso@email.unc.edu> 

[)ear Old Pro Golfers: I’ve attached the current tee times and information. 
Note: there are still some open slots so encourage others to submit their 
registration WITH fee ASAP Once we ill[ we’re CLOSED. I’l[ send another 
update as we get closer 

Marry 

Marry Pomerantz, Director 
Campus Recreation, CB 8610 
104 Student Recreation Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 

(T) 919-%2-2779, (F) 919-%2-3621 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facult7- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 12:24 PM 

~live.nnc.ed~ 

I~E: Honor System 

is fine. Thanks for your note. 

Dr. Stroman 

919.843.0336 

From ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 9:52 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Honor System: 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

My name is                     , and I will be sewing as the Mana.qin.q Associate on               upcomin~ case with the UNC Honor System. I was CC’ed on the 
charge email that you received from Student Attorney General and I will be sewing as a neutral party in ~ case to explain the process to him, help him 
make decisions, and schedule his hearing. I just wanted to explain the process a little more to you and keep you up to date on ~ hearing process. 

I had my Preliminary Conference with          on Thursday and he has chosen to plead Not Guilty to the charge of plagiarism on his EXSS    paper. Because of this 
decision, we must ask that you as the reporting party testify at his hearinfl, as this is a requirement in the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. We are attempting to 
schedule his hearing for a date in    (options right now include                            , so I wanted to get a sense of your availability. Hearings typically begin at 
5:45 PM or 6:15 PM, and your part of the hearing will typically last between one hour and two hours (you are allowed but not required to remain for the entire fact-finding 
portion of the hearing, which could take longer than two hours). You may testify either in person or by phone. Please let me know if you are available to testify on any of these 
dates, and if so, which is the best for you. 

Once we confirm a hearing date that is mutually agreeable between you and         , I will assign an Investigative Counsel who will ask to meet or at least talk with you 
prior to the hearing. Thank you for your willingness to work with the Honor System, and I look forward to scheduling this case. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 3:17 PM 

~email.nnc.edu> 

I~E: Advising 

Hi What is your schedule tomolTo~v? I will be available in Steele between 3:00 and 5:00 in 2017D. 

Otherwise, we can look at next week. 

Dr. Stroman 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject: Advising 

~email.tmc.edu] 

2:58 PM 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I was told by’ Dr. Salyer you would be a great person to talk to for 

academic advising If it would be at all possible, I would love to schedule 

a short meeting with you before the end of Stunmer Session I I am an 

EXSS-FP major, planning on attending chiropractic school, but I’m having 

some issues preparing. Thanks so much. 

In health, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

~emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Re: Final Grade EXSS 

Hi Yes, your grade was submitted The system still requires a paper (vs. Electronic) change unlike initial grade submissions on Colmect Carolina. 

DLS Iicom my iPhone 

On , at 9:51 AM. ’ .2~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I just wanted to verify that you have turned in a final grade for me because I have not had one show up online and have not been able to get in touch with anyone at the registrars of~)ce. 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. 
> 

> Thanks in advance, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 2:49 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Honor System 

Received. Thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 
"I~wil:t:er clrst:roman 

http://exss.unc.edui 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: #live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, J.0:21 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: Honor System: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have scheduled the hearing for at 6:15 PM. I will be assigning an Investigative Counsel shortly and will email you with his/her name and contact 
intbrmation. He/she will contact you about discussing the details of the alleged violation. Thank you Ibr your prompt response’. 

O11 , at 11:24 AM, Stroman, Deborah I,ym~ wrote: 

Hi is fine. Thanks for your note. 

Dr. Stroman 

919.843.0336 

From: #live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, .9:52 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Honor System: 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

My name is                     , and I will be serving as the Managing Associate on               upcoming case with the UNC Honor System. I was 
CC’ed on the charge email that you received from Student Attorney General           , and I will be serving as a neutral patty ir           ~ case to explain 
the process to him, help him make decisions, and schedule his hearing. I just wanted to explain the process a little more to you and keep you up to date on 

hearing process. 

I had my Preliminary Conference with          on Thursday and he has chosen to plead Not Guilty to the charge of plagiarism on his EXSS    paper. 
Because of this decision, we must ask that you as the reporting party testify at his hearing, as this is a requirement in thelnstrument of Student Judicial 
Governance. We are attempting to schedule his hearing for a date in    (options right now include                            , so I wanted to get a 

sense of your availability. Hearings typically begin at 5:45 PM or 6:15 PM, and your part of the hearing will typically last between one hour and two hours (you 
are allowed but not [~quired to [~main for the entire fact-finding portion of the hearing, which could take longer than two hours). You may testify either in person 
or by phone. Please let me know if you are available to testify on any of these dates, and if so, which is the best for you. 

Once we confirm a hearing date that is mutually agreeable between you and          I will assign an Investigative Counsel who will ask to meet or at least 
talk with you prior to the hearing. Thank you for your willingness to work with the Honor System, and I look forward to scheduling this case. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 3:43 PM 

~live.unc.edtr> 

ILE: Update help! 

need original copies. 

Send to the address listed below. Thanks’. 

Dr. Stron, an 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"lust because it hosn’t been done -- doesn °t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, .3:29 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Update help! 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for calling me back, I’m sorry I was bugging you with so many emails and calls, I just wasn’t sure how to proceed because of my unusual circumstances. Then I sent 
an email to the wrong email address, ah chaos! But I wanted to let you know my internship is still going great and I’ve sent in all my missing e-journals from the past few 
weeks. Also is there a place I can fax you my evaluation from Stands West for the spring semester? My manager said I should get it within the next few days. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Thursday, 4:31 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Office Hours 

Feel t:ree to give me a call or se[ up an appointment. Congrats! 

Dr. Stroman 

9 ~.9.842-~ .C.32-~(-; 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Thursday, 4:29 PM 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

SuMect~ RE: ~ice Hours 

we can chat in the fal~ about the ~est. 

CongraLu~at~ons on your b~Lernship. We don’t have a~y mechanism for you to get academic credit for the i~ternsh~p TH~S summer~ Possibly ~n the ~:a~l, but I am not 

optimistic. ~ have copied Dr. Stroman on this emaiL She coordinates the EXSS-SA ~nternship program and can help Vou there. 

Yo~J’l~ work hard tMs s~Jmmer[ 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:36 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: ~ice Hours 
Professor Salyer, 
Don’t wor~ i~s no big deal. I was just trying to look at the final exam as I did poorer on it than expected, so I was just trying to see the questions that I had missed. If I could 
somehow have my test put aside and do this ne~ fall when school begins, rd really appreciate it. 
Additionally, 1 have just been accepted for an internship position today with the Lake Norman Copperheads summer collegia~ baseball league. I was wondering how I would 
go about and what pape~ork I would have to fill out in hopes of receiving academic credit for this internship if i~s not already too late. Than~ for your help and hope you 
have an enjoyable summed 

From: Salyer, Sherry L [salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 7:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Office Hours 

sorry if f didn’t respond. I ~;m t¢_~;ching Iss ~nd will be in ~nd ot~t [:he rest of the summer If yot~ want to chat on the phone, call me. 

Hope Vot~ are well 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday 10:45 AM 
Te: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: ~ice Hours 
Would you possibly be available after your meeting or will that end too late? rm leaving Friday morning, so if you were available then I could only do it early in the morning. If 
we can’t work out a time, I can just take a look at it in the fall. ~an~. 

From: Salyer, Sherry L [salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday ~0::[7 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Office Hours 

Sorw, [ have a meeting ~omorrow at 3. Hope to ~3o~. be i~ o~ Friday. 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 9:08 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: Office Hours 
Dr Salyer, 
rm sorry I was just now able to check my email, so I hope I didn’t keep you around waiting. I am finished with my final at 3, so if you are in fact in your office tomorrow just 
let me know. Thanks. 

From: Salyer, Sherry L [salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:07 PM 
To 
Subject: RE: Office Hours 

I’m here now---- probably until 4ish. 

Tomorrow morning u~dl abouL LI:L Maybe in the p.m. too 

Froml @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :[::[4 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Office Hours 
Professor Salyer, 

I was wondering if you would be around campus this afternoon or tomorrow afternoon as I saw the grade on my final and was surprised and a little disappointed. I just 
wanted to take a quick look at it to see what I missed, if I’m able to do that. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 4:40 PM 

~em~il.unc.edu> 

EXSS major/minor 

What C~n I Do With a Major in EXSS.pdf 

From: @email.unc,edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:50 AM 

To: Salyer, Sherry L 

Subject: Interest In Double Major in EXSS 

You wrote: 

CurrentLy I am a Bus~ness major, but I have aLways had a ~nterest ~n EXSS 

and even before going to coLLege I thought about majoring ~n #t. $ am an 

athLete and have aLways enjoyed sports and being #n a gym. $ th#nh that 

being some sort of trainer just for the LocaL gym or for sports teams wouLd 

be something I’d Love and exceL at. I was just wondering ~f you couLd teLL 

me a L#ttLe more about the program and possibLy some paths and careers that 

one can tahe from a major or m~nor. Any hnowLedge!suggest~ons wouLd be 

great. Thanh you for your t~me. 

Hi       I am an academic advisor for EXSS and Dr. Salver forwarded your note to me. Thanks for your inquiry. We have many B-school students in our 

program. EXSS is one of the most popular majors on campus. I think you should set an appointment with me if you are around this summer or in late 

August. It is quite challenging to write a quality advising/recommendation email to a student that we don’t know. ;) We need to find out your interests 

(academic and career). See attached. 

Please feel free to give me a call or send your availability over the next two weeks. 

More information on our curriculum is available at www.exss.unc.edu 

I look forward to hearing from you. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science Dept. 

Spot[Administration Faculv es 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolma Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Spore Research Institute 

Facul~- Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sig-ma Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organ~adon) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twi[rer drsn’oman 

}t[t}~://www~urtc.edu/dc~ks~ exerctse/spor~=admmmLrarton 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Su~e~: 

A~ach: 

Stronmn, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:10 PM 

~wisc.edu~> 

EXSS , Leadership Syllabus 

EXSS ; Leadership Syllabus.doc 

This doc is the syllabus that I created and shared with Shelley (for feedback/input) for when I took over 

syllabus from my marketing course this past semester. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science De-pc. 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spo~ts Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors O~ganization) 
315 ~,~:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twiusr drs~roman 

h~cp://www.m~c.edu/dq~ts/exe~cise/sporr_admi~ist~’ation 

"Just bect~use it has~ ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

., I will also send you a more up-to-date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday,            5:11 PM 

~wisc.edtr-~ 

EXSS gport Marketing DS 

EXSS Sport Marketing DS.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

@wisc.edtr~ 

Leadership A~ticles 

Leadership Articles.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday 5:12 PM 

@wisc.edtr> 

I~E: Chinese Ch~anpion Prograa~ Syllabus 

Hi Wednesday at 10:00 or 11:00? 

It’s been craW as I have had to migrate to a new selwer 1 lost lots of mail and they are working on recoveW. I sent you some lectures and syllabi to review too(I have --~ 15 for each course.) 

Hugs, 

Doc 

..... Original Message ..... 

From @wisc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 1:29 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lylm 
Subject: Chinese Champion Program Syllabus 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope your summer is going well! I attached a copy of my syllabus for the summer sport leadership seminar. I have also been previewing books on facili~" and event management. I put out 
an emai[ to the NASSM listserve [’or suggestions and there are some even translated into Chinese[ 

I am loving this psuedo professor role! I am so excited to meet the students! 

Would you be willing to schedule a phone meeting to discuss my syllabus and course project ideas sometime in the next 2 weeks? I begin teaching June 13 

Hope you are enjoying a little R and R! 

Hugs, 

@wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday 5:15 PM 

@email.nnc.edu> 

I~E: Advising 

Hi 1:30 on Monday ? 315 Woollen 

Dr. Stroman 

..... Original Message ..... 
From @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lylm 
Subject: RE: Advising 

I work at the hospital Tues-Fri from 1 to 5, so I won’t be able to make it 
tomorrow Next ;veek I can meet any day between my classes, which is from 
9:30 to 11:30 or Monday anytime after 1. Son5’ Jk~r the inconvenience. 

Thanks, 

On Tue, 19:17:04 + 0000, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" < dstro@unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> tli What is your schedule tomorrow? l ~vill be avadable m Steele 
> between 3:00 and 5:00 m 2017D. 
> 

> Othepa, ise, we can look at next week 
> 

> I)r Stroman 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From O~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday 2:58 PM 
> To: Stroman, t)et~orai~ 1 ,ynn 
> Subject: Advising 
> 

> 

> Ill Dr Stroman, 
> 

> I was told by Dr Salyer you would be a great person to talk to for 
> academic advising. If it would be at all possible, I would love to 
schedule 
> a short meeting with you before the end of Suramer Session I. I am an 
> FXSS-FP raajur, planning on attending chiropractic school, but I’m having 
> some issues preparing. Thanks so much. 
> 

> In health, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday 9:43 AM 

@email .unc.edu-~ 

1~:;: Welcome to UNC - EXSS! 

Hi Welcome’. 

Let me know if you still need anything after reading the following: 

What classes should I register for in my first semester at UNC? 

There are four core courses for EXSS: 175 @matomy), 188 (Emergency Care), 276 (Physiology) and 220 or 221 (Management courses). Again, it is tmlikely that you will be able to gain access 
to these courses. However, be proactive by sending a note to Ms. Ashley McCullen (amcculle@email uric edu) to see if there any new spaces open in 188. You can also send a note to the 
instructor of record for 175 to be possibly added to a waiting list (Note: 175 is a prerequisite for 276 and the management courses are usually filled at this time) One must complete 120 hours 
to graduate from LrqC, so there are MANY other courses that you can identit) to fill your schedule in the first semester. The undergraduate curriculum mandates that all students fulfill 
requirements in three main academic areas before graduating: General Education (Foundations, Approaches, and Connections), Supplemental Education, EXSS Major requirements, and 
Electives. Visit the helpful resources on the Academic Advising Transfer Guide lil~ http~//advisin~unc.edu/transfer-students/academic-adVisin~-transfer-~uide.htm~#re~isterin~-f~r-fa~- 
classes (In addition, use the First-Year Guide’s Registration Planning Worksheet t;aund on page 11 http://advisin~.unc.edu/FirstYearOuide/FirstYearOuide This WoNsheet is designed for 
our first year students whu attend an urientatiun called C-TOPS ur New Student Orientation Transfer students attend TSOPS.) 

Yuur first semester is the beginning uf a super juurney in EXSS. Yuu will have time to complete the majur ifyuu dun’t get intu many EXSS cuurses yuur first semester 

Dr. Struman 

Gu Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explure. Engage. Empo*ver 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under;raduate-pro;ran’.,ba-in-exss/spur t-administratiun/uverview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum ~lemail.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday . 2:42 AM 

Tu: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 

Subject: Re: Welcome tu UNC - EXSS[ 

[)ear Deborah: 

My name is who is a EXSS transfer student 

First of all, I appreciate your welcome letter. 

May- I ask something? I could not re~ister sorae EXSS classes for instance 
EXSS 

My register web showed me that I need Depaltment’s permission. How- can I 
get this permission? 

I will wait your reply. 

Thank you. 

On Thu,             16:39:09 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tar Heels! Attached find an official EXSS welcorae letter with helpful 

departmental information. Please feel free to contact me directly if you 

have any additional questions. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 



Chapel t Ii[l, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

Twitter - drstroman 

<http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration> 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Friday 9:47 AM 

.~email.unc.edu> 

l~b2: CSBC Leadership’s Smnmer Plans 

Hi Thanks for your note. Sounds like you have a super sun~mer planned. I also recommend Rhoden’s book. It is veW insightful and makes you really think about a different 
perspective of the big economic sport engine in this countly. 

Yes, I agree we can do SO much better with our site. One important step is to get this site removed: http:i/ww~v.unc.edu/sbc/This site is old and can be confusing to students. I was not 
working with the Club when this site was developed. 

I look forward to working with you this year. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explure. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under~raduate-pro~ran~,ba-in-exss/spur t-administratiun/uverview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum r~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursda? 8:15 PM 
Tu: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: CSBC Leadership’s Sutmner Plans 

Hi I)r Struman, 

My name is              and I will be the CSBC website manager fur next 
year I’m writing because you expressed interest in knuvcing next year’s 
leadership’s sunnner plans and guals for the club. Over the summer, I am 
taking classes during both summer sessiuns and I alsu hupe tu find some 
uppurtunities tu vulunteer in urder tu gain sume experience After I 
complete my summer cuurses, ! plan tu read Furry Million Dollar Slaves by 
William C. Rhuden because it has been mentiuned to me numerous times 
thruughuut the past schoul year and the tupic has been uf interest tu me 
for a while. 

In terrns of goals for the club, I hope to be able to influence more club 
membership interaction and to strengthen the connections that are created 
during those interactions. Also, I think it is important for the club to 
have an updated and appealing website so connections to and confidence in 
the CSBC is stronger for prospective mernbers, curious parents, and 
executives in the sports world alike. 

I look fol~vard to my- opportunib" to serve the Carolina Sport Business Club 
next year. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O IN~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, June 6, 2011 10:33 AM 

Maria DeGuzma~ ~e~Jcthlink.net> 

No! Wow[ Thanks for the heads 

9 P.).863.0336 

~ttp~//~xss~unc~edu/unde~graduate~p~gram/ba-~n~exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~ve~v~ew/ 
"Each da~ comes bead~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

~= Nada DeGuzman [mailto ~ea~hlink.net] 
Seat= Nonday, June 06, 2055 9:23 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: ~R 
Hello, Deborah, 
I wondered if you had heard aleut the sche&fled closing of the Institute of ~rican ~efican Research? If you rash to write a le~er or emafil of inquiry or concern, the 

person to address would be Provost Bruce Carney at: 

provosl(~unc.edu 
ttere is fl3e letler about this simadon that was lbrwarded to me by m3ofl3er colleague. See below. 

All best wishes to you, 

M~a 

Dr. Ma~a DeGuzmfin 

As~ciate Professor of English & Compaxafive Literature 

Dimc~r of Latina/o StoNes 

UNC - CH 

.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: Fatimah Jackson 
Sent: Jun 2,2011 1:38 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients@null, null@null 
Subject: IAAR’s Annual Report for FY11 and an update on the proposed closing of IAAR 

Dear Colleague, 
Please find attached our most recent Annual Report for FY11. We had a wonderful year, thanks to the help of many. We were able to assist 31 UNC faculty 
with their research and we formed collaborations with 21 centers, institutes, and academic departments. 

We’ve submitted grant proposals totaling more than $900,000 and we are part of a recently funded European Union Training Grant on the History, Archaeology, 
and New Genetics of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. This grant, administered by the University of Copenhagen, will receive 46 million euros (about US$60 

million, I’m told). 

In spite of this record of accomplishment, I was informed by our Provost, Bruce Carney, that the Institute of African American Research is scheduled to be 
closed as early as the end of this month. 

If you can give us any support at this time, we’d appreciate it. We have worked very hard to turn the IAAR into an active research unit, and to my thinking, the 
unit serves a vital role on this Research 1 campus. I know that the State budget is horrific, but sacrificing this small unit seems hardly worth the "benefit". 

During this fiscal year, over half our budget ($125,000) was returned to the State on March 1,2011, we were subjected to three hiring freezes, and hence we 
had no full time or permanent employees for FY11. Yet, we still managed to be extremely productive with part-time, temporary workers, independent 
contractors, and volunteers. 

I think we’ve shown our resourcefulness and commitment. Closing this 15 year old IAAR would be a significant step backward for the University of North 
Carolina and for the State. Please help us get this message out to the campus, state, and national decision makers. 

Thanks very much, 
Fatimah 

Fatimah L.C. Jackson, Ph.D. 

Professo~ of Biological Anthropology 

DJrectoz, ~nstituhe of Afrioa[~ American ReseaK:h 

919-843-1898 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 10:34 AM 

Angelette Cheek qajcheek@email.unc.edu>; Debra Watkins <wutkinsd@email.unc.edu>; DL Stroman q:tstro@unc.edu>; Nakenge 

Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edt~>; O.J. McGhee <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: IAAR 

FYI. 
Ge } 

9 ~2 9 8 43 0336 
htt~£e~n~e8u/~ndergradUate-~r~ram/b~n-e~/~p~rt~adm[~trat~/~ver~e~/ 
"Eaeh day ~emes ~ea~i~g ~ts own g~fts, Untie the r~bbe~sY 

~= Maria DeGuzman [mail~: @ea~hlink, net] 
$e~t~ Monday, June 06, 20M 9:23 AM 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: ~R 

tIello, Deborah, 
I wondered if you had heard a~ut tim scheduled closing of the Institute of Al~can American Research? If you rash to write a le~er or emml ofinquiW or concern, the 

person to address would be Provost Brace Carney at: 

Here is the le~er about this situation fl~at was fom,arded m ,ne by ano~er colleague. See below. 

All best wishes to you, 

Mmla 

Dr. Maria DeGuzmfin 

Asmciate Professor of English & Comparative Litera~re 

Director of Latin~o StoNes 

UNC - CH 

.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: Fatimah Jackson 

Sent: Jun 2,2011 1:38 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients@null, null@null 
Subject: IAAR’s Annual Report for FY11 and an update on the proposed closing of IAAR 

Dear Colleague, 
Please find attached our most recent Annual Report for FY11. We had a wonderful year, thanks to the help of many. We were able to assist 31 UNC faculty 
with their research and we formed collaborations with 21 centers, institutes, and academic departments. 

We’ve submitted grant proposals totaling morn than $900,000 and we are part of a recently funded European Union Training Grant on the History, Archaeology, 
and New Genetics of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. This grant, administered by the University of Copenhagen, will receive 46 million euros (about US$60 

million, I’m told). 

In spite of this record of accomplishment, I was informed by our Provost, Bruce Carney, that the institute of African American Research is scheduled to be 
closed as early as the end of this month. 

If you can give us any support at this time, we’d appreciate it. We have worked very hard to turn the IAAR into an active research unit, and to my thinking, the 
unit serves a vital role on this Research 1 campus. I know that the State budget is horrific, but sacrificing this small unit seems hardly worth the "benefit". 

During this fiscal year, over half our budget ($125,000) was returned to the State on March 1,2011, we were subjected to three hiring freezes, and hence we 

had no full time or permanent employees for FY11. Yet, we still managed to be extremely productive with part-time, temporary workers, independent 
contractors, and volunteers. 

I think we’ve shown our resourcefulness and commitment. Closing this 15 year old IAAR would be a significant step backward for the University of North 
Carolina and for the State. Please help us get this message out to the campus, state, and national decision makers. 

Thanks very much, 

Fatimah 

Fatimah L.C. Jackson, Ph.D. 

Pzofesser of Biolegica] AnLhropolegy 

Director, Institute of African ~aerican Research 

919-843-1898 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, June 6, 2011 10:36 AM 

Maria DeGuzma~ ~eaYthlink.net> 

Yes. Will do. I will afso reach out Lo Fatimah for more information. 

d 

Deloorah ;}~ror~aan. P}~ D., (3I .U 

9 P’).863.0336 

http://~xss~unc~edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/ba-~n-exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s. U~tie the ribbons." (R.A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

~= Naria DeGuzman [mailto }ea~hlink.net] 
Seat= Nonday, June 06, 2055 $0:35 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sabject= Re: ~R 

I guess you had be~er ale~ the Black Facul~ & S~’Caucus ~cause tNs decision is ~ing implemented in the summer when no one is paying a~ention ~cau~ 

people are away or focused on their own work etc. 

Cheers, Maria 

On Jun 6, 2011, at 10:32 AM, Stromm~, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

No! Wow! Thanks for the heads 
d ~-’_~ b b ¥ 

919-843-0336 

http~//~s~unc~edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba~in-e~ss/sp~rt~administrati~n/~v~r~iew/ 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

From= Naria DeGuzman [mailb ~)earthlinkmet] 
Sent= IVlonday, June 06, 2023. 9:23 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: IAAR 

Hello, Deborah, 
I wondered if you had heard about the scheduled closing of the Institute of African American Research? If you rash to write a letter or emaJl of inquiry or concern, the 

person to address would be Provost Bruce Carney at: 

provost~unc.edu 

Here is the letter about this situation that was forwarded to me by another colleague. See below. 

All best wishes to you, 

Maria 

Dr. Mazia DeGuzmfin 

Associate Professor of English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Latina/o Studies 

UNC - CH 

.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: Fatimah Jackson 
Sent: Jun 2,2011 1:38 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients@null, null@null 
Subject: IAAR’s Annual Report for FY11 and an update on the proposed closing of IAAR 

Dear Colleague, 
Please find attached our most recent Annual Report for FY11. We had a wonderful year, thanks to the help of many. We were able to assist 31 UNC faculty 
with their research and we formed collaborations with 21 centers, institutes, and academic departments. 

We’ve submitted grant proposals totaling more than $900,000 and we are part of a recently funded European Union Training Grant on the History, Archaeology, 
and New Genetics of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. This grant, administered by the University of Copenhagen, will receive 46 million euros (about US$60 

million, I’m told). 

In spite of this record of accomplishment, I was informed by our Provost, Bruce Carney, that the Institute of African American Research is scheduled to be 
closed as early as the end of this month. 

If you can give us any support at this time, we’d appreciate it. We have worked very hard to turn the IAAR into an active research unit, and to my thinking, the 
unit serves a vital role on this Research 1 campus. I know that the State budget is horrific, but sacrificing this small unit seems hardly worth the "benefit". 

During this fiscal year, over half our budget ($125,000) was returned to the State on March 1,2011, we were subjected to three hiring freezes, and hence we 
had no full time or permanent employees for FY11. Yet, we still managed to be extremely productive with part-time, temporary workers, independent 
contractors, and volunteers. 

I think we’ve shown our resourcefulness and commitment. Closing this 15 year old IAAR would be a significant step backward for the University of North 
Carolina and for the State. Please help us get this message out to the campus, state, and national decision makers, 



Thanks very much, 
Fatimah 

Fatimah L.C. Jackson, Ph.D. 

P~ofessor of Biological Anthropology 

Direc%or, Institute of K~rican AKlerican Research 

919-843-1898 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, 1:08 PM 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS ~najor/minor 

Hi Tuesday (tomorro;v) at 2:00? 315 Woollen. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Sunda? 8:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: EXSS major/minor 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

Is there anyway that this tuesday we could meet? I have some things I need 
to do in Chapel Hill and I am free that day so it would work nicely 12~r me 
If not, I should get my work schedule in a couple of days and I could emai[ 
you what time rm available next week. ’]’hanks 

On Thu, 
wro be: 

> From 
> [mailtc ~email unc.edu]<mailto: [mailto 
> 

> Sent: We&aesday, 12:50 AM 
> 

> To: Salyer, Sherry L 
> 

> Subject: Interest In I)ouble Major m EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> You wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

>Hi, 
> 

> 

> 

> Currently I am a Business major, but I have always had a interest in EXSS 
> 

> and even before going to college I thought about majoring in it. I am an 
> 

> athlete and have always enjoyed sports and being in a gym. I think that 
> 

> being sorue sort of trainer just for the local gym or for sports teams 
would 
> 

> be something I’d love and excel at. I was just wondering if you could 
tell 
> 

> me a little more about the program and possibly some paths and careers 
that 
> 

> one can take from a ma~or or minor. Any knowledge/suggestions would be 
> 

> great. Thank you for your time. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> HJ I am an academic advisor for EXSS and Dr. Salyer forwarded 
your 
> note to me Thanks for your inquiry. We have many B-school students in 
our 
> program EXSS is one of the most popular majors on campus I think you 
> should set an appointment }vith me if you are around this stammer or in 

20:40:17 ~0000, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

a!~emai unc edu]> 

It is quite challenging to write a quality 



advising/recommendation 
> email to a student that we don’t know ;) We need to find out your 
> interests (academic and career). See attached. 
> 

> Please :Feel free to give me a call or send your availability over the 
next 
> t~vo ~veeks 
> 

> ]k/lore information on our curriculum is available at 
> www.exss.unc.edu<http ://www.exss.anc. edu> 
> 

> I look forward to hearit~g from you. ThaJoks[ 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 
> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> UNC’ - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> Sport A&ninistration Faculty- - e3 
> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
> Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
> Faculty- Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl 
> Leadership & Honors Organization) 
> 

> 315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919.843.0336 
> Twitter - drstroman 
> http:i/www.unc.edu/del~ts/exercise/sport administration 
> "Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, 1:15 PM 

Y~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Internship on pause 

Thanks for your communication 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~mder~raduate-pr~ran~/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Oric~inM r\Ae~;s~e ..... 

From: ~!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:23 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
SubJect: Internship on pause 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to update you on my internship and let you know that is 
has been put on pause :[’or a short bit. I had to leave Charlotte and 
come back to Chapel till1 this past Wednesday (why there was no E- 
Journal #3~ 

I j ust ~wmted to let you know what was going on jusi so 

you were wondering why I was missing E-Journal 3 and possibly 4 ifI 

do not get back to Charlotte next week. 

Hol~e you are doing ~vell. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, 1:17 PM 

~gm~Jl.com> 

ILL: Book Reco~nmendations 

What a special young man! You are a blessing to so rnany,.,thanks for sharing. Call me when you get back to 

ht~:~exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~ua~e~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~rba~rn~r~s~rati~n~verv~ew~ 
"Each da~ ~omes bea~ing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," ~,Ann 

F~ ~gmai.com] 
$e~t~ Saturday, 3:50 PN 
Te’, @gmail.com;, ~gmai.com; Stroman, Deborah Lynn; ~comcast.net ~o~.edu; 

@o~.edu; @u.rochester.edu ~rochester.edu; ’@gmail,com: 
~dmail.com; @gocampaign.org ~hotmail.com; .@ithaca.edu; ~gmail.com; ~dcsdk~2.org; I 

~aevocateam.com; ~@ncsu.edu; i@gmai.com; @aol 
~ject~ Re: Book Recommendations 
Dear Friends m~d F~ily, 

It has been a line over a year since I ~ked you tbr ~ok mcommen&tions in oNer m continue my education a~d satis~ my imagination during my months of travel, 

s~gnation and employment. 

Although I have not read every book on my lis~, I very much eNoyed the moments of Niss that all of the mcommendafions I read brougN me. Whether it was reading 

The ~fl With the Dragon Taboo on a beach in Greece; or Zen and the Ag of Motorcycle Maintenance outside of a Croatian ai~; or A Fine Balance on a park 

bench in Copenhagen; or East of Eden ovedooNng St. Charles Bridge in Prague; or Sweet n’ Low on a lake in the Roc~- Mountains: or Celestine Prophecy in a 

Denver Cat~; or Un&feated on a beach in New Jersey; or Darkness Exposed in fl~e comfo~ of my #amily home; or Nudge in Mission Dolores Park in San Francisco; 

or Born to Run in a West Village Cat~ on a New York Spring Day; or even jusl fl~e l~w pages of Matted~om before going to bed; etc., etc., .... I appreciate the inputs 

that all of your knowledge and experience exposed me m over the past year. 

Them are a few abe)lute ~uths re&in the huma~ conNdon- well as absolute as one cm~ clam- that I recognized in all fl~e reading I have done over fl~e Nat year. 

Whether it was fiction, non-fiction or ~em& characters m~d humans seem to need ~vo fl~ings in fl~eir lives m ~ fulfilled. The first is a feeling of accomplislnnent. No 

ma~er how small (like geNng out of&e bed in the morning), or how la~e (like creating the fastest Intel proces~r to-date) we aJ1 need a focus. Those who lost the 

semch for achieve~nent got s~ck in &e dull pa~ems of life, and rather tha~ evolving o~en rimes went into a personal retrograde of ~s. One e~mple being 

Steinbeck’s Adam Trask. The ~con& and in my opimon slightly more impo~nt, is that aJ1 characters that ~ly seemed happy were the ones who ~ught and fought 

for love. ~Vhether it was the love ofa Nen& a siNing, and ofcour~ a comp~ion, humans find satisfaction in their sincere connections mt~ other humans. Those who 

closed themselves offfmm this ~a~cNN~le, and rather created insignifican#suNNcial relafionship~ oAen rimes would lose their "Spark" for life. One example ~ing 

RoNnton Miser’s Maneck Kohlah. 
Nthough ~emingly simple concepS- AccomplisNnent and Love- as humans we sometimes slip and fail on ~th accounts. IroNcaJly, it is aJso neces~o~ to ~ defeated 

by both at one point or m~ofl~er m find the true expression ofe~h in our lives. It is a reminder &at within our e~stence as hmnans we cannot con~ol eye,thing. But &is 

loss of control al~ allows tbr tho~ mfl~ the roll m seek these two goals m m-focus their e~i)~s. To rake the steps needed to ~ resilient and hapw within this ever- 

evolving world. Adam Tr&sk overcame his heart break, Maneck revisited his dear friends to remem~r those months of joy, Nelson Mm~dela mamed a~d Nvorced 

and remained and evolved t?om a violent revolutiona~ m a man of peace. To me fl~at is the beauty of these two concepts. Lit~ is not suppose to be easy, and we often 

rimes get consumed by the hmdsNps (no ma~er how big or small), but to find &at las~ing fulfillment reqmms us m have the will and desi~ m focus on Accomplislnnent 

and Love. 

WNle I Nd nN spend tNs past year learning advanced math in a masters progrmn, or the bones of a human hand, or even how to be responsible enough to handle a 

40+ hour a week job, I am satisfied m D~ow that I have had some good exposure ~ a rode varieb~ of people and books, m~d now recogn~e that my t)lfillment will 

require me to contin~lly m-focus on the above concepts. 

Now I am about to board the plane to Thailand, Laos, and Vietnam for the l~t leg of my unconventional ye~. Packed in my backpack are The ~ver Why and 

Unaccustomed EaCh Stories. Who ~ows what other lessons I may learn. 

I hope eveo~one has a wonde~ul summec ~d thaws agNn. 

All the bes~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:18 PM 

~yahoo.com 

l~W: Book Recom~nendations 

~) ~9.863.0336 

htt~//exss.unc.edu/undergraduate~r~gra~/ba4n~exss/sp~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Ead~ day ¢omes bearit~g ~ls own gills. Un~:~e the ribbons." (N,Ann 5ehabacker} 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent= Nonday,            l:17 PN 

Subje¢t= RE: Book Recommendations 

What a specia~ young man[ You ~r’e a biessing to so many, ,thanks for ~;haring, Cail rne when you get back to 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborai:t Str,)man, PI~-D,, CI.U 

¢) ~9.863.0336 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergraduate’pr~gram/ba4n’exss/sp~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

F~m: @gma~l.com] 
N~Bt: Saturday, 3:50 PM 
To: ~gmail.com "@gmail.com; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

@o~,edu; @u,rochester,edu @rochester,edu; g@gmail,com; 
@gmail.co~ @gocampaign,or~ ~hotmail,com; @ithaca,edu; 

@advocateam.com; ~ncsu.edu; " ~gmail.com; 
Subje~t: Re: Book Recommendations 

Dear Friends a]]d Family, 

@comcast.net; @oxy.edu; 

@colorado.edu; 
~gmail.com; ~@~CSOKZZ.org; 

@aol.com; 

It has been a little over a year since I asked you for book recommendations in order to continne my education a]]d satisfy my imagination during my months of travel, 

stagnation aaad employment. 

Although I have not read every, book on my list, I very. much enjoyed the moments of bliss that all of the recommendations I read brought me. Whether it was reading 

The Gift With the Dragon Tattoo on a beach in Greece; or Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance outside of a Croatian airport; or A Fine Balance on a park 

bench in Copenhagen; or East of Eden overlooking St. Charles Bridge in Prague; or Sweet n’ Low on a lake in the Rocl~, Mountains; or Celestine Prophecy in a 

Denver Cafd; or Undefeated on a beach in New Jersey; or Darkness Exposed in the comforts of my fmnily home; or Nudge in Mission Dolores Park in San Francisco; 

or Born to Run in a %Vest Village Cafd on a New York Spring Day; or even just the few pages of Matterhorn before going to bed; etc., etc., .... I appreciate the inpnts 

that all of your knowledge and experience exposed me to over the past year. 

There a~e a few absolute lruths mthin the human condition- well as absolute as one can claim- that I recognized in all the reading I have done over the past },ear. 

Whether it was fiction, non-fiction or tx)em~ chaJ~acters aa~d humans seem to need t~vo things in their lives to be fulfilled. The first is a feeling of accomplishment. No 

matter how small (like getting out of the bed in the morning), or how large (like creating the fastest Intel processor to-date) we all need a li)cus. Those who lost the 

seaJcch for achievement got stuck in the dull patterns ofliIb, and rather than evolving often times went into a personal retrograde of sorts. One example being 

Steinbeck’s Adam Trask. The ~cond, m~d in my opinion slightly more important, is that all characters that truly seemed happy were the ones who sought and tbught 

for love. Whether it was the love ofa fiien& a sibling, and of course a compm~ion, humans find satisfaction in their sincere connections ruth other humans. Those who 

closed themselves offfmm this semchibattle, and rather created insignificanV’superficial relationships, often fimes would lose their "Spark" for life. One example being 

Rohinton Mist~y’s Maneck Kohlah. 

Although seemingly simple concepts- Accomplishment m~d Love- as humans we sometimes slip aaad fail on both accounts. IronicaJly, it is aJso necessary to be defeated 

by both at one point or another to find the true expression of each in our lives. It is a reminder that within our existence as humm~s we cannot control eveD~thing. But this 

loss of control also allows for those with the will to seek these two goals to re-focus their efforts. To take the steps needed to be resilient and happy within this ever- 

evolving world. Adam Trask overcmne his heart break, Maneck revisited his dear friends to remember those months of joy. Nelson Mandela married and divo~ced 

and remarried and evolved from a violent revolutionaD~ to a man of peace. To me that is the beauty of these two concepts. Life is not snppose to be easy, and we often 

times get consumed by the haJ~dships (no matter how big or small), but to find that lasting thlfillment requires us k~ have the will and desire to focns on Accomplishment 

and Love. 

While I did not spend this past year learning advm]ced math in a masters program, or the bones of a human hmad, or even how to be responsible enough to handle a 

40+ hour a week job, I am satisfied to know that I have had some good exposure to a rode variety of people mid books, and now recognke that my fulfillment will 

require me to continually re-focus on the above concepts. 

Now I am about to board the plaaae to Thailand, Laos, and Vietnaa~ for the last leg of my unconvenfional yeaJc. Packed in my backpack are The River Why and 

Unaccustomed Earth Stories. Who knows what other lessons I may leaJ’n. 

I hope everyone has a wonderful summer, a~ld thanks again. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGF, ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 4:59 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <sa]yer@email.unc.edn> 

IfW: Project Uplift Reminder 

I do this sessiom ;) Thanks. 

d 

£%o } 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: }live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monda~ 4:02 PM 
To: Salyer, Sher~ L; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Project Uplift Reminder 
Dr. Salyer ~ Dr. Stroman, 

On behalf of the Project Uplift S~ff, I would like ~ thank you for your contributions ~ this amazing program. 
Your assistance to this program is truly appreciated by both the sNff and pa~icipanN of Project Uplift. 
The pa~icipanN are excited for your A~ademi~ Se~ion, which will be held on Thu~day,        at 3:00pro in Fetzer ~06. I do ask that in planning your session that 
you are mindful that our studenN must return to the Student Union by 4:0Spin. With that in mind, I do ask that you allow the studenN ample travel time to make it back to the 
Union in a timely manner. 
If your session location changes, please update me as soon as possible by email or con~ct me by phone at Also, if you have any suggestions on how we can 

improve our sessions please contact me. 
Once again, thank you for all your assistance in making Project Uplift 20M a great success. 

Academic and Developmental Session 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:01 PM 

@wisc.edtr> 

I~E: Chinese Ch~anpion Prograa~ Syllabus 

Hi 11:00 EST on Thursday is fine. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Ori~,inal "dessa~e ..... 
From: (a)wisc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: Chinese Champion Program Syllabus 

Dr Stroman 

Can you chat at 10 or 11 am Thursday or Friday this week’, Just had a sutmner school meeting scheduled for Wed am. 

On at 4:11 PRO’. "Stroman. Deborah Lyrm" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

Hi Wednesday at 10:00 or 11:00? 

It’s been crazy as I have had to migrate to a new sewer I lost lots of mail and they are working on recovery. I sent you some lectures and syllabi to review too.(I have-. 15 for each course) 

Hugs, 

I)oc 

..... Oriainal Message ..... 

From ~wisc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday 1:29 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lymx 

Subject: Chinese Champion Program Syllabus 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope your sunmxer is going wellt I attached a copy of my syllabus for the smnmer sport leadership seminar. I have also been previexving books on facility and event management. I put out 

an email to the NASSM listser,~e for suggestions and there are some even translated into Chineset 

I am loving this psuedo professor role[ I am so excited to meet the students[ 

Would you be willing to schedule a phone meeting to discuss my- syllabus and course project ideas sometime in the next 2 weeks? I begin teaching June 13. 

Hope you are enjoying a little R and R! 

Hugs, 

(p) 
(F) 

Nwisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, June 6, 2011 5:02 PM 

Masia DeGuzman < ~earthlink.net> 

ILE: Regarding the Institute of Afi-ican American Resea~:ch 

Thanks. I left Fadmah a text message, Her vmail box is full, 

debby 

9i’).863.0336 

http://~xss~unc~edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/ba-~n-exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," ~B,A~ S~habacke~} 

~= Maria DeGuzman [mailto: @ea~hlink, net] 
Se~t~ Monday, June 06, 20M 3:03 PM 
Te= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
S~bject~ Fwd: Regarding the Institute of African American Research 

Hi~ Debbie~ 

Sample le~er in case you want to see one. 

All best, Mafia 

Begin fon~’arded message: 

From: Maria DeGuzman < ~.earthlink.net> 

Date: June 6, 2011 2:05:03 PM EDT 

To: provost~.unc.edu 

Cc: _t_h___o__r_ p__@ _e___m___a__[ Lu__[! #~__e__d___u_ 

Subject: Regarding the institute of African American Research 

Monday June 6, 2011 

Dear Provost Carney: 

I mn m-iting to express my dismay at the news, gleaned from other colleagues, that the Institute of African American Research (the IAAR: http:i/~x~x~v.unc.edu/iaar/) 

established at UNC Chapel Hill May 1995 may be shut down by the end of this June 2011 as part of cost-cutting measures. Since I arrived at UNC Fall 1999 I 

have attended many of the IAAR’s programs. The UNC Program in Latina/o Studiers, established in 2004, has collaborated with the IAAR numerous times to bring 

leading scholars in At?ican American Studies to cmnpus when those studies overlapped with Aft’o- Latina/o Studies. I have always found those events to be well- 

planned, delivered, and attended. I also know many of the thculty associated with the IAAR and have deep respect for the research they do and tbr their involvement 

with the LAAR. 

Not only am I concerned about the proposed shutdown oftl~e I!M~d~. in relation to its programming and its collaboration witl~ other related programs, but, moreover, I 

am concerned about the reputation of the UNC Chapel Hill nationally and internationally with regards to issues of diversity. The mosl recent Diversity Report indicates 

that UNC Chapel Hill hasto make aconcerted eflbrt across programs, departtnents, and sehoolsto retain thcul .ty and graduate students ofcolor as the numbers are 

strikingly low in many areas. The results of the recent Diversity Report constitute one of the chief incentives for the current search (through a seaacch firm, etc.) for an 

Associate Provost for Diversity and Multicultural Affairs. The person who is chosen for this position is supposed to work with the units (across campus) engaged in 

diversi~ projects. The irony is that we are hiring for this position but then supposedly shutting down the IAAR, a decision that makes me wonder about the fate of 

other centers and programs engaged in related efforts and about the priorities of the university as a whole. 

I just picked up a coW of Summer 2011 Newsweek’s Finding the Right College tbr You exclusive rankings. One of the categories is diversity and [INC is not among 

the 25 universities m~d colleges ranked. Many of our peer institutions are (such as U. Penn, Brown, N~qS, Duke, Princeton, M.I.T., Stantbrd, Columbia, UC 

Berkeley, and Georgetown), but we axe not. A decision such as the one to close the IAAR only leaves UNC Chapel Hill further behind in the historic project to 

overcome social, economic, and educational inequalities. 

I would urge the adtninistration to reconsider any decision to close the IAAR and instead figure out ways of helping to maintain it even in this time of budgetazy 

shortt:a~l. Although I do not know tl~e reasoning behind this move, I wonder if there are concerns about potential duplication. If so, I would point out that the unique 
contribution of the IAAR (in relation to the Stone Center, the Detmrttnent ofAffican & African American Studies, etc.) is that it exisls to generate research 

disseminated collaboralively with other units on campus and other tmiversities and colleges nationally and intemationaJly. Its focus on research is its strength. It has 

served to bring respect and recognition for African Diaspora Studies at a high level of scholarly achievement. 

All best wishes to you, 

Mafia 

Dr. Maxla DeGuzmfin, 

As~)ciate Professor of English & Comparative I ]terature, 

Director of Latina/o Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O IN~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, June 6, 2011 5:14 PM 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu-~; mmpenn@email.unc.edu 

Elmira Mm:gum <em443@comell.edu:> 

1~: IAAR 

Oo 

http://exs~unc~edu/undergr~uate~pr~gram/ba4n~exss/sp~rt~m~nistr~t~n/~ver~ew/ 
"Each daV comes beari~g ~s ow~ g~f~s, U~:~e the r~bbons," (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: Mada DeGuzman [ma~to }ea~hl~nk.net] 
Sent: Monday, June 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: ~R 
Hello, Deborah, 
I won&red if you had heard aN?ut the scheduled closing of the Institute ofAt~can Ame~ca: Research? If you rash m :¥~ a letter or email of inqui: or concern, ~e 

person to address would be Provost Brace Carney at: 

Here is the leaer about fl:is situation that was fo:~varded to me by ano~:er colleague. See below. 

All best wishes to 

M~a 

Dr. Ma~a DeGuzmfin 

As~?ciate Professor of English & Comparative Litera~re 

Di~cmr of Lafina/o Studies 

UNC - 

.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: Fatimah Jackson 
Sent: Jun 2,2011 1:38 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients@null, null@null 

Subject: IAAR’s Annual Report for FY11 and an update on the proposed closing of IAAR 

Dear Colleague, 
Please find attached our most recent Annual Report for FY11. We had a wonderlul year, thanks to the help of many. We were able to assist 31 UNC faculty 
with their research and we formed collaborations with 21 centers, institutes, and academic departments. 

We’ve submitted grant proposals totaling morn than $900,000 and we are part of a recently funded European Union Training Grant on the History, Archaeology, 
and New Genetics of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. This grant, administered by the University of Copenhagen, will receive 46 million euros (about US$60 

million, I’m told). 

In spite of this record of accomplishment, I was informed by our Provost, Bruce Carney, that the Institute of African American Research is scheduled to be 
closed as early as the end of this month. 

If you can give us any support at this time, we’d appreciate it. We have worked very hard to turn the IAAR into an active research unit, and to my thinking, the 
unit serves a vital role on this Research 1 campus. I know that the State budget is horrific, but sacrificing this small unit seems hardly worth the "benefit". 

During this fiscal year, over half our budget ($125,000) was returned to the State on March 1,2011, we were subjected to three hiring freezes, and hence we 
had no full time or permanent employees for FY11. Yet, we still managed to be extremely productive with part-time, temporary workers, independent 

contractors, and volunteers. 

I think we’ve shown our resourcefulness and commitment. Closing this 15 year old IAAR would be a significant step backward for the University of North 
Carolina and for the State. Please help us get this message out to the campus, state, and national decision makers. 

Thanks very much, 
Fatimah 

Fatimah L.C. Jackson, Ph.D. 

Pro£esso£ of Biological Anthropology 

Director, Institute of Ai£ican ~llerican Research 

919-843-1898 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, June 6, 2011 5:44 PM 

Elmira Mm~gum <em443@comell.edu> 

@) Will call you later or tomorrow to share some feedback I received .... 

d 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." (~.Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Elmira Mangum [mailto:em~3@cornell.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 20M 5:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: NR 

I heard the position was finally ~sted ~d will require the degree. ~e you all in? Ho~ so. 

Sent ti~)m my iPad 

On Jun 6, 2011, at 5:14 PM, "Stroma]~, Deborah Lynn" <dstro,~;unc.edu> wrote: 

http:iiexss:unc:edu{undeNrad u ate-~rosra m]ba-imexss{s po rt-adm~n~stration]overview/ 
"Each day comes bearing ~ts own g~s, Untie the ~bbons," (~,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Maria DeGuzman [mailtc Nea~hlink.net] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 20~ 9:23 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: ~R 
Hello, Deborah, 
I woMemd if you h~t heard about the scheduled closing of the Institute of Afficm~ Ameficm~ Re~axch? If you wish k) write a le~er or emml ofinqui~ or 

concern, the person to address would be Provost Brace Carney at: 

provo~(~unc.edu 
Here is d~e le~er about this situation that was tbaYarded to me by m~other colle~ue. See ~low. 

All best wishes m yo~ 

Maria 

Dr. Mmla DeGuzmfin 
Associate Professor of English & Comp~afive Literature 

Di~cmr of Lafina/o Studies 

UNC - CH 

.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: Fatimah Jackson 
Sent: Jun 2, 2011 1:38 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients@null, null@null 
Subject: IAAR’s Annual Report for FY11 and an update on the proposed closing of IAAR 

Dear Colleague, 
Please find attached our most recent Annual Report for FY11. We had a wonderful year, thanks to the help of many. We were able to assist 31 
UNC faculty with their research and we formed collaborations with 21 centers, institutes, and academic departments. 

We’ve submitted grant proposals totaling more than $900,000 and we are part of a recently funded European Union Training Grant on the Histon/, 
Archaeology, and New Genetics of the Transatlantic Slave Trade. This grant, administered by the University of Copenhagen, will receive 46 million 

euros (about US$60 million, I’m told). 

In spite of this record of accomplishment, I was informed by our Provost, Bruce Carney, that the Institute of African American Research is 
scheduled to be closed as early as the end of this month. 

If you can give us any support at this time, we’d appreciate it. We have worked very hard to turn the IAAR into an active research unit, and to my 
thinking, the unit serves a vital role on this Research 1 campus. I know that the State budget is horrific, but sacrificing this small unit seems hardly 

worth the "benefit". 

During this fiscal year, over half our budget ($125,000) was returned to the State on March 1,2011, we were subjected to three hiring freezes, and 
hence we had no full time or permanent employees for FY11. Yet, we still managed to be extremely productive with part-time, temporary workers, 
independent contractors, and volunteers. 

I think we’ve shown our resourcefulness and commitment. Closing this 15 year old IAAR would be a significant step backward for the University of 
North Carolina and for the State. Please help us get this message out to the campus, state, and national decision makers. 

Thanks very much, 



Fatimah 

Fatimah L.C. Jackson, Ph.D. 

Professor of Biological Anthropology 

Director, Institute of African American Research 

919-843-1898 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:34 PM 

;@ncsu.edu> 

P-Jg: (NCCU) 

Hi      Good to hear from you. lain glad that you are making progress on your master’s degree. The job market is very tight for everyone so continue to network 
and "shine~’ in your internship. One day they wN make another hire and wN ~ook back on previous ~nterns/emp~oyees. 
A~SO, R~a~ge sure you get: your }nh:~rrnat~ort on Tesmwork Online, A great resource and I know students who have re(:e~ved interviews smt jobs from tb}s site. 
Dr, Strornan 

9i9-843-0336 
h~p://exss‘unc‘edu/undergr~duate-pr~g~am/b>~n-exss/s~rt-adminis~r~n/~vew~ew/ 
"Each day c~mes bear{rig ~ts o~n g~fts. Untie the r~bbons." (R.Am~ Sd~abacker} 

F~m @ncsu,edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: (NCCU) 
Dr. Stmman, 
I hope ~is message finds you well. You may not remember me but i met with you about a year ~o in your o~ce a~ut grad school at UNC in the gmd~te spo~ 
adminis~ation progrmn. Cu~enfly I’m in the Parks. Recreation, Tourism and Spo~1 management masters program online at NC State and I work for tke ~Volfpack 
Club ~ a full time intern. My internship is almost done in a~ut ~o~er m~o months so l’m cu~ently on the job hunt. I jnst wanted to reco~ect with you ~d let yon 
~ow what i have been up to. If you ~ow of ~y sg~1 related jobs that may interest me feel free to let me ~ow. I have al~ a~ched my resnme for you to review. I 
will be aEending the NACDA and N~D conference in Orlando tNs Jnne as well. I look foBvmd to spea~ng with you again mon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:38 PM 

@ncsu.edu> 

1~: (NCCU) 

Congrats! 

D~ bora}~ St:roman, Ph.D,, CZA ~ 

E,:pio~e~ Enb?ge~ F.mpowe~, 

92984.30336 

htt~//e~unc~e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~vew~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing its own gifts, Untie the ribbons$’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

From: ~ncsu.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday 2:38 PN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject~ Re: RE: (NCCU) 

Thmls. I actually just accepted a job with samtbM university in alabama. I would still like to keep in touch with you. My cell number is 
with you and i will talk W you soon. 

I hope all is well 

On 2:33 PM, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <_d_s__t__r!?_(_a2_kLrLc_:_e___kt__u_.> wrote: 

. Good to hear f:r~m you, I am glad flaat yota are making pK~gress on your m~sler% degree. ’I]~e job market is vet? ti?~ fbr ever?one so cot~dnue to 
netwmk aad ’%bh~e" ~n your internship. Oae day fl~ey wffl make amN~er hire a~d wffl k~ok back on prevk~us Jn~ems cmpk~yees 
Also, make sm~ ?ou get your iMormation on "I’eamwoN Online~ A great resource and I know students who [mve received inte~ views ~d jobs fl:om this sffe, 
DF. StFO~DaD 

Go ~ hds 

htp://e~ss.unc.edu/undergrad~te-pmgram/~-in-exss,’spo~l- administration/ovewiew/ 

From: (&ncsu. e&] 

Sent: Friday, 2:28 PM 

To: Stroman, DeborN~ Lytm 
SuNect:          (NCC~ 

I hope [his message finds you well. You may not remember me but i met wifl~ you_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 4:17 PM 

Church, Brooke M <BrookeChurch@ unc.edu>; Maria DeGuzmar t@earthlink.net>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email.unc.edu:~; PhoeniK Terri I ,ynn <tphoenix@email.unc.edu>; Overton, Jackie (Public Sa[i~ty) <overton@psa[i~ty.unc.edu>; 

fatimahj@email.unc.edu; ’Debby Stroman’ <~tstro@unc.edu>; Nakenge Robertson <nakenge.robmntsoni~!unc.edu>; O.J. McGhee 

<oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

M~]one, Brenda Richmdson <bren& malone@unc.edu>; annperm@email.unc.edu; ’Dwayne Pinkney’ <~tpinkney@mnail.unc.edu> 

URGENT-You’re Invited! IAAR and Budget Cuts Chat 

Hi. Please consider joining us in a most necessary and timely discussion around the recent decision. There is a buzz on campus and lots of questions that 

need answers. Let’s chat, collaborate and identify the next step, as necessary. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

http:!/doodle.com/kqhvrmhiasedukvd 

Thanks. 

debby 
Go }][eels, 
Deborah Sr~oman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science Dqo~ 

Spo~t AdminisLrafion FaculV es 
E2~SS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dina~o~ 
Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Spo~ Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Spo~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nail Leadership & Honors ©~ganizafion) 
315 \Voollen CB#4 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0 ~36 
T~vi~rer drs~roman 

"Jusf because if hash ’f been done -- doesn’f mean fhaf if can ’f be done," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 4:35 PM 

Maria DeGuzma~ @e~Jrthlink.net> 

1~1: URGENT-You’re Invited! L~kR and Budget Cuts Chat 

Thank YOU, I think Monday is looking like the day.,. 

I will be in touch, 

ht~:~exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~ua~e~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~rba~rn~r~s~rati~n~verv~ew~ 

"Each da~ ~omes bea~ing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," 

F~ Maria DeGuzman [malta: @ea~hlink.net] 
$e~t~ Tuesday, June 07, 20~ 4:~4 P~ 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
$~bject~ Re: URGE~-You’re ~nvi~d~ ]~R and Budget Cuts Chat 
~o~aBce~ High 

Good idea. I signed up for Monday June 13. Seemed like when most people good get together. Thanks for doing this. Cheers, Maria 

On Jun 7, 2011, at 4:16 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

Hi. Please consider joining us in a most necessary and timely discussion around the recent decision. There is a buzz on campus and lots of questions that 

need answers. Let’s chat, collaborate and identify the next step, as necessary. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

httpj_!doodle:comJkcthvrmhiasedu kvd 

Thanks. 

debb¥ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~rornan, Ph.D., CLU 

U.~C Exercise and Spo~ Science Depr~ 

SporcAdmmis~adon FaculV es 

EXSS Academic Advisor and In:emship Coordina:o~ 

Chair, Caroli~aa Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Spor~ Research Insdm:e 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spo~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & } tono~s Organization) 

315"vVoollen CB*~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twi~mr drsrroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 11:09 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Church, Brooke M <BrookeChurch@unc.e&~>; Ma~a DeGuzmm~ 

@earthlink.net>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <new~m@email.unc.edu~; PhoeniK Terri Ly~m <tphoenix@email.unc.edu>; 

Overt~n, Jaclde (Public Safe~) <overton@psafety.unc.edw,; fatitnahj@emafil.unc.edu; ’Debby Stroman’ <dstro@unc.edu>; Nakenge 

Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Berke, Philip R <pberke@email.unc.edu>; O.J. McGhee <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

Millwood, Elizabeth A <emillwoo@email.unc.edu~; 

annpe~m@ema~l.unc.edu; Malone, Brenda Richaxds~n <brenda malone@unc.edu> 

RE: URGENT-You’re Invited! IAAR mad Budget Cats Chat 

Hi All. Thanks for your response, The meeting will take place on Monday, .June :1.3 at 1:30 p.m~ in Woollen 203 (Sport Administration conference room). When you 

walk into Woollen (next t:o {::arm~chi~e~ on Sot~th Road), head [:o [:he right and ent:er the first door on the right. 

Let me know ~]: you have qt~estions or ~f there are others who should be invited to [h~s meeting. 

debby 

Deborah 5tr,)man, PI~-D,, CI.U 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te~pr~gr~m/ba4n~exss/sp~rt-~dministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 20~ 4:~7 PN 
To: ’Church, Brooke N’; ’Maria DeGuzman’; ’Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth’; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; ’Overton, ]ackie (Public Safe~)’; ’fatimahj@email,unc,edu’; ’Debby Stroman’; 
’Nakenge RoberNon’; ’O J, NcGhee’; ’Shandra Jones’ 
Subje¢t: URGENT-You’re Invited~ ~R and Budget CuN Chat 
Im~e~am¢e: High 

Hi. Please consider joining us in a most necessary and timely discussion around the recent decision. There is a buzz on campus and lots of questions that 

need answers. Let’s chat, collaborate and identify the next step, as necessary. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

http:i!doodle.com/kqhvrmh~asedukvd 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah SE~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~cScience 

Spo~c AdmJnJsrzadon Faculv e~ 

g~S Academic Adviso~ and InEemship 

Chaiz, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, CoUege Spot[ Research Institute 

Facu]9- Advisor, Carolina Spo~[s gusiness Club 8 Si~a Alpha Lambda (Mad Leadership ~ Honors O~gan~adon) 
315 ~A:ooUen CB~ 8605 

Chapel H~, ~’C 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twiuer drs~oman 

hN):/’/www.unc.edu/’dq)rs/exercise/’sporLadminisu’arion 

"Just because 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 11:17 AM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emaJl.unc.edu> 

l~g: 

Hi Dean May. I will be in Steele this afternoon and I wilt give you a buzz/email. Yea, she is ~ather ~’helicopterisM" and I told her that she should give us (EXSS} time 

to work on the situatiom In fact, I met w~th the EXSS FP coordh~ator th~s morning and we are on top of h~s situatiom 

Chat with you soon. rhanks~ 

d e b b V 

9i9-843-0336 

http~//~‘u~‘~du/u~de~gradua~e~pr~gram/baqn~/~p~rt-administrat~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own g~ts, Untie the r~bbons/’ (R.A~ Schabacker} 

E~= Nay, Lee Y 
Seat= Tuesday, ]une 07, 2055 6:06 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject’, 

Hi 

I ~ee tha~ you have ~poken wi~h , abou~ no~ bein~ able ~o re~i~er for EX~ cla~e~. Now ~he i~ callin~ me. Can we pu~ our 

together tomorrow (chat by phone) before I call her back? I’d like to hear your take on his situation. I am free between 2 and 3. 

Thanks, 

Lee 
Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 2:40 PM 

Berke, Philip R <pberke@emml.unc.edu> 

Prig: URGENT-You’re Invited! LAJ’d:£ and Budget Cuts Chat 

Thanks Phil. I enjoyed meeting you and I appr’ecia[e your" follow up. Have a great trip! 

debby 

De’borah ;!%~ror~aan. P}~ D., (3I .U 

http://~xss~unc~edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/badn-exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," ~B,A~ S~habacke~} 

~= Berke, Philip R 
Se~t~ Wednesday, June 08, 20M ~2:50 PM 
To= Fatimah Jackson; Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Church, Brooke M; 
Fatimah L.C4 Robe~on, Nakenge; McGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 

~¢~ Hardin, Jesse Hardin 
S~bject~ RE: URGE~-You’re [nvited~ [~R and Budget Cuts Chat 

Debby and Colleagues, 

@earthlink.net; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terd Lynn; Overton, Jackie; Jackson, 

Like Fatimah, 1 will be out of the country between .June :].3-24. I will be in Panama working on household displacement and flood risk issues resulting from massive 

urban grow[:h dt~e to (:ana~ ex~Hmsion. 

Please include me on any future omaha and meetings. 

Phil Berke 

hsstitute for the Environment 

Department of Cky & Regional Planning 

F~m= Fatimah gac~on [mailto:flcj6@hotmaiLcom] 
Sent~ Wednesday, June 08, 2011 12:41 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Church, Brooke N;          @ea~hlink.net; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; PhoeNx, Terd Lynn; Ove~n, Jackie; ]scion, Fatimah L.C.; 
Rober~on, Nakenge; Berke, Philip R; NcGhee, ~; Jones, Shandra 

¢¢~ Hardin, Jesse Hardin 
Su~je¢t~ ~: URGENT-You’re InvJted~ I~R and Budget Cu~ Chat 
Dear Debby and Colleagues, 
Thank you so ve~ much Br your effo~s on behalf of the ~R. Truly, the Institute ~s wo~h prese~ing, not only for what it has done in over ~S years of existence, but also for 
its tremendous potential to address issues critical to the African American experience, develop sustainable solutions to our problems, recognize and celebrate our 
accomplishments, and provide research suppo~ Br our es~blished as well as upcoming researchers. If there is a call in number at the meeting site, I can phone in from 
Kuwait, where I am right now. In addition to helping my husband pack to return ~ the SN~s from Kuwait, I am t~ng to solicit e~ernaJ monies throughout the Gulf S~tes in 
suppo~ of the I~R. It is a shame when we have to beg for collaborations and resources from foreign organizations to do what the flagship universi~ of the state of North 
Carolina is reluc~nt to do, that is, provide sta~ funds for research studies at iN only Institute devoid ~ ~ploring all aspec~ of the African American ~perience. I have asked 
Dr. Jesse Hardin, acting assg~nt director at I~R to a~end his meeting on my behalf and to bring with him copies of our End-of-Year and Annual Repo~ ~ provide 
background on just how productive and active we’ve been at I~R, in spi~ of the severe financial and personnel limitations we faced this year. 
With best wishes and gratitude, 
Fatimah 

Date: Wed, 8 Jun 2011 11:11:49-0400 
From: fatimahj@email.unc.edu 
To: flcj6@hotmail.com 
Subject: Fwd: RE: URGENT-You’re Invited! ~&AR and Budget Cuts Chat 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: URGENT-You’re Invited! IAAR and Budget Cuts Chat 

Dnte:Wed, 8 Jun 2011 11:08:41 -0400 
From:Stroman, Deborah Lyrm <dstro([~unc.edu> 

To:Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@nnc.edu-~, Church, Brooke M <Brooke Chnrch@m~c.edu~, Maria DeGuzma~ ~ear~hlink.net---, Newsom, 

Cookie Elizabeth <newsom(a)email.unc.edn->. Phoenix, Terd Lym~ <tphoenix(a)email.mlc.edu>, Overton, Jackie <overton@p~fety.unc.edu>, Jackson, 

FatimaJ~ L.C. <l:atinmhi(a)email.u~m.edu--’, Stromml, Deborah Lynn <dstro@nnc.edu->. Robertson, Nakenge qmkenge.robertson@nnc.edu>, Berke, Philip R 

<pberke(a~)email.unc~eduT-, McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@tmc~du>, Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones(i~unc.edu> 

CC:Millwood, Elizabeth A _<£e___n_!i~!~LoL)_(_a~__eji_ni_a_i!_:_u__n_c_:_e_d_u£t 

Hi All. Thanks for your response. The meeting will take place on Monday, June 13 at :k30 p.m. in Woollen 203 (Spor~ Administration conference room). When you walk into 
Woollen (next to Carmichael on South Road), head to the dght and enter ~he first door on the dght 
Let me know ~f you have questbns or ~f there are others who sho@d be ~nv~ted to th~s meeting. 
debby 

1})eborah S~:*oma~, PhD., CL~ Y 

http://exss.unc.edu/undergraduate-pr~qram/badn-exss/sp~-adm~nistrati~n/~ve~ew/ 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 20~1 4:~7 PN 
Te: ’Church, Brooke N’; ’Maria DeGuzman’; ’Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth’; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; ’Ove~on, 3ackie (Public Safe~)’; ’[¢~[[~_@J@_¢~![=~_E£=9_~_M’; ’Debby Stroman’; 
’Nakenge Rober~on’; ’O.3. NcGhee’; ’Shandra Jones’ 



Subject: URGENT-You’re Invited! IAAR and Budget Cuts Chat 

Tmportance: High 

Hi. Please consider joining us in a most necessary and timely discussion around the recent decision. There is a buzz on campus and lots of 
questions that need answers. Let’s chat, collaborate and identify the next step, as necessary. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
http://doodle.cora/kq hvrmhiased u kvd 

Thanks. 
debby 
Go Heels~ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exerdse and Sport Sdence Dept. 

Sport A&Nnisrration Faculty ea 

EXKq Academic Advisor and Inrernslxip Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (NaVi Leaderslxip & Honors Ogax~izarion) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapd t till, NC 27599 

9 I9.843.0336 

T wirier drsrroman 

http:/, www.unc~eduj depts/exerc*se/spo~ adrmn*stra/*on 

"]ust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 2:51 PM 

Fafimah Jackson <    ~ho’unail.com> 

Hardir~ Jesse Hardin <jahardin@email.unc.edu>; ’Debby Strommf <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: URGENT-You’re Invited! I%A~R and Budget Cuts Chat 

Ni Fatimah. Thanks [:or your response. I am in the process of trying to collect data Lo better understand this decision. 

I think it would be very helpful if Jesse can provide a written document (quite possibly this information will be in the annual report) that outlines the following: 

1. Brief history 

2. Organizational structure:, at~d Org Chart (Staff pos~tkms) 

3. Current year budget 

4. Current UNC ps~tnersMps (Le., which unksidepts/agendes does the Instkute work w~th here on campus over the past 18 months?) 

5. Nsth~g of current projects!p~rtnersNps in jeopardy ~f th~s budget cut is made 

Let rne know ~f you have any questions or concerns. 

d e b b V 

9i9-843-0336 

http://exss‘unc‘edu/undergraduste-pr~grsm/b~dn-exss/s~rt-sdministra~n/~vew~ew/ 

"Each day canes bearh~g ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons/’ (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Fatimah 3ac~on [mailto:flcj6@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 20~ ~2:4~ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Church, Brooke M;          @ea~hlink.net; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Ove~n, Jackie; Jac~on, Fatimah L.C.; 
RoberNon, Nakenge; Berke, Philip R; NcGhee, ~; Jones, Shandra 

~c: Hardin, Jesse Hardin 
Subject: ~: URGENT-You’re Invited[ I~R and Budget CuN Chat 
Dear Debby and Colleagues, 
Thank you so ve~ much Br your effo~s on behalf of the ~R. Truly, the Institute is wo~h prese~ing, not only for what it has done in over ~5 years of existence, but also for 
its tremendous potential to address issues critical to the African American experience, develop sustainable solutions to our problems, recognize and celebrate our 
accomplishments, and provide research suppo~ Br our es~blished as well as upcoming researchers. If there is a call in number at the meeting site, I can phone in from 
Kuwait, where I am right now. In addition to helping my husband pack to return ~ the SN~s from Kuwait, I am t~ing to solicit e~ernal monies throughout the Gulf S~tes in 
suppo~ of the I~R. It is a shame when we have to beg for collaborations and resources from foreign organizations to do what the flagship universi~ of the state of North 
Carolina is reluc~nt to do, that is, provide state funds for research studies at i~ only Institute devoted to ~ploring all aspecN of the African American ~perience. I have asked 
Dr. Jesse Hardin, acting assis~nt director at I~R to a~end his meeting on my behalf and to bring with him copies of our End-of-Year and Annual Repo~ ~ provide 
background on just how productive and active we’ve been at I~R, in spi~ of the severe financial and personnel limitations we faced this year. 
With best wishes and gratitude, 
Fatimah 

Date: Wed, 8 Jun 2011 11:11:49-0400 
From: fatimahj@email.unc.edu 
To:    Nhotmail.com 
Subject: Fwd: RE: URGENT-You’re Invited! IAAR and Budget Cuts Chat 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: URGENT-You’re Invited! IAAR and Budget Cuts Chat 

Date:Wed, 8 Jun 2011 11:08:41 -0400 
From:Stroman, Deborah Lyrm <dstro(r%unc.edu~ 

To:Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@nnc.edu-~, Church, Brooke M <Brooke Chnrch(a~m~c.edu~, Maria DeGuzma~~ ~ear~hlmk.not---, Newsom, 

Cookie Elizabeth q~ewsom(a)email.unc.edn->. Phoenix, Terd Lym~ <tphoenix(a)email.mlc.edu>, Overton, Jackie <overton@p~fety.unc.edu>, Jackson, 

FatimaJ~ L.C. <l:atimahi(a)email.u~m.edu--’, Stromml, Deborah Lynn <dstro@nnc.edu->. Robertson, Nakenge qmkenge.robertson@nnc.edu>, Berke, Philip R 
<pberke@email.unc~edup, McGhee, Oj <qi mcghee@tmc.edu>, Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones(i~unc.edu> 

CC:Millwood, Elizabeth A <emillwoo(a~email.unc.edu> 

Hi AlL Thanks for your response. The meeting will take Mace on ~4onday, June 13 at :kS0 p.m. in Woollen 203 (Spor~ Administration conference room). When you walk into 
Woollen (next to Carm~chael on South Road), head to the dght and enter ~he first door on the dght 
Let me know ~f you have questbns or ~f there are others who sho@d be ~nv~ted to th~s meeting. 
debby 

Go } 

1})eborah S~:*oma~, PhD., CL~ Y 

http://exss.unc.edu/undergraduate-pr~qram/badn-exss/sp~-adm~nistrati~n/~ve~ew/ 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Seat: Tuesday, June 07, 2055 4:$7 PM 
To: ’Church, Brooke M’; ’Maria DeGuzman’; ’Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth’; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; ’Ove~on, 3ackie (Public Safe~)’; ’[¢~[[#_@J@_¢~![,#_D_£,9_~_M’; ’Debby Stroman’; 
’Nakenge Rober~on’; ’OJ. NcGhee’; ’Shandra 3ones’ 
Subject: URGENT-You’re [nvited~ ~R and Budget Cu~ Chat 
Impedance: High 

Hi. Please consider joining us in a most necessaH and timely discussion around the recent decision. There is a buzz on campus and lots of 



questions that need answers. Let’s chat, collaborate and identify the next step, as necessary. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 
debby 
Go Heels, 

Dehorah Srroman, Ph,D., CLU 

UNC Exerdse and Sport Sdence Dept, 

Sport Adtzfimstrarinn Faculty e3 

EXSS Acaderzfic Advisor and In~m~sIfip Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Cauals 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad LeadersIfip & Honors Orgaitiza6on) 

315 VVoollm~ CB# 8605 

Chapd Hi]~, NC 27599 

9 I9,843,0336 

Twitle*- drstroman 

htlp~/’/www,tmc,edu/depts//ex~’cise/spor~ adminisu adon 

":Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 7:00 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Appendices 

LrNC 

CB # 8700 
315 Woollen 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Thanks. 

DLS from my ~hone. 

On ~t 5:13 

> 

> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> What address do I need to send Appendices B and C to? 

~email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 10:46 AM 

~emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

~gmaSl.com 

RE: Address Change 

Hi        I get in tomorrow- at 1:55 p.m. on Delta Let me know if you can pick me up at the airport (quick bite and baby tour??) so we can spend a few- minutes together My Friday evening 
at the Hall of Fame begins at 6:00. 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage F.mpower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~¢iew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 

Sent: Thursday, 1:16 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: RE: Address Change 

(a)email.unc.edu] 

Eli I)r Stroman, 

You are on my calendar so we N/2UST get together! :) 

I hope you have a great afternoon. 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstrornan@emaihm~c.edu] 
Sent: Th~trsdav. 1:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Address Change 

Tks Rcrnbr, I will b in Knovadlle 

DLS frorn my iPhone. 

On , at 9:34 AM, @emaihunc.edu<mailtc t,@,email.m~c, edu>> wrote: 

Hi Evel~one, 

I hope you all are doing welh I wanted to ~vrite you a quick note to let you kmow that this weekend will be rny final days living in Chapel Hill :( 

Therefore, I wanted to give you all iW contact infom~ation for keeping in touch: 

<mailto: @gmail.corc 

or 

<mailto ~@utk.edu; 

Also, my cell phone number is 

@gmail.com<mailto: ~gmaiL corn> 

@utk edu> 

It’s been a pleasure knowing and learning from each one of you -- I hope you have a great sun~aer! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 11 : 19 AM 

~wisc.edu~> 

Covey 

HABIT 1 Notes.doc; HABIT 2 Notes.doc; HABIT 2 Notes DLS.doc; HABIT 5 Notes.doc; HABIT 5 Notes DLS.doc; HABIT 6 

Notes.doc; HABIT 6 Notes DLS.doc 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science De-pc. 

Sport Admh~istratio,~ Facul~ e3 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co~ege Spore Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~aa Alpha Lambda (Navl Leadership & Honors Organ~afion) 

~ 15 ~’oo~en CB# 8605 

Ch&el Hill NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twmer drs~roman 

}~EtT~;! / www.unc.edu/dQ~B~ exerctse! spor~=admm~s~arton 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday 11:21 AM 

~wisc.edtr> 

Bingo Student Search 

SAL Student Search.doc 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science De-pc. 

Sport Admh~istration Facul~ e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Spore Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sig-ma Alpha Lambda (Navl Leadership & Honors Organ~ation) 

315 Woollen CB,~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919~843.0336 

TwiErer drsrroman 

h~t}~://www~unc,edu/dc~ts~ exerctse/spor~=admm~st~arton 

’~ust because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday 11:24 AM 

@wisc.edu.~ 

FEEDBACK    .doc 

Sample evaluation form 

Go Heels, 

Deborah SE~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Admh~is~radon FaculV e3 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and In:ernship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Spore Research Insdm:e 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sig-ma Alpha Lambda (Navl Leadership & Honors ©rganlzadon) 
315 ~:oollen cg.if 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twi~er drs~ro~nan 

h~t}~://www~unc.edu/dc~k% exerctse/sporc~admm~sLrarton 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Thursda? 11:58 AM 

~wisc.edtr~ 

1~: Covey 

:( Shelley must have had those days. Start creating them and I can assist with your notes. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: 

Sent: Thursday 

Tu: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 

Sut~ject: Re: Cuvey 

11:41 AM 
~wisc edu] 

Thank yuu [ Do you have Habit 3, 4 and 7 as well? 

On 06/09/11, "Struman, Deburah Lynn" ~vrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Go Heels, > 

>> 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 
>> 

EXSS Acadenric Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
>> 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>> 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 
>> 

>> 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
>> 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 



919.8430336 
>> 

Twitter - drstroman 
>> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

"Just because it hasn’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

~) 
~) 

@wisc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Thursday 3:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~9;: Hope Youre Having A Good Summer! 

Thanks for the note. All is well here but it is VERY hot! I saw the weather map and know you hsve those high temps too. 

Glad to hear all is well for you, Your experience is great so make sure yo~ have f~m and learn, ~ know you wN be running one of these organizations!d~v~sions one 

day~ 

Stay ~n touch, 

Dr. Stroman 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te~pr~gr~m/ba4n~exss/sp~rt~dministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

F~m: Nlive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:~ PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Hope Youre Having A Good Summer[ 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Just wanted to check in and say hi. I hope youre having a good summer. I started with the PGA Tour earlier this week and just wanted to let you know it was going well. I am 
excited for ne~ year to s~ eve~Nng up again with the club and rm sure I will speak to you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday 4:02 PM 

@em~Jl.~mc.edw~ 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi       The grade change process is manual (paper form), I submitted your change over a week ago. I was told that there are two more stops/signatures before 

the Registrar receives d~e doc, 

Dr, Strom~n 

ht~:~exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~ua~e~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~r~a~rn~r~s~rati~n~verv~ew~ 

"Each da~ ~omes ~ea~ing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbonsJ’ ~.Ann 

~ ~email,unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Thursday ~: ~ PM 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
$~ject~ Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am just wondering when I can expect my grade change to be submitted. If you have already submitted it, then let me know because that means there has been an 

issue with the registrar because it still shows up as NG~ 

Thanks, 

On 

Hi        , 

findings. I support their decision. 

Best wishes to you[ 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science De-pc. 

Sport AdmJnJsrxation Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chak, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaiz, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sig~a Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~&:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel HiJd, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"The single biggest problem in communicetion is the iflusion thet it hes token piece." G.B. Show 

3:24PM, DeborahStromanwrote: 
I spoke with representatives of the Honor System and I also received a written document of their 

I will submit your grade change accordingly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursda5 4:03 PM 

@gmail,com> 

I~E: Internship Insurance 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Ori~ina I },/lessa c~e ..... 
From (a)~m ail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:42 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Subject: Fwd: FW: Internship Insurance 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

Here is proof of my insurance. 

’]7hanks! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Hoemke, Janet S <Janet Hoemke@unc.edu> 
[)ate: Thu,            at 11:36 AM 
Subject: FW: Internship Insurance 
To:                     ~gmail.com> 

I received your check today You are paid in full 

Thanks. 

Janet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hoertg~e, Janet S 
Sent: Wednesday 9:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Internship Insurance 

Hi 

That~:s for your inquilT. I am assuming this is for the Sunm~er Semester?? Please confirm. 

I am attaching a copy of the brochure for which lists the coverages and some of the exclusions. 

The premmm for theSurrm~er     semesteris $15.75 per person. Please send your check payable to "UNC-Chapel Hill" tomy attention at the ad&ess below. I don’t have the capabili~ to 
accept credit cards or bill your student account (only checks). Cashier Checks or Money- Orders are also acceptable. 

I will go ahead and request coverage for you and once your payment is received, I’ll advise. 

Please let me know- if you should have any questions. Thanks. 

Janet Hoert~:e 
Risk Management Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 Airport Drive; CB# 1100 
ChapelHill, N(2 27599-1100 
Telephone: 919-962-6681 
Fax: 919-962-0636 

..... Ori~,inal "dessa~e ..... 
From: ~gmail corn] 
Sent: Wednesday 5:32 PM 
To: Hoerl~e, Janet b 
Subject: Internship Insurance 

Hi Mrs Hoemke, 

I am enrolled in EXSS and need to purchase internship coverage. 

My full name is and my P~D is 



Let me kmo;v if you need additional information. 

Thanks! 

@emall.unc,edu 

~/.)emall unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Thursday, 5:15 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

l~E: Address Change 

You are on my listX ;) 

Have fun and tell to relax and do well, 

Chat with you soon, 

B"oc 

C.,o } 

9i9.843.0336 

http~//ex~u~c~edu/u~de~graduate~pr~gram/baqn~ex~/~p~rt~administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own g~ts, Untie the r~bbons/’ {R,Am~ Schabacker} 

F~: 
Sent: Thursday ~2:09 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: Address Change 

Hi Dr. Stromm~, 

Thanks for the email but I think you are going to hate inc.        aJ~d I just checked into a hotel in Columbia. SC because she has to take her final dental hygiene 

board exam here tomorrow. The original date was supposed to be later in but they pushed it up so I won’t be in Knoxville for your visit :( I was really looldng 

forward to seeing you but our plans have taken a 180 over the last few days! 

I apologize that I won’t be able to help you but I hope we can visit soon! 

..... Reply message ..... 

Frown: "Deborah Stmman" <~tstroman@ema£unc.edu> 
To: ~email.unc.edu> 
Cc: @gmail.com~ 

Subject: Address Change 

Date: Thu,           10:46 am 

Hi         I get in tomorrow at 1:55 p.m. on Del~a. Let rrle know- if you can 
pick me up at the airport (quick bite and baby- tom??) so we can spend a few 
minutes together. My Friday- evening at the Hall of Fame begins at 6:00. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 

ervie;v/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~.%e_g!&i_l~_t_Ln_ £, _e__d__u_j 
Sent: Thursday 1:16 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Address Change 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

You are on my calendar so we MUST get together! :) 

I hope you have a great afternoon 

Fromi Deborah Stroman [dstroman@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursda’~’ 1:01 PM 
To 
Subject: Re: Address Change 



Tks Rembr, I will b in Knoxville 

DLS fi-om my 1Phone. 

On , at 9:34 
@email.unc.edu<mailto: ~email unc.edu>> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

I hope you all are doing well. I wanted to write you a quick note to let you 
know that this weekend will be ray final days living in Chapel Hill :( 

Therefore, I wanted to give you all ray contact information for keeping in 
touch: 

<mailt~ (~t)~nail.com: 

or 

<mailt~ Ca!utk edu 
utk.edu> 

Also, ray cell phone number is 

~oyaail com<mailto: 

@utk.edu<mailtc 

It’s been a pleasure knoxving and learning from each one of you -- I hope you 
have a great summer[ 

Best, 

~&gmail.com> 



From: 
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To: 
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Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, 5:17 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

PJ~: UNC Honor Court 

I can mee[ (phone or in person) with you on Monday or Tuesday next week. k is not possible for me to email grades. Thanks, 

Dr. Stroman 

9 P.).863.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,, ~0:24 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: UNC Honor Cou~ 
Dear Professor Stroman, 
My name is          and I am se~ing as              Defense Counsel. 
I am con~cting you because I would like a record of his grades in your class if possible. 
Let me know, and I greatly appreciate all your help. 
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To: 
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Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(D STROMAN)> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 7:12 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@unc.edu; 
jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; overstre@uncaa.unc.edu; srobo@uncaa.unc.edu; charlotte 
smith <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; berrymd@email.unc.edu; 
cholliday@unc.edu; willia46@email.unc.edu; charliewilliams@unc.edu; 
erwither@email.unc.edu; antoniot@email.unc.edu; ldmurphy@email.unc.edu; 
darryls@email.unc.edu; tdouglas@email.unc.edu; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; 
harbor@email.unc.edu.; krmack@email.unc.edu; dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu; Watkins, 
Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Nakenge Robertson 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; O.J. McGhee <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra Jones 
<Shandra Jones@unc.edu>; Ann Penn <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Brenda Malone 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Carla White-Harris <cwharris@email.unc.edu>; Dr. 
Heather Williams <hawill@email.unc.edu>; Dr. Joseph Jordan 
<jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Dr. Valerie Ashby <ashby@unc.edu>; Dwayne Pinkney 
<dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Wayne Blair <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Winston Crisp 
<wbcrisp@email.unc. edu> 

CBC - News You Can Use! 

CBC Communications 6.10.11.pdf 

Hi CBC. Due to the important recent announcement regarding IAAR, this communication is being distributed to 

all Black employees. A very sincere apology for any duplication in emails. 

Stay cool! 

Harambe, 

c~ebb~ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 





Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

**Institute of African American Research (IAAR) ~21osing** 

Provost Carney recently notified Dr. Fatimah Jackson that the IAAR is scheduled to be closed at 
the end of this month, http:!!www.unc.edu!iaar! The CBC will host a meeting Monday, June 13 
at 1:30 p.m. in Woollen 203 to discuss the decision and a response. All CBC members and 
interested persons are welcome to attend. 

Oh my, what a Spring Social! Thanks to all who attended this special event. Great 

fun was had by all. Blackmail pictures are on the Carolina Black Caucus Website (unc.edu/cbc) 



Cameron Belton, Student Ambassador jammin" 

Thanks Leigh! Our Fearless Leader - (agr81ady@hotmail.com) Want more? www.meetup.com 

(Search Line Dancing and Zumba Fitness/Leigh Williams) 

C8C Activities ~no Sune/$uly/August meetingsi: 

1. Interested in learning golf?. Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu. We are researching a 

beginner/advanced beginner clinic in late July/early August. 

2. "Caucus Cares"/UNCAA update - Follow up meeting held in May with Dick Baddour (athletic 

director). UNCAA requests that CBC work closely with UNCAA compliance department and John 

Blanchard (Senior Associate AD - Academics) as we continue to develop and deliver the 

mentoring program. Additional student athletes have requested participation in the program. 

FYI - It is expected that the NCAA will contact UNC with a Notice of Allegations before mid-July. 

3. NEW! Blacks in Technology or BIT is a subcommittee of CBC. If you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them 

to OJ at oj mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support these 

associates. 

4. Stay connected. Let us know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-docs, 

etc.) in your unit or department. Send information to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Live Longer. Stay Active. 

Announcing a FREE summer wellness series for all university employees. Taking place 

throughout the summer, topics covered include exercise motivation, workouts on the go, and 

beginning bicycling and running. For more information, see 

http:!!campusrec.unc.edu!employee-only-summer-wellness-workshops 

The Huge African-American Gender Gap in Graduate Degree Programs 

As reported in last week’s JBHE edition, new data from the U.S. Department of Education shows that in 

2009, there were 3z~2,z~00 African Americans enrolled in graduate programs in the United States. 

But when broken down by gender, the enrollment statistics are shocking. There were 243,600 black 

women enrolled in graduate programs, compared to 90,500 black men, Thus, women accounted for a 

whopping 71,1 percent of all African-American graduate school enrollments. 

For whites in 2009, women were 59.6 percent of total graduate school enrollments. 

Ten years earlier in 2000, black women made up 67.5 percent of all African-American graduate 

enrollments. For whites the figure was 57.8 percent. 

Are you a size 8 now? If you are like most Americans, in 15 years you could be a size 14 or 
16! The average American woman gains 30 pounds between the ages of 18 and 35. Not 

only does this mean larger clothes but a greater risk for developing significant health problems 
(high blood pressure, diabetes, high cholesterol, joint pain). No matter what your size is now or 

whether you are currently at a healthy weight or overweight, you may be at risk for becoming 

overweight or obese. That doesn’t have to happen to you. Sign up for SNAP! 

Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are studying novel approaches to 
preventing this weight gain. We are seeking volunteers to enroll in a cutting edge research study 

that applies proven strategies to target weight gain prevention in young adults. 



Go to www.snapstudy.org for more information and to find out if you may be eligible. This study 

if funded by the National Institutes of Health. 

The study has been reviewed and approved by the Public Health Nursing IRB (Study # 07-1783) 

n/2/ o 

Non-CI3C Events 

June 9 - July 23 - American Dance 

Festival - Heralded as "One of the 

nation’s most important institutions" 

(New York Times), the ADF’s sustained 

record of creative achievement is 

indivisible from the history of modern 

dance. Since 1934, the ADF has remained 

committed to serving the needs of dance, 

dancers, choreographers, and 

professionals in dance-related fields. 

There is a six and a half-week series of residencies and performances by major established 

companies as well as emerging artists from around the world. 

http://www.america ndancefestival.org/index.html 

2. Sunday, June 19 @ DPAC- Martin Lawrence - Just as colorful in 

his career as in his real life, popular and successful comedian Martin 

Lawrence visits the Triangle. As star of the FOX TV syndicated series 

Martin and host of HBO’s Def Jam Comedy Hour, Lawrence has 

found a wide and varied audience for his humor based on the black 

urban experience. 

3. Friday, June 16 @ The Preserve at Jordan Lake. 8TM Annual 

Banks Foundation Charity Golf Tournament- Featuring celebrity 

guests: Rod Broadway (Head Football Coach NC A&T); Walter 

Davis (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA All Star); Hubert Davis 

(UNC, NBA Star); Phil Ford (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA 

Star); Levelle Moton (Head Basketball Coach NCCU); Jerry 

Stackhouse (UNC, NBA All Star); AI Wood (UNC, NBA Star); and 

James Worthy (UNC, NCAA Championship, NBA All Star, World Championship, NBA Hall of Fame). 

Proceeds go to the Foundation which is a tax-exempt organization that assists families who are 

moving from welfare to work and from public housing to private homeownership. Over the years, 

the Foundation has provided down payment assistance to families who have qualified to purchase 

their first home. Captain’s Choice format, http://www.thebanksfoundation.org/charity-~olf- 

tournament/ 



Please visit the Caucus website and provide us with feedback, www.unc.edu/cbc What do like or dislike? 

What would you like to see on the site? If you have events to post on the CBC calendar~ please send a note to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. Include the event name, date, time, contact information. Note: The new CBC Sakai site is 

under development. 

Thanks for the great year! We look forward to the fall activities serving YOU! 

Carolina Black Caucus- www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcinfoOunc.edu 

919.843.0336 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heal 

In every heart, there is the power to do it." M. Williamson 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

**Institute of African American Research (IAAR) ~21osing** 

Provost Carney recently notified Dr. Fatimah Jackson that the IAAR is scheduled to be closed at 
the end of this month, http:!!www.unc.edu!iaar! The CBC will host a meeting Monday, June 13 
at 1:30 p.m. in Woollen 203 to discuss the decision and a response. All CBC members and 
interested persons are welcome to attend. 

Oh my, what a Spring Social! Thanks to all who attended this special event. Great 

fun was had by all. Blackmail pictures are on the Carolina Black Caucus Website (unc.edu/cbc) 



Cameron Belton, Student Ambassador jammin" 

Thanks Leigh! Our Fearless Leader - (agr81ady@hotmail.com) Want more? www.meetup.com 

(Search Line Dancing and Zumba Fitness/Leigh Williams) 

C8C Activities ~no Sune/$uly/August meetingsi: 

1. Interested in learning golf?. Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu. We are researching a 

beginner/advanced beginner clinic in late July/early August. 

2. "Caucus Cares"/UNCAA update - Follow up meeting held in May with Dick Baddour (athletic 

director). UNCAA requests that CBC work closely with UNCAA compliance department and John 

Blanchard (Senior Associate AD - Academics) as we continue to develop and deliver the 

mentoring program. Additional student athletes have requested participation in the program. 

FYI - It is expected that the NCAA will contact UNC with a Notice of Allegations before mid-July. 

3. NEW! Blacks in Technology or BIT is a subcommittee of CBC. If you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them 

to OJ at oj mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support these 

associates. 

4. Stay connected. Let us know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-docs, 

etc.) in your unit or department. Send information to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Live Longer. Stay Active. 

Announcing a FREE summer wellness series for all university employees. Taking place 

throughout the summer, topics covered include exercise motivation, workouts on the go, and 

beginning bicycling and running. For more information, see 

http:!!campusrec.unc.edu!employee-only-summer-wellness-workshops 

The Huge African-American Gender Gap in Graduate Degree Programs 

As reported in last week’s JBHE edition, new data from the U.S. Department of Education shows that in 

2009, there were 3z~2,z~00 African Americans enrolled in graduate programs in the United States. 

But when broken down by gender, the enrollment statistics are shocking. There were 243,600 black 

women enrolled in graduate programs, compared to 90,500 black men, Thus, women accounted for a 

whopping 71,1 percent of all African-American graduate school enrollments. 

For whites in 2009, women were 59.6 percent of total graduate school enrollments. 

Ten years earlier in 2000, black women made up 67.5 percent of all African-American graduate 

enrollments. For whites the figure was 57.8 percent. 

Are you a size 8 now? If you are like most Americans, in 15 years you could be a size 14 or 
16! The average American woman gains 30 pounds between the ages of 18 and 35. Not 

only does this mean larger clothes but a greater risk for developing significant health problems 
(high blood pressure, diabetes, high cholesterol, joint pain). No matter what your size is now or 

whether you are currently at a healthy weight or overweight, you may be at risk for becoming 

overweight or obese. That doesn’t have to happen to you. Sign up for SNAP! 

Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are studying novel approaches to 
preventing this weight gain. We are seeking volunteers to enroll in a cutting edge research study 

that applies proven strategies to target weight gain prevention in young adults. 



Go to www.snapstudy.org for more information and to find out if you may be eligible. This study 

if funded by the National Institutes of Health. 

The study has been reviewed and approved by the Public Health Nursing IRB (Study # 07-1783) 

n/2/ o 

Non-CI3C Events 

June 9 - July 23 - American Dance 

Festival - Heralded as "One of the 

nation’s most important institutions" 

(New York Times), the ADF’s sustained 

record of creative achievement is 

indivisible from the history of modern 

dance. Since 1934, the ADF has remained 

committed to serving the needs of dance, 

dancers, choreographers, and 

professionals in dance-related fields. 

There is a six and a half-week series of residencies and performances by major established 

companies as well as emerging artists from around the world. 

http://www.america ndancefestival.org/index.html 

2. Sunday, June 19 @ DPAC- Martin Lawrence - Just as colorful in 

his career as in his real life, popular and successful comedian Martin 

Lawrence visits the Triangle. As star of the FOX TV syndicated series 

Martin and host of HBO’s Def Jam Comedy Hour, Lawrence has 

found a wide and varied audience for his humor based on the black 

urban experience. 

3. Friday, June 16 @ The Preserve at Jordan Lake. 8TM Annual 

Banks Foundation Charity Golf Tournament- Featuring celebrity 

guests: Rod Broadway (Head Football Coach NC A&T); Walter 

Davis (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA All Star); Hubert Davis 

(UNC, NBA Star); Phil Ford (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA 

Star); Levelle Moton (Head Basketball Coach NCCU); Jerry 

Stackhouse (UNC, NBA All Star); AI Wood (UNC, NBA Star); and 

James Worthy (UNC, NCAA Championship, NBA All Star, World Championship, NBA Hall of Fame). 

Proceeds go to the Foundation which is a tax-exempt organization that assists families who are 

moving from welfare to work and from public housing to private homeownership. Over the years, 

the Foundation has provided down payment assistance to families who have qualified to purchase 
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tournament/ 



Please visit the Caucus website and provide us with feedback, www.unc.edu/cbc What do like or dislike? 

What would you like to see on the site? If you have events to post on the CBC calendar~ please send a note to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. Include the event name, date, time, contact information. Note: The new CBC Sakai site is 

under development. 
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cbcinfoOunc.edu 

919.843.0336 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heal 

In every heart, there is the power to do it." M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(D STROMAN)> 
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cbcchair@unc.edu 

’Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth’ <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Ervin, Archie W 
<aervin@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; 
harold_woodard@unc.edu; Agbeblewu, Samantha A <agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; dnixon@email.unc.edu; 
claudis~olk@med.unc.edu; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
drherb@unc.edu; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, Audrey 
Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; rparsons@email.unc.edu; Collier, Shauna D 
<colliers@email.unc.edu>; diane.webster@unc.edu; terryjm@unc.edu; Anderson- 
Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri C 
<thouston@email.unc.edu>; nikkia@unc.edu; Holly Smith <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Taylor, Vergie A <VATAYLOR@email.unc.edu>; Beecham-Green, Rosalyn 
<beechamg@unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Banks-Marsh, Fredia 
<Fredia Banksmarsh@unc.edu>; stacie_hewett@unc.edu; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia 
<agbe-davies@unc.edu>; Dowd, Victoria E <victoria_dowd@unc.edu>; Overton, Jackie 
(Public Safety) <overton@psafety.unc.edu>; Baker, Diane 
<diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu>; lajeune_cox@unc.edu; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; 
McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; cholliday@unc.edu; 
ashalla@unc.edu; spcamp@email.unc, edu; ~gmail.com 
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Stay cool! 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 





Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

**Institute of African American Research (IAAR) ~21osing** 

Provost Carney recently notified Dr. Fatimah Jackson that the IAAR is scheduled to be closed at 
the end of this month, http:!!www.unc.edu!iaar! The CBC will host a meeting Monday, June 13 
at 1:30 p.m. in Woollen 203 to discuss the decision and a response. All CBC members and 
interested persons are welcome to attend. 

Oh my, what a Spring Social! Thanks to all who attended this special event. Great 

fun was had by all. Blackmail pictures are on the Carolina Black Caucus Website (unc.edu/cbc) 



Cameron Belton, Student Ambassador jammin" 

Thanks Leigh! Our Fearless Leader - (agr81ady@hotmail.com) Want more? www.meetup.com 

(Search Line Dancing and Zumba Fitness/Leigh Williams) 

C8C Activities ~no Sune/$uly/August meetingsi: 

1. Interested in learning golf?. Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu. We are researching a 

beginner/advanced beginner clinic in late July/early August. 

2. "Caucus Cares"/UNCAA update - Follow up meeting held in May with Dick Baddour (athletic 

director). UNCAA requests that CBC work closely with UNCAA compliance department and John 

Blanchard (Senior Associate AD - Academics) as we continue to develop and deliver the 

mentoring program. Additional student athletes have requested participation in the program. 

FYI - It is expected that the NCAA will contact UNC with a Notice of Allegations before mid-July. 

3. NEW! Blacks in Technology or BIT is a subcommittee of CBC. If you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them 

to OJ at oj mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support these 

associates. 

4. Stay connected. Let us know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-docs, 

etc.) in your unit or department. Send information to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Live Longer. Stay Active. 

Announcing a FREE summer wellness series for all university employees. Taking place 

throughout the summer, topics covered include exercise motivation, workouts on the go, and 

beginning bicycling and running. For more information, see 

http:!!campusrec.unc.edu!employee-only-summer-wellness-workshops 

The Huge African-American Gender Gap in Graduate Degree Programs 

As reported in last week’s JBHE edition, new data from the U.S. Department of Education shows that in 

2009, there were 3z~2,z~00 African Americans enrolled in graduate programs in the United States. 

But when broken down by gender, the enrollment statistics are shocking. There were 243,600 black 

women enrolled in graduate programs, compared to 90,500 black men, Thus, women accounted for a 

whopping 71,1 percent of all African-American graduate school enrollments. 

For whites in 2009, women were 59.6 percent of total graduate school enrollments. 

Ten years earlier in 2000, black women made up 67.5 percent of all African-American graduate 

enrollments. For whites the figure was 57.8 percent. 

Are you a size 8 now? If you are like most Americans, in 15 years you could be a size 14 or 
16! The average American woman gains 30 pounds between the ages of 18 and 35. Not 

only does this mean larger clothes but a greater risk for developing significant health problems 
(high blood pressure, diabetes, high cholesterol, joint pain). No matter what your size is now or 

whether you are currently at a healthy weight or overweight, you may be at risk for becoming 

overweight or obese. That doesn’t have to happen to you. Sign up for SNAP! 

Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are studying novel approaches to 
preventing this weight gain. We are seeking volunteers to enroll in a cutting edge research study 

that applies proven strategies to target weight gain prevention in young adults. 



Go to www.snapstudy.org for more information and to find out if you may be eligible. This study 

if funded by the National Institutes of Health. 

The study has been reviewed and approved by the Public Health Nursing IRB (Study # 07-1783) 

n/2/ o 

Non-CI3C Events 

June 9 - July 23 - American Dance 

Festival - Heralded as "One of the 

nation’s most important institutions" 

(New York Times), the ADF’s sustained 

record of creative achievement is 

indivisible from the history of modern 

dance. Since 1934, the ADF has remained 

committed to serving the needs of dance, 
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There is a six and a half-week series of residencies and performances by major established 

companies as well as emerging artists from around the world. 
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2. Sunday, June 19 @ DPAC- Martin Lawrence - Just as colorful in 

his career as in his real life, popular and successful comedian Martin 

Lawrence visits the Triangle. As star of the FOX TV syndicated series 

Martin and host of HBO’s Def Jam Comedy Hour, Lawrence has 

found a wide and varied audience for his humor based on the black 

urban experience. 
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Davis (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA All Star); Hubert Davis 

(UNC, NBA Star); Phil Ford (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA 

Star); Levelle Moton (Head Basketball Coach NCCU); Jerry 

Stackhouse (UNC, NBA All Star); AI Wood (UNC, NBA Star); and 

James Worthy (UNC, NCAA Championship, NBA All Star, World Championship, NBA Hall of Fame). 

Proceeds go to the Foundation which is a tax-exempt organization that assists families who are 
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Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

**Institute of African American Research (IAAR) ~21osing** 

Provost Carney recently notified Dr. Fatimah Jackson that the IAAR is scheduled to be closed at 
the end of this month, http:!!www.unc.edu!iaar! The CBC will host a meeting Monday, June 13 
at 1:30 p.m. in Woollen 203 to discuss the decision and a response. All CBC members and 
interested persons are welcome to attend. 

Oh my, what a Spring Social! Thanks to all who attended this special event. Great 

fun was had by all. Blackmail pictures are on the Carolina Black Caucus Website (unc.edu/cbc) 



Cameron Belton, Student Ambassador jammin" 

Thanks Leigh! Our Fearless Leader - (agr81ady@hotmail.com) Want more? www.meetup.com 

(Search Line Dancing and Zumba Fitness/Leigh Williams) 

C8C Activities ~no Sune/$uly/August meetingsi: 

1. Interested in learning golf?. Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu. We are researching a 

beginner/advanced beginner clinic in late July/early August. 

2. "Caucus Cares"/UNCAA update - Follow up meeting held in May with Dick Baddour (athletic 

director). UNCAA requests that CBC work closely with UNCAA compliance department and John 

Blanchard (Senior Associate AD - Academics) as we continue to develop and deliver the 

mentoring program. Additional student athletes have requested participation in the program. 

FYI - It is expected that the NCAA will contact UNC with a Notice of Allegations before mid-July. 

3. NEW! Blacks in Technology or BIT is a subcommittee of CBC. If you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them 

to OJ at oj mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support these 

associates. 

4. Stay connected. Let us know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-docs, 

etc.) in your unit or department. Send information to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Live Longer. Stay Active. 

Announcing a FREE summer wellness series for all university employees. Taking place 

throughout the summer, topics covered include exercise motivation, workouts on the go, and 

beginning bicycling and running. For more information, see 

http:!!campusrec.unc.edu!employee-only-summer-wellness-workshops 

The Huge African-American Gender Gap in Graduate Degree Programs 

As reported in last week’s JBHE edition, new data from the U.S. Department of Education shows that in 

2009, there were 3z~2,z~00 African Americans enrolled in graduate programs in the United States. 

But when broken down by gender, the enrollment statistics are shocking. There were 243,600 black 

women enrolled in graduate programs, compared to 90,500 black men, Thus, women accounted for a 

whopping 71,1 percent of all African-American graduate school enrollments. 

For whites in 2009, women were 59.6 percent of total graduate school enrollments. 

Ten years earlier in 2000, black women made up 67.5 percent of all African-American graduate 

enrollments. For whites the figure was 57.8 percent. 

Are you a size 8 now? If you are like most Americans, in 15 years you could be a size 14 or 
16! The average American woman gains 30 pounds between the ages of 18 and 35. Not 

only does this mean larger clothes but a greater risk for developing significant health problems 
(high blood pressure, diabetes, high cholesterol, joint pain). No matter what your size is now or 

whether you are currently at a healthy weight or overweight, you may be at risk for becoming 

overweight or obese. That doesn’t have to happen to you. Sign up for SNAP! 

Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are studying novel approaches to 
preventing this weight gain. We are seeking volunteers to enroll in a cutting edge research study 

that applies proven strategies to target weight gain prevention in young adults. 



Go to www.snapstudy.org for more information and to find out if you may be eligible. This study 

if funded by the National Institutes of Health. 

The study has been reviewed and approved by the Public Health Nursing IRB (Study # 07-1783) 

n/2/ o 

Non-CI3C Events 

June 9 - July 23 - American Dance 

Festival - Heralded as "One of the 

nation’s most important institutions" 

(New York Times), the ADF’s sustained 

record of creative achievement is 

indivisible from the history of modern 

dance. Since 1934, the ADF has remained 

committed to serving the needs of dance, 

dancers, choreographers, and 

professionals in dance-related fields. 

There is a six and a half-week series of residencies and performances by major established 

companies as well as emerging artists from around the world. 

http://www.america ndancefestival.org/index.html 

2. Sunday, June 19 @ DPAC- Martin Lawrence - Just as colorful in 

his career as in his real life, popular and successful comedian Martin 

Lawrence visits the Triangle. As star of the FOX TV syndicated series 

Martin and host of HBO’s Def Jam Comedy Hour, Lawrence has 

found a wide and varied audience for his humor based on the black 

urban experience. 

3. Friday, June 16 @ The Preserve at Jordan Lake. 8TM Annual 

Banks Foundation Charity Golf Tournament- Featuring celebrity 

guests: Rod Broadway (Head Football Coach NC A&T); Walter 

Davis (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA All Star); Hubert Davis 

(UNC, NBA Star); Phil Ford (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA 

Star); Levelle Moton (Head Basketball Coach NCCU); Jerry 

Stackhouse (UNC, NBA All Star); AI Wood (UNC, NBA Star); and 

James Worthy (UNC, NCAA Championship, NBA All Star, World Championship, NBA Hall of Fame). 

Proceeds go to the Foundation which is a tax-exempt organization that assists families who are 

moving from welfare to work and from public housing to private homeownership. Over the years, 

the Foundation has provided down payment assistance to families who have qualified to purchase 

their first home. Captain’s Choice format, http://www.thebanksfoundation.org/charity-~olf- 

tournament/ 



Please visit the Caucus website and provide us with feedback, www.unc.edu/cbc What do like or dislike? 

What would you like to see on the site? If you have events to post on the CBC calendar~ please send a note to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. Include the event name, date, time, contact information. Note: The new CBC Sakai site is 

under development. 

Thanks for the great year! We look forward to the fall activities serving YOU! 

Carolina Black Caucus- www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcinfoOunc.edu 

919.843.0336 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heal 

In every heart, there is the power to do it." M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 7:52 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Aguilax, Alain J <alaguila@enmfil.unc.edu>; ’Debby Stroman’ <~tstm@unc.edu> 

EXSS FP FaJ1 Regisllafion 

Hi       I have reviewed your course history and see that you have seven (7) courses to finish your major.                                   If this 
information is in error, we can update our records.) 
I know registration can be frustrating but do understand that we are very much aware of your situation. Mr. Aguilar, the FP Coordinator, and I have chatted 
and we will work proactively in August to ensure your continued progress towards graduation. We know and respect the eight semester rule here at UNC. 

When you come to campus/Chapel Hill PRIOR to the start of classes, please reach out to Mr. Aguilar as soon as possible so he can map out the best 

schedule for this fall semester. It is not necessary to call us or EXSS professors requesting admission to courses over the summer as many are on limited 

schedules and/or out of town. 
Let me know if you have any additional questions as I am here to support your successful completion of the EXSS degree. 

Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah S/roman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science Dep~ 

Spor~Admmis~adon FaculV es 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Spor~ Research Institute 
FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & } tono~s Organization) 
315 "VWoollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, ~N-C 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twi~ter drsrroman 
ht~p: [’/’www.unc~du [ d~’prs/exercise [’spo~_a&rlir~is~a~ior~ 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, June 13, 2011 12:20 AM 

Shenyl Kleinma~ ~ ~nc.rr.com> 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting on Monday 

Hi Shetyl. I don’t feel it is appropriate for students to attend this meeting. This meeting is hosted by the CBC and in addition, I feel many of our invited guests 

xvould be uncomfortable with their attendance. You may consider contacting Dr. Jackson or her staff to arrange an opportunity for the students to gain more 

insight and!or provide feedbaek regarding the simat:ion. 

And as always, they can contact CBC leadership if they particular questions. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S99 

919.843.0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

http://exss.unc.edui 

because i~ hasn’t: been done o- doesn’t mean that i~ can’t be done. 

From: Sherryl Kleinman           ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, June 12, 2011 10:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject-" Meeting on Monday 

Debby: 

Would it be OK to invite two students (one just graduated-            to the meeting? Either way is fine and I don’t l~ow if they can 
make it at that time. But if you thought having a student or two is a good idea (I think both areAvere active in the BSM), I could ask them. 
Ellen emailed me this evening to ask about meeting with her and a friend for lunch. I don’t think it’s related to the IAAR. 

Best, Sherryl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, Jnne 13, 2011 12:22 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

I~E: Today 

Okay. Thanks~ I hope she t:eels better’... 

d 

9 P.).863.0336 

http:ffexss.anc.eduiandergrad uake-programibaqn-exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Robe~on, Nakenge 
Sent: Monday, June ~3, 201~ ~0:40 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: Today 

Hi Debby, 

U~[:ortunately, ~ will not be able to attend to the meeting 

Thanks, 

Nakenge 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent~ Nonday, June 13, 201~ ~0:17 AN 
Te~ Robe~son, Nakenge; Jones, Shandra 
~ NcGhee, Oj 
Subje~t~ Today 

Good day. I hope you had a relaxing weekend. If you can come by 15 mins. earlier {l:15 p.m.), that would be great. I need to share... 

I will probably move the meeting upstairs to a classroom. {Woollen 303) Seems like the buzz on campus has grown. 

d 

Harombe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

::X:: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday 4:33 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Looking for some advice - 

H         Thanks for your note. I will have office hours on this Wednesday in Steele. You can schedule appointments with me at Steele by using this link: 
https://apps2 oasis.unc edu/advsched/app 

I will have also have availability tomorrow, Tuesday, at 2:00 or 3:00. 

Please advise Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~mder~raduate-pr~rana/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day cumes bearing ~ts uwn gifts. Untie the ribbuns " (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: h) email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 3:20 PM 

Tu: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 

Sut~iect: Luoking fur some advice - Michael Cuwan 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and I am a rising seniur EXSS majur. I received an 
email frum Dr. Salyer explaining that I shuuld cuntact yuu for summer 
advising I would love tu come in and talk with yuu if possible I unly 
need nine hours to graduate, and I am enrolled in all the classes I need 
next semester. I have been thinking abuut graduating early, huwever I would 
love tu talk to sumeone abuut what uptiuns I may have :first Is there a 
time that ! could pussibly meet with you tu talk? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, Jnne 13, 2011 5:10 PM 

Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu> 

I~JE: your ~nee~ing 

t-li Provost Carney. Please give me a catl before Wednesday when you can. I can debriet: you on the meeting today. Thanks. 

debbv 

After 6:00 - 

t~pio~e, E~gage, Empower. 

ht~p://exss.unc.edu/undergrad~ate.pr~gram/ba4n.exss/sp~rbadm~n1s~rati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Carney, Bruce William 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2011 ll:12 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

C¢: Thurman, Stephanie J 

Subject: your meeting 

Deb - 

FYI, I have canceled a trip to Washington, and can meet with a delega~on from the mee~ng 

you’re hosting today, preferably on Wednesday. 

--Bruce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, Jnne 13, 2011 6:02 PM 

Shenyl Kleinma~ < @nc.rr.com> 

;) Thanks for your note. I wilf be in touch. 

debbv 

De[)orah ;!%~rornan. Ph D., (3I .U 

9i’).843.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." (~.Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Sher~l Kleinman [mailto: @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, June ~3, 20M 6:0~ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: NR 

Debby: 

I wonder if the provost considers me a "fan." If you get others who can speak to individual benefit, feel free to get them to attend rather than me. On the other 

hand, I have no problem speaking about the significance!consequences of such a closing, etc. (as I wrote in my letter the provost and chancellor did not answer). 

I’ll keep the time open, and you can let me know, even as late as Wed. morning. I’ve also emailed more people to write letters, etc. 

Again, thanks, 

Sherryl 

On 6/13/11 5:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

Hi All. Thanks again for the very insightful and productive community "rally" meeting. I appreciate everyone’s participation. 

From Donne: Here is the link to the Pope Center’s report: http://www.johnlocke.or.q/acrobal/pope articles/budget cut report revised 14.pd]:. But I don’t think 

its brief mention of African American centers is relevant to our discussion. It reads: 

"Consider that Appalachian State, Western Carolina and East Carolina each have at least four centers that deal with entrepreneurship, innovation, 

and economic development. UNC-Chapel hill has two African American cultural centers. There are also at least four major Marine Sciences programs 

at UNC schools." 

The report makes no other mention o~African American centers. So, I don’t think the report alone would have any influence on the IAAR decision. 

Wednesday meeting with the Provost - 2:30 p.m. in 105 South Building. PLEASE let me know if you would like to be included at this meeting. I will share with 

him that all attendees are in support of the IAAR and are willing to share its value (individual, university-wide, and/or national), as necessary. In addition, 

attendees seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was made and options for future funding!resources of AA research 

(including the continued university support of IAAR). 

Let me know if you have any questions. Please forward this note, as appropriate. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport AdminisLradon Facuhy e~ 

E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, Carolh~a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, Co~ege Sport Research Insdm:e 

FaculV Advisor, (Ta~olh~a Sports Bus~aess Club ~ Si~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organ~adon) 

315 %Voollen CB# 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0 ~36 

T~vi[rer drs~oman 

"Just because 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, Jnne 13, 2011 6:05 PM 

Maria DeGuzmm~ @e~arthlink.net> 

I~E: IAAR 

Great) Thanks ~:or your cornme~Ls and perspective too. You are 

debbv 

9i’).843.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: Maria DeGuzman [mailto: ~ea~hlink.net] 
Sent: Monday, June ~3, 20M 6:04 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
¢¢: Church, Brooke M; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; ]ac~on, Fatimah L.C4 Jones, Shandra; Nixon, Donna L; Boxill, Jeane~e M; Campbell, Lar~; Holman 
Nash, DoVe,a; Hardin, Jesse Hardin; Houston, Terri C; Sher~l Kleinman; RoberNon, Nakenge; McGhee, 
Subject: Re: NR 
Impo~amee: High 

Hi, Debby, 

Plea~ sign me np for that Wednesday meeting, if you t~nk it would be help~l that I a~end. Here confirm either way. 

Best, Maria 

On Jun 13, 2011, at 5:28 PM, Stroman, De~rah Lynn wrote: 

Hi All. Thanks again for the very insightful and productive community "rally" meeting. I appreciate everyone’s participation. 

1. From Donna: Here is the link to the Pope Center’s report: http://www.jotm/ocke=org/acrobat/pope articles/bgdget cgt ret)ort revLsed 14.Dd[. But I don’t 

think its brief mention of African American centers is relevant to our discussion. It reads: 

"Consider that Appalachian State, Western Carolina and East Carolina each have at least four centers that deal with entrepreneurship, innovation, 

and economic development. UNC-Chapel hill has two African American cultural centers. There are also at least four major Marine Sciences programs 

at UNC schools." 

The report makes no other mention of African American centers. So, I don’t think the report alone would have any influence on the IAAR decision. 

2. Wednesday meeting with the Provost - 2:30 p.m. in 105 South Building. PLEASE let me know if you would like to be included at this meeting. I will share 

with him that all attendees are in support of the IAAR and are willing to share its value (individual, university-wide, and!or national), as necessary. 

addition, attendees seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was made and options for future funding!resources of 

AA research (including the continued university support of IAAR). 

Let me know if you have any questions. Please forward this note, as appropriate. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and SporcScience 

Sport Administration Facuky e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB# 8605 

Chapel HiE, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

Twitter drstxoman 

h v:}>a / /ww~v.unc.edu /depts /exercise,/spo~Ladmints~raUo~ 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday 1:22 PM 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplm~@unc.edu> 

EW: Looking for some advice - 

Please advise. I thought you had me in the system Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday: 11:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: Looking J2~r some advice - 

Dr. Stroman, 
I tried scheduling an appointment on the academic advising website but 
didn’t see you name in the list of available advisers. What time are your 
office hours tomorrow? Would it be alright if I just came in tomorrow 
durin~ office hours without scheduling an appointment? 

On Mon 20:32:38 + 0000, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

wro be 

> Hi Thanks ~2~r your note. ! will have office hours on this 

> Wednesday in Steele. You can schedule appointments with me at Steele by 

> using this link: https:i/apps2.oasis.unc.edu/advsched/app 

> 

> [ will have also have availability tomorrow, Tuesday, at 2:00 or 3:00. 

> 

> Please advise. That,s. 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-a&ninistrati~n/~verview/ 
> 

> "Each day- corues bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 

> Schabacker) 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From ~email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday 3:20 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

> Subject: Looking for some advice - 

> 

> 

> Hey Dr. Stroman, 

> My name is and I am a rising senior EXSS major. I received 

an 

> email from Dr. Salyer explaining that I should contact you for surmner 

> advising. I would love to come in and talk with you if possible. I only 

> need nine hours to graduate, and I am elwolled in all the classes I need 

> next semester. I have been thinking about graduating earl?-, ho~vever I 

would 

> love to talk to someone about what options I may have first. Is there a 

> time that I could possibly meet with you to talk? 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 1:28 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Looking for some advice - 

Hi I ;vill check with Advising to see if flaere is a tech problem Can you stop by at 1 : 15 or at 4:00 in Steele 2017D? 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Fron (a) emaih unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday: 11:29 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 

Subject: RE: Looking :For some advice - 

Dr. Stroman, 
I tried scheduling an appointment on the academic advising website but I 
didn’t see you name in the list of available advisers VVhat time are your 
office hours tomorrow? Would it be alnght if I just came in tomorrow 
during office hours without scheduling an appointment? 

On Man 20:32:38 + 0000, "Stroman, Deborah Lyrm" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> tJi Thanks :for your note. I will have all’ice hours on this 
> Weanesaay in Steele You can schedule appointments with me at Steele by 
> using this link: https://apps2.oasis.unc.edu/advschediapp 
> 

> I will have also have availability tomorrow, Tuesday, at 2:00 or 3:00 
> 

> Please advise. Thanks. 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-adrninistrati~n/~ve1wiew/ 
> 

> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> Frorrl ~errlail.m~c.edu] 
> Sent: Monday 3:20 PM 
> To: Stroruan, ~.,et~oran Lytm 
> Subject: Looking for some advice- 
> 

> 

> Hey Dr. Stroman, 
> My narue i~ and I am a rising senior EXSS major. I received 
an 
> email from Dr. Salyer explaining that I should contact you for sun~mer 
> advising I would love to come in and talk with you if possible. I only 
> need nine hours to graduate, and I am e~olled in all the classes I need 
> next semester. I have been thinking about graduating early, however I 
would 
> love to talk to someone about what options I may have first Is there a 
> time that I could possibly meet with you to talk? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu> 

1~: Looking for some advice - 

Thanks. I will share. 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Kaplan, Roger Jay 

Sent: Tuesday 2:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 

Subject: RE: Looking :[’or some advice - 

They have to select the specific "reason(s)" that are in your profile, i.e, major Advising If they put in a different reason, it won’t match with you unless you add that reason to your profile 
See if that solves it. 
R oger 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor 
Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts & Sciences and the General College 
Campus Box 3110 
G008 Steele Building 
University’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
O]Tice (919) 962-3404 
Fax (919) 962-6888 
http ://advising.unc. edu 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any- attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L,/un 
Sent: Tuesday 1:22 PM 
To: Kaplan, Roger Jay 
Subject: FW: Looking for some advice - 

Please advise. I thought you had me in the system. Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~grar~fba-in-exss/sp~rt-a&ninistrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From @email.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesdalg, 11:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lylm 
Subject: RE: Looking for some advice - 

Dr. Stroman, 
I tried scheduling an appointment on the academic advising website but 
didn’t see you name in the list of available advisers. YVhat time are your 
office hours tomol~ow? Would it be alright if I just came in tomorrow 
during office hours without scheduling an appointment? 



On IVlon 20:32:38 +0000, "Stroman, Deborah Lylm" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hi Thanks for your note. I ~vill have office hours on this 
> Wednesday in Steele. You can schedule appointments ~vith me at Steele by 
> using this link: https://apps2, oasis.u nc. edu/a dvsched/app 
> 

> ! will have also have availability tomorrow, Tuesday, at 2:00 or 3:00. 
> 

> Please advise. ’l’hanks 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> 

http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~ram/ba-in-e×ss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~vep~iew/ 
> 

> "Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (RAnn 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

Origina[ Message ..... 
> t:rom :~r)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 3:20 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
> Subject: Looking for some advice - 
> 

> 

> ttey Dr. Stroman, 
> My name is and I am a rising EXSS major. I received 
an 
> email from Dr. Salyer explaining that I should contact you for surmner 
> advising. I would love to come in and talk with you if possible. I only 
> need nine hours to graduate, and I ara enrolled in all the classes I need 
> next semester. I have been thinking about graduating early-, however I 
would 
> love to talk to someone about what options I may have first. Is there a 
> time that I could possibly- meet with you to talk? 

No virus found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - ww~v.avg.com 
Version: 10.0.1382 / Virus Database: 1513/3703 - Release Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 3:45 PM 

Shertyl Kleinma~ ~ @nc.rr.com> 

Eli SherryL Yes, please join the meeting. I think your input is very valuable! 

debby 

Deloorah ;}~ror~aan. P}~ D., (3I .U 

9i’).843.0336 

http://~xss~unc~edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/ba-~n-exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." ~B.A~ S~habacke~} 

~= Sher~l Kleinman [mailto: ~nc.rr,com] 
Se~t~ Monday, June ~3, 20M 6:0[ PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
S~bject~ Re: ~R 

Debby: 

I wonder if the provost considers me a "fan." If you get others who can speak to individual benefit, feel free to get them to attend rather than me. On the other 

hand, I have no problem speaking about the significance!consequences of such a closing, etc. (as I wrote in my letter the provost and chancellor did not answer). 

I’ll keep the time open, and you can let me know, even as late as Wed. morning. I’ve also emailed more people to write letters, etc. 

Again, thanks, 

Sherryl 

On 6/13/11 5:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

Hi All. Thanks again for the very insightful and productive community "rally" meeting. I appreciate everyone’s participation. 

From Donne: Here is the link to the Pope Cemter’s report: http://www.johnlocke.or.q/acrobal/pope articles/budRet cut report revised I&pdl:. But I don’t think 

its brie[ mention of African American centers is relevant to our dLscussion. It reads: 

"Consider that Appalachian State, Western Carolina and East Carolina each have at least four centers that deal with entrepreneurship, innovation, 

and economic development. UNC-Chapel hill has two African American cultural centers. There are also at least four major Marine Sciences programs 

at UNC schools." 

The report makes no other mention o~African American centers. So, I don’t think the report alone would have any influence on the IAAR decision. 

Wednesday meeting with the Provost - 2:30 p.m. in 105 South Building. PLEASE let me know if you would like to be included at this meeting. I will share with 

him that all attendees are in support of the IAAR and are willing to share its value (individual, university-wide, and/or national), as necessary. In addition, 

attendees seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was made and options for future funding!resources of AA research 

(including the continued university support of IAAR). 

Let me know if you have any questions. Please forward this note, as appropriate. 

debby 

Go IIeels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science D~pc 

Sport AdminisLradon Facuhy es 

ENSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, (Carolina Sports Busi~aess (Club & Sigm~a Alpha Lambda (Nat] Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Vool]en CB#4 8605 

(Chapel Hi:Ll, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

T~vitrer drsEroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 3:45 PM 

Maria DeGuzmm~ < @ea~hlink.net> 

ILE: One ~nom question 

Hi Maria. I did invite Sheryl to the meeting, Thanks! 

d 

Deloorah ;}~.rornan. P}~ D., (3I .U 

9i’).843.0336 

http://~xss~unc~edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/ba-~n-exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

~= Naria DeGuzman [mailto: ~ea~hlink.net] 
Seat= Tuesday, 3une $% 20M ~2:36 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sable�t= One more question 

Can Shm~l Kleinman come to the meeting tomo~ow ~Vednesday? She’s a full professor in sociolo~ and I tNnk her pre~nce would ~ helpful in terms of questions 

a~ut f~ul~ consultation. 

Let me know so I can let her know today. 

Thanks, Debby[ 

Best, Maria 

On Jun 13, 2011, at 6:05 PM, Stroman, De,ran Lynn wrote: 

Great! Thanks for your comments and perspective too. You are 

debbv 

Deloorah ;}~.rornan. P}~ D., (3I .U 

"Each day comes bearing Rs own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." (R.A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: Naria DeGuzman [mailto: ~ea~hlink, net] 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2011 6:0~ PM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
~: Church, Brooke M; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; ]ac~on, Fatimah L,C4 Jones, Shandra; Nixon, Donna L; Boxill, Jeane~e M; Campbell, Lar~; Holman 
Nash, DoVe,a; Hardin, Jesse Hardin; Houston, Terri C; Sher~l Kleinman; RoberNon, Nakenge; McGhee, 
Subje¢t: Re: ~R 
Im~¢~am¢e: High 

Hi, Debby, 

Plea~ sign me up for that Wednesday mee~ng, if you tNnk it would be help~l that I a.end. Here confirm either way. 

Best, Maria 

On Jun 13, 2011, at 5:28 PM, Stroman, De.ran Lynn wrote: 

Hi All. Thanks again for the very insightful and productive community "rally" meeting. I appreciate everyone’s participation. 

i. From Donna: Here is the link to the Pope Center’s report: http://www~j~hn~cke~rg/~cr~bat/p~pe-~rtic~es/budget-cut-rep~rt-~evised ~4.pd.f~ But I don’t 

think its brief mention of African American centers is relevant to our discussion. It reads: 

"Consider that Appalachian State, Western Carolina and East Carolina each have at least four centers that deal with entrepreneurship, innovation, 

and economic development UNC-Chapel hill has two African American cultural centers There are also at least four major Marine Sciences programs 

at UNC schools." 

The report makes no other mention of African American centers. So, I don’t think the report alone would have any influence on the IAAR decision. 

2. Wednesday meeting with the Provost - 2:30 p.m. in 105 South Building. PLEASE let me know if you would like to be included at this meeting. I will share 

with him that all attendees are in support of the IAAR and are willing to share its value (individual, university-wide, and!or national), as necessary. 

addition, attendees seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was made and options for future funding!resources of 

AA research (including the continued university support of IAAR). 

Let me know if you have any questions. Please forward this note, as appropriate. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration FaculLT e~ 

EXSS Acadetnic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (7hair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Busirtess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

313 \Voollen CB# 8605 



Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

~i’wi~l~er drstro,nan 

hccp:j ~ www.tmc.eduj d ~.7 e~ :rc*se~ sp ~r~admm~s~’a~ ~n 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 3:46 PM 

Maria DeGuzmm~ < ~e~hlink.net> 

I~E: Links you should stud~v before tomorrow 

ExcetlenN Thanks for your leadership and sharing~ 

debby 

Deloorah ;}~ror~aan. P}~ D., (3I .U 

9i’).843.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibadn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: Maria DeGuzman [mailto: ~ea~hlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 1% 20M ~2:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Lin~ you should study before tomorrow 

Dear Debby, 

Here’s background i~o on the PaNs & comNny ~at you will want k~ have. Please s~@ these lin~ carefully. They will ~ useful to you now ~d in the furore: 

htlp://www.po~center.org/inquiW pa~m,’article.hlml?id= 2481 

htlp:/,’www:iohnlocke.org/acrobaUpope alMes,’budget cut repo~ revised 14.~tf 

htlp:/,’~)pecentcr.org/l ~CCenter~ 

htlp;/Twww~o~cente~prg,’~nqui~T paN~,’art~cleJ~lml?id 2530 

All best to you, 

Ma~a 

On Jun 13, 2011, at 6:05 PM, Stroman, De~rah Lynn wrote: 

Great! Thanks ]:or your cornmenLs and perspective too~ You are 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, PI~-D,, CI.U 

9 [9.863.0336 

http://exss.unc.edu/under~raduate~pr~ram/badn~exss/sp~rt~adm;nistrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Maria DeGuzman [mailto @ea~hlink.net] 
Sent: Monday, June ~3, 20M 6:04 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
~¢: Church, Brooke M; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Jac~on, Fatimah L.C.; Jones, Shandra; Nixon, Donna L; Boxill, 3eane~e M; Campbell, Lar~; Holman 
Nash, DeVe~a; Hardin, Jesse Hardin; Houston, Terri C; Sher~l Kleinman; RoberNon, Nakenge; McGhee, 
Subject: Re: NR 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi, Debby, 

Plea~ sign me up tbr that Wednesday meeting, if you "think it would be helpt~l fl~at I attend. Please confirm eifl~er way. 

Best, Maria 

On Jun 13, 2011, at 5:28 PM, Stroman, DeN)rah Lynn wrote: 

Hi All. Thanks again for the very insightful and productive community "rally" meeting. I appreciate everyone’s participation. 

1. From Donna: Here is the link to the PeOe Center’s re#ert: h[tp://www.j~hnlocke:~rg/acrob~t/po~e orticfes/budg~[ ~ report revised j~:~d[. But I don’t 

think its brief mention of African American centers is relevant to our discussion. It reads: 

"Consider that Appalachian State, Western Carolina and East Carolina each have at least four centers that deal with entrepreneurship, innovation, 

and economic development UNC-Chapel hill has two African American cultural centers There are also at least four major Marine Sciences programs 

at UNC schools." 

The report makes no other mention of African American centers. So, I don’t think the report alone would have any influence on the IAAR decision. 

2. Wednesday meeting with the Provost - 2:30 p.m. in :105 South Building. PLEASE let me know if you would like to be included at this meeting. I will share 

with him that all attendees are in support of the IAAR and are willing to share its value (individual, university-wide, and/or national), as necessary. In 

addition, attendees seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was made and options for future funding/resources of 

AA research (including the continued university support of IAAR). 

Let me know if you have any questions. Please forward this note, as appropriate. 

debby 

Go Heals, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spot[ Science Dept. 

Spot, Administration Facuhy es 

ENSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 



Chair, Carolirla Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Spore Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Bushless Club & SigTna Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Or~an~a6on) 

315 ~,7oo~en CB~ 8605 

Chapel H~, N(7 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twitre~ &s~oman 

]~ ~); £~ www.t~ c.ed!!£ d g) ts! ~e~c ~£~£ sp or ~ admi~JstJ’ation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 3:55 PM 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, LanT <lecamp@emaJl.unc.e&~% Phoenix, Terri Lynn 

<tphoenix@email.unc.edu>; AlexaJ~der, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu>; Sherryl Kleinman <           ~nc.rr.com>; Mafia 

DeGuzma~~           @eazthlink.net>; ’Debby Stronm£ <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Wednesday IAAR Meeting 

FYI. Le~ me know i1: you have any question, s. The Provost requested a small r~umber of persons and ~ tMnk th~s d~verse group reflects d~e vsried 

relationships/support of ~AAR. The agenda ~s p~etty obvious to me. ;) 

2:30 p.m. --. 105 South 

Thanks again for yot~r commitment to thB ~mportant matter. Let me D~ow ~f you hi~ze 

debby 

E:<pIc:,re, Er~g~ge. 

919 84,3 0336 

htt~£e~‘~n~‘e8u/~ndergradUate-~r~ram/ba-~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[~trat~/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing Rs own g~ts, Untie the r~bbons/’ {R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, June $4, 20El 3:51 PN 
To: Carney, Bruce William 
C~: ’holden@unc.edu’ 
Subject: Wednesday ~R Meeting 

Hi Provost Carney. The attendees for tomorrow’s meeting are the following persons: 

$. Debby Stroman 

2. RumayAlexander 

3. Larry Campbell 

4. Maria DeGuzman 

5. Sherryl Kleinman 

6. Cookie Newsome 

7. Terri Phoenix 

The attendees all support the continued operation of the IAAR. We also seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was 

made and options for future funding/resources of AA research (including the continued university support of IAAR). 

Thanks again for your sincere willingness to discuss this matter to gain additional feedback. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~ornan, PhD, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spot, Science 
Spo~cAdmmis~adon Faculb, e~ 

SXSS Academic Adviso[ and InLemship Coo~dinaLo~ 

Cha~, Ca[ol~&a Black Caucus 

Advisory Boa=d Cha~, CoUege Spo~L Research Institute 

Facul~ Advisor, Ca[olhm S£o~Ls Bush~ess Club ~ Siena Alpha Lambda (~ad Leadership ~ } {ono~s O~gan~a~ion) 
315 WooUen CB# 8605 

Chapd Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 
Twigrer drscroznan 

h~[p:/’/%vww.~mc.edu/’d ~ ~ie~er ci~;e/’sp or E administration 

"Just because it hesn ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 4:06 PM 

Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email. unc. 

I~E: Wednesday IA~A=R Meeting 

http://exss~unc~edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each din] comes henri#8 its ow~ 8if~s, U~tie the ribbons,"/R,Arm Schaba¢ke~} 

Frera: Campbell, Larry 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 4:06 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; Sherryl Kleinman; Maria DeGuzman 
Subject: RE: Wednesday IAAR Meeting 

Debby, I hate to miss it. Talk to you later. 

La rry 
Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-3290 

Le___c___a____m__p___@___e_m__aj_!_.___u_~zc__:__e___d___~_~. 
PHONE: (919) 843-5903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

www.uncres.or¢~ 

._w____w____w__:__a___c__s___b___e__:_Q__rg. 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Sent; Tuesday, June 14, 2011 3:55 PM 
To: Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Campbell, Larry; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; Sherryl Kleinman; Maria DeGuzman; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject: I=VV: Wednesday IAAR Meeting 

FYI I_et me know if you haw:_~ ~ny questions The Prov.:)~.d: r~-_~ques~:ed a small number of p~-_~rsons and f think this diverse group reflecb.; the varied 

r~:Ai~tionshipsisupport of tAAR, The agenda is pre~:ty obvious to me ;) 

2:30 p.m. --- :[05 South 

Thanks again for your commitment to this important matter. I.et me know if you have an}, questions. 

Hug$~ 

debby 

http://exs~.unc.edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/ba~n-exs~/sp~rt-admfn~trati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons/’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

From= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent; Tuesday, June 14, 20~1 3:51 PM 
Te= Carney, Bruce William 

C¢= ’holden@unc.edu’ 
Subject= Wednesday ~R Meeting 

Hi Provost Carney. The attendees for tomorrow’s meeting are the following persons: 

~. Debby Stroman 

2. RumayAlexander 

3. Larry Campbell 

4. Maria DeGuzman 

5. Sherryl Kleinman 

6. Cookie Newsome 

7. Terri Phoenix 

The attendees all support the continued operation of the IAAR. We also seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was 

made and options for future funding/resources of AA research (including the continued university support of IAAR). 

Thanks again for your sincere willingness to discuss this matter to gain additional feedback. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science De-pc. 

Spor~ Administration Faculty e~ 

E~KSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaiz, Carolina Black Caucus 



Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Ins6m~e 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Chlb & Sig=la Alpha Lambda (Nail Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 TVoo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twi~ter drs~roman 

ht~p:iiwww.unc.eduid~ts/exerciseispor~admh~£~;uior~ 

"Jus8 because i~ hash ’~ been done -- doesn’~ mean 8ha~ 18 can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 4:08 PM 

Campbell, Lan7 <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; New,m, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@emaJl.unc.e&~>; Phoenix, Terri Lynn 

<tphoenix~email.unc.edu-~; AlexaJ~der, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu>; Sherryl Kleinman <           ~nc.rr.com>; Ma6a 

DeGuzman           @ea~hlink.net> 

l~E: Wednesday IA~Ai Meeting 

As per Larry’s note._does anyone know of a concerned male that is willi~g ~o join us? ;) 

debby 

Gc 

Deloorah ;}~rornan. P}~ D., (3I ,U 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergraduate~pr~gram/ba~n~exss/sp~rt~administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Campbell, Larry 
Sent: Tuesday, June ~% 20M 4:06 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; Sher~l Kleinman; Maria DeGuzman 
Subject: RE: Wednesday I~R Meeting 

Debby, so I will not be able to attend. I hate to miss it. Talk to you later. 

La rry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and ~llance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamR@emaH.unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

WWW.L~ncFeS.OF~ 

www.acsbe~orq 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent= Tuesday, June l~, 2011 3:55 PN 
T~ Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Campbell, Larry; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; Sherryl Kleinman; Haria DeGuzman; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Su~ject~ N: Wednesday I~R Neeting 

FYL I.et me know ~f you ha~,e any questions. The Provost requested a sma~ mu~ber of persons and ~ tMnk th~s d~verse group reflects the wried 

re~i~tbm;h~psist~p~ort of ~AAR. The agenda ~s pre~:ty obvR)t~s to me ;) 

2:2¢0 p.m. - 105 5ot~th 

Thanks again for your comm~tn~ent to tNs ~mportant matter. Let me know ~f you have a~y questions. 

dehhy 

929 84.3 0336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~dergrad~ate-~r~gram/~a4n-e~s~/sp~rbadm[r~rati~n/~erv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes ~ead~g ~ts own gi~s, ~ntie the ribbo~sJ’ {R&nn 5chabacker} 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, June ~% 20M 3:5~ PM 
To: Carney, Bruce William 

¢c~ ’holden@unc.edu’ 
Su~ject: Wednesday ~R Meeting 

Hi Provost Carney. The attendees for tomorrow’s meeting are the following persons: 

1. Debbg Stroman 

2. RumayAlexander 

3. Larry Campbell 

4. Maria DeGuzman 

5. 5herrgl Kleinman 

6. Cookie Newsome 

7. Terri Phoenix 

The attendees all support the continued operation of the IAAR. We also seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was 

made and options for future funding/resources of AA research (including the continued university support of IAAR). 

Thanks again for your sincere willingness to discuss this matter to gain additional feedback. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science Depr~ 

Spo~ Administration Faculty e~ 



EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordhla~or 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Spore Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~-ma Alpha Lambda (iN!aO Leadership & Honors Organiza6on) 
315 ~,~oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919~843.0336 

Twi~er drs~roman 

h~tp://wwwmr~c,edi~/dc~Ls~ exercise/spor~adm~t~srxa~on 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 4:46 PM 

Stroman, Dek~)rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu~; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu-~; Campbell, Larry 

<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Phoenix, Terfi Lynn <tphoenix@emml .unc.eduh; Alexander, G. Rumay <mmay@emml.unc.edu>; Shem. d 

Kleinmm~~           @nc.rr.com>; Ma~a DeGuzmm~            ~earthlink.net>; ’Debby Strorn~l’ <ds~ro@unc.edu> 

I~E: Wednesday LA~M~ Meeting - ARTICLE 

FYI, Article of interest from Brooke,.. 
http~//chron!de.com]artic!e/Loom!ng-Closure-of/127912]?sid=at&utm source=at&utm medium=en 

une "13, 201 "I 

Looming Closure of Anti-Semitism Center Sparks Discord at Yale U. 
By David Glenn 

Yale University. has come under intense scrutiny this month for its decision to shut dom~ the Yale Initiative for the InterdisciplinalT Study ofAntisemitism, a 

small, five-year-old center. Scholms both in side and outside Yale have said that the demise of the projec’t--which is one of just two such centers at Amefi c~n 

universities--will mean a loss for intellectual life. 

"This is not a good situation, particularly at a time when we’re seeing a return of anti-Selnitism worldwide," Mvin H. Rosenfeld, a professor of English and Jewish 

studies at Indiana University at Bloomington, said in an inte~dew last week. Mr. Rosenfeld is the director of Indiana’s Institute for the Study of Contemporm7 

Antisemitism, which will be the only remaining American academic center on anti-Semitism. 

"There are vet?" few people trained to study anti-Semitism across time and space, and who could train a new generation of graduate students in the histotT, 

psychology, politics, and religious dimen siGns of the subj eet," he said. 

The univemity formally notified the center on June 1 that it will be closed on July 3L allowing time for the center’s reseamh fellows to wind down their work. The 

decision came after a review committee appointed by the provost concluded that the center’s scholarly work had been too thin and too disconnected fi’om the 

work of Yale fa cul~- members, ineludin g those with Ion gstanding i~seareh interests in anti-Semitism. Th e American Jewish Committee and other olganizations 

have released statements condemning the university’s move, and some of the center’s admirers still hope to have the decision revexsed. 

But other obsexa~ers, including faculty members who have worked closely with the Yale center, say that the project never lived up to expectations. The center 

failed to attract a critical mass of faculty membels and students, they say, and it did not produce many peer-reviewed publications. In its five yeats, the center 

generated just eight working papers. (A few of the center’s recent postdoctoral fellows have works in progress.) 

"We demand of evei7 other center that they produce top-level research publications, and we can’t really have a double standard," said Donald P. Green, a 

professor of poliileal science and the director of Yale’s Institution for Social and Policy Studies, which has housed the an fi-Semitism center since its creation. 

Insufficient Research 

The center was reviewed this year by a special committee appointed by Yale’s provost, Peter Salovey. The university has declined to inake the eonuniRee’s report 

public, but in an inteI~iew on Monday, Mr. Salovey said the committee found that the center’s research output was inadequate and that it had failed to engage 

with Yale faeul~ membets with longstanding scholarly interests in anti-Semitism. 

The center’s executive director, Charles Asher Small, declined to eoinment for this article. But a former research fellow at the center said in an intelw’iew last week 

that it is foolish to judge the center simply on the basis of those eight wor!dng papers. 

Nell J. Kvessel, a professor of psychology at William Paterson University of New Jersey who was a visiting scholar at Yale in 2oo8-9, noted that the center has 

hosted more than lOO research seminars, and he said that many of the seholms who presented their work at those events will eventually publish monographs. 

Because of the long gestation period of those projects, he said, it would be a mistake to evaluate the Yale center when it is just five years old. (Mr. Salovey said he 

was not pelsuaded by that line of argument. If many books were in the works, he said, it would already be apparent.) 

Sotne defenders of the center have noted that the university does not ahvays insist on peer-reviewed publications from its interdisciplinary projects. In a column 

on Monday, Alex Joffe, a scholar affiliated with the San Francisco-based Institute for Jewish and Communib~ Research, pointed to Yale’s Center for the Study of 

Globalization, which is dilveted by Ernesto Zedillo, the former president of Mexico. Most of that center’s output has taken the fotzn of white papers, not 

traditional journal articles. 

Thomas Conroy, a spokesperson for Yale, replied by suggesting that Mr. Zedillo’s center has made a contribution to classroom instruction at Yale that has not 

been matched by the anti-Semitism center. Mr. Zedillo taught two undergraduate eoui~es last fall, he said. Mr. Conroy also noted that the globalization-study 

center’s white papers are the products of elite committees. "Much of the published material is a result of the fact that Emesto Zedillo is called upon to participate 

in high-level global discussions and working groups," Mr. Conroy said in an e-mail message. 

The anti-Semitistn initiative was born when Mr. Stnall, who was then an associate professor of urban studies at Southern Connecticut State University, 

approached Mr. Given about making a home for an interdiseiplinaly project on anti-Semitism. The project began with a lecture series and then evolved into a 

formal center in the fall of ~oo6. 

The project has always been externally financed by donors including Yale alumni and faeiflty members. Although Yale has never directly supported the center’s 

budget, the center has received significant in-kind support, including office space in the policy-studies institution’s building. 



Sotne critics have suggested this tnonth that the deeision to dose the center was driven by cowardice or by a wish to curD’ favor with Arab donors. Mr. Green and 

Mr. Salovey eall such suggestions absurd. "There has been absolutely no political pressure," Mr. Salovey said. 

But even if external pressure played no role, polities are never far from any diseussion of anti-Semitism. Two members of the eenter’s faeulty-governanee 

eommittee--a bod~v that was created last fall in an effort to integrate the center’s work with that of Yale scholars--told The Chronielelast week that they" were 

sometimes uncomfortable with the eenter’s politieal tenor. The eenter’s eonferenees and lecture series, they say, sometimes crossed the line between serious 

seholarship and narrow advoeaey. 

Concerns About Tone 

Jeffrey C. Alexander, a professor of sociology at Yale, attended a portion of a conferen ee held by the center, known as YIISA, in August 9OLO, and he walked 

away disheartened by its political tone. Too many of the speakers, he believed, were using the reality" of anti-Semitism as an excuse to dismiss public concerns 

with the Israeli government’s behavior. 

"The topic of anti-Semitism is an extremely important one," said Mr. Alexander, who is a member of the center’s faculty-governance committee. "But in my view, 

most--not all--of the people at YIISA’s eonferenees have eonflated any eritidsm of Israeli policy with anti-Se~nitism." 

"There’s no doubt that there is a pronounced strain of anti-Semitic belief in the .aa.ab world today, and that’s very worrisome and something that scholars should 

expose," Mr. Alexander continued. But he said that the existence of such beliefs does not neeessarily justify Israel’s military and settlement policies, and that too 

many of the eenter’s efforts have erased that distinction. 

(Justav Ranis, an emeritus professor of economics who is a co-chair of the center’s faculty-governanee committee, was less critical than Mr. Alexander but said he 

shared some of the same eoneems. He said his impression was that Mr. Small had never made up his mind whether he wanted the eenter to be a seholarly project 

or a political one. He had often urged Mr. Small to strengthen the eenter’s aeademie efforts by adding tnore researeh fellows, he said, but he was not always sure 

that his message got through. 

"I didn’t attend the conference," Mr. Ranis added, referring to the August 9OlO meeting. "My impression is that it had some good, intellectually respectable 

people, and it also had sotne polemicists." 

Mr. I@essel, the former researeh fellow, rejects the eoneerns about political bias. "This was by no means a group of people that never eritieized Israel," he said. "I 

would say that more than half the people at the conference had serious criticisms of Israel. It’s just that they also spoke frankly about Muslim anti-Semitism, and 

that’s a subject that ean get you into hot water." 

Mr. Ranis believes that the university, should have given the institute another year to get its house in order, and he has drafted a letter to Yale’s senior leaders 

making that argument. Mr. Alexander said he would not sign such a letter; he said that he saw little reason to hope that the institute would ehange its ways. 

"I don’t see any bad guys here," Mr. Alexander said. "I think evewone has been well-meaning. The question is whether this center is really fight for Yale. The way 

that it has developed, I don’t believe it is." 

9i9-g43-0336 

h~p://exss‘unc‘edu/undergr~duate-pr~g~am/b>~n-exss/s~rt-adminis~r~t~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day c~mes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 3:56 PM 

T~: Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Campbell, Lar~; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; ’SherryJ KleJnman’; ’Maria OeGuzman’; ’Oebbg Stroman’ 

Subject: ~: Wednesday I~R Meeting 

FYI. Let me know if you have any questions. The Provost requested a srnaH number of persons and I think this d~verse group reftects the varied 

re{ationships!support of ~AAR. The ~genda ~s pretty ob,Aous to me. ;} 

2:~0 p.m~ --- 105 South 

rh~mks ags~in for %xur commit:merit 1:o [:his knport~nt m~tter Let rne know ~f you have any 

Hugs, 

~ebby 

ExpJ.ore. Jmgage. 

9 ~9.8,~3.0336 

ht~p://exss.uac.edu/uadergra~uate~pr~gram/~adn~exss/sp~rt-a~mi~is~rat~n/~verview/ 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 20~1 3:5~ PM 
To: Carney, Bruce William 

Co: ’holden@unc.edu’ 
Subject: Wednesday ~R Meeting 

Hi Provost Carney. The attendees for tomorrow’s meeting are the following persons: 

~. Debby St~oman 

2. RumayAlexander 

3. Larry Campbell 

4. Maria DeGuzman 

5. Sherryl Kleinman 

6. Cookie Newsome 



7. Terri Phoenix 

The attendees all support the continued operation of the IAAR. We also seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was 

made and options for future funding/resources of AA research (including the continued university support of IAAR), 

Thanks again for your sincere willingness to discuss this matter to gain additional feedback, 

debby 

Go ~ {eels, 
Deborah S,rornarb PhD,, CLU 

UN’C Exercise ~nd Spo~t Science Dep~ 

Sport Admmis~adon Facuhy 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and Internship 

Chab, Caroi~m Black Cauc.s 

Advisory Boacd Chab, College Spo~ Research Insdm~e 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Spo~s Business Club & Si~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & ~ tono~s O~gan~adon) 

3IS ~:oo~en CB~ 800S 

Chapel H~, NC 27699 

919.~3.0336 

Twkre~ d~sr~oman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:57 AM 

Shenyl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Super! Thanks for your spirit and comn, iunent. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB~,’ 8605 

Chapel t ti11, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twh:ter drstroman 

http:i/exss.m~c.edu/ 

From: Sherryl Kleinman _         _~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 8:30 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: IAAR 

OK, I’ll be them. 

I may speak as "a member of AAUP," which is concerned with thculty input on any decisions affecting factd~,. 

On 6/14/11 3:44 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

Hi Sherry1. Yes, please ioin the meeting, I think your input is very valuable! 

d e b b y 

Go t ~eels, 

17)et~ora}: S1;r.on]an, Ph.D., CL1J 

919.843-0336 

http://exss.unc.edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

F~m: Sher~l Kleinman [maHto: @nc.mcom] 
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2011 6:01 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject: Re: ~R 

Debby: 

I wonder if the provost considers me a "fan." If you get others who can speak to individual benefit, feel free to get them to attend rather than me. On 

the other hand, I have no problem speaking about the significance/consequences of such a closing, etc. (as I wrote in my letter the provost and 

chancellor did not answer). I’II keep the time open, and you can let me know, even as late as Wed. morning, l’ve also emailed more people to write 

letters, etc. 

Again, thanks, 

Sherryl 

On 6/13/11 5:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

Hi All. Thanks again for the very insightful and productive community "rally" meeting. I appreciate everyone’s participation. 

From Donna: Here is the link to the Pope Center’s report: .h-t-t.~.:/~.~.~:L~-.h..n-L~..c-.k..e-~.~-r.~Zq.c-r-~-.b-.q.~r-~t~Z~.~L~L~£L~.d~.~#-t~.~#~: But ! 

don’t think its brief mention of African American centers is relevant to our discussion. It reads: 

"Consider that Appalachian State, Western Carolina and East Carolina each have at least four centers that deal with entrepreneurship, 

innovation, and economic development. UNC-Chapel hill has two African American cultural centers. There are also at least four major 

Marine Sciences programs at UNC schools." 

The report makes no other mention of African American centers. So, I don’t think the report alone would have any influence on the IAAR 

decision. 

Wednesday meeting with the Provost - 2:30 p.m. in 105 South Building. PLEASE let me know if you would like to be included at this meeting. I will 

share with him that all attendees are in support of the IAAR and are willing to share its value (individual, university-wide, and/or national), as 

necessary. In addition, attendees seek additional information as to the processes of why and how this decision was made and options for 

future funding/resources of AA research (including the continued university support of IAAR). 

Let me know if you have any questions. Please forward this note, as appropriate. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 



ErNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculD- e3 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Inuernship Coordinator 

Cha~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co~ege Spo~c Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Spor:s Bush~ess Club & Siena Alpha Lambda (Nail Leadership & Honors Organkarion) 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hffi, NC 27599 

9 T9.~3.0 ~36 

Twi~er drsvroman 

h~?’//www.,,    . mc . edt/’de ~s//exerci~e//s} ...... p o~t~ adm in i~rra~ion 

"Just ~e~use it hash ’t ~een done -- doesn’t mean that it c~n’t ~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 1:18 PM 

Shertyl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

tti Sheru1. Well stated, indeed. 
debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstrornan 

http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn °t mean that it can °t be dane. 

From: Sherryl Kleinman          ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 11:11 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: IAAR 

Also, in principle, one doesn’t CUT a unit, one IMPROVES it. Of course there should be an IAAR in tke "premiere" punic univ. in a state in which African Americans 

constitute 25% of North Carolinians, especially given the histou of racism. It would be embarrassing (or SHOULD be) for UNC NOT to have such an institute. I want 

Bucket #1. :) 

You probably know this, but Reg Hildebrand and other adv. bd. members will meet with Tresolini tomorrow. 

On 6/15/11 10:57 AM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

Super! Thanks for your spirit and commhment:. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

http:/,’exss.unc.edu! 

"du~t because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be dane. 

From: Sherrgl Kleinman          @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 8:30 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: IAAR 

OK, I’ll be there. 

I may speak as "a member of AAUP," which is concerned with facul .ly input on any decisions affecting faculU. 

On 6/14/11 3:44 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

Hi Sherryl. Yes, please join the meeLing. I think your input is very valuable[ 

debby 

Go } 

Explore. Engage 

http:ffexsaunc.ed uiundergraduate-Erogra m/bad n-exssispo rt-ad miaist ration/overview/ 

"Each da7 comes bearing its own gi~s. Untie the rib#ons." (R.Ann Scha#acker) 

F~m= Sherryl Kleinman [mailto: @nc.rr.com~ 
Seat= Nonday, 3une $3, 2051 6:05 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= Re: I~R 
Debby: 

I wonder if the provost considers me a "fan." If you get others who can speak to individual benefit, feel free to get them to attend rather 

than me. On the other hand, I have no problem speaking about the significance!consequences of such a closing, etc. (as I wrote in my 

letter the provost and chancellor did not answer). I’ll keep the time open, and you can let me know, even as late as Wed. morning. I’ve 

also emailed more people to write letters, etc. 

Again, thanks, 



Sherryl 

On 6/13/11 5:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

Hi All. Thanks again for the very insightful and productive community "rally" meeting. I appreciate everyone’s participation. 

From Donna: Here is the link to the Pope Center’s report: 

http://www.johnlocke.or.q/acrobal/pope articles/budget cut report revised 14.pdf. But I don’t think its brief mention of African 

Americon centers is relevant to our discussion. It reods: 

"Consider that Appalachian State, Western Carolina and East Carolina each have at least four centers that deal with 

entrepreneurship, innovation, and economic development. UNC-Chapel hill has two African American cultural centers. There 

are also at least four major Marine Sciences programs at UNC schools." 

The report makes no other mention of African American centers. So, I don’t think the report alone would have any influence on the 

IAAR decision. 

Wednesday meeting with the Dovost - 2:30 p.m. in 105 South Building. PLEASE let me know if you would like to be included at this 

meeting. I will share with him that all attendees are in support of the IAAR and are willing to share its value (individual, 

university-wide, and/or national), as necessary. In addition, attendees seek additional information as to the processes of why 

and how this decision was made and options for future funding/resources of AA research (including the continued university 

support of IAAR). 

Let me know if you have any questions. Please forward this note, as appropriate. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordh~a/or 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Ins6mte 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organiza6on) 

3IS \Voollen CB,~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

TwiKer drstroman 

h rrp:/’/’www.un c.ed~/’dq) cs//exer cise/’spo r r=a dmi~ is t, a6o n 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 1:26 PM 

ttogark Vijaya K <vhoga~@email.nnc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Dr. Hogan. The Monday meeting hosted by the Caucus was open to all members and interested guests. The meeting today was coordinated by mysel£ and 

t:he Provost. He made a request for a small group off persons and that request was honored. (Fhe invite was made t:o persons at: the Monday meeting and by 

word of mout:b.) To that end, I shared with him the names of persons attending t:oday at 2:30 p.m. Ah:hough everyone at UNC is always vveleome to sbare 

their ~edback, your attendance tod~y will be surprise. :) 

Feel free to attend though if you so choose. The Provost has been receiving emails, letters, and phone calls of support fbr the I~. Your sentiment regarding 

the possible closing is valuable to the administration. 

Let me kno~v if you have any questions’. 

c 

Deborah Strorumb Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel HffL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstrurnm~ 

h~://exss.unc.edu/ 
"dust because it hosn’t been done -- doesn °t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: Hogan, Vijaya K 
Sent-" Wednesday, June 15, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: IAAR 

Hi, Can you give me more info~raalion on the meeting ruth tke provost today? I have been out of town but will t~y my best to attend. I do have a stake in IAAR. 

V 

V{~aya K. Hogan, DrPH 

Clinical Associate Professor 

Deparmtent q/i~laternal and Child Health 

Gillings School qf Global Public Health 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Itill 

Rosenau Hall, CB# 7445 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 

919 843-3886/ph 

(919) 966-0458/J&x 

vhojzan(~email, uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(D STROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 15,2011 6:02 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg 
<james.moore@unc.edu>; harold_woodard@unc.edu; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; 
dnixon@email.unc.edu; claudis~olk@med.unc.edu; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email.unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Ashby, Valerie S 
<ashby@email.unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, Audrey Lorraine 
<mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; rparsons@email.unc.edu; Collier, Shauna D 
<colliers@email.unc.edu>; diane.webster@unc.edu; terryjm@unc.edu; Anderson- 
Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri C 
<thouston@email.unc.edu>; nikkia@unc.edu; Holly Smith <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Taylor, Vergie A <VATAYLOR@email.unc.edu>; Beecham-Green, Rosalyn 
<beechamg@unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Banks-Marsh, Fredia 
<Fredia Banksmarsh@unc.edu>; stacie_hewett@unc.edu; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia 
<agbe-davies@unc.edu>; Dowd, Victoria E <victoria_dowd@unc.edu>; Overton, Jackie 
(Public Safety) <overton@psafety.unc.edu>; Baker, Diane 
<diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu>; lajeune_cox@unc.edu; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; 
McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>: cholliday@unc.edu; 
ashalla@unc.edu; spcamp@email.unc, edu; @gmail.com 

CBC - IAAR Update 

Good day. Thanks to all who sent a response to the Provost regarding the possible closing of the Institute of 

African American Research. Caucus members and guests met on this past Monday to gain further 

understanding of the IAAR mission, its accomplishments and challenges, and the recent communication to Dr. 

Fatimah Jackson, the Institute Director, regarding its status. Another meeting was held today with the Provost 

to continue this critical dialogue. These meetings were very productive and insightful for the IAAR and 

diversity related concerns on campus. 

The Provost announced today that the IAAR will NOT be subject to closure. Provost Carney states, "The 

university is appreciative of the broader impact of the institute even in a financially constrained 

environment." 

The IAAR’s advisory board will convene to identify short and long term strategies to ensure successful 

achievement of its objectives. If you are interested in providing feedback to this board, please contact Dr. 

Reginald Hildebrand (hildebra@email.unc.edu) or Dr. Cookie Newsome (newsom@email.unc.edu). 

Thanks again for your inquiries, feedback, and communications to support this important university center. If 

you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me directly. 

Please forward this note, as necessary. (Apologies for email duplications.) 

Respectfully, 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, 6:17 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

’Debby Stroman’ <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Advising Appointment 

, I am sorry I am just finding this note. I migrated to a new server and missing emails keep popping up[ ;) 

Welcome to SA, You will enjoy the curr~c@um and learning. ~ am out of the office next week, let’s sched@e a t~me to chat after Thanks! 

Dr, Stroman 

9 P.).863.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administradonioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m:, @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~0:~3 PN 
Te: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Advising Appointment 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am on the verge d changing my concentration to Sport Administration and I would like to set up a time to ~lk to you about my schedule and any advice you have for me. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 6:18 PM 

Jennil~r Eaddy ,@yahoo.cam> 

FW: CBC - IAAR Update 

;) 

D~ borah Strom~n, Ph.D., CLt ~ 

92984.30336 

htt~//e~unc~edu/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~h~-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing ks own g~fts. Untie the ribbons/’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~= Lar~ Campbell [mailto:lecamp@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, June ~5, 201~ 6:~5 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= Re: CBC - NR Update 

ThaWs Debbie. C~eat news. Thanks Ibr doing what you do b~ng eve~one together. It makes a difference. 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network fi~om my BlackBerry® 

From: "Stromm~, Deborah Lynn" -<lstro@unc.edu~; 

Date: Wed, 15 Jun 2011 18:02:07 -0400 

To: cbccha]@unc.edu<cbcchai@unc.edu> 
Subject: CBC - IAAR Update 

Good day. Thanks to all who sent a response to the Provost regarding the possible closing of the Institute of African American Research. Caucus members 
and guests met on this past Monday to gain further understanding of the IAAR mission, its accomplishments and challenges, and the recent 
communication to Dr. Fatimah Jackson, the Institute Director, regarding its status. Another meeting was held today with the Provost to continue this 
critical dialogue. These meetings were very productive and insightful for the IAAR and diversity related concerns on campus. 
The Provost announced today that the IAAR will NOT be subject to closure. Provost ~arney states, "The university is appreciative o[ the breeder 
impact o[ the institute even in a [inancially constrained environment." 
The IAAR’s advisory board will convene to identify short and long term strategies to ensure successful achievement of its objectives. If you are interested 

in providing feedback to this board, please contact Dr. Reginald Hildebrand (_~!!_O_~__b___r__a__@_~_g~_a_j!_.___u___n__c__.__e___d___u__) or Dr. Cookie Newsome ([~__e___w___s___o__g!_6_~__e__r__n___a_j_L._LLn___c__.__e___d___u_.). 
Thanks again for your inquiries, feedback, and communications to support this important university center. If you have any questions regarding this matter, 
please contact me directly. 
Please forward this note, as necessary. (Apologies for email duplications.) 
Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.eduicbc 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

i~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn 4~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADlVlINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~: EXSS major - 

Please send your PID, I will be ~vailable after 

Dr, Stroman 

9i9-843-033& 

http://exss‘unc‘edu/undergraduste-pr~grsm/b~dn-exss/s~rt-sdministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each 4ay comes bearing ~ts own g~s. U~lie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schaba~ke~} 

F~m: @iive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:34 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: EXSS major- 

Hello Debby I am a at Carolina looking to change his major. When are you available to meet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 6:41 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

ILE: EXSS list serve 

Hi Thanks for your note We will add you to the list serve Let me know if you have any questions regarding the major and/or career 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~mail.cum] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:39 PM 
To: Struman, Deburah Lynn 
Sublect: EXSS list serve 

Dr. Stroman, 

At Orientatiun I was tuld I cuuId email yuu about being put un the Exercise and Sport Science majur list-serve email. Du I need tu do anything to be put in this? 

Thank yuu, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OI~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 6:41 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edn> 

l~W: EXSS list se~e 

Please add Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (£~mail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:39 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Sut~iect: EXSS list serve 

Dr. Stroman, 

At Orientation I was told [ could email you about being put on the Exercise and Sport Science major list-serve email Do I need to do anything to be put in this? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 9:51 PM 

,@gmail.com:~ 

1~: EXSS and Sakai 

Hi Glad to hear Don, you. Yes, you need to hold off until the semester begins. (You were cc’d to keep you abreast of the upcoming procedures.) 

1. Blog/’Journal starts in the    semester. 

2. Ms. Janet ttoernke at 919.962.6681 (syllabus) tBr insuranee eover~ge. 

3. Appendices due in the    semester. Hard copy. No electronic submission. 

}tope this response helps! 

Enioy your 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t ti11, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"I~witt:er clrst:roman 

http://exss.m~c.edti 

From-" Ngrnail.corn] 
Sent; Wednesday, 9:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject; EXSS and Sakai 

Hi Dr. Stroman! I had been waiting to email you after I met with the people at                  but I am still waiting on them to figure out a time for me to come 

because the lady I have been talking to just got back from vacation. However, I wanted to ask you a few things. First, do I just disregard the email about the weekly 

journals since I do not start my internship until the     In addition, can you please send me the contact information for the person I need to email about the liabili~ 

insurance? Lasfl>; I cannot figure out how to type my information into the Appendices and I aim do not have all of the information yet. Is it okay ifI jus~ hold offuntil I 
can get the required intbrmation and then hopefully I will tigure out how to type it into the computer ~) I can email it back to you? Thanks for’the help! 

On Wed, at 4:38 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Heels! I hope you a,e staying cool. 

FYI The Sakai site for EXSS    is now open. Yes! You are my test group this        ;) Please post your weekly e-journal in the Blog section. Please give me 

feedback on using Sakai. As you know, the universily’s goal is to switch to this platform in the 

If you haven’t sent (snail mail) me your Guidebook Appendices B&C and confirmation of your liability insurance please do so asap! 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go t teels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ J 

UiNC Exercise anti Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration FaculV es 

E~XZc~S Aca~temic A~tvisor m~cl Internship Coorctmator 

Chair, C~rolin a Black Caucus 

Advisor}z Board Chair, College Sport Research Instimt:e 



Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~ma Alpha L~mbcla (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel ttfll, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"77~e single bi~gesl p~oblem in communication is ~he ~l/usion lhat it has ~aken place. "(~. B. Shaw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:00 PM 

Scott Levy <SLevy@nba.com> 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. Thanks for your reply. I will be on the flight tomorro~v. As of now, I have no specific plans for Monday or Tuesday. ;) I will reach out to you and 

confirm for Monday afternoon "-- 2:00. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel ttflL NC 27599 

9i%84&0336 

"I’witt:er ~trst:roman 

h~p://exss.m~c.e&i 

°’Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done, 

From: Scott Levy [SLevy@nba.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, June 2~, 2022 9:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject; RE: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

I just returned from the US this morning. Please let me know if you can meet up early next week. Monday or Tuesday would both work for me. Our office is in Causeway Bay 

which is about a 15 minute cab ride from Central 

Thanks and I look forward to meeting up. 

Scott 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Io: Scott Lew/ASIA/NBA@NBA 

L?c: Scott Levy/ASIAJNBA@NBA 

Dst<~: 06/14/2011 07:06 AM 

Hi Scott. Thank you very much for the opportunity to chat with you during my visit to Hong Kong. I will be staying at the http:iiwwwJankwaifonghotel.com.hk/ 

Please advise your availability and any necessary instructions to ensure our meeting. I am completely flexible with my schedule and appreciate your 

kindness. 

Respectfully, 

Debby 

IVly orig[nai ema[I to the NBA office� Mr. S[K st: 

will be visiting [long Kong,June 15-23 and would like to meet you, if poss, ible. I am a closeJHend (former teammate) of Val Ackerman and know quite a 

few folks in the college and prt~bssional basketball world 



I would enjoy learning ,tore about NBA China and how we can position our students to be an asset to your organization. E.g., research projects, 
internships, reJbrrals, social media a~ss’istance, etc. 

Thanks Jbr your careJhl consideration of this request. 

I)eborah Sm~man~ Ph.D., CLU 
f:’xt.dore. ~:’n~age. ~:’ml:ot~e~t 

919.843.0336 

http://exss~unc~edu/under~raduate-pr~gram/ba~;n-exss/sp~rt~adm~n~strati~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own ~[fts. Uatie the ribbons.’; l~Aan Schabaakerl 

Fr~na-" Sarah Hale [mailto:SHale@nba.com] 
Sent; Friday, 3une 20, 2022 1:20 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
~:¢-" Scott Levy 

$~bje¢t-" Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vice President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA office in Hong Kong. 

Safe travels! 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

Fr,am: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

io: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@NBA 

D~tte 06/10/2011 12:54 PM 

Subject: 
Re: NBA 

Hi Sarah. Thanks fbr your response. I will be there June 17-23. 

DLS from tny iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM Sarah Hale <Sttale@nba.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

<inime-attachment.gif> Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +~ 2:[2-407-88~8 I cellular: 

[attachment "ATT00001 .gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NY/NBA] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:50 PM 

’@yahoo.com 

I~W: FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: State Budget Update 

Now I bet some folks wish they had voted another way last year. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 
919843.0336 
Twitter - drstroman 
http ://exss unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [nobody@notit~y.unc.edu] on behalf of chancellor@unc.edu [chancellor@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 8:17 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Sut~ject: FORXIAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: State Budget Update 

[)ear Faculty and Staff: 

I know that you’ve all been reading the news about the state budget, so 
you know that, like all state agencies, we’re facing big cuts At 
Carolina, we’re bracing for cuts of 14 percent or m ore 

The permanent cut of almost 5 percent that we proactively took effective 
July 1 will only marginally ease the pain of this new round of 
reductions. These cuts will undoubtedly hurt our teaching mission 
because state approprmtlons primarily support undergraduate education. 
And we’ll see further cuts to administrative units that have alrea@ 
absorbed significant reductions to protect the classroom experience for 
our students. 

As paitfful as these new cuts will be, there were sorae positive 
developments in the budget process. Out legislators funded critical 
areas like ei~rollment growth, need-based financial aid and graduate 
student tuition reraissions. 

I know that you are all anxious to kmow how this ne~v round of cuts will 
affect your units. But it will be raore than a month before we know the 
actual budget cut for Carolina. The budget must be officially- certified 
by the Office of State Budget and Management, and the UNC Board of 
Governors will then determine how reductions will be distributed to all 
17 system campuses. 

I’ll share more information when we have additional details. We’re doing 
our best to manage this year’s budget, and I kmow you already understand 
that it’s not going to be easy. This will, by far, be our most difficult 
year of the econoraic downturn. 

appreciate all that you do to raake Carolina the wonderful place that 
it is for our students. We will continue to be a great university. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 10:45 AM 

.ICE Eaddy ’@ahoo.com> 

Fwd: this afternoon 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Tho~, Holden" <holden thorg~a~unc.edu> 

Date: June 16, 2011 9:56:34 AM EDT 
To: "Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn" <dstro(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: tiffs afternoon 

Debby, 

Thanl~:s for yot~r help with Otis. It somads lil~:e the cotl~rersations thal have mke~ place will t~ good li?r the IAAR m~d the camptls in tlre lo~g ran. 

Holden 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June :tS, 201:t 9:47 PM 

To: holden@unc.edu 
Subject: FW: this afternoon 

FYI. Thanks for your support and con:tnitment to this important unit. Let me kno~v if I can do anything else to help IAAdZ get results. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CL[ J 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter clrstroman 

http://exss.tmc.edu/ 

"dust because i~ hasn’t been done -- doesu ~ nazan that it can’t be done." 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 6:33 PM 
To: Alexander, G. Rumay; lecarnpbell@email.unc.edu; Deguzman, Maria; Kleinman, Sherryl; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri Lynn; Houston, Terri C; 
Boxill, Jeanette M 
~¢: Tresolini, Carol P; Hogan, Vijaya K; Church, Brooke M; dnixon@email.unc.edu; Keku, Tope 

Subject: RE: this afternoon 

Thanks to all £~r a:i~e:~di:~g today’s meedngo I :~pprecia~e your leadership a:~d msightfl:~l querieso We ALL le:~rncd a:~d gained 

a lot today. Let me k:~ow if yon :~eed aWtNN~ from me or the Caucns. I am on m~vel tomorrow aud wi~I mtum o~ tt~e 25th. 
Blessings to you, debby 

Hem is a copy of the message sent to {.he CBC. 

Good day. Thanks to all who sent a response to the Provost regarding the possible closing of the Institute of African American Research. Caucus 

,nembers m~d guests met on this past Monday to gain furtJher understanding of the IAAR mission, its accomplishments m~d challenges, and the recent 

communication to Dr. Fatimah Jackson, the Institute Director. regarding its status. Another meeting was held today with the Provost to continue this 

critical dialogue. These meetings were veu productive and insightful for the IAAR and diversiS, related concerns on campus. 

The Provost announced today that the IAAR ,,ill NOT be subject to closure. Provost Carney state~, "The university is appreciative of the 

broader intpact of the institute even in a financially constrained environment." 



The IAAR’s advisory tx~ard will convene to identit~ short and long term strategies to ensure successful achievement of its objectives. If you axe interested 

in providing t~edback to this board, please contact Dr. Reginald Hildebrand (hildebra@email.unc.edu) or Dr. Cookie Newsome 

(newsom@emaJd.~mc.edu). 

Thanks again for your inquiries, feedback, and communications to support this importm~t universi~ center. If you have any questions regarding this matter, 

please contact me directly. 

Please forwmd this note, as necess~aT. (Apologies for email duplications.) 

Respectfully, 

h~p://exss.unc.edt~/undergmduate-pr~rmn/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-admims~.ati~verview/ 

"Each day comes beari~g its o~n ~Its, lJ~t~e d~e ribbons, °’ (1R, An~ Sd~al~acker) 

From: Carney, Bruce William 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 5:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Alexander, G. Rumay; lecampbell@email.unc.edu; Deguzman, Maria; Kleinman, Sherryl; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Phoenix, Terri 
Lynn; Houston, Terri C 
C:c: Tresolini, Carol P; Carney, Bruce William 
Subject: this afternoon 

Thank you all tbr coming to taJk atx)ut the IAAR this aJtemoon. I tbund the conversation veU 

prodnctive. 

And to reiterate the key poink I will not close the IAAR. 

---Brace 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN~DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 
Thursday, June 16, 2011 12:45 PM 

q~3 ~mail corn> 

Re: IA~M~_ update 

Tks! 

DLS Iicom my iPhone 

On Jun 16, 2011, at 9:12 AN[, @gmail.com> wrote: 

> good news! thanks for leading the charge on this :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 12:49 PM 

Maria DeGuzma~ @e~xthlink.net> 

Re: Good work 

Tks Maria. Your leadership and awesome questions and comments were valuable. I definitely want to connect Have a great ~veekend I’m off to Hong Kong. ;) 
DLS from my ~Phone. 

On Jun 16, 2011, at 8:05 AM. "Maria DeGuzman" t@earthlink.net> ~vrote: 

> Debby, 
> 

> Good work getting us organized. The quick action made a difference, as you can see I gather from one of your last messages that you are going out of town today and that you won’t be 
back until June 25 
> 

> When you get back, do you want to go for a coffee or a tea and have a chat about all this, you and I? 
> 

> Let me know-. 
> 

> Best, Maria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, June 19, 2011 12:44 PM 

Scott Levy <SLevy@nba.com> 

Stroma~n, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. I am happy to be here in HK. Wo~v! 

Are you still okay for today, Monday, at: 2:00 p.m. or any other time? I am flexlhle. 
Thanks. 

debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel t ti11, NC 27599 
919.84-3.0336 
Twitt:er drst:roman 

http://exss.m~c.edti 

"dust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done, 

From: Scott Levy [SLevy@nba.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 9:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

I just returned from the US this morning. Please let me know if you can meet up early next week. Monday or Tuesday would both work for me. Our office is in Oauseway Bay 
which is about a 15 minute cab ride from Oentral, 

Thanks and I look fonNard to meeting up. 

Scott 

~ S cott Levy 

SVP & MD, NBA Asia, Ltd 

Room 3101, The Lee Gardens 

33 Hysan Avenue, Hong Kong 

phone: +852 2843-9688 I cellular: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To. Scott Lew/ASIA/NBA@NBA 

De: Scott Levy/ASIAJNBA@NBA 

13at~x 06/14/201! 07:06 AM 

Hi Scott. Thank you very much for the opportunity to chat with you during my visit to Hong Kong. I will be staying at the !?tt~pj!www)la[?kw#~[Rrlghot~!:£om:~!k/ 

Please advise your availability and any necessary instructions to ensure our meeting. I am completely flexible with my schedule and appreciate your 

kindness. 

Respectfully, 

Debby 

My originai email to the NBA office/Mr, Silver: 

I will be visiti,zg Hong Kong June 15-23 and would like to meet you, if possible. 1 am a close friend (former teammate) of Val Ackennan and know quite a 

few folks in the college and professional basketball world 

I would enjoy learning more about NBA China and how we can position our students to be an asset to),our o~g, anization. E.g., research projects, 

internships, referrals, social media ass’istance, etc. 

Thanks fi)r your careful consideration of this request. 

Deborah Stroman~ P a D. CI ,l J 



9] 9.g43,0336 

http://exss~unc~edu/unde~graduate-pr~gram/ba~in-ex~s/~rt~administrati~n/~verVie~/ 

From: Sarah Hale [mailto:SHale@nba.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 1:10 plVl 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Co: Scott Levy 

Subject: Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vice President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA office in Hong Kong. 

Safe travels! 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

F!om: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

~o: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@NBA 

~t~ 06/!0/20!! 12:54 PM 

Su~ject: 
Re: NBA 

Hi Sm’ah. Thanks for your ~esponse. I roll be there June 17-23. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM, Sarah Hale <SHale(?~nba.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

<mime-attachment.git~ Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +1 212-407-8818 I cellular: 

[attachment "ATT0000! gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NY/NBA] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, June 19, 2011 9:34 PM 

Scott Levy <SLevy@nba.com> 

I~E: NBA 

Okay. Thanks! 

P.S. Definit:e hair issues with t:his elimate. ;) 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel } till, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstrornan 

htt~://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn °t mean that it can °t be dane. 

From: Scott Levy [SLevy@nba.com] 
Sent= Sunday, June 19, 2011 8:42 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

Welcome to HK. I hope you are used to humidly’. 2pm is still good for me Let me know if you need directions but the taxi should know Lee Gardens in Causeway Bay. We’re on the 31 st 
floor. 

Scott 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: 06/19/2011 04:44 PM GM’T 
To: Scott Le’,T 
C¢: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: NBA 

Hi Seott:. I am happy t:o be here in HK. Wow! 

Are you still okay" fi~r today’, Monday, at 2:00 p.m. or any other time? I am flexible. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hffl, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

h~://exss.unc.edu/ 
"dust because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn °t mean that it can’t be dane. 

From= Scott Levy [SLevy@nba.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 9:27 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= RE: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

I just returned from the US this morning. Please let me know if you can meet up early next week. Monday or Tuesday would both work for me. Our office is in Causeway Bay 
which is about a 15 minute cab ride from Central. 

Thanks and I look forward to meeting up. 

Scott 

~ Scott Levy 

SVP & MD, NBA Asia, Ltd 

Room 3101, The Lee Gardens 

33 Hysan Avenue, Hong Kong 

phone: +852 2843-96881cellular: 

Fiom: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Scott Levy/ASIAJN BA@ N BA 

Scott Levy/A$1AJN BA@ N BA 

Date: 06/1412011 07:06 AM 



RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. Thank you very much for the opportunity to chat with you during my visit to Hung Kong. I will be staying at the http://www.lankwaifonghotel,com.hk/ 

Please advise your availability and any necessary instructions to ensure our meeting. I am completely flexible with my schedule and appreciate your 

kindness. 

Respectfully, 

Debby 

My originai email to ti~e NBA office/Mr, Silver: 

I will be visidng Hung Kong June 15-23 and would like to meet you, ifpossible. I am a close JHend O~brmer teammate) ofV~d Ackennan and know quite a 

JOw Jblks in the college ~md professional basketball world 

I would enjoy learning more about ~\~A China and how we can position our students to be an asset to your organization. E.g., researeh prqjects, 
internships, referrals, social media assistance, etc. 

Thanks for your careJhl consideration of this request. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
£’xplore. E~gog, e. Emioowet: 

919.843~0336 

http:~/exss~unc~edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/~a-in-exss/sp~rt-admi~istration/~verview~ 

"Each day comes bearing its owa gifts, Untie the ribbons." 

From: Sarah Hale [mailto:SHale@nba.com] 
Sent: Friday, .June 10, 2011 1:10 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Cc; Scott Levy 

Subject: Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vice President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA office in Hung Kong. 

Safe travel!! 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

F;om.: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

=o: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@NBA 

D;~t~" 06/!0/20!! 12:54 PM 

Su~,ject: 
Re: NBA 

Hi Sm’ah. Thanks tbr your response. I roll be there June 17-23. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM, Sarah Hale <SHede(?~)nba.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hung Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hung Kong? 

Best regards, 



Sarah 

<mime-attacl~nent.gif> Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +1 212-407-8818 I cellular:. 

[attachment "ATT00001 .gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NY/NBA] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, Jnne 20, 2011 2:19 PM 

Scott Levy <SLevy@nba.com> 

ILE: NBA 

Hi Scott. Thanks again for the time spent today. Your kindness is much appreciated. I will be in touch! 

Regards, 

debby 

P.S. The Ritz ICC was spectacular. What: a view! 

Deboratr Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn °t mean that it can °t be dane. 

From: Scott Levy [SLevy@nba.com] 
Sent: Sunday, June 19, 2011 8:42 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

Welcome to HK. I hope you are used to htunidity. 2pm is still good for me Let me know if you need directions but the taxi should know Lee Gardens in Causeway Bay. We’re on the 31 st 
floor. 

Scott 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" [dstru@unc.edu] 
Sent: 06/19/2011 04:44 PM GMK£ 
’ro: Scutt Le%v 
Ce: "Stroman, Deburah Lynn" <dstro@unc edu> 
Subject: RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. I am happy to be here in HK. Wow! 

Are you still okay for today, Monday, at 2:00 p.m. or any other time? I am flexible. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

~I’witter drstromm~ 

h~://exss.unc.edW 

"lust because it hasn’t been dane -o doesn’t mean that it can’t be dane. 

From: Scott Levy [SLevy@nba.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 9:27 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: NBA 

Hi Debby, 

I just returned from the US this morning. Please let me know if you can meet up early next week. Monday or Tuesday would both work for me. Our office is in Causeway Bay 

which is about a 15 minute cab ride from Central. 

Thanks and I look forward to meeting up, 

Scott 

~ Scott Levy 

SVP & biD, NBA Asia, Lid 

Eoom 3101, The Lee Gardens 

33 Hysan Avenue, Hong Kong 

phone: +852 2843-9688 I cellular: 



From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

it Scott Lew/ASIAJNBA@NBA 

Cc: Scott Levy/ASIA/NBA@NBA 

Date: 06/14/2011 07:06 AM 

Subiect: RE: NBA 

Hi Scott. Thank you very much for the opportunity to chat with you during my visit to Hong Kong. I will be staying at the http://www.lankwaifonghotekcom.hk/ 

Please advise your availability and any necessary instructions to ensure our meeting. I am completely flexible with my schedule and appreciate your 
kindness. 
Respectfully, 
Debby 

IVly original erna[I to ti~e NBA office/Mr. Silver: 

I wifl be visiting Hong Kong June 15-23 and would like to meet you, ifpossible. I am a close friend Oeonner teammate) ofVal Ackerman and know quite a 

few folks in the co#ege and professional basketball world 

I would enjoy learning more about NBA China and how we can position our students to be an asset to your organization. E.g., research projects, 
internships, referrals, social media assistance, etc. 

Thanks for your careful consideration of this request. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
~5~p[ore. ]’Sng~ge. ]’Smpower. 

919.843.0336 

htt~//exsau~ceduiu~der~radu~te-uogr~mibaqn-exssisport-~dm[n~strat~onioverv~ew/ 

’;Each day comes bearing its owr~ gifts. Untie the ribbonsJ’ (R.Ann gd~abackerl 

From: Sarah Hale [mailto:SHale@nba,com] 
Sent: Friday, June i0, 2011 i:i0 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Cc: Scott Levy 

Subject: Re: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stmman, 

Please meet by email Scott Levy, NBA Asia’s Senior Vice President & Managing Director. He can help to arrange a visit to the NBA office in Hong Kong. 

Safe travels! 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

From: "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

To: Sarah Hale/NY/N BA@NBA 

[bate: 06/10/2011 12:54 PM 

S;_:Lq ect: Re: NBA 

Sarah. Thanks for your response. I will be there June 17-23. 

DLS l]com my iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM, Sarah Hale <~!_{__~_e_2~i._r_Lb_~:££Lr[ wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 



My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the 

NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Heng Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

-qnime-attachment.gif~ Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +1 212-407-8818 I cellular: 

[attachment "ATT00001 .gif" deleted by Sarah Hale/NYINBA] 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPlENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:56 AM 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

RE: TOMORROW FOR S.C.O.R.E.S. 

Hi Beth. I am SO sorry, I ~m in Hong I~ong and will not be baek until this weekend, I apolo~ze ~r ~ailing to ~t: in toueh with you as th~s trip was a "last 

n~inule" deeision. I thou~hl I had senl a note ou/ to everyone lhat I ~vas scheduled to mee/with dur~n~ this time period. Please ]el rne kno~v what I ean do to 

assist in the [hture. I nm more than ~villing to come by and make my session a really. 

Again, I 

debby 

Deborah St:roman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

h~p://exss.unc.edtf 

From: Beth Bridget [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 2:29 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: TOMORROW FOR S.C.O.R.E.S. 

Dr. Stroman 

Hello! I hope you are doing well--~ems as if the summer is flying by! 

I think we are co-presenting tomorrow tbr the SCORES program with football. Just wanted to "touch base on the ’presenta’don’ thoughts on "things to address with the 

guys etc. 

I lmow I roll need at least 30 minutes~ if not more, to go over UNC academic roles and NC,A~\ academic roles. More titne is great, but I also want you to have enough 

time to cover eve .rything you want. 

I lmow it would be great if the guys heard from you, the "professor" on how to behave in class and what professors "think" of them when they are on facebook, phones, 

late to class, and even sleeping in class. An?, insight to qnestions to ask during office hours (not to be scared of office hours and to actually go to them). Also, an?, other 

helpful tidbits for them to be successfi~l at UNC. 

Lots going on, can’t wait to see you tomorrow--ps--I roll be ruth VCBB in the fall, so transition out of FB this summer_. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerl~)uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

ILE: Coaching Education Minor 

Hi Are you available this week on Wednesday between 1:30 and 4:30? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:      ~@email.unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sublect: RE: Coaching Education Manor 

(~email.unc.edu] 

Dr Stroman 

I would like to set up a time to meet with you in the next couple of 
weeks to discuss the Sport Administration program Is there any 
particular day that is best for you, do we need to set up an 
appointment’? 

I look fonvard to hearing from you. 

Regards, 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaiLunc.edu>: 

Hi        . Welcome to UNC! I can assist you ~vith your transition to Sport 
Administration. Please visit our website to [earn more about the courses and 
suggested sequencing (bottom of the page). I trust that you have already 
declared the m~jor with your Steele advisor. The declaration will increase 
your probability of gaining access to EXSS courses. 

http://exss unc. eduiundergraduate-program/ba-in-exss/sport-administrationico 
urse-descriptions/ 

Let me know if you have an?" questions. I am here in Woollen 315 all sunm~er 
if you ~vant to meet. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
http :/iexss. unc. eduiundergraduate-program/ba-in-exss/sport-a&ninistratior~,~ov 
erview/ 

"Each day- corues bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froru: Salyer, Sherry L [ruailto:salver(~emaihunc.edul 
Sent: Monday,              9:44 AM 

To:      @eraail.unc.edu 
Cc: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Coachhag Education Minor 

welcome. ~en you say that you are majoring in Education, what 
exactly do you mean by that? 

Yes, it is possible to major in EXSS and have a minor in the same 
department. The Coaching minor is by application only now Slots are all 
full for those graduating in          and ahnost full for those graduating 
in          I am reviewing applications flais sunmaer. Fill out the attached 
and return asap. 

I have also copied Dr. Stroman on this emaih She is a faculty member and 
advisor ha the EXSS-Sport Administration track. I suggest setting up an 
appointment ;vith her for more info about sport admin. 

Glad you’re here! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 



Sent: Monday, 9:08 AM 

To: Salyer, Sherry L 

Subject: Coaching Education Minor 

Dr Salyer 

I am a new transfer student, entering as a Junior with Education and 

Sports Science - Sports Management as my major in the Fall. I am also 

interested in pursuing Coaching Education as a minor and was inquiring 

about its requirements. Seeing as my major is already in EXSS, is it 

feasible to complete a minor from the same department? How do I get 

permission to enroll in the coaching education classes and is there a 

particular order in which the classes should be completed? Are there 

any other requirements or information I need to know about this minor? 

I am from England so this is my first experience with majors/minors, I 

did graduate froln Durham Tectmical Community College last year but 

ob’,~iously there is a lot more information to take in at 

I am very excited to be joining the EXSS department, ray wife graduated 

froln the Masters program in Occupational Science a couple of years ago 

and had a couple of classmates who had bachelor degrees in EXSS; they 

only had great things to say about the department so I am very much 

looking forward to starting in the Fall. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 1~: Hey! 

Attach: EXSS    Academic Credit Letter    pdf 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O INqC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 3:52 PM 

Hi See attached. 

I had ~ tremendot~s trip to Hong Kong! I met with Steve I.ev~,, the svp for NBA Asia too. 

l am glad to see yot~ at work and enjoging Vo~r experience, Continue to stag ~n touch~ 

Doc 

9 Zq.843.033,’~ 

~t~:~exss~unc~e~u/un~ergra~uate~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~r~a~m~n~s~ra~i~n~verv~ew~ 

"Each da~ ~omes ~earing ~ts ~wn gifts, Untie the ribb~nsJ’ {N,Ann 5d~abad~er} 

Sent~ Monday, 2:09 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subje¢t= Hey~ 
Good Afternoon 
I am sendin9 you this email from MY desk[ I am excited to be at work and thankful Br his oppo~unity. I filled out Appendix B&C with my supe~isor today; I was not sure if 
you wanted me to mail, fax, scan or keep it until I see you in the fall. Also, needs an email from you that will sere as an official 

statement that I will be ~ceiving academic credit Br this ~nternsh~p. 
Please let me know if you need anything from me or my supeNisor. I hope you are enjoying this summer. 



To Whom It May Concern: 

Let this letter serve notice that will receive academic and experiential 
credit for his participation in EXSS with the 

¯ He will receive three (3) credit hours 
upon completion. The site supervisor and the student will agree on the number of hours 
worked per week. Students enrolled in an internship generally work 110-20 hours per week for a 
semester (or the summer). (Note: The University adheres to the federal guidelines on 
internships under the FLSA.) The university’s Honor Code will be in effect at all times. 

EXSS    Course Description: 
EXSS values experiential learning as a way of connecting the classroom to the world. The fteM 

experience or internship is intended to provide undergraduate s’tudents’ with academic 
experience not available in structured courses that will extend and/or complement prior 

coursework. This internship experience allows implementation of theories and prac#ces of 

sport adminiso~ation under the supervision of a sport organization manager. Academic credit 
is earned for the learning rather than for the experience. Accordingly, the student is to 
document, demonstrate, and reflect though(ully on what is learned during the internship and 

complete the assignments as outlined in the syllabus. Such an experience may increase a 

student’s marketability in the search for permanent employment or graduate school 

Although not a degree requirement, the Department of Exercise and Sport Science considers 
an internship to be an important component of an undergraduate education. An internship may 

be completed after the sophomore year of the student’s course of study, but it is highly 
recommended during the senior year when the student’s theoretical background is strongest. 

~7~ile speciftc activities may vaty greatly ft’om one internship to another, in every case, an 
internship should be aimed at providing oppormnities jbr the student to meet specific course 

objectives. This course fulfills the experiential education requirement. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Sport Administration Faculty/Academic Advisor 

._d___s___t_~_2o___@___u_!~__c__:___e___d___u__.    919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, 3:54 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

ILE: Coaching Education Minor 

2:00 p m. at Steele (2017D)? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @email.unc edu i 
Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Sut~ject: RE: Coaching Education Minor 

~fr!email.unc.edu] 

I wont be able to get any time off of work this week. I should be 
available next Wednesday afternoon or I can book time off aW day after 
that. 

Quoting "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu>: 

Hi Are you available this week on Wednesday between 1:30 and 4:30? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
Explore. Engage Empower. 
919843.0336 
http ~ //exss. unc edu/under~raduate-pr~ram/ba-in-exss/sport-achninistration/~Verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (RAnn Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ~eraail.ut~c.edu             ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 
To: Stroruan, Deborah Lytm 
Subject: RE: Coaching Education Minor 

Dr Stroman 

I would like to set up a tinre to nreet with you in the next couple of 
weeks to discuss the Sport Adruinistration progranr. Is there any 
particular day that is best for you, do we need to set up an 
appointment? 

I look fol~vald to hearing frora you. 

Regards, 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroraan@enraihut~c.edu>: 

>> Hi         Welcome to UNC[ I can assist you with your transition to Sport 
>> Administration. Please visit out website to learn nrore about the courses and 
>> suggested sequencing (bottoru of the page). I trust that you have already 
>> declared the major ~vith your Steele advisor. The declaration ~vill increase 
>> your probabili~ of gaining access to EXSS courses. 
>> 

>> http ://exss.unc edu/undergraduate-program/ba-in-exss/sport-administration/co 
>> urse-descriptions/ 
>> 

>> Let me know if you have any questions. I am here in YVoollen 315 all summer 
>> if you want to meet. 
>> 

>> Dr Stroman 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage Empower. 
>> 919843.0336 
>> http ://exss.unc edu/undergraduate-program/ba-in-exss/sport-administration/ov 
>> erview/ 
>> 

>> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm 



>> Schabacker) 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Sa[yer, Sherry L [mailto:salver~email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Monday,              9:44 ~\~i 

>> To:      ~emai[.unc.edu 
>> Cc: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: RE: Coaching Educatinn Minor 
>> 

>> , welcome. YVhen you say that you are majoring in Education, what 
>> exactly do you mean by that? 
>> 

>> Yes, it is possible to major in EXSS and have a minor in the same 
>> department. The Coaching minor is b’! application only now-. Slots are all 
>> full for those graduating in          and ahnost full for those graduating 
>> in          I am reviewing applications this smnmer. Fill out the attached 
>> and return asap. 
>> 

>> I have also copied Dr. Stroman on this emaih She is a ~aculty rr~embcr and 
>> advisor in the EXSS-Sport Administration track. I suggest setting up an 
>> appointment with her for more info about sport admin. 
>> 

>> Glad you’re here! 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From:      ~email.m~c.edu            (~emaihunc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 9:08 AM 
>> To: Salyer, Sherl?~ L 
>> Subiect: Coaching Education Minor 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr Salycr 
>> 

>> I am a new transfer student, entering as a Junior ~vith Education and 
>> Sports Science - Sports Management as my major in the Fall I am also 
>> interested in pursuing Coaching Education as a minor and was inquiring 
>> about its requirements. Seeing as my major is alrea@ in EXSS, is it 
>> feasible to complete a minor from the same department? How do I get 
>> permission to enroll in the coaching education classes and is there a 
>> particular order in which the classes should be completed? Are there 
>> an?’ other requirements or information I need to know about this minor? 
>> 

>> I am from England so this is my first experience wifl~ majors/minors, I 
>> did graduate from Durham Technical Cormnumty College last year but 
>> obviously there is a lot more information to take in at 
>> 

>> I am very excited to be joining the EXSS department, my wil~ graduated 
>> from the Masters program in Occupational Science a couple of years ago 
>> and had a couple of classmates ~vho had bachelor degrees in EXSS; they 
>> only had great things to say about the department so I am very much 
>> looking forward to starting in the Fall 
>> 

>> I look forward to hearing from you, 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:09 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

1~: A Few Questions 

Hi . Yes, I did receive the appendices Thank you. 

FYI - My responsibilities do not include granting overload waivers. Check with your Steele advisor. Let them kno;v that ;ve are ;vorking together 

Stay cool[ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/under~raduate-pr~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monda’~,, 8:48 AM 
To: Stromanl Deborah Lyrm 

Subject: A Few Questions 

Hi I)r Stroman! 

I hope your are enjoying your        ! I had a few questions to ask you. 
Would it be possible for you to give me permission to overload for the 
semester? I need 18 hours to graduate in         , so I will need to be 
registered for 21, 18 enrolled classes and the credit for my internship. 
Also, did you receive the appendicies I sent you? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, 4:23 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

ILE: Coaching Education Minor 

Yes. 3:30 is fine. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ~)email.unc edu 
Sent: Monday, 4:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Sut~ject: RE: Coaching Education Minor 

(fr!email.unc.edu] 

Is there any chance we can make it later? 3-30 or4? 

Quoting "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu>: 

2:00 p.m at Steele (2017D)? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

Explore. Engage Empower. 

919843.0336 

http ~ //exss. unc edu/under~raduate-pr~ram/ba-in-exss/sport-achniinstration/~Verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (RAnn Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @email.unc.edu             ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lym~ 

Subject: RE: Coaching Education _’vhnor 

I ~vont be able to get any time off of work this week. I should be 

available next Wednesday aRernoon or I can book tirue off an?" day after 

that. 

Quoting "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu>: 

>> Hi , Are you available this week on Wednesday between 1:30 and 4:30? 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http ://exss.unc. edu/underaraduate-l~roaralr~iba-in-exss/sl~ort-administratiorvovep¢iew/ 

>> 

>> "Each day comes bearing its o~vn gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Am~ 

>> Schabacker) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From:      @email unc.edu            @email uric edu] 

>> Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 

>> To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

>> Subject: RE: Coaching Education Minor 

>> 

>> Dr Stroman 

>> 

>> I would like to set up a time to meet with you in the next couple of 

>> weeks to discuss the Sport Administration program Is there an?’ 

>> particular day that is best for you, do we need to set up an 

>> appointment? 

>> 

>> I look forward to hearing from you. 

>> 

>> Regards, 

>> 



Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman @email un c edu>: 

>>> Hi         Welcome to I_2NC! I can assist you with your transition to Sport 
>>> Administration. Please visit our website to learn more about the 
>>> courses and 
>>> suggested sequencing (bottom of the page). I trust that you have already 
>>> declared the m~ior with your Steele advisor. ’]’he declaration will increase 
>>> your probability of gaining access to EXSS courses. 

>>> http :i/exss. unc. edu&nder~raduate-pro~ramiba-in-exss/sport-administr atiotf co 
>>> urse-descriptions/ 

>>> Let me know if you have any questions. I am here in Woollen 315 all surcaner 
>>> if you want to meet. 

>>> Dr. Stroman 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http :i/exss. unc. edu&nder~raduate-pro~ramiba-in-exss/sport-ada~inistr ation/ov 
>>> erview/ 

>>> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
>>> Schabacker) 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Salyer, Shelry L [mailto:salver(~email.unc. edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday,              9:44 AM 
>>> To:      @email.unc.edu 
>>> Cc: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Subject: RE: Coaching Education Minor 

>>>         welcome. YVhen you say that you are majoring in Education, what 
>>> exactly do you mean by that? 

>>> Yes, it is possible to major in EXSS and have a minor in the same 
>>> department. The Coaching minor is by application only now-. Slots are all 
>>> full for those graduating in          and almost fall for those graduating 
>>> in          I am revie~ving applications this summer Fill out the attached 
>>> and return asap. 

>>> I have also copied Dr. Stroman on this email. She is a faculty member and 
>>> advisor in the EXSS-Sport Administration track. I suggest setting up an 
>>> appointment with her for more info about sport admin 

>>> Glad you’re here’. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From:      ~email.unc.edu [           ’~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: IVlonday, 9:08 AM 
>>> To: Salyer, Sherry L 
>>> Sul~iect: Coaching Education Minor 

>>> Dr Salyer 

>>> I am a new transfer student, entering as a Junior with Education and 
>>> Sports Science - Sports Management as my major in the Fall. I am also 
>>> interested in pursuing Coaching Education as a minor and was inquiring 
>>> about its requirements. Seeing as my major is already in [{XSS, is it 
>>> feasible to complete a minor from the same department? How do ! get 
>>> permission to enroll in the coaching education classes and is there a 
>>> particular order in which the classes should be completed? Are there 
>>> any other requirements or information I need to know about this minor? 

>>> I am from England so this is my first experience with majors/minors, I 
>>> did graduate from Durham Technical Communi~ College last year but 
>>> obviously there is a lot more information to take in at UNCt 

>>> I am very excited to be joining the EXSS department, my wife graduated 
>>> from the Masters program in Occupational Science a couple of years ago 
>>> and had a couple of classmates who had bachelor degrees in EXSS; the?’ 
>>> only had great things to say about the department so I am very much 
>>> looking forward to starting in the Fall. 

>>> I look forward to hearing from you, 

>>> Regards, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, 4:25 PM 

P,E: Hey! 

Yes!! 

I lille the picks...fM HO I still belh?ve that we need a legitimate young All-Pro caliber star though. 

I sure would like Lo see Lhem compete against the Big 4 .... 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann 5chabacker} 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: Hey! 

¯ 4::16 PM 

Thank you for the letter. It sounds like you had some amazing experiences on your trip¯ We will have to trade some stories in the fall! 

Thanks again 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 3:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hey! 

Hi ,See attached, 

had a tremendous trip to Hong Kong! f nw_d: with Steve l_~:_~vy, th~-:~ svp for NSA Asia too, 

I am glad to see you at work and enjoying your experience. Continue to stay in touch. 

Doc 

day comes bearing its own gilts, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabacker} 

Froml 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Hey! 

Good Afternoon 

I am sending you this email from MY desk! I am excited to be at work and thankful for his opportunity. I filled out Appendix B&C with my supervisor today; I was not sure if 
you wanted me to mail, fax, scan or keep it until I see you in the fall. Also, needs an email from you that will serve as an official 
statement that I will be receiving academic credit for this internship. 

Please let me know if you need anything from me or my supervisor. I hope you at~ enjoying this 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 1:09 PM 

@livexmc.e&~> 

1~: Follow Up-- Honor Court Meeting 

Hi     . Thanks for your follow up. I am available this week. How is your schedule tomorrow? I have a meeting t:rom M:30--1:00 p.m. 

Dr. Stroman 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacker} 

From: ;@l~ve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, " 8:00 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L~nn 
Subject: Follow Up-- Honor Cou~ Meeting 

Hello Professor Stroman, 

I emailed you a little over a week ago to try to set up a meeting regarding the upcoming Honor Court case that you are involved in. If you are available sometime this week I 
would love to meet with you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 2:57 PM 

@emailxmc.e&~> 

@email.unc.edt~> 

RE: Sports Business Club Involve~nent 

Hi        . The Carolina Sports Business Club is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport industry. Whether its youth, 
interscholastic, college, international or professional The Club seeks to connect you to information and experiential education We try to create or find out about activities and events to 
help you get more prepared :[’or a career in this very competitive industry, http:i/studentor~s.unc edu/carsbc/ 

is the president and I have ccd him about your interest 

I will add you to the Club Blackboard site Please take time to review all the events, announcements, and activities. You can connect with your fellow students at too. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~rarn/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~dew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:13 PM 

To: theclub@unc.edu 
Subject: Sports Business Club Involvement 

To whom fl~is may concern, 

My name is               , I am a rising      at L~N’C’ and would like to 
gain more irtS~rmation on the Sports Business Club and how I can become 
involved for the next academic year. An?" iifformation would be useful, I 
look forward to your response. 

Kind Regards, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class 

~cmail.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, 2:59 PM 

’Debby Stroman’ <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Black Graduate and Professional Student Association 

CBC E-News .pdf 

919 84.3 033 (~ 

htt~£e~‘~n~‘e8u/~ndergradUate-~r~ram/ba-~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[~trat~/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day cemes bearing ~t~ own g~t~, Untie the r~bbon~/’ {R,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              E2:~3 PM 

C¢: Angele~e Cheek; Debra Watkins; ’DL Stroman’; Herb Richmond; Nakenge Robe~son; ’O.3. McGhee’; Shandra Jones 
S~bject: RE: Black Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Hi       Thanks ~:or your follow up. 

See attached and forward to your 

Employees can join at www.unc.edu/cbc 

Please ~et: me know if you have any questions. You are welcome to join t~s on Wednesday too~ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. C[U 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Spor~ Administration 

CB 87~ 

Chapel HiH, NC 27599 

919.843.02~ 3~ 

~.~.~ Os~o~ina Black Caucus 542 w~tB ~ag.ipg 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:38 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Black Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
It was great talking with you on the phone today. We are very much interested in supporting any events that are celebrating Black History Month and diversity on UNC’s campus 
throughout the year! Please let me know how we can get involved. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 3:02 PM 

@emaJl.unc.e&~ 

1~: Ques~tion: Ways to Collaborate and Contact Black Faculty 

Hi . We have tried to collaborate this year with your organization. Please share the note that was sent earlier this year with your lea dership team. (I will for;vard to you.) 

As ;ve prepare for the upcoming year, you will be invited to events. Note: The Welcome Back reception is open to all Black employees (including graduate students) and CBC invited guests. 

Let me know- if you have any questions or would like to meet this 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/under~raduate-pr~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Subject: Question: Ways to Collaborate and Contact Black Faculty 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Hello My name is 
the Black Graduate and Professional Student Association (BGPSA) here at 
UNC. BGPSA’s mission is to serve the needs of black graduate (and 
professional) students by providing support and hosting educational and 
social events to help bring the black community and black UNC students 
together. Due to the fact that we are still a young organization, 
I was wondering if there were ways that BGPSA could potentially collaborate 

with the Carolina Black Caucus (CBC) or discuss event-planning with CBC 
officials? 

BGPSA is also trying to find ways to secure funding in order to 
better Sel~’e black graduate students here at L~x,-C. More specifically, we 
are trying to find a means in which to raise funds for the BGPSA 
organization. Tr~us, I was wondering if there was anyway for us to 
discuss any future collaborations and fundraising plans between the 
CBC and BGPSA? K it is possible then I would love to meet 
schedule an appointmunt to meet sometime to further 
discuss this. 

Thartk thank you very much for your time and attention to this message, 
and I hope you’re having a great day-! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:03 PM 

@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

kW: Black Graduate m:d Professional Student Association 

CBC E-News pdf 

FYI. Graduate students can join the CgC by visiting the webske. 

Go } ::eel~;, 

htt~://exs~.~c.edu/~dergr~6u~te~g~m/~n~ex~s/~p~rt~6m~istr~tbn/~ve~ew/ 

"E~ch d~V comes beadt~g ~s own gifts, Un~:~e the ribbons," (N,Ann 5ch~backer} 

F~m: Deborah Stroman [maH~:dstroman@emaH.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:59 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject: ~: Slack Graduate and Pro%ss~onal Student Assodat~on 

http://~xss~unc~edu/unde~graduate~p~gram/ba-~n-exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each day comes beadn8 ks ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons/’ (R,A~ S~habacke~} 

~= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Nonday,              $2:43 PN 

~¢= Angele~e Cheek; Debra Watkins; ’DL Stroman’; Herb Richmond; Nakenge Robe~son; ’OJ. NcGhee’; Shandra Jones 
Sabject= RE: Black Graduate and Professional Student Association 

.Thanks for your follow up 

See attached and forward to your assocb~:es. 

Employees can join at ~_~_~:_9_B_~:_�_~_~[~_~_~ 

Please ~et me know ~f you have any questions. You are wNcome to join us on Wednesdag too! 

Harembe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Spor~: Admit~isl:ratiot~ 

CB 87@? 
Chapel H:H, NC 27599 

9~9.84A033~ 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:38 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Black Graduate and Professional Student Association 
Hi Dr: Stroman, 
It was ~reat talkin~ with you on the phone today. We are very much interested in supportin~ any events that are celebratin~ Black History Month and diversity on UNC’s campus 

throughout the year! Please let me know how we can ~et involved: 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O liqC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 3:31 PM 

~livexmc.e&~> 

1~: Follow Up-- Honor Court Meeting 

Hi. Please meet me at my office, 315 Woollen, at 4:00. Thanks. 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~-~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~vew~e~/ 

"Each day cemes #earing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." {R.A~ 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 3: ~ PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
S~bje¢t= RE: ~llow Up-- Honor Cou~ Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

I work from 8-11 tomorrow, but would be available to meet any time after your meeting concludes. Let me know what time is best for you. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:09 PM 
To 
Subject: RE: Follow Up-- Honor Court Meeting 

. Thanks for’ your follow up. I am available this week. How is your schedule tomorrow? I have a meeting t:rom I1:30--1:00 

Dr, Stroman 

Go Meel~;, 

OeDorah ;i%.roma~. P}~ D., (3I ,U 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: @l~ve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:00 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Follow Up-- Honor Cou~ Meeting 

Hello Professor Stroman, 

I emailed you a little over a week ago to try to set up a meeting regarding the upcoming Honor Court case that you are involved in. If you are available sometime this week I 
would love to meet with you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 4:17 PM 

Rubye Braye @gmail.com> 

’Debby Stmman’ <dstro@unc.edtp 

RE: Criticdl Success Factor Study --Permission Request 

HI Dr, graye. I just got back from Hong Kong. What a trip! I had a wm~derful time. 

As per your suggestion, here’s my bio for usage by Capel~a. P~ease edit, as necessary. Thanks 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.d., CLU 

Professor and Entrepreneur 

Dr. Stroman ~s an enthusiastic educator and entrepreneur o£ the Sport Administration specialization o£ the Department of~xercise and Sport Science ~XSS) 

at the Universi~ of North Carolina - Chapel Hill She teaches the econo£s~cs and finance o£ spot% sport adasin~stration~ leadership, and spo£ 

courses at UNC. Additional un;versi~ respons;bi];t;es include chairperson o£ the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus> D~rector o£ Sport Adm;nJstrat;on Internships, 

and ~XSS Academ;c Advisor. Her research interests are social ;ssues ;n sport, entrepreneursh~p, and leadership. In an ef£)rt to further the academ;c discipl;ne 

o[ sport and bus;hess, she recently de~e]oped 9 new U~C course t:;t]ed> ~b2ntrepreneursh[p in Spott." 

Prior to bet appoirmnent at UNC, 1)r. Sttornan enjoyed 18 years in the finaneial set~’iees industry. She suecess@lly o~vned and maraud spot: rnatketing and 

financial consulting companies. Dr. Stroman is the 2006 recipient of the state of Mauland’s Top Minorib2 Business Enterprise A%vard, %vhich recogxizes 

entrepreneurial success in business development, professional affiliation, client satisfaction, and comnmnib~ involvement. This award was granted for her 

nonprofit company, Soul~l Golf, Inc. Currently, her primatT mission with Soul~l Golf is to provide unique consulting set~qces for organizations seeking 

leadership seminars and business ~lf events. 2hrough bet company, LASERTM ~ife After Sports wit:h Eft~ct:ive Results), she eounsels former high aebieving 

eo]le~ and proL~ssional athletes t:o suceessfi~lly transition from their sports eareer. 

Dr. Stroman remains a stead[)st advocate for the positive development of small businesses and young entrepreneurs; and the re~Srm o£ biFtime colleg~ 

athletics. She earned her undergraduate degree from the University of Virginia ~.S.) where she captained the women’s basketball team. The University 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill (M.A.) and Capella University ~h.D.) granted her masteFs and doctorate degree respectively. 

919 84,3 0336 

http://e~ur~c~edu/ur~derg~aduate-pr~am/b~r~-e~s~/s~t~adm~n~t~at~/~verv~eW/ 

F~m= Rubye Braye [mailto:     ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Nonday, Nay 16, 2011 11:50 AN 
Te= Deborah Stroman 
Ce= leeangelia moses 
Subject= Re: Critica~ Success Factor Study --Permission Request 

Dr. Stmma& 

Thank ?~u ve:y much for fl:e prompt response. Continued success. 

Sincerely, 
Dr, Braye 

On Mon, May 16, 2011 at 10:22 AM, Deborah Stroman <dslroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

tti Dr. Braye, Yes. Ms. Moses may use m), h~terv~ew Guide [br he~ (tisse~¢~l[o~ 

’:ha~l~ you. 

ll)eborah S::~on~a~, Ph £)., CL: : 

919,g43,0336 

htip://exss.unc.e&~/m:dermad~de- program/b> m- exss"spo:~- admire b~afion/ovewi eW 
"Each daw comes bearing i~s own git~s, [r~tie ~he ribbon,s.’~ (R, Ann Schabacker) 

F~m: Rubye Braye [mailm <~gmail coral 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 11:10 .~4 
To: dstroman(&email ~mc.eda; leeangelia moses 
Subject: Critical Success Factor Stu@ --Permission Request 

Dr. Stmma~ 

Per tim di~ussion on 05/14/2011, may tim following approvd be used for Lee~gelia Moseff Nsse~tion on the subject topic? Please confim~. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Bmye 

From:Deborah Stmm~ [mail~:ds~mman(a)emaiLunc~edu] 

Cc:’DL Stroman’ 

Subject: ~: Critical Success Factor Sin@ 

IlL Thank you tbr your inquiU. Let this email note serve notice tbr the permission to use my Intep~iew Guide. Dr. Bmye is a wonderful mentor and you musl tbllow her 
guidance to ensure "the completion of your disserl:ation in a timely manner. She certainly was a major key to nay success. 

Best wishes! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 



Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.8,:~3.0336 
h tlp:,’,,’www.unc .edu/&ptgexerci se,’ spx~rt administratioa 

"At least we axe wim~ing the wea on the envi~anment." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 6:24 PM 

Joseph Nehemiah Cooper <joeycoop@nga.edu> 

’Debby Stroman’ <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC IRB Form Completed 

Stroman Cooper CSFS IRB .docx 

Ni Joey Please review carefully and le[:’a discuss I tried to u0dal:e [:he form based on our new thoughts. ~ did chat~ge the nomenclature [:o reflect categories ((5) too. 

~ want to chat about Lhe yellow highlights. 

~ need to revisit with Troy our discussion on the option on adding a brief qualitative part and getting the expedited version through. 

Call me when you can this week. (before 10:00 p.m. if you call after work hours) 

Tha~ks~ 

t:~pio~e, g~gage, Empower. 

ht~:/~exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~uate~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~rt~a~m~s~rati~n~verv~eW/ 

"Each da~ ~omes ~earing ~ts ~wn gifts. Untie the ribb~nsJ’ {N.Ann 5d~abad~er} 

F~m= Joseph Nehemiah Cooper [maito:joeycoop@uga.edu] 
Sent~ Monday,            ll:19 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subje¢t= UNC IRB Form Comple~d 
Good evening Dr. Stroman. I hope you are doing well. A~ched is the updated UNC IRB Brm with the information for our current study. The to~l number of eligible 
pa~idpanN Br our study is Also I 
have Nghligh~d a few areas at the beginning of the application that I was unsure whether the information I inse~ed is what they are requesting. Just let me know if any 
changes are necessa~ and rl be sure to make them. 
Since I am conducting this study this fall                                                      I have a~ached an excel sheet with all the eligible pa~icipanN’ 
names and classification. Let me know what you think. Once I receive your approval I will go fo~ard with the submission to the UNC IRB. 
Joseph N. Cooper, 
Ph.D. student 
Graduate Teaching Assis~nt 
Universi~ of Georgia 
Depa~ment of Kinesiology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 3:51 PM 

Maria DeGuzma~ < ~e~xthlink.net> 

I~E: Good work 

Hi Maria. Ihopeallis~vell Howaboutnextweek? 

Tuesday(wide open)or Wednesday (before 1:00)? 

Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under~raduate-pro~ran~,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/overview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maria DeCmzman [rnai lto 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 12:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re: Good work 

~ff!earthlink.n et] 

Great Well, then send me some dates and times when you have a minute. 
Safe travels to tIong Kong and back Best, Marla 

On Jun 16, 2011, at 12:49 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~vrote: 

Tks Maria. Your leadership and awesome questions and comments were 
valuable. I definitely want to connect. Have a great weekend. I’m 
offto Hong Kong ;) 
I)LS from my/Phone. 

On Jun 16, 2011, at 8:05 AM, "Maria DeGuzman" 
@earthlink.net> wrote: 

>> Debby, 
>> 

>> Good work getting us organized. The quick action made a difi;erence, 
>> as you can see. I gather from one of your last messages that you 
>> are going out of town today and that you won’t be back until June 25. 
>> 

>> \Vhen you get back, do you want to go for a coffee or a tea and have 
>> a chat about all this, you and I? 
>> 

>> Let me know-. 
>> 

>> Best, Marla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 4:44 PM 

Maria DeGuzma~ ~e~xthlink.net> 

ILE: Good work 

Foster’s at 10:30 is great! Thanks. Have a relaxing and joyful weekend 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maria DeG uT~nan [!nailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 4:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Subject: Re: Good work 

(h)earthlink.net] 

Hi Debby 

Tuesday works much better for me. What looks good to you? Would you 
like to meet in the morning say at 10:30 am for a coffee at Foster’s 
Mafl~et on MLK Blvd. in Chapel Hill or would you rather have lunch 
somewhere (you choose time and place, if so) 

All best, 

On Jun 29, 2011, at 3:51 PM. Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

tli Maria. I hope all is well. tlow about next week? 

Tuesday (wide open) or Wednesday (before 1:00)? 

Thanks ! 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gra1r~ba-in-exss/sp~rt-adrninistrati~n/~Ve~iew/ 

"Each day- coraes bearing its own giRs. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frora: Maria DeOuzrnan [mailto (~eatthlirf~.net] 
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2011 12:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subiect: Re: Good work 

Great. Well, then send me some dates and times ~vhen you have a rainute. 
Safe travels to Hong Kong and back. Best, Maria 

On Jun 16, 2011, at 12:49 PIVI. Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 

>> Tks Maria Your leadership and a;vesome questions and comments were 
>> valuable. I definitely want to COlmect. Have a great weekend. I’m 
>> offto Hong Kong ;) 
>> DLS flcom my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Juaa 16, 2011, at 8:05 A2~d. "Maria DeGuzman" 
>> < @earthlink.net> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Debby, 
>>> 

>>> Good work getting us organized. The quick action made a difference, 
>>> as you can see. I gather from one of your last messages that you 
>>> are going out of town today and that you won’t be back until June 
>>> 25 



When you get back do )’ou want to go for ,~ cof~’ee or a tea and have 

a chat about all this, ynu and I? 

[~et me know. 

Best, Marfa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 4:47 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Hello 

Hi . Congrats on your admission! (My email ~vas down for awhile as we switched to the UNC Exchange server. Yuucchh! ) 

I lcaow you will be a bright addition to the class. Continue to stay focused and ambitious Learn as much as you can from others and then pave yotu- own way. 

Remember, I am here for you so do stay in touch. 

Stay cool[ 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~rarn/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~vepdew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Hello 

9:32 AM 

(~k enan-fla~ler unc.edu] 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

This is , and I was just emailing you to give you an update on me. I hope you are enjoying your ; I am sure you are very busy as usual I was accepted into 
and there is still a good chance that I will be accepted into the                                    as welh I have also made contacts with a sports agent who recently just signed 

his two first athletes     _                              I know those aren’t the biggest names jut yet, but hopefully if I keep in contact with him, he will be able to take me under his wing. I j ust 
want to thank you for all of your help throughout my      year. [ hope to make an impact on the sports world, and I know that your guidance and advice wil l de:finitely help to make this 
happen. Take care, and ! look forward to keeping in touch with you. 

Best regards, 

From: Deborah Stroman [dstroraan@emaihmxc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:15 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Hi Thanks for the update. Stay focused! Have a great week. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empoxver. 
919.843.0336 
http://wxvw.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
"Who dares nothing, need hope for nothing." J.C.F. yon Schiller 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (&kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 9:25 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Hello 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

This is             and I am sending you this email to say hello, and that 
I hope all is well with you. I’m in the process of preparing for 
LSAT as well as applying to law schools still I also take Sports Law woth 

and that class seems quite interesting so far I hope 
you enjoyed yore and I look forward to keeping in touch with 
you. Take care. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 4:49 PM 

@email.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi I hope all worked out for you. Unfortunately, I ;vas switched to the UNC Exchange ser~,er and lost maW emails. ;( 

Let me know if you still have questions or concerns. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/under~raduate-pr~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 9:39 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 

Subject: EXSS 

(@email unc edu] 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

My name is and I’m a rising . I was 
looking to add a second school course (EXSS but I wasn’t sure 
ifI was able to add this without having an?" EXSS preparation, specifically 
EXSS I was hoping to obtain permission to join this course because it 
is in a field of interest of mine. I alrea@ contacted Dr. Southall and he 
said it was more than ahight as king as there was no EXSS policy 
forbidding this Any help is appreciative 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 5:01 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Hello’. 

Hi All is well here. I just got back from and am still tD’ing to get my normal sleep pattern back. I also have an honor court case coming up. 

Good News’. I have a book chapter coming out in August and two research proposals in the hopper. 

I am still learning Sakai and I do like the platform. We should look to switch to this site for the Club 

Glad to hear about the positive internship. 

Enjoy the break and stay coo1! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deburah Struman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empuwer. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-prn~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~iew/ 

"Each day cumes bearing its uwn gifts. Untie the ribbuns " (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Struman, Deburah Lynn 
Subject: Hello! 

10:47 PM 

(i3email.unc.edu] 

Eli I)r Struman, 

I just wanted to check in with yuu and say hellu! I hope yum        is 
guing well. I was happy tu see your email tu the club earlier tuday How 
are things going on campus? 

so I was happy about that! 

I am enjuying my internship . ! am working 
on the product development tearn at 

I arn doing a combination of social rnedia, marketing, 
new rn£dia, technology, and product development. It is a prett~ cool 

internship experience so fat. I had some perks of going to the 
I am definitely learning a lot with them that I 

can use for my future career, and also with the club this year. 

created a new club exec board listsetw, so you should have 
received rny test email earlier tonight. Let me kamw/[’you didn’t and xve 
will add you! 

Look forward to hearing horn you :) 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Kenan-Flagler~Business SchoOl 

Cell: 
Email: @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:04 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJl.unc.edn> 

I~E: Synching Contacts 

Okay. Thanks for eveuthing. IfI don’t see or talk to yol~ (may tt.w to do the update this weekend) have a safe trip. 

Enjoy the holiday weekend. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB,=.’ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919~8~&0336 

TTvitter drstroman 

http://exss.unc.edui 

"dust because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be dane. 

From: Anderson, Victor L 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: Synching Contacts 

Hi. I am gone for a week starting tomorrow. 
I might be in for a while next Friday. 
Victor 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 2:55 plvl 

To: Anderson, Victor L 
Subject: RE: Synching Contacts 

Not going to make it...thanks. 

Appt. at 3:30 off campus. I will be in tomorrow at 10 though. Are you in? 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

htto://exss.unc.edu/ 

"dust because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn °t mean that it can’t be dane. 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 2:06 PN 

To: Anderson, Victor L 
Subject: Re: Synching Contacts 

Trying 2 b them @ 3.will let u know 

DLS th)m my iPhone. 

On Jun 30, 2011, at 12:46 PM, "Anderson, Victor L" <techguy~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you around today? 
Victor 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2011 5:55 PM 

To: Anderson, Victor L 
Subject: Synching Contacts 

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT2483 

Let’s tgr" to set up my iPhone this week, if you have time. Thanks. 

d 

Go t teels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
I, jNC Exercise an(] Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty es 



E~vLgs Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advismy Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma 2alpha Lamb& (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

ht:tp:///www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport a dministrat:ion 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:05 PM 

~gmail.com> 

1~: Hey Deb 

though in July. 

Stay cool! 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chap{’1 Hill, NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

Twitter clrstrom~n 

htlp:/iexss.unc.edu/ 

I will be meeting with the officers for our 2nd annual retreat in July. I h~ven’t offered a date!time yet to them yet. Feel free to coordinate a gathering 

From:                 @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Hey Deb 

Deb, 
Pm not sure if you’re in town now or not b/c I know you’ve got sotne travel plans scheduled. 

I was t~lking with Shandra the other day about seeing if some of the CBC officers wanted to 

have lunch or dinner sometime in mid July just to catch up m~d say hello. 

Let me know what your schedule looks like during the July 11-15 or July 18-22 weeks. 
Have a great Independence Day weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:41 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Re: Synching Contacts 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Jun 30, 2011, at 3:04 PM, "Anderson, Victor L" <techguv~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Did anyone ever call you back? 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:04 PM 

To: Anderson, Victor L 
Subject: RE: Synching Contacts 

Okny. Thanks finr evetTthing. IfI don’t see or talk to you (may ttT to do the update this weekend) have a safe trip. 

Enjoy the holiday weekend. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

~l’witter drstrornan 

htlp:i/exss, unc.edu" 

"dust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: Anderson, Victor L 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 3:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: Synching Contacts 

Hi. I am gone for a week starting tomorrow. 

I might be in for a while next Friday. 

Victor 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 2:55 PM 

To: Anderson, Victor L 
Subject: RE: Synching Contacts 

Not %>ing to make it:...thanks. 

Appt. at 3:30 off campus, I will be in tomorrow at 10 though. Are you in? 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

http://exss.tmc.edu/ 

"dust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 2:06 PM 

To: Anderson, Victor L 
Subject: Re: Synching Contacts 



Tuing 2 b them @ 3.will let u know 

DLS fiom ,ny iPhone. 

On Jun 30, 2011, at 12:46 PM, "Anderson, Victor L" <techguv(~email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Are you around today? 

Victor 

From= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent= Wednesday, June 29, 2011 5:55 PM 
To= Anderson, Victor L 
Subject= Synching Contacts 

http://support.apple.com/kbiHT2483 

Let’s try "to ~t up my iPhone this week, if you have time. Tha~ks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St:roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport: Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculD- e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

AdvisoU Board Chair, Collegc Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sig~a~a Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel ]: {ill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

htt p://www.t~nc.e dt~/del>tsiex ercise/sl>or t: adrmnistration 

"JUSt because ) hash ’t been done -- doesn ’t mea~, that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Friday, July 1, 2011 11:30 AM 

Rob Miner <rmine@sigmaalphalambda.org> 

1),22: UNC-Fall 10 Chapel Hill Label Request 

Hi rob. I have not received [he document yet. However, 

hope that SA[ emai~ was not one of them. ;( 

£)eb( r; t~ ~ troman Pt~.12),, CI_L; 

ht~p://e~unc~edu/Lmdergr~du~te-pr~gr~m/b~n-e~s/~p~rb~drn~r~s~r~ti~n/~verV~e~/ 

"Each da~ comes ~ea~ing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbonsJ’ 

F~m: Rob Miner [mailto:rminer@sigmaalphalambda.org] 
$ent: Friday, July 0~, 20M 7:~3 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
$~ject: Re: UNC-FalI ~0 Chapel Hill Label Request 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you are well and just a check in to see if the registraCs office has sent you a file as of yet? 
Wishing you a happy 4th of July weekend. 
Sincerely, 

Rob Miner 
Director 
Sigma Alpha Lambda 

-direct 

--- Original Message .... 

Sent: Wednesday, May 11,2011 1:40 PM 
Subject: RE: UNC-Fal110 Chapel Hill Label Request 

H~ Rob. See attached. I [a>:ed this document over to the Registrar. l_et me know i[ you need anything e~se. 

Go } tecls~ 

1})c~o[’ah St~om;~x~ PkD., CLU 

9I 9.843.0336 

http://e~ss‘unc~edu/u~derg~ad~ate~r~gram/ba~me~s~/sp~t~adm~ni~t~ati~n/~VerV~eW/ 

F~m~ Rob Miner [mail~:rm~ner@sNmaalphalambda,oro] 
Nentl Friday, March 18, 2011 9:24 AN 
To~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~je~t~ UNC-Fall ~0 Chapel Hill Label Request 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Here are the other pages as they like to see a sample of the letter and the ~ st page of a previous repot. 
Thank You 
Rob Miner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, July 1, 2011 11:38 AM 

hildebr’~@email.unc.edu 

’Debby Stroman’ <~tstro@unc.edu> 

Contact 

Hi Reginald. I am trying to reach you by phone but can’t seem to find a working number.;( 

Please call me when possible. Thanks! 

C- 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Adminisrxadon Faculty e3 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~,~:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twitter drs~roman 

h rcp: // / www.u~ c.ed u // d q) ts/e x er cise // sporr_admin is t~’a ~inn 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Friday, July 1,2011 4:30 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sporflaw@unc.edn> 

ILE: [UNC GRAD SPAD ] Three T~x Heels on the new NAAC Board of... 

Have a relaxing weekend! 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/under~raduate-pr~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sporflaw~unc.edu] 
Sent: Vriday, July 01,2011 1:04 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Subject: Re: [UNC GRAD SPAD ] Three Tar Heels on the new NAAC Board 

three? I’ll be in next week -- hopefully it’s not ~2~od or chocolate! 

Have a terrific weekend. 

Barbara Osborne, JD. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 Vv~ollen Gym 
Chapel ttiH, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

On 7/1/2011 11:31 AM, Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 
Yes[ Thanks. 

FYI - I saw three boxes in the mail room for you. 

Stay cool, 

>d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-adrninistrati~n/~Ve~iew/ 

"Each day- comes bearing its own giRs. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 7:18 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Fwd: [k,l~’C GRAD SPAD ] Three Tar Heels on the new NAAC Board o£.. 

Something to share on our ;vebsite? 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Depaltment of Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 Woollen Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [UNC GRAD SPAD ] Three Tar Heels on the new iXLA_AC Board of... 



Date: r~[Inu, 30 Jun 2011 15:03:10 -07(;0 

From: Robert Zul[o<notificatio~+ zgs02 sy@faceboolcmail.com> 

Reply-To: Reply to Comment 

<g ~ 41 jj 9~4000000jpajr00023j4oupa5v001 hwn4d2nb41 th46@groups.facebook corn> 

To: UNC GR~) S[~)<152076808163200@groups.facebook.com> 

Robert Zul[o posted in UNC G~D SPAD 

><h~p:i/~¥w.facebook.com,’t~/?home.php&sk group 152076808163200&id 213082372062643&~fid 476efccG4702677cG2062e02G96&bcode WI31olZ~ m spottlaw%40~c.edu>. 

TNee Tar Heels on the new NAAC Board of Directors as am~ounced by 

NACDA. Congrats Kate, Lynn and Vanessa[ 

http://wu~.faceb~k.c~b~/85fdfr~bg~M0JrF~H~xU~8~pQ/~.nacda.c~n~sp~rts/naacc/spec~reF~63~ 1 aaa.h~xl 

><ht~://~¥.facebook.conftf?profile.php&id 26516837&rnid 476efccG4702677cG20b2e02G96&bcode WI31olZ~&n m sporflaw%40~c.edu> 

Robert Z~llo 

><ht~://~¥.facebook.conftf?profile.php&id 26516837&rnid 476efccG4702677cG20b2e02G96&bcode WI31olZ~&n m sporflaw%40~c.edu> 

6:03pro J~ 30 

TNee Tar Heels on the new NAAC Board of Directors as announced by 

NACDA. CotNrats Kate, Lynn and Vanessa[ 

http://wu~.faceb~k.c~b~/85fdfr~bg~M0JrF~H~xU~8~pQ/~’~.nacda.c~n~sp~rts/naacc/spec~reg~63~ 1 aaa.h~xl 

<http://www.faceb~k.c~m/~/85f~kSdgxFz~J&HET~watXAWw/~vw.nacda.c~n~sp~rts/naacc/spec-re~/063~ 1 aaa.ht~> 

N~C Selects 2011-12 Board of Directors - NACDA OFFIC~ A~ETIC SI~ 

<htt~://~w.fac~b~k.c~m~/85fdf6nJZE~tG2sz~-vV2KX~2M~/www.nacda.c~m/s~rts/naacc/s~ec-re~63~ 1 aaa.hanl> 

w~¥.nacda.com 

<http :/;’~wzw. fa c ebook, c o~’1/85f~vt~X-nvt~vo 6Xhip O T gNAiwww, n ac d a. c o~’sp orts/naa c c/spec-rel/063011 aaa.h~nl>~e 

mernbers of the National Association for Athletics Compliance (NAAC) 

elected to have Kate Hickey, 

View Post on Facebook 

><h~p://u~vw.facebookco~?home.php&sk group 152076808163200&id 213082372062643&~d 476efccG4702677cG20b2e02G96&bcode WI31olZi~ m sportlaw%40unc.edu> 

¯ Edit Email Seabags 

><http://~¢w.facebookco~?home.php&sk group 152076808163200&view notificafions&mid~76efccG4702677cG2062e02G96&bcode WI31olZi&n m sportla~v%40m~c.edu> 

¯ Reply to this email to add a co~ent. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, July 1,2011 4:33 PM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emat.unc.edu> 

l~E: Contact 

Thanks Reg. I received you~ phone message. Yes, Tuesday is fine. Anytime after 12:30 p.m. Are you on campus? We can meet on Franklin St. or the Carolina C~ub. 

Have a relaxing weekend~ 

debby 

ht~://exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~uate~r~ram/~a~n~exss/s~rba~m~r~s~rati~n/~verV~e~/ 

"Each da~ ~omes bea~ing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," 

F~ Hildebrand, Reginald F 
$e~t~ Friday, July 0~, 20~ ~:~9 PM 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
$~bject~ RE: Contact 
Debby, ] thought you were out d the count~. Welcome back. Have you got time for lunch on Tuesday? -Reg 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2022 22:37 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Co: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Contact 

Hi Reginald. I am trying to reach you by phone but can’t seem to find a working number. ;{ 

Please call me when possible. Thanks! 

C- 

debby 

Go ;[][eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science D~pc 

Sport Administration Facuhy e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nat] Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Vool]en CB#4 8605 

(Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

T~vitrer drsrroman 

}!lt~i?L~!f www:!~c:e&v!d~?Lsf’exe~cisez!’.~x,r!,__.admin~su~ation 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, July 1,2011 4:48 PM 

Troy Blackburn <tmyb@emafil. unc.edn>; 

Coil when you can - Th~xllcs! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science De’p~ 

Sport Administration FacultT e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, Carol~xa Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co~ege Spor~ Research Institute 

Facul9~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Si~a Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 TVoo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twi~ter drsrroman 

ht~p:/iwww.unc.edu/d~rs/exercise/spork=admhag~;uiort 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Friday, 5:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Hello’. 

Have a great ;veekend! 

¯ ;) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage¯ Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:33 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Subject: Re: Hello! 

Glad to hear you have that book chal~ter coming out[ I will have to read 
it! What were you doing in That sounds like it would be a 
very ~nteresting trip¯ 

Yes, we can definitely look at Sakai in place of Blackboard¯ It might be 
good to start fresh with a new website anyway since Blackboard doesn’t 
really do too much [’or us. 

If you happen to make a trip up to 
meet up! I am supposed to meet up with 

let me l,mow so we can 
at some point this 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Cell: 
Email: @email.unc.edu 

On 5:01 P~N/g Stroman, Deborah Lynn wrote: 
> Hi All is well here¯ I just got back from and ara still trying to get tW nom~al sleep pattern back¯ I also have an honor corot case coming up. 
> 

> Good News! I have a book chapter coming out in August and two research proposals in the hopper¯ 
> 

> I am still learning Sakai and I do like the platform. We should look to sxvitch to this site for the Club. 
> 

> Glad to heat about the positive internship. I ara really hoping 

Enjoy the break and stay cool! 

Lvr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore¯ Engage. Empower. 
919¯8430336 

http ://exss unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gra1r~ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~wiew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts Untie the ribbons¯" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email nnc edul 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:47 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
SubJect: Hello’¯ 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I just wanted to check in with you and say hello t I hope your        is 
going well. I was happy to see your email to the club earlier today How 



are things going on campus? 

[ am enjoying my internship I am working 
on the product development team at 

I am doing a combination of soma[ media, marketing, 
new media, technology, and product development. It is a pretty cool 
internship experience so far. I had some perks of going to 

[ am definitely [earning a lot with them that [ 
can use for ray future career, and also with the club this year. 

created a new club exec board listsel% so you should have 
received my test email earlier tonight. Let me know if you didn’t and we 
~vill add your 

Look forward to hearing from you :) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 10:38 AM 

@eaN~link.net 

Here @ Foster’s 

DLS Iicom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 2:51 PM 

Jamal Brooks @brooksco.com> 

1~: Re[2]: CSRI Conference 

Hi JamN. I thought I let:t you a vrnsg t:or Thursday lunch. That’s okay. Yes, please stop by off:ice at 2:00 p.m. Woollen 3:15. Dr~ Southall is on the first floor and I am on 

the third. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Strornan 

Go } 

9i9-843-0336 

http://exss4~nc~edu/under~r~duste-pr~sm/badn-exss/ss~rt~sdministr~t~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each da~ comes bear{ng its own g~Xs~ Untie the r~bbons/’ (R,Am~ Sd~abacker} 

F~m: Jamal BrooB [mailto:: ~jbrooBco.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 201~ 2:~ PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re[2]: CSRI Conference 

Professor Stroman, 

I am toucNng b~e wi~ ~u ~=garding Tlmr~ay. I le~ you a ~ness~e co~nning the 7th ~ a gnat day and time to ~neet, but I have not heard from you yet. I am 

available bemeen 2-4pm on July 7th. Let me ~ow what is the best time for us to meet. Hope you had a great holiday and I look fo~vard to seeing you soon. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: "gamal B. Brooks, MBA’".       @jbrooksco.com> 
Cc: "’Debby Stroman’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: 06/28/:L[ 04:3::[ PM 
Subject: RE: CSRT Conference 

Hi Jamal. I hope yoa are doing well. I let:t you a vmsg. Can we get together next week’? Thanks. 

9 ~ 9.843.0336 

http://exss.unc.edu/undergr~duatepr~gram/b~dn~exss/sp~rt-~dministr~8~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearit~g its own gills, Un~:ie the ribbot~s," (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

From: 3ama[ B. Broo~, NBA [mailto @jbrooksco.com] 

Sent: Thursday, Nay 05, 201~ 7:32 PN 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: CSRI Conference 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Just wanted to drop you a line and say it was a pleasure meeting you at the CSRI Conference a couple of weeks ago. I hope you 
had a wonderful trip home. Thank you so much for coming out and supporting the program. I will definitely keep in contact in the 
future. I have attached my bio to give you a formal introduction of myself. In the future, please keep me in mind if I can assist 
you or others in any way. Have a great day[ 

~.BR~ ~ ~ONPANY, LLC 

Jamal B. Brooks, MBA 
Founder, President, N CEO 
Senior Wealth Manager & Senior Portfolio Manager 

;~J Brooksco.com 
"Love. Life. More" 
"Securities Offered through The Leaders Group, Inc. Member FINRA" 
"The Leaders Group, Inc. is a member of SIPC" 

This email communication and any attachments may contain proprietary, confidential, or privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this email in error and that any review, disclosure, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of it or its contents is prohibited. The sender does not waive confidentiality or any privilege 
by mistransmission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete this email, and destroy all 
copies and any attachments. 

].BR~ ~ ~ONPANY, LLC 
3amal B. Brooks, NBA 
Founder, President, & CEO 
Sr. Advisor & Sr. Portfolio Manager 

;@JBrooksco.com 
"Love. Life. More" 

"Securities Offered through The Leaders Group, Inc. Member FINRA" 
"The Leaders Group, Tnc. is a member of STPC" 



This email communication and any attachments may contain proprietary, confidential, or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, 
you are hereby notified that you have received this email in error and that any review, disclosure, dissemination, distribution or copying of it or its 
contents is prohibited. The sender does not waive confidentiality or any privilege by mistransmission. If you have received this email in error, please 
notify the sender immediately, delete this email, and destroy all copies and any attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 2:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: getling hack about that internship possibility 

Hi Please send me the follo;ving: 

Mobile # 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~mder~raduate-pr~rana/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (fr!emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:05 PM 
To: Stroman, Deb~rah Lynn 

SubJect: getting back about that internship possibility 

Hi Dr. Stroman[ 
This is , the girl who came in your office about 3 weeks ago 
and talked with you about possible internships at           To remind 
you, I’ll be in until ~ and am ve~ interested in 
working with one of the camps that you mentioned. I only have one 
class @:ore 1:15-2:45) so I am free all morning. You said you were going 
out of the country but if you hadn’t emailed me be]f~re         then I 
should email you. So I was wondering if you’d found anything that I could 
work with. I’m open to almost anything, from working with sports camps to 
working with a personal trainer, etc Hope to hear from you soon, thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 3:01 PM 

@jbrooksco.com 

I~B: Re[2]: CSRI Conference 

Sounds good! 

Stay cool. ;) 

0292~3.0336 

http://~xss.unc.edu/undergraduate~pr~gram/badn~exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

~= j.broo~@jbroo~co.com [mailto ;@jbrooksco.com] 
Seat= Tuesday, July 05, 2055 3:00 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sabject= Re: Re[2]: CSR[ Conference 

Great. I will meet with ~u firs1 at 2pm. So~, I could not do lunch, due to the fact. I will be coming ~om a funerN. See you soon~ 

Sent them my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Strotnan, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 5 Ju12011 18:51:23 k0000 

To: Jamal Brooks<        ~jbrooksco.com> 

Subject: RE: Re[2]: CSRI Conference 

Hi JarnN. I thought I le[:t you a vrnsg [:or Thursday lunch. That’s okay. Yes, [Aesse stop by office at 2:00 p.m. Woollen 315. Dn SouthaH is on the first floor and I am on 

the tffird~ 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

12)eborah S~:~orn~n~ PL £)., CL[ ~ 

919-$43-033& 

http://exss.~nc.edu/~nde~r~u~e~pr~r~m/~dn~exss/sp~rt~ministr~t~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Jamal Broo~ [mailto:2 ~jbrooksco.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Ju~y 05, 20~1 2:~ PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Re[2]: CSRI Conference 

Professor Stroman, 

I am toucNng base with ~u regarding Thur~ay. I le~ you a message co~ing the 7th as a g~at day and time to meet, but ~ have not heard from you yet. I am 

available be~-een 2-4pro on July 7th. Let me ~ow what is the best time for us to meet: Hope you had a great holiday and I look fo~vard to seeing you soon: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: "’Jamal B. Brooks, MBA’"        @jbrooksco.com> 
Cc: ’"Debby Stroman’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: 06/28/11 04:31 PM 
Subject: RE: CSRI Conference 

Hi Jamal. I hope you are doing well I left you a vmsg. Can we gel together nex[ week? Thanks. 

l])ebon_~h S, troman, P}~.I~)., CLI.] 

91 c),843.033 ,’~ 

http://exss.u~c.edu/u~de~raduate-p~ram/ba-~n-exss/sp~rt-admfn~strati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes beading its own gills, Un~:ie the ribbo~sJ’ (~,Ann 5chabacker} 

Fro~: Jama[ B. Broo~, NBA [mailto: @jbroo~co.com] 

Sent: Thursday, Nay 05, 20IE 7:32 PN 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: CSRI Conference 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Just wanted to drop you a line and say it was a pleasure meeting you at the CSRI Conference a couple of weeks ago. I hope you 
had a wonderful trip home. Thank you so much for coming out and supporting the program. I will definitely keep in contact in the 
future. I have attached my bio to give you a formal introduction of myself. In the future, please keep me in mind if I can assist 
you or others in any way. Have a great day[ 

~.~R~ ~ ~ONPANY, LLC 
3amal B. Brooks, NBA 
Founder, President, & CEO 
Senior Wealth Manager & Senior Portfolio Manager 

~JBrooksco.com 



"Love. Life. More" 
"Securities Offered through The Leaders Group, Inc. Member FINRA" 
"The Leaders Group, Inc. is a member of SIPC" 

This email communication and any attachments may contain proprietary, confidential, or privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this email in error and that any review, disclosure, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of it or its contents is prohibited. The sender does not waive confidentiality or any privilege 
by mistransmission. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete this email, and destroy all 
copies and any attachments. 

,I.Im-ROOI(S ~ COMPANY, LLC 
Jamal B. Brooks, MBA 
Founder, President, & CEO 
Sr. Advisor & Sr. Portfolio Manager 

@3 Brooksco,com 
"Love. Life. More" 

"Securities Offered through The Leaders Group, Inc. Member FINRA" 
"The Leaders Group, Inc. is a member of SIPC" 

This email communication and any attachments may contain proprietary, confidential, or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, 
you are hereby notified that you have received this email in error and that any review, disclosure, dissemination, distribution or copying of it or its 
contents is prohibited. The sender does not waive confidentiality or any privilege by mistransmission. If you have received this email in error, please 
notify the sender immediately, delete this email, and destroy all copies and any attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

ashley mccullen@unc.edu 

ADD 

Hi Ashley. Please add (3 hours). Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

U_NC Exercise and Spore Science Dq_,u 

Sport Administration FacultT e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 "vVoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twi~ter drstroman 

ht~p:/’iwww,unc,edu/’deprs/exercise/’spork=admh~ist~;uior~ 

"Just because it hash ’t beet~ dot~e -- doesn’t mean that it cat~’t be dot~e." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

@ema:il.unc.edu> 

l~E: EXSS Interest 

Hi Thanks for Lhe follow up. I wilt check with our administrator to see it: Lhe request has processed. 

Stay cool, 

Dr. Stroman 

t~pio~e. E~gage, Empower. 

ht~p://exss.unc.edu/undergrad~ate.pr~gram/ba4n.exss/sp~rbadm~n1s~rati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:34 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: EXSS ’Interest 

Dr. Stroman, 

I had emailed you a few weeks ago about EXSS    and how I had asked you in the      if I could obtain permission to be in that class and you had agreed to let 

me in, however, it doesn’t show up in connectcarolina as a class in which I am currently enrolled in. I just wanted to see if you remembered to add me or if there 

anything I need to do on my end. I can set an appointment time that is convenient with your schedule to come by and talk with you more if needed be. Thanks for 

your time. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Intern, 

Mobile: 

Office: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 3:34 PM 

Lecturer Advisors <lecmdvisors@listserv.unc.edu> 

’Marilyn McClain’ @nc.rr.com>; lee may@unc.edu 

Resource 

Hi All. I hope everyone had a nice holiday weekend. Here’s a resourceful doc to review. I like the syllabus idea... 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Admmis~atinn FacultT es 

E2r~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Sport Research Institute 

FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 "vVoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

ht~p: i iwww,unc,edu id~rs/ exercise ispo~k~a&mnis~a~inr~ 

"Just because it hash 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 5:18 PM 

Turner, Robert Winston II <rvvtume@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Mascot Names 

D~ bora}~ St:roman, Ph.D,, CLI J 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘edu/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~earing ~ts own g~fts, Untie the r~bbons/’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

From= Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent= Tuesday, July 05, 201~ 4:19 PN 
To; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= RE: Hascot Names 
I vote for some southern school ~ change i~s nickname to "Ang~ White Hen," 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 
College Sport Research Institute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-¢hapel Hill 

The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
http: //www.marquetee.edu/differencenetworWfeature turner.php 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent= Tuesday, July 05, 2011 4:15 PM 
To= Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject= Mascot Names 

FYI. Per our discussion this weekend... 

UND group backs president’s call on nickname 

GRAND FORKS (AP) - Members of the Universib’ of No~lh Dakota’s Universib’ Senate executive co~nmittee are backing President Robert Kelley’s call for a~ end 

to the dispute over the school’s Fighting Sioux nickname. 

Kelley last week said the Legislature should rescind a law requiring LIND to keep the nickname. The NCAA finds it offensive and said LIND will face sanctions if the 

school continues to use it. UND also is likely to have problems joining the Big Slcy Conference if it keeps the nickname. 

The UniversiU Senate includes faculb; staff; s~dent and administration representalives. It for yeaacs has favored retiring the nickname. It opposed the bill in the state 

Senate earlier this year. The executive committee has now sent a letter to Kelley backing his request to lawmakers. 

Go } teels, 
Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 
Sport Administration Facuhy es 
E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chaix, College Sport Research Insdmte 
FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Mall Leadership & Honors Organization) 
315 \Voollen CB~ 8605 
Chapel HiJd, N(7 27599 
919.843.03 ~6 
Twitter drs~roman 
]~tqrp;£f www.tu~ c.ed!!£ depts! exer c~s~£ spot t adminisu’atinn 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 5:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

PJg: EXSS major - 

Hi     I see that you are a rising      and i[ will be very difficult to change your major. Let’s cha[ [his week about your situation~ ’Are you available this week? 

Please send me three options before 4:00 p,m~ 

Thanks, 

t:~pio~e, g~gage, Empower. 

ht~://exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~uate~r~ram/~a~n~exss/s~rba~rn~r~s~rati~n/~verV~e~/ 

"Each da~ ~omes bea~ing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," 

F~ @live.unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Thursday, 2:~ PM 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
$~bject~ RE: EXSS major - 

From-" Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 6:18 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: EXSS major - 

HiDre. Please send your PlD, will be available after 

Dr, Stroman 

9i9-843-033& 

h~p://~xss~nc~edu/~nde~gr~u~e-pr~gr~m/~dn-exss/sp~rt-~minis~r~t~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:34 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: EXSS major- 

Hello Debby I am a at Carolina looking to change his major. When are you available to meet over the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 12:19 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Law, Greg A <lawdawg@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

RE: getting back about that internship possibili .ty 

Hi     . I spoke to Coach Hatchell and Mr. Greg Law ~     operations director) about assisting ~vith the 
As always, be prompt and professional! This opportunity to work with 

Thanks. Keep me posted. 

Dr. Stroman 

Please follow tap with Mr. Law- tomorrow-. His phone number is 

Go tteels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~rarn/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~iew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Subject: RE: getting back about that internship possibility 

My PID: 
Mobile#: 

thartks again! 

On Tue, 18:57:48 +0000, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@tmc.edu> 
wrote: 

> HJ . Please send me the following: 
> 

> PID 
> Mobile # 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-adrainistrati~n/~e1"v~ie~v/ 
> 

> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @email.tmc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 12:05 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
> Subject: getting back about that internship possibility 
> 

> 

> Hi Dr. Stroman’. 
> This is             , the girl who came in yotu- office about 3 weeks ago 
> and talked with you about possible internships at           To remind 
> you, I’ll be in                       and am very interested in 
> working with on~ of the camps " that you mentioned. I only have one 

> class (t}om 1:15-2:45) so I am tree all morning. You said you were going 
> out of the countl~- but if you hadn’t emailed me before        , then I 
> should email you So I was wondering if you’d found anything that I could 
> work with. I’m open to almost anything, from working with sports camps 
to 
> working with a personal trainer, etc Hope to hear from you soon, thanks’. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 12:23 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

ILE: Coaching Education Minor 

Hi Yes, I will see you today. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... ©rigina[ Message ..... 

From:      @email.unc edu 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:35 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sutziect: RE: Coaching Education Minor 

(i~!email.unc.edu] 

ProJ~ssor Stroman 

I just wanted to conSrm our meeting this afternoon at 3 30pro in Steele 2017I). 

I look forward to meeting with you. 

R egards, 

Quoting "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu>: 

Yes. 3:30 is free. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
Explore. Engage Empower. 
919843.0336 
http ~ //exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sport-ad~ninistratinn/~Verview/ 

"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @email.unc.edu             ,~,email.unc. edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: Coaching Education 2vhnor 

Is there any chance we can make it later ’.’ 3-30 or 4’.’ 

Quoting "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu>: 

>> 2:00 pan. at Steele (2017D)? 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> http ://exss.unc. edu/undergraduate-progralniba-in-exss/sport-administratinl~’OVel~iew/ 
>> 

>> "Each day comes bearing its oxvn gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
>> Schabacker) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... ©riginal Message ..... 
>> From:      ~email.unc.edu            @email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday, 3:44 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
>> Subject: RE: Coaching Education Minor 
>> 

>> I wont be able to get any time off of work this week. I should be 
>> available next Wednesday afternoon or I can book time offany day after 
>> that. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu>: 
>> 



>>> Hi Are you available this week on Wednesday between 1:30 and 4:30? 

>>> Go }{eels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>>> Explore Engage Empower. 
>>> 919843.0336 
>>> http://ex ss.unc, edu/undergraduate-program/ba-in-exss/sport-administration/overview/ 

>>> "Each day conres bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
>>> Schabacker) 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> Front:      @email.unc.edn             ,~,email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 
>>> To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
>>> Subject: RE: Coaching Education Minor 

>>> Dr Stroman 

>>> I would like to set up a time to rueet with you in the next couple of 
>>> weeks to discuss the Spolt Administration program. Is there an?" 
>>> particular day that is best for you, do we need to set up an 
>>> appointment? 

>>> I look forward to hearing front you. 

>>> Regards, 

>>> Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstronran@eruail.unc.edu>: 

>>>> Hi         Welconre to UNC[ I can assist you with your transition to Sport 
>>>> Adnrinistration. Please visit our website to learn nrore about the 

>>>> suggested sequencing (bottom of the page). I trust that you have already 
>>>> declared the major ~vith your Steele advisor. The declaration will increase 
>>>> your probability of gaining access to EXSS courses. 

>>>> http://exss.unc, edu/undergradua te-prograrrdba-in-exss/sport-a&ninistration/co 
>>>> urse-descriptionsi 

>>>> Let me know if you have an?- questions. I am here in Woollen 315 all sun~aer 
>>>> if’you want to meet. 

>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>>>> Explore Engage Empower. 
>>>> 919843.0336 
>>>> http://exss.unc, edu/under~radua te-prograrrdba-in-exss/sport-a&ninistratiordov 

>>>> "Each day comes bearing its o~vn gifts. Untie the ribbons." (RAnn 
>>>> Schabacker) 

>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>> };rom: Sa]yer, Sherry L [mailto:salyer~email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday,              9:44 AM 

>>>> To:      ~emai].unc.edu 
>>>> Cc: Deborah Stroman 
>>>> Subject: RE: Coaching Education Mrnor 

>>>>         welcome When you say that you are majoring in Education, what 
>>>> exactly do you mean by that? 

>>>> Yes, it is possible to major in EXSS and have a minor in the same 
>>>> department. ’]’he Coaching minor is by application only now. Slots are all 
>>>> 1911 for those graduating in          and almost full for those graduating 
>>>> in I am reviewing applications this summer Fill out the 
>>>> attached 
>>>> and return asap. 

>>>> I have also copied I~. Stroman on this email. She is a faculty member and 
>>>> advisor in the EXSS-Sport Administratinn track. I suggest setting up an 
>>>> appointment with her for more inlb about sport admin 

>>>> Glad you’re beret 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From:      @email.unc.edu ]            @email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, 9:08 AM 
>>>> To: Salyer, Sherry L 
>>>> Subject: Coaching Education Minor 

>>>> Dr Salyer 

>>>> I am a new transfer student, entering as a Junior with Education and 



>>>> Sports Science - Sports Management as my m~ior in the Fall. I am also 
>>>> interested in pursuing Coaching Education as a minor and was inqmrlng 
>>>> about its requirements. Seeing as m?’ major is already in EXSS, is it 
>>>> feasible to complete a minor fi~om the same department? tIow do [ get 
>>>> permission to enroll in the coaching education classes and is there a 
>>>> particular order in which the classes should be completed? Are there 
>>>> any other requirements or information I need to know about this minor? 

>>>> I am from England so this is my first experience with majors/minors, I 
>>>> did graduate fiom Durham Technical Communi~" College last year but 
>>>> obviously there is a lot more itfformation to take ~n at UN~. 

>>>> I ara ver~" excited to be joining the EXSS department, my wife graduated 
>>>> from the Masters program in Occupational Science a couple of years ago 
>>>> and had a couple of classmates who had bachelor degrees in EXSS; they 
>>>> only had great things to say about the department so I am very much 
>>>> looking forward to starting in the Fall. 

>>>> I look forward to hearing from you, 

>>>> Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 12:28 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: getling lmck about that internship possibili~" 

You are most welcome[ 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Subject: RE: getting back about that internship possibility 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you so incredibly much for hooking me up with this amazing 
opportumty! I am deeply grateful, and I cannot thank you enough. I’ll 
give Mr Law a cal[ tomorrow and will indeed keep you posted This means so 
much that you would go out of your way to help me out, thanks for all your 
help! 

On Wed, 16:19:22 + 0000, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" < dstro@unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> tli I spoke ~o Coach tlatchell and X~. Greg Law ! operauons 
> director) about assisting with . Please follow up with Mr 
Law 
> tomorrow. His phone nLunber is As al~vays~ be prompt and 
> professional! This opportunity- to work with 

Thanks. Keep me posted. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: !] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: getting back about that internship possibility 

\~ PID: 
Mobile#: 

thanks againt 

On Tue, 18:57:48 +0000, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" 

<dstro@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> Hi i Please send me the following: 
>> 



>> 

>> Mobile # 
>> 

>> Thanks 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> Explore. [gngage Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

> 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-adrainistrati~n/~ve1~’ie~v/ 
>> 

>> "Each day comes bearing its oxvn gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Amx 
>> Schabacker) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original _Message ..... 
>> From: @email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 12:05 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

>> Subject: getting back about that internship possibility 
>> 

>> 

>> Hi Dr. Stroman[ 
>> This is              the girl who came in your office about 3 weeks ago 
>> and talked with you about possible internships at           To remind 
>> you, I’ll be in and am very interested in 
>> working with that you mentioned. I only have one 
>> class (l?cora 1:15-2:45) so I am free all raoming. You said you XVele going 
>> out of the countD" but if you hadn’t emailed me before       , then I 
>> should email you. So I was wondering if you’d found anything that I 
could 
>> work with I’m open to almost anything, from working with sports camps 
> to 

>> working with a personal trainer, etc. Hope to hear Iicom you soon, 
thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, 12:28 PM 

T@ts, Amy Z ~atufks@email.unc.e&~> 

I~E: Transtbr Student- 

Thanks. I left also let:t her a message. 

d 

9i9.863.0336 

htt~://exss.unc.edu/undergra~ua~e~r~gram/ba4n~exss/sp~rt-a~ministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: Tu~, Amy Z 
~ent: Wednesday, ~:30 AM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
S~bject: Transfer Studenb 

Deb, 
Hope you’re having a great week~ 

a transfer student who will be here in the would like to ~lk ~ someone about EXSS options. I gave her your contact information. But her’s is 
or @ema~l.unc.edu if you happen to get a moment. 

ThanB, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <OI~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 3:17 PM 

Turner, Robert Winston II <r~vtume@em~l.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: author bio 

Nice smile! Thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

http://exss.unc.edui 

because it hasn’t: been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 2:28 plVl 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: author bio 

Hello: 
Hopefully this will work for you. 
Cheers 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 
College Sport Research Institute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
http: !/www.ma rquetee.edu/differencenetwor k/featu re turner.php 

From: Turner, Robert [RTurner@gc.cuny.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2012 2:25 PM 

To: rwturner@unc.edu 
Subject: F’W: author bio 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 3:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Advising Appointment 

HI. I can meet you at 1:00 tomorrow in my office. 

Deboral-~ Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB~i 8(505 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919~84&0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

because it hasn’t: been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be dane. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 2:30 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject-" RE: Advising Appointment 

Dr. Stroman, I apologize for taking so long to respond. Are you available any this week after :t:00 to meet? 

Thanks, 

From; Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 6:16 PM 
To-" 
C:¢; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: Advising Appointment 

Hi         . I am sorry I am just finding this note. I migrated to a new server and missing emai[s keep popping up! ;) 

Wekome to SA. You will enjoy the curr~c@um and learning. ~ am out of the office next week. Let’s sched@e a tkne to cha~ after 

Dr, Stroman 

Go Meel~;, 

De~>orah Swornan. Ph D., (3I,U 

Expiore. Engage. Empower~ 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uate-programibaqn-exssisport-administrat[onioverview/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the dbbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

Fmm: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, ~0:13 PN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject~ Advising Appointment 
Dr. Stroman, 
I am on the verge of changing my concentration to 

Thanks! 

and I would like to set up a time to talk to you about my schedule and any advice you have for me. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 11:45 AM 

Tu[ts, Amy Z <atufks@email.unc.e&p 

1~3:;: Turner 

Hi grny. I dor/L have any pics of thern. You may want to send an email Lo Lhem. I think      may have the database. 

Or ask our current grad students who attended the event                to provide pics from the conference~ 

9 Z~).843.0334 

ht~:~exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~ua~e~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~rba~m~r~s~ati~n~ver~ew~ 

"Each day comes ~eari~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabad~er} 

F~m= Tu~, Amy Z 
Sent= Thursday, 9:3~ AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject= RE: Turner 
got it, than~H 
Also can you help me with the spo~ admin alumni info Barbara sent. Are there any pics of these fol~? 
Thanks, 
Amy 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Tufts, Amy Z 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Turner 

3:18 PM 

Hi Amy. Itere’s text and a pic. Please post and put on videoboard. Thanks! 

Welco~ne Dr. Turner’. 

Dr. Robert W. Turner II is a           Fellow in the Carolina Postdoctoral Program (EXSS). Prior to his postdoctoral position in EXSS, Robert was also a visiting 

schola~ in the Department of Sociology at Indiana Universi~ and a postdoctoral fellow in the Department of Social and Cultural Science at MaNuette Universib~. After 

graduating fi~om James Madison Universib~, Robert played football professionally for three different leagues over a four-year span. He is currently developing a 

mannscript for Oxford Universib’ Press entitled "Not For Long: The Life and Career of the NFL Athlete." This ethnographic project offers a description and analysis of 

the social worlds of prot~ssional tbotball players based on the author’s personal experience and interviews with current and tbrmer players. In addition, a~chived 

resources that discuss the socialization ofyoang atNetes, the relationship between the NFL and player~ and how athletes’ transition away f?om their NFL career 

be critically analyzed in the writing. Though playing in the NFL is often thought of as privileged re,fred Ibr only the best players, this valuable case study snggests ways 

for examining how race and class refract the experience of athletes. With responsibilities in the College Sport Re,arch Institute, Robert will work closely ruth EXSS 

sport administration graduate students and facul~. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CI_U 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 

CMpd Hi11, NC 27599 
919~8~&0336 
Twitter 

_~t__~_}_.:!/__e_, ~ ~:_u!:~_~:__e_0__~_[:’_ 
"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 12:10 PM 

Zinder, Steven M <szinde@unc.edu:~ 

Deborah Stroman ~stromm~@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS ADD 

Hi Steve. I hope your summer is going well. 

I have instructed              to attend your class on the first day and meet with you as an "add." He is a transfer student and we (Steele and myself) 

have been working with him to fill his fall class schedule. As you know, there is a new added importance to ensuring our transfers are accommodated 

since they are often admitted after spring registration. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go t teels, 

Deborah S/roman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Depr~ 

Sport AdminisLra6on FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolirm Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (iXTa~l Leadership & } tonors Organization) 

315 \~,;oollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hidd, NC 27S99 

919.843.0336 

Twitre~ d~s~roman 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane -o doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 1:08 PM 

ashley mccullen@unc.edu 

EXSS 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science Dq_,u 

Sport Admmis~atinn FacultT e~ 

E2r~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Sport Research Institute 

FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 V¢oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drsrroman 

ht~p:!’iwww,unc,edu !’dep rs / exercise!’spor k=adminisura/inrt 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 1:25 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

PJg: EXSS 

Okay, Thanks. 

I am on my way over. TECHNO{OGY issues are driving me crazy1! 

£)ebon_~l:~ Stromart, Y:’tI.12)., 

9Zo.843.0334 

ht~://exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~uate~r~ram/~a~n~exss/s~rba~m~r~s~rati~n/~verV~e~/ 

"Each da~ ~omes bea~ing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," 

F~ McCullen, Ashley D 
$e~t~ Thursday, July 07, 20~ ~:24 PM 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bject~ RE: EXSS 

~ cmYt add her Hght now as she has a wa~tHsted class co~mth~g towm’ds the max of ~7 hours they can resister for~ After A~JS~st t2~h ~ can add her as the Hm~t is 

increased to I8, Thm~ks. 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCulien 

Administrative Support SpedaHst 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

University o[ North Carolina a~: Chapel I-Hli 

919-.962- 2022 

~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, July 07, 20~ ~:08 PM 
Te~ ashley_mccullen@unc.edu 
S~ject~ EXSS 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

LTNC Exercise and Spore Science Dept. 

SporcAdmh~is~adon FaculV e~ 

E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordina:or 

Chak, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, (Ta~olh~a Sports Bushaess Club & Si~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organ~adon) 

315 WooEen CB# 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twi~rer drsrroman 

’~ust because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Jnly 7, 2011 3:11 PM 

Shemer, Gidi <bishemer@email.unc.edu-~ 

;@hotmail.co~n; lm~ann@nnc.edn; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W < swlt@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Welcome New Lecturer Advisors Hilm7 and Hollie! 

Welcome Hilary and Hollie! Please let me know i]:l can be assistance as you transition. Our position is unique and special to UNC students. ;) 

Stephen, would you p~ease add them to our LA ~istserve? 

Thanks. 

debby 

http://exs~.unc.edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/ba~n-exs~/sp~rt-admfn~trati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes beating ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 2:33 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
@hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Welcome New Lecturer Advisors Hila~ and Hollie~ 

Wek:ome both. 

Debby, d~d yo~ add H~ary snd Ho~He to our ~stserv? 

G~di 

Gid~ Shemer, PhD 

Lecturer 

Advisor h:~r ur~dergraduate biology majors 

Director of Undergaduate Research #~ g~o~ogy 

Office: Wilson Ha~ G4.1 

Phone: (919) 9622436 

bishemer@email.unc.edu 

http:www.No.unc.edu/FacultyiShemer/ 

’:~There h; a cr(~ck m everything. 

That’s how ~he fight ga,~s 

- Leonard Cohen 

From= Nay, Lee Y 
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 20~ 2:24 PN 
To= Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Shemer, GiN; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan D 
C¢= hedwardJ@fau.edu;       @hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Wyrick, Narilyn ~; Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject= Welcome New Lecturer Advisors Hilaw and Hollie[ 
CNleagues, 

I write to let you know that two new lecturer advisors are joining us in the Academic Advising Program as of this week. Hi~ary Uthgow is joining the department of 

English and Comparative Literature. Hollie Mann is joiNng the Political Science department. You should be able to meet them at the final orientation sessions of 

the summer. We will get all the lecturer advBors together prior to the start of the fall semester to go over some key issues about which students will be asking. We 

are delighted that they will add to our expertise in the Academic Advising Program. Please join me in welcoming Hollie and Hilary to the Academic Advising 

Program. 

Bests, 

Lee 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 S~ele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 5:26 PM 

Currin, Deni~ C <dcurdn@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Ad@ess for Cindy 

Thanks Denise! I left hers message on her mobile a few days ago. 

d 

http://~xss.unc.edu/undergr~du~te~pr~gr~m/baqn~exss/s~rt-~dministr~t~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

~= Currin, Denise C [mailto:dcurrin@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Thursday, July 07, 20M 5:$2 PM 
To= ~e peess-f mailing list 
Sabject= [peess-~ Address for Cindy 

Cindy is recuperatin~ at her son’s home. Several have asked for his address-- 

Also, the department sent her flowers when she was in the hospital. 

Denise 

Denise C Currin 

Business Officer and Manager 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700 Fetzer Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Voice: 919-962-5172 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 
peess-f as: <a href "mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu">dstroma~@email.~mc.edu<"a>. To unsubscribe send a bla~k <br> 

email to ~a bref ’’ma~t~:~eave-29453~28-9992594~d4e434~45d4b~97c867e66~5d5b8a2~@~stserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-29453~28- 

9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66185d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu</a~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, i 8:46 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: major - 

Thanks for your communication. Yes, we will cancel 

FYI--- Never refer to professors by their first name. Be professional! 

Have a good weekend. 

Dr, Stroman 

1}}~’8orah Suorn~n~ PLD., CL~ ~ 

9i9-843-0336 

http~//~‘u~‘~du/u~de~gradua~e~pr~gram/baqn~/~p~rt-administrat~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes beating ~ts own gifts, Untie the r~bbons/’ (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:~ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE:     major - 
Actually, can we just cancel the appointment. ~ just looked at what requiremen~ I need to graduate and ~king six more classes would be an overload. ~ank you for your time 
Deborah. 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, .12:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: major - 

Hi    , Please meet me in my office on Friday at l:30~Thanks, 

Woollen 315 

Dr, Stroman 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: : [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,. ~0:53 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
$~bje¢t: RE:     major - 
I was adivised not to change majors, but I am interested in the coaching education minor, can we meet tomorrow or thursday a 2:30 or friday at ~: 30? 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: major - 

Hi    . I see that you are a rising      and it witl be very difl:icult Lo change your major, Let’s chat this week about your situation. Are you available Lhis week? 

Please send me three options before 4:00 

Thanks. 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad ua[e~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv;ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,ABB Schabacker} 

F~m: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 2:~ PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= RE:     major - 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: major - 

Hi     Please send your PID. I wilt be available after Ame 27th. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go } 

Debora}~ S~:ron~n, Ph.D., CL{ J 

919 84.3 0336 

h~://e~s~u~c~edu/u~de~g~ad~a~e-~r~g~am/baqn-e~/~bad@~n~at~n/~erv~ew/ 



From: : [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:34- PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: major - 

Hello Debby I am a at Carolina looking to change his major. When are you available to meet over the summer? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, July 8, 2011 8:49 AM 

Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu:q Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.unc.e&~>; Dodd, Thalleus <thad dod&~unc.edu>; Cuicchi, 

Frank E <cuicchi@uuc.e&~ 

1~: Tesl 

Good morning. Whoever is avaifable._please leL me know. I am noL at my office but I am on my computer. 

When I left last night, still got prompt for password. Jason’s suggestion didn’t work. ;( 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D. CL[ J 

929 84.3 0336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~dergraduate-~r~gram/~a4n-e~s~/sp~rbadm~r~rati~n/~er~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes ~eari~g ~ts own gi~s. ~ntie the ribbo~sJ’ {R&nn 5chabacker} 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 20M 5:32 PN 
To: Anderson, Victor L; Dodd, ~alleus; Cuicchi, Frank E 
Subject: Test 
Still receiving password prompt. Time to give up and go home~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Sr~oman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science 

Spo~cAdmmis~adon FaculV es 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dma:o~ 

Chair, Ca~olina Black Caucus 

Advisory Boa~d Cha~, Co’ego Spo~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spo~s Business Chub ~ SJ~a Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership ~ Honors O~ganizadon) 

315 V~oo£en CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

’rwi~te~ drsrroman 

hup: i iwww.m~c.edu id~rs/ (*xercise isporL~admhag~;~dort 

"Just because 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 2:03 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Do you have some time to ~neet with me? 

Hi Yes, I am on campus this summer Let me know your availability over the next week or two Tuesday - Thursdays are good. 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: I (@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday: 12:11 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: I)o you have some time to meet with me? 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, 
l hope you are having a fantastic summer! I am writing to ask whether or 
not you are on campus ]2~r this summer, and if you have some time to meet 
with me in the next couple of weeks so that I may ask you for some advice 
and counseling I absolutely love my major ( ), and ! 
know that there are so 
many different exciting directions that one may go with such a major. I was 
hoping to talk to you about course planning lk~r my junior and senior year, 
as well as possible outlets and paths [’or majors 

Thank you for your time! 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Friday, July 8, 2011 5:30 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Agbeblewu, Samantha A <agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
<sibby@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Baker, Diane 
<diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; Collier, Shauna D 
<colliers@email.unc.edu>; lajeune_cox@unc.edu; Davis, Herb 
<hdavis@admissions.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 
ashalla@unc.edu; cholliday@unc.edu; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri C <thouston@email.unc.edu>; 
cricket@unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, 
Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg 
<j ames.moore@unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
carol_nicholson@unc.edu; dnixon@email.unc.edu; Overton, Jackie (Public Safety) 
<overton@psafety.unc.edu>; rparsons@email.unc.edu; tony.patterson@unc.edu; 
claudis~olk@med.unc.edu; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; Malone, Brenda 
Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; nikkia@unc.edu; jmterry@unc.edu; 
diane.webster@unc.edu; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; harold_woodard@unc.edu; 
j acqueline_wynn@med.unc, edu; Taylor, Vergie A <VATAYLOR@email.unc. edu>; 
sfrazierb@gmail.com; ’fatimahj@email.unc.edu’; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; iruka@unc.edu; Douglas, Linda B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; 
oginni@email.unc.edu; Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Jackie 
<japierce@email.unc.edu>; Blake, Jo-Ann A <Jo-Ann_Blake@dentistry.unc.edu>; 
j t}ordan@email.unc.edu; rac@unc.edu; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Aflethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; 
Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; Asia Johnson <asial 012@email.unc.edu>; 
mnm3303 <mnm3303 @email.unc.edu> 

CBC July News 

CBC Communications 7.8.11.pdf 

We hope you are enjoying a COOL summer! 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 
Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 





Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Institute of African American Research (IAAR) Update 

Thanks to all who assisted in providing feedback regarding this important university institute. CBC meetings 

were very productive and insightful for the IAAR and diversity related concerns on campus. The Provost 

announced on June 15 that the IAAR will NOT be subject to closure. Provost Carney states, "The university is 

appreciative of the broader impact of the institute even in a financially constrained environment." The 

IAAR’s advisory board is currently working to identify short and long term strategies to ensure successful 

achievement of its objectives. If you are interested in providing feedback to this board, please contact Dr. 

Reginald Hildebrand (hildebra@email.unc.edu) or Dr. Cookie Newsome (newsom@email.unc.edu). 

CBC Activities (no Ju yiAugust meetings) 

CBC Online Exhibit Update 

The Caucus leadership has begun the process of documenting the history of the Black Faculty 
and Staff Caucus since inception in 1974. This three part process (written documentation, 
photographs/images, and interviews) has a target completion date of September 1, 2012. It is 
our hope that one day we will have an online exhibition and physical space on campus. (Similar 
to the Digital Collections - http://www.lib.unc.edu/digitalprojects.html or 
http:!!www.lib.unc.edu!mss!exhibits!slavery~) 

Help! We seek photos of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC events/meetings, and any members of 

the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a garage box! © The photos will be 

digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the owners can keep their originals. If 

you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu. 



CBC Golf Clinic 

1. We heard you! A beginner/advanced golf clinic will be held Friday, July 22. The clinic will be 

from 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Do you desire to learn a lifetime sport that is often the easiest subject 

to begin a conversation at a networking event? Do you know why golf is considered the "sport of 

business"? To ensure learning and fun the enrollment will be limited. © An email will be sent 

(right of first refusal) to those who initially responded to the interest note. This clinic will review 

course fundamentals, etiquette, and equipment in the classroom. The group will then have a CBC 

private lesson at the UNC Chapman Center (varsity golf facility at 

Finley) with UNC assistant golf coach, Patricia Earley. What to wear? 

Dress comfortably. Recommended: Sneakers or golf shoes; Collared 

golf shirt or fitness shirt; Shorts or pants; No denim, Limited or no 

jewelry; golf or baseball hat and sunglasses to block the sun, if 

necessary. What to bring? Your smile; golf questions, water bottle; 

business cards; one golf joke; golf clubs and a glove, if you own them 

and/or want to pick them up for the first or second time. You will leave this informative clinic 

with new friends, more smiles, and ready to attack! No equipment is necessary. Rain or shine. 

Registration fee is $49 (CBC) and $69 (non-CBC members). Questions? Ready to secure your 

spot? Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu with your name, mobile number, and your personal 

golf goal. Deadline: Friday, July 15 at 12:00 p.m. 

2. NEW! Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and it is 

growing! If you know of persons working in technology related 

positions, please contact or refer them to OJ at ~ mcghee@unc.edu. We 

need to collaborate and support these associates. 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

3. Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, 

post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

From the Journal of Blacks in Higher Education... 

The Huge African-American Gender Gap in Graduate Degree Programs 

New data from the U.S. Department of Education shows that in 2009, there were 342,400 African 

Americans enrolled in graduate programs in the United States. But when broken down by gender, the 

enrollment statistics are shocking. There were 243,600 black women enrolled in graduate programs, 

compared to 90,500 black men. Thus, women accounted for a whopping 71.1 percent of all African- 

American graduate school enrollments. 



For whites in 2009, women were 59.6 percent of total graduate school enrollments. 

Ten years earlier in 2000, black women made up 67.5 percent of all African-American graduate 

enrollments. For whites the figure was 57.8 percent_ 

0 75~000 150~000 225,000 

Three-Judge Panel of Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals Rules Michigan’s Ban on 
Affirmative Action Admissions Is Unconstitutional 

A three-judge panel of the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals struck down Proposal 2 which was passed by 
Michigan voters in 2006 by a 58-42 margin. The referendum then became part of the state constitution. It 
banned the use of race in hiring or contracting by any agency of the state government. The ban included the 
consideration of race in making admissions decisions at state-operated colleges and universities. 

The ban on race-sensitive admissions has resulted in lower black enrollments at the University of Michigan. In 
2006, before the ban went into effect, there were 2,454 African Americans enrolled at all levels of the 
University of Michigan. In 2010, there were 1,777 African-American students on campus. This is a reduction of 
27.6 percent. During the same period overall enrollments at the University of Michigan increased by more than 
3,000 students. The 2-1 majority ruled that Proposal 2 placed "special burdens on minority interests" and 
therefore violated the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 

State officials have stated they plan to appeal the decision to the full Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals and the case 
may ultimately be decided by the U.S. Supreme Court. While the case is under the appeal, the University of 

Michigan will, in all likelihood, not reinstitute race-sensitive admissions. 



Recent Books That May Be of Interest to African-American Scholars 

The JBHE Weekly Bulletin regularly publishes a list of new books that may be of interest to their readers. Here 
axe the latest selections: 

¯ A~qcan Americans m South Texas History edited by Bruce A. Glasrud (Texas A&M University Press) 

¯ Authentic Blaclmess/"Real" Blaclmess: Essaw’ on the Meaning of Blackness in Literature and Culture edited by 
Martin Japtok and Jerry RafLki Jenkins (Peter Lang Publishing) 

¯ Crusade A~zamst Slave~’: Edward CoIes, Pioneer of F?~eedom by Kurt Leichtie aaad Bruce G. Carveth (Southern 
Illinois University Press) 

¯ FauIkner and F~’hiteness edited by Jay Watson (University Press of Mississippi) 

¯ IfFTe 3/IustDie: From BiRRer Thomas to Bi~zie Smalls by Aime J. Ellis (Wayne State University Press) 

¯ 3/[asculmitv in the Black Imagination: Politics of Communicating Race and A/Ianhood by Ronald L. Jackson aaad Mark C. Hopson (Peter 
Lang Publishing) 

¯ New Essays on Phillis [Vheatlev edited by John C. Shields and Eric D. Lamore (University of Tennessee Press) 

¯ Out of Le[~Field: Jews and Black Baseball by Rebecca T. Alpert (Oxford University Press) 

¯ Racism in the 3/Iode~ World: Historical Perspectives on Cultural Transfer and Adaptation by Manfred Berg and Simon Wendt 
(Berghahn Books) 

Non-CBC Events 

tiN(: Workshop 

Faculty members are invited to attend an interactive workshop August 17 on managing difficult or sensitive 

topic discussions and situations in the classroom. The workshop will be presented by a visiting scholar and 

breakout sessions will be led by UNC faculty and administrators. Strategies will be shared on guiding classroom 

discussions and being prepared for cultural discontinuities when they occur in the classroom setting. You can 

access more information and registration forms at http://go.unc.edu/s3QNc 

Live Longer. Stay Active. 

Announcing a FREE summer wellness series for all university employees. Taking place 

throughout the summer, topics covered include exercise motivation, workouts on the go, and 

beginning bicycling and running. For more information, see 

http://campusrec.unc.edu/employee-only-summer-wellness-workshops 



1. June 9 - July 23 o American Dance Festival - Heralded 

as "One of the nation’s most important institutions" CNew 

York Times), the ADF’s sustained record of creative 

achievement is indivisible from the history of modern 

dance. Since 1934, the ADF has remained committed to 

serving the needs of dance, dancers, choreographers, and 

professionals in dance-related fields. There is a six and a 

half-week series of residencies and performances by 

major established companies as well as emerging artists 

from around the world. 

http://www.americandancefestival.org/index.html 

2. Friday, August :~9 - DPAC - Maze featuring Frankie Beverly - R&B superstar 

Maze featuring Frankie Beverly makes their triumphant return to DPAC. The sound 

is distinctive -- passionate, creative, original, soulful, honest and powerful. For 

nearly thirty years Frankie Beverly and Maze have created a unique sound and 

become one of the most influential groups in modern history. Combining a 

Philadelphia soul sound with a strong appreciation of Marvin Gaye, Maze featuring 

Frankie Beverly was among the top R&B acts of the late ’70s and ’80s. With their 

tasteful musicianship and soulful lyrics, Maze set the template for the modern soul 

band that was subsequently followed by the likes of Mint Condition and Tony! Toni! Ton~!. 

3. Sunday, September :~8 o Earth, Wind & Fire - DPAC o One 

of the most musically accomplished, critically acclaimed, and 

commercially popular funk bands of the ’70s, Earth Wind & 

Fire is coming to DPAC for one unforgettable evening. Earth, 

Wind & Fire is American’s premiere R&B pop band formed in 

1969 by Maurice White. Since then EW&F has amassed six 

Grammy® Awards and four American Music Awards®; and has 

been inducted into both the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and 

the Vocal Group Hall of Fame. 



4. August 12-13 - The Phil Ford Golf Classic is an annual Rocky Mount fund 

raising event where the business community supports the local Boys & Girls 

Clubs through sponsorship opportunities. With the Rocky Mount native, former 

NBA superstar Phil Ford, along with other celebrity personalities’ involvement, 

this spectacular event is sure to be enjoyable for everyone. The Phil Ford Golf 

Classic opens with the Ambassadors’ Gala, which celebrates and recognizes 

Individuals, Businesses, and past Board Members (Ambassadors) who have 

worked tirelessly to support the Boys & Girls Clubs since its inception in 1966. 

For additional information, please contact Tony Orr at (252) 977-3542. 

http://www.b~cnec.or~/philford~olfclassic/ 

5. SAVE-THE-DATES! The amazing Carolina Performing Arts Schedule has been released. 

http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/genres/all 

Allen Toussaint and Mavis Staples 
Wednesday~ September 14~ 2011 - 7:30 

Philadanco 
Friday~ September 23~ 2Oil - 8:00 

Ang~lique Kidjo 
Sunday~ October 16~ 20~ ~ 7:30 

Still Black, Still Proud - An African Tribute to James 
Brown 
Wedr~esday, November 16, 2011 - 7:30 PM 

Carolina Chocolate Drops, with special guests 
Luminescent Orchestrii 
Friday~ February 3~ 20~2 - 8:00 

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater 
Ptonday, February 13~ 2012 - 7:30 
Tuesday, February 14~ 20~2 - 7;30 

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton Marsalis, trumpet 
Thursday~ Ptarch 15~ 20~2 - 7:30 PM 

Herbie Hancock 
Thursday, Ptarch 22~ 2012 - 7:30 

Joshua Redman & Brad Mehldau Duo 
Tuesday, April 10, 20~2 - 7:30 PM 

Cheikh L6 
Saturday, April 14~ 2012 - 8:00 PM 



Please visit the Caucus website and provide us with feedback, www.unc.edu/cbc What do like or dislike? 

What would you like to see on the site? If you have events to post on the CBC calendar~ please send a note to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. Include the event name, date, time, contact information. Note: The new CBC Sakai site is 

under development. 

Thanks for the great year! We look forward to the fall activities serving YOU! 

Carolina Black Caucus- www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcinfoOunc.edu 

919.843.0336 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heal 

In every heart, there is the power to do it." M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:17 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Miguel A. Cardona II <mcardona@unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; 
Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Baker, Diane 
<diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; Collier, Shauna D 
<colliers@email.unc.edu>; lajeune_cox@unc.edu; Davis, Herb 
<hdavis@admissions.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 
ashalla@unc.edu; cholliday@unc.edu; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri (2 <thouston@email.unc.edu>; 
cricket@unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, 
Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg 
<j ames.moore@unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
carol_nicholson@unc.edu; dnixon@email.unc.edu; Overton, Jackie (Public Safety) 
<overton@psafety.unc.edu>; rparsons@email.unc.edu; tony.patterson@unc.edu; 
claudis~oolk@med.unc.edu; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; Malone, Brenda 
Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; nikkia@unc.edu; terryjm@unc.edu; 
diane.webster@unc.edu; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; harold_woodard@unc.edu; 
j acqueline_wynn@med.unc, edu; Taylor, Vergie A <VATAYLOR@email.unc. edu>; 

@gmail.com; ’fatimahj@email.unc.edu’; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; iruka@unc.edu; Douglas, Linda B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; 
oginni@email.unc.edu; Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Jackie 
<japierce@email.unc.edu>; Blake, Jo-Ann A <Jo-Ann_Blake@dentistry.unc.edu>; 
Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Winn, Donna-Marie (2 
<donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Aflethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; 
Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>;       @gmail.com; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; mnm3303 <mnm3303@email.unc.edu>; Asia Johnson 
<asial 012@email.unc.edu>; DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Nakenge Robertson 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; O.J. McGhee <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra Jones 
<Shandra Jones@unc.edu>; Ann Penn <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Brenda Malone 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Carla White-Harris <cwharris@email.unc.edu>; Dr. 
Heather Williams <hawill@email.unc.edu>; Dr. Joseph Jordan 
<jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Dr. Valerie Ashby <ashby@unc.edu>; Dwayne Pinkney 
<dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Wayne Blair <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Winston Crisp 
<wbcrisp@email.unc. edu> 

(2B(2 - Golf and Welcome Social 

Hi Caucus Friends. 

FRIENDLY REMINDER - We still have slots available for THIS Friday. Come learn a great sport for LIFETIME 

fitness! 

CBC Golf C~nic 
1. We heard you[ A beginner/advanced golf clinic will be held Friday, July 22. The clinic will be 

from 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Do you desire 
to learn a lifetime sport that is often the 



easiest subject to begin a conversation at a 
networking event? Do you know why golf is considered the "sport of business"? To ensure 
learning and fun the enrollment will be limited. © An email will be sent (right of first refusal) to 
those who initially responded to the interest note. This clinic will review course fundamentals, 
etiquette, and equipment in the classroom. The group will then have a CBC private lesson at the 
UNC Chapman Center (varsity golf facility at Finley) with UNC assistant golf coach, Patricia Earley. 
What to wear? Dress comfortably. Recommended: Sneakers or golf shoes; Collared golf shirt or 
fitness shirt; Shorts or pants; No denim, Limited or no jewelry; golf or baseball hat and sunglasses 
to block the sun, if necessary. What to bring? Your smile; golf questions, water bottle; business 
cards; one golf joke; golf clubs and a glove, if you own them and/or want to pick them up for the 
first or second time. You will leave this informative clinic with new friends, more smiles, and ready 
to attack! No equipment is necessary. Rain or shine. Registration fee is $49 (CBC) and $69 (non- 
CBC members). Questions? Ready to secure your spot? Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu with 
your name, mobile number, and your personal golf goal. 

SAVE-THE-DATE! CBC Welcome Sodol - Friday~ August 26 - 5:00 p.m. @ The 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. Don’t miss this 

annual gathering of all Black employees, university administrators, and 

guests! Pass the word. 

3. SA VEoTHEoDA TE! Freshm#n/F#culty Mixer (The Mu Zet# Chapter of A@h# 

Phi A@h~ Fraternity, into) - Tuesday, August 30~ho 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:20 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@unc.edu; 
jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; overstre@uncaa.unc.edu; srobo@uncaa.unc.edu; charlotte 
smith <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; berrymd@email.unc.edu; 
cholliday@unc.edu; willia46@email.unc.edu; charliewilliams@unc.edu; 
erwither@email.unc.edu; antoniot@email.unc.edu; ldmurphy@email.unc.edu; 
darryls@email.unc.edu; tdouglas@email.unc.edu; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; 
harbor@email.unc.edu.; krmack@email.unc.edu; dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu 
CBC - Update 

CBC Communications 7.8.11.pdf 

FYI - On Caucus activities. Please consider joining us TODAY... 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

FRIENDLY REMINDER - We still have slots available for THIS Friday. Come learn a great sport for LIFETIME 

fitness! 

lo CBC Golf 
2. 1. We heard you! A beginner/advanced golf clinic will be held Friday, July 22. The clinic will be 

from 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Do you desire 

to learn a lifetime sport that is often the 
easiest subject to begin a conversation at 

a networking event? Do you know why 

golf is considered the "sport of business"? 
To ensure learning and fun the 

enrollment will be limited. © An email 
will be sent (right of first refusal) to 

those who initially responded to the interest note. This clinic will 

review course fundamentals, etiquette, and equipment in the 

classroom. The group will then have a CBC private lesson at the UNC 

Chapman Center (varsity golf facility at Finley) with UNC assistant golf 

coach, Patricia Earley. What to wear? Dress comfortably. Recommended: Sneakers or golf shoes; 
Collared golf shirt or fitness shirt; Shorts or pants; No denim, Limited or no jewelry; golf or 
baseball hat and sunglasses to block the sun, if necessary. What to bring? Your smile; golf 

questions, water bottle; business cards; one golf joke; golf clubs and a glove, if you own them 
and/or want to pick them up for the first or second time. You will leave this informative clinic with 



new friends, more smiles, and ready to attack! No equipment is necessary. Rain or shine. Registration 
fee is $49 (CBC) and $69 (non-CBC members). Questions? Ready to secure your spot? Send an 

email to cbcchair@unc.edu with your name, mobile number, and your personal golf goal. 

SA VEoTHEoDA TE! CBC Welcome Social - Friday, August 26 - 5:00 p.m. @ The 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. Don’t miss this 

annual gathering of all Black employees, university administrators, and 

guests! Pass the word. 

SA VEoTHEoDA TE! Freshm#n/F#culty Mixer (The Mu Zet# Chapter of Alph# 

Phi Alph~ Fraternity, inc.) - Tuesday, August 30th. 

Harambe, 

46bb~ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Institute of African American Research (IAAR) Update 

Thanks to all who assisted in providing feedback regarding this important university institute. CBC meetings 

were very productive and insightful for the IAAR and diversity related concerns on campus. The Provost 

announced on June 15 that the IAAR will NOT be subject to closure. Provost Carney states, "The university is 

appreciative of the broader impact of the institute even in a financially constrained environment." The 

IAAR’s advisory board is currently working to identify short and long term strategies to ensure successful 

achievement of its objectives. If you are interested in providing feedback to this board, please contact Dr. 

Reginald Hildebrand (hildebra@email.unc.edu) or Dr. Cookie Newsome (newsom@email.unc.edu). 

CBC Activities (no Ju yiAugust meetings) 

CBC Online Exhibit Update 

The Caucus leadership has begun the process of documenting the history of the Black Faculty 
and Staff Caucus since inception in 1974. This three part process (written documentation, 
photographs/images, and interviews) has a target completion date of September 1, 2012. It is 
our hope that one day we will have an online exhibition and physical space on campus. (Similar 
to the Digital Collections - http://www.lib.unc.edu/digitalprojects.html or 
http:!!www.lib.unc.edu!mss!exhibits!slavery~) 

Help! We seek photos of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC events/meetings, and any members of 

the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a garage box! © The photos will be 

digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the owners can keep their originals. If 

you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu. 



CBC Golf Clinic 

1. We heard you! A beginner/advanced golf clinic will be held Friday, July 22. The clinic will be 

from 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Do you desire to learn a lifetime sport that is often the easiest subject 

to begin a conversation at a networking event? Do you know why golf is considered the "sport of 

business"? To ensure learning and fun the enrollment will be limited. © An email will be sent 

(right of first refusal) to those who initially responded to the interest note. This clinic will review 

course fundamentals, etiquette, and equipment in the classroom. The group will then have a CBC 

private lesson at the UNC Chapman Center (varsity golf facility at 

Finley) with UNC assistant golf coach, Patricia Earley. What to wear? 

Dress comfortably. Recommended: Sneakers or golf shoes; Collared 

golf shirt or fitness shirt; Shorts or pants; No denim, Limited or no 

jewelry; golf or baseball hat and sunglasses to block the sun, if 

necessary. What to bring? Your smile; golf questions, water bottle; 

business cards; one golf joke; golf clubs and a glove, if you own them 

and/or want to pick them up for the first or second time. You will leave this informative clinic 

with new friends, more smiles, and ready to attack! No equipment is necessary. Rain or shine. 

Registration fee is $49 (CBC) and $69 (non-CBC members). Questions? Ready to secure your 

spot? Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu with your name, mobile number, and your personal 

golf goal. Deadline: Friday, July 15 at 12:00 p.m. 

2. NEW! Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and it is 

growing! If you know of persons working in technology related 

positions, please contact or refer them to OJ at ~ mcghee@unc.edu. We 

need to collaborate and support these associates. 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

3. Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, 

post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

From the Journal of Blacks in Higher Education... 

The Huge African-American Gender Gap in Graduate Degree Programs 

New data from the U.S. Department of Education shows that in 2009, there were 342,400 African 

Americans enrolled in graduate programs in the United States. But when broken down by gender, the 

enrollment statistics are shocking. There were 243,600 black women enrolled in graduate programs, 

compared to 90,500 black men. Thus, women accounted for a whopping 71.1 percent of all African- 

American graduate school enrollments. 



For whites in 2009, women were 59.6 percent of total graduate school enrollments. 

Ten years earlier in 2000, black women made up 67.5 percent of all African-American graduate 

enrollments. For whites the figure was 57.8 percent_ 

0 75~000 150~000 225,000 

Three-Judge Panel of Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals Rules Michigan’s Ban on 
Affirmative Action Admissions Is Unconstitutional 

A three-judge panel of the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals struck down Proposal 2 which was passed by 
Michigan voters in 2006 by a 58-42 margin. The referendum then became part of the state constitution. It 
banned the use of race in hiring or contracting by any agency of the state government. The ban included the 
consideration of race in making admissions decisions at state-operated colleges and universities. 

The ban on race-sensitive admissions has resulted in lower black enrollments at the University of Michigan. In 
2006, before the ban went into effect, there were 2,454 African Americans enrolled at all levels of the 
University of Michigan. In 2010, there were 1,777 African-American students on campus. This is a reduction of 
27.6 percent. During the same period overall enrollments at the University of Michigan increased by more than 
3,000 students. The 2-1 majority ruled that Proposal 2 placed "special burdens on minority interests" and 
therefore violated the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 

State officials have stated they plan to appeal the decision to the full Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals and the case 
may ultimately be decided by the U.S. Supreme Court. While the case is under the appeal, the University of 

Michigan will, in all likelihood, not reinstitute race-sensitive admissions. 



Recent Books That May Be of Interest to African-American Scholars 

The JBHE Weekly Bulletin regularly publishes a list of new books that may be of interest to their readers. Here 
axe the latest selections: 

¯ A~qcan Americans m South Texas History edited by Bruce A. Glasrud (Texas A&M University Press) 

¯ Authentic Blaclmess/"Real" Blaclmess: Essaw’ on the Meaning of Blackness in Literature and Culture edited by 
Martin Japtok and Jerry RafLki Jenkins (Peter Lang Publishing) 

¯ Crusade A~zamst Slave~’: Edward CoIes, Pioneer of F?~eedom by Kurt Leichtie aaad Bruce G. Carveth (Southern 
Illinois University Press) 

¯ FauIkner and F~’hiteness edited by Jay Watson (University Press of Mississippi) 

¯ IfFTe 3/IustDie: From BiRRer Thomas to Bi~zie Smalls by Aime J. Ellis (Wayne State University Press) 

¯ 3/[asculmitv in the Black Imagination: Politics of Communicating Race and A/Ianhood by Ronald L. Jackson aaad Mark C. Hopson (Peter 
Lang Publishing) 

¯ New Essays on Phillis [Vheatlev edited by John C. Shields and Eric D. Lamore (University of Tennessee Press) 

¯ Out of Le[~Field: Jews and Black Baseball by Rebecca T. Alpert (Oxford University Press) 

¯ Racism in the 3/Iode~ World: Historical Perspectives on Cultural Transfer and Adaptation by Manfred Berg and Simon Wendt 
(Berghahn Books) 

Non-CBC Events 

tiN(: Workshop 

Faculty members are invited to attend an interactive workshop August 17 on managing difficult or sensitive 

topic discussions and situations in the classroom. The workshop will be presented by a visiting scholar and 

breakout sessions will be led by UNC faculty and administrators. Strategies will be shared on guiding classroom 

discussions and being prepared for cultural discontinuities when they occur in the classroom setting. You can 

access more information and registration forms at http://go.unc.edu/s3QNc 

Live Longer. Stay Active. 

Announcing a FREE summer wellness series for all university employees. Taking place 

throughout the summer, topics covered include exercise motivation, workouts on the go, and 

beginning bicycling and running. For more information, see 

http://campusrec.unc.edu/employee-only-summer-wellness-workshops 



1. June 9 - July 23 o American Dance Festival - Heralded 

as "One of the nation’s most important institutions" CNew 

York Times), the ADF’s sustained record of creative 

achievement is indivisible from the history of modern 

dance. Since 1934, the ADF has remained committed to 

serving the needs of dance, dancers, choreographers, and 

professionals in dance-related fields. There is a six and a 

half-week series of residencies and performances by 

major established companies as well as emerging artists 

from around the world. 

http://www.americandancefestival.org/index.html 

2. Friday, August :~9 - DPAC - Maze featuring Frankie Beverly - R&B superstar 

Maze featuring Frankie Beverly makes their triumphant return to DPAC. The sound 

is distinctive -- passionate, creative, original, soulful, honest and powerful. For 

nearly thirty years Frankie Beverly and Maze have created a unique sound and 

become one of the most influential groups in modern history. Combining a 

Philadelphia soul sound with a strong appreciation of Marvin Gaye, Maze featuring 

Frankie Beverly was among the top R&B acts of the late ’70s and ’80s. With their 

tasteful musicianship and soulful lyrics, Maze set the template for the modern soul 

band that was subsequently followed by the likes of Mint Condition and Tony! Toni! Ton~!. 

3. Sunday, September :~8 o Earth, Wind & Fire - DPAC o One 

of the most musically accomplished, critically acclaimed, and 

commercially popular funk bands of the ’70s, Earth Wind & 

Fire is coming to DPAC for one unforgettable evening. Earth, 

Wind & Fire is American’s premiere R&B pop band formed in 

1969 by Maurice White. Since then EW&F has amassed six 

Grammy® Awards and four American Music Awards®; and has 

been inducted into both the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and 

the Vocal Group Hall of Fame. 



4. August 12-13 - The Phil Ford Golf Classic is an annual Rocky Mount fund 

raising event where the business community supports the local Boys & Girls 

Clubs through sponsorship opportunities. With the Rocky Mount native, former 

NBA superstar Phil Ford, along with other celebrity personalities’ involvement, 

this spectacular event is sure to be enjoyable for everyone. The Phil Ford Golf 

Classic opens with the Ambassadors’ Gala, which celebrates and recognizes 

Individuals, Businesses, and past Board Members (Ambassadors) who have 

worked tirelessly to support the Boys & Girls Clubs since its inception in 1966. 

For additional information, please contact Tony Orr at (252) 977-3542. 

http://www.b~cnec.or~/philford~olfclassic/ 

5. SAVE-THE-DATES! The amazing Carolina Performing Arts Schedule has been released. 

http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/genres/all 

Allen Toussaint and Mavis Staples 
Wednesday~ September 14~ 2011 - 7:30 

Philadanco 
Friday~ September 23~ 2Oil - 8:00 

Ang~lique Kidjo 
Sunday~ October 16~ 20~ ~ 7:30 

Still Black, Still Proud - An African Tribute to James 
Brown 
Wedr~esday, November 16, 2011 - 7:30 PM 

Carolina Chocolate Drops, with special guests 
Luminescent Orchestrii 
Friday~ February 3~ 20~2 - 8:00 

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater 
Ptonday, February 13~ 2012 - 7:30 
Tuesday, February 14~ 20~2 - 7;30 

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton Marsalis, trumpet 
Thursday~ Ptarch 15~ 20~2 - 7:30 PM 

Herbie Hancock 
Thursday, Ptarch 22~ 2012 - 7:30 

Joshua Redman & Brad Mehldau Duo 
Tuesday, April 10, 20~2 - 7:30 PM 

Cheikh L6 
Saturday, April 14~ 2012 - 8:00 PM 



Please visit the Caucus website and provide us with feedback, www.unc.edu/cbc What do like or dislike? 

What would you like to see on the site? If you have events to post on the CBC calendar~ please send a note to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. Include the event name, date, time, contact information. Note: The new CBC Sakai site is 

under development. 

Thanks for the great year! We look forward to the fall activities serving YOU! 

Carolina Black Caucus- www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcinfoOunc.edu 

919.843.0336 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heal 

In every heart, there is the power to do it." M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Monday, August 8, 2011 6:19 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@unc.edu; 
jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; overstre@uncaa.unc.edu; srobo@uncaa.unc.edu; charlotte 
smith <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; berrymd@email.unc.edu; 
cholliday@unc.edu; willia46@email.unc.edu; charliewilliams@unc.edu; Withers, 
Everett Rowe <erwither@email.unc.edu>; antoniot@email.unc.edu; 
ldmurphy@email.unc.edu; darryls@email.unc.edu; tdouglas@email.unc.edu; 
kking@uncaa.unc.edu; harbor@email.unc.edu.; krmack@email.unc.edu; 
dclarke@uncaa.unc, edu 
Caucus - Welcome Back Social 

The Carolina Black Caucus hosts its second annual "Welcome Back Social" that will be open to all Black 

employees and special guests. RSVP required. Details forthcoming. Please send note to cbcinfo@unc.edu if 

you know of a new Black hire(s) in your department since May. Thanks! 

Saveotheodate! Friday, August 26th - 5:00 

Harambe, 

c%bb~ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Tuesday, August 16, 2011 5:25 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Agbeblewu, Samantha A <agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
<sibby@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Baker, Diane 
<diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; Collier, Shauna D 
<colliers@email.unc.edu>; lajeune_cox@unc.edu; Davis, Herb 
<hdavis@admissions.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Harper, 
David <hdavid@email.unc. edu>; ashalla@unc.edu; cholliday@unc, edu; Holman Nash, 
DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri C <thouston@email.unc.edu>; 
cricket@unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, 
Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg 
<j ames.moore@unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
carol_nicholson@unc.edu; dnixon@email.unc.edu; Overton, Jackie (Public Safety) 
<overton@psafety.unc.edu>; rparsons@email.unc.edu; tony.patterson@unc.edu; 
claudis~olk@med.unc.edu; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; Malone, Brenda 
Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; nikkia@unc.edu; terryjm@unc.edu; Webster, 
Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; cafla_whiteharris@unc.edu; 
harold_woodard@unc.edu; j acqueline wynn@med.unc.edu; Taylor, Vergie A 
<VATAYLOR@email.unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Jackson, Fatimah L.C. 
<fatimahj@email.unc.edu>; Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu>; 
iruka@unc.edu; Douglas, Linda B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; oginni@email.unc.edu; 
Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Jackie <japierce@email.unc.edu>; 
Blake, Jo-Ann A <Jo-Ann_Blake@dentistry.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F 
<jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Aflethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; 
Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>; Asia Johnson <asial012@email.unc.edu>; mnm3303 
<mnm3303@email.unc.edu>; DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Nakenge Robertson 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; O.J. McGhee <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra Jones 
<Shandra Jones@unc.edu>; Ann Penn <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Brenda Malone 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Carla White-Harris <cwharris@email.unc.edu>; Dr. 
Heather Williams <hawill@email.unc.edu>; Dr. Joseph Jordan 
<jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Dr. Valerie Ashby <ashby@unc.edu>; Dwayne Pinkney 
<dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Wayne Blair <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Winston Crisp 
<wbcrisp@email.unc. edu> 

Caucus - News You Can Use! 

CBC E-News 8.16.11 .pdf 

Good day. We hope you had a relaxing and productive summer. 

Enjoy and share the news! 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically ~:osters, supports and celebrates 

the achievement o~: Black employees at the University 

o~: North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

It’s the beginning of the 2011-12 academic year - Let’s Celebrate! 

"Welcome Back Social" - Friday, August 26 at 5:00 p.m. (Stone Center - 

Hitchcock}. We look forward to gathering for our beginning-of-the-year event 

to fellowship and make new acquaintances. This event is open to all Black 

employees and special guests. Please use your invitation to RSVP. Non- 

members should send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu. Membership information 

will be available at this event. 

Your leadership team met over the summer to refresh and rethink this year’s 

activities and mission. We are excited to build off of last year and offer a few 

new programs of support. Please let us know how we are doing and what you 

want from YOUR Caucus! cbcinfo@unc.edu 

CBC Scheduled Calendar - 2011-12 
(Monthly Lunch Meetings to be held in the Student Union- Dates and TimesTBD) 

August- "Welcome Back" Social 

September - Monthly Meeting 

October - Monthly Meeting 

November - Monthly Meeting; "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December - No scheduled meeting; Holiday Social 

January- "State o~:the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp (TBD) 

February - No scheduled meeting; "An Arts Night Out" with CPA and "Read-In" events 

Ma rch - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social 



YOU ~EE© TO 

¯ Housekeeping Update - The consulting firm has completed their campus interviews 

with employees. Human Resources associates are now reviewing findings and 

formulating recommendations for the senior administration. Please contact 

cbcchair@unc.edu for more information. 

Athletics ("Caucus Cares") Update -The Caucus leadership sent a 

letter of support to Chancellor Thorp for the recent appointment 

of Coach Everett Withers as the new head football coach and to 

express our ongoing concern with the status of Black student 

athletes at UNC. In addition, Coach Withers is very appreciative of 

the CBC and welcomes the opportunity to form a partnership to 

assist in the holistic educational development of football players. 

To join the CBC athletics task force, please contact 

cbcchair(~unc.edu to receive updates and information. 

The Chancellor will welcome the Caucus to his home on Monday, November 28 (5:00 

p.m. - 6:30 p.m.) Due to space restrictions, this special event is a "first-come, first 

serve" limited registration. Please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu to reserve your 

space. (Guests are not permitted and this event is only for CBC 2011-12 paid 

members.) 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http://www.unc.edu/cbc You may submit events 

(UNC and local community activities) on the calendar! Stay informed. 

CBC Online Exhibit Update - The Caucus leadership has begun the process of documenting the 

history of the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus since inception in 1974. This three-part process (written 

documentation, photographs/images, and interviews) has a target completion date of September 1, 

2012. It is our hope that one day we will have an online exhibition and physical space on campus. 

(Similar to the Digital Collections - http://www.lib.unc.edu/digitalprojects.html or 

http://www.lib.u nc.ed u/mss/exhibits/slaverv/) 

Help! We seek photos of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC events/meetings, and any members of the 

Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a garage box[ © The photos will be digitized 

and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the owners can keep their originals. If you or friends 

have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu. 

¯ The Caucus continues to gain awareness[ Wear 

your Caucus hat with pride. Hats will be available at the 

Welcome Back Social. $5 members and $10 non-members. 



The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related events and 

programs. So if you are aware of events, please add them to the Caucus calendar. 

http://www.unc.ed u/cbc/submit event.html 

line: NFL Road Trip 

CBC Golf Clinic 

CBC Road Trip to Charlotte - Calling all NFL lovers! The Caucus is 

researching a trip to watch the Charlotte Panthers vs. the Atlanta Falcons 

on Sunday, December 12 at 1:00 p.m. The trip will include round trip 

transportation on a 20-seat "party bus," game tickets, and memento. 

Laughs, jokes, football viewpoints, smack talk, and bonding included with 

package. Send an email to cbcinfo(~unc.edu if you are interested. Subject 

The golf clinic was held Friday, July 22. 

Members enjoyed learning the 

fundamentals, etiquette, and equipment in the classroom. We then ventured to the 

UNC Chapman Center (varsity golf facility) to have a private lesson with UNC assistant 

golf coach, Patricia Earley. Special thanks to Sibby Anderson-Thom ~kins and Larry 

Campbell! 

CBC BIT 

NEW! Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and it is 

growing! If you know of persons working in technology 

related positions, please contact or refer them to OJ at 

oj_mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support 

our IT associates. 



CBC HOSPITALITY 

Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-docs, etc.) 

in your unit or department. We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Thursday, September I (5:30- 7:30 p.m. Stone Center/Hitchcock) -The annual Mu Zeta 

Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. will host the Freshman/Faculty Mixer. Chapter 

Brothers greatly appreciate our attendance and support. 

Thursday, September 8th (7:00 p.m.) - Stone Center’s "The Civil Rights Movement, African 

American (31’s and Germany" Exhibition. Maria H6hn, Professor of History at Vassar College, 

Exhibition Curator, is the guest speaker for the reception. 

Monday, September 12th (6:30 p.m.) -The Parr Center for Ethics presents "Respect and 

Revolution of the Black Athlete." Stone Center/Hitchcock. Invited panelists include: Jerry 

Stackhouse (NBA and UNC basketball), Dwight Hollier (NFL and UNC football), and LaChina 

Robinson {Wake Forest basketball and ESPN color analyst). 

Friday, August 19 - DPAC - Maze 

featuring Frankie Beverly 

Sunday, September 18 - Earth, 

Wind & Fire - DPAC 

Sunday, October 16- Aretha 

Franklin - DPAC 



Thursday, October 20 - Ledisi - Carolina Theater 

SAVE-THE-DATES and GET YOUR TICKETS! The amazing Carolina Performing Arts 

schedule has been released. 

http ://www.ca roli na pe rfo rminga rts.o rg/ge n res/a II 

Allen Toussaint and Mavis Staples 

Wednesday, September 24, 2022 ~ 7:30 PM 

Philadanco 
Friday, September 23, 2011 ~ 8:00 PM 

Ang~lique Kidjo 
Sunday, October 26, 2022 ~ 7:30 PM 

Still Block, Still Proud - An African Tribute to James 

Brown 

Wednesday, November 16, 2022 ~ 7:30 PM 

Carolina Chocolate Drops, with special guests 

Luminescent Orchestrii 
Friday, February 3, 2012 - 8:00 PM 

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater 
Monday, February 13, 2012 - 7:30 PM 
Tuesday, February l~, 2012 - 7:30 PM 



Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton Marsalis 
Thursday% March 15, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Herbie Hancock 
Thursday% March 22, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Joshua Redman & Brad Mehldau Duo 
Tuesday% April 10, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Cheikh L~ 
Saturda% April 14, 2012 - 8:00 PM 

"30 Americans" - NC Museum of Art - March 19-September 4, 2011 

East Building, Meymandi Exhibition Gallery - 2110 Blue Ridge Road Raleigh - 919.839.6262 

30 Americans presents more than 70 works of art by many of the leading contemporary African 

American artists. Organized by the Rubell Family Collection, an internationally renowned collection of 

contemporary art, the exhibition features painting, drawing, photography, video, sculpture, and 

mixed-media installations.30 Americans brings together established and emerging artists whose work 

explores issues of race, gender, identity, history, and popular culture. By featuring seminal figures 

such as Jean-Michael Basquiat and David Hammons alongside rising stars such as Nick Cave and 

Kehinde Wiley, 30 Americans also highlights artistic legacy and influence, and illustrates how a 

previous generation of African American artists has influenced artists working today. 



Stay tuned! The 2011 Carolina Diversity Summit is sponsored by the Diversity Education Team (DET) and will 

be held on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in November, 2011. This day-long 

summit will feature a keynote speaker and concurrent breakout sessions in the morning and afternoon and 

will include a networking lunch. RFPs are now being solicited. Click here or point your web browser to 

www.unc.edu/diversit¥/2011diversit¥SummitRFP.pdf to access an RFP form. Please submit RFPs electronically 

to Dr. Cookie Newsom via email at newsom@email.unc.edu by September 1, 2011 

24th Annual Bull Durham Blues Festival - September 10 at Durham Central Park (6:00 p.m. - 12:00 

a.m.) As a special thank you to the community that has supported the 

annual Blues Festival and St. Joseph’s Historic Foundation, Inc. through the 

years, this year’s event will be free to the public. The event will feature 

performances by local and regional artists. The music is sure to make you 

move. http://www.hayti.org/bull-du rha m-blues-festival-lineup/ 

From the Journal of Blacks in Higher Education... 
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News and Views 

Ranking the Nation’s Leading Universities and Liberal Arts Colleges on Their Numbers of Black Faculty 

The number of black faculty at the nation’s 30 highest-ranked universities is often distorted by the fact that a 

large percentage of the faculties at these schools are medical school faculty members who make up a majority 

of the total count. Even so, only two of the highest-ranking universities have a percentage of black faculty that 

is higher than the national average for black faculty at all institutions. 

Although a great number of the nation’s leading liberal arts colleges are located in rural areas of states in the 

Northeast or Midwest, many of these colleges have been successful in attracting significant numbers of black 

faculty. 

Nationwide, blacks make up 5.3 percent of all full-time faculty at American colleges and universities. But a 

more accurate picture is obtained when we eliminate from the count the nation’s predominantly black 

colleges and universities. With that adjustment, our computations say that, nationwide, blacks are slightly 

more than 4 percent of the full-time faculty at predominantly white institutions of higher education. 

The U.S. Department of Education recently published new data on the race of faculty at the nation’s colleges 

and universities. Here we can make a count of black faculty levels at the nation’s leading colleges and 

universities. The number and percentage of black faculty is an important gauge of an institution’s commitment 

to racial diversity. The presence of a significant number of black faculty can be a valuable tool to recruit black 

students. College-bound African Americans will more likely consider a particular college or university if they 

know there are a significant number of black faculty who can serve as mentors and advisers. 

Black faculty levels at many large research universities tend to be overstated by the high number of attending 

black physicians at hospitals affiliated with university medical schools. At some large universities these 

attending physicians, who are considered medical school faculty members, number in the thousands. 

With this caveat we see from the Department of Education data that there are 287 black faculty members at 

Columbia University, the most at any of the 30 highest-ranked universities. There are also more than 200 black 

faculty members at the University of Michigan and Emory University. The University of Pennsylvania is the only 

other of the 30 top-ranked universities to have more than 150 black faculty members. 

Chronology of Major Landmarks in the Progress of African Americans in Higher 
Education 

For most of American history, a majority of the black population in this country was 
prohibitedJ?om learning to read or write. Today AJ?ican Americans are enrolling in 
higher education in record numbers. Here are some key events that occurred along the 

way." 

1799: John Chavis, a Presbyterian minister and teacher, is the first black person on 
record to attend an American college or university. There is no record of his receiving a 
degree from what is now Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Virginia. 



1804: Middlebury College awards an honorary master’s degree to Lemuel Haynes, an 
African American who fought in the Revolutionary War. 

1823: Alexander Lucius Twilight becomes the first known African American to 
graduate from a college in the United States. He received a bachelor’s degree from 
Middlebury College in Vermont. 

1826: Edward Jones graduates from Amherst College. Jones is believed to be the 
second African American to earn a college degree. 

1826: Two weeks after Edward Jones graduated from Amherst College, John Brown 
Russwurm graduates from Bowdoin College in Maine. He is the third African American 
to graduate from college in the U.S. 

1828: Edward Mitchell graduates from Dartmouth College. He is believed to be the 

fourth African American to graduate from an American college. 

For more, please visit http:iiwww.jbhe.comifeaturesi53_blackhisto _ry_timeline.html 

New Diversity Website! Under the leadership of 

Dean Karen Gil, the College of Arts & Sciences 

recently launched a new website focusing on 

diversity and the empowering activities and 

resources available to the university 

community. In addition, Dr. Valerie Ashby 

{Chemistry) chaired a task force to make 

recommendations to the Dean to further the 

faculty diversity effort within the College. 

Congrats! http://college.unc.edu/diversity 

Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less Program 

Are you ready to meet a healthy, new YOU? Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less 

(ESMMWL) is a weight-management program through the NC Cooperative Extension 

Service and the NC Division of Public Health partnership, funded by the NC State Health 

Plan, which uses strategic lessons to inform, empower and motivate participants as they 

make choices about eating and physical activity. ESMMWL classes will be offered on 

campus this fall, beginning Aug. 10 and concluding Nov. 16. The weekly class will meet 

Wednesdays at 11:15 a.m. at Davis Library. http://www.esmmweighless.com/ 



Interested in Gender Equity at UNC? The Committee on Gender Equity is comprised of leaders 

of the Faculty Council Committee on the Status of Women, the Association of Women Faculty 

and Professionals, the Association of Women in the Medical School, Diversity and 

Multicultural Affairs, the Women’s Affairs subcommittee of Student Government, and 

representatives from the Graduate and Student Professional Association and the Employee 

Forum. If you are interested in serving, please send a note to cbcchair@unc.edu. 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to 

heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it." M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 11:23 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: i can’t believe it starts up again next week’. 

No, we enroll ~.hern. Please send their PID and mobile phone numbers. Thanks. 

"Each day come.~ bearing it.~ own gifts. Untie the ribbon.~." {R.Atm Schaba¢ker} 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 21:17 AM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject." Re: i can’t believe it starts up again next week! 

perfect..do you need me to do anything about getting them added? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 11:15 AM >>> 

Okay. Yes, ! can take two. ] will free up after Wednesday. Let’s calendar! 

DLS from myiPhone. 

On at 11:08 AM, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc,edu > wrote: 

Dr. Stroman 

[ have called a few times to reach you, not quite sure if I left messages or not, just wanted to try to catch you! 
I would love to get together if we can possibly before school starts (there is a request on a winq and a prayer!) 

As for the class request._I was wondering if you could possibly do 2?                           both need a 1 credit course, If not possible for both than 

definitely just I appreciate your help with this. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
._b_r_Ld__g__e_r__b_@__u__o__c__a___a_:_u__t_Lc_~__d__u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 6:43 PM 

JON ERICSON <~ @msn.com>; jthelin@coe.uky.edu; @aol.com 

jjd@umich.edu; lante@kntztown.edu; asack(~!newhaven.edu; kotto@em~Jl.wcu.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; cl~xa.lovett@nau.edu; 

fmu~phy@temple .edu 

RE: who 

You aren’t getting personal are you? 

I would respect:tully argue that most faculty (not college sport scholars/professors) have no clue about what is going on.. 

Thus, one shouldn’t question their integrity but rather their sincere interest regarding the matter Most only respond when the scandal hits the front page news And remember, most profs 
don’t start their day with ESPN 

Lastly, IMHO E/IOST professors do NOT give pretend grades here at UNC or at other major state umversities. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. ]~;ngage. Empo*ver 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: JON ERICSON [mailto ~@msn corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 6:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; jthelin@coe.ukTi.edu; ~aol.com 
Cc: jjd@umich.edu; lanter@kutz~own.edu; asack@newhaven.edu; kotto@email.wcu.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; clara.lovett@nau.edu; fmurphy@temple.edu 
Subject: who 

> No one wants to stop the cash floxv, so the beat goes on. 

No, the beat goes on because faculty don’t have the guts to defend the 
integrity of their tmiversity. \Vhen you have a pretend professor teach a 
pretend course to a pretend student and give a pretend grade, . . . you have 
the University of North Carolina. We should focus on that. Unless we are 
scared. 

Jon Ericson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 7:09 PM 

Pierce, Jackie <japierce@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: An Idea 

Thanks for your interest and leadership on making this a reality. Keep me posted on the financial developments and cosL I believe the Caucus should get ~nvolved 
in some cap~dty. 
d 

F~m: Pierce, Jackie 
Sent: Monday, August ~5, 2011 11:27 AM 
To: Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: An Idea 
Whs~ oU~ers on campus could we ask? Women’s Studies? PoHtica~ Sdence? 

F~m: Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 11:23 AM 
To: Pierce, Jackie; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: An Idea 
Sounds ~ike s good ~dea. ~ am sure someone can wr~te s Diversity ~ncentive Fund application and we may be able ~o find money from oU~ers on campus if more is 
needed. 

F~m: Pierce, Jackie 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 11:22 AM 
To: Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: An Idea 
http://melissaharrisperry.comi 
Last week, I heard a radio interview featuring Dr. Harris-Perry. The subject ma~er of her new book is very thought provoking. It appears she is already making the 
college circuit. Any chance we might be able to pool resources and get her here? 
I know - I’m very aware of budget constraints. @ But this topic seems so relevant and timely with regard to the status of black women in our country. It would be a 
great opportunity for our students, faculty and alumni. 
]ackie 
~ackie Pierce 
Major Gi~s Officer 
The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
208 West Franklin Street 
Ghapel Hill, NC 27~14 
Telephone: 9~9-B43-6320 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 11:36 AM 

~live.unc.edu 

Sakai question 

Hi We met yesterday. Can you g~ve me a quick call? Thanks! 

843.0336 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty es www~exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor ~nd Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black C~ucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~ma ~Affpha L~mbda (Natl Leadership & Honors Org~ntzation) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel ttilL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 1:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Saka~ question 

Thanks I had to go to a rneeting. I think I figured out rny answer. I am working on my site this afternoon and may reach out to you later, as necessary. 

Debby 

De~)orah S~.roman, Ph D. (2L.I J 

9i’).843.0336 

"Each day comes bearh~g Rs own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:26 PM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
SuDj~t: RE: Saka~ questbn 
Hey DebNe, 

I tried calling you, and left a voice message. If you get a chance you can either email me your question, or call me back at 

Thankyou, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:36 AM 
To: 
Subject: Sakai question 

Hi We met yesterday. Can you give me a quick call? Thanks! 

843.0336 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spur[ Science De-pc 

Sport Adminisrxadon FaculV es www.exss.unc.edu 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sig-ma Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership & Honors Organ~adon) 

315 ~&:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:27 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenm>llagler.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Deborah Stroman 

<ds~roman@emaJl.unc.e&~ 

CBC 

Hi. A few things... 

1. 

2. Let me know if you have particular CBC member-friends who you want to make sure they get on the RSVP list for November. I am keeping a master 

list and it is filling up fast. 

3. The Chancellor is out of town for next Friday. The Provost and Coach Withers (he requested !) will welcome us. I will ask to speak if she 
wants...since she gave us the S 

Shandra, I hope to have the final menu from Carolina Catering soon. Still waiting...no major changes from last year. I have been coordinating with Randy at 

the Stone Center too. Thanks Nakenge for handling the invites. I am still waiting for the new African-American UNC database that I am supposed to have 

by COB today to send the general invite to everyone. 
Let’s try to be there by 4:00 p.m. I will ask students to "man" the table again. I will be in touch with more details. 

THANKS! 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" e3 www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor mid Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisou/Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nat1 Leadership & } tonors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel I~i11, NC 27599 

919,843.0336 

Twitter drstrornan 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, August 18, 2011 4:38 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Hinton, Verita E <veure@med.unc.edu>; Hinton, Reggie <hinton@email.unc.edu>; 
Hipps, Cherie R <cherie.hipps@unc.edu>; Hite, Larry D <hite@email.unc.edu>; Hobbs, 
Keia K <keia hobbs@med.unc.edu>; Hodge, Michael (2 
<Michael.Hodge@fac.unc.edu>; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu>; Holding, 
Sharon <sharon_holding@unc.edu>; Holland, Rahsheem Dadece 
<Rahsheem_Holland@unc.edu>; Holley, Lester J <holley@email.unc.edu>; 
cholliday@unc.edu; Holloman, (2haflene M <cholloma@email.unc.edu>; Holloman, 
Ronald <hollomar@email.unc.edu>; Holman, Jacqueline <jholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Holman, James B <jbholman@email.unc.edu>; Holman, Minda W 
<minda.holman@energy.unc.edu>; adriene_holmes@unc.edu; Holmes, Jacqui 
<jmholmes@email.unc.edu>; Holt, Beverly D <beverly_holt@med.unc.edu>; 
dhooper@med.unc.edu; Hopkins, Cynthia <cynthia hopkins@unc.edu>; Marian T. 
Hopkins (mthopkin@email.unc.edu); Horner, Martinette <mvhorner@email.unc.edu>; 
Horton, Annette D <adhorton@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Cheryl T <chorton@unc.edu>; 
Horton, Darrell Tracy <dthorton@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Tommie J 
<tjhorton@email.unc.edu>; houstonc@physics.unc.edu; Houston, Terri (2 
<thouston@email.unc.edu>; Howard, Aaron <howarda@email.unc.edu>; 
amhowell@email.unc.edu; Howell, Tia N <tia howell@med.unc.edu>; Howell, John 
William <howelljr@email.unc.edu>; Howerton, Roxane Tatum 
<roxanne_tatum@med.unc.edu>; Hubbard, Michael L <mlhubbard@unc.edu>; Hubbard, 
William J <wjhubbar@email.unc.edu>; Hughes, Janet M <jmhughes@email.unc.edu>; 
Hunt, Jackie L <huntj @email.unc. edu>; Hunt, Jamika M <j mcanady@email.unc, edu>; 
Hunter, Debra M <dmhunter@email.unc.edu>; Hunter, Diane Marie 
<diane_hunter@med.unc.edu>; Hunter, Eleanor Anne <eahunter@email.unc.edu>; 
Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Hurdle, Terry Lorraine <thurdle@email.unc.edu>; 
Inge-Barry, Leoneda <inge@email.unc.edu>; Ingraham, Kearston L 
<kearston_ingraham@med.unc.edu>; iruka@unc.edu; Irving, Lesia 
<lesia_irving@med.unc.edu>; Jackson, Akua <alteague@email.unc.edu>; Jackson, 
Carlos Lemont <clj @email.unc.edu>; Jackson, Cheryl L <cj ackson@med.unc.edu>; 
Jackson Jr, Curtis <cjjunior@email.unc.edu>; Jackson, Deanne (2 
<j acksodc@email.unc.edu>; Jackson, Fatimah L.(2. <fatimahj @email.unc.edu>; Jackson, 
Javacia <j avacia_i ackson@med.unc.edu>; j aj @email.unc.edu; Jackson, Miguel A 
<mj ackso 1 @email.unc. edu>; Jackson, Monica D <atwater@email.unc. edu>; Jackson, 
Shravia D <shravia_i ackson@unc.edu>; Jacob s, Dallas I </O=UN(2 
EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dijacobs>; Jacobs, Shana T 
<shana_iacobs@med.unc.edu>; Jacobs, Sheena <Sheena Jacobs@unc.edu>; Jacobs, 
Sheena <sdj acobs@email.unc.edu>; James, George W <gwj ames@email.unc, edu>; 
James, Janice <j anice_i ames@unc, edu>; James, Kevin <kwj ames@email.unc, edu>; 
James, Michico <michico@email.unc.edu>; James, Nina R <ninaj @email.unc.edu>; 
Jarrell, Dee <dj arrell@email.unc.edu>; Jefferies, Joyce H 
<joyce_iefferies@dentistry.unc.edu>; Jeffries, Donnell M <djeffrie@email.unc.edu>; 
Jeffries, Helen T <hjeffr@email.unc.edu>; Jenerette, (2oretta M 
<j enerett@email.unc.edu>; Jenkins, Alex Tyrone <atj enkin@email.unc.edu>; Jenkins, 
Kevin <kajenkin@email.unc.edu>; Jenkins, Michelle <mickey@email.unc.edu>; 
Jenkins, Nancy K <nancy_i enkins@unc.edu>; Jenkins, Karen E 
<jenkinsc@psafety.unc.edu>; Cheryl_Jennings@unc.edu; Jennings, Jeanette 
<j enningj @email.unc.edu>; Jerkins, Jabari <j erkins@email.unc.edu>; Jeter, Alfred 



<al_i eter@unc, edu>; Johnson, Carla W <j ohnsocw@email.unc, edu>; Johnson, Dallas 
Daris <ddj ohnso@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Deborah W <dj ohnso2@email.unc, edu>; 
Johnson, Gail L <gaij o@email.unc, edu>; j ohnsogs@email .unc. edu; 
jim_i ohnson@unc.edu; Johnson, Janie D <j anie_i ohnson@med.unc.edu>; Johnson, 
Kennita <kennita@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Kimberly Denise 
<kimberly.johnson@unc.edu>; Johnson, La-Shell <lturnbul@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, 
Lola S. <LolaSJohnson@unc.edu>; Johnson, Melcheemoco T <melchee@unc.edu>; 
Johnson, Shawn <shawnj@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Sherry L 
<sherryljohnson@unc.edu>; Johnson, Tameka Janel <johnsotj@email.unc.edu>; 
Johnson, Tiffany Shanay <tiff_iohnson@med.unc.edu>; Jones, Angela Villines 
<avj ones@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Anitra W <Anitra_Jones@unc.edu>; Jones, Billy W 
<j onesbw@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Clifton D <cliftonj @email.unc.edu>; 
cj ones@med.unc, edu; Jones, Damon E <damonj @email.unc. edu>; 
j onesdl@med.unc.edu; Jones, Dominique N <dominique_i ones@unc.edu>; Jones, 
Jacqueline M <j mj ones@email.unc.edu>; j onesjj @email.unc.edu; Jones, Kevah N 
<kevah_iones@med.unc.edu>; Jones, Lynnette <Lynnette_iones@unc.edu>; Jones, 
Menessah <menessah_i ones@dentistry.unc.edu>; Jones, Odell D 
<odjones@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Rudolph Valentino <rudy_iones@unc.edu>; 
swjones@med.unc.edu; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu>; Jones, Sharon 
Horton <shjones@email.unc.edu>; vondraj@med.unc.edu; Jones, Wallace P 
<wpj ones@email.unc, edu>; Jones, Don Edward Jr <donj e@email.unc, edu>; Jordan, 
Annette M <j ordana@email.unc, edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <j t] ordan@email.unc, edu>; 
Jordan, Thomas E <jordante@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Toya N 
<toya_i ordan@med.unc.edu>; Jordon, Sharome I <j ordon@email.unc.edu>; 
lyndon_i oyce@unc, edu; Joyner, B enny L <b enny_i oyner@med.unc, edu>; 
djoyner@unc.edu; Joyner, Jeremiah B <jbjjr@email.unc.edu>; Kallon, Foray 
<foray_kallon@med.unc.edu>; Kapita, Camille Mayanga <kapita@med.unc.edu>; 
Keeler, Charlotte D <charlotte_keeler@unc.edu>; yk@unc.edu; Keku, Tope 
<temitope_keku@med.unc.edu>; Kelley, Truphenia Michele 
<tmkelley@email.unc.edu>; Kelly, Bobby <kellyb@email.unc.edu>; Kemper, April E 
<april_kemper@med.unc.edu>; Kenan, Cynthia D <kenanc@neurology.unc.edu>; 
rkenan@email.unc.edu; kibicho@physics.unc.edu; King, Amatullah Shahida 
<kingamat@email.unc.edu>; King, J. Angela <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
kking@uncaa.unc.edu; King, Larry R <lrking@uncaa.unc.edu>; King, Mary Elizabeth 
<meking@email.unc.edu>; King, Monta L <monta.king@fac.unc.edu>; King, Lloyd H 
Jr <lhkl@email.unc.edu>; Kirby, Kamisha <kpatrese@email.unc.edu>; Knight, Cathy 
McCrimmon <cknight@fac.unc.edu>; Knight, Ira <iknight@email.unc.edu>; Kouakam, 
Ruth G <rgk@dps.psafety.unc.edu>; ben.kurgat@unc.edu; Lambert, Michael Canute 
<mclamber@email.unc.edu>; cricket@unc.edu; Lanier, Joyce McCullers 
<joyce_lanier@med.unc.edu>; Lassiter, Belinda M 
<Belinda.Lassiter@facilities.unc.edu>; Lassiter, Terry L <tllassit@email.unc.edu>; 
Lassiter, Travis L <Travis.Lassiter@fac.unc.edu>; Lassiter, Yolanda Evette 
<yolanda@email.unc.edu>; Law, Bernard S <blaw@email.unc.edu>; Lawrence, James 
Eric <lawrenje@email.unc.edu>; klawrence@unc.edu; Lawrence, Melissa R 
<melissa lawrence@med.unc.edu>; Lawrence, Newton Ogard 
<nlawrenc@email.unc.edu>; Layne, Priscilla Dionne <playne@email.unc.edu>; Lea, 
Wanda M <wlea@email.unc.edu>; Leach, Barbara L <leach@email.unc.edu>; Leathers, 
Chevelle L <chevelle@email.unc.edu>; Leathers, Jonathan <leatherl @email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Deborah Ann <deborah_brown@med.unc.edu>; Lee, Doris 
<doris_lee@med.unc.edu>; Lee, Hoyte E <helee@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Lee, James T <jtlee@email.unc.edu>; Lee, 
Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Lesane, Charlotte D 
<clesane@email.unc.edu>; Lesane, Monica T <Monica Lesane@dentistry.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Levy, Melody <melody_levy@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; 
Lewis, Rebecca E <relewis@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Patrick <patrick lewis@unc.edu>; 
Lindsay, Gloria J <glindsay@email.unc.edu>; Lindsay, Marlowe L 
<MLindsay@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Lipscomb, Lisa <lisa lipscomb@unc.edu>; Lisanza, 
Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu>; Little, Sharnita L. 
<littlesharnita@med.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; 
Locke, Tonya <tonya locke@unc.edu>; Locklear, Pamela G <locklear@email.unc.edu>; 
loftinj @email.unc.edu; j logan@email.unc, edu; Long, Audrey Mangum 
<longam@email.unc.edu>; carleta long@med.unc.edu; Long, Cheryl T 
<ctlong@email.unc.edu>; Long, Gwendolyn I <gilong@email.unc.edu>; Long, Quetta 
<quetta 1 ong@unc, edu> 

FW: Caucus: News You Can Use! 

CBC E-News 8.16.11 .pdf 

Good day. This one-time note is being sent to all African-American employees at the university. Please accept our 

apology for duplication. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 5:40 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Caucus: News You Can Use! 

Good day. We hope you had a great summer. 

Please join the CBC and stay connected! 

Let us know if you can attend the Welcome Back Social - Friday, August 26 - 5:00 p.m. at the Stone Center. 
RSVP to cbcinfo~unc.edu 

Harambe, 

c~ebb~ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 6:36 PM 

me.con1 

Stro~nan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow Up 

LASER Brochure FINAL.pdf 

Hi Jerry. Thanks again for ALL you do for young people and our brief chat regarding the panel I am facilitating on Monday, Sept. 12th. The title is "Respect 

and Revolution of the Black Athlete." I am working with the Parr Center of Ethics (Jan Boxill). I have Dwight Hollier (UNC football and NFL) and LaChina 

Robinson {WFU basketball and ESPN color analyst) confirmed. We may try to contact Jimmy Hitchcock {UNC football) too. 

Please try to come to campus by 4:30 because we want to take the speakers to dinner. We will start at 6:30 and end by 8:00. {Stone Center) IF you are 

available, I would love for you to speak to my introduction to sport administration class at 11:00 a.m. that day. 

I will be in touch with more details. 

Let me know when you are available to chat about LASER and your business endeavor{s) and/or career so we may partner, as necessary. 

Mobile - 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www~exss.unc.e&~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t ti11, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitt:er drst:roman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can ~t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:48 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: EXSS 

Hi 

1. Yes, bring all evaluations/appendices to my office. I will be in tomorrow afternoon and next week. 

2. Resume and cover letter should be submitted to me. 

3. Remember what we discussed...you and your supervisor determine the hours. The field experience should be rewarding for YOU. I would think that 100 hours would give 

you an opportunity to engage and learn~ 

Feel free to give me a call to discuss this further too! 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Thu, 18 21:56:22 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman! I just wanted to check in with you again before the semester begins and clarify a few things. Should I just bring a copy of the appendices to your office in Woolen 

once classes start? Also, I was looking at the syllabus again and was wondering if I need to turn in my resume and cover letter to you or if that was just for me to give to my 

supervisor when I met with her. I gave her a copy at my meeting earlier this summer. Lastly, I wanted to double check that I am correct about this, but I had planned on trying to 

complete 100 hours for the internship. Is 100 hours okay? And if I cannot get the full 100 hours due to having two practices per day along with other classes and meets for varsity 

is that a problem? It should not be a problem but I just wanted to make sure in case anything unexpected happens. I am excited to get started with my internship 

and I look forward to hearing from you. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:45 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

PJg: EXSS    - ADD 

Thanks for the fotlow up. You are the best! 

d 

De~)orah S~.roman, Ph 

F~: NcCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Friday, 11:32 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    - ADD 

These shoLHd aH be ~n now. Thanks. 

--Ashley 

Ashley 

~drnkds~:rat~ve 

Exerdse and Spo~t Sdence 

Univers~W of 

9:[9-962-2022 

~mm: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Semt: Monday, 3:57 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
S~bjeet: RE: EXSS - ADD 

LoL ThaRks. 

htt~://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te~r~gr~m/ba~nexss/sp~rt-~dministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"E~ch d~v comes bearit~g ~s own gills, Un~:~e the ribbot~s," (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

From: McCullen, Ashley D [mailto:amcculle@email.unc.edu] 
~ent: Monday, 2:55 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS    - ADD 

Ew~ryone w~s added e’,<cept the foHowk~g: 

They all need to drop a class or get permission to take more hours to accommodate this class. AIso~ 

Tl’umks. 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

E>:ercise ain’t Sport Sdence 

Uniw~rs~tv o~ North (:~rolkH~ 

9~9-.962-2022 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
~ent~ Thursday, 2:06 PN 
T~ NcCullen, Ashley D 
~e~ Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
~je~t~ EXSS    - ~D 

Here’s my list. There may be some listed that we already submitted. 

2 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10 

Go ~ teels, 
Deborah S~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

PID was wronfi, not even close, it should be 



UNC Exercise and Spore Science Dept~ 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 

E2r~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (Tha~, Co~ege Sport Research Institute 

FaculD, Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Si~a Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organization) 
315 Vgoo~e,~ CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

"The single biggest probJem in comm~anication 8 the illusio,’~ t*~at it *~as taken place." G.& 5*~aw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, August 19, 2011 12:48 PM 

[INC Latina/o Studies<unc~rogr~m in latina o studie@listserv.unc.edu~ 

1~: [unc progrmn in latina o studies] Contempor~xy African American Art course 

Thanks for the infolrnation Maria! Have a relaxing and productive ~veekend ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maria DeG u~nan [mailto :~ ~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 11:28 AM 
To: UN(2 Latina/o Studies 
Subject: [unc program in latina o studies] Contemporary African American Art course 

Of potential interest to those of you combining African American & Latina/o Studies in your course of stu@ or research within the rubric of African I)iasporic cultural production: 

-- You are currently subscribed to unc program in latina o studies as: dstroman@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id 41724563 84e5:g)48eSd19cfeb3f88553ca94cfld&n T&I ~anc program in farina o smdies&o 29689512 or send a blank email to leave-29689512- 
41724563 84e5f048eSdl 9cfeb3 f88553ca94c fl d@liskserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:55 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: email address 

Hi I was wondering when you were going to respond. ;) Have a great weekend. 

Dr, Stroman 

De~)orah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2L.I ~ 

91’).~43.0336 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," [R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 12:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: email address 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Jost wanted to ~nd you an email so lhat you would have my email address. Have a good weekend~ 

(CELL) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, August 19, 2011 12:59 PM 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu> 

1~: ’I’a:r Heel Invitationa] 

Call me anytime today, I arn in the office and will be up undl 1@30 tonight, ;) 

Mobile - 

F~m: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 9:01 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Tar Heel InviNtional 
Hey 

Go Hearst 

Got your message, ~et’~ chat soon, 

S~h 

~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
~emt: Thursday, August 18, 2011 5:25 PM 
To: Anderson-Thompk~ns, S~bby~ Campbell, Lar~ 
~bje~t: Tar Hee~ Inv~tat~ona~ 

FY~ - Oct, 7-9 @ F~n~ev 

Go Heels, 

Deborah 8trom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spot, Science 

Spore Adminisrxadon FaculV e~ ~vw.exss.unc.e&~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and In:ernship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, CoEege Spo~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Si~a Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership & Honors Organ~afion) 

315 ~A:ooEen CB~ 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twitter drstrom~n 

’~ust ~ec~use it B~s~’t ~een done -- doesn’t mean tB~t it c~n’t Be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 1:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

1~: Wrapping the summer up 

Hi Welcome back[ 

How’s Wedr]esdag or Thursday after :1.:30 

De~)orah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
~ent: Thursday, 9:29 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Wrapping the summer up 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hi sor~ rye been so bad at communicating lately, but rm back in NC[ rye a~ached thre rest of my ejournals to the email because I can’t find the internship page on 
blackboard anymore.., but I also have the inte~iew and scrapbook. Is there a time we can meet? With classes sta~ing back up ne~ week you probably won’t have a lot of free 
time, but rd love to get together to tell you about the internship[ It was literally the best experience of my life, and rd greatly recommend it to other studenN. 
Than~ for eve~hing[ 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, August 19, 2011 1:02 PM 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edtr~ 

I~W: Housekeeping Update 

Hi Let’s chat before I call him. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: James Hohnan [mailto:jbholman@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 8:48 PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Housekeeping Update 

I would like to have more irfformation on the Housekeeping Department. 

James Holman 
Employee Forum Delegate 
Chair St~ffRelation,Policies and Practices 
Grievance Support Person and Panelist 
SEANC District ~25 Executive Con~mtbee CB#1850 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, 1:55 PM 

@kenan-flag er ~ nc edu> 

I~B: EXSS 

Yes. 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes ~ea~ng its own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 1:55 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 
Hi Dr. Stroman[ 
I hope all is wel~[ Quick question about E~S is this course also offered in spring semes~r 
Than~[ 

just curlous. 



Dear Tar Heel EXSS student: 

Congratulations and welcome to the University of North Carolina! As a transfer student, we know you have 

many questions and are full of excitement as you consider your transition to Chapel Hill. We want to extend a 

sincere welcome to the Exercise and Sport Science (EXSS) department° 

This letter will hopefully clarify general questions you may have and encourage your own research on various 

helpful UNC websites. The following are common questions and answers: 

~. l am having trouble registering for classes! Classes are full or unavailable-what should I do? 

The online registration system is called ConnectCarolinao There may be a few bugs in the system that may 

prevent you from registering. First, please let us know if you are NOT appearing in the system. If you are 

appearing, please note that it is very common for transfer students to have difficulty registering for preferred 

classes. Non-transfers have already registered and filled most EXSS courses° We are a very popular major and 

we try to manage our enrollment to ensure a good faculty-student ratio. Do know that you WILL get your 

courses and will graduate on time° Focus on your general education requirements and electives. You will 

probably have a much greater chance to get your initial EXSS courses in the spring semester or over the 

summer. 

2. What classes should I register for in my first semester at UNC? 

There are four core courses for EXSS: ::[75 (Anatomy), 188 (Emergency Care), 276 (Physiology) and 220 or 

(Management courses). Again, it is unlikely that you will be able to gain access to these courses. However, be 

proactive by sending a note to Ms. Ashley McCullen (amcculle@email.unc.edu) to see if there any new spaces 

open in :[88. You can also send a note to the instructor of record for :[75 to be possibly added to a waiting listo 

(Note: :175 is a prerequisite for 276 and the management courses are usually filled at this time.) One must 

complete :[20 hours to graduate from UNC, so there are MANY other courses that you can identify to fill your 

schedule in the first semester. The undergraduate curriculum mandates that all students fulfill requirements in 

three main academic areas before graduating: General Education (Foundations, Approaches, and 

Connections), Supplemental Education, EXSS Major requirements, and Electives° Visit the helpful resources on 

the Academic Advising Transfer Guide link httpi!!advisin~.unc.edu!transfer-students/academic-advising- 

transfer-guide.html#registering-for-fall-classes. (In addition, use the First-Year Guide’s Registration Planning 

Worksheet found on page !I. http://advisinq.unc.edu/FirstYearGuide/FirstYearGuide This Worksheet is 

designed,for our first year students who attend an orientation called C-TOP5 or New Student Orientation. 

Hope[ully, you attended the transfer student version caiied TSOP&) Your first semester is the beginning of a 



super journey in EXSS. You will have time to complete the major if you don’t get into many EXSS courses your 

first semester. 

Who is my academic advisor? 

Your primary academic advisor (and the one who will approve your credits for graduation) is located in Steele 

Building. Thus, we call them "Steele advisors." EXSS is in the Natural Sciences division so if you visit the 

advising website (http:!/advising.unc.edu!} you will find advisors to assist you. These advisors also assist with 

your academic worksheet and add/drop processes. If you have specific EXSS questions, you may work with us 

- your EXSS departmental academic advisors: Dr. Salyer, director of EXSS undergraduate studies, and Dr. 

Stroman. Dr. Stroman also works in Steele Building. In addition, our faculty assists in advising and when you 

arrive on campus, you may set an appointment with an EXSS faculty member who may specialize in your area 

of interest° It is important to alwoys communicote with [acuity by using your UNC emoi/ account ond signing 

your name and PID. 

4. Where is EXSS? 

The department office is located in Fetzer Building - Room 209. Our EXSS buildings are located across the 

street from the Student Union. Our primary buildings are: Student Recreation Center, Fetzer, Woollen, 

Bowman-Gray Aquatics, and Stallings-Evans. The office manager is Ms. Denise Currino Feel free to stop by and 

introduce yourself! 

5. How can I meet my professors? 

Most faculty offices are located in Fetzer and Woollen buildings. The EXSS Transfer Meeting is this Monday, 
August 22nd at 4:00 p.m. in Fetzer 104. You will meet your EXSS academic advisors and Dr° Shields, the interim 

chairperson of the department. The fall semester classes begin on Tuesday, August 24 and most professors 

will be in their offices on Monday. 

Again, welcome to UNC and EXSS. Please visit our site and gain familiarity with our department and the many 

resources available to help you succeed. The students that ask for help tend to do much better than those 

who choose to "go it aloneo" We look forward to meeting you on Monday! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Salyer and Dr. Stroman 

EXSS Academic Advisors 

Great UNC Resources: 

EXSS: http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Academic Advising for Transfers: http://advising.unc~edu/Transfer/nformat!on 

Dean of Students: http:!/deanofstudents.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 3:17 PM 

@live.~mc.edu~> 

@unc.edu> 

RE: Salcai question 

1. No students in my classes yet. 

EXSS FA and EXSS FA 

2. No class assigned to EXSS       .FA 

Site Contact and email Deborah Stroman, dstro@unc.edu 

929 84,3 0336 

"Each day comes ~e~i~g ~ts o~n g~s. Uncle the dbbo~sJ’ {R,A~ Sd~ab~d<er} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:26 PN 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sakai question 
Hey Debbie, 

I tried calling you, and left a voice message. If you get a chance you can either email me your question, or call me back at 

Thankyou, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 1:t:36 AM 
To; 
Subject-" Sakai question 

Hi We met yesterday. Can you give me a quick call? Thanks! 

843.0336 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

U_NC Exercise and Sport Science DQ~t~ 

Sport Administratinn FaculLT e~ ~vw.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (7hai~, College Sport Research Institute 

Facuh3, Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \VooHen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:52 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Chancellors Meeting 

THANKS for forwarding[ ;) 

Let’s chat on Monday about your availability for Friday. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Fri, 22:03:15-0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Chancellors Meeting 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Campbell, Larry" <lecamp@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               9:30:26 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Chancellors Meeting 

Please schedule my space. Thanks. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 
Colonel, US Army (Retired} 
OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 
lecamp~.email.unc,edu 

PHONE: (9t 9) 843-6903 
FAX: (919) 962-2388 
www.unc.edulopt-ed 
~,__u___n_£ [_e___%__o__!~l. 
www.acsbe.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Checking In 

Hi Welcome back! I would like to chat with you on Monday, if possible. Are you available on Friday for the Social? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowi~g is r~ot enough; we must aF~ply. Willir~g is not er~.:)ugh; we rr~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 23:24:41 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Checking In 

Dr, Stroman, 
Hello! Hope your summer went well! I am back in town and wanted to meet with you to catch up and talk about the upcoming school year and my plans for after graduation. 

Are you available anytime in the next couple weeks? Hopefully see you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:17 PM 

Reese, Karin <kbr@unc.edu> 

Re: Sakai question 

Thanks Karin for checking in. I was wondering about how one can set up a picture gallery (or photo display) in Sakai. (home page? Link? New tool?) I am trying to get more of 

a "website-feel" for the Caucus. No rush though. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we n’~ust do]’ (J. Goethe) 

From: "Reese, Karin" <kbr@unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 16:50:53 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@_.___u_._n_.£._..e_d__u.> 

Subject: RE: Sakai question 

Hi Debby. 

It looks like this was sorted out (I just checked the participant list in Sakai for both classes). Let me know if there is something that you are still waiting on. I’ll be out of the 

office tomorrow, but will check my email in case you need anything. 

Best, 
Karin 

Karin Reese 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

316 Wilson Library; CB #34-70 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3470 

(direct line): 919.962.9971 

(main office line) 919.966.1289 

.k_.b_ r_@_._u_~_£;~..d_ U_ 

follow us on twitter: unc_cfe 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Friday, 

To: 

Co: Reese, Karin 

Subject: RE: Sakai question 

3:16 PM 

1. No students in my classes yet. 

EXSS FA and EXSS .FA: 

2. No class assigned to EXSS       .FA 

Site Contact and email Deborah Stroman, dstro@unc,edu 

919 84.3 0336 

F~m: ~ve.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 1:26 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

$~bje~t: RE: Sakai question 

Hey Debbie, 

I tried calling you, and left a voice message. If you get a chance you can either email me your question, or call me back at 



Thankyou, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu.] 

Sent= Thursday, I:~:36 AM 

To= 

Subject= Sakai question 

Hi We met yesterday. Can you give me a quick call? Thanks! 

843.0336 

Go Heels, 

DeDor~h Strorn~n, Ph.D. CLU 

U~-C Exercise and Spo~: Science 

Sport Administration Eacul~ e~ www.exss.m~c.e&~ 

E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship (7oordmator 

Cha~, Carolhla Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (Tha~, Co~ege Sport Research Ins6mce 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolh~a Spor~s Bus~tess Club & Siena Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors OrganMa6on) 

3iS ~Voollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hffi, NC 27599 

919.~3.0 ~36 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

GREAT job tonight! Let’s chat this week. Yes, you are right on track with your course work. 

C-A-R-O-L-I-N-A ! ! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kn.:)wing is not en.:)ugh; we must apply. Willing is n.:)t enough; we must do~" (J. Goethe) 

From: #live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 11:34:37 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope your summer has been enjoyable! I just wanted to give you an update at where I am for our EXSS    fall course. I am mailing a check for the insurance coverage today. 

They told me once I mail the check I should be good to go. Also, I am seeing my internship supervisor Tuesday night I believe, so I can have him sign where he needs to do under the 

appropriate appendices and get those to you by the middle of this week. Our broadcasts start on so I should have everything in well before we begin. I only need to 

turn in Appendices B and C, correct? 

Thanks and I look forward to seeing you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday 11:11 AM 

~live.unc.edu 

Appointment 

Thursday - 10:00 a.m. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept~ 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www~exss.unc.e&~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & t tonors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can ~t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

@gmail.com> 

IU:;: Appointment 

Hi How is this Thursday or Monday after 1:00 pm.? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Appointment 

~mail.com] 
9:55 AM 

Hi Professor Stroman[ 

I was contacting you to set up a time to meet with you to turn in my 
assignments. 

Thanks, 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:50 AM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

PJ~: Checldng In 

Hi      Our faculty meeting just ended... 

Yes, please do come by on Friday at 4:00 p.m. What is the name and contact information for the guy who is interested h~ being a CBC ambassador? 

How ~s vour schedule next wee~ to cha~: about YOU? 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:50 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Checking In 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am available an~ime on Monday before 3:30 to meet. And, I have work at 6 on Friday, but would not have to leave until 5:30 so if you need help se~ing up, I can come and 

s~y until then. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:53 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Checking In 

Hi      Welcome back! I would like to chat with you on Monday, if possible. Are you available on Friday for the Social? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p__L/__/__e__x__s__s_:_~__n__c_:__e__d___~]i 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lmnbda 

"Knowing is uot enough; we mu,~t apply~ Williug is uot enough; we mu,~ do." (L Goethe) 

From: ~-)live.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 23:24:4:1 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph, D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Checking In 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hello! Hope your summer went well! I am back in town and wanted to meet with you to catch up and talk about the upcoming school year and my plans for after graduation. 
Are you available anytime in the next couple weeks? Hopefully see you soon! 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11:56 AM 

Soufl~Jl, Pdch~rd Mich~xd ~soufl~Jl@emaJl.~mc.edu> 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: t:aJl class schedule and oltice hours & time to visit re: mentoring 

Thanks, 

Mentoring --- First Thursday of each month --- noon lunch (walk somewhere or brown bag in our office)’?? 

d 

Deborah ;3~.roman, Ph D. (2LI ~ 

91").~43.0336 

F~: Richard Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
~ent: Honday, August 22, 2011 11:52 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: fall class schedule and office hours & time to visit re: men~dng 

Debby, 

Hope you’re not totally swamped, but I know you are= 

Sorry to bother, but could you forward me your teach~n~ schedule and office hours for this fall 

Here’s the format if you want to just complete the inserted excel spreadsheet. The first entry is course and second is office hours. 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Sport Administration 

FALL 2011 FACULTY SCHEDULE 

NAME DAYS StartTime EndTime Location 

Debby Stroman - EXSS ~,lw~: ~ ~ :00 1 ~ :50 w303 

Debby Stroman’s Office Hours T 2:00 4:00 W315 

Debby Stroman’s Office Hours w ] :00 4:00 Sk:e~e G015D 

Debby Stroman’s Office Hours R. 9:30 10:30 W315 

Debby Stroman’s Office Hours R 1:30 3::~0 w315 
Also, if you have a date and time that would work best for us to meet re: the mentoring program, just shoot me some suggestfons and VII make sure to put 

it in my calendar. 

Cheers, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Pro[essor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office .- 92[9.962-.3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 92[9.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

hit :~:iie~.ss.u~;c.ed~.~i~;ir~’d.,~ate- ;ro~r~m’~sis 

CSRI wehs~te: ww,~,,.unc.eduic:~ri 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport webs~te: 

Office Hours: T/R--- ~:OOam-l:OOpm; W---9:~-~0:30am and by appt. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Friday,         at 5ptn I would like to attend the "Welcome Back Social" 

Hi. Sorry t:or the duplication but these notes from may not have reached you... 

d 

Gc 

c) P.).~43.0336 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, ~0:0~ PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Friday, at 5pm I would like to a~end the "Welcome Back Social" 

Begin fom-~ded message: 

From: "Omar, Rushdee" <romar@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               4:58:53 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Friday,          at 8pm I would like to attend the "Welcome Back Social" 

Hello Dr. Deborah Stroman, 

Please let me know what I need to do to make this happen. 

Sincerely, 

Rushdee Ornar 

Program Assistant 

UNC School of law, Clinical Programs 

102 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-962-4107 (Office) 

919-962-3375 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Chancellors Meeting 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:03 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Chancellors Meeting 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Campbell, Larry" <lecamp@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               9:30:26 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Chancellors Meeting 

Please schedule my space. Thanks. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 
Colonel, US Army (Retired) 
OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CR#3290 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamp@emaiLunc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 843-6903 
FAX: (919) 962=2388 
www.unc.edu/opt-ed 
www.uncres.or.q 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday,. 11:58 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

bW: NFL Road Trip 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fr~dag, 10:02 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: NFL Road Tr~p 
Begin foa~a~ded message: 

From: "Pierce, Jackie" <japierce@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               3:14:00 PM EDT 
To: ’"cbcinfo@unc.edu’" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: NFL Road Trip 

I am very interested] 
Jackie Pierce 
Major Gifts Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
208 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Telephone: 919-843-6320 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Reserve space for Thm~ksgiving 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:02 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Rescue space for ~anksg~v~ng 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Overton, Jackie (Public Safety)" <overton@psafety.unc.edu> 
Date:               4:44:44 PM EDT 
To: ’"cbcinfo@unc.edu’" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Reserve space for Thanksgiving 

Please reserve me a space fi~r Thanksgiving at the Thorps. 

Jackie O. 

Prot~ssional Development Manager 

Emplo~vee Fo~n Clmir 

CB# 1600 l~blic Safe~" Building 

Ch@el Hill, NC 27599-1600 
(919) 962- 5029 phone/voicemail 

(919) 962-2572 fax 
The straightest path to our greatest potential is straight flux)ugh our greatest fear. 

N~ver make someone apriori& in your afe when they have o~y made you an option in theirs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-% O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-% Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: NFL Road Trip 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:01 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: NFL Road Tdp 
Begin foa~a~ded message: 

From: "Kenan, Cynthia D" <kenanc@neurolo.qy.unc.edu> 
Date:               4:59:39 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: NFL Road Trip 

Hello, 

My name is Cynthia & I’m interested in getting fl~e delails(cost, e~c.) regaMing the road ~rip to Charlotte lo the Camlh-~a Panthers’ ~?otN~ll game. 

Thank 

C~ia Kenan- HaM s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: C~:rolina Black Caucus 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:02 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Carolina Black Caucus 
Begin foa~a~ded message: 

From: Pat Parker <p~parker@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 4:45:58 PM EDT 

To: cbcinfo@unc.edu 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus 
I plan to attend the social on Friday. 

Pat Parker 

Patricia S. Parker 

Associate Professor 

The Unive~si~" of No~t~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Depe~m~ent of Communication Studies 

115 Bingham, CB#3285 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) (919) 962-2211 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

DL Stmman <dstro@unc.edu>; NsJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: plam~ing to attend 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:02 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: NanNng to a~end 
Begin foa~a~ded message: 

From: "Winn, Donna-Marie C" <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu> 
Date:               4:50:34 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: planning to attend 

Dom~a-Marie Winn, PhD 
Research Sdentist 
Prom oti~g Academic Success of Boys of Color (PAS) Initiative 
Un~,ers~ty of North Carolina-- Chapd Hill 
CB #8040 
Chapel Hill NC 2759%-8040 
(9:19) 962-7377 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Panthers-Falcons Footb~Jtl 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:01 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Panthers-Falcons Football 
Begin foa~a~ded message: 

From: "Tillman, Linda Carole" <ltillman@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               5:12:54 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc,edu" <cbcinfo@unc,edu> 
Subject: Panthers-Falcons Football 

Please send me information about the Panthers-Falcons football game as it becomes available. I would like to attend. 
Thanks, 
Linda 
Linda C. Tillma~ Ph.D. 
Professor 

Educational Leadership 

Universi~ of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

CB#3500, Peabody Hall, Room 121-F 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919- 843 - 1998 

Fax: 919-962-1693 

"Bringing the gifts that nay ancestors gave, I am the dream and the hope of the slave." 

"Let us m~xch on til victor,:, is won." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Membership.. 

F~m: @gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fdday, 10:01 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: MembersNp.. 
Begin foa~axded message: 

From: "Vickers, Michele Raquel" <michele vickers@med.unc.edu> 
Date:               5:48:33 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: ~embership.. 

Would like to become a member or am I in the system already.. Thanks for your Assistance.. 
N.iehele R. Viekers, LJ3N 
Studg Ooordinator Assistant 
protocol Office 
Lineber?>er Comprehensive Cancer Center 
University of North Carolina 
45O West ~rive, Chapelhill,NC 2~99 
ph: (9~9) 96~-4452 
pgr. 
Fax(9~9):843-5~24 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: New employee -Public S~£e .ty 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:01 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: New employee -Public Safe~ 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Cheek, Karen (Public Safety)" <jenkinsc@psafety.unc.edu> 
Date:               5:48:44 PM EDT 

To: ’"cbcinfo@unc,edu’" <cbcinfo@unc,edu> 
Subject: New employee -Public Safety 
To Whom it May Concern, 
Brittany Davis was hired as an Administrative Support Specialist with UNC Public Safety Parking section on Monday, 
join the Caucus. 

Karen Cheek 

Parking Service Manager 

Department of Public Safety and Parking Services 

CB#1600,205 Manning Drive 

Chapel Ilill, North Carolina 27599-16110 

919-962-7144 

919-962-2S72(fax) 

Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done without hope or confidence. 

--Helen Keller 

Please foward her the information to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Mondw, 11:59 AM 

DL Stmman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra 
Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Welcome Back Social 

F~m: @~ma~l.com] 
Sent: Friday, 10:01 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Fwd: Welcome Back Socia~ 
Begin fon~’amded message: 

From: "Fleming, Jasper" <fleminl@email.unc.edu> 
Date:              7:39:42 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Welcome Back Social 

Good morning, 

Yes I can attend the social. 

Jasper 

Jasper L. Fleming 

Accounting Technicim~ 

The University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Office Of Sponsored Resem’ch 

104 Airport Drivc Suite 2200, CB# 1350 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1350 

P: 919-843-6181 

F: 919-962-5011 

E: flemini@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: C~rolina Black Caucus 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Carolina Black Caucus 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Quick, Myra C" <quick@unc.edu> 
Date:              8:24:16 AM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Welcome Back Social 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Welcome Back Soda~ 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Layne, Priscilla Dionne" <playne@email.unc.edu> 
Date:              8:47:18 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Welcome Back Social 

Hello, 

I’ll be attending the Welcome Back Social on August 26th. 

Sincerely, 

Priscilla Layne 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday,. 11:59 AM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Attending 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: A~nd~ng 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Harrington, Paula Swann" <paula harrin,qton@med.unc.edu> 
Date:              8:48:47 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Attending 

Good Morning, 

I plan on attending The Welcome Back Social, Friday, 8/26 at 5pm in the Stone Center. 

Thanks! 

P aula Harrington 
Human Resources Facilitator 

Microbiology and Immunology 

804 Mary Ellen Jones Bldg. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7290 

919-966-3921(p) 

919-962-8103(f) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Reception at Chancellor’s home 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Reception at Chancellor’s home 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Brooks, Ellen D" <edbrooks@email.unc.edu> 
Date:              9:13:13 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Reception at Chancellor’s home 

Hi, 
Please register me for this event if still open. 

Ellen donna brooks 

966-4791 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: rsvp 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: rsvp 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Stephen Boyd" <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:              9:17:03 AM EDT 
To: <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: rsvp 
I plan to attend, it would be my 1st time. 

Stephen Boyd 

Processing Assistant 

Athletic Business Office 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 962 5225 

Fax: 919 962 0125 

919 962 0667 

w~ffvv.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Welcome Back SocM (CBC) 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 10:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Welcome Back Sodal (CBC) 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Collins, Michelle Christin" <mcc@email.unc.edu> 
Date:              9:38:12 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Welcome Back Social (CBC) 

Good Morning, 

Thank you for the invite. I would like to RSVP for the social on Friday, 

Have a great weekend! 

Michelle 

Michelle Collins, MPA 

Managing Director, UNC Nutrition Obesity Research Center (NORC) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

2115 Michael Hooker Research Center, CB #746~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-746~ 

Tel: 9~9.966.3474 

Fax: 9~9.843.8555 

Email: mcc(~email.unc.edu 

www.sph.unc.ed u/norc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Road trip 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 9:59 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Road tdp 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Ford, Tracie B." <tford@hunt-institute.org> 
Date:              9:59:39 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Road trip 

Hi, I am interested in the road trip to Charlotte. Please send me the information. 

Also, I did not receive a notice about the golf clinic. I would have loved to attend. 

Trade Ford 

i.~.i Description: Description: htmlsig~ford 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday               12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edw~; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jone@unc.edu> 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 9:59 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: 
Begin fo~’a~ded message: 

From: "Taylor, Vergie A" <VATAYLOR@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               10:24:44 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 

Please count me in! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, ~ 12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: would love to attend 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 9:59 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: would love to a~end 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Ross, Evelyn M" <Evelyn Ross@unc.edu> 
Date:               12:04:47 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: would love to attend 

Count me in. 

Thank You 

Evelyn Ross 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: RSVP 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 9:59 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: RSVP 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Hewett, Stacie" <stacie hewett@kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu> 
Date:               12:31:59 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc,edu" <cbcinfo@unc,edu> 
Subject: RSVP 

I would like to RSVP to attend the CBC event at the Chancellor’s house on I will pay my dues by . Thank you. 

Stacie H. 

Stacie B. Hewett I Associate Director of Admissions & Recruiting, Master of Accounting (MAC) Program I UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School I phone 919.962.3209 / 3177 (fax,~ 

:: :’.~ta(.i:." i’,:’:",:,.~b.’~.q’:c~:,~,~.,’ :.*,w:.*’~,~.’,"c,:~’,.,~,,~&’,",~.,~’,<.j:&,~ I Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 

Visit US on: "i ~’,,i’,’.~:~:-:: ":: :~ui i~:,,~! :: i. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

EW: RSVP for Reception 8/26/11 

F~m: ~ ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 9:59 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: RSVP for Reception 
Begin foa~a~ded message: 

From: .~.email.unc.edu> 
Date: 12:45:17 PM EDT 
To: <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: RSVP for Reception 

tiello, 
My name is . I mn a pos~doc in 

to RSVP for the reception next Friday. 

and would like 

Thanks tbr inviling me, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Road trip to Ch~xlotte 

F~m: ~gmai.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 9:58 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Road tdp to Charlo~e 
Begin foa~a~ded message: 

From: "Brooks, Jocelyn S" <]ocelyn brooks@med.unc.edu> 
Date:               1:42:13 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Road trip to Charlotte 

Hello, 

I am interested in this event and would like details as plans develop. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: sociaJ friday 

F~m: ~gma~l.com] 
Sent: Fddag, 9:58 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: sodal fdday 
Begin foaYa~ded message: 

From: "Hopkins, Marian T" <mthopkin@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               4:31:52 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: social friday 

Yes, I will be happy to come to this event. 
Marian Hopkins 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, PM 

@live.uuc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus 

Hi Please contact me asap if you are still interested in being an ambassador this year with 

C- 

Dr. Stroman 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:16 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenm~-llagler.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj 

<c,j mcghee@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

le;: socM fi-iday 

Hi Shandra. Yes, Nakenge has the master (online t:rom papedeas and      , Thanks t:or checking 

You can always go in to paperless and see the data. (last check there were 36 confirmed). W~th forwards, we are over 

d 

D~:bord~ 8~:rom~, Ph.D C:LL J 

K~tio~e. E~gage, Empower. 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m: Jones, Shandra [mailto:Shandra~ones@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              5:02 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Stroman, Deborah L; Robe~on, Nakenge; HcGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 
Subject: RE: social friday 
WMch among us ~s keeping the central RSVP ~ist? I assumed Nakenge, but d~at is an assumption only and could be totally wrong. [ have not been makb~g note of 

the RSVPs in these emaHs but can if need 

Also, do we have the current list of RSVPs from the online h~vitat~on that was emaHed and know how many are c~lrrellt[y sched@ed to attend? 

AsKx:i(de D~reclor, MBA A,:Jm[::sbris 

UNC Kenon-F~Ggle~ gushess School 

[2~9) 952--0558 / shondro )ones@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
$ent~ Monday,              ~2:00 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah (Exercise ~ Spo~ Science)~ Robe~son, Nakenge; NcGhee, ~; Jones, Shandra 
Su~ject~ N: social friday 

Go Meel~;, 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: social friday 

gegJ~ [o~-~ded message: 

From: "Hopkins, Marian T" <mthopkin@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               4:31:52 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: social friday 

Yes, I will be happy to come to this event. 
Marian Hopkins 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1~: Appointment 

Hi Yes, 2:00 is fine. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sul~ject: Re: Appointment 

Would Thursday at 2 work? 

~?mail.com] 
2:18 PM 

On Mon,              at 11:47 AM; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi       How is this Thursday or Monday after 1:00 p.m.? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

E×plore. Engage. Empower. 

919.8430336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:, i~mail.com] 

Sent: Monday, 9:55 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sul~iect: Appointment 

Hi Professor Stroraant 

I was contacting you to set up a time to meet with you to tmn in my 

assignments. 

Thanks, 

@email.~mc. edu 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:26 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Independent Study 

How is your schedule on Thursday afternoon? 3:00? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: Independent Sturdy 

~email.unc.edu] 
2:07 PM 

Hey Dr. Stroman ! was just emailing you to let you know that I am still 
interested in doing an independent study with you. I have actually already 
lined up a clinic in Ro×boro and a clinic m Yanceyville to volunteer at 
for the study. Right now ! plan on beginning to observe as soon as I decide 
which of my classes to drop. Would it be possible to maybe talk with you 
about my study this week or next’? ’l’hanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 6:27 PM 

,@live.unc.edu.* 

l~B: Wrapping the summer up 

.2::15 on Wednesday IN STEELE (GO:15D)? 

Go } h.ds, 

D{bor& Strom~.~ Ph£~ CLL.r 

92984.30336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday,, 1:50 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t: RE: Wrapping the summer up 
Sorry, maybe more like 2:15? 
See you soon[ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Wrapping the summer up 

Hi Welcome back! 

How’s Wednesday or Thursday after :[:30 

Ge 

Debord~ 8t:rom~,u, Ph.D C:L[ J 

E~pio~e, E~gag~-, Empow~’r. 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Wrapping the summer up 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hi sor~ rve been so bad at communicating lately, but rm back in NC~ rve a~ached thre rest of my ejournals to the email because I can’t find the internship page on 
blackboard anymore.., but I also have the inte~iew and scrapbook. Is there a time we can meet? With classes sta~ing back up ne~ week you probably won’t have a lot of free 
time, but rd love to get together to tell you about the internship~ It was literally the best experience of my life, and rd greatly recommend it to other studenN. 
Than~ for eve~thing~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 6:29 PM 

~yahoo.com>; @emaJl .unc.edu:~ 

PJ~: SHaker confirmed 

G~eat news! Let’s get the flyer made a~d distributed. I will then t:orwa~d to Dr. Salyer and Ms. Tufts to post around the buildings. 

Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~b Ph.D C:LL,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Nonday, ~:45 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Speaker confirmed 
Hi Dr. Stroman and 
I heard back from Steve Matin, the Bobcats/ACC Football broadcaster, and he is confirmed to speak at a CSBC meeting on Friday, 
final pre-production schedule for the football broadcast, but for now we are planning on having the meeting at 4:30 or 5:00. 
Let’s officially add this to our calendar, get a room reseNed, and sta~ spreading the word[ 
It was great to see both d you last night[ I’m really excited about this yead 

He is still waiting on his 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:30 PM 

@gmail.com:~ 

IL!:;: EXSS 

;) No problem asking questions. That’s what I am here t:or._ 

ket me know if Vo~ need anything else, 

Dr, Sl:rof~at~ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, 2:39 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Hi~ I am so~D" to have so mm~y questions. I j us1 don’t wm~t ~ be doing sometlfing wrong and not ~ow it. I wrested to let you ~ow that I ~ hoping ~ final~e the 

goals for the apNnNces during my first day on sire on ~Vednes~y so I will bring you my resume, cover levee ~d appendices b and c as soon as I can, wNch roll 

ho~fiflly ~ by Friday. Talk to you soon. Thm~ks~ 

On Thursday, . Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a;unc.edn> wrote: 

> Hi 

> Yes, bring all evaluations/appendices to my office. I will be in tomorrow afternoon and next week. 

> Resume m~d cover letter should be submitted to me. 

> Remember what we discussed.., you and your supervisor deter:mine the hours. The field experience should be rewazding for YOU. I would think that 100 hours 

would give you an opportunity to engage m~d learn. 
> 

> Feel free to give me a call to discuss this further too! 

> Thanks. 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Exercise m~d Sport Science Department - htlp:i/exss.unc.edu’ 

> Sport Administration Prot~ssor and Academic Advisor 

> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
> Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Clnb m~d Sigma Alpha La~nbda 

> "I45~owing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 
> 

> 

> Frown: ~grnail.com> 
> Date: Thu, 21:56:22 -0400 

> To: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dslmma~@email.u~c.edu> 
> Subject: EXSS 
> 

> tli Dr. Stroman! I j ust wanted to check in with you again before the semester begins and clarit}f a few fl~ings. Should I j us1 bring a coW of the appendices to your 

office in Woolen once classes start? Also, I was looking at the syllabus again m~d was wondering ifI need to turn in my resume and cover letter to you or if that was 

just for me to give to my supervisor when I met with her. I gave her a copy at my meeting earlier this summer. Lastly, I wanted to double check that I am correct about 

this, but I had plmmed on trying to complete 100 hours for "the internship. Is 100 honrs okay? And ifI cmmot get the thll 100 hours due to having two practices per day 

along with other classes and meets for voasi .ty cross count~7 is that a problem? It should not be a problem but I just wanted to make sure in case anything unexpected 

happens. I mn excited to get started with my internship and I look fom’ayd to hearing from you. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

I~E: Wrapping the summer up 

It: we go wkh Thursday, let’s push back to 2:30. Thanks. 

Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~b Ph.D C:LL ! 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= ~live.unc.edu] 
Senti Monday, ~:24 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Wrapping the summer up 
Thursday would work~ Around 2 pm okay? 

ThanB, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Wrapping the summer up 

Hi Welcome back! 

How’s Wednesday or Thursday after :[:30 

Go 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~, Ph.D C::[i J 

t:~tio~e. E~gage, Empower. 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes ~eari~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbo~s," {R,Ann 5chabad(er} 

F~m: blive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Wrapping the summer up 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hi sor~ I’ve been so bad at communicating lately, but rm back in NC~ I’ve a~ached thre rest of my ejournals to the email because I can’t find the internship page on 
blackboard anymore.., but I also have the inte~iew and scrapbook. Is there a time we can meet? With classes sta~ing back up ne~ week you probably won’t have a lot of free 
time, but rd love to get together to tell you about the internship~ It was literally the best experience d my life, and rd greatly recommend it to other studenN. 
Than~ for eve~thing~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:34 PM 

~live.unc.edtp 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi Wed~esday is t:illed. How about Friday or Monday? 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" 

F~m= @gmail.com] On Behalf 
Sent: Nonday, 1:20 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Th~ks Dr. Stroman~ 

Are you t?ee any time on Wednesday? I have class from 9- l 0:15, so anytime after flaat I should be good. I am officially meeting with my supervisor on TueMay 

evening, so I should be able to give you the forms. 

Have a great first day of classes tomorrow! 

On Sun,            at 10:15 PM, Stromau, Deborah L <ds~ro(~%unc.edu> wrote: 
GREAT job tonight! Let’s chat this week. Yes, you are right on track with your course work. 

C-A-R-O-L-I-N-A ! ! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J, Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, :[:[:34:37 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
I hope your summer has been enjoyable! I just wanted to give you an update at where I am for our EXSS fall course. I am mailing a check for the insurance coverage today. 

They told me once I mail the check I should be good to go. Also, I am seeing my internship supervisor Tuesday night I believe, so I can have him sign where he needs to do under the 

appropriate appendices and get those to you by the middle of this week. Our broadcasts start on September 2, so I should have everything in well before we begin. I only need to 

turn in Appendices B and C, correct? 

Thanks and I look forward to seeing you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 6:36 PM 

Elizabeth Towe <etowe@balanced- movement.com> 

I~E:            internship 

Hi Elizabeth. LeL’s chat by phone. Tha~ks~ internship is unique and I want Lo make sure tha~ bo~h she and you have a valuable ex ~edence. 

~ w~l~ try to call you before Friday. 

Dr. Stromar~ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Ont{e the ribbons." {R.Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m= Elizabeth Towe [mailto:etowe@balanced-movement.com] 
Sent: Nonday, 22:52 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc= Anne Nade Schneider 
Subje~t= internship 

Dr 8 tmman- 

I just wanted to touch base with you regarding , the student who will be Naming her internship to fulfill her experiential education requirement with us on 

Wednesday 

She brought some pape~¢ork in for us to fill out today and discuss what she will do while she is here. I have had Nudents form             Fitness Professional track but 

this will be our firN from Spots AdminiOration. I want to be sure that we are all on the same page. has chosen to come here because she hopes to go into PT school 

after undeNmduate so this will ~ive her some experience with that field. 

What are your expectations from her during her semeNer with us? I want to be sure that she gets the ben experience possible but want to be sure that we are all clear with 

what projects, assignment, etc that will be expected. ~11 she do an end-of-semeNer presentation or journal (some kind of documentation to show the experience)2 

I am looking at her course timeline & learning agreement now. We will have this filled out and back to you this week with her goals. Is there anything else you would like to 

add2 
Thanks for your time-and I hope to meet you at some point this semeOer. 

ET 

Elizabeth Towe 

Balanced M ovemenl Slndio, 0 wner 

919.942.0240 

www .balanced-m oveln ent.co rn 

etowe@ balan ced-m overn enl.co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:38 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: EXSS 

Thanks t:or your hole, My names have been submitted. The system may take awhile to process. Let’s set a time to chat on Thursday or Friday. WhaL is 

your availability? 

c) P.).~43.0336 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, 12:31 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I noticed that the EXSS 
the first class? 
Thank you, 

class has not been added to my schedule and on Connect Carolina the class location and time says TBA. Has there been a time and location set for 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Office: 

Cell: 



FrOlIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L *~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday: 6:40 PM 

Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Advising Appointtnent 

Hi Deb. Here is the s[udent that I rnentioned to you awhile back. Let me know if we need to revisit or if you can still accommodate her. Thanks. 

Go } keJs, 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Nive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, ~2:~5 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Advising Appointment 
Dr. Stroman, I was just wondering if you ever heard back from Nrs. Southall about her Facilities and Event Management class. Thank you for all your help. 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 2:49 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Advising Appointment 

FYI - From my ~dmin assist~;t~[:: "q ci~tft i~dd her right now ~s sh,-_~ h~;s ~ wa~tl~sted class c.aun[:~ng tow~rds the m~H of 17 hot~s they can regis[:er for. After 

~ can add her as the ~kn~t ~s ~ncreased ~o 18. Thanks/’ 

Mrs. Southa~l has been contacte& We won’t know her finai answer until 

Let me know ~f you have any other questbns. 

Dr. Stroman 

De~x~rah Smxnan. P}~ D., (3I,U 

919-843-0336 

~ttp://~xss~c~du/~de~gradu~te~pr~gr~m/ba4n~xss/s~rt~dministratbri/~erv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:50 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Advishg Appointment 
Dr. Stroman, I just wanted to remind you to Nk to Nrs. Southall about adding me to her Facilities and Event Nanagement class. I looked on my ConnecEarolina page and ~’m 
not enrolled in that class at all because it was closed. Also, I wanted to double check that you added me to your class because it hasn’t shown up on my page yet and I 
wasn’t sure if it was supposed 
Than~ 

From= 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:59 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= RE: Advising Appointment 

rll see you then. 

From= Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= 3:23 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Advising Appointment 

HI. I can meet you at 1:00 tomorrow in my office. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter clrstroman 

http:/iexss.nnc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday !:30 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= RE: Advising Appointment 

Dr. Stroman, I apologize for taking so long to respond. Are you available any this week after ~:00 to meet? 

Thanks, 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 6:16 PM 
To-" 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject; RE: Advising Appointment 

Hi          I arn sorry [ am just firtding this not~-_~. I migrated to a new ser’w~r and missing emai[s keep popomg ~p[ ;) 

W@::ome to SA. You wiJl enjoy the ctErrk:~h~m and learning, ~ am OtEt of the office next week, Let’s sched~Je a lime to cha~: after         "l"hs~nks~ 

Dr, Stroman 

Ga ~ feels, 

Debon~h Stroman, Pi~-D,, CI 

E>:piore, En~a~e, Empower. 

9 [9.8~3.0336 

http://exss.u~c.edu/u~de~raduate‘pr~ram/badn‘exss/sp~rt~administrati~n/~verv~ew/ 

F~m=, @live.unc,edu] 
Sent= Friday, 10:~3 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= Advising Appointment 
Dr. Stroman, 
I am on the verge of changing my concentration to Sport Administration and I would like to set up a time to ~lk to you about my schedule and any advice you have for me. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 6:42 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

??? Let’s put her down for both. ;) 

Go } 

D~bor4~ ,%:romm~ Ph1~ CLL,r 

92984.30336 

F~m= Robe~on, Nakenge 
Senti Nonday, 12:~7 PN 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Fwd: 

Hi Debby, 

b ins RSVP for the Soda~ oF Chancellors event? 

Thanks, 

Nakenge 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Nonday,              ~2:00 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Rober~on, Nakenge; NcGhee, ~; Jones, Shandra 
Subject; FW: Fwd: 

(}o } ic,’ls, 

DS~,x’:6 S~:ror~m~, PhD- CL[ I 

9 2 9 84.3 03 3 6 

"Each day comes bearh~g its o~n g~Xs. Untie the r~bbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m:. @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: Fwd: 

Begin tb~vazded message: 

From: "Taylor, Vergie A" <VATAYLOR@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               10:24:44 AM EDT 
To: "._c____b___q__n___f__o__@__u___n____c__;__e____d____u_." <._c____b___c__!__n___f__o___@__u___n____c__;__e____d____u_.> 

Please count me in! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, August 22, 2011 6:48 PM 

Turner, Robert Winston II <r~vtume@em~il.unc.edu.* 

I~W: Fall 2011 SpAd Facul~ Calend~:r 

Fall 2011 SpAd-Faculty Calendm 8-22-2011 .xls 

Helpful doc for you. 

I hope Vo~ had a great trip! 

929 84,3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Richard Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
$ent: Nonday, August 22, 20~1 22:23 PN 
To: Osborne, Barbara 3; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy; ’Erianne A Weigh~; Cooper, Coyte; Johnson, Shelley H 
~c: Shields, Edgar W 
Subject: Fall 20M SpAd FaculN Calendar 

Hello everyone: 

Thanks for getting me your class and office hours sched@es for tNs fa~ semester so quickly. I’ve attached an exce~ spreadsheet for everyone, ffthere are 

any omissions or mistakes, just le~ me know. 

This sho@d help us schedule monthly SpAd facuky meetings. Barb and ~ will coord;naLe a sched@e of alternaL~ng meeL~ngs (with the focus each other 

meeL~ng being either UG or Grad {we can - as need be - discuss kems rela[ive to ei[her). 

Look forward to a great fall semester. 

R;chard 

Dr. Richard M. Southai~ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolh~a at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research 

Woollen Ha~ 203C 

Office - 9~9.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Spot[ Administration webs~[e: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webite: 

Office Hours: TiR - l~:OOam--Z:OOpm; W - 9:~- lO:30am and by appt. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 7:05 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stroman    students Fall 

1. - 3 hours 

2. - 3 hours 

3. ¯ J~ hour 

4. - J_ hour 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

[JNC Exercise anti Sport Science Oept:. 

Sport Administration b’aculty e~ www.exss,unc,ect~ 

E,NLc~S Ac:a~temic A~tvisor mlct Internship Coorctmator 

Chair, C~rolin a Black Cauc:us 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport P,.esearch Instimt:e 

b’a cult:7 Advi sor, Carolin a Sports Business Club & Si~a Alph a Lmnb d a (Natl Lea~tership & Honors Organ ization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

¯witter clrstroman 

’~ust because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 7:23 PM 

Mihalik, Jason P <jmihalik@email.unc.edu~~ 

I~W: PLAY internship for credit 

Here’s that student.. ;) 

P~D- 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ama Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 1:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: R[~: PLAY internship for credit 

Hi        EXSS    is a major required course; thus, you must enroll this falb Your internship is not a substitute. I will talk to IN- Mahalik regarding your enrollment. Jason and I discussed 
your receiving academic credit through EXSS    for your PLAY cotmnltment 

I will be m touch 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empo*ver 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/undergraduate-progran’.,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/overview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromaaa@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:23 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Stroman    students Fall 

Hi Sherry. Let’s discuss this matter. 

I thought being a major or not was up to the faculty member. I.e., " Purpose: To provide an opportunity for majors and non-majors to pursue scholarly activity in the 

exercise and sport science field. " 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p___;/__/__e___x__s__s_:_~_n___c_=_e___d__L_!/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Sherry Salyer <salyer~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue,           22:25:35 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Stroman    students Fall 

Hi Debby, 

PID correct? He was last here in 

check agaim 

She added 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 7:05 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Stroman students Fall 
1.’ - 3 hours 

2. - 3 hours 

3. - :[ hour 

4. - 1 hour 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CIJJ 

I._~NC Exercise and Spo~E Science 

Spor~ AdminisL~adon Faculty e~ 2,_,2_~:?y_:_e_y:s_~;_:LLn__£:_~_~_!E 

E)LSS Academic Advisor and InEemship Coo~dinaEor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Adviso~7 Board Chair, College Spore Research InsEimEe 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina SporEs Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda @,Tad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

3~5 \Voollen CB~ 8605 

(Chapel Hi:LI, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"Ywitt:er ~trst:roman 

"Just 

hasn’t meet the criteria (has only one EXSS class with a or better; maybe only one EXSS period----AsNey checked), so he carf t be added, is 

according to Ashley. Ashley thought students had to be majors, so she checked no further on        1’11 ask her to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:28 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Re: social friday 

Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. WiNing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: Nakenge Robertson <.-n---a--k-.-e-.-n-g-e--~-r---~--b---e---r--t.-s-9.-n-.--@-.-u-.-n--£~--e--d---u-.> 

Date: Tue,           07:26:35 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Jones, Shandra" <Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, OJ McGhee <oj...mcghee@unc.edu>, Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: social friday 

Hello 

W~-_~ are currently at 55 RSVP’s for the Welcome gack Sodal. The emai]s sent to were a m~xture o~ membership questkms and RSVP’s to the Wek:ome gack, 

ChanceNor ew~mt, and NFL (:haHotte trip If you receive any other RSVP’s verbal, cans, or emaHs, just NH: me know and I can add to the NsL 

Thanks, 

Nakenge 

~mm= Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t= Monday,              6:$6 PN 
To= Jones, Shandra; Robe~son, Nakenge; McGhee, ~; ~ones, Shandra 
S~bje~t= RE: social friday 

Hi Shsndra~ Yes, Nakenge has the master (onNne from pspeHess and , Thanks for check~ng ~n. 

You can 

d 

9 P9.843.0336 

~: Jones, Shandra [mail~:Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              5:02 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stroman, Deborah L; Robe~on, Nakenge; NcGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 
Sabjeet: RE: social friday 

Whkh amon~ us ~s keep~n~ the central RSVP ~st? I assumed Naken~e, but that is an assumption only and could be totsNy wrons~ ~ have noL been rnak~n~ note of 

the RSVPs ir~ Lhese ernaHs but can if need be~ 

A~so, do we have the current Nat of RSVPs from the onNne ~nv~tat~on that was em~i~ed and know how many are currently sched@ed to attend? 

Associale D:lec~oo MBA Admissbns 

UiiC: K÷nan-Fiagler Business School 

/919) 762-0&~8 / shandra ~ones<£~unc.edu 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mal]to:dstro:Guncedu] 
Sent-" Monday, ~             ~2:00 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Robe~son, Nakenge; NcGhee, ~; Jones, Shandra 
Subject; ~: social friday 

? Z 9 863 0336 

F~m: ~qmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, 9:58 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Fwd: social friday 

From: "Hopkins, Marian T" <mthopkin@email,unc.edu> 



Date: 4:31:52 PM EDT 

To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: social friday 

Yes, I will be happy to come to this event. 
Marian Hopkins 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus 

Hi.Thanks for your call and follow up email. Are you available this Friday at 4:30 p.m.? Our Welcome Back Social is scheduled at 5:00 at the Stone Center. We need our 

ambassadors until 6:30 p.m. 

I hope to speak to you tomorrow. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not en.:)ugh; we rr~us[ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live4Jnc~edu> 

Date: Tue, 08:36:10 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus 

H~-:~llo Dr, Stroman, 

Thank you [or (:ontactin~[ me I am no[: sure if you have be~-:m l:ryin~[ to contact me earlier because of the e.-mail switch. Yes, I am in[:er~-:~sl:ed ir~ b~-’_@~g an ambassador 

[his year for the Carolina Black Caucus~ What does it entail? ] wilt certainly do all thai I can. 

Thanks, 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [maiJto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Senti Monday,              3:46 PM 

Subject= Carolina Black Caucus 
~mpo~ance= High 

Hi Please contact me asap if you are still interested in being an ambassador this year with 

C- 

Dr. Stroman 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

~: ~rolina Blac~ ~aucu~ 54~ with tagjp~ 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:33 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra_Jones@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Re: CBC 

Hi Shandra. I am still waiting for the final invoice. We handle the payment internally through a transfer of funds. 

I am hoping to hear back from the music department tomorrow regarding using the students. If so, we will need cash for them. Stay tuned. Thanks again for checking in. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_#__j__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__:_e__d___u_./ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: "Jones, Shandra" <Shandra Jones@kenan-flag!__e__r_:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Date: Tue, 23 Aug 2011 01:37:56 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC 

Sorry for 4 million emaib! Did you get the final invoice with the changes for refreshments? Shall I bring a check to the reception for Carolina Catering? 

ASSOC~Clle D~reclor, MBA 

UNC kenan-RagJer Business SchooJ 

[919) 962.-0FJ58 / shandra jones@unc.edu 

E~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, August $8, 2055 3:27 PN 

To= 3ones, Shandra; Robe~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 

Subject: CBC 

Hi. A few things~ 

<~--[if ~su~ortLists]-->2. <~--[~ndif]-->Let ~e ~now if ~o~ h~v~ ~r~ic~ C~C me~r-~i~nds who ~o~ w~n~ 

November. I ~m ~eepin~ ~ m~ster list ~nd it is fiHin~ u~ f~st. 

<~--[if ~su~ortLists]-->3. <~--[endif]-->Th~ Ch~nc~Ho~ is out of ~own ~or next F~id~. The P~ovost ~nd Co~ch Withers (he requested!) will weIco~ us. I 

~ill ~s~ D~n ~il ~ ~e~ i~ ~he w~n~s~ in~ ~e g~ve ~ ~e ~000. 

~n~ ~ ~o~e ~o ~ve ~e fi~i ~e~ from ~ol~ ~edng ~oo~. ~iil w~ing~o m~o~ ~nge~ ~m~ 

the Stone Center too. Th~nEs N~E~nge for handling the invites. I ~m still w~ting fo~th~ n~w Afr~c~n-Amedcan UNC d~ta~as~ that I ~m supposed to h~ve 

b~ CO~ tod~ to send the general invite to evewone. 

Let~ tW to be the~e b~4:00 p.m. I will ~sk student~ to ~n~ the t~bie ~in. I will be in touch with mo~e details. 

THANKS! 

Go Heels, 

~eborah Stroman~ Ph~)~ CLU 

UNC Exercise and SporE Science 

Spot, Administration Faculv e~ www.exss.m~c.e&~ 

E~S Academic Advisor a*ad Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (Tha~, Co~ege Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolhm Spor~s Bus~tess Club & Siena Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors OrganMadon) 
315 Vgoo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hffi, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hesn ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Transfer Student Meeting 

Hi Thanks for your kind follow up note. We enjoy working with students and your transition is very important to us. 

Please stay in touch and let us know if there is anything else you need! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’: (1 Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 23:30:38 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Sherry Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS Transfer Student Meeting 

Dr. Salyer and Dr. Stroman, 

I would like to personally thank you for the time and effort you both put forth for today’s meeting. I truly appreciate you both taking time out of your hectic schedule, and your 
display of care and encouragement was beyond comforting for me since I am now a part of a university nine times the size of my last. I must say it was extremely resourceful 
and helpful to meet both of you face to face in order to learn more about EXSS and the path we must take to succeed at UNC. 

Again, thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~g: Quick Question 

Hi        ] wilt sdd you to the roste~’, 

Dr, Stro~nan 

De~)orah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

F~: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Quick Question 
Good A~ernoon~ 
I cannot believe we are back in school.., I hope you enjoyed the summer. I wanted to send you this email to see if you think that I might 
have a chance to be added to your ~SS    roster. I am going over my academic wor~heet and looking at major classes....and they are all 
fulH Because of this I only have 6 hours for the semester right now. Please let me know what you think, 
Kind Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

@live.unc.edu."~ 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi       I will add you to the roste[~ 

Dr, Stro~nan 

De~)orah ;!~.roman, P}~ D. (ELI ~ 

F~: @live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:35 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Professor Stroma n, 
My name is         , and I just had a quick question about your H~/F 11:00 E~S    class, I was 2rid on the waitlist when it got dropped, Do you think I will be able 
enroll in your class this semes~r? I would love to ~ke it and will come sit in on Wednesday if you think you will be able to add students, ~ank you so much[ 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:13 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Prig: EXSS    Enrolhnent 

Hi       EXSS is one o1: the most popular majors on campus and U~e    class is full. We will probably ofl:er the course in the spring. As you may know, the 
department ~s trying to keep class s~zes smaller and we also now have seat ~m~tations in the Woollen rooms. 
Let me know ff you have ~ny quesl:h:ms, 
Dr. Stroman 
Go } ic,’ls, 
1}),’borah S~:roma~, PhD. CLU 

9i9.843.0336 
"Each da~ comes bear{rig its own g~Xs~ Untie the r~bbons/’ (R.A~ Sd~abacker} 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~2:33 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: EXSS Enrollment 
Dr. StlbmaN 
My n~me’s ~d I mn going into my final yea~ at UNC tNs uNo~ning ~mester as a double ~najor. I ~m e~nailing in hopes fl~at there is a 

chance I roll ~ aNe ~ get enrolled in ~ur course of EXSS although I have noticed on Co~mec~a~olina that your couBe is full. 

I had originally intended ~ graduate in May     with only a Biology degree but chose instead to s~y and work towmds a 

Becau~ my intentions were to graduate last semestec I Nd not sign np for any conrses for the upcoming ~mester when all the other s~dents Nd so; 

therefore, I find myself in a di~ctflt siamfion in that I need k~ ~]fil] 6 morn EXSS requirements by the end of Spring     one of wNch is your court. 

If them is a likelihood that I would be able m get enrolled in the course within the fi~st week of the semester by shomng up to c]~s and ~eing if any spots oNn up then 

please let me know. It would be a tremendous help ifI could take EXSS couBes bofl] in ~e Fall and Sp~ng. 

I look lbrward to hearing back fa)m you[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:14 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi      EXSS is one of the most popular majors on campus and the    class is fulh We give priority, to senior EXSS majors. We will probably oiler the course in the spring As you may 
know-, the depaltment is trying to keep class sizes smaller al’~d we also now- have seat limitations in the Woollen rooms. 

Let me know if you have an?’ questions I will be happy to discuss the EXSS - Sport Administration major with you too 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Am~ Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 4:23 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Good Afternoon Dr Stroman, 
My name is I emailed you earlier this summer regarding 
your EXSS    class this [’all. ! was on the wait list until about two days 
ago when it was purged. I got to number 13. I have declared EXSS as a major 
and need to begin taking classes as soon as I can I have a high interest 
~n your class and the topic and would appreciate it if there was an?’ way I 
can get into the class. I just wanted to see if you would recommend coming 
on the :first day of class to see if there was any room to get into it 
Thank you for your time and consideration. I hope you had a wonderful 
summer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:15 AM 

~email .unc.edu> 

1~: EXSS 

I added you to the roster. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Subject: EXSS 

1:24 PM 

Hello Ms Stroman, 

My name is and I need your EXSS                class for 
requirements regarding my sports achninistration requirements When 
attempting to enroll, it said I needed instructor consent. So I was 
wondering if you could grant it to me Please e-mail me back and let me 
know if there is anything I can do to get into this class 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" "CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 10:16 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

Hi        EXSS is one of the most popular majors on campus and the    class is full We will probably offer the course in the spring or you may look to emoll in your junior or senior year. 
We give priority to senior EXSS majors As you may kno~v, the department is trying to keep class sizes smaller and ~ve also now have seat limitations in the Woollen rooms 

Let me know if you have an?’ questions I will be happy to discuss the EXSS - Sport Administration major with you too 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ama Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: EXSS 

12:47 AM 

Hey Professor! 

I hope all is well with you. I am a         and an 
major. I am scheduled to sign up for classes tomorrow morning, and 

I noticed that there is already a wait list to join your class Due to the 
fact that I need your class to fulfill a major requirement, is there any 
possible way I can be enrolled for the Fall    semester? 

Thank you for your tune, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu;~ 

1~: EXSS 

Hi [ see you are already in a~ EXSS class that meets at lI:O0 a.m. {EXSS , I strongly suggest that you stay i~ that class. [XSS wtl be offered in the 

spring semester. 

Dr. Strom~;t~ 

t~pio~e~ E~gage, Empower. 

9 Z%843.033~’~ 

"Each day comes tea~i~g its own giIs. Untie the ribbo~sY (t,Ann Schaback~r 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:42 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 
My name is         and rm an                      major desperately trying to pick up some major courses so that I can s~y on track for graduation. I was 
wondering if it was at all possible for me to be added to your E~S    class this semester? If not, my academic adviser told me that you would also be a great person to 
con~ct in the E~S depa~ment because you possibly could suggest some other courses or options with me. I plan to come sit-in on your class tomorrow so we can hopefully 
talk in person as well. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:15 PM 

Salyer, SherD’ L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Stroma~    students FaJ1 

D~borah 8~:rom~.~ Ph.D CLc.r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:18 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Stroman    studenN Fall 

-at ~east the one using that P[Dwas here 

~ know a , that I thought was here now???? 

Emm= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat; Monday, 7:05 PN 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
C~= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t= Stroman studen~ Fall 
~. ¯ 3 hours 

2. - 3 hours 

3. - 1 hour 

4. - 1 hour 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and gpo~E Science 

Spot, Administration Facul~ e~ ~s~vw.exss.unc.edu 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dmaco~ 
Chair, Carolina glack Caucus 

Advisory Board Chak, Co’ego Spo~E Research Institute 

had any EXS5 classes, So he is not el}gible 

FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & SJg=~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB?~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843,0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 2:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: EXSS assigmnent 

Thanks      Start wiLf~ ITS ~md then let me know if they can’L assist you. I am headed to a meeting all ~fternoon. 

Here’s a helpful video too: http://www~y~utube.c~m/user/TL~nteractiveUNC#p/c/77582C~4A5BC~:~.F/2/DEa6~fvk~i~ 

Dr. Stroman 

9 Zq.843.033~’~ 

"Each day comes teari~g its own giIs, Untie the ribbons," (t,Ann Schaback~r} 

F~m: @ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~2:~5 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS assignment 
Dr. Stroman, 

I am in your EXSS    class at 11:00. I am emailing because I cannot get Sakai to let me submit my response for our assignment due today and I didn’t want you to think that 
I wasn’t going to submit my work. Do you know of a way to fix the problem? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:36 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

EXSS - ADD 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty es www.exss.unc.edu 

E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolin a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, CoLlege Sport P,.esearch Instimt:e 

Faculty Advisor, Carolm a Sports Business Club & Si~a A1ph a Lamb da (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel H~I, NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 1:53 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: ’I’ha~k you! 

Thanks        We are off and framing this semester. Lots going on.., 

Do stay in touch and best wishes for a great year. 

"Each day comes bea~ing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:30 AN 
To: SLroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~ank 

Good momiug, Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you again for agreeing to meet ruth me last ThursdW morning; one of my main "take aways" will be your advice to consider ways in which I can integrate my 

passion for diversib’ issues into my other iuterests, including NCAA sports. 

I’ve attached a copy of my resume for your retErence. 

Best wishes tbr a great academic year, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, 1:54 PM 

,~live.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Email Address 

Hi How is your schedule on this Tuesday at 2:007 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~ 

F~m= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 8:25 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Email Address 

DL Stroman~ 
Sor~ for the delay on responding to Dr. Southall’s email. I never realized the inconwence of not having internet at home until I dont have it for over a week. This is my current 
email and 1 did recieve his message. I also wanted to know if there is a good time to set up a meeting with you ne~ week to discuss possible options for traveling overseas 
ne~ summer. I would love the oppo~uni~ to word/intern in an athletic area in another count~ to see how they run things and what improvements we could make in our own 
administrative areas. I teach until 4pm eve~ NW but other than that I am free to meet with you at your convienence. See you soon[ 
Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 2:21 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

I~E: Sport A&ninis~tration- Internship Credit 

Hi      Working in the      office during the Tar Heel games does NOT quali~ f,ar an EXSS 
MA5? work or if there is another opportunity for you. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

internship. Let’s schedule a time to chat to see how the experience tvith modifications 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Am~ Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~?emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday’, 1:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Spurt Administration - Internship Credit 

[)ear Doctur Stroman, 

I hope you’re having a great summer. I know yuu’re veW busy but I wanted 
tu email yuu to see if my upcoming internship would qualify for 3 credit 
hours and my" EE credit. MY internship will be with Mr. Tim Sabo in the UNC 

?ffice I will be helping uut at aH 7 ufthe UNC home foutball 
games, as well as half of the home basketball games. I have a feeling that 
you’re fi~miliar with this internship, but, of cuurse feel free to let me 
knuw if you want the finer details! I know this is a very busy time of 
year, but if you could let me knuw whether this qualifies fur credit, it 
would be greatly appreciated Also, if it dues indeed quali~q could you 
let me knuw what are the next steps to take in this prucess Thanks fur 
your time 

Sincerely’, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 2:22 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.e&~> 

I~E: EXSS - ADD 

Th~nks! 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:05 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS - ADD 
They are ~H~ ~t~. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 

University o~: North Carolina 

9~9-.962-2022 

~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~2:36 
T~ HcCullen, Ashley D 
~b~e~ EXSS ADD 

Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dq~ 

Sport Admmis~afion FacultT e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Caroli~aa Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Spor~ Research Institute 

Faculv Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & } tonors Organization) 

315 "VWoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 2:27 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

Hi . Good to see you. I hope you bad a Nce summer. How about this Friday aL 12:307 

929 84,3 0336 

F~m: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,, ~:~ AN 
Subject= EXSS 

To: S~oman, Deborah 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was just emailing you to ~e when you would be available to meet tbr EXSS     I can meet anytime betbre 2:00 PM except tbr MWF I have classes at 10 and 12. 

Also on Tuesdays I have class from 9:30 to 1:45, but on Thursdays I just have class at 12:30. Please let me know a time that would work tbr you and I will l~ to meet 

with you as soon as possible. 

Thank~ 

~live.unc.edu 

This tbrwavded message was sent via The University of Nocth Carolina at Chapel ttill Messages t~m the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS       .FA 

FA ’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Dissertation Research 

Hi Your research is veW interesting. However, I don’t have any first-year students in my class. Let me know if my roster is still useful to you though 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Dissertation Research 

Prol~ Stroman, 

My name is              and I am a third year Ph.D student in Economics 
here at UNC-Chapel Hill I am running an IRB approved stu@ (# 11-1177)for 
in?’ dissertation research that investigates changes in textbook purchasing 
behavior as students progress through school. In short, I am looking at 
why freshmen tend to purchase textbooks from the bookstore and why seniors 
do not. 

In order to explore this, I am gathering data on student purchases for a 
number of undergraduate courses through an online questionnaire. The 
online survey is very short (5 minutes or less) and confidential. 

If I sent you an email that contains a link to the online survey in early 
September, would you be willing to then forward the survey to the students 
in your EXSS-    class? The email will contain a brief introduction and a 
link to the survey. If you are curious about the survey, you can follow 
the link below to a sample survey. I would also be happy to meet with you 
if you would like to talk more about the details of my stu@. 

https:/Amcodmn.qualtrics.cor~gSEi?SID SV 1R0mzzBa9aWgJk0 

Thartk you so much for your help, as these data are critical for the 
completion of my dissertation. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:03 PM 

~kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

l~E: EXSS i Meeting 

1:00 on Friday is great. 

Since you KNOW your internship, 1 would appreciate a Nog from you this week. ;) I look forward to reading your journaling this semester. 

Dr, Stroman 

_            [mailto:"          C~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,              9:26 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: EXSS    Meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman~ 

I’m free on Friday of this week anytime from 9am to 2pro to meet with you. Please let me know when works best for you. Also, should we complete a blo~ for this 

week? I’m a little uncertain of when we be~in to submit those. 

Thanks, 

B.S. Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC                Head Manager 
The University ofNorla C~:olina at Chapel Hill 

@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 3:16 PM 

(~tuggleduggins.com 

Thank YOU ! 

Parr RR of tl~e Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf 

Hi Charles. I appreciate your willingness to join us on September 12th. More details are forthcoming. Attached find a draft flyer. 

Please send me your bio and photo as soon as possible. 

Thanks! 

Debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise ~nd Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Admirfistratinn b’aculty e~ www.exss.unc.ectu 

E,NLc~S Aca~temic A~tvisor m~t Internship Coor~tmator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport P,,esearch Instimt:e 

b’a cult:7 Advi sor, Carolin a Sports Business Club & Si~a .Alph a Lmnb d a (Natl Lea~tership & Honors Organ ization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

~witter drstrom~n 

’~ust because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, 3:17 PM 

me.corn 
1~:;: Follow Up 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS .pdf 

See attached. Tha~ks! 

debby 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 6:36 PN 

@me.com 
¢c~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ject~ Follow Up 

Hi Jerry. Thanks again for ALL ~ou do for young people and our brief chat regarding the panel I am facilitating on Monda% 

and Revolution of the Black Athlete." I am working with the Parr Center of Ethics (Jan Boxill). I have 

and I color analyst) confirmed. We may try to contact too. 

Please try to come to campus b~ 4:30 because we want to take the speakers to dinner. We will start at 6:30 and end by 8:00. (Stone Center) IF you are 

available, I would love for you to speak to my introduction to sport administration class at 11:00 a.m. that da~. 

~ will be in touch with more details. 

Let me know when you are available to chat about LASER and your business endeavor(s) and/or career so we may partner, as necessar% 

Mobile - 

debbg 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~c Science Depu 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coo~d~m:or 

Advisory Board ChaJz, College ~po~g Research Ins:im:e 

3~5 XVoo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel H~, ~-(; 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

~rstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

The title is "Respect 
and     and 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:21 PM 

~live.unc.edu~ 

ILE: Exss Syllabus 

EXS5 Syllabus    .doc 

Hi . You were added to the course and I believe the system witl updaLe in less Lhan 24 hours. Here is the syllabus and let me know it:you need anything 

else~ 

Dr, Stroman 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:13 PN 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss    Syllabus 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Hi, my name is        and I came ~ your        class today and spoke with you about enrolling in your class. I was wondering if you could send me a copy of the 
syllabus, or possibly add me ~ either Blackboard!Sakai so I can keep up with the assignmenN. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 9:57 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: Appointment 

Message recv’d. I will be in touch. Thanks! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On, , at 12:36 PM, ’ (~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 
I’m so sorry but I don’t think I can do the :t0:00am appointment that we had planned for Thursday. I have a class then from 9:30-:t0:45. Can we meet up at 
another time? Sorry to mix it up. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: 11:11 AM 
To: 
Subject: Appointment 

Thursday 10:00 a.m. 

Go } teels, 

Debo~h Stromm~, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculD, e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black C~ucus 

AdvisoO’ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolin~ Sports Business Club & Sigma AIph~ Lamb& (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB/~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because # hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that # can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:42 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: RSVP: Acceptance of Welcome Back Social 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ 12:~2 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: RSVP: Acceptance of Welcome Back Social 

Begin fon~’a~ded message: 

From: Sharon Davis <sedavis@ernail.unc.edu> 
Date: August 22,2011 4:17:35 PM EDT 

To: cbcinfo@unc,edu 

Subject: RSVP: Acceptance of Welcome Back Social 
I will attend the Welcome Back Social - Friday, August 26 - 5: OOp.m. at the Stone Center. 

from Sharon Davis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:43 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

I~W: NFL Road Trip 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ 12:~2 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: NFL Road Trip 

Begin fonYa~ded message: 

From: "Thomas, Sharon H" <sharon thomas@unc.edu> 
Date: August 22,2011 7:52:11 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: NFL Road Trip 

I’m interested in 2 tickets! Thank you for coordinating all of these wonderful activities, i’ve recently paid my 2-year membership and hope to join everyone for 

meetings and some of the socials this year! 

Sharon H. Thomas, MSW 
Director of Recruitment, Admissions & Financial Aid 
School of Social Work 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

325 Pittsboro St., CB 3550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3550 

Office: (919) 962-4367 
Fax: (919) 843-8562 
sharon thomas.,r~unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:45 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Friday gathering 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ 12:~2 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Friday gathering 

Begin fonYa~ded message: 

From: "Beatty, Rhonda Hubbard rbeatW@emafl.unc.edu 
Date: August 22,2011 9:44:58 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Friday gathering 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:45 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: RSVP 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ 12:~2 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: RSVP 

Begin fon~’a~ded message: 

From: "Simpkins, Mary mary s~mpkms@med.unc.edu 
Date: August 23,2011 8:57:02 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: RSVP 

Yes I’m available to attend the Welcome Back Social-Frida?; 8/25 @ 5 pro. Thm~ks l~or the invitation. 

Ma~’ Simpkins, M(ASCP) 

OME/S OM- Microbiology Techno~ogi st 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:46 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

l~W: CBC social 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ i2:ii PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: CBC social 

Begin fonYa~ded message: 

From: "Lewis, Eileen" <lewise@email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 23,2011 9:38:37 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: CBC social 

Hello, 
I would like to attend the welcome back social this Friday. 
Regards, 
Eileen Lewis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:46 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC Soci~J this Friday 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: }gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ i2:ii PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: CBC Social this Friday 

Begin fonYa~ded message: 

From: "Robinson, Michelle" <mmrobins@email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 23,2011 11:17:50 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: CBC Social this Friday 

Hi, 
I’d like to RSVP for the CBC Social this Friday (Aug 26). 
Thanks! 
Michelle Robinson 
American Studies Department 
Greenlaw 529 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:46 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: RSVP for Friday’s Welcome Back Event 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ i2:ii PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: RSVP for Friday’s Welcome Back Event 

Begin fonYa~ded message: 

From: "Rucker, Waiter C" <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 23,2011 11:28:00 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: RSVP for Friday’s Welcome Back Event 

Please accept my RSVP for the upcoming event. 

Best, 

Walter 

W~lter 

Associate Pro{essor 

A[rican ~ Atro~Alnerican Studies 

-UNC-Chapel 

.N)5 [~attle Hall 

Chapel 1~11, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:46 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: I cm~ attend 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ i2:ii PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: I can a~end 

Begin fon~’a~ded message: 

From: "Powell, Melvin W." <melvin powell@unc.edu> 
Date: August 23,2011 4:11:18 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: I can attend 

I am looking forward to this social, see you all there, 

Melvin Powell 
End User Support Analyst 

Instructional and Information Systems 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health IT 

Support: 919-962-Help 

"Ability is what you’re capable of doing. Motivation de~rmines what you do. A~itude de~rmines how well you do it." 

-Lou Holtz- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:46 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Black Caucus Newsletter & Welcome Back Social 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 ~2:10 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Carolina Black Caucus Newsle~r & Welcome Back Social 

Begin fon~’arded message: 

From: "Thornton, Brendan Jamal" <bjthornt@email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 24,2011 12:07:19 AM EDT 
To: UNC Postdoc Affairs <opa@unc.edu>, "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus Newsletter & Welcome Back Social 
To ~Vhom it May Concern, 
I would like to RSVP for the "Welcome Back Social" event referred to below. I am not a member. 
Thank you’. 
wa~n wishes 

Bmndan Jamal Thornton, Ph.D. 

Postdoctoral Research Associate 

Department of Religious Studies 

The University of North Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

125 Saunders Hall Campus Box 3225 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3225 

Brendan Thomton,@x~nc.edu 

On Aug 19, 2011, at 11:39 AM, Office of Postdoctoral Affairs wrote: 

Dear postdocs, 

We would like to shaace ruth you the Carolina Black Caucus Newsletter, which is attached to this ema~l as a PDF. 

Please note: Postdocs are invited to the "Welcome Back Social" on Friday, August 26 at 5:00 p.m. (Stone Center, Hitchcock Room). CBC looks 

tbrwaxd to gathering for their beginNng-of-the-year event 1,~ fellowship and maJ~e new acquaintances. This event is open to all Black employees and 

special guests. Plea~ u~ your invitation to RSVP. Non-members should send a note to cbcintb@unc.edu. 

Best, 

Office of Postdoctoral Affairs 

<CBC E-News 8 16 ll.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:46 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: RSVP: Welcome Back Social 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ 12:09 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: RSVP: Welcome Rack Social 

Begin fonYa~ded message: 

From: "McGuire, Donte" <tdmcguir@admissions.unc.edu> 
Date: August 24,2011 8:55:58 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: RSVP: Welcome Back Social 

Good morning, 

I would like to RSVP for the "Welcome Back Social" even this Friday. 

Regards, 

Dont6 

T. Dont~ McGuire 
UNC Chapel Hill Undergraduate Admissions Office 
Assistox~t Program Coordff~ator, C~ol~a College Advisi~ Co~s 

(919) 962-1429 (office) 
(919) 962-3045 (fax) 
tdmc~@re@ ~c.edu 

[ ~ oescriptio~: 

j 

....... Description: Carolir~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 12:46 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertsou@unc.edu> 

I~W: Membership to CBC 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ 12:09 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Membership to CBC 

Begin fon~’a~ded message: 

From: cbcinfo@unc.edu, oi mcghee@unc.edu, Shandra Jones@unc.edu 
Date: August 24,2011 10:28:55 AM EDT 
To: cbcinfo@unc.edu, oj mc.qhee@unc.edu, Shandra Jones@unc.edu 
Subject: I~lembership to CBC 
Results from fom~: 

Name: Diane Webster 

Dept school: FPG Child Developmeut Institute 

Mail Address: CB #8180 

Office Phone:    966-3616 

Email: .d_i~_r_Le_:.x_~_._e_.b_&t_e_r_~.u__r_~.£:._e_d___t~ 

Validate Em~l: .d_j~_r_Le_:. _w_. _e_ .b_&t_ej2~ .u__r_Lc_:. _e_d___t~ 

whats to gain: 

RadioGroupl: $25 

captch%code: KZFB5L 

Submit Check: Ne~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:47 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Reception at the Chancellor’s 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 ~2:08 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Reception at the Chancellor’s 

Begin fonYa~ded message: 

From: "Charles, Roy Anthony" <rac@email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 24,2011 11:55:27 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Reception at the Chancellor’s 

I would like to reserve my place at the reception, 

Please let me know as soon as possible if I made my request in time. 

Best Wishes. 

Roy 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including a~tachmen~s, is for ~he sole use of the intended 
recipient(s) an~ may contain eenfiden~ia~ ~nfem~al:km. Any unauthorize~ ~’ev~ew, ~se, d~sch~su~’e, or 
d~stfibut~on ~s prehiMted~ ~ a~e not the ~ntended rec~ease contact the sende~ ~ 

e-mail ~md dest~oy ~11 copies of the orklin~l messa~le and at[achmen[s, 

~:-: m.~}~: racd~unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:47 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.mbertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Welcome Back Social 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto:. @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 ~2:08 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Welcome Back Social 

Begin fon~’a~ded message: 

From: "Mitchell, Terrence Len" <tlmitch5@email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 24,2011 12:24:42 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Welcome Back Social 

Good Afternoon, 
I plan to attend the social this Friday. Thanks for the invitation! 
rl’erre~ce Mitchell 
Business Services Coordinator 
/;’amily Support. P~ogram 

Scl~ool of SociM Work 
Uuive rsitv of North Ca~ol~m~ at Chapel Hill 

P: (919} 966-28 i,1 F: (919) 966-2916 
dmitchell@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:48 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.mbertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Welcome Back Social 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 ~2:08 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Welcome Back Social 

Begin fon~’a~ded message: 

From: "Mitchell, Terrence Len" <tlmitch5@email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 24,2011 12:24:42 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Welcome Back Social 

Good Afternoon, 
I plan to attend the social this Friday. Thanks for the invitation! 
rl’erre~ce Mitchell 
Business Services Coordinator 
/;’amily Support. P~ogram 

Scl~ool of SociM Work 
Uuive rsitv of North Ca~ol~m~ at Chapel Hill 

P: (919} 966-28 i,1 F: (919) 966-2916 
dmitchell@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 12:48 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.mbertson@unc.edu> 

FW: RSVP for Caxolina Black Caucus Welcome Social 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ 12:07 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: RSVP for Carolina Black Caucus Welcome Social 

Begin fon~’a~ded message: 

From: "Morrison, Mosi Adesina" <ifatunji@email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 24,2011 4:18:30 PM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: RSVP for Carolina Black Caucus Welcome Social 
To whom it may concern, 

I would like to RSVP tbr the social this Friday. 

Mosi Ifamnji, Ph.D. 
Postdoctoral Research Fellow 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Department of Sociology and 
Carolina Population Ceuter 
155 Hamilton Hall, CB#3210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3210 
Ottice: (919) 843- 6466 
Fax: (919) 962-7568 
Cell/text: Entail: j_t_~D_n.j_i~L{__u__rLc_:_e_$t___u- 

Twitter: @ithmnji 
Web: !:~_t_g?_::!,_/_~9___c_i__o_!~?.gi~::_g__n___c_:_e___d_~!. 

http://’ww~,:cpc.unc:edu~/ 
http:,/:vx~x~v~        corn/ 

"Power concedes nothing without a demand." 
- Frederick Douglass, 1857 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:48 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: New member 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ 12:06 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: New member 

Begin fon~’a~ded message: 

From: "Keith, Yolanda" <ykeith@admissions.unc.edu> 
Date: August 25,2011 5:19:44 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: New member 

Hi, I would like to join the team for this event. I also need to forward my annual payment. Might you acknowledge the correct CB# and amount? 

Thanks! 

yk 

::: : .:: ~ :: :.:: vv .4.: ::.:~,~? 

l :~:~ Description: Oarol~n~ ] 

OoiJef.le Advising 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:48 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: RSVP 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201~ 12:06 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: RSVP 

Begin fonYa~ded message: 

From: "Walston, Cherlona Danyel cherlona walston@med.unc.edu> 
Date: August 25,2011 10:44:54 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: RSVP 

I would like to RSVP for the Welcome Back Social on tomorrow evening. 

Sincerely, 

Chedona Walston 

9J.9-843-9255 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, Angust 25, 2011 12:48 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: RSVP 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Asia Johnson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 ~2:04 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: RSVP 

Begin fonYa~ded message: 

From: "Walston, Cherlona Danyel cherlona walston@med.unc.edu> 
Date: August 25,2011 10:44:54 AM EDT 
To: "cbcinfo@unc.edu" <cbcinfo@unc.edu> 
Subject: RSVP 

I would like to RSVP for the Welcome Back Social on tomorrow evening. 

Sincerely, 

Chedona Walston 

9J.9-843-9255 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday 12:53 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; .1 ~yahoo.com:~ 

Help! 

Let me know if you have time tomorrow from 4:30 - 6:30 to assist me with a function at the Stone Center. I need a few polite students to work the 

registration table and greet folks for the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus and university guests. ;) 

Free food and drink for you! 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

[5NC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport A&ninistration FaculV es www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor ~nd Internship Coordinator 

Chair, C~rolm a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, CoLlege Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~a .~pha L~mbda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can ~t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 1:12 PM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

ILE: EXSSI - Assignment Due 

Thanks Wik Now try.,. 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s/’ {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:08 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS . Assignment Due 
Professor Stroman, 
I keep geeing the message on my ’Assignmen~ page when t~ing to submit my NC~ assignment for EXSS: 

This assign;merit does not accegt onli~;e s~lbm, issions, Contact yoL~r instructor for additional instructions, 

Am I doing something wrong? I had my hard copy on the first day of class but I never turned it in. 

Sor!! to bother you with this trivial question, 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:58 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Assignment Due 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels. The Sal~8J site has updated the due date for the Miami/NCAA Atnateurism article review. All students shoud submit electronically now. Thanks to those who 

handed in their hard cow on Wednesday too. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Messages from the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages tbr fl~is site: EXS5 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 1:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Tomorrow’s Homework 

Let me know il: you still have questions... 

Dr. Stroman 

De~)orah ;!~.roman, P}~ D. (2L,I ~ 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Ii: ~0 AM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: TomorroWs Homework 

Hi, Dr. Stroman. 
I thought you said that the plagiarism assignment was due tomorrow, but according to Sakai, it is the current event. Would you mind clari~ing that for me? Also, I thought that 
you wanted us ~ submit our reactions to Sakai, but it does not allow to do so. 
Than~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 1:16 PM 

" ,@live. unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS - Sa£a~ Assigtm~ents 

HI Let rne know it: 7ou still have questions. 

Dr, ,Stroman 

De~>orah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. (2L,I J 

929.843.()336 

"Each day comes bearing Rs o~vn gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacke~} 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~0:27 AM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS - Sakai AssignmenN 
Dr. Stroman, 
My name i~ I am one of the studenN in your EXSS 02 class who had handed in a copy of the Miami/NC~ Ameteurism a~icle assignment aRer class. I am 
also t~ing to submit it on Sakai, as you reques~d we do by 1i:00am today, but Sakai is telling me I can no longer do so because the due date has passed. Is their something 
I’m doing wrong? Please let me know when you get a chance. 
Thank you, 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:32 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Sakai Assignments 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. Hero’s a helpful video on how to submit your assignments: 

http: //www.~ntube~c~m/user/TL~nteractiveUNC#p~ c/77 582C ~ 4A5BC6~ ~ F/2/DEa6-fv~)i8 

Please submit your summaD’ on the Miami/NCAA Amateurism article by Friday (11:00 a.m.). 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded ,nessage was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 
this link to access Messages for this site: 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:07 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Tomorrow’s Homework 

Hi The plagiarism assignment is due 

rne know. 

Dr. 

9 Z~).843.033,~ 

F~m: [mail~: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: TomorroWs Homework 

Hi, Dr. Stroman. 
So we should do the current event instead of the plagiarism assingment? 
Than~, 
Lauren 

The current event assignment WILl. BE assigned. If you have a particular chapter you are interested in._let 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, t 1::15 PM 

To; 
SubjeCt-" i~E: TomorroWs Homework 

Hi Le~: m*-’_~ know if Vot~ still haw:" questions.. 

Dr. 

9 Z~).843.033,’~ 

F~m: [mail~: r@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:~0 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: TomorroWs Homework 

Hi, Dr. Stroman. 
I thought you said that the plagiarism assignment was due tomorrow, but according to Sakai, it is the current event. Would you mind clari~ing that for me? Also, I thought that 
you wanted us to submit our reactions ~ Sakai, but it does not allow to do so. 
Than~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:11 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~;: Meet? 

Hi . Yes, we do need to chat to start the semester ofll.. 

What is your availabili~z next week? Tuesday afternoon? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 5a)live unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meet? 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I was just wondering if we needed to meet to talk about conunuing my internship with the Panthers. I was hoping I could get 2 more credit hours because I am 2 hours away ftom graduating 
in December. I will be helping with game days and big events in the fall 

Thanks! 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:15 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edt~- 

RE: Joining Club 

Hi       . The Carolina Sports Business Ck~b is a great student--run organization for all students (regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport industry. 

Whether its youth, interscholastic, college, international or professional ---The Club seeks to connect you to ~nformation and experiential educatiom We try to 

create or find out about activities and events to help you get more prepared for a career in th~s very competitive industry, http:i!studentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc! 

is the presh~en~: and I have cod Mrn about your ~nterest. 

~ w~l~ add you to the Gub glsdd)oard s~:e Ph~sse take l:~rne ~:o revh~w a~l ~:he events, announcemen[:s, and activities 

Dr. Stroman 

E>:piore. J~ngagc, Empow,’r. 

"Each dav comes beadt~g ~ls own gills. Un~:~e the ribbons." (N.Ann 5chabacker} 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, El:40 PM 
To: theclub@unc.edu 
Subject: Joining Club 
Hey Ms. Stroman, 

I received an email about the Sports Business Club and am very interested in joining. I was wondering when the club’s first meeting was going to be so that I could attend. 
Thanks very much! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:18 PM 

~gmail.com> 

1~: Email Address 

Sounds good. 

9 P£863.0336 

F~m: . [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah-L 
Subject: Re: Email Address 

I am avNlable to meet on Tue~ay at 2~ 

On Wed, _ ~t 1:53 PM, Stroman, Deborah L qtstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi ttou h; you~ schedule or~ t[~i~ Tt~esday a~ 2:00? 

1}}~’8orah S~roma~, Phi). CLU 

919.843.0336 

~Eacl~ ~tay c~:~mes beaAn~ i~:s ~wn ~i~’~:s. U~ie ~:he Nbb~s." (R.Ann Schabac~er) 

From: [maiko ;~)l~ve.unc.edu ] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:25 ~M 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Email Ad&ess 

Dr. Stroman, 

Sort5, for the delay on responding to Dr. Southall’s email. I never realized the inconvience of not having internet at home until I dont have it for over a week This is my current email and I did 
recieve his message. I also wanted to know if there is a good time to set up a meeting with you next week to discuss possible options for traveling overseas next surmner. I would love the 
opportunity to work/intern in an athletic area in another country to see how they run things and what improvements we could make in our own administrative areas. I teach until 4pm every 
2~fW but other than that I am free to meet with you at your convienence. See you soon[ 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, ~ 2:24 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

ILE: Sport AdIninis~tration - Internship Credit ( ) 

Hi . I am not available tomorrow. Ho~v about Monday after 1:007 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From @email.unc.edu [mailto: }email uric edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,                8:56 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborahl L 

Sut~ject: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 

[)ear Doctor Stroman, 

Thanks [’or getting back to me I’m disappointed that the work in the ticket office does not count for the internship credit but I am very interested in meeting with you. I)o you have any off~ce 
hours on Friday? I know you’re veu busy at this time of the year but if you could let me know when you get a chance it would be greatly appreciated! 

Thanks Again, 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
To: 

Subject: RE: Sport Achninis~ration - Internship Credit 

Sent:              2:20 PM 

Hi    : Working in the ticket office during the Tar tteel games does NOT qualify ll~r an EXSS 
MAY work or if there is another oppormni~ for you 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

internship. Let’s schedule a time to chat to see how the experience with modifications 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empo~ver. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Atm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:08 PM 
To: Stroraan, Deborah L 
Subject: Sport A&ninistration - Internship Credit ( 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 

I hope you’re having a great summer. I know you’re very busy but I ~vanted 
to eraail you to see if my upcoming internship ~vould quali~" for 3 credit 
hours and my EE credit. My internship will be with Mr. Tim Sabo in the L~’C’ 
ticket office. I will be helping out at all 7 of the L~x,-C home football 
games, as well as half of the home basketball games. I have a feeling that 
you’re familiar with this internship, but, of course feel free to let me 
know- if you want the finer details! I know this is a ve~z busy time of 
year, but if you could let me know whether this qualifies for credit, it 
would be greatly appreciated Also, if it does indeed qualii~, could you 
let me know what are the next steps to take in this process Thanks for 
your time 

Sincerely, 

Sent 17om my Verizon Wireless BlackBe~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Orientalion Follow Up 

Thanks 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= ~gmail.com [mailto:, ~gmail.com] On Behalf 
Sent: Thursday, 2:28 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Orientation Follow Up 

Hi Dr. Stroman- ThaWs for passing along the i~o~ation’. 

On Wed,             at 3:54 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <d_._stj29.(~u__r_Lc_: .e_d_._t[> wrote: 

Hi Team. I hope you a]l aace enjoying your first official week at UNC. Take the time to "pla~ your work and work your plan." 

Attached find Dr. Tumor’s helpfnl advice and the follow up docs from the Cultural Competence session. This infom~ation is very important in your holislic gro~th as 

administrator. Please take a look at some of these sample quizzes too at w~a~-.edchang~pr~g or http:/i~wa~-.edchmNeprg:/m@tic@tuvA/quizzesJ~tml. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I care about your success! 

FYI I teach MWF at 11:00 a.m. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" e 

E~XZ<;S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

AdvisoQ" Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Facuh:y Advi sor, Carolin a Sports Business Club & Si~a Alph a Lamb ~]a (Natl Leadership & Honors Organ ization) 

31,5 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because # hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that ff can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 2:29 PM 

Ted Hunt <thun~sportsbusinessjourn~l.com> 

1~I:;: Professor Portal 

Thanks Ted[ 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Ted Hunt [mailto:thunt~spo~businessjournal.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 20M 8:47 PN 
Subject: Professor Por~l 
I trust the fail semester has provided you with a new batch of students eager to learn and appease. If not hopefully our new professor po~al will make your life a bit easier. 
The professor po~al is currently active and allows instructom to access past teaching aids and relevant information regarding the G&U Program. The Wookl~ Drillwill continue 
to be sent Monday mornings to your email address but will aNo be available in the professor po~al shoflly ~hereafter. 
The po~al can be accessed by using the same information contained in the monitoring instructions that were provided with your online class registration. Once you log in at 

~?SS~p=!!ww!~,: ~p ~r t sbusJ r~c~s sj o-:r r.a ~. co~r~!candu/~r tier s with your given information, you will be taken to your student orders page; and if you scroll down to the 
ve~ bottom and click on ~he "Home" link, you will have access to past teaching aids and postings. 
If you were not provided with monitoring instructions or you misplaced them, let me know and I will set you up. 
E n joy, 
Ted Hunt 

College & Unwersi%, Program Manager I Street & Smith’s Spots Group ~ 120 West Mcrehead Street I Suite 310 

Cn~rlo~e NO 28202 ~ p.704 973 ~420 ~ ~ 704973.1401 
For more information about this commercial email, either reply to this email or write to: Customer SeNice, Spo~ Business Journal, 120 W. Morehead St., Suite 310, Charlo~e, NC 28202. To notify us that you do 
not want to receive emails like this in the future, please advise us by replying to this email with the word "Remove" in the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 2:30 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

Hi    , Tornorr’ow is a Iktfe hectic. How about Monday or Tuesday? 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s/’ {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= [mailto: Nemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              8:50 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroma~ 

I am in class on ffi~y from 10:00 to 10:50 and then from 12:00 to 12:50 so I would be unable to meet at 12:30. I could meet before 10:00 or either in ~tween or 

after my classes, which ever works best tbr you. Jus~ let me know the time that is best tbr you. 

Thank~ 

UNC 
EXSS Sport Admin 
............... ~kte_=_e__n_:~_ 

On at 2:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Good I:o see you. f hope you had a nk:e summer. How about thb Friday at 12:307 

From: ............... _~9_~_gJ!=_~_~g=_9~N. [mailto:      ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              ll:~ AM 
Subject: EXSS 
To: Stroman, De~rah 

From: 

Dr. Stmmm~, 

I was jus~t emailing you to see when you would be available to meet for EXSS    . I can meet anytime before 2:00 PM except tbr MWF I have classes at 10 and 12. 

Also on Tuesdays I have class from 9:30 to 1:45, but on Thursdays I just have class at 12:30. Please let me know a time that would work for you ~d I roll tD~ to meet 
with you as soon as IX~ssible. 

Thanks, 

UNC 

EXSS Sport A&nin 

?bJive.uuc.edu 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILS: possible enrolhnent 

Hi Yes, I will em-oll you What is your PID? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto:~ 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: possible enrollment 

@llve.unc edu] 
5:15 PM 

Hello again Ms. Stroman, my name is           i emailed you about sitting in on your class last night. MY friend       told me she talked to you and you mentioned that there were open 

seats that were available, rm really hoping to get one of those seats if at all possible Sorry I’m emailing you so late in the day, I’ve been caught up in baseball until now Please let me know 
soon, thanks again ]2~r your time I hope to see you soon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, 2:34 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~I:;: Appointment for 

t-Ii , Monday at 2:00? 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= ~mailto: ~live,unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:52 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Appointment for 
Good morning, 

Thanks again for adding me to this class over the summer Dr. Stroman. I just wanted to let you know that I am available for appointment on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. I only 

have one class on those days and it is from 2-1:50. The rest of my day on those respective days I will be working in the Rams Club Offices, so I would be more than happy to swing by 

and meet with you to discuss what is expected of me. Thanks again, and I look forward to meeting with you. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, : 

BA Exercise and Sport Science-Sports Administration 

Mobile: 

Office: 919.843.7837 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, 2:35 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Internship- Complete! 

Hi Congr’ats on your’ internship. Let’s meet next week. How is your schedule on Tuesday or Thursday afternoon? 

Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~b Ph.D C:LL,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:33 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internship- Complete~ 
Hello Dr. Stroman~ 
I hope you had a wonderful summed ~e internship was a success. It was bi~ersweet having ~ leave because I had made many friends and learned so much while I was in 
Charlo~e, but I am glad to be back on campus for my senior year. I just wanted to send you a quick follow-up email about what happens now after I have completed the 
internship. I have finished almost all of the work for it, including my final po~olio, which I believe you will enjoy. I spent a lot d time on it~ I mailed all d my final evaluations 
to you a couple of wee~ ago so I hope you received those. ~ank you and I look forward ~ speaking with you and showing you eve~hing I did this summed 
Have a great day[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:36 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: possible enrolhnent 

Thanks. Please review the assignment on Sakai (once it goes live for you) and submit it to me directly by email (not Sakai) on Monday. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~llve.unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutziect: RE: possible enrollment 

’]?hank you very" much i can’t wait to join 1 *vill see you tomorrow, my P;[) is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 2:44 PM 

Ted Hunt <thun~sportsbusinessjourn~l.com> 

1~: Professor Portal 

Amem Lots going on here. Coach Wkhers is great though. Hopefully, he can keep everyone focused. 

Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.u, Ph.D C:LL,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Ted Hunt [mailto:thunt@spo~businessjournal.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 20M 2:40 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Professor Po~al 
Hope you enjoy....I also hope the dust has settled in time for my Heels to take the grid iron free internal turmoil. 
Ted Hunt 

College & Universi~ Program Manager ~ Street & Smith’s Spots Group ~ !20 West Morehead Street ~ Suite 3!0 

Chado2e, NC 28202 ~ D 704.973.1420 ~ fi 704.973 !40 I 

For more information about this commercial email, either reply to this email or write to: Customer SeNice, Spo~ Business Journal, 120 W Morehead St., Suite 310, Charlo~e, NC 28202. To notify us that you do 
not want to receive emails like this in the future, please advise us by replying to this email with the word "Remove" in the subject line. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 20:t:t 2:29 PM 
To: Ted Hunt 
Subject: RE: Professor Portal 

Tha n k~.~ Ted ! 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R.A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: Ted Hunt [mailto:thunt@spo~businessjournal.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 2% 2011 8:47 PM 
Subje¢t: Professor Por~l 
I trust the fall semester has provided you with a new batch of students eager to learn and appease. If not, hopefully our new professor portal will make your life a bit easier. 
The professor podal is currently active and allows instructo~ to access past teaching aids and relevant information regarding the C&U Program. The Weekly Drillwill continue 
to be sent Monday mornings to your email address but will also be available in the professor po~al shodly thereafter. 
The po~al can be accessed by using the same information contained in the monitoring instructions that were provided with your online class registration. Once you log in at 
http : //,~.~w. spoztsbus2r’es sI ouznaZ. COlU/canduioz dez s with your given information, you will be taken to your student orders page; and if you scroll down to the 
ve~ bottom and click on the "Home" link, you will have access to past teaching aids and postings. 
If you were not provided with monitoring instructions or you misplaced them, let me know and I will set you 
E n joy, 
Ted Hunt 

College & Universi~ Program Manager ~ Street & Smith’s Spo~ts Group ~ !20 West Morehead Street ~ Suite 3!0 

Chado~e, NC 28202 i p 704.973.1420 ~ £ 704.973 !401 

For more information about this commercial email, either reply to this email or write to: Customer Se~ice, Spo~ Business Journal, 120 W Morehead St., Suite 310, Charlo~e, NC 28202. To notify us that you do 
not want to receive emails like this in the future, please advise us by replying to this email with the word "Remove" in the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:45 PM 

@live.:mc.edu> 

I~E: Friday Jazz 

Hi I received your message, I am confirming our’ budget. We had allocated only $200 and I am trying to rnove it to ~250. Wilt that be okay? 

De~)orah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," ~R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, " ....... 2:29 PM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Friday Jazz 
lm~o~anee: High 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hi this is             I’m a senior in the music department here at Carolina and Professor Ketch informed me that you are looking to have a group play for your event 
tomorrow. Ply pianist, Sean, has been trying to call you at, what I assume, is your work number. At any rate, my professor wanted us to do our best to make this happen for 
you so we were planning on being there at the Stone Center tomorrow at 4:30. We typically charge $:150 per hour for our trio. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or if you need to give us any special instructions for tomorrow. It may be easiest to reach me by phone. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:02 PM 

~live.~mc.edu> 

l~E: Friday Jazz 

Gr’eaN Thanks. 

Go } h’ds, 

Debor4~ 8tromm~, Ph.D C:LE,r 

92984.30336 

"Each day comes Bearing ~ts own gifts~ Untie the ribbons/’ {R,Ann Schabad{er} 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:02 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Friday Jazz 
Dr. Stroman, 

$250 will be fine. We’ll see you at 4:30 tomorrow. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 6:45 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Friday Jazz 

I r’ec:eiw-:~d your message, t sm~ confirn~ing our budget We had allocated only ~200 and ~ am ~:ry~rtg to move i~: to S2BO. Will that be okay? 

K)r, Strorna~ 

(1o } 

g:<pic:,r~,, grB:~ g,’, 

9 ;29 8 63 0336 

"Each day comes bear{ng its own g~Xs, Untie the r~bbons/’ {R,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: [mailto:_ ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:29 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t: Friday Jazz 
Impo~amee: High 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hi this is             I’m a senior in the music department here at Carolina and Professor Ketch informed me that you are looking to have a group play for your event 
tomorrow. My pianist, Scan, has been trying to call you at, what I assume, is your work number. At any rate, my professor wanted us to do our best to make this happen for 
you so we were planning on being there at the Stone Center tomorrow at 4:30. We typically charge $:150 per hour for our trio. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or if you need to give us any special instructions for tomorrow. It may be easiest to reach me by phone. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:05 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

l~W: Friday Jazz 

Hi Shandra. Can we have a check (preferably cash) for’ $250 for the students tomorrow? Thanks, 

d 

F~m: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:29 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Friday Jazz 
lmpo~an6e: High 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hi this is            , I’m a senior in the music department here at Carolina and Professor Ketch informed me that you are looking to have a group play for your event 
tomorrow. My pianist, Sean, has been trying to call you at, what I assume, is your work number. At any rate, my professor wanted us to do our best to make this happen for 
you so we were planning on being there at the Stone Center tomorrow at 4:30. We typically charge $150 per hour for our trio. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or if you need to give us any special instructions for tomorrow. It may be easiest to reach me by phone. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meet? 

Tuesday at 2:30 

Woollen 315 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto %live un c edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meet? 

Tuesday I have a break ftom 1:45-3:30. I have class l?om 9:30 to 1:45, and 3:30-4:45 then I have work at 5 My schedule is kind of full on Tuesday and Thursdays because those are the only 
days I come to campus. If that does not work, I can work something else out[ 

Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:10 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Me~t? 

Hi . Yes, ~ve do need to chat to start the semester of]2.. 

What is your availability next week? Tuesday afternoon? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Atm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frorn: [mailto: (d~,,live.m~c. edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To: Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject: Meet? 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I was just wondering if we needed to meet to talk about continuing my internship with the Panthers. I was hoping I could get 2 rnore credit hours because I am 2 hours away from graduating 
in December. I will be helping with garne days and big events in the fall. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, August 25,2011 4:26 PM 

Shields, Edgar W <Ed. Shields@unc.edu> 

RE: Stroman students 

Ed, thanks for your response. 

d 

Go Heeis, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
"Each day comes beating ~ts own g~s. Untie the r~bbons." {R.Ann Schabacker) 

From: Shields, Edgar W 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 4:25 PM 
To," Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject; RE: Stroman    students 

Debby, 

! write in response to Sherry’s email to you regarding your request to add two students to your section of 

Sherry indicated she would defer to me regarding a decision on this matter - therefore, even though you have 

not asked me, I will go ahead and tel! you that I concur with Sherry. We cannot do this with those two 

students. I recall this matter being discussed in an EXSS faculty meeting and a vote being taken. My 

recollection is - it was a clear consensus of the EXSS faculty that the criteria outlined by Sherry be applied to 

You and have had some conversations about matters and issues in higher education. Both from your 

comments in those conversations and your remarks in this email thread I know that your "spirit" is a great one 

and what you would aspire to with those two young men is both admirable and altruistic. Nevertheless, we 

have very unequivocal departmental requirements in place for , all of which would be violated if we were 

to allow those two students to register for 

Sorry. We can discuss if you wish. 

Edgar W. Shields, Jr., Ph.D. 
Interim Chair, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
Director of Graduate Studies & Admissions 
University of North Carolina 
CB# 8700, 202 Fetzer 



Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 
Telephone: 929-962o3351 
FAX: 919o962o0489 
£mai~: £d,Shie~ds@unc.edu 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 3:45 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Shields, Edgar W 
Subject: RE: Stroman    students 

Hi Debby, Ashley already added           , to    --for 3 credits. 

Steele and get permission for an overload. He is eligible to be added to 

must either drop a class or go to 

Regarding                  . I understand your perspective about student athletes but given the independent study 

guidelines that the EXSS faculty approved some years ago, I will not be able to add them to     -even for one hour. You 

will recall that a student must be a junior or senior in order to take 396--any major is fine. The student must have 

already taken at least two EXSS courses and made a B or better in those classes. Neither meet our criteria for admissions 

to    . (      has taken five EXSS classes but his highest grade is a C÷.        has taken five classes; one is a B÷. 

[ have copied Ed on this email. If he feels comfortable overriding the developed criteria, then [ will defer to him. 

Sherry 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 2:47 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: Stroman , students 

Hi Sherry. I am writing to make a request to have two of my students this fall. 

I strongly believe that those students who are accepted here at UNC and who do not necessarily have the proper 

academic background to succeed on this campus are deserving of an education. Many times these very students learn 

best by working one-on-one with a faculty member. I am committed to making the sacrifice to work with selected ones 

to give them an opportunity to learn. Due to my background and experiences, for some, I may be one of a few who are 
willing and able to give them a meaningful educational experience. In addition, the request is only for one credit hour. 

[ am aware of the timing and ongoing and unjustified critique of EXSS, but still we must remain focused on our mission. 

Educating students where THEY are... [ would appreciate your reevaluation and application of the "spirit" of the law 

versus the letter. 

Striving to make a difference, 

Go Heeis, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
"Each dav comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 



From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 6:52 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Stroman    ~tudents 

Major is not the problem. They can be a non-major, just have to had at least 2 EXSS courses and made a B or better in 

both. That’s why     doesn’t qualify. Ashley stopped checking for    once she saw he wasn’t a major. If he has had 2 

EXSS courses with a B or better, he’ll be fine. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:23 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: Stroman    ~tudents 

Hi Sherry. Let’s discuss this matter. 

Ithought being a major or not was up to the faculty member. I.e., " Purpose: To provide an opportunity for majors and 

non-majors to pursue scholarly activity in the exercise and sport science field. " 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Sherry Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 23 Aug 2011 22:25:35 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Stroman    ;tudents 

Hi Debby, I     hasn’t meet the criteria (has only one EXSS class with a B or better; maybe only one EXSS period-- 

Ashley checked), so he can’t be added. Is         PID correct? He was last here in      according to Ashley. Ashley 

thought students had to be majors, so she checked no further on       . !’ll ask her to check again. 

She added Cherry. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 7:05 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Stroman    students 

1. - 3 hours 

2. - 3 hours 

3. - 1 hour 



4. - 1 hour 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty - e3 - www.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

~wi~wr - drs ~roman 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursda5 4:48 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

ILE: Help’. 

Great! Thanks so 

Go } 

Explo~:, Eng~g~ Empower, 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each da~ comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

Fm~ ~yahoo.com] 
Sent= Thursda’ 4:47 PM 
To= Stroman, ~bor~h L; Lennon, Nicholas 
Subject= Re: Help~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I’d be happy to help~ 
See you tomorrow, 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~.unc.edu> 
To: 
Sent: Thursday, 2:53 PM 
Subject: Help! 

.)yahoo.corn> 

Let tne know if you have time tomorrow from 4:30 6:30 to assist tne with a function at the Stone Center. I need a few polite students to work the registration table 

and greet folks for the Black Facul~ m~d Staff’Caucus a~d universib" guests. ;) 
Free food and drink for you! 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise a~d Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - w~’.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lamb& (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter - drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, 7:32 PM 

@gmail .com> 

Re: Class to~no~row/Futule- ’ 

Hi iTes, you are in. See you tomon-ow. 

DLS Ii’om my iPhone 

On , at 7:21 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

> Ms. Stroman, 
> 

> My name is , I attended your class last Wedaaesday and we discussed whether or not I was able to em-oll in your EXSS class this semester. (I was the lacrosse player). I 

was wondering if that was still a possibili~z. I have been on Connect Carolina and the status is closed What do I need to do to enter into this course? Should I come to class tomorrow? 
> 

> Thanks for the help, 
> 

> Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Friday, 12:04 PM 

~live.~mc.edu> 

l~E: Question 

Hi Ashley. The internship may qualify. We need to chat How is you~’ schedule Monday or Tuesday afternoon? 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" 

F~m’, [mailto: ;@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~0:39 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Question 

Professor Stroman, 
Norning, I hope you are doing well. rm emailing you in regards to a question I have. I was recently offered an in~rnship here at Carolina in the Athletic department and was 
wondering if that could count towards my graduation requiremenN? I have more details about it if you need them. 
Thank you, 

Carolina Fever Director 
Special Events Committee 

~live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Friday, 12:05 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~:;: EXSS 

9:30 on Monday? 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m: nailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,. _ I0:01 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Money would work best tbr me. Could we meet either be[bre my 10:00 cl~s or either in between by 10:00 and 12:00? 

UNC 

EXSS Sport Admin 

@!i::__%u_~ ~:__e___d__~:. 

On at 2:29 PM, Strotnan, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Tomorrow is a little hectic. How about Monday or Tuesday? 

Ge 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbons,’> (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m= [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday,              8:50 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: EXSS 

Dr. Sta)ma~ 

I am in class on t~y from 10:00 to 10:50 and then [?om 12:00 to 12:50 so I would be unable to meet at 12:30. ~ could meet betbre 10:00 or either in ~tween or 

after my classes, which ever worl~ bes¢ tbr you. Jus¢ let me know the ti~ne that is best tbr you. 

Tha~s, 

UNC 

EXSS Sport Admin 

$~live.coIn 

On , at 2:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi , Good to see you, I hope you had a nice summer, How about this Friday at :[2:30? 

9i9.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~= ~     @email,unc,edu [mailto:      ~email,unc,edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, M:~ AM 
S~bje~t= EXSS 

To: Stroman, De~)rah 

From: 

Dr. Stmman, 

I was jufft emailing you to see when you would be available to meet for EXSS    I can meet an~ime before 2:00 PM except for M~E I have classes at 10 and 12. 

Also on Tuesdays I have class from 9:30 to 1:45, but on Thursdays I just have class at 12:30. Please let me know a time that would work for you m~d I roll t~ to meet 

with you as soon as possible. 

Thank~ 



UNC ’ 

EXSS Sport Admin 

~live.unc.edu 

This forwarded message was sent via The Uni~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fi~m the "EXSS 

this link to access Mess~es for this site: }__’;.X._~ " site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:44 PM 

@gmail.com> 

PJ~: A~licle (         ) 

;) Great! 

Have a super weekend. 

Dr, Sl:rof~at~ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Friday, [ l~:17 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: A~ide ( ~ 

Hello Pmt~sso~; 

A~ched to this is my ~signment. I just went ~ the libra~ to figure sakai out and the problem was I was going to Nackboazd thin~ng it was under bl~kN~aN but 

sakaJ is a whole di~mnt site on its own. Its not that hard to figure out I unders~nd now, but when I went on them it would not let me ~st the mspon~ so I am 

emailing it k~ you. 

ThaWs for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 2:05 PM 

Murrill, Verita L <verita mumll@unc.edu> 

Caucus 

Hi Verita. What is your office and mobile number? Thanks. 

Debby 

Mobile - 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

[5NC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www~exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair. Carolm a Black Caucus 

Advisor~ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~a .~pha L~mbda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, August 27, 2011 1:48 PM 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.uuc.e&~> 

Re: Black image at Cmolina 

Tks Cookie. Yes, I am on it I just wanted 2 get past the Social. I plan on calling a mtg soon I left a msg w Julius last week. I ~vill b in touch. Debby 

DLS licom my iPhone 

On Aug 27, 2011, at 9:10 ~A2vl, "Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth" <newsom@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> Hi Deb’. 
> I woke up this morning to Julius and some more mess about AF-Am studies on the front page of the N&O Between the scandal, and this is, of course, a corollaly to that, the 
publication of        transcript and the implication that black athletes are being sent to a department led by a black man so they can get an easy credit the black image at Carolina is taking 
a beating. I know we have talked before about the problems our black students frequently have being taken as serious students, this can only exacerbate it. We need some kind of response 
to these events by upper level administration to mitigate the damages. I am fairly certain advocacy for this it will not come licom my office so am appealing to you and the Caucus to do so. 
Let me know if I can help in an?- way. Thanks! :-) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 12:14 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~B: Office Hours 

Hi , Feel free [o set an appointment so you ar’en’[ waiUng. ;) 

Fall 2011 Office Hours 
Tuesday :l:O0 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 

Wednesday 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. (Steele G015D) 

Thursday 9:30 a.m. - :10:30 a.m. and ~L:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

De~3orah ;3~.roman, Ph D. CLI ~ 

9i9.843.033& 

"Each day comes bearh~g ~ts own giRs, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, . ~2:~3 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~ice Hours 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am just wondering what your office hours are this semester so I could stop by. 

Than~, 

EXSS-SI~or~ Administration 
UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 1:50 PM 

mberry@uncaa.unc.edu 

Student Intern 

will be contacting you. 

Go Heels, 

Debor.~h Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept~ 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www~exss.unc.ed~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor ~nd Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisor~ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lmnbda (Natl Leadership & t tonors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

"I~witt:er drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can ~t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 2:23 PM 

@yahoo.corn; @blackathlete.com 

UNC Black Athlete Discussion 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf 

Hi Tony. 

FYL I hope you and yours are well... 

debby 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:k)n Facult~ e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisor/Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 2:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

,~!southeastpsych.com );        ,~!me .corn;                  : 

~tugglediggins.com 

Black Athlete Pm~el - UNC 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf 

Hi                                . Thanks again for your participation at the event on Monday,             h. Please try to be in town by 4:30 p.m. 
so we can take you to dinner prior to our 6:30 p.m. start. 
I will be in touch shortly with the questions to consider for discussion. The focus is to chat about our careers and experiences in college. We will examine 
the politics, economics, and legal forces and opportunities that assist with the successful navigation of the Black college athlete experience. We will take 
questions from the students to ensure their participation and engagement with you. The athletic department is aware of the event and will also encourage 

the student athletes to attend. 
Let me know if you have any questions! Thanks. 
HELP! My computer seems to have lost a few of my phone contacts. ;( Please resend me your mobile number. Thanks. 
debby 

Go ACC, 
Deborah Stromml, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administratinn Facuhy e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolin a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 2:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: plagiaxism qt~ 

315 Woollen 

D~boral~ St:rom~< Ph.D CL(.r 

929 84,3 0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:50 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: plagiarism quiz 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 
I did the plagiarism quiz but I had trouble finding your office_.l a~ached the ce~fica~ but ~f I need to turn it in ~ you in person just let me know...Than~[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 2:57 PM 

Embassy of Hope < @bellsouth.net> 

l~E: VC Invite 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf 

Thanks Ann. I was wondering il: he ever made a decision. ;) 

No problem. Please send the attached to him so he can keep abreast of our efforts here on campus~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." (R.A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: Embassy d Hope [mailto @bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 2:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: VC Invite 

August 29, 2011 

Dr. Stroman: 

Thank you for the ~nv~tat~on for V~nce to pa~l~c~pate in the panes on Monday, September 12, 201 I. Unfo~unately, Vince ~s not available to 

pa~l~c~pate~ We hope you have a vein succesdu~ event. 

Ann It. Smith for Vince Carter 

Administrative Assistant/Publicist 

(38~) 239-g2 ~ 5 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2022 4:46 PM 
To: Embassy of Hope 
Subject: RE: VC Invite 
_90 minutes. The program is for stt~denl:~L 

Go ~rds, 

Debor;~l:~ Stroman, Pb.12) CLI,~ 

91~).843.033,% 

F~m= Embassy of Hope [mail~ @bellsouth.net] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 26, 2022 2:22 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: VC Invite 

Dr. Stroman, 

How long is the program for pa~icipation of the panel and to whom is the program planned? Thank you. 

Ann tt. Smith 

Administrative Assistant/Publicist 

(386) 239-8215 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2022 2:17 PM 
To:        ~bellsouth.net 
C:c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: VC Invite 
Importance: High 

th Hi Ann. Please forward this note to Vincent to ~equest his p~Fticip~tion on a p~nel on Monday, September ~2 ~t 6:30 p.m. ~t UNC. We will h~ve dinner fo~ 

the spe~keFs pdoF to the event. 

Topic: "The Respect ~nd Revolution of the Bl~ck Athlete." I ~rn the f~cilit~to~. 

The confirmed speakers include: ]eFw St~ckhouse (UNC!NBA), Dwight HollieF (UNC/NFL), ~nd L~Chin~ Robinson (WFU WBB/ESPN colo~ analyst). 

Th~nl<s for the consideration. 

He can ~each me ~t the office oF mobile ~t 4;10.206.2939. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculb" e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

E,XLSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisou¢ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma ?alpha Lambda (Mad Leadership & } tonors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9 I9.843.033(~ 
Twitter 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:57 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Internship- Complete! 

Wednesday at 2:00? 

I will be in Steele GOI5D 

De{)orah S~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

9i’).863.0336 

F~: ~ [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, " ....... 1:~3 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship- Complete~ 

Dr. Stroman, 
Unfortunately I work on Tues~hurs from 10:00am-4:00pm and I have a class on Tuesday night. Do you have any available time on Mon~ed/Fri? I have class until 12:00 and 

then I am available. Sor~ for the inconvenience. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro£c~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Internship- Complete! 

Hi Congrats on your internship. Let’s meet next week. How is your schedule on Tuesday or Thursday afternoon? 

Debord~ 8~:rom~u, Ph.D C:L[ ! 

t::,:tqoR:~ gn~_f~?:e~ Empower. 

919 84.3 0336 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:33 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: Internship- Complete~ 
Hello Dr. Stroman~ 
I hope you had a wonderful summed ~e internship was a success~ It was bi~ersweet having ~ leave because I had made many friends and learned so much while I was in 
Charlo~e, but I am glad to be back on campus for my senior year. I just wanted to send you a quick follow-up email about what happens now after I have completed the 
internship. I have finished almost all of the work for it, including my final po~olio, which I believe you will enjoy. I spent a lot of time on it~ I mailed all of my final evaluations 
to you a couple of wee~ ago so I hope you received those. ~ank you and I look forward ~ speaking with you and showing you eve~hing I did this summed 
Have a great day~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Exss 

Hi Yes, your experience with softball will qualifi~/for EXSS Please schedule an appointment with me this week. 

teach MV~rF at 11:00. How is your schedule on Wednesday afternoon? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~a?email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday,                12:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deb~-ah L 
Subject: Exss 

Professor Stroman, 
My name ~s I was hoping to be able to take your Exss 
class to get the last hour ! need lk~r graduation I just finished my 
eligibility playing        and am currently the student assistant coach 
for the team I am a sports achnin m~ior and was hoping I could use this in 
your field experience in sport class The work ! am doing with the team 
ranges from on the field and ol![~ If you could let me know if this would be 
something I could do that would be great. 

Thank you[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:08 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.e&~> 

EXSS    ADD 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty es www~exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor ~nd Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black C~ucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~ma ~Affpha L~mbda (Natl Leadership & Honors Org~ntzation) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel ttilL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can ~t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 3:14 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADD 

OooDs! One~ 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= HcCullen, Ashley D 
Sent= Nonday, ~ 3:14 PN 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L 

-Ashley 

Ashley McC@~en 

E>:erc}se and Sport Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina aL Chape~ 

919-.9~2-2022 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Nonday, 3:08 PN 
Te= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ ?v___v_!~y_:e__~:~t_LC_:_e__d__t_~_. 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Sport Research Insdmte 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Mad Leadership & } tonors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, I’,-C 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstrornan 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, August 29, 2011 3:36 PM 

Zina Crater ~zcra£t@universityreaders.com> 

ILE: Tha~,: & Agreement 

Eli Zina, I goL swamped with the first week of classes. I witl call you before Wednesday, Thanks. 

J.’~e’bor:~J:t Str,)marb P[}-t) CI..I: ] 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." (N.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Zina Cra~ [mailto:zcra~@universi~readers,com] 
~ent: Monday, August 29, 20~ 3:2~ PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~ubjeet: RE: ~ank ~ Agreement 

Hello Dr. Stroman, ~ hope you are well, f was wonder~r~g ~ you h~d ~my questh:ms about the agreemet~t? fs th~s something you wouM ~i]~e to move [orw~;fd ? 

Zina Craft 
Senior Field Acquisitions Edibr 
Southeast Regional ONce (Georgia) 

Universi~ Readers, Inc, 
ph. 888.200.9945 

www.u n~versityreaders.com 
~.universitvreaders.com/coq nella 

F~m= Zina Craft 
Sent= Thursday, August ~8, 20~ 2:43 PM 

To= ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject; Thank & Agreement 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

It was really nice speaking with you yesterday and discussing creating a Sports Leadership text. As promised, please find attached the agreement which I described 

during our call. This document will serve to provide all the specifics and details regarding a publishing relationship with Cognella. Please don’t hesitate to contact 

me with any questions. This document will also serve to initiate and move forward the project. In that case, I will need a signed copy back from you. 

Next steps: 

If you have no questions please return the agreement at your next earliest convenience either via scan/email or to the fax number listed along the bottom 

of the agreement. 

* Please initial the bottom pages where indicated and sign the agreement (pg. 6). 

* Upon approval of the agreement and exhibit you will receive a completed agreement signed by our CEO Bassim Hamadeh. 

* Upon completion of the agreement you will be assigned a Project Editor who will work with you throughout the production process. You will also work 

with our Product Marketing Manager to develop the book’s marketing plan. 

I also encourage you to begin thinking about the final title and cover design, as you work with your design and marketing team, they will be great resources 

as you make these decisions. 

I will follow-up with you in a couple of days to address any questions you may have. I am very excited about this project as I am confident it will be a great asset to 

your students and those at other universities taking similar approaches! 

Zina Craft 
Senior Field Acquisitions Editor 
Southeast Regional ONce (Georgia) 

UniversiN Readers, Inc, 
3970 Son~nto Valley Blvd,, Ste 5001 San Diego, CA 92121 
zc~afl~universi~readers,com I ph, 888,2009945 

~.u Nversityreaders.comI ~.un~versityreaders.com/cognel~a 

Inan inniversi’yread ........ /i/ 9hells si9 I .... 
P.G. Our expandin~ online library has over ~ 00,000 copy%ht cleared readi%s available N reduced permission rates. Search and previewto find content that might be pe~ect for your project at 

h~p:91ibrary u niversityreaders.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:53 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Assioom~ent 

Tly The Help Desk - 
If you wish to talk to a help representative or submit a help request IT technical support is available to the D~’C-Chapel Hill computing community 24 hours a day 365 days a year. 
https://www, unc edu/ar-bin/websub/index.pl 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ama Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailtu: i~mail cum] 
Sent: Munday, 3:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Assignment 

Hi Prufessor Stroman, 

Sakai won’t let me upluad another document because I had already 
accidentally submitted it with just the une document upluaded Is 
there someone from Sakai I could contact? 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

@email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, i [ 3:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS i not shomng up on Cotmect Cmolina 

Hi, . Thanks for the note I sent a request to the EXSS administrator. Wait at least 24 hours for the system reset. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: (~[ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:28 PM 
To: Struman, Deburah L 
Sut~ject: EXSS    nut shuwing up un Connect Carolina 

He?" Dr. Struman, 

l~;um yuur EXSS     class at 11 am. Just wanted tu let yuu knuw that the class is not showing up un my class schedule un Connect Carolina but it is showing up un sakai. Just want 
to make sure that I am actually enrolled in the class su that there will be no mix ups at the end of the semester. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, August 29, 2011 4:05 PM 

Mock, Che B. < @bassberry.com> 

FW: Black Athlete Event 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf 

Hi Che. I haven’t l:orgettet~ Vou. I wish you were here to help 
Let’s chat this week i~ the erecting. 
Still st~rfing the pot and thh~king of you, 
Dr. Stromat~ 

t~pio~e. E~gage, Empower. 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 2:49 PM 
To: ’Barbara Osborne’; ’Co~e Cooper’; ’Debby Stroman’; ’Deborah SouthaH’; ’Ed SNelds’; Johnson, Shelley H; ’Richard SouthaH’; Turner, Robert Winston II; Weight, EHanne 
Allen 
Subject: Black Athlete Event 
Hi All. As per the mention in the SA and EXSS faculty meetings, here is the draft fiver. 

Please encourage {extra credit??) Vour undergrad and grad students attendance at this important event. The athletic department is also aware and is 

coordinating student athlete attendance. I will have a Q&A session for students to engage the panel too. 
Let me know if you have anV questions and feel free to forward the flyer. Thanks. 

d 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CI_U 
UNC Exercise and Npo~ Science 

Sport Administration Faculv e~ ~vw.exss.unc.edu 
E~SS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dmam~ 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Adviso~7 goa~d Cha~, Co~ege Spo~t Research Institute 
FaculV Adviso~, Carolina Spo~ts Business Chub ~ Si~]a Alpha Lambda (Marl Leadership ~ Hono~s O~ganization) 
315 V~oo~en CB~ 8605 
Chapel H~, NC 27599 
919.~&0336 
Twitter drstrom~n 

"Just ~eeouse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 4:07 PM 

Stiles, Tim <Tim Stile~unc.edu> 

l~g: AlGA Internships Available 

Thanks Tim. I already posted this information to the Carolina Sports Business Club through another AlGA contact and will certain~? make ~ note to tel~ my class 

Have a gre~t weekl 

E~tio~e, En gag~-, 

929.843.0336 

F~m: Stiles, Tim 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 201~ iI:~ AN 

T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: ~GA In~rnships Available 

Debby: 

Can you share the summer internship op9ortunky w~th your EXSS students? AlGA w~ have a booth at our Fal~ Job & h~temsh~p Expo on September :15. 

T~m Stiles 

~ssodate Director 

University Career Services 

2~9 Hm~es 

UNCIChapel 

9:19-96~-.7897 

tim stiles@unc.edu 

~i//careers.unc.edu 

::X:: Description: Oescdption 
....... Descdp~ior~: Descdption. 

G:~SH& RED~G RAPH ICS~Ca ree~o 

iinakUCS Caree~olina ColoCWithT 

apline ~:9 

Post a job/i~temshipffellowship: http:Hcareers.unc.edu/emplovets/emplovers/post-job-or-internship.html 

Follow us: 
h A E;ff__v_~ A_wj_tt_#_t:~_c:_o__m!_u__t_t _c:_u___c:_s_-. 
Like us: 
ht~j~ :l/v~wv.facebook.com/uncucs 

From: Lauren Shelly [mailto:lshelly@AlGA.ORG] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 20:l:t :t0:58 AM 
Subject: AlGA Internships Available 

Career Centers, 

I’m reaching out to you to help me find the "RIGHT" candidates for the AJGA’s Internship. For current students, recent graduates and even grad students, we 

provide an opportunity that is unlike any other for those interested in gaining experience in the golf/sports industry, learning about tournament operations, 

writing press releases and worldng with the media, broadening their public speaking skills, and enjoy working in a team atmosphere. Our internships are paid and 

can offer students college credit if necessary. Internships are available March - May and May - August/September. 

Below I have outlined information for you to share with students and!or professors. I will be posting our internship information on your school’s site as well. In the 

next couple of weeks, you will also receive brochures about our internship to have in your career centers. 

Thank you for helping pass the word about our internship along to your students. Please contact me with any questions. 

Lauren 

EXPERIENCE. TRAVEl. NETWORKIN6. TEAMWORK, 

The bockbone of the AlGA is its internship pro~rom. 

When people hear the word "internship" they think of college students running copies and fetching coffee. Not at the ALGA._. It’s more like young professionals 

running tournaments and pouring their own coffee - because they need it! This intense, hands-on traveling internship across the U.S. requires candidates to be on 

their toes at all times. With a wide variety of tasks from on-course rules officiating, golf course set-up, media and public relations, and tournament operations, 

AlGA interns don’t work a typical 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. schedule. The traveling staff assists with the implementation of more than 80 tournaments over the course of the 

spring and summer seasons to help the AlGA continue its growth and expansion of playing opportunities for Golf’s Next Generation. 

For all information about the tournament operations and communication positions available for the spring and summer of 20:12, visit www.ajga.org!jobs for all 

information and to apply for an internship today! 

If you have any questions, please contact me via email or phone. 

Thank you, 

Lauren 

Lauren Shellyf ,,’\~la,~age~ of ~~e<:r@ti,,’.’,g r~nd ,~p~<:ir~l Ew~nt:~ f American Junior Golf Association 

The backbone of the AlGA is its internship program. To be a part visit www.ajga,org/jobs 

Point, click, bid and support~ Please visit the AJGA online auction at www, ajga.cmarket, com 

Stay connected with the AJGA Blog: AJ~ ~1o~//Twi~eE @~3~A~off//F~cebool<: ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}; 

Monday, 4:48 PM 

~lJve.unc.edu> 

~!em~Jl.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Business Club 

Hi     The Carolina Sports Business Club is a great sLudent-run organization for atl students {regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport industry. 

Whether its youth, interscholastic, co~ege, ~nternationa] or profess~ona~ ---The Ck~b seeks to connect you to ~nformation and experiential educatiom We try to 

creste or find out about activities and events to help you get more prepared for a career in th~s very competit~,e industry, http:i!studentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc! 

is the presh~en~: and I have cod fdm about your ~nterest. 

f w~l~ add you to the (:k~b B~ackboard site. Please ta~e ~:~me to review all the events, anr~ouncemenl:s, and activities. You can connect w~th your fellow s~:udents at 

Fa~ Fest too. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go } 

9 2 9 8 ~.,3 0,3,3 0 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing ks own gifts, Untie the ribbonsY {R,Ann Schabacker} 

From= ~@live,unc,edu] 
Sent= Nonday, 4:43 PN 
To= thedub@unc.edu 
Subject= Spots Business Club 
To Whom It May Concern, 

My name is             and I am a freshman at UNC from Durham, NC. I am seeking ways to get involved and ran across your club. The sports business group seems like a 

phenomena~ fit for me since I wi~ be intending to douMe major in Sports Management and Business Administration. I was just wondering if you could give me any information 

about what your club does, is about, and how the commitment for being in tis organization usually unfolds. I am excited to hear more about who you are as a group and to 

hopefully get involved. Any information is greatly appreciated. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, August 29, 2011 4:53 PM 

JeffCannon ~j ca~non@cwlawgroup.com> 

I~E: Black Athlete Event 

;) 
Go } h’eJs, 
D~bor~l~ S~:romsu Ph.D CLc.r 
Explore:. Engage. Empo:ve~. 
929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Jeff Cartoon [mailto:jcarmon@cwlawgroup,com] 
Sent: Nonday, August 29, 20~1 3:15 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Black Athlete Event 
You are the bomb~ I have it on my cNend~. 

Sent from my iPhone 

With warmest regards, 

T. Jefferson Carmon, III Esq. 

THE CW LAW GROUP, PC 

3622 Lyckan l?arkway 

Suite 5006 

Durham, NC 27707 
(919) 926-1785 x 1 telephone 

(919) 251-6650 facsimile 
Email: jcarmon(~)cwlaw~roup.com 

Website: ~v.cMawgroup.com 
IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements impo~d by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (or 

in any attachment) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be u~d, for the purpose of(i) avoiding tax-related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or 

recommending to another party, an? tax related matter addres~d in this communication or in a~y attachment herein. 

’][’his e-mail transmissior~ m~d any documents, files or previous e-mail ~nessages attached to it, may contain confidentiaJ i~ffo~mation that is legaJly privileged. If you are 

not the inten&d recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that a~y disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 

any of the information contained in or attached to this message is strictly prohibited. 

If you have received this transmission in e~r, please immediately noti~ us by reply e-mail or by telephone at (919) 926-1785, and destroy the original trm~s~nission 

and its attachments mthout reading them or saving them to disk. Thank you. 

On Aug 29, 2011, at 2:47 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc~edu~ wrote: 

Hi All. As per the mention in the SA m~d EXSS faculty meeting~ here is the draft flyer. 

Please encourage (extra credit??) your undergrad and grad students attendm~ce at this important event. The athletic department is aJso aware m~d is 
coordinating student athlete attendeaace. I will have a Q&A session for students to engage the panel too. 

Let me know if you have any questions and feel tree to forward the flyer. Thanks. 

d 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
[ JNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ www.exss.unc~edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor ~nd Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Pdpha Lamb& (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

"Yust because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

<Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, August 29, 2011 5:11 PM 

Kristina Boyce <kristinab@caJcolinahurdcanes.com> 

I~E: Cmolina Hurricanes Community Relations Internship 

Thanks! 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Kristina Boyce [mailto:kristinab@carolinahurricanes,com] 
$ent: Nonday, August 29, 20~1 ll:30 AN 
Subject: Carolina Hurricanes Communi~ Relations Internship 

I hope you’re doing well! We have recently posted our Community Relations internship description online at www.rbccenter.com. Students may apply for the internship until 
September 15th. Below is the direct link to the posting: 

Please pass this opportunity along to your students. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Kristina Boyce 

Carolina Hurricanes Community Relations Coordinator 

Kristinab@carolinahurricanes.com 

919-861-5494 

www.carolinahurricanes.com 

www.carolinahurricanes.comiIoundation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:13 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~L: EXSS    Welcome Back! 

Ni.      . Thanks for your follow L~p note. 

What is ~/our schedule on Wedi~esda,{ or Friday? 

I need Voter resume, cover h~i:i:er, k~surance confirn~ation, amt appendices [~&C 

Please review the syllabus, 

Dr. Stroman 

"Each day comes bearie~g ~ls own gifts, Un~:~e the ribbons," (R,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: @l~ve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:25 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    Welcome Back[ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I sent you an email last week with a few questions about wrapping up my summer internship and never got a response. Here are my questions: 

According to the syllabus our final assignments are due in November, but are there any document!appendices that I need to turn in before these final assignments? 

Can I set up a meeting with you within the next couple of weeks to submit any final documents as well as view some samples of portfolios? 

Thanks! 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,              4:51 PM 
Subject: EXSS -Welcome Back! 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. Please review the Sakai site for EXSS this fall semester and read the announcement. 

Let me know if you have a~y qnestions! 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded ~nessage was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: 

" site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:38 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

I~E: Sport Ad~ninis~tralion - Internship Credit ( ) 

Hi . Sorry about today Tuesday at 1:00 or after 3:00? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     ~)email.unc.edu [mailtc     ~email uric edu] 

Sent: Friday, 1:25 t’J’,/J 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sutzject: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit, 

[)ear Doctor Stroman, 

Monday after 1 sounds great! 

See you then, 

Sent from m>’ Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
[)abe: Thu, 18:23:59 
To: ~email unc edu> 
Sutziect: RE: Sport Administration - Internship Credit ( 

Hi I am not available tomorrow. How about Monday after 1:00? 

Go tteels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu [mailtc ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                8:56 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit ( 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 

Thanks for getting back to me. I’m disappointed that the work in the ticket office does not count for the internship credit but I am very interested in meeting xvith you. Do you have any office 
hours on Friday? I know you’re very busy at this time of the year but if you could let me kmow when you get a chance it would be greatly appreciated! 

Thanks Again, 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 
Sent:              2:20 PM 

Hi      Working in the ticket office during the Tar Heel games does NOT qualify for an EXSS 327 internship. Let’s schedule a time to chat to see ho;v the experience with modifications 
MAY work or if there is another opporttmity for you 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 1:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~iect: Sport Administration - Internship Credit ( 

[Fear Doctor Stroman, 

I hope you’re having a great summer. I know you’re very busy but I ~wmted 
to email you to see if my upcoming internship would quali~ for 3 credit 
hours and my El{ credit My internship will be with Mr. Tim Sabo in the 1;;NC 
ticket office. I will be helping out at all 7 of the UNC home football 
games, as well as half of the home basketball games. [ have a feeling that 
you’re familiar with this internship, but, of course feel free to let me 
know if you want the finer details! I know this is a very busy time of 
year, but if you could let me know whether this qualifies for credit, it 
would be greatly appreciated. Also, if it does indeed quali~’, could you 
let me know what are the next steps to take in this process. Thanks for 
your time. 

Sincerely, 

Sent fi-om my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 5:42 PM 

Darin Padua qtpadu@email.unc.edu> 

Salyer, Sheny L <sg, ye@email.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

I-{i Dar’im I met with this student today and he mentioned that he has still not heard from you. Can we chat? LeL me know if] can assist. Thanks. 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 2:07 PN 
To: Padua, Darin A 
Subject: FW: EXSS 
HI Darir~ I ho~)e y.aur summe~ ~s going we~I I_et me kn.aw it t can be i~ssistance with ~:his studet~t% request:. Thanks. 

d 

~) [9.863.0336 

htt~://exss.u~c.edu/u~dergra6u~te’~r~gr~m/ba4n’exss/sp~rt-~6ministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"E~ch d~V comes bearit~g ils o~ gifts, ll~:{e the fibber,s." (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: [mailto:, @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS : 

Dr Stmma~ 

I wanted m see if I could still be ad&d m your EXSS    class. I know you had stud to emml you back closer m school to get M&d m it. Nso I hM a question 

about M~o I should contact regarding a grade change from the spring semester. My EXSS grade for Dr. Pad~ has not been co~ected yet. I emNled him ~ck in 

May and never got a response. 

Tha~s, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:44 PM 

Padua, Darin A -<tpadna@email.unc.edu> 

ILl:;: EXSS 

Gr’eat! Thanks. 

d 

9 P£863.0336 

F~m: Darin A. Padua [mailto:dpadua@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1 5:43 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Ce: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

If he would like to stop by a~d see me I wonld be happy to assist Nm. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

Darin A. Padua, PhD, ATC 

Associate Professor 

Dept of Exercise & Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

O11 , at 5:42 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(a)unc.edu~’~ wrote: 

Hi Darin. I met with this student today and he mentioned that he has still not heard from you. Can we chat? Let me know if I can assist. Thanks. 

d 

919,843.0336 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Merit: Monday, .2:07 PN 
To: Padua, Dar[n A 
Subject: FW: EXSS 

Hi Dar~n. ~ hope your summer ~s going well. let me know ~f I can be assistance with this student’s request Thanks. 

d 

Go } t~ds 

E~t~lore, Eng~g~~ Kmpowe~. 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons.~ (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr S~om~, 

I wanted to see if I could still be added to your EXSS    class. I ~ow you had said to email you Nck closer to school to get added to it. Also I had a 

question about who I should contact regarding a grade change [h)m the spring semester. My EXSS grade for Dr. Padna has not been cowected yet. 

I emailed him back in May and never got a response. 

Tha~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 5:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

1~I:;: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

Hi , Dr. Padua asked that you see him Lo discuss your situatiom 

Thanks. 

"E~ch d~y comes tearing its own giIs, Untie the ribbo~sJ’ (t,Ann 5chaback~r} 

F~m: mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn;, 
Subject: UNC Spo~ Internship- EXSS ~ 

1)          Junior, Spots Administration and History Major 

2) Cell number- 
3) Email- ~live.unc.edu 
4) Resume Affached 
5)1 am ve~ interested in interning for a UNC Spots office in order to fu~her my involvement in UNC athletics as well as geffing 
real world experience in the spots field. An internship would not only allow me to put into practice all of the things I have 
learned in my EXSS classes but also learn new skills that one can not learn from books or a class. I have always believed first 
hand experience is the best ~pe of education. I learn best by first hand experience and trial and error rather than the 
traditional manner of being told what to do in a class seffing. Also this oppo~uni~ will give me valuable experience in athletics, 
which I will hopefully car~ with me to future jobs in the spots indust~. It will be a great chance to meet new people, hone new 
skills, and demonstrate my passion for UNC athletics as a whole. I have always enjoyed working with UNC athletics in the past 
with C~ Spots Marketing, and would like to increase my paNcipation even more. 
6) Preferred Spots: 
Football 
Soccer and any others would be fine 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:53 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS    lab 

Hi          Let’s set a time to meet this week to discuss EXS S ~ . The course is designed to give academic credit for an internship. We have students working in the athletic department 
and ;vith companies in the Triangle 

What is your availability on Wednesday or Thursday? I teach M~VF at 11:00 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ama Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailtu (h?email.unc. edu] 
Sent: Munday, 1:14 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS ’lab 

Hellu Dr. Struman, 

I am,               and am a Spurt Admin major The reasun for this email is tu ask about yuur EXSS 2 
any informatiun you can provide and I hupe you are doing well 

lab and huw it wurks. I have taken EXSS and Thank you for 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGFp’OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:56 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: FootbaJl Intern 

. You need to enroll in EXSS . Please come by with a Drop/Add form before Friday, I teach MWF at 11:00 a~m. 

Dr, Stroman 

De[3orah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. (2I_.l J 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:00 PM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~otball Intern 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
I am working with Marcus Ber~ in the Football office as an in~rn and i was wanting to know the process I would have to go through in order to get my intern counted as 
academic credit. Also, Mr. Ber~ was wanting to know if you knew of any more students that would be in,rested in helping him out this semester. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 5:56 PM 

@gmail .com> 

I~E: Assignment due tomorrow- 

Thanks 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:53 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Assignment due tomorrow- 

Dr. Stroma~ 

Attached is the assignment t?om l~t week you asked me to e-mail to you be[bre Money’s class. 

If you need a~Nng else t~om me do not hesitate to 

My best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILS: possible enrolhnent 

Hi Received Yes, I struggled with putting a limit on the assigl~ment. Very touchy subject. ;) 

You are Chapter 10 - Law- on 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: ~llve.unc edu] 

Sent: Monday, 5:18 PM 

Tu: Struman, Deb(~rah L 

Sut~ject: RE: pussible enrollment 

Hi Ms Stroman, attached is my NCAA amateurism respunse I think this is the first time in my life that I cuuld hunestly say i wish the wurd cuunt wasn’t su luw, i cuuld gu on and on with my 
respunse. Also i meant tu ask yuu in your office today about the current event but i was in such a rush tu get back tu baseball it slipped my mind What chapter dues the current event have 
tu pertain to? Thank yuu ]2~r your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.e&~> 

ADD 

I will have him complete an add/drop form too. 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

[5NC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www~exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair. Carolm a Black Caucus 

Advisor~ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~a .~pha L~mbda (Natl Leadership & Honors Org~ntzation) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:28 PM 

@ema~l .unc.edu-~ 

1~1: SpeciaJ Topics course 

Hi, You need to complete an ADD/DROP form. I have one inmy oftice, if necessaly. Bring it by for me to sign before or after class and let’s chat 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc edu [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 11:18 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Special Topics course 

~@email uric edu] 

Dr. Stroman, 

I spoke with you Friday after class about your Special Topics course. 
am a Sports Admin major and ~w)uld really like to add your Special 
Topics course, as I am in need of another course 12~r this semester. I 
would greatly appreciate your permission to take this course. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:33 PM 

@live u ~c ed~ 

ILE: EXSS    Welcome Back! 

3:30 p,m, on Thursday, the Thanks! 
Go MeSs, 

Debord~ Stromm~ Ph.D C:Ii.r 

929 84,3 0336 

"Each day comes ~e~i~g ~ts own g~s, Untie the r~bbo~sJ’ {R,A~ Sdlab~d<er} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, " ....... 5:~3 PN 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    Welcome Back[ 
Good[ That had me worried haha. 
I can do Tuesday     or ~ursday     an~ime a~er 3: ~5. How does that work for you? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:59 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS Welcome Back! 

Thanks       Yes, I have your does, 

I have a meeting that ends at 2:30 on the otheF side of campus~ if I run late, we may not have enough t~me. Any other options next week? 

~) [9.863.0336 

"Each dav comes beadt~g ~ls own gifts, Un~:~e the ribbons," (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:36 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    Welcome Back[ 
I am meeting to finalize my resume sometime this week or ne~. 

I mailed (snail-mail) the Appendices B&C as well as the insurance confirmation letter, to the address you gave me, in early 

Can we possibly meet next Wednesday anytime between lpm and 3pm? I should have my resume and cover letter reviewed and completed. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5::[3 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS : Welcome Back! 

Hi       Thanks for your follow up note. 

What is your schedule on Wedn~:_~sday or Friday? 

f need your resume, cover letter, insurance confirma[:k)n, and appendk:es 

Please review the syllabus, 

Dr. Stroman 

Go } h’Ns, 

Debord~ 8trommb Ph.D C:LL.r 

919 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes Bearing ~ts own giftso Untie the ribbonso" {R,A~ 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, ~1:25 AM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: EXSS    Welcome Back[ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I sent you an email last week with a few questions about wrapping up my summer internship and never got a response. Here are my questions: 

According to the syllabus our final assignments are due in but are there any document/appendices that I need to turn in before these final assignments? 

Can I set up a meeting with you within the next couple of weeks to submit any final documents as well as view some samples of porl:folios? 

Thanks! 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:51 PM 
Subject: EXSS Welcome Back! 

To: All Pmticipants 



From: Deborah Stromm~ 

Hi Heels. Please review the Sakai site for EXSS this fall semester and read the announcemem. 

Let me know if you have may questions! 

Dr. Stroman 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel ][!ill Messages tbom the "EXSS! 

this link m access Mes~ges li)r fl~is site: EXSS 
" site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 9:30 AM 

@email .unc.edu> 

I~E: Sport Ad~ninis~traiiou- Internship Credit 

Hi I have a 3:30 that should end at 3:50 4:00 is fine. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     ))email.unc.edu [mailto:     ~email uric edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sut~ject: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 

Hey Doctor Stroman, 

I have class in fetzer until 315. Would it work if I came over right after? 

Sent ftom my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> 
[)ate: Mi)n, 21:37:39 
To: ~emaikunc.edu> 
Sublect: RE: Sport Achninistration - Internship Credit 

tti Sorry about today Tuesday at 1:00 or after 3:00? 

(io Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empo*ver 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     ~cmail.unc.edu [mailto     ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 

Dear Doctor Stroraan, 

Monday- after 1 sounds great! 

See you then, 

Sent from ray Verizon Wireless BlackBerry" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: ThE 18:23:59 
To: ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Sport Achninistration - Internship Credit 

Hi I am not available tomorrow. Ho~v about IVlonday after 1:007 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu [mailto: ~d)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 8:56 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 



[)ear Doctor Stroman, 

Thanks [’or getting back to me I’m disappointed that the work in the ticket office does not count for the internship credit but I am very interested in meeting with you. I)o you have any office 
hours on Friday? I know you’re ve~ busy at this time of the year but if you could let me know when you get a chance it would be greatly appreciated! 

Thanks Again, 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
To: 
Subject: RE: Sport Administration - Internship Credit, 
Sent:              2:20 PM 

Hi Working in the ticket office during the Tat Heel games does NOT qualify for an EXSS 
2~LAY work or if there is another opportani~" for you. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

internship. Let’s schedule a time to chat to see how the experience with modifications 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empo~ver. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Atm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~_~_ email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 

I hope you’re having a great summer. I know you’re yew busy but I wanted 
to email you to see if my upcoming internship would qualify for 3 credit 
hours and my EE credit. \~ internship will be ~vith Mir. Tim Sabo in the 
ticket office I will be helping out at all 7 of the UNC home football 
games, as well as half of the home basketball games. I have a feeling that 
you’re familiar with this internship, but, of course feel free to let me 
know- if you want the finer details! I know this is a ve~z busy time of 
year, but if you could let me know whether this qualifies for credit, it 
would be greatly appreciated Also, if it does indeed qualil~, could you 
let me know what are the next steps to take in this process Thanks for 
your time 

Sincerely, 

Sent from m?’ Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 9:34 AM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: Big Brothers/Sisters event 

Hi Debra~ Contact Maria Be~Lon. 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 20M 9:~8 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Big Brothers!Sisters event 

Hi Debby, 

I would like to talk to someone about hosting this event at the Friday Center. Do you know who I should contact? if so, please give me their contact information. 

thanks! 

Debra 

Debra B. Watkins 

Associate Director for Conference Services 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Campus Box ~020 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599d020 

watk~nsd @email.unc.edu 

Telephone: 9~9-962-2591 

Fax: 9~9 962-206~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday,. 9:36 AM 

@email .unc.edu> 

1~;: Sport Ad~ninis~traiion- Internship Credit 

Okay. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ;@email unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:36 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sul~iect: R][~;: Sport Administratinn -Internship Credit 

4:00 sounds great[ 

On Tue, 13:29:53 ~ 0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Hi I have a 3:30 that should end at 3:50.4:00 is fine 
> 

> 

> Go tteels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
> E×plore. t:.ngage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:     ~email unc.edu [maiffo:    ~r)email.unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 
> 

> Hey- Doctor Stroman, 
> 

> I have class in fetzer until 315. Would it work ifI came over right 
after ’.’ 
> 

> 

> Sent from rny Verizon Wireless BlackBelry 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: "Strornan, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
> Date: Mon, 21:37:39 
> To: ~email.unc. edu> 
> Subject: RE: Sport Adrninistration - Internship Credit 
> 

> Hi Sorcy about today. Tuesday at 1:00 or after 3:00? 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:     ~email.unc edu [mailto:     ~)email.unc.ed~] 
> Sent: Friday, 1:25 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Sul~iect: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 
> 

> Deal- Doctor Stroman, 
> 

> Monday after 1 sounds great[ 
> 

> See you then, 
> 

> 

> 



> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~, 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> 
> Date: Thu, 18:23:59 
> To ~emaihunc.edu> 
> Subject: RE: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 
> 

> Hi ! am not available tomorrow Ho~v about Monday after 1:00? 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> "Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @emaihunc.edu [mailto: ~omail.m~c.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday,                8:56 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 
> 

> Dear Doctor Stroman, 
> 

> Thanks for getting back to me. rrrl disappointed that the work in the 
ticket 
> office does not count for the internship credit but I arrl very- interested 
in 
> meeting with you. Do you have any office hours on Friday-? I know- you’re 
> very busy- at this time of the year but if you could let me know when you 
> get a chance it would be greatly appreciated! 
> 
> Thanks Again, 
> 

> 

> 

> ...... Original Message ...... 
> From: Strnman, Deborah L 
> To: 
> Subject: RE: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 
> Sent: 2:20 PM 
> 

> Hi Working in the ticket office during fl~e Tar Heel games does NOT 
> qualify for an EXSS    internship Let’s schedule a time to chat to see 
> how the experience ~vith modifications MAY work or if there is another 
> opportunity for you. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
> E×plore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> t"rorn: ~)email unc edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 1:08 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Sub3ect: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 
> 

> 

> Dear I)octor Stroman, 
> 

> I hope you’re having a great summer. ! know you’re very busy but I wanted 
> to email you to see if my upcoming internship would qualify [’or 3 credit 
> hours and my EE credit. My internship will be with Mr. Tim Sabo in the 
UNC 
> ticket o]Nce. I will be helping out at all 7 of the UNC home football 
> games, as well as half of the home basketball games I have a feeling 
that 
> you’re familiar with this internship, but, of course feel :free to let me 
> know if you xvant the finer details[ I know this is a very- busy time of 
> year, but if you could let me know- whether this qualifies for credit, it 
> would be greatly appreciated. Also, if it does indeed qualify, could you 
> let me know what are the next steps to take in this process. Thanks for 
> your tirne. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 



Sent t’rom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:08 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Resume and Cover Letter 

Hi      . Thanks for your note I can’t have all students sending me their assignments to my inbox. Please contact ITS (as noted on the syllabus) to find out the best way to submit and use 
Sakai. It is a learning process for everyone 

Let me know if you don’t get anywhere.. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ama Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 5~[ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Munday, 11:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Resume and (;over Letter 

Hellu Dr. Struman, 
I tried tu submit two separate ducuments under the resume and cover letter assignment and I was only able tu upluad une. So I have attached buth in this email Ifyuu would rather I print 
them and hand them in just let me know. I will be sure tu write them in the same document next time 
Surry fur the inconvemence, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:10 AM 

,@live.unc.edu-~ 

1~: EXSS 

Hi I asked you your ave@ability on last Thursday ~md Friday. How about this Friday betweet~ I2 and 2? 

919 84,3 0336 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~:32 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I know that your schedule maybe hectic right now with classes just sta~ing. Please just let me know when you are available ~ chat and ~ will stop by your office. Also, the 
class has been successfully added to my schedule. 
Thank you, 

Cell: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi      . Thi~f~ks for your f~ot:e. My    f~ames haw:, been submitted The syst~-:~m rm;y ti~ke ~while to process I_et’s set ~ time to chat or~ "Thur~.@ay or Friday. Wh~H: is 

your ~vailabilit7? 

~) [9.863.0336 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:3$ PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I noticed that the EXSS 
the first class? 
Thank you, 

class has not been added to my schedule and on Connect Carolina the class location and time says TBA. Has there been a time and location set for 

Office: 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: Iutemship Coutmct m~d Leamiug Agreement 

Th~nks! 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, 9:17 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internship Contract and Learning Agreement 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

Coach Holladay will be back in the office on Friday, September 2nd, so I will be meeting with him then to fill out the internship Contract Form and Learning 

Agreement. Just wanted to let you know! 

Best, 

The University ofNoNa Caxolhaa at Chapel Hill 
(~b~keaan-flagler, unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

I~W: INFORMATIONAL: Lookiug for Subjects to Pa~ticipate iu Paid Proprieception Study 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody(~notify unc.edu Imailto:nobodv@notifv unc.edu] On Behalf Of @live.unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, 8:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutzject: INFORNIATIONAL: Looking [’or Sut~jects to Participate in Paid Proprieception Study 

The UNC-CH Neuromuscular Research Laboratory and the I)epartment of 
Orthopaedics are conducting a research study to determine the 
reliabiliD" of a new device ~2~r the assessment of knee proprioception. 
Proprioception is the conscious and unconscious awareness of body limb 
position and movement in space. We are recruiting volunteer sublects for 
pamcipation in this study Sublects will receive $15 for 
participation which will involve two nine~ m~nute testing sessions 
separated by one week During the testing sessions tests will include 
1 ) Knee Flexion Reproduction, 2) Vibratory Perception Threshold, 3) 
Target matching board. There are some risks associated with 
participating in this research study, but they are not greater than 
those associated with normal physical activity. 

If you choose to participate, you will be asked to reproduce different 
angles of knee flexion. In addition, a device that provides vibration 
that gradually changes will be placed against the side of your limb and 
you will be asked to say when you start feeling the vibration and when 
you can no longer feel it. Finally, you will be asked to press buttons 
on a target matching board with your feet while looking at a computer 
screen 

To be eligible to participate in this research study, you must meet the 
following criteria: 
1. Age 30 - 65 
2. No history of lower extremity surgery 
3. No histo~- ofACL injttry 
4. No history of neurological disorder 
5. No histoly of injmy to either leg within 6 months prior to data 
collection 

If you have any questions regarding this research study, or if you meet 
the aforementioned inclusion criteria and are interested in 
participating please contact us: 

@email.~mc.edu 

IRB study# 11-1246 
Approved      by the Office of Hmnan Research Ethics Biomedical IRB 

This email is sponsored by: Orthopaedics Department, Biomedical 
Engineering Department 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 10:33 AM 

~live.uuc.edu> 

1~3:;: Meeting 

. Next Thursday, Sept. 8 at 4:00 p~m. ? 

My office is Woollen 

91’.).~43.0336 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:59 PN 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
rm sending this email in regards to the meeting that we are scheduled to have. rm available on Tuesday and Thursday before iiam and after 3:15pm, and Monday and 
Wednesday after i0:00am and before i:30pm. I look forward to the meeting so that I can learn more about this course. 

Thank you in advance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 11:02 AM 

ttolman, James B <jbholmaJ~@email.unc.e&~ 

ILE: Housekeeping Update 

CBC Application 2011-12.doc 

Hi James. Thanks for the chat. 

Here’s the link for online payment and application: http://www.unc.edu/cbc/joinform.html 

Membership: $25 (one-year) or 5;40 (two-year). 
Please make check payable to "BFSC" and mail to: 
Shandra Jones, CBC-Treasurer 
Associate Director of MBA Admissions 
CB# 3490 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: James Holman [mailto:jbholman(@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 8:48 PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Housekeeping Update 

I would like to have more information on the Housekeeping Dcpartment. 

James Holman 
Employee Forum Delegate 
Chair Staff Relation,Policies and Practices 
Grievance Support Person and Panelist 
SEANC’ District #25 Executive Committee CB#1850 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 11:03 AM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-~ 

I~W: Housekeepiug Update 

Hi ©J. Let’s discuss this matter. I just spoke to James. I would like for you to take the lead and keep us updated on this situation 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... ©rigina[ Message ..... 
Frum: James Hulman [mailtu:jbholman(@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 8:48 PM 

Tu: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Huusekeeping Update 

I would like tu have more irfformatiun un the Housekeeping Department. 

James Hulman 
Employee Forum Delegate 
Chair St~ffRelation,Pulicies and Practices 
Grievance Support Person and Panelist 
SEANC District ~25 Executive Con~mtbee CB#1850 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:05 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Internship- Complete! 

Hi. I have a 1:00 and should be finished by 1:30. Let me know. 

929 84.3 033~ 

"Each day comes ~e~ng ~ts own gffts~ Unti~ the r~bbons/’ {R.Ann Schab~cks~} 

F~m= ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:52 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Internship- Complete~ 

Dr. Stroman, 
I apologize for another email; however I was wondering if you were available maybe a ~i~le eaNer tomorrow maybe around ~:00pm instead of 2:00pm? If not, that is perfectly 
o~y. 

Than~, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Internship- Complete! 

Wednesday ~;t 2:007 

I wilt be in Steele GO15D 

929 84.3 033 (~ 

"Each day comes bear{rig ~ts own gifts, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabaeke~} 

F~m: blive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, 1:~3 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t: RE: Internship- Complete~ 

Dr. Stroman, 
Unfortunately I work on Tues~hurs from 10:00am-4:00pm and I have a class on Tuesday night. Do you have any available time on ~on~ed!Fri? I have class until 12:00 and 

then I am available. Sor~ for the inconvenience. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Internship- Complete! 

Hi Congn;ts on your internship. Let’s meet next week. How ~s your schedule on Tuesday or Thursday afternoon? 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:33 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Internship- Complete~ 
Hello Dr. Stroman[ 
I hope you had a wonderful summed ~e internship was a success. It was bi~ersweet having to leave because I had made many friends and learned so much while I was in 

but I am glad to be back on campus for my senior year. I just wanted to send you a quick follow-up email about what happens now after I have comple~d the 
in~rnship. I have finished almost all of the work for ib including my final po~olio, which I believe you will enjoy. I spent a lot of time on ire I mailed all of my final evaluations 
to you a couple of wee~ ago so I hope you received those. ~ank you and I look forward to speaking with you and showing you eye,thing I did this summer[ 
Have a great day[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 11:19 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~I:;: Internship- Complete! 

No problem. C’ya in Steele. 

Go } 

D~bor4~ S~:romr.~ Ph.D CL(.r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~1:06 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship- Complete~ 
~:30 is perfect. Again, I apologize for the inconvenience[ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Internship- Complete! 

Hi. I haw-’_~ a 1:00 and should he [inished by 1:30. Let me know, 

9i9.843.0336 

"Each da~ c~mes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:52 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship- Complete[ 

Dr. Stroman, 
I apologize for another email; however I was wondering if you were available maybe a li~le earlier tomorrow maybe around l:00pm instead of 2:00pro? If not, that is perfectly 
ok~y. 

Than~, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Internship- Complete! 

Wednesday at 2:007 

I will be in Steele GOI5D 

Go MeSs, 

Expl.ore. fmgage. Empower~ 

F~: @live.unc.edu] 
~ent: Nonday, 1:~3 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~ubject: RE: Internship- Complete~ 

Dr. Stroman, 
Unfortunately I work on Tues~hurs from 10:00am-4:00pm and I have a class on Tuesday night. Do you have any available time on Non~ed/Fri? I have class until 12:00 and 

then I am available. Sor~ for the inconvenience. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Internship- Complete! 

Hi . Congr’ats on your’ internship. Let’s meet next week. How is your schedule on Tuesday or Thursday afternoon? 

Go } h’,,Js, 

919 863 0336 

"Each day comes bea~ing its own g]fts~ Untie the ribbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: blive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:33 AN 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internship- Complete~ 



Hello Dr. Stroman! 
I hope you had a wonderful summer! The internship was a success. It was bittersweet having to leave because I had made many friends and learned so much while I was in 

¯ but I am glad to be back on campus for my senior year. I just wanted to send you a quick follow-up email about what happens now after I have completed the 

internship. I have finished almost all of the work for it, including my final portfolio, which I believe you will enjoy. I spent a lot of time on it! I mailed all of my final evaluations 
to you a couple of weeks ago so I hope you received those. Thank you and I look forward to speaking with you and showing you everything I did this summer! 
Have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:21 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

1~:;: EXSS 

1:00. ;) 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday,              ii:21 AN 

Subject: RE: EXSS 
Thanks. Fdday at ~.2:30. 

D,’~or~h S~:roma~, PhD. CLU 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:23 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stromm~, 

I apologize I thougN I ms~nded m your emml last week a~ut my availabili~. I mn available m~me during that time fi~e. I roll be at ~e stadimn N1 day ~ I am 

sure roll Nlow me to leave wheu ueed ~. 

Tha~ yo~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:12 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi I asked you your availability on last Thursday and Friday. How about this Friday between :1.2 and 2? 

9~9.843.033(, 

"Each dag comes bearing ~ts ow~ gifts, U~tie the ribbonsJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, M:32 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I know that your schedule maybe hectic right now with classes just s~ing. Please just let me know when you are available to chat and I will stop by your office. 
Also, the    class has been successfully added to my schedule. 
Thank you, 

Cell: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ _d_ _s_ _t_ Eo_ _#~_ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ ] 
Sent: Monday,              6:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Thanks for your note. My    names have been submkted. The system may take awhile to process. Le(s set a time to chat on Thursday or 

Fdda% What is your avai]abilky? 



"Each day ~omes beati~8 its ew~ 8i~s. U~tie the ribbon, s," ~R.Ann Schaba~ker} 

F~: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Honday, 12:31 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I noticed that the EXSS    class has not been added to my schedule and on Connect Carolina the class location and time says TBA. Has there been a time and 
location set for the first class? 
Thank you, 

Office: 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:58 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

1~9;: EXSS 

Thanks --- you too! 

Debor4~ Strom~.u, Ph.D £:L(,r 

91984.30336 

F~m= ,@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ ~: 52 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
Great~ I will see you then. Enjoy the rest of your week, 
Thank you, 

Cell: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:20 AM 

To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

:t :00+ ;) 

Debor4~ Strom~.u, Ph.D CLL.r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, ii:21 AN 

Subject= RE: EXSS 
Thanks, Friday at 

(}o } 

DS~,x’:6 S~:ror~m~, PhD- 

929 863 0336 

"Eaeh day comes bear{ng its o~n giXs~ Untie the ribbons/’ {R.A~m Scbabacker 

F~m:~ @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:23 A~ 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t: Re: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroma~, 

I apologize I fl~ought I msg)nded 

sure 

Tha~ yore 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 10:12 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(5)unc.edu> wrote: 

t-ti . I asked yeu your availability on last Thursday and Friday. How about this Friday between 12 and 27 



’:Each day comes bearing its own gifts, Untie the ribbons$’ {R,Ann S~habacker} 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I know that your schedule maybe hectic right now with classes just s~[ng. Please just let me know when you are available to chat and I will stop by your office. 
Also, the    class has been successfully added ~ my schedule. 
Thank you, 

Cell: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ . _d_ _s_ _t_ E _o_ _~_ _u_ D_ _c_ ~ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ] 
Sent: Monday,              6:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi      Thanks for your note. My    names have been submiLted. The system may take awhile to process. LeL’s set a thole to chat on Thursday or 

Friday. What ~s your availability? 

Go:, ~ ~,,-Js~ 

9If),84.3 033(, 

"Each day co~es bear[~g its ow~ g~s, U~t~e the ribbon, s," (R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Se~t= Monday, ~2:3~ PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
~ noticed that the EXSS    class has not been added ~ my schedule and on Connect Carolina the class location and time says TBA. Has there been a time and 
location set for the first class? 
Thank you, 

Office: 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 11:59 AM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

IL!:;: Thank you’. 

Letter" and flowers already senL. 

d 

929.d~3.0336 

F~m: Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 11:49 AN 

To: Russell, Kresha 
Ce: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: ~ank you[ 
~’rn sure you dk~ ~ (:ouk~tYt w~t unti~ I go~: home, ~ h~t the bot~:~e at ~:he event, By the way, can we get ~:he addresses of your superv~.:)r~., Br’uce 

CkIRn~RghaR1, and Scott Myers? The Caucus wil~ be sending them a letter’ about your’ exceptbnsl support as wee 

Deb 

Debra B, WatMns 

Associate D~rector for Conference Services 

William and Ma Friday Cent:er for Cortt~rm~ng Educs;t:iot~ 

Campus Box 1020 

University o[: North Carolina st Chape~ 

Chapel ~-{~ft, NC 27599-1020 

watkinsd @email.unc.edu 

telephone: 919-962-.2991 

Fax: 919 952-.2061 

F~m: Russell, Kresha (Carolina Dining Services) [mail~:~RUSSEkk@aux-servJces.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 11:43 AN 

To: Watkins, Debra 

Ce: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Re: ~ank 

Tha~ you for the emml m~d your ldnd woNs. It helps m ~low folks appl~ciate what we do behind fl~e scenes in oNer m make things happen. 

I have to say, once I re~hed home I went straigN to a bone of wine~ 

ThaWs agNn. 

Kresha Russell, Director 
Carolina Catering 

Office: 919-962-0554 

Mobile: 

Em~Jl: karussell(i~m~x- se~xices.unc~edu 

On Aug 30, 2011, at 11:35 AM, "Watldns, Debra" <!E~i__n_~2~_e___n_!_a__i_Lu__Ec_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 

Hi Kresha, 

You’re the woman! Thanks again for saving the Caucus on Friday night! Debby Stroman roll be contacting you as well. 

Debra 

Debra B. Watkins 

Associate Director tbr ContErence Services 

Willimn and Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing Education 

Campus Box 1020 

UniversiU of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
¯ ~v_ ~_tl~ir_~_~)e rn a~l .unc.edu 
Telephone: 919-962-2591 

Fax: 919 962-2061 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 12:09 PM 

Dwight Hollier <dhollier@southe~p~ch.com> 

ILB: Black Athlete Panel - UNC 

Hi Dwight. Yes, Cricket knows and the Nack coaches have been informed too, When Jan and I set the date we worked with Cricket to see about making it a 

"mandatory" event for the Leadership Academy for athletes, :) 

~ hope you are doing well. 

C}o } 

1})<~orah S~:roma~, PhD. CLU 

E:<pic:,re. Engage. En~pc:,wer, 

9i9.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearh~g its own giXs, Untie the ribbons," (R.Am~ Schabacker} 

F~m= Dwight Hollier [mailto:dhollier~southeastpsych.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 30, 202~ ~2:03 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t= Re: Black Athle~ Panel - UNC 

Hello Debby, 

I am loo~ng forward to pa~iciNting in this event. One quick question. Have you reached out to Cricket Lane to get her p~iciNt~on or a,endance? As the Per~n 

responsiNe tbr Life S~lls prog~ming she could ~ ins~mmenmJ in helping to move conver~fion into action. Let me ~ow if~ere is an~lfing I can do leading up to 

tNs event. 

Tha~ yo~ 

DmgN 

Sent tix~m my iPad 

On Aug 29, 2011, at 2:35 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~;nnc.edu> wrote: 

th ~ Hi Charles’ Dwight, Jerry, and LaChina. Thanks again for your pm~dcipation at the event on Monday, September 12 . t lease tD~ to be in town by 4:30 
p.m. so we can take you to dinner prior to onr 6:30 p.m. start. 

I will be in touch shortly with the questions to consider for discussion. The focus is to chat about our careers and experiences in college. We will examine 

the polilics, economics, and legal forces and opportunities that assist with the successful navigation of the Black college athlete experience. We will take 

questions from the ffmdents to ensure their participation and engagement with you. The athletic department is aware of the event and will also encourage 

the stadent athletes to attend. 

Let me know if you have any questions! Thanks. 

HELP’. My computer seems to have lost a few of my phone contacts. ;( Please resend me your mobile number. Thanks. 

debby 

Go ACC, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CL[ ; 
UiN’C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculD, es www~exss.unc~edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 
315 Woollen CB# 8,605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9i%843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

<Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 12:22 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

FW:    ADD 

Please add. Thanks. 

Debor4~ S~:rom~.u, Ph.D C:LE.r 

I{,:pio~:. gn~_?ge~ Empower. 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Tuesday, ~2:22 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE:    ADD 
Th~s needs to go ~:~ Sherry first for adds. ~hanks 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCul~en 

Administr~H:~ve Support: S~eda~st 

Exerdse and Sp.art Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina sL Chape~ I-t~il 

9~9-.962-2022 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Monday, 6:23 PN 
To; NcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject:    ADD 
Impo~ance: High 

I will have him complete an add/drop form too. 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UMC Exercise and Spor~ Science DQ~u 

Sport Administration Facult7 e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordina:or 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Facuh7 Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & SJg=~a Alpha Lambda (Marl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 "VWoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, MC 27599 

919.843,0336 

Twitter dtstromm~ 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be dane," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 12:25 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

1~: Caucus Event at the Chancellors house 

Let’s chat. I don’t think it is appropriate for to take one ot: the slots. 

d 

De~)c~rah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2L.I ~ 

F~m: Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 12:23 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Caucus Event at the Chancellor’s house 

Hi Debby, 

Please add and I to the list. We will be sending our membership dues next week. 

thanks! 

Debra 

Debra B. Watkins 

Associate Director for Conference Services 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Campus Box 1020 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

wa tMnsd@emaH.unc.edu 

Telephone: 919-962-2591 

Fax: 919 962-2061 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 12:25 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Thank you’. 

LoN I will ask her Lo send Lhe other ones. I one already sent one. 

929 84,3 0336 

F~m= Watkins, Debra 
Sent= Tuesday, August 30, 20H ~2:17 PN 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~: Thank 
Debby, 

why don’t you ask Shsndra to cornl~ose this tetter, for your approval, sh~ce she and @ set on the s~deNnes Friday n~hL? 

Debra B. Watk~ns 

Assodate [)kect.ar for C.anference Servk:es 

William and Ida Friday Center for Cof)[:lmJlng Educe@on 

Campus Box 1020 

Universky of North CaroNna at Chapel 

Chapel H~N, NO 27599<[020 

watk~nsd @email.unc.edu 

Telephone: 919-.962-2B9I 

Fa’,<: 919 962-206I 

E~: Russell, Kresha (Carolina Dining Services) [mail~:~RUSSELL@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 30, 2011 12:12 PN 
To= Watkins, Debra 
~c Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bje~t: Re: ~ank you! 

That is most though~l. Tha~ 

Bmcds last nam~ is EcUador. All l~em ca; b~ sent to: 

36 Lcnoir Hull, CB # 1505 

Kresha Russell, Director 

Carolina Catering 

Office: 919-962-0554 

Mobile: 

Email: karussell(a~aux-services.unc.edu 

On Aug 30~ 201 l, at l 1:48 AM "Watldns Debra" <watkm~l£a~email.unc.edu > wrote: 

I%~ sure you did[ I couldn’t wait until I got home, I hit the bottle at the event. By the way, can we get the addresses of your supervisors, Bruce (last 

name?), Bill Cunningham, and Scott Myers? The Caucus win be send~ng them a ~etter about your exceptional support as weN. 

Deb 

{)ebra B< War,tins 

Asoda[:e Dkector for Conference Services 

WilNam and Ida Friday Center for ConLin@ng Education 

Carnpus Box ~020 

Univerity of North CaroNna at Chapel 

ChapeJ HiN, NC 27599-I020 

wa [kinsd @ernail.unc.edu 

Tebphone: 919--962-259~ 

Fax: 919 962-206~ 

F~= Russell, Kresha (Carolina Dining Services) [maJJto:~RUSSELL@aux-services.unc.edu] 
SeBt= Tuesday, August 30, 20H H:43 AN 
Te= Watkins, Debra 
Cc Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t= Re: ~ankyou~ 

Thank you for’fl~e e~ail ~d your kind words. It hdps to kBow INks appreciate what we do b&ind the scenes iB or&r to ~&e thiBgs happen. 

I have to say, once I ~eached home I went straight to a bo~le of wine~ 

Tha~ agan. 

Kresha Russell, Director 
Carolina Catering 

@lice: 919-962-0554 

Mobile: 

Email: km~ ssell(~Da~x- services.unc .edt~ 



On Aug 30, 2011, at 11:35 AM, "Watkins, Debra" <watkin~t@~emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Kresha, 
You’re the woman! Thanks agaAn for saving the Caucus on Friday night! Debby Stro~n~ roll be contacting you as well. 
Debra 
Debra B. Watldns 
Associate Director for Conference Services 
William mad Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Campus Box 1020 
Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
walkin~t(~benmil, m~c,edu 
Telephone: 919-962-2591 
Fax: 919 962-2061 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 12:29 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Thank you’. 

I did send one to a supervisor and made a calL.thanks for your effort to make sure we recognize. 

Go } 

Debord~ 8tromg, u, Ph.D C:LL,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 20~ ~2:28 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: ~ank you[ 
make sure she runs the ]el:ters by pau. knew you sent one to Kresha, but: her supervisors need to know as well ~ pushing for her i~dvi~ncement w~thk~ [he dept or 

UNC 

Debra B. Watkb~s 

Assodate D~rector for Conference Services 

WiH~am i~nd hffi~ Friday Cent:er h:~r Contku.fing Educat:~on 

Ci~mpus Bo’,< 1020 

University o[ North Carolina sL Chape~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599d020 

watMnsd @email.unc.edu 

Telephone: 919-962-259t 

Fax: 919 962-.2061 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, August 30, 20M ~2:25 PM 
To= Watkins, Debra 
Subject= RE: ~ank you~ 
[oL I will ask her to send the other ones. ~ one akeadysent one. 

(3o } 

De~)c~rah Stroman, P}~ D. (2L,I ~ 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 20~ ~2:~7 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjett: N: Thank you[ 
Debby, 

why don’t you ask Shandra to compose this ~etteL for your approval, s~nce she and OJ se~ on the s~de~nes Friday night? 

Deb 

Debra B. W~H:kk~s 

Associate D[rec:[:or [or Conference ServR:es 

WHl[am and Ma Friday Cen~er for Continuing Education 

Campus Box 1020 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-1020 

watMnsd ~gemail.unc.edu 

?eleph.ane: 919-962-.2591 

Fax: 9Z9 962-.206~ 

F~m~ Russell, Kresha (Carolina D~ning Services) [mailto:~RUSSELL~aux-serv~ces.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 30, 20M 12:12 PN 

T~ Watkins, Debra 
~e~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sub]e~t~ Re: ~ank you~ 

That is mos~ though~L ThaNe 

Brace’s las~ name is Ecl~eder. All le,e~ ca~ be seut to: 

36 Lenoir Hall, CB # 1505 

Kresha Russell, Director 
Carolina Catering 

Orifice: 919-962-0554 
Mobile: 

Em~Jl: karussell(/~aux- services.unc.edu 

On Aug 30, 2011, at 11:48 AM, "Watkms, Debra" <watkin~t(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cm sure you did! 1 couldn’t wait until I got home, I hit the bottle at the event By the way, can we get the addresses of your supervisors, Bruce (last 

name?), Bill Cunningham, and Scott Myers’? The Caucus will be sendh]g them a ~etter about your except~ona~ support as weH~ 

Deb 



Debra B. Watldns 

Associs [e Director for Conference Services 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Campus Box 1020 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-.I020 

watkinsdpema~l.unc.edu 

Telephone: 919--952-2591 

lax: 9:[9 962-206~ 

~m: Russell, Kresha (Carolina Dining Services) [ma~l~:KARUSSELL@aux-se~ices.unc.edu] 
$ent: Tuesday, August 30, 20~ ~$:43 AN 

Te= Watkins, Debra 
Ce= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bjeet: Re: ~ankyou~ 

Thank you for fire email and your kind words. It helps to know lblks appreciate what we do behind the scenes in order to m~e things happen. 

I hmze to say, once I reached home I went straight to a bottle of wine~ 

Than~ agafin. 

Kresha Russell, Director 

Caxolina Catering 

Office: 919-962-0554 

Mobile: 

Email: km~ ssell(~a~x- services.uuc .edt~ 

On Aug 30, 2011, at 11:35 AM, "Watkins, Debra" <watkdnsd({~email.uuc.edt~> wrote: 

Hi Kresha, 
You’re the woman! Thanks again for saving the Caucus on Friday night! Debby Stro~n~zi roll be contacting you as well. 

Debra 

Debra B. Watldns 

Associate Director for Conference Services 

William mad Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Campus Box 1020 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

watkin~t(a)email, unc.edu 

Telephone: 919-962-2591 

Fax: 919 962-2061 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 12:42 PM 

holden@unc.edu 

Kirby, Brenda W <brenda kirby@unc.edu> 

Caucus 

Hi Holden. The "Welcome Back" Social went very well. Special Thanks to provost Carney and Coach Withers for speaking. We had a few Deans in 
attendance too, 

Save the date?! I would like to hold our "State of the U" meeting with you again on January ~lOth at ~A_:30 a.m. Let me know if there is a better date that 

month. 

In light of the football situation, I am discussing the image of Black students and Black faculty at UNC with some concerned persons. Let me know if you 

want to chat about this perception. 

Hope all is well for you. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculb" e3 www.exss.~mc.edu 

EXSS Aca&mic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black C~ucus 

Advisou~" Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma ?alpha L~mbda (Mad Leadership & } tonors Orgm~ization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstrornan 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 12:46 PM 

@live.~mc.edu-~ 

1~I:;: EXSS SBJ Weekly Drill Question 

Hi Please read the introduction on the Sakai site t:or WD. They are optional and due the t:oflowing week. 

Thanks. 

De~)orah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

F~: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:~2 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS SBJ Weekly Drill Question 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
My name is i and rm in your MWF EXSS- class at 2~:OOam. I have a question regarding the SB] weekly drill that you posted on sakai. Is the weekly drill 
something ~ help guide us through our reading of the SB3 or is it the e~ra credit you mentioned to us in class on the first day? I saw a bonus question on ib but I guess rm 
just confused as to whether we complete it for our own benefit or should have it completed by a ce~in day so we can participate be~er in class discussions? Thank you for 
your time and help! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

I~E: Sigma Alpha La~flxta Information-IMPORTANT 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:03 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Sigma Alpha Lambda Information-INPORTANT 

Hi, 
I hope your classes have been going well{ I’m re-registering the organization online and in order to do so, I need to enter your ONYEN and PID. The instructions said that 
shouldn’~ be a problem for the advisor to give them, since I wouldn’~ have your passwords or access to any of your information. If you could ge~ back to me with those two 
things that would be great{ 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:26 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

1~: Exss 

2:30 tomorrow at Steele GO 15D? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: RI~: Exss 

@email.unc.edu] 
12:53 PM 

I have class till l 1:50 on wednesday, so any time after that I could be 

free to meet with you. 

Thank you 

On Mon, 

wrote: 

> tli 

18:59:52 +0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> 

Yes, your experience with softball will qualify for EXSS 

Please schedule an appointment with me this week. 

I teach MWF at 11:00. How is your schedule on Wednesday afternoon? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah S[roman, Phi). CLU 
Explore. Engage Empower. 
919843.0336 
"Each day- coraes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frora: ~cmail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss 

Professor Stroman, 
My name is , I was hoping to be able to take your Exss 
class to get the last hour I need for graduation. I just finished tW 
eligibility playing softball and am currently- the student assistant coach 
for the team. I am a sports adrain raajor and was hoping I could use this 

in 
your field experience in sport class. The work I am doing with the team 
ranges from on the field and off. If you could let me know if this would 

be 
soraething I could do that would be great. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:30 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2121974 

TIN now-.. ;) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~<mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:21 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2121974 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

Here is the email that the tech people sent me about my sakai issue I 

apologize for the hassle :/ 

Let me kno*v if there is anything I can do. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ~?)unc edu> 
[)ate: [\/Ion,              at 4:12 PM 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2121974 
To:         ~gmail corn 

C]ient Information 

Affiliation:, Department: 
Phone:             and Email:         ~gmail.com 
Short Description: Sk 08 Assignment & Assessment 

Email Text : 

Thartks for letting us know- about this. Did you upload each document 
individually or select both of thenr at the sanre time and then choose 
upload-submit? Since that particular assignment isn’t set up to allow 
resubmissions, you may xvant to explain the situation to your 
instructor they can change that setting to allow you to upload another 
docmnent. 

Let me know how you tried uploading those files and if there is 
anything else I can do to help 

UNC Sakai Support 

@enraihunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:30 PM 

@ive.unc.edu> 

ILE: Resume and Cover Letter 

Tly now-.. ;) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @hve.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: Resume and Cover Letter 

Hello Dr Stroman, 
I tried to submit two separate documents under the resume and cover letter assignment and I was only able to upload one So I have attached both in this email. If you would rather I print 
them and hand them m just let me know I will be sure to write them in the same document next time. 
Sorry for the inconvenience, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:42 PM 

@live.uuc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS - Assignment Due 

Thanks for sharing! The issue is very challenging. Many student athletes deserve more than the scholarship in my opinion. ~ appredate your parLicipat~on b~ class. ;) 

Dr, Stroman 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: blive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:03 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS - Assignment Due 

From: dstro@unc,edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:58 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Assignment Due 

Dr. Slmman 

Sorry. it was so late. I thought it was too late to turn in the assigulnent uutil one of my classmates/te~anmates told me we could elnail you our assignmem. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, ~ 2:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

I~E: C~xeer Guidance question 

Hi    Thanks for your note. Yes UNC life goes by fast._how about chatti[~g after class on next Friday Sept. 9ti~? 

D~’, S[nN~lan 

9i9.843.033& 

"Each day canes bearh~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbonsY (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:47 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Career Guidance question 

Dr. Stroman, 
Good evening, my name is and I am currently enrolled in your    class and have thus far, throughly enjoyed it. I am writing ~ you in search Br some help. I am 

li~e behind when it comes ~ ~arching for jobs. I was hoping ~ have ~e oppo~uni~ to set-up a time ~at I could speak wi~ you about the prospecN of graduate school and 
or some general advice that you may have regarding the entry-level job market. ~e realization that I maybe on my own ne~ year and I really need to get in-gear. You seem 
to be very knowledgeable about how this indust~ works and I do have ce~ain career goals that I feel you maybe able to assist with. Is there a time that you would be free in 
which I maybe able to ask you some questions? I know you are busy and my schedule is fairly fl~ible buy Mondays and Wednesdays work best for myself. Thank you so much 
for your time and I am looking fo~ard to hearing back from you. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

l~E: Welcome to UNC! 

Hi        . Thursday, Sept. 8 aL 11:30 

My office is Woollen 315. 

Deborah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2L.I ~ 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:53 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Welcome ~ UNC[ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much for the very warm welcome! I am so excited to finally be here! 
I have class Monday from 9-9:30 and 12-12:50, and Thursday from 8-20:45 and 2-3:15. Just name a time and a place and I will be there! 
So looking forward to meeting you! And please excuse all the exclamation points :) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: Welcome to UNC! 

Hi        . As your C-Step mentor, I am writing to extend warm greetings to Chapel Hill. As a transfer student, there is lots to do and learn so pace 

yourself. I am a resource for you, so please communicate early and often!! 

Let’s try to get together next week, if possible. I teach MWF at 11:00. My preference is Monday or Thursday. Let me know your availability. 

I look forward to meeting you! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spot[ Science DQ~u 

Spot, Administration FaculV e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Spor~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Chub & Sig~a Alpha Lambda (Marl Leadership & Honors Organiza~inn) 

315 \Voollen CBf4’ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: possible enrolhnent 

Thanks for your writing. I enjoyed reading ?’our cormnents. Yes, the NCAA is a rather interesting organization and their mission is oJ:’ten clouded by the commercial and economic objective 

;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ama Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:18 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: possible enrollment 

Eli MS Stroman, attached is my NCAA amateurism response. [ think this is the first time in my life that I could honestly say i wish the word count wasn’t so low, i could go on and on with my 
response Also i meant to ask you in your office today about the current event but i was in such a rush to get back to baseball it slipped my mind. What chapter does the current event have 
to pertain to? Thank you :[’or your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 3:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Resume and Cover Letter 

Great! ;) 

Thanks for ?’our patience. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~llve. unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: Re: Resume and Cover Letter 

Thank you so much! I was able to delete the old submitted assignment and upload the new one. I put both the cover letter and resume in the same file to avoid confusion! 
Thanks again and have a wonderful day! 

On ¯ , at 2:29 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> Try now. ;) 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Phi). CLU 
> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 919843.0336 
> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (RAnn Schabacker 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~a)live uric edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 11:58 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Resume and Cover Letter 
> 

> Hello Dr. Stroman, 
> I tried to submit two separate documents under the restune and cover letter assignment and I was only able to upload one. So I have attached both in this email. Kyou would rather I print 
them and hand them in just let me l~ow. I will be sure to write them in the same document next time. 
> Sorry for the inconvenience, 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:42 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Oept:. 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www~exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair. Carolm a Black Caucus 

Advisor~ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~a .~pha L~mbda (Natl Leadership & Honors Org~ntzation) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can ~t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:33 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADD 

2 

Go } h’eJs, 

D~borah 8t:rom~,u Ph.D CLr.,r 

Explore:, Engage~ Empower, 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent= Tuesday, August 30, 2011 4:32 PN 

T~= Stroman, Deborah L 

How m~y credits 

E~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~t= Tuesday, August 30, 2011 3:42 PM 
T~= Salyer, Sherry L 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and SporcScience 

Sport Admmis~adon FaculLT e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Spor~ Research Institute 

FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 "VWoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843,0336 

Twitter dtstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean thor it can’t be done," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 7:57 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS    lab 

Thursday at 11:30? 

Woollen 315 Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ff~email.unc, ed~4] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:47 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS    lab 

Dr. Stroman 

IIi Dr. Stroman, my availabilib’ tomorrow (Wednesday) is from 10-10:50 and anytime after 12 and Thursday from 8:30-12:00 this week. ’]?hanks and I hope you are doing well 

On , at 5:52 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> Hi 
and with companies in the Triangle. 
> 

> What is your availability on Wednesday or Thursday? I teach ]VPWF at 11:00. 
> 

> I)r Stroman 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~,email.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 1:14 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: EXSS lab 
> 

> Hello Dr. Stromart 
> 

> 

> I am and am a Sport A&nin major. The reason for this email is to ask about your EXSS 
any itffonnation you can provide and I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

Let’s set a t~me to meet this week to discuss EXSS The course is designed to give academic credit for an internship. We have students working in the athletic department 

lab and how- it works. I have taken EXSS Thap2K you for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 7:59 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Exss 

C’ya then[ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: RI4: Exss 

~email.unc.edu] 
5:31 PM 

Yah thats perfect See you tomorrow at 2:30. 

On Tue, 18:25:31 q 0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> 2:30 tomorrow at Steele G015D? 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
> E×plore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> "Each day comes bearing its own giRs. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Ori;ina[ Message ..... 

> From @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday-, 12:53 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: RE: Exss 
> 

> 

> Professor Stroman, 
> I have class till 11:50 on wednesday, so any time after that I could be 
> free to meet with you. 
> 

> That~ you 
> 

> 

> On Mon, 
> wrote: 
>> Hi 

>> Please schedule an appointment with me this week. 
>> 

>> I teach MWF at 11:00. How is your schedule on Wednesday afternoon? 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm 
>> Schabacker) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original 2vlessage ..... 
>> From: @email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 12:37 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Subject: Exss 
>> 

>> 

>> Professor Stroman, 
>> \~z name is I was hoping to be able to take your Exss 
>> class to get the last hour I need for graduation. I just finished my 
>> eligibility playing and am currently the student assistant 
coach 
>> for the team I am a sports admin major and was hoping I could use this 

18:59:52 +0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@~mc.edu> 

Yes, your experience witt: will qualify for EXSS 



> in 
>> your field experience in sport class. ’]?he work I am doing with the team 
>> ranges from on the field and of 1! If you could let me know if this would 
> be 
>> something I could do that would be great 
>> 

>> Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 8:00 PM 

[INC Latina/o Studies<unc~progr~m in latina o studie@list~rv.unc.edu> 

ILE: [unc progr~zn in latina o studies] Scholars Latino Initiative announcement 

Great program! 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbons~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Naria DeGuzman [mailto:~ @ea~hlink, net] 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:26 PN 

To: UNC Latina!o Studies 

@gmail.com; 

~u~j~t~ [unc_program in ~atina o studies] Scholars Latino Initiative announcement 

~hange a life. Become a ~holars’ Latino Initiatiw mentor. 
Interested in Latino/a issues~ education~ or want to be involved in a rewarding mentor relationship? If ~o, the ~oholam’ Latino Inifiafiw i~ ao~eptin~ appli~ation~ 

from UN~H ~ophomore~ to e~tabli~h a three-year mentorin~ relation~hip~ with Latinalo high ~ohool ~ophomore~. Our ~oal i~ ~o provide our Latina/o men~ee~ wi~h the 

oppo~unity to better prepare for and undemtand the oolle~e applioafion pmoe~s. Our program ~iws eaoh mentor the time and oppo~uni~y ~o b@ld a rioh and ~warding 

experienoe, not just wffh the mentee~ but with other mentors and mentees a~ well. 

*A Latinaio backgrotmd, fk~ency in Spanish and/or a specific major is no~ req@red to be a rnentot, 

For more information, visit cgi.unc.edu/sli, whete applications ate available. 

ALL APPLICATIONS & RESUMES MUST BE RECEIVED BY ~}}__!A~__~_c_=f~.~{E_n_!~!!_=9__o__9_:~_ by 5 pm on Wednesday, 

You are currently subscribed "to unc~program in latina o studies as: dstroman(i~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: _l!t__t_p:/’/lists.unc.edu/u?id~1724563.84e5fl?48e8d19cfeb3188553ca94cfld&n T&I unc .R~?g.~A.~.1...i.!)....~.~t.i..r.~£.£...s.t...~..~.~.i..e..%.&.~.R~.2..7...7.)2~.~. 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29773968-41724563.84e5f048e8d19cfeb3~8553ca94cfld(r%listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 8:15 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <sa]yer@email.uuc.edu> 

Do I need to do anything? 

Go } 

9".,: 984,30336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts° Untie the ribbons°" {R,Ann Schabacker} 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent= Tuesday, 4-:45 PM 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 
Actually just found out that the Reg office has extended the deadline for on-line adds. We can do in on-line 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2:11 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 9!9-962-0489 

Assistant Dean (on leave for Spring 2011 semester) 

The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

CB# 31:10,2017D Steele Building 

919-962-3407 

Spring 2011 Advising Hours: 

Fetzer Hall Advising hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15; Wednesdays 10:00-10:45 and 1:30-3:00 

Steele Building Advising Hours: 

(on leave for Spring 2011 semester) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 8:15 PM 

Salyer, Shero’ L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS    ADD 

I atre~dy sent this add to Ashley and she said to send it to you.;( 

929 84,3 0336 

F~m= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:36 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: E~S    ADD 

H~ve asked ~sh~ey to check qu~Nfk:at}ons. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:33 PN 
To= SaWyer, Sherry L 
Subject= RE: E~S    ADD 

2 

12)ebora[~ S~:romaN, Ph£). CLU 

9i9.843.0336 

F~m= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent-" Tuesday, 4:32 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: E~S ADD 
How many 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:42 PN 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= EXSS    ADD 

w}ll tl~lVe to c.:_~fT~e see me t}ow and get ~t} add form--t:he elect:tonic de~dline wi~s yest:erd~lv, P~per tmw, 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science D~p~ 

Sport AdmhisLration Facuhy e~ p_f~_i?v__:_e_~:s_~;_:t_Ln__£:~__~_]~ 

ENSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolh~a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, (7arolh~a Sports Bushaess (Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nail Leadership & Honors Organization) 

3IS \Voollen CB# 8605 

(Chapel Hill, NC 27S99 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 8:30 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

FW: CBC Welcome Back Social 

;) 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Gil, Karen N 
Sent: Tuesday, ~1:37 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC Welcome Back Social 

Great recept~o~ --- your comments were terrific. Thank you agN~ for the card and pen, ~ appreciate ~t~ 

Best, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College ,a[ Arts anO $,.’:iences 

Lee G. Pedersen Disth~guished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

Universk~ of North Carolina at Chapel H~ 

£hapel H~II, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-H.65 

919-962-.2408 fax 

kgd~}emad.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 6:47 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC Welcome Back Social 
Importance: High 

The Carolina Black Caucus hosts its second annual "Welcome Back Social" that will be open to all Black employees and special guests. RSVP required. 

Details forthcoming. Please send note to cbcinfo@unc.edu if you know of a new Black hire(s) in your department since May. We wish to warmly welcome 

them to the campus, Thanks! 

Save-the-date! Friday, - 5:00 p.m. 
Where: The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Go t tools, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and SporcScience 

Sport Administration Facuky e~ ~;~vw.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chak, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB~,’ 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843D336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 8:36 PM 

Morris)n, Mosi Adesina <i[htuNi@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~g: CBC - Thank YOU’. 

Thank YOU! We still need to chat before the semester is over’. 

debbv 

De~)orah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

"Each day comes bearh~g its own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: Morrison, Mosi Adesina 
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 201~ 8:35 PN 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC - Thank YOU[ 

Thm~s for the invitaflon~ 

Mosi 

Mosi Ifatunji, Ph.D. 
Postdoctoral Research Fellow 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Department of Sociology and 
Carolina Population Center 
155 Hamilton Hall, CB#3210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
Office: (919) 843-6466 
Fax: (919) 962-7568 
Cell/text: 
Email: ifatunji@unc.edu 
Twitter: @ifatunji 
Web: ._h__~ _p__;!!___s___o____c_LoJ___o__gy;__u____n___c__;___e___d____u__L 
http://www.cpc.unc.edu/ 
http:i/www]fatunji.com/ 

"Power concedes nothing without a demand." 
- Frederick Douglass, 1857 
On Aug 30, 2011, at 8:28 PIVI, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thank you so much for your attendance/RSVP at the Carolina Black Caucus "Welcome Back" Social. The evening was full of smiles and connections. A 

very sincere "thank you" to Dean Karen Gil, Provost Bruce Carney, and Coach Everett Withers for your continued support and kindness. 

Attached find a Caucus brief note on our next meeting and calendar. Please join, if you haven’t already, and feel free to share our information with 

associates. 

We wish you a great year and continued success! 

The CBC Leadership Team 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

<CBC Communications 8.30.11 .pdf> 
<imageOO:l.jpg> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 8:42 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: Resume Cover Page 

Hi. The cover’ letter should be written as if you were writing to a real employer t:or a job. Not someone at UNC who knows about PIDs. ;) 

Dr, Stroman 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own g~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:38 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Resume Cover Page 
Hey Professor Stroman, 

I was wondering if on the cover page of our resume you just wanted it the same as if we were writing a paper... As in do you want our name, PID, date, etc.? Or is it 
something else to go along with the resume? I apologize if you already mentioned this in class. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 8:43 PM 

Elizabeth Towe <etowe@balanced- movement.com> 

1),22:            internship 

Hi ENzabeth. I left you a message yesterday. I will try again Wednesday. Thanks. 

919 84,3 0336 

F~m= Elizabeth Towe [mailto:etowe@balanced-movement.com] 
Sent; Friday, 4:06 PN 
Te; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: internship 
hi Dr. Stroman- 
I should have given you my mobile # in the 1st email. Feel free to call anytime. I will pick up if I am available. 
I sat down with to fill oul £apeRqork for the internship and we both still had questions. So hopefully she can work it out and we will get £apeRqork to you next week. 

thx 
ET 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:36 PM 
To; Elizabeth Towe 
Subject: RE: internship 

Hi Elizabet:h Let’s chat: By phone. Thanl<s. internship is urdqu~:_~ and ~ want to rnake sure that both she and Vot~ have a w~luaBle ex :~edence. 

I wilt try to csll you her:ore Frldsy, 

Dr, Strornan 

Deboc:~lrt Stc,)man, P[}-D. CLI: J 

~) [9.863.0336 

F~m: Elizabeth Towe [mailto:etowe@balanced-movementcom] 
Sent; Monday, ~2:52 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: in~rnship 
Dr ~ troman~ 
I just wanted to tou~h base with you regarding, the student who will be sta~ing her internship to fulfill her experiential education requirement with us on 
Wednesday 
~he brought some papeff~ork in for u~ to fill out today and di~us~ whal ~he will do while ~he i~ here. I have had students form Alain Aguilar% Fitness Professional tm~k but 
this will be our fir~l from I want ~o be sure that we are all on the ~ame page~      has ~hosen to ~ome here because she hopes to go into 
after undergraduate so this will give her some experienae with that field. 
What are your expe~tation~ from her during her ~eme~ter with u~? I want to be ~ure that ~he get~ the be~t experience possible but want to be ~ure that we are all alear with 
what proje~t~, assignment et~ that will be expelled. ~11 ~he do an end-of-~emester presentation or journal (some kind of documentation to show the experience)? 
I am looking at her aourse timeline & learning agreement now. We will have this filled out and baak to you this week with her goals. Is there anything else you would like to 
add? 
Thank~ for your time-and I hope to meet you at ~ome point thi~ ~eme~ter. 
ET 

Elizabeth Towe 

Balanced M overnenl Studio, O wner 

919.942.0240 

www .balanced-rn overn ent.co m 

el0we@ balanced-movement,corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 8:48 PM 

Mom~m, Mosi Adesina <i~htu@@email.unc.edu~~ 

I~E: CBC - Thank YOU’. 

Sounds good. Let’s meet i~ front of Lenoir. We can confirm that week. Thanks. 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes Bearing ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbons~" 

F~m= Norrison, Nosi Adesina 
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 8:38 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC - Thank YOU! 

Yes indeed~ 

How about at noon on September 23rd? 

Mosi 

On Aug 30, 2@1, at 8:35 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thank YOU! We still need to chat before the semester is over, Lol 

debby 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Norrison, Nosi Adesina 
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 8:35 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC - Thank YOU[ 

Th~s for the invitafion~ 

Mosi 

Mosi Ifatunji, Ph.D. 
Postdoctoral Research Fellow 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Department of Sociology and 
Carolina Population Center 
155 Hamilton Hall, CB#3210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 

Office: (919) 843-6466 
Fax: (919) 962-7568 
Cell/text: 
Email: ifatunji@unc.edu 
Twitter: @ifatunji 
Web: __h__~R:__i__i__s____o___c__Lo__[gg_y_.___u___n____c__.___e____d___u___/_ 
http :i/www.cpc,unc.edu/ 
http :iiwww.ifatu nji.co mi 

"Power concedes nothing without a demand." 
- Frederick Douglass, 1857 
On Aug 30, 2011, at 8:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thank you so much for your attendance/RSVP at the Carolina Black Caucus "Welcome Back" Social. The evening was full of smiles and connections. A 

very sincere "thank you" to Dean Karen Gil, Provost Bruce Carney, and Coach Everett Withers for your continued support and kindness. 

Attached find a Caucus brief note on our next meeting and calendar. Please join, if you haven’t already, and feel free to share our information with 

associates. 

We wish you a great year and continued success! 

The CBC Leadership Team 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 



Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

<CBC Communications 8.30.11 .pdf> 
<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 9:15 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS    ADD 

Okay. Thanks. 

Go } 

D~bora[~ St:rom~.u Ph.D CL(.r 

929 84.3 0336 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 

Sent= Tuesday, 9:15 PN 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:15 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 
I already sent this add to Ashley and she said to send it to you.~( 

12),-:bora[~ S~:rol:t]aN, Ph£). CLU 

9i9.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing Rs own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

~m: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Tuesday, ,4:36 PM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bjeet: RE: E~S    ADD 
Have asked Ashley to check qualifications, 

~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
SomE: Tuesday, 4:33 PM 
T~: Salyer, Sherry L 
S~bjeet: RE: E~S    ADD 

gxpiore. Engage. Empow,’r. 

9 [9.863.0336 

"Each day comes bea~igg i*s own gills, Un~:{e the ribbons," [g,Ann 5chabacker} 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
~ent: Tuesday, 4:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: E~S ADD 
How many credits 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
~eBt: Tuesday, 3:42 PM 
T~: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

wilt have to come see me now ar’~d get an add forrn----.the electronic deadline was yesterday. Paper now. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science De-pc 

Sport Administxation FaculV es www.exss.unc.edu 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~&:oollen CB,~/ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 10:45 AM 

LaChina Robinson < @gnmJl.com> 

17£: Black Athlete Panel - UNC 

Thanks so much! 

d 

Deboral~ S~:romsu, Ph.D CL(,r 

Expior~:, Engage, Empower, 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= LaChina Robinson [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 3~, 20~ ~0:~4 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Black Athlete Panel - UNC 

On Wed, Aug 31,2011 at 10:13 AM, LaChina Robinson < 2bgmail.com> wrote: 

Looking forward t"o it! 

LaChina 

On Mon, Aug 29, 2011 at 2:35 PM, Stro~nan, Deborah L <_qt_._s_t_!~@__u__r!_c_:__e__d_g.> wrote: 
th Hi Charles, Dwight, Jerry, and LaChina. Thanks again for your participation at the event on Monday, September 12 . Please tl7 to be in town by 4:30 p.m. so we can 

take you to dinner prior to our 6:30 p.m. start. 

I roll be in touch shortly ruth the questions to consider for discussion. The focus is to chat about our careers and experiences in college. We will examine the politics, 

economics, m~d legal forces and opportanities that assist ruth the successthl navigation of the Black college athlete experience. We roll take questions fi~om the sludents 

to ensure their paxticipation and engagement ruth you. The athletic department is awaze of the event and roll al.~) encourage the student athletes to attend. 

Let me know if you have m~y questions! Thanks. 

tIELP! My computer ,seems m have lost a t~w of my phone contacts. ;( Please resend me your mobile number. Thanks. 

debby 

Go ACC, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculbi e~ www.exss.~mc.edu 

EX~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisozy¢ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel H~I, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 ................................ 

Twitter &stroman 

"dust because ff hash ’t been done - doesn ~t mean that it can’t be done. " 

d~OfPresident of Stretch Beyond LLd 

@gm~Ecom 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:45 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

PJ~:    ADD 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:00 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~:    ADD 

[{y, erc~se ~md Sp.art ~dence 

University o[: North Carolina sL Chape~ I-till 

9~9-.9~2-2022 

F~m: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent= Wednesday, 9:56 AN 
To: NcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: RE: ADD 
Yes, please 

E~= NcCullen, Ashley D 
SeBt= Wednesday, 8:$6 AN 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
$~bje~t= RE:    ADD 

He does, w.a@d you ~ike for me to add h~rn? 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCuHen 

Administrative Support Speda~st 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

Univeritv o[ North Carolina s~: Chapel I-t~H 

919-.962- 2022 

F~m= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:40 PN 
To= McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: N:    ADD 

Co@d you check to see if he qualifies? 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:22 PN 
Te: Salyer, Sherry L 

Subject: ~:    ADD 

Please add. Thanks. 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:22 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE:    ADD 

Th~s needs to go to Sherry [:~rsL for adds~ Thanks. 

--Ashley 

Ashley McCuHen 

Adrn~nisLrat~ve St~pport 5pedahst 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

Universky of NorLh Carolina at Chapel 

919-962-.2022 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 6:23 PN 
To= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject:    ADD 
~mpo~ance: High 



I will have him complete an add/drop form too. 

Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facuhy es ~_v_?y__£~:s_~;_:t_Ln__£:_e_~_!~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolhla Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolhla Sports Busi~ess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

3IS \Voollen CB# 860S 

Chapel H~, NC 27S99 

919.&t-3.0336 

Twilter drslroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 10:46 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADD 

2 

Go } h’eJs, 

D~borah 8t:rom~.~ Ph.D CLC.r 

9~9 84.3 0336 

F~m= HcCullen, Ashley D 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:00 AN 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: N: EXSS    ADD 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 

University o~: North Carolina ~ Chape~ 

9~9-.962-2022 

~ Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent~ Wednesday, 9:56 
T~ HcCullen, Ashley D 

~b~e~ RE: E~S    ADD 
Yes., pier, so 

F~m= HcCullen, AsNey D 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:17 AN 
To= Salyer, Sherry k 
Subject: RE: E~S    ADD 

-A~hley 

Ashley McCuHen 

Administrative Support Speda{~s~ 

Exerd~e and Sport Sdence 

Univeritv o~ North (:~rol~rH~ ~H: (:hape] 

919-,962- 2022 

F~m= Salyer, Sherry L 
Se.t= Tuesday, 4:35 PM 
T~= HcCullen, Ashley D 
S~bje~t= ~: EXSS ADD 

Co@d you check to see if she 

~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
SeBt= Tuesday, 3:42 
T~= Salyer, Sherry L 
$~bjeet= EXSS    ADD 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science DQ, c 

SporL Admhisrracion FaculLT es ~vw.exss.unc.e~u 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (7hair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Busirtess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, 11:56 AM 

Oldham, Samantha <sloldham@email.unc.edu~~ 

1~I:;: 1:00 Advising Appt. 

Okay. Thanks. C’ya soon! 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Oldham, Samantha 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:14 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 2:00 Advising Appt 

Hi Debbie, 

Your l:00 Advising Appt just came 

let you know! 

Sam antha O ldh am 

Administrative Support Assistant 

University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Advising, Steele Building 

(9~9) s43-sg07 

, and she has to cancel today due to a class scheduling issue. She said she would try to reschedule. Just wanted to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:59 PM 

@em~l.unc.edu 

ILE: Resume/Cover Letter 

Received. Thanks’. 
Dr. Stroman 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstrornan 

http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn °t mean that it can °t be dane. 

From: @email.unc.edu ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              12:43 PM 
Subject: Resume/Cover Le~er 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 
Hem is my Resume and Cover Letter, 

Resume cover letter.docx 
RESUME FOR PORTFOLIO.rtf 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Caroliua at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS            .. 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~: EXSS - Assignment Due 

process for everyone. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel ttfll, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"I~witt:er clrst:roman 

h~p://exss.m~c.edti 

Other students had this problem and on their second attempt it worked. I will accept this submission but continue to tt~ again. I kno~v it is a learning 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :L2:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS - Assignment Due 

Hi Professor, 

Because ~ already submitted with resume without the cover letter sakai will not let me add another attachment for that assignment so ~ have attached it here. I hope you will 
accept this and ~ thank you for your understanding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:34 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Resume mid cover letter 

Received TW using Sakai next time Keep practicing! ;) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.8430336 
Twitter - drstroman 
http ://exss.unc edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:30 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Resume and cover letter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:34 PM 

~email.~mc.edu> 

I~E: (no subject) 

Received . Try using Sakai next time. Keep practicing! ;) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.8430336 
Twitter - drstroman 
http ://exss.unc edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: @email]unc]edu] 
Sent: Wednesday: 1:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: (no subject) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 2:08 PM 

~em~l.unc.edu 

ILS: Cover Letter & Resume 

Received. Thales for the submission. Tly using Sakai so you can get familiar with the system 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919843.0336 
Twitter - drstroman 
http ://exss unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: @email unc.edu @email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                1:45 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: Cover Letter & Resume 

(;over I.etter & Resume 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 31, 2011 2:10 PM 

Antoinette Lecky < @gmail.com> 

ILE: Available Opportunities 

Tf La2"q K YOU! 

Dr. Stroman 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
]’witter drstrornan 

http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hosn’t been done -- doesn °t mean that it can °t be dane. 

From: Antoinette Lecky I            ’@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 1:23 PM 

To-" Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject: Available Opportunities 

Hi Dr. Stmman!’. ! 

Yes, I made it to Orlando alive and well, and am settling in just fine. We actually leave for New Orleans on Sunday with Hope for Stanley Alliance, an organization 

tbunded by Dr. Lapchick that gives people in sports the opportunity to give back to the New Orleans communi~. So I’ll definitely be sure to send you pictures of the 

houses I help to build. 

I’ve been made aware of some unique opportunilies that students in the Club and in the major should definitely apply tbr and take advantage of: 

1 .espnW: Women ~ Sports Smnmit Contest a summit for individuals passionate about advancing women and tim sport co,nmunity. Application clue 9/5 

http://espnwsummitcom/brightspotcreative/index.php~contest 
2. NASCAR’s Diversity Mentorship progra~; a program designed for minority s~dents to be partnered ruth a NASCAR rep to get reaJ-life experience at a track. 
Application due ASAP as first mentorship weekend is Sep 3 

http://uascar.teamworkonline.com/temnwork,j obs/iobs.cfm/Intemship?supca> 1401 

3. NASCAR Kinetics: Marketing in Motion (Case Stud~v Competition); allows students to become brand ambassadors for NASCAR. Since Charlotte is tim 

hometown of NASCAR, more than one North Caroliua ~hool should be pexficipating in this, so perhaps you help jumpstart this. 
attheb~ttom~fhttp://nascar.teamw~rk~nline.c~m/teamw~rk/i~b~‘j~bs.cfm/Intemship?supcat 1401 

4. Sports Management Intern for Charlotte Regional Sports Commission; targeted tbr individuals who already hold Sports degrees 

http://www.sportscommissions.otg/NewgIntemship-Intbnnation.aspx?job id 173 

I hope ever3@ing is well with you all in Chapel Hill, send my love to evmyone. I’ll be in touch soon. 

Dove Love, 

M. Antoinette Lecky- 

DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program 

MSBM/MBA Candidate 13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 4:03 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel t ti11, NC 27599 
919.84-3.0336 
Twitter drst:roman 

http://exss.mlc.edti 

Don’t give up. ;) Ite can be VERY hard to catch. I wvill tell him you have been trying and see ifI can get a time/date for you to meet him in his 

°’dust because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From-" ~live,unc,edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 3:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

Dr Stroman, 
I’ve been having tmuNe contacting Coach Berry. I’ve caJled his 
Office throe times and left a message once and still haven’t heaacd anything back. Is them another way to get ahold of him? 
Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 5:44 PM, Str(man, Deborah L --dstro,?~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Dr. Padua asked that you see him to discuss your situation, 

Thanks. 

E~pl,)ee, E%agc, Emp,)wer- 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn;, 
Subject: UNC Spor~ Internship- EXSS 

~) 
2) Cell number- 
3) Email-     ~live.uno.edu 
4) Resume ARa~hed 
5)1 am very interested in interning for a UNC Spots o~oe in order to fu~her my involvement in UNC athletios as well 
as geeing real world experience in the sports field. An internship would not only allow me to put into pra~tioe all of 
the things I have learned in my EXSS ~lasses but also learn new skills that one oan not learn from books or a olass. I 
have always believed first hand experience is the best Wpe of education. I learn best by first hand experience and 
trial and error rather than the traditional manner of being told what to do in a olass se~ing. Also this oppo~uniW will 
give me valuable experienoe in athletios, whioh I will hope~lly oarw with me to future jobs in the spots industw. It 
will be a great ~hanoe to meet new people, hone new skills, and demonstrate my passion for UNG athletios as a 
whole. I have always enjoyed working with UNG athletics in the past with ~ Spots Marketing, and would like to 
inorease my paNoipation even more. 
6) Preferred Spots: 
Football 
Soooer and any others would be fine 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

Hi . Can you meet Coach Berry in his Kenan office on Tuesday, 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

at 1:00 p.m.? 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 20:32:47 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject; Re: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

OK. Thanks for the Help! 

On , at 4:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thanks       Don’t g~ve up. ;) He can be VERY hard to catch. I ~vill tell him 7o,l have been ruing and see KI can get a tin, e/date for you to 

meet h~m in his o~}-ice. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8~&0336 

Twitter drstroman 

h~:i/exss.unc.edu’ 
"~ust because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be do~e," 

From= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

Dr Stroman, 

I’ve been having trouble contacting Coach Bero’. I’ve called his 
Office three times and left a message once and still haven’t heard anything back. Is there another way to get ahold of him? 
Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:44 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi Dr Padua ~.;ked the;t: you se~-:~ him to discuss ¥otar situation, 

Thanks. 

Dr. Strorhan 

J)&,o~ah Strornam Ph.l), CL,~ ; 

9119,843,0336 

"Each da7 comes bearing its own g~s. Untie the r~bbons," (R.Ann Schabacker) 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:59 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn;, 
Subject= UNC Spots Internship- EXSS 

~) 
2) Cell number- 

3) Email-     ~live.unc.edu 
4) Resume ARached 



5)1 am very interested in interning for a UNC Sports office in order to further my involvement in UNC 
athletics as well as getting real world experience in the sports field. An internship would not only allow me 
to put into practice all of the things I have learned in my EXSS classes but also learn new skills that one 
can not learn from books or a class. I have always believed first hand experience is the best type of 
education. I learn best by first hand experience and trial and error rather than the traditional manner of 
being told what to do in a class setting. Also this opportunity will give me valuable experience in athletics, 
which I will hopefully carry with me to future jobs in the sports industry. It will be a great chance to meet 
new people, hone new skills, and demonstrate my passion for UNC athletics as a whole. I have always 
enjoyed working with UNC athletics in the past with CAA Sports Marketing, and would like to increase my 
participation even more. 
6) Preferred Sports: 
Football 
Soccer and any others would be fine 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 13NC EXCHANGE;OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 31,2011 5:58 PM 

Dwight Hollier <dhollier@~uthe~lp~ch.com> 

IUr;: Black Athlete Panel - UNC 

Dwight. Call me tonight after’ 9:30 if you can. Thanks! 

Deborah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. (2Ll~ ~ 

9 D)2~3.0336 

F~m: Dwight Hollier [mailto:dhollier@southeastpsych.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2011 12:03 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Black Athle~ Panel - UNC 

Hello Debby, 

I am loo~ng fom~ard to pa~iciNting in this event. One qnick question. Have you re,bed out to, to get her p~iciNt~on or a,endance? As the Per~n 

responsible for Life S~ls progrmnming she conld N ins~mmen~J in helping to move conver~fion into action. Let me ~ow if there is a~Nng I can do leading np to 

ins event. 

Thank yo~ 

Dmghl 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 29, 2011, at 2:35 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <d_ft_rt?2(~)~_t_~_n_._c_:.e_ c_t~> wrote: 

th Hi Charles, Dwight, Jeny, and LaChina. Thanks again for your participation at the event on Monday, September 12 . Please try to be in town by 4:30 
p.m. so we can take you to dinner prior to our 6:30 p.m. start. 

I will be in touch shortly with the qnestions to consider tbr discnssion. The tbcus is to chat about our caxeers and experiences in college. We will examine 

the politics, economic~ m~d legal forces and opv~rtanities that assist with the successful navigation of the Black college athlete experience. We will take 

questions from the students to ensure their participation a~d engagetnent ruth you. The athletic depaxttnent is aware of the event m~d will ~]so encourage 

the student athletes to attend. 

Let me know if you have any questions! Thaaaks. 

HELl?! My computer seems to have lost a few of my phone contacts. ;( Please resend me your mobile number. Thanks. 

debby 

Go ACC, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
[JIN’C Exercise an~] Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administratinr~ Facuhy e~ www,exssa~nc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black C.qucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma 2alpha Lambda (iNatl Leadership & Honors Organization) 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it {:an ’t be done." 

<Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf-’-* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 9:17 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

9:30? 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 5:12 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have EXSS    then. Im ti-ee betbre 1230 and after 4:20 on Tuesday/Thursday. Anytime betbre 3 on Monday/Wednesday and maytime on Friday. 

Would any ofthe~ times work tbr him? 

Tha~aks 

On , at 5:05 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Can you meet Coach Berry in his Kenan office on Tuesday, 

Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc:edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not: enough; we must do." {.1. 

at 1:00 p.m.? 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 20:32:47 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

OK. Thanks for the Help! 

On , at 4:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lwrote: 

Thanks        Don’t give up. ;) He can be VERY hard to catch. I will tell him you have been ttTing and see ifI can g-et 
a time/date for you to meet him in his office. 
Dr. Stroman 
Deborah Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
315 WoolJen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
~I’witter ;trstroman 

http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"dust because it hosn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From-" @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 3:55 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

Dr Stroman, 

I’ve been having trouble contacting Coach Berry. I’ve called his 

Office three times and left a message once and still haven’t heard an.vthing back. Is there another way to get ahold of him? 

Thanks 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On , at 5:44 I?M, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Padua asked Lhat you see him to discuss your situaLion. 

Tha, nks. 



"E~h {~y comes bearing ~ts ow~ gifts~ U~tie ~he ribbons~" (R.A~ Sd~abacke~~} 

F~m: #live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:59 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn;, 
S~bje~t: UNC Spots In~rnship- EXSS 

l) 
2) Ce~l number- 
3) Email-     @live.unc.edu 
4) Resume A~ached 
5)~ am ve~ interested in interning for a UNC Spots o~ce in order to N~her my 
involvement in UNC athletics as well as geeing real world experience in the sports 
field. An internship would not only allow me to put into practice a~l of the things I have 
learned in my EXSS classes but also learn new skills that one can not learn 
books or a class. I have always believed first hand experience is the best ~pe of 
education. ~ learn best by first hand experience and trial and error rather than the 
traditional manner of being told what to do in a class se~ing. Also this oppo~uni~ will 
give me valuable experience in athletics, which I will hopeNIly car~ with me to Nture 
jobs in the spots indust~. ~t will be a great chance to meet new people, hone new 
skills, and demonstrate my passion for UNC athletics as a whole. I have always 
enjoyed working with UNC athletics in the past with C~ Spots Marketing, and 
would like to increase my pa~icipation even more. 
6) Preferred Spots: 
Footbal~ 
Soccer and any others would be fine 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 12:17 PM 

Karen DeHart <karen@nchsaa.org> 

Que Tucker <que@nchsaa.org>; Elizabeth Lancaster <elizabeth,~nchsaa.org> 

RE: touching ~se for the new school year 

Hi Karen. I do have one studen[ who is very interested in an internship~ Should I have him contact you dkectly? 

Thanks for the rem~nderH ;) 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Karen DeHart [mailto:karen@nchsaa.org] 
Sent: Thursday, ~0: ~ AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
¢c: Que Tucker; Elizabeth Lancaster 
Subject: touching base for the new school year 

Dr. Stmma~ 

Greetings l?om down the hill...as we gear up [br the new yeaz and [~C- CH classes are in full swing, I wanted to reach out k~ say, "Hello" m~d to let you know that 

you have any interested s~denB, we have o~fings for s~dent interns for the year and ne~ summer. 

We were fo~nate to have 3 full-fi~ne interns over the summer a~d we cm~ntly have ax~ intern worldng with us pm~’ steadily but would love to ~hedule some 

s~dents for the spring semester as well as ne~ smnmer if them is a~ interest. 

If~gu do have ~y interested s~dents, simply have them con~ct me and rd love to ~Jk with them~ 

Many than~ for your assistance in the Nst - Nd a great job’. 

Regards, 

Karen 

/ [:~ Follow NOHSAA 
/ 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: SBJ 

Hi    . I csn’t spprove joint subscriptions. I also csnnot stop you from fever~ging resources. ;) Just know thst your joint subscription cannot be used to ex@ain 

poor performance on any ~ss~gnments, quizzes or pr~ects~ 

Hope that he~ps~ 

Dr. Strornan 

1}}~’8orah S~roma~, Phi). CLU 

9i9-843-0336 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 2:26 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t= SB3 
Hey Dr~ Stroman, 
Me and my roommate are both in your E~S    class, and we were wondering if we could split the cost of the Spots Business 3ournal and share it 
throughout the semester so it would be a Ii~le cheaper. ~s that okay? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 4:25 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Independent Study not on my Saka~ - 

Hi         It looks like we won’t have a Sakai si~e this semester. ;( 
If ITS can make something happen I wil] let you know. Please send your journal direct]y to 
Tha~ks! 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s, Ont{e the ribbons," {R,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:19 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Independent Study not on my Sakai - 
Hey Dr. Stroman I was just emailing you to let you know that it shows me enrolled in the independent study on my.unc.edu, however, I do not see the class ~b on blackboard 
or sakai. I was going ~ post my weekly update but do not see it on my sakai site. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,                 4:28 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

FW: Meeting 

What?.,"? 

Time for another meeting to t~ik about commu ~ c~,tion, Mercy, ) 

9 f9.863.i~336 

F~: @live.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 4:04 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Neeting 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 
I am available Nonday, and Friday an~ime after 2pm, and be~een 11am and lpm. on Tuesday and Thursday i availaNe an~ime after 2. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, 4:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting 

Hi Please call me as I cannot decipher’ your writing. Thanks~ 

Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~,~, Ph.D C:LL ! 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= ~live.unc.edu] 
Merit: Thursday, 4:04 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
I am available Monday, and Friday an~ime a~er 2pro, and be~een llam and lpm. on Tuesday and Thursday i available an~ime a~r 2. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 4:30 PM 

@ ive unc edu> 

ILE: Welcome to UNC! 

No problem! How about the next Thursday? at I1:30 a.m2 

E,’.r, Strornan 

919.S43.0336 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own giRs, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:03 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~E: Welcome ~ UNC[ 
Hi Dr. Stoman, 
So sor~ for the delayed response[ ~ realized I have my first physiology exam on the afternoon of Thurs, 
we can reschedule for another day. I don’t want to be a stressed out, ne~ous mess when we meet[ 
Let me know if there’s another time that m~ght work. 
Thanks so much~ 

(one of the classes I hope to do very well in!), so I’m wondering if 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:44 PM 
To: 
S,,bject: RE: Welcome to UNC! 

Hi         "[’tmrsday,       at: 11:30 a.m.? 

My office is Woollen 3:15. 

Expioee, L~gage. Empower, 

9 [9.8~3.0336 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 7:53 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Welcome ~ UNC~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much for the very warm welcome! I am so excited to finally be here! 
I have class Monday from 9-9:30 and 12-12:50, and Thursday from 8-10:45 and 2-3:15..lust name a time and a place and ~ will be there! 

So looking forward to meeting you! And please excuse all the exclamation points :) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:48 PM 
To: 
SubjeCt: Welcome to UNC! 

Hi         As your C-Step mentor, I am writing to extend warm greetings to Chapel Hill. As a transfer student, there is lots to do and learn so pace 

yourself. I am a resource for you, so please communicate early and often!! 

Let’s try to get together next week, if possible. I teach MWF at :l:l:O0. My preference is Monday or Thursday. Let me know your availability. 

I look forward to meeting you! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport AdminisLradon Facuhy es v,~,vw.exss,unc,edn 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, CarolMa Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (7hair, College Sport Research Institute 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolina Sports BusMess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Mad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 %Voollen CB#~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:32 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

I~E: Meeting 

Academic advising. I can’t understand which days he is 

Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~b Ph.D C:LL,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= @yahoo,corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:3~ PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: N: Meeting 

Meeting 4 what? 

On 4:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

What??? 

Time for another meeting to talk about communication. Mercy, ;) 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:04 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 
I am available Monday, and Friday an~ime a~er 2pm, and be~een liam and lpm. on Tuesday and Thursday i available an~ime a~r 2. 
Ric~ Ellison 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 4:43 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

1~:;: EXSS    lab 

Hi I enjoyed meeting you today. 

Please contact Ms. Karen DeHart as soon as possible at the NCHSAA. Introduce yourself and let her know- that you are interested in being an intern at her office. This internship is vecz 
good and you will learn a lot. All the students who worked there previously really enjoyed the experience. The contacts at this office will help you throughout the state of North Carolina 
too. 

Keep me posted. 

Dr. Stroman 

Karen Moose DeHart 
Assistant Commissioner 
Development and Marketing 

karen@nchsaa.urg 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explure. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Struman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
SubJect: RE: EXSS    lab 

Thursday at 11:30? 

Woollen 315. ~fhanks 

Dr. Struman 

7:58 PM 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroraan, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
"Each day- coraes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ,@,,email.m~c. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:47 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS    lab 

Dr. Stroman 

Hi Dr. Stroman, ray availability tomorrow (¥Vednesday) is from 10-10:50 and anytirne after 12 and Thursday frora 8:30-12:00 this week. Thanks and I hope you are doing well. 

On at 5:52 PM. Stroraan, Deborah L wrote: 

> Hi          Let’s set a time to meet this week to discuss EXSS . The course is designed to give academic credit for an internship. We have students working in the athletic department 
and with companies in the Triangle. 
> 
> What is your availabili~¢ on Wednesday or Thursday? I teach MVVF at 11:00. 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:                         @email uric edu] 



> Sent: Monda’~’ 1:14 AM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah I. 

> Subject: EXSS lab 

> 

> tlelIo Dr Stroman, 

> 

> 

> I am and am a Sport Admin major The reason for this emai[ is to ask about ?,our EXSS lab and how it works. I have taken EXSS Thank you for 

any information you can provide and I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: SBJ 

Hi I don’t have this ~veek’s joumah I will see if I can get an e-copy. ~rDs are always due the next 2vlonday at 11:00 a.m. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~llve. unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:27 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: SBJ 

Hello Dr Stroman, 
For the weekly drill, It says it is [’or Issue 18..do you have one of these available? ~Ihe one I have from class is issue 16 and the new one has not been emailed to me yet. I did purchase the 
subscription though Also, when is this due back to you? 
Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STP~OMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 5:00 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Membership to CBC 

t-li Nakenge. Please keep updating the database. Thanks! 

d 

Go "..’:.’eels, 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:56 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Membership to CBC 

Begin fom-~ded message: 

From: ~b~!n~9@~n~,~d~, ~i rn~,qh~@~:~d~, Shandra Jones@unc.edu 
Date:               12:11:14 PM EDT 

To: cbcinfo@unc.edu, ei mcghee@unc.edu, Shandra Jones@unc.edu 

Subject: tVlembership to CBC 
Results from form: 

Name: Debra B. Watkins 

Dep~school: The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Mail Address: CB# 1020 

Office Phone:    919 962-2591 

Email: watkinsd~,2~emaJl, unc.edu 

Va]idate EmaJl: watkinsd~,2~emaJl, uuc .edu 
whats~o gain: Financial supporter 

RadioGroupl: $40 

captcha code: uzUyLz 

Submit Check: Ne:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 5:01 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

CBC - NFL game 

Hi      Stay tuned, We are still building the interest list. 

Thanks for your note! 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599 

919.843.0336 

NI: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jp9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:05 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

CBC - Chancellors Reception 

You KNOW I already had you down... 

Palace run soon?!! 

H ugs, 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Oept:. 

Sport Administratinn FaculV e3 www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor ~nd Internship Coordinator 

Chair, C~rolin a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, CoLlege Sport Research Instimt:e 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~a .~pha L~mbda (Natl Leadership & Honors Org~ntzation) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel HiE, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:06 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu> 

FW: Membership to CBC 

9 [9.~43.0336 
"E~ch d~ comes beari~g i~s ow~ gifts. Ul~;~e the ribbings." (KAnn 5ch~backer} 

F~m: @~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:55 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Fwd: Nembership to CBC 
Begin foa~’a~ded message: 

From: cbcinfo@unc.edu, oi mc~hee@unc.edu, Shandra Jones@unc.edu 
Date:               4:25:41 PM EDT 

To: cbcin~o@unc.edu, oj mc.qhee@unc.edu, Shandra Jones@unc.edu 

Subject: Membership to CBC 
Results from fom~: 

Name: Bettina Shuford 

Dept school: Student Aflhirs 

Mail Address: 106 Carr Bldg 

Office Phone: 919-966-4043 

Email: _b_c___s__h___u_ ~?__r__@2~ __UlLC_:__e__d_tt 

Validate Em~]l: 
~.s__h_.u__~_?.r_j~2_u_~_!c_:.e__d_p_" 

whats to gain: 
RadioGroupl: $25 

captch%code: 8Pmk2L 

Snbmit Check: Ne~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, September 1,2011 5:09 PM 

dhollie@so utheas~psych.com 

1~: Black Athlete Panel - UNC 

LASER Brochure FINAL.pdf 

Thanks for [he chat fast night See a[tached. Please share! 

debby 

Go } h’eJs, 

Debord~ St:rome.u, Ph.D C:LL.r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= dhollier@southeastpsych,com [mailto:dhollier@southeastpsych.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 3~, 20M 6:05 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Black Athlete Panel - UNC 

Ok I will 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBerO, 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 31 Aug 2011 21:57:57 t0000 

To: Dmght Hollier-~dhollie@southeastpsych.com> 

Subject: RE: Black Athlete Panel - UNC 
Hi Dwight~ C~ll me tonight after 9:30 if you can. Th~nks! 

Go } h’eJs, 
Deb,xab S~:romat~, Ph.D- CL{ r 

Explore:. Engage. Etnpo;ve’:. 
929 863 0336 
"Each day comes ~ea~ing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

From= Dwight HNlier [mailto:dhollier@southeastpsych.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 30, 20M 12:03 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: Black Athlete Panel - UNC 
Hello Debby, 

I am looking tb~vard to pa~iciNting in this event. One quick question, tlave you re~hed out to Cricket Lm~e to get her pacticiNt~on or attendance? As the Permn 

responsiNe for Ii~ Skills programming she could ~ inslrumen~J in helping to move conver~tion into action. Let me know if~ere is a~ything I cm~ do leMing up to 

tNs event. 

Tha~ you, 

DWIgN 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 29, 2011, at 2:35 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

tti Charles, Dwight, Jero; and LaChina. Thanks again for your participation at the event on Monday, September 12th. Please try to be in town by 4:30 

p.m. so we cm~ take you to dinner prior to our 6:30 p.m. start. 

I will be in touch shortly ruth the questions to consider for discussion. The focus is to chat about our ca~reers and experiences in college. We will exmnine 

the politics, economics, and legal forces and opportunities that assist with the successful navigation of the Black college athlete experience. We will take 

questions from the students to ensure their participation m~d engagement with you. The athletic depaztment is aware of the event and will aJ, so encourage 

the student athletes to attend. 

Let me know if yon have any questions! Thanks. 

HELP’. IVly computer seems to have lost a few of my phone contacts. ;( Please resend me ?,our mobile number. Thanks. 

debby 

Go ACC, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
Sport: A~]ministration Fac:uh~’ es www.exssaaNc.ecJu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisor’ Board Chair, College Sport Research Inst:imte 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Mill, NC 27599 
919.84-3.0336 
~l’witter drstrornan 



"Just because it hast~ ’t been done -- doest~ ’t mea~ that it cat~ ’t be done. 

<Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pd~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 10:34 AM 

Church, Brooke M <Brooke Church@unc.edu> 

RE: Great meeting with you today! 

Carol Tresolini. 

Go, } 

Deborah S~:rom~<, Ph.D C:L(,r 

929 84,3 0336 

F~m= Church, Brooke N 
Sent; Friday, September 02, 20Ii 9:32 AN 
Te; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Great meeting with you today[ 
Debby, 

~ forgot to ask--who is the Pl for the proposa~ to NSF? ~ want to g~ve the Schoo~ of Narsb~g dean a contacL Thanks~ 

Brook~ Ch~rch, MSPH 

Associate Director of Cool,orate xt~d Foundation Relations tbr Healfla At~hJrs 

Un~ve~k3, De~ dopmen~ 

"Ihe ~k~ivezsit? ofNo~ CaJ:olNa at (Napel Hill 

208 Wes* Frmfldin S*ree* 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 

TNephone 919@62-0024 
Fax 919-g43-3314 

Email bc~,oke clmrch@tmc.edn 

Canp~s Box 6100 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent= Thursdag, September 01, 2011 4:34 PN 

T~= Church, Brooke N 
Subject: RE: Great meeting with you today[ 

Yhanks Brooke. Yes, ~ enjoyed our chat too. 

Attached find kffo on the grant. This doc ~s the O£~G~NAL submit:ted ~ 2009. We are now woddng ~:o [m~ld on the reviewers reques~:ed revisions and w~l~ resubrmt 

How about Sept. ?gtn9 Same place? 

d 

1})ebora[~ S~:rort~aN, Pl:t £). CLU 

919.843.0336 

F~m= Church, Brooke N 
Sent-" Thursday, September 0I, 2012 2:33 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Great meeting with you today[ 

Hi Debby, 

~ enjoyed our lunch. Let’s schedule the next one. I’d like to include my colleague (and AWFP board member) Angela Nolan. When you get a chance, please 

send me info or link on the NSF grant about women in science. 

Best, 

Brooke Church, MSPH 

Associate Director of Co,orate amd Foundation Relations for Health ~fairs 
Unive~ity Development 

~e Unive~ity of North CarolNa at Ch@el Hill 

208 West FramMin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%6100 

Telephone 919-962-0024 

Fax 919-843-3314 

Email brooke cN~rch@unc.edu 
Campus Box 6100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:22 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

ADD 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www~exss.unc.e&~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & t {onors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drst:roman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can ~t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Attendance for today’s class 

Hi I no longer take attendance. ;) 

Coming to class is required by UNC policy and I support your independence ;) 

Have a great ~veekend[ 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~[ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:04 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Attendance :[’or today’s class 

Dr. Stroman, 

(;an you please mark me present for today’s class. [ forgot to sign the sheet at the end of class because I was a little late 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 12:24 PM 

Schaet~r, Adam R <adschaef@email.unc.edu> 

l~&;: flyer 

Thanks. Please send me the f,’arr jpeg logo. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

De~)c~rah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2L.I ~ 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." {R.A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: Schaefer, Adam R 
Sent: Friday, Sep~mber 02, 2011 10:43 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: flyer 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Jan asked me to send you the flyer we have. My colleague Jennie has the source file, so I can’t add Jimmy Hitchcock to it today, but we’ll do it Tuesday. I’m looking 

forward to this, it should be really interesting. 

Best, 

Adam Schaefer 

Parr Center for Ethics 

CB# 3~25 

9~9.843.564~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:56 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

ADD 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www~exss.unc.e&~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & t tonors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drst:roman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can ~t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 2:07 PM 

Toppin, Louise <ltoppin@unc.edu~~ 

I~E: Caucus- TUESDAY Mtg. 

~-Ii Louise. Thanks for your note. I witl send a summary doc out to everyone. 

Regards, 

debby 

F~m: Louise Toppin [mailto:ltoppin~unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 1:53 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Caucus - TUESDAY NN. 

Deborah, 

Thank you for note note re: the meeting on Tuesday. I teach a class on Tuesday at that time that I cannot cancel but know I am also concerned with the issues that I 

will have to be addressed at the meeting. 

Have a good meeting and I will keep myself apprised of the situation. 

Sincerely, 

Louise Toppin 

On 9/2/11 1:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Good day. I am writing to strongll~ encourage your attendance at Tuesday’s Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) meeting on THIS Tuesday, 

September 6. In addition to other matters, we will discuss the "collateral damage" of the ongoing football situation and we need your input. We need to 

continue to strengthen our community and share information. 

Tuesday - 11:30 

Student Union - 3102 

~.uneh will be 

Note: I invited Coach Withers to join us. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Mobile - 

Have a relaxing and joyful weekend. 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

ChaiG Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:[9.843.0336 

X:: Carolina 

Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 3:31 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenan-llagler.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj 

<c,j mcghee@unc.edtr~; Jones, Shandra <Shandr%Jones@unc.edu> 

I~E: Vote 

Thanks Shandra! Please call me when you can. I am in the office until 4:45 and then home at:teF 8:30. If you miss me, let’s connect th~s weekend. 

d 

Expl.ore, fi.:~gage. 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ~ibbo~s." (N.Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: Jones, Shandra [mailto:ShandraDones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
~ent: Friday, September 02, 20~ 2:~ PM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L; Stroman, Deborah L; Robe~on, Nakenge; NcGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 
S~bje~t: RE: Vote 

~ do not objecL Sounds I~ke a good plaR and k~nd o~: de dgueu~ for first-of-the-year k~cko~:f meet~ngs~ 

We star[ at 12:30sm right? I have a meeting with my team until at ~eas[ 2lam aRd will run over directly af[er thsL ~ am hopefu~ that I w~l~ actually get the~e Fight at 

].1:30am. 

Two u~dates: 

:- HabRa~: for Humanity: tar~e~ date ~s FrhJay~ Oc~:ober 28th afternoon. The Bu~ld.-~-{~lock project ~s complete, but we have two houses available ~:o us: ~he UNC 

house and the Kenan-.F~a~e~ House~ By woFkk~g on the KFBS house, we have p~me select~oR of dates and ~:a~ mo~e f~exib~Hty, so ~ went with that one. Also, 

~ have reached out to the Nack A~umn~ Reunion (BAR) planning committee to see whether they wouM be ~nterested ~n ~ursu~ng this as a joint service 

project with Nack alumni and Faculty!Staff. Looks ~ke they Hke the ~dea~ and we a~e trying to schedule a ca]~ next week to d~scuss~ The idea of getting Black 

peopk~ together for servk:e ~s exciting, ph~s this could heip us rneet the target of I0-15 w)~unteers s~gned up. TBD but p~ease reserve October ~8th ~[) your 

calendars i]: you can now. 

2-- A~umrfi engagement wi[h CBC: Simi~aHy, during thai same conversation, I w~l discuss w~th the BAP, the question of where g~ack alumni get information and 

who ~s engaging them~ TBD .... 

3- g, lembersNp: The most updated membership roster is attached (see tab 20:1.I-2012). 

Fkst, please note the addith:m of a membership e’,4p~rathN~ co~umr~ to this year’s rosa:or, R requires del:a~ed a~:tenth:m to keep [rack of the 

expiration dates. 

b. Second, you w~ see that those members at [he top of th~s year’s roster have ~ expiration dates. These are people whose f-year 

memberships have now expked, 25 people total ~ sent a remh~der to them Hght before the Welcome Back Social and so far 7 have renewed. The 

remaining 18 expired members are not counted in the fina~ tally of current members at the bottom --42total 

c Other tNngs you w~]l see are that I have Ver~ta and Ursuh~ ~n orange h~ghHghting; ~:hat was temporary pendk~g Debb~e"s conversath:ms w~:h ~:hem 

(done!), And you will see that Angek~tte and Chris are noted as current members, even though they are no kruger on the Steering Comm~:tee. 

Should ~ ~ndude them among those expired members who st~l~ need to pay [:or [heir membership? 

And ]as[, last note --- DebNe: should ~ reach out and persona~y encourage Ver~ta and Ursula to at[eRd thb mee[~ng on Tuesday or did you a~ready do that in your 

conversations w~th them? 

Associate D:;ec~or. ~ABA Admissions 

U~C: Kenan-Fiagler Business School 

~919) 962-0558 / shandra ~ones(~unc.edu 

Sent= Friday, September 02, 2011 12:55 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Robe~son, Nakenge; NcGhee, ~; Jones, Shandra 
Subject: Vo~ 

HL I w~t to ~ve ~u~ch o~ Tuesday. Let me ~ow if a~yo~e ~as ~ co~cem~ I tN~ o~deri~ ~izz~ ~ ~ood u~s ~om~o~ su~ts ~ot~ o~t~o~. 

First monthly meet~n~ and lots to discuss. 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Ch~r~ Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Sdence Department 

~port Administration ~p~cialization 

325 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9~9.843.0336 



Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 3:32 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

l~E: Meeting 

Hi 2:30 on this Thursday ? Woollen 315. 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday: 2:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 

][)ear Ms. Stroman, 

Hi my name is                I’m a freshman from                We spoke briefly in your oflSce this morning rm interested in Sports and Business. Your schedule permitting, ! would 
love to sit down and talk with you further about what you do at UNC, how I can better position myself in the future, who I should begin networking with, etc. 

As far as next week, I’m free before 1:00 on Wednesday and after 11:00 Thursday Also, I’m free any time after noon on Friday Again, it was great meeting today. I look forward to your reply. 
Thanks. 

Sincerely, 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 3:34 PM 

Church, Brooke M <Brooke Church@unc.edu-~ 

1),22: Great meeting with you today! 

Hi Brooke. Crazy week! I believe      is the PI as she is hosting/facilitating atl r~?eetings and work. She would be the best contacL regardless. 

I hope to catch my breath Sunday. The Caucus meeting on Tuesday w@ be h~terest~ng. ;) 

Thanks for your support 

Hugs~ 

~) [9.863.0336 

F~m: Church, Brooke N 
N~Bt: Friday, September 02, 20M E:47 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Great meeting with you today[ 

Thanks -so it’s trot Karen GH thb t:~me arotmd~ 

f was m.Erprbed by the t~ews yesterday. Call ~f yot~ want to 

Best, 

~’ : ~::: .,: .... 

Brooke Ohurch, MSPH 

Associa[e Director of Co@orme and Fotmdatioi~ Re]mio~s fl)r Hearth 
Urdvm~k3, D~ ~dopmcnt 

"Ihe Lhh:e~ib o~’No~9~ C~J:olNa m C~apel Hill 
208 West brmfldia gtreet 

Chapel Hill, NC 2?599% 100 

Teb{)hone 919-962~0024 
Fax 919~g43-3314 

Emat br~,oke clmrch@tmc.e&~ 
Cam[ms Box 6 ] 00 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, September 02, 2011 10:34 AN 

T~= Church, Brooke N 
Subject= RE: Great meeln~ with you today[ 

9Zo.843.0336 
"E~cI d~V comes tea~i~g its own gifts, Untie the ribbons," It,Ann 5chaback~r} 

F~m: Church, Brooke N 
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 9:32 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Great meeting with you 
Debby, 
~ forgot to ask--who is the Pl for the proposa~ to NSF? ~ want to g~ve the School of Nursh~g dem~ ~ contact. 

Brooke Church, MSPH 
Associate Director of Co[]~orate m~d Fouad~tio~ Rclatbas [br Health 
Unh-e~ky Development 
7he 15ah’ersib’ ofNo~h Carolhm a* Ch;~pel Hill 
208 West Franldh~ Street 
Chq)e~ Hill~ NC 27599% 100 
"re~ephone 919-962-0024 
Fax 919-g43-3314 

Em~AI booke chm’ch@tmc edt~ 
Campas Box 6100 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, September 01, 2011 4:34 PN 
To= Church, Brooke N 
Subject= RE: Great meeting with you today~ 
Thanks Brooke. Yes, I enjoyed our chat too. 
~ttached find info on the grant This doc is the OR]@NAL submkted itl 2009. We are now working [o b@ld on the reviewers reques[ed revisions and 

this 

How abotl~ 5e~lt 29th? Satin? place? 

d 

919 863 0336 



From: Church, Brooke M 
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 2:33 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Great meeting with you today! 

Hi Debby, 

I enjoyed our lunch. Let’s schedule the next one. I’d like to include my colleague (and AWFP board member) Angela Nolan. When you get a chance, please 

send me info or link on the NSF grant about women in science~ 

Best, 

Brooke Church, MSPH 

Associate Director of Corporate aaad Foundation Relations for Health Affairs 

University Development 

The University of North Caxolh~a at Chapel Hill 

208 West Fra~fldin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 

Telephone 919-962-0024 

Fax 919-843-3314 

Email brookechurch@unc.edu 

Campus Box 6100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 3:35 PM 

Schaet~r, Adam R <adschaef@email.unc.edu> 

l~&;: flyer 

Th~nks! 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbons~" {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

From: Schaefer, Adam R 
Sent: Friday, September 02, 201~ 22:28 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: flyer 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2021 12:24 PN 
To: Schaefer, Adam R 
Subject: RE: flyer 

Dr, Stromsn 

9i9.843.0336 

"Each da~ c~mes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." (R.A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: Schaefer, Adam R 
Sent: Friday, September 02, 20~ ~0:43 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: flyer 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Jan asked me to send you the flyer we have. My colleague Jennie has the source file, so I can’t add Jimmy Hitchcock to it today, but we’ll do it Tuesday. I’m looking 

forward to this, it should be really interesting. 

Best, 

Adam Schaefer 

Parr Center for Ethics 

CB# 3225 

919.843.5642 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:03 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

1~: Meeting 

Hi Wednesday at 3:00 in Steele G015D? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: Re: Meeting 

~live.unc.edu] 
3:51 PM 

I apologize I was looking at the wrong day Thursday I have Econ from 2-3:15. Also I have an event at the B-School, on Thursday as well, at 4:30 Are you available either Wednesday or 
Friday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 2:30 on this Thursday? Woollen 315. 

> 

> Thanks. 

> 

> I)r Stroman 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

> E×plore. Engage. Empower. 

> 919.8430336 

> "Each day comes bearing its own giRs Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~live.unc.e&] 

> Sent: Friday, 2:02 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah L 

> Subject: Meeting 

> 

> Dear ~. Stroman, 

> 

> Hi my name is I’m a frest~an from . We spoke briefly in yore office this morning. I’m interesmd m Sports and Business. Yow schedule permitting, I would 

love to sit down and talk with you fmther about what you do at ~C, how I can better position myself in the future, who I should begin networking with, etc. 

> 

> As far as next week, I’m free before 1:00 on Wednesday and aRer 11:00 Thmsday. Also, I’m free any time aRer noon on Friday. Again, it was great meeting today. I look forward to yow 

reply. Thanks. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 4:04 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@unc.edu-~; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

l~W: listse~,~ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Slocum, Karla [mailto: ~locum@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 2:3~ PM 

To: cbcchair~unc.edu 
Subject: lisNerv 

Hi Debby, 

For some reason I’ve stopped receiving the CBC emails. Could you add me back to the listserv? 

Thanks, 

Karla Slocum 

Anthropology 

kslocum@unc.edu 

p.s. I’ve been meaning to mention to you that I’m good friends with          who talks highly of you all the time~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:25 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Meeting 

Great! Remember to go to Steele... ;) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: Meeting 

@live.unc.edu] 
4:08 PM 

Wednesday at 3:00 sounds great. Thank you. 

From: Stromun, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Wednesday at 3:00 in Steele G015D? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empo*ver 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~,live.unc. edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:51 PM 
To: Stroruan, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

I apologize I was looking at the wrong day. Thursday I have Econ frora 2-3:15. Also, I have an event at the B-School, on Thursday as xvell, at 4:30. Are you available either Wednesday or 
Friday ? 

Sent from my i]- hone 

On at 3:32 PM. "Stroman. Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 2:30 on this Thursday? Woollen 315. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> Dr. Stroruan 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 
> Explore. Engage Empower. 
> 919843.0336 
> "Each day comes bearing its o~vn gifts. Untie the ribbons." (RAnn Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @live.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 2:02 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Meeting 
> 

> Dear Ms. Stroman, 
> 

> Hi my name is I’m a fl-esl~nan from . We spoke briefly in your office this morning. I’m interested in Sports and Business Your schedule permitting, I would 
love to sit down and talk with you further about what you do at UNC, how I can better position myself in the future, who I should begin networking with, etc 
> 



> As far as next week, I’m :flee before 1:00 on Wednesday and aider 11:00 Thursday,. Also I’m free any time after noon on Friday. Again, it was great meeting today I look forward to your 
reply. Thanks 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Friday, September 2, 2011 4:27 PM 

Slocum, Kaxla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

1~:;: listserv JOIN 

Hi Karla. Did you join the Caucus this year? It: not, please do so[ Thanks. 

debby 
.Join at www.unc.eduicbc 

E~tio~e, En gag~-, 

929.843.0336 

"Each day comes ~eari~g ~ts own g~s~ Untie the dbbonsJ’ {R.Ann Schabad{er} 

F~m= Slocum, Karla [ma~lto: ~locum@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, September 02, 20M 2:31 PN 
To= cbccha~r@unc.edu 
Subject= lisNerv 
Hi Debby, 

For some reason I’ve stopped receiving the CBC emails. Could you add me back to the listserv? 

Thanks, 

Karla Slocum 

Anthropology 

p.s. I’ve been meaning to mention to you that Fm good friends w~th , who talks highly of you all the timel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:32 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

I~E: Sport Ad~ninis~tralion- Internship Credit 

Hi I looked at your schedule and you are not able to enroll in EXSS this semester You have 18 hours 

Stay with ticketing for now I will still see if we can get you started with another site later this semester though 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:     ~email.unc.edu [mailto:    %email uric edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:24 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sutzject: Re: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 

[)ear Doctor Stroman, 

I just wanted to send you a quick email to say thanks for a great meeting today After we spoke I :felt very encouraged about the internship opportunity as well as my future in graduate 
school It was a pleasure meeting you and I look forward to getting to know you better this year[ 

Sincerely, 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 10:21 PM 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

GMTA! I wanted to speak with you last night after I spoke to the Chancellor, but I did not have your mobile. Please do call. I will be in the office tomorrow before the game too. If I 

miss you I will call you back. Thanks. 

I will be up tonight until 11:00 p.m. 

C- 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - h[tp://exss~unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: "Gil, Karen M" <kgfl@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 2 Sep 2011 17:11:43 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Gfl, Karen M" <kgil@ernail.unc.edu> 

Debby 

Tried to reach you in your office to talk. Sorry I did not reach you. 

Please give me a call when you get a chance. Hopefully we can talk early next week, or let me know how to reach you over the weekend if you are available. 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kAi!(~emaikunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stronmn, Deboml~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 10:22 PM 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Caucus - TUESDAY Mtg. 

Thanks Eileen I spoke to the Chancellor last night and will connect with 
Dean Gil tonight or tomorrow-. 

I look forward to chatting with you. 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 9/2/11 5:20 PM. "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc edu> wrote: 

>Hi Debby, 
> 

>I was so dismayed to receive an email concerning the AFAM Studies 
>situatinn. I hope to be settled by Monday evening. If it’s okay then I 
>would like to chat with you on Monday (earl?’ evening) about what’s 
>happening and what courses of action are being considered. 
> 

>I hope you’re doing welh 
> 

>Eileen R Carlton Parsons 
>Associate Professor, Science Education 
>Program Altiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change 
>Strand) 
>Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
>2011-2012 Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement 
>of Science (AAAS) 
>(919) 843-9133 (p) 

>(919) 843-2614 (f) 
> 

>From: Stroman, Deborah L 
>Sent: Friday, September 02, 2011 1:02 PM 

>To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
>Subject: Caucus - TUESDAY Mtg. 
> 

>Good day-. I arm writing to strongly encourage your attendance at Tuesday% 
>Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Stafl) meeting on THIS 
>Tuesday, September 6. In addition to other rnatters, we will discuss the 
>~collateral damagez of the ongoing football situation and we need your 
>input. We need to continue to strengthen our commnnity and share 
>information. 
> 

>Tuesday 11:30 a.m. 
>Student Union - 3102 
>Lunch ~vill be served. Bring yoLtr o~vn beverage/water bottle. ;) 
> 

>Note: I invited Coach Withers to join us. 
> 

>Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 
> 

>Mobile 
> 

>Have a relaxing and j wful weekend. 
> 

> 

>Harambe, 
> 

>debby 
> 

>Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 
> 

>Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>www.unc.edu~’cbc 
> 

>L,~!C Exercise and Sport Science Department 
>Sport Administration Specialization 



>315 Woollen - CB 8700 
>Chapel t Iill, NC 27599 
>919843.0336 
> 

>[Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag jpg] 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, 12:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

Hi     . I have not heard back frorn Coach so show up on Tuesday~ ;) 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah ;5~.roman, Ph D. (2L.I ~ 

91’).~,~3.0336 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:23 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC SporN In~rnship- EXSS 

That works for me. 

Thm~s~ 

On , at 9:17 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

9:30? 

DLS from ~ny iPhone. 

On at 5:12 PM, ff)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have EXSS    then. Im ti~ee betbre 1230 and after 4:20 on Tuesday/Thursday. Anytime betbre 3 on Monday/Wednesday and anytime on Friday. 

Would any ofthe~ times work tbr him? 

Thmaks 

On , at 5:05 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi      . Can you meet Coach Berry in his Kenan office on Tuesday, 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ht:tp://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kr~owir~g is not er~o~gh; we must apply. Willing is r~ot enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ~_{!._v_~_:..u_ .n__c_:_e_.d__~. > 

Date: Wed, 20:32:47 +0000 

To: "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

OK. Thanks for the Help! 

at 1:00 p.m.? 

On ., at 4:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lwrote: 

Thanks 

meet him in his office. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CL[ 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9i%843.0336 

Twitter clrstroman 

_h__Ltp_~:’:!__e__x__~:__u_r:__c_:_e__~!_u_! 

Don’t give up. ;) tle can be ~,~fZRY hard to catch. I will tell him you have been t@ng and see ifI can g-et a time/date for you to 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC Sports Internship- EXSS 

Dr Stroman, 

I’ve been having trouble contacting Coach Berry. I’ve caJled his 



Office three times a~d lel?t a message once and still haven’t heaxd anything back. Is "there another way to get ahold of him? 

Thanks 

Sent l’rom my iPhone 

OI1 , at 5:44 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" < _d__E_t!:_o_~__u__~£c_’_:_e___d___u_> wrote: 

Hi ~ Dr. Padua asked that you see him to discuss your situation. 

Thanks. 

D~ Stroman 

Explore-, Eng~gc Empower. 
,)I!0.843.033(, 
"Each day ~omes bearing its own g~s, Untie the r~bbens," (R,A~n Sehabaeker} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:59 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah Lynn;, 
Su~ject~ UNC Spots Internship- EXSS 

~) 
2) Cell number- 
3) Email-    ~_[29_,_RB_~_9_~_~_ 
4) Resume A~ached 
5)1 am very interested in interning for a UNC Spots office in order to fu~her my involvement in UNC 
athletics as well as geeing real world experience in the spots field. An internship would not only allow me 
to put into practice all of the things I have learned in my EXSS classes but also learn new skills that one 
can not learn from books or a class. I have always believed first hand experience is the best ~pe of 
education. I learn best by first hand experience and trial and error rather than the traditional manner of 
being told what to do in a class se~ing. Also this opportuni~ will give me valuable experience in athletics, 
which I will hopefully car~ with me to future jobs in the spots indust~. It will be a great chance to meet 
new people, hone new skills, and demonstrate my passion for UNC athletics as a whole. I have always 
enjoyed working with UNC athletics in the past with C~ Spots Marketing, and would like to increase my 
pa~icipation even more. 
6) Preferred Spots: 
Football 
Soccer and any others would be fine 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:12 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emaikunc.edu> 

EXSS ADD 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:48 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS    and    ADD 

- 3 hours 

- 2 hours 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we r~’~ust do~" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 5, 2011 7:52 PM 

Felicia Washington <Felicia.washington@klgates.com> 

FW: CAUCUS- REMINDER- TUESDAY MTG. 11:30 a.m. 

Hi. I hope we can chat soon. Thanks. 

Have a great week! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wi[lir:g is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Man, 5 Sep 2011 19:51:17 -0400 

To: CBC <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Subject: CAUCUS - REMINDER - TUESDAY MTG. 11:30 

Hi. We hope you had a relaxing holiday weekend. 

Gentle Reminder: Q~rotina Black Caucus j~irst monthly meeting Tuesday at 11:30 a.rn. (Unian 3102) 

Agenda includes important discussion and updates on Black af~fairs on campus. Your voice is critical to this dialogue. 

Lunch is served...bring your own beverage or water bottle. ;) 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’: (]. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:49 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

@yahoo.corn> 

FW: Guest on Friday 

Hi Amy. Please remind me to stop by and get a parking pass for Mr. Martin. 

Thanks. 

. please direct him to park behind Fetzer in the designated pink parking spots. I will give you the pass and you can meet him at his car upon arrival. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply~ Willin~ is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

Reply-To: ~ya hoo.com> 

Date: Mort, 17:43:58-0700 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Guest on Friday 

Good evening Dr. Stroman, 
What should I tell our guest about parking for Friday’s meeting? Steve Marlin is our guest for the 5:15 meeting, so I was wondering if I should encourage him to park in Cobb 
Deck and arrive after 5:00 or if we can get him a parking pass or coupon of some kind for Rams Head Deck so he can arrive before 5:00. 
Let me know what you think is best. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email,unc,edu> 

Monday, 8:51 PM 

@live,unc,edu> 

Re: Question 

Hi .4:00 on Wednesday? I will be in Steele GO15D. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D: CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is no[ enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus[ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc,edu> 

Date: Tue, 00:26:48 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d._s_.t_r_o__.@_u__r!c_.__e_.d__u._> 

Subject: RE: Question 

I am emailing you again since we were not able to meet last week. I am still available at the same times this week. However, after Thursday morning I will not be on campus 
as I will be heading home to I would love to meet with you early this week if possible. As I said before I am free after 3:30 on Tuesday 
and noon on Wednesday. 

Thanks, 

~ ve unc edu 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@qnqedq] 
Sent= Friday, 12:03 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: question 

Hi , The internship ma~/qualify, We need to chat, How is your schedule Monday or Tuesday afternoon? 

"Eaeh day ~ames bearh~ ~ts own ~s, Untie the r~bbons," ~,A~ S~h~baeke~} 

~mm: ~live.unc.edu] 
Semt: Friday, ~0:39 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bjeet: Question 

Professor Stroman, 
Morning, I hope you are doing well. l’m emailing you in regards to a question I have. I was recently offered an internship here at Carolina in the Athletic department and was 
wondering if that could count towards my graduation requirement? I have more details about it if you need them. 
Thank you, 

~_[i..v_ e_#_L~.£,.e_~!.u__ 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:53 PM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Cover Letter Question 

Hi . Use a hypothetical job for your cover letter. E.g., www.teamworkonline.com. 

This exercise is designed to prepare you for a real world job. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__tj£_j__Li__e__x__s__s__.__u__n___c_.__e___d__u_! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: __@___k___e___q_a__D_:_t]__a_g!__e__r__.__u___n__£.___e___d__u__> 

Date: Mort :12::10:~15-0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Cover Letter Question 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m a little confused as to what exactly should be in the cover letter. I’ve wrote one for the Business School as well as in my EXSS 

for this course supposed to be geared toward me being a . or written like I am applying for a job after college? 

Thanks, 

class, but is the cover letter 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@kenan-fla,~ler.unc.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting this week? 

Hi I hope to be available at that time. Text me... 

Lots going on with with the "collateral damage" from the football situation that is pulling me into unexpected meetings. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_#__~_/__/__e__x__s__s__.__u___n__c__.__e__d___u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: ~___x.e___._u_£_c___e__d__.u_.> 

Date: Sun, 22:45:32 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting this week? 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are having a nice Weekend! I just wanted to check in with you and see if we could sit down this week to start off the year. I was thinking that 

we could meet after our exec board meeting on Tuesday around 4:30PM. Would that work for you? If not, we can find another time that is good. I want to get a 

head start on planning some speakers, but you are the one with most of the connections! © 

I had a great time in Mexico! It was nice to have a relaxing week away from everything. 

Talk to you soon! 

Cell: 

Email: @live.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email,unc,edu> 

Monday, 9:06 PM 

@live,unc,edu> 

Re: Question 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we rr~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc,edu> 

Date: Tue, 01:04:45 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < .d_s_.t_r__o_ ._@_u__o_c__._e_._d_ .u_> 

Subject: RE: Question 

That works for me. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro.@unc.edu] 
Sent; Mtonday, 8:51 plVl 

To; 
Subject: Re: Question 

Hi .4:00 on Wednesday? I will be in Steele G015D. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !~!t£’.~/exss4~r~:(~tff 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Caroliua Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor; Caxoliua Spo~ Busiuess Club and Sigma Alpha Lamb& 

"Knowing is uot enough; we mu~t apply~ Willing is uot enot~gh; we nm~’t do." (J~ Goethe) 

From: @live,unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 00:26:48 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Question 

I am emailing you again since we were not able to meet last week. I am still available at the same times this week. However, after Thursday morning I will not be on campus 
as I will be heading home to . I would love to meet with you early this week if possible. As I said before I am free after 3:30 on Tuesday 
and noon on Wednesday. 

Thanks, 



@live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Question 

. The internship may qualify. We need to cf~at. How is your schedule Mondav or Tue~dav afternoon? 

"Each day comes beari~ ~ts own g~s, Untie the r~bbons," (~,Ann Sch~backer) 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~0:39 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: Question 

Professor Stroman, 
Morning, I hope you are doing well. I’m emailing you in regards to a question I have. I was recently offered an internship here at Carolina in the Athletic department and was 
wondering if that could count towards my graduation requirement? I have more details about it if you need them. 
Thank you, 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:09 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Current Event Powerpoint 

Thanks The Sakai should work now. :) Let me know if you still can’t submit. 

You should have your presentation on a flash drive. We use the internet/Sakai as a back up. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: @email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 18:24:54-0400 

To: <undisclosed-recipients:;> 

Subject: Current Event Powerpoint 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

From: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I was just wondering if I could email you my powerpoint presentation for my current event, and retrieve it via email to present in class, or if you would prefer us to use a USB 

flash drive instead. Also, it seems as if the Sakai assigment is not yet open for me to submit my current event summary online, and i wasn’t sure if it was supposed to be at this 

point. Thank you. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS "site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: sakai question 

Hi The site should be available to you now. Let me know if it doesn’t work. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 21:04:33 +0000 

To: "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: sakai question 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 
I have a question about sakai. How exactly do I access this class on sakai? Am 3[ supposed to set it up, or is it like blackboard when 1 log on and the class is already there? Is 
there a website that leads rne to that? I’m sorry for the sakai trouble, but thanks for your help :) 



From: Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:27 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS lab 

Hi        You found the page for our internships for our sport administration graduate students. ;) That type of internship is not available for our undergrads as they require 

much more administrative experience and knowledge. 

I recommend the NCHSAA internship because the director is a friend of mine and is the former director of championships for the ACC. The deputy directors are connected to key 

administrators in high school and college sports ACROSS the entire state. You want to focus on internships that give you experience and relationships. 

Also, contact Steve Mills at: 

~. ",4i~ L~ @sp ot~smedia, corn 

I did submit your name for EXSS with me too. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 17:40:37 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS    lab 

Dr. Stroman, 

It was great meeting you also. I have a question. I’m not sure how to phrase this since I don’t want to sound ungrateful about the contact information of the NCHSAA, but I was 

looking around to see what internship opportunities are available both on campus and in the area. I came upon this webpage http:!!exss.unc~edu!graduate- 

programs!specializations/sport-administration/internships! and wondered if perhaps you may have came across something similar to these on the undergraduate level (specifically 

number 6), something with the company that does the ticker work for ESPN or something along either of those lines. I know high school sports is a foundation for upper level sports 

and that knowledge gained through internships is valuable, but I was hoping for something slightly different so I could gain more experience in the fields that I’m interested in and 

hopefully narrow down a potential career path. Thanks for everything once again and I appreciate the opportunity that you given me. Also, you asked me to remind you to speak 

with Dr. Salyer about the independent study so you let her know that I’ll be working under your guidance. 

Thankfully, 

OR at 4:42 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi . I enjoyed meeting you today. 

Please contact Ms. Karen DeHart as soon as possible at the NCHSAA. introduce yourself and let her know that you are interested in being an intern at her office. This 

internship is very good and you will learn a lot. All the students who worked there previously really enjoyed the experience. The contacts at this office will help you 

throughout the state of North Carolina too. 

Keep me posted. 

Dr. Stroman 



Karen Moose DeHart 

Assistant Commissioner 

Development and Marketing 

karen@nchsaa.or~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843~0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: RE: EXSS lab 

Thursday at 11:30? 

Woollen 315. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

7:58 PM 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

SubJect: Re: EXSS    lab 

@email.unc.edu] 
7:47 PM 

Dr. Stroman 

Hi Dr. Stroman, my availability tomorrow (Wednesday) is from 10-10:50 and anytime after 12 and Thursday from 8:30-12:00 this week. Thanks and I hope you are 

doing well. 

On , at 5:52 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lwrote: 

Hi       . Let’s set a time to meet this week to discuss EXSS    The course is designed to give academic credit for an internship. We have students 

working in the athletic department and with companies in the Triangle. 

What is your availability on Wednesday or Thursday? I teach MWF at 11:00. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons:" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: EXSS lab 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

@email.unc.edu] 

1:14AM 

and am a Sport Admin major. The reason for this email is to ask about your EXSS lab and how it works. I have taken EXSS 
Thank you for any information you can provide and I hope you are doing well. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 5, 2011 9:27 PM 

Washington, Felicia <Felicia.Washington@klgates.com> 

Re: CAUCUS - REMINDER -TUESDAY MTG. 11:30 a.m. 

Great! Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: Felicia Washington <Felida.washington@klgates.com> 

Date: Mort, 5 Sep 2011 21:08:09 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CAUCUS - REMINDER - TUESDAY MTG. 11:30 a.m. 

Good evening. If you’re available tomorrow, you can reach me at my office number tomorrow morning. 
Warm regards, 
Felicia 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 05, 20:[1 7:52 PM 
To: Washington, Felicia 
Subject: FW: CAUCUS - REMINDER - TUESDAY MTG. 11:30 a.m. 
Importance: High 

Hi. I hope we can chat soon. Thanks. 

Have a great week[ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 5 Sep 2011 19:51:17 -0400 

To: CBC <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Subject: CAUCUS - REMINDER - TUESDAY MTG. 11:30 a.m. 

Hi. We hope you had a relaxing holiday weekend. 

Gende Reminder: Cara/ina Black Q~ucusj:irst monthly meeting Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. (Union 3102) 

Agenda includes importont discussion and updates on Black qfjbirs on compus. Your voice is critical ta this dialogue. 

Lunch is served._bring your own beverage or water bottle. ;) 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 



Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kn.:)wir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:32 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu> 

CBC <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 

~gmail.com>; 

Hi Team. We have our first meeting tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. (Union 3102) If you can stop by from 11:20 - 11:40 that would be great. We may need you to set up and then to 

introduce you to the members. 

Let me know. Thanks again! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email,unc,edu> 

Monday, 9:36 PM 

~email,unc,edu> 

Schedule Change 

Hi Congrats on the big win and your play! 

I have to change our meeting time tomorrow. ;( 

What is your availability at :1_0:00 or after 1:307 Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must aF~ply. Willing is not en.:)ugh; we mus[ do." (J, Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 

Hi No, focus on classes and we will be in touch. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: .@__!!_v_ _e__.. _u_ .n_ c_: e__d_u__ > 

Date: Tue, I 02:16:21 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

Subject: RE: Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 

@live.unc.edu>, @gmail.com> 

Hi, I have class from :[1<[2:15pm and the professo~ takes attendance. Is it possible for me to stop by around I2:I5pm? 

Thanks, 

(C) I www. .net 

~::cnDe’scriPt’ ~ 
orDeScripti 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto~dst[o@unqedu] 

Sent: Monday,                 9:32 PM 

Co: CBC 

Subject: Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 

Hi Team. We have our first meeting tomorrow at 11:~0 a.m. (Union 310~) If you can stop by from 11:~0 - 11:40 that would be great. We may need you to set up and then to 

introduce you to the members. 

Let me know. Thanks again! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~tp’.iiex~:~n£:edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:44 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: EXSS MWF 11 am 

Hi Please connect with a classmate in the future for textbook assignments. Do you have the "projects to be completed outside of class" at the end of chapter 2? If so, 

complete the one that asks you to analyze the content of a sports section of a local paper. 

Let me know if you have this project in your book. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we rr~s~ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Mon, 22E19:4:1-0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS    MWF 11 am 

Dr. Stroman, 

We have an assignment due Wednesday, #4 on page 25 of our text books. I have an older edition of the text book and there is no assignment on page 25 in this edition. I was 

wondering if you could send me the assignment online? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

,@live uric edu-~ 

PJ£: Caucus Meeting - "IVESDAY 

Thanks     , If you can’t come during that time --- don’t come. ;) 

We can do the intros at another meeting~ 

Dr. Sl:rof~at~ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:07 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Caucus Meeting - ~ESDAY 

Serry, l hav~ class during that time. But I can stc:g by fez a mement b~tween c]assos. 
Sent from my Samsung TransformTM 

"St~o~a~, Deborah L" w~ote: 
Hi Tea~. We ha~e our first ~eeting to~o~row at H:30 a.~. (Union 3~02) If you can stop by from H:20 - H:40 that would be g~eat. We ~ay need you to set up and then 

i~t~oduce you to the ~embers. 

ket ~e k~ow. Thanks agai~ 

D~. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. WiJling is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 10:14 AM 

JaJmie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: CAUCUS - REMINDER - rlIJESDAY MTG. 11:30 a.m. 

Hi Jaimie. They received the notice. Whenever I send to you, I send to Tia and Wat[y. 

Thanks. 

From-" 3aimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 06, 20~:1 9:~4 AN 

To." Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: CAUCUS - RENINDER - TUESDAY NTG. ~:l:30 a.m. 

Thank you! Should I share this with Wally and/or Tia? 

*for discnssion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

ConfidentJalJt~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu > 9/5/2011 7:51 PM > > > 

Hi. We hope you had a relaxing holiday weekend. 
Gent& Reminder." Carolina Black Caucus first monthly meeting Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. (Union 3102) 

Agenda includes important discussion and updates on Black affairs on campus. Your w)ice is critical to this dialogue. 

Lunch is served...bring your own beverage or water bottle. ;) 
Thanks! 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!iexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not erlough; we must appiy Willing is not erlough; we must do." (.1. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 10:15 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

ILE:    ADD 

3, All o[: the hours are Lhree unless I state oLherwise (default), Thanks. 

d 

De~)c~rah S~.roman, Ph D. (2L.I ~ 

929.843.0336 

F~m: NcCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:41 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE:    ADD 
How many hours? Thanks. 

--Ashley 

Ashley McCul~en 

~drnkds~:rat~ve St~pport 5pedahst 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

UniversiW of NorLh Carol#~a at Chspe~ H~II 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject:    ADD 

J.2:22 PM 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLIj 

UNC Exercise and Spo~LScience 

Spot, Administration FaculLT e~ www.exssamc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and InLernship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (7hair, College Sport Research InsdmLe 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 %Voollen CB#~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:15 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.e&~> 

1~:    ADD 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Tuesday, 20~1 8:41 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE:    ADD 

Ashley McCul~en 

University o[ North Carolina ~[ Chape~ H~il 

9~9-.962-2022 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Nent~ ~riday, 12:56 PN 
To~ NcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject:    ADD 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stromm~, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Dep~ 

Spor~ A&ninis~a6on Facuhy e~ ?_v_3~i~ti:_~_~:R~_!f:_e__d__t__~ 

EBS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dina~o~ 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Spor~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors O~ganiza6on) 

315 \VookIen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hidd, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twitter drstrornan 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS    ADD 

D<borah 8t:romg,~ Ph.D CLc,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= HcCullen, Ashley D 

Sent= Tuesday, 8:31 AN 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCuHen 

E>:erc}se and Sport Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina aL Chape~ I-till 

919-.9~2-2022 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Nonday, .6:12 PN 
Te= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!e×ss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kn.:)wing is not enough; we rnList ,apply. Willing is n.:)t enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:18 AM 

@live.~mc.edu-* 

l~L: EXSS    - Current Event 

Hi        , Don’t worry about the same article. ;) I have only had that happen once and the student’s had a different perspective on the content. 

The only copy you need is for me, @ 

You will do fine. 

Dr. S[roman 

£)~’~orah S~:roma~, PhD. CLU 

919.843.033& 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 20~ ~ ~: 24 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~u~jeCt: RE: EXSS    - Current Event 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I do have a question regarding the current event presen~tion. I read on the assignment that "a~icle copies are to be submi~ed on the day of your presentation." Does this 
mean we need ~ bring a copy Br each student in the class or just one Br you to have? If we do need a copy for each student in the class, how many studenN are there so I 
can make sure I make enough copies? Also, rm kind of ne~ous that someone will have the same current event as me since I chose one from the SBJ last week. I chose 
"Media Darling" by Daniel Kaplan if you were wondering. Will it be bad if more than one of us has the same a~icle? Than~ for your time and help[ 

Best, 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ,2011 11:20 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Current Event 

To:¸ 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. Let me know if you have any queslions regarding your presentation. Be prepared to share on this Wednesday. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded ~nessage was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS: 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

" site. To reply to this raessage click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday,, 10:21 AM 

@live.tmc.edu> 

l~E: Question RESCHEDULE 

Hi I have been asked to join an advising rneeting. Are you available at 4.:30 instead? Thanks. 

Debord~ 8trom~n, Ph.D C:LL.r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonda~, " ~ 9:05 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Question 
That wor~ for me. 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:51 PM 

To: 
Subject: Re: Question 

Hi 4:00 on Wednesday? I will be in Steele G015D. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CkO 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t££Li__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_.__e___d__u_j 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair. Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"}QK~.ing is not enough: ~.e must apply. W~lling is not enough; ~.e mus~ do/’ (J. Goefhe) 

From: ’ @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, .00:26:48 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Question 

I am emailing you again since we were not able to meet last week¯ I am still available at the same times this week¯ However, after Thursday morning I will not be on campus 
as I will be heading home to for an afternoon . I would love to meet with you early this week if possible¯ As I said before T am free after 3:30 on Tuesday 
and noon on Wednesday¯ 
Thanks, 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Question 

Hi The internship may qualify. We ne~-:~d to chat. How is your scheduie Monday or Tuesday afternoon? 

9 Z~).843.0336 

Sent~ 7ridaT, 10:39 ~ 
Tol Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Question 

Professor Stroman, 
Morning, I hope you are doing well. rm emailing you in regards to a question I have. I was recently offered an internship here at Carolina in the Athletic department and was 
wondering if that could count towards my graduation requirement? I have more details about it if you need them. 
Thank you, 

e 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:36 AM 

@live.~mc.edu> 

I~E: Question RESCHEDULE 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:22 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Question RESCHEDULE 
I can be there then. 

~live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                 10:20 AN 

Subject: RE: Question RESCHEDULE 

Hi , I have been asked to ioin an advising meeting, Are you available at 4<30 instead? Thanks. 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~, Ph.D C:LL J 

K~tio~e. E~gage. Empower. 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes ~ea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabad<er} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 9:05 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Question 
That wor~ for me. 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, : 8:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Question 

Hi .4:00 on Wednesday? I will be in Steele G015D. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. Ct_U 

[xercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://e×ss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Ch~]r, Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Cmolina Sports Business Club and Sigtna Alpha Lambda 

Knowing is n(t en.)ugh; we must applv. Willing is not enough; we must do." i.I Goethet 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 00:26:48 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@__u_._n_.%..e_d__u.> 

Subject: RE: Question 

I am emailing you again since we were not able to meet last week. ~ am still available at the same times this week. However, after Thursday morning I will not be on campus 
as I will be heading home to for an afternoon . I would love to meet with you early this week if possible. As I said before I am free after 3:30 on Tuesday 
and noon on Wednesday. 

Thanks, 

;@live,unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [g!_s__t_E_o__,r~__u__n___c_:_e_.__d___u_] 
Sent: Friday, 12:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Question 



. The internship may qualify. We need to cf~at. How is your schedule Mondav or Tuegdav afternoon? 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own g~s, Untie the ~bbons," (~,Ann Sch~backe~) 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~0:39 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bjeet: Question 

Professor Stroman, 
Morning, I hope you are doing well. I’m emailing you in regards to a question I have. I was recently offered an internship here at Carolina in the Athletic department and was 
wondering if that could count towards my graduation requirement? I have more details about it if you need them. 
Thank you, 

~live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 3:20 PM 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: PdSMINDER: Facul~ Panel: Pos~doc Orientalion 

Let’s chat torlight 

D~bor~4~ S~:romr.~ Ph.D CL(.r 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 20~1 2:26 PN 
To: Strahl, Brian D; Heise, NarkT; Nakowski, Liza; Stroman, Deborah L 
~c: Ne~ers, Jane 
Subject: RENINDER: FaculN Panel: Postdoc Orien~tion 
kook forward to see~ng you aH tomorrow~ 

F~m= Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 11:56 AM 

To= Strahl, Brian D (brian_strahl@med.unc.edu); Heise, Mark T; Hakowski, Liza; Stroman, Deborah L 
Ce= Nears, Jane 
Subject= FaculN Panel Questions: posNoc Orien~tion 

Dear Brain, Debby, Mark and Liza, 

Again, thank you for agreeing to serve as a panelist for the upcoming New Postdoc Orientation’s Faculty Mentor Panel, scheduled for Wednesday, 
September 7, 2011, 1:00 - 2:00 pm, MBRB 2204 {Auditorium). Attached you will find a list of questions to help you in your preparation. However, please do 
not free limited in anyway--feel free to personalize your guidance and advice to postdocs. Also, we will leave 10-15 minutes for questions from the 

audience. 

Fve copied my assistant, Jane Metters, who will be following-up with each of you as the date for the event nears. 

Warm regards, 

Sibby 

Sibbv Anderson-Thompkins, Ph.D. 

Director of Postdoctoral Affairs 

Office .af the Vk:e Chancellor for Research 

30:1. B gytmrn Hal~ 

Campus gox 4100 

The University of North Carolina a~ Chape~ I-t~1~ Chape~ H~H, NC 27599--4I~ 

Office: (919) 962-9982 

Voice: 

Fax: (919) 962.-6769 

sibb~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:58 PM 

@live.unc.ed~ 

I~E: Meeting Change 

Hi at 1I:007 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes ~e~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Scl~ab~cl<e~’} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:19 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting Change 
Did you get my request to move our meeting date up a week to ~ursday, or after? 

Please send me some possible dates and times that will work for you. 

Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~3:;: Meeting 

Hi Friday at 1:007 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Hey Dr. Stromam, 
This email is regarding our meeting this ~ursday. I just checked my work schedule and for some reason they scheduled me to work this ~ursday from 4-~2 even though I 
had asked to have that day off so I was hoping there was a way I could come in earlier or even on Friday before 4. rm sor~ for the sho~ notice but they just put up the 
schedule this weekend and I was out of town so I just checked the schedule today when I got back on campus. 
Thank you in advance, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, . :~0:32 AM 
To; 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Hi Kendra. Next Thursday, at 4:00 p.m.? 

I%’1¥ office is W.:>:_~ller~ 3:].5. 

9i9-843-0336 

"Each day comes bear{rig ~ts own gi~ts, Untie the ribbons/’ {R,Ann Sd)abacker} 

F~m= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, 2:59 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
rm sending this email in regards to the meeting that we are scheduled to have. rm available on Tuesday and Thursday beBre 11am and a~er 3:15pm, and Monday and 
Wednesday a~er 10:00am and beBre l:30pm. I look Brward to the meeting so that I can learn more about this course. 

Thank you in advance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 6:08 PM 

Reese, Karin <kbr@unc.edu> 

I~E: Sak~J question 

Thanks! 

debbv 

F~: Reese, Karin 
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 12:32 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Sakai question 
Hi Debby. 

An update about havin~ an additional site created for your independent study. It is my understandin~ that fall courses will be created for people that already have other courses in 

Sakai. You should submit a remedy ticket to have the site created. Here are the instructions I sent before. 

1. Go to https://www.unc.edu/a r-bin/websub/inde×.pl a nd Iogin. 

2. Choose "Sakai Support" from the "Choose an issue" drop-down menu and choose "03. Sakai site creation" from the "Choose a Secondary Issue" drop-down. 

3. in the text field look for the section listed as "FOR INSTRUCTORS" and answer the 4 questions listed. You need to request a course site._ nora project site. 

If I am incorrect, then you will receive an email telling you that the course limit has been reached. 

Best, 

Karin 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc~edu> 

Date: Sun, 21 Aug 2011 17:17:21-0400 

To: Karin Reese <kbr@unc.edu> 

Subje~L: Re: Sakai question 

Thanks Karin for checking in. I was wondering about how one can set up a picture gallery (or photo display) in Sakai. (home page? Link? New tool?) I am trying to get more of 

a "website-feel" for the Caucus. No rush though. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - !_~_t__t_p__L_/__/__e__x__s__s_:_~__n__c_:_~_d___~!i 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowh-~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: "Reese, Karin" <kbr@unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 21 Aug 2011 16:50:53 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.d_s_.t_r__o_ ._@_u__0_c_:_e_._d_ .u_> 

Subje~: RE: Sakai question 

Hi Debby. 
[t looks like this was sorted out ([ just checked the participant list in Sakai for both classes). Let me know if there is something that you are still waiting on. I’ll be out of the 
office tomorrow, but will check my email in case you need anything. 

Best, 
Karin 

Karin Reese 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
316 Wilson Library; CB #3470 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3470 

(direct line): 919.962.9971 
(main office line) 919.966.1289 
k b r_~.u D_£:_e_,..d_ U_ 

follow us on twitter: unc_cfe 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
Co: Reese, Karin 
Subject: RE: Sakai question 

3:16 PM 

1. No students in my classes yet. 

EXS5 !.FAll and EXSS 

2. No class assigned to EXS,~ 

Site Contact and email Deborah Stroman, dstro@unc.edu 
Thank:~ 



"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbonsY (KAnn 

Sent~ Thursda~ ~:26 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: SakaJ question 
Hey Debbie, 

I tried calling you, and left a voice message. If you get a chance you can either email me your question, or call me back at (336) 558-6694 

Thankyou, 

Sakai Support Intern 
ITS Teaching and Learning Interactive (TLI) 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edul 
Sent-" Thursday :~:[:36 AM 
To’, 
Subject; Sakai question 

Hi We met yesterday. Can you give me a quick call? Thanks! 

~o k ieels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport AdmMistradon Facul~ es ~.~vw.exss~uncedu 

E~S Acadernic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Cohere Spore Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Si~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organ~adon) 

315 Woo~en CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twkter drs~roman 

"Just because it hash 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:22 PM 

Blanchaxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

I~W: Released Report 

Report pdf 

Hi John. I think I aheady mentioned this to Dean Git and/or Harold, but I do want to be a mernber of the advisory group~ Thanks, 

d 

Debord~ 8~:rom~b Ph.D C:LL,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Goodman, Paula 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:~2 AM 

Ayers, Patrida; Breschi, Joe; Bridger, Beth; Broome, Lissa L; Glynis Cowell; Goodman, Paula; Harold Woodard; John Blanchard; Kim Abels; Kramer, Lloyd 
S; Lensing, George; Naloy, Susan B; NcDiarmid, Bill; Nercer, Robert 3 3r; Nosley, Layna; Nucha, Peter 3; Owen, Bobbi A; Parsons, Eileen R; Restivo, Sandra S; Reznick, 
Steve; Slivka, Data N; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Released Repo~ 

Greetings - 

Attached, please find the report of the planning process in which you participated, with warm thanks for your excellent good work. It took a bit of time to finalize it 

due to the summer schedule but many of the recommendations are a~ready being advanced. We hope to have the ASPSA advisory group in place within a week or 

10 days and will certainly call on those of you who expressed interest. 

Thanks a~ain - 

Bobbi and John 

Deps~men~ r, Aansg e~ 

9 ~ 9-843-9290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@emaJl.unc.edu~~; McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu-~ 

l~E: EXSS    and    ADD 

I can do these checks without adding more work for Ashley. Also, 

professor to work with." 

d 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent; Wednesday, 8:43 AN 
To= NcCullen, Ashley D 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: EXSS    and    ADD 

~ know we can add e~ecLronicsl~y now, b~t p~ease ~et me know if        meets the criteria. Debby, Ashley w~l~ leL us know ~1: he does meet the 

and ~[: he does, p~ease ask him to come by rny office and pick up a~d add form. 

S 

I assume yoL~ added him to 

Frem= McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent-" Tuesday, 8:29 AM 
To; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: FW: EXSS and    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

AdmirdsLrative St~pport Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel H~I 

919-962-.2022 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Monday, 6:~ PN 
Te= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: E~S    and    ADD 

told me that you had already spoken to him and that you told him to ~just find a 

requiremer~ts 

3 hours 

2 hours 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we r~ust apply. Wi[lir~g is not enough; we m~st do." (J. Goethe) 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday,                 10:33 AM 

@li-~e.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS    SBJ Receipt 

~ Please read the syllabus guidelines for the SBJ. You can tW COT tatting SBJ directly. 

Dr. Stroman 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 

Se~t: Tuesday, 8:56 PN 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Receipt 

Dr. Stroman, 
I subscribed to SBJ last Tuesday, . Unfortunately, either I did not receive an order confirmation receipt or I just simply did not notice which page it was. I have been 

t~ng to access some so~ of receipt/confirmation and have been unable to do so. Is there any other way to confirm with you that I have a subscription. 

Thank you for any help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 2:44 PM 

Richard Southall <~uthall@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILS: EXSS 750 

Okay. Thanks! 
d 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
:315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel } till, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstrornan 

http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn °t mean that it can °t be dane. 

From= Richard Southall [southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 07, 2011 2:29 plVl 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 750 

Debby, 

Thanks for your email. I think the leadership theme is perfect. A case study will be fabulous. I will not be in attendance at the seminar that morning, so enjoy the 

chance to interact with the 2nd years. The door code is 26621. 

Cheers, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

Sour ~tail@erl~aii u~c.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Office Hours: T/R - ll:OOam-l:OO~m; W - 9:~-10:30am and by a~t. 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 07, 2011 10:27 AN 

To= Southall, Richard Nichard 
SubjeCt= EXSS 750 

Hi R~chard. I am reviewing mg notes for next week and want to make sure that there isn’t a Oarticular current toDic or ~ssue gou want me to cover. I am 
staying in the theme of "Leadershi0" and also considering a case study to work through. 
Let me know... 
Thanks. 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and £porc Science 

Spor~Admmistra6on FaculV e~ ~;~vw.exssamc.edu 

EX~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (Tha~, Co’eye Sport Research Ins6mce 

FaculV Advisor, Carolhm Spor~s Bus~tess Club & Siena Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors OrganMation) 
315 Vgoo~en CB# 8605 

Ch&el Hffi, NC 27599 

919.~3.0 ~36 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 2:46 PM 

ttaskell, Moron <morgon haskell@unc.edu> 

I~E: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2129106 

Hi Morgon. The course is listed with Sher~z Salyer Please call me on my mobile so I may explain the situation. ;) 

Thanks 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.8430336 
Twitter - drstroman 
http:i/exss.unc edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: UNC-CH PTR [morgon haskell@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 1:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2129106 

Client Infurmation 
deborah I struman, Locatiun : 315 wuollen gT.m 300 suuth ruad cb 8605 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliatiun:, Department: exercise & sport science 

Phone: (919) 843-0336 and Email: dstro@unc.edu 
Shurt Descriptiun: Select a Shurt Description 

Emai[ Text :Deborah, 

I do not see that course listed with you as the instructor on record. The data regarding instructors comes frora CormectCarolina. I would recommend checking with your schednling officer to 
see if that change can be made. Or, it may be possible that another instructor is listed. 

Please let me know what you find out and when I can create the course 
Morgon 

UNC Sakai Support 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-- 

Wednesday                 5:28 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

RE: Attended. HC. 

Dr. Stroman 

F~m: blive.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:15 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: A~nded. HC. 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I attended the "Lunch & Learn" today in Hyde Hall with professors Osborne and Southall. 
Thank you for posting the session on the Sakai website. I found it very interesting to hear somebody defend the NCAA for once. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 5:31 PM 

Davis, Angela (amd) ~md@e~rvices.virginia.edu:~ 

I~E: Address 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Thanks, 

Still n.:_~ n~-:~ws,, ;) 

d 

F~m: Davis, Angela (amd) [mailto:amd@ese~ices.virginia.edu] 
N~Bt: Wednesday, September 07, 20~ B:3i PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C~: amd@virginia.edu 
Subject: Address 

Hi Debbie, 
I need your address for our revowing ceremony invite. Hope all is well. 
Angela 
Angela N. Davis 
Special Assistant to the Vice President and Chief Student Affairs Officer 
Associate Professor of English- General Facul~ 
UN~ERS~ OF ~RGIN~ 
One Poe Alley 
P.O.Box 400303 
Charlo~esville, VA 22904-4303 
434-982-2683 (ph) 

434-9a4-~007 (fax) 
amd@virginia.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:34 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

ILE: Sport A&ninis~tration- Internship Credit 

Hi Tomorrow at 2:30? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: Sport Administration - Internship Credit 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you had a great           weekend. That’s ahight about the 
internship, I’m going to start looking for an opportum~ :[’or next 
semester. Could I come in at some point this week to talk to you about 
graduate school? I would really apprecmte your time and advice! I know 
you’re very bus?’ but if you could let me know when you get a chance it 
would be greatly appreciated 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 10:11 PM 

CBC <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Agbeblewu, Samantha A <agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S 
<ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; n/a; Holman 
Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg 
<james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis 
<claudis~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; 
Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; terryjm@unc.edu; Baker, Diane 
<diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu>; McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; 
Overton, Jackie <overton@psafety.unc.edu>; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae 
<nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie (2 <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; Blake, Jo-Ann 
A <Jo-Ann_Blake@denti stry.unc, edu>; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email .unc. edu>; 
Dancy, Frances <frances_dancy@unc.edu>; White, Carla 
<carla whiteharris@unc.edu>; Collins, Michelle (2hristin <mcc@email.unc.edu>; 
Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu>; Anderson- 
Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; rac@unc.edu; 
(2ox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; Davis, Herb <hdavis@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, (2orey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; 
Houston, Terri (2 <thouston@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; 
carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; 
tony.patterson@unc.edu; Pierce, Jackie <japierce@email.unc.edu>; Powell, (2andice 
Sheilds Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu>; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Chris Faison @gmail.com> 

Caucus - MONDAY Black Athlete Panel Event 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf 

Hi Members. Thanks again for your commitment to CBC as demonstrated by your attendance at last week’s first monthly 

meeting. We certainly survived the meeting logistics due to the inclement weather and had a very productive and rich 

discussion. Trust and open communication across campus is critical during this time period of change. 

FRIENDLY REMINDER (as noted in the last e-newsletter): Monday, 9.12.11 at 6:30 p.m. (Stone Center) - "Respect and 

Revolution of the Black Athlete." A most timely panel discussion for all those interested in the academic and athletic 

experience of the Black athlete on college campuses and beyond. Please encourage students to attend this event. 

There’s lots going on this week so stay tuned for another communication this week. 

As always, feedback is welcome and encouraged! 

Harambe, 

Debby 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~e×ssouncoedu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must applyo Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



Aspart of the 2011-12 "Money 

and American Val~z~s 

and 
Of the Black Athlete" 

Monday, September 12 - 6~30 p.m.- 8~00 p.m. 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center (Hitchcock) 

SFONSO~ BY, 

Facilitator. ~~ ~~, Ph.~ - Exercise a~d Sport Scie~ce Depar~ne~t 

I~or~on, (919) 843-0336 or p~en~r@~c.~u 

vi ted Speakers~ 

Cl~#,rlea Blawlano~, J D. - Sports La w a ttor~J e y 

Jiml~y Hl’twl~cock- Former NFL a~d UNC Football Player 

D~rl’~¢ Holliel" - Former NFL a~d UNC Football Player 

l~C~i~a Rol~i~o~ - ESPN Color A~Jalyst, Former A CC Basketball Player a~d Coach 

Jem~r ~awlcho~z~e - Former NBA a~d UNC Basketball Player 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 10:58 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 

<nakenge.robertson@ unc.edu> 

Re: Black Caucus List of Attendees 

2011 Welcome Back RSVP2 emails (2).xlsx 

HI Andre. I hope to see you tomorrow night. 

Attached find the listing of those who rsvp’d to the Welcome Back Social. You can ignore the ones in yellow as they are our 

Caucus student ambassadors. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Congrats on the win too! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 10 Sep 2011 10:20:29 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Black Caucus List of Attendees 

Debbie, 

hope that you are having a great weekend! I wanted to follow-up with you regarding the below request. 

Thanks again for all of your support! 

Best regards, 



Andre’ 

> > > Andre Williams 8/30/2011 9:53 AM > > > 

Debbie, 

Thanks so much for inviting members of our football staff to last Friday’s Black Caucus "Welcome Back Social". It was 

definitely a great event! I was able to meet several of our campus supporters. 

Coach Withers has requested to see if we were able to obtain a list of the individuals who attended the event, if possible, 

can you please email me each attendees name and job title? 

Thanks so much for all of your support!! 

Best regards, 

And re’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(f) 919.962.0393 

awillliams@uncaa.unc, edu 
> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 8/8/2011 6:18 PM > > > 

The Carolina Black Caucus hosts its second annual "Welcome Back Social" that will be open to all Black 

employees and special guests. RSVP required. Details forthcoming. Please send note to cbcinfo(aunc.edu if 

you know of a new Black hire(s) in your department since May. Thanks! 

Save-the-date! Friday, August 26th - 5:00 p.m. 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



919.843.0336 



First 
Samantha 

Ann 

Bettina 

Brenda 

Brooke 

Bruce 

Carol 

Charles 

Shauna 

Cricket 

Devetta 

Diane 

A. Diane 

Donna 

Doul~las 

Deborah 

Harold 

James 

Jacqueline 

Jan 

Io-Ann 

Karen 

Larry 

Maria 

Nakenl~e 

Jacqueline 

Last 
Al~beblewu 

Penn 

Shuford 

Richardson Malone 

Church 

Carney 

Tresolini 

Daye 

Collier 

Lane 

Holman Nash 

Webster 

Baker 

Nixon 

Dibbert 

Stroman 

Woodard 

Dean 

Pierce 

Boxill 

Blake 

Gil 

Campbell 

DeGuzman 

Robertson 

Overton 

Email 

al~beblew@email.unc.edu 

annpenn@email.unc.edu 

bcshufor@email.unc.edu 

brenda_malone@ unc.edu 

brooke_church@unc.edu 

bruce@unc.edu 

carol tresolini@med.unc.edu 

cdaye@email.unc.edu 

colliers@email.unc.edu 

cricket@unc.edu 

dholman@email.unc.edu 

diane.webster@unc.edu 

diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu 

dnixon@email.unc.edu 

doul~_dibbert@u nc.ed u 

dstro@unc.edu 

harold_woodard@unc.edu 

james_dean@unc.edu 

japierce@email.unc.edu 

jmboxill@email.unc.edu 

jo-ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu 

kl~il@email.unc.edu 

lecamp@email.unc.edu 

~earthlink.net 

nakenl~e.robertson@unc.edu 

overton @psafety.unc.edu 



Roy 

Reed 

Robert 

Rumay 

Ashley 

Sylvia 

Shandra 

Kristen 

Terri 

Vergie 

Debra 

Yetta 

Rosalyn 

Rhonda 

Stephen 

Cedric 

Tarah 

Andrea 

Miguel 

Karen 

Michelle 

Frances 

Brittany 

Sharon 

Jennifer 

Jasper 

Charles 

Clover 

Bruce 

Alexander 

Lucas 

Frazier-Bowers 

Jones 

Swanson 

Houston 

Taylor 

Watkins 

Roberts 

Beecham-Green 

Beatty 

Boyd 

Bright 

Burnette 

Caldwell 

Cardona 

Jenkins-Cheek 

Collins 

Dancy 

Davis 

Davis 

Farrell 
Fleming 

rac@unc.edu 

rclover@unc.edu 

rob_bruce@unc.edu 

rumay@email.unc.edu 

ruthiejoad@unc.edu 

@gmail.com 

shandra_jones@unc.edu 

swansok@email.unc.edu 

thouston@email.unc.edu 

vataylor@email.unc.edu 

watkinsd@email.unc.edu 

yroberts@email.unc.edu 

beechamg@unc.edu 

rbeatty@unc.edu 

rgbruce@email.unc.edu 

ced ric_bright @ m ed. u n c. ed u 

tarahb@email.unc.edu 

andreac@email.unc.edu 

mcpete13@email.unc.edu 

jenkinsc@psafety.unc.edu 

mcc@email.unc.edu 

frances_dancy@unc.edu 

davisbg@email.unc.edu 

sedavis@email.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

fleminj@email.unc.edu 



Kevin 

Paula 

Marian 

Mosi 

Asia 

Yolanda 

Mary Elizabeth 

Priscilla 

Eileen 

Donte 

Malia 

Terrence 

Verita 

Pat 

Gabby 

Melvin 

Myra 

Wally 

Michelle 

Evelyn 

Walter 

Omar 

Mary 

Delisha 

Brendan 

Robert 

Guskiewicz 

Harrington 

Hopkins 

Ifatunji 

Johnson 

Keith 

King 

Layne 

Lewis 

McGhee 

McGuire 

Melvin 

Mitchell 

Murrill 

Parker 

Pinto 

Powell 

Quick 

Richardson 

Robinson 

Ross 

Rucker 

Rushdee 

Simpkins 

Stewart 

Thornton 

Turner 

gus@email.unc.edu 

psharrin@email.unc.edu 

mthopkin@email.unc.edu 

ifatunji@email.unc.edu 

asia1012@email.unc.edu 

yk@unc.edu 

meking@email.unc.edu 

playne@email.unc.edu 

lewise@email.unc.edu 

oj_mcghee@unc.edu 

tdmcguire@unc.edu 

mnm3303@email.unc.edu 

tlmitch5@email.unc.edu 

verita_murrill@unc.edu 

psparker@email.unc.edu 

gpinto@email.unc.edu 

mwpowell@email.unc.edu 

quick@unc.edu 

wricha@uncaa.unc.edu 

mmrobins@email.unc.edu 

Evelyn_Ross@unc.edu 

wrucker@email.unc.edu 

romar@email.unc.edu 

mary_simpkins@med.unc.edu 

dstewphd@email.unc.edu 

bjthornt@email.unc.edu 

rwturner@email.unc.edu 



Michele 

Cherlona 

Gary 

Joe 

Roy 

Donna-Marie 

Everett 

Vickers 

Walston 

Watkins 

Webster 

Williams 

Winn 

Withers 

michele_vickers@med.unc.edu 

cherlona_walston@med.unc.edu 

Guest 

Guest 

nlynch@,uncaa.unc.edu 

donnamarie.winn@unc.edu 

ewithers@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Tuesday, September 20, 2011 6:37 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
<sibby@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; rac@unc.edu; lajeune_cox@unc.edu; 
drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Scheper, Walter 
<scheper@email.unc.edu>; cholliday@unc.edu; Houston, Terri C 
<thouston@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@unc.edu; McLean- 
Pottinger, Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; 
Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; 
j ackie~ierce@unc, edu; c.powell@unc, edu; j acqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu; 
Agbeblewu, Samantha A <agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S 
<ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, 
DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; 
dnixon@email.unc.edu; claudis~olk@med.unc.edu; harold_woodard@unc.edu; 
djbarksdale@unc.edu; terryjm@unc.edu; Baker, Diane <adbaker@email.unc.edu>; 
McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; Overton, Jackie (Public Safety) 
<overton@psafety.unc.edu>; nikkia@unc.edu; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; 
ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; 
iruka@unc.edu; Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie 
Arlethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; Blake, 
Jo-Ann A <j ablake@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email.unc.edu>; Dancy, 
Frances <frances_dancy@unc.edu>; White, (;aria <carla whiteharris@unc.edu>; 
Collins, Michelle (;hristin <mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R 
<diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, 
Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Holly Smith <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; bcshuford@unc.edu;       @gmail.com; Ann Penn 
<annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Brenda Malone <brenda_malone@unc.edu>; (;aria White- 
Harris <cwharris@email.unc.edu>; Deborah Stroman Ph. D. (;LU (dstro@unc.edu); Dr. 
Heather Williams <hawill@email.unc.edu>; Dr. Joseph Jordan 
<jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Dr. Valerie Ashby <ashby@unc.edu>; Dwayne Pinkney 
<dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Wayne Blair <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Winston Crisp 
<wbcrisp@email.unc. edu> 

(;B(; - News You (;an Use 

CBC E-News 9.18.11 .pdf 

Hi All. Such a busy semester...remember to smile and laugh often. 

"When you are finished changing, you are finished." Ben Franklin 

Thanks to all who attended the last monthly meeting....great discussion and feedback. 

Enjoy your E-News! 

Harambe, 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically ~:osters, supports and celebrates 

the achievement o~: Black employees at the University 

o~: North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

Tuesday, October 4 (Union 3102) :[1:30 a.m. - Monthly Meeting 

Friday, October 28 - Habitat for Humanity Build - loin us as we serve the local 

community! Contact Shandra ]ones (shandraj@email.unc.edu} for more 

details. 

CBC Scheduled Calendar- 2011-12 

(Monthly Lunch Meetings in the Union 3i02 -Tuesdays at ll:30 aomo} 

August 26 o ~We~come Back~ Socia~ 

September 6 - Mon@]y Meeting 

November 1 - Monthly Meeting; "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home (Nov. 28) 

December - No scheduled meeting; Holiday Social 

January - "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp (TBD) 

February - No scheduled meeting; "An Arts Night Out" with CPA and "Read In" events 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social 

2011o12 Student Ambassadors: 



¯ Clap! Clap! Your Caucus leadership team is now working to nominate Black alumni for 

university awards. This year we have targeted the Distinguished Alumna and Alumnus 

Awards to be presented at the October 12 University Day ceremony. These awards 

recognize UNC-Chapel Hill alumni/ae who have made outstanding contributions to 

humanity in any walk of life. We welcome your nominees and input on this important 

effort to recognize our community. Contact Nakenge at nakenge.robertson@unc.edu 

for more information. 

¯ Housekeeping Update-The PRM consulting firm has completed their campus 

interviews with employees. Senior administrators are expected to release the 

summary report to the university community by November 1. Please contact 

cbcchair(~unc.edu for more information. 

¯ The Chancellor will welcome the Caucus to his home on Monday, November 28 (5:00 

p.m. - 6:30 p.m.) Due to space restrictions, this special event is a "firstBcome, first 

serve" limited registration. Please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu to reserve your 

space. (Guests are not permitted and this event is only for CBC 20:~:~-:~2 paid 

members.) 

¯ Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http://www.unc.edu/cbc The Caucus would like 

to be the central aggregator of all Black-related events and programs. So if you are 

aware of events (UNC and local community), please add them to the Caucus calendar. 

http://www.unc.ed u/cbc/submit event.html 

¯ HELP! Let’s recognize our young people...]:rom the Damon Toone, Senior Assistant 

Director O]:]:ice o]: Undergraduate Admissions: 

Dear Partner: 

Thank you J:or your continued assistance in helping our oJ:J:ice recruit and enroll top students at 

Carolina. All oJ: our recruitment communications--J:rom emails to our website--are greatly 

enhanced by your generous assistance. 

Each year we invite current Carolina students (many o]: whom are recommended by you) to a 

special photo shoot where we take their pictures and learn more about their accomplishments. 

These images and stories are then ]:eatured in our communications. Again this year, we seek to 

]:eature students ]:rom a variety o]: backgrounds, interests, and achievements that will help us 

communicate the overall quality o]: the student body at Carolina. Would you help us by 

identi]:ying one or two undergraduate students with a compelling story about their experience 

at Carolina ? While we’ll happily work with seniors--and please don’t hesitate to recommend 

them--we’re also interested in strong ]:irst-years, sophomores, and juniors, and especially 

those ]:rom a diverse background. 

We ask that any nominated student be open to being interviewed by a member o]: our 

communications sta]:]: and com]:ortable with having their picture taken. This would be an 

excellent opportunity]or you to promote the top students ]:rom among your department. 



Additionally, the students eventually ~:eatured would have a brie~: pro~:ile and several 

pro~:essional photographs ~:or their own use. 

IJ: you will, please send the names and contact inJ:ormation oJ: recommended students directly 

to Ashley Memory, Communications Director, at amemory~admissions.unc.edu by Friday, 

September 23. She will then J:ollow up with the students directly. 

"Caucus Cares" (Athletics Task Force) - Thanks to everyone who 

attended the "Respect and Revolution 

of the Black Athlete" panel discussion 

on Sept. 12. Jimmy Hitchcock, Dwight 

Hollier, LaChina Robinson, and Jerry 

Stackhouse shared inspiring messages. 

The video will be posted to the Caucus 

website. HOT topic article "The Shame 

of College Sports" written by UNC alum: 

http ://www.t h eat la ntic.co m/m aga zi ne/a rc hive/2011/10/t he- 

sha me-of-college-sports/8643/ 

To join the CBC athletics task force, please contact cbcchair(~unc.edu to receive updates and 

information. 

CBC Online Exhibit Update - The Caucus leadership has begun the process of documenting the 

history of the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus since inception in 1974. This three-part process (written 

documentation, photographs/images, and interviews) has a target completion date of September 1, 

2012. It is our hope that one day we will have an online exhibition and physical space on campus. 

(Similar to the Digital Collections - http://www.lib.unc.edu/digitalprojects.html or 

http://www.lib.unc.ed u/mss/exhibits/slavery/) 

Help! We seek photos of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC events/meetings, and any members of the 

Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a garage box! © The photos will be digitized 

and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the owners can keep their originals. If you or friends 

have items, please send a note to cbcinfo(~unc.edu. 

¯ The Caucus continues to gain awareness! Wear 

your Caucus hat with pride. Hats will be available at the October 

monthly meeting. $5 members and $10 non-members. 



CBC Road Trip to Charlotte - Calling all NFL lovers! The Caucus is 

researching a trip to watch the Charlotte Panthers vs. the Atlanta Falcons 

on Sunday, December 12 at 1:00 p.m. The trip will include round trip 

transportation on a 20-seat "party bus," game tickets, and memento. 

Laughs, jokes, football viewpoints, smack talk, and bonding included with 

package. Send an email to cbcinfo@unc.edu if you are interested. Subject 

line: NFL Road Trip 

CBC BIT 

NEW! Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and it is 

growing! The first BIT lunch meeting has been scheduled for 

this month. If you know of persons working in technology 

related positions, please contact or refer them to OJ at 

oi mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support 

our IT associates. 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-docs, etc.) 

in your unit or department. We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

September 8 thru October 28 - Stone Center’s "The Civil Rights Movement, African American 

Gl’s and Germany" Exhibition. This groundbreaking exhibition includes photos, cartoons and 

political posters that tell an intriguing story of how American and German history became 

intertwined in the struggle for civil rights. 

Thursday, September 22 - 4:00 p.m. (BCBS Aud. - Hooker Building, School of Public Affairs) 

"Gender and Negotiation" Workshop - Facilitated by Sara Laschever, co-author of Women 

Don’t Ask: The High Cost of Avoiding Negotiation, and Ask for It[ How Women Can Use the 

Power of Negotiation to Get What They Really Want. Co-sponsored by the Association of 

Women Faculty and Professionals. The AWFP Fall Reception will follow. 

Monday, September 26- 7:30 p.m. (Memorial Hall) - 2011 Frank Porter Graham Lecture. 

David Simon - The End of the American Century and the Triumph of Capital Over Labor 

Simon is a Baltimore-based author, screenwriter, and producer who draws from his 

background as a crime beat reporter to craft richly textured narratives that probe urban 

America’s most complex and poorly understood realities. He has been a screenwriter and/or 



producer for several critically acclaimed television series, including Homicide: Life on the 

Street (1993-1999), The Wire (2002-2008), and Treme (2010-). 

Monday Oct. 3, 6:00 p.m. (Hyde/University Room) - The Latina/os and Education Project of the 

UNC Latina/o Studies Program & the UNC Latina/o Cultures Speakers Present: Desarrollando 

Nepantler@s: Rethinking the Knowledge Needed to Teach Mathematics - Dr. Rochelle 

Guti~rrez. Guti~rrez argues that a model of knowledge needed for teaching mathematics and 

addressing equity involves political knowledge. 

Fall 2011 Stone Center Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 
Schedule- http_://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/programs/events/fall-2oll- 
diaspora-festival/ 

o Tuesday, September 27at 12 

noon - Night Catches Us (2010) Director: 

Tanya Hamilton. In 1976 Marcus, a former 

Black Panther, returns after years of 

mysterious absence, to the Philadelphia 

neighborhood where he came of age in the 

midst of the Black Power movement. In a 

startling sequence of events, Marcus must 

protect a secret that could shatter everyone’s 

beliefs. 

Wednesday, October 5 at 7:00 p.m. - Frantz Fanon: His 

Life, His Struggle, His Work (2004). Directors: Cheikh 

Djemai. Fanon, a Martinique-born psychiatrist, theorist 

and activist, became an unlikely spokesperson for the 

Algerian revolution against French colonialism in the 

1950s. Fifty years after his death, this documentary reveals 

the short and intense life of one of the great thinkers of 

the 20th century. 

Thursday, October 13 at 7:00 p.m. -Transfer (2010) 

Director: Damir Lukacevic. Futuristic capitalism meets old 

fashioned colonialism in this crisp, cerebral science fiction 

morality tale in 

which an 

elderly white German industrialist and his wife of 

50 years swap bodies with a couple of young 

healthy, and beautiful African strangers. 



Wednesday, Sept. 28th -- 7:00 p.m. CBS Sports Network will air "1st & Goal in the Bronx: 

Grambling vs. Morgan State - 1968" documentary. This film discusses the monumental game 

which was the first historically black college football game played in New York City. This one- 

hour special will air on exactly 43 years after the game was played at Yankee Stadium in front 

of more than 60,000 fans. Actor Keith David will narrate the program. 

htt ~eamerica.com show 1906 life-after-the-game 

Friday, October 14 (McKimmon Center/NCSU) - 10th Annual Alliance Day! NC Alliance to 

Create Opportunities through Education conference "Engaging Future Leaders for Global 

Excellence" (http://www.unc.edu/opt-ed/) will convene to increase the number of minorities 

in the STEM and SBE fields. Congratulations to Larry Campbell and team on receiving a 

Proclamation from Governor Perdue! Contact Larry (lecamp@email.unc.edu or (919) 843- 

6903) more information. 

DPAC - Sunday, October 16 - Aretha Franklin 

¯ Carolina Theater - Thursday, October 20 - Ledisi 

Symposium on the Legacy of African-American Choreography with Hope Boykin 

Three-day symposium exploring the history and legacy of African-American women 

choreographers through activities with living legends in the world of modern dance. 

The symposium is being held in conjunction with Carolina Performing Arts’ 

presentation of PHILADANCO on Friday, September 23 at 8:00 p.m. in Memorial Hall. 

¯ Noon, Wednesday, September 21 - Screening of the film Free to Dance 

¯ 7:00 p.m. Thursday, September 22 - "Celebrating Hope" - A conversation with 

Hope Boykin, Joan Myers Brown, and Brenda Dixon-Gottschild 

¯ 6:45 p.m. Friday, September 23 - Pre-performance conversation with Hope 

Boykin and Joan Myers Brown 



road from where she grew up. 

Durham native Hope Boykin studied with Jennifer Potts 

and Nina Wheeler and was a three-time recipient of the 

American Dance Festival’s Young Tuition Scholarship. She 

was a dancer with Philadanco for six years before joining 

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in 2000. Still 

performing with Ailey, she has returned to her roots, 

choreographing a new work to premiere just down the 

SAVE-THE-DATES and GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

http ://www.ca roli na pe rfo rminga rts.o rg/ge n res/a II 

Philadanco 

Friday, September 23, 2022 - 8:00 PM 

Ang~lique Kidjo 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 - 7:30 PM 

Still Black, Still Proud - An African Tribute to James Brown 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 - 7:30 PM 

Carolina Chocolate Drops, with special guests Luminescent Orchestrii 

Friday, February 3, 2012 - 8:00 PM 

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater 

Monday, February 13, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton Marsalis 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Herbie Hancock 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Joshua Redman & Brad Mehldau Duo 
Tuesday, April 10, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Cheikh L0 
Sa[urday, April 14, 2012 - 8:00 PM 



August 11, 2011 -January 8, 2012 -The Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University 

Becoming: Photographs From The Wedge Collection 

http://nasher, duke. edu/exhibitions becominq.php 

This exhibition brings together approximately 110 works by more than 60 artists from Canada, the 

United States, Africa and throughout the African Diaspora to explore how new configurations of 

identity have been shaped by the photographic portrait within the last century. Becoming offers a 

fresh exploration of the strength, beauty and complexity captured within representations of black life 

as it is both lived and imagined. 

A New Database on Oral History Collections of the Civil Rights Movement 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s National 
Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site presenting a database of oral history 
projects about the civil rights movement. The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history 
collections in libraries, museums, and university archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections 
across the country. 

Emory University Study Examines Racial Disparity in Kidney Disease 

Kidney failure is four times more likely among African Americans than for whites. Researchers at Emory University 
in Atlanta have found what they believe may contribute to a higher rate of kidney disease among African Americans. 

The study of 27,9:[:[ individuals found that African Americans are more likely than whites to excrete large amounts 
of protein in their urine. This can contribute to kidney disease and failure. The study was published in theJournal of 
the American Socie¢ of Nephrology. 

Recent Books That May Be of Interest to African-American Scholars 

The JBHE Weekly Bulletin regularly publishes a list of new books that may be of interest to our readers. Here axe 
some of the latest selections: 

¯ African American Civil Ri~zhts: Early Activism and the Nia~zara A/Iovement by Angela Jones (Praeger 
Publishers) 

¯ Black Subjects in AFrica and Its Diasporas: Race and Gender m Research and g/)qting edited by Benj aanin 
Talton aaad Quincy T. Mills (Palgrave Macmillan) 

¯ Encyclopedia of F)~ee Blacks and People of Color m the Americas: The Afiqcan-American Herita~ze of F)~eedom 
by Stewa~:t R. King (Facts on File) 

¯ Handbook of African American Health: Social and Behavioral Mterven~ons by Anthony Lemelle et al. (Springer) 

¯ Mteyrration Interrupted: Tracking, Black Students, and Acting White After Brown by Karolyn Tyson (Oxford University Press) 

¯ Racial Spectacles: Explorations in l~ledia, Race, and ~fustice by Jonathaaa Maxkovitz (Routledge) 

¯ Sister Citizen: Shame, Stereotypes andBlack Women in America by Melissa V. Harris-Perry (Yale University Press) 



¯ The BIack l~v[e~zachurch: TheoIo~, Gender, and the Politics of Public En~za~ement by Tamelyn M. Tucker-Wongs (Baylor University 
Press) 

¯ The Persistence of the Color Line: Racial Politics and the Obama Presidency by Raaadall Kennedy (Pantheon) 

Chronology of Major Landmarks in the Progress of African Americans in Higher 
Education 

For most of American history, a majority of the black population in this country was 
prohibitedJ?om learning to read or write. Today AJ?ican Americans are enrolling in 
higher education in record numbers. Here are some key events that occurred along the 

way: 

1799: John Chavis, a Presbyterian minister and teacher, is the first black person on 
record to attend an American college or university. There is no record of his receiving a 
degree from what is now Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Virginia. 

1804: Middlebury College awards an honorary master’s degree to Lemuel Haynes, an 
African American who fought in the Revolutionary War. 

1823: Alexander Lucius Twilight becomes the first known African American to 
graduate from a college in the United States. He received a bachelor’s degree from 
Middlebury College in Vermont. 

1826: Edward Jones graduates from Amherst College. Jones is believed to be the 
second African American to earn a college degree. 

1826: Two weeks after Edward Jones graduated from Amherst College, John Brown 
Russwurm graduates from Bowdoin College in Maine. He is the third African American 
to graduate from college in the U.S. 

1828: Edward Mitchell graduates from Dartmouth College. He is believed to be the 

fourth African American to graduate from an American college. 

For more, please visit http:iiwww.jbhe.comifeaturesi53_blackhisto _ry_timeline.html 



New Diversity Website! Under the leadership of 

Dean Karen Gil, the College of Arts & Sciences 

recently launched a new website focusing on 

diversity and the empowering activities and 

resources available to the university 

community. In addition, Dr. Valerie Ashby 

{Chemistry) chaired a task force to make 

recommendations to the Dean to further the 

faculty diversity effort within the College. 

Congrats! http://college.unc.edu/diversity 

Fall Wellness Workshops 

Campus recreation is pleased to announce their Fall 2011 wellness workshop series. Topics 

covered include stress relief, starting an exercise program, use of exercise balls, and healthy 

back tips. These workshops are FREE for all university employees. Go to 

http://campusrec.unc.edu/pro£rams-services-facilities for more information. 

Want a great opportunity to work on the Long Civil Rights Movement Project and be 

involved in electronic publishing? UNC Press is interviewing candidates for the Digital 

Production Specialist position. The specialist is responsible for coordinating XML and 

Epub conversions, ongoing development of XML guidelines, and quality control of 

conversion outputs for the "Publishing the Long Civil Rights Movement." Responsibilities 

also include preparing converted book files for output in a future Long Civil Rights 

Movement online database product, preparing files for enhanced e-books, and other 

special projects. For more information contact Sylvia K. Miller, Project Director at 

skm(~email.unc.edu. This is a full-time, position with state employee benefits. 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 



"in every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to 

heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it." M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, September 22, 2011 11:12 AM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
<sibby@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; rac@unc.edu; lajeune_cox@unc.edu; 
drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Scheper, Walter 
<scheper@email.unc.edu>; cholliday@unc.edu; Houston, Terri C 
<thouston@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@unc.edu; McLean- 
Pottinger, Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; 
Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; 
j ackie~ierce@unc, edu; c.powell@unc, edu; j acqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu; 
Agbeblewu, Samantha A <agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S 
<ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, 
DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; 
dnixon@email.unc.edu; claudis~olk@med.unc.edu; harold_woodard@unc.edu; 
djbarksdale@unc.edu; terryjm@unc.edu; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, 
Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; Overton, Jackie (Public Safety) 
<overton@psafety.unc.edu>; nikkia@unc.edu; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; 
ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; 
iruka@unc.edu; Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie 
Arlethia <qbyars@email.unc. edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc. edu>; j o- 
ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email.unc.edu>; Dancy, 
Frances <frances_dancy@unc.edu>; White, (2aria <carla whiteharris@unc.edu>; 
Collins, Michelle (2hristin <mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R 
<diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, 
Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Holly Smith <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; bcshuford@unc.edu;       @gmail.com; DL Stroman 
<dstro@unc.edu>; Nakenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; O.J. McGhee 
<oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra Jones <Shandra Jones@unc.edu>; Ursula Littlej ohn 
<ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; Verita Murrill <verita murrill@unc.edu> 

FW: Updated flyer for Sept 22 event 

SaraLaschever.pdf 

FYI. Today’s AWFP meeting - Change of location. 

important topic- important message! 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

ChNr, Carolina Black Caucus 



UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

From: Church, Brooke M 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 3:41 PM 
To: AWFP Board; Stroman, Deborah L; Patterson, Kris Blair; Drake, Amelia F 
Subject: Updated flyer for Sept 22 event 

Updated flyer with new info. 

Brooke Church, MSPH 
Associate Director of Corporate and Foundation Relations for Health At~i~irs 
University Development 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
208 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 

Telephone 919-962-0024 
Fax 919-843-3314 
gmail brooke_church@unc.edu 
Campus Box 6100 



4:00-5:00 

Coauthor of: 

Women Don’t Ask: The high cost of negotiation and 
positive strategies for change 

Ask For It: How women can use the power of negotiation 
to get what they really want 

Association for Women Faculty and Professionals (,~¢VFP) 
http : / /www. uric. edu i awfig 

Association of Professional Women in Medicine (APWlM) 

Carolina Women’s Center (CWC) 
http : / /wome~sce~ter. u~c. edu 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs (DMA) 
http : / /www. uric. edu i diuersiO’ 

Center for Faculty Excellence (CFE) 
http : / /~’. u~c. edu 

For details and registration, please visit: 
http:iicfe, u nc.eduievents, html 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 6:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Golf Resea:rch 

Hi Thanks     Two pro~ects: 

Create a simple Excel spreadsheet that lists the Bachelor’s, Master’s, and Doctorate degrees in Sport Management in D~C., VA, NC, SC, GA, and FL Use the 

NASSM and http:!idegreesinsports.com! sites. List the university, c~tv, degree offered, and webs~te I~nk~ 

Search for any and a~ research/surveys reh~:ed to women and golf or rninoritk~s ~n goif or African Americans in golf. t am trying ~:o 5rid existing research 

why/how women and m~norRies play golf. Create an ~?xce~ spreadsheet: ~is~:mg a~thor, ~mbHcal:h:m, ~:~tle, year, etc. 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
1:00 PN 

From: @gmail.com 
Sent; Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Golf Research 
Dr. Stmman, 

Yon told me to email you sometime this week to remind you to give me something to start working on either this Friday or the upcoming Monday. I wou’t be on 

campus Friday, but I roll have compnter access. I look tbrwazd to beginning this work. 
Hope you’re having a great day, 

UniversiVy of North Carolina Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:04 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

Our article idea 

Here’s another version of our idea... ;) 
http://wWW~jbhe~c~m/2~:[1/11/ dispe~ing-the-myth-~f-the-dumb-b~ack-j~ck-in-c~ege-aht~etics/ 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
UNC --- Bxercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - www.exss.unc.edu 
BXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai,; Carol~r~a Black Caucus 
Advisor’ Board Chair, Co~lege Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports Bus~r~ess Club & S~gma Mpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9~ 9.843.0336 
Tx~er: drstroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:12 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS - Reminder 

Hi 
ppt. 
[.~?t roe kr~ow if yot~ have ~t~y 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

91 
’]’wltter: drs[roman 

you can r’etrieve Lhe docs, please resubmit your k~terview on Sakai. We wilt meet as a group as scheduled. Be prepared with your Internship Summary 

From: ~email,unc,edu 
Sent: Friday, :t.t:35 AM 
Subject: Re: EXSS    - Reminder 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@email,unc,edu] 

tIey Dr. Stroma~n, 

I was just wondering, since I aJready turned in my final portfblio to you, do I still need to submit my work on ~kai? Hope you axe doing well’.! 

On            at 3:17PM, Stroman, Deborah (dstroman) wrote: 
Hi Heels. Friendly Reminder - Your Interview Practioner Paper is due Thursday! 

Refer to the syllabus/assignment or email me if you have rely questions. 

Dr. Stromm~ 

This tbrwarded message was sere via The University of North Carolina at Chapel tiill Messages thJm the "EXSS: 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSSI 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:17 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~B: Practitioner Interview Report 

Received. That~ks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcNe, ~2,~ptor~:~, ~’mpower, 

9~{9~843~0336 

Tw~er: drstroman 
~The power to question is the basis otall human progress," 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:24 AM 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Practitioner Interview Report 
Dr. Stroman, 

Tha~k you tbr allomng me a t:ew extra days to get my interview completed. My Practitioner Inte~iew Retx~rt is attached to this email. 
Regards, 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:41 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: First Yeaac Se~ninar - EXSS 

Hi      The FYS is limited to first-year’ students only. Continue to explore the field of sport administration. We hope to add this Entrepreneurship cour’se as an 

upper ~eve~ offering in the future. Let me know ~f you have any quest~ons~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL1J 

9:19,843.0336 

Twi[ter: drstroman 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:27 PM 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: First Year Seminar - EXSS 

Professor Stroman, 
My name is and I am a ~ here at UNC Chapel Hill. Last year as a I was unable to get into a FYS that I was really interested in. As I get ready 
to register for my Spring semester, I have grown very curious about the Exercise and Sports Science field because it seems like something I could really enjoy and take a 
lot from. With that said, I would like to know if I could take the First Year Seminar-                         this coming Spring. 3[ am very interested in this class 
because it brings together two of my passions: business and sports. I am strongly considering a Minor in Recreation Administration and I feel that this could help me establish 
a foundation for the field of EXSS. I would really appreciate it if you would allow me entrance into this class. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:41 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Received. Thanks. 

Dr, Stromm~ 

Go t-lee]s, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: theclub@unc.edu 
Subject: 
Attached is my recommendation for 

’~The power to question is the basis of aJl human 

@[ive,unc,edu] 
9:28 P[Vl 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 1 : 15 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-~ 

l~E: UNC Afiican American MaJe Mentorship 

Okay. How many seats does the bus hold? I am tr’ying to get pricing finalized today. Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

93%843.0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 
~The power to question is the basis of all human 

From: McGhee, Oj 
Sent: Friday, l: 14 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: UNC African American Male Mentorship 

Debbie, 

My apologies for just ge[ting back to you. I will attempt to come over, if time permits. UnfortunaLefy, a ~:ew staff members are ou[ with this bug going around 

jusL getting over it myself), and I may have to help out this afternoon. ~f ~ can’t come through, I would de[:iNte]y be interested in Lhe rnenLor#~g opportunity. 

Please pass along any information if you attend. Thanks for thinking of me~ 

OJ 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 2:29 PM 
To= NcGhee, ~ 
Subject= N: UNC African American Male Mentorship 

Hi O.L ~ am goh~g to try to attend. Let me k~ow if you cm~ too. 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,84&0336 

Twitter: drstroman 
~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

, .@live.unc.edu] From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:55 PM 
To: 
I Brown, Demitrius L; Woodard, Harold; Perez, Josmell; Holman Nash, DeVetta; Perkins, Ni-Eric; Webster, Linwood; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC African American Male Mentorship 

Hello Everyone! 

First I want to thank you for your interest in the important topic of African-American male mentorship on this campus. About a month ago, I met with Vice 

Chancellor of Student Affairs Winston Crisp to discuss this topic and subsequently with Assistant Dean of Students Demi Brown. We then brought a small group of 

students and staff to discuss this issue and decided that we needed to expand this conversation. 

Your interest in a mentoring program is timely in that we have scheduled a follow up meeting to determine how we should move forward. This presents us with an 

opportunity to get more stakeholders around the table. I would like for you to join this conversation so that we can use all of the energy and synergy of all 

interested parties to produce the best product for the participants. 

We are scheduled to meet on Friday,            in the Union (Room 3203} at 3:00 pro. Please let me know if you can attend. 

We asking that if you choose to participate that you come to the meeting with these questions and the following information in mind. 

¯ What is your interest in a program? 

¯ What would make a program like this beneficial to the university community? 

¯ Who would the program serve? African-American males? What about Latino and American indian males? Inclusion of females? 

Do you know of any other similar programs? How are these programs run? 

¯ What structure would be most beneficial? Would you prefer faculty and staff mentoring students? 

The following people have been invited to attend this meeting: 

Students 

Staff 

Demitrius Brown, Asst. Dean of Students 

Erik Hunter, Judicial Programs Officer 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director Center for Student Success 



Thanks, 

Josmell Perez, Multicultural Programs Coordinator 

Devetta HolmarNash, Health Educator 

Ni-Eric Perkins, Assistant Director of Admissions 

Linwood Webster, Academic Advisor 

Dr, Debbie Stroman, Professor Excerise Sports Science 

Con~fidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is j~or the sole use oJ~ the intended recipient(s) and may contain con~fidential 
inJ~ormation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. I,f you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy al! copies o.f the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Friday,                 1 : 15 PM 

@ive.unc.edu> 

ILE: Jeop~rdy Review Session 

Jeopardy D EXSS Posted.docx 

Go Heels, 
Debor~h L, Stronmn, Ph,D, CLU 
Endue]e, Explore, 

Twitter: drstroman 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Jeopardy Review Session 
Professor Stroman, 
I am writing to you in regards to the conversation we had after class today. I was one of the score keepers for today’s 
Hope you have a great weekend 
Sincerely, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 

12:24 PM 

review session. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:49 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ed Shields <shields@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: thesis 

Works for me! Thanks. 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

From: Osborne, Barbara J 
Sent: Friday, 4:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Ed Shields 
Subject: RE: thesis 

make it work 

Barbars Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Universit’¢ of North Carolina 

3D9 Woolh:m Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 9~9.962.517~ 

EmaH: sporflaw@unc.edu 

From: #uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara .1 
Co: Ed Shields 
Subject: RE:            thesis 

Dr. Stroman and Dr. Osborne, 
Dr. Shields is not available until 2:30 on Monday, November 14. 

Will 2:30pm work for both of you? If so, I will book the day and time with Cindy. 

Thank you for your time. 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843,4063 

@uncaa.unc,edu 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu > ii:30 AM >>> 

Anytime between 12 and 3 is good for me too, 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, S~roman, Ph.D, CLU 
~n,qr~iqe. .gxplor~. ~mpower, 
9] 9,843,0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

~The power to question is the basis c,f all human progress." 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: RE: thesis 

6:16 PM 

Noon - I:00 works for me. Or 1.-2, or 2-3 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate £rofessor 



Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

C~ 8605 

Chape~ HH~, NC 27519 

Phone: 929.962,$173 

EmaH: sporflaw~u~c.edu 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, 

To: Osborne, Barbara _1; 
Subject= RE: thesis 

5:17 PM 

teach from 11:00-- 11:50, 

Debo,ah L Stroman, PhZ), CBU 

919.843,0336 
Twitter: d~stromaa 

~The power to question is the basis of all human pi,:)gless." 

From= Osborne, Barbara J 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:48 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: thesis 

get out of class at the law school unt:il :10::15, so could we st:art at: 

Barbara Osbor~}e 

Associate Prot:essor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chape~ I-{HL NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

EmaH: sportiaw@unc.edu 

From: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:40 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara J 
Subject=            thesis 

Dr. Stroman and Dr. Osborne, 
Attached is my thesis. 

Iwould appreciate any and all feedback that you can provide me. So that I can be prepared for my defense, can I have all feedback by Wednesday, 

Iwould like to schedule my defense on Monday,             Will 9am or 10am work for you? 

Please confirm that you received this email so that I know you have my paper, 

Thank you for all of your guidance and help. 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1),22: Office Hours 

Super! Have a great weekend. 

Dr, Stroman 

Go flee]s, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843.0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 
~The powe~ to question is the basis of all human 

From: Puryear, Tyler [mailto:wpuryear@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Office Hours 

Hi Dr Stroman, 
Everything went well for registration. I was able to enroll in without any problems. Thank you for all your help. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:10 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Office Hours 

Hi      I hope your registration is going well, Again, you don’t need Math 

without the course though. 

At this tirne Connect Carolina wH~ ~robablv no~: block your erm:Jimen~: h~ 

Dr, Sl:roman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, E,~:ffore. Ernt:~ow~t 

919,843,0336 

Twitter: drstronmn 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, £07 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Office Hours 

Okay, See you then! Woollen 315 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. gtroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

’l’w~tter: drstroman 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Office Hours 
Tomorrow after 2 works for me. 
Thanks, 

to graduate. You may need the instructor’s permission to be in EXSS 

Let me Imow if ~/OU have any additional questions. 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

~The [)owe[ to question is the basis of a[I human 

~live.unc.edu] 
5:00 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 10:41 AM 
To: 
Subject= RE: Office Hours 

Hi 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
gn,qcN~. E,~ptor~:~. Empower, 
919,843,0:;’:;’6 
Twi~ter: drstroman 

Are you available after 2:00 tomorrow or Thursday between 1:30 and 3:30? 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Office Hours 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
lama 
Thanks, 

~The pow.:~r to question is the basis o[ all human progress," 

@live.unc.edu] 
7:05 PM 

Sport Admin major and I have a couple of questions about scheduling classes for next semester. When would be a good time to stop by your office? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:09 PM 

@gmail.com> 

l~g: Project Touchdown! - ACC Football Oppo~nity 

Hi          Today is/was hectic as we are in advising mode for’ spring registration, 

As told to the Club-- 

The ex~)erience is pre~:~:y dear cuL We go ~md jo~n the ACC s~:aff to admkdster a major footb~;I] game. Dutk~ and respons~Ml~ties vary each and every day. Everyone 

(~nduding ~:he ACC pefm~ment staff) ~)erforms different parts to m~;ke ~t work. We are all fle’.dble and writing to roll up our s~eeves to make ~:he event a success. 

Communications, Market~ng, Operations, Firing, Computer Lasks, Weicoming VII)s, Packing g~fts, Operations, etc. 

Hope that helps! 

Dr, Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Strarnan, Ph,D, CLU 

9:1 

Twitter: dr~trmnan 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 1:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Project Touchdown! - ACC Football Opportunity 

~The powe~ to question is the basis of all human 

@gmail.com] 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Is there a time next week or even later this afternoon "that I could meet with you to talk about this opportunity to work ruth Project Touchdown! ? I mn very interested 

in applying from reading the brief de~ription would like to talk ruth you a linie more about what exactly we would be doing and ex~riencing if selected. Thanks in 

advance and I look forward k~ heazing from you soon! 

On            3:30 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <__d_~_t__r~!_u_n__c_’=_e_j__u_> wrote: 

Hi Heels! The fourtJ~ annual Project Touchdown’. Application process is now open. I a]~ excited to conti~me this great partnership with ACC football. The ACC 

appreciates our work ethic and input in their planning a~d execution of this i~nportam gmne. 
Please review the information and apply to be on the PT! team. Make sure that this opportunib’ matches your career goals and that you are able to coordinate with 

your academics and operations work schedule. 

Let me kmow if you have questions! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah g. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Adrninist-ration Facuky .- e~ - www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter: drstroman 

~’D~m’t be trapped by dora Milch ~s lbing w~th the res~dts of other people’s thinking, Do~t let the ~o~se of other’s opinh~ns d~vn out your ow~ ianer 

vNce," (S, ,lobs) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:09 PM 

@gmail.com 

l~E: Project Touchdown! - ACC Football Oppoltunity 

Hi Yes, that is the date and tirne. 

Dr, Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Strornan, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 
~The powe~ to question is the basis of all human 

@gmail,com] 

3:59 PM 

From."      ~gmail.com 
Sent-" Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: Project Touchdown! - ACC Football Opportunity 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to clari~ the time tbr the Tuesday meeting. Is it 9am- 12pm? I wmated m make sure because I have m work the basketball game that night and 

want to apply tbr this opportunity but wmat to make sure I can fully commit. I know I can work the     Dates so this is the only conflict I forsee. I didn’t wmat to ask 

for a student reference betbre I know ifI cm~ be at the Tuesday meeting. Thanks so much liar letting us know about this opportuni~. 

Sent frown my BlackBeny¢) smartphone powered by Alltel 

From: "Stroman, Debx~rah L" <dstro(a)unc.edn> 

Date: Thu, 19:30:22 +0000 

To: (1~ email amc.edu~>; ~blive.tmc.edn>; ~live.nnc.ed~; 

~d;live.tmc.e&~; ,(a~live.unc.edu>; ~cmail.uac.edu>; ~emaJl.unc.edu>; 

~!~:~:_u~:_N~_P; ~;~_rr~:~:~_~tu >; ~_~:~i[:~_r~:~s~_u> 
Co: Osborne, Barbara J<~PS?!J!{!22@31~R:~S~_~ >; Weight Efiam~e Nlen< fl1~1~!$~9~!~:_~[!~:~_~>; SouflN1, Richaxd Michard<~?_~2_~[~:_~!~9:_~0Lp; Southall, 

Deborah Joy<~Jbs?~!~£~2~r!3~_@~t~fl:_~01_P; Shields, Edgar W<~5~:~_N_~!St~_(g51~R:fl~_~; Cooper, Coym<~!~?Z~_[@_~gr4~:g~NN~!>; Stm~nan, De~rah 

L<dNro(~unc.ed~ 
Subj~t: Project ToucMown’. - ACC FootbNl Oppo~ni~ 
Hi Heels! The fourth annual Project Touchdown! Application process is now open. I am excited to continue this great partnership with ACe football. The ACC 
appreciates our work ethic and input in their planning and execution of this important game. 
Please review the information and apply to be on the PT! team. Make sure that this opportunity matches your career goals and that you are able to coordinate with 
your academics and operations work schedule. 
ket me know if you have quest~ons~ 

Dr. Stroman 
6o Heels, 
9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - gxerdse and Spurt Sdence 
Sport Administration Faculb, - e~ -wwcw.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
ChaJh Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvJsoW Board Chaih College Sport Research Ins~tute 
FaculLv AdvJsoh Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen--- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter: drs[roman 
"Don’t be trapped by dogma which is ~iving with the results of other people’s th~nking, Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions drown out your own ~nner voice." {S, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:12 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Review 

Jeopardy EXSS Exam II Posted.docx 

Hi For your eyes only. :) 

Thanks again. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we rr~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: #email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 22:09:55 -0400 

To: <undisclosed-recipients:;> 

Subject: Review 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

From: 

Hello, Dr. Stroman~ 

I am not sure if you received my email from Heelmail, so I am giving Sakai a try. Would you mind sending me the review questions that we used during the game yesterday? 

Thanks and see you Monday, 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 3:26 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu>; McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Exam Copies - Monday Morning 

EXSS 221 Fll Exam II .docx 

Hi. Can you please make 49 copies (two-sided) for Monday at 10:30 a.m.? Please call me on my mobile if this request can’t be done. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is r~ot enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not er~.:)ugh; we rr~st do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Weekly Drill Question 

Hi        I reposted the      Weekly Drill. Looks like it had disappeared!??! 

I didn’t post one for 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’~ (J, Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 16:59:32 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS     Weekly Drill Question 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I noticed the weekly drill for last week and this week were not posted on Sakai. However, I saw someone, I think Hannah, turn in her responses to the weekly drill from last 
week. I was just wondering if they have been posted somewhere else than usual? I was hoping to do the weekly drill for this week if it is posted, and review the one from last 
week to help guide my studying of the SB.I reading from last week for the exam. If they haven’t been posted, that’s fine, I just want to make sure I haven’t been missing out 
on the assignments if they have just been posted somewhere else I haven’t heard about/been able to find. Thank you for your help and I hope you’re enjoying your weekend! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 4:17 PM 

@gmail.com 

Honor Summary 

Stroman Honor System Summary.docx 

Let me know what you think. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:24 PM 

JCE Eaddy @yahoo.com> 

Honor Court Summary 

Stroman Honor System Summary.docx 

Let me know what you think. Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, November 7, 2011 10:47 AM 

Ga~ Sobba <gsobba@tarheelsports.com> 

l~E: THSP - UNC WBB Broadcasting 

Okay. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

TwiLter: drstroman 
~The power to question ~s the bas~s of a~ human progress." 

F~m= Ga~ Sobba [mailto:gsobba@tarheelspo~s.com] 

Sent= Nonday, November 07, 2011 10:3i AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: THSP - UNC WBB Broadcasting 

Waiter Storhoit i5~ the new pl~W by ph~y guy,. he works~ for WCNL,. h~5~ phone mm~ber is 

Gary Sobba 

Ta~ Heel Spo~ts Propert}es 

9194194100 exL 2070 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 

E~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro(@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, November 06, 2055 4:23 PN 

To= Ga~ Sobba 
C¢= Boxill, 3eane~e N 
Sabject= THSP - UNC WBB Broadcasting 
Hi Gary. Good seein~ you today. 

As I mentioned, Jan and I met and decided to divide up the home radio broadcasts. Please ~et me know if you need anytNn8 from our end. 

Please send me the contact information of the new (~) play-by-play announcer so I can introduce myself. 

Thanks~ 
debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Sdence Department - h~tp://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and SiBma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowh~ ~s not enough; we must apply. W~I~n~ is not enouBh; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, November 7, 2011 5:20 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufks@email.unc.e&~ 

I~E: Exmn Copies - Monday Morning 

Thanks again! 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 

From." Tufts, Amy Z 

Sent: Monday, November 07, 20~.:t 8:56 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Exam Copies - Monday Morning 
they are ready! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Sunday, November 06, 20J.:t 3:26 PM 
To; Tufts, Amy Z; McCullen, Ashley D 
C:¢; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exam Copies - Monday Morning 

~The power to question is the basis of all human 

Hi. Can you please make 49 copies (two-sided) for Monday at 10:30 a.m.? Please call me on my mobile if this request can’t be done. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://ex.~;.~;.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Ch~; Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Ca~:olina Sports Business Club and Sigtna Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, November 7, 2011 5:40 PM 

~yahoo.com 

FW: Crisis in the Juvenile Justice System I Nov. 9 

r3o Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Engu~je, Ex~:~,lare, 
91 9,843.0336 
’rwltter: drstroman 

"The power to question isthe basis of a~ human 9ropress." 

From= Institute of African American Research [mail~:olympia=email.unc.edu@mail3~.usLrsgsv.net] On gehalf Of Institute of African American Research 
Sent= Monday, November 07, 20~ 10:54 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjettl Crisis in the ~uvenile ~ustlce Sys~m I Nov. 9 

Join the Institute of Aflican American Resealch fel a discussion on the issues confronting 

the juvenifa justice system and those who work in it and on behalf of children in North 

Catofina. 

Particips nts: 

Marilyn A~ila, Rep. RoVgake County 

[amar Bitckhead, grolesser, UNC School of Law 

Brandy Bynum, Directal of Policy & Outreach. Action for Children Neitb Carolina 

Eiwin Byrd, Attorney, ]..egaf Aid Nolth Carolina 

~endy Green, Attorney, Prisoner Legal Services, Incarcera[ed Youth Project 

Geeta Kaput, Attorney for indigent children, Triaf and appellate courts of NC 

lhe HeneraNe Judge Marcia Mercy, Chief Dis~ric~ Ceur[ Judge, Durham Ceun[y 

Mike Rieder, Deputy Secretary, NC Dept of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention 

Coosponsaled by the Juvenile Justice Clinic in the UNC Schaof of Law. Free and open to 

the public. 

Mere 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:06 PM 

,~live.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: Sorry so late! 

Thanks. I missed you on Thursday ;( 
Stay focused’. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~[ive uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Sorry so later 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

Sorry I’m so late getting these pictures to you, I totally forgot that I ha&a’t sent them to you. I’ve been so busy with school, work, sorting out post-grad plans, and traveling back and forth to 
every other week! Hopefully I can reschedule a meeting with you sometime before Thanksgiving. Hope you have a wonderful week. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: OfiSce Hours 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 

I am available at I:00. Please advise, Thanks! 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Office Hours 

Dr. Stroman, 
I just looked at my test results from today and did not do as well as I expected 
point and to talk to you a little bit about the test. 
Thank you, 

~The power to questi,:}n is the basis of all human 

@live,unc.edu] 
2:24 PM 

¯ I was wondering if I could come by your office tomorrow and check on my grade up to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCI~&NGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 6:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Pdg: EXSS    - Exan Grades 

can’t send grades by ernail. Feel free to call me (or leave your mobile number) or set an appointment, Thanks! 

~The power to questb.’)n is the basis of a[[ human 

@[ive,unc,edu] 
1:45 PM Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Exam Grades 

Hi Dr, Stroman, 

I didn’t know where to check for my exam grades until today, and when I looked, the first exam was already taken down, Would it be possible for you to 

tell me what I got on the first exam so that I have an idea of where I stand in the class? 

Tha nks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2~live, unc,eduI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Class 

Hi      I hope you are feeling better. What is your’ mobile #? 

Give me a call in the office tomorrow so we can arrange a time for you to take EXAM II before Thursday morning. 

Thanks, 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

Twi~er: drstroman 
~The power to question is the basis of a[[ human progress," 

@live,unc,edu] 
9:00 AlVl 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Class 
Dr. Stroman, 
I am not going to be able to attend class today. During the game on Saturday I suffered a concussion. After meeting with the Doctor this morning he advised me to not attend 
class today. 1 know I will be missing the test today so if you would allow me to make that up at your best convenience that would be greatly appreciated. If you have any 
questions please don’t hesitate to contact me or any of our support staff in the football office. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: IMPORTANT QUESTION 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 

] am confused by your note. Do you want to be in the spring EXSS course that I am teaching? You ar’e curr’ently not enrolled in the course. 

Sent-" Monday, 
To," Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" IMPORTANT QUESTION 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 

~The powe~ to question is the basis of a[[ human 

@live.unc.edu] 
8:57 AM 

My name is              and I had talked to you over the summer about enrollment in your EXSS    course for the fall. If you remember, the way it worked out I wasn’t 
able to take it due to scheduling conflicts. I’m attempting to enroll in the course today for this upcoming semester, but Connect Carolina is telling me that I’m already enrolled 
in the course. I’m not sure how this is possible. If there is anything that you can do to make sure my name is not on any roster or if you could advise me on what to do that 
would be a great help. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 6:40 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

l~g: Golf Research 

Thanks 

FYI-- I will be doing r~dio for many of the WBB games this sea, son. ;) 

Deborah L. gtroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

939,843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 

Frem: @gmail.com L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Golf Research 

Thanks Dr. Stmman. I’ve begun compiling the information, and I’ll have it to you as soon as possible! 

~The power to question is the basis of all human 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
12:12 AM 

On Thno at 6:42 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(/~unc.edu~> wrote: 
Tw o proj ects: 

Create a simple Excel spreadsheel llaa[ lists thc Bachck~r’s. Maaer’s. aad Doctorate degrecs ia Sport Management h~ D.C., VA, NC, SC, GA, ;rod FI,. I Tsc thc 
NASSM a~d htlp://de~’eesiasports.corr# si[es. I ,ist ~he uni~,ersi~y, city, degree ot’lL’~ed, and website link. 

2. Search ~’or any and all research/surveys related to womes m~d golf or mh~orJtics in golf or African America~s in goK I am tryJsg to fi~d existh;g research os why/how 
womea and mJno~:Nes play golf: Creae at~ Excel sprea&;hee~ li.~;fiag author, paNJcafioa, tille, year, elc, 

Go Heels, 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter: drstroman 
~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@gmai].com] On Beha|fOf Fn)m:          @gmai[.col:o 
Sent: ~[]aursday, November 03, 201 ] 1:00 PM 
’re: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Golf Research 

Dr. Sta)man, 

You told me to email yon ~)metime this week to remind yon to give me something to s~rt working on either this Friday or the upcoming Monday. I won’t be on 

campus Friday, but I roll have computer access. I look forward "to beginning this work. 

Hope you’re having a great day, 

Universib’ of North Carolina Class of: 

Universi~ of North Carolina Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:41 PM 

@live.unc.edw~ 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 

Try calling rne ~.omorrow or leave me your mobile number. Thanks. 

~The powe~ to question is the basis of all human 

@live,unc,edu] 
6:15 PM Sent; Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 
Hi Dr. Stroman, my name is and i’m a this year. I’m not sure if you remember me, but I came and talked to you about a month ago about the 
exercise sports science major and specifically about physical therapy. I have had some new thoughts about my track and wanted your input!advice on what I should do and be 
thinking about, rm sure you are super busy with advising since everyone is registering for classes in the next few days, but rd love to have just a few minutes of your time 
when you have an opening! I looked up your advising schedule online and the soonest date you have is       Is that the soonest I can get in touch with you? If so, that’s 
perfectly fine, but I just wanted to talk with you sooner rather than later for peace of mind! thanks so much for all your help, and I hope you have great weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 6:42 PM 

@students.ecu.edu> 

Yes. GREAT seeing you. You look fine and well ;) 

Stay focused! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

4:20 PM 

Hey Dr Stroman[ 

We’re going to do a better job staying in touch 

(a)smdents.ecu.edu] 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Dr. Strotnan 

Hi, Sorry I missed your previous note. I am here this week. What is your schedule on Wednesday morning at I0:00 or Thursday after 2:00? 

Dr, Stroman 

Go 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 

From; 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Dr. Stroman 
Mrs.Deborah, 
Hope all is well. I was writing in regards to us meeting we never got up to it. Hope we can meet soon. Be Blessed. 

~The powe~ to question is the basis of all human 

~live.unc,edu] 
1:56 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 9:23 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: presentation 

Hi Send to me directly. Thanks! 

DLS licom my iPhone 

On at 9:14 AM. ~live uric edu> ~vrote: 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 
I submitted my paper Sunday night, because it said it was due by 11 on the day it was due, ~vhich I had as yesterday So, my PowerPoint did not get submitted with the paper. Would you 

like me to email that to you by tomorro~v or can you open it back up so I can re-submit the paper and the PowerPoint? 
Sorry about that! Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 12:11 PM 

Jeff @yahoo.corn> 

Re: Crisis in the Juvenile Justice System ] Nov. 9 

;) 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Nov 8, 2011, at 9:57 AM, "Jeff’ (c-~vahoo.com> wrote: 

I’ll be there. Just told my chief d court judge you told me I have to be there & when you speak I listen!!!’. 

Sent them my iPhone 

With wannest regards, 

T. Jefferson Ca~non, III Esq. 

THE CW LAW GROUP, PC 
3622 Lyckan Parkway 

Suite 5006 

Durham, NC 27707 
(919) 926-1785 x 1 telephone 

(919) 251-6650 facsimile 
Email: j carmon~cwla wgroup.com 

Website: ~¥.cM awp, roup.com 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure co~nplia~ce ruth require~nents i~nposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this 

communication (or in any attachment) is not intended or written to be used, m~d cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) avoiding tax-related penalties or (ii) 

promoting, marketing or recommending to m~other party any tax related ~natter addressed in this communication or in any attachment herein. 

This e-mail transmission, and a~y documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain co~t]de~Nal i~t’ormation that is legally privileged. 
If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you axe hereby notified that m~y disclosure, copying, 

distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this message is strictly prohibited. 

If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately noti~ us by reply e-mail or by telephone at (919) 926-1785, and destroy the original 

transmission mad its attachments mthout reading them or saving them to disk. Thm~k you. 

On Nov 7, 2011, at 5:40 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro,~;unc.edu> wrote: 

Go Heels, 
Deborah k Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
En~7~:~{~e, ~’?:p~ore, Empower. 
9:~ 9.843.033(~ 
Twitter: drstroma~a 

~Yhe power to question ~s ~he bas~s o[ a~ huma.~ progress." 

F~m: Institute of African American Research [ma[lto:olymp[a=email.unc.edu@ma[B4.usl.rsqsv.net] On Behalf Of Institute of Mr[can American 
Research 
Sent: Nonday, November 07, 2011 10:54 AN 
T~: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Crisis in the Juvenile Justice System [ Nov. 9 

Crisis in the Juvenile Justice System" 
.~ ~:~"~:,"~ ~,~,-,~--~,~ ..... 



Join the Institute of African Amelican Resea~ch fo~ a discussion on the issues confronting 

the ]uvenik justice system arid those who work in it arid or~ behalf ol chitdrer~ in North 

Ca~olina. 

Participants: 

M~rilyn Avit~, Rep. Ro\,’dake County 

Tamer Birckhead, ProlessoL LfNC School o1’ Law 

Bra~dy Bym~m, Director of Policy & O~t~each, Action 

Erw~n Byrd, Attorney, Legat Aid No[th 

V’~endy Green~ Attorney, Prisoner Lega~ Services, ~nc~rce[ated Youth Project 

Geeta Kaput, Aflorney for ind~ge~t children, Tdal ~nd appellate cou~ts of NC 

The I-{enorebk Judge [~arda [~orey= Chief D~strict Ceu~t Judge, Durham County 

M~(e Riede~. Deputy Secret~l~y, NO Dept of Ju’~enile Justice alld Delinquency 

Provocation 

Co-spo[~sored by the Ju~fenik Justice Ctinic i~ the UNC School of Law. Free and open to 

the public. 

follow o1°= [wi~er i friend o~ Facebeok fc.~,vsl-d to a fdel°=d 

uns~bsciibe from this iistl update subscription 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:07 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Prig: Nike Contract Information 

Received, Thanks. I did not receive your other Rote {if sent). 

Dr, Stroman 

Go 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Twitter: drstroman 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Nike Contract Information 
Hi Dr, Stroman, 

~The powe~ to question is the basis of all human 

@live,unc.edu] 
11:46 AM 

I am re-sending the Nike contract information to you, since last time I sent it I did not hear from you. 

Please let me know if you need anything else! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1),2;: Nike Contract QUESTION 

What. are your sources/references for this infor’mation? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

TwRter: drstroman 

Fl~m-" 

Sent-" Tuesday, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Co-" Fannin, Jenny 
Subject-" Nike Contract Information 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc,edu] 
¯ :t:[:=16 AM 

I am re-sending the Nike contract information to you, since last time I sent it I did not hear from you. 

Please let me know if you need anything else! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 1:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~B: Meeting for 

Hi 2:00 on Thursday. Thanks. 

Go Reds, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 
Twi~ter: drstroman 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting for 

Dr. Stroman, 
Are you free around 11 or after 2 on Thursday? Hope you’re doing well. 

Best, 

~The po~7er to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:04 AM 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: IMPORTANT QUESTION 

Hi. Did you contact ITS? Sounds Uke a technical problem. ;( 
Go Reds, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CUd 

9:{9~843~0336 
Twi~ter: drstroman 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT QUESTION 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 

12:04 AM 

I would like to be in the spring course you are teaching, but I know there is a wait list. When I tried to add myself to it this morning, Connect Carolina told me I was already 
enrolled in it, which I am not. I’ll try again to see if anything has changed. If it tells me the same thing again, do you know who I can talk to, to work it all out? 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:27 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: IMPORTANT QUESTION 

Hi 

Go Reds, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,q~q~, g,~plore, 
9:{9~843~0336 

TwRter: drstroman 

I am confused by your note. Do you want to be in the spring EXSS course that I am teaching? You are curren[ty not enrolled in [he course~ 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: IMPORTANT QUESTION 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@!jve.unc.edu] 
8:57 AM 

My name is              and I had talked to you over the summer about enrollment in your EXSS    course for the fall. If you remember, the way it worked out I wasn’t 
able to take it due to scheduling conflicts, rm attempting to enroll in the course today for this upcoming semester, but Connect Carolina is telling me that rm already enrolled 
in the course, rm not sure how this is possible. If there is anything that you can do to make sure my name is not on any roster or if you could advise me on what to do that 
would be a great help. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:41 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~Jg: 

Hi. 2:30 on Thursday? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~19.84&0336 

TwiLter: drstroman 

From: 

Sent; Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

Dr. Stroman, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
8:31 PM 

Tests and meetings on Wednesday and on Thursday after 2 pm nothing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILl:;: Office Hours 

Hi 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Str’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 

have faculty meetings this afternoon. Please send me another note for next week upon your return. Thanks. 

~The power to question is the basis of all human p[op[ess." 

@live,unc,edu] 
8:09 PM Sent= Monday, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Office Hours 
Dr. Stroman, 
I actually have class from $$ to :[:45 tomorrow. If you aren’t available before :[:[ or between :[:45 and about 2:30 then I will have to meet with you when we return from 

Thank you for your willingness to meet with me and if I do not get the chance to meet with you before our trip then that would be fine if we just do it after. 
Thanks again, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 6:08 PM 
To: 
Subject= RE: Office Hours 

Hi D~;vid I arn ~w~ilat)le ~;~: I:00. Please ~;dvise, Thanks! 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g~p~or’~. Empower. 

919,843,0336 

Tw~er: drstroman 

Sent: Monday, 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Office Hours 

Dr. Stroman, 
I just looked at my test results from today and did not do as well as I expected 

point and to talk to you a little bit about the test. 
Thank you, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@_tt_v__e_._:_u__t~__¢_=_e_~_u_3. 
2:24- PM 

I was wondering if I could come by your office tomorrow and check on my grade up to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: SBJ Worksheets 

Weekly Drills are stitl listed under ’Resources’ and ’Weekly Dr’ills’ on Sakai. 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:03 PM 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: SBJ Worksheets 

To Professor Stroman, 
I hope you had a wonderful weekend! I just had a quick question for you, I was wondering if it is just my Sakai or for everyone but I was wondering if the SB.] worksheets have 
been put up? I thought I was looking in the correct section but I could be wrong. If you could let me know that would be great! 
Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:03 PM 

@students.ecu.edu> 

ILS: 

Thanks. I will keep you in mind. Lots of work to do for sure! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

7:29 PM 

~)students.ecu.edu] 

Thanks Dr. Stroman .. Let me know if there is anything I can do fi-om Greenville to help with what we talked about as far as the African American male drop-out rate at UNC. I frequently come 
to CH so if there are weekend events I could help with let me know! It’s alarming and sad and I want to help. I never told you this but I want to have an organization that uplifts A.A. men in 
the future, but that’s another story [’or another day. Nonetheless, let me know if I can help in any way. 

On 6:41 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Yes. GREAT seeing you. You look fine and well. ;) 
> 

>Stay focused! 
> 

>Go Heels, 
> 

>Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. 
>Engage. E×plore. Empower. 
> 

>919.843.0336 
>Twitter: drstroman 
> 

>"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 
> 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>Froru: 
>Sent: Friday, 4:20 PM 
>To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>Subject: 
> 

>Hey Dr Stroman[ 
>We’re going to do a better j ob staying in touch. 
> 

> 

>Sent from tW iPhone 
> 

> 

(~,students.ecu.edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 3:09 PM 

Perez, Josmell <j osmell@emaJl, unc.edu> 

FW: CAUCUS - Quick Update 

~’The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

From: Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 2:51 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CAUCUS - Quick Update 

R,:_~ #2-~ haw? you seen the? Ur~dergr’adu~te Ret~?tl[:iotl Study Report? ?he data or~ m~nor~ty rome gf~adui)[:~otl ~s horrible[ t .:?n~v [law? a bard copy but I arn 5;ure one of the 

members of the committee can get you an eiectroNc copy. Cynthia Demetriou, Shirley Oft, Bobby Owen, Lynn WiHi[:ord or Steve Farmer. Thanks for the invite in #4 

but ~ would have a hsr’d time making n~ce with him at the moment so I will declin!! Enjoy[ @ 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~entl Tuesday, November 08, 2011 ~:36 PN 

Subje~t~ CAUCUS - Quick Update 

Hi CBC and All Black Tenure/Tenure-Track Faculty: 

1. UNC Research job position posted. Please share. See attached. 

2. Office of DMA Associate Provost position - I am scheduled to share feedback with Provost Carney this week. As your representative of the Caucus, I 

encourage you to please call me if you have any significant positives or concerns with any of the candidates before Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. My office 

number is 919.843.0336 and my mobile number is 

3. Collaboration and communication is increasing regarding the retention of Black male undergraduate students on campus. Stay tuned for information 

regarding a meeting this month to share initiatives. Let me know if you are involved in a particular effort (individually or group). 

4. "Giving Thanks" Reception (Chancellor’s Home on Monday, November 28) -An emaiJ will be sent directly to all rsvp’s. 

Enjoy this fantastic November weather! 

Harambe, 

~ebb~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 3:12 PM 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.e&~> 

I~E: CAUCUS - Quick Update 

Thanks! 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

939,843,0336 
Twitter: d~stroman 

~The power to questi,:}n is the basis of all human 

From-" Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 08, 2011 2:5:t PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: CAUCUS - Quick Update 

Ni Deb! 

Re #3 have you seen the Llndergraduate ReLention Study ReporL?The data on minoriW male graduation is horrible! I only have a hard copy but I am sure one of the 

members o[: Lhe comm~tLee can get you an e~ectron~c copy. Cynthia Demetriou, ShMey Oft, Bobby Owen, Lynn WiHfford or Steve Farmer. Thanks [:or the invite 

but ~ would have a hard t~me maMng n~ce w~th him at the moment so I will ded~ne! Enjoy~ ~) 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, November 08, 20~ ~:36 PN 

Subje~t~ CAUCUS - Quick Update 

Hi CBC and All Black Tenure/Tenure-Track Faculty: 

1. UN~ Research job position posted. Please share. See attached. 

2. Office of DMA Associate Provost position - I am scheduled to share feedback with Provost Carney this week. As your representative of the Caucus, I 

encourage you to please call me ~f you have any sigNficant positives or concerns with any of the candidates before Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. My office 

number is 919.843.0336 and my mobile number is 

3. Collaboration and communication is increasing regarding the retention of Black male undergraduate students on campus. Stay tuned for information 

regarding a meeting this month to share initiatives, ket me know if you are involved in a particular effort (individually or group). 

4. "Giving Thanks" Reception {~hancellor’s Home on Monday, November 28) -An email will be sent directly to all rsvp’s. 

[njoy this fantastic November weather~ 

Harambe, 

~gbb~ 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D CkU 

~ha~r, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@mnail.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hi Heels. I have to attend a faculty meeting tomorrow; thus, I can’t meet with you at Steele in the afternoon. It may be critical that you speak with me because it is 
registration time. 
I will be available in my office, 315 Woollen, from 4:30 - 5:30 tomorrow afternoon. I will also be available from 9:30 - 10:30 tomorrow morning. 
If those times don’t work for you, let me know your availability on Thursday or Friday. We will schedule an appointment in my Woollen office. 
Thank you. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Facul~ - e; - v,~’.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor mid Internship Coordinator 
Chai~5 Carolina B~ack Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair; College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,843~0336 
Twitter: drstroman 
"Don’t be trapped by dogma which is living with the results of other people’s thinking, Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions drown out your own inner voice," {S. 

Jobs) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:47 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Cork Board 

Hi 

Thank Vou~ 
Dr. Strom~n 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.O. CLU 

919,843.0336 
Twitter: drstronmn 

need the cork on the other’ display. Have another cork ordered asap. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Cork Board 

Ms. Stroman, 

~The pc, wet to question is the basis o[ all huma.n progress." 

~live.unc.edu] 
2::1.2 PM 

I accidentally put the cork board you had ordered up in the case on the opposite side of the foyer in Wollen that you had initially requested. I can’t get it down without some 
sort of tool. Amy told me to ask you: 
1) If that location was fine or if it was necessary to have it in the other case 
2) If not, would it be okay to have one in both cases? 
3) If you just want it specifically in the other case I can ask      to help me remove it 

Sorry! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 4:59 PM 

’Verita Murrill’ <verita murfill@unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula (Ursula Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 

CBC - CONFIDENTIAL 

T Houston Request.pdf 

Hi Team. Please call me to discuss. I want to make sure you are updated. I will be home after 8:00 p.m. or call me tomorrow. Thanks! 
C- 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Adrnirfistration Faculty - e3 -~-ww.exss.unc.edu 
F_,XSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~dsot; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Npha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,843.0336 
Twitter: drstroma~ 
"Don’t be trapped by dogma which is living with the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions drown out your own inner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 5:01 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: thesis 

Working hard Lo get to your paper. 

I an] shooting for Thursday. Don’t expect major revisions. ;) 

debby 

~The power to, question is the basis c,[ all huma.n 

From: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara ~ 
Subject:            thesis 

Dr. Stroman and Dr. Osborne, 

Attached is my thesis. 

I would appreciate any and all feedback that you can provide me. So that I can be prepared for my defense, can I have all feedback by Wednesday, 

I would like to schedule my defense on Monday,              Will 9am or 10am work for you? 

Please confirm that you received this email so that I know you have my paper. 

Thank you for all of your guidance and help. 

The University of North Carolina 

919,843.4063 

@ _u___n__c__& _a_= #__n__c_ :_e___d___u. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:27 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

ILE: Advising Appointment 

Hi      I have office hours (not walk-ins) on Wednesday afternoons in Steele. I also have a Facul~z meeting tomolTow afternoon. I do have time before class at 10:00 a m and after 4:15 Let 
me kno~v if that ~vorks for you. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (i~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:26 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Advising Appointment 

[)ear Doctor Stroman, 

I hope all is well. I’m planning on coming to see you tomorrow with a few advising questions so I am just emailing you to see if a specific time works better for you? 

See you tomorrow[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

Salyer, Shero’ L <sa]yer@email.unc.edn> 

I~E: Did you know#7--Busi Essentials 

Thanks for sending. We recon~rnend this track it~ SA for our students. 

d 

Go 
Deborah L, gtroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

93%843,0336 

Twitter: drstroman 
~The power to question is the basis of ale human pl,.’)gless." 

From," Salyer, Sherry L [mailto:salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 5:31~ plVl 

To: The peess-f mailing list 
Subject-" [peess-f] Did you know#7--Busi Essentials 
This is courtesy of one of our majors, 
Steele Building advisors. 

is willing to answer questions about the program too. I have also attached two handouts that were given to 

Interested in learning more about the world of business? Do you need something to do next summer or over winter break? Did you apply for the Business School but were 
declined? Are you seeking ways to expand your skill set? 
Business knowledge is just as useful in the Exercise & Sport Science industry as it is in any other field. As an EXSS major myself, I have often thought about how knowing 
more about the business world might impact my current and future work in the exercise field. My name is              and I am sewing as a                   for the 
UNC Business Essentials Program. You or your parents may have received an email or letter in the mail about this program, but perhaps you haven’t seriously considered it 
yet. 
The Business Essentials program is a unique learning opportunity offered through the Executive Development branch of UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School. The program 
is designed to give interested undergraduate or graduate students and other professionals an online coursework module which includes six introductory business courses that 
will help develop an understanding of how business works. Following completion of the entirely self-paced, entirely on-line courseload, the student will receive a certificate of 
completion from the UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School The coursework is designed to be completed in only 60 hours, and covers topics of Marketing, Finance, 
Economics, Organization, and Communication. UNC Business Essentials is a great skills-enhancer, resume-builder, and learning experience that I urge you to consider. 
Find out more at http://wvwv.kenan-fla.q~er.unc.edu/executive-deve~pment~unc-business-essentia~s 
Read our blog at .h--!-~9-;-/--~--b-L~-(‘gA~-k---e---n--a--[!---f-La-(‘g]--e-L-u--r-!-c--~#--d--u--/--u---b---e--~--2--~--.-[-1-£1---1--/-Ln-Z----s--u--r-!-~-r-!-~-~[:~i#-[!£~j~)~[~-~£~!#j-[!~§-~§A#~-[~[~!~g-[#-[~ 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Fall Advising!Office hours: 

Mondays--2:00-4:00 

Tuesdays--11:00-12:15 

Thursdays 1:15-3:00 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

peess-fas: <a hre~"mailto:dstmman~email.unc.e&f~->dst~oman(~)email.unc.edu -~/a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank 

emaJl to <a href "mail k~:lcave-30255488-9992594 ,d4 e434.045d4b097c867e661?g5d5 b8a20~;listserv, unc .edu’%-leave-302554 88- 

9992594,d4 e434.045d4b097c867e66f85d5b8a20(~listserv .unc.edu</~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:21 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Spo~nts Law PowerPoint 

Received. Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~llve. unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:09 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutzject: Sports Law PowerPoint 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, 
Here is my PowerPoint for today! I will also be bringing a flash drive! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:21 AM 

@email .unc.edu> 

I~E: Advising Appointment 

Okay. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~i~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:10 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: RE: Advising Appointment 

tIi Doctor Stroman, 

4:15 works for me. r H see you then. Thanks for meeting with me! 

On Tue, 22:27:22 ~ 0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> tli i l have office hours (not walk-ins) on Wednesday afternoons in 
> Steele I also have a Faculty meeung tomorrow afternoon. I do have 
> time before class at 10:00 a.m. and after 4:15. Let me know if that 
> works :[’or you 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> Twitter: drstroman 
> 

> "The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> Froth: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 5:26 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Advising Appointment 
> 

> 

> Dear Doctor Stroman, 
> 

> I hope all is well. I’m platming on coming to see you tomorrow with a 
> few- advising questions so I am just emailing you to see if a specific 
> time works better for you’.’ 
> 

> See you tomorrow[ 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 10:37 AM 

’@live.unc.edu> 

Lang, Patricia J. <l~tti lang@unc.edu> 

RE: Appointment 

Thanks for your note. I hope you feel better! 

Dr. Strom~n 

Go Reds, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CU_J 

9:{9~843~0336 

TwRter: drstroman 
~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
:[0:22 AM Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Appointment 
Dr. Stroman 
I cannot make our guidance counselor appointment today at :[:50 pro, rm not feeling well and have to make a trip to the doctors instead~ I will try to reschedule as quick as 
possible. I apologize for such short notice. 
Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 10:38 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~B: current event p.p. 

Received. Thanks[ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

Twi~er: drstroman 
~The power to question is the basis otall human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
JA.: 3 J. PM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: current event p.p. 
Hi Ms. Stroman for whatever reason my powerpoint didn’t attach when i submit-ted it on sakai. It must have been because i had it opened sill, but here it is. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 10:39 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: CAUCUS - Quick Update 

Hi Kia. I have your slot reserved~ ;) 

Have a great day! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Twi~ter: drstroman 
~The power to, question is the basis c,[ all huma~ progress." 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 9:10 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CAUCUS - Quick Update 
Hi Debby, 
Hope you’re well. I’d like to attend the reception at the Chancellor’s home. Please let me know if space is still available. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe(.@email, u nc.edu 
http://www, u nc.ed u/dept~/afriafa m 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2021 1:36 PM 

To: cbcchair~Nunc.edu 
Subject: CAUCUS - Quick Update 

Hi CBC and All Black Tenure/Tenure-Track Faculty: 

1. UNC Research job position posted. Please share. See attached. 

2. Office of DMA Associate Provost position - I am scheduled to share feedback with Provost Carney this week. As your representative of the Caucus, I 

encourage you to please call me if you have any significant positives or concerns with any of the candidates before Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. My office 

number is 919.843.0336 and my mobile number is 

3. Collaboration and communication is increasing regarding the retention of Black male undergraduate students on campus. Stay tuned for information 

regarding a meeting this month to share initiatives. Let me know if you are involved in a particular effort (individually or group). 

4. "Giving Thanks" Reception (Chancellor’s Home on Monday, November 28) -An email will be sent directly to all rsvp’s. 

Enjoy this fantastic November weather! 

Harambe, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

::~i S:!~c! ptio:: -’.~,~i~ ~!:i~,,: i~: C~.~c:.~-~ 5.-~P v,itb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 10:49 AM 

White, Carla <cywhJte@emaJl.unc.e&~ 

ILE: CAUCUS - Quick Update 

Okay~ Thanks. You may make me~?tio~? of the event to some of your assodates. Let’s chat soon. 

met a few "fm~s" (fellow ahm~s) of yours on the Capital .Jazz SuperCruise tdp~ You have quite ~ fo~ow~ng. ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 

Debor~ah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843.0336 

Twffter: drstroman 

From: White, Carla 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 1:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CAUCUS - Quick Update 

Hi Deborah, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

I just learned a few days ago that I have to facilitate an event at the Pharm school at 6:00pm on November 28th. I’ve have been exploring the possibility of coming for a little 
while, however I believe this may not be feasible. Will you please provide the slot you’ve reserved for me for someone else? 

Thanks so much for your very gracious invitation. 

Carla 

Carla White 

Director, P‘ecmitment Development and Diversity Initiatives 

U NC Eshelman School of Pharmacy 

lOOP, Beard Hall 

301 Pharmacy Lane, CB 7566 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7566 

Office: 919366~7571 

Cell: 

Fax: 919.966.6919 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2021 1:36 PM 

To: cbcchair(~unc.edu 
Subject: CAUCUS - (~uick Update 

Hi CBC and All Black Tenure/Tenure-Track Faculty: 

~. UNC Research job position posted. Please share. See attached. 

2. Office of DMA Associate Provost position - I am scheduled to share feedback with Provost Carney this week. As your representative of the Caucus, I 

encourage you to please call me if you have any significant positives or concerns with any of the candidates before Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. My office 

number is 9:19.843.0336 and my mobile number is 

3. Collaboration and communication is increasing regarding the retention of Black male undergraduate students on campus. Stay tuned for information 

regarding a meeting this month to share initiatives. Let me know if you are involved in a particular effort (individually or group). 

4. "Giving Thanks" Reception (Chancellor’s Home on Monday, November 28) -An email will be sent directly to all rsvp’s. 

Enjoy this fantastic November weather[ 

Harambe, 

bgbb~ 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 10:50 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: appointment 

Hi. 
though, 
Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843.0SS6 
Twitter: drstronmn 

We can [:ill out you~’ first worksheet together. It is advisable 1:o~ you to review your goals and courses that you are interested in 1:o~ future semesters/terms 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: appointment 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

~The pc, wet to, question is the basis o[ all human progr~:ss." 

@live.unc.edu] 
2:03 PM 

Thanks for your time last week. Just want to make sure that I am prepared for my meeting with you next week. I have not filled out a worksheet yet, and was told this 
something that you help out with. Is this correct? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, 10:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~Ig: Meeting 

Tuesday at 1:00 

Go Reds, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Twi~ter: drstroman 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
2:46 PM 

At one of the executive board meetings you asked me to email you so that we could set-up a time to talk. I am available on Mondays through Thursday a~er :tpm and I am 
also available after i:tam on Fridays. This week and next week are both good weeks for me. I look forward to speaking with you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 10:52 AM 

@live.unc.edu 

1@2 Question on the test 

have appointments on Fr’iday after class. Next week? 

~’The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live,unc,edu] 
6:23 PM 

From:        @live.unc.edu 
Sent-" Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Question on the test 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

I did make an improvement on the test however I know there is still room to do better. I was wondering if yon were free after class on friday to go over the questions 

which I missed to undmstand the major theme of them to hope to improve for next time. Please let me know. Thank you again for t~king your time. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 

From: "Stroman, Debora]~ L" <dstro,@~unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 19:02:07 +0000 

To: ~live.~mc.edu~> 

Subject: RE: SBJ Worksheeks 

Hi Weekly Drills are stH~ iisted under ’Resources’ and ’WeeMy Dri~is’ on S~kaL 
Go t-[eds, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 
Tw~er: drstroman 

*’The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:03 PM 

From-" 

Sent-" Monday, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; SBJ Worksheets 

To Professor Stroman, 
I hope you had a wonderful weekend! I just had a quick question for you, I was wondering if it is just my Sakai or for everyone but I was wondering if the SB3 worksheets have 
been put up? ~ thought I was looking in the correct section but I could be wrong. If you could let me know that would be great! 
Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:53 AM 

@live.nnc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hi 
315 Woollen 
Dr, Strom~t~ 
Go Heeb, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 
Twitter: drstronmn 

Let’s try 3:05, I witl be running from another meeting so please wait ill am tardy, Thanks! 

~The pc, wet to question [s the bas[s o[ all huma~ progr~;ss," 

@live.unc.edu] 
7:19 PM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
My name is             I was supposed to have a meeting with you tomorrow at 3:05. Could I reschedule for Friday at 3:05? If not, sometime between :[2:30 and :[:30 
would probablywork too. Please let me know soon, as I am trying to figure out my classes for registration. Thanks so much. 

UN~ Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 10:55 AM 

@live. unc.edn> 

I~E: EXSS Acade~nic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Twitter: d~stroman 

I am sorry ] missed you. What is your availability on either day? :1:30 on Thursday? 

~The power to questi,:}n is the basis of all human 

@live.unc.edu] 
10:23 AM Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 
Importance: High 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I had my original appointment canceled due to the faculty meeting and came by this morning from 9:30 to :10 to meet with you instead, but unfortunately missed you. I was 
wondering if I could make an appointment Thursday or Friday this week, since I will be unable to make it to your afternoon office hours today. If you could please let me know 
when you are available that would be appreciated. 
Thanks, 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 3:22 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah 
Subject; EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hi Heels. I have to attend a faculty meeting tomorrow; thus, I can’t meet with you at Steele in the afternoon. It may be critical that you speak with me because it is 
registration time. 
I will be available in my office, 3:15 Woollen, from 4:30 - 5:30 tomorrow afternoon. I will also be available from 9:30 - :10:30 tomorrow morning. 
If those times don’t work for you, let me know your availability on Thursday or Friday. We will schedule an appointment in my Woollen office. 
Thank you. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Facul~" - e~ o ~5~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports gus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen--- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 
"Don’t be tral~ped by dogma which is ~iving with the results of other l~eopie’s thinking. D~n’t let the noise ~f other’s opinions drown out your own inner voice." 

J~bs} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Project Touchdown Application Question 

Hi. Eve~hing must be submitted by 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On 

Dr. Stroman 

at 3:16 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

For the peer recommendation, do 3[ need to send that in before with the rest of my application or can the peer themselves send it in anytime, even if it 
is after this Friday. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 

@live.~mc.edu> 

I~B: I mn seekiug advice about EXSS major 

}-Ii ’ What is your 

Go Hods, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLI_J 

Twi~:~r: 
~The po,~zer to question is the basis of all human progress." 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:52 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: I am seeking advice about EXSS major 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I am interested in being an exercise and sports science major in the athletic training concentration (I apologize for being one of probably many emails you have received over 
the last couple of days). T have a few questions if you could please help me T would be extremely grateful, 
Firstly, can I still apply to be in the athletic training undergraduate program if I was unable to get into EXSS         either of my first semesters? 
Is there a chance that I will be able to get into these classes next semester because I know it’s hard, but is it likely (I am very concerned)? 
Where can I receive my observational hours? And is there a form that is needed to prove that I completed these hours? 
Do you have any other advice for me? 
Thank you so much for your time and advice, it is so appreciated, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 11:47 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

1>,22: IRB Approval Application and Survey (Updated Version) 

Received. Thanks[ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

Twi~er: 
"The power to question is ~he basis ot all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:51 PN 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: IRB Approval Application and Survey (Updated Version) 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am attaching an updated copy of the survey and the IRB Approval Application. There is one section on the survey that is highlighted because we were still trying to figure out 
the correct wording for the question. I updated the application as well to say "female student athletes" so that the language was consistent. I look forward to seeing you Friday 
at 3:30. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:21 PM 

@live.~mc.edu> 

I~B: I mn seeking advice about EXSS major 

Hi. I will try to assist you with your inquiry. 
1. Can I still apply to be in the athletic training undergraduate program if I was unable to get into EXSS either of my first semesters? Yes. This question is 

answered on our website (-h-~1~--:~-e--x--s---s.~-u-.-n--c-.&-d--u-~.~-n-.-d---e--rg-r--a---d--u-.-a--t--e-~p-.-r--~-g.-r-a-.--m-]--b--a-.--.Ln-~-e---x--s--s-~-a--t-b.~-e-~i~r~.iN.~mi~j~[[~y~ #6) 
2. Is there a chance that I will be able to get into these classes next semester because I know it’s hard, but is it likely (I am very concerned)? EXSS is a very popular 

major. I can’t make any guarantees of enrollment. Declared EXSS students increase their probability by having an early registration slot. Declared EXSS students also 
gain admittance by showing up early on the first day of class and asking the professor. 

3. Where can I receive my observational hours? Send an email to Dr. Zinder and request information on beginning observational hours. _s__z_i__n__d___e__r_~_u___n__c_:__e__d__~_~_ And is there a 

form that is needed to prove that I completed these hours? From the EXSS website: ht±p:!!exss.unc.edu/undercjraduate-program!ba-in-exss/athletic- 
traininq/observer-student-documents/ 

4. Advice- http://exss~mc.ed~"‘undergrad~mte-progran~/ba-~-~x~s‘~ath~e~ic-t~nin~‘getIing-inv~ved/ 

ttoN this information helps! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9"19,843,0336 

Tw~ter: drstroman 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress," 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 1:46 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: I am seeking advice about EXSS major 

Thank you so much for responding, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday,                8:43 AM 

Subject; RE: I am seeking advice about EXSS major 

Hi What is your P’ID? 

Go Hods, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

TwR~er: drstroman 
~The power to question is the basis of all human progress," 

From; @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 10:52 All 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; I am seeking advice about EXSS major 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I am interested in being an exercise and sports science major in the athletic training concentration (! apologize for being one of probably many emails you have received over 

the last couple of days). I have a few questions if you could please help me I would be extremely grateful, 
Firstly, can I still apply to be in the athletic training undergraduate program if I was unable to get into EXSS         either of my first semesters? 
Is there a chance that I will be able to get into these classes next semester because I know it’s hard, but is it likely (I am very concerned)? 
Where can I receive my observational hours? And is there a form that is needed to prove that I completed these hours? 
Do you have any other advice for me? 
Thank you so much for your time and advice, it is so appreciated, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Prig: Entrepreneurship in Human Perfo~:mance and Sport 

Hi          I am unabfe [o enroft you in this FYS course, it is specifically designed to have a small enrolfmen[ to ensure learning and engagement. 

Fee~ free to meet w~th me in the spr~ng so ~ may assist ~n ~earn~ng the world of sport and small bus~ness~ 

Dr. Strom~m 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL1J 

9:19,843.0336 

Twi[ter: drstroman 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, J.l::~5 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Entrepreneurship in Human Performance and Sport 
Professor Stroman, 

I’m sorry if this is too early to be e-mailing you about fl~is, but I have not been able to enroll in your first-year seminar through Connect Carolina today and would 
absolutely love to take the class. 

As soon as I read the description, I knew it was a class that I really wanted to take because this is exactly what I want to do as a career’. I hope to work in business 

behind a college athletic department or pro sports organization. I’ve volunteered with the                                but would love to learn even more about 

the field and gain all of the experience that I can! I plan on taking more classes like "this in the EXSS department but this seminar would be a unique learning opportuni~ 

that I cannot miss. 

I undersIand if you cannot make a decision at this time, but I would really app~vciate it ifI could be added to Entreprenemship in Haman Perforn~ance and Sport 

because it sonnds like a course tailored exactly to ,ny interests and goals. 

Thank you so much for your consideration! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:28 PM 

@hotmal.com> 

Prig: EXSS Acade~nic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

I wilt be in rny office today afteF 5:30. Please feet fFee to slop by. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Slmoman, Ph,D. CLU 

9198843~0336 

TwRter: drstroman 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 
Importance: High 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@hotmail.com] 
6:07 PM 

Unfortunately, I was unable to make it to either of your available walk-in times today. Would it be possible for me to schedule an appointment with you for tomorrow? I have 
class from 12:30 to 3::15, but I’m free any other time. Let me know what would work best for you! 

Thanks, 

From: dstro@unc.edu 
To: _d__s__t__r__o__@___u__n___c_ = _e__d___u_ 
Subject: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Date: Tue,          20:22:06 +0000 

Hi Heels. I have to attend a faculty meeting tomorrow; thus, I can’t meet with you at Steele in the afternoon. It may be critical that you speak with me because it is registration 
time. 
I will be available in my office, 315 Woollen, from 4:30 - 5:30 tomorrow afternoon. I will also be available from 9:30 - 10:30 tomorrow morning. 
If those times don’t work for you, let me know your availability on Thursday or Friday. We will schedule an appointment in my Woollen office. 
Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 
60 }tee]s, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, (:LU 
UNC - Exercise and Spot’t Science 
Sport Admiuistratiou Faculty - ea - ~aavw.exss.uuc.edu 
EXSS Academic AdNsor aud lntcruship Coordinator 
(:hair; (:m’oliua Black Caucus 
AdNsory Board (:hai~; College Sport Research ~nst~bate 
Faculty AdNsm; (:m’oliua Sports Busiuess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
:31~; Woolleu - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twi~r: drstroman 

yoke," (S. Jobs) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:32 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

I~E: One more thing! 

Hi      Retaking courses has its pros and cons If you don’t do significantly better in the course (and most students don’t), one can question the ability of the student to learn the subject 
matter. Would your time be better spent building relationship ~vith the professor(s)? Have you considered doing an independent study with the professor on a particular legal topic? 

Both grades (original and retake) will still show on the transcript. 

You have to decide if you can do MUCH better in the course 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"rlhe power to quesuon is the basis of all human progress." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu ~a)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  5:05 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: One more thingt 

[)ear Doctor Stroman, 

I just remembered one more question that I was planning on asking you Sport Law is the only EXSS-SA class that I received a in. Would you advise me to retake this class in the spring? I 
know you’re very busy tonight with the basketball game and everything else so when you have a chance, if you could email me back I’d really appreciate your opinion! Thanks again for 
meeting with me at the end of the day. 

Sincerely, 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:38 PM 

@live. unc.edn> 

I~E: EXSS Acade~nic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hi :10:00 tomorrow, Friday? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Slx’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qcN~, K~ptom:~. ~’mpower, 
9~{9.843~0336 
Twi~er: drstroman 

~’The power to question is the basis of all human progress," 

@live.unc.edu] 
4:44 PM 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

I have a class until 1:45 on Thursday so I could meet right after that. If not, on Thursday I am available before 12:30 and on Friday I am available before 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:54 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hi 
Dr, Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 
Enga~Te. Exp&re. Empow~r, 
9:19.843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

I am sorry I missed you. What is your availability on either day? I:30 on Thursday? 

~The power to question is the basis of all human 

@live.unc.edul 
:t0:23 AM 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 
Importance: High 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I had my original appointment canceled due to the faculty meeting and came by this morning from 9:30 to 10 to meet with you instead, but unfortunately missed you. I was 
wondering if I could make an appointment Thursday or Friday this week, since I will be unable to make it to your afternoon office hours today. If you could please let me know 
when you are available that would be appreciated. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hi Heels. I have to attend a faculty meeting tomorrow; thus, I can’t meet with you at Steele in the afternoon. It may be critical that you speak with me because it is 
registration time. 
I will be available in my office, 3:15 Woollen, from 4:30 - 5:30 tomorrow afternoon. I will also be available from 9:30 - :10:30 tomorrow morning. 
If those times don’t work for you, let me know your availability on Thursday or Friday. We will schedule an appointment in my Woollen office. 
Thank you. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
DNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Facul~, - e~ -ww~w,exssamc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculgv Advisor, Carolina Sports gus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen--- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 
"Don’t be trapped by dogma which is ~iving with the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions drown out your own inner voice." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:41 PM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

I~E: Hello 

Hi I am unable to enroll you in this FYS course. It is specifically designed to have a small enrollment to ensure learning and engagement. 

Do stay in touch and please contact me in the spring to discuss your interest in sport and small business. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power tu questiun is the basis uf all hutnan progress." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~hve.unc. edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Hello 

again Dr. Stroman, 

Like most first-years, I was frantically attempting tu schedule my classes tuday and hoped to get into the Exercise and Sport Science first-year similar. I remember you tellutg me during my 
advising meeting that EXSS classes were tuugh tu get intu befure sophumure year su I thought the first-year similar was a goud place tu start Unfortunately it was full, but I wasn’t sure if 
that was subject to change ur if there was any way to enruH in the months to come. 

Thanks so much for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 3:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi.         I am unable to enroll you in this FYS course. It is specifically designed to have a small enrollment to ensure learning and engagement. 

Do stay in touch and please contact me in the spring to discuss your interest in sport and small business. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go 

Debor~ah L, Stn~man, Ph,D. CLU 

919,343,033(J 
Twitter: drstroman 

~The power to quc, stio~ is the basis o[ all huma.~ pro9ress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:48 AN 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hello Professor Stroman, 

My name is               and I am a.                 I have been back and forth between majors and am still trying to get a feel for what subject area I 

am going to want to go into. Exercise and Sports Science is a major that I have been seriously considering and I believe that this seminar will help me with my 

decision. When I went to enroll today, your class was full. I was wondering what I would have to do to be enrolled in the class at this point. If you could let me 

know that would be great. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 5:20 PM 

.~h e.unc.edu> 

I~B: Peer Recom~nendation 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: theclub@unc.edu 
Subject: Peer Recommendation 
Should I send in the peer recommendation with my application or should the peer email it directly? 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
5:09 PN 

Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 5: 58 PM 

@live. unc.edn> 

I~F2: EXSS Acade~nic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Yes. 3:15 Woollen. Thanks. 

Go Heeb, 
Deborah L. Sb’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 
Twi~er: drstroman 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 
Yes that sounds good to me. Will you be at your Woolen Office? 

Thanks, 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edu] 
5:44 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hi :10:00 tomorrow, Friday? 

Go Heeb, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 
Tw~[ter: drstroman 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress," 

@_tt_v__e__#___n__c__~_e___d__u_i 
4:44 PM 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 
I have a class until 1:45 on Thursday so I could meet right after that. If not, on Thursday I am available before 12:30 and on Friday I am available before 11. 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:54 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Engu~7,~, Explore. Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

Twitter: drstroman 

I am sorry ] missed you. What is your avaih~bifity on either day? I:30 on Thursday? 

~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

@live.unc.edul 
10:23 AM 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 
Importance: High 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I had my original appointment canceled due to the faculty meeting and came by this morning from 9:30 to 10 to meet with you instead, but unfortunately missed you. I was 
wondering if I could make an appointment Thursday or Friday this week, since I will be unable to make it to your afternoon office hours today. If you could please let me know 
when you are available that would be appreciated. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: EXSS Academic Advising - Tomorrow CANCEL 

Hi Heels. I have to attend a faculty meeting tomorrow; thus, I can’t meet with you at Steele in the afternoon. It may be critical that you speak with me because it is 

registration time. 

I will be available in my office, 3:15 Woollen, from 4:30 - 5:30 tomorrow afternoon. I will also be available from 9:30 - :10:30 tomorrow morning. 

If those times don’t work for you, let me know your availability on Thursday or Friday. We will schedule an appointment in my Woollen office. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 



Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
tJNC -- Exercise a~d Sport Science 
Sport Admir~stration Faculty - e3 -~"¢¢w.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advqsor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
~:t5 Woollen - CB 8700 
CMpel Hill NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
T~Mtter: drstroma~ 
"Don’t be trapped by dogma which is ~iving with the results of other people’s thin, king, Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions drown out your own inner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Tuesday, November 29, 2011 5:44 PM 

Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu> 

Barker, Robert <rabarker@email.unc.edu> 
RE:               Grade Follow-Up 

Okay. Would you be so kind as to summarize what their reason was for dismissing the case then? Thank you. 

(3o Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

power to question is the basis of a~[ human progresSo" 

From: Hunter, Erik 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 5:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Barker, Robert 
Subject: RE:             Grade Follow-Up 

Dr. Stroman, 

There is not new evidence introduced in the UHB. The student explains why they believe their appeal should be granted 

and the investigator makes a counter argument. If the UHB needed information from you as the complainant, they 

would have called a recess and invited you to attend at a later date. I do not believe that you presence would have 

affected the decision of the UHB. 

Regards, 

Erik 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 5:37 PM 
To: Hunter, Erik 
Subject: RE:             Grade Follow-Up 

Thanks for your response. 

If UHB is purposed to carefully review procedures, how can they know what happened if I were not able to share what 

happened? Who represented me and explained what and how the guidelines were adhered to in his case? Are you 

stating that the student explains his perspective of how guidelines were followed and then the UHB makes a ruling? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of all [~umam progress." 

From: Hunter, Erik 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 5:33 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Barker, Robert 
Subject: RE:             Grade Follow-Up 

Dr. Stroman, 

The University Hearings Board (UHB)dismissed the case. The opinion from the UHB is not shared with the complaining 

party, only the accused student. There is no documentation we can provide which explains the UHB decision to dismiss 

the case. 

With regard to informing you of the student filing an appeal, ! apologize that the investigator did not invite you to 

attend. The appeal is not about the facts of the case, it is designed to ensure procedural guidelines were properly 

followed. Although you should have been invited to attend the appeals hearing, there would not have been any 

questions asked of you nor would you have had the opportunity participate. 

Again, I apologize for your negative experience with the Honor System, and assure you that we have learned a great deal 

from this case with regard to involving complaining parties in every aspect of the process. 

Regards, 

Erik 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 4:47 PM 

To: Barker, Robert; Hunter, Erik 
Subject: RE: Grade Follow-Up 
Importance: High 

Hi Robert and Erik. I am requesting a written response for my files that clearly explains the decision to dismiss the - 

case. I remain disturbed about a system that does not inform me of the appeal filing and one that does not afford one 

the opportunity to present to the UHB. 

Thank you for your haste attention to this request. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 



From: Barker, Robert 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 3:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Hunter, Erik 
Subject:            Grade Follow-Up 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman! 

I am writing to confirm completion of the Honor Court case involving 

=lass. 

, a student in your EXSS 

Mr.        Honor Court case was heard on July 11, 2011. Mr.       )led not guilty to section ll.B.1., plagiarism in the 

form of deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as one’s own without attribution in 

connection with an assignment in EXSS    on April 12, 2011. After receiving evidence and deliberating, the Honor Court 

found Mr.       guilty and issued the following sanctions: suspension for the         semester and a failing grade in 

the class, per your recommendation. 

Mr.       then appealed to the University Hearings Board. His case was heard on September 9, 2011. After receiving 

evidence and deliberating, the University Hearings Board dismissed the case. 

In light of the Board’s determination, a final course grade can now be assigned. The final grade should be computed 

based on the student’s academic performance. The final grade may be reported directly to the University Registrar or 

you may furnish the grade to me and I will ensure it is reported to the Registrar. Please notify me of the grade you will 

be issuing Mr.       and whether you will be reporting that grade directly to the University Registrar or if you would 

prefer that I report the grade. 

On behalf of the Honor System, I thank you for your support of academic integrity. Should you have any questions 

about the case or the process, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Robert 

Robert Barker 
Judicial Programs Coordinator 
Office of Student Conduct 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB North, 450 Ridge Road - Suite I 125 
Campus Box 5100 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-5100 
O: 919.962.0759 
711 (NC-RELAY) 
F: 919.843.9778 
rbarker~unc.edu 

"I have missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I have lost almost 300 games. On 26 occasions I have been 

entrusted to take the game winning shot ... and missed. And I have failed over and over and over again in my life. 

And that is why ... I succeed." 

-Michael Jordan 



This email and any files transmitted may contain confidential information as protected by the Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified 
that any disclosure, copying, or distribution is prohibited. If you have received this electronic 
communication in error please notify me by telephone or return e-mail and delete this message from your 
system completely. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 
Wednesday, November 30, 2011 5:40 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC - AAUP Announcement (Athletics and Governance) 

Hi Corey. Monday or Thursday lunch? 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843,0336 

Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of a~l human progresso" 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 9:13 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC - AAUP Announcement (Athletics and Governance) 

Debbie, 

Are you available to do lunch or breakfast on campus one day next week? 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 11/30/2011 9:06 AM >>> 

Hi CBC Athletics Task Force and UNC Black Faculty. 

A note received today from The American Association of University Professors - 

In light of the Penn State scandal, the following is a renewed call from the AAUP regarding the role of the faculty in the 

governance of intercollegiate athletics: 

Subject: AAUP Member Newsletter: The Dangers of a Sports Empire In the light of events at Penn State, the AAUP’s 

National Council issued the following statement to remind people of the long-term structural problems that helped 

make that tragedy possible: 

Recent accounts of the systemic cover-up of allegations of sexual assaults on young boys at Penn State indicate that 



the unchecked growth of a sports empire held unaccountable to the rest of the university community coincided with 

the steady erosion of faculty governance. Genuine shared governance, which involves meaningful participation by the 

faculty in all aspects of an institution, could have resulted in these alleged crimes being reported to city and state 

police years ago, and might have spared some of the victims the trauma they endured, and indeed continue to endure, 

because of the memories that remain, and the legal and judicial processes they still face. 

The national Council of the American Association of University Professors joins with Penn State faculty member 

Michael B~rub~ in calling on the Penn State administration "to begin treating faculty members, and their elected 

representatives on the Faculty Senate, as equal partners in the institution" ("At Penn State, A Bitter Reckoning," New 

York Times, November 17, 2011<https://online.aaup.org/aaupssa/ecmssamsganalytics.click through? 

p mail id=E7488A1354264BIC2163>). At Penn State, and indeed at other institutions across the nation where 

athletics programs have burgeoned outside of faculty governance structures, the potential for rampant abuse of power 

remains. 

The AAUP’s 1989 report "The Role of the Faculty in the Governance of College 

Athletics<https://online.aaup.org/aaupssa/ecmssamsganalytics.click through?p mail id=E7488A1354264BIC2164>" 

recognizes the potential for athletics programs that are independent of the rest of the institution to be egregious 

examples of misplaced priorities that divert resources from the core academic mission of a university. The report states 

that, "the time has come to recognize that intercollegiate athletics poses a major governance problem for American 

colleges and universities governance" and that "the athletic department should not be allowed to function as a 

separate entity." The AAUP’s Council, in the earnest hope of preventing abuses of power, suffering of victims, and 

betrayals of trust, reaffirms the necessity of ensuring meaningful faculty participation in all aspects of institutional 

governance and, in particular, of athletics programs. 

Donna Potts, Chair, AAUP Assembly of State Conferences 
Cary Nelson, AAUP President 

Harambe, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 
Thursday, December 1,2011 2:27 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: (;BC - AAUP Announcement (Athletics and Governance) 

12:30 Carolina Club? 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843,0336 

Twitter: drstroman 

power to question is the basis of a~l human progreSSo" 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 8:34 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC - AAUP Announcement (Athletics and Governance) 

Monday would be great, when and where? 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@,unc.edu> 11/30/2011 5:40 PM >>> 
HI Corey. Monday or Thursday lunch? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of a[[ human progresso" 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 9:13 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC - AAUP Announcement (Athletics and Governance) 

Debbie, 

Are you available to do lunch or breakfast on campus one day next week? 



Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 11/30/2011 9:06 AM >>> 

Hi CBC Athletics Task Force and UNC Black Faculty. 

A note received today from The American Association of University Professors - 

In light of the Penn State scandal, the following is a renewed call from the AAUP regarding the role of the faculty in the 
governance of intercollegiate athletics: 

Subject: AAUP Member Newsletter: The Dangers of a Sports Empire In the light of events at Penn State, the AAUP’s 

National Council issued the following statement to remind people of the long-term structural problems that helped 

make that tragedy possible: 

Recent accounts of the systemic cover-up of allegations of sexual assaults on young boys at Penn State indicate that 

the unchecked growth of a sports empire held unaccountable to the rest of the university community coincided with 

the steady erosion of faculty governance. Genuine shared governance, which involves meaningful participation by the 

faculty in all aspects of an institution, could have resulted in these alleged crimes being reported to city and state 

police years ago, and might have spared some of the victims the trauma they endured, and indeed continue to endure, 

because of the memories that remain, and the legal and judicial processes they still face. 

The national Council of the American Association of University Professors joins with Penn State faculty member 

Michael B~rub~ in calling on the Penn State administration "to begin treating faculty members, and their elected 

representatives on the Faculty Senate, as equal partners in the institution" ("At Penn State, A Bitter Reckoning," New 

York Times, November 17, 2011<https://online.aaup.org/aaupssa/ecmssamsganalytics.click through? 

p mail id=E7488A1354264BIC2163>). At Penn State, and indeed at other institutions across the nation where 

athletics programs have burgeoned outside of faculty governance structures, the potential for rampant abuse of power 

remains. 

The AAUP’s 1989 report "The Role of the Faculty in the Governance of College 

Athletics<https://online.aaup.org/aaupssa/ecmssamsganalytics.click through?p mail id=E7488A1354264BIC2164>" 

recognizes the potential for athletics programs that are independent of the rest of the institution to be egregious 

examples of misplaced priorities that divert resources from the core academic mission of a university. The report states 

that, "the time has come to recognize that intercollegiate athletics poses a major governance problem for American 

colleges and universities governance" and that "the athletic department should not be allowed to function as a 

separate entity." The AAUP’s Council, in the earnest hope of preventing abuses of power, suffering of victims, and 

betrayals of trust, reaffirms the necessity of ensuring meaningful faculty participation in all aspects of institutional 

governance and, in particular, of athletics programs. 

Donna Potts, Chair, AAUP Assembly of State Conferences 

Cary Nelson, AAUP President 

Harambe, 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 
Thursday, December 1,2011 2:56 PM 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC - AAUP Announcement (Athletics and Governance) 

Have a great weekend. On my way to Charlotte tonight to work the game with the ACC. ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of a[[ human progresso" 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 2:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC - AAUP Announcement (Athletics and Governance) 

works for me, see you there 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> 12/1/2011 2:26 PM 

12:30 Carolina Club? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah g. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of a[[ human progresso" 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 8:34 AM 



To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC - AAUP Announcement (Athletics and Governance) 

Monday would be great, when and where? 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> 11/30/2011 5:40 PM >>> 

Hi Coreyo Monday or Thursday lunch? 

Go Hee~s, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,qage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

Twitter: drstrornan 

"~The power to question is the basis of a[[ human progresso" 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 9:13 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC - AAUP Announcement (Athletics and Governance) 

Debbie, 

Are you available to do lunch or breakfast on campus one day next week? 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> 11/30/2011 9:06 AM >>> 

Hi CBC Athletics Task Force and UNC Black Faculty. 

A note received today from The American Association of University Professors - 

In light of the Penn State scandal, the following is a renewed call from the AAUP regarding the role of the faculty in the 

governance of intercollegiate athletics: 

Subject: AAUP Member Newsletter: The Dangers of a Sports Empire In the light of events at Penn State, the AAUP’s 

National Council issued the following statement to remind people of the long-term structural problems that helped 

make that tragedy possible: 



Recent accounts of the systemic cover-up of allegations of sexual assaults on young boys at Penn State indicate that 

the unchecked growth of a sports empire held unaccountable to the rest of the university community coincided with 

the steady erosion of faculty governance. Genuine shared governance, which involves meaningful participation by the 

faculty in all aspects of an institution, could have resulted in these alleged crimes being reported to city and state 

police years ago, and might have spared some of the victims the trauma they endured, and indeed continue to endure, 

because of the memories that remain, and the legal and judicial processes they still face. 

The national Council of the American Association of University Professors joins with Penn State faculty member 

Michael B~rub~ in calling on the Penn State administration "to begin treating faculty members, and their elected 

representatives on the Faculty Senate, as equal partners in the institution" ("At Penn State, A Bitter Reckoning," New 

York Times, November 17, 2011<https://online.aaup.org/aaupssa/ecmssamsganalytics.click through? 

p mail id=E7488A1354264BIC2163>). At Penn State, and indeed at other institutions across the nation where 

athletics programs have burgeoned outside of faculty governance structures, the potential for rampant abuse of power 

remains. 

The AAUP’s 1989 report "The Role of the Faculty in the Governance of College 

Athletics<https://online.aaup.org/aaupssa/ecmssamsganalytics.click through?p mail id=E7488A1354264BIC2164>" 

recognizes the potential for athletics programs that are independent of the rest of the institution to be egregious 

examples of misplaced priorities that divert resources from the core academic mission of a university. The report states 

that, "the time has come to recognize that intercollegiate athletics poses a major governance problem for American 

colleges and universities governance" and that "the athletic department should not be allowed to function as a 

separate entity." The AAUP’s Council, in the earnest hope of preventing abuses of power, suffering of victims, and 

betrayals of trust, reaffirms the necessity of ensuring meaningful faculty participation in all aspects of institutional 

governance and, in particular, of athletics programs. 

Donna Potts, Chair, AAUP Assembly of State Conferences 

Cary Nelson, AAUP President 

Harambe, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 





Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

"News ~o~,;~ Ca~ ~,,,,i~se~ 

C8C Activities 

Read-In - Friday, Feb. 17th 6:00 p.m. (Stone Center) - 

Don’t miss out on this special evening.~ Students, staff, 

faculty, and administrators read their favorite poems and 

literature from the African Diaspora. We also honor our 

people and history through song, dance, and spoken 

word. This special event culminates with scrumptious 

servings of cuisine (e.g., soul food, Caribbean, African, 

and Latino dishes) from our African culture. 

"An Arts Night Out" - Monday, Feb. 13th with the Alvin 

Alley American Dance Theater. This second annual 

event is in partnership with Carolina Performing Arts. 

(http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/) The Caucus 

receives complimentary tickets to the performance. Send a note to 

cbchair@unc.edu if you want to reserve your seat. Support CPA! 



CBC March 6, 2012 Meeting - RESEARCH! 

Inviting all Black faculty and staff researchers to share their latest research, 

articles, and/or book projects with the membership. Limit your comments to 7-10 

minutes. Students have also been invited to join us. Send a note to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu if you are interested in presenting information. Let’s celebrate 

our scholarly achievements! 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new 

hires (faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) or retirements in your unit or 

department. We wish to welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news 

to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Non-CBC Events and News 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

Congratulations to new Department of African and Afro- 
American (AFRAM) Studies chairperson, Dr. Eunice SaMe! 
She became the department’s new chair on January I. 

Congratulations to new Department of Chemistry 
chairperson, Dr. Valerie Ashby! She will become the 
department’s new chair on July 
I, 2012. 

Institute of African American Research (IAAR) Update 

Dr. Joseph Jordan is the interim director of IAAR. Check out http://iaar.unc.edu/for more details on 
activities and information. Colloquium Series Continues with Dr. Robert Steele, Executive 
Director of The David C. Driskell Center for the Study of the Visual Arts and Culture of African 

Americans and the African Diaspora at the University of Maryland, will lead the next discussion 
on ]an. 31St at 12:00 p.m. in the Stone Center’s Hitchcock room. iaar@unc.edu 



2011-12 Student Ambassadors: Warche Downing (2012-13 

Student Body President Candidate), Asia Johnson, Malia Melvin, 

and Myles Robinson 

~O~oCBC EVENTS 

1. Spotlights and African Diaspora Food! The Black History Month 

Committee of the Black Student Movement has partnered with Carolina 

Dining Services (CDS) to spotlight Black faculty for the month of February. In 

the dining halls, on the television screens, there will be a photo and 

information about professors displayed in rotation. Also, every Wednesday 

evening during the month there will be a Black History Month themed meal 

in the dining halls. 

2. An Evening with the Greensboro Four - January 3~.st 6:30 p.m. Members 

of the Greensboro Four will share memories of their history-altering sit-in 

on Feb 1, 1960 at a Greensboro Woolworth counter. Free tickets are 
available at the Memorial Hall Box Office. Sponsored by the Caro/ina Union 
Activities Board and the Mu Zeta Chapter o~f A/pha Phi A/pha Fraternity, Inc. 

3. Stone Center Faculty and Staff Focus Group Lunch - Wednesday, Feb. 8th 

:~2:00 p.m. (Hitchcock) - The Stone Center is hosting a series of focus 

groups to gauge expectations and campus impact of the Stone Center. 

Lunch will be provided for participants who are willing to openly share and 

discuss the following question: Considering the Stone Center’s mission, 

what are your expectations of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center? Please RSVP 

on Facebook (facebook.com/stonecenter) page or email 

stonecenter@unc.edu by Tuesday, Feb. 7th at 3:00 p.m. 



4. Carolina Women’s Center - Gender Week, February 6 - 10: Got Gender 

2.0 - www.womenscenter.unc.edu 

Kickoff Event - Thursday, February 2nd Varsity Theater 

Screening of MISS REPRESENTATION (2011, 90 min), in partnership with the 

Ackland Art Museum 

MISS REPRESENTATION uncovers a glaring reality we live with every day but 

fail to see. Written and directed by Jennifer Siebel Newsom, the film 

exposes how mainstream media contribute to the under-representation of 

women in positions of power and influence in America. The film challenges 

the media’s limited and often disparaging portrayals of women and girls, 

which make it difficult for women to achieve leadership positions. MISS 

REPRESENTATION premiered at the 2011 Sundance Film Festival, and aired 

on OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network in October. 

http ://www. m iss re p rese ntatio n .org! 

Visit www.cwcgenderweek.wordpress.com for more Gender Week details! 

Feb. 6 - University Awards for the Advancement of Women and 

"An Evening with Sam Peterson" 
¯ Feb. 7 - Chancellor’s Fireside Chat 
¯ Feb. 9 - Brown Bag Film: "Juggling Gender"/’Still Juggling" 

Sacrificial Poets Gender Slam 
¯ Feb. 10-CWC Open House 

and 

S. "Solo Takes On 3: Story, Identity & Desire," a festival of one-person 
performances, will be presented Feb. 3-14 at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. The performances in rotating repertory are 

sponsored by the communication studies department in the College of Arts 

and Sciences. 

"Sketches of a Man" is an adaptation by graduate student Kashif 

Powell of the iconic work "Invisible Man" by Ralph Ellison. Swain Hall Studio 

6. Performances are 5:30 p.m. Feb. 9, 8:30 p.m. Feb. 11, 2 p.m. Feb. 12 and 

5:30 p.m. Feb. 13. 



6. Brown Bag Lunch Series on The Crossroads of Student Success: 

Academics, Wellness and Engagement. 

February 17th - Disability Services and Meeting the Demands of 

University Life with Jim Kessler, Director, Disability Support Services, and 

Tiffany Bailey, Assistant Director, Disability Support Services - 12:00 p.m. - 

1:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial 011) 

¯ DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

February 9, 2012 - Lady Soul became the first woman to be inducted into 

the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. This was a testament to her impact on 

the world of music over the course of her impressive career. From her 

roots, singing gospel in her father’s church, to her ascendancy to rhythm 

and blues royalty, Aretha has expressed an unmatched passion and 

intensity that has never failed to move her listeners. Her astonishing four-decade run of hits- 

"Respect," "I Never Loved a Man,", "Freeway of Love" and "Pink Cadillac"--earned her the title "Lady 

Soul," which she has worn uncontested ever since. She has amassed 18 competitive and 2 honorary 

GRAMMY© Awards and is ranked by Rolling Stone Magazine as the Greatest Singer of all Time. 

February 11, 2012 - Radio and TV personality, stand-up comedian Steve 

Harvey - a media conglomerate personified in a man whose career began as a 

stand-up comic in the mid-1980s. His success in stand-up eventually led to a 

long stint as host of It’s Showtime at the Apollo. That led to multiple TV shows 

and movies, serving in various roles- acting, hosting, writing and producing. 

Currently Steve Harvey is the new host of the long-running syndicated game 

show Family Feud in his second season. His presence since his debut as the new host in September 2010 has 

rejuvenated the series and increased Family Feud’s TV ratings this season by more than 40 percent. In 

September 2000, Harvey created the nationally syndicated Steve Harvey Morning Show, which currently airs 

Monday - Friday at 6 - 10 a.m. EST in over 60 markets and has approximately 7 million weekly listeners. 

Syndicated by Premiere Radio Networks, the #1 rated show celebrated its 5-year anniversary with Premiere 

Radio on October 3, 2010. 



April 15, 2012 - Rhythm and blues diva - Her illustrious career has spanned over 50 years notchinl~ 

hits in a variety of sounds ranl~inl~ from classic l~irl l~roup pop to 

funk to lush ballads. Born Patricia Holt in Philadelphia on May 24, 

1944, she l~rew up sinl~inl~ in a local Baptist choir. Her hits have 

included such iconic sonl~s as "Lady Marmalade", "If You Only 

Knew", "New Attitude", "On My Own" a duet with Michael 

McDonald. Released in 1991, Burnin’ earned a Grammy® for Best 

Female R&B Performance. LaBelle has written several books including 

her autobiography, Don’t Block the Blessings: Revelations of a Lifetime as well as two cookbooks Recipes for 

the Good Life and Patti LaBelle’s Lite Cuisine. She also sells a line of sauces and seasonings named after her 

best known hit "Lady Marmalade". 

¯ Carolina Theater- http://www.carolinatheatre.org/events 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 - 8:00 p.m. - 

Passionate, playful and heartfelt - if Eric Benet 

can be defined by anythinl~, it’s the purity of 

emotion. With honey-sweet vocals, a deep 

reservoir of creativity and the kind wisdom that 

comes from havinl~ overcome adversity, Eric 

Benet makes meaninl~ful music that speaks to 

love and speaks from the soul. 

Friday, March 9, 2012 - 8:00 p.m. This internationally- 

renowned female a capella I~roup’s soulful sound is 

textured by the rich traditions of African American 

music - includinl~ I~ospel hymns, spirituals, jazz 

improvisation, African chant and ancient lullabies. 

Their messal~e I~ives voice to hope, love, justice, peace 

and resistance. 



GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

http ://www. ca roli na pe rfo r mi nga rts.o rg/ge n res/a I I 

Carolina Chocolate Drops, with special guests 

Luminescent Orchestrii 
Friday, February 3, 2012 - 8:00 PM 

Alvin Aile¥ American Dance Theater 
Monday, February 13, 2(:}12 - 7:30 PM 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton 

Marsalis 
Thursday, March 15, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Herbie Hancock 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Joshua Redman & Brad Mehldau Duo 
Tuesday, April 10, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Cheikh L~ 
Saturday, April 14, 2012 - 8:00 PM 

The $0~]a Hay~es 5to~e Ce~te~ o 

http ://so nja h aynessto nectr, u nc.ed u/p rogra ms/s p ri ng-2012- p rogra m-a nd-eve nts/ 

Dry Run: Defining Determination, Testing Reconstruction - February 9- April 30, 2011, The Robert 

and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum will feature the work of Lynn MarshalI-Linnemeier. In this 

latest work, MarshalI-Linnemeier explores notions of experimentation, reconstruction and the idea of 

self-determination through the Penn Center papers and photographs held in the Southern Historical 

Collection of the Wilson Library. MarshalI-Linnemeier reimagines the experimental plantation space 

by manipulating archival photographs that include stereographic images. Her visual narratives 

explore myth, spirituality and memory through vivid paintings, collages, and textile works. 



ANNOUNCEMENT 

APPROVED by UNC BIOMEDICAL IRB-Study # @2-1387 

Project CONNECT Addresses Minority Participation in Research 

Black Americans have disproportionately high rates o{ disease and 
disproportionateiy poor heaith outcomes. Recent emphasis on increased 
representation o{ minority popuiations in aii research has chaiienged 
investigators to {ind ways to diversi{y the popuiations that are 
recruited to participate in prevention and treatment trials. 

Project CONNECT is recruiting volunteers who want to learn more about 
opportunities to participate in heaith research. 

While we are {ocusing on A{rican Americans, 18 years or older, any adult 
Is welcome to participate. 

I{ you participate your name will be placed on a con{idential listing. 
I{ volunteers are eligible {or a {uture research study they will be 
contacted and o{{ered the opportunity to participate. The con{idential 
registry will collect basic participant data including contact 
in{ormation, age, education level and basic health status. 

To join the Project CONNECT listing, please visit us online at 
www.connect.unc.edu where you may enter our secure Registry Enrollment 
Site. Or, you may choose to repiy to this emaii with your name, and a 
phone number or maiiing address so that we may get in touch with you. 
To contact us directly call toll ~ree at 1-866-849-1579. 

you know someone else who is eligible, and may be interested, please 
gee1 gree to gorward this ingormation to them also, 

Joining the registry does NOT mean one is volunteering ~or any 
particular study. 

For additional in$ormation, please contact us at 919-966-71@7 or via 

ema11 at connect@schsrouncoedu. 

This email is sponsored by: Project CONNECT: the Bridge to Healthy 
Communities Through Research, UNC Sheps Center got Health Services 
Research 



Renew/Join the Caucus at 

http ://www.unc.ed u/cbc/j oinform.htm~ 

Your CBC Leadership Team 

Shandra Jones I~enan-Flagler Business School 

Ursula Littlejohn I~enan-Flagler Business School 

O.J. McGhee School of Public Health 

Verita Murrill Human Resources 

Nakenge Robertson FPG Child Development institute 

Deborah Stroman Exercise and Sport Science 

every community, there is work to be done. In every 

nation, there are wounds to heal 
In every heart, there is the power to do it." 

M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu) 

FW: H4H 

CSBC Flyer.pdf 

H 

lessons learned from previous 3-on-~, toumaments~ 

I am anxious to see how many teams will come out to play.,. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah i,, Stroman, Ph,D, CLB 

9:19,843,0336 

Let me know the current regisLration numbers. I am disappointed to hear that you all decided to add zero creativity especially alter the discussions and 

r ’¢.e ibo>.,’et to o~i.estlon ~s tlqe b.as~.s ~’i: a[~ lquman pi ogi ess’~ 

From: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,. 2:31 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: H4H 
I do have a ,pdf flyer, is the attached document what you’re looking for? 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:24 PM 
To: 
Subject: H4H 

Hi I     Do you have a word document flyer for the event? Please forward. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculb" - e~ o w~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor arid Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research lnstitu{e 
FaculEv Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen--- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"? arn sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals rnere!y with e~rects and does not grapple with 

under/ying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



WHO’o 
UNC Slsudenlss 
WHERE: 
Woollen Gymnasium 

[Courl;s 5, 6,7& 8] 
WHEN" 

Each Seam is g 

baskel;ball, and 
provided by Jersey Mike’s! 

PRIZES:-rh~ players on the L~vo winning 
[one men’s and one women’s] will get $50 gifts cards 
from Top of the HiJJ and otsher prizes from SweetFrog 
and Kr’ispy Kreme, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS General Minor 

Hi Congratulations on the B-School admission’. I kne~v you would get in.. ;) 

I have a faculty meeting on Monday. Ho~vever, just take a look at Sport Administration courses -- all would be appropriate for the minor In particular, 
unique course. 

If you still ~vish to chat, let me know Thanks. 

Dr. Stromun 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

with Pro£ Osborne is a 

"The power to questiun is the basis uf all hutnan progress." 

"Shalluw understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absulute misunderstanding from peuple of ill will" MIK, Jr 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Struman, Deburah L 
Subject: EXSS General Minur 

(~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 

Goud Morning Dr. Stroman, 
Hope you are doing well t 
I am writing to see ifyuu would have some time to talk with me abuut the EXSS General Minor I was accepted into the business school, but wuuld still really love tu continue with EXSS. I 
was luoking into the course requirements online and une of them was Intru tu Sports Administration So I would have three left to take If you think that it would be reasunable for me to 
continue with this minur I was guing to ask yuu to recummend which courses I should take. 
If you’re free next Monday around 3:30 I could come in befure my class in Wuolen at 4. If not, we could schedule another time! 
Thank you su much :[’or yuur time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Prig: B4 Event Follow-Up 

Hi Thanks for your kind words. The evening was very special and I hope everyone was able to achieve their objective. 

Yes, h?t’s calendar the week of , I teach MWF at 1:00 and on TiR at 12:30. Wednesday mornings I arn in Ste~-:~h:_~ Building. 

Let me know your availabilil:¥ on Tuesday or Thursday afternoons. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843,0336 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:38 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~l~ject: B4 Event Follow-Up 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you well. I would like to thank you for coming out to the event last night! Your helpful insight and advice was vastly appreciated by all in 

attendance. All of the tremendous things I have heard about you were indeed true and it was an honest delight to finally meet you! 

I would be more than willing to come into your office and further discuss my career at Carolina as an EXSS major. Unfortunately, I am in the middle of a hectic week 

full of exams, quizzes and papers. If you are still available to meet, could we schedule a meeting some time during the following week? My schedule will open up 

a lot more so that we can find a time that works better for the two of us. Please let me know if this works for you. 

Again, thank you for contributing last night at the event! I look forward to hearing from you in the near future! 

Kindest regards, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sports Science Major, Chemistry Minor 

Building Bonds, Breaking B.A.R.S. (Barriers Against Reaching Success) 

Mu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Incorporated 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN);, 

Tuesday, Jmmary 31, 2012 4:24 PM 

Jackie Allison~ ~earthlink.net> 

RE: UNC Women’s Basketball Reunion Save the Date 

Thanks! We can get caught up again.., 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah [,, Stroman, Pb,D. 

9;~ 9.843.033(5 

From: Jackie Allison             ~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 10:07 AM 
To: Aprille Shaffer; joni@lakenormantransportation.com; Cathy Shoemaker ; @cox.net; ~yahoo.com; Kathy Crawford; 

@comcast.net; Stephanie Kornegay; Cindy Newnam; ~yahoo.com; H.Taylor Walls; H.Taylor Walls;.. . ~mindspring.com; 
rsatterfield@triangleortho.com; jalley@nacwaa.org; bts02@doc.state.nc.us; ~earthlink.net; anita detamore; sportswearOnc.rr.com; @comcast.net; 

@bellsouth.net; @nc.rr.com 
de: Debbie Richardson ; Bernadette McGlade; Stroman, Deborah L; aberenato@athletics.pitt.edu; Aprille Shaffer; lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu; dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: UNC Women’s Basketball Reunion Save the Date 

I will be looking forward to seeing everyone on the 12th! 

Jackie Allison 
From: Aprille Shaffer 

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 3:01 PM 
To: mailto:joni@lakenormantransportation.com ; Jackie Allision ; Cathy Shoemaker ; mailto: ~. cox.net ; ~yahoo.com ; Kathy Crawford ; 

@comcast.net ; Stephanie Kome~ay ; Cindy Newnam ;             ~yahoo.com ; H.Taylor Walls ; H.Taylor Walls ; :           @mindsprinq.com ; 
.r__s__a_~_e_r__f_Le_!_d__@_t_ti_a__n__gLe__o__@__o_=c__o__~! ; j__a_!!_e_.y__@__n__a___c_w___a__a__:_o___rg ; t_n___ajJ_t__o__Lb__t__s__0_2_@__d___o__c__.__s_N_t__e_,_t~__c__:_u_s. ; ~_ta__[!_t__o__:      }__e__a__r__t_bJj_tLk=_n___e__t. ; ._a__n__[N___c_l__e_N___m___o_r__e_. ; _s_~__o__r__t__s_w___e__a__@_t_t_c_:r_r_:_c___o_E~_ ; 

,~,comcast.net ; _        9bellsouth.net ; __     @nc.rr.com 

C¢: Debbie Richardson_; Bernadette McGlade ; Deborah Stroman ; mailto:aberenato@athJetics.pitt,edu ; Aprille Shaffer ; mailto:lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu ; 

mailto:dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: UNC Women’s Basketball Reunion Save the Date 

Hey everyone! 

hope this note Bnds everyone in good health, good spirits & ready [:or the Holiday Season that is upon us! 

The UNC Women’s Basketball Office & Coach Harebell are hosting a wonderful reunion celebration for all former women’s basketball players! You may have received 

a "save the date" ~-_~mail for [:h~s import:ant weekend whk:h is scheduled for Saturday-SLH~day, Feb 11.-3.~_ ~, While events For Sa[:urday have vet to be determined, 

there are currendy plans [:or a very nice kmcheon at noon at the Carolina Club & haff--t~rne acknowledgement at the UNC vs, Geor[is Tech game on Feb 12~h. Let’s 

make a huge effort to get our generaL[on of UNC basketball a[umn~ out for this great weekend. Coach HatcheH is committed to getting us kwo[ved with the UNC 

program and wants this to be a specia~ event, not only for th~s year, but for years to come. AND ---~f you have not seen the renovation at Carm~chae~ and the Women’s 

Basketbal~ Museum -wow -~t wil~ Mow your rnku~} K: woukJ be awesome ~f we (:oukJ all gather in Chapel I-HH ~or the wee]~end -There is conversation about meetk~g 

to watch the men’s game on TV together on Saturday or even the possib~lRy of attending the men’s game. Final details for al~ of the event~; wil~ be sent out as the 

weekend draws close!! 

Please 
contact Donna Cheek at .d_._c_b_e_._e_.lf_ .@__u__n_._c_a__a__._u_._n_.(~_:..e_d__u" to RSVP for this exciting weekend. Last but not [east, there are many women frorn our’ generation who are 

not in the UNC Women’s Basketball data base! If you know how to contact someone you do not see on this iiaL please forward this email or catl them & urge them to 

contact Donna. Also lefts get the word out through Face Book & social media! 

Please come join us for this fun and special weekend ---it would be a blast to see everyone again! 

Happy Holidays to ~-:~ver¥one, bes~: wishe~.; & Go Tar HeeJs! 

Aprilk_~ Shaffer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: H4H 

Thanks, I thought          was going to help them incorporate playing against varsity athletes, There has to be a compelling reason to pay for playing hoops. (The 

women’s dOOK game will hurt the event,) Otherwise, the marketing focus has to be on the state of the homeless in Chapel Hill, E.g., pictures and testimonies, 

Mark~-_d:ing 101 - right?! ;) 

Go 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~]uL~e. ~xp;’or~,~, Empow~r. 

9:19,843,0336 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: H4H 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am not a big par~ of coordinating the logistics of this event, but I received some information from Matt on the current status of the tournament registration. They have not 
received any paid teams yet, but they are receiving lots of interest during their Pit-sits and through word of mouth. We are going to really push the marketing and adverUsing 
of the event now that logistics are set and the flyer is made. They setup a "No pay, no play" policy on the date of the tournament, but more needs to be done NOW to get the 
money in ahead of time~ 
Yes, T agree the planning committee should have incorporated a unique element to draw more attention. The athletes idea would have worked great, but T dofft think they had 
the resources to make it work. There is still time to add an element of interest, but I will check in with the committee to see what thoughts they have. 
Thanks, 

HniversJLy of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Cell: 

Email: @live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:08 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: H4H 

Hi let me know the current registration numbers~ I am disappointed to hear that you all decided to add zero creativity especially after the discussions and 

lessons learned from previous 3-on-3 tournaments. 

[ am anxi.:_~us t.:_~ se~-_~ how rnanv teams w~li come out to pkwy.,, ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~N~, g~p~or’~, Empower: 

919,843,0336 

From: [mailto: ,.~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:31 PP1 

To: Stroman, Deborah i_ 
Subject: RE: H4H 
I do have a .pdf flyer, is the attached document what you’re looking for? 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:24 PM 
To: 
Subject: H4H 

Hi      Do you have a word document flyer for the event? Please forward. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S[rornan, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e 
EXSS Academic Ad~dsor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 



Advisory Board Chair; College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Alpha I,ambda 
:315 Woollen -- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,84&0336 

.i o,,n sure that none of you wouid wont to rest conten~ with the super]:idal kind o]: socioi analysis that deals rnerefy with effects ond does not groppie with 
undedying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:59 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufks@email.unc.e&~> 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu) 

Video board - CSBC 

CSBC Flyer- 1 H4H .doc 

Hi Amy. Please use this flyer and promote the tournament on the video boards. Also, pretty pllleeezzzeeee make a few color copies an place on our wall boards. 
ThankYOU! 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Scier~ce 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ -w~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Cambda 
3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 

~’l am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the ,superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with e~ects and does not grapple wit,h 
underlying causes. ~ Martin L, King, Jr. 



WHO’o 
UNC Students 
WHERE’, 
Woollen Gymnasi.um 

a:t 1. :00 PM 

Eacllteam is guaranteed at least two games of 
ba~ ketball, and each player will get a T-shirt and 
provided by ~" . crsey Mike’s~ 

~ ~ men ~. a~d one ~a;( men s} wi~    $50 gift cards 
from Top (f the [-{i~ and other prizes f?om SweetFrog 
a~d Krispy Kreme. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 5:40 PM 

Julia~ne Malveaux <jmalveaux@bennert.edu> 

Stanley Viltz <sviltz@bennett.edtP~ 

RE: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Hi Juflanne. Happy New Year! ;) 

want to make a comnJ~ment to come over in 2012 and speak to your students about our graduate progr’am 

administration, and/or ~e~dersNp. ~ am a~so te~ch~ng ~ new course "Entrepreneurship in Sporff~ th~s term. 

[.et ~e k~low a c.:~l~e~e~lt time to ca~ 

From: Julianne Malveaux [mailto:jmalveaux@bennettedu] 
Sent; Saturday, September :!.2, 2009 4::kS plY1 
"Ire: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
~c: Stanley Viltz 
$~bject; RE: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Dear Debby, 
I do hope you will participate in all or part of our Family and Friends weekend (please see our website) Lots of exciting occurences, and we’d love to see you there 
Otherwise, let’s talk about a time when you might come visit and meet with some of the team. 
Kindest regards, 
DrJ 

Dr. Julianne Malveaux 
President 
Bennett Col]ege ~2)r Women 
900 East Washington Street 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2225 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Stroman [n~ai[to:dstroman,@emaihunc.edu 
Sent: Sat 8/22/2009 4:36 PM 
To: Julianne Malveaux 
Cc: Stanley Viltz 
Sutject: RE: UNC Chapel ttiH - Sport ANn 

Thanks for the follow up We start classes on Tuesday and my 
responsibilities have increased with the addition of academic advising and 
directing the sport administration internship program I am particularly 
interested in assisting with two o:[’your academic cornerstones: leadership 
and entrepreneurship. J 

] am always happy to read about the progress at Bennett[ 

Sisterly, 

Debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Adruinistration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Larabda (Leadership Honors Society) 



From: Julialme Malveaux [~!~_i~__i_l_t__o__~_n_!tl_l__~_~_~_t__~_x__@.~_b~_t__~_t_t_=~__d_t_t_] 
Sent: Saturday, August 22, 2009 4:12 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Stanley Viltz 
Subject: RE: UI~!C Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Dear Deborah, 
Please connect with Dr Stanley Viltz, Associate Provost for Student 
Affairs. Our sports and wellness effbrt is part of her portfolio 
I am grateful for your interest in Bennett and hope you will ahve time to 
come visit soon. 
’Best, 
Jlianne 

Dr. Julianne Malveaux 
President 
Bennett College fbr Women 
900 East Washington Street 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2225 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@ernail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mon 7/27/2009 7:31 PM 
To: Julianne Ma[veau× 
Su[~iect: RE: UNC Chapel tlill - Sport Achn 

Hi Julianne. I recently sent a note to Bernetta to reconnect. Please let me 
know if*there is anything I can do to assist. 

Continued success, 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Achninistration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~’) 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB # 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

From: Julianne Malveaux [_12£~_a__i_!_t_%j_~!~__a__lj~_e_i~__u___x_~__B_~_t_~_~:_e__d_~tj 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2008 9:57 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman; Marilyn S 2~Iobley 
Cc: Bernetta L Harper; Alan Shatteen 



SubJect: RI{: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Dear Dr Strotman: 
I am sorp)~ that I won’t be on campus when you come to visit. I appreciate 
your willingness to be helpful to Bennett College for Women 
Kindest regards, 
Julianne Malv eaux 

Dr. Julianne Malveaux 
President 
Bennett College for Women 
900 East Washington Street 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2225 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~email.ut~c.edu] 
Sent: Mort 4/28/2008 7:22 PM 
To: Marilyn S. Mobley 
Cc: Bcrnetta L. Harper; Alan Shatteen; Juliatme Malveaux 
Subject: RE: l~2"qC Chapel Hill - Sport A&n 

Hi. I look forward to out meeting tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. I xvill be in the 
office in the morning.Please advise location. Thank you. 

Continued Success, 

Debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Lr>,-C - EXSS - CB 8605 

Sport Administration 

Chapel Hill, N(2 27599 

919.8430336 

dstroman@,email uric edu 

http://www unc.eduidepts/exerciseispor t adnrinistration/ind ex.htm 

From: Marilyn S. Mobley [mai[~o:mvooblev@Bennett.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 2:58 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Cc: Bernetta L. Harper; Alan Shatteen; Julianne Malveaux 

SubJect: RI{: UNC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks :for reaching out to me I am very interested and would like to meet 
with you the next time you’re in our neighborhood. Ironically, the subject 
of our athletic program just came up at our senior staff meeting. I’d like 
to chat with you :first to get a clear understanding of the possibilities 
our collaboration (coursework, athletics or both?), and to arrange for 
others on our staff to meet with you as ~vel[. 

Thanks again, 

Dr. MoNey 



Marilyn Sanders Mobley, Ph.D. 

Provost 

Bennett College for Wonren 

900 East Washington Street 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

(336) 517-2155 office 

(336) 517-2156 fax 

From: Deborah Stroman [g!!~_i_l_t__o_2c_!_s_t__r__o_g!!~__n_l~__e__lT__~_a__i_!:~_u_~__c_’:__e~!~ 
Sent: Tuesday, 2vlarch 25, 2008 2:02 PM 
To: Marilyn S MoNey 
Cc: Bemetta L Harper 
Su~liect: FW: L~NC Chapel Hill - Sport Adm 

Hi Dr Mobley. I was referred to your office in regards to my request to 
assist Bennett. (See attached) 

Please let me know if I can be of assistance. 

Thank you’. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

UNC - EXSS - (2[3 8605 

Spurt Achninistratiun 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

ds~roman,@email.unc.edu 

http://www.unc.eduidepts/exerciseispor~ adroinistration/index h~m 

Frum: Deborah Stroman [nrai[to:dstmnran@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 1:45 PM 
To: ’gbool~nan@bennett .edu’ 
Cc: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: L~C Chapel Hill - Sport A&n 

Hi. I know- this is a very busy tinre for you during the Inauguration, but I 
wanted to reach out and express tW interest in assisting Bennett. I am an 
assistant professor in Chapel Hill and am interested in instructing, 
facilitating, or developing programs to help local HBCLrs in the area of 
Sport Administration. I teach the undergrads and graduates in 
Finance/Economics of Sport, Sport Marketing, and Leadership. Noting the 
Business Administration and Sport Health degrees available at Bennett, I 
thought there may be synergy. 

Utffortunately, I will be out of town when Dr. Malveaux comes to Chapel Hill 
on April 8th. 

When possible, please let me know when we may chat. I arm actively involved 
in ACC programs for women’s basketball, so I may be able to stop by during 
one of my trips to Greensboro 



Continued Success, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

LEX-C - Exercise and Sport Science 

315 Woollen - CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC~ 27599 

919.8430336 

dstroman@email uric edu 

ht~p://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

"At the bottom of things, most people want to be understood and 

appreciated" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 5:42 PM 

Daye, Chaxles E. <cdaye@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 

TNANKS Charles[ Also, I have a student who is applying to UNC Law~ I thought it prudent that he meeL you so at sortie poi~lL look to hear from 

fine young man and a student leader. I think your advice on the law profession will serve him well. ;) 

Hope to see you at the Read--In [his year! 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843,0336 

He is a 

F~m= Oaye, Charles E. 
8ent~ Tuesday, 5:09 P~ 
Te~ Nixon, Donna L; dthompso; Salaam, Nadera; Summers, Bonita A; Stroud, Oaise~e ~rd;            ~ymail.com; Gardner, LeTroy An~aun; Ban~-Narsh, Fredia; 
Brown, Carol Nf Crayon, Kareem; Davis, Adrienne M.b.; Evans, Berne~ R; Lynn, Dawn A; Omar, Rushdee; Wilson, Erika K. 
Cc~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 
De~ Colleagues, 

May I be pe~itled to endorse Donna’s fo~varded intb~ation, thank her tbr sending it, and ~td a good word a~ut the Ca~lina Black Caucus (officially known as 

Bl~k F~ulty/Smfl’Caucus). 

At~wofuss~a~edthisorganizationsomanyyeaxsagoIdon’tremembertheexactdate itwasinthe ’70sFmsure. Alotofgoodlblksworkingonalotofsigmfica~at 

things tbr a good long time and keeping the thith. 

All the bes~, 

Ch~xles 

Charles E, Daye 

HenW P, BraaJdis Distinguished Professor of Law & 

Deputy Director, UNC Ce~ter fbr Civil Rights 

CB # 3380; 160 Ridge Road 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-338!) 

Phone (919) 962-7004 

Fax (919) 962-1277 

From= Nixon, Donna L 
Sent= Tuesday, January 31, 2012 4:47 PM 
To= dthompso; Salaam, Nadera; Summers, Bonita A; Stroud, Daisette Ford; ~ymail.com; Gardner, LeTroy Antwaun; Banks-Marsh, Fredia; Brown, Carol N; 
Crayton, Kareem; Davis, Adrienne M.b.; Daye, Charles E.; Evans, Bernetta R; Lynn, Dawn A; Omar, Rushdee; Wilson, Erika K. 
Subject= FW: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 

In case you my interested, attached is the newsletter for the Carolina Black Caucus. 

-Donna 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 12:18 AM 
To: cbcchair 
Subject= CBC Updates - News You Can Use 
Hi Caucus. Attached find the latest CBC news. 

On this past Friday, a very special event took place to foster discussion and solutions regarding the state of Black male students on campus. There will be many follow up meetings 

and strategy sessions. If you are NOT connected and you want to be a part of this critical effort, please give me a call or send an email. This situation is at the crisis level and we 

need "all hands on deck." 
Continued success to you! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Lecturer Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we rr~ust apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 5:43 PM 

Jones, Sha~dm <shandraj@email.unc.edu-~; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu-~; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; 

Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu-~; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L -~dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 

From: Daye, Charles E. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 5:09 PM 
To; Nixon, Donna L; dthompso; Salaam, Nadera; Summers, Bonita A; Stroud, Daisette Ford; ~ymail.com; Gardner, LeTroy Antwaun; Banks-Marsh, Fredia; 
Brown, Carol N; Crayton, Kareem; Davis, Adrienne M.b.; Evans, Bernetfa R; Lynn, Dawn A; Omar, Rushdee; Wilson, Erika K. 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 
Dem Colleagues, 

May I be permitted to endorse Donna’s forwarded information, thank her for sending it, and add a good word about the Carolina Black Caucus (officially known as 

Black Faculb~iStaff Caucus). 
AfewofusstartedthisorganizationsomanyyearsagoIdon’tremembertheexactdate itwasinthe ~70s I’m sure. AlotofgoodfolksworkingonalotofsigNficant 

things for a good long lime and keeping the faith. 

All the best, 

Charles 

Charles E. Daye 

Item), P. Brandis Distinguished Professor of La~x & 

Deputy Director, UNC Center For Civil Rights 

CB ;’/3380; 160 Ridge Road 

C~ape[ Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone (919) 962-7004 

t"ax (919) 962- ] 277 

From: Nixon, Donna L 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 31, 2012 4:47 PM 
To-" dthompso; Salaam, Nadera; Summers, Bonita A; Stroud, Daisette Ford; ~ymail.com; Gardner, LeTroy Antwaun; Banks-Marsh, Fredia; Brown, Carol N; 
Crayton, Kareem; Davis, Adrienne M.b.; Daye, Charles E.; Evans, Bernetta R; Lynn, Dawn A; Omar, Rushdee; Wilson, Erika K~ 
Subject-" FW: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 

In case you are interested, attached is the newsletter for the Carolina Black Caucus. 

-Donna 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 12:18 AM 
To: cbcchair 
Subject: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 
Hi Caucus. Attached find the latest CBC news. 
On this past Friday, a very special event took place to foster discussion and solutions regarding the state of Black male students on campus. There will be many follow up meetings 

and strategy sessions. If you are NOT connected and you want to be a part of this critical effort, please give me a call or send an email. This situation is at the crisis level and we 

need "all hands on deck." 
Continued success to you! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p___;/__/__e___x__s__s_:_~_n___c_:_e___d__L_]/ 
Sport Administration Lecturer Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 6:12 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

P,E: Assioom~ent 

Thanks t:or your note. No, jus[ complete the checklist and think about your own style. ;) 

F~m: . [mailto. _ . ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah [ 
Subje~t~ Assignment 

Dr. Stmma~ 

Other than filling out the communication s~.54es check list, is there a second pa(t of the assignment that we need to have tbr class tomorrow? I hope this finds you well 

and I’ll see you tomorrow at one. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:26 PM 

~email. unc.edu~ 

1~9;: PPD from today’s class 

Received. Thanks. 

We have a current event tomorrow and 1 will try my best to get through the barriers of communication section. © We start on Chapt, 4 on Friday, 

Sent; IVlonday, 7:0:t plVl 

"Ire: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sul~ject; PPD from today’s class 

Hi Deb: 

Today we covered the material in chapter three of t:oundotions o~$port Manogement. I discussed all the slides on the attached power point and showed two short 

clips from youtube.com. Afterwards the class divided into 8 small groups and wrote press releases based on the top 20 sports scandals of all time. Four of the 

groups gave a short oral presentations. I also selected one group to serve as judges for our mini-competition. Each groups, except for the competition winners, are 

required to submit their one page press release next Monday to receive full credit for class participation. 

Hope you are having a terrific day 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
(Mobile) 

%uuc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Februa~ 1, 2012 11:41 AM 

Caudill, W~Yter Low~ <wlcand@emM.~mc.edu>; H~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@emM.~mc.edu> 

Ve~tier, Mathilde <mverdie@e~n~il.unc.edu>; Stew~xt, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Shen, Tammy <twshen@unc.edu>; Haithcock, 

Vicld P <vph@email.unc.edu>; DeSi~none, Joseph M. <desimone@ema~l.unc.edu:> 

RE: idea 

tIi. If the Feb. 7th date is the best option, I can attend at that time. I will also invite Prol~ Barbara Osborne She coordinates our undergraduate sport administration track and will be veW 

helpful to the discussion. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB~ 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.8430336 
Twitter - drstroman 
http:i/exss.unc edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: Caudill, YValter Lowry 
Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 11:35 AM 
To: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Cc: Verdier, Mathilde; Stroman, Deborah L; Stewart, John F; Shen, Tammy; Haithcock, Vicki P; DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Subject: Re: idea 

Thanks. 

Sent frora ray iPhone 

On Feb 1,2012, at 11:31 AM, "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <hazeltin@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> Great. 
> 

> Mathilde, would you please include thera in the meeting planning? 
> 

> Thanks, All! 
> 

> Lizzy 
> 

> 

> LizW Hazeltine 
> Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
> Department of Economics 
> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
> 200 D Gardner Hall 
> 919.8438824 
> unceminor org 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Caudill, YValter Lowry 
> Sent: Wednesday, Februaly 01, 2012 11:27 AM 
> To: Hazeltme, Lizzy 
> Cc: Verdier, Mathilde; Stroman, Deborah L; Stewart, John F; Shen, Tanmay; Haithcock, Vicki P; DeSimone, Joseph M. 
> Subject: Re: idea 
> 
> would be good to involve tap front 
> 

> Sent li’om my iPhone 
> 

> On Feb 1, 2012, at 11:23 AM, "Hazeltine, Lizw" <hazeltin@emaihuaac.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Lowry, 
>> 

>~ ttow about He and his rootmnate seem to have good ideas around these topics I wouldn’t want a gaggle of students involved in the initial conversation, but one or two with a 
content background would add a useful perspective. 
>> 

>> Liz©’ 
>> 

>> 



>> Liz©’ t Iaz~eltine 
>> Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship Department of Economics 
>> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
>> 200 D (iardner Hall 
>> 919.843.8824 
>> unceminor.org 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
>> Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 11:12 AM 
>> To: Verdier, Mathilde 
>> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Stewart, Jokm F; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Shen, Tanway; Haithcock, Vicki P; DeSimone, Joseph M. 
>> Subject: Re: idea 
>> 

>> I can only make Feb 7 8-9 am. Lizzy, did you want to include any students in this first meeting’.’ Lowry 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>> On Feb 1, 2012, at 10:03 AM. "Verdier, Mathilde" <raverdier@eraaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear all, 

>>> As a follow-up to the following messages, I would like to set up a meeting for you all to discuss the sport business track for the Minor of Entrepreneurship during one of the following 
dates: 

>>> Tuesday, Feb 7:8:00 - 9:00am 
>>> Thursday, Feb 9:8:00 - 9:00am or 11:00am - 12:00pro Monday, Feb 13: 
>>> 8:00 - 10:00am or 4:00 - 5:00pro Tuesday-, Feb 14:8:00 - 9:00am or 
>>> ll:00am- 12:00pm or 4:00 -5:00pm 

>>> Could you please let me know &tring which times you would be available to meet? You can simply check the times when you are available in the following doodle survey: 
http://www.doodle.cop:d7z573crp4rthvSapv and I will schedule the meeting once I know your availability. 

>>> Thank you and best regards, 
>>> 

>>> Mathilde 
>>> 
>>> Mathilde Verdier 
>>> Program Assistant for Administration 
>>> Minor in Entrepreneurship 
>>> Department of Economics 
>>> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
>>> 208 Suite, Gardner Hall 
>>> 919.843.2689 
>>> ~vww unceminor.org 

>>> Project Coordinator 
>>> L~,-C Social Innovation Incubator 
>>> Campus Y 
>>> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill http :/icampus-y.unc. edu/ 

>>> From: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
>>> Sent: Monday, Janua~z 30, 2012 10:57 AM 
>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>> Cc: Verdier, Mathilde 
>>> SubJect: FW: idea 

>>> ttey Deborah..Looks like a plan is emerging..we will be setting up a meeung shortly..look [’or an email invite shortly from Mathilde .... 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Stewart, John F 
>>> Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 10:41 
>>> To: DeSimone, Joseph M.; Caudill, Walter Low~ 
>>> Cc: (ioldstem, Buck; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Joseph DeSimone 
>>> (desimone@unc edu); Shen, Tammy; Verdier, Mathilde 
>>> Subject: RE: idea 

>>> To add a tract in sports business, (proceeding from easy to hard) 

>>> -Add a workshop course in sports ventures. This could be done just 
>>> like we added the science and arts tracks We could add one more 
>>> section of Econ 327 (Venture Creation) with the subtitle sports 
>>> ventures." Alternatively, Exercise and Sports could add their own 
>>> course under an EXSS number and we could go through the 
>>> administrative process to amend the minor to include this course as 
>>> one that fulfills the workshop requirement [’or the minor. (This is 
>>> what is done in the social track. Plcy 326 satisfies the workshop 
>>> requirement for social ) 

>>> -Find an instructor and entrepreneur to develop the course to cordom~ with the architecture of the minor and teach it. Deborah Stroman ~vould seem to be the obvious starting place 
given her first year seminar. 

>>> -Find the students for the course. At one level, this should not be hard. I ara sure there would be a lot of interest. However to avoid "cannibalizing" the other tracks, we ~vould need to 
expand the minor from 100 to 120-125. This ~vould require finding staffing for one more discussion section in Econ 325 (We use volunteer entrepreneurs and faculty for this, not students) 
and finding a larger room. 



>>> -Find the money to fund the expansion. Release teaching time to staff a workshop course averages about $20K We would also need to find internships for the added students and the 
other expenses. The incremental cost J2~r a new track is roughly $30K per year. 

>>> ’]’hat is all under the existing model where the minors covers the nominal expenses to the workshop courses out of our own budget. An alternative model would be for departments 
providing the workshop courses to absorb the cost of teaching the course in their own teaching budgets. ! have had a hard time selling that one Under my current budget and assuming all 
pledged contributions show up, ! am about $30K short for the 2012-13 year, so to any expansion would have to come out of new funds. 

>>> I think this is a good idea and would be glad to talk about it and try to find a path forward. 

>>> Regards, 
>>> Jotm 

>>> * Jotm F. Stewart 
>>> * Professor of Economics 
>>> * Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

>>> * Department of Economics 
>>> * Universi~ of North Carolina 
>>> * Gardner Hall CB# 3305 
>>> * Chapel Hill, NO’ 27599-3305 

>>> * Voice: (919) 966-5345 
>>> * Fax: (919) 966-4986 
>>> * j ohnstewart@unc, edu 
>>> * http://www.unceminor.org 
>>> * http://www.unc.edu/~ifstewar/ 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
>>> Sent: Sunday, January 29, 2012 9:04 AM 
>>> To: Caudill, Walter Lowt~i 
>>> Cc: Goldstein, Buck; Stewart, John F; Hazeltine, Liz~z; Joseph 
>>> DeSimone (desimone@unc.edu); Shen, Tarmny 
>>> Subject: Re: idea 

>>> And easy to fund raise for! 

>>> John, LizRz: do you kno~v what the process is to add this new- track? ~Vhich would allow Deborah and me to put the case statement together that addresses all issues And who needs 
to approve this? 

>>> Joseph DeSimone 

>>> On Jan 29, 2012, at 8:54 A\I, "Caudill, Walter Low~" <wlcaud@email.u~c.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Additional thoughts. We have one of the top Exercise and Sports Science programs in the country Our alums are in all facets of the industry-. The top guy at ESPN is a E,~,’C alum We 
have broadcasters, conference commissioners, professional sports types at all levels, etc I bet this could be a superb workshop 

>>>> From: Goldstein, Buck [Buck Goldstein@kenan-flagler unc edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sunday, Jariuary 29, 2012 7:30 AM 
>>>> To: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
>>>> Cc: DeSimone, Joseph M.; Stewart, John F; Goldstein, Buck; 
>>>> Hazeltine, Lizzy; Joseph DeSimune (desimone@unc.edu); Shen, Tammy 
>>>> Subject: Re: idea 

>>>> Sounds fascinating. 
>>>> Buck 

>>>> Buck Goldstein 
>>>> University’ Entrepreneur in Residence 
>>>> 919 883 7555 

>>>> On Jan 29, 2012, at 1:12 AM; "Caudill, Walter Lowry" <wlcaud@email.unc.edu<mailto:wlcaud(@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

>>>> Great idea 

>>>> Fromi De~i .... ~i Joseph M~ 

>7,>> Sent: Saturday, January 28, 2012 8:52 PM 

>>>> To: Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stewart, John F; Buck Goldstein 
>>>> (buck goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc edu<mailto:buck ~goldstein@kenan-fl 

>>>> ler.unc.edu>); Hazeltlne, 
>>>> Cc: Joseph DeSimone (desimone@unc edu<mailto:desimone(@unc.edu>); 
>>>> Shen, Tammy 
>7,>> Subject: idea 

>>>> Loww, Buck, John and Lizzy...I have an idea to run by you. in our Entrepreneurship Minor we have four tracks in tech, commercial, social and artistic ventures, what about adding a 
"sport business" track? 

>>>> I have been having discussions with Deborah Stroman from the Exercise and Sport Science Department ...she is also Chair of the Carolina Black Caucus...I have been counseling her 
regarding her consulting company...she has been approached by- students to be involved in her company and I am advising her to contact the Chair of her Department to set up a Conflict of 
Interest Committee for her..., my introduction with her came through by way of Valerie Ashby..... anyway, I learned Friday- that she is teachit~g an entrepreneurship course alrea@...syllabus 
attached...it dawned on my then that it would be very cool to add a new- track on sport ventures...I broached the idea with her and she was excited....I have alrea@ offered to her to combine 
our classes on February 23 when ~ve have Brent Jones speaking to our class...she is thrilled by that.....anyway, I’d like us to consider this...do you want to get together to discuss’.’ Should I 
invite her too, or do you want us to discuss first? 



>>>> Joseph M. DeSimone 

>>>> Chancellor’s [~minent Professor of Chemistry Director, Institute for 
>>>77 Advanced Materials Director, Institute [’or Nanomedicine Co-Director, 

>>>> Center for Cancer Nanotechnology [~xcellence Member, Lineberger 
>>>77 Comprehensive Cancer Center Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel 
>77>> }{ill and William R. Kenan, Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical 
>>>77 Engineering North Carolina State University and Adjunct Member, 

>>>> Memorial Sloan-Kettering h~stitute for Cancer Research Mcmorial 
>>>> Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center 
>>>> http:/iwww, cheru.unc, edu/peop le/facultWdesiruone/ 
>>>> Tel: 919-962-2166 

>>>> Fax: 919-%2-5467 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 1, 2012 11:43 AM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

FW: idea 

I need you with me! It looks like Feb. 7th at 8:00 am These folks move real fast!! 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.8430336 
Twitter - drstroman 
http ://exss.unc edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: Caudill Walter Lowry 
Sent: Wednesday. February 01,2012 11:35 AM 
To: Hazeltine, Liz~." 
Cc: Verdier, Mathilde; Stroman. Deborah L; Stewart, John F; Shen, Tatmny; Haithcock, Vicki P; DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Subject: Re: idea 

Thanks. 

Sent fizom my iPhone 

On Feb 1,2012, at 11:31 AM. "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <hazeltin@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Great. 
> 

> Mathilde, would you please include them in the meeting planning? 
> 

> Thanks, All! 
> 

> Lizzy 
> 

> 

> LizW Hazeltine 
> Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
> Department of Economics 
> Universi~" of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
> 200 D Gardner Hall 
> 919.843.8824 
> unceminor.org 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Caudill, Waltcr LowlT 
> Sent: Wednesday, February- 01, 2012 11:27 AM 
> To: Hazeltine, LizW 
> Cc: Verdier, Mathilde; Stroman, Deborah L; Stewart, Jol-m F; Shen, Tarmny; Haithcock, Vicki P; DeSimone, Joseph M. 

> Subiect: Re: idea 
> 
> would be good to involve tap front 
> 

> Sent Iicom my iPhone 
> 

> On Feb 1, 2012, at 11:23 AM, "Hazeltine, Lizw" <hazeltin@email.m~c.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Lowu, 
>> 
>> How about He and his rnormnate seem to have good ideas around these topics I wouldn’t want a gaggle of students involved in the initial conversation, but one or two ~vith a 
content background would add a useful perspective. 
>> 

>> Li2zy 
>> 

>> 

>> Liz~z Hazeltme 
>> Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship Department of Economics 
>> Universi~z of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
>> 200 D Gardner Hall 



>> 919.843.8824 

>> unceminor.org 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> J"rom: Caudill, Walter Lowp2z 

>> Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 11:12 AM 

>> To: Verdier, MathiIde 

>> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Stewart, John F; Hazeltine, Liz~; Shen, Tammy; ttalthcock, Vicki P; DeSimone, Joseph M 

>> Subject: Re: idea 
>> 

>> I can only make Feb 7 8-9 ant. Lizzy, did you want to include any students in this first meeting’.’ Lowry 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>> On Feb 1, 2012, at 10:03 AM. "Verdier, Mathilde" <raverdier@eruail.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear all, 

>>> As a follow-up to the following messages, I would like to set up a meeting for you all to discuss the sport business track for the Minor of Entrepreneurship during one of the following 

dates: 

>>> Tuesday, Feb 7:8:00 - 9:00am 

>>> Thursday, Feb 9:8:00 - 9:00am or 11:00am - 12:00pru Monday, Feb 13: 

>>> 8:00 - 10:00aru or 4:00 - 5:00pro Tuesday-, Feb 14:8:00 - 9:00am or 

>>> 11:00aru- 12:00pm or 4:00 -5:00pro 

>>> Could you please let me know &tring which times you would be available to rueet? You can simply check the times when you are available in the following doodle survey: 

httr~://www.doodle.cop:d7z573cr’o4rthvSapv and I will schedule the meeting once I know your availability. 

>>> Thartk you and best regards, 

>>> Mathilde 

>>> Mathilde Verdier 

>>> Program Assistant for Administration 

>>> Minor in Entrepreneurship 

>>> Department of Economics 

>>> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

>>> 208 Suite, Gardner Hall 

>>> 919.843.2689 

>>> ~vww unceminor.org 

>>> Project Coordinator 

>>> L~.-C Social Innovation Incubator 

>>> Campus Y 

>>> University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill http :/icampus-y.unc. edu/ 

>>> From: DeSimone, Joseph M. 

>>> Sent: Monday, Janua~z 30, 2012 10:57 AM 

>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 

>>> Cc: Verdier, Mathilde 

>>> Subject: FW: idea 

>>> 

>>> Hey Deborah..Looks like a plan is emerging..we will be setting tap a meeting shortly..look for an email invite shortly from Mathilde .... 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Stewart, John F 

>>> Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 10:41 

>>> To: DeSimone, Joseph M.; Caudill, Walter Low~ 

>>> Cc: (ioldstem, Buck; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Joseph DeSimone 

>>> (desimone@unc edu); Shen, Tammy; Verdier, Mathilde 

>>> Subject: RE: idea 

>>> To add a tract in sports business, (proceeding from easy to hard) 

>>> -Add a workshop course in sports ventures. This could be done just 

>>> like we added the science and arts tracks We could add one more 

>>> section of Econ 327 (Venture Creation) with the subtitle sports 

>>> ventures." Alternatively, Exercise and Sports could add their own 

>>> course under an EXSS number and we could go through the 

>>> administrative process to amend the minor to include this course as 

>>> one that fulfills the workshop requirement [’or the minor. (This is 

>>> what is done in the social track. Plcy 326 satisfies the workshop 

>>> requirement for social ) 

>>> -Find an instructor and entrepreneur to develop the course to conform with the architecture of the minor and teach it Deborah Stroman would seem to be the obvious starting place 

given her first year seminar. 

>>> -Find the students for the course. At one level, this should not be hard. I aru sure there would be a lot of interest. However to avoid "cannibalizing" the other tracks, we ~vould need to 

expand the minor from 100 to 120-125. This ~vould require finding staffing for one ruore discussion section in Econ 325 (We use volunteer entrepreneurs and faculty for this, not students) 

and finding a larger room. 

>>> -Find the money to fund the expansion. Release teaching time to staff a workshop course averages about $20K. We would also need to find internships for the added students and the 

other expenses. The incremental cost for a new track is roughly- $30K per year. 

>>> That is all ~mder the existing model where the minors covers the nominal expenses to the workshop courses out of our o~vn budget. An alternative model would be for departments 



providing the workshop courses to absorb the cost of teaching the course in their own teaching budgets. [ have had a hard time selling that one Under my current budget and assuming all 
pledged contributions show up, ! am about $30K short for the 2012-13 year, so to any expansion would have to come out of new funds. 

>>> I think this is a good idea and would be glad to talk about it and try to find a path forward. 

>>> Regards, 
>>> John 

>>> * John F. Stewart 
>>> * Professor of Economics 
>>> * Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

>>> * Department of Econoruics 
>>> * Universi~ of North Carolina 
>>> * Gardner Hall CB# 3305 
>>> * Chapel Hill, i’~’C~ 27599-3305 

>>> * Voice: (919) 966-5345 
>>> * Fax: (919) 966-4986 
>>> * j ohnstewart@unc, edu 
>>> * http://www.unceruinor.org 
>>> * http://www.unc.edu/~ifstewar/ 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> Froru: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
>>> Sent: Sunday, January" 29, 2012 9:04 AM 
>>> To: Caudill, Walter Lowcy 
>>> Cc: Goldstein, Buck; Stewart, Jol-m F; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Joseph 
>>> DeSimone (desimone@unc.edu); Shen, Tarmny 
>>> Subject: Re: idea 

>>> And easy to fund raise for! 

>>> John, Liz~z: do you kno~v what the process is to add this new- track? ~Vhich would allow Deborah and me to put the case statement together that addresses all issues And who needs 
to approve this? 

>>> Joseph DeSimone 

>>> On Jan 29, 2012, at 8:54 AM. "Caudill, Walter Low~" <wlcaud@email.u~c.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Additional thoughts. We have one of the top Exercise and Sports Science programs in the country Our alums are in all facets of the industry. The top guy at ESPN is a E,~’~’C alum We 
have broadcasters, conference commissioners, prol~ssional sports types at all levels, etc I bet this could be a superb workshop 

>>>> From: Goldstein, Buck [Buck Goldstein@kenan-flagler unc edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sunday, January 29, 2012 7:30 A2wl 
>>>> To: Caudill, Walter Low~’ 
>>>> Cc: DeSimone, Joseph M.; Stewart, John F; Goldstein, Buck; 
>>>> Hazeltine, Lizzy; Joseph DeSimone (desimone@unc.edu); Shen, Tammy 
>>>> Subject: Re: idea 

>>>> Sounds fascinating. 
>>>> Buck 

>>>> Buck Goldstein 
>>>> University Entrepreneur in Residence 
>>>> 919 883 7555 

>>~> On Jan 29, 2012, at 1:12 AM; "Caudill, Walter Lowry" <wlcaud@email.unc.edu<mailto:wlcaud(@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

>>>> Great idea 

>>>> Fr;mi De~i .... ~i Joseph M~ 

>>>> Sent: Saturday, January 28, 2012 8:52 PM 
>>>> To: Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stewart, John E; Buck Goldstein 
>>>> (buck goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc edu<mailto:buck ~oldstein@kenan-fl 

>>>> ler.~c.edu>); Haze[t~ne, 
>>>> Cc: Joseph DeSimone (desimone@unc edu<mailto:desimone(~unc.edu>); 
>>>> Shen, Tammy 
>>>> Subject: idea 

>>>> Lowp),, Buck, John and Liz~...I have an idea to r~ by you. in ow Entrepreneurship Minor we have lbw tracks in tech, commercial, social and artistic ventwes, what about adding a 
"sport business" trac k ? 

>>>> I have been having discussions with Deborah Stroman fi~om the Exercise and Sport Science Department .she is also Chair of the Carohna Black Caucus ..I have been co~seling her 
regarding her consulting company ..she has been approached by students to be involved in her company and I am advising her to contact the Chair of her Department to set up a Conflict of 
Interest Committee for her..., my introduction with her came tt~ough by way of Valerie Ashby..... anyway, I learned Friday- that she is teachitN an entrepreneurship course alrea@...syllabus 
attached...it dawned on my then that it would be vel?~ cool to add a new track on sport ventures...I broached the idea with her and she was excited....I have alrea@ ofl%red to her to combine 
our classes on Februa~ 23 when ~ve have Brent Jones speaking to ow class...she is thrilled by that.....anyway, I’d like us to consider this...do you want to get together to discuss? Should I 
invite her too, or do you want us to discuss first? 

>>>> Joseph M. DeS~none 

>>>> Chancellor’s Eminent ~ofessor of Chemistl?~ Director, ~stitute for 



>>>> Advanced Materials Director, Institute [’or Nanomedicine Co-Director, 
>>>> Center for Cancer Nanotechnology [~xcellence Member, Lineberger 
>>>> Comprehensive Cancer Center Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel 
>>>> }{ill and William R. Kenan, Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical 
>>>> Engineering North Carolina State University and Adjunct Member, 
>>>> Memorial Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research Memorial 
>>>> Sloan-Kettering Cancer (;enter 
>>>> http: //www chem.unc edu/peop[e/~acult~’/desimone/ 
>>>> Tel: 919-962-2166 

>>>> Fax: 919-%2-5467 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 11:44 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Appendices 

[-o tma] internship. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter clrstroman 

htlp:/iexss.unc.edu/ 

I need those documents as they are already past due. Please make arrangements to meet with someone who can sign the form and attest to your 

°’Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From= ~gmail.com I @gmail.com] on behalf of ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday,               i:t:26 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject=        Appendices 

Hi Dr. Stroma~, 

I was just informed today that tny meeling with the Railhawks that was supposed to be tomorrow has been canceled because two of the staffmembers croft make it. 

So I’m not sure when rm going into tl~e office. Would you rather have me drive out there to get the appendices filled out anyway so I cm~ hand them into you, or should 

I wait until they find another day to reschedule the meeting? I caa do either. 

Thanks. And thalk you again for being so understanding, I can assure you that I was very upset and disappointed in myself for letling the ball drop like that. It won’t 

happen again. 

- Stephanie 

Universit,/of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS Unite 

This tournament will only’ cost $30 per team ($10 per player) and all players will get a T- shirt and sandwich from Jersey Mike’s at the event All the proceeds are going 

directly towards helping out tim IFC Communib, House on Rosemao, Street specifically in the areas of toiletries, bedding, clothing, and food. 

To mgisler your team, please stop by our table in the Pit any day this week and fill out a team registration form, or contact me at ~gnmil.com or 

r >e ">o~*,,’et to o~xestion ~s tlqe b, as~.s c’i: a[~ lquKx.an pi ogi ess’~ 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Unite 

Professor Stroman, 

and I were talking and she wanted me to do two things: 

i) look at what she put on the video board and transfer some of the things over to EXSS Unite. I can do this but it would work better/take away some confusion if I was able 
to do this as "EXSS Unite". So essentially what I need is the log in information for the page. 

2) I looked over your information for the Sports Business Club Basketball tournament and I was wondering if you wanted to include how much it would cost per team to play 
because it wasn’t on the information we have. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Febma~ 1,2012 2:26 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Mumll, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu> 

Blair, Wayne A <wblaJr@emaJl.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 

Shandra, I am off: 

I will call you later today~ Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L. gtr’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843.0336 

to another meeting now, but I want to chat about the budget for the 20:12 Read--In. 

From: Jones, Shandra [mailto:Shandra_Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February O:t, 20~2 2:25 PM 
To-" Murrill, Verita L 
(::¢; Stroman, Deborah L; Blair, Wayne A; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject: RE: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 
I can absolutely rock and ~ofl on these items by making some calfs tomorrow. I can’t guarantee when folks witl get back to me, but I would presume to have hard 

information by Monday latest, 

I can tell you that last year, the Caucus focused on seeking external sources of funding due to the limited funds the Caucus has to work with throughout the entire 

year. The majority of the ew-:mt exp~-:mse was split: betwe~-:m funding receiw-:~d from DMA and our own funds, 

Assoc:kde D~rec]oL MBA 

UNC Kenorl-FiGgle~ Business School 

[i’19) 952-0558 / 

F~m= Nurrill, Veri~ L [mall~:veri~ murrill@unc,edul 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~brua~ 0~, 20~2 ~:27 PN 
Te~ Jones, Shandra 
~¢~ Stroman, Deborah (Exercise ~ Spo~ Science); Blair, Wayne (UNversiN Ombuds Office); Nash, Deve~a (Campus Health Se~ices) 
Subject= N: CBC Upda~s - News You Can Use 

Shandra: 

In our meeting today, I’d Hke to discuss the budget for the Read-~n and arranging for membership tables outside the entrances of the theater and the Hitchcock 

room, where the recepth:m wil~ ta]~e place. I’ve copied Debby Stroman, Wayne glair and DeVetta Nolmm~-Nssh on th~s message so ~:hey can fill ~r~ any o[ the blan]~s 

ths~: exist m my summsw of the financiN support for ~:he aead-h~. 

Regarding the budget, (m assuming the CBC has some dedicated funds but am not certain. Nere’s what ~ know so far: 

Wayne has submitted an application to the Diversity & Mu~t~cu]tural A]:fa~rs Off:ice for their Diversity ~ncent~ve Fund. Ne requested ~2500. Could you ask 

Cookie Newsom to [oHow up with you as we~l as Wayne once she knows whether the funds wi]~ be granted? 

~n the emaH chain below, you will find that the UNC GHHngs School of Globa~ Public Heakh has contributed SlO00 to our program. I’m not sure how you are 

to go about securing the funds. Maybe Debby can assist w~th th~s, unless you already know what to 

Also, Nekenge said she is/was going to request funds from the Dean of the g-School. Debby asked her to request ~2500 however, we believe we could 

receive more Hke 

Joseph Jordan, Stone Center, has offered to hefp as wel~ but l’rn not sure how much money he ~s thinMng about offer~ng. DeVetta has been in contact with 

him and has requested that he pay for at least one of the catering companies, ~ believe. Could you check with DeVetta ~bout how Dr~ Jordan has agreed to 

assist {by way of funding)? 

These are the potential funding streams I know about and there may be more. Wayne, Debby, and DeVetta: Pk~ase Jet Shandrs know ff ~"ve omH:ted any other 

sources of finsnda~ support. 

Thanks, 

V 

Sen~or Manager/Sen~or Consultant 

Tra~nh~g & Talent Deveh:~pment 

Office of Numan Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

:1.04 Akport Dr~ve 

CB# 1045 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

(919) 952-9583 (}[rice 

(919) 843-9850 Fax 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Nent= Tuesday, January 31, 2012 5:43 PN 
Te~ Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; NcGhee, Oj; Nurrill, Verita L; Robe~son, Nakenge~ Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt~ ~: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 

Go Heels, 

Beborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CL1J 



From-" Daye, Charles E, 
Sent; Tuesday, January 31, 2012 5:09 PM 
To-" Nixon, Donna L; dthompso; Salaam, Nadera; Summers, Bonita A; Stroud, Daisette Ford; ~ymail.com; Gardner, LeTroy Antwaun; Banks-Marsh, Fredia; 
Brown, Carol N; Crayton, Kareem; Davis, Adrienne M.b.; Evans, Bernetta R; Lynn, Dawn A; Omar, Rushdee; Wilson, Erika K~ 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 

Dear Colleagues, 

May I be permitted to endorse Donna’s forwarded intbrmation, thank her tbr sending it, and add a good word about the Carolina Black Caucus (officially known as 

Black Faculty/Staff Cauc us). 

A few of us started this organization so ma~y yems ago I don’t remember the exact date it was in the ’70s I’tn sure. A lot of good folks working on a lot of significm~t 

things for a good long time and keeping the faith. 

All the besl, 

Ch~acles 

Charles E, Daye 

HenW P. Braaadis Dialinguished Professor of Law & 

Depnt.y Director. UNC Center for Civil t~.:ights 

CB # 3380; 160 Ridge Road 

C~}a[~e! Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone (919) 962- 

Fax (919) 962-1277 

From: Nixon, Donna L 
Sent; Tuesday, January 31, 2012 4:47 PM 
To: dthompso; Salaam, Nadera; Summers, Bonita A; Stroud, Daisette Ford; ~y___m___a_!Lc__o___n_}; Gardner, LeTroy Antwaun; Banks-Marsh, Fredia; Brown, Carol N; 
Crayton, Kareem; Davis, Adrienne M.b.; Daye, Charles E.; Evans, Bernetta R; Lynn, Dawn A; Omar, Rushdee; Wilson, Erika K. 
Subject-" FW: CBC Updates - News You Can Use 

In case you are interested, attached is the newsletter tbr the Carolina Black Caucus. 

-Donna 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, January 30, 2012 12:18 Alvl 
To-" cbcchair 
Subject; CBC Updates - News You Can Use 
Hi Caucus. Attached find the latest CBC news. 
On this past Friday, a very special event took place to foster discussion and solutions regarding the state of Black male students on campus. There will be many follow up meetings 

and strategy sessions. If you are NOT connected and you want to be a part of this critical effort, please give me a call or send an email. This situation is at the crisis level and we 

need "all hands on deck." 
Continued success to you! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kn.:)wing is not en.:)ugh; we rr~ust apply. Willing is not enough; we rr~ust do]’ (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: CSBC Confirmed Speaker Date 

Great work I am waiting Lo hear back on geLzer 109. 

Go Hee]s, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

From:       @email.unc.edu [mailto:      ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               2:46 PM 
Subject; CSBC Confirmed Speaker Date 

To: Club Leadership Group 

From: 

Hey aJl, 

I spoke with Martina BaJlen yesterday and have confirmed a date for her to come speak with our club. The date will be            at 5:30 in Fetzer 109 (I’m 

assuming we will be able to get this room). Martina works down in the Business Office and will discuss aspects of budgeting and financing in our athletic departxnent. I 

can go ahead and make a quick bio if need be and will provide her with talking points and questions. I guess those of you that make flyers can go ahead and do that so 

we can start promoting it. Thanks for all your help! 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Cacolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages [br this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 3:41 PM 

Verdier, Mathilde <mverdie@email.unc.edu-~ 

Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

"Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." N/2LK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Verdier, Mathilde 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:31 PM 
To: Stewart, John F; Caudil[, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L; DeSimone, Joseph M.; 
Cc: Hazeltine, Lizzy; Shen, Tammy; Haithcock, Vicki P 
Subject: Re: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 

@hve.unc edu; ~live.unc edu; Osborne, Barbara J 

[)eat- all, 

Thank you for sending me your responses and times of availabili~. It appears that everyone ~s able to meet on February 7 from 8:00 - 9:00am to discuss the sport business track. The 
meeting will take place in the Gardner Facul~" Lounge (Gardner Room 211). Please add it to your calendars! 

Bet, 

Mathilde 

Mathilde Verdier 
Program Assistant for Administration 
Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

208 Suite, Gardner Hall 
919.843.2689 
www.uncenlinor.org 

Project Coordinator 
UNC Social Innovation Incubator 
Campus Y 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill http :/ic arupus-g.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 3:49 PM 

~email.unc.edu) 

~live.unc.edu) 

RE: CSBC Confirmed Speaker Date 

Fetzer 10{5 is con[kmed. Please share with those making the flyers. Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

939.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:37 PM 
To; 
Subject: RE: CSBC Confirmed Speaker Date 

Great work I am waiting to hear back on Fetzer 10% 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, E,~l:~,lure. 

9:19.843.0336 

.Q__e_m_a__tLu__t)__c_=_e_.__d__u__ [__m_a__tLt_9_; ................ ;~__e_m_ajLu___n__c_:__e_~ N. 
Sent; Wednesday,               2:46 PM 
Subject: CSBC Confirmed ~pe~ker Date 
To: Club Leadership Group 

From: 

Hey aJl, 

I spoke with Martina Ballen yesterday and have confirmed a date for her to come speak with our club. The date will be_            at 5:30 in Fe/zer 109 (I’m 

assuming we will be able to get this room). Martina works down in the Business Office aid will discuss aspects of budgeting and finalcing in our athletic department I 

can go ahead and make a quick bio if need be and roll provide her ruth talking points and questions. I guess those of you that make flyers can go ahead and do that so 

we can s~art promoting it. Thmflcs for all your help! 

This forwarded message was sent via The UniversiW ofNo~nth Ca~colina m Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this tnessage 

click this link to access Messages for this site: C~Jolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 10: 57 AM 

~live.unc.edu) 

@mnail.unc.edu> 

Club Meeting 

We are confirmed with Coach Karen Shelton on at 6:00 p.m. So February is now full! I will confirm the room. Have someone contact her for the bio 
and to makea flyer. 
BIG month for the Club!! 
Doc 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC --- t~xercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Facul~ - e; - ~a~’.exss.unc,edu 
t~XSS Academic Ad~4sor and Internship Coordinator 
ChaiL Carolina B~ack Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair; Cdlege Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen -- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843,0336 

"~’ am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with efj~cts and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 11:07 AM 

Brooks, Camille A ~’camille~rooks@unc.edu> 

I~E: NPHC - CBC Read-In Invitaiion 

From: Brooks, Camille A 
Sent-" Thursday, J.l:05 AM 
To; ~email.unc.edu 
C¢; Murrill, Verita L; Holman Nash, DeVetta; Blair, Wayne A; Stroman, Deborah L; Watkins, Debra; Jones, Shandra; Robertson, Nakenge; McGhee, Oj 
Subject: NPHC - CBC Read-In Invitation 

Dear NPHC Council Executive Board Members: 

On behalf of the Carolina Black Caucus, I invite all members of U NC’s African-American fraternities and sororities to R ~ a d o E 13 G o ~ r a g o, At [ ¢~ I1 d, 

& D ~ I i v(2 [" at the Second Annual Carolina Black Caucus Read-In. The event will include readings by students, faculty and staff along with live 

music and dance performances. The Read-In will take place on Friday, from 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. in the auditorium at the Sonja Hayes Stone Center 

for Black Culture and History. A reception will follow from 8:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m. Join us in honoring our history and culture through the song, dance, and spoken 

word of the African Diaspora. The event will culminate with servings of delicious cuisine (e.g. soul food, Caribbean, African, and Latino dishes ) from our African 

Culture. 

Not only are we looking forward to your presence at the Read-In event, we are also requesting that you spread the spirit and desire to R .E.A.D. by 

influencing the lives of those who you give service to.....namely the youth with whom your organizations are actively involved. We want you to R ~ a d the 

literature of the African Diaspora, EI1 G 0 ~1 i" ~ g ~ others who take the stage, A[ [ ¢~ I1 d the event with a deserving youth, and stand and D o ~ i ve r your 

chapters’ promise of educating and uplifting members of the community by supporting this event. 

All readers will be selected on a first-come first-served basis. All readers must respond to verita murrill@unc.edu by Wednesday, February 8th to express their 

interest in participating as a reader for the event. 

As NPHC Council Executive Members, please forward this invitation to all members of your fraternities and sororities. Please feel free to contact me directly for 

additional information. 

Sincerely, 

Camille Brooks 

Carolina Black Caucus 

Read-In Committee 

HR Consultant!Equal Opportunity Specialist 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

:100 E. Franklin Street, Ste :1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Main Office: (9:19) 966-3576 

Fax: (9:19) 962-2562 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 11:34 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

,~!eIna~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Club Meetiug 

Fetzer 106 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, Ernt:~,owe~t 

9:19.843.0336 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, :tO: 57 AH 
To; ~live.unc.edu) 

Subject; Club Meeting 

We are confirmed with Coach Karen Shelton on at 6:00 p.m. So February is now full! I will confirm the room, Have someone contact her for the bio 

and to make a flyer. 

BIG month for the Club!! 

Doc 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL10 

UNC --- Bxercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - www.exss.unc.edu 

BXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chah; Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Cambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

91%843.0336 

~’l am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the .superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with e~ects and does not grapple wit,h 

underlying causes. ~ Martin L King~ Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:13 PM 

’Verita Murrill’ <verita mumll@~mc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblai@email.unc.edu~ 

Jones, Sha~dra <shandraj@enmil.unc.edu:> 

Read- In Dmmmer 

Confirmed! Yes.. will join us again. 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Scier~ce 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ -w~wv, exss,unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai~; Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 

"7 am sure that none o.f you would want to rest content with the ,superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with e~gects and does not grapple wit,h 
underlying causes. ~ Martin L, King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:31 PM 

Murdll, Vefita L <verita mumll@unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@ema~il.unc.edu> 

Jones, Sh~dra <shandraj@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Read-In Drummer 

NO. 

phone. I.ol 
d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 
Engu~Te, Expiate, Empow~r. 
939,8,~3,0336 

bea[s the drum to star’[ the evenL Then be beats in between readers/pert:ormers~ Then be beats to move us to the reception. I can expfa[n better" by 

From: Murrill, Verita L 
Sent-" Thursday, 2:14 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L; Blair, Wayne A 

C¢; Jones, Shandra 
Subject: RE: Read-ln Drummer 
Thanks, Debby. 

Is going to read as well? 

V 

Senior M~mageriSenior Consultant 

Training & Talent Dew:_~h:~pment 

Office of Human Resources 

UniversiW of Nor’U~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

:1.04. Airport Drive 

{::B# 1.(}4.5 

(:l’u~pel HiJJ, NC 27599 

(919) 9r52-gr58g Office 

(9:[9) 843--9850 Fax 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, 12:13 PN 
T~: t, lurrill, Verita L; Blair, Wayne A 

I::e: Jones, Shandra 
$ubjeet~ Read-In Drummer 

Confirmed! Yes... will join us again. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, 

UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Facul~ - e; - ~a~,w.exss.unc,edu 

EXSS Academic AdNsor and Internship Coordinator 

Chah; Carolir~a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair; College Sport Research InsVltute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~grna Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,843.0336 

"1 am sure d~at none oaf you would want to rest content with the superficial kind o[social analysis that deals merely with ef¢~cts and does not grapple with 

undeHying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



FFOIIfI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: Adding EXSS Minor 

Hi You can declare Lhe EXSS minor with any Steele advisor. 

The ~XSS major is one of the most popular majors on campus. Most of general majors are goh3g to apply to medical dental or PTiOT school Why? We only focus on 

~:he human body ( unlike Bioiogy whh::h covers aH ~ffe forms such as marine and mverl:ebrates}. ~tease review the requ~remenl:s of your top pT schools [or the 

science requirements, Our 27(~ is the study o[ the physk~k~gy o[ humans 

Fee~ free to schedule an sppoinLmenL with me to discuss our curriculum in more detail. 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, . 8:43 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject; Adding EXSS Minor 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am a      and want to add an EXSS minor to complete this summer and my senior year. First of all, I have an appointment scheduled 
with another advisor and thought I would just declare the minor then, but the EXSS website says to contact you. Should I also schedule an 
appointment with you to talk about the minor? 
Second, I am adding the minor to make myself a more competitive candidate for when I apply to physical therapy schools this summer/fall. 
The schools require a physiology course to be taken as a prerec to the PT programs. I know that the minor in EXSS requires EXSS 376, which 
seems to be a physiology course, but do you think the PT schools are really looking for a a physiology course like EXSS 276? I know you 
may not be able to answer this question because different PT schools may have different preferences, but if you could let me know what you 
think, that would be so helpful! Also, do you know of anyone I could direct these types of questions to at UNC? 
Thank you so much, 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 2:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILB: Adding EXSS Minor 

Hi 

School. We have many alumni who are PTs. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Reels, 

Deborah L. Streman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

Yes, 376 is how Lhe body responds Lo stress and exercise. It is Physiology. Again, MANY of the students major in EXSS because o1: their interest in PT 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:48 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: Adding EXSS Hinor 
Dr. Sta~man, 
’I’ha~k you for the response ! I a~ definitely declaring the *ninoc but I was really j ust wondering if 376 is technically considered a physiology course as well, because I 
lmow 376 is the one required for the minor. Let me know whenever you have a chance. Sorry. for ,ny confusion! 
Thanks again, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:43 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro((Tunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi You can declare the EXSS minor with any Steele advisor. 

The EX:SS nla]or is one of the most popular rnajors on campus. Most of genera~ majors are going to apply to medicai, dental or PTiOT school, Why? We 

only focus on the human body ( unlike gi.:)k~gy which (:ow~rs aH Hfe forms such as marine and mw~rtebrates), Pk~ase review the requirements of your 

top PT schools for the sdence requiremenLs. Our 276 ~s the study o[: the physiology of humans~ 

Fee~ free to schedule an appointment w~th me to discuss our curriculum in more detail 

Dr, Stroman 

Go Hcels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

<imageOO:Ljpg> 

Senti Thursday, 8:43 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Adding EXSS Minor 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am a      and want to add an EXSS minor to complete this summer and my senior year. First of all, I have an appointment 
scheduled with another advisor and thought I would just declare the minor then, but the EXSS website says to contact you. Should 
I also schedule an appointment with you to talk about the minor? 
Second, I am adding the minor to make myself a morn competitive candidate for when I apply to physical therapy schools this 
summer/’fall. The schools require a physiology coupe to be taken as a prerec to the PT programs. I know that the minor in EXSS 
requires EXSS 376, which seems to be a physiology coupe, but do you think the PT schools are really looking for a a physiology 
course like EXSS 2762 I know you may not be able to answer this question because different PT schools may have different 
preferences, but if you could let me know what you think, that would be so helpNl~ Also, do you know of anyone I could direct 
these Wpes of questions to at UNC? 
Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:06 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Prig: Adding EXSS Minor 

You are so welcome! 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9198843~0336 

From= [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 3:00 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Adding EXSS Minor 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much! 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 2:58 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@;nnc.edn> wrote: 

Hi       Yes, 375 is how the body responds to stress and exercise. It is Physiolog% Again, MANY of the students major in EXSS because of their 

interest in PT School. We have many alumni who are PTs. 

l)r, Strom~t~ 

60 Heels, 

Deborah L, Stromarb Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

<{mageO01 ]pg> 

F~m: [mailto: @live.unc,edul 
Sent= Thursday, 2:48 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L " 
Subject= Re: Adding E~S Minor 

Dr. Stroma~, 
Thank you tbr file respond’. I am &finitely &dating the minor, bm I was really just wondering if376 is technicaJly considered a physiology course 
well, becau~ I know 376 is the one required fi)r the minor. Let me know whenever yon have a chm]ce. SoW for my conIosionl 
Thm~ agm~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:43 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(?~)unc,edu> wrote: 

Hi You can de(:h~re the EXS5 rninor with any 5teek advisor. 

The ~?XSS major ~s one of the most: po~miar rna~ors on campus, Most of genera~ majors ~re going to ~p~iy to medk~L de~l:a~ or PTiO] 

schoof. Why? We only focus on [he human body ( uNike B~ology which covers a~f life forms such as rnadne and kwer[ebrates)~ Pkase 

review the requkements of your top PT schooB [or the sdence requirements. Our 276 is the study o[ [he physiology o[ hurnans. 

Feel free to schedule an appointment w~th me to discuss our curdcuhJm in more detail 

Dr Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Phlk CLU 

919.843,0336 

<imageOO:l..jpg > 

~m= [mailto: ~]ive~unc.edu] 
Se~t= Thursday, 8:45 AM 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt= Adding EXSS ~inor 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am a      and want to add an EXSS minor to complete this summer and my senior year. First of all, I have an 



appointment scheduled with another advisor and thought I would just declare the minor then, but the EXSS website 
says to contact you, Should I also schedule an appointment with you to talk about the minor? 
Second, ][ am adding the minor to make myself a more competitive candidate for when I apply to physical therapy 
schools this summer/fall, The schools require a physiology course to be taken as a prerec to the PT programs, I know 
that the minor in EXSS requires EXSS 376, which seems to be a physiology course, but do you think the PT schools are 
really looking for a a physiology course like EXSS 276? I know you may not be able to answer this question because 
different PT schools may have different preferences, but if you could let me know what you think, that would be so 
helpful! Also, do you know of anyone I could direct these types of questions to at UNC? 
Thank you so much, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 6:16 PM 

~live .unc .edu> 

I~E: meeting with you :) 

Hi This Tuesday at 2:30 or before the club r~?eeting at 4:45? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, :[2:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; meeting with you :) 
Good afternoon Dr. Stroman! 
It was such a pleasure to run into you today! 
I would really love the pleasure of meeting with you next week if you have some free time. 
1 am free Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday after 2 o’clock next week. 
Are any of those days and times convenient for you? 
I look forward to speaking with you! I really miss your class. 
I hope you are having a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 6:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

SportsMedia 

Hi Have you heard anything yet? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:38 PM 
To: ’ 
Subject: RE:         SportsMedia 
Make sure you do your research on his company. There is lots to learn there! 

Go Reds, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843~0336 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

Dr Stroman, 

Yes ma’am, I am interested in technology but I’m open to whatever opIx~Cuni~ies may be available. 

On at 2:40 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

See attached. (insurance info listed) 

Are you interested in t:echnok?gy? E.g., http:i!www.sportsmediamorni 

Tor~orrow at 10:00 a,rn. 

Dr, Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stronmn, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 
<i~nageOOld pg> 

F~m: [mailto:    @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:38 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

Dr Stmmm~ 

Yea~ I heard your neighbor on the phone but I didn’t disturb her. I dofft have a site in min& if you could advise on that Wd be appreciated, l’ll make sure to leave a 

note with my nnmber in the furore. Tomo~w morning at 10 would ~ great and a]so, I need the nmne of the person that handles the insurance for the intemsNps. Is the 

cost still $15? 

Tha~, 

On at 2:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi         1 was running a little late and my hall neighbor said that no students stopped by. ??? 

In the future, please leave a note with your mobile. I am sure you were still nearby, 

Yes, you can s~:iN be added with an ADDiDr{OP form. Oo you have a siC:e? Do you need one? ~ arn aw;ilable today and possibly tomorrow morrqng at 

Please advise. Thanks[ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 
<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: [mailto:    ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah ~_ 
Subject: Re: 
Hi Dr Stroman, 
I stopped by your office on Friday of last week but you werefft in so I thought rd check back with you to see iftherds a day- this week that we could meet to get the 

ball rolling. Also, would it be possible for us to do an add for     The reason I ask is that the money to pay for the class is in my s~dem account and rd rather UNC 

go ahead and charge me for it instead of thinldng rm not going to use the money and the)’ end up sending me a refund check. Thanks and talk with you soon. 

011 at 6:30 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

:Deborah L, $troman, Ph,D, CLU 
EngaUe, Explore. Empow~r. 
939.8,~3.0336 

<imageOO:Ljpg> 

From= [mailto: ~live.unc.edul 
Sent= Thursday, 6:24 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t= Re: 
Too ~i~y. 11:30 tomo~ow it is :) 

On            , at 6:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

;) How about 1I:30 tomorrow? Thanks. 
Go Heels, 
:Deborat~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
EngiNe, Explore. 
9:19.843.0336 

<irnageOOl.jpg> 

~-~, ~,-. ~,~,,,. (,c ~’, ~. ,~(~:;~:~)/. ;~::. ~k~ b~g~g ~c iG~ k~i t.’=~ ~ ~ b(~)~ (~g:;.’~ 

SeBt~ Thursday, 6:09 PM 
ToI Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: 
I just leceived this email but it mentions today at 10:30. I’m not sure if thele’s a delay in Ne ~C email system or if Friday (~molxow) at 10:30 is the time you’re 

available to ~neet. If so, Ffi~Ny at 10:30 works. 

On , at 6:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thursday at 10:307 

Go tCieels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 

Sent= Tuesday, 10:~ PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Any &y is good tbr me, perhaps around 11 or so if that’s okay with you. 

On at 10:32 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 



Hi Happy New Year! I am available next week. Please advise your availability, teach MWF at 1:00 and on TiR aL :[2:30 p.m~ T~anks. 

Go Heels, 

Oeboral~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

<image00l~]pg> 

Fmm~ [ma~lto: ~live.unc.edu] 
SeBtl Thursday, S: 16 PM 
T~ Stroman, Deborah L 

Hi Dr Stroman, 
I hope you’re doing well and that you are having a great new year so far. I am writing to see if you have time to get together regarding I had to make sure I had 
the money to pay for my classes this semester which is why it has taken me a few days into the semes~r to con~ct you. ~ paid my tuition today, so I should be all set. 

ThanB, 

Syllabus.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 9:06 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Prig: Athletic Depmlment Internship 

Hi        I am [he coordinator o1: sport administration internships for EXSS, We provide academic credit for EXSS sport administration students who have 

internships w~th the atMet~c department and companies ~n the community. We assist them in securing the ~nternsh~p, if necessary. ~f you are not a declared EXSS 

SA ma~or., you need ~:o have completed our prerequisites to gain adm~sskm to the ~::ot~rse (EXSS 2~27). 

IV]ore h~format~on c~m be found on our website, h[[p://exss.unc~edu/undergraduate-pr~grarn/ba--in-exss/sp~rt--administrat~n/~verview/ 

Let me know if you have any add~t]ona~ questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

From: [mailto: ~@live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,               :10:30 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Athletic Department Internship 
Hello Professor Osbourne, 

My name is              and I’m an Undergraduate rising senior here at UNC. I noticed the page for UNC Athletic Department Internships on the website. I’m not a Sports 
Administration major, but I would be extremely interested to intern for the athletic department. I’d also be willing to start whenever and would love to make it the focal point of 
my summer. I’d be especially interested to work in something involving the football team and pay would not be of necessity. If you can lead me in the right direction to apply, if 
any positions are available, I would appreciate it immensely. 

Thanks in advance, 

Phone: 
PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:48 AM 

Tracey Williams (twilliams~uncaaxmc.edu) 

FW: Coach Hatchell - Social Media Team 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell WBB Social Media Team Assig~m~ents.pdf 

Note: I changed the background design and her profile too. 

debby 

Go Hee]s, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qc~q~, g,vptore, gV~power, 

E~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Senti Friday, I 10:~ AN 
To= ~live.unc.edu); I ~live.unc.edu); 
Cc; Tracey Williams (~illiams@uncaa.unc.edu); HatcheH, Sylvia R; Herman, Amy S; Hundley, Bobby; S~inbacher, Rick; Stroman, Deborah L 
~bject= Coach Hatchell - Social Media Team 
Impo~ance= High 

Hi HeeIs~ It’s now time to get started. See attached. 

1. Read the assignmentscarefuHy. 

2. Call me to receive the password. 843.0336 

3. Sign in and start following the accounts listed for you to retweets. 

4. Start tweetingH 

Let me know if you have any questions or have any innovative ideas. Let’s have fun! 

Thanks again for your commitment to this experiential education special project. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Reds, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - ~xercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculb, - e3 -~,~w.exss.tmc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Ca~ol~na B~ack Caucus 
Adv~so~ Board Chair, CoIlege Sport Research Ins~tute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports £us~ness C]ab & S~gma Alpha Lambda 

3~5 Woollen--- C£ 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9~9.843.0336 

~? arn sure that none ~ you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of socio/ analysis that deois merely with e~rect~ and does not grapple with 

underlying causes. ~" Martin L King, Jc 



Coach Sylvia Hatchell WBB Social Media Team Assignments 

Dr. Deborah Stroman - Faculty Advisor 

Coordinator 

Twitter: Sylhatch__ unc 

[] Post at least three tweets per day. 

[] Most effective tweets: questions, retweets, and 

celebrity mentions. 

[] Current followers of 87. Goal: 150 by July 1st! 

Retweets from wbca1981, ACCSports, and NCAAWomensBKB 

Motivational quotes on Leadership, Teamwork, and Determination 

® Tweets on upcoming games (For example, Big game coming up 2nite vs .... ) 

Retweets from TarHeelMonthly and all UNC sport teams 

(For example, Congrats!, Great win! Big game today...) 

Retweets from UNCCompliance 

Check the daily news: Anything and everything about Golden Retrievers, 

horses, and blueberries 

Loves riding her horse {A Tennessee Walker named "Smokey") 

Loves her Golden Retriever named "Maddie" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Februa~ 3, 2012 10:49 AM 

Bobby ttundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

liE: Coach Hatchell - Social Media Team 

HI Bobby’. I was told both.. 

Tracey gave me the inf,armation to get it started ??? The students are excited. Let me knotv if you want me to check back with Coach. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"rI1qe power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding :[’ram people of ill will." MLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bobby Hundley [mailto:bhundley~uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: t:riday, Februaw 03, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Coach tlatchell - Social Media Team 

I thought the plan was for you guys to handle Facebook, not Twitter. Did I miss something? 

Bobby Hundley 

UNC Athletic Comanunications Assistant Director bhundley@uncaa.unc edu W - (919) 843-5678 (2 - 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" 02/03/12 10:45 AM >>> 

Hi }{eels! It’s now time to get started. See attached. 

1. Read the assignments carefully. 

2. Call me to receive the password 843.0336 

3.    Sign in and start following the accounts listed for you to 
retweets. 

4.    Start ~’eeting[ [ 

Let me know- if you have any questions or have any innovative ideas. 
Let’s have fun! 

Thanks again for yottr commitnrent to this experiential education special project. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - ea - xvwxv.exss.unc.edu EXSS Acaderaic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoU Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute Faculty Advisor, Carolina Spolts Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, Nt? 27599 
919843.0336 
[Description: Description: Twitter2] 

"I am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with erects and does not grapple with underlying causes" Martin L 
King, Jr. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 293167bytes; 

Attachment Link: 

http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/6bSd2de50i:4e8 acetb09cc0cb232058c 

File Name: 2012 Coach Sylvia Hatchell YVBB Social Media Team Assignments.pdf Expiry Date: Thu, 03 May 2012 11:45:44 -04.)0 

Size: 293167bytes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:16 AM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: Office Hours 

Hi Good to hear from you. I teach MWF at :1:00 and on TiR at :12:30. I am usualf¥ in my office right after’ class or 90 rains, belbre, 

Thanks. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9~ 9,843,0336 

From: [mailto: 9gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:44 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ ~ice Hours 

H~y Dr, Stroman, 

I was wondering what your office hours tbr this semester axe. I would like to drop by aa~d talk to you about a few things. It should only take 10-15 minutes. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:17 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Questions 

Good to hear from you. Please feel t:ree to set an appointment wi[h me to discuss 

www.exss.unc.edu 

I t*-’_~a(:h MWF al: 1:0(1 and on TiR a~: 12:30, What is your ~;vai~abi~ity next week on Thursd~;y? 

Dr, S[roR~a~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

(too long to put in an email) Also, check out our website too. 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, . 8:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Questions 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 
Hy name is and I am a major. I was in your class last semester and I really enjoyed it. Since I’m approaching the end of my time 
here at Carolina, I’ve been trying to look ahead and star~ planning for a possible career path. One of my friends has put me in contact with someone who works with the 
Seahawks and Sounders and he, like everyone here, has said the best thing that I can do is try and find an internship and stand out. I received Dr. Salyer’s email today about 

and it sounded like it would be the perfect class for me to take next semester. I would love some more information on the course and I would also like to possibly 

speak with you in person about summer internship!job possibilities. Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Febma~ 3, 2012 11:18 AM 

ttedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Contact 

Yes. Feel free to stop by! Thanks. 

d 

Go 

Deborah L S[roman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2012 9:06 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Contact 
Are you free Thursday the 9th at 10am? EGH 
Elizabeth Hedgpeth, RN, EdD Ambition is the path to success. 
Adjunct Assistant Professor Persistence is the vehicle you 
Sport Psychology arrive in. Wm. Eardley 1V 
103 Fetzer Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(o) 919-962-6214 
(c) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 6:21 PN 
To: Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G 
Subject: Contact 

Hi Elizabeth. I received your call. Let me know your availability to chat next week. I teach MWF at 1:00 and on T/R at 12:30. I will pop in as I walk by your office after 
class next week and we may be able to do an impromptu... 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC -- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -www.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Ad~dsor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisow Board Chaih College Sport Research Institute 
Faculb, Advisor; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
3115 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel IdilL NC 27599 
9:19.843.0336 

"i om sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN);, 

Friday, 11:19 AM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@ uncaa.unc.edu~ 

RE: Coach Hatchell - Social Media Team 

Thanks. I am really excited about this projecL too! ;) The kid in 
d 
Go Heels, 
Oeborah L, Stroman, PILL), CLU 

9:~ 9.843.033(5 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :tO:S4 AlVl 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Coach Hatchell - Social Media Team 

Thanks Deb. 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu > 10:45 AM > > > 

Hi Heels! It’s now time to get started. See attached. 

1. Read the assignments carefully. 

2. Call me to receive the password. 843.0336 

3. Sign in and start following the accounts listed for you to retweets. 

4. Start tweeting!! 

Let me know if you have any questions or have any innovative ideas. Let’s have fun! 

Thanks again for your commitment to this experiential education special project. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah k Stroman, PAD. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - wv,~,.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Aca d emic Advisor and lntern sh~p Coordina 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Facu]t7 Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen-- CB 8700 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599 

919~843.0336 

.i am sure that none of you woufd wan~ to rest conten~ wi~h the superfidal kind of sociai ana!ys~s that deals rnerefy with ~:ects and does not grappfe wi~h 

underiying causes." Mar~in L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

Tu[ts, Amy Z <at ufks@email.unc .e&~ 

FW: Coach Hatchell - Social Media Team 

Coach Sylvia Hatchell WBB Social Media Team Assigtm~ents.pdf 

;) We can do the same [:or EXSS. 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday,               i0:46 AM 

~live.unc.edu);                    @live.unc.edu); 
C¢: Tracey Williams (twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu); Hatchell, Sylvia R; Herman, Amy S; Hundley, Bobby; Steinbacher, Rick; Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject-" Coach Hatchell - Social Media Team 
Importance-" High 

Hi Heels! It’s now time to ~et started. See attached. 

i. Read the assignments carefully. 

2. Call me to receive the password. 843.0336 

3. Sign in and start followin~ the accounts listed for you to retweets. 

4. Start tweeting!! 

Let me know if you have any questions or have any innovative ideas. Let’s have fun! 

Thanks a~ain for your commitment to this experiential education special project. 

Dr. Strornan 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculb, - e~ -ww~w.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor arid Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Adviso~ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculEv Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen--- CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"~1 arn sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes. ~" Mortin L. King, Jn 



Coach Sylvia Hatchell WBB Social Media Team Assignments 

Dr. Deborah Stroman - Faculty Advisor 

- Coordinator 

Twitter: Sylhatch__ unc 

[] Post at least three tweets per day. 

[] Most effective tweets: questions, retweets, and 

celebrity mentions. 

[] Current followers of 87. Goal: 150 by July 1st! 

Retweets from wbca1981, ACCSports, and NCAAWomensBKB 

Motivational quotes on Leadership, Teamwork, and Determination 

® Tweets on upcoming games (For example, Big game coming up 2nite vs .... ) 

Retweets from TarHeelMonthly and all UNC sport teams 

(For example, Congrats!, Great win! Big game today...) 

Retweets from UNCCompliance 

Check the daily news: Anything and everything about Golden Retrievers, 

horses, and blueberries 

Loves riding her horse {A Tennessee Walker named "Smokey") 

Loves her Golden Retriever named "Maddie" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 11:53 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

~z~live.unc.edu) 

RE: sports business club interest 

Hi 

The Carolina Sports Business Club is a great student-run organization for ~,11 students (regardless of maior) interested in careers in the sport industry. Whether its 

youth, interscholastic, college, international or professional --The Club seeks to connect Vou to information and experiential education. We try to create or find 

out about activities and events to he~p you get more prepared for a career ~n ~:h~s very competK:~ve ~ndustry. http:iistudentorgs.unc eduicarsbci 

is the president and I have ccd hi[~l about your 

The next meeting ~s INs Tuesday, at 5:30 p.m, ~n Fetzer I09. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Hee]s, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: [mailto:_    @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:50 AM 

To: theclub@unc.edu 
Subject; sports business club interest 

Hi Deborah, 

Last semester,               told me about the Sports Business Club, and I think l’d like to get involved. Is it still possible to come to some meetings or whatnot 

at this point in the year? Are there any dues I need to pay? 

Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 11:53 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

I~E: WBB Socb] Media Te~m 

From: [mailto: gyahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:44 AM 

~live.unc.edu; 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: WBB Social Media Team 
Hi 
I hope you’re having a good Friday so far! 
Now that we’re getting started with Ooach Hatchell’s Twitter project, I’d love to get together with you two and discuss our goals for the program. 
Are you free to meet at 12:30 or 7:00 on Thursday? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 11:54 AM 

Johny Walsh <jwa]sh@redtettemer.com> 

l~E: Under Armour Ultimate Intern Opportunity 

Thanks .Iohny~ I will post to our students~ 
Dr: Stroman 

Deborah L S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

From: Johny Walsh [mailto:jwalsh@redtettemer.com] 
Sent; Friday, :t0:47 AM 

To: thedub@unc.edu; 
Subject: Under Armour Ultimate Intern Opportunity 

Dear Carolina Sports Business Club: 

I work with Under Armour and wanted to alert you and your school to our Ultimate Intern search that launched today on Facebook. 
Under Armour, the leader in sports performance apparel, footwear, and accessories is buildingupon the success of their     "Ultimate Intern" 
search and expanding the program to offer five college student candidates an opportunity to join thebrand this summer as part of the "Ultimate 
Intern Team." Students can apply through the Under Armour Facebook page by submitting a 140-character cover letter today through 
Additionally, applicants will be challenged with creating their own Tumblr page to prove that they have what it takes to be part of the Under Armour 
brand. 
Five interns will be selected to work in positions such as copywriting, production, graphic design, social media, and creative design, all with an 

emphasis on digital engagement. Students will learn first-hand how Under Armour continues to be a leader in performance innovation, working with 
the brand’s elite athletes and going behind-l~e-scenes at events and commercial shoots. The "Ultimate Intern Team" will also be tasked with 
strategizing, writing, capturing, and editing content to distribute through Under Armour’s social media channels, highlighting the Under Armour 
culture and activating around everything from product releases to athlete initiatives. 
Attached, you’ll find a flyer about the program. We’d would greatly appreciate if you could distribute it to faculty and display it for students to see. 
Here’s a direct link to the application, should you have an internship email that goes out to students or want to post about it on your school’s 
Facebook page or twitter: https://www.facebook.com/underarmour?sk=app 300678686645010 
If you have any questions, please contact me or Annie Heckenberger at 267.402.1410. 
Than k you, 
Johny Walsh 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 11:59 AM 

Brooks, Camille A ~camille~rooks@unc.edu> 

’Verita Murrill’ <verita mun-ill@unc.edtP~ 

RE: Invitalions to the Communi~ 

Just got two more students to read: 

From: Brooks, Camille A 
Sent: Friday, :U.:35 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: ]nvitations to the Community 
I believe Verita has the spreadsheet, and I know she is unavailable today or at least until later today. I have already committed to reading twice for the event, so 

~:hat maizes 10 (ha.-ha). 

Camille 

Camille Brooks 

HR Consultant!Equal Opportunity Specialist 

The tJniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

100 E. Franklin S~:reet, S~:e 1:10 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

rvla~n Office: (919) 966-3576 

Fax: (919) 962-2562 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, . lI: 22 AM 
T~: Brooks, Camille A 
Cc: Murrill, Veri~ L; Blair, Wayne A 
~ubject= RE: Invi~tions to the Communi~ 

Please forward the Excel Nstmg. I may have some names that aren"t ~isted on the Master sheet Vet. I would hope that aN (:omrn~t~:ee members are reading. ;) 

Last year we had ~" 34 Nsted readers and ~t was far too maRy~ What was derided as the goal this year? ~ can [:oNow up with some phone cans too. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

from: Brooks, Camille A 
Sent: Friday, 10:56 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Ce: Murrill, Verita L; Blair, Wayne A 
Subject: Invitations to the Community 

Hi Deborah: 

During our meeting yesterday a suggestion was made to invite community members to read at the Read-in since currently we only have 9 readers. The 

recommendations were to contact the Hayti Center since they recently had their Spoken Slam, NCCU, and the Bull City Poetry. What are your thoughts? 

Camille 

Camille Brooks 

HR Consultant/Equal Opportunity Specialist 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

:100 E. Franklin Street, Ste :120 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Main Office: (919) 966-3576 

Fax: (9:19) 962-2562 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:15 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

P,22: Many apologies- missed appoiutmeut 

Hi Thanks for your no~.e. Please reschedule. 
Dr, Stroman 
Go 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Many apologies- missed appointment 

Dear Dr. Stromau, 

I hope yoffve been well. I’m writing to oiler my sincere apologies for missing my academic advising appointment with you yesterday; I was headed there this morning 

wheu i checked my caJendar and reaJized that I was a day late. I’m tembly sony for any inconvenience this may have caused you. I look forward to arranging aaa 

appoiutmeut and meeting with you in the nea~r future, when I san hopefully not so over-scheduled aud scatter brained! 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:18 PM 

@live.~mc.edu:~ 

~z~live.unc.edu) 

RE: - Interest 

Hi 

The Carolina Sports Business Club is a great student-ran organization Jk~r all students (regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport industry. Whether its youth, interscholastic, 
college, international or professional The Club seeks to connect you to irfformation and experiential education We try to create or find out about activities and events to help you get more 
prepared for a career in this very competitive industry http://studentor~s unc.edu/carsbc/ 

is the president and I have ccd him about your interest 

The next meeting is this Tuesday, at 5:30 pm in Fetzer 109 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"The power to question is the basis of all hutnan progress." 

"Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will" MIK, fir 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:15 AM 
To: theclub@unc.edu 
Subi ect: - Interest 

Hello, 

My name is               and I am a         here at The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill. I am e-mailing you because I came across the Sport Business Club and I found it to 
be vel~ interesting and quite similar to the career that I want to pursue. I just wanted to know if it was too late for me to join the club. 11" not, how can I potentially become a member? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 3, 2012 12:49 PM 

Antoinette Lecky < ~gmail.com> 

l~E: New USF Sport Business MBA 

Wow! Thanks fof sharing. Call me soon. 

Go Hee]s, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcNe, g,~plore, E’mpower, 

919~843~0336 

From: Antoinette Lecky [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2012 12:44 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject-" New USF Sport Business IVlBA 

Hello, 

One of the directors of my program, Dr. Bill Sutton, has t~I:en on the opportunity to start a Sport Masters program of his own at the University of South Florida in 

Tampa. It will be housed in USF’s Management depa~lment. He is currently looking for students interested in applying; tl~e prograan will be staxfing in tl~e fall. The 

prograa~ will be similar to the program I am in, ruth backing from the ’Faanl~ Bay Lightning, the same way we axe backed by the Orlando Magic. If you lmow of any 
students, current or alums, interested in a sport masters business, please have them email me. Thank you! 

M. Antoinette Lecky 
L s i       14 
DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program 

MSBM/MBA Candidate ’13 

Graduate Assistant, The lnstituteJbr Diversity and Ethics in Sport 

551.358.5046 

There is no better thai adversity. Eveiy defeat, ev~y heaitbreak, evei7 loss, contains its own seed, its own 

lesson on bow to improve your peffoi~rmnce lt~e next time. 

Malcolm X 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 3, 2012 12:49 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Baa~bara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; 

Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@emaJl.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; Stromm~, DeboraJ~ L 
~q:lstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. <r~vturne@e~nail.unc.edu;>; Weight, Efiatme Allen <eweighl’~!e~n~il.unc.edu:> 

IfW: New USF Sport Business MBA 

From: Antoinette keck~ [mailto: @~mail.com] 
Sent: [riday, [ebruary 03, 2012 ~.2:44 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L; Salyer, Sherry L 
S,,bject: New USF Sport Business MBA 
Hello, 

One of the directors of my program, Dr. Bill Sutton, has taken on the opportunib’ to start a Sport Masters program of his own at the Universib~ of South Florida in 

Tampa. It will be housed in USF’s Management department. He is currently looking for students interested in applying; the progrmn will be starting in the fall. The 

program will be similar to the program I mn in, with backing fi~om the Ta~npa Bay Lightning, the same way we are backed by the Orlando Magic. If you know of any 

students, current or alums, interested in a sport masters busines~ please have them email me. Thank you! 

M. Antoinette Lecky 

DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program 

MSBM/MBA Candidate ’13 
Graduate Assis~nt, The Institute for Diversi~. andEthics in Sport 

551.358.5046 

There is no better fl~an adversity EvelT def?at, ev~y heal*break, evel~y loss, contains its o~n seed, its o~n 

lesson on how to improve 3,our peribnnance the next time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 3, 2012 12:50 PM 

kmmeissen@wisc.edu 

I~W: New USF Sport Business MBA 

Might be a very nice start! 

6o Heals, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: Antoinette Lecky [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, February 03, 2012 12:44 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject-" New USF Sport Business IVlBA 

Hello, 

One of the dilectors of my program, Dr. Bill Sutton, has t~cen on the opportuni .ty to start a Sport Masters program of his own at the University of South Florida in 

Tampa. It will be housed in USF’s Management depal~tment. He is currently looking for students interested in applying; tl]e prograan will be staxfing in tl~e fall. The 

prograa~ will be similar to the program I am in, ruth backing from the ’Faanl~ Bay Lightning, the same way we axe backed by the Orlando Magic. If you lmow of any 

students, current or alums, interested in a sport mastel~ business, please have them email me. Thank you! 

M. Antoinette Lecky 

DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program 

MSBM/MBA Candidate ’13 

Graduate Assistant, The InstituteJbr Diversity and Ethics in Sport 

551.358.5046 

There is no better thatl adversity. Eveiy defeat, every he~itbreak, eveis~ loss, contains its own seed, its own 

lesson on bow to improve your perfoi~nance lt~e next time. 

Malcolm X 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:50 PM 

~live.unc.edu) 

FW: CSBC Sakai Site 

Please adO, i{: e{igible. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 13:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSB¢ Sakai Site 
Dr. Stroman, 
I was wondering if you could add me to the CSBC Sakai site, I have access to the Blackboard site but I heard something about there being a Sakai site too. If you could do that 
for me that would be great. My PID is         if you need 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 
B.A. Exercise and Sport Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 2:08 PM 

jon@unc.edu 

~live.unc.edtc> 

Club Website 

Hi Jon. I left you a vmsg. Please provide instructions for the editing of our website. Thanks. 
htt p:!/stu d entorgs.unc.edu!ca rsbcJ!ndex.phPiour-m!ssio!?. 
Thank you! 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~"ww.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Ad~dsor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qsot; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Npha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:1%843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind o]’ sociol analysis that deals merely wit,h ef]’ects and does not .qrapp/e with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 2:21 PM 

@live.~mc.edu);                     ,~live.unc.edu) 

I~E: [csbc exec board] CSBC Business Cmds Registration Form 

Hi. Are you able to make the website changes this week? f,’tease conLact      it: you need the username/password information. We just goL the info t:rom 

We have a lot bu,:~ing and we want people to go to the site and see current information. 

Thanks[ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CL1J 

919,843.0336 

From:_ [mailto: !live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, , , :Lt:49 PM 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Co: 
S,,bject: RE: [csbc exec board] CSBC Business Cards Registration Form 
Thanks for the email and information l just want to make clear that if you want to send your biographies to be included in the club website my email address is ~O_!iy__e_:_L_Ln_~:_:e_._d_.~" 

not    ~_!_i_~.e_:_.u__n_.c_=.e_d___u_. I must of not spoken clear enough in the meeting today, my apologies. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :t:1:26 plVl 

To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 

Subject: [csbc exec board] CSBC Business Cards Registration Form 

ttey team, 

I apologize for the late email. As you all kmow, we are ordering professional business cards for our club this year. Attached is a sample template you can viers, to see what they 

will look like. Here is an online forn~ you can click on to input the information needed for your professional business cards. As a reminder, they are $5 for 50 cards for exec 

board members. The remaining $5 will be covered by our club dues. All other club members will be paying $10 for 50 cards,        can give a pretty quick turn around (3-5 

business days), but please complete the form by Monday,           if you’re interested in getting business cards. 

As we discussed in our meeting this afternoon, eveaTone should put "Vice-President, Carolina Sports Business Club" in the "optional area" section of the form, regardless of your 
official title. This way underclassmen don’t have to order additional cards in the coming years. I hope you’re all excited to get these and start marketing yourselves to potential 

employs’s! 

Kind Regards, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 
Email:             @unc.edu 
P.S. For those of you who were absent at the exec meeting this afternoon, send your bio (with your official club position) and a picture of yourself to    ~_!_i~e_.,q~_~e__d_.~ by 
Monday,           if you would like to be recognized on our club website. 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: ,~live.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,lists.unc.edtr/n?id=40250305.319d842a3b29709e6365584c1865ecbl&n=T&l=csbc exec board&o:::30701326 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edniu?id=40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31&n=T&l=csbc exec board&o=30701398 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if’the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~Jl to leave-30701398-40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d3 l(~listserY.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, February 3, 2012 2:23 PM 

Douglas, Linda B <linda dougla@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Alvin Alley 

Hi Linda. I have you down for ~wo. Thanks! 

debby 

:Deborah L, S~roman, Pb,D~ CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: Douglas, Linda B 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2012 9:47 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Alvin Alley 

Hi, 
I’m sorry to use this email, but my email to cbcchair bounced back. 

I’m trying to get on the list for two tickets to Alvin Ailey. 

Linda Brown Dou~llas 
Director of Community Relations 
Univereity of North Carelina at Chapel Hill 
210 Pittsboto Street, Campus Box 6225 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6225 
Telephone: 919-843-9393 
Fax: 919-962-2279 
Cell: 

Linda Douqlas~cOunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:43 PM 

Curtis, Jan <jon@email.unc.edu>; jon@unc.edu 

~@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Club Website 

Hi Jan. Thanks for your note. We spoke to 

usernames and make edits. 

Have a great weekend! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

, and now understand the process, thought that all o[: us could go on under our 

From: Curtis, Jon 
Sent: Friday, 3:J.4 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; jon@unc.edu 
C¢: 
Subject: RE: Club Website 
Hey Deborah - 
From what rm showing in the database is that is the primary contact for the club ht(~://studentlife.unc.edu/or.qanization/caroNna-sports-business-club). He is 
also listed as the administrator of the studentorghs.unc.edu site and can either do editing on the site himself or delegate varying levels of access rights to other members of 
the club. 
If is no longer the primary contact, that will need to be updated by him in the studentlife site. If he has graduated, then rll have to fulfill this responsibility. 
The studentorgs web program is basically Word-based and there is a help section. 

Best wishes, 
Jon 
Jonathan E. Curtis 
Associate Director ~or Student Activities and Student Organizations 
250~ Frank Porter Graham Student Union CB52~0 
University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-5210 
919-962-146i ~ax: 919-962-3719 

From: Stroman, Deborah L hm___a_!!_t__o_zd___s_t__r_9___@_u___n__c_=e__c_l__u_] 
Sent: Friday, 2:08 PH 
To: ion@unc,edu 

S,,b~ect: Club Website 
Importance: High 

Hi Jan. I left you a vmsg. Please provide instructions for the editing of our website. Thanks. 

~t-~t--p--~-~-s--t-~u--~d---e---n--t---~-~rgs--.~-u-~c--.-~e--~d--~u--~-c-~&r--s-~b~ZL~y~[~ 

Thank you! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D: CLU 

UNC - F, xercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty : e:~ -~a~v.exss.unc.edu 

BXSS Acaderrfic Advisor and In[emship Coordinator 

Chai~5 Carolina Black Caucus 

AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,84&0336 

./a,,n sure that none of you wou/d want to rest content with the superfidal kind of sociaf ana!ys~s that deals rnerefy with ~:ects and does not grappie with 

underiying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:45 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1@2 [csbc exec board] CSBC Business Cecds Registration Form 

Great) Thanks Schoot always comes first, 
Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: [mailto: ~live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:17 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: [csbc exec board] CSBC Business Cards Registration Form 
He}’ Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize for not working on the webs=re earlier this week, I was extremely busy ruth ex~ans, work and inte~Mews for the upcoming smnmer. However I will be able 

to work on the website this weekend. 

Thanks, 

On at 2:30 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Are you able to make the webs=re changes this week? Please contact if you need the usernameipassword information, We iust got the info 

from 

We have a Jot buzzing and we want people to go to Lhe s~te and see current inf.:}rmal:k}n. 

Th a n ks ~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stcoman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
<imageOO3dpg> 

From: mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, $$:49 PN 
To= Carolina Spots Business Club Exec Board 

Subject= RE: [csbc exec board] CSBC Business Cards Registration Form 
Thanks for the email and informatJon      . I just want to make clear that ffyou want to send your bio~rapNesto be included in the club website my email address is 

~Hive.unc.edu not    ~Hw~.unc.edu. I must of not spoken clear enough in the meetin~ today, my apologies. 
Best, 

From: @)_ix_e_:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent= Monday, 11:26 PM 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 

Subject: [csbc exec board] CSBC Business Cards Registration Form 

Hey team, 

I apologize for the late email. As you all know, we are ordering professional business cards for our club this year. Attached is a sample template you can view to 

see what they will look like. Ilere is an online form you can click on to input the information needed for your professional business cards. As a reminder, they are 

$5 for 50 cards for exec board members. The remaining $5 will be covered by our club dues. All other club members will be paying $10 for 50 cards,        can 

give a pretty" quick turn around (3-5 business days), but please complete the form by Monday,           if yon’re interested in getting business cards. 
As we discussed in our meeting this afternoon, everyone should put "Vice-President, Carolina Sports B~siness Club" in the "optional area" section of the form, 

regardless of your official title. This way underclassmen don’t have to order additional cards in the coming years. I hope you’re all excited to get these and start 

marketing yourselves to potential employers! 

Kind Regards, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 
E mail:             ._@__u__t)_c__=_e__c_l__u_. 
P.S. For those of you who were absent at the exec meeting this afternoon, send your bio (with your official club position) and a picture of yourself to 

~live.uncoe~u by Monday~            if you would like to be recognized on our club website. 



Yon are cnrrently subscribed to csbc exec board as: )~.!i52e_:_t!_r_~..c_:.e__d_._u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.tmc.edt~/u?id=40250305.319d842a3629709e6365584c18b5ecbl&n=T&l=csbc exec board&o=30701326 

(It may be necessary to cnt and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30701326-40250305.319d842a3629709e6365584cl 8b5ecbl (a~listserv,nnc,edu 

You are cmrently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro~)unc.eda. 

To 
unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_ _tt?_::()~_ !_i_ ~_t__s_:__u_n__c_’_:_e_ ~t___u__/_ _t_~_ ~! g_t___4__(_ !__2_ __5_ __0_ ~_ ~__7__:_5___e_ __7_ __6_ _5__ ~_ ,_3__(_ !__2_ __e__2__ ~ _ _e_ _d_ _ _4_ ~?_ _b_ }_)_ _1_~_l__~_ ~ ~ 2 __3_ ~ ~ _8___c_t~_]~__&____r_~__~!~ __&_l____c_ ~__b__c_’___e_ ~_e_ __c___~?~?j_aj2d____&_"- __o_ ___~ __0_ _7__{)_ _l_ ~ 2 __8_ 

(It may be necessms~ to cut and pas~te the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30701398-40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d3 l(?~listserv.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, v 4:46 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Alvin Alley Da~nce Theater at Ca~rolina Perfomfing Arts, The Daily Tarheel article 

Hi I just left you a message. Thales 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"rlhe power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." MLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 5~![ive unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Alvin Alley Dance Theater at Carolina Performing Arts, The Daily Tarhee[ article 

Dear Dr Stroman, 

regarding my earlier voice message about an interview for the Daily Tarheel. I’m currently working on a preview of the Alvin Ailey company performances on 
to speak to you about their mtluence on the dance world and your expectations for the shows 
It would be great if you could let me know when you’re available for a call or meeting, preferably this afternoon or next Monday. My number is 

Many thanks, 

and would love 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:59 PM 

’Verita Mumll’ <verita mumll@unc.edu-~ 

Blair, Wayne A <wblai@email.uuc.edu>; Brooks, Camille A <camille bmoks@uuc.edu> 

CBC Readers 

ADD - 
1.                 student - @email.unc.edu 
2. Ann Penn, EOO Officer 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~"ww.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Adv~sor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qson Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Npha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would want to rest cantent with the super[icia/ kind o]’ social analysis that deals merely wit,h ef]’ect.s and does not .qrapp/e with 

undedying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 3, 2012 5:30 PM 

Colver, Reed <rcolver@unc.edu> 

Prig: Carolina Performing Arts Prograzn Book Article 

Ni Reed~ I received your message. I am in the office now until 7:4.5 p.rn. H:I step sway (or this weekend), my mobile is 

Thanks. 

From: Stroman, Deborah t 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 6:24 PM 
To-" Colver, Reed 
Subject; RE: Carolina Performing Arts Program Book Article 
Imporl:ance: High 

Hi Reed. Just checking in 

debbv 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 23, 2012 ~1:02 AN 

T~ Colver, Reed 
~ Stroman, Deborah L; Jones, Shandra (Shandra Jones~kenan-flailer.unc.edu) 
~ubjett~ RE: Carolina Pefformin~ ArM Program Book A~icle 
Ni Reed. Time to begin our/~anning [:or "An Arts Night Ouffq 

L Confirm --50 t~ckets for the Feb. :1.3th performm~ce. 

2. Do you wi~[~t to do the afl:emoon educstk?na~ session again 

3. Can we arrsnge s post-event receptio[~ in Heartier again? 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,[L CLU 

Engug,~, Explore. Empowm 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Colver, Reed 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 12:18 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
~c; Houlditch-Fair, Kaitlin 
Subject; RE: Carolina Performing Arts Program Book Article 

it seems it was buried in my folder.., thanks for reser~ding it Deb! 

--Reed 

Reed Colver 

Director o[ {::srn~ms & Community Engagement 

Carolina Performing Arts 

919 843 

ehapel Hll NC 27599-3233 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Monday, November 28, 2011 10:53 AN 

To= Houlditch-Fair, Kaitlin 
Ce= Colver, Reed 



Subject: RE: Carolina Performing Arts Program Book Article 
Importance: High 

Hi. I sent it almost t~,o ~,eeks ago! I will forward again. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah I,, Stroman, Ph,D. CI,U 

919~843~0336 

Twitte~: 
~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

From: Houlditch-Fair, Kaitlin 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 20:Li i0:5:L AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Colver, Reed 
Subject: RE: Carolina Performing Arts Program Book Article 

Hello Deb! 

This is Kaitlin Houlditch-.Fair ~,ith Carolina Performing Arts, f work ~,~:h Reed Colw~m Hope you are do~n~ well 

.Just: curk~us to see ~f yOLE ha~e h~ld a ch~lm:e to complete the article described ~n ~:he entail beh:~w. We need them ~n as soon as possible. 

Please let rne know ~]: you have any questions. 

Tb an ks so m uch ~ 

Kaitlin Houldit~h-Fair 

Campus and Community Engagement Coordinator 

Carolina Performing Arts 

9~9 843 76~2 I kaitlinhf@unc~edu 

~mm~ Colver, Reed 
Semt~ Thursday, October 20, 20~ ~:S0 AM 

T~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~m~ Houlditch-Fair, Kaitlin 
~jemt~ Carolina Performing A~ Program Book A~icle 

Hi Deb - 

It was lovely to see you the other night before the Angelique Kidjo performance - I hope you enjoyed the evening! She is truly a phenomenal performer. 

I am writing for a couple of reasons. First, I would love to find a time for us to catch up and perhaps grab a coffee in the not too distant future. Let me know 
when would be good for you and we can go from there! 

Second, I am writing to ask if you would be willing to write a short article (500 words or less) for an upcoming program book for the Carolina Performing Arts 
season. Each year, as you are aware, our program books include short essays on current and upcoming Carolina Performing Arts performances written by 
selected UNC community members with a particular connection to the artist, the genre, or other aspects of the performance. They are intended to be more 
of a personal reflection than an academic article. 

Considering our work last year with Alvin Alley American Dance Theatre, I would be thrilled if you would be willing to write one for this spring’s performance 
of Alley, who will be in Chapel Hill on February 13 and 14. 

The deadline for the article is November 18, and ideally the article would be between 250-500 words. I would be more than happy to provide you with two 
complimentary tickets to the performance as a thank you for writing the article. 

I look forward to hearing from you and hopefully catching up soon. Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions on this. 

All the Best, 
-Reed 

Reed Colver 

Director of Campus & Community Engagement 

Carolina Performing Arts 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 843 1833 p 

919 843 2012 f 

rcolver@unc.edu 

www:caro!in aperform!n~a r ts.or~ 
Please note: as of Monday, August 29, the offices of Carolina Performing Arts will be located in the Porthole Building, 100 Porthole Alley, behind the 
Ackland Museum. 
Our new mailing address will be: 
134 East Franklin St. CB 3233 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3233. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, ~ 6:49 PM 

ttelen BuchaJ~an ( ~gmail.com) 

FW: Febmmy Meeting Updates and Helen Buchanan Flyer: ess.Carolin~ Sports Business Club.grp 

Helen Buchanan CSBC flyer.pdf 

Thanks again! I look forward to seeing you. 

Go Nee]s, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
EngiNe, E,~:~,lare. Ernt:~,ow~t 

From: [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 6:36 PM 
Subject: February Meeting Updates and Helen Buchanan Flyer: ess.Carolina_Sports_Business_Club.grp 

Hello eve~one, 

Attached is our flyer for the meeting with Helen Buchanan, Director of Marketing tbr Tar Heel Monthly. Please check out the flyer for her biography and information on 

logis~dcs. 

Here is our updated schedule for our four Februmy meetings (note room change updates): 

Helen Bnchanan (Director of Marketing for Tar Heel Monthly)- ,5:30PM, Fetzer 109 

Martina Ballen (Chief Financial Olfcer for Carolina Athletics)- ,5:30PM, Fetzer 106 

Karen Shelton (UNC Field Hockey Head Coach)- 6PM, Fe~er 106 

Ca:coline D’Englere (IMG College)- at 6PM, Fe~er 109 

Also, save the date for our Club Celebration Week: 

Happy Snper Bowl Weekend, 

UNC Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham will speak with the club on at 5PM in Fetzer 109. 



hft~_~studentorgsouncoedui’c®rsbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 6:59 PM 

~live.unc.edn) 

ILE: Exec Board Meeting Monday!’. 

Good call. 

is okay with president or vice, We need to see how bad 

her opinion, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

the rising , want the position. Your call though. Check in with on 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:17 PM 
Te: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Subject: [csbc exec board] Exec Board Meeting Monday!! 
Tmporl:ance: High 

Hello everyone! 

So, since we have a HUGE month of events and planning for CSBC to take care of, I am making the executive decision to call an 

We need to tackle (Super Bowl pun) the following: 

-Flyers for 3 meetings following Helen Buchanan 

-Planning the PPT presentations and meeting organization for the first 3 meetings (I can’t make them due to work) 

-Deciding whether or not to order pizza for a few of the meetings, and if so, which ones? 

-Planning for Celebration Week around our meeting with Bubba Cunningharn on, 

-Website and Twitter updates and feedback 

-Thoughts and discussion on new leadership 

Also,           is holding a meeting for Hoops for Homeless at 6PM, so please stay around to provide some extra input and help if you have the time. 

Enjoy Super Bowl weekend! I will either be really bitter or really happy on Monday afternoon... 

Thanks again for all your hard work! 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro(~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,lis~s.unc.edu/n?id=40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31&n=T&l=csbc exec board&o=30777485 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe [JR[, if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, 7:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SBJ Weekly Drill 

Hi We can now move forward with 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~9~843~0336 

assignments, Let me know your availability on Tuesday or Wednesday at:ternoon. Thanks. 

From:                [mailto       @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 11:01 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re:      SBJ Weekly Drill 

’I’hm~k you. I promptly replied’. When would you like to talk about the site’? 

On            at 10:46 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

FYI on job opportunity. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply, Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: Ted Hunt <thunt@sportsbusinessjournal.com> 

Date: Mort, 10:34:19-0500 

Subject: SBJ Weekly Drill 

Please see attached for the latest ’~/Veekly Drill"- one version for students, and one that sontains your answer key. To change the format on your computer, ~o to ’View" and 

select "Print Layout." 

,£p~rtsiY~si~ess ])~ily seek s Staff ~dl:e~ for an exoitin9 new inl:ema~iena~ wmture. Qualified candkk~es for the Staff Writer posil:kms w~ haw~ excellent knowledge o~ sports and 

bus~ness, with slrong writing and verba~ skil~s~ Must have so~M work etMc and thdve ~n a team environment. Strong copy editing sM~s neede(L Candidates fer enter posNon 

must be adaptaMe and have aM~ty to p~ck up muNple tasks, musl be comferlable with news aggregation, familiar with soc~N med~a~ and be able to work ~ndependenfly in a 

fast-paced news environment with multiple daily deadlines. Job ~s based ~n Charlotte, N,C. Foreign language skills are very impedant [o the posNon, If in[erested, send 

Ted Hunt 

Coliege & Llnwersi[v Program Manager I Stree[ & Smith’s Sports Group ~ 120 West Morehead Street I Suite 310 

Charlo~e, NC 28202 i p.704 9731420 ~ f 704 973.1401 

For more information about this commercial email, either reply to this email or write to: Customer Se~’ice, Spo~ Business Journal, 120 W. Morehead St., Suite 310, CharloEe, NC 28202. To notify us that you do 
not want to receive emails like this in the future, please advise us by replying to this email with the word "Remove" in the subject line. 

<SBJ Jan 30 %~eekly DH]I - FOR PROFgSSORS.doc><SBJ Jan 30 Weekly Drill - FOR STUDgNTS.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 10:46 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SportsMedia 

Hi 

want it? 

Dr, Strorru~n 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

Pkase make sure you calf him and ask if he had received your emaUs. Don’t rely on email communications. Be hungry and persistend[ How bad do you 

From: [mailto: _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah E 
subject: RE: SportsMedia 
Good morning Dr. Stroman, 
I hadn’t heard anything yet and this morning I thought it was weird that I haven’t received any new emails in a while. The way my computer is set up, emails are supposed to 
come straight to my inbox without me having to log into any particular site. I don’t know how long my ernail has been out of whack or if my initial email to Mr Mills even went 
through, so I sent him another one today. Sorry about the delayed reply to your email, I definitely wasn’t trying to ignore it. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: SportsMedia 

Hi Have you heard anything yet? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Engug,~. Explore. Empow~r. 
91%843,0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:38 PM 
TO: ’ 
Su~je~t~ RE:         SporNNedia 
Make sure you do your research on hi~ company. There i~ lots to learn 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Engug,~, Explore, Empow~r, 

91%843.0336 

~! he :~ov,,’eY tc, ,auest~u,n is the ~asls of ali huw,,a n ~,Yu,~Y~cs." 

From: [__m___a_!!_to4 ........... 2o) JLv__e_ =u___n__c_ =e__d___u]. 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

Dr Stromam 

Yes ma’~:m, I am interested in technology but I’m open to whatever opportunities may be available. 

On at 2:40 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Se~-:~ attached. {insurance info listed) Are 
you interested in technology? E.g., ._h__t__t_p___:/_J____w____w____w__:_s_Rgf_t__s____m__9__d_)__a_:_c_£__m__/_- 

Tomorrow at 10:00 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~. E,~ptore, Empow,~r, 

919,843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: fmailto:    @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah ~. 
Subject: Re: 

Dr Stroman, 

Yeah, I heard your neighbor on the phone but I didn’t disturb her. I don’t have a site in mind, if you could advise on that it’d be appreciated. I’ll make sure to leave a 

note with my number in the future. Tomon~w morning at 10 would be great and also, I need the name of the person that handles the insurance for the internships. Is the 

cost still $15’? 

Thin,ks, 

, at 2:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi         I was running a little late aRd my hall neighbor said that n.:) students stopped by, ??? 
In the future, please ~eave a Rote with your mobile. ~ srn sure you were still nearby. 
Yes, you can stH] be added with an ADD/DROP form, Do you have a s~te? Do you need one? ] am available today and possiMy tomorrow morrfing at 
Please advise, Thanks~ 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
EngaUe, Explore. Empow~r. 
9:19.843.0336 

<imageOO:Ljpg> 

~-~, ~,-, ~,~,,,, ~,c ~’, ~, ,G ~<~:;~:~)v, ;~::-Lh~ b~g~g ~c iG~ h~ t.’~ ~ ~ ;3~)~ ~g:L’~ 

f~m: [m_~i!~% ~ll~,_~_~,_~!_~]. 
Sent: Tuesday, ~2:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 
tti Dr Stronlan, 
I stopped by your once on Friday of last week but you weren’t in so I thougN I’d check back with you to see if there’s a day tiffs week that we could meet to get the 

ball rolling. Also, would it be possiNe for us m do an add for     The m~on I ask is that the money to pay for the class is in my s~dent account and I’d rather ~C 

go ahead and charge me for it instead of tiffing I’~n nN going to use the ~noney ~d flmy end up sendi~N ~ne a refuM check. Tha~ and ~lk wifl~ you soon. 

On , at 6:30 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

From: [matto:    @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:24 PM 
To: Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 
Too fum~y. 11:30 tomorrow it is :) 

On           . at 6:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

;) How about ll:BO t.:)[~’~orrow? ]’banks. 
Go Heels, 
Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gnjug~e. ~xplor~, Empov~er. 
9:19,843,0336 

<imageOOZ.] 

(gh~~..,>’,v ~ ~.~. ;t ~ ~S~>., ~-~ ~>~,. ~,>0~ ~ir                .>">~’~ ’,~,’~ ~ % ~,.~d~ i~r~.::;~:~c&~ ~.D t ’,~7 ~ ~ b<;~i.~{t ~ ~/,;C:;~v’. ~q~l :;~:C~.~{b~Q. ~cd~P~’,’~ >~.’@~. _ DE ,’71.~ 

F~m: [mailto:    ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 
I jus~ received this email but it mentions today at 10:30. I’m not sure if there’s a delay in the ~C email system or if Fdday (~mo~ow) at 10:30 is the time you’re 
available to meet. If so, Fd&y m 10:30 works. 

On at 6:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 



Thursday at 

Go 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Eng~ie, Explore, 

9:19,843,0336 
<image001.j 

F~m= [ma~lto:    @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:~ PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Any ~y is good for me, perhaps around 11 or so if that’s okay with you. 

On , at 10:32 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Happy New Year! 1 am available next week, Please advise your availability, teach MWF at 1:00 and on TiR at 12:30 p,m. Thanks, 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~84&0336 
<image001.jOg> 

From: [m~J_tt£; ........... 
Sent= Thursday, 5:$6 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= 
Hi Dr Stroman, 
I hope you’re doing well and that you are having a great new year so far. I am writing to see if you have time to get together regarding         I had to make sure I had 
the money to pay for my classes this semester which is why it has taken me a few days into the semester to con~ct you. I paid my tuitbn today, so I should be a~l set. 
Thanks, 

Syllabus.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 10:47 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

I~E: Research Update 

How is Wednesday after’ 2:007 I teach MWF at ~_:00 and this Friday is booked. 

From: [mailto: Nlive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Research Update 

Dr. Stroman, 
Good morning! I hope you are having a great day so far. I was wondering if you had time later this week to run through what I have 
accomplished thus far as well as the next steps of my research? Friday at noon, would be preferable, or anytime after 2pro but I can work 
around somethinas if need be. Thanks you and I am looking forward to hearing back from you. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 10:50 AM 

Catherine Andng~zi < @gmail.com> 

l~Z;: tneetmg 

Eli Cathy. Weft, at least your team GETS to the Super Bowl. [ grew up a Vikings fan (yeah, crazg right being from Philfy) and can’t quit them. They hurt rne EV[RY 

gear. ;) 

rh~s weekend is UNC WBB reunion >:~ I will be t:~ed up with the ewmt:s. Thursday after 8:(}() might: work ff that ~snq: too [ate, ~ will let you know for sure tomorrow. 

F~m: Catherine Andruzzi [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
$ent: Monday, Februa~ 06, 2022 8:33 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: meeting 
Good mon~ng Debbie, 

It was a good day tbr Virginia ~B and NY Gim]ts, not so good tbr Duke MBB m~d my Patriots - Oh Well. Can you imagine flint Mimni men beat Duke at Cameron. 

Co~h K is not happy about his players eflbrt a~d com~titiveness. 
I would love to get together this week. i am good to get together on Thursday, Fh&y or Sa~rday. 

Cathy 

Catherine Andruzzi 
Follow me on TwiRer 
hRp:/i~iRer.com/coachdmzz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:00 AM 

~email .unc.edu> 

FW: COS Funding Alert for Deborah Strotnan 

From: fundingaler~@cos.com [mailto:fundingaler~@cos.com] 
Sent: Sunday, I 5:44 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; COS Funding Aler~ for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results" 

2 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Justice (DO J) 
Office of Justice Programs (OJP) 
National Institute of Justice (NIJ) 

Sponsor: 
Texas Space Grant Consortium (TSGC) 

rtumer 1 
4 funding opportunities 

- L~ S DA-,N WA,:’~’C RG P--003648 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) 
Higher Education Program 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) 

Sponsor: 
Dairy Research Institute (DRI) 



Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Insl~tutes of Health (NIH) 
Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health 
and Human Development (NICHD) 

2 funding opportunities 

(R15} - PAR-1 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health 
and Human Development (NICHD) 

Sponsor: 
American Cancer Society (ACS) 
Extramural Grants Program 
Research Grants for Independent Investigators 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 11:12 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Prig: Appoinm~ent 

Hi       Wednesday at 2:00 p.m~ Woollen 315. 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L, gtroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

939,843.0336 

From-" mailto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent," Sunday, 9::t2 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:= Appointment 
tIello Dr. Stroman, 

I was emailing you to find another time to ,set up a meeting wifl] you to talk about EXSS. This week I could meet you Tuesday 8:00 - 9:00 a.m., Wednesday 2:00-2:30 

p.m., Thursday 8:00 - 9:00 a.m., or Friday 2:00 - 3:00 p.m. Let me know if you are available &~ring m~y of these time~ if not I’m sure we cm] work something out 

ne:G week. 
Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:35 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SBJ Weekly Drill 

Hi I Stop by at 3:30 on Tuesday. Thanks, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CUJ 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: SBJ Weekly Drill 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am wide open on Tuesday afternoon and after 2 on Wednesday. I hope you enjoy your weekend. See you next week. 

Sent fi~om iPhone 

O11 at 7:39 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a;unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi . We can now move forward with assignments. Let me know your availability on Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon, Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stromart, Ph&). CbU 

E~nD~t~,q~:~, gxp~or#. 
9 I9,g43,0336 

<imageOO:Ljpg> 

Sent: Monday, 11:01 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= Re:      S~ Weekly Drill 

Thank ~ou. ~ promp~y replied~ Wbon would ~ou like to Mk a~ut the sitd~ 

On            at ]0:46 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

FYI on job opportunity. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department -!?__t_t_p__Li__i__e___x__s__s_:K_n__c_:__e__d___L!! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe} 

From: Ted Hunt <thun[@sportsbusinessiournal.com> 

Date: Men, 10:34:19-0500 

Subject: SBJ Weekly Drill 

Please see attached for the latest ’Weekly Drill"- one version for students, and one that contains your answer key. To change the format on your computer, go 
to ’View" and select "Print Layout." 
Spe~’*s:B~si~ess Daily seeks Staff Wdters for an exciting new international venture. Qualified candidates for the Staff Wdter positions will have excellent knowledge 
of spor~s and business, with strong writing and w~.rbal skNIs. Must haw.~ solid work ethic and [hrive in a [eam envkonm~mt. S~rong copy ed~ing ak~h~ needed. 
Candklates for e~ther position musl be adaplable and have aMNty to pick up multiple tasks, must be comfortable w~tl~ news aggregation, familiar w~tl~ social 
media, and be able to work independently in a fast-paced news en@onment with multiple daily deadlines. Job is based in Charlotte, N.C. Foreign language skins 
are very importan~ to ~he posit~on. II ~n~ereated, send resume to J~g_@_~_~z!~b_u~J_~_~_~_@_[!_~_=s~m. 
Ted Hunt 
Oollege & University Program Manager j Street & Smi~¢s Sports Group j 120 West Morehead Street j Suite 310 
Charlotte, NC 28202 j p.704 g73 1420 ~ f 704 g73.140 I 

For more information about this commercial email, either reply to this email or write to: Customer Service, Sports Business Journal, 120 W. Morehead St., Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. To 
notify us that you do not want to receive emails like this in the future, please advise us by replying to this email with the word "Remove" in the subject line. 

<SBJ Ja~ 30 Weekly Drill - FOR PROFESSORS.doc><SBJ Jan 30 Weekly Drill - FOR STUDENTS.dec> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:36 AM 

~gm~Jl.com:~ 

I~E: UVA Compliance Departmeut 

make a phone cNI and see if something ~ike that is possibte over the summe[. 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 3:56 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UVA Compliance Department 
Dr. Stroman: 

Hello, how are you doing? I was wondering if you could help me out with something. I want to intern in the compliance department of an athletic deparhnent this 

summer because since I am unable to do the year-long internship next school yea~ I want to ~e if complias~ce - which is something that a law degree would be useful - 

is something that I am interested in pursuing as a ca~reer. I was wondering if you still had connections ruth someone within the UVA athletic deparhnent who might be 

able to help me out with being able to work in the compliance deparhnent this summer (I’d do it uup~Jd). If there is ~ay potential with this please let ~ne know. Thank 

you. 

Universi~’ of Virginia (BA, 2009) 

"i~gm all .corn 

/c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:46 AM 

~live.unc.edu) 

Hatchelr s name on Tmtter 

Hi    Please research the possibility of changing Coach’s username. I think it is a poor choice. 

Research Twitter functionality - See if we change the name will the followers stay? Will everyone have to click ’follow’ again? 

Something like the following: 

1. UNCCoachHatchell 

2. UNC CoachHatchell 

3. CoachHatchell UNC 

4. Hatchell UNC 

5. UNC Hatchell 

Do you agree? Your thoughts. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - t~xercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Facul~ - e; - ~,~’.exss.unc,edu 

t~XSS Academic Advisor mid Internship Coordinator 

ChaiL Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair; College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 

:315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:t9,843,0336 

"~’ am sure ti~at none of you would want to rest content with tim superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with ef¢~cts and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

~live.unc.edu.~ 

l~E: Cunent Event Evaluation 

Received. Thanks[ 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,l:}, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 9:58 PN 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Current Event Evaluation 
Dr. Stroman here is my current event evaluation. 

Having just completed my current event presentation, T feel.., great that the project is over and T think that we were successful in using our current event in relation to 
management. Tt is a very big scandal and management was a key role in the future of the scandal. 
What would you do differently? 
I would have brought about more points in relation to management and maybe talked a little more on the relationship between management and the scandal. 
What did you do well? 

I think that the points that we made were presented well. I think that we used a great video to explain the video and made sure that everyone in the class understood exactly 
what the scandal was about. We were direct and comfortable in presenting and there was no awkwardness in communication with the class. Also the questions that were 
asked at the end of the presentation were well thought out and allowed for critical thinking. The questions related not only to the scandal but to the sporting industry in 
general. The questions also used many key points from the chapter to blend both the scandal and the lessons of the chapter. 
On a scale of :hi0, what is your current feeling? 9 
Thanks and have a great weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 11:50 AM 

Ma~ilyn McClain <          @nc.rr.com> 

I~W: INFORb,~kTIONAL: Summer Children’s Programs at NC Botanical Gmden 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"rl]ae power to quesuon is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." MLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notil},.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behalf Of taylores@emaibunc.edu 
Sent: Friday, Februapf 03, 2012 8:23 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: INFORN~b~TIONAL: Sumaner Children’s Programs at NC Botanical Garden 

Interested in children’s nature/science acuvities this summer’? Please visit our website for more information: 
http :i/ncbg.un c.edu/nat ure-explorers-summer-camp/. 

For 4 - 5 year olds: 
GARDEN SAFARI 
Curious preschoolers will love this camp, designed to provide playful, hands-on experiences with the natural world in a small group setting. 
Young campers will use all of their senses and imagination as we search for meat-eating plants, use nets to capture insects, and have fun learning how the sun powers all life in the garden. 
A new therae will be introduced each day through nature walks, crafts, stories, puppet shows, and group play. 

For 6 - 7 year olds: 
HAi’~.DS -ON HABITAT 
Food, water, shelter, space - a habitat is a wonderful place! Discover the awesome diversi~ of places the plants and animals of NC call home and how we can care for these amazing habitats. 
Each day we’ll investigate new habitats, big and sraall, and learn how evelNthing is connected through the food web. Encounter forest, stream, and meadow ttnough hands-on explorations, 
games, stories, and take-home projects. 

For 6 - 7 year olds: 
AQUATIC ADVEN2VRES 
Campers will explore the wonders of water, the life it makes possible, and how we can consel~’e this precious resource the best way possible... 
by getting wctt Sing with frogs at the pond, make a thunderstorm, find a crayfish in the creek, palticipate in Water Olympics, and raore during this wet and wild camp. 

For 8 - 10 year olds: 
JL2X!IOR NATURALISTS 
Whether your child is interested in birds, bugs, or plants, this is the camp for kids who love naturet Carapers spend the week honing their naturalist skills and developing an ~derstanding 
of ecology and interrelationships. Conduct water quality tests at Morgan Creek, track aniraals in the forest, observe birds up-close at the bird blind, try your green thurab in the greenhouse, 
learn wild uses of plants, and keep a nature journal. Guest naturalists and field trips will enrich our nature stud?, and fun. Campers go home with a "naturalist kit" they build by the end of the 
week! 

Elisha Taylor 
Coordinator for Children’s and Family Education North Carolina Botanical Garden The Umversit5’ of North Carolina - Chapel Hill Mailing Address: CB 3375 ] Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
GPS: 100 Old Mason Farm Rd ] Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919 962.0522 ] Fax: 919.962.3531 
ncbg.unc edu 

This email is sponsored by: North Carolina Botanical Garden 

"INFORNL~kTIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into ~{¥UNC at 
http://mv.unc.edu, and select "Update Personal Informatiun". 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:55 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Thanks! Let’s go with the philosophy "be[ter to ask for’ forgiveness than perrnissionY 

I will take the heat.. 

Doc ;} 
Go Heeb, 
Deborah L. Sb’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

r ’¢,e ibo~*.,’et to o~i.estlon ~s tlqe b.asf.s ~’i: a[~ lqum~:in pi ogi ess’~ 
¯ 
?~,k~~d ~’,~,’ ~ n.de~. ;t ~ ~Si~., ~-~ ~ m beob~.e Of                .~0’~ ’,~,’[ ! ~s mode f~u:;t~at~ ng t’,4a ~ a bsoi.~.:t e misuv., de~ :;tan.~n¢. ~rdom b~.’ p!y,. _ o~. ,.:.~ ~ ,,~,[~. L~t’.._kt .)~ 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, ~:54 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= RE: Hatchell’s name on Twi~er 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
agree with you on the Twi~er name. I think the options you listed are much be~er options than the current handle. 

We can change the name and keep the account the same. All of her ~ee~, followers, etc. will still be there. The only difference is that if someone is ~eeting at her, we have 
to make sure they ~eet at the new name. ~e old usemame won’t have any connection ~ the account once we change it 

have a meeting scheduled with               ~ursday, so r11 present these usernames to them. We’ll make the change Thursday night. 
Is there anyone we’d need to get permission from who wor~ for WBB? 

Than~, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: 
S~bject: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi    Please research the possibility of changing Coach’s username. I think it is a poor choice. 

Research Twitter functionality - See if we change the name will the followers stay? Will everyone have to click ’follow’ again? 

Something like the following: 

1. UNCCoachHatchell 

2. UNC CoachHatchell 

3. CoachHatchell UNC 

4. Hatchell UNC 

5. UNC Hatchell 

Do you agree? Your thoughts. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

EXSS Academic Ad~dsor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Adviso,y Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Ad~son Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Npha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"i am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:11 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

ltB: Research Update 

just set an appointment aL 2:00. Let’s go with 2:30. Our chaL won’t last more than 30 rains. Trust me. ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9"19,843,0336 

F~m: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:iO PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Research Update 

2:00ptn works for me if~at’s available? I jus~ have class at 6pm ~ fl~at tny ouly constrmnt I don’t expect I will need ~at much time however. Thanl~ for the quick 

res~nse’. Loo~ng fo~a~-ard to our meeting. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 10:47 AM, "Stromam Deborah L" <_d_£_t_r_92;~i_u_._n_9=e_j._~> wrote: 

How is Wednesday after" 2:00? I teach MWF at i:00 and this Friday is booked. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, St~-oman, Ph,D. CLU 

91l 9,843,0336 

<imageOOldpg> 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Senti Monday, 9:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Research Update 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good morning~ I hope you are having a great day so far. I was wondering if you had time later this week to run through what 

have accomplished thus far as well as the next steps of my research? Friday at noon, would be preferable, or anytime after 2pm 
but I can work around somethJngs if need be. Thanks you and I am looking forward to hearing back from you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 12:14 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

Pal:;: Research Update 

Okay. Have a great day! 

Go Heeb, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qgNo. E,vptor~:~, Empower, 

919~843~0336 

From: [mailto ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:J.4 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah £ 
Subject: Re: Research Update 

Perfect! Sounds great! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:11 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro((~unc.edu> wrote: 

I just set an appointment at 2:00, Let’s go with 2:30, Our chat won’t last raore than 30 rains, Trust rae. ;) 

Go Heels, 

Debor’ah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CbU 

919,843,0336 
<imageOOldpg> 

~ent: Monday, ~2:~0 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~bje~t: Re: Research Update 
2:00pro worl~ for me iftha[s available? I just have class at 6pro so Jlat my only cons~iIlt. I dofft exact I re, ill need that much time however. ThaNes for 
the quick response[ Looldng fo~va~ to our meeting. 

Sent fa)m my iPhone 

On , at 10:47 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi    How is Wednesday after 2;007 I teach MWF at 1:00 and this Friday is booked, 

Go Heals, 

Deborah k Stroman, PILL’< CLU 

9] 9.843,0335 

<iraageOOl.jpg> 

F~m= [mail~: ~Hve.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 9:29 AN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Research Update 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good morning! I hope you are having a great day so far. I was wondering if you had time later this week to run 

through what I have accomplished thus far as well as the next steps of my research? Friday at noon, would be 

preferable, or anytime a~er 2pm but I can work around somethings if need be. Thanks you and I am looking forward 

to hearing back from you. 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, February 6, 2012 12:41 PM 

Colver, Reed <rcolver@unc.edu> 

I~E: Today 

Hi Reed. Hope you feel better! Today between 3:30 and 6:00. 

From: Colver, Reed 
Sent: Monday, Februa~t 06, 2012 12:20 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Today 
Hi Deb - 
So sorry about Friday. I was out sick, as I am again today. Is there a good time today for me to try and get in touch with you? 

Cheers, 
-Reed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, February 6, 2012 12:52 PM 

Catherine Andruzzi < ~gmail.com> 

1~3~,: tneetmg 

Okay. I am going to Cameron tonight so I may see you there.., 

debbg 
Dcborab L, Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

From: Catherine Andruzzi [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 12:15 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: meeting 

Thursday @8pm works if it fits into your schedule._. Eveu if we catch a cup of coffee at my favorite 3 cups!! ~Vhatever works. 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Feb 6, 2012, at 10:49 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Cathy. Well, at leasL your team GETS to the Super’ Bowl. I grew up a Vikings [:an (yeah, crazy righL being from Philly) and can’L quiL them. They hurt 

me EVERY year~ :) 

rb~s weekend ~s UNC WBB r’eurdon so ~ wil~ be tied up wid~ d~e events Thursday after 8:00 rmght work ~f that isn’t too ~ate, ~ wil~ ~et you know for sur’e 

tomorrow. 

debby 

Go ACC 

Deborah L, S~’oman, PLD. CLU 

9I 9,843,0336 

<image001.j 

F~m: Catherine Andruzzi [mailto: ~mail,com] 
Sent: Monday, ~brua~ 06, 2012 8:33 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: meetin~ 

Good mo~ug Debbb, 

It was a good day for Viqiuia ~,3B and NY Gants, not so good for Duke MBB and my PatfioB - Oh Wall. Caa you imagine ~at Miami men beat 

Duke at Ca~neron. Coach K is uot happy about his players eflb~ aud competitiveness. 

I would love to get together this week. i am good to get together on Thurs~y, Friday or Satur~y. 

Cathy 

Oatherine Andruzzi 
Follow me on Twi~er 
h~p ://~i~er,com/coachdruzz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:54 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

1~: 

You too[ And don’t forget about us in EXSS ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"rlhe puwer to question is the basis of all human prugress." 

Shallow understanding frum peuple ofguod will is inure frustrating than absolute misunderstanding frum people uf ill will." ~/2LK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i [mailto: 
Sent: Munday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

11:33 AM 

~!kenan-fla~ler unc.edu] 

Thank you so much Dr. Struman!! 
I will look intu the courses sume inure and let yuu knuw if I have aW inure questiuns! 
Have a great week! 

On Jan 31, 2012, at 4:17 PM, Stroman, Deburah L wrote: 

> Hi Cungratulations on the B-Schoul admission! I knew yuu wuuld get in.. ;) 
> 

> I have a facul~ meeting on Monday However, just take a louk at Sport Administration cuurses - all wuuld be appropriate for the minor In particular, with Prof. Osburne is a 
unique cuurse 
> 
> lI’you still wish to chat, let me know. Thanks. 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> 

> 

> "The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 
> 

> "Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." MLK, Jr. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: [rnailto @kenan-flagler .unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 11:15 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> SubJect: 
> 

> Good 2~Iorning Dr Stroman, 
> Hope you are doing well’. 
> I am writing to see if you would have some time to talk with me about the I ~vas accepted into the business school, but ~vould still really love to continue with EXSS I 
was looking into the course requirements online and one of them ~vas Intro to Sports Administration So I would have three left to take If you think that it would be reasonable for me to 
continue with this minor I was going to ask you to recommend which courses I should take. 
> If you’re free next Monday around 3:30 1 could come in before my Group Fitness class in Woolen at 4. If not, we could schedule another time! 
> Thank you so much for your time, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 5:06 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu.% Cooper, Co~e <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-*; Southall, Deborah Joy 

<dj sothll@emaJl.unc.edu>; Weight, Erimme Allen <eweigh@email.unc.edu.% Osborne, Baacbaaca J <spo(tlaw@unc.edu> 

Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu> 

RE: Thanks for a great meeting 

In response Lo #2 --- Possible Interview questions 

1. Given the under representaLion of people ot: color in upper tevel managemer~L positions in coftege athletics, do you v~ew Lhis occurrence as a ma~or ~ssue? 

Explain your position or if so, why and how would you orchestrate change? (from the pool of questions ~n 2006) 

2. We are st~ Je~rnhlg from last year’s unfortunate h~cidents st Penn State and Syracuse, What leadersNp ~esson(s) have you learned ss a future 

admkdstrator of college i~thle~:ics? 

3, The bi~tt:ieground is heating up between priw~cv rights and the regulation of soda~ media For college athletes, What is your position on the usage of Twitter 

and Fscebook for varsity scholarship sthfetes? 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
EnSa,2e, Expk)re. Empow~r. 

9.843.0336 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Seat: Monday, February 06, 2012 4-:30 PM 
To: Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy; Weight, Edanne Allen; Osborne, Barbara J 
C¢: Shields, Edgar W 
Subject: Thanks for a great meeting 
Just a short note to thank everyone for meeting today. I think we accomplished a great deal. 

Some follow-ups: 

l. I’ll confirm interview asap. Tentatively we are planning to conduct her interview on Monday, 2/20 @ 1400 hours in SpAd Conference Room. 

2. Please forward me your chosen interview question, so I can build a master copy. 

3. Post-interview meeting - 2/27, 0800 hours, SpAd Conference Room. 

4. I’ve sent Becca an email and left a voice-mail to see if she’d like to visit individually with SpAd candidates on Saturday. 

5. Let’s plan on discussing the A to A proposal in more depth at our next meeting. I really appreciated everyone’s input and ideas. I think together we can craft a much better 

final proposal That was my goal in putting the concept forward for discussion. Have to start somewhere to get anywhere! 

Thanks, 
Richard 

Dr, Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Pro~essor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen [-{a[I 203C 
Office .- 919.9~2-.g507 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southaH@ema~Lu~c.edu 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

http://e~ss‘u~c.edu/~;~rad~aate~pro~F~ams/spe‘::~a~zatk~ns/sport~dm~n~strat~/overv~ew/ 

CSR] webs~te: www.unc~edu/csri 
CSR~ Conference on CNlege Sport webs~te: }:G:G:&f~_[I[t~R~2~_f~_[I~3~_%_t?_r_g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:07 PM 

Tim Barabas <tbarabas@bobcats.com> 

~z]live.unc.edu) 

RE: 8th Am~uaJ, Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair Registration 

Hi Tim. Thanks [:or your fot[ow Lip calls. The Cklb is planning a return trip. I cc’d 

you. 

DOC 

Deborah L, gtroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

939.843.0336 

to make sure the gobcaLs committee chair works with 

Frera: Rm Barabas [mailto:tbarabas@bobcats.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:54 PM 

To: Tim Barabas 
Subject: 8th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair Registration 

Attention all teachers, advisors & counselors! 

It is that time of year again, as your students begin their search for internships, employment and general guidance in regards to their careers, that we are pleased 

to announce the 8th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair. This event allows for your student body to network with a variety of companies and organizations, while 

also getting the opportunity to meet and learn from their fellow job seekers. 

The Charlotte Bobcats career fair will be held on Friday,          from ~.:00pm-4:30pm at Time Warner Cable Arena. There is a $23 registration fee that 

accompanies this event as we work to bring some of the best companies in the region to our career fair¯ We do our best to put on an event that is beneficial for employers, 

potential employees, or internship seekers. The registration fee helps us ensure a high quality event for everyone and gives an opportunity for everyone to see firsthand the 
inner workings of the sports and entertainment industry. 
Not only does the registrstion grant your students access to the career fair, but it includes a ticket to that evening’s game against the Denver Nuggets at 7:00pm. This will 
give the participants interested in the sports industry an opportunity to see how an arena is transformed and how many different avenues there are to work in our industry. 
There are three (3) ways to register; 

T Fill out the attached flyer in its entirety out and then email, fax, or mail in to Time Warner Cable Arena 
T Call & register over the phone directly with a Bobcats Account Executive 

T Register Online at https:/ioss.ticketrnaster.cornih[ml/go.html?l=EN&t=bobcats&o=620133&g=:1066 & entering the Special Offer Code: CAREER 

We will also be updating www.bobcats.corn/careerfair with the latest vendors that will be present and current information on the career fair itself. 

There have been dozens of success stories that have come from the Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair and we are looking forward to hearing the next set of positive 

testimonials. 

Thank you for passing this information along to your students and feel free to call or email me with any questions. 

Best, 
Tim Barabas 
Account Executive, Group Sales 

BOBCATS i (~.."-’-%~R’~% ~ i.~.~N~f.~!RT.-"\IH.,",,’if.~!N~ 

Time Warner Cable Arena 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC. 28202 
704-688-9046 
704-68843735 

t ba ra bas~,bobcats.com 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:43 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

CONGIL~TULATION S ! 

I look forward to working with you! You are an outstanding leader and will continue to shine as the 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~__’g__<XS!~_¢__x_5_._%t_t_r_Lc_’_&d~. 
EXSS Academic Adx4sor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisow Board Chair College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qson Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
9:19.843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind o]’ sociol analysis that deals merely wit,h ef]’ects and does not .qrapp/e with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:44 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu) 

CON GIL~TU LATION S ! 

I look forward to working with you! You are a very good student and I have enjoyed watching you grow as a leader. 
Think BIG for 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - www.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chah; Carolir~a Black Cauct~s 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Ir~stitute 
Faculty Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports Busir~ess Club & S~gma Mpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843,0336 

"~’ am sure ti~at none of you would want to rest content with ti~e superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with ef¢~cts and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, February 6, 2012 5:51 PM 

Southa]l, PdchaJcd MichaJ~d ~southa]l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1),22: ’I’hatd~s tbr a great tneeting 

No problem. I was listing the quesLions for’ someone {not necessarily me) to ask. I think you should ask # 1. ;) 

F~m: Southall, Richard Nichard 
Sent: Monday, ~brua~ 06, 2012 5:50 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Thanks for a great meeting 
Debby, 

Very good questions. I’ll put all of them in the document right now. Related to question #l...What do you think of one of the people on the panel who enjoys "white-male 

privilege" (e.g. me) asking that one, to see how the students react to that question not being asked by a female or a person of color. I think sometimes who asks the question 

frames the interviewee’s response. I do not mean to imply that it’s inappropriate for you to ask the question, but I think it would send a message to the interviewees to have it 

come from a - perhaps - unexpected source. Let me know what your thoughts are on this. 

I really like your second question, since I think there is not just one possible "correct" answer~ I think we need to include that one in the question pool. 

Thanks for taking the time to think up "outside the box" questions. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southa~ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research InstiLute 

Woollen HaM 203C 

Office - 9~9.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962%235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CgR~ Conference on College Sport webs~te: www.csdconference.org 

Frem: Deborah Lynn Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bate: Mort, 6 Feb 2012 17:05:56 -05~ 

Te: Richard Southall <southall@ema~l.unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@emaiLunc.edu>, Deb <djsothll@emaiLunc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne Allen" 

<eweight@ema~l.unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara J" <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Ce: Edgar Shields <.~#_:~)_~A~_~#_@_M_Q~_:A#_9.> 

Subje~: RE: Thanks for a great meeting 

h~ response to #2 --. Possible Interview questions 

1. Given the under representsL~on of people of co,or k~ upper ]eve~ management posit~ons in college sthleL~cs, do you view this occurrence as a major issue? 

[xp~in your #osition or if so, why and how would you orchestrate change? (from the pool of questions ~n 2006) 

2. We ~re sti]~ ~earn~ng from I~st year’s unfortunate incidents at Penn State and Syracuse. What leadership ~esson(s} have you ~esrned ~s ~ future 

administrator of college athletics? 

3. The battleground ~s heath~g up between privacy rights and the regulation of soda~ media for college athletes. What is your 0osition on the usage of Twitter 

and gacebook for varsity s(:ho~arsh~p athletes? 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 4:30 PM 
To: Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah 3oy; Weight, Erianne Allen; Osborne, Barbara 
Cc: Shields, Edgar W 
Subject: Thanks for a great meeting 
Just a short note to thank everyone for meeting today. I think we accomplished a great deal. 

Some follow-ups: 



]. I’II confirm interview asap. Tentatively we are planning to conduct her interview on Monday, 2/20 @ 1400 hours in SpAd Conference Room. 

2. Please forward me your chosen interview question, so I can build a master copy. 

3. Post-interview meeting - 2/27, 0800 hours, SpAd Conference Room. 

4. l’ve sent Becca an email and left a voice-mail to see if she’d like to visit individually with SpAd candidates on Saturday. 

5. Let’s plan on discussing the A to A proposal in more depth at our next meeting~ I really appreciated everyone’s input and ideas. I think together we can craft a much better 
final proposal. That was my goal in putting the concept forward for discussion. Have to start somewhere to get anywhere! 

Thanks, 
Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9:[9.96,2-3507 

Cell - 

Fax -, 919.9~2-6235 

UNC Sport Admin~strstion webs~te: 

htt~ije ~ ss~ ~m c.edu/gra d qate -~ r o~ra m sis ~ ec~a ~zat~o~ls~o rt-~dm~n~stra t~o R~o~, e rv ~ewJ 

CSR~ webs~te: www.unc~edu/csri 

CSR] Conference on College Sport webs~te: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 8:06 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

@live.unc.edt~~ 

Re: Woollen Bulletin Bo~ads 

I have the key. Leave the doc(s) you want posted under my door. 

DLS fi-om my 1Phone. 

On , at 7:59 P~% ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> tli Dr Stroman, 
> 

> Quick question- do you know how to unlock the CSBC Bulletin Boards in the lobby of Woollen? 
boards because they would be a perfect location [’or grabbing the attention of students. 
> 

> Thanks so much, 

and I are both wondering how we can get Club event flyers posted up on those 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 9:39 AM 

Caroliua Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edm~ 

ILS: Markeling ideas for base~ll 

The power of the Oub! UNCAA comes Lo Lhe Club t:or int:ormation and ideas. That’s an example ot: the effectiveness of a brand. Thanks to you aft for’ working hard 

and smart to develop our Oub as a "thought leader/’ ;) 

Dr, Stromat~ 

Go Heeb, 

Deborah L, Stroman, PLD. CLU 

Enjug~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:37 PM 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 

Subject: [c~bc exec board] Marketing ideas for baseball 

Hey guys, 

I wanted to let you know that               a UNC              and CSBC member, is working to get more fans ~nto the Bosh for basebMI games this season, 

have been [a]khlg with      since la5[ semester about di[ferent ideas and projects rebated to in(:reas[ng attendance through various marketk~g tools. 

wi]~ be speakh~g to the dub members s~: tomorrow’s meeting (after Helen Buchanan fimshes speaking, be[ore the meelJn[ b adjourned) to gauge ~nterest 

and form a "comm[t[ee’~ of sorts to tacMe th~s project. 

phase make sure     ~s introduced and speaks after Helen firfishes. The topic of sports msrketh~g can be the [herne o[: the rfight. 

ff anyone is ~nterested h~ being a part of this market~ng committee, p~ease ema[~ (cop~ed} to ~et Mm know. Also, encourage other students at the meeting 

tomorrow to present some ~deas and hMp out~ 

Take a kx)k at      marketing kJeas bek)w and give some feedback and new ~deas[ Our baseball team needs more of a home fb~Jd advantage from the Bosh P[t to 

hNp make a run at a nationM charnpionsh~p~ 

Go Heeb, 

From: 

Sent: Monday," 9:23 PM 
To: 
Subject; marketing ideas for baseball 

Thanks again for helping me tackle this project for the baseball team. I really think with the help of interested members of the SBC, we can make this baseball season a 
memorable one. After a very productive talk with Michael Beale, we came up with a rough list of ideas of how to get more students and fans to baseball games this year. We 
want to run these ideas by the SBC and see if they would be of any interest to the student body. Also, I was hoping we could open the floor at tomorrow nights meeting to any 
additional marketing ideas. I can take a list of any new innovative approaches and report them to Michael Beale. He said he will go over any additional proposed plans and 
speak constructively to the club at our next meeting this month, or simply to anyone interested in helping out to get the ball rolling. Our season starts next Friday, 
We are preseason #4 and look to have another successful run at a national championship! 
Here is a list of proposed marketing ideas for attracting students/more fans to the baseball games this year: 

Incentive Program - every game, students can swipe their one card to record that they attended a baseball game. 

o 3 games = gift card to restaurant on Franklin St. 

o 5 games = student receives "bosh pit" Nike t-shirt 

o 10 games = autographed ball by the team 

o 15 games=? 

o 20 games = opportunity for you and 3 friends to sit in the coaches suite for a desired game 

o any other ideas? 

More audio/video presentations between innings 

o highlight videos throughout the season 

o student club advertisements? 

Kids Day at the Bosh 

o one game a month kids allowed to "shag" balls in the outfield with players during batting practice 

o stand with players during national anthem 

More give-a-ways/student contests between innings? 

Greek Life 

o open picnic area to frats!sorodties for functions!events 

o philanthropy events? 

o fundraising opportunities 



Thanks again for your interest and help, 

UNC-Chapel Hill - Class of 

Undergraduate Student 

~live,tmc.edu 

You are currently subscribed m csbc exec board as: dstro@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: h~tp://lis~s~u~c.edu~,’u?id=4~25~297.5e76593~2e283ed4bb9~195393368d31&u=T&~=csbc exec board&o=30797422 
(It mW be necessa~ m cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank emaJl m leave-30797422-402502975e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d3 l(a~listserv,unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, . 9:54 AM 

~live.unc.edu) 

CBC leadership 

Hi is the president. Let’s brainstorm a title for ;) 
EVP 
CEO 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - w~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai~; Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Ir~stitute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
3~5 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843,0336 

"t’ am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with ef)~cts and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 9:58 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: CONGI*D\TULATIONS! 

Hi 
happen, ;) 
Dr. Sl:roman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

No, I have not heard from your friend, It’s hisjob to contact me._ [hat te[b a to[ about a student The ones who are hungry for success make things 

From: [mailto: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: Re: CONGRATULATIONS! 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you so much for your note. I texted you, but I don’t think you got it since you were at the game. My friend,           . is a pre-business student in the CSBC. He’s a really 

good friend of mine, and he met you at the B4 graduate school discussion event at the stone center last week. Like me, he’s really interested in getting into the sports business 

industry. I mentioned you would be a great person to talk to. At your earliest convenience, please reach out to him. 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 
Email:             @unc.edu 

From: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 22:42:36 +0000 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~: CONGRATULATIONS! 

Resent-From: ~]_[_v_ .e_ :.u__n__c_:_e_. _d_ .u_ > 

Resent-Date: Mon, 22:42:48 +0000 

I look forward to workin~ with you! You are an outstandin~ leader and will continue to shine as the, 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC -- Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~wew.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Ad~dsor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisow Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculb" Ad~qsor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Larnbda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"l am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of sociai analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, .It. 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, . 10:01 AM 

,~|ive uric edu> 

l~E: Checldng In 

Ni I teach MWF at 1:00 at~d on TiR at 12:30 p,m. what is your’ availability on Wednesday after’ 3:30 or Friday? 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 6:ll PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bject-" Checking In 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that your week is starting off well. 

I wanted to email and see if there was a time that I could meet you this week? Do you have office hours? 

Talk to you soon, 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@_tt_v__e_._:_u__t~__c__=_e_~_u_. I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 10:18 AM 

~gmail.com> 

~t)live.unc.edu) 

RE: Hoops £br the Homeless T-shirt design 

Still waiting... 

Deborat~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
EngiNe. Explore, Ernt:~,owen 

9.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, 2:45 PM 
To: ’ 
Subject: RE: Hoops for the Homeless Committee: ess.Carolina_Sports_Business_Club.grp 
Great! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLI.J 

971 9,843,0336 

From: [mail~: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:39 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Hoops for the Homeless Commi~ee: ess.Carolina_SporN_Business_Club.grp 
Snre thing Dr. Stroma~ I’ll ~k my designer to ~nd it today. 

I s~ke wit5 Ben at Hair ~ls and he said that they would gladly help us ruth the shi~s. 

I’ll fonvard >~u the newest design as mon as I get 

Thank~ 

On. . at 2:16 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi      I need to see the revised logo asap. Thanks, 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Eng~qe. ExpIore, ErnDOWen 
919.843.0336 

<imageOO1dpg> 

Sent= Thursday,              6:54 PN 
Subject= Hoops for the Homeless Commigee: ess.Carolina_Spo~s_gusiness_Club.grp 
tley guys~ 

I hope you are all as excited about our Hoops tbr the Homeless toummnent as I 

A lot of logistics mid planning am alma@ in the works, but them is still much work to be done with pmpa~ing for the event. We a~mady have a comtnittee 
that will be in charge of getling eve .rything together for the tournament and we would love to have anyone join the committee who is intereste!! 

Our first official committee ,neeting will be Monday at 6:30 pm in the Woollen Librazo’ (upstairs). Just shoot me an emaJl if you waaat to come but need 

help finding it or don’t know whem it is. 

Thanks so mnch! 

P.S. I will be walking around Franklin Street tomorrow afternoon to speak with some local restaurants a~d stores about sponsoring our club and possibly 

helping out with the tournament and I would love some compmay if anyone wants to join me! Just shoot me an email if you waut to help out and I’ll give 

you morn details. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCI~.NGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 10:21 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

.~!mna]l.unc.edu> 

CSBC Hoops 4 Homeless 

Hi Needless to say l am quite concerned with the planning of this event. Will the Club incur any expenses related to this activity? 
Thanks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
[JNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~"ww.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Ad~4sor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Ad~qsor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Npha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chape] Hil], NC 27599 
9:19.843.0336 

"i om sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind o]’ sociol analysis that deals merely wit,h ef]’ects and does not .qrapp/e with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:28 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

lW: [csbc exec board] Bobcats conunittee 

, f,’tease reach out to Mr. Tim Barabas (our Bobcats rep) to coordinate tickets and the Lrip. Thanks. 

From: [mailto_ @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:45 PM 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Subject: [csbc exec board] Bobcats committee 

is putting together a committee for a Bobcats game. Please read her message below and email her if you’re interested. 

Hi everyone! 
We’re putting together a small committee to plan a trip to a Bobcats game. If you want to be involved in planning the trip just send me an email! We can start the planning 
process sometime next week once our committee is finalized. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

mobile 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro(a)unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/n?id 40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31&n T&I csbc exec board&o 30771379 

(It may be necessm7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30771379-402502975e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d3 l((71istse~w.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 10:33 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edu) 

RE: Interested In the Club 

Helen Buchanan CSBC flyer.pdf 

Great tirnh~g! Th~-:~re is a Ck~b m~-_~el:ing l:oda¥. See ~ttached 

The Carolina Sports Business Club is a great studenL-run organization t:or all students (regardless of ~T~a~or) interesLed in careers in the sport ir~dustry~ WheLher its 

youth, interscholastic, college, international or professional---The Club seeks to connect you to information and experiential education~ We try to create or find 

out about activities and events to help you get more prepared for a career in this very competitive industry~ http://studentorgs,unc.edu/carsbc! 

Nick Lenno~ is the presh:h:,nt a~d I have cod hin~ abo~t you~ inte~esL 
[)r, Strorn~m 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9,843,0336 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 

Sent: IVlonday, 5:~7 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah £ 

Subject-" ~nterested In the Club 

I am interested in getting involved in the Sport Business club. ~ was wondering if there are any meetings or events that ~ could check out for more information. I am looking for 

opportunities to get involved here at Carolina, and this seems like a very interesting club. Feel free to reply at this emaiL Thanks 

UNC Chapel tiill 



hft~_~studentorgsouncoedui’c®rsbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Give me a call 

Be proactive and check with the Office to review the requirements~ Ask other students~ I want to get you more independent, confident and more prepared for 

h~wigraduate school! I didn’t se~-_~ ~nything on the website that shot~ld be ~ problem for yo~, Ple~se I~-_d: me know though .... 

F~m: [mailto: . @live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:29 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah C 
Subject= Carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Do you have any free time this week or ne~ week for me ~ stop by and go over what I should be submi~ing for my Carolina Research Scholar Application. It is due by 

Thankyou, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Office: 9:!.9.843.5796 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: T- Shirt Artwork 

Attachment? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

£V,Via, qe. b2,vptore, gV~power, 

9198843~0336 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, lO: 50 AM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject~ Fwd: T-Shi~ Ar~ork 

So~ for the delay Dr. Stmman- does the a~ched look good? 

Tha~ 

Begin tbrwa-ded message: 

From: [O2g_r__n_~!:__c_~_?~!> 

Date: 7:50:36 PM EST 

To: 
Subject: T-Shirt ~twork 

Do these pictures work lbr the T-shirts that we axe ordering? I know you said the last ones were veU low resolution ~) I was hi~ping that the~ would 

work. 

Please let me know at your earliest convenience so that I can contact my designer for other images in the event that these images still do not work. 

Also, would it be possible to have a few of the shirts made early so that we could model them on campus while we t~7 to raise awareness for our event? 

Thanks so much, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~Jg: Advising meeting 

Hi       Feet free to schedule a meeting with me (or any other Nat, Sciences advisor) in Steele, 

https://advsched~asis.unc.edu/advsched/app~jsessi~nid=2E9C2F9354FC7C112DEA66AD9A253D5F 

Otl’u:_~rwis% I can meet with you ~n my offh::e m Woolkm {315) to dbcuss the currk:uk~m and EXSS careers I c~m’t do ~ny major changes in Woollen [:hough as the 

necessary forms are kept m Steek~ building, 

Thanks~ 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:35 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t~ Advising meeting 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m not sure if you remember me but my name is            and I had a meeting with you last semester about academic advising. I am wanting to set up another meeting 
to talk about the potential of being upgraded a grade level and possibly double majoring, Thanks a lot and I hope to meet with you soon. 

Sincerely, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 10:57 AM 

Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.e&~ 

RE: Guest Speaker - C~xolina Sports Business Club 

Thanks Jones for your reply, How about the week of March ].]th? Tuesday, 3.:1.3 or Wednesday, 3.t47 5:30 
Dr~ Stroman 

Go tteds, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

From: Jones Angell [mailto:jangell@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, February 06, 20:12 2:37 PP1 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Guest Speaker - Carolina Sports Business Club 
Deborah 

First, let me apologize for the extreme tardiness in my response...I have just been swamped as of late and ~ let it slip through the cracks. 

I am happy to meet with your class. If you could give me 3 4 dates, then I could tell you which works best for me. I can’t do Mondays as I do have Roy Williams Live each 

Monday night through the rest of the basketball season. 

Thanks! 

Jones 

Jones Angell 

Tar Heel Sports Network 

Assistant Director of New Media 

University of North Carolina 

919 932 7418 (office) 

’,cell) 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dst[o@ur]cedu > 1/23/2012 4:31 PM > > > 
Hi Jones. Would you be willing to come to campus and present to our Club? We are purposed to serve those students interested in having a career in the sport 

industry. I think knowing more about your firm will be helpful and inspirational. 

We generally hold meetings on M, T, W or R starting at 5:30 or 6:00 p.m. We ask speakers to share the following: 

:1. Your career and work in sports (always helpful to share with them career paths and life options; how did you get to where you are today? Education/work 

experience) 

2. If you had to start over, what would you do differently (academic and/or professionally)? 

3. Information on the various methods to maintain/increase revenue or marketing ideas for your company 

4. Any current event or case study that may be appropriate at the time (how the issue affects your business) 

5. Career recommendations and tips 

Also, feel free to use the students as a focus group to ask their opinion on new strategies or ideas to help your business. Meetings last 50-90 minutes. We have a 

"smart room" so flash drive/hard drive (for ppt), dvds, and the internet are available. Previous speakers include athletic department administrators, Valerie 

Ackerman, Sonny Vaccaro, Dave Didion (NCAA Enforcement Director), sport agents, Adam Lucas, Phil Ford, and more! 

Thanks for the consideration! 

debby 

Go lqeels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

[JNC - Exc’rcise and Sport Sdence 

Sport Administration Faculty - e3 - www.exss.unc.edu 

BXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

AdvisoW Board Chair, Col!eye Sport Research Institute 

Faculby Advisor, Cm’olma Sports Business Club & Siam ,¢dpha Lambda 

3115 Woo!Inn - CB 8700 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

939.843.0336 

~’1 am sure that none o.f you would want to rest content with the ,superficial kind of social anal)ads that dea/s merely with effects and does not grapple wit,h 

underlying causes." Martin L King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

@live.unc.edu 

I~E: CBC leadership 

Okay. Great! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Slx’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, I0:59 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC leadership 

Hi Dr. Stroma~, 

We caJa let decide on his title from a few options. EveD~thing seemed to go well yesterday after you left, so we are in a good situation. Possibilities for 

etc. 

Thank~ 

From: "Stroma~, Deborah L" <d_~_t._rq2;~ikLn_.c_’=.e_d__u_> 

Date: Tue, 14:54:15 ÷ 0000 

To: (?~live.uuc.edu) (?~)live.unc.edn> 

Subject: CBC leadership 
Hi           is the president. Let’s brainstorm a title for     ;) 

~o Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - ~xercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e:~ - }~&%y:~_~:__u___n__~::&_d_~!. 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Adviso<¢ Board Chaic College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Ad~qsot; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19.843.0336 

"l am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the super¢icial kind of’social analysis that deals merely wit,h efl’ects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:14 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Interview Weekend 

Great work on dis important project! My bio is fine, 

The only recommendation is that you list persons on each panel by surname alphabetical order. This listing helps whell trying to identify persons on a document. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, ~:34 PM 
To= Southall, Richard Michard; Osborne, Barbara ~; Cooper, Co~e; Weight, Erianne Allen; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; Shields, 
Edgar W 

Inte~iew Weekend 

We wrested to give you an u~tate on Inte~4ew Weekend. In appm~matdy a week we will be sending you a ~cket of i~om~ation ~ga~ing all the interviewees. The 

packet will inclnde a resume and personal statement of all the c~didates so that you roll know their b~round prior to that Samr&y morning. 

We have attached the bios that we will be sending the Class of 

changes that need to be made. 

Candidates. We would appreciate it if you would look over your bio and let us know of any 

On Monday             there will be a meeting with all panelists to discuss the candidates and compile a list for the     Stx)rt Administration class. The meeting 

will take place at 8am in the Woollen cont~rence room, mad should take about an hour. We would like tbr everyone to be in attendance, but we understand if you have 

a conflict. Please let us know if you roll not be able to attend. 

Thank You, 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:17 AM 

@emaJl .unc.edu-* 

ltg: Student Intern Liability Coverage 

Received. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, b2,,~ptor~:~, 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: @gmail.com ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Friday, 11:24 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Student Intern Liability Coverage 

tti Dr. Stroman, 

’][’his is the confirmation email I received for the insurance. Please let me lmow if it does not suffice. Thanks, have a great weekend! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fl~om: Be~mington, Robin A <robin.k’ermington~unc.edu> 

Date: Fri,            at 3:50 PM 
Subject: RE: Student Intern Liability Coverage 

To:                    (a)email.unc.edu> 

I received your cl’u-:~ck for ~15.00 for ~:he Student fnt~-_~rn Liabili~:y coverage on 
Thanks. 
Robin 
Robin A. Bennington 
Risk Management Analyst 
Univers~W oF North Carolina ~: Chapel H~Ji 
Treasury & Rbk IV~anagernent Services 
10~ Airport Drive, Sui[e 2700 
Campus Box 1~00 
Chapel H~J~, NC 27599-:[:1C~ 
robin.benNnBton @unc.edu 
919--962-906~ 
919-962--0636 

On Wed, at 1:12 PM, Bennington, Robin A <mbin.~n~n~ton(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Just received it this s[:ternoon. 
Thanks. 
Robin 
Robin A. Bennington 
Risk Management At~alyst 
UniversK:y of Nor[:h Carolina at Chape~ 
Treasuw & Risk Management Services 
~04 A~rport Ddve, Suite 2700 
C~mpus Box :1.I00 
Chapel t-fi~, HC 27599.-].1~} 

robin~benNngton @unc.edu 

@gmail.com               ~gma~].com] On Behalf Of 
Sent= Wednesday, 22:57 PN 
To= Benning~n, Robin A 
Subject= Re: Student Intern Liabili~ Coverage 
Hi Robi~ 
I put it in ~e mail on Monday, so I’m not sure when it’ll get there but it should ~ on the way. ThaWs. 

On Wed,           at 11:46 AM, Bennington, Robin A <robin.lmnninglon@tmc.edn> wrote: 

Just a fiiendly reminder that I have not received your $15.00 check for the a~ve-referenced coverage. 

Thm~s. 

RoNn 

Robin A. Be~ngton 

Risk Man~ement ~alyst 

U~five~si~ ofNo~A C~olina at ChaN1 Hill 



Treasury & Risk Management Services 

104 Airport Drive, Suite 2700 

Campus Box 1100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1100 

robin.bennington@unc.edu 

?__!:2: 2_@_: 2__0_6__1_~ (t) 

2_1_~2:%_2_:__0_~_~__d_ (t) 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.uuc.edu 

University of North Ca~’olina at Chapel Hill 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:18 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1),22: EXSS    Questions 

Hi ~ Are you available on Friday? 8efore 12:30 or after’ 2:007 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, g.~plore, E?~power, 

919~843~0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    Questions 
Dr. Stroman, 
Thanks for the quick response! 1 am finished with class at noon next Thursday so I can meet anytime after that. I’ll be sure to check the website, too! Thanks again! 
Sincerely, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :t:t:17 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS    Questions 

Hi Good to hear from you. Please feel free to set an appointment with me to discuss 

[ t~-:~a(:h MWr: i~: 1:00 and on TiR i~: 12:30. What is your ~vi~i~i~bi~ity next week on Thurs&~y? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

¯ (too long to put in an email) Also, check out our website too. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, . 8:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Questions 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 
My name is             and ~ am a             major. I was in your EXSS    class last semester and I really enjoyed it. Since I’m approaching the end of my time 
here at Carolina, I’ve been trying to look ahead and start planning for a possible career path. One of my friends has put me in contact with someone who works with the 

and he, like everyone here, has said the best thing that T can do is try and find an internship and stand out. I received Dr. Salyer’s email today about 
EXSS    and it sounded like it would be the perfect class for me to take next semester. T would love some more information on the course and I would also like to possibly 
speak with you in person about summer internship!job possibilities. Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 11:19 AM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

ILE: Alvin Alley Dance Theater at Carolina Perfomfing Al~ts, The Daily Tarheel m~dcle 

Thanks again! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"rlhe power to quesuon is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." ~/;LK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~llve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: Alvin Ailey Dance ’]’heater at Carolina Performing Arts, rlhe Daily Tarheel article 

[)ear Dr Stroman, 

regarding my earlier voice message about an interview for the Daily Tarheel. I’m currently working on a preview of the Alvin Alley company perJk~rmances on 
to speak to you about their influence on the dance world and your expectations for the shows. 
It would be great if you could let me know when you’re available for a call or meeting, pret’erably this afternoon or next Monday. MY number is 

Many thanks, 

and would love 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <70 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:19 AM 

@gmail.com> 

l~g: Curteat Event Evaluation 

Hi Thanks for the submission. 
How is after class Next week? Monday? 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:14 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Current Event Evaluation 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Here is my attached current event evaluation of myself fi~om class today. Also I talked to you about the EXSS    class that you are ofl~ring in the summer mad would 

like to sit down and meet with you about it sometime next week about m~ internship with the fi~otba]l team you said that you could possibly get for me. I would love to 

meet ruth you either Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday morning. Just let me know which day and times work best for you. 

Thanks~ 

UNC-ChapelHill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 11:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu 

ILE: CSBC Hoops 4 Homeless 

I hope the tourney goes well, @ 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

never made the changes on the shirt that I requested. Thus, we have no Club mention on them, 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, . 11:01 AM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: CSBC Hoops 4 Homeless 
The club is not sharing finances with tl4tI. It is a separate evem with its own budget. All expenses will be paid for by registration f~es and sponsor donations. I will skip 
by after class to chat 

Thanks, 

From: "Stromam Debora]] L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 15:20:46 +0000 

To: (~live amc.edu) ~live.tmc.edu> 

Cc: ,~;email a~nc.edu> 
Subject: CSBC ][loops 4 Homeless 
Hi Needless to say I am quite concerned with the planning of this event. Will the Club incur any expenses related to this activity? 
Thanks. 
Dr. Strornan 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC -- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculb, - e~ -ww~w.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Ad;~sor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"? am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes. ~" Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 11:37 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 

THANKS! I appreciate you and your "make-it-happen" spirit. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"rI1qe power to quesuon is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." X/;LK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Verdier, Mathilde 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:31 PM 
To: Stewart, John F; Caudil[, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L; DeSimone, Joseph M.; 
Cc: Hazeltine, Lizzy; Shen, Tammy; Haithcock, Vicki P 
Subject: Re: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 

~llve.unc edu; ~live.unc edu; Osborne, Barbara J 

[)eat- all, 

Thank you for sending me your responses and times of availabili~. It appears that everyone ~s able to meet on February 7 from 8:00 - 9:00am to discuss the sport business track. ’]?he 
meeting will take place in the Gardner Facul~" Lounge (Gardner Room 211). Please add it to your calendars! 

Bet, 

Mathilde 

Mathilde Verdier 
Program Assistant for Administration 
Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Econoraics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

208 Suite, Gardner Hall 
919.843.2689 
www.uncenlinor.org 

Project Coordinator 
UNC Social Innovation Incubator 
Campus Y 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill http :/ic arapus-g.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:41 AM 

~gmail.com> 

lEE: SAL Chapter Meeting This Thursday! 

Friday, 2.17 at I1:00 ram. Woollen 315 
Thanks! 

Deborah L. gtroman, Ph.D. CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:37 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: SAL Chapter Meeting This Thursday! 

Iti, 

I’m actually fairly busy this week but could meet you ~)metime next week. MWF are best for me since I only have class at noon a~d one. Please let me know what 

works for you! 

On Tue, at 10:30 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi EeL me know your availability over d~e next two weeks~ I want to check in and make sure all is well for you and the organization. I teach MWF at I:00 and 
on T/R at 12:30. 

Thanks for AI.L you do! 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Go Heels, 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

From: [mailto: unc@salhonors.orq] 
Sent: Monday, 5:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: SAL Chapter Meeting This Thursday! 
If you ha~e trouble vie~ing this document, click here. 

SAL Members, 

Hi every’one! I hope your first few weeks of class have been going stnoothly. Our tirst 

meetin~ for the semester will be this Thursday             at 7pm in Union 

3515. We will be discussing potential opportunities for service projects this semesler! 

We will also be collecting questions to ask our guest speaker for next month who roll be 
coming to talk about personal finances I?om Coastal Credit Union. Ifmayone would like 

to send in questions tbr our guest speaker so that we can have them prepared, please 

just respond to this email! 

We look fbrward to seeing all of you this Thursday! 

Ch~apter E~ail: unc@sa!hRnors.£~g~ 

Facebook link: http:/iwww.facebook.conv’~roups,’30307810730i 

Follow SAL on Trotter: SALHonors 
If you do not wish to receive any emails from this company, _c_[~£ _k_ _[~_~2e_ ~ 

Your email address dstro(tbunc.edu 

A friends email address [ ] 

Another friend’s email address [ ] 

[Click here to forward this email to one or two friends] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:53 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Contact - Grad assistant 

Yes! Let’s chat about this response. 
Dr, Stroman 
Go 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: Mike London [mailto:atd-fbl@virginia.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :k46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Contact - Grad assistant 
Importance: High 

Ms. Stroman, 
Coach London wanted me to follow up on this e-mail for him. Currently, there is a graduate assistant position open on the staff, though the hiring process has not yet begun. If you 

could, please tell to send us a cover letter and a resume so that Coach London can consider his application. We appreciate his interest in obtaining a position at UVA. 

Best Regards, 

Kyle King 

Student Worker 

UVA Football Office 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~)unc.edu> 

Subject: Contact- Grad assistant 

Hi Coach. I tried to reach you on your mobile... ;( 

We chatted at the sports alumni gathering last fall and then again at the ACC Football Championship Legends event in Charlotte. 

CONGRATULATIONS on the        recruiting class! 

I am writing to find out the best way to connect one of my outstanding sport administration graduate students,                 with you (or one of your coaches) 

to come visit this spring or summer. He is very interested in being a graduate assistant and will finish his master’s degree in the spring of      I am very fond of 

him and will offer a strong recommendation. He played at          I think it would be valuable to shadow and/or interview with UVA’s football program. 

Let me know if this connection can be made possible. I hope to stop in and see you during my reunion weekend in 

Continued success! 

debby (Soror & WBB alum) 

Go Haas! 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC -- Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculb, - e~ -ww#w.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advqsor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Faculty and Staff Caucus 

AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolir~a Spor~s Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

3115 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"[ am sure that none of yoc~ would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes. ~" Martin L. King, Jn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

@live.unc.edu); @live.~mc.edu); :@live.unc.edu) 

Hatchell Tweets - Where are 

Should be at least nine per day (3 each). Thanks! 
Especially with rivalry week in basketball -there should be PLENTY to chat about! 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 - 
EXSS Academic Ad~dsor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chaic College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qson Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19.843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind o]’ sociol analysis that deals merely wit,h ef]’ects and does not .qrapp/e with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 5:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: [csbc exec board] Bobcats committee 

Great! Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, £’,vptor~:~, ~’mpower, 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, £05 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [csbc exec board] Bobcats committee 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I tried calling Hr. Barabas today and was unable to reach him but I am in the process of trying to coordinate tickets and the trip. I will make sure to give you and 
as they become available. 

Best, 

updates 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

@ [i_v_e__~.u__n__c_~_e_ .d_~ 
mobile. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:28 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: [csbc_exec_board] Bobcats committee 

Hi Please reach out to Mr. Tim Barabas (our" Bobcats rep) to coordinate tickets and the trip. Thanks. 

From: @_y__a__b _9__o__&O__Ln_ ]. 

Sent; Thursday, :t0:45 PM 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Subject: [csbc exec board] Bobcats committee 

is putting together a committee for a Bobcats game. Please read her message below and email her if you’re interested. 

Hi everyone! 
We’re putting together a small committee to plan a trip to a Bobcats game. if you want to be involved in planning the trip just send me an email! We can start the planning 
process sometime next week once our committee is finalized. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

................ ~ ve uric edu 
mobile, 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro,~;nnc.edu. 

(It may be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank emaJd to leave-30771379-40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31 (?~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday,               6:34 PM 

~gmail.com?- 

RF,: Hi! 

Hi 
Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

will write the recomrnendatien. Please send rne the [ink and let me know the absolute drop-dead deadline date a ~d time~ ;) 

From~ @grnai.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:57 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Hi! 
Hi Dr. Stroman’, I hope the semester has been going well lbr you so [hr. I was contacting you to ask a huge [hvor. One of the physical therapy programs that I applied 

to just notified me that I need to have one more recommendation from a protbssor submitted on PTCAS as soon as possible. I am sorry this is so last minute and I 

understand if you do not think that yon would have enough lime to fill ont the reconamendation Ibm] online, but if yon axe able to help me out plea~ let me know as 
soon as you get a chaace so i caa noti~ the program or find someone else. It is hard for me to get professors to write recommendations for me since I transfe~xed and 

have not been at UNC as long, but I feel like I got a chance to know you and spend time with you throughout the semester. Just let me know what you thiak. Thanks 

again! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:38 PM 

@eagles.nccu.edt~~ 

Prig: UNC Alum update! 

Wow! What a wonderful surprise. Yes, of course, I remember you. I continue to try to build relationships with people at NCCU. IMHO we should be doing so much 

more together. I know the AD very well and initiated the use of our graduate students to do marketh~g p~ans for the NCCU athletics dept, 

Do slav h~ touch and f wH~ ~orward your ~arne to ~n~:erested stude~ts, The next two weeks are hectic, but ~et’s cNerldar soon so we can map out ~ pkm ~or gradu~te 

school 

Thanks again for the heads up! 

Dr. :~trom~m 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, P~,D. CLU 

g’n,q~,q~, g~pk~r~, Empower. 

9:{9~843~0336 

F~m: @eagles.nccu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:52 AM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
~ubject: UNC Alum update~ 
Hello Dr. S~oma~ 

This is Hopefully you ~emem~r me ~om your Spots Finance class that I ~ok ages ~o ,~’. I w~ted to drop in m~d say hello ~d give 

you an update. I work at Noah Carolina Central Universi~~ ~ an We are always loo~ng for interns and/or 

volm~teers in the athletic program since we a~e now Division I, so please feel free to let your s~dents ~ow fl~ey can con~ct me m~d I will help ~ much as I cm~. I 

work under Mr. ~thony Bem~eE, Director of Student-Athlete Suppo~ Sen~ices, and Etienne Thomas, Senior Women’s Administrator. Both have a ton of con~cts 

and experience in college programs, so they could be a great re~urce, as well. I was wor~ng in retail for the Nst 2 yeaB wNle I was loo~ng for a job in athletics, so I 

was traveling to Durham from Smithfield, NC eve~day volunteering m~d they ofl~red me a psition a few months ago. So I worked ban and my Nessing came’. 

I am s~ill loo~ng to branch out fmther. I want to gather teaching ex~fience in spg management courses, ob~in my doctorate, and continue wor~ng in college 

athletics, ho~fully one ~y back at [~C. So I have alot of work ahead of me. 

Ho~ all is well at [~C. I s~ill ~ to keep ~ack of my tbllow Tar Heels m~d I really love what you have done for the Carolina Sports Business Club, I go visit the 

website fa)m time to time. They a~e e~remely lucky to have you. 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

1801 Fayetteville Street 

Durhmn, NC 27707 

~eagles.nccu.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 6:43 PM 

.~gmail.com) 

Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board (csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edu) 

Th~nk YOU! 

Thanks again for a wonderful presentation on your background, current role, and the reality of working in college sports.;) The students and I truly enjoyed your 
comments. 
Have a BIG "beat dOOK" day tomorrow! 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - w~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Ad~4sor and hrternship Coordinator 
Chai,; Carolir~a Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Ir~stitute 
Faculty Ad~qsor, Carolina Sports Busir~ess Club & S~gma Mpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843,0336 

"~’ am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 6:50 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

EXSS - Wednesday 

Hi I have you down to instruct tomorrow. Let me know if you need to switch to another day. 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~_<XS!~_¢__x_5_._%W_LC_’_&d~. 
EXSS Academic Adx4sor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qsot; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Npha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L, King, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromaaa@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:18 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

Re: apple aNcle 

Hi Thanks for the follow up! Here’s the link - 

http ://w~vw.nytimes.colrd2012/O1i22/business/apple-america-an d-a-squee zed-rrfid 
die-class html?pagewanted all 

Great learnings in this in-depth piece. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 8:16 PM, @llve.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi Dr. Stroman, will you email the article you were talking about in 
>class today? Thanks 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 10:42 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Portfolio Pictures 

Great! Thanks. I chatted with Helen Buchanan, Marketing Director of Tar Heel Monthly, about you. She is looking forward to meeting with you. Send her your resume and 

mention that you are the student I mentioned at the Club meeting today. I will forward your pictures to her. 

Laserl0.co is ready¯ Go Daddy said I have enough "juice" to run it through dstroman. ;) 

Your username is and the password is 

Doc 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we m~st do.’; (J. Goethe) 

¯ Let me know if you need anything else. 

From: @~mail.com> 

Date: Tue, 22:33:59 -0500 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Portfolio Pictures 

Here are some recent things [ have done. 





Best, 

@email.unc.edu 

"1 can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can’t accept not trying" - Michael Jordan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email,unc,edu> 

Tuesday, 10:44 PM 

@gmail,com> 

FW: Portfolio Pictures 

Hi       Here are two sample designs from the student, 

mature. He is also sending you his resume. 

Thanks again! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

Please meet with him and share your thoughts on career/job opportunities. He is VERY talented and 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, 22:33:59 -0500 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Portfolio Pictures 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here are some recent things I have done. 





Best, 

@email.unc.edu 

"1 can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can’t accept not trying" - Michael Jordan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:50 PM 

alucas@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Portfolio Pictures 

Hi Adam. Helen did a GREAT job presenting at the Club today. 

FYI -                 is a student of mine who graduates this spring. He is VERY talented. I think you should know about him. He may be a strong addition to your team. There 

are very few students that I actually rave about -- he is one. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Beat dOOK! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 7 Feb 2012 22:43:21-0500 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: FW: Portfolio Pictures 

Hi       Here are two sample designs from the student, 

mature. He is also sending you his resume. 

Thanks again! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus[ do." (L Goethe) 

Please meet with him and share your thoughts on career!job opportunities. He is VERY talented and 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, 22:33:59 -0500 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Portfolio Pictures 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here are some recent things I have done. 





Best, 

~email.unc.edu 

"1 can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can’t accept not trying" - Michael Jordan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:15 PM 

~eagles.nccu.edtr> 

ILE: UNC Alum update! 

Hi. I should be here for that meeting. Do stop by! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: @eagles.nccu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:55 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UN¢ Alum update! 
Hey! I will deIinitely help as much as I can with any students. I would love to come to [INC on to hear Carolina D’Englere speak to the CSBC. If you 
would like I can drop by your office then. 
Just let me know what works best tbr you and Go Heels todw! ! 

NoOk Carolina Central Universib’ 

1801 Fayetteville Street 

Durham, NC 27707 

7~eagles.nccu.edu 

On Tue, at 6:37 PM, Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 
Wow! What a wonderful surprise. Yes, of course, t remember you I continue to try to build relationships wRh people at: NCCU. iMHO we should be d.Nng so much 
more together, f know the AD very wel~ and init:~ated the use of our graduate st:udenl:s to do market~t~g ~ians ~or the NCCU atNetics de~t, 
Do stay k~ [ouch and I will forward your name to ~nteres[ed s[udents. The next two weeks are hectic, but let’s calendar soon so we can map out a plan for’ graduate 
school. 
Thanks again for the heads up! 
Dr, Stroman 

Go Xee]s, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

From: @eaqles.nccu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:52 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Alum update! 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 

This is Hopefully you remember me from your Sports Finance class that I took ages ago [’. I wanted to drop in and say hello and give 

you m~ update. I work at North Carolina Central University as We are always looking for interns an&’or 

volunteers in "the athletic program since we are now Division I, so please t~el free to let your students know they can contact me and I will help as much as I can. I 

work under Mr. Anthony Bmmett Director of Student-Athlete Support Services, and Etienne Thomas, Senior Women’s Administrator. Both have a ton of contacts 

and experience in college programs, so they could be a great resource, as well. I was worldng in retail for the past 2 years while I was looking for a job in athletics, so I 

was traveling to Durha~n~ from Smithfield, NC everyday volunteering a~d they offered me a position a few months ago. So I worked hard m~d my blessing came! 

I am still looldng to branch out further. I want to gather teaching experience in sport ,nanagement courses, obtain my doctorate, and continue working in college 

athletics, hopefully one day back at LINC. So I have alot of work ahead of me. 

Hope all is well at UNC. I still try to keep track of my fellow Tar Heels and I really love what yon have done for the Carolina Sports Bnsiness Club, I go visit the 

website from time to time. They are extremely luckT to have you. 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

1801 Fayetteville Street 

Durham, NC 27707 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday,               2:19 PM 

Becca Battaglini (bbatt@email.unc.edu) 

Did you speak with a student named yet? Call me’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S~oman, Ph.D~ CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e3 - v,~w.exs~.unc,edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Caro]i~a Black Cmlcas 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculW Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~graa Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Cbape] Hil], NC 27599 
9~9£4&0336 

"I o,,n sure that none of you wouid wont to rest content with the superfidal kind of socioi ana!ys~s that deals rnere/y with ~fects and does not groppie with 
underiying causes." Martin L, King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Februa~ 8, 2012 2:26 PM 

Osborne, Barba~-a J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte 

<cgcooper@email.unc.edu-~; Weight, Eriam~e Allen <eweigh@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu> 

I~JE: lNlal-degree s~dent interviews? 

Hi Team. My day is already pretW hectic...if they are an automatic "in" I would rather step away and let you all interview the two dual-.degree students, 

support the team decision, 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19~843,0336 

F~m: Osborne, Barbara J 
Sen~: Wednesday, ~bru~ 08, 20~2 ~:07 PH 
To: Sou~hMI, Richsrd ~ichsrd; Cooper, Co~e; Weigh~, Erisnne Alert; S~rom~n, Deborah L; Sou~h~ll, Deborsh Joy; Shields, Edg~r W; Lsrry 
Subject: RE: Dual-degree student inte~iews? 
I’m OK either way on this, We’ve never done the full panel ~terviews with dual degree students because they don’t "cost" us anything, but if anyone has 

reservath:ms about ~dm~tl:~n~ 2 then the [a~rest th~n~ to do is ~nterview ~hem, 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

Chspel HH]~ NC 27519 

Phone: 919,962~5173 

Ema/: sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Wednesday, ~brua~ 08, 2012 ~2:58 PM 
To: Cooper, Co~e; Weight, Erianne Allen; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy; Shields, Edgar W; Larry Gallo; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: Dual-degree student in~iews? 
Just a thought...Since we have set up a time for us to interview do we want to also invite the two dual-degree students to "interview" with the SpAd faculty (& 

Larry) on the same date or another time? This would give us a chance to 

It would involve an additional 30 minutes of our time... 
Let me know your thoughts on this asap, so if we decide this is something we would like to consider. That would allow me to contact the applicants. 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M~ SouthaH 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Progrsm Coordinator 

The Un~versky of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

WoNleR Hat 203C 

Office - 9:[9.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax -. 919.962-6235 

soL~thaH~gemaii.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

htt~://ex~s‘uRc~edu/~rad~te~pr~ram~/spec~a~z~t~n~/s~rbadm~n~strat~R/~erview/ 

CSR~ webs~te: www.~nc~edu/csri 

CSR~ Conference on CoHere Sport webs~Le: www.(:srk:o~ffere~x:e.on~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 3:09 PM 

@mindspring.com>; Kid, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; David Kid <kel@~mc.edu?~ 

I~E: CBC and CFE 

Hi .lm]e. The note was corresponding to last year’s May 11.7th workshop. Not this year. ;) 

Yes, we would be interesb:_~d in an April worl~sho~ or the ~ali of 2012. D~vid, let me know goat availability to chat aboa[: [:hi~.~ po.ssibility. rhm~ks. 

debby 

Deborah k,, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]ug~e. ~xplom Empower. 
9:19.843.0336 

From:                         @mindspring.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~brua~ 08, 2022 2:38 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L; Kiel, David; David Kiel 
~c= Jane Tucker 
Subje~t= RE: Preparation for the Hay ~7 Wor~hop 

Deborah, 

I meant to get back to you earlier, but I cannot do May 17. Will be on a plane to Wisconsin that day. We could try to schedule something for another time this spring or in the 
fall, if you’d like. I do sometimes teach with a person from Greensboro, Ernestine Taylor, who might be interested in coming to Chapel Hill. Let’s talk sometime this week or 

next:             (cell) 

Jane 
.... Original Message .... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" 
Sent: Jan 28, 2012 3:59 PM 
To: "Kiel, David", David Kiel 
Cc: Jane Tucker 
Subject: RE: Preparation for the May 17 Workshop 

Hi David~ I was going through my CFE notes and was reminded of our brief chat to offer this session to the Carolina Black Caucus (~$!n£=Ad!L!cbc). It’s never too 

late to offer a powerfld and much needed workshop. ;) 

P~ease g~ve me a c~l~ to chat about the possibi~il:y [or th~s spdt~g or fi~l~ term, ~ teach MWF at I:00 ~md on TiR at 3.2:30. ]hanks, 

go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLLI 

919,843,0336 

’isl,~a[~o,~,,’ u ,,,deys~andiAg f;o/t ibeop[e ~(: go4d >,’il! is /t4ie (:i us~t ati ",,g thaA absdute m[sunde~,s~a ",,dlng (’i oF, c people of [[~ w’[~i",,’ULK.)t. 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Nonday, Nay 09, 2011 4:57 PN 

To: David Kiel 
~c: Jane Tucker 
Subject: Preparation for the Hay 17 Wor~hop 

Thank you for re~stering ~br the May 17 ~vorkshop: Nego/iatio~ Ski//s~r ~me~ Fa~7!l~ i~/he Scie~ceswith 
Dr. Jane Tucker. 
We are meeting in the Freedom Forum, which is on the thkd floor of Carroll Ha~ 0oumalism and Mass 
Conm~unications) and is accessed via the sta~case to the le~ of the front entrance. 
A continental breakfJst will be available at 8am. The workshop will start at 8:30 and end at noon. 
To dem~e the maximum benefit from the workshop, please take the Conflict S~le InventoU (CSI). 
CFE has prepaid the user fee. (Please do not Nve out the following web address to awone else, our f~e 
covers only your exclusive use.) 
To take the CSI, go to: 
h ttp://r,verhouseepres s.com/md ex.php ?op t~on.- corn content&view=article&id=288&Itemid= 148 
You will need to feaster and provide a user name and pass code of your choosing. You need only N1 m 
the first 5 fields on the reDstration, then you can log-in and take the CSI. 



Even though the name of the inventory says "Conflict," you can think "Negotiation." We suggest you 
click the B option and have in mind general negotiation situations in which you find your self in the 
academic setting. 
The test takes about !0 minutes. Please read each question carefully and make sure you click the box 
which best represents your style in response to the prompt. 
Email yourself a copy of your results, print it out and bring it to the xvorkshop with you. Also, email to 
yourself the explanation of your style, print it out and bring it with you. These are two separate 
documents. 
This workshop is completely full. So if [br aW reason, you cannot attend, please let us know so we can 
add someone from the waiting list. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me xvith any questions. 
David Kid, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson LibraU 
Campus Box 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 
(919) 962-9972 

JTucker Associates 

4016 Ebenezer Church Roa@ 

Raleigh, North CarolJ~H~ 27612 

Hohile: (919) 270-1960 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, ~ 3:17 PM 

Weight, Eriarme Allen <eweigh@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Balaban, Rita A <balaban@email.unc.edu"~ 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

RE: Question 

Hi Rita~ I just got a catl back frorn Lance Markos {UNCAA compliance) and the NCAA/U NCAA is okay with this charitable event The Dance Marathon signed the 

necessaW forms, 

Thanks for looking out!! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]uL~e. ~xplore. Empov~er. 

919,843,0:3:36 

E~= Weight, Erianne Allen 
$eat; Wednesday, 12:05 PN 
Te= Balaban, Ri~ A; Stroman, Deborah L 
C1= Osborne, Barbara 3 
Subject: RE: Question 
Hi ~t~ 
That’s a good question~ My gut reaction is in line with yours, but Bar~ra Osborne is the exert on this. I’,n lookn~g fo~¥azd to hearing your res~nse, Bazbara~ 

Ho~ >~u each are having a wonde~l &y~ 

Efiam~e A. ~Veight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assis~nt Professor, S~ AdmiNsgation 

The Umvemity of North Carolina - Cha~l Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Rita A Balaban [balabanr@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               11:52 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne Allen 
Subject: Question 

Hi Ladies, 

Today I saw a flyer on campus advertising a date auction to raise money for Children’s Hospital. The event is being sponsored by UNC Dance Marathon and a 

sorority. Anyway, it advertised that you could win a date with and other notable male athletes on campus. If’this is 

indeed true, isn’t this an NCAA violation? 

I know I had a friend who had to sit a few ga~es because her picture was used in a calendar that was used to raise money for some nonprofit. I’ve heard similm stories 

where good intentions led to NCAA suspensions. 

Just wondering if this is false advertising or have the rnles cha~ged. 

Take care, 
Rita 

Rita A Balaban 

Senior Lecturer 

DepartmenL of EcenemJcs 

2OOE Gardner Hall, CB #3305 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919.843.8823 Fax: 91’61.966.4986 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)’- 

Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

Ted Hunt <thun~sportsbusinessjourn~J.com> 

I~E: Thanks 

Thank YOU! I appreciate your trust to ask me for a lead. She will do welt and bring value to SBJ. Keep mentoring her though as you have been great to work with. 

Stay in touch and keep me posted on your career progression! 

Beat dOOK! Slam dOOK! Make Coach K gBt a 

Go Heels, 
debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

91 

Frera: Ted Hunt [mailto:thunt@sportsbusinessjournal.com] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, 3:t6 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Thanks 

Hi Deb, 

Tomorrow it’s official, takes the reisns. On behalf of my company, and myself, I would like to thank you for introdudn8 us to this "~o setter" and I have 

total confidence she will do a fanatic job....you should start a side business runnin8 a staffin~ service. 

And I would be remised without sayins, BEAT DUKEU~ 

-Ted 
Ted Hunt 

College & dnwersi~y Prog~-~m Manager I Street & Smith’s Spots G~-oup i 120 West Morehead Street I Suite 310 

Charlo#e, NO 28202 ~ p.Y04 973 1420 ~ f 704973. ~401 

For more information about this commercial email, either reply to this email or write to: Customer SeNice, Spo~ Business Journal, 120 W. Morehead St., Suite 310, Charlo~e, NC 28202. To notify us that you do 
not want to receive emails like this in the future, please advise us by replying to this email with the word "Remove" in the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 3:20 PM 

~gmaJl.com:~ 

ILE: Office Hours 

Hi       I saw you [:rom a distance (too far [o scream) as I was ge[ting back from S[eele today. ;{ 

I will pass the word on the internship opportunity to the Club. However, I do need more information on your team though. Name, ~ocat~on, when ~s the season?, 

Yes, I will write your recommend~ti.:?n. Submit my contar:t kfformi~tion as mos[: schools will set~d an online rec.:?mmendatb:?n requesL IV~ake sure Vot~ wmve yot~r 

right Lo review the request. If you want to read it ] wilt send it to you. 

Dr’. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:{9~843~0336 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:l:t PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Office Hours 

Dr. Stroman, 

I ran by your office Monday (I think I just tnissed you), and today. I only wanted to talk to you about a few things. I should be able to do this from online. 

The first thing, is that my football team is looking to find some interns on a volunteer basis. I know a lot of sports administration students are looking to gain experience 

in marketing, P1L journalism, website design, statisticians, and other related fields. If there are any students that you know of who are interested in helping out, they can 

receive internship credit, and they can build their resumes. It is also a unique experience that would give students plenU to ta]k about in their future interviews. The 

positions are flexible to fit an5’ fields that they may be interested in as well. If anyone is interested they can emaJl me at              (F~gmail.com. 

Also, I was wondering if you would write me a letter of recommendation for IYNC’s masters of accountancy program. 

That was all that I really wanted to talk to you about. 

Thank you for your time, 

On Fri, at 11:15 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(ebunc.edu> wrote: 
Hi " Good to hear from you. f teach MWF at :1.:00 i~nd ot~ ri[~ at 12:30. t am LESLEalI¥ irl my of[ice right afl:er (:lass or 9C. rains, be[ore, 
Thanks. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

Fm~ ~gmaj!.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:44 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Office Hours 
Hey Dr. Stm{nan, 

I was wondering what your office hours for this semester are. I would like to drop by and talk to you about a few things. It should only take 10-15 minutes. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

DBO and NCAA roles 

Hi. I just spoke to Lance Markos (U NCAA). He said he would help you... 
Please give him a call. 
Doc 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 
UNC --- Bxercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - w~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chah; Carolina Black Caucns 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Ir~stitute 
Faculty Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843,0336 

"~’ am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with ef¢~cts and does not grapple with 
underlying causes. ~ Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 3:26 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1@2 Office Hours 

Thanks! 

6o Heeb, 

Deborah L, Stromau, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcNe, Exptor~:~. ~?npower, 

919~843~0336 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:23 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Office Hours 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you. I will do that. 

As far as the internship stuff goes, we are based out of Durham, the season starts in 

If you need any other information let me know. 
and we a:re caJled the 

I appreciate your help, 

On Wed, at 3:19 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <d__s_t_r92;~i_kLn_._c_:.e_@_ > wrote: 
Hi I saw you from a distance (too far to scream) as I was getting back from Steele today. ;( 
I will pass the word on the internship opportunity to the ChJb. However, I do need more information on your team though. Name, location, when is the season?, 

Yes, I will write your recomm~:_mdation Submit my (:oil[act m[ormation as most schools will send an onfine recommendation request Make sure you wabe your 
right to review the request, It:you want to read i[ I will send it to you. 
Dr, Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborrd~ L. Stroman, Pb.D~ CLU 
EnSu~Te, ,~;xptore. Empower. 

Frem: @qmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:11 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Office Hours 

Dr. Stroman, 

I ran by your office Monday (I think I just missed you), and today. I only wanted to talk to you about a few things. I should be able to do this from online. 

The first thing, is that my football team is looking to find some interns on a volunteer basis. I know a lot of sports adtninistration students are looldng to gain experience 
in marketing, PR, jonmalism, website design, statisticians, and other related fields. If there are any students that you know of who are interesled in helping out, they can 

receive internship credit, and they can build their resumes. It is also a tmique experience that would give students plenty to talk about in their fi~ture interviews. The 

positions are flexiNe to fit any fields that they may be interested in as well. If anyone is interested they can email me at               ~gmail.com. 

Also, I was wondering if you would write me a letter of recommendation tbr [INC’s masters of accountancy program. 

That was all that I really wanted to talk to you about. 

Thank you for your time, 

On Fri, at 11:15 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@x~nc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Good ~:o hear from you. I t~-:~ach M\,%ff: a~: 1:00 and on TiR a~: I2:30 ~ am usualJy in my o[fk:e right alter class or 90 rams. before. 
Thanks. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 



9"]_9.843.0336 

F~ @gmail,com] 
Sent= Thursday, 8:44 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= ~ice Hours 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering what your office hours for this semester aJce. I would like to drop by and taJk to you about a few things. It should only take 10-15 minutes. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 8, 2012 3:42 PM 

@gmail.com> 

l~JE: tneetmg 

Monday night .-- Game? I call that a massacre. ;) I was sitting behind the bench trying not to scream at the players AND coach. Lol 

Tonight should be big rum Strap in tight for a battle. 

Yes, let’s try to make it happen tomorrow. [ am giving a workshop at (-;:30 pro. that should end by 8:0(1 p.m What is your mobih:, if f am running 

~ f’~O:~x ceDpie ~’ ~.f~o~’:{ ,,,~il .~:~ :~x~,;~ ~1 ,~c.t,,~Rt..~,4@ ~:’A?,v.. 

From:                               @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~brua~ 08, 2012 3:38 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: meeting 

Hi Debby, 

I didn’t see you at the gmne on Monday. A rough one tbr the Tarheels. The DukJes couldn’t miss. 

Let me know if you ca~ get together tomom~w evening. 

i mn headed to my first Duke- UNC gmne tonight..., veU excited to experience this rivalW game. 

Cathy 

Catherine Andruzzi 
Follow me on TwiRer 
hRp:/i~iRer.com/coachdruzz 
On Feb 6, 2012, at 12:52 PM, Stroman. Deborah L wrote: 

Okay. I am going to Cameron [onight so 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9119.843.0336 

may see you there.,, 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

From= @gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, February 06, 2012 12:15 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: meeting 

Thursday @8pm works if it fits into your schedtde.... Even if we catch a cup of coffee at my favorite 3 cnps’. ! Whatever worlcs. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 6, 2012, at 10:49 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Cathy. Well, at least your team GETS to the Super Bowl. I grew up a Vikings fan (yeah, crazy right being from Phillv) and can’t quit them. They hurt 

me EVERY year. ;) 

This w~-’_~ek~:_md is UNC WBB reunion so f w~li be tied up w~th the ew~mts. Thursday aft:er 8:00 m~ght work ~ t:hat isn’t too ~al:e. ~ w~H ~et you know for sure 

tomorrow. 

debby 

Go ACC, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Eng~qe. ~:xp/ore. Empower: 

919.843.0336 

<image001.jpg> 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 06, 20~2 8:33 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ meeting 

Good moony Debbie, 

It was a good day for Vi~inia ~B and NY ~ants, not so good for Duke MBB and my Patrio~ - Oh Well. Can }gu imagine that Mimni men beat 

Duke at Cameron. Coach K is not happy about his players e~brt and competitiveness. 

I wou~d love to get together this week. i am good to get together on Thurs~y, Friday or Satur~y. 



Cathy 

Catherine Andruzzi 
Follow me on Twitter 
h~j3:iitwitter.com/coachdruzz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:46 PM 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.~mc.edu); ~@live.unc.edu) 

Tracey Willie:ms (twilli~zn@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Tweets - Where are they?!’. 

87 ~o 124 followers in thr’ee days! Awesome work[ Keep tweeting._ 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, g,~plore, E’mpow,~r, 

919~843~0336 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:34 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

@email.uuc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Club Website 

Thanks for the updates on the site! It looks like I have been removed. ;( 

Please try to find my bin information again or let me know if I have to rewrite the bin. It is important for student’s to know my role with the Club. 

Please add me back to the Officers page or if it doesn’t fit include my information on the Contact Information page. 

OLD: 

Contact Information 

For more intbrmation about our orga~ization please email, 

Deborah Stroman at theclub(i~unc.e&~ or 

NEW: 

Contact Information 

For more information abuut our organ~atiun please email, 

Dr. Deborah Strom an, Faculty Advisor at theclub@unc.edu or i~em aflamc.edu 

(_~ Heels, 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - ~xercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e3 -~"ww.exss.unc.edu 
F_,XSS Academic Ad~Ssor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carofina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qsot; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
3:t5 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 

"! om sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 10:34 AM 

Leona~-d, Barbara J <bjleonar@email.unc.edu> 

@unc.edu 

RE: workshop 

Thales Barbara! I will be there and am looking forward to sharing and learning 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Phi). CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"The power to question is the basis of all hutnan progress." 

"Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will" MIK, Jr 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Leonard, Barbara J 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: workshop 

8:26 AM 

Hi Debby: 

Dear Dr. Liu: 

Chancellor Thorp has asked that I forward you the attached letter. Please reply as soon as you are able-thanks! 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 10:35 AM 

~em~Jl.unc.edtr~ 

FW: workshop 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

power to quesuon is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." 2/2LK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Leonard, Barbara J 
Cc: @unc.edu’ 
Subject:~RE: workshop 

10:34AM 

Thanks Barbara! I will be there and am looking forward to sharing and ]earning 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroraan, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

"Shallow ~mderstanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." MLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Leonard, Barbara J 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman. Deborah L 
(2c: 
Subject: i         workshop 

8:26 AM 

Hi Debby: 

Dear Dr Liu: 

Chancellor Thorp has asked that I forward you the attached letter. Please reply as soon as you are able-thanks’. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 10:36 AM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Ivieeting 

Hi How is yotu- schedule tomorro~v after 2:00 pm? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

"Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will" MIK, Jr 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~live.unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:32 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hello. Are you available to meet sometime this or next week? Please let me know any time you are available Thanks. 

Sent fi’om my Samsung TransformTM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 

Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbcexecboard@listserv.unc.edw~ 

1),22: 

’,-lbsotu tety [ Thanks. 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L gtroman, Ph.D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 11:35 AM 
To-" Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Subject-" [csbc exec board] Caroline D’Englere meeting 
Hey guys, 

said that she might be bringing her boss, Jason Wihnoth to her meeting on         He is the Director of Sponsor Services, worked with the Tampa Bay 

Rays for seven years aaad is ~Jso a UNC grad. She’ll let me know for sure if he’s coming by the end of the week. 

Dr. Stroman and     she wants to know if this is okay with you two? 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro(a)unc~edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30820858-40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d3 l({~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 1:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu> 

CBC Read-h~ 

CBC Read-In FINAL Flyer.pdf 

@live. unc.edu>; 

Hi Ambassadors. Friendly reminder about Friday, Please arrive by 5:30 p.m. We are excited about this event. The buzz is great and the food will be 
awesome again! 
We can’t seem to find Harmonyx. ;( They aren’t responding to our emails. Do you know any members? Can someone please find out if they want to perform this 
year? 
Thanks! 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Nee]s, 
Deborah L. Skcoman, Ph.D~ CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e:~ -w,a~v.exss.unc.edn 
EXSS Acaderrfic Advisor and Internship Coordh~ator 
ChaiL Carolina Black Cancus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, Co]lege Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~graa Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen -- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,84&0336 

,1 arn sure that none of you woutd want to rest content with the superficial kind of sociol ono!ys~s that deols rnerely with effects and does not grappte with 

underiyin{2 causes." Martin L. King, dr. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 2:04 PM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Meeting 

3:00? Thales! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

"Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." N/2LK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~r!live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1 : 16 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Dr Stromam, 

Hello. ! am free anytime tomorrow al~er 2. Let me know what works :[’or you. ~I1nanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah I2 [dstro@unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:35 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Hi How is your schedule tomorrow after 2:00 p.m.? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Tr~e power to question is the basis of all htanan progress." 

Shallow ~xderstanding from people of good will is more flustrating than absolute misunderstanding frora people of ill will." MLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~live.anc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:32 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 

Dr. Sttoman, 

Hello. Are you available to meet sometime this or next week? Please let me know any time you are available Thanks. 

Sent from my Samsung TransfolTllTM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:31 PM 

@email .unc.edu:~ 

EXSS 

EXSS 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculb, - e~ -ww#w.exssamc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advqsor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolir~a Spor~s Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen--- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

";~ arn sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes. ~" Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:42 PM 

@gmail.com:~ 

ILS: Fom~ 

You are too much! Make sure you stay on top of deadlines and procedures in graduate school[ ;) 

Completed. 

Go flee]s, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:37 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Form 

Hi again! I am ~ sorry to ask but would you mind emailing a copy of the letter to 

for the trouble. 

in addition to the paper mailed copy? Thanks so nmch! Sorry 

On            12:07 PM, 
Thank you so much’. I am vely excited about 

2d~g! n__a_i_l_:.c:q_K~~, wrote: 

school nexX year. I think that I will reaJly love it. I will keep you posted. Hope to see you soon! 

On Wednesday,                 Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(?~unc~edu> wrote: 

Completed! Best rashes. I think you roll do well in DPT school. 

Please keep me posted. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. F.-;plore. Emtx~wer. 

919.843.0336 

><?’mailiu/0is/?view att&th 1355eth0488f4db3&attid 0.1&disI~emb&zw> 

°~Fhe power to queslion is the basis of all human progress." 

"ShaJlow understanding from people of good will is ~nore fi-dstm~ing than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill roll." MLK, Jr. 



> From: (a;gmaikcom] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 2:00 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Re: Fo~m 
> 

> 

> 

> Please disregard this last email below. I stuck an envelope with the form, an addressed envelope, and my resnme under your office doo. Thanks’. 

> On Wednesday, ,@~maikcom> wrote: 
:~> Hi! 
:~> I am ~ sorry to keep bugging you, but I sent you the wrong attachment because it did not haYe the section that I was supposed to l~ll out done. Here is the 
corrected version. Please let me know that the attachment works and everything. Thanks! 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 2:44 PM 

a~aita.aiken@duke.edu 

Hi. See attached. Snail mail copy sent yesterday. 
Thank you. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. St~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
~JNC - Exercise and Sport ScJeuce 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ -wsvw.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai~; Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvJsoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma 2alpha Lambda 
3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 

"1 am sure that none o.f you would want to rest content with the .superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with e~ects and does not grapple wit,h 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 2:45 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 
gn,qcN~, Kvptor~:~. E’mpower, 
9~{9.843~0336 

Yes, I did receive your note, Our readers/performers are seL We have a great lineup, I just wanted to give Harmonyx a chance to perform agairL 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC Read-ln 

Dr. Stroman, 

I know a member of Harmonyx that I will talk to. l’m not sure ifyou got my picture message yesterday, but The Rejects are having an open-mic night on the     as 

well. Their event is held in the Student Union in front of Alpine Bagel. This may pose some problems with attendance at our event since they attract spoken word 

minorities like we’re attempting to do. 

M JR 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ambassadors. Friendly reminder about Friday, . Please arrive by 5:30 p.m. We are excited about this event. The buzz is great and the food 
will be awesome again! 
We can’t seem to find Harmonyx. ;( They aren’t responding to our emails. Do you know any members? Can someone please find out if they want to 
perform this year? 
Thanks! 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exerdse arid Sport Science 
Sport Administratio~ FacuRy - e:~" - w~’.exss.unc,edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advismy Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha kambda 
315 Woollen -- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:l 9.843,0336 
<image001.jpg> 

"1 arr.~ sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social ana!ys~s that deals merely with effects and does not 

grapple with underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 

<CBC Read-In 2012 FINAL Flyer.pdt% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Great! We don’L need any more students. I will add 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, g,~plore, E’mpow,~r, 

919~843~0336 

Thanks. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:19 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Hi Dr. Stoman, 
Good news!                            will be participating in the Read-ln next Friday. Please let me know if you need for me to get a few more students to read. 
Also, I utilized my resources in my IDST    research class to get the questions answered pertaining to my application for Carolina Research Scholar Program. Please let me 
know when it would be a good time for me to call and chat with you so I can make sure that I am still on the right track with the Independent Study work. 
Thank you! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:42 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Hi Give me a calL, 

Be proactive and check with the Office to review the requirements. Ask other students. I want to get you more independent, confident and more prepared for 

law!graduate school! I didn’t see anything on the website that should be a problem for you. Please let me know though._ 

Dr, Stromat~ 

Go Heels, 
Dehorah t,, Stroman, Ph,D, CE,U 
En~juL~. ~xplore, Empov~r. 
9:19,343,0336 

F~m: @live.unc.eduJ 
Sent: Monday, 4:29 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Do you have any free time this week or ne~ week for me to stop by and go over what I should be submi~ing for my It is due by 

Thankyou, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:48 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

I~E: Jmnie Kerr 

Gr’eat! Thanks for’ shadng. I will [:oflow up. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:01 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Jamie Kerr gave me his business card so I could pass his contact information along to you. I think he=s speaking in Coyte Cooper’s classes tomorrow. He’ll definitely be in 
EXSS classes. 
Her~’s his information: 
Jamie Kerr 
Senior Marketing Manager, Corporate Sponsorships for AT&T 
cell: 

james.kerrl~,att.com 
Conestoga grad - class of 1985 

He spoke to my sports communication class this morning about AT&Ts NCAA sponsorships, and then he went to lunch with several of us. 
Have a great day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

~email .unc.edu:~ 

I~E: EXSS 

Thank YOU! I enjoyed our chat. Hope to see you at the Read-In. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~84&0336 

From: 
Sent: Thursciay, 2.’-53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
You are wonded:ul. Great to talk with you~ And th~nks. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 2:31 PM 
To: 
Subject: EXSS     " " 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ -wwcw,exssamc.edu 
EXSS Academic Ad;~sor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculLv Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen--- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

’q~ arn sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely witt~ effects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes. ~" Martin L. King, Jn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:38 PM 

james.kerr@art.corn 

I~W: Jamie Kerr 

~-Ii Jamie. Welcome Home! 

Glad to hear a fellow Big C alum is in town. (~P I teach at :1.:00 p.m., but if you get a chance please stop by my office and say "hello." Woollen 315 

Conestoga {::lass of ’78 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Streman, Ph,D, CL!] 

r ’¢,e ibo~*.,’et to o~i.estlon ~s tlqe b.asf.s ~’i: a[~ lquman pi ogi ess’~ 

(’~;h~II.i ~’,~,’ ~ n.de~, ;t ~ ~Si~., ~-’, ~ m beobi.e of                .~0’~ ’,~,’[ ! ~s mode f~u:;i:~?,t~ n.~) t’,4a ~ a bsoi.~.:t e m;isuv., del :;i:?,n.~in¢. ~rdc’m b~.’ p!y,. _ o~’, ,,:.~ ~ ’,~,[ii. L~t’,._kt .)~ 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 2:0~ PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Jamie Kerr 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
damie Kerr gave me his business card so I could pass his contact information along to you. I think he’s speaking in Coyte Cooper’s classes tomorrow. He’ll definitely be in 

EXSS classes. 
Here’s his information: 
Jamie Kerr 
Senior Marketing Manager, Corporate Sponsorships for AT&T 
cell: 

Conestoga grad - class of 1985 

He spoke to my sports communication class this morning about AT&Ts NCAA sponsorships, and then he went to lunch with several of us. 
Have a great day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 5:03 PM 

Perez, Josmell <j osmell@emaJl, unc.edu> 

I~E: tha~nk you 

Hi Josmelk I already reached out to her and arn in the process of rnaking it happen from the CBC~ Catl rne when you can so I can explain the "hang up." ;) 

d 

Go flee]s, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

F~m= Perez, Josmell 
Sent-" Thursday, Februaw 09, 20~2 3:28 PH 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: thank you 

Dr, Stroman, 

Cookie and ~ were ta~king and that there doesn’t seem to be any reception to wNcome Dr. Clayton ~s in the works~ We at the CLC were thinking of organizing a 

recepl:hN~ i~[)d w~n[ed to k[)ow if you wou~d ]~ke to 

-JosmeH 

F~= Perez, Josmell 
Seat; Thursday, Februa~ 09, 2052 ~:$5 PN 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bje¢t= thank you 

Dr. Sta)ma~ 

Thauk you again tbr coming m the Forum on Minority Male Success and tbr your veW thoughtful card. 

PenNng schedule we would welcome the op~m~, m sham our i~om~ation m~ you. 

- Josmell 

PS Co~}e oue of these dab,s? I would love to tW m~d organ~e a U~fited Caucus ,neetiug for all minofi~~ groups ~fom the end of the smnester. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:07 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu) 

RE: CBC Read-h~ 

Hi 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, E,vptor~:~, Empower, 

Why are you forwarding rny note to Dr. Jordan? Please be careful with your comrnur~ications or explain what is goir~g on. Thanks. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:14 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-ln 
DF, Jordan~ 

J trust that you’re having an awesome day. When are you free for me to stop by and chat? 1 am free after l:50pm on Mondays!Wednesdays/Friday, and after 
3:30pm on Tuesdays, 
Thanks, 

The 12~fiversity of North Carolina at Chapel ttilI, Class 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [__m___a_!!_t__o_2_d___s_t_r_9_@__u___n__c_=e__c_l__u_] 
Sent: Thursday, !:59 PN 

To: 
Subject: CBC Read-in 

Hi Ambassadors. Friendly reminder about Friday, 

awesome again! 

, Please arrive by 5:30 p.m. We are excited about this event. The buzz is great and the food will be 

We can’t seem to find Harmonyx. ;( They aren’t responding to our emails. Do you know any members? Can someone please find out if they want to perform this 
year? 
Thanks! 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC -- Exercise and Sport Science 

- e - www.exss.unc.edu Sport Admirfistration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Ad~dsor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Clnb & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
335 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L, King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Prig: CBC Read-In 

Hi 

number. ThaRks. 

Go 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EnguSe, Explore. Empow~r. 

93%843,0336 

They just CAR’[ send peopfe~ They Reed to be coRl:irmed and added officiafly to the program. Please ask them to seRd me a Role with their mobiie 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:12 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-In 

Hi, 

One of my frieRds informed me that Harmonyx plans to SeRd like 2 people to the event. 1 will touch base with them again on that. 

Thanks, 

The L"Biversity of North Carolina at (’:impel ttilI, Class 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [_m___a_!!_t__o_zd___s_t__r_9__@__u___n__c_=e_~_u_]. 
Sent: Thursday, 1:59 PH 
To: 
Subject: CBC Read-In 

Hi Ambassadors. Friendly reminder about Friday, 

awesome again! 

Please arrive by 5:30 p.m. We are excited about this event. The buzz is great and the food will be 

We can’t seem to find Harmonyx. ;( They aren’t responding to our emails. Do you know any members? Can someone please find out if they want to perform this 
year? 
Thanks! 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

- e - www.exss.unc.edu Sport Admirfistration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Ad~dsor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisow Board Chaic College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qsot; Carolina Sports Business Clnb & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
335 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"! am sure that none of yoc~ would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L, King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:09 PM 

@kenan- flagler unc edu> 

I~E: CBC Read-In 

Sure. You need to keep it under five minutes, it: possible~ Time yourself. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursdayl 3:04 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject: Re: CBC Read-ln 
Sounds good. Like I said, I’II reach out to a friend of mine who’s in Harmonyx. I haven’t run this by you yet, but what are your thoughts on me reading 2 poems...one 

I wrote and another one from my favorite African-American poet? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:44 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Yes, [ did receive your note. Our readers/pert:ormers are set. We have a great lineup. [ just wanLed to give Harmonyx a chance to 

perform again. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph&%. CLU 

9 I9,84.3~0336 

<imageOO:Ljpg> 

~~, .s~’" ~’~,,,, ~’c ~’, ~, ,~ ~<~:;~:[~ v, ;~:; ~k~ b~s ~c ~G~ k~ t.’~ ~ ~ b¢~ ~) ¢~s:;.’~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC Read-~ 

Dr. Stroman, 

I know a member of Harmonyx that I will talk to. I’m not sure if you got my picture message yesterday, but The Rejects are having an open-mic night 

on the     as well. Their event is held in the Student Union in front of Alpine Bagel. This may pose some problems with attendance at our event 

since they attract spoken word minorities like we’re attempting to do. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah" <_d_s__t_r__o_.~_u_n__c__._e__d_._u_> wrote: 

Hi Ambassadors. Friendly reminder about Friday, . Please arrive by 5:30 p.m. We are excited about this event. The buzz is great 

and the food will be awesome again! 

We can’t seem to find Harmonyx. ;( They aren’t responding to our emails. Do you know any members? Can someone please find out if 

they want to perform this year? 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

O NC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Facul~ - e" - vw~v=exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

AdviseW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

~’ac~dty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

.... Voollen --- CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

<image001.jpg> 

"? arn sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals rnerely with effects 

and does not grapple with underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 

<CBC Read-In FINAL Flyer.pdl~> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 5:18 PM 

~email.unc.edu~~ 

I~E: Friday Spoken Word Performance 

CBC Read-In FINAL Flyer.pdf 

Hi I hope your semester is going ~vell. Are you available to perform at this year’s Read-In? See attached We would love to have you again! 

Dr. Stroman 

(io Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. E×plore t:.mpower. 

919843.0336 

"The power to questinn is the basis o:[" all hutnan progress." 

"Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will" MIK, fir 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Sut~iect: Friday Spoken Word Performance 

Dr. Stroman, 
I don’t know if you remember me frora the spoken word performance at but ray name is I am a poet, spoken word artist, and a student here at UNC. If I 
remember correctly, there is a performance this Friday at the Stone Center. If it is possible, I would gladly like to perform at the event. Please let me know if the opportunity is still available. 

Sincerely-, 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,Class of 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 7:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu;~ 

I~E: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Excellent! I witl call you later~ You are SO bright! 

Go Reds, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi Dr. Strornan, 
We changed the account to @UNCWBBCoach. On Twitter tirnelines, it will read as "Sylvia l-latchell @UNCWBBCoach" and the new url is 
http ://www.twitter.com/uncwbbcoach. 
Let me know what you think! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Thanks! Let’s go with the philosophy "be[ter to ask for forgiveness than perrnissionY 

J will take the heat_. 

Doc ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn,qcN~, b2,:plore, ~V~pow~r, 

9:19,343~0336 

Sent: Monday, 11:54 AM 
To: S~roman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twi~er 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I agree wi~h you on ~he Twi~er name. I think the opUons you lis~ed are much be~er options than the curren~ handle. 
We can change the name and keep the account the same. All of her ~ee~, followers, etc. will sUll be there. The only difference is that if someone is ~eeting at her, we have 
~o make sure they ~eet a~ ~he new name. ~e old username won’t have any connection ~o the account once we change it. 
I have a meeUng scheduled wi~h               ~ursday, so r11 present these usernames ~o ~hem. We’ll make ~he change Thursday nighL 
Is ~here anyone we’d need to ge~ permission from who wor~ for WBB? 

Than~, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ii:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi Please research the possibility of changing Coach’s username. I think it is a poor choice. 

Research Twitter functionality - See if we change the name will the followers stay? Will everyone have to click ’follow’ again? 

Something like the following: 

I. UNCCoachHatchell 

2. UNC CoachHatchell 

3. CoachHatchell UNC 

4. Hatchell UNC 

5. UNC Hatchell 

Do you agree? Your thoughts. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

UNC - t~xer’dse and Sport Science 

EXSS Acaderrfic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 



Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Adviso]7 Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculU" Advison Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Npha Lambda 
3~15 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"i om sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind Of sociai analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 
undedying causes." Martin L. King, 
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A 

CBC Black History Month Read-In 
Friday, 

6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 

Schedule 

B 

5:00 - 6:00 p.m. 

6:00 - 6:15 p.m. 

Opening Song - Harmonyx 

6:24 2 Becca Battaglini 

6:28 3 Jenne Ofstein 

6:32 4 

6:36 5 

6:40 6 Dance/Musical Performance 

6:50 7Maria DeGuzman 

6:56 8 Kevin Guskiewicz 

7:00 9 Norris Johnson 

7:04 10 Dance/Musical Performance 

7:12 12 FatimahJackson 

7:16 13 Terri Houston 

7:20 14 

7:24 15 Bernard Glassman 

7:28 16DebbyStroman 

7:32 17 Jennifer Evans 

7:42 18 Cookie Newsom 

7:46 19 

7:50 20 Beth Millwood 

7:54 21 Camlie Jones 

7:58 22 Sherry Salyer 

8:02 23 

8:06 24 Shandra Jones 

8:10 25 Deborah Southall 

8:14 26 

8:18 27ClaudioBattaglini 

8:22 28MartinaBallen 

8:34 31 

8:38 32 Brooke Church 

8:52 34Dance/MusicalPerformance 

9:00 36 

9:04 37 Richard Southall 

9:08 38 

9:12 39 Charles Daye 

9:16 40ValerieFoushee 

9:20 41 

9:24 43 

9:30 44 Wayne Blair 

Reflectons - Wayne Blair 
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4 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

E F G 

* Food is available throughout program 

Dean, Public Health 

Director, EXSS LFIT 

Director, Housing & Res Education 

Student 

Student Service Chair, NAACP 

Victory in Praise 

Director of Latina/o Studies 

Chair, EXSS 

Professor, Anthropology 

EROT poets 

Director, IAAR 

Interim Assoc. Provost, Diversity & MC Affairs 

20 Student 

21 Professor, Public Health 

22 Chair, CBC 

23 Guest "Amazing Grace" 

24 Director, Diversity & MC Affairs 

25 Student 

26 President, AWFP 

27 President, BSM 

28 Professor, EXSS 

29 Student 

30 Officer, CBC 

31 Professor, EXSS 

32 Student 

33 Professor, EXSS 

34 Sr. Assoc. Director, UNCAA 

35 Student 

36 Assoc. Director, Health Affairs 

37 EROT poets 

38 Student 

39 Professor, EXSS 

40 Student 

41 Professor, School of Law 

42 Alumnae, Commissioner, Orange County 

43 Director, Postdoctoral Affairs 

44 Student 

45 Ombudsman 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

H I J K 



1 

2 

3 

4 Camille Brooks 

5 Verita Murrill 

6 

7 

8 Richard Southall 

9 

10 Bernard Glassman 

12 Wayne Blair 

13 Nicholas Spivey 

14 

15 Rebecca Battaglini 

16 Holly Smith 

A 

CBC Black History Month Read-in Readers/Performers 

Name 

17 Maria DeGuzman 

18 Deborah Stroman 

19 Brenda Malone 

2O 

21 Ann Penn 

22 

23 Jan Boxhill 

24 

25 

26 I EROT? 

27 



1 

2 

3 Dept Name 

4 Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

5 Training & Talent Development 

6 Student 

7 Student 

8 Faculty, EXSS 

9 Student 

10 Faculty 

11 Student 

12 University Ombuds Office 

13 

14 Student 

15 Director of LFIT 

16 Archivist, Southern Historical Collection in Wilson Library 

Associate Prof. of English & Comparative Literature Director of Latina/o 

17 Studies 

18 EXSS & CBC Chair 

19 Vice Chancellor, Office of Human Resources 

20 

21 Equal Employment Opportunity Office 

22 Student 

23 Faculty, Philosophy 

24 Student 

25 Student 

26 External I Community 

27 Student 
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2 
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4 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

C 

Name of Work/Author 

"Sister Sway", Camille Brooks 

D 

*Pronunciation Key for names needed 

Type of Performance 

23 Reading 

24 Reading 

25 

26 

27 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Drummer 

i Reading 

i Reading 
Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 
i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 

i Reading 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 7:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Hi Give me a catl tomorrow. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
b2n,qa,(m, b2,~ptor~:~, ~mpower, 

9~19.84&0336 

teach at 

From= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 2:19 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Hi Dr. Stoman, 
Good news!                            will be participating in the Read-In next Friday. Please let me know if you need for me to get a few more students to read. 
Also, I utilized my resources in my IDST    research class to get the questions answered pertaining to my application for Carolina Research Scholar Program. Please let me 
know when it would be a good time for me to call and chat with you so I can make sure that I am still on the right track with the Independent Study work. 
Thank you! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:42 AM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Hi Give me a call 

Be proactive and check with the Office to review the requirements. Ask other students. I want to get you more independent, confident and more prepared for 

law!graduate school! I didn’t see anythinA on the website that should be a problem for you. Please let me know though._ 

Dr, Stromat? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~juL~e. ~x~lot’e, Empower. 

9:~9~43,0336 

F~m: @live.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 4:29 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah E 
subject= carolina Research Scholar Requirements 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Do you have any free time this week or ne~ week for me to stop by and go over what I should be submi~ing for my It is due by 

Thankyou, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)"CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday,               7:53 PM 

~)|ive.unc.edu) 

Meeting tomonow 

Change to 2:007 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. St~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Facul%" - e~ -~k&_~&_y_&_x_~_~_u_A_c_~g_d___u__ 
EXSS Academic Advisor aad Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculgv Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

~’l am sure that none O[ you would want to rest content with the .superficial kind of social analgsis that deafs merely" with effects and does not grappte wit,h 
underiying c~uses. ~’ Martin L, King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,               7:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu);                      @live.unc.edu) 

CBC Read-IN 

to film though or have shifts. Thanks. Hi, Can you secure the video camera and film again? Teach 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - F.xercise and Sport Scier~ce 
Sport Administration Faculb" - e~ -X~_v__&_x_~:_u_!Lc_~_d_u__ 
EXSS Academic Advisor arid Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculgv Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 

"~ am sure that none Of you would want to rest content with the .superficial kind of .~ocial analysis that deals merely" with effects and does not grapple wit,h 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 10:22 AM 

@live.~mc.edu); @em~Jl.unc.edu> 

I~W: FYI 

Hi. Ask 

illegal??) ;) 

Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843.0336 

{or’ another leader} to follow up and see i[ this career [:air is open to all sLudents or jusL student--adfletes (which would probably be 

r ’¢,e ib0x*,,’et to o~i.estlon ~s the b, as~.s ~,~: a[~ human pi ogi ess’~ 

From: Taylor, Vergie A 
Sent: Friday, February 10, 2012 9:47 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~ 

Deb, 

F¥1 

Dana Gelin, informed me they are hosting a Career Fair on Feb. 28th 6:30- 8:00 pm in the Loudermilk bldg. 

T 

Verg{e Ao Taylor 
Assistan [ Di rector 
Un[versi[y Career Se!’v[ces 
I-he Wendg P. and Dean E. Painter Career Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel HHI 
202 Hanes Hall, Campus Box 5140 
Chape~ Hdl, NC 27599-5140 
b_~R]Zcar eers,u nc.ed u 

. : .. ,s~. ,0b Direct Line 
919.962.2197 Fax 

b~3R~Zwww.twitte r.com[u ncucs 

~ Description Descrip[ion: 

Description. Descdp[ion: 

G:kSHA R~D~G RAF’H ~CSkCa reero 

~ina~LICS Ca[eeroiJna Co~o~W~[hT 

agl~ne.j~j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 10:26 AM 

~live.~mc.edu.~ 

ILE: Friday Spoken Word Performance 

CBC Read-In FINAL Flyer.pdf 

GREAT! Thales See attached. Try to arrive before 5:45 and stay as long as you want. Feel free to invite your friends to see you perform and enjoy the evening. 

Dr. Stroman 

(io Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"The power to question is the basis o:[" all hutnan progress." 

"Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will" MIK, fir 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ,~live unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:16 AM 
To: Stroman, Debor£h L 
Subject: RE: Friday Spoken Word Performance 

tIello Dr. Stroman, 
I would love to perform again at this year’s Read-In. Please let me know at what time I have to be there. 

Hope all is ~vell, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,Class of 

Frora: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Friday Spoken Word Perforraance 

Hi I hope yout semester is going well. Are you available to perform at this year’s Read-In? See attached. We would love to have you again! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroraan, Ph.D. CLU 
Er~gage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow ut~derstanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding tlcom people of ill ;vill." MLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lylm 
Subject: Friday Spoken Word Performance 

Dr. Stroman, 
I don’t kno~v if you remember me from the spoken word performance at but my name is i I am a poet, spoken word artist, and a student here at UNC If I 
remember correctly, there is a performance this Friday at the Stone Center If it is possible, I would gladly like to perform at the event Please let me kno;v if the oppoltunity is still available. 

Sincerely, 

Universi~ of North Caroluta at Chapel Hill,Class of 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:27 AM 

’Verita Mnrrill’ <verita mumll@unc.edu> 

Blmr, Wayne A <wblair@email.nnc.edu> 

CBC Read-In ADD 

My bad. ;) Iol 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ -~wcw.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qsot; Carolina Sports Business Clnb & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 

"! om sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind o]’ sociol analysis that deals merely wit,h ef]’ect.s and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:54 AM 

ttolman Nash, DeVetta <dholmaJ~@ema]l.unc.e&~>; Murrill, Verita L <vefita murrill@unc.edu> 

Brooks, Camille A <camille brooks@unc.edn>; Collier, Shauna D <collier@em~]l.unc.edu:> 

RE: Dance performance 

Excellent! Thanks DeVetta. 

As per the mention when leaving the Stone Center yesterday._so we don’t need to contact the gospel choir now, 

d 

F~m: dholman@email.unc.edu [mailto:dholman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 7:~0 AM 
To= Murrill, Veri~ L 
~¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt= Re: Dance performance 

Yes, Vefi~                is the n~e of the group. 

DeVetta 

D. Holmaaa-Nash, MPH 
CWS Campus tlealth 

UNC-Chapel tlill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919-966-3658 dholman(t~email.unc.edu 

From: "Murrill, Verita L" <verita mumll~unc~edu> 

Date: Fri,           02:55:28-0500 

To: Holman Nash, DeVetta<dhohnan(~)email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Blair. Wayne Acwblai~l~emailxmc~edu>; Brooks, Camille Accamille brooks,@x~nc.edvp; Stroman, Deborah L<dstro,@x~nc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 

D<colliers,2~enmEunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Da~ce pertbrmance 

DeVetti~: 

This great news! [he t~ame of correct? 

V 

Senior Manager/Senior Consultant 

Training & Talent Development 

Office of Hcm~an aesoc~rces 

Univers~tv o[ North C~roNn~ ~;{: Chapel I-t~N 

104 Nrpor{ Ddve 

CB# 1045 
Chapel H~H~ NC 275~9 

(9t9) 982-988~ Office 

(919) 843-9850 Fax 

From: ~!I~_~,_~D_~_¢~_~] 
Sent: Friday, 1:14 AN 
To= Holman Nash, DeVe~ 
~= Hurdll, Veri~ L; Blair, Wayne A; Brooks, Camille A 
Subject~ Re: Dance performance 

Hi Ms. 

~t is with ~reat honor and humJlJb- that we accept t~e invitation to peffo~ at this e~em. Than~ you ~ much [or considefin8 us a~aJn. ~ wii] not ~ abb to be there due to 

a mJnJst~ e~em at church~ but the other indies will ~ the~ ~ncin~ to "~ Know Fve Been Chan~ed," ~ have ~ready commu~cated this wJth as she 

reached out to us as weH as the lJaJson. 

Th~k you agaJ n, 

On at 4:45 PM, "Holman Nash, DeVetta" <dholman({~email.unc.edu> wv:~te: 

Dearest 

Will you please give serious consideration to having your dance ensemble perform 2 pieces at the CBC Read-In this year? The event is taking place at 

the Stone Center on Friday ,2012 at 6p.m. I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience. Thanks, in advance!! 

Ms.D 



<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) l.jpg> 

DeVetta Holman Nash~ MPH, NCAPS-III 

Counseling and Wellness Services 

Campus Health Services 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 

Email: d holmaa@emaih uac.ed u 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:55 AM 

@live unc edu-* 

I~E: Meeting totnorrow 

Thanks. Le(s record iL ourselves. Go ahead and reserve... 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Slmoman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qc~q~, g.vptore, gV~power, 

9198843~0336 

From; @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 10:53 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Meeting tomorrow 

Dr. Stroman, 

2 p.m. works for me. Also, I can get a camera and film from the library like I used to record the Black athlete event, but last year I remember you had a recording team come 
in from the Union. Did you want them to come again, or just for the other ambassadors and myself to record it ourselves? Let me know and I will reserve the camera as soon 
as possible. Thanks. 

Malia 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday,               7:53 PM 

Subject; Meeting tomorrow 

Change to 2:00? 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - www, exss,unc,edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai,; Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel t-Iill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"1 am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the ,superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple wit,~ 

underlying causes. "~ Martin L King~ Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 11:03 AM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

l~E: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi I will try to send you some pics. Great idea! 
)Jst left my office. Thanks for the connection! You are the best! 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Whatz up? 

From; ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:01 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I’m not sure if you’ll be at the WBB reunion events this weekend, but could you text me a picture of Coach Hatchell with some of the players? It can be posed or candid, but I 
think that would be great for her Twitter account! 
Also, did you get in touch with Jamie Kerr? He was really nice. With you, him and Alison Coppock, Conestoga is taking over Chapel Hill! ;) 

Thanks, 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 7:51 PM 
To-" 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Excetent! I wtl call you later~ You are SO bright! ;) 

G~ Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, PK,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 7:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We changed the account to @UNCWBBCoach. On Twitter timelines, it will read as "Sylvia Hatchell @UNCWBBCoach" and the new url is 

http ://www.twitter.com/uncwbbcoach. 

Let me know what you think! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 11:55 AM 
To: 
S,,bject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Thanks! Let’s go with the philosophy "bet:ter to ask for forgiveness than permission." 

will take the heat... 

From-" @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 11:S4 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I agree with you on the Twitter name. I think the options you listed are much better options than the current handle. 



We can change the name and keep the account the same. All of her tweets, followers, etc. will still be there. The only difference is that if someone is tweeting at her, we have 
to make sure they tweet at the new name. The old username won’t have any connection to the account once we change it. 
I have a meeting scheduled with               Thursday, so I’ll present these usernames to them. We’ll make the change Thursday night. 
Is there anyone we’d need to get permission from who works for WBB? 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: Hatchell’s name on TwitLer 

Hi    Please research the possibility of changing Coach’s username. I think it is a poor choice. 

Research Twitter functionality - See if we change the name will the followers stay? Will everyone have to click ’follow’ again? 

Something like the following: 

1. UNCCoachHatchell 

2. UNC CoachHatchell 

3. CoachHatchell UNC 

4. Hatchell UNC 

5. UNC Hatchell 

Do you agree? Your thoughts. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculb" - e~ -www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculgv Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha l_,ambda 

315 Woollen--- CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

";~ arn sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deais merely with effects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L, King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Friday,                11:13 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc. edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj @email.unc. edu>; 
Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; 
Weight, Erianne Allen <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Soorts Business Club Exec Board (csbc_exec_board@listserv.unc.edu); 
@aol.com;                       ~yahoo.com>; Piper Malone 

~gmail.com); Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu>; Clayton, 
Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Faison, Christopher D 
<chris faison@unc.edu>; Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; ’Che Mock’ 
<CMock@bassberry.com>; @live.unc.edu); 
Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda_malone@unc.edu>; @gmail.com; Agbe- 
Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email.unc.edu>; Chris Faison <        @gmail.com>; Cox, La Jeune J 

~unc.edu>; Dwight Hollier <dhollier@southeastpsych.com>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; White, 
Carla <cywhite@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; 
Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu>; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

FYI. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919,843,0336 



From: Emmett Gill [studentathleteshumanrights@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 4:04 PM 
Subject: Student-Athlete Due Process & UNC Investigation Panel Discussion 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Contact The Student-Athlete’s Human Rights Project 
(917) 297-8488 

STUDENT-ATHLETE DUE PROCESS AND THE UNC FOOTBALL INVESTIGATION PANEL 

There is not one page in the 434-page NCAA manual related to student-athletes rights. 
During the 2010-2011 collegiate football season sixteen University of North Carolina (UNC) football student- 
athletes missed all or par~s of the season due to a National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
investigation. One of the student-athletes was eventually exonerated, but at least two of the student-athletes 
were never informed of why they were ruled ineligible. None of the student-athletes were initially represented 
by an attorney and none were afforded a hearing prior to being ruled ineligible. 

Student-Athlete Due Process & the UNC Football Investigation panel discussion will be held in "The Great Hall" 
at the North Carolina Central University (NCCU) School of Law on Wednesday, February 22, 2012, at 4:30 pm. 
The NCCU Law School is located at 640 Nelson Street, Durham, NC 27707. 

Panelists include Bomani Jones (Around the Horn), Deunta Williams (Tarheelblue Network), Robert Orr (Poyner 
Spruill), Noah Huffstetler (Nelson & Mullins), and Marcia Shoop (Calling Audibles). 
The panel is free and open to the public. 

Please RSVP (although its not mandatory) to studentathleteshumanriqhts@yahooocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, 11:13 AM 

@live. unc.edu-* 

I~B: FYI 

Thanks! 

6o Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, J.0:34 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborafi L; 
Subject: RE: FYI 

OK I will take care ot: Lhis. And yes, they can"t do that! ~ am sure ~t is "open’~ to al students, but targeted toward student--athletes ~f it is in the LoudermHk guHdb~g. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
J.0:22 AM Sent: Friday, 

To: 
Subject: FW: FYI 

Hi, Ask 

illegal??) ;) 

Th a~ks, 

Go Heels, 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,84&0336 

(or another leader) to follow up and see if this career fair is open to all students or iust student-athletes (which would probably be 

Ogh~I. ,o’w u ~,~’;t ~ 

F~m: Taylor, Vergie A 
Sent: Friday, 9:47 AN 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~ 

Deb, 

FYI 

Dana Gelin, informed me they are hosting a Career Fair on Feb. 28th 6:30- 8:00 pm in the Loudermilk Mdg. 

T 

Verg~e A~ Taylor 
Assistan [ Di rector 
Un[vers~[y Career Services 
1-he Wendy P. and Dean E. Painter Career Center 
Un[versiW o~ North Carolina 
202 I-lanes Hall Campus Box 5&40 
Chapel Hd[, NC 27599-5~40 
b$$R[/jcar eer’s.u nc.ed u 

z~ Jo~ b~C6 Dff’ect LJrte 
£&9.£62.2197 Fax 

~ DescA[ation Descripton: 

Descdption. Descdptort: 

G:~SHA RED~G RAPH ~CS~Ca reero 

tna~LICS Careero[Jna 

agihqe.j~j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:14 AM 

Murrill, Verita L <verila murrill@unc.edu-* 

l~E: CBC Read-In ADD 

Thanks. 

Go Hods, 
Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

From-" Murrill, Verita L 
Sent; Friday, 10:31 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Blair, Wayne A 
Subject-" RE: CBC Read-ln ADD 

Both names are already or~ the list. 

V 

Senior Manager/Senior Consultant 

Training & Talent Development 

Office of Humi~n Resources 

Universi~:y of Norl:h Carolir~a at (;hi~pei Hill 

104. gir’port Drive 

CB# 1045 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 9~2-9~83 Office 

(9g.9) 843.-9850 F~lx 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
~ent: Friday, 10:27 AN 
T~: Nurrill, Veri~ L 
Ce: Blair, Wayne & 
~ubjeet~ CBC Read-In ADD 
Impo~ance: High 

My bad. ;) loJ 

go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
UNC - ~xercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e:~ -Yv!_45~Z~_u_._n__~:ze__d_!!. 
EXSS Academic AdNsor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina BJack Caucus 
Advisoo~ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Ad~qsot; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Npha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel HiE NC 27599 
9:19.843.0336 

"i om sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the super¢icial kind of’social analysis that deals merely wit,h efl’ects ond does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

@live.unc.edw~ 

I~E: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Okay. Tell        the best way to learn is to START! ;) 
I will see Coach tomorrow so we can check her schedule for next week. 
Go 
Deborah L gtroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:21 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Hatchelrs name on Twitter 

You’re welcome! I’m glad you got to meet with him! 
I talked with       last night, and she seemed a little unsure about what to tweet. I think she’ll feel better tweeting about Coach Hatchell’s 
favorite things once she meets her. I encouraged her to still mention those things on Twitter as she would in conversation (i.e. 3ust got a 
great greeting home from my golden retriever!). 
I think she’ll start to post more after we were able to discuss it last night. 
Let me know if there is a good time to meet with Coach Hatchell next week. Class all day Tuesdayf-Fhursday and work on IVlWF keeps my 
schedule tight, but I’m free on weekends or nights. 
Have a great day, 
3en 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:03 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi I will try to send you some pics. Great idea! 

just left my office. Thanks for the cormection! You are the best! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

91{9~84&0336 

Whatz up? 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, " 11:01 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
rm not sure if you’ll be at the WBB reunion events this weekend, but could you text me a picture of Coach Hatchell with some of the players? It can be posed or candid, but I 
think that would be great for her Twitter account! 
Also, did you get in touch with Jamie Kerr? He was really nice. With you, him and Alison Coppock, Conestoga is taking over Chapel Hill! ;) 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Excellent! f will call you later. You are SO brigM:! ;) 

Go Heels, 

Dehorab L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]uL~e. ~xplore, Empov~er. 

9:19,843,0336 

From: @live.unc.edul 
Sent: Thursday, 7:27 PM 



To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We changed the account to @UNCWBBCoach. On Twitter timelines, it will read as "Sylvia Hatcher @UNCWBBCoach" and the new ud is 

http ://www.twitter.com/uncwbbcoach. 

Let me know what you think! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Thanks! Let’s go with the philosophy "be[ter to ask for forgiveness than permission/’ 

I will take the heat,. 

Doc ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~]uL~e. F_,xplor~,, Empow,rr. 

Sent: Monday, 11:54 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah [ 
~bje~t: RE: Hatchell’s name on Twi~er 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I agree with you on the Twi~er name. I think the options you listed are much be~er options than the current handle. 
We can change the name and keep the account the same. All of her ~ee~, followers, etc. wi~ still be there. The only di~erence is that if someone is ~eeting at her, we have 
to make sure they ~eet at the new name. ~e o~d username won’t have any connection ~ the account once we change it 
I have a meeting scheduled with               ~ursday, so I’H present these usernames to them. We’~ make the change Thursday night. 
Is there anyone we’d need to get permission from who wor~ for WBB? 

Than~, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: Hatchell’s name on Twitter 

Hi    Please research the possibility of chansin8 Coach’s username. I think it is a poor choice. 

Research Twitter functionality - See if we chan~e the name will the followers stay? Will everyone have to click ’follow’ asain? 

Somethin8 like the followins: 
I. UNCCoachHatchell 

2. UNC CoachHatchell 

3. CoachHatchell UNC 

4. Hatchell UNC 

5. UNC Hatchell 

Do you asree? Your thoushts. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advbor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

9:19.843.0336 

"i am ~ure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L, King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT"/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:44 AM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

l~E: CBC Read-In quesilon 

Hi        Please do not create marketing activities for the Caucus without my permission. We have goals that are completely dift:erent than when working with 

students. We don’t want to have the food capacity to feed all of campus so need to advertise the cuisine~ ;} 

We ar~-_~ already at our capacity for readers and performers. 
Thanks for your 

Go 
Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. 

9[[9,343,0336 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:39 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC Read-In question 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I created a Facebook event for the Read-ln: httpsj/www.facebook.com/events/30J~248649932980/?context=create, is there going to be food at the event, because 

if so, I can put something about their being refreshments to entice additional people to come as well? 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel IIill, Class of 

on:Descripti ~ 
on:Descripti 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, 12:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~: CBC Read-In question 

thank you for your efl:ort You can leave the page up for now, but let’s delete it on Tuesday. 

reached out to members of Harmonyx, but I have not heard from any members yet. 

Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919~g43,0336 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 12:23 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Nubjeet= RE: CBC Read-In question 
Hi~ I do apologize and understand. Should ~ delete the Facebook event then? ~)~st thought it wouM help to have social med~a presence coupled with members of 

the }]~ack S[udent Move~T~ent and o[:her groups knowing abou[: it as we~l among other ways [hat have been advertised to the campus community You still haven’t 

heard from Harmonyx? 

The [iniw~rsity o[ North CaroliBa at Ch~ pd Hill, Class of 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:44 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: ¢B¢ Read-In question 

Hi        Ph?ase do not creab:_~ rnarketing activities For the Caucus wi~:hout my perrnission We haw? goals that are cornph?~:eJy different than when working with 

st u d,-_m ts. We do n’ ~: wa nt to h a ve t h,-_~ fo od ca pa city ~:o [e,-_~d a II o[ ca m pu s so n ee d to a dw? r~:i se th e cuisin e ;) 

We are already at our capacity for readers and performers, 

Thanks for" your effor!! 

Go Heeb, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qc~qe, E,,:ptore, E’mpower, 

9:{9~843~0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, J.1:39 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC Read-ln question 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I created a Facebook event for the Read-ln: https:i!www.facebook.com/events!301248649932980i?context=create. Is there going to be food at the event, because 

if so, I can put something about their being refreshments to entice additional people to come as well? 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

::~::on:Uescr’pt’ ~ [~               on:Uescnptl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 12:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jones, Shandm < shm~draj@emaJl.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula (Ursula Litt]ejohn~!kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Robertson, Nakenge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Webster; Diane R <~tiane.webste@unc.edu>; Brooks, Camille A <camille brooks@unc.edu>; Malone, 

Brenda Richardson <brenda ma]one@unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E <~a~npenn.~email.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lm~e (cricke@uncaa.unc.edu); tenyjm@unc.edu; Burney, Myron G (mgbumey@northc~xolina.edu); Woodard, Harold 

<harold woodard@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda B <linda douglas@unc.edu>; ’Holman Nash, DeVetta’ -q:lholman@email.unc.edu~; 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu;, 

Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

CBC Read-In 2012 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. 13th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit, Please support CPA programs and let us know if you have ideas on other ways to 

collaborate on campus, 

Please respond to the following: 

1. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance, if "No" - I will donate my ticket(s) to another CBC member on the waiting list. 

2. If "Yes" -You can pick up your ticket at Memorial by meeting me between 7:00 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. on Monday night on 

the front steps, inclement weather? I will make arrangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the right side 

near the ticket booth. 
3. If you are unable to pick up your ticket before 7:15 p.m., please note that I will leave your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monday, Feb° ~3 - 10:00 a,m. 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at ~0:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the ~7th. The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine~ ;) Don’t miss 

The Alley Educational Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. ~3, Historic Playmakers Theater, with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera performer and chair of vocal studies in the 

Department of Music at UNC. Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham native and dancer with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watching Go By, The Day" on Memorial Haft stage with dancers from Philandanco in Sept. 20~L 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

~¢bb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

~.~.~ C:~.v~cdpho::. C.~o~h~:.~ ~.d::.<¢ C:::..:.:c~ 542 ,.v:th 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, February 10, 2012 12:40 PM 

Smith, Holly A <hasmifl~@emaJl.~mc.e&~> 

Pal:;: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

Thanks! 

d 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 
EnSuse. ,~;xp~ore, Empow~r, 
939,843,0336 

From: Smith, Holly A 

Sent-" Friday, February 10, 2012 12:39 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey lvIONDAY 

Yes ma’am I will be there! 

Holly Smith 

Afrk:an Am~-_~rk:ar~ Materials Specialist 

Southern Historical Collection 

CB# 3926, Wilson Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

Teh:,phon~:_~: 919-.962-1345/~:AX: 919-962.-3594 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Friday, Februa~ $0, 2052 $2:38 PN 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sabject= Carolina Black Caucus - Alley NONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. $3th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. Please support CPA progroms end let us know i[ you hove ideas on other ways 

cof!eborete on campus. 

Please respond to the following: 

&. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate ~y ti~ketls} to another CBC ~e~ber on the waiting list. 

2. If"Yes" -You ~an pi~k up your ticket at Memorial by ~eeting ~e between 7:00 p.~. and 7:&5 p.~. on Monday night 

the front steps. Indecent weather? I will ~ake arrangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the right side 

near the ticket booth. 
~. If you are unable to pi~k up your ticket before 7:~5 p.~., please note that I will leave your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monday, Feb, ~3 - ~0:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at $0:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the $7th. The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisinel ;) Don’t miss itl 

The Alley Educational Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. ~3, Historic Playmakers Theate6 with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera performer and chair o~vocal studies in the 

Department o~ Music at UNC. Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham native and dancer with Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watching Go By, The Day" on Memorial Hall stage with dancers [rom Philandanco in Sept. 20~. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

bebb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 12:41 PM 

Ten?,, Jules M <jmten?,@unc.e&~> 

FW: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

CBC Read-In 2012 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, February 10, 2012 12:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. :~3th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. P/ease .support CPA programs and let us know !f you have ideas on other ways to 

collaborate on campus. 

Please respond to the following: 

1. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate my ticket(s) to another CBC member on the waiting list. 

2. If"Yes" -You can pick up your ticket at Memorial by meeting me between 7:00 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. on Monday night on 

the front steps. Inclement weather? I will make arrangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the right side 

near the ticket booth. 
3. If you are unable to pick up your ticket before 7:15 p.m., please note that I will leave your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monda% Feb. :13 - :10:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at 10:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the 17th. The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine! ;) Don’t miss it! 

The Alley Educational Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. i3, Historic Ploymakers Theater, with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera performer end choir of vocal studies in the 

Deportment of Music at UNC. Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham native end dancer with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watching Go By, The Day" on Memorial Hall stage with dancers from Philandonco in 5opt. 2011. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

::~:*:;i L~::~c:i-~:i’-m C~m.:iiii~, i.~i~-:c~: C~:iic~ ~ 54~ with 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, February 10, 2012 12:43 PM 

Brooks, Cmnille A ~cmnillebrooks@unc.edu> 

Pal:;: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

Yes. Great opportunity for her’... 

d 

Deborah L, S~roman, Ph,D~ CLU 

93%843,0336 

From," Brooks, Camille A 
Sent-" Friday, February :tO, 2012 :[2:43 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley lvlONDAY 

Hi Debby: 

Thanks 

Camille 

Camille Brooks 

H K Con ~.;ulta ntiE q u a I Of: P or ~:u ni ~:y Speci a list 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Equal Opportunity/ADA Oft:ice 

~00 E. Franklin Street, Ste I:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Main Offk>:n {919) 966-357{’? 

Fa’.c (919) 

Froro: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, February :[0, 20:[2 :[2:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket{s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. 13th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts {CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. Please support CPA programs and let us know if you have ideas on other wa/s to 

collaborate on campus. 

Please respond to the following: 

1. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate my ticket{s} to another CBC member on the waiting list. 

2. If"¥es" -You can pick up your ticket at Memorial by meeting me between 7:1:!0 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. on Monday night on 

the front steps. Inclement weather? I will make arrangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the right side 

near the ticket booth. 
3. If you are unable to pick up your ticket before 7:25 p.m., please note that I will leave your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monday, Feb~ :~3 - :[0:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at :[0:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the 17th. The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine! ;) Don’t miss it! 

The Alley Educational Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. 13, Historic Playmakers Theater, with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera performer and chair of voca! studies in the 

Department of Music at UNC. Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham native and dancer with Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watching Go By, The Day" on Memorial Hal! stage with dancers from Philandanco in Sept. 2011. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

~bb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 12:52 PM 

Webster, Diane R <diane.webste@unc.edu> 

ILE: YES! Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

From: Webster, Diane R 
Sent-" Friday, February 10, 2012 12:51 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" YES! Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Yes, I will attend~ Thanks! 

Diane Webster 

Diane R, Webste~ 
FPG (:h~ld Development :[nstftute 

le5 Smith Level Rd. 
{:B~ glg(’L UNC 

Chapel H:i.].]., NC 27599-.,_ql,_q@ 

PIlone : 

Fax: 91I 9- 9tStS-.7532 

E I~ia ~ i : ._d___J=__a_!!__e___~_~_e___b___s___t___e___@u n c. e d u 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, February 10, 2012 12:38 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. 13th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. Please support CPA programs and let us know i[ you have ideas on other ways 

cof!oborote on campus. 

Please respond to the following: 
1. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "~o" - I will donate my ticket{s} to another (::gl::: member on the waiting list. 

2. If"Yes" -You can pick up your ticket at Memorial by meeting me between 7:1313 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. on Monday night on 
the front steps. Inclement weather? I will make arrangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the right side 

near the ticket booth. 
3. If you are unable to pick up your tidier before 7:15 p.m., please note that I will lea~e your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Bead~ine - Monday, ~:eb. :13 - :10:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at 10:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the 17th, The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine! ;) Don’t miss it! 

The Alley Educational Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. i3, Historic Playmakers Theater, with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera performer and chair of vocal studies in the 

Department of Music at UNC. Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Baykin, Durham native and dancer with Alvin Ailel! American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watching ~o By, The Day" on Memorial Hall stage with dancers from Philandanco in Sept. 2011. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

~ebb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 12:52 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Prig: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

Fr~ra: Robertson, Nakenge 

Sent: Friday, February :t0, 2012 12:B1 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Debby, 

Yes, I will be in attendance (3 tickets) and I will pick up my tickets from you at Memorial 

"[’hanks~ 

Nakenge 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Friday, Februa~ 10, 20~2 12:38 PN 

T~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~j~t~ Carolina Black Caucus - A~ley MONDAY 

Hi ~aucus Members. You are listed as having complimentar~ ticket{s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. 13th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for gout membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts {CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to ~PA and is another wonderful wag for us to build communiW bg getting to know one another. Reed ~olver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. P!ease su~ort ~PA ~ro~mms ond ]~’t ~s kno~ i[ gou have id~’as on o~her ways ~o 

cofloborote on compus. 

Pleas~ res~nd t~ the f~ll~wing: 

th~ front st~s. Inclement w~ath~r? I will m~ ~rrang~m~nts f~r 7~u t~ ~nt~r th~ I~bb~ and I will stand ~n th~ right 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monday, Feb, ~3 - ~0:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at ~0:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the ~7th. The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine! ;) Don’t miss 

The Aile~ Educetionel Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. i3, Historic Ploymokers Theote6 with Dr. Louise Toppin occloimed internotionol opero performer end choir o[vocol studies in the 

Deportment of Music ot UNG Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham netive end den¢er with Alvin Ailey Americen Dence Theeter. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Wotching Go By, The Doy" on Memoriol Hel! stoge with doncers from Philondonco in Sept. 2011. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

ChNr, Carolina Black Caucus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 12:54 PM 

Douglas, Linda B <linda dougla@unc.edu-~ 

Prig: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

Thanks! 

d 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 
EnSa~Te, ,~;xp~ore, Empow~r, 
93%843,0336 

From: Douglas, Linda B 
Sent= Friday, February 10, 2012 12:53 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey lvlONDAY 

Yes. My guest and I will be in attendance. 
Linda Brown Dou!~as 

Director at Commun#y Relatkm~ 
Un}ve~}~y of North Ca~A#~ ~t Chape~ H}}} 
210 P#~sbo~ S~ree~; Campus Box 6225 
Chz~pe{ Hi~, NC 27599-6225 
Telephone: 919-8~-9393 
Fax: 919-962-2279 

Linda Douqlas@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, Februa~ 10, 2012 12:38 PH 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Carolina Black Caucus - A[~ey NONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. 13th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. 

cof!~bor~te on c~mpus. 

Please respond to the following: 

1. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate m~ ticket(s) to another CBC member on the waiting list. 

2. If"Yes" -You can pick upyour ticket at Memorial 

the front steps. Inclement weather? I will make arrangements for ~ou to enter the Iobb~ and I will stand on the right side 

near the ticket booth. 
3. If you are unable to pick up your ticket before 7:15 p.m., please note that I will leave your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monday, Feb. 13 - 10:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at 10:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the 17th. The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine! ;) Don’t miss 

The Afley Educational Workshop 

5:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. l& Historic Playmakers Theatec with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera per[armor and chair o[vocal studies in the 

Department o[ Music at UNC Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham native end dancer wffh Alvin Afley American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watching Go By, The Day" on Memorial Hall stage with dancers from Philandanco in Sept. 2011. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

~bb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 1:55 PM 

Littlejoh~, Ursula<Ursula I,itflejohn@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu-* 

I~E: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

Thanks! 

6o Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: Littlejohn, Ursula [mailto:Ursula_Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, February :tO, 20:t2 :t:4:t PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject; RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Debbie, 

I will ~lot miss it!!! I will meet you for my ti× on the night of @ 

Thanks, 

Ursula 

I~tom; Stroman, Deborah L L_m___a_!!_t__o_Ld___s_t__r__o__~_u___n__c_:__e_~_u_]. 
~ent-" Friday, February :tO, 20:t2 :t2:38 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
~bject: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. 13th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. Pleose support CPA progroms ond let us know if vou hove ideos on other woys to 

colloborote on cornpus. 

Please ~espond to the following: 

1. "Yes" ot "~o" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate ~¥ tid~etlsl to another CBC ~embet on the waiting list. 

2. If "Yes" -You can pick up your tidier at Memorial by meeting me between 7:00 p.m. and 7:~5 p.m. on Monday night on 

the front steps. Inclement weather? I will make a~tangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the tight side 

nea~ the ticket booth. 
3. If you ate unable to pi~k up ¥ou~ ticket before 7:15 p.m., please note that I will lea~e your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monday, Feb. :~3 - 10:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at :10:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the 17th, The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine! ;) Don’t miss it! 

The Ailel~ Edu~otio~ol Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. i3, Historic PIovrnokers Theoter, with Dr. Louise Toppin occloimed internotionol opero per[ormer ond choir of vocol studies in the 

Deportment of Music ot UNC. Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Bodkin, Durl~am ~oti~e ontl dancer ~ith ~ll~i~ Aile~1,4merictm I)o~ce Tt~eater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Wotching Go By, The Doy" on Memoriol Holl stoge with doncers [rom Philondonco in Sept. 20ii. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

~bb~ 

Ch~ir, I::atolina Bla~k Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cb¢ 

::.~.i i.X~’s~:iphcx:. {.L~!oii::;~ i.;i::,ci.: (::::.,:.:~ 5.:L:i ~,v:~h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 2:01 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z <atulks@email.unc.e&~> 

l~E: Resemch Testing 

Thanks, Might be good to have video of Wed~esday’s Club meeting. 5:30 Fetzer 

Martina Ballen, athletic dept. CFO, is presenting on ~ and college sports. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CL1J 

r ’¢.e ibo~*.,’et to o~i.estlon ~s tlqe b.as~.s ~’i: a[~ lquman pi ogi ess’~ 

From: Tufts, Amy Z [mailto:atufts@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :1:26 PM 
To: The peess-f mailing list 
~c: peess-f@listserv.unc.edu; 

Subject: [peess-f] Research Testing 

We are trying to get 20-30 second video clips of research testing or other project for a promotional video for the Exercise and Sport Science website. Can you let us know next 
week if you will have any testing going on around lunchtime? Can you let me know what lab/classroom/field and what time? 
We have a consent form that participants can sign so they are willing to be seen on the video, and Apple rep here on campus is 
helping us with this endeavor. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

<ul > 

<li~ -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

peess-fas: <a hre~"mailto:dslro(/~unc.edu’~.dstro@unc.edu<l’a;,. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~" mailto:leave-30830517-41233373.29baead768351481 a635991 ba203d664r[blistsetw.unc.edu’5"leave- 30830517- 

41233373.29baead768351481 a635991 ba203d664 (a;listserv.nnc.edu<a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 2:02 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-* 

ILS: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDA_Y 

Thanks! 

Go Hods, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: McGhee, Oj 
Senti Friday, February :tO, 20:t2 :t::t2 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjectl RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

You is da bomb! LOL 

Will try to get the family to the workshop, But we’re definitely looking forward to the performance, Enjoy the weekend~ 

OJ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Senti Friday, Februa~ ~0, 2052 ~2:38 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. $3th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. Please support CPA programs and let us know if you have ideas on other ways to 

collaborate on campus. 

Please respond to the following: 

~. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate my ticket(s) to another CBC member on the waiting list. 

2. If"Yes" -You ~an pJ~k up your ticket at Memorial by meeting me between 7:00 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. on Monday night on 

the front steps. Indecent weather? I will make arrangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the right side 

near the ticket booth. 
3. If you are unable to pJ~k up your ticket before 7:~5 p.m., please note that I will leave your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monday, Feb, ~3 - &0:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at $0:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the ~7th. The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisinel ;) Don’t miss itl 

The Alley Educational Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. i3, Historic Playmakers Theater, with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera performer and chair of rat!! studies in the 

Department o[ Music at UNC Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham native and dancer with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watching Go By, The Day" on Memorial Hall stage with dancers [rom Philandanco in Sept. 202L 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

b~bb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

~ r.X~ ::~c: p:b:~ C :.wcb:,~ ~k~ck ~. ~::~.~:~.: ;4:2 vd:h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 2:03 PM 

Brooks, Camille A ~camille~rooks@unc.edu> 

ILE: hNuiry from the Music WebsiteiInvitation to l?erform 

;) 
Go Heel~, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~84&0336 

From-’ Brooks, Camille A 
Sent-’ Friday, February 10, 2012 1:06 PM 
To,, Kleindienst, Andy 
Co-" Murrill, Verita L; Stroman, Deborah L; Blair, Wayne A; Garcia, David F 
Subject-’ RE: Inquiry from the Music Website!Invitation to Perform 

Hetlo Andy: 

Thank you for" your reply. Unfortunately at this point we have confirmed our plans for the Readdn event next Friday. We will make sure d~at we invite Charanga to 

partidpste next year. Although the members of the Chars~ga wiU not be performh~g, we still invite them to attend the event. 

Thank you again for responding. 

Camille Brooks 

HR Consultant!Equal Opportunity Specialist 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Equal Opportunib,/ADA Office 

~00 E. Franklin Street, Ste 

Chapel HU~, NC 27599 

Ma~n Office: (919) 965-3575 

Fax: (919) 962~2562 

E~= Kleind~enst, Andy 
$eat= Friday, Februa~ $0, 2052 $2:33 

Te= Brooks, Camille A 
$~bje¢t= RE: Inqu~ from the Music Websi~![nvi~tion to Pe#orm 
Camille, 

I apologize for the delay in my response. The event sounds really fantastic! I have a few questions regarding Charanga’s potential participation in the event. At what time and 
for how long would you like for the group to play? Would you be providing the sound equipment and is there a sound engineer for the event? Although the group consists 
primarily of students, we also are blessed to have several local professional musicians participate with the group and ~ am obliged to compensate them for their time. Is there 
any funding available to contribute towards paying these musicians? Let me know when you can. 

Thanks again for the offe!! 

Andy Kleindienst 

From-’ Brooks, Camille A 
Sent-’ Tuesday, February 07, 2012 9:59 AM 
To,, Kleindienst, Andy; _@_g___m___a_!L£_o___n_! 

~::c; Murrill, Verita L; Garcia, David F 
Subject-’ RE: Inquiry from the Music Website!Invitation to Perform 

Good morning Andy: 

Please con~:act me concerning the request beiow, We wouh~ Jove to h~w~ Ch~ranga partk:ipate ~t~ this event, 

S~ru::ereiy, 

CarnH~e 

Camille Brooks 

HR Consultm~t/Equal Opportunity Specialist 

The Uniw:_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Equal OpportunityiADA Offh::e 

100 E~ Franklin Street, Ste ~10 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

Mah~ Office: (919) 96~-3576 

Fax: {919) 9(42- 2552 

F~= Garda, David F 
Sent-’ Wednesday, ~brua~ 0i, 20~2 6:50 PN 
To= Brooks, Camille A 
Ce= Nurdll, Verita L;             ~g[~Nb_£9_~J Kleindienst, Andy 

Subject; RE: Inqui~ from the Music Website/Invi~tion to Perform 



Dear Camille, 
Many, many thanks for your invitation to Charanga to perform for the read-in. I am copying Andy Kleindienst (cc’d) who is directing the ensemble this semester. Andy should 
be getting back to you soon. I will be back as director in the fall. 
Your event sounds great. Unfortunately, I am involved in organizing a Brazilian Carnival celebration on the very same night! My colleague Frederico Castelloes in Romance 
Languages is co-organizing this event, which will take place in the Kenan Music Building. 
Thanks, again, and I would be delighted to meet with you for coffee to talk about your event, activities at UNC, and your time at Long Beach! 

All the best, 
David 
David F. Garcia, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Director of Graduate Admissions 
Department of lvlusic 

Hill Hall, CB# 3320 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3320 

919-84.3-2093 (office) 

From-" Brooks, Camille A 
Sent; Wednesday, February 01, 2012 3:46 PM 
To-" Garcia, David F 
~:¢-" Murrill, Verita L 
$,,bject; Inquiry from the Music Website!Invitation to Perform 

Hello David: 

On behave of the Carolina Black Caucus, I invite you to give serious consideration to having Charanga Carolina perform at the Second Annual Carolina Black Caucus 

Read-In. The event will include readings by students, faculty and staff along with live music and dance performances. The Read-In will take place on Friday, 

February :17th from 6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. in the auditorium at the Sonja Hayes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. A reception will follow from 8:00 p.m. -9:00 

p.m. 

As an ensemble with its roots in Afro-Cuban music we would love for you to join us in honoring our history and culture through the song, dance, and spoken word 

of the African Diaspora. The event will culminate with servings of authentic cuisine (e.g. soul food, Caribbean, African, and Latino dishes ) from our African Culture. 

We are greatly anticipating our Second Annual Read-In and look forward to the opportunity to experience Charanga Carolina. Please contact me as soon as possible 

to discuss the any interest Charanga Carolina may have in performing at the event. 

In addition to our request to have Charanga Carolina perform, we invite members to participate as readers. All readers will be selected on a first come first served 

basis. All readers must respond to verita murrill@unc.edu by Wednesday, February 8th to express their interest in participating as a reader for the event. 

I look forward to speaking with you soon concerning the Read-ln as well as speaking with a fellow Long Beach State Alumni. 

Sincerely, 

Camille 

Camille Brooks 

HR Consultant/Equal Opportunity Specialist 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

~.00 E. Franklin Street, Ste 3[:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Main Office: (9:19) 966-3576 

Fax: (9:19) 962-2562 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 2:06 PM 

Littlejoh~, Ursula<Ursula I,itflejohn@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu-* 

I~B: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

From: Littlejohn, Ursula [mailto:Ursula_Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 10, 20:[2 2:0:[ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

Quick question.,.how many do I have? I’m just tr’¥ing to plan my entourage details {ill have that option) 

Thanks, 

U rs 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto;dstto@unqedu] 
Sent: Friday, February :[0, 20:[2 :[:55 PM 
Te: Littlejohn, Ursula 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qcN~, b2~plore, 
919,843,0336 

F~= LiIlejohn, Ursula [mail~:UrsuIa LiIlejohn~@kenan-flai~er.unqe@] 
Senti Friday, Februa~ 10, 20~2 1:41 PM 
To: S~roman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey HONDAY 

Hi Debbie, 

~ wH~ not m~ss ~t!H ~ wH~ meet you for my tix on the n~ght of @ 

Thanks, 

Ursula 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [~_~I~j_Q_~t£~_~_Q£~_~]. 
Nent~ Fflday, Februaw 10, 2012 12:38 PM 
T~ Stroman, Deborah (~xerdse N Spo~ Sdence) 
$ubjemt~ Carolina Black Caucus - A~ley MONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are Hsted as having complimentarg ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on ins Monday, Feb. ~3th at 7:30 p.m. Thank gou verg much 
for gout membersNp. 

We are verg grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us w~th t~ckets located ~n the balcong. The event is soM out. This event is an 

~mportant part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful wag for us to build commun~tg bg getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked verv hard to provide us with this benefit. Please support CPA programs and let us know if gou hove Meos on other wogs to 

cofioborote on compus. 

Please respond to the following: 

I. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate my ticket(s) to another CBC member on the waitin8 list. 

2. If"Yes" -You can pick up your ticket at Memorial by meetin8 me between 7:00 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. on Monday nisht on 

the front steps. Inclement weather? I will make arransements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the risht side 

near the ticket booth. 
3. If you are unable to pick up your ticket before 7:15 p.m., please note that I will leave your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline = Monda% Feb. ~3 = I0:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at ~0:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks asain for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forset the CBC Read-ln on Friday, the ~7th, The event is 8oin8 to be fantastic and don’t ~et me 

started about the cuisine~ ;) Don’t miss 

The Alley Educotionol Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. ~3, Historic Pleymekers Theeter, with Dr. Louise Toppin eccleimed internotionel opere performer end choir o[vocel studies in the 

Deportment o~ Music ot UNC. Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durhom notive ond doncer with Alvin Alley Americ0n Donce The0ter. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Wotching Go By, The Doy" on Memoriol HoI/ stoge with doncers [rom Philondonco in Sept. 



Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

b~bb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu~/cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, February 10, 2012 2:57 PM 

Burney, Myron G <mgburney@northcarolina.edu> 

Pd:;: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

Thanks! See ya’ Monday! 

d 

Deborah L. gtroman, Ph.D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

From," Myron G. Burney [mailto:mgburney@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, February 10, 2012 2:42 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Alley MONDAY 

Happy I:riday Deb, 

1) YES, my wife and t will be attending 

2) I wiil be at Memorial during that time ~o pick up the tickeks 

3) Sounds great 

Tt~anks for your ieadership and the great job you do to keep us informed! 

Myron 

From; Stroman, Deborah L hm___a_!]_t__o_2_d___s_t__r__o___@__u___n__c_=e_~_u_.]. 
Sent: Friday, February :tO, 2012 i2:38 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. 13th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. Please support CPA programs and let us know if you have ideas on other ways to 

collaborate on campus, 

Please respond to the following: 
1. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate my tid~etls} to another CBC member on the waiting list. 

2. If "Yes" -You ran pick up your ticket at Memorial by meeting me between 7:013 p.m. and 7:1~ p.m. on Monday night on 

the front steps. Inclement weather? I will make arrangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the right side 

near the tid~et booth. 
3. If you are unable to pick up your ticket before 7:1~ p.m., please note that I will lea~e your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monday, Feb, :~3 - :~0:00 a,rn, 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at :10:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the :17th, The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine! ;} Don’t miss it! 

The Alley Educational Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m.~ Feb. ~3~ Historic Playrnakers Theate6 with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera performer and chair o~vocal studies in the 

Department o~ Music at UNC. Dr. Toppin wi// be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham native and dancer with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watchinq Go By~ The Day" on Memorial Hall staqe with dancers from Philandanco in Sept. 2022. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

bebb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

wwwounc.edu/cbc 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 4:52 PM 

diane baker@dentistry.unc.edu 

VW: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

CBC Read-In 2012 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, February :[0, 20:[2 :[2:38 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket{s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. 13th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts {CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. Please support CPA programs and let us know if you have ideas on other ways 

collaborate on campus. 

Please respond to the following: 

1. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate my ticket(s) to another CBC member on the waiting list. 

2. If "Yes" -You can pick up your ticket at Memorial by meeting me between 7:00 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. on Monday night on 

the front steps. Inclement weather? I will make arrangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the right side 

near the ticket booth. 
3. If you are unable to pick up your ticket before 7:15 p.m., please note that I will leave your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monda% Feb. :13 - :10:00 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at 10:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the 17th. The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine! ;) Don’t miss it! 

The Ailey Educational Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. i3, Historic Playmakers Theater, with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera performer and chair of vocal studies in the 

Department of Music at UNC Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham native and dancer with Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watching Go By, The Day" on Memorial Hall stage with dancers from Philandanco in Sept. 2011. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

b~bb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Cau¢us 

www.unc.edu/cbc 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, February 10, 2012 4:55 PM 

Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu> 

VW: Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

CBC Read-In 2012 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, February 10, 2012 12:38 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Carolina Black Caucus - Ailey MONDAY 

Hi Caucus Members. You are listed as having complimentary ticket(s) for "An Arts Night Out" on this Monday, Feb. ~_3th at 7:30 p.m. Thank you very much 

for your membership. 

We are very grateful to Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) as they have provided us with tickets located in the balcony. The event is sold out. This event is an 

important part of our connection to CPA and is another wonderful way for us to build community by getting to know one another. Reed Colver is our 

contact and has worked very hard to provide us with this benefit. Please support CPA programs and/eL us know if you have ideas on other ways 

collaborate on campus. 

Please respond to the following: 

1. "Yes" or "No" - I will be in attendance. If "No" - I will donate my ticket(s) to another CBC member on the waiting list. 

2. If"Yes" -You can pick up your ticket at Memorial by meeting me between 7:00 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. on Monday night on 

the front steps. Inclement weather? I will make arrangements for you to enter the lobby and I will stand on the right side 

near the ticket booth. 
3. If you are unable to pick up your ticket before 7:15 p.m., please note that I will leave your ticket at Will Call. 

My mobile # is 

Response Deadline - Monday, Feb, 13 = 10:00 a,mo 
If I don’t hear from you by this Monday at 10:00 a.m., I will donate your ticket to the Caucus. I will send you a confirmation email of your response. 

Thanks again for your participation in CBC events. Don’t forget the CBC Read-In on Friday, the 17th, The event is going to be fantastic and don’t get me 

started about the cuisine! ;) Don’t miss it! 

The Alley Educational Workshop 

6:30-7:00 p.m., Feb. i3, Historic Playmakers Theater, with Dr. Louise Toppin acclaimed international opera performer and chair of vocal studies in the 

Department of Music at UNC Dr. Toppin will be joined by Hope Boykin, Durham native and dancer with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater. Ms. Boykin 

recently debuted her new work "Watching Go By, The Day" on Memorial Ha!l stage with dancers from Philandanco in Sept. 20ii. 

Enjoy the performance and let’s continue to celebrate our culture and community here at UNC. 

Questions? Please call or email me. 

Harambe, 

b~bb~ 

.,~.~.,~ ~..b~,,.~,~~, ,"~.,~..~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

::~ D~c~ ptk~:: ~.~ t~q~.,: ~: C~.~c:.~ 1~.4~:’ v,~th ~., 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~g: Adding EXSS Minor 

Hi 

wiU have to speak to the instructor (when available) to enroll, 

Dr. Sl:rof~u~t~ 

Go Heeb, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

Because you have taken BIO you may take the courses at the same time. However, Connect CaroUna will probaNy not let you register [:or both. You 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Adding EXSS Minor 

Dr. Stroman, 
I was looking in the course bulletin and found that it says: 

Human Physiology 13). Prerequisite, EXSS     BIOL    may be accepted as a prerequisite with the permission of the instructor. 
I have taken BIOL Do you think I could have permission to take EXSS    and EXSS    at the same time first session this summer because I have taken BIOL    ? If you think so, 
I would like to contact the instructor I really want to make sure I can complete all my prerecs for PT school 
I appreciate your time and help! 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:29 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Adding EXSS Minor 

Hi       , ,,"40, you can’t take 

Dr. Stroman 

Go t-be]s, 
Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,1), CLU 

91%843,0336 

and    at the same time. 

From: _¢!Lv___e_,__u__n__¢,__e__d___u_l 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:28 PM 
To: Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Adding EXSS Minor 

Dr. Stroman, 
I sent you an email earlier today about EXSS but now I see that it is not actually a prerequisite for the courses, but that 1 just need to take it to finish a minor since T 
enrolled in UNC before 
1 guess now my real question is this: Can I take EXSS    and    at the same time? 1 know that EXSS    is a prerec for but are exceptions possible? T was planning on 
taking them both over the summer if possible (1 know this will be a lot of work, but the courses will be my only focus). 
Thank you for your help. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Adding EXSS Minor 

Hi Jessk:a. Yes, 

School. We have many alumni who are PTs. 

Dn Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843~0336 

From: 

is how the body responds to stress and exerebe. It is Physiok)gy. Again, MANY of the students major in EXSS b~-_~cause of their interest in PT 



Sent= Thursday, 2:48 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Adding EXSS Minor 
Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you for the response! I am definitely declaring the minor, but I was really just wondering if    is technically considered a physiology course as well, because I 

know    is the one required [br the minor. Let me know whenever you hmTe a chance. Sorry for my confusion! 

Thanks again, 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 2:43 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <~_t_._stj29.(~_~_Lr_Lc_: .e_d_%~- wrote: 

You can declare the EXSS minor with any Steele advisor. 

The EXSS major is one of the most popular majors on campus. Most of general majors are gob~g to apply Lo medical, dental or PTiOT school. Why? We 

onlv focus on the human bodv ( unlike Biology which covers a~l ~fe forms such as marine and invertebrates). Nease review the requirements of ,/our 

top PT schools for the sdence requirements. Our    ~s the studv of the ph,¢s~o~ogy of humans~ 

Fee~ free to schedule an appointment w~th me ~:o discuss our curriculum in more detail 

Dr. St:roman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, S~-roman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:~ 9,843,0336 
<i mage00 ]..j 

F~m= 9live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 8:43 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Adding EXSS Ninor 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am a      and want to add an EXSS minor to complete this summer and my senior year. First of all, I have an appointment 
scheduled with another advisor and thought I would just declare the minor then, but the EXSS website says to contact you. Should 
I also schedule an appointment with you to talk about the minor? 
Second, I am adding the minor to make myself a more competitive candidate for when I apply to physical therapy schools this 
summer/fall. The schools require a physiology coupe to be taken as a prerec to the PT programs. I know that the minor in EXSS 
requires EXSS which seems to be a physiology coupe, but do you think the PT schools are really looking for a a physiology 
course like EXSS ? I know you may not be able to answer this question because different PT schools may have different 
preferences, but if you could let me know what you think, that would be so helpful! Also, do you know of anyone I could direct 
these ~pes of questions to at UNC? 
Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 6:40 PM 

~ematl. unc.edu~ 

l~L: The Pathology of White Privilege 

As ~ l:ollow--ul?.,~ the article theft Richard should write. ;) 

Calling Audibles Part VII: Black and White 
Posted by Marcia on November 21,2011 ¯ 7 Comnrents 

lYarning: IJ~vou are a white person, this post may contain material that is hazardous to your worldview. Please proceed prayerfully, not fea@dly. 

The embarrassment I have tNt during [INC’s NCAA investigation hit its peak last thll Mren accusations of academic ficaud started coming out. The offen~ of cheating 

Description: htt p://me rcia mou ntsh oop.com/wp- 
...... content/u ploads/2011/11/iStock.football~ame..pla n- 

300x199 jpg 

has always hit a nerve with me, but the prospect that people cheated was not what left Ine the most horrified. 

I have been a part of several s~tellax acadelnic comlnunities in my life from the college campus I grew up on, Centre College, to Oxford University to Vanderbilt and 

Emory and others in between. I was always disturbed by the number of people who seem to have no qualms abont cheating on their schoolwork. I’ve been a student 

on campuses with honor codes and seen and heard about the serial abnse of the code that occnrs in these situations. People cheat when they have the opportunity. Not 

everyone does. I don’t. Bnt, I am not naive about how rampant cheating is. So, the fact that the honor system at UNC has some weak spots doesn’t shock me. I am 

troubled by it, but that is not the paxt of this investigation that has troubled me in the deepest places in my sonl. 

What hit me in the gut and horrified me the mos"t is the disturbing mad destructive ways that race has functioned in this situation. When I opened the Daily Tar tteel one 

day last fiall and saw the mug shot-like pictures of every player who may have done ~mething academically unacceptable right there in black and white, my 
embarrassment and shame hit its peak. 

It hit me then that the players were being treated m th the utmost unlhimess guil~ until proven innocent. And then it hit me that there was a deeper patholo~ at work 

here because every single one of the players pictured was a person of color. Or more specifically in our hyper-racialized American culture, every player pictured was 

black. 

The unconsciousness with which white people live ruth the ravages of racism is a deeply diseased part of our culture. I have heard several white people during this 

NCAA saga say, "this has nothing to do with race." I have heard other comments about how ’~t~ley" shouldn’t have ever been admitted as students if"they" can’t do 

the work. I have also heard white people say how disturbed they are with how "tl~ef’ can’t seem to play by the rules. Nowhere in these accusations and in these 

racialized stereotypes do white people ever look in the mirror and reflect on how white people benefit fi~om the imprinting a racist mantalities in this country. 

Nowhere have I hem~ the question asked about why it has been so easy for the UNC community and local media to jump to the wors~t possible conclusions about 

these players. And I have yet to hear anyone in power own up to the fact that there is an inherent elitism in suggesting that what we need is more and more oversight 

and more power to punish football players. How can white people collectively miss the racial overtones of all this flaetoric about looking for more ways to make sure 

we keep young black men in their place? 

What’s going on in big time lbotball these days is much, much more complicated than lawless players doing things that are illegal. It’s not so black and white. The 

problems and disparities are deep and complicated and, yet, we lay &s much blame as we can at the feet of the young men who make the football wheels turn in the first 

place. I don’t think Taylor Br~xich’s article in "The Atlantic" was overstating the case to use plantafion language when it comes to some of the dynamics at work in 

college football these days. And how can we deal ruth that disturbing reality if we don’t know how to talk about race in any substa~five way as white people. 

In the situation at UNC race has been an unspoken elephant in the room. White people in power have tried to soften the overtly racial nature of it all by appealing to 

things like "academic integrity" and "not lowering our standards." They have never given any communal enelgy to what this scandal may be bringing up race-wise for a 
big state university in the south. 

Media outlets repeatedly include lines in their articles about the UNC invesfigation with language about how many players had to sit out games last season becanse of 

the investigafion. I have yet to see an article where anyone in power pointed out that some of those players were found to have done nothing wrong. In other words, 

they missed games and were punished tbr no reason. And their names and pictures were out for all to see when they were presumed guilty, but you haven’t seen the 

same spread now that some are cleared of any wrongdoing. 

Why was it so easy for everyone to assume the worst and punish these players before we knew all the facts? If you are white mad you w~mt to say that race had nothing 

to do with that, then I want to call your blufE There is no way to extract race ficom this situation and say it was simply about other community values that we hold dear. 

Racism is a part of our ever,:" day lives in this countW. And our unconscious assumptions profoundly shape how we function. 

There were and are deeply e~nbedded assumptions and fears at work in this investigation and its aftermath. It could be a wake up call for all of us if we let it be. 

The assumpfions are about black students not being able to do the work at a place like UNC. The assumptions have to do with the thct that there is a part of the 

collective white ps3~che that says "we" are doing ’~em" a favor to let them be here in the first place. The assumptions have to do with white mentalities about being right 

about eveLything. The assumptions have to do with white attitudes that everything would be and will be fine in our society if"they" jus~t learn how to act like "us." 

And the fear comes in when we realize our world may be changing. What had seemed like black and white is becoming grey. The realities and statistics about black 

athletes are a conviction of white privilege to be sure. Branch’s article in ’~he Atlantic" is a must read for all white people. The recent Drexel University study about 

how many Division I football players live under the poverty line should be more required reading. The imbalance of power and the unfairness are offensive. The 
unconscious ways that we all eNoy tbotball with little to no critical a~vareness of whose backs it is built on is disturbing. And the dei~nsive, penal posture of universities 

and the NCAA around the power dynamics of big time tbotball is looking more and more sinister to me. 

In so many way~ sports have been a place where interracial relationships have had a chance to form and be genuine. Sports have been some of the trailbl~ing spaces 

tbr racial integration in this country. But white power structures have t~led to attend to the ways that white privilege has tbd mad formed the way business is conducted 
in big ti~ne football (and I would suggest big time basketball is the same). 

’][’he audible here must be complex no quick fix, no big play that will change the ga~ne. The audible here for big time football mufti be a commitlnent to the run game 



the long-ran game. 

ttow can we all work together to tell the truth about "the inequalities that have made tbotball so lucrative tbr universities and the NCAA? ttow can we be intentional 

aix~ut unearthing the racialized assumptions that exist aix~ut "the abilities and rights of the mostly black players who play big time college football? 

As the wit~ of an offensive coordinator. I am keeNy aware of how much people prefer an exciting passing attack to a gritty, grinding run game. The passing is much 

more dynanfic and pleasing. The run game is slow, deliberate, and incremental. We like instant gratification, not the step-by-step building of a strong foundation. 

This long-run audible would be an unselfish play to call: some who have so very ~nuch would have to be willing to give some of that up. Like a successful run game, 

everyone would have to do their part to block, to create running room, to have the backs of those who are doing the work. 

What if big time football made a comtnitment to less glilz, more justice? Less big money for institutions, more fair treatment of players? A less punitive approach to the 
yotmg men who play the game, and more substantive attention to their real lives and abilities? That sounds like a game plan worth our ve~ best team effort. 

F~m: Turner, Robert W. 
Sent= Wednesday, 3anua~ 18, 2012 3:00 PH 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~e Pathology of Whi~ Privilege 
Tim W i s e: ~R;~_~_~_~:_y~_~_:~_~Z~_~!~_~]~Z2__~JJ_~_~_~_~ 

Think of Richard delivering this type of message to White folks about sports at PWl’s 

RT 

RobeCt W. Turner PhD. 

Sociology 

e.g., EXSS - College S~ Reseamh Insti~te 

Postdoctoral Research Associate 

Carolina Postdoctoral Program 

UNC-ChaNI ~11 

646-234-5388 (Mobile) 

m~me~unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 6:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

Ex Phys 

Hi      I met with Dr. Smith today. Please give her a call and send an email on Monday and schedule a meetingasap. Do tell her that UNCis your # 1choice and 
that you are interested in working with her. She wants to meet with you more and learn more of your interest about body composition BEFORE interview 
weekend. 
Make it happen! 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S~oman, Ph.D~ CLU 
UNC - t:~xercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e3 - ~,~-w.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Acaderrfic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
ChaiL Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair; College Sport Research Institute 
FaculW Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~graa Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,84&0336 

,i o,,n sure that none of you wouid wont to rest content with the superficial kind of socio/ ana!ys~s that deals rnerely with ~:ects ond does not groppie with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

U~dates H ~ ~a~:k H~story 

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY - Give someone a hug! 

Thanks to all who came out to an "Arts Night Out" last night. Wow! I am still shaking to the 

"Home" choreography. Simply amazing. 

CBC Activities 

Read-In - Friday, Feb. !7th 6:00 p.m. (Stone Center) - Don’t 

miss out on this special evening! The planning committee 

guarantees a GREAT time. Tell your friends and family to be 

there. Students, staff, faculty, and administrators read their 

favorite poems and literature from the African Diaspora. We 

also honor our people and history through song, dance, and 

spoken word. This special event culminates with scrumptious 

servings of cuisine (e.g., soul food, Caribbean, African, and 

Latino dishes) from our African culture. 



CBC "Welcome Dr. Clayton" Reception 

Thursday, Feb. 23Fd at 5:45 p.m. -7:00 p.m. (Carolina Club - 
Royal Room) - All CBC members are encouraged to stop by 

and give a "Tar Heel" welcome to our new vice-provost! 

DATE CHANGE! CBC Monthly Meeting - March 13th (not the 6th) - 

11:30 a.m. 

RESEARCH! 

We invite all Black faculty and staff researchers to share their latest research, 

articles, and]or book projects with the membership, Limit your comments to 7-10 

minutes, Students have also been invited to join us, Send a note to 

cbcinfo@unc,edu if you are interested in presenting information, Let’s celebrate 

our scholarly achievements! 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there 

are new hires (faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) or 

retirements in your unit or department. We wish to welcome them to the 

university. Send information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

What’s going on this month ? 

Take a look at the UNC Black History Month Calendar! 

http:/iwww.unc.edu/diversityiblackhistory.htm 



Institute of African American Research (IAAR) 

Dr. Joseph Jordan is the interim director of IAAR. Check out http://iaar.unc.edu/for 

more details on activities and information. Colloquium Series continues with Mia 

Bay, professor of history at Rutgers University, who will lead the next discussion on 

Thursday, Feb. 16 at 12:00 p.m. in the Stone Center’s Hitchcock room. iaar@unc.edu 

Dr. Katherine Charron’s new book "Freedom’s Teacher: The Life of 

Septima Clark" 
Thursday, Feb. 16th at 3:30 p.m. (Stone Center) - Spring 2012 Writer’s Discussion Series 

In this vibrantly written biography, Katherine Charron demonstrates Septima Clark’s crucial role--and 

the role of many Black women teachers--in making education a cornerstone of the 20th century 

freedom struggle. Charron sheds valuable new light on southern Black women’s activism in national, 

state, and judicial politics, from the Progressive Era to the civil rights movement and beyond. 

Bernice Johnson Reagon to Deliver Black History Month Lecture 
8th Annual African American History Month Lecture (Stone Center) - February 20 at 7:00 p.m. The title of her 

talk is Beyond Survival: African American Struqqle for Freedom and Transformation. A reception and book 

signing will follow the lecture which is free and open to the public. 

Student-Athlete Due Process and the UNC Football Investigation Panel 

Wednesday, Feb. 22nd at 4:30 p.m. (NCCU Law School- "The Great Hall) The NCCU Law School is 

located at 640 Nelson Street, Durham, NC 27707 

There is not one page in the 434-page NCAA manual related to student-athletes rights. 

During the 2010-2011 collegiate football season sixteen University of North Carolina (UNC) football 

student-athletes missed all or parts of the season due to a National Collegiate Athletic Association 

(NCAA) investigation. One of the student-athletes was eventually exonerated, but at least two of the 

student-athletes were never informed of why they were ruled ineligible. None of the student- 

athletes were initially represented by an attorney and none were afforded a hearing prior to being 

ruled ineligible. 

Panelists include Bomani Jones (Around the Horn), Deunta Williams (Tarheelblue Network), Robert 

Orr (Poyner Spruill), Noah Huffstetler (Nelson & Mullins), and Marcia Shoop (Calling Audibles). The 

panel is free and open to the public. Please RSVP (although it’s not mandatory) to 

stude ntath letesh u ma n d a boo.co m 



Spotlights and African Diaspora Food! The Black History Month Committee of the Black 

Student Movement has partnered with Carolina Dining Services (CDS) to spotlight Black faculty for 

the month of February. In the dining halls, on the television screens, there will be a photo and 

information about professors displayed in rotation. Also, every Wednesday evening during the month 

there will be a Black History Month themed meal in the dining halls. 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on The Crossroads of Student Success: Academics, 

Wellness and Engagement. 

February 2 7th - Disability Services and Meeting the Demands oJ: University LiJ:e with Jim Kessler, 

Director, Disability Support Services, and TiJ:J:any Bailey, Assistant Director, Disability Support Services 

- 22:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial 022) 

¯ DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

April 15, 2012 - Rhythm and blues diva - Her illustrious career has spanned over 50 years notching 

hits in a variety of sounds ranging from classic girl group pop to 

funk to lush ballads. Born Patricia Holt in Philadelphia on May 24, 

1944, she grew up singing in a local Baptist choir. Her hits have 

included such iconic songs as "Lady Marmalade", "If You Only 

Knew", "New Attitude", "On My Own" a duet with Michael 

McDonald. Released in 1991, Burnin’ earned a Grammy® for Best 

Female R&B Performance. LaBelle has written several books including 

her autobiography, Don’t Block the Blessings: Revelations of a Lifetime as well as two cookbooks Recipes for 

the Good Life and Patti LaBelle’s Lite Cuisine. She also sells a line of sauces and seasonings named after her 

best known hit "Lady Marmalade". 

¯ Carolina Theater- 

http://www.carolinatheatre.org/events 

Friday, March 9, 2012 - 8:00 p.m. This internationally-renowned 

female a capella group’s soulful sound is textured by the rich 

traditions of African American music - including gospel hymns, 

spirituals, jazz improvisation, African chant and ancient lullabies. 

Their message gives voice to hope, love, justice, peace and 

resista nce. 



GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

http ://www.ca roli na pe rfo rminga rts.o rg/ge n res/a II 

Cheikh L6 

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater 
Tuesda% February 14~ 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton Marsalis 
Thursday~ March 15~ 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Herbie Hancock 
Thursday, March 22, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Joshua Redman & Brad Mehldau Duo 
Tuesday, April 10, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Saturday, April 14, 2012 - 8:00 PM 

The Senja Haynes $~ene Cen~e~ o 

http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/progra ms/spring-2012-progra m-a nd-events/ 

Dry Run: Defining Determination, Testing Reconstruction - February 9- April 30, 2011, The Robert 

and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum will feature the work of Lynn MarshalI-Linnemeier. In this 

latest work, MarshalI-Linnemeier explores notions of experimentation, reconstruction and the idea of 

self-determination through the Penn Center papers and photographs held in the Southern Historical 

Collection of the Wilson Library. MarshalI-Linnemeier reimagines the experimental plantation space 

by manipulating archival photographs that include stereographic images. Her visual narratives 

explore myth, spirituality and memory through vivid paintings, collages, and textile works. 



ANNOUNCEMEN]°S 

Enterprise Discounts for UNC employees! 

1) Enterprise has 15-capacity passenger vans, cargo vans and oversize 

trucks. 

2) Students {18+ years) can rent through Enterprise. 

http://www.enterpriseholdin£s.com/or contact Brycen McCrary at 

919.360.0134 

APPROVED by UNC BIOMEDICAL IRB-Study # 02-1387 

Project CON N ECT Add resses Minority Participation in Resea rch 

Black Americans have disproportionately high rates of disease and 

disproportionately poor health outcomes. Recent emphasis on increased 

representation of minority populations in all research has challenged 

investigators to find ways to diversify the populations that are 

recruited to participate in prevention and treatment trials. Project CONNECT is recruiting volunteers 

who want to learn more about 

opportunities to participate in health research. 

If you participate your name will be placed on a confidential listing. 

If volunteers are eligible for a future research study they will be 

contacted and offered the opportunity to participate. The confidential 

registry will collect basic participant data including contact 

information, age, education level and basic health status. 

To join the Project CONNECT listing, please visit us online at 

www.connect.unc.edu where you may enter our secure Registry Enrollment 

Site. Or, you may choose to reply to this email with your name, and a 

phone number or mailing address so that we may get in touch with you. 

To contact us directly call toll free at 1-866-849-1579. 

Joining the registry does NOT mean one is volunteering for any 

particular study. 

For additional information, please contact us at 919-966-7107 or via 

email at connect@schsr.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Project CONNECT: the Bridge to Healthy Communities Through Research, 

UNC Sheps Center for Health Services Research 



A statement of p~’ineiples fo~’ Athletics at 1~4C 

At a time when both the emphasis on Division I athletics and the scandals that are 
associated ~th the athletics enterprise have presented new challenges to many 
universities across the eountly, we the undersigned faeul%, at LTNC encourage the Board 
of Trustees, fl~e Chancellor, the AtMetic Director, and the entire I_~qC e.ommui~i~~ to join 
~,dth us in workdng to insure that the athletics program operates in ways tlmt enhance 
and complement the University’s core mission: 

The Universi~,~" of North Carolina at ~apel Hill, the na~on’s first public 
university.’, serves North Carolina, the United States, and the world through 
teaching, research, and public se~ee. We embrace an unwavering commitment 
to excellence as one of the world’s great research universities. 

Our mission is to se~we as a center for research, scholm:ship, and ereativi~; and to 
teach a diverse community of undergraduate, gradamte, and professionN students 
to become the next generation of leaders. ~rough the efforts of our exeep~onal 
faculp,, and staff, and ~dth generous support fl’om No~Sch Carolina’s citizens, we 
invest our knowledge and resources to enhance access to learning and to foster 
the success and prospe~ib, of each ~4sing generation. We also ex~end kamwledge- 
based se~,ices and other resources of fl~e Universip,~ to the ci~zens of North 
Carolina and their institu~ons to ea~hance the qualip,~ of life for all people in the 
State. 

With Iux, libert(~s--light and Iiberk,,--as its founding principles, the       i~., 
has cha~ed a bold course of leading change to improve socieb’ and to help solve 
the world’s greatest problems. 

~4pproved by the UNC Board qf Governors, November 2009) 

SpoNs are worthwhile aeti,Aties in themselves, and a robust athletics program 
underscores the Universi~,’s commitment to excellence across the spectrum of lmman 
endeavor. Fielding competitive teams can help build eonmmni~ cohesion among 
students, Neulk,~, staff, alumni, and alI who have interests in the University. We are 
justly proud of IYNC’s record of h~tegNp~" and success in intelleetu~ and athletic life. In 
light of recent de~’elopments, however, we insist that the pursuit of atNetie excellence at 
l_}¢C-Chapel Hill must rest on a foundation of academic integ~i~- and should always 
reflect the fMlowing three principles: 

~o I~sti~.~tionaI Opem~ess. The Universi~,, should confront openly the many conflicts 
by gs commRment to ~inning in the athletic arena. The Ch~iversi~,, must 

commit itself to honest, open, regular eonvea,sation about the divergent imperatives, and 
competing values, that drive athletic and academic success. ~a2l data needed to 
understand the athletics depm~tment, and to address the issues rNsed by Rs operations, 
should be readily available. 



~. E~gucational Responsibilitg. The Universi~, should coInmit itsdf to providing a 
rigorous and meaning~l education to eveW student..adl students should be integrated 
~Ily into the life of flae emnpus, and they should be welt prepared for life a~er college. 
~1 students--those who participate in sports and thos÷ who do not--should be 
permitted m~d encouraged to take fl.fll advantage of the rich menu of educational 
opportunities availaMe at UNC. 

3. Mission Consiste~cy. Afl~leties lnust be integrated into the common enterp~{se of the 
Universit3.,. FaeulVi committees and administration must be empowered to oversee 
athletics and insure that it supports and remains in aligmnent wit_h the Universi)is core 
missions. In times of hardship, the        ik,, must consistently work to prese~’e these 
eo,’e missions, even ff such preservation comes at the expense of athletR-, success. 

Note: If you are comfortable being a signatory to this statement of principles, feel free to contact 

Richard Southall at southall@email.unc.edu or 919.962-3507. It is our understanding that this 

statement of principles (developed by UNC faculty over the past few months), along with a list of 

signatories, will be sent to Chancellor Thorp and Faculty Council. 

2012 Forum on Minority Male Student Success - Summary Documents - 

Check out: 

http://www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu/content/2012foru monminoritymalestudentsucce 

SS 

A special thanks to our keynote speaker: Dr. Shaun Harper, University of Pennsylvania 



~bur CBC £eadership Team 

Shandra Jones - Kenan-Fla gler Business School 

Ursula £i ttlejotm - Kenan-Fla gler Business School 

OJ. A¢cGhee- School of t~blic Health 

Verita A¢urrill- Human Resources 

Naken ge Robe~son - FPG Cldld De velopmen t Insti tu te 

Deborah Stroman - Exercise and Sport Science 

2011-12 Student Ambassadors: 

Warche Downing, Asia Johnson, Malia Melvin, and M¥1es Robinson 

"/n every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heaL 

In every heart, there is the power to do it." 

M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Monday, February 20, 2012 2:44 PM 

Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp~email.unc.edu>; Chris Faison 
<       @gmail.com>; Cox, La Jeune J <          :@unc.edu>; Dwight Hollier 
<dhollier@southeastpsych.com>; Faison, Christopher D <chris faison@unc.edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email.unc.edu>; Jeff Carmon <          @yahoo.com>; Lee, Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha <j aimielee@email.unc.edu¢; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Jones, Shandra <shandraj @email.unc. edu>; Littlej ohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Three upcoming events related to college athletics 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Ernpowen 

919.843.0336 

From: Faculty.Governance@email.unc.edu [mailto:Faculty.Governance@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2012 2:43 PM 
To: General Faculty 
Cc: comm@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: [generalfaculty] Three upcoming events related to college athletics 

Some of your faculty colleagues have asked that we circulate the announcements below regarding three upcoming 

discussions related to college athletics that may be of interest to UNC faculty. All events are free and open to the public. 

Wednesday, February 22, 2022 at 4:30 pm 

NCCU School of Law "Great Hall," 640 Nelson St., Durham NC 27707 

Panel discussion: "Student-Athlete Due Process and the UNC Football Investigation" 



Panelists include Bomani Jones (Around the Horn), Deunta Williams (Tarheelblue Network), Robert Orr (Poyner Spruill), 

Noah Huffstetler (Nelson & Mullins), and Marcia Shoop (Calling Audibles). The panel is free and open to the public. 

Please RSVP to studentathleteshumanrights@yahoo.com 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 at 5:30 pm 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC-CH 

Panel discussion: "Big-Time College Sports: What Needs to Change?" 

Panelists will be Taylor Branch, William C. Friday, and Charles T. Clotfelter. Author Will Blythe will moderate. Three 

prominent critics of collegiate sports will discuss the way forward. The panel is free and open to the public. For 

information contact Liza Terll, Friends of the Library (919-548-1203). 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 at 5:30 pm 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC-CH 

"Big-Time Sports and the University: A Conversation with Joe Nocera of the New York Times." A celebrated opinion 

columnist and an outspoken critic of the NCAA, Joe Nocera will present his thoughts on prospects for reform in 

collegiate athletics and take questions from the audience. The conversation is free and open to the public. For further 

information see http://noceraconversation.web.unc.edu/ 

Anne Mitche I WB snant, PLD~ 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

OffceofFacutyGovernance UNCCBapelH 1 

CB# 9170 Car~ Bu Iding 203 

Chapel }fill NC 27599-9170 

9199621671 (offce) I 9199625479 (fax) 

anne wh nant(@uncedu 

http :~ccou n unc~edu/ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
generalfaculty as: dstro@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=42109447.2764444f44efl 6b 85970ca0cdc811 d04&n=T&l=generalfacult¥&o=30905131 or send a blank 
email to leave-30905131-42109447.2764444f44efl 6b85970ca0cdc811 d04@,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, : 8:34 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

CBC Reception TODAY 

!@live.unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Hi Team. This event is OPTIONAL. If you are available today between 5:30 and 6:00 p.m., please stop by the Carolina Club (Royal Room). We are hosting a "welcome" reception for 

our new vice provost for diversity, Dr. Taffye Clayton. You can assist with handing out name tags. You will have the opportunity to meet her too. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we mus[ ap#ly. Willing is no[ enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 9: 30 AM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-~ 

n@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Events Video Footage 

Thanks. ~Ve made a YouTube account but a channel. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 5:58 PM, "McGhee, Oj" <qi nlcghee(a)~mc.edu> wrote: 

1 trust that the file was also too big to burn to a DVD? If so~ I have an e×ternal hard drive that you could use to take the footage from. Unfortunately, 

the remainder o~ t:h~ week~ Iql be fad~itat~ng our school’s Minority Hea~th Conference, ~ w~l~ be around Monday & ~uesd~y of ne>:t wee~. We could 

plan for you to pick up the externa~ hard dr~ve ~:rom me Monday and we coukt possibly talk about how to extract the footage. If you need ~t sooner, I 

could leave it for you in one of our o~:fices ~n the Schoo~ of PuMic Hea~th tomorrow and we can st~l~ p~an to meet next week MondayiTuesda% 

in the meantime, has anyone created a YouTube channe~ yet? it’s been a wh~le, but ~ think the standard YouTube upload w~H only ~How ]0 minutes of 

footage. We wou]d need a channe~ to upload the footage you have, let me know what times you are ava~aMe Monday and we can ta]k then, 

O.J. McGhee, Instructional Media Services Manager 

I.JNC Gilling School of Global Public Health 

2:12 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7-~100 

Cha~el Hill, NC 

From: mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:12 PM 
To-" McGhee, Oj 
Cc-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" CBC Events Video Footage 

Mr. McGhee, 
Hello this is               one of the CBC student ambassadors. I trust this email finds you well. I talked to Dr. Stroman about the getting the video footage onto 

our CBC website, and she mentioned I should speak to you regarding this issue. 

I took the camcorder back to the Media Resource Center (MRC) at the Undergraduate Library, but the tech representative said the files were too big to transfer 

them directly to a flash drive or my laptop. Thus, the video files for our Read-ln event (and others l’ve been told) are on one of the computers at the MRC. I was told 

the files from last Friday’s event were something around 1GB of space for every minute of recording we recorded. Obviously, the only type of device to hold this much 

space is an external hard drive, l’ve been informed we’re looking at around iOOGB of total memory for just the read-in recording alone. 

Since external hard drive are very expensive, I wanted to get your thoughts on the best action plan to proceed further. If you need any type of assistance on my end, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Business Administration I Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC) 

(C) @unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, ’, 12:04 PM 

~gmu]l.com) 

Meeting today 

Hi I will be coming from way across campus after class today. I apologize if I am running a little tardy. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~__%<XS!~__e__x_~%_’~_t_t_r_t_C_&d~. 
EXSS Academic Adx4sor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Adviso<¢ Board Chair College Sport Research Institute 
Facul~" Ad~Asot; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigrua Alpha Larubda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superfiicial kind of social analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not .qropple with 
undedying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, ;3:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: CSBC Meeling 

Thanks. I win make note. I hope you found the meeting vak~able to your learning! ;) 

Dr, Stroma~3 

Go flee]s, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

From-"      @live.unc.edu [mailto:      ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, i:06 PM 
Subject-" CSBC Meeting 
To: Stroman, Deborah 

From: 

Hello Dr. Stromm~, 

I atten&d the Carolina Sport Business Club meeting yesterday; but had to leave early due to having another obligation/meeting to attend at 7pm. I am unaware of any 

sign in sheet, but in case there was one that was passed around in the end, I wanted to let you know that I was there earlier, but had to leave at 6:50pro. Please let me 

know if there is anything I need to do to vouch for my attendance. 

Thank you for yonr time and consideration. 

Best, 

This Ibrwarded message was sent via The University ~fN~rth Caro~ina at Chape~ Hi~ Messages ~c~m the ’’EXSS~ .002.SP "site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXS S .(11(112.SP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 3:01 PM 

@wmgllc.com) 

FW: CSRI Case Stud.,{ Participant Resume Book 

Thanks. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Good seeir~g you. Please ask the team members to forward me at~ updated resume. 

From: [mailto @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, "1:03 PM 

Subject: CSRI Case Study Participant Resume Book 
Dear Case Study Faculty Advisor, 
In corresponding with W~n AD, they would like to have a resume book for participants at the conference. This is a great idea and could be very valuable for the case study 
participants. With that said, we are requesting that you submit a resume for each of your students when you turn in the case study paper on 
Hope you are enjoying the case study so far, and we look forward to seeing everyone in 
Thanks! 

- College Sport Research Institute 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 
cell: 
office: 919-843-9627 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:04 PM 

~gmail .com>; ~live.unc.edu> 

1~I:;: CBC Ambassadors for Next Year 

Hi 

I prefer at least one ambassador to be an EXSS major for obvious reasons. 

~’h ~l n ks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

and Please meet with her’ and see if she is most worthy to fill your shoes. ;) 

From: [mailto: _~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, I :t2:58 PM 

Subject: CBC Ambassadors for Next Year 
and 

I hope this email finds you well. I know you both mentioned recruiting a       CBC ambassador for next year since you both will be graduating in i    Per our brief conversation, I 

have a very interested       r friend,             She was on the Planning Committee for the School of Public Health’s Minority Health Conference and s on the Event Planning 

Committee for MAPS. Although she isn’t majoring in EXSS and plans to double major in Global Studies and Journalism, I fully recommend her as an ambassador. I’ve copied her to 

this email, and I think she would be a great assets to our team next year. 

In addition to interacting with the other faculty and staff in the Caucus, I believe she can directly benefit by networking with Mr. McGhee since she’s interested in Public Health in 

addition to her international journalism interests. Please feel free to reach out to her to give her more information about applying to become an ambassador next year as it 

becomes available. Please let me know your thoughts after reaching out to 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Business Administration I Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC) 

(C)                         @unc.edu 
P.S. I got the video camera back to the MRC, but I was unable to put the files on my computer because they were too large. However, I’m meeting with Mr. McGhee next week to 

discuss how to transfer everything to an external hard drive and eventually get it up on the CBC website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:24 PM 

j aJnes.diloreto@bc.edu 

FW: BC Internships 

Hi James. We do have academic credit t:or qualified students who secure internships. However, your dates are not conducive for our undergraduate population as 

they wou~d have to leave campus for an extended period of t~me during the school year,. The graduate students are not avai~able~ Rare~y do students take the 

seme~d:er off for internships that pay les~ than a ~ub~d:ant~ai figure. ;) 

No~lethe~ess, f w~ll posd: th~s opporturdty as; they may know peers who wouh~ be it~terested ~n ~earning more, 

G~ Flee]s, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. 

Exercise ~md Sport Sdence Departmen~ - Sport Administration 

Coordinator of Internships 

F~m= Southall, Richard Nichard 
Sent; Thursday, 12:31 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Salyer, Sher~ L 
Subject; ~: BC Internships 
Thought I’d forward to both of you this information on some internships at Boston College. Seems as ffthe sales and revenue production seminar will prepare students for these 
types of opportunities. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southa~ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at 

Director -- College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9~9.9~2-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9~9.9~2-~235 

UNC Sport AdminBtr~Lion webs~te: 

CSR~ Conference on College S#ort website: www.csr~conf~reRce.org 

From: James Di Loreto <james.diloreto@bc.edu> 

Date: Thu,           ~0:19:50 -05~ 

To: Matthew Walker <Ma[[hew.g~Walker@usm.edu>, Richard Southall <southaH{~ema~l.unc.edu>, "zu~lo@setonhi~l.edu" <zu~lo@setonhHI.edu>, 

"d~t[more@uark.edu" <d~[[more@uark~edu>, "cdmcevo@ilstu.edu" <cdmcevo@ilstu.edu>, "npopp@ilstu.edu" <npopp@ilstu.edu>, 

"gwon~@##ort~gt.umass.edu" <gwon~@s£ortmgt.umass.edu> "£#_~_~£~[_@]_£#_~#_[]:#_9_[#g££_:A~A" <#_[~_Qg#_E@_[~_~_~_~_[:_££[A~9_Q:#_~_~.>, 

Cc: ’"Ryan Virtue’ ([virtue@nacda.com)" <rvirtue@nacda.com>, Greg Lynch <gregJynch@bc.edu>, Kaitlin Foley <kaitHn.foley.4@bc.edu> 

Subje~: BC Internships 

Hope al~ is well Two items, ~A¢e have (4) lO mor~th ~ntertlships~ in our Outboutld Tic]~t Sa~es ar~a as are currently hiring for whh::h pay 61400 a month pk~s benefits. 

The ~ob description b below. We wi]~ be addh~g the link to our job s~te this week but wanted to let you know in advance. 

A~so, beyond th~s positions in our area we are looking to create a new slot which can be for credit only (non-paM). Does your curriculum require an ~nternsh~p for 

credit? ff so what ~s the t~me p~riod. We are IooMng to provide an opportunity and were thinMng Sept-December and then another January-May. Can you let me 

know ff that matches w~l:h your student’s possible for credit requirements? 

ff so ~ wouM be interested #) %~eaMng to you further to p~a(:e students for a for credit position for the ad~letic season for the fall and spring semesters 

beyond our paid positions. 

Thanks, 

Jam~eD~Loreto I AssodateAthledcsDirector, Externa~Operadons 

Boston Colk~ge Athletics Department ~ Presh~ent, Natk)na[ Assodat~on o[ Collegiate Marketing Adm~mstrators I SIT~52--1504 [ dHoreto@bc.edu I bceag~es.corn 

~::~ es "3 . e t O ~t~o. : " i ...~52Y.~l £JD:¢,,’ordmsrk-larger 9~f 
scr scr scr I , ,il 

Job De~ription 

This in~msNp is a tgll-time, Benefits eligible, ten month position fl]at pays $1400 per month. TNs is a shazed applicant ~)ol to fill 4 open OutNmnd Ticket SMes intern 

positions. Prel~rence will ~ given to candidates available to sm~ o~            (or clo~st availability upon gradation). 

The Boston College Athletics De~ment is seeking creative, energetic mid motivated ca~di&tes to se~e on our newly ex~nded outbound sales temn. Out~und 

ticket ~les team mem~rs will be responsible tbr prospect cultivation and retention of new and chant customers. Each sales member is "tusked with providing 

cooNination a~d imple~nenmtion of outbound ticket ~]es iNfiatives in oNer to mmdmize sMes. In addition, each team me~nber will colla~mte with individuMs 

throughout the UniveBi~ in supp~ of the deN~nenf s mission. The success~] candidate will hold a bachelois degree in s~ management, m~zketing, public 



relations, business administration, or other related field. The position will report to the Director of Outbound Ticket Sales. 

Responsibilities roll inclnde planning, cul’~va~ng, developing, implementing, and evaluating the goals and objectives of the Athletics Department as it relates to tickets 

sales which result in revenue generation. This includes seamn tickets, miN-packs and group sales tbr tbotball, men’s basketball, men’s ice hockey, and women’s 

basketball. Strong commuNcation, management, mad o~anizationaJ skills are es~ntial for this position. The position will be a liaison with the Athletic Development 
Office for donor-based seating sales, benefits and overall retention. 

Responsibilities: 

* Assist in executing the overall plan and sales strategy that attains the sales and profitabili~" goals set forth by the depe~ment. 

* Actively promote the sale season, individual, and group tickets including mthin the Donor Based Seating areas. 

* Proactively create, initiate, and cultivate opportunities for innovative partnerships ruth prospective and e~sting customers. 

* Continuous updates on progress and sales strategies with supervisors. 

* Provide outstanding cus~tomer service and follow-up with all prospects and customers. 

* Remain current on trends in the industry which will enhance the overall sales and retention plan. 
Requiremenk~ 

* Bachelor’s Degree required 

* Proven telemaxketing, appointment scheduling, and cultivating techniques pret~rred 

* Documented leadership, time management, and interpersonal skills 

* Ability to foster and maintafin worldng relationships ruth individuals represe~Nng other depaxtments in the universi~, the media, and partners to the Athletics 

Depaxtn~ent 

* Understanding of the sq_rategic planning, budgeting, and implementation process relative to achieving ticket sales goals set forth by the depaxtment. 

* Flexible night and weekend coverage required for sales, events, and appointments. 

This position will be expected to perform all dillies and responsibihties in compliance with all NCAA, ACC and Institutional roles 

Closing Statement 

Boston College is an affirmative action, equal oppormni~ employer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:47 PM 

Sackarofl; Jeff?coy Craig <jeff sackarofl@unc.edu> 

1~;: 

Thanks Jeff:. No problem. I jusL Lhi~k he needs to chat rnore with men to help him ctarit:y his thoughts. ;) He is SO talented. Ask Lo see some of his work (if you 

haven’t already). 

Go Heeb, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~43,0336 

~[ ,,;l.i 

From: Sackaroff, ]effrev CraJo 
Sent: Thursday, 3:43 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

Hi Debbie- 

I hope you are enjoying this beautiful day. I wanted to let you know that I ]ust had a very nice meeting with We talked for a while about his interests 

relating to graphic design/pr both in and out of the sports world. Given that he has a pretty defined sense of what skills and interests he wants to tap into, I don’t 

really think that he would stand to benefit much from either the MBTI or SII (he took the MBTI in a previous class). Also, many of the fields he is interested in (new 

media, etc) are not reflected on either assessment (they haven’t been updated in a while to reflect new and emerging fields). I told him that it was ultimately up 

to him if he wanted to take an assessment. We spent our time going over his resume, and discussing some resources of where he might begin to ]ob search. He is 

coming back in next week to continue the dialogue. He asked that I email you and explain why I felt that the assessment may not be his best course of action. So, I 

]ust wanted to give you a head’s up... 

I hope all is well!! 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Jeff 

Jeff Sackaroff 

Associate Director 

University Career Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

]eff.sack@unc.edu 

(919) 962-7658 (direct) 

(919) 962-6507 (main) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 23, 2012 4:50 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edn> 

I~E: Explore Carolina ne?~ week Friday, Feb. 24 

Explore Carolina EXSS 2012.ppt 

See attached. 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
b2n,qg~q~, b2.vplor~:L E’mpower. 

9198843~0336 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 

Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2012 6:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Explore Carolina next week Friday, Feb. 24 
Importance: High 

From: Baum, Patty 
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2012 4:57 PH 
To: Baum, Patty 
Subject: Explore Carolina next week Friday, Feb. 24 
Importance: High 

Hello everyone! 

Thank you again for participating in Explore Carolina this year. l’ve sent this email to the main contact l’ve worked with on scheduling your session. If you have 

colleagues who are helping you, please forward this on to them. 

l’ve received a few emails about this over the last week or so. As a reminder, we will NOT have an Explore Carolina on Monday, February 20th. The final dates are 

as follows: 

Friday, February 24th 

Monday, March 19th 

Monday, April 16th 

Wednesday, April 18th 

Friday, April 20th 

We’ve all worked hard to put together the best possible program for students and their parents. Get ready: we have reached our capacity and have had to cap the 

event at 1100 people in attendance! The second date in March is also full. Attached is the agenda for our first Explore Carolina next week Friday, February 24th. 

N e a s e~ e v i e w the a g end a an d re m i n d aii~ he s e in~ o u~d e p a~ t m e n ~w h o a r e inv o!v edwit h t N spr o g r am of t~ e ti me and! o ~ a ~i on 

If you need anything throughout the day, we will have our office cell phone on and with one of the our office staff members. The number is 919-265-3865. The 

main admissions number is 919-966-3621. My personal cell is 

Please let me know what your current contact phone number is for the day of the program OR the name and phone number of the person attending in your stead 

by next Wednesday at noon. *If you are a student, I do not have a contact phone number for you. Please email me back with a contact phone number by 

Wednesday at noon. 

On behalf of Dave Meredith and Kendra Lawrence, thank you for all you have done and all you are doing to help us recruit the class of 2016] We’ll see you Friday. 

Best, 

Patty Baum 

htt p:/!www.yout u be.com,/watch ?~=miZ0ua N M kwk 
httpjione.urlc.eduj 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 10:37 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

1~: EXSS 

Thanks for the reminder. Remember to gel holes t:rom a classmate. 
Best wishes! 
Go 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

i=rem: .    [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:33 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

This is just a quick reminder that I won’t be in class today due to coaching. Also if there is anything that I would need to know about class today or anyway to make it up 
please let me know. Thanks. Hope you have a great Friday and weekend. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 3:18 PM 

@gma~l.com) 

Internship Ew]ualion 

Appendix F Sport Organization Supervisor Evalualion.docx 

Hi        . I would like for you to complete this document now for your current work with          ,. I spoke with Taren and I think it is prudent for me to submit 
these evaluations to them AFTER you two have left the organization. 
When possible, please call me to discuss. Thanks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - w~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai,; Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Ir~stJtute 
Faculty Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Mpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843,0336 

"l am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes," Martin L King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:11 PM 

~live.unc.edu) 

S Holsinger UVA DBO.pdf 

S Holsinger UVA DBO.pdf 

Hi, See attached. I know her._contact her as a part of your research. 
Have a great weekend! 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~"ww.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Ad~4sor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Facul~" Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma ?alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 

"! om sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS    - Sakai Open 

Thanks again [:or the tickets! I appreciate your follow up and cerLainfy enjoy reading your blogs. ;) 

Continue to shine and make a difference. 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 5:55 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: E~S    - Sakai Open 

Oh, so~’ I completely overlooked the pa~ about t/th[ I get ont of class at 1:50 on wednes~y, I could come by then since you’re teaching at 1. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 5:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~mnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Megan. As per rny note, f teach on "]’/R at 12:30 p.m. What time are you avatable on Wednesday? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

9I %843,0336 

<irnageOOLj 
~The power to question is the basis of a]~ human progress." 

F~m: [mail~ @lve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~ 1:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    - Sakai Open 
Dr. Stroman, 
I was hoping that I would be able to meet with you regarding EYNS    either tuesday or thursday around 12:20/12:30. If either of those times work for you 
please let me know. ~herwise, I am able to meet after my NWF classes as well. 
Megan 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu! 
Sent: Saturday, 8:49 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Sakai Open 

Thanks On my view it shows the document. I removed and reposted the conect syllabus. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculb, Advisor, Carolina Slcx)rks Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Km~wmg is not enough: we mus~ apply. Willing is not enough; we must do," (J. Goethe) 

From: @lve.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 03:35:31 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS    - Sakai Open 

Dr. Stroman, 
I was just looking at the the syllabus you have on Sakai, and 1 believe that the one you posted is for your EXSS 

Thanks, 
course. 

From: _d_ _s_ _t_ _r_ _q_@_ _ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ : _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ [.c]_s_t_[Lo_@M_n__£:_e_.__d_M] 

Sent: Friday,               10:46 AM 
Subject-" EXSS - Sakai Open 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stro,nan 



Hi Heels! Welcome to your Field Experience course. All students must review the syllabus and schedule a 20 rain. meeting ruth me before Wednesday, 

12:00 p.m. The earlier the better... 

I teach on M~T at 1:00 p.m. and TiR at 12:30 p.m. 

Let’s have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

This tbrwarded message was sen’t via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "EXS5 .001.S1- " site. To reply to this 
message click this link to access Messages for this site: !_~i~_~ ’_:_0_0_1__:~_[_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: S Holsinger UVA DBO.pdf 

Great! Yes, we can meet next week to review the script Send it to rne before our meeting though. 

I know Corev and do let him know that I send Vo~ with a high recommendation, ;) 

Lot me k~?ow your avaik;bility .:_~ Tuesday ~;~ter~?ootL 

Go Heeb, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

r P,e ?5ox~.,’et to o~i.estion ~s the b.asf.s c.i: a[~ human piogiess’~ 
¯ 
?~,k~~d ~’,~,’ ~ n.de~, ;t ~ ~Si~., ~-~ ~ m ~eo~.e of                .~o’~ ’,~,’~ ! % mode f~u:;t~at~ ng t:4a~ absob.:t e misu~., de~ :;tan.~na. ~cdo~’,’~ ~.’ p!y,. _ o~. ,,:.~ ~ ’,~Z~. L~V,._kl .)~ 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:22 PH 
Tot Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: S Holsinger UVA DBO.pdf 
Good After Noon[ 
Thank you[ I will add it too my list[ 1 have constructed at script and I have contacted Clemson Universi~ Men’s Basketball program through a family friend to set the ball in 
motion. Is it possible to meet this upcoming week for you to double check my script? or if you can do tha~ via email than that would be great as well[ 
This week has been busy for me[ I spoke with Kevin Best in the football offices regarding a possible internship oppo~uni~ and he got me in contact with Corey Holliday so ~ 
have been a bit preoccupied with that this week. I am hoping for good things however[ Working in the football offices defiantly strikes and cord with me and has me ve~ 
optimistic[ Keep your fingers crossed for me[ Hope you have a great weekend and I hope to hear back from you soon[ 

Warmest re~ards[ Go Heels[ 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Sports Administration 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:10 PM 
To: 
Subject: S Holsinger UVA DBO.pdf 

Hi    See attached. I know her_contact her as a part of your research. 
Have a great weekend ! 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroraan, Ph,D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculb, - e~ -www.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Car’olir~a Sports Bus~ness Clnb & Sigma Alpha gambda 
315 Wool]an--- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"? am sure that none of yoL~ would wont to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, February 24, 2012 5:38 PM 

Salyer, Sher~, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus.a~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Explore Carolina next week Friday, Feb. 24 

Explore was unbelievable today! A record crowd for sure, ~50?? Students and parents were sitting on the floor~ Amy brought in a t:an as it was so hoL in the room, 

They all said they enioged the information regardless of the conditions. 
d 

Deborah L. gtr’oman, Ph.D~ CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 

Sent; Thursday, February 16, 2012 6:03 PH 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; FW: Explore Carolina next week Friday, Feb. 24 
Importance: High 

From: Baum, Patty 
Sent; Thursday, February 16, 2012 4:57 PH 
To: Baum, Patty 
Subject; Explore Carolina next week Friday, Feb. 24 
Importance: High 

Hello everyone! 

Thank you again for participating in Explore Carolina this year. I’ve sent this email to the main contact l’ve worked with on scheduling your session. If you have 

colleagues who are helping you, please forward this on to them. 

l’ve received a few emails about this over the last week or so. As a reminder, we will NOT have an Explore Carolina on Monday, February 20th. The final dates are 

as follows: 

Friday, February 24th 

Monday, March 19th 

Monday, April 16th 

Wednesday, April lgth 

Friday, April 20th 

We’ve all worked hard to put together the best possible program for students and their parents. Get ready: we have reached our capacity and have had to cap the 

event at 1100 people in attendance! The second date in March is also full. Attached is the agenda for our first Explore Carolina next week Friday, February 24th. 

£i e a s e# e v i e a g end a an d re m i n d a !! t he s e iny o u~ct e p a# t m e n t w h e a [ e inv o!v e ct w i{ h{ h ispr o g~ am of th e~i me and! e c a t i on 
If you need anything throughout the day, we will have our office cell phone on and with one of the our office staff members. The number is 919-265-3865. The 

main admissions number is 919-966-3621. My personal cell is 

Please let me know what your current contact phone number is for the day of the program OR the name and phone number of the person attending in your stead 

by next Wednesday at noon. *If you are a student, I do not have a contact phone number for you. Please email me back with a contact phone number by 

Wednesday at noon. 

On behalf of Dave Meredith and Kendra Lawrence, thank you for all you have done and all you are doing to help us recruit the class of 2016! We’ll see you Friday. 

Best, 

Patty Baum 

www.ad m[ss[ons.unc.edu 

http:!iwww.¥outube.corniwatch?v=miZOuaNM kwk 
http:/’!one.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:08 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Blue and White article 

Hi. I forgot to mention to you to change the website note for the article. The magazine is NOT an alumni magazine. They are a monthly U NC publication. ;) Your wording 
incorrectly states that it is an alumni magazine. Thanks. 

http://bluea ndwhitemag.com/a bout/ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, ;7:05 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Meeting Monday- IMG College 

Tks . Make sure you take plen .ty of photos! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 12:59 PM, ~email.unc .edn" < ~email .unc .edu> wrote: 

To: All Participants 

From: 

Just a reminder that our next CSBC meeting is this Monday at 6PM in Fetzer 109. Our gues~t speaker is Caroline D’Englere, who is working at IMG 

College. Caroline roll sham her experiences in the indus~tu and give us some background on IMG College, which may be one of the most important rising 
entities in all of spoilt! Please see the attached flyer for more details. 

Also, our Hoops for the Homeless charity basketball tournament is taking place tomon~ow afternoon from 1-4PM in Woollen. Please come out and 

support the cause! We have two full men’s and women’s brackets ready to go! If you are not on a registered team, you can still come ont and participate 

in the 3 point contest, which is open to anyone throughout the tournament. Ent~ is only $2 and tim winner will receive a $25 Top of the Hill gift card! 

We will be sending out leadership applications tbr the leadership team shortly after spring breaJ< so get excited! 

Thaak~ 

Caroline D’Englem CSBC Flyer.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Clnb" site. To reply to 

this message click this link to access Messages for fl~is site: Carolina Sport Business Clnb. 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, 12:56 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

I~E: Keynote request: Leadership Advantage 

Thanks again for the invitation. I truly enjoyed meeting the students and sharing my journey. Continued success! 

From: 
Sent: Satur~lay, 9:39 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Keynote request: Leadership Advantage 
Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you again for agreeing to serve as the keynote speaker for the Leadership Advantage opening tomorrow, Sunday, We are all set to start the program at 
:[:tam at Gerrard Hall. Please let me know if there is anything you need. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Keynote request: Leadership Advantage 

Hi 
P.S. I taught ¢ovey’s 7 to our grad students last year,.. 

Go t-lee]s, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~[9,843,0336 

Thank you for the invite, 1 would be honored to share with the students~ Keep me posted. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesd’ay, i 4:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Keynote request: Leadership Advantage 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I’m writing to ask if you would consider being the keynote speaker for the opening session of our Leadership Advantage program scheduled Ibr Sunday, 

The ~ssion will take place in Gerra~-d Hall starting at 11:00 in the morning. Leadership Advantage is a program of[INC’s Leadership Institute. It is a six-session 

co,nprehensive leadership pmgra:m for first- and second-yeaac UNC students. Participants are selected based on leadership potential and motivation for success. Each 

yeaac appm,’dmately 30-40 students are selected to paxticipate in the program. 

In the past we have had Vice Chancellor Crisp, Jazmin Garcia- Smith, JD, and Ramon Jacobs, MD share their journey and how it ultimately lead the,n to Carolina. It 

would be powerful for our students to hear about your experience and your journey. The keynote should not be more than 20-25 minutes. I can give you a full agenda 
oftbe day if you wish. 

Leadership Advantage is specially designed to introduce firs1- and second-year students to the wealth of possibilities they can begin to explore throughout their college 

experience and beyond. Ideal candidates are from historically underserved populations, including Al~ican/Mnerican, Latina’o,/Mnerican Indian, Asian American, low 

income, rural and first-generation college students. Pazticipants can be pursuing any major. The Leadership Advantage program has no GPA requiremant and is 
intended to tbster students’ potential to achieve. 

Students will lean~ more about the dimensions of leadership and capacity building and what that means in their own life. We will be using Stephen Covey’s The 7 

tIabils oJTIighly Effeclire People as the text lbr the curriculmn, along with other readings. Participants will learn how physical and mental health are important 

aspects of leadership as they tbrmulate a holistic ~nse of ~lfand self-awazeness. The program will allow the students a chance to develop their ability to network, 
collaborate and relate to people in a varieb’ of situations that illustrate a consciousness of societal citizenship, collaboration and personal responsibiliW. This experience 

will help s~dents navigate Ca~:olina and create a plan for personal and academic success both now and later in lit}. 

I look tbrward to your response. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Sunday, 1:28 PM 

D’Englere, Carohne --Carohne.D Englere@~mgw( rld.com~ 

l~E: Ca~rolina Spo~ls Business Club - Monday Meeting 

Thanks again! C’ya tomorrow~ 
Dr, Stroman 
Go 
Deborah L, Stroman, Phi), CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: D’Englere, Caroline [mailto:Caroline.D’Englere@imgworld.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 8:20 AM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: Carolina Sports Business Club - Monday Meeting 

Hi all! 

I just wanted to check in and make sure that we’re all set for Monday’s presentation at 6:00. Do you know how much time I have to present? I want to make sure I 

plan accordingly. 

Thanks so much! 

Happy Friday, 

Caroline 

Caroline D’gnglere O::,:::r ~:::~ 

T: ? i::.!i ~!:i:::.~ i ~i:~ :::: ::.:::: ¯ Vi: , caroline.denglere@imgworld.com 

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments) 

contains information that may be confi@ential, "~’ay be protected 

hy the aLLo:En~’y-clierR: o:E other ap’p] icabi~ privileges, oz may 

constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed 

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not 

an ~nt~nded recipient ef this message, please notify the sendez 

by :Eeplying te Lh~s m}ssage and th}n delete all c?pies ef iL 

from you£ computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution, 

or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not 

autherJ zed anl may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, 1:47 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

EXSS Current Event 

Hi        . Thanks for your engaging participation in class. ;) 
Let me know who you think your current event partner is for class. 
I have you listed with (Chapter 6). 

Thanks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e3 - v,~-w.exss.unc,edu 
EXSS Acaderrfic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai]5 Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair; College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~graa Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919£4&0336 

"i arn sure that none of you wouid want to rest content with the superficial kind of sociai ana!ys~s that deals merely with ~:ects and does not grappie witt~ 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, 1:55 PM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

l~L: CBC Meeting 

Hi 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Engase, ,~;xplore, Empow~r. 

93%843.0336 

What is your availabiliW to meet on this upcoming week? Tomorrow any dine after’ 2:00 

From: _ [mailto: @live,unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,’ 3:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC ~ Meeting 

Hi Dr~ Stroman, 

Clarification about the March meeting: so basically we’re inviting about 20 students to come meet w~th members of the C8C wh~le the members d~scussishare 

their re~earc:h and a~:ademk: project~? 

A~so, ~ am available to meet s[:ter gpm on Wednesday. Thursday is an extremely busy day for me but Friday ~ am avaHaMe after I:50pm. 

Thanks, 

The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill; Class of 

P~blic Polic~, m~or and Social-Economic Justice mi n or 

UNC-CH                                          , I www.unchosa.org/ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ma~Jto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday,               3:31 PN 

Subject: CBC Meeting 
1mpo~ance= High 

Hi and The March meeting is open to a limited number of students. Faculty will share their research and academic projects. It will be a wonderful 

opportunity for students to meet CBC members. 

Please secure the names of 20 students who will attend. You can reach out to BSM, friends, or any other student organizations. Please don’t list students who are 

all seniors or who have a problem being on time. ~ 

Thanks] 

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 

- Union 3102 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

DeboE~h L. S[roman, P~.D. CLU 

UNC -- E~erdse and Spo~t Sdence 

- e - ~¢w,exss,Urlc,edu SportAdm~rfistra~ion Faculty 3 

EXSS Academic AdNsor and Internship Coordh~ator 

Chair, Carolina ~ack Caucus 

Adv~o~N ~oard Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculb" Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports ~ush~ess Club & S~gma Npha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:1%843.0336 

"i am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficim kind of sociai analysis that dea, s merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 

underlying c~uses." Martin L. King, .It. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, ! 6:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Big-Time Sports Blurb 

Interested in a career in collegiate sports? Want to learn more about where the money comes from and where it goes? Do you enjoy hearing perspectives on whether college 
athletes should be paid? Interested in the changing culture of sport administration from distinguished professionals? 

Please join the Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC) and BSM on Tuesday,              at 5:30 p.m. in The Sonja Haynes Stone Center Three prominent critics of 
collegiate sports will discuss the topic "Big-Time College Sports: What Needs 1o Change?" during a panel presentation. The panel will feature Taylor Branch (Pulitzer Prize- 
winning journalist and civil rights historian), William Friday (UNC President Emeritus), and Charles CIotfelter (author and professor at Duke). Will Blythe (UNC ’79), renowned 
author of To Hate Like This is to Be Happy Forever, will serve as moderator for the evening. 

This event is FREE and open to the general public. Please spread the word to all your friends and family! This unique assembly of prominent academics discussing the state 
of college sport is a can’t-miss event! 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we r~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 23:12:34 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph, D. CLU" <dstro@unc,edu> 

Subject: Big-Time Sports Blurb 

Interested in sports? Want to learn more about the changing culture of collegiate athletics from distinguished professionals? 

Please join the Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC) and BSM on Tuesday,              at 5:30prn in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Three p~minent critics of 
collegiate sports will discuss the topic "Big-Time College Sports: What Needs to Change?" during a panel presentation. The panel will feature Taylor Branch (Pulitzer Prize- 

winning journalist and historian), William Friday (UNC President Emeritus), and Charles Clotfelter (author and professor at Duke). Will Blythe (UNC ’79), renowned author of 
Te Hate Like This is to Be Happy Fofever, will serve as moderator for the evening. 

This event is FREE and open to the general public. Please spread the word to all your friends and family! This is a can’t-miss event! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 26, 2012 7:16 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

FW: UNC Continues its Heritage of Innovation 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://e×ss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: UNC Kenan-Flagler <OnlineMBA~unc.edu> 

Reply-To: <OnlineMBA@unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 26 Feb 20:[2 :[2:0:[:49 -0800 

To; "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: UNC Continues its Heritage of Innovation 

As the first public umversity ii~ the United States Gaieiii~a 

North Csroiins, the United States arld the world through 

to ~,/]umbsi As a Caroih=s graduate, i’m delighted to 

intnxiuce you to MBA~)UNC l:he new MBA p[.’)gram 

E/.’BA@U~’4C brii~ga the best of ou[ on-campus program 

~,8 eximu m flexibility for ’~vo{kin9 prefeasionsia 

quaN:y 

taleI~ted student5 ieain from the sarse top 

and ?our U~’iC" fac~lit? 

Jan 3~3 20f2 



world are aiieady ehrolled in f,,/.’BA@~JNC They represent 

To t~.s~r~ ~sre visi~ http://onlinemba,unc.edu/ 

Request more information> 

http://onlinemba.u nc.ed u/aboutJpress-room/ 

h~p:l/innovate.unc.edu/ 

Suss~r~ Caies M~?A’98 

dNC KehSh Fiagier 8,usii~ess School 

www.onlinemba.unc edu 

click here. 

Update your preferences := Unsubscribe 





From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:51 PM 

To: ,,@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CBC Meeting 

Thanks. Woollen 315 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we rm~s~ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ;@live.unc~edu> 

Date: Mon, 01:00:23 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < .d_s_.t_r__q ._@_u__0_c__._e_._d_ .u_> 

Subject: Re: CBC      Meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Tomorrow at 2pm is perfect for me. 

Sent from my iPad 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of .... 

Public Policy (Health) and Political Science 

UNC-CH HOSA I www.unchosa.orgi 
National HOSt 

(c} 

OR , at 1:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi        What is your avaikbitity to meet on this upcoming week.> Tomorrow any tirne after’ 2:00 

Dr. SLrornan 

Go Heels, 
Debo~’ah L, S~’oman, Ph£L CLU 

E?%~a,q~:~. ~2~p~ore. E~mpower. 

919,843,0336 

From: [mail~ _lO]]ve,unqedu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 3:54 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: CBC Meeting 

H~ Dr. 

Ckrificat~on about the March meetk~: so baskaHy we’re hw~tinA about 20 students to come meet w~th members of the C£C wh~k th~ members 

Also, I am available ~:o mee[ afl:er 3~)rn on Wednesday. Thursday B an ex[remely busy day for me but r:riday ~ sm avMlabk afl:er l:50pm. 

Thanks, 

The Unive[’sity of North Carolina at Ch~pe] Hill, Class of 
PuMic Policy major ~nd Socia]-Economie Jus~i(e 

Iwww.une]~osa.org/ 

(c) 
<imageOO2.png> <irnageOO3.jpg> <imageC’O4.png> 

Frem: Stroman, Deborah L [majlto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t: Monday, 3:31 PM 
To: 

Subject: CBC Meeting 

@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu) 



Importance: High 

Hi        and.      . The March meeting is open to a limited number of students. Faculty will share their research and academic projects. It will be a 

wonderful opportunity for students to meet CBC members. 

Please secure the names of 20 students who will attend. You can reach out to BSM, friends, or any other student organizations. Please don’t list 

students who are all seniors or who have a problem being on time. © 

Thanks! 

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
¯ Union 3102 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Facul~/- e~z - www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisor, Bom’d Chair, College Sport Researct~ Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen .-- CB 8700 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

<image005.jpg> 

"1 am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind o, f social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not 

grapple with underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:39 AM 

.~lJve.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting tl~is week 

Hi Wednesday after 2:00 p.m.? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

"Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." N/fLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mai[to (~hve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:45 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Meeting this week 

Hi Dr Stroman 

I was wondering if you have any time to meet ll~r a few minutes this week. ! j ust wanted to follow up with you about our meeting two weeks ago. I am fi-ee before the meeting tomorrow night 
at 6, all day Wednesday, and maybe ll~r a short period of time around 2 or 2:30 on Thursday before ! leave for spring break 

Let me know if any of these work :[’or you I hope you had a great weekend and enjoy the NBA All Star game tonight 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, February 27, 2012 12:02 PM 

Soutlm]l, Pdchmrd Miclm~rd <soutlm]l@emaJl.~mc.edu> 

l~l: EXSS 705 presentations 

Hi. I have EXSS 705 on nW calendar for Friday, April 20th. That is the final morning for CSRI, Did I make a boo-boo or are both sessions scheduled simultaneously? 

Thanks. 

d 
rjo Heels, 

Dehorab L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
En~]ug~. Explore, Empovv~r. 
919.843.0336 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent= Monday, Janua~ 30, 20~2 ~:27 AM 
To= Osborne, Barbara J; Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robe~ W.; Weight, Erianne Allen; Cooper, Coy~; Shields, Edgar W 
Subject= EXSS 705 presen~tions 

[XSS 705 Research Idea presentatk~ns: 

[ wanted to double<beck with everyone to confirm potential conflicts with SpAd faculty aktendk~g Zst year students’ presentations 

thak are part of Ed’s EXSS 705 class: 

Thursday, April Z9, 20~2 -Z$:00 am to ~2:Z5 pm (Barbara noted a keaching conflict on TiTH 

Monday, April 23, 20~2 -- 3:00 pm to 5:45 pm 

Tuesday, April 24, 20~2-~:00 am to ~2:~5 pm 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southa[[ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The Universky of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hail 203C 
Office - 9:[9.962-g507 

Cell - 

Fax -. 919.952-6235 

southa~gema~Lunc~ed~ 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

htt~://ex~mnc~edu/~rad~te-~r~ram~/~eck~z~t~n~/~p~rt-adm[~[strat[~n/m~ervkw/ 

CSR~ website: www.~nc~edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport websi~e: www.(:srk:o~[eretx:e.on;~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, ;12:21 PM 

~kenan- flagler.anc.edu>;                       ~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Pub Your Club’. 

Excellent! Let’s try to have at least three leaders in attendance. 
Thanks for sharing. 

Deborah L. gtroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: [mailto: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 12:01 PM 

�::¢; Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Pub Your Club! 

Wow this looks great thanlcs for sharing! I’ll definitely be in attendance! 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On at 11:47 AM, ’ ?tblive.anc.edu> wrote: 

FYI- may want to consider this for the club into the future. 

Nick Lennon 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: StudentLil~ <noreply~collegiatelink.net> 

Date: 11:45:24 AM EST 

To: ~ " So%mail t nc edt > 

Subject: Pub Yore’ (lub! 

Dear Student Organization Leaders: 

This coming spring, Carolina Leadership Development is introducing a five-week ~minar series called "Pub Your Club." The five ~minar 

events roll focns on teaching UNC club leaders about advertising and marketing s~rategies that will help them attract more new member~ 

while improving their retention of current members. Guest speakers roll lead the seminars eve~ week and some of IYNC’s most popular 

clubs on campns will join-in to explain their successes in advertising for their respective organizations. 

The first week will focus on the excitement sunounding the beginning of the semester and methods for creating student interest in your 

organization. There will be a general introduction to advertising by a guest speaker as well as tips and suggestions for maintaining student 

involve~nent in your organization. The second week of the series roll introduce the multitude of resources available to organizations on 

UNC’s campus. This roll include a presentation by a representative from the Carolina Union Activities Board (CUAB) on the resources the 

Student Union can provide for marketing. The Student Outreach Committee and the Tech and Web Committee will also be presenling on 

student outreach on campns at this time. They roll especially focns on the use of CollegiateLink, a highly efficient online tool for promoting 

your organization at UNC. The third week will involve a panel of representatives from campus organizations that already have relatively large 

memberships and a firm grasp on effective advertising. Attendants will have the optx~rtunity to hear about the most effective advertising 

techniques and ask questions about how to best apply those techniques mthin their own organizations. The ti~urth week will then specifically 

tbcas on innovative advertising, particularly through utilizing graphic design and website creation skills. The design of an advertisement or 

logo, in either hardcoW or digital, plays a huge role in a s~tudent’s decision to research more about an organization. A graphic design 
professor frown the School of Journalism, along with me~nbers of the Technology and Web Com~nittee, will be guest speakers during this 

seminar. Finally, the fifth week roll wrap up the series by ruth an interactive ideation session. Tiffs will consist of a workshop day where 

organizations can s~tart working on website designs, poster design~ CollegiateLink, and any adveNsing endeavors they wish to pursue. 

Speakers from all previous se~ninars will return during this ti~ne to offer one-on-one assistance as needed. 

The series will begin on Monday.          and continue every Monday for the next five weeks. Meetings will be held in Student Union 

Room #3503. Leaders are encouraged to attend each week’s seminar in o~der to get the full benefits. Feel free to email us with any 

qnestions or suggestions and make sure to "Like" our page on Facebook for more information and updates! 

Find us at: https:i/w~wvA’acebook.com,’page~Pnb-Your-Clnb/317616954955438 

Thank you! 



(i~email.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 1:59 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

@kena~- flagler.unc.edtp- 

RE: Dr. S 

Special Opportunity! Join the Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty & Staff) on Tuesday,          from 11:30 -12:30 p.m. in Union 3102 as faculty members share their 
research and academic projects. This meeting will be an opportunity for students to meet members of the Caucus. Limited to the first 20 first-year, sophomore, and junior 
students to register. Send your name, email ~ddress, and phone number X,xJi~(X to rsvp. A waiting-list will be generated in case of emergencies. 

Hi . Fill in the blank on the contact person. 

Go Heals, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~033(? 

F~m: [mailto i@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, " ~1:55 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah ~ 
Subject: Fwd: Dr. S 

How does this blurb sound for the BSM listse~? I cm~ fo~vard     ~ any cha~ges you want 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

Date: 11:45:55 AM EST 

To: ~live.unc.edu> ’ 
Subject: RE: Dr. S 

Just realized our wires were crossed. 1 meant the blurb for the research event. This is what I have so far. Let me know if something needs to be changed and 
we need to start pubbing for this ASAP. 
Join the Carolina Black Caucus on Tuesday,          from 11:30a-12:30pm in Union 3102 as faculty members share their research and academic projects. 
This will be an opportunity for students to meet members of the Carolina Black Caucus. Limited to the first 20 first years, sophomores and juniors who want to 
attend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:00 PM 

@lJve.unc.edu> 

ILl:;: Meeting tl~is week 

Okay. I will be there tonight 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

"Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." MLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mai[to ~(~hve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 2 1:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Re: Meeting this week 

Dr. Stroman, 

sorry, something came up on Wednesday and I’m going to be busy. Maybe we can talk [’or a couple of minutes before or after the meeting tonight if youre going to be there? 

On at 11:39 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> Hi Wednesday al~er 2:00 pro? 

> Go IIeels, 

> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> "The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

> 

> "Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." MLK, Jr. 

> Froru: [mailto ,@,live.unc. edu] 

> Sent: Sunday, 7:45 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah L 

> Subject: Meeting this week 

> 

> Hi Dr. Stroman 

> 

> I was wondering if you have any tirue to meet for a few minutes this week. I just wanted to follow up with you about our rueeting two weeks ago. I am free before the meeting tomorrow 

night at 6, all day Wednesday, and maybe for a short period of time around 2 or 2:30 on Thursday before I leave for spring break. 

> 

> Let me know- if any of these work for you. I hope you had a great weekend and er~joy the NBA All Star garue tonight. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 2:00 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Prig: Colloquium with Emo~ UniversiU scholars today at 12pm 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:{9.843,033(:, 

From: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Colloquium with Emory University scholars today at 12pro 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:13 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Lots of options for Thursday~ I would like to see this movie though. Decisions, decisions... 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Sl"oman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

<i mageO0 ]..j pg> 

F~m~ Institute d African American Research [mailto:iaar=unc.edu@mat~2~.us2.mcsv.net] O~ Behalf Of Institute of African American Research 
Sent= Monday, 7:30 AN 
Tel Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ject~ Colloquium with Emo~ Universi~ schoJars ~day at 12pm 

not d hs pk; ,.iln .3 

~i D¢-scriplion: 
Imp, ga 

i1~ii Description image rr~m,r;ved bysender 

Emory University Scholars to Lead 
Colloquium 

{AAR s final colloquium of the semesker today at noon in the 



Sto~e Center’s } titcbcoek Room° You are invited to p~rticipate a~d strafe 

your ~deas to help us design a program made dh~ectk)n ibr the future, and 

[o develop a strategic plan lbr the next {k:w )’ears, 

Contact for more infbrmalion. 

Visit the IAAR’s Website for Announcements 

The i~"~, ~’~, }:t.’s v;;ei::, d:,.:: serves as a source tbr current inff~rmation about 

pro~rarns~ ff~Jlowships, conlbrences and ~rant opportunities 

American and African diaspora sb_~dies in every discipline. Please visit our 

site often to check out these 

Screening and Oiacussion of "The Loving 
Story" 

An i~tcrmeial marriage m-~d lamhnark Supreme Court c~sc that changed 

at UNC-Chape~ Hill, "The Lovff~g S[oo~" tells the s~o~’ of 

Richard and Mildred Lm, in/4, an interracial couple livi~g in Vir/@fia in the 

] 95os. The fi~m examines the drama, history and cu[Tell[ state of 

interracial marriage and tolerance in the United States, 

The fihn will be screened at the Varsity Theater on Franklin Street at 7 

p.m. , followed by a panel discussion moderated by Gene NichoI, 

UNC’s Boyd Tinsley Distinguished Protk:sso~ of Law and director of 

Oenter on Poverty, Work and Opportunity, The movie is free for students 

with a valfd ID and 84 fi)r the ~eneral public. 

From 9 a.mo to 2 p.m. in t tyde [ tall, the symposium, "Loving 

Then and Now: The Contex~ and Impac~ of a Landmark C~vi] Rights 

Opinion," wilt bri~g scholars together to discuss the fihn [Fore historica[~ 

le¢;al and culb_mfl perspectives, A noon lunch discussion will ti~al.ure 

fi [m m akers Nancy Buirs ki and E[isa beth Ja m es. The sym posium is free 

and open to ~he public, but ~egis~ratk)n is ~equired. Please cn]l (9~9) 962- 

5665 or 

South in UNC~ ColIeg~ q/’Ar’Ls ~2;ud Sci~nc~s, u:ith suppor’t f~’om th~ 

Yot~ ari." t’e~i.’iviag tt3is email bi.’cause you signi.’d up for the Institute of A[rk’an Amer[cau 

Ri.’search email list. 

I[~siitute of Afl’ica[~ America~[ 

Umversity of NC at (;h~pel llil] 

15o South Road, Suite 309 

Cl~apel Hill, NC 27599 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 3:16 PM 

Southa]l, Pdcha~d Michacd <’.southa]l@emal.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 705 presentations 

Okay. Thanks! 

Go Reds, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 2:47 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 705 presentations 
I have not finalized things with Ed. I think when he first sent out dates, he listed that date, but we have looked to reschedule. 
Dr. Richard rye Southall 

Associate ProFessor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office .- 919.962-.3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

south~H@emaU4mc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http://e<ss‘ut~c~edu/~;iraduate~proJ~rams/spe<:~aUzath:~ns/sport~.~;dm~n~stra~ot~/~verview/ 

CSRI webs~te: www.unc.edu!csri 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport webs~te: }~{~}~{~}~{_:f~f_[[[t[R~2~_f~_[[£!)f_~:_t?_/_~ 

~rom: Deborah Lynn Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 27 Feb 20~2 ~2:02:2~ -05~ 

To: Richard Southall <southall~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: EXSS 705 presentations 

Hi. ~ have EXSS 705 on my calendar k~r r:rida% April 20th. That i~; the fina~ morrdng for CSRL Did I make i~ boo-boo or are both sessiom; scheduled sh~mltaneou~dy? 

Thanks. 

F~m~ Southall, Richard Nichard 
Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 30, 2012 11:17 AM 
To= Osborne, Barbara 3; Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robe~ W.; Weight, Edanne Allen; Cooper, Coyte; Shields, Edgar W 
Subject: EXSS 705 presen~tions 

EXSS 705 Research Mea presentations: 

I wanted to double-check with everyone to confirm potential conflicts with SpAd faculty attendk~g 1st year students~ presentations 

that are part of Ed’s EXSS 705 class: 
Thursday, April 19, 2012- 11:00 am to 12:15 pm (Barbara noted a teaching conflict on TiTH @ tNs t~me) 

Monda% April 23, 2012 - 3:00 pm ~o 5:45 pm 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 - 11:00 am to 12:15 pm 
Richard 

Dr, Richard M. Sou~haH 

Associate Professor -- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The UNversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

O[f~ce -919~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9~9.962-623B 



UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www.~nc,edu/csri 

CSRI C:onference on College Sport webs~te: www.csr~conference.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

P,£: That~ You So Much! 

You ar’e so sweet! Thanks [:or asking~ I will do it in class if you remind 

Go 
Deborah L. gtroman, Ph.D. CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: @gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent; Monday, 2:28 PM 
To; Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject-" Thank You So Much! 
Dr. Slmman, 

ThaJ~k you ,so much again tbr accepting my SBJ, I promise this won’t happen again I jnst had a major brain lapse and panicked when I saw it on my clipboard! On a 

side note though, I would love to come to your ofl:~ce sometime, if you dofft rain& and jus~ talk about how you got to where you axe today. You have all these lecturers 

come in and tell us how they got here but I never even knew you were a coach here m~til I saw you recognized at the basketlmll game. I’ve been wanting to do this for 

a while now and have finedly gotten over all ,ny tests, giving me time to do so. If we could set up a time or if you would prefer me to just co,ne to your o~ce hours, I 

would just enjoy actually hearing eve~ytJfing you’ve done. I hope you have ti,ne and if nothing else, I’ll see you in class on Wednesday! 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:29 PM 

~live.uuc.edu> 

RE: Joining the club 

?he Carolina Sports Business Club is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless of maior) interested in careers in the sport industry. Whether its 

youth, interscholastic, co~ege, international or professiona~ --The Club seeks to connect you to information and exper~entM education. We try to create or find 

out about activities and e~enl:s to he~p you get more prepared for a career in ~:h~s very ~:ompetit~w~ industry, http:iistudentorgs.unc.eduicarsbci 

is the presider~t a~ld I have ccd hire1 about your 

We have a meet~ngTODAY at 6:00 p.m. ~n Fetzer ~09 wi[h IMG Co~ege. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heals, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:44 PM 

To: theclub@unc.edu 
Subject: Joining the club 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is          and rm a sophomore majoring in Sports Administration and Communications. I am contacting you because I recently heard about the Carolina Sports 
Business Club and I’m interested in joining! Any information you have about how to get involved would be greatly appreciated! 

Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:11 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sporflaw@unc.edu> 

I~W: Internship 

Call when you can. Thanks 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"rlhe power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill wilL" ~/;LK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Salyer, SherD" L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: RE: Inbernship 

4:02 PM 

we have no mechanism lk~r receiving credit for this in the suwaner. 

I have copied Dr. Stroman on this. She lnay have some ideas. Be prepared to do the internship for NO credit though--for the wonderful experience that you will receive! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ,~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:14 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Internship 

Ms. Salyer, 

My name is          and I ara a sophomore Sports Administration major. I ara eraailing you because I have applied to an internship at NIG for the sumraer, and have been informed that I 
will need to be able to receive some type of college credit in order to be eligible. I am twing to find out xvho I would need to ask to find this out and was wondering if you could help. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:54 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l)dr;: Resume for Case Study Team 

, Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Senti: Monday, 4:52 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bjecti: Resume for Case Study Team 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Attached is my updated resume for the case study team that you requested. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:59 PM 

Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbcexecboard@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Celebration Week Speaker- Ga~ Sobba 

Great! I will try to secure the SBJ Publisher and the former athletes panel for March then._ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9,843,033(;. 

F~m: @live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Plonday, 4:56 PN 
To= Carolina Spots Business Club Exec Board 
Subject: [csbc exec board] Celebration Week Speaker- Ga~ Sobba 

Hi ~uys, 

Great news~ I have confirmed Gary Sobba, General Manager of Tar Heel Sports Properties, for Monday at 5:30PM. Please place this on your calendars and 

start the normal process of preparin~ for meetin~s~ We already have two AWESOME speakers on the schedule for Celebration Week, so I am very happy about that. 

F~yer-            (find Mr. Sobba’s bio online) 

Twitter and Website- the normal (awesome) crew 

Room reservation- 

PPT and introduction- 

We still have spots to fill for the Tuesday and Wednesday of Celebration Week. I wil~ try to ~et one person from Wasserman and hopefully can do the 

other night. I will keep you ~uys posted, but if you have any other suggestions, please contact them about speakin~ to the club in 

See you ~uysin an houri 

Thanks, 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro(a)unc.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30963291-402502975e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d3 l([~listserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:26 PM 

intb@tpa~c.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu>; info@tpanc.com 

UN C - Entrepreneurship in Sport course 

Hi Hardy. Thanks for your kindness and willingness to assist students. I first learned of your wonderful company through my student, , who raved 

about you guys. ;) 

As I mentioned, we have a new entrepreneurship in sport (EXSS 89) course this semester. I want them to go on a field trip (optional) and see a real business in 

operation. I will arrange for them to reach out to you over the next three weeks to schedule a time to visit the facility. There are 27 students and unbelievably, all 

but one is a student-athlete! (priority registration effect) 

I will forward to you their field trip assignment. I would hope they will learn how you all got started and the prosi,cons of being a business owner to further 

complement their readings, in-class assignments, and guest lecturers. 

A BIG thanks and I owe you and the Academy one! 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D~ CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - e:~ - }~_~_~y~_~__u___nj::&_d_~!. 

F_,XSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Advisory Board Chair; College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Busir~ess Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 

.’.315 Woollen -- CB }3700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19,843,0336 

"~’ am sure that none of you woutd want to rest content with the superficial kind of social anaiysis that deals merely with ef~cts and does not grappte with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 5:26 PM 

SouthaJl, Richard Michacd ~south~Jl@emal.unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Speaker- Invite 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 5:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSBC Speaker - Invite 
Debby, 

Robert and I meet on Tuesday nights, so I did not put that time down. If he is okay with not meeting that night, I could also do Tuesday night. 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 

Associa[e Professor -- Spot[ Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - ColJege Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office -9~9~962-3507 

Cell -- 

Fax - 9~9.962-6235 

U NC Sport Administration webs~te: 

htt~://exss.unc‘edu/gr~duate~r~gr~ms~s~ed~za~s~s~rtadmk~str~t~n/~verview/ 

CSR[ websRe: www u~c.edui<:sd 

CSR[ Conference on College Sport webs~te: www.csdccnfe~en 

~rom: Deborah Lynn Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bate: Mort, 27 Feb 20~2 ~7:04:48 -05~ 

Te: Coyte Cooper <9_g~_Rg~_¢£_@~g_[]_:9_D£:~_~_M>, Shelley Johnson <~bj_@~_~)_:M~:_~_~_~.>, "Osborne, Barbara J" <~2E~_[~_~_~_K~_~:~_9.>, Deb 

Richard Southal[ <southall@email.unc.edu>, "Turner, Robert W." <rwturner@ema[I.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne Allen" <ewe~ght@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: CSBC Speaker - Invite 

Hi. Thanks for your great response. Pk~ase use t:he doodle ~h~k to h~entify the best day [or you. If this week doesn’t work, we can look at the next. 

It is also the heart of hoops mania, so we will finish by 6:30 at the la[:est~ 

Go Hee]s, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9119~843~0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 4:34 PM 

To: Cooper, Coyte; Johnson, Shelley H; Osborne, Barbara J; Southall, Deborah Joy; Southall, Richard Michard; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Weight, Erianne Allen 

Subject: CSBC Speaker - Invite 

Hi All. Please let me know if you are interested in speaking to the Club in March. I can do a "Meet the EXSS SA Faculty" meeting. Everyone can have 15 minutes to 

share their research, special projects, career advice, background and/or favorite jokes. ;) Whatever you want to share... 

I am always promoting teaching and research as a sport industry profession so I think it will be valuable for them to hear from you too. 

Let me know if you are in... I will send a doodle for March. 

THANKS! 

b~t.~t.~.~:.~Ls..t.~u..~d...?.p..t..9~r.g.s.~:.u.~.n.~c..~e..~d..~uL~d!~@~b~p~b.9.~ 
d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - e:~ - }~_~_~y~_~__u___n__~:ze___d_~!. 

EXSS Acaderrfic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 



Cilapel Hill, NC 27599 

9~ 9.843.0336 

",~ am sure that none oj¢yoL~ would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with ejffects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L, Kin.q, .Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 7:36 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu); 

RE: CSBC Business Cmds 

Hi       , Thanks again for stopping by to chat, 

You may stop by SAFO tomorrow before ~.:00 p,n~. and see 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

919884&0336 

to pick up your check for ~90, 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, 6:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Subject: CSBC Business Cards 

Hi, 
I trust that you’re having a wonderful day. I have attached the CSBC invoice for the officer’s business cards. 

Thanks, 

I www.unchosa.org/ 

(c) 

~i Descripti ~on: 
:~:: Descripti               on: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 7:39 PM 

~live.uuc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Business Cards 

Great! ;} 
Go HeeD, 
Deborah L. Sh’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qcNe, b2,,~ptor~:~. ~mpower. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:39 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC Business Cards 
Thank you Dr’. SLrornan, 

I am glad we were able to chat today as well, I am actually in a group study session right now for my Policy exam tomorrow. 

Thanks again, 

(O 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto;dst!o@unqedu] 
Sent: Monday,               7:36 PM 

co: ~__k__e_._t]_a__t]:_f_[_a_gLe__r_:__u___n__c_=e__d___u_); 
Subject: RE: CSBC Business Cards 

Hi . Thanks again for stopping by to chat. 

You may stop by SAFO tomorrow before 7_:00 p.m. and see i 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngqTe, ,~;xph)re, Empower, 

9:19.843.0336 

to pick Lip your check for S9G 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Honday, 6:53 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: CSBC Business Cards 

I trust that you’re having a wonderful day. I have attached the CSBC invoice for the officer’s business cards. 

Thanks, 

(O 

~IIIon:Descripti ~               on:Descripti 

I wwwmnchosa.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 7:42 PM 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; @kenan-llagler.unc.edu) 

FW: Welcome to YonTube 

FYI. See email string for info OR our YouTube progress,_ albeit limited. ;) 
We don’t believe this setup is a channel, 
HELP!! 
T h a n k 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

From: @Iive.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:40 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Welcome to YouTube 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ll try to get the video up on the site by Wednesday or Thursday. The video runs about an hour and thirty minutes. Do you know if there is a limit for youtube videos, because 
don’t believe I have ever seen one that long. Also, for the independent study class, is the class listed on sakai? I haven’t seen it yet, and know I haven’t started my journals. 
Just wanted to check in about that, or when I should come meet with you to discuss progress for that. 

Thanks, 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 2:03 AM 
To= 
Subject= FW: Welcome to YouTube 

The ema]l is £_b___c_£_h__g_i!i@__u_[Lc_:__e__d___~! and the password is 

Let me know if you need mwthing else. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Caacolina SporLs Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
"Knowing is not eno~g]~; we must apply, Willing is not enough; we must do." (J, Goethe) 

From: ¥ouTube Service <norep!v@youtube.com> 

Date: Sun,           21:42:47 -0400 

To: CBC <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Subject: Welcome to YouTube 

The YouTube account is now set up. Please work with the tech-librarian (?) this week to post the panel discussion video(s). 
The site is 

help center] e-mail opdons I report spin 

Welcome to the YouTube community! 
By signing in to your Google account, you are now also signed into YouTube. You’ll be able to interact with everyone on YouTube and get personalized recommendations for 
cool videos to watch. 

Watch what you like most 

Subscribe to your favorite channels 
Rent or purchase top Hollywood movies 
Save videos to watch later 
Get recommendations based on what you’ve watched 

Connect with people 

Share videos you like on Facebook, Twitter, and more 
Find your Facebook Yahoo Hotmail and Gmail contacts on YouTube 
Watch private videos from friends and family 

Happy YouTube-ing! Keep in touch: _B__[_o_9 . _Y_ £ _u_ _ _T_ _u_ _ _b_ _ _e_ :: __T___w_j_t_t_&r_ E#__c_@__b__o___o_ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, February 27, 2012 7:44 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Spoils and the future of UNC 

Hi WNim Good to hem’ from you~ 

Yes, I will be in attendance tomorrow. We have moved back to WooUen (315) and I will be in my office up until the meeting time. 

[ did stop by tb-:~ Fac Appreciation e~ent but did not stay due to tb-:~ long line and my need to get to my spot. ) 

(I do radio (:ok)r for WBB.) 

Feel free [o stop by or call. Thanks, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

~ Brooks, Edwin W [mailto:ewbroo~@live.unc.edu] 
~ltl Monday, ~brua~ 27, 20~ 7:25 PM 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
I~Ij~t~ ~: Spots and the future of UNC 

Hi Deb, 

I’m go~ng both to tNs panN and to the me Nocera presentatbn h~ March, and suspect that you will, too. If so, I’d ]~ke to ask you a couple of questions about UNC 

matters that are re~ated to these two public airh~gs. If you wU] not be attending, m~ght ~ drop by your office (st@ h~ the basement of SmkhP) during office hours? 

looked for you at the Fac@ty-Staff ga~:hering before yesterday’s Duke game but missed you (~:hey sam you were on ~:he ~st). 

A~ the best, 

WHI~s 

F~= Schoonmaker, Nancy G lmailto:nancys@emaKunc,edul 
Seat= Monday, ~brua~ 27, 2012 ~0:45 AN 
Te; Emeritus 
Sabject= [histo~-emeritus] Spots and the future of UNC 
Here are two upooming events (the fJ rst one tomorrew evening), that feature seine of the majer [ubi:i.s figures in the ongoJrzg 

national conveisation on the £utu£e of college athletics. This is an impo£tant issue fo£ the futu£e o1 UNC, and I u£ge you to 

"Big-Time College Sports: What Needs to Change?" 

Panel Discussion with Taylor Branch, William Friday, and Charles Clotfelter 

Tuesday, Feb. 28, 5:30 g.n. 

Sonja Havnes Stone Center Theater, UNC Chapel Ilill 

Free and open to the public 

For more information: 

************************************************ 

"Big-Time Sports and the University" 

Wednesday, March 14, 5:30 pm 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC Chapel Hill 

Free arid epen to the public 

For more information: 

¯ --You are currently subscribed to 

Nsto~y- emeritus as: ewbrooksf%live.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blm~k email to leave-30959528-9349492~a6b52994e8452b4c555f077ea3ad232d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 7:45 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sporflaw@unc.edu> 

I~E: Internship 

Thanks. I did start limited to juniors and seniors though. Let me know if you want me to open it tap to sophomores. I figure with the pressure on 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

that is not even an option now-. ;) 

"rfhe puwer to quesuon is the basis of all human prugress." 

"Shallow understanding frum peuple ofguod will is inure frustrating than absolute misunderstanding frum people uf ill will." MLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Osbume, Barbara J 
Sent: Munday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship 

6:08 PM 

I’m wondering if Sherry is having a senior moment Cuntact 
that he will get academic cre&t. Grrrrrm 

Barbara Osburne 
Associate Prufessor 
Exercise and Spurt Science 
University of Nurth Carolina 
309 Wuullen Gym 
CB 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 
Email: sportlaxv@mxc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Osborne, Barbara J 
Subject: FW: Internship 

Call xvhen you can. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroruan, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

4:11 PM 

919.843.0336 

and tell him that he can register for internship 12~r the fall after his IMG internship -- we can alsu write IMG a letter verifying 

"The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

"Shallow m~derstanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding ticom people of ill will." MLK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Salyer, Shel~T L 
Sent: iVlonday, 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship 

4:02 PM 

we have no mechanism for receiving credit for this in the surmner. 

I have copied Dr. Stroman on this. She may have some ideas. Be prepared to do the internship for NO credit though--for the wonderful experience that you ~vill receive’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~live.unc.edu] 



Sent: Monday, 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Internship 

3:I4PM 

Ms. Salyer, 

My name ~s          and ! am a sophomore Sports Achninistration major. I am emailing you because I have applied to an internship at IMG :[’or the summer, and have been in:[’ormed that I 
will need to be able to receive some type of college credit in order to be eligible. I am trying to find out who I would need to ask to find this out and was wondering i:[’you could help. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 7:47 PM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Robe~’L Do you know who his academic Juror or specialist (if he has one} is so I can chat about this note? Or should we thai? ;) 

Thanks. 
debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CL!J 

919,843.0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 
Dear Deborah 
Hi, 
I wanted to contact you for a couple of reasons. I along with a few other track athletes have been in      through the week for ACC’s. Also I have been having Bsues with 
leaving the university to go back to        I have slacked off in my classes over the last week and it has gotten me to a situation where I haven’t done the neccesary work 
however my plans have recently changed and I will be staying. But I wanted to contact you to say i havent completed the reaction paper and would like to have a few days to 
complete it along with the group. Thank you. 
Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 7:48 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Kevin. Just an exarnple_. 
Keep praying for me. ;) 

Go Heeb, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g.n~]ug~e. ~xplor~,, Empower. 
919,843.0SS6 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 7:47 PM 
To: Mercer, Robert J Jr 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Robert. Do you know who his academic tutor or specialist (if he has one) is so [ can chat about this note? Or should we chat? ;) 

Thanks, 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= 
Dear Deborah 
Hi, 
I waned to contact you for a couple of reasons. I along with a few other track athletes have been in      through the week for ACC’s. Also I have been having issues with 
leaving the universi~ to go back to        I have slacked off in my classes over the last week and it has go~en me to a situation where 1 haven’t done the neccesa~ work 
however my plans have recently changed and I will be s~ying. But I wanted to con~ct you ~ say i havent completed the reaction paper and would like to have a few days to 
complete it along with the group. Thank you. 
Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 7:52 PM 

@ ive unc.edu-~ 

I~E: ’I’h~nk You 

Hi 
Dr, Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Thanks so much for your kind noLe~ Please do stay in touch and let rne know if I can be ol:assistance to you as you progress Lhrough UNC, 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:59 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Thank You 
Dear Dr. Stroman: 
Hi, my name is and T am a freshman Pre-Business major¯ T am apart of Leadership Advantage and was at the session this morning (T was at the table with 

¯ I just wanted to say thank you for speaking with us. I found your words to be very encouraging and valuable and I definitety took away a lot from what you said. As a 
person who is not quite sure about what I want to do in the future, I was glad to hear that you experienced working in many different jobs. Thank you again! 
Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, February 27, 2012 7:54 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edw* 

I~E: Spolnts and the future of UNC 

;) Sounds good! 

Thanks. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
EnS@Te, Exptore. Empow~r, 
939,843,0336 

From= Brooks, Edwin W [mailto:ewbrooks@live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, February 27, 20~2 7:53 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Sports and the future of UNC 
Debby, 

Thank you for the quick turnaround. Whoever gets to the Center first saves a seat! 

You k)ok~:_~d ready 1:.:_~ play when you st.:>:_~d in tb-:~ line of UNC wom~-:m’s baske~:ball players at halfl:ime a ¢::oupb o[ gam~:_~s ago. f didn’t se~-_~ any.:_~ne from 1994 {and 

had two in my class----dran~aticafly different personalities and players). 

Cheers, 

Willis 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, February 27, 20:1.2 7:44 PM 
To= Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject= RE: Sports and the future of UNC 
Hi Willis. Good to hear from you. 

Yes, I will be in attendance tomorrow. We have moved back Lo Woollen (315) and I will be in my of[ice up until Lhe meeting time. 

I did stop by the Fac Appreciation event but did not stay due to the long line and my need to get to my spot. ;} 

(1 do radio color for WBB.) 

Feel fre~:_~ to stop by or call. Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Dehorah L, Stroma~, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, 

9:19.843.0336 

F~m= Brooks, Edwin W [ma~lto:ewbrooks@l~ve.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 27, 2012 7:25 PN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ ~: Spots and the future d UNC 

Hi Deb, 

I’m going both to thb pane~ and to the Joe Nocers presents[ion h~ March, and suspect thai you wit~, [oo. If so, I’d ~ike to ask you a couple of questions about UNC 

matters that are related to these two puMic aidngs~ If you w~l~ not be attendh~g, m~ght ] drop by your office (stH~ in the basement of Smith?} during office hours? 

looked for you at the Fac@ty-Staff gathering before yesterday’s Duke game but missed you (they sa~d you were on the 

All the best 

F~m= Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 27, 2012 10:45 AN 
Te~ Emeritus 
Subjectl [Nsto~-emeritus] Spots and the future d UNC 
Here are two dpcox:ing events (the fizst one tomorrow evening), that feature some of tr:e major public figures in tr:e ongoing 
national conversation on the future of college athletics. This is an important issue for the future of UNC, and I urge you to 

************************************************ 

"Big-Time College Sports: What Needs to Change?" 

Panel Discussion with Taylor Branch, William Friday, and Charles Clotfelter 

Tuesday, Feb. 28, 5:30 p.m. 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC Chapel Hill 

Free arid open te the public 

Foz more information: 

httP~//,~‘~w~lib~unc.edu/b~qs/news/index~hp/2~2/~2/~lle~iate~s~rts~.pane~/ 



"Big-Time Sports and the University’’ 

A Conversation with Joe Nocera of the New York Times 

Wednesday~ March 14, 5:30 pm 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC Chapel IIill 

Free and open to the public 

For more information: 

bttp : / / nocer aoonver sation, web .unc. edu/ 

¯ --You eae currently subscribed to 
his~to~- emeritus as: .e_x~-b_!2Rq!! _s_,(_a~l_iS:._e_:._u_!!c_:_e_.d_t! 

To unsubscribe send a bl~23k em~fil to leave-30959528-9349492.a6b52994e8452b4c555t077ea3ad232d(&listserv .unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 28, 2012 12:16 AM 

Tracey Williams <lwilliam@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

FW: Twitter Account 

FYI. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

O~..Ry_.d_a.f_t~_.d_j2 AM, "St ....... Deborah I," <dst ...... @emai] ...... du> ..... re: 

>Wuw[ Sorry to hear that yuu weren’t informed abuut the students posting I 
>thuught you were in the loup as yuu were sti]l posting for her Let me 
>know if there is anything I can du to help in this matter. I thi~ it is 
>important that a cuach still be involved in this accuunt Your cal[ 
>though 

>Nute: ~Ihe passwurd is still the same. ’]Ne handle (or name) has been 
>changed tu increase the marketing brand. The old pusts are still there but 
>the new name is more recognizable tu the public. 

>debby 
>Go Heels, 

>Deburah S~uman, Phi). CLU 

>Exercise and Spu~ Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
>Spurt Administratiun Professor and Academic Advisor 

>(;hair, Carulina Black Caucus 
>Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

>"Knuwing is not enuugh; we must apply. Willing is not enuugh; we must do." 
>(J. Goethe) 

>Off~2~i I 1:39 P2~ ~live.com> wrote: 

>>In attempting to post a message tonight regarding Coach Hatchell’s 
>>biN~day tomorrow-, I noticed that Coach Hatchell’s Twitter name has been 
>>changed without my knowledge. 

>>Per our discussion on last Thursday, I am assuming this is another 
>>arrangement made between you and Deborah Stroman. 

>>Without ever having revealed the password I used to initially start an 
>>account on Coach Hatchell’s behalf, it concerns me that so many 
>>unidentified persons have access, posing & posting as Sylvia Hatchell. 
>>There are persons that should not be responded to per NCAA rules and for 
>>o~r safeb’, I hope this is made clear. 

>>Again, I say the push and the joint efi~rt to promote Coach Hatchell, 
>>’¢,~B, & athletics is great. However, I feel more co~ortable relinquishing 
>>my personal association with this account 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 2:12 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu-* 

I~B: Facul~ Athletics Committee 

Hi Willis. I plan to be there by 5:00. ;) 

Go Hee]s, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qa,(m, b2,~ptor~:~. E’m.pow,~r. 
9~{9~843~0336 

From: Brooks, Edwin W [mailto:ewbrooks@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 22:54- PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Faculty Athletics Committee 
Debby, 

I hope to get there by 5:20. Will that be early enough? 

Willis 

NB. "l’h~-:~ ~-:~>:change bek)w is reJat~-:~d to my concern about th~-’_~ membership of the Faculty Athletics Committee. f know only one of them well {George Lensing). 

sure Lhat you know several My concern is that they don’t do much (1 know.----it is an advisory committee, buL st~lL). BuL then most facuIt7 aren’t much ~nteresLed 

in spending tk~e away f~om writing footnotes these days. 

F~= Noon, Karen B [mailto:karen moon@unc.edul 
Seat= Tuesday, Februa~ 28, 20~2 $~:4~ AN 
Te= Broo~, Edwin W 
$~bjeCt= RE: Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee 
f hope you are phmning to get there early, f think we are going to have a packed house. 

F~= Broo~, Edwin W [maj!to:ewbrooks@live.unc.edu] 
$eBt= Tuesday, Februa~ 28, 2012 ~:30 AM 

Tel Noon, Karen B 
8~bjeCt~ RE: Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee 

Karen~ 

]hank you for your help Wh~le you were searching ~ went to the Faculty Governance si~e (i~ga~n} i~r)d l:h~s ~ime I was told tha~ ~ needed ~:o sw~b::h From 

’outdated’ si[e to [he one where you found the current ~isting. 

The ~athering tonight about atMet~cs should be packed ~y folks afl:ect~gsnd affected by----atMet~cs. Today’s N & O has an op--ed p~ece by Jay Smith, s colleague 

who has spoken out about some of the issues. ~ wonder if any athletes w~l~ attend? 

Thanks again ~ 

Wi~s Brooks 

From: Moon, Karen B lmailto:karen moon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 20~2 :L[: J.7 AN 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Faculty Athletics Committee 
Dr, Brooks: here is the list of current members of the Faculty Athletics Cornmittee~ For some reason, the website would not let me cut and paste to a format that 

would be easy to read. If you have trouMe opemng the ~ink bek)w, pJease Jet me know 

Thanks, 

Karen Moon 

~1 Beal, C~stal 
$e~t= Tuesday, Februa~ 28, 20~2 $$: ~4 AN 

To= Noon, Karen B 
Subject: this yearg members 

http://fa¢ooun.uno.edu/oomm[ttees-2/eleoted-oommfftees/athletios-oommittee/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 4:10 PM 

Storholt, Waiter <wstorhol@ 1360wchl.com> 

RE: Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 

Gr’eat! Thanks ]:or ?our" super’ coordination. I can do the games on Thursday and Friday. I will be coming from a meeting at 9:15 ram. and prayeri:ui[y, will aft’ire by 

:1.0:30 a.m. ~ w~[ text you ~f there are any mishaps. 

A~so, Jet’s chat about: your v~sit with my class this sernes~:er to share yo~r life ~ourney m spor~:s. ;) 

d ~-’_~ b b ¥ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9,343,0336 

F~m= Storholt, Waiter [maiIto:ws~rholt@IS60wchI.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 28, 2012 10:17 AN 
To= BoxHl, Jan; Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Best radio team in Chapel Hill[ 
Than~ for sending[ I really enjoyed doing the game with all three of us. That was fun[ 
Got some good commenN from fol~ at the radio show last night that they enjoyed hearing it. 
Walter Storholt 
WCHL SporN Director 

W: (9~9) 967-8363 
C: 
Have a news tip? 
See ttaf#c or acciden~ on the road? 

Car ~e WCHL newsroom at 967-8363 or e-marl us at news@1360WCHL.com 

From: BoxiII, Jan [JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 10:18 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; Stroman, Deborah L; Storholt, Walter 
Subject: RE: Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 

What a great picture!! THANKS 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter,unc,edu 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 10:16 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Boxill, Jan; wstorholt@1360wchl.com 
Subject; Best radio team in Chapel Hill! 



100_3244 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace." 

www. d st re m a rl. c e m 

Twitter - drstroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-* 

Re: WelcoIne to YouTube 

image001 .j pg 

Hi OJ. I dofft believe that he has. I think he was tuing to work with you to nse your external drive. I don’t have one. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , " ’ <oi mcghee(a;unc.edu> wrote: at4:55 PM, McGhee, Oj" . 

I will be leaving for the remainder of the week~ I will work on setting up a ch~,nnel as soon ~,s I return. In the meantime, has      transferred the 

footage to the e>:ternal h~rd ddw~. ff so, c~m you hold on ~:o i1:, and ~ can get ~: from you when ~ re~:urn ( ~ l:hh~ is next week?). ~’1~ be here 

OJ 

~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Se.t: Monday, 7:42 PN 
To: McGhee, Oj; ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 
Su~jeet~ ~: Welcome to YouTube 

~:YL See em a N std ng for in fo on our YouTa be ~rogress.,. aJbe~t ~imit ed ;) 

We don’t beNeve ~:his setup is s~ channel 

HELPH 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah [i1Stromat~, Ph.D, CLU 

Eng~O’e. Explore. Empow~:~r, 

91_9,843.0336 
<imageOO1dpg> 

¯ 
*r ’4~ ~o’~,’~l ~:o 4,.u~sfSo~ ~s t:P~ d~~:.b; ~>~ ~.. P~<~’,.~m4 "p~,o~,~:;s~’ 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:40 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: Welcome ~ Youiube 

Dr. Stroma~ 

I’ll try to get the video up on the site by Wednesday or Thursday. The video runs about an hour and thirty minutes. Do you know if there is a limit for youtube 
videos, because I don’t believe I have ever seen one that long. Also, for the independent study class, is the class listed on sakai? I haven’t seen it yet, and know 
haven’t started my journals. Just wanted to check in about that, or when I should come meet with you to discuss progress for that. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dst!o@unGedu] 
Sent-" Monday, 2:03 AM 
To; 
Subject-" FVV: Welcome to YouTube 

Hi 

The email is cbcchair({~unc.edu and the password is 

I,et me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department -_h__t__t~_2_i__i__e__x__s__s_:__u_!)__c_:_e___d__u__/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Ch~Jr, Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Latnbda 

"K~owing is not enough; we mtmt apply. Willing is not enough: we mus~ do," (J. Goethe) 

From: ¥ouTube Service <noreply@¥outube.com> 

Bate: Sun,           21:42:47 -0400 

To: CBC <c__b_c_ c_ _h_ .a_ }_ .r_ @. _ u__n_c_._e__d__u_.> 

Subject: Welcome to YouTube 

The YouTube acconnt is now set up. Please work with the tech-librarian (?) this week to post the panel discussion video(s). 

¯ The site is 

Welcome to the YouTube community! 
By signing in to your Ooogle account, you are now also aigned into YouTube. You’ll be able to interact with everyone on YouTube and get pe~onalized recommendati 
cool videos to watch. 



Watch what you like most 

¯ [if !supportLJsts]-->. <!--[¢nd{I’]-->Subscribe to your favorite channels 

¯ [if!supportLJsLs]-->* <!--[endiI]-->Rentorpt!rchasetopHollywood movies 

¯ [if !support$,ists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Save videos to watch later 

¯ [if !support$,ists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Get recommendations based on what you’ve watched 

Connect with people 

¯ [lit" ! support~ists]- ->. 
¯ [if ! supportLists]- ->, 
¯ [if ! supportLists]- ->* 

<:! - - [ endif] - - > ._S___h__a___r_e___y_j__d___e_9___s__ZQ__U__]Lk__e___Q__n____F__a___c__e___b_£ 9___k_,___T__~j}!#5__&£ g__mQZA 

<!- -[endif]- - > ..F.jp~.d.~‘L~...g.r.~.F...a..c.~.e...b.Q£.k.~.~..Y...a..h.~Q£.~.H..9..t...m...a.~.a.~.n.~.d.~1~ #_{[_£Q_~ £~_~_£ ~__~£ g_T_~ ~ 
<!--[endif]-->Watch private videos from friends and family 

Happy YouTube-ing! Keep in touch: ._B_J_9_g __Y_o_t_LT_u___b_A i ._T___w__[!_Le_[ i D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:43 AM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Fritz G. Polite Ph. D. <fpolite@utk.edu>; Billy J Hawkins (bhawk@uga.edu); Emmett 
Gill <studentathleteshumanrights@yahoo.com>; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu; Jones, 
Shandra <shandraj @email.unc. edu>; Littlej ohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe- 
davies@unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Chris Faison <       @gmail.com>; Cox, La Jeune J 
<           @unc.edu>; Dwight Hollier <dhollier@southeastpsych.com>; Faison, 
Christopher D <chris_faison@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; 
Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc. edu>; Jeff Carmon 

@yahoo. com>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <j aimielee@email.unc, edu>; 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Watkins, 
Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; White, (;aria <cywhite@email.unc.edu>; Williams, 
Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Big-Time College Sport Panel 

VERY powerful evening. Lots of learning in many ways... 

We will convene on this matter soon. We have to stay on top of this matter. I will be meeting with the Chancellor very 

soon again and I also feel compelled to write an article. Stay tuned. 

Let me know your thoughts. 

d 

.Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empowen 

919.843,0336 

From: Nick Infante [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 



Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:34 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: A wild panel? 

DeCock: NCAA critics speak up at UNC discussion 

Luke DeCock, News & Observer, 2-29-12 

http ://www. ne wsobserver, com/2012/0 2/29/189 2 535/ncaa-crifics-speak-u p. html 

CHAPEL HILL -- In the middle of a panel discussion at the University of North Carolina on Tuesday 
about the state of college athletics, civil-rights historian Taylor Branch offered a little personal insight 
into just how out of whack things have gotten. 

’Tve been told within the last 48 hours here that athletes who want to come talk to me about the 
equities of college sports here in Chapel Hill cannot come see me even privately, because their 
coaches won’t let them," said Branch, a visiting professor at North Carolina who has recently become 
an outspoken critic of the NCAA. 

"This is not a place of free enquiry, which is what it should be, if you have that kind of control vested 
in people who are not even on the faculty of this university." 

Branch made that point early in a panel discussion with former North Carolina president Bill Friday 
and Duke professor Charles Clotfelter before a standing-room only crowd at the Sonja Haynes Stone 
Center Theater. Both Branch and Clotfelter have recently published books about the state of college 
athletics, while Friday has spent decades pushing NCAA reform. 

All three offered specific, and disparate, priorities for change, but the Q&A session that followed 
suggested the university might want to worry about fixing itself before it moves on to the NCAA. 

First, English professor Jane Thrailkill revealed that the university’s development staff identifies 
donors in its database who refuse to give to the university until chancellor Holden Thorp is dismissed 
because he "messed with the football team" by firing former coach Butch Davis amid nine major 
NCAA violations. "Shameful," Thrailkill called it. 

Public policy professor Hodding Carter, who served on the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate 
Athletics with Friday, took the opportunity to criticize the North Carolina faculty for its lack of outrage 
over the hiring of "a big-time coach with a big-time salary," like Davis, long before he ever steered the 
football program into trouble. 



"As far as I can see, on one campus after another, the silence of the faculty is very much the silence 
of the lambs," Carter said, "allowing the slaughter of the integrity of the institutions they serve to go 
forward." 

Former offensive coordinator John Shoop, a member of that same "big-time" staff, then stood to ask 
what was essentially a rhetorical question about the university putting its image and reputation ahead 
of the rights of students in its response to the NCAA investigation, specifically mentioning Devon 
Ramsay, who sued the NCAA and lost. 

"The university comes first. I’ve heard that a million times," Shoop said. "From where I sit, the men 
and women who make up the university are the university. If we’re not going to advocate for them, I’m 
confused." 

VVhen North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham took the microphone to respond to Shoop, 
an audience member who identified himself as a North Carolina graduate stood up from his seat to 
challenge Cunningham to allow his athletes to speak with Branch in a bit of guerilla activism. 

Cunningham acquiesced, but not before an academic forum had become yet another public airing of 
football grievances, underlining just how raw and deep the wounds remain six months after Thorp 
fired Davis, with the NCAA’s long-delayed final judgment still yet to arrive. 

As the questioners from the audience pounded away at issues related to the football scandal, the 
panelists looked a bit perplexed at how what began as a reasonable and thoughtful discussion of 
NCAA reform had been hijacked by a family squabble - proving, once again, that all politics is local. 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 10:39 AM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: a s~dent 

Ili. I don’t kno~v her and have no record of contact in my email database. 
d 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel }]Jill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstrornan 

http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been dane -- doesn °t mean that it can °t be dane. 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Wednesday, I0:36 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara -1; Aguilar, Alain .I; Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject: a student 

Could you check your emails to see if you have ever fielded an inquiry from a 

Sherry Safyer, Ed.D. 

Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

[>:_~partrnent of E>:ercise and Sport 

CB#8?’O0, 211 r:etzer Ha~l 

University o[: North Carolina aL Chape~ l-ti~l 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

9:[9-962-~947 

Fax: 9:1.9-982-0489 

Spring Advi~;~ngiO~fice hours: 

i"uesdaVs- 

Wednesdays----~O-.$1:15 and $:$5--2:45 

Thursdays- -11:~3-12:15 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, February 29, 2012 11:36 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Listserv 

Hi Jay. Please add me to the listserv. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter - drstroman 

~ :i/exss.u~c~ edui 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, February 29, 2012 12:10 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Listserv 

Ooops! Okay thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Enodage. Explore. Empower. 

919,843.0336 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 11:42 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Listserv 

Hi Debby--if only we had a listserv! (I suppose I should look into creating one). But yes, I’ll definitely include 
you in the email round robins going forward .... 

Jay 

On 2/29/12 11:36 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
Hi Jay. Please add me to the listserv. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 



Twitter - drstroman 
http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 12:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

~@live.unc.edw- 

RE: Wasserman Speaker Confirmed! 

Great work 

Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

I like [he concep[ and will also speak to them about being a permanent sponsor. ;) 

From: @live,unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t2: lS PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Wasserman Speaker Confirmed! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I just wanted to let you know that I spoke with Elizabeth Lindsey, the Co-President of Wasserman’s Consulting division, about speaking to the club. Liz is coming on Wednesday 

at 5:30PM. Liz is the head of the Raleigh office, so I am very happy that she was exalted to speak with the club. Liz and Will, at Wasserman, both mentioned 
to me that they would like to setup a "pipeline" of sorts for future internships. This club meeting will be a very important step for both your EXSS    class and CSBC members 
(a "select" group of the best students) to have an internship program setup. 
Let’s try to make a great impression at this meeting to showcase the club! We now have our four Celebration Week speakers finalized, so we can go ahead and start 
preparing! 

Thanks, 

Cell : 

Ema i i : @ 1 i v ~;. u r~c. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 12:24 PM 

Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbcexecboard@listserv.unc.edw~ 

13,2;: Wassennm~ Speaker for Celebration Week 

Super News! I will wor’k wkh 

Dr. Stro133m~ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Phi}, CLU 

93%843,0336 

and to finalize our’ speakers. Remember to always use our CSBC logo and tagtine for’ the t/yers. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, ::t2:2:t PM 
To-" Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Subject: [csbc_exec_board] Wasserman Speaker for Celebration Week 
Hey guys, 
More great news: we have Elizabeth Lindsey, Co-President of Wasserman’s Consulting division, speaking with the club on Wednesday at S:30PM. Liz is the head of 
the Raleigh office and has received SBJ’s Forty Under 40 Award for excellence in sport business. Here is a link to her biography on the WMG website: 
b.~.;~.w...mgJ1c..~.c.~....m..Lp.~..~91{~..~.¢.~z...a.~b...¢..t..h.~:~t~.~.s..¢.~yL 
We now have our Celebration Week speakers finalized, so let’s go ahead and start preparing for the week! 

Here is a final list of the speakers: 
Monday : Gary Sobba, Tar Heel Sports Properties. 5:30 PM 
Tuesday Amy Herman, UNC Compliance. SPM 
Wednesday Elizabeth Lindsey, Wasserman Media Group. S:30PM 
Thursday Bubba Cunningham, UNC AD. SPM 
All are in Fetzer i09 (just waiting on confirmation for the 

- please start making individual flyers and one for the whole Celebration Week. 
Thanks guys, 

Cell : 

Ema i i : @ 1 i v s. u r~c. edu 

Yoa are cunently sabscribed to csbc exec board as: d__s_t__rg:(~i_t_~_n_._c_:.e_@.. 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30977076-40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d3 l(~Jistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:26 PM 

@email.nnc.edu) 

~)kenm> flagler.unc.edu) 

I~NV: Wassennan Speaker for Celebration Week 

Hi      Please make a note on your calendar for 

the @ub on their particular date. 

Pleas~-:~ don’t: [orget:! N ;) We a r~-’_~ building relationships and each st:ep ~s import:ant 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9719,843,0336 

to send to each Celebration speaker an email note "thanking" them for agreeing to be a speaker for 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:21 PM 
To; Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Subject: [csbc_exec_board] Wasserman Speaker for Celebration Week 
Hey guys, 
More great news: we have Elizabeth Lindsey, Co-President of Wasserman’s Consulting division, speaking with the club on Wednesday at 5:30PM. Liz is the head of 
the Raleigh office and has received SBJ’s Forty Under 40 Award for excellence in sport business. Here is a link to her biography on the WMG website: 
http: i/www.wmqlk.com/portfolio/eliza beth-lindsey/ 
We now have our Celebration Week speakers finalized, so let’s go ahead and start preparing for the week! 
Here is a final list of the speakers: 
Monday Gary Sobba, Tar Heel Sports Properties. 5:30 PM 
Tuesday Amy Herman, UNC Compliance. 5PM 
Wednesday Elizabeth Lindsey, Wasserman Media Group. 5:30PM 
Thursday Bubba Cunningham, UNC AD. 5PM 
All are in Fetzer 109 (just waiting on confirmation for the 

please start making individual flyers and one for the whole Celebration Week. 
Thanks guys, 

Cell: 

Emaii: @live.unc,edu 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro(t~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/n?id=40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31&n=T&l=csbc exec board&o=30977076 

(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-30977076-40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31 (~listserv.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:39 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Check picked up 

Great! There wil~ be more interest so conUnue to stay in touch with the C.{ub ~eaders~ 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:38 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Check picked up 
Thank you, 
i picked up the ~90 check fFom the SAFO office yesteFday. 
P~easuFe doin8 business with yOUF oFsanization, 

I www.unehosa.org/_ 

(c) 

?I~ Description ~ ~f~ Description: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 12:49 PM 

Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.e&~ 

l~W: UNC/NCAA Panel Discussion 

FYI. 

Let’s chat tonight. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"rlhe power to quesuon is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." 2/2LK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: John Shoop [mailto ~r)gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~iect: UNC/NCAA Panel I)iscussion 

Deborah, 
It was a pleasure visiting with you last night I really appreciate your perspective and candor regarding UNC. I regret that 
time we really had a visit of substance. I hope we can have more in the future 

and I have been here for five years and that was the first 

As       and I indicated last night, we are here and really want to be a part of the discussion regarding the NCAA, UNC Athletics, and particularly the rights of the athletes. As we 
navigate this ten-itopf I believe that there are some in the L’niversity system that hope I keep quiet and go away. I won’t. If you can think of any way that      or I could advocate 
those needing advocates I hope you will let us know I was glad to about Wayne Blair I regret that I did not know about him and his role sooner I plan to reach out to him this we& as well 
and hope for the opportunity to hear more about his role in the University. 

We also talked a little sports and you said that you would provide me with the number to the play by play announcer you work with. I would love to talk with him too and would be grateful 
for aW connections you could help me make there. 

Good Luck this weekend in Greensboro. 

Fondly, 
John 

Sent from ray iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:04 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

1~: QUIZ 

Hi Check Sakai (Assignments). Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 

Shallow understanding from people of good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will." 2/2LK, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i~gmail coral 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: QUIZ 

Since you will not be in class on Thursday where do we turn our quizzes in? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:25 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu) 

Atteudance Sheet- Club meeliug 

Hi . Do you have the EXSS attendance sheet for Coach Shelton’s meeting day? 
Thanks. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~__%<XS!~__e__x_~%_’~_t_t_r_t_C_&d~. 
EXSS Academic Adx4sor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Adviso<¢ Board Chair College Sport Research Institute 
Facul~" Ad~Asot; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigrna Alpha Larnbda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superfiicial kind of social analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not .qropple with 
undedying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 3:47 PM 

Turner, Robert W. <rwtume@email.unc.edu> 

IA]¢: Big-Time College Sport l?a~el 

Hi RoberL You missed a hot one!! 

~.et me know if you are still okay with this Friday’s EXSS 22:[, You can stay with Finance or move to Marketing. 

I will b~-’_~ in Greensboro tomorrow calling the WBB game at :1.:].:00 a.m 
Thanks. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9] 9,343,0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:43 AM 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Big-Time College Spor~ Panel 
VERY p.:)wer[ul ew:,ning, Lots of learning m many ways.,, 

We will convene on this matter soon. We have to stay on top of this matter, I wHf be meeting with the Chancellor very soon again and I aiso feef compelled to 

write an aFticle. Stay tuned. 

~.et me know your thoughts. 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,q~(w, g,~plor~:~, ~mpawer, 

9:19~343,0336 

0~,~~. 

F~m: Nick Infante 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 29, 2012 8:34 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: A wild panel? 

DeCock: NCAA critics speak up at UNC discussion 

Luke DeOock, News & Observer, 2-29-12 

.h--~@~/-~-w---~-~--w----s---~--~-~--~-r-~-~----m---~-~--~--~/--£8--~-2---5--~?--5--~:~LtL~:~btm~ 

CHAPEL HILL - In the middle of a panel discussion at the University of North Carolina on Tuesday about the state of college athletics, civil-rights 
historian Taylor Branch offered a little personal insight into just how out of whack things have gotten. 

"I’ve been told within the last 48 hours here that athletes who want to come talk to me about the equities of college sports here in Chapel Hill cannot 
come see me even privately, because their coaches won’t let them," said Branch, a visiting professor at North Carolina who has recently become 
an outspoken critic of the NCAA. 

"This is not a place of free enquiry, which is what it should be, if you have that kind of control vested in people who are not even on the faculty of this 
university." 

Branch made that point early in a panel discussion with former North Carolina president Bill Friday and Duke professor Charles Clotfelter before a 
standing-room only crowd at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater. Both Branch and Clotfelter have recently published books about the state of 



college athletics, while Friday has spent decades pushing NCAA reform. 

All three offered specific, and disparate, priorities for change, but the Q&A session that followed suggested the university might want to worry 
about fixing itself before it moves on to the NCAA. 

First, English professor Jane Thrailkill revealed that the university’s development staff identifies donors in its database who refuse to give to the 
university until chancellor Holden Thorp is dismissed because he "messed with the football team" by firing former coach Butch Davis amid nine 
major NCAA violations. "Shameful," Thrailkill called it. 

Public policy professor Hodding Carter, who served on the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics with Friday, took the opportunity to 
criticize the North Carolina faculty for its lack of outrage over the hiring of "a big-time coach with a big-time salary," like Davis, long before he ever 
steered the football program into trouble. 

"As far as I can see, on one campus after another, the silence of the faculty is very much the silence of the lambs," Carter said, "allowing the 
slaughter of the integrity of the institutions they serve to go forward." 

Former offensive coordinator John Shoop, a member of that same "big-time" staff, then stood to ask what was essentially a rhetorical question 
about the university putting its image and reputation ahead of the rights of students in its response to the NCAA investigation, specifically 
mentioning Devon Ramsay, who sued the NCAA and lost 

"The university comes first. I’ve heard that a million times," Shoop said. "From where I sit, the men and women who make up the university are the 
university. If we’re not going to advocate for them, I’m confused." 

When North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham took the microphone to respond to Shoop, an audience member who identified himself 
as a North Carolina graduate stood up from his seat to challenge Cunningham to allow his athletes to speak with Branch in a bit of guerilla 
activism. 

Cunningham acquiesced, but not before an academic forum had become yet another public airing of football grievances, underlining just how raw 
and deep the wounds remain six months after Thorp fired Davis, with the NCAA’s long-delayed final judgment still yet to arrive. 

As the questioners from the audience pounded away at issues related to the football scandal, the panelists looked a bit perplexed at how what 
began as a reasonable and thoughtful discussion of NCAA reform had been hijacked by a family squabble - proving, once again, that all politics is 
local. 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 4:06 PM 

@kenan- flagler unc edu> 

Prig: Attendm~ce Sheet - Club ~neeling 

Hi 

Go Heals, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:{9,843,033(:, 

will leave here "~ 6:00. Text or call me to see it:l am s[ill here. Thanks. 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:49 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Attendance Sheet - Club meeting 
I do. l’ve been meaning to get that over to you. Will you be on campus later this afternoon? I leave the B-school at 6:00. I only have i class tomorrow, so I can stop by Woolen if 

need be. 

(C) I @unc.edu 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 20:25:00 +0000 
To: ,_@kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 
Subject: Attendance Sheet - Club meeting 
Hi Do you have the EXSS attendance sheet for Coach Shelton’s meeting day? 
Thanks. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
UNC - F2xercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Facul~ - e; - ~,,~,w.exss.unc.edu 
F, XSS Acaderrfic Advisor and In[emship Coordinator 
Chah5 Carolina B~ack Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair; Cdlege Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
3~5 Woollen -- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:[9.84&0336 

"I a,,n sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superfidal kind of social ana!ys~s that deals rnerefy with ~:ects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 4:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

Sakai Usage - EXSS 

Hi        Sakai stats show that you have yet to visit the site. Please explain. Thanks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~__’g__<XS!~_¢__x_5_._%t_t_r_Lc_’_&d~. 
EXSS Academic Adx4sor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisow Board Chair College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qson Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
9:19.843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the superficial kind o]’ sociol analysis that deals merely wit,h ef]’ects and does not .qrapp/e with 

underlying causes." Martin L. King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

@live.~mc.edu-* 

ILE: Quiz 2 Concern 

Hi Visit Sakai (Assignments). Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 4:39 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
$,,bject; C~uiz 2 Concern 
Good evening Dr. Stroman. This is I am completing the EXSS Entrepreneurship (~uiz 2. I notice that it is due tomorrow, at ~:45pm. How are 
we going to turn it in since class is cancelled and you will be in Greenboro? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:44 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Sakai Usage - EXSS 

Okay. Thanks! 

Go Reds, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, E.vptor~:~. ~’mpower, 

9~{9.843,0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:30 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sakai Usage - E×SS 
Hello Dr. Stroman. I believe there may be a mistake, T get on sakai frequently!almost everyday to check for assignments. T also posted on the blog 2 days ago. Thanks. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               4:24 PM 

Subject: Sakai Usage - EXSS 

Hi       . Sakai stats show that you have yet to visit the site. Please explain. Thanks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e3 -~"ww.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Ad~dsor and Internship Coordir~ator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qson Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 

"i am sure that none of you would want to rest content with the superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 

underlying causes." Martin L, King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 6:47 PM 

Clayl~m, Taff.ve Benson <ta2[t’ye@unc.edu> 

IAlv’: Big-Time College Sport Panel 

From: Stroman, Deborah I_ 
Sent: Wednesday, [ebruary 29, 2012 8:43 AN 

"1"~: cbcchair@unc.edu 

Subject: Big-Time College Sport Panel 

V[RY powerful evening. Lot~ of learning in rnany w~ys~.. 

We will convet~e on U~is matter soon. We have to s~ay on top of this matter. I witl be rneeting with the Chat~cellor very soon agait~ and I also [:eel compelled to 

write an article. Stay tuned. 
Let me know your thoughts. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

From: Nick Infante [mailto:nick@colleqeathleticsclips.coml 
Sent; Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:34 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" A wild panel? 

DeCock: NCAA critics speak up at UNC discussion 

Luke DeCock, News & Observer, 2-29-12 

http:iAeww.newsobserver.com/20! 2/02/29/1892535incaa-critics-speak-up.html 

CHAPEL HILL - In the middle of a panel discussion at the University of North Carolina on Tuesday about the state of college athletics, civil-rights 
historian Taylor Branch offered a little personal insight into just how out of whack things have gotten. 

"I’ve been told within the last 48 hours here that athletes who want to come talk to me about the equities of college sports here in Chapel Hill cannot 
come see me even privately, because their coaches won’t let them," said Branch, a visiting professor at North Carolina who has recently become 
an outspoken critic of the NCAA. 

"This is not a place of free enquiry, which is what it should be, if you have that kind of control vested in people who are not even on the faculty of this 
university." 

Branch made that point early in a panel discussion with former North Carolina president Bill Friday and Duke professor Charles Clotfelter before a 
standing-room only crowd at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater. Both Branch and Clotfelter have recently published books about the state of 
college athletics, while Friday has spent decades pushing NCAA reform. 

All three offered specific, and disparate, priorities for change, but the Q&A session that followed suggested the university might want to worry 
about fixing itself before it moves on to the NCAA. 



First, English professor Jane Thrailkill revealed that the university’s development staff identifies donors in its database who refuse to give to the 
university until chancellor Holden Thorp is dismissed because he "messed with the football team" by firing former coach Butch Davis amid nine 
major NCAA violations. "Shameful," Thrailkill called it. 

Public policy professor Hodding Carter, who served on the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics with Friday, took the opportunity to 
criticize the North Carolina faculty for its lack of outrage over the hiring of "a big-time coach with a big-time salary," like Davis, long before he ever 
steered the football program into trouble. 

"As far as I can see, on one campus after another, the silence of the faculty is very much the silence of the lambs," Carter said, "allowing the 
slaughter of the integrity of the institutions they serve to go forward." 

Former offensive coordinator John Shoop, a member of that same "big-time" staff, then stood to ask what was essentially a rhetorical question 
about the university putting its image and reputation ahead of the rights of students in its response to the NCAA investigation, specifically 
mentioning Devon Ramsay, who sued the NCAA and lost. 

"The university comes first. I’ve heard that a million times," Shoop said. "From where I sit, the men and women who make up the university are the 
university. If we’re not going to advocate for them, I’m confused." 

When North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham took the microphone to respond to Shoop, an audience member who identified himself 
as a North Carolina graduate stood up from his seat to challenge Cunningham to allow his athletes to speak with Branch in a bit of guedlla 
activism. 

Cunningham acquiesced, but not before an academic forum had become yet another public airing of football grievances, underlining just how raw 
and deep the wounds remain six months after Thorp fired Davis, with the NCAA’s long-delayed final judgment still yet to arrive. 

As the questioners from the audience pounded away at issues related to the football scandal, the panelists looked a bit perplexed at how what 
began as a reasonable and thoughtful discussion of NCAA reform had been hijacked by a family squabble - proving, once again, that all politics is 
local. 

...... End of Forwarded Message 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:47 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

IA]¢: Big-Time College Sport Panel 

Sent to the Caucus Athletics Committee._ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~84&0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 8:43 AM 
To: cbcchair@unc,edu 
Subject: Big-Time College Spor~ Panel 

VERY powerful evening. Lots ot: learning in many ways.,, 

We will convene on this matter soon. We have to stay on top of this matter. I wiU be meeting with the Chancellor very soon again and I also feel compelled to 

write an article. Stay tuned. 

Let rr~e know your thoughts. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, Explore. Ernpowe~t 

919.843,0336 

F~m: Nick Infante [maiito:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, Februaw 29, 2012 8:34 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= A wild panel? 

DeCock: NCAA critics speak up at UNC discussion 

Luke DeCock, News & Observer, 2-29-12 

http:/iwww, ne wsobserver, comi2012/0~9/1892535!ncaa-critics-spe ak-up, htm! 

CHAPEL HILL - In the middle of a panel discussion at the University of North Carolina on Tuesday about the state of college athletics, civil-rights 
historian Taylor Branch offered a little personal insight into just how out of whack things have gotten. 

"I’ve been told within the last 48 hours here that athletes who want to come talk to me about the equities of college sports here in Chapel Hill cannot 
come see me even privately, because their coaches won’t let them," said Branch, a visiting professor at North Carolina who has recently become 
an outspoken critic of the NCAA. 

"This is not a place of free enquiry, which is what it should be, if you have that kind of control vested in people who are not even on the faculty of this 
university." 

Branch made that point early in a panel discussion with former North Carolina president Bill Friday and Duke professor Charles Clotfelter before a 
standing-room only crowd at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater. Both Branch and Clotfelter have recently published books about the state of 
college athletics, while Friday has spent decades pushing NCAA reform. 

All three offered specific, and disparate, priorities for change, but the Q&A session that followed suggested the university might want to worry 



about fixing itself before it moves on to the NCAA. 

First, English professor Jane Thrailkill revealed that the university’s development staff identifies donors in its database who refuse to give to the 
university until chancellor Holden Thorp is dismissed because he "messed with the football team" by firing former coach Butch Davis amid nine 
major NCAA violations. "Shameful," Thrailkill called it. 

Public policy professor Hodding Carter, who served on the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics with Friday, took the opportunity to 
criticize the North Carolina faculty for its lack of outrage over the hiring of "a big-time coach with a big-time salary," like Davis, long before he ever 
steered the football program into trouble. 

"As far as I can see, on one campus after another, the silence of the faculty is very much the silence of the lambs," Carter said, "allowing the 
slaughter of the integrity of the institutions they serve to go forward." 

Former offensive coordinator John Shoop, a member of that same "big-time" staff, then stood to ask what was essentially a rhetorical question 
about the university putting its image and reputation ahead of the rights of students in its response to the NCAA investigation, specifically 
mentioning Devon Ramsay, who sued the NCAA and lost. 

"The university comes first. I’ve heard that a million times," Shoop said. "From where I sit, the men and women who make up the university are the 
university. If we’re not going to advocate for them, I’m confused." 

When North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham took the microphone to respond to Shoop, an audience member who identified himself 
as a North Carolina graduate stood up from his seat to challenge Cunningham to allow his athletes to speak with Branch in a bit of guerilla 
activism. 

Cunningham acquiesced, but not before an academic forum had become yet another public airing of football grievances, underlining just how raw 
and deep the wounds remain six months after Thorp fired Davis, with the NCAA’s long-delayed final judgment still yet to arrive. 

As the questioners from the audience pounded away at issues related to the football scandal, the panelists looked a bit perplexed at how what 
began as a reasonable and thoughtful discussion of NCAA reform had been hijacked by a family squabble - proving, once again, that all politics is 
local. 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 6:53 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: B4 (kaduate School and Internship Event 

I.et’s calendar for the week after 

Dr. Stroman 
Go Heeb, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0SS6 

I am so sorry I overlooked this emaiL Thanks for your note. 

¯ I teach MWF at I:00 and on T/R at 12:30. [et me know your availability. 

Hello my name is           I am a freshman business major who is very interested in learning more about the sports administration industry. Per our conversation at the 
event last week, I joined the Carolina Sports Business Club last semester and I thoroughly enjoyed finally meeting you. Whenever your schedule permits, I would love to sit 
down and chat with you more about my interests and goals for the future. 

Thanks in Advance, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(mobile) 
(e-mail)     ~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 6:56 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Laserl0.co 

Hi Sorry t:or the delay. I will try to work on this action tonighL 

Go Hee]s, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~84&0336 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t2:0J. PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: LaserlO.co 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good morning’. Did you ever get in tonch ruth GoDaddy? When I log into the filezilla there imft the appropriate directories for hosting. This is why we are getting the 

403 errors. If we can get the Joomla app installed via your hos~ng within the next few days I can have the site np and running by the end of . I hope all is 

we~]. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <70 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 6:57 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Big-Time College Sport Panel 

Hi      . Yes, I already responded to him. Thanks for the prompt!! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~. E,~plore, Empow~r, 

919~843~0336 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Big-Time College Spor~ Panel 

Thanks. I know you’re busy but my friend was really looking forward to talking with you and getting involved with The Club next yea~, so if you can reach back 

out to him I ki]ow he’d be very appreciative. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 29, 2012, at 6:47 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@uuc.edu> wrote: 

Sent to the Caucus Athletics Committee.., 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, ?h&’L CUJ 
En~,q~:~, E,vp!ore. Empower: 
919,843~0336 

<immgeOO2dpg> 
~’, .s~’" ~’~,,,, ~’c ~’, ~, ,~ ~<~:;~:~ ~/, ;~::. ~k~ b~ ~ ~d.~ k~ ~.’:~ ~ ~ ;~ ~] ~:;.’~ 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 29, 20~2 8:43 AN 
T~ cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subjett~ Big-Time College Spo~ Panel 
VERY po~k, erfu~ evening, Lots of ~earnh~g h~ many ways... 
We wiU convene on this matter soon, We have to stay on top of this matter, ~ wiU be meeting w~th the Chancellor very soon again and I a~so feel 
compelled to wr~te ~;t~ [~rt[(:]e. St~;y [uned. 

[.e[ me krK)w your thought!L 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

F~m: Nick Infante [mailto:nick@coHegeathJeticsclips.com] 
N~Btl Wednesday, Februa~ 29, 20~2 8:34 AN 

T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: A wild panel? 

<image.png> 

DeCock: NCAA critics speak up at UNC discussion 

Luke DeCock, News & Observer, 2-29-!2 

http:i/www.newsobserver.com!2012i02!29!1892535/ncaa-critics-speak-up.html 

CHAPEL HI LL - In the middle of a panel discussion at the University of North Carolina on Tuesday about the state of college athletics, 
civil-rights historian Taylor Branch offered a little personal insight into just how out of whack things have gotten. 



"I’ve been told within the last 48 hours here that athletes who want to come talk to me about the equities of college sports here in 
Chapel Hill cannot come see me even privately, because their coaches won’t let them," said Branch, a visiting professor at North 
Carolina who has recently become an outspoken critic of the NCAA. 

"This is not a place of free enquiry, which is what it should be, if you have that kind of control vested in people who are not even on the 
faculty of this university." 

Branch made that point early in a panel discussion with former North Carolina president Bill Friday and Duke professor Charles 
Clotfelter before a standing-room only crowd at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater. Both Branch and Clotfelter have recently 
published books about the state of college athletics, while Friday has spent decades pushing NCAA reform. 

All three offered specific, and disparate, priorities for change, but the Q&A session that followed suggested the university might want to 
worry about fixing itself before it moves on to the NCAA. 

First, English professor Jane Thrailkill revealed that the university’s development staff identifies donors in its database who refuse to 
give to the university until chancellor Holden Thorp is dismissed because he "messed with the football team" by firing former coach 
Butch Davis amid nine major NCAA violations. "Shameful," Thrailkill called it. 

Public policy professor Hodding Carter, who served on the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics with Friday, took the 
opportunity to criticize the North Carolina faculty for its lack of outrage over the hiring of "a big-time coach with a big-time salary," like 
Davis, long before he ever steered the football program into trouble. 

"As far as I can see, on one campus after another, the silence of the faculty is very much the silence of the lambs," Carter said, 
"allowing the slaughter of the integrity of the institutions they serve to go forward." 

Former offensive coordinator John Shoop, a member of that same "big-time" staff, then stood to ask what was essentially a rhetorical 
question about the university putting its image and reputation ahead of the rights of students in its response to the NCAA investigation, 
specifically mentioning Devon Ramsay, who sued the NCAA and lost. 

"The university comes first. I’ve heard that a million times," Shoop said. "From where I sit, the men and women who make up the 
university are the university. If we’re not going to advocate for them, I’m confused." 

When North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham took the microphone to respond to Shoop, an audience member who 
identified himself as a North Carolina graduate stood up from his seat to challenge Cunningham to allow his athletes to speak with 
Branch in a bit of guerilla activism 

Cunningham acquiesced, but not before an academic forum had become yet another public airing of football grievances, underlining 
just how raw and deep the wounds remain six months after Thorp fired Davis, with the NCAA’s long-delayed final judgment still yet to 
arrive. 

As the questioners from the audience pounded away at issues related to the football scandal, the panelists looked a bit perplexed at 
how what began as a reasonable and thoughtful discussion of NCAA reform had been hijacked by a family squabble - proving, once 
again, that all politics is local. 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O-UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday             3:48 PM 

@live unc.edu:~ 

Re: Today’s Class 

Hi You may submit your quiz under my door befole tomorrow @ 12:00 p.m. I hope all is well. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 11:29 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Stroman, 

1 will not be able to hand in the quiz today because due to a 
Is it possible to turn it in at a later date? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, March 2, 2012 9:45 AM 

~gm~l.com> 

Re: Sorry so late. 

Thanks YVhat is your mobile number? I will try to connect with you early next week. Doc 

DLS Ii’om my iPhone 

On Mar 1, 2012, at 12:46 PM. " ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> Hello Mrs. Deborah, 
> Sorry I am contacting you so late. I’ve been on the mn for about two weeks. We met at the panel and I just wanted to follow up with you, you gave me your business card there I hope all 
is well with you Please hit me back would love to talk some more about the topic 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Saturday, March 3, 2012 5:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] March 21 availability 

EXSS faculty meeting @ 3:00. Richard and I will be unavailable. D. Stroman 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Mar 3, 2012, at 12:17 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> It’s clear already that not everyone will be able to come to a meeting on March 21, but I’ve only heard from a few of you so far. If I 
were to schedule a meeting from 2-4 that day, who could come to at least part of the meeting? (No need to respond if you’ve already 
let me know). If turnout would be low, I might suggest that we meet on March 20 as originally planned (without Branch) and then 
perhaps try to arrange something with him for April 24. 
> 
> Sorry for all the emails. -Jay 
> 
> On 3/2/12 12:23 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Shucks. He can’t do the 20th. Here’s his reply to me: 
>> 
>> Hi, Jay, 
>> I’m free all morning on March 20, but not in the afternoon because of classes. 
>> Unfortunately, I don’t have another Tuesday visit afterward until April 24. 
>> If non-Tuesdays are ever a possibility, I’m free all day March 21 and March 23, plus March 22 except noon-2PM. 
>> Best, 
>> Taylor 
>> 
>> Is March 21 a possibility for people? I’m free all afternoon that day. Also free on the 23rd. I could also do the morning of the 
22nd. -Jay 
>> 

>> 

>> On 3/2/12 10:36 AM, maffly@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>> Agreed, Jay. John Shoop is a gem and has helped me to recognize that people in athletics can be allies in this. That alliance will 
only strengthen the cause! 
>>> 
>>> Laurie 

>>> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Jay Smith<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
>>> Date: Fri, 2 Mar 2012 10:29:11 
>>> To: discussion<faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 
>>> Reply-To: Jay Smith<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
>>> Cc: discussion<faculty--athletics-fomm@listserv.unc.edu> 
>>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] let’s meet 

>>> Folks--I’ve not yet heard from Branch, but the convenience of the time 
>>> and the fact that so many interesting ideas are percolating out there 
>>> makes me think we should plan on meeting March 20 whether Branch can 
>>> make it or not. So reserve the time in your calendars. 
>>> 
>>> I just had breakfast with John Shoop, the fired offensive coordinator 
>>> who asked the provocative question on Tuesday. What a man (and I don’t 
>>> say that very often). It’s tragic and depressing that he’s not our head 



>>> football coach today. At some point, I’d like to invite him to meet 
>>> with us. He has a player advocacy position, and a racial diversity 
>>> position, that is well worth listening to. -Jay 
>>> 
>>> On 3/2/12 9:14 AM, Gless, Darryl J wrote: 
>>>> I very much like Bill Friday’s idea, and yours here, Jane. A truly obvious and established model that could be extended to the 
athletes. 

>>>> Darryl 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Thrailkill, Jane F. [rr~afi~lc~:ff~ll~u~c,edu] 
>>>> Sent: Friday, March 02, 2012 7:29 AM 
>>>> To: discussion 
>>>> Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] March 20 meeting? 

>>>> Hi all- I thought Bill Friday’s idea about taking funds to support athletes’ return to college is fabulous--and as Andy suggests, 
there are myriad other ways to use such funds to support the university’s educational mission. (I’d personally like it to go to support 
undergrad retention, esp for male minorities.) 

>>>> Re: money going more directly to athletes: to me, it seems appropriate to use the model we’ve established for our graduate 
studies and undergrad work/study students. Let’s offer athletes a *stipend* --/not/a salary --just as we do for other students whose 
efforts on the university’s behalf are directly remunerative to the institution. For instance, English and Comp Lit grad students receive 
$15,000 for teaching two sections of first-year writing. 

>>>> This would use not a business/salary model, but a longstanding educational model of adequate (but by no means "market rate") 
compensation for such activities as teaching and office work, which allow students to help defray everyday costs associated with being 
a student and not having a "job." 

>>>> To me, this is less about resolving questions of "exploitation" -- there’s much talk about departments "exploiting" the labor of 
grad students -- and more a practical solution to real problems athletes face. And-- it could have an anti-corruption effects. Boosters 
and coaches wouldn’t have to find nefarious ways to fund needs particular to the life of the college athlete: e.g. the travel of financially 
disadvantaged parents to games. 

>>>> Looking forward to talking more about these issues, 

>>>> Jane 

>>>> Jane F. Thrailkill 
>>>> Associate Professor& Director of Graduate Admissions Department of English and Comparative Literature University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill tkill@unc.edu 
>>>> From: Andrew Perrin [andrew~oerrin@unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2012 11:38 PM 
>>>> To: discussion 
>>>> Cc: discussion 
>>>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] March 20 meeting? 

>>>> Jay, I completely agree that the case for economic compensation for athletes is very strong *given the current situation*. The 
question is whether we advocate paying them therefore, or alternatively advocate changing the system. I prefer to work toward 
changing the system since ultimately the integrity of the university is far more important than the presence of a semi-pro football or 
basketball league. 

>>>> I agree that the students are left vulnerable, and I agree that that is morally wrong. But I think Richard’s point that this will likely 
be "solved" through legal action is important. And, to be brutally honest: 
>>>> if we are necessarily faced with a choice between leaving relatively few athletes vulnerable and further eroding the intellectual 
mission of the university, I think the latter is morally worse than the former. So if both issues can be solved, great. But if only one can 
be solved, I think it should be the university’s integrity. 

>>>> I do think that if the university’s integrity were strengthened -- commitment to real education for the athletes, no "committee 
admissions," a portion of athletic receipts going to academic coffers, etc. -- the likelihood is that exploitation of the athletes would also 
be reduced, if for no other reason than that there would be an incentive to start a bona fide semi-pro league in which athletes who are 
not students could play. 



>>>> Best, 
>>>> Andy 

>>>> On Thu, 2012-03-01 at 22:54 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>>> Andy/Sylvia et al: 

>>>>> I agree that the Branch perspective wound up dominating the panel, and 
>>>>> that was too bad (though I didn’t mind Clotfelter’s time being 

>>>>> limited, since his position is ’well, this is what we’re stuck with’). 

>>>>> But, as I said, the more I’ve learned about the system, and the more 

>>>>> I’ve learned about UNC’s handling of the football "scandal" (and we 
>>>>> all would agree that UNC actually tries to do the right thing), the 

>>>>> more I’ve recognized that Branch is absolutely right on the moral 

>>>>> issue here. These students are left vulnerable, unprotected when the 

>>>>> NCAA comes calling, uncompensated for the risks they take and the 

>>>>> money they bring in, and educationally impoverished because of a 
>>>>> system that has been designed to keep them "eligible," to hell with 

>>>>> actual education. (It goes without saying that we’re talking about 
>>>>> the athletes in the revenue sports.) 

>>>>> The NCCU panel is one that I wish you all could have attended. 

>>>>> ( ) was 
>>>>> eloquent, as were the lawyers who defended and . I felt 
>>>>> dirty when I left--responsible for being complicit ina system that 
>>>>> exploits these kids mercilessly. I agree that as faculty we must 

>>>>> first defend academic integrity--that’s how I got engaged in this 

>>>>> mission, and it’s still my passion--but Ijnst can’t see how any of us 

>>>>> can say to these athletes: you’re not allowed to make $50 from selling a shirt. 
>>>>> You’re a pure amateur because it makes us feel good--and don’t you 

>>>>> forget it. I’m sorry, we have to acknowledge that that is a violation 

>>>>> of a basic right recognized in any economic system, a violation that 
>>>>> we can no longer countenance. How we deal with the implications of 
>>>>> setting things right is...our problem. (I’d like to compensate them 

>>>>> by pledging to take care of their educational needs for life.) But in 

>>>>> the meantime, set them free. 

>>>>> All along we’ve known that we disagree about some fundamentals. Let’s 

>>>>> see if we can talk them through. If we can’t, we go our separate ways 
>>>>> and there are no hard feelings. I think we’ve done great work already. 

>>>>> Hope to see many of you in a couple of weeks. Have a good break! 

>>>>> Jay 

>>>>> On 3/1/12 10:20 PM, Silvia Tomaskova wrote: 
>>>>>> I completely agree with Andy - I frankly was a bit disappointed with the panel as Bill Friday’s suggestions - which dealt with 
the academic side of this business and the challenges of bringing back the integrity of the university - were lost in the push for "pay to 

play" without addressing e.g. students who may not be a fodder for professional leagues and who are not getting any education worth 

anything, or students who are admitted without the academic background to succeed and end up cheating with so many people’s 

implict or explicit help. Why should the university be a minor league for basketball and football? this seems like the easy solution to a 
business problem where integrity and morality of the university are hovering somewhere above. 

>>>>>> To start the discussion from the perspective - "this is too big a problem to solve" (so we should accept it?) seemed almost an 

insult to academics - I thought all academics (OK, many) deal with huge problems that seem difficult to solve. Being creative and bold 
is the beginning of such enterprise. We need to study our history, learn from previous success and mistakes and make outrageous 
demands so as to make modest compromises and move towards an improved system we can actually be proud of. UNC can be a leader 

in this at least by making creative suggestions. 

>>>>>> Silvia 

>>>>>> On Mar 1, 2012, at 9:23 PM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 

>>>>>>> All- 



>>>>>>> I can meet for a relatively short time at 5:00 on the 20th, or 
>>>>>>> earlier for longer. 

>>>>>>> I agree we should be calling upon the resources of the CSRI to 
>>>>>>> avoid wheel reinvention, but also need to recognize that we are 
>>>>>>> stakeholder advocates, not scholars of the process, so the style of 
>>>>>>> engagement is different. 

>>>>>>> I, personally, am definitely *not* prepared to endorse the "Branch 
>>>>>>> program," as I think one of the main problems is the influence of 
>>>>>>> big money in college sports and this would increase that influence. 
>>>>>>> So my preference is to cut back the athletic enterprise such that 
>>>>>>> it no longer threatens the integrity of the university. There’s no 
>>>>>>> inherent reason the university needs to be in the business of 
>>>>>>> supporting minor-league sports, and therefore no reason why it 
>>>>>>> ought to be our problem to provide support and infrastructure for 
>>>>>>> semi-pro athletes who are not students. 

>>>>>>> Best, 
>>>>>>> Andy 

>>>>>>> On Thu, 2012-03-01 at 17:48 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>>>>>> Friends: 
>>>>>>>> I’d like to try to call us together for a meeting with Taylor 
>>>>>>>> Branch--March 20 is what I’ll aim for (by which time we would have 
>>>>>>>> processed Nocera as well as this week’s big event), though 
>>>>>>>> depending on schedules I may have to go for a later week. I teach 
>>>>>>>> until 4:45, so this will need to be a late meeting, 5-6:30ish. If 
>>>>>>>> anyone has a nice room that can seat a dozen or so, please let me know. 

>>>>>>>> I think it’s time to begin planning next steps. Speaking only for 
>>>>>>>> myself, I’d like to see us figure out how to blend two related but 
>>>>>>>> clearly distinct goals: 1) the protection and advancement of our 
>>>>>>>> academic mission; and 2) securing rights for athletes--legal, 
>>>>>>>> economic, intellectual, etc. I’m not ready yet to endorse player 
>>>>>>>> salaries, but I’m now convinced that it’s immoral of us to 
>>>>>>>> continue supporting a system that’s predicated on the 
>>>>>>>> subordination and intimidation of a subset of our students. Maybe 
>>>>>>>> that’s just me, but I think we need to figure out where we stand 
>>>>>>>> on these interrelated issues. I’m not saying we should simply 
>>>>>>>> endorse the "Branch program," but we should think it through. 

>>>>>>>> Looking forward to the next conversation .... 

>>>>>>>> Jay 
>>>>>>>> PS Have I forgotten anything for Nocera publicity? There are 
>>>>>>>> posters around now; the press release went out yesterday; we all 
>>>>>>>> need to remember to button-hole our colleagues, but am I overlooking something? 

>>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>>> andrew~errin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.tmc.edvYt~? 
id=4~99%1.dac53~c599cd3e93~7252164~93~d&n=T&~=facu~°°atNe~ics~f~mm&~=3~9~79~, or send a blank email to leave- 
30988790-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc.edu. 
>>>>>>> -- 

>>>>>>> ................................................................... 

>>>>>>> --- Andrew J Perrin - andrew~errin@unc.edu - 
>>>>>>> ~em~. socsci.m~c.edu 
>>>>>>>     Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
>>>>>>> University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
>>>>>>> USA 

>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>> tomas@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/listsamc.edt~it~? 
id=48699%2.dcd754977f3faa254de911%ce6ddge3&r~T&l=faculW~oatNetics-fomm&o=3098945~, or send a blank email to leave- 



30989452-48699882.dcd754977f3 faa254de9118ece6dd8e3 @listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>>>> Silvia Tomfigkovfi 

>>>>>> Associate Professor 
>>>>>> Women’s Studies& Anthropology 
>>>>>> UNC Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> tomas@unc.edu 
>>>>>>                            ~eifacul~-~istomaskov a 

>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>> click here: 1~p://1is~s.~c.edt~/~?id~4~69985~.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n~T&~-~fac~°°a~Ne~icso 
forum&o=30989622, or send a blank email to leave-30989622-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> andrew~emn@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: ~t~tp:ii~ists.unc.eda/a? 
id~4~699~81.dac53~c599cd3e9387252164~19386~d&n~T&~fac~1~‘~°°NNe~cs°~mm&~-~3~989~7, or send a blank email to leave- 
30989707-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc.edu. 
>>>> -- 

>>>> Andrew J Pemn - andrew~emn@unc.edu - ~emn.socsciamc.edt~ 
>>>> Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3210 USA 

>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: tkill@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.ur~c.eduia? 
id~4869988~.839bedd6228~33~c87d182b3bb~88e7b&~T&~fac~l~.~’°°a~1~etics°f~rmr~&~3~989814~, or send a blank email to leave- 
30989814-48699880.839bedd62280330c87dl 82b3bb088e7b@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: glessd@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
!i~.~p:iilists.~mc.edala?id-48702736.0c5al agb0fe5ddb30eed4d7395baSf46&n:T&l-facul , or send a 
blank email to leave-30991811-48702736.0c5ala8b0fe5ddb30eed4d7395ba8f46@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>> click here: ~://~ists.unc.ed~/~?id=48~99~57.(~5997791b4b45b3~d9f~9522ac99~ca9&r~T&1=fac~t~°~atNe~icso 

, or send a blank email to leave-30992329-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: MAFFLY@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: ~://1is~s.~r~c.ed~/~?id4869989~.83a6bdb4bf1c7c2~68~b~32ce~i3512f&~T&1-fac~1~°°a~Ne~icso 
fomm&o=30992876, or send a blank email to leave-30992876-48699890.83a6bdb4bflc7c20680fb032cef3512f@listserv.unc.edu. 
>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: ~2~p://lists.~c.ed~/t~?id-48699857.6599~791b4b45b38d9f~9522ac998ca9&r~T&~-~fac~.~°°a~[~e~icso 
forum&o=30993702, or send a blank email to leave-30993702-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: l:~ttp:,~’lis~s, m~c.edala?id=48699886.Tb7876885467 lbebc23d57742a2763d6&~::T&l=facultyooatl-~eticso 
foram&o=30998808, or send a blank email to leave-30998808-48699886.7b78768854b7 lbebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Sunday, March 4, 2012 4:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Back to March 20 

Thanks Jay. 

I can escort Joe on March 14th. 

Thanks, 
Debby 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Mar 4, 2012, at 2:26 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Greetings again. After hearing from most of you, I’ve realized that March 20, 5pm is just a much better time for us to meet. Only 2- 
3 of you could be present for an entire afternoon meeting on March 21, and that’s no good. And all the EXSS people would likely 
have had to skip the whole thing. 
> 
> So...I propose that we meet on March 20 at 5pm, place TBA, and that we plan on an April 24 meeting with Taylor Branch. This 
may be best anyway. It gives us time to process the "big" arguments and to rethink our position before we meet with Branch; it also 
gives us some time (if we’re inclined) to begin building bridges toward Duke and NC State. 
> 
> One quick and unrelated request: is anyone willing to volunteer to escort Joe Nocem from Holden’s office to Kevin’s Gfeller Center 
around 3:20ish on March 14? I have a dept meeting at 3:30 that I need to be on time for. 
> 
> Finally, to make scheduling easier in the future, let’s set some dates in advance the next time we’re together! 
> 
> On 3/3/12 12:16 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> It’s clear already that not everyone will be able to come to a meeting on March 21, but I’ve only heard from a few of you so far. If 
I were to schedule a meeting from 2-4 that day, who could come to at least part of the meeting? (No need to respond if you’ve already 
let me know). If turnout would be low, I might suggest that we meet on March 20 as originally planned (without Branch) and then 
perhaps try to arrange something with him for April 24. 
>> 
>> Sorry for all the emails. -Jay 
>> 
>> On 3/2/12 12:23 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> Shucks. He can’t do the 20th. Here’s his reply to me: 
>>> 
>>> Hi, Jay, 
>>> I’m free all morning on March 20, but not in the afternoon because of classes. 
>>> Unfortunately, I don’t have another Tuesday visit afterward tmtil April 24. 
>>> If non-Tuesdays are ever a possibility, I’m free all day March 21 and March 23, plus March 22 except noon-2PM. 
>>> Best, 
>>> Taylor 
>>> 
>>> Is March 21 a possibility for people? I’m free all afternoon that day. Also free on the 23rd. I could also do the morning of the 
22nd. -Jay 

>>> On 3/2/12 10:36 AM, maffly@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>>> Agreed, Jay. John Shoop is a gem and has helped me to recognize that people in athletics can be allies in this. That alliance 
will only strengthen the cause! 

>>>> Laurie 



>>>> Sent from my Verizon Wireless Blacld3erry 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Jay Smith<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
>>>> Date: Fri~ 2 Mar 2012 10:29:11 
>>>> To: discussion<faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 
>>>> Reply-To: Jay Smith<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
>>>> Cc: discussion<faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 
>>>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] let’s meet 

>>>> Folks--I’ve not yet heard from Bmnch~ but the convenience of the time 
>>>> and the fact that so many interesting ideas are percolating out there 
>>>> makes me think we should plan on meeting March 20 whether Branch can 
>>>> make it or not. So reserve the time in your calendars. 

>>>> I just had breakfast with John Shoop~ the fired offensive coordinator 
>>>> who asked the provocative question on Tuesday. What a man (and I don’t 
>>>> say that very often). It’s tragic and depressing that he’s not our head 
>>>> football coach today. At some point~ I’d like to invite him to meet 
>>>> with us. He has a player advocacy position~ and a racial diversity 
>>>> position~ that is well worth listening to. -Jay 

>>>> On 3/2/12 9:14 AM~ Gless~ Darryl J wrote: 
>>>>> I very much like Bill Friday’s idea~ and yours here~ Jane. A truly obvious and established model that could be extended to the 
athletes. 

>>>>> Darryl 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Thrailkill~ Jane F. [~-~ai~to:lki~ 
>>>>> Sent: Friday~ March 02~ 2012 7:29 AM 
>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>> Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] March 20 meeting? 

>>>>> Hi all- I thought Bill Friday’s idea about taking funds to support athletes’ return to college is fabulous--and as Andy suggests~ 
there are myriad other ways to use such funds to support the university’s educational mission. (I’d personally like it to go to support 
undergrad retention~ esp for male minorities.) 

>>>>> Re: money going more directly to athletes: to me~ it seems appropriate to use the model we’ve established for our graduate 
studies and undergrad work/study students. Let’s offer athletes a *stipend* --/not/a salary --just as we do for other students whose 
efforts on the university’s behalf are directly remunerative to the institution. For instance~ English and Comp Lit grad students receive 
$15~000 for teaching two sections of first-year writing. 

>>>>> This would use not a business/salary model~ but a longstanding educational model of adequate (but by no means "market rate") 
compensation for such activities as teaching and office work~ which allow students to help defray everyday costs associated with being 
a student and not having a "job." 

>>>>> To me~ this is less about resolving questions of "exploitation" -- there’s much talk about departments "exploiting" the labor of 
grad students -- and more a practical solution to real problems athletes face. And-- it could have an anti-corruption effects. Boosters 
and coaches wouldn’t have to find nefarious ways to fund needs particular to the life of the college athlete: e.g. the travel of financially 
disadvantaged parents to games. 

>>>>> Looking forward to talking more about these issues~ 

>>>>> Jane 

>>>>> Jane F. Thrailkill 
>>>>> Associate Professor& Director of Graduate Admissions Department of English and Comparative Literature University of 
North Carolina~ Chapel Hill tkill@unc.edu 
>>>>> From: Andrew Perrin [andrew~errin@unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thursday~ March 01~ 2012 11:38 PM 
>>>>> To: discussion 



>>>>> Cc: discussion 
>>>>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] March 20 meeting? 

>>>>> Jay~ I completely agree that the case for economic compensation for athletes is very strong *given the current situation*. The 
question is whether we advocate paying them therefore~ or alternatively advocate changing the system. I prefer to work toward 
changing the system since ultimately the integrity of the university is far more important than the presence of a semi-pro football or 
basketball league. 

>>>>> I agree that the students are left vulnerable~ and I agree that that is morally wrong. But I think Richard’s point that this will 
likely be "solved" through legal action is important. And~ to be brutally honest: 
>>>>> if we are necessarily faced with a choice between leaving relatively few athletes vulnerable and further eroding the intellectual 
mission of the university~ I think the latter is morally worse than the former. So if both issues can be solved~ great. But if only one can 
be solved~ I think it should be the university’s integrity. 

>>>>> I do think that if the university’s integrity were strengthened -- commitment to real education for the athletes~ no "committee 
admissions~" a portion of athletic receipts going to academic coffers~ etc. -- the likelihood is that exploitation of the athletes would also 
be reduced~ if for no other reason than that there would be an incentive to start a bona fide semi-pro league in which athletes who are 
not students could play. 

>>>>> Best~ 

>>>>> Andy 

>>>>> On Thu~ 2012-03-01 at 22:54 -0500~ Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>>>> Andy/Sylvia et al: 
>>>>>> I agree that the Branch perspective wound up dominating the panek and 
>>>>>> that was too bad (though I didn’t mind Clotfelter’s time being 
>>>>>> limited~ since his position is ’welk this is what we’re stuck with’). 
>>>>>> But~ as I said~ the more I’ve learned about the system~ and the more 
>>>>>> I’ve learned about UNC’s handling of the football "scandal" (and we 
>>>>>> all would agree that UNC actually tries to do the right thing)~ the 
>>>>>> more I’ve recognized that Branch is absolutely right on the moral 
>>>>>> issue here. These students are left vulnerable~ unprotected when the 
>>>>>> NCAA comes calling~ uncompensated for the risks they take and the 
>>>>>> money they bring in~ and educationally impoverished because of a 
>>>>>> system that has been designed to keep them "eligibles" to hell with 
>>>>>> actual education. (It goes without saying that we’re talking about 
>>>>>> the athletes in the revenue sports.) 

>>>>>> The NCCU panel is one that I wish you all could have attended. 
>>>>>> ( ) was 
>>>>>> eloquent~ as were the lawyers who defended and . I felt 
>>>>>> dirty when I left--responsible for being complicit in a system that 
>>>>>> exploits these kids mercilessly. I agree that as faculty we must 
>>>>>> first defend academic integrity--that’s how I got engaged in this 
>>>>>> mission~ and it’s still my passion--but I just can’t see how any of us 
>>>>>> can say to these athletes: you’re not allowed to make $50 from selling a shirt. 
>>>>>> You’re a pure amateur because it makes us feel good--and don’t you 
>>>>>> forget it. I’m sorry~ we have to acknowledge that that is a violation 
>>>>>> of a basic right recognized in any economic system~ a violation that 
>>>>>> we can no longer countenance. How we deal with the implications of 
>>>>>> setting things right is...our problem. (I’d like to compensate them 
>>>>>> by pledging to take care of their educational needs for life.) But in 
>>>>>> the meantime~ set them free. 

>>>>>> All along we’ve known that we disagree about some fundamentals. Let’s 
>>>>>> see if we can talk them through. If we can’t~ we go our separate ways 
>>>>>> and there are no hard feelings. I think we’ve done great work already. 
>>>>>> Hope to see many of you in a couple of weeks. Have a good break! 

>>>>>> Jay 

>>>>>> On 3/1/12 10:20 PM~ Silvia Tomaskova wrote: 
>>>>>>> I completely agree with Andy - I frankly was a bit disappointed with the panel as Bill Friday’s suggestions - which dealt 
with the academic side of this business and the challenges of bringing back the integrity of the university - were lost in the push for 
"pay to play" without addressing e.g. students who may not be a fodder for professional leagues and who are not getting any education 



worth anything, or students who are admitted without the academic backgrotmd to succeed and end up cheating with so many people’s 
implict or explicit help. Why should the university be a minor league for basketball and football? this seems like the easy solution to a 
business problem where integrity and morality of the university are hovering somewhere above. 

>>>>>>> To start the discussion from the perspective - "this is too big a problem to solve" (so we should accept it?) seemed almost an 
insult to academics - I thought all academics (OK, many) deal with huge problems that seem difficult to solve. Being creative and bold 
is the beginning of such enterprise. We need to study our history, learn from previous success and mistakes and make outrageous 
demands so as to make modest compromises and move towards an improved system we can actually be proud of. UNC can be a leader 
in this at least by making creative suggestions. 

>>>>>>> Silvia 

>>>>>>> On Mar 1, 2012, at 9:23 PM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 

>>>>>>>> All- 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> I can meet for a relatively short time at 5:00 on the 20th, or 
>>>>>>>> earlier for longer. 

>>>>>>>> I agree we should be calling upon the resources of the CSRI to 
>>>>>>>> avoid wheel reinvention, but also need to recognize that we are 
>>>>>>>> stakeholder advocates, not scholars of the process, so the style of 
>>>>>>>> engagement is different. 

>>>>>>>> I, personally, am definitely *not* prepared to endorse the "Branch 
>>>>>>>> program," as I think one of the main problems is the influence of 
>>>>>>>> big money in college sports and this would increase that influence. 
>>>>>>>> So my preference is to cut back the athletic enterprise such that 
>>>>>>>> it no longer threatens the integrity of the university. There’s no 
>>>>>>>> inherent reason the university needs to be in the business of 
>>>>>>>> supporting minor-league sports, and therefore no reason why it 
>>>>>>>> ought to be our problem to provide support and infrastructure for 
>>>>>>>> semi-pro athletes who are not students. 

>>>>>>>> Best, 
>>>>>>>> Andy 

>>>>>>>> On Thu, 2012-03-01 at 17:48 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>>>>>>> Friends: 

I’d like to try to call us together for a meeting with Taylor 
Branch--March 20 is what I’ll aim for (by which time we would have 
processed Nocera as well as this week’s big event), though 
depending on schedules I may have to go for a later week. I teach 
until 4:45, so this will need to be a late meeting, 5-6:30ish. If 
anyone has a nice room that can seat a dozen or so, please let me know. 

I think it’s time to begin planning next steps. Speaking only for 
myself, I’d like to see us figure out how to blend two related but 
clearly distinct goals: 1) the protection and advancement of our 
academic mission; and 2) securing rights for athletes--legal, 
economic, intellectual, etc. I’m not ready yet to endorse player 
salaries, but I’m now convinced that it’s immoral of us to 
continue supporting a system that’s predicated on the 
subordination and intimidation of a subset of our students. Maybe 
that’s just me, but I think we need to figure out where we stand 
on these interrelated issues. I’m not saying we should simply 
endorse the "Branch program," but we should think it through. 

Looking forward to the next conversation .... 

Jay 

PS Have I forgotten anvthin~ for Nocera publicity? There are 



>>>>>>>>> posters around now; the press release went out yesterday; we all 
>>>>>>>>> need to remember to button-hole our colleagues, but am I overlooking something? 

>>>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>>>> andrew~oerrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/’lists.~mc.eduh~? 
id=48(~99881.dac530c599cd3e938725216401938(~Sd&n=T&l=[)cu1 , or send a blank email to leave- 
30988790-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc.edu. 
>>>>>>>> -- 

>>>>>>>> ................................................................... 

>>>>>>>> --- Andrew J Perrin - andrew~oerrin@unc.edu - 
>>>>>>>> ~emr~.socsci. ur~c.edu 
>>>>>>>>     Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
>>>>>>>> University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
>>>>>>>> USA 

>>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>>> tomas@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
id=48(~99882.dcd75497%3faa254de9118ece6ddSe3&~a=T&l=facult , or send a blank email to leave- 
30989452-48699882.dcd754977f3 faa254de9118ece6dd8e3 @listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>>>>> Silvia Tomfigkovfi 

>>>>>>> Associate Professor 
>>>>>>> Women’s Studies& Anthropology 
>>>>>>> UNC Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>> tomas@unc.edu 

>>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>>>> click here: ~://~ists.m~c.ed~/~?id=48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&D~ac~d~.~1°°a~‘~e~icso 

, or send a blank email to leave-30989622-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>> andrew~oerrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.ur~c.eduiu? 
id=48~99881.dac53~c599cd3e93872521~4~193~6~d&rr=T&~=~acu~ty°°a~Netics°~rum&~=3~9~97~7, or send a blank email to leave- 
30989707-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc.edu. 
>>>>> -- 

>>>>> ...................................................................... 

>>>>> Andrew J Perrin - andrew~oerrin@tmc.edu - ~errin.socscixmc.edt~ 
>>>>> Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3210 USA 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: tkill@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
id=48699~8~.839bedd~228~33~c87d~82b3bb~88e7b&n=T&~=facu~v°-a,d~e,~ics-‘%rum&~=3~9898~4, or send a blank email to leave- 
30989814-48699880.839bedd62280330c87dl 82b3bb088e7b@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: glessd@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
~:iilis’~s.~mc.edu/u?id-4870273(~.Oc5alaSbOfe5ddb30eed4d7395baSf46&n=T&[-facul , or send a 
blank email to leave-30991811-48702736.0c5ala8b0fe5ddb30eed4d7395ba8f46@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>>> click here: ~://~is~s.ur~c.ed~/~?id=4~699857.65997791b4b45b3~d9f~9522ac998ca9&n=T&l-fac~d~‘‘°-NNe~cs- 
~bmm&o=30992329, or send a blank email to leave-30992329-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: MAFFLY@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>> click here: ~:iilis~s.m~c.ed~A~?id-48699890.83a6bdb4bflc7c20680ibO32cef3512fNr~=T&l-fac~l~vo-NNe~icso 
forum&o=30992876, or send a blank email to leave-30992876-48699890.83a6bdb4bflc7c20680fb032cef3512f@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
>>> click here: ~:~qis,~s.~mc.ed~A~?id-48699857.~5997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n~T&~-fac~v~°a,~Ne~cs- 
forum&o=30993702 or send a blank email to leave-30993702-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9~listserv.unc.edu. 



-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:46 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Advising Appt. TODAY - Reschedule 

HI I am not sure how this appointment was made available to you today as is now in effect. I am not scheduled to be in Steele today. 

Please reschedule for next week or feel free to stop by Steele Building to see if there are any Natural Science advisors available to meet with you. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not en.:)ugh; we rr~st do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:50 AM 

@unc.edu> 

Meeting Today 

Hi . Can we meet today at the Daily Grind (coffee shop) next to the Student Union today at 2:00 p.m.? 

Thanks. 

debby 

Mobile - 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we r~ust apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:19 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Admin EE Requirement 

Hi . The EE requirement is university-based and not departmental. 

Yes, the successful completion of the honors thesis will fulfill the EE requirement. 

http:!/www.unc.edu/depts/uc/Curriculum/Connections~html#EE 

Note: EXSS 323 and EXSS 327 courses also fulfill the EE requirement. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 01:18:22 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Sport Admin EE Requirement 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are enjoying some extra time over           I just need some clarification on the Sport Admin. EE requirement. At the moment, I am planning on doing an 
Honor’s Thesis in AFAM and I’m trying to figure out how it would affect my schedule/progress. I was told during an advising appointment that an Honor’s Thesis would fulfill 
the requirement. I just wanted to make sure this was true and that it is not major specific or anything. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 10:31 AM 

@livexmc.edu) 

~z)kenm~- flagler.unc.edu); i 

CSBC H4H 

~email.unc.edu) 

Hi         I hope you are enjoying your     . Please create a written report on the finances from the H4H tournament. Nothing fancy. Just an accounting of how 
much was spent (on what) and how much was earned. What amount (and when) was given to the charity? 
Thanks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - w~-w.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Ad~4sor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai,; Carolir~a Black Caucns 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Ir~stitute 
Faculty Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports Busir~ess Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843,0336 

"~’ am sure ti~at none of you wouid want to rest content with ti~e superficial kind of social analysis that deals merely with effects and does not grappie with 
underlying causes." Martin L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 5:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Laserl0.co 

installed the Joorr?la into faserlO.co. Let r~?e know if you need anything else. 

From: ~live.unc,edu] 
Serif:: Wednesday, :t2:0:L PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bjecl:: Laser~.0.co 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good morning’. Did you ever get in tonch with GoDaddy? When I log into the filezilla there isn’t the appropriate directories for hosting. This is why we are getting the 

403 errors. If we can get the Joomla app installed via your hosting within the next few days I can have the site np and running by the end of I hope all is 

well. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday,             5:48 PM 

@gmu]l.com) 

Joo~nla 

Admin - dlstroman 
Admin password- 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admiais~ration Faculty - e3 - 
EXSS Academic AdNsor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina B~ack Caucus 
Adviso~7 Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculU" Advisor; Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"! am sure that none of you would wont to rest content with the super[icial kind o]’ sociai analysis that deals merely wit,h effects and does not grapple with 
underlying causes," Martin L, King, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 9:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Laserl0.co 

I am not sure what you mean, Let rne know if you need me to do anything else. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: LaserlO.co 

’Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your {earn." 

@live.unc.edu] 
7:15 PM 

Thank yon. Pae you able to see laserl0.co/adminislrator ? Im still seeing an error from the server side. But maybe I need to delete my browsing history. Let me know 
either way. 

Sent fi’om iPhone 

On at 5:21 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <?,_t_~.t__*2R@..uj)._c_:._e_..d__~!> wrote: 

Hi . I installed the Joon-fla into laser:10.co, Let me know if you need anything else. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
<image001.jpg> 

Fmm~ 91ive.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 12:0~ PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ject~ Laserl0.co 
Dr. Stroman, 
Good mo~ng~ Did you ever get in ~uch with GoDad@? When I log in~ file filezilla them isn’t the appropriate directories for hosting. TNs is why we am 

geeing the 403 errors. If we can get the Joomla app installed via your hosting within the ne~ few @s I can have the site up mid m~ing by the end of 
. I hen all is well. 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, March 10, 2012 11:46 AM 

Turner, Robert W. <~4urne@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richa~cd Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

IUL: 30 years later, Fred Brown wants back in 

Nice article. Thanks for’ sharing. Wetl, after he becomes an Ohio U grad --. he will be set for life with connections! ;) 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

’~Rely on vision insteax)l of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~.~ and yore" team:’ 

From: Turner, Robert W. 
Sent: Saturday, March 10, 20:t2 ll:20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Richard Michard 
Subject: 30 years later, Fred Brown wants back in 
By ._E_r_Lc___A___d_?_!_s__9___n_, Yahoo! SportsMar 9, 4:29 pm EST 
htt~i//riva!s.yahoo:co m/nca a/ba sket ba I ~news~:_ylt =Au u U O.!ps_ukkseO eQqd!aSw5 n Yc B ?slug=ea-a d e!so n_fred_brown_seeks_return~ieorgetown_1982 030912 
The world saw him do the wrong thing, but then Fred Brown did the brave thing. 

Thirty years ago this month, Brown made one of the mosl memorable mistakes in collep, e basketball history- by throwing the ball to the wrong team with less than l0 
seconds left in .�_~__;__e_~_rg__e__t__o_k~:!!’ s narional title game against .__N__t_?__rt__~!____C_’2_aj:2_l_i__n__:a_. 

The bad pass gave North Carolina one of the mosl heralded rifles ever. But moments after the crashing loss in New Orleans’ Superdome, fl~e fl~en-21-year-old Brown 

did something way beyond his years: He answered quesrions about his galt’e in front of 100 reporters for as long as they kept asking. The media was so itnpressed, 
reported a young Washington Post writer named Michael Wilbon, that many thanked Brown and shook his hand. 

"How can you be so composed?" someone asked Brown. 

"This is part of growing up," he said. 

It was not the first time Brown was strong in the face of difficulty, and not the la~st. This month, 30 years later, Brown, now 50, plans to go back to New Orleans for the 

Final Four. This time, he’s looking to get back into the game. 

He wants to be a college basketball coach. 

Brown had that title game in perspective before it even started. Brown grew up in the South Bronx, and he knew people who erred and didn’t get another chance. 

"Gromng up in the environment I grew np in," he is saying ThuBday by phone fiom his home in Maryland, "many people make a mistake and pay for it the rest oftbeir 
litb." 

Brown remembers walking around campus at Geo~etown and getting nervous when he heard a distant fire-engine siren. So a mistake in a basketball game was not 

that big a deal. ’~This was not a life-or-death situation," he says. And that fight, when asked about the bad pass after the game, Brown actually smiled a little when he 
said, "I hate to lose. Boy, I really hate it. But I can’t let this aB’ect my life." 

He didn’t. 

Brown went into coaching right after leaving Georgetown the Hoyas went on to win a rifle in 1984 and sla~ted mentoring sarnmePleague kids. He got a call from 

someone at Harvard who encouraged him to get ink~ it full-rime. He wanted to say yes. But he had young children and, tree to form, gave np his dream in order to be a 

da& Brown went into financial services and stayed there until his children were grown and college was paid for. 

Years went by, but every five years, he received calls about that single pass. Brown gave answers. He didn’t mind. "People have a job to do," he says. 

But five years ago, he gave a controversial interview to Mike Wise of the Washingttm Post about how former coach John Thompson wasn’t helping out alums who 

weren’t big names with fat wallets. 

"I don’t think fl~e program is supportive of a lot of people who graduate and who are in need," Brown told Wise. "Look~ I don’t reaJly need Coach Thompson. But 
there are people who do need Coach Thompson; there axe people who would have liked for him to do certain things for them. But after you leave, you could never get 

a call back." 

It was another stand-up momeut for Brown, who was set financially but noticed a lot of former players were not. He also noticed coaching titans such as Dean Smith 

and Mike Krz~zewski had started successful coaching trees and Thompson had not. The only prominent Georgetown alum who now is a college head coach is Horace 
Broadna~ at Savannah State. Brown chose Georgetown over Duke in the early ’80s, and it isn’t lost on him that he could have been among the first to play for Coach 

K. Many of those first ~-zyzewsld recruits, including Johnny Dawkins, Jay Bilas and Tommy Amaker. are heavily involved in college hoops. 

"Those things have come to my mind," Brown says. "IfI went to that program, where would I be? So many people them Duke are doing great things." 



Brown loves Georgetown and says the school "has always been ve~ supportive of me," but he’s going about this new coaching search without a call k) Thompson. 

He’s consulting with Broadna~x, who suggested he go to the Final Four this month in New Orleans, where lie’s sure to get more questions about that night 30 years ago. 

That’s fine with Brown. He is getting his Masters in athletic administration at ._(__)__~_?. University and he says he’s in the top 10 percent of his class. When asked what he 

would say to a potenti~] employe~; Brown once again has a ready answer. "I bring knowledge of the ganle. I bring cotnl~ssion," he says. "I want to work with a 

diverse gv:~up. I’ll find talented individuals and work with them and mold them to accomplish a goal: You are there to get an education. That’s my job as a teacher- 

coach." 

[Video: Will North Caro]lh~a ~md Duke meet for a tltird time i~ ACC title ~,ame?] 

So Fred Brown is planning a return to college basketball. He’s going to put his name out there, starting this month, even if it means returning to the ~ene of that 

moment everyone remembers. 

’°I don’t know how I’ll feel," lie says. 

If the past 30 years axe any indication, he’ll feel una£ra~d. Odds are, any future players will, too. 

Follow Eric Adelson on Twitter @eric adelson 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 

e.g., EXSS - College Sport Research Institute 

Postdoctoral Research Associate 

Carolina Postdoctoral Program 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(Mobile) 

_r_~:_t__u__~__r_~__e__~_%_u_r_~__c_:_e___~_~__u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, March 10, 2012 7:21 PM 

Sengupta, Sohini <sengups@unc.edu> 

I~E: Tumitin Pilot Study--Reminder to send me your students’ emails addresses by tomorrow, March 9th 

Thanks! 

debbv 

Deborah L. Str’oman, Ph.D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: Sengupta, Sohini 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yon’ team:’ 

Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 8:50 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
(::¢: Sengupta, Sohini 
Subject: RE: Turnitin Pilot Study--Reminder to send me your students’ emails addresses by tomorrow, March 9th 
This i~.~ what: I)~st ~.~en~: to your studen~:s (~or your records): 

Dear Students, 

As yeu may know, UNC-CH is conducting a pile[ s[udy te evaluate the use o~ Tumitin, an Internet-based ph~giarism-del:ecl:ion service creaied by iParadigms, LLC The findings from this 

pile[ study will inferm wheiher UNC-CH will ir~piernent [he use o~ R~rnit#~ as a standard to detect plagiarism campus.-wide. When re~erring [o plagiarism, we are using UNC’s definition: 

"[he deliberate or reckless representatien of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as erie’s ewn w~[hout at[ribution in connectien with submission of academic work, whether graded er 

otherwise." (Instrument of Student Judiciai Gew~rnance, Sectien lIB.1 ) Types of plagiarism thai Turnitin weuld look for inciude:werd-for-word plagiarism of an entire paper er 

assignment, using direc[ queues w~[hout quotatk)n marks, no[ using foo[ne~esicitatiens for paraphrased inferrnation, aRdier no[ using feo[ne~esicitatiens for use ef ideas 

Your h~strucl:oL Professor Stroman, agreed k) particJpa[e in the pile[ s[udy. Yeur pro[esser’s padJcJpa[k?n will invelve submitting studenW papers assignments inte Turnit/n during the 

rem, ah~der of the spring 2012 semester R)r the course in which you are enrolled. 

You i~ave [he choice ef epting ou[, meaning ihal: your papers weuld not be subrriil£ed inte Turnitin by yeur ins[rucl:or. The benefits of nei epting eu[, however, include providing ~eedback 

about your views about Turnit#? through your participation in the pilot study, and gaining first-hand experience about how 7urnitm works~ including its potential to help you develop your 

writing skills and be a responsible author of your own work. Opting out will not affect your regular participation nor the grade you receive in this course. But~ opting out of the pilot study 

does not exempt you from your instructor’s other methods of detecting and policing plagiarism 

Please click here to let us know if you waist to opt out: ${i:llSuR/eyLink?d=Opt Out} Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 

${l:flSu,~veyURL} 

If you do not opt out, we will send you an online baseline survey to complete. You will receive another oniine sm~/ey at the end of the semester to find out your experiences and attitudes 

about the use of 7urnitm in the course you took All responses we receive from you wiii be confidential and will be reported in aggregate when presented to University officials 

Sincerely, 

The Center for Faculty Exceiience 

Sohini Sengupta, PhD, MPH 
Research Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
UNC-Ohapel Hill, CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

Email: sen.qups@unc.edu 
http://cfe.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, March 08, 2012 5:36 PM 
Te: Sengupta, Sohini 
Subject: RE: Turnitin Pilot Study--Reminder to send me your students’ emails addresses by tomorrow, March 9th 
Hi Sohini. See aLtached. Thanks, 
Go 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843.0336 

, ~’KOi4x -be/)-pi e ~n~ .f:o~’u { ,,@I ,~:~ i4x ~’4"~ pI ~,~ st’,~,Rt.’:,4@ ~:’A?,v’. !IL~’s~’>[IA~:~ 
., 

.,~">t"<~ .’,s.~,.!s.t~f,’ ~ ~>~- ili .... vv~i.i. ~’,r/,{ 

From: Sengupta, Sohini 
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2012 1:41 PM 
~:~: Sengupta, Sohini 
Subject: Turnitin Pilot Study--Reminder to send me your students’ emails addresses by tomorrow, March 9th 

Dear Professors, 

If you are still interested in participating in the Turnitin Pilot Study, please send me your students’ email addresses by tomorrow. If I don’t receive them from you 

by tomorrow, I will assume that you have decided to no longer continue your participation in the study. Thanks. 



Sohini Sengupta, PhD, MPH 
Research Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
UNC-Chapel Hill, CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 
Tel: 
Email: sengups@unc,edu 
http:i/cfe.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, March 10, 2012 7:28 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.~mc.edu> 

Salyer, Sherry L <salye@email.unc.edu>; Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edtp- 

I~W: Tumifin Pilot Stud~v--Reminder to send me your students’ e~nails addresses by to,no,row, March 9th 

From: Sengupta, Sohini 

’~Reb~ on vision i~stead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your leamy 

Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 8:50 AM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Co-" Sengupta, Sohini 
Subject; RE: TurNtin Pilot Study--Reminder to send me your students’ emails addresses by tomorrow, March 9th 
This is wh~,t liust sent to your students (for yo~r records): 

Dear Students, 

As you may know, UNC-CH is conducting a pilot study to evaiuate the use of Tumitin, an Internet-based plagiarism-detection service created by iParadigms, LLC. The findings from this 

pilot study will inform w,hether UNC-CH will implement the use of Turnitin as a standard to detect plagiarism campus-wide. When referring to plagiarism, we are using UNC’s definition: 

"the deliberate or reckless representation of anot,her’s words, thoughts or ideas as one’s own without attribution in connection with submission of academic work, whether graded or 

otherwise." (instrument of Student Judicial Governance, Section ll.B.1 ) Types of plagiarism that Tumitin would look for inciude:word-for-word plagiarism of an entire paper or 

assignment, using direct quotes without quotation marks, not using footnotes/citations for paraphrased information, and/or not using footnotes/citations for use of ideas 

Your instructor, Professor Stroman, agreed to participate in the pilot study. Your professoCs paRicipation will involve submitting students’ papers assignments into Turnitin during the 

remainder of the spring 2012 semester for the course in which you are enrolled. 

You ,have the choice of opting out, meaning that your papers would not be submitted into Tumitin by your instructor. The benefits of .n___o_~ opting out, however, include providing feedback 

about your views about Turnitin throug,h your participation in the pilot study, and gaining first-,hand experience about ,how Tumitin works, inciuding its potential to help you develop your 

writing skills and be a responsible author of your own work. Opting out will not affect your regular participation nor t,he grade you receive in this course. But, opting out of t,he pilot study 

does not exempt you from your instructor’s other methods of detecting and policing plagiarism. 

Please click here to let us know if you want te ept out: ${i:fiSurveyLink?d=Opt Out} Or copy and paste the URL below into your intemet browser: 

${l:flSu~/eyURL} 

If you do not opt out, we will send you an online baseline survey to complete. You will receive another online sup,~ey at the end of t,he semester to find out your experiences and attitudes 

about t,he use of Turnitin in the course you took. All responses we receive from you will be confidential and will be reported in aggregate when presented to University officials 

Sincerely, 

Ti~e Center fer Faculty Excellence 

Sohini Sengupta, PhD, MPH 
Research Coordinator 
Center lbr Faculty Excellence 
UNC-Chapel Hill, CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599°34?’0 
Tel: 
Email: senguDs@unc.edu 
http://cfe.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, March 10, 2012 7:35 PM 

PomeraJ~z, Martin R <martyp@unc.edu-~ 

1~1: [peess- f] Old Pro Golf 

Women’s medium. 

EXSS 221 projects are already underway. You lnay want to check with Deb Southall though because she teaches EXSS 323 (Event Planning) and may have room for some more event 
projects. I may have one or two students who may want to assist you though. 

Balls - Photo golf balls are available. I ~von’t be able to donate this year though ;( Do you think the dept. will fund the purchase? I can check ~vith 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Phi). CIA] 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pomerant7, Martin R 
Sent: Saturday, March 10, 2012 6:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~iect: RE: bSV: [peess-f] Old Pro Golf 

Deb: I’ll reach out to the club president. What size? 

I’ll begin planning the next Old Pro Golf Tournament for Reading Day unless you want to make it a class assignment(?). Any chance you can come up with some balls again? If I give you a 
photo ofDoc Hyatt, could that be printed on the ball? Enjoy this beautiful weekend. 

Marry Pomerantz, Director 

Campus Recreation 

104 Student Rec Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, March 10, 2012 11:42 AM 

To: PomerantT~ Martin R 
Subj ect: FW: FW: [peess-f] Old Pro Golf 

Hi Mar)-. I was looking at ray bike just a few minutes ago and thought about that L~’~’C’ cycling shirt again. ;) 

Is there any way to get one now’? ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empowcr. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Marty Pomerantz [mailto:pomerantC~)email unc edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 4:57 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lylm 

Subject: Re: FW: [peess-I] Old Pro Golf 

Deb: You’re veiN welcome. I’m sending ari email to the cycling club pres 
Unfortunately, he’s already gone for the semester so, unless he comes back over the summer, it may have to wait uaatil the falh I’ll keep you posted Thanks again for the balls - very much 
appreciated by all. Mart5, 



Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Thanks Marry for the coordination and fun It was a great day! 

> Hopel~ally, next time I will bring more of a golf game... 

> 

> Friendly reminder, yes, I would like to get that bike shirt. :) 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 

> UNC - EXSS - CB 8605 

> Sport Administration 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> dstroman@em aikunc, edu 

> http ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spor t administratinn/index.htm 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Sherry, Salyer [mailto:salyer(@email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday, May 12, 2008 10:32 PM 

> To: The peess-fmailing list 

> SubJect: [peess-:~ Old Pro Golf 

> 

> What a wonderful day we had! Thanks Marry ~2~r making this event come 

> to life! had con:[idence in you all along! 

> 

> ’]’hanks to Debbie Stroman for our F.XSS golf ball!! 

Marty Pomerantz, Director 
Campus Recreation 
203 YVoollen Oyrr; CB 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, 7:39 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

new laser logo 

Which do you like? The new one proposed by old one? 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: new laser logo 

’~Reb~ on vision i~stead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your leamy 

@live.unc.edu] 
J.:36 PN 

what do you think of this? This parficular file is transpareut where the white is so I was thinking of having a blue gradient header to allow the border of the ball to have 
the blue fill. I am messing ~ouud with a few varialions. Of course, we cau always keep the oue you cunently have. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Saturday, 8:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: LASER 10 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
12:15 PM 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: LASER 10 
Good afternoon, 
Ok, I have great news. I figured out why the site was not working. So I fixed that and we are up and rurming. I do need a little Nt of information fi~om the GoDaddy 

side to p~opefly set up the MySQL information. This is a database on the hosting side to make sure Joomla can appropriately log the information. Inside GoDad@, go 

to your account and then Hosting. Inside Hosting click the LAUNCH button beside the LASER10.co url. This roll take you inside your hosting page. On the left side, 

midway down, you roll see MySQL and then beside it, SET UP. Inside this screen you roll be able to create the database. I will need the user name and database 
name that you come up with. Now, if you would like to go through the joomla set up your self! it is thifly easy and all you will need to do is go to laserl 0.co and it will 

walk you through the ins"tallation inslructions. In there you will come m the database screen I am refemng to where you will need to input the database usemame aJ~d 

information you created on the GoDaddy side. 

I hope this isn’t confusing. You are welcome to call me at              if you have any questions. I hope aJl is well! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, 9:14 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: LASER 10 

No problem. I am excited abouL this project. So much potential to make a difference! ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: LASER :tO 

’Rely" on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
8:07 PM 

Thank yon! Sony to keep pestering you with a to-do list. Have a good night. 

Sent from i iPhone 

On at 8:04 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

MySQL--- 
Usemame: 
Password: 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, St-r’oman, Ph,D. CLkr 
P_’,ng~q~, ,gxpio~’e. E~npowen 

91%843.0336 
<imageOO:Ljpg> 

’~Rely ou visiou instead of ru~es and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc,edu] 
12:iS PN Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject: LASER :tO 

Good afternoon, 
Ok, I have great news. I figured out why the site was not working. So I fixed that and we are up and running. I do need a little bit of information from the 

GoDaddy side to properly set up the IVlySQL information. This is a database on the hosting side to make sure Joomla can appropriately log the 

information. Inside GoDaddy, go to your account and then Hosting. Inside Hosting click the LAUNCH button beside the LASER10.co url. This roll take 

you inside your hosting page. On the left side, midway down, you roll see MySQL and then beside it, SET UP. Inside this screen you roll be able to 

create the database. I will need the user name and database name that you come up with. Now, if you would like to go through the joomla set up your 

sel£ it is fidrly easy and all you will need to do is go to laserl 0.co and it will walk you through the installation instructions. In there you will come to the 

database screen I am ret~rring to where you will need to input the database username and intbrmation you created on the GoDaddy side. 

I hope this isn’t coN’using. You are welcome to call me at             if you have any questions. I hope all is well’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, 8:57 AM 

@live.unc.edtm 

Re: LASER 10 

Yes. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 9:38 PM, 

what did you name "the database? laserl 0? 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

On , at 9:13 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

No problem~ I ar~ excited about this project. So much poLential Lo make a difference! ;) 
Go Hc.ds, 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~age, ~?~plore, 
9:]9.843,0336 

<imageOO1.jpg> 

’Rely" on v~sion i~s~ead of rules and procedures ~o guide you and your 

F~m= @~ve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:07 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: ~SER ~0 
Thank you~ So~ to keep pes~fing you with a to-do list. Have a good nigN. 

Sent from iPhone 

On at 8:04 PM, "Stro,nan, Deborah L" <_d__~_t__r£@__ujL£:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

MySQL .... 
lJser~ar~e: 
Password: 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroma~L Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qatm. ~Wptor~:~. Empower, 
919.843,0336 

<imageOO1.]pg> 

’Rely o~ visio~ inMead of ruJes a~M procedures ~o guide you ar~.d your team." 

From= @~ve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:15 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~SER ~0 
Good a~emoon, 
Ok I have groat news. I figured out why the site was not wor~ng. So I fixed that and we are up and running. I do need a li#Je 
bit of information from the GoDaddy side to properly set up tAe MySQL i~o~ation. TNs is a &mba~ on the hosting side to 
make su~ Joomla can @propdately log the i~ormadon. Inside GoDaddy, go to your ~count and then Hosting. Inside Hosting 
click the LA[NCH button beside fl~e [ASERI 0.co ud. This will rake you inside your hosting page. On the left side, midway 
down, you will see MySQL and then beside it, SET UP. Inside "this screen you will be able to create the da~ba~. I will need 
the user name and da2m~se name d~at you come up with. Now, if you would like to go through d~e joomla set up your sel£ it is 
t~Jdy e&sy and all you will need to do is go to l&serl 0.co and it will waJk you tl~ough the installation resections. In them you 
will come to the da~se screen I ~m mfemng to where you will need ~ input the da~se usemmne and i~nnation you 
created on the GoDaddy side. 
I hope this isdt cotffusing. You me welcome to call tne at             if you have a~y questions. I ho~ ~J1 is well~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, 1:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: LASER 10 

Please contacL me it: you stitl need something regarding setup, Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: LASER :tO 

’Rely" on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

~live.unc.edu] 
9:38 PM 

what did you name the database? laserl0? 

On at 9:13 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

No problem. I am excited abou~ this project. So much potential to make a difference! ;) 
Go Flee]s, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: LASER :tO 
Thank you! Sorry to keep pestering you with a to-do list. Have a good night. 

<imageOOldpg> 

’Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edul 
8:07 PM 

Sent fi’om iPhone 

On , at 8:04 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <~._t_~.t__*2R~..u__r!_c_=_e_..d__~_~~, wrote: 

MySQL--- 

Password: 
Go Heels, 
13eborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

9~ 9,843.0336 
<imageOO:Ljpg> 

’~ely ou visiou instead of ru~es and procedures to guide you and your team." 

Olive.unc.edu] 
12:15 PN 

From: 

Sent: Friday 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: LASER 10 
Good afternoon, 
Ok, I have great news. I figured out why the site was not working. So I fixed that and we are up and running. I do need a little bit of information from the 

GoDaddy side to properly set up the IVlySQL information. This is a database on the hosting side to make sure Joomla can appropriately log the 
intbrmation. Inside GoDaddy, go to your account and then Hosling. Inside Hosting click the LA[INCH button beside the LASER 10.co url. This will taJ~e 

you inside your hosting page. On the left side, midway down, you will see MySQL m~d then beside it SET UP. Inside this screen you will be able to 

create the database. I will need the user name and database name that you come up with. Now, if you would like to go through the joomla set up your 

sel£ it is fidrly easy and all you will need to do is go to laserl 0.co and it will walk you through the installation instructions. In there you will come to the 

database screen I am referring to where you will need to input the database usemame and information you created on the GoDaddy side. 

I hope this isfft confusing. You are welcome to call me at             if you have any questions. I hope aJl is well! 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, 8:32 PM 

@ nc.lT.COln~~ 

FW: Items of Interest 

Check out # 1 ---It may be your answer to academic success for the children!! 
d 
Go t-lee]% 
Deborah L. Str’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

’qRely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Sunday, 8:31 PM 
To: EXSS Faculty 
Subject; Items of Interest 

1. K h a n A c a d e m y - .-h--t--t-p--~/L~---w----w----w---.-.c--b---s--n---e----w---s-‘--c---~---m--j---v--i--d---e---~-/--w---a---t--c--h-~--~-!-d---------7---4--~---~---6---9---~--n----&---t--a-~9-B-~-~E~-~!-g~-~£E~9-B~-M-~ ( 60 M i n u t e s ) B r i I I i a n t ! L e s s I e c t u r i n g a n d m o r e 

interaction. 

2. "Ignorance is Strength: (NY Times) - Fascinating look at the politics in funding education. 

Hope you enjoyed your break! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 

315 Woollen - Ct3 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9~. 9.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, March 11, 2012 8:33 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 221 Visit 

Super[ Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. SIToman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, K~ptor~:~. Empower, 

F~m: Smith, Tim Dillon 

’Rely" on vision i~lstead of rules and procedures to guide you and your 

Sent: Sunday, March 11, 2012 4:42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 221 Visit 
Great. Go ahead and put me down for Monday the 19th. 

All the best. 

Tim Smith 

m: 

w: 919.843.6448 

e: .t_ .d_ s_. _m_[ t_h__ .@. _.u__n__c_:_e_. _d_ .u_ 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 11, 2012, at 12:54 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L, S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

9I 9,84,3,0336 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

"~Rely on vision ius/e~] of rMes and procedm’es to gnide yon and yore’ teamy 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Sunday, March 11, 2012 12:53 PM 

To~ ’tdsmith@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subjeet~ EXSS 221 Visit 

Hi Tim. Thanks again for agreeing to come visit my class this semester. The class meets on MWF at 11:00 a.m. in Woollen 303. This 50 minute class 

the introductory one for sport administration. We have already covered economics and finance and I always briefly review the importance of the 

Rams Club. If you would be so kind to come and speak on the Club, your role and background -that would be greatl You will have ~ 30 minutes. If 

goes longer or shorter, I can adapt. 

I have the next two weeks open as I will switch my lecture and presentation schedule for you. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC - ~xerdse and Sport Science 

Sport AdmJnJstratio~ Fa cu~g, - e’~ - %~’.exss.unc,edu 

~XSS Academic AdNsor and Internship Coordinator 

ChaJc Carolina Black Caucus 

Ad~dsot7 E~oard Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisoc Carolina Sports Business Club & SJg-ma Npha Lambda 

315 Woollen -- CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN):, 

Sunday, 8:35 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Laserl0 Contact Excel Spreadsheet 

Received. That~k 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Rely" on vision i~s~ead of rules mM procedures 4o guide you a~d your 

@gmail.com] 
4:23 PM 

Subject: Laserl0 Contact Excel Spreadsheet 
There are a few holes where email ad&esses were hard to come by but evewthing else is there. 

Best, 

@omail unc.edu 

"I can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can’t accept not trying" - Michael Jordan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: LASER 10 

MySQL Database information 

Go Heels, 
Status: Setu p 

Host Name: dlstroman10.db.8938195.hostedresource.com Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Database Name: dlstroman 10 

Database Version: 5.0 Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Description: Laser10 Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

User Name: dlstroman 10 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 18:08:20 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: LASER 10 

I’m guessing the host name is not matching up because it is not allowing me to set it up. We might have to schedule a meeting soon so I can see what’s on your end inside godaddy. 

I have your usemame, password, and database name but I don’t have the host name. I’ve tried "localhost" and other variations but none of them are working. The host name 

should be easy to find in godaddy. Should be in the same screen I took you to before. If you can’t find it we will need to talk to a godaddy representative. This is very unique as I 

have never had this issue before. If you need me to clarify anything feel free to call at your convenience. 

Sent from iPhone 

On , at 1:05 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Please contact me if: you still need something regarding setup. Thanks~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, S~’oman, PhZL CLU 

9I 9,8~3,0336 

<i mageO03..j pg> 

"Rely on vision inslead of rMes and procedures lo g~dde you m~d your team," 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: LASER 10 

9:38 PM 
@live.unc.edu] 

what did you name the database? laserlO? 

On . at 9:13 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

No problem. I am excited about this proiect. So much potential to make a difference! 

Go Heels, 



Debo~’ah L, St~-oman, Ph,D. CLEJ 

9~1 

"Rely on vision instead of ~’~es and p]cocedures to ~ide you a:ad your team," 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: LASER 10 

8:07 PM 
@live.unc.edu] 

Thank you! Sorry to keep pestering you with a to-do list. Have a good night. 

Sent from iPhone 

On , at 8:04 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

M¥SQL--- 

Username: 

I]o 

Deborai~ L. S~roma~, Ph.D, CLU 

919~84:3,0:336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

’Rely o~ vis~o~ instead of ,~ales and proce&,res to guide yo~, and yo~,r team." 

From: I 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: LASER 10 

12::1.5 PM 

,~. live.unc.edu] 

Good afternoon, 

Ok, I have great news. I figured out why the site was not working. So I fixed that and we are up and running. I do need a little bit of information from 

the GoDaddy side to properly set up the MySQL information. This is a database on the hosting side to make sure Joomla can appropriately log the 

information. Inside GoDaddy, go to your account and then Hosting. Inside Hosting click the LAUNCH button beside the LASERIO.co url. This will take 

you inside your hosting page. On the left side, midway down, you will see MySQL and then beside it, SET UP. Inside this screen you will be able to 

create the database. I will need the user name and database name that you come up with. Now, if you would like to go through the joomla set up 

your self, it is fairly easy and all you will need to do is go to laserlO.co and it will walk you through the installation instructions. In there you will come 

to the database screen I am referring to where you will need to input the database username and information you created on the GoDaddy side. 

I hope this isn’t confusing. You are welcome to call me at if you have any questions. I hope all is well! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}’- 

Sunday,               10:07 PM 

@gmail.com> 

l~B: laserl0 

Great! I plan on the t:oftowing for d-le site: 

2, Hi~s~e t~-:~stin?onial quotes from former pros who hi~s~e n?anaged the tri~ns~t~on successfully 

2-~. Links [:o [:~rlose w~rlo h~verl’t doric ~.;.:-~ w*-’411 (t~nfortut~ate cases) 

4. Other---add the stuff from drsLrornan.com 
rjo [-{eels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, 

91 9,843,0~36 

From; 

Sent; Sunday, 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: laser10 

"Rely on vision instead of rtfles and proced~res to guide yo~ and your team." 

@gmail.com] 
10:02 PM 

THANK YOU! We are up and running. You can now go to laserl 0.co and see that the site is down for maintenance. Your logo is up though. Now I can do the fnn 

s~ufl~ 

Best, 

.~.email.unc.edu 

"1 can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can’t accept not trying" - Michael Jordan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Sunday, 10:52 PM 

Byaxs, Queenie Arlefl~ia <qbyar@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F (jl]ordan@email.unc.e&0; Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu>; 

Tyson, Karolyn D <kdtyson@email.unc.edu-~; Williams, Heather A (hawill@email.unc.e&0; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

<hildebra@e~nail.unc.edu>; Smith, Holly A <has~nith@email.unc.edu:>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robe~son@unc.edu>; Jackson, 

Fatimah L.C. <thtimahj@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu:, 

~live.unc.edu);                    @live.unc.edu);                              ~kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu);                            @live.unc.edu>;                  ~unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu;-; Little john, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn[~unc.edu~; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu~; Murrill, Verita L 

<vefita mumll@unc.edu~ 

CBC March Meeting - TUESDAY 

CBC March Meeting .pdf 

Hi All. Thanks again for your participation in the upcoming CBC meeting. See attached. 
As a reminder, please share your current scholarship and/or projects with the membership. I have also invited ~ 20 students to join us. Please try to keep your 
comments to eight minutes. ;) We will have ppt/computer capability too. 
I truly appreciate your commitment to helping our community strengthen on campus. Let me know if you have any questions! 
919.843.0336 
Harambe, 
~bb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Sunday, i 10:54 PM 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.e&~>; 

flagler.unc.edu);                   :@live.~mc.edu) 

FW: CBC March Meeting - ’IUESDAY 

CBC March Meeting .pdf 

~kenan- 

Hi Ambassadors. Let me know if you are NOT going to be in a[tendance. Thanks. Try to arrive ’~11:15 so you witl have time [o eat and network. ;) 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you a~d your team." 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Sunday, I 10:52 PM 
To~ Byars, Queenie Arlethia; Jordan, Joseph F; Fall, Alassane; Tyson, Karolyn D; Williams, Heather A~ Hildebrand, Reginald F; Smith, Holly A; Robe~son, Nakenge~ Jac~on, 

Fatimah L.Cd Stroman, Deborah L 
~live.unc.edu);                   ~live.unc.edu)~                           ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu)~ 

, Shandra~ Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice~ NcGhee, ~ Murrill, Verita L 
SubjeCt~ CBC March Meeting - TUESDAY 

Hi All. Thanks again for your participation in the upcoming CBC meeting. See attached. 

As a reminder, please share your current scholarship and/or projects with the membership. I have also invited ~ 20 students to join us. Please try to keep your 

comments to eight minutes. ;) We will have ppt!computer capability too. 

I truly appreciate your commitment to helping our community strengthen on campus. Let me know if you have any questionM 

919.843.0336 

Harambe, 

~sbbu 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

::.~.~ L;e:::c:~p~o~: ~ ~c.~:~ ~:.~ck C ~ucus L!.4::: ,.v~ t~q~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Sunday, March 11, 2012 11:05 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; 
rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 
E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Scheper, Walter <scheper@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri 
C <thouston@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, 
Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, 
Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~oolk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen 
L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; j o- 
ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 
<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Chafletta Georgette 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~oierce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davon townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~oenn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; Burney, Myron G 
(mgburney@northcarolina.edu); Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert 
W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; 
vhammett@unc.edu; Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L 
<dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert 
W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, 
Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; 
j osmell@unc, edu; Jones, Shandra <shandraj @email.unc. edu>; Littlej ohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
CBC March Meeting - Research! 

CBC March Meeting 2012.pdf 

Hi. Friendly Reminder - Our next meeting is this TUESDAY, March 13 at 11:30 a.m. in the Union 3102. See attached. 

Lunch will be served. Come hear CBC members share their projects and research activities. This meeting will be very 

informative and a great way to collaborate. (Note: We have also invited selected students to join us.) 

Please forward to any and all associates who have not joined the Caucus yet! ;) 

Thanks! 

Harambe, 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 



CAROLINA BLACK CAUCUS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, 11:27 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS    - Current Event 

Hi      . One paper’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    - Current Event 

Dr. Stroman, 
I just wanted to make sure but are we turning in one paper as a group or do both 

article summaries? 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:27 PM 

and myself need to construct our own separate 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:59 PM 

Subject: EXSS - Current Event 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi      and       You are scheduled to present your current event tomorrow, Monday 

So please be ready for this presentation on Wednesday. 

I need to push your presentation back to this Wednesday, 

Let me know if you have any questions. Please bring a coW of your article(s) aM post your paper to Sakai. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwmded message was sent via The University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

’ site, To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Career Advising Appointtnent 

Hi . Monday, at 2:00 p.m.? Meet m my office Woollen 315 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of roles and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ,(a)~m ail.com] 

Sent: Monday, 10:48 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Career Advising Appointment 

Hi Dr. Stromant 

I hope you are doing well. I was also hoping to make an appointment with you to catch up with you and seek some career advice as I am currently partaking in this important search 

I am on campus on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays and have breaks from 12-1 and 2-3 or before my 10am class 

Let me know if any of these times work for yo u. 

Thank you so much and I look forward to meeting with you soont 

~email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 11:26 AM 

White, Carla <cywhite@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

ILE: CBC March Meeting - Research! 

Eli Carla. Yes, we are working to rnake sure the connection is there. Thanks[ 

d 

Deborah L, gtroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: White, Carla 

’~Rely on vision iustead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team:’ 

Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 8:22 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC March Meeting - Research! 
Hi Deborah, 

Got your message[ I will be there. By any chance is internet access available? I’d like to show the caucus our website. It is a great way to illustrate the type or research that we 
are conducting. 

Carla 
Carla White 
Director, Recruitment Development and Diversity Initiatives 

U NC Eshelman School of Pharmacy 

IOOR Beard Hall 
301 Pharmacy Lane, CB 7566 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7566 

Office: 919.966.7571 

Cell: 

Fax: 929.966.6919 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, March :ti, 20:12 :ti:04 PM 
To: _c__b_c__c_[ E _aj r_ ~ _u__ B_c__:_e__c] _u_. 
Subject: CBC March Meeting - Research! 

Hi. Friendly Reminder - Our next meeting is this TUESDAY, March 13 at :1:1:30 a.m. in the Union 3:102. See attached. Lunch will be served. Come hear CBC members 

share their projects and research activities. This meeting will be very informative and a great way to collaborate. (Note: We have also invited selected students to 

join us.) 

Please forward to any and all associates who have not joined the Caucus yet! ;) 

Thanks! 

Harambe, 

b~bb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

::~i D!~,~! ptio:: -’.~,~i{~ ~!:i~,,:i< <?~,~¢:.<~ 54P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:29 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

1@;: Sports Admin. Class 

Thanks for your’ inquiry. EXSS is one of the biggest majors on campus and we always keep our" majors as the priority during registration. The EXS5 classes 

will open up to non-EXSS majors after a severaJ days of registration, ~f at that t~me, the class ~s dosed ,¢ou should contact the h~structor to see if there are available 

seals, 

Let me D~ow if you have additional questiot~s. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Sports Admin. Class 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
12:32 AM 

My name is            and I am a currentjunior at Carolina. Recently, I have been configuring my class schedule for the        semester and I am emailing you to 
discuss the Introduction to Sport and Recreation Administration (EXSS I classes that are being offered. When researching these classes, I realized that they are restricted 
to EXSS majors only and I am a          (B.S.) major. I was wondering if there was any possibility that I could be placed into the iO a.m. section with Ms. Shelley Johnson. 
The reason why I am very interested in taking Sports Administration is because I plan to pursue a dual-degree in Law and Sports Administration here at Carolina after 
undergrad. It would really be such a rewarding opportunity to be able to study Sports Administration before I attended graduate school to not only confirm that this is what I 
would like to further study, but also to gain a general knowledge of the subject. Thank you so much for your time and consideration and I completely understand if what I am 
asking cannot be done. 

Sincerely, 

p.s. If you would prefer to discuss this in person, I would be glad to make an advising appointment and come speak with you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 11:59 AM 

Emmett (~11 <studentathleteshumanfights@yahoo.com> 

1~;: Due Process Panel Discussion 

Thanks Emmett. I haven’t t:orgo[ten you and will call soon. Let me know if i[ is okay to put this video on the Caucus’ YouTube channel. 

"Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

From: Emmett Gill [mailto:studentathleteshumanrights@yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Monday, March 12, 2012 iI:35 AM 
To-" Polite, Fritz G; ’bhawk@uga.edu’; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Faison, Christopher D; ’leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu’; ’davistx@wfu.edu’; 

@gmail.com’ 
SubjeCt; Due Process Panel Discussion 
Below is a link to the panel discussion on due process and the UNC football investigation 
~.t..t.~‘(Z.w...~y~.~.~.t.~b~.~e..~.c.~.~.~m~u~s...e..r..~...A..t.~.e.~t.~.e.~J~g~. 
Please view and share with your classes,,. 
Best 
Emmett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:38 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1~: ’I’~ke home quiz 

Hi Please stop by my ot:fice between 2:30 and 5:00 
Dr, Stroman 
Go 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Take home quiz 

’~Rely on vision i~steacl of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

@gmail.com] 
12:25 PM 

Professor Stmman, i apologize deeply for not turning in my take hotne quiz on time. I have it fitlishe& if there is a way we could work something out m~d i could bring it 

in to you today please let me know what time is acceptable. 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L *~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, March 12, 2012 12:49 PM 

Student-Athletes Human Rights <studentathleteshnmanright@ya~hoo.com> 

1~I£: Due Process Panel Discussion 

’~Rely on vision instead of r~bs and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team." 

From: Student-Athletes Human Rights [mailto:studentathleteshumanrights@yahoo,com] 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 12:16 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject: Re: Due Process Panel Discussion 

Yes please post it. Will yon be at the Nocera lecture Wednesday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 12, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu~> wrote: 

Thanks ~mmett. I haven’t forgotten you and will call soon. Let me know if it is okay to put this video on the Caucus’ YouTube channel. 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

debby 

6o ~eels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

919,843.0336 

<imageOOLjpg> 

’Ne~ on vision i~Nead of r~]es and procedures to guide you and your ~eam." 

Sent: Monday, Hatch 12, 2012 i£35 AM 
To: Polite, Fritz G; ’bhawk@uqa.edu’; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robe~ W.; Faison, Christopher D; ’leonardmoore@maiLutexas.edu’; ’dav~s~@~u.edu’; 

@qmail.com’ 
$ubject: Due Process Panel Discussion 
Below is a link to the pane~ discussion on due process and the UNC football investigation 

http : i/www, youtube.com/user/Ath letesRights/feed 
Please view and share with your classes... 
Best 
Emmett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 2:54 PM 

~wmgllc.com); ~live.unc.edu; ~email .nnc.edu) 

FW: Case Study Co~npetition - Supplementa~cy Document 

Category Definilions.xlsx 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
2:46 PM 

Subject: Case Study Competition - Supplementary Document 
Dear Case Study Teams: 
Kevin Cohen from the Win AD had some questions about the categorical definitions in the spreadsheet that they created for the competition, and in response, has created a 
sheet that outlines this for participants. Please see attached. 
If you have any further questions, please contact Dr. Cooper or Kevin Cohen. 
Thank you, 
Korie 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 
cell 
office: 919-843-9827 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:07 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: UNC Undergrad Student Seeking Your Advice 

Gr’eat! Keep co~?tlecd~?g... 

I plan on inviting Mr. Whitfield to campus later this month or earl,¢ April. He is also a friend of mine. 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Go Heeb, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
g_.n,jug~e, Explore, 

9:19~843,0336 

From:              [mailto: 
Sent= Monday, 
To= Charles K, Nackmon 

"Rely o~ visio~ instea~t of miles and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
1:08 

Subject= UNC Undergrad Student Seeking Your Advice 

Dear Mr. Blackmon: 

Hello my name is I located your contact information on the Tu~le Dunlins website as advised by Ms. Charlene, who mentioned she knows you very well. I sat next 

to Ms. Charlene on my plane ride back from          this weekend, and we immediately had a connection when I discovered she is a UNC alum. She encouraged me to reach out 

to you about my career interests in the sports business industry. 

Just to ~ive you a quick overview of my background, I’m a and in the Assured-Admission Program at the Kenan-Fla~ler Business School. I’m 

currently the              for th~                          and seekin~ to fuse my business and sport passions into a meaningful career. Lastly, through my own networkin~ 

I’ve been offered a financial intern position with the Charlotte Bobcats this summer. I was told by Ms. Charlene you were close friends with Mr. Fred Whitfield, the Bobcats 

President & Chief Operatin~ Officer. 

I was hopin~ to contact you over the telephone for 15 minutes at your convenience. I’d love to connect with a UNC alum and learn more about your legal background, includin~ 

your ties to the entertainment industry and sports related fields. Any assistance you can offer is ~reatly appreciated. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to hearin~ back from you soon. 

Best, 

Urdversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Business A&rfmst~’ation i Kenan-ldagler Business School 

@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 4:08 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southaJl@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Eria~ne Allen <eweight@emaiLunc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 

<dj sotNl@emaJl .nnc.edu> 

Prig: Sarah Fields infonnaJ meeting 

Hi Richard. I am available. [ teach at 12:30. Meet in the SA conference room or Hyatt? 

d 

Go Heels, 
Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
£’rw u~,r e, Explore. 
9719.043,0336 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of rMes and procedures to g~,ide you ;rod your ~eam," 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Monday, March :t2, 2012 1:08 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne Allen; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy 
Subject: Sarah Fields informal meeting 

Hello all: 

Wanted to check with you to see if you’d be free for an informal meeting with Dr. Sarah Fields this Thursday during this time period? 

~i:15am-:iL2::iL5pm Informal meeting with Sport Administration fa~ulty meeting/dis~ussion[RSZ] 

You might also have time to rneet with her on Friday after Justice Orr’s talk. Barbara will not be able to rneet with Sarah on Friday, and Deb and I have to head out of town right after 

Justice Orr’s talk as well, but if Thursday doesn’t work, feel free to visit with her then. 

Let me know if you can. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. 

Associate Professor -- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203<: 

O[fice -919~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax -, 919.962--6235 

U NC Sport Administration websRe: 

CSRI website: wwwamc.edu/csd 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: >_~p_~5%_r~_s_7_’£t:Lo__~2~__r-4~_’_’¢_?_,g_~.,_~:Lr_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:51 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-* 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu) 

VW: Due Process Panel Discussion 

Hi OJ. Let’s post this video on our CBC Channel. I already received permission. I like how they did this._ 

We have the foUow~ng CBC videos: 

1. ~nd Readdn’s - 

2, Respect: and Rew)h~th:m of the Nack Athlete- 

3. ~ Look Back ~n l~r~e- 

Thanks~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:{9~843~0336 

~Nely on vision i~s~ead of rules and procedures ~o guide you a~d your ~eam? 

F~m~ Emme~ Gill [mailto:studenNthleteshumanrighN~yahoo.com] 
Sent~ Monday,             11:35 AM 
To= Polite, Fri~ G; ’bhawk@uga.edu’; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Faison, Christopher D; ’leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu’; ’davis~u~edu’; 

@gmail.com’ 
Subject= Due Process Panel Discussion 
Below is a link to the panel discussion on due process and the UNC football investigation 
http://www.youtu be,com/user/Ath letesR~q his/feed 
Please view and share with your classes... 
Best 
Emmett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 4:57 PM 

Sophie Trawalter <strawalter@virginia.edu> 

Prig: Article of Interest 

All is well here. We just got the NCAA decision on the football mess. http:/!www.newsobserver.com/ 
Decided to go for another two-year term as Caucus chair./www.unc.eduicbc} Let’s see if I can survive. 
Can’t wait to visit with you! 

Make sure you check this video out on Khan! Pass the word. We need more innovation in education, 

Khan Academy - http:llwww.cbsnews.com/video/watchi?id=7401696n&tag=contentMain;contentAu× {60 Minutes} Brilliant! 
Less lecturing and more interaction. 
Hugs and kove, 

Go Heels, 
Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

From:        @gmail.com [mailto: 
Sent= Monday, March 22, 2022 12:24 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Article of Interest 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you and your team," 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Sophie Trawalter 

Sophie 

On Sun, Mar 11, 2012 at 11:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(5)unc.edu> wrote: 
Low IQ & Conservative Beliefs Linked to Prejudice 

http://~wvw]ivescience.com/l 8132 -intelligence- ~cial- con~rvatism- racism.hUff 

;) 
Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
UNC .-- Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Facul~ - e 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculW Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Sophie Trawalter 

Assistant Professor of Public PollW and P~’chology 

UniversiD-ofViginia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:57 PM 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: Baskett~ll Cmnp Follow Up 

Let’s chat about this connection. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLI_J 

9~{9~843~0336 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Coach Colin McGrath 

Cc-" 

’Rely" on vision i~4ead of rules and procedures ~o guide you m~d your {earn? 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

11:09 AM 

Subject: Basketball Camp Follow Up 

Coach rvlcG rat h, 

Hello my name is l’d first like to say congratulations on the #I seed. I can’t wait to see the team play this Friday in Greensboro. I was given your contact 

information by . I contacted you at the beginning of the semester regarding my interest to work with the basketball team this summer and/or in the near future. I 

appreciate you following up with me. 

Per your request in our last email conversation, l’ve attached my resume. Moreover, l’ve attached additional information to help you get to know me a little better since we have 

not officially met before. If you need any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. Good luck in the tournament! 

Thanks, 

C~ @unc.edu 

From: _ _@_k___e___n__a___n__=f_J__a_ g !__e__r_:__u___n___c_:__e_d__u__ > 

Date: Fri, 21:47:02 -0500 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Bball Camp Contact 

Hey 

Here’s Assistant Coach CB McGrath’s email: crncgrath@uncaa.uncedu. 

Talk to you soon! 

The University of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:00 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: Basketlmll Camp Follow Up 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your {earn." 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

4:59 PM 

Subject: Re: Basketball Camp Follow Up 
Yes ma’am. I have to duck out of the CBC meeting early tomorrow to go to class at 12:30 but we’ll chat real soon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:57 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s chat about this connection, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stromm~, Ph.D, CLU 

Engage, Ex~)iore, Emf)ow~:~r, 

9~_9,843.0336 
<imageOO1dpg> 

’~ely o~ visio~ instead of ru~es a~M procedures ~o guide you a~d your team," 

~kenan-flag~er.unc.edu] 
11:09 AN 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Coach Colin McGrath 

Subject: Basketball Camp Follow Up 
Coach McGrath, 
Hello my name is . l’d first like to say congratulations on the #1 seed. I can’t wait to see the team play this Friday in Greensboro. I was given your 

contact information by I contacted you at the beginning of the semester regarding my interest to work with the basketball team this summer and!or 

in the near future. I appreciate you following up with me. 

Per your request in our last email conversation, I’ve attached my resume. Moreover, I’ve attached additional information to help you get to know me a little better 

since we have not officially met before. If you need any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. Good luck in the tournament! 

Thanks, 

c~ @ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _ &d_ _u_ . 
From: ~_[<___e__n___a___n__:_f_La__~[_e___r_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Fri, 21:47:02-0500 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Bball Camp Contact 

Hey 

Here’s Assistant Coach CB McGrath’s email: cmc~rath~uncaa.unc.edu. 
Talk to you soon! 

~[lqe University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

............................... @_k__~-_,~_-£1_~!~__,:_.__~_m ~_._~_a___~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:18 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

RE: [csbc exec board] March Meetings 

From= 

Sent= Monday, 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Subject= Re: [csbc exec board] March Meetings 
During the week of         I have a Leadership Advantage session on Tuesday, 

’Rely" on vision i~lstead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
5:16 PM 

The week of has no conflicts, however. Thanks. 

B.S. Business Achni~dstration 
Kenan-Flaglm- Business School 

,@unc.edu 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edu> 

Date: Mort,           21:03:20 +0000 

To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [csbc_exec_board] March Meetings 

Resent-From:                       @live.unc.edu> 

Hi Heels¯ I hope you had a nice break¯ I am looking to coordinate the former student-athlete panel for the week of or 

I want to propose Tuesday or Wednesday on either week¯ 

Let me know if there are any conflicts with your schedule (or any big meetings on campus) before tomorrow, Tuesday, at 12:00 p.m. 

Thanks¯ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - e3 -ws~v.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor a~d Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Caro]ma Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

91%843.0336 

¯ Any major conflicts? 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: @live.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: [~$~p~/~!!s~4~[~c‘edp~u~id=43~9~7~7‘e~695bc1~e3d3a1c~7727~d3ad~8a7&n=T&~=csbc exec board&o=31054523 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to [e__a_.v_e_.:3__l_ .0_5_-._4_b_-_2_.3_:.4__3__l_.9__l_Z.l_l_:e__l_ .0_6_._9_5_-_b_.c_~__1_ .e_3_._d_3__a_._~£~_~-~Z~_~£~#~Z~_!!~(~£~:.~_~] 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To 
unsubscribe click here: -h--t--t-p--.~--/--/-[!-s--t--s-~-u---n--c-:--e--d--#--/--u-~-~--d-!=-!-4---~--2---5--~---2-#-Z:--5--e--Z-6---5-.--9--3---~--2---e--2---8--3---e---d--4---b---b--9---~--1--r-3---~----3-#--3-~-3-#--8--d---3--~--&---n-~-=-!]~--&-~!!=-~-~}~9-~-g-~-~#-~-=-=-~-~£~-~#-~" 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-.31054625-.40250297.Se7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: EXSS Undergraduate Brochure 

Thank you. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:53 AM 

Subject: EXSS Undergraduate Brochure 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is the brochure! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 5:35 PM 

PomeraJ~z, Martin R <martyp@unc.edu> 

I~E: [peess- f] Old Pro Golf 

Hi Marty. Two-week turnaround if we don’t use a rash order. $28 per dozen including shipping. 

¯ JPg, .gill or bmp flies. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pomerantz, Martin R 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 10:31 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutziect: RE: bSV: [peess-f] Old Pro Golf 

Deb: rm checking on the shirt..will have one for you as soon as one is available. As for the photo bails, if I give you a pall’photo (or whatever format you prefer), how much will a doz, en 
cost? ttow much lead time do you need? Thanks. Marry 

Marry Pomerantz, Director 
Campus Recreation, CB 8610 
104 Student Recreation Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 
(T):         (F) 919-%2-3621 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, March 10, 2012 7:35 PM 
To: PomerantT~ Martin R 
Subject: RE: IwVV: [peess-I] Old Pro Golf 

Women’s medium. 

EXSS 221 projects are already ~mdel~’ay. You may want to check with Deb Southall though because she teaches EXSS 323 (Event Planning) and may have room for some more event 
projects. I may have one or two students who may want to assist you though. 

Balls - Photo golf balls are available. I won’t be able to donate this year though. ;( Do you think the dept. will fund the purchase? I can check with 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Et~gage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Rely- on vision instead of roles and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pomerantz, Martin R 
Sent: Saturday, March 10, 2012 6:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: FW: [peess-f] Old Pro Golf 

Deb: I’ll reach out to the club president What size? 

I’ll begin planning the next Old Pro Golf Tournament for Reading Day unless you want to make it a class assigmnent(?) An,v chance you can come up with some balls again? If I give you a 
photo ofDoc Hyatt, could that be printed on the ball? Enjoy this beautiful ~veekend MartT 

Mar~z Pomerantz, Director 



Campus Recreation 

104 Student Rec Center 

UNC-Chapel t Iill, NC 27599-8610 

Frorai Stroman Dcbur~hL 
Sent: Saturday, March 10, 2012 11:42 AM 
To: Poruerantz, Martin R 
Subj ect: FW: FW: [peess-f] Old Pro 

Hi Mary. I was looking at my bike just a few ruinutes ago and thought about that IJ~-C cycling shirt again. ;) 

Is there any way to get one now? ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroruan, Ph.D. CLU 
Et~gage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Rely- on vision instead of pales and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mal~z Pomerantz [mailto:pomerant@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 4:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lylm 
Subject: Re: FW: [peess-f] Old Pro Golf 

Deb: You’re veD- ;velcome I’m sending an email to the cycling club pres. 
Unfortunately, he’s already gone for the semester so, unless he comes back over the summer, it may have to ;vait until the fall I’ll keep you posted. Thanks again for the balls - veQz much 
appreciated by all. Mal~z 

Deborah Stroman ;Vl-ote: 

> Thanks Mart?- for the coordination and fun. It was a great day’. 

> Hopefully, next time I ;vill bring more of a golf game. 

> 

> Friendly reminder, yes, I would like to get that bike shirt :) 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 

> UN-C - EXSS - CB 8605 

> Spolt Administration 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> dstruman@email.unc, edu 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/e×ercise/sport administrationJindex htm 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> Frum: Sherry Salyer [mailtu:salyerfa)email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Mi~nday, May 12, 2008 10:32 PM 

> Tu: The peess-fmailing list 

> Subject: [peess-f] Old Pru Gulf 

> 

> What a wunderfu[ day we had! Thanks Mary :For making this event come 

> tu lifet had confidence in you all alung! 

> 

> Thanks to Debbie Stroman lk~r our EXSS golf balls! 

Mart?’ Pumerantz, Director 
Campus Recreatiun 
203 Vv2~ullen @m, CB 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:41 PM 

@email. unc.edu-* 

~kena> flagler.unc.edu); 

RE: Hoops for the Homeless Shirts: ess.Caxolina Sports Business Club.grp 

@uncaa.unc.edu) 

What is your selling proposition? Try to paint a picture so that students have a reason to purchase~ How will their purchase help the community? Be ready 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of rules aud procedures to guide you ar~.d your team." 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, J.l:40 PH 
Subject: Hoops for the Homeless Shirts: ess.Carolina_Sports_Business_¢lub.grp 
Hello everyone’. 

I hope you enjoyed spring break and that you are all as excited for tl~e upcoming Club events as I am’. 

I just waJated to let you gws know that we still have Hoops for the Homeless shills ibr sale and we roll be selling thetn at all the Club meetings for the rest of the 
semester. Let me know if you have aly qnes/ions! 

See you all soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:55 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~B: Office Hours Time to Meet 

Hi , How about Thursday at 2:00 p.nL? Woollen 315 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From= 

Sent= Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you a~d your team." 

@live.unc,edu] 

1:40 AM 

Subject= Office Hours -time to Meet 

Dr.Stroman, 
1 emailing in regards to meeting for office hours. I can meet with you in the afternoon any time after 2:50 on MF and anytime time after 12pm during the week on Tuesday and 
Thursday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 5:58 PM 

Karen DeHart <karen@nchsaa.org> 

Prig: potential project 

Hi Karen. Congrats on another big weeker~d of NCHSAA events, Hopefully, you are resting up~ 

This project sounds great! I j~st got back from spring break, I.et’s chat this week and further define the analysis. 

Thanks. Iteach MWF at I:0C, and on TiR at 
d e b b V 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

’Reb~ on vision i~ts{ead of rMes and procedures ~o guide you and your learn:’ 

F~m: Karen DeHart [mailto:karen@nchsaa.org] 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2022 2:24 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: potential project 
Hi, Debbie. 
Ho~ all is well in your word today~ Wehe gearing up for the ~ys and girls s~te high ~hool Nsket~ll championships on Sa~r&y so it’s a bit hectic - building loo~ 

like a tornado hit it with all fl~e gear a~d "sm~’... 

Liste~      asked me to roach ont to you to mn a project idea by you. We are interested in having a s~dy done to examine and ~alyze m,o areas: 

1. The economic imNct from televising regnlar sea~gplayoffNgh school foot~]l games Mative to other Ffi~y ~fight Ngh school games - will gate receipB dmndle if 

the opp~NU e~s~s for fans to s~y home ~d watch the games on television rather th~ going, buying the ticket and watching live? 

2. Ifa high school game is televised on ~e same night as a collegiate level game, are people mo~ likely k~ go m their loca] high school game in Nr~n or watch the 
collegiate game on Iv (or D~ the ga]ne to wash it later)? 

There are probably some other variables fl~at could ~ introduced into file eqnafion but let me know if fl]is maXes sense or not a]]d if ~is might be ~)mefl~ing you and 

your students conld ~ke on as a project. 

Thanks. Karen 
ga~e~ ~,~oose ~eHa~t 
Assistan~ Commi~sio~e," 

Development a~d ~&w?edng 

Noi¢h Carolina High School Ati~letic Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 6:02 PM 

Richard Weiss <rweiss@sportsbusinessjoumal.com> 

I~E: Follow Up 

Hi Richard. I had a super visit and enjoyed meeting your team. Yes, I will definiLely let you know when 

Hopir~g for the Final Four, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

come back down. I appreciate your kindness. 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team." 

From= Richard Weiss [mailto: rweiss@sportsbusinessjournal.com] 
Sent= Friday, March 09, 20:t2 8:4:t AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Follow Up 

Debbie, 

I have been on the west coast all week and just returned late last night. Sorry I missed you during your quick trip to Charlotte. 

Let’s try it again next time you’re down this way. My cell phone so you have it is: 

All the best, 

Richard Weiss 

Publisher 

SportsBusiness Journal 

GO HEELS!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 9:02 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Office Hours Time to Meet 

From= 

Sent= Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
6:36 PM 

Subject= RE: Office Hours Time to Meet 

Dr. Stroman, 
Yes mare that time works, 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 9:54 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Office Hours Time to Meet 

Hi How about Thursday at 2:00 p.m.? Woollen 

Go Hee~s, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

91{9~843~0336 

From= 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of rules and procedures to gMde you ar~.d your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
1:40 AM 

Subject= Office Hours Time to Meet 

Dr.Stroman, 
I emailing in regards to meeting for office hours. I can meet with you in the afternoon any time after 2:50 on MF and anytime time after 12pro during the week on Tuesday and 
Thursday. 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 9:06 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edt~~ 

RE: CSBC Emml Branding 

Hi       I like how you are thinking, Video and social media is the new face ot: marketing. The importan[ factor ~s to gel [he other leaders to also add the I~nks to 

their emaH, let’s schedule a meeting with     next week to d~scuss the pros and cons~ 

Any time a~er 2:00 p.m, or h~ the morning from tO:O0 to I :[:00 a,m. 

Dr, Sl:rofrH~t~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843.0336 

"Rely o~ visio~ instead of rtfles and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
9:02 AM Sent-" Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject; CSBC Email Branding 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you well. I was up early this morning and just started playing around on my computer trying to figure out how to add social media widgets to my email 

signature (I succeeded as you can tell below). 

But I was mainly thinking about The Club while I was doing all this at 5am. Looking ahead to next semester, I was thinking about adding a new widget series for when I send out 

emails about The Club. My thought was deleting the series I have below, keeping my signature and adding the following: 

-Replace my personal logo with the CSBC one, which will link to our club website 

-Add a widget linking to our twitter 

-Add a Facebook widget alongside the twitter one (For next year I’m thinking we should have a Facebook page so we can better market our select "can’t-miss" club meetings and 

events throughout the year) 

-(Optional) Add a email widget that directly links to our club email address...(maybe you wanted all the proposed questions from members to come straight to me I don’t know) 

I can add a new signature on my outlook without any problem and I’ll keep it separate from all my personal stuff, but I thought it would not only look really professional when we 

send out club emails through the listserv but it’ll be a nice touch when we connect with potential and confirmed speakers/professionals. Plus, by having the logo, twitter, and 

Facebook we can continue branding our club as the #1 student organization on campus~ 

What are your thoughts on all of this? 

U~tiversity of North Carolina m Chapel Hill 

,~d!unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 9:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: March 14 

Hi Jay° Yes, I can do dinner. Thanks. 

Since Gfeller is a part of EXSS I thought I would help out° No problem though. See ya’ soon. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 05, 2012 3:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: March 14 

Debby: Thanks again for offering to escort Nocera from Holden’s office--but Jan Boxill also volunteered, and 

since she’ll be moderating the "conversation" at 5:30, it probably makes sense to give her a chance to meet 

the guy beforehand. So...in the end, thanks but no thanks in this case. 

But--will you join us for dinner? Here’s my invite list: Jan Boxill, Jay Smith, Lew Margolis, John Shoop, Marcia 

Shoop, Emmett Gill, Robert Orr, Debby Stroman, Kenneth Janken, Deb Southall 

Let me know! -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 9:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~g: CSBC E~naJl Branding 

I am getting more sad every time you write these messages about your leaving LiNC and transitioning work for 

during the EXSS graduation ceremolly. Mercy~ ;) 

I am available afl:er 4:30 on Monday, 

Thanks for your ~eadersh~p~ Have a great wee~, 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Rely o~ visio~ instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:11 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L, 

fact, I had a dream that I was crying 

Subject: RE: CSBC Email Branding 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Great idea! I would be happy to discuss the pros and cons. Would you guys like to meet around 4:45 or 5PM next Monday before our 5:30PM dub 

meeting? 

~ was a{so thh~Mng about holdh~g an Exec Board meeting after our dub meeth~g on Monday to get on the same page. ¯ ~ wotfld ]H<e you to run the next few 

exec board meetings to get the hang of it while { am stH] here to guide you along. Let me know what you tNnkof these ideas... 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L Imailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:06 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: CSBC Email Branding 

Hi       I like how you are thinking, k;ideo and social media is the new face of marketing, The important factor is to get the other leaders to also add the links to 

their email. Let’s schedule a meeting with     next week to discuss the pros and cons. 

Any time afl:er 2:{}0 p,m. or ~n t:he morning from I0:00 to lJ.:O0 a.m 

Dr, S[roman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~N~, g~p~or’~, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

’Reb~ on vision instead of rMes and procedures 1o guide you and your learn." 

9:02 AM 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: ¢SBC Email Branding 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you well. I was up early this morning and just started playing around on my computer trying to figure out how to add social media widgets to my email 

signature (I succeeded as you can tell below). 

But I was mainly thinking about The Club while I was doing all this at 5am. Looking ahead to next semester, I was thinking about adding a new widget series for when I send out 

emails about The Club. My thought was deleting the series I have below, keeping my signature and adding the following: 

-Replace my personal logo with the CSBC one, which will link to our club website 

-Add a widget linking to our twitter 

-Add a Facebook widget alongside the twitter one (For next year l’m thinking we should have a Facebook page so we can better market our select "can’t-miss" club meetings and 

events throughout the year) 

-(Optional) Add a email widget that directly links to our club email address...(maybe you wanted all the proposed questions from members to come straight to me I don’t know) 

I can add a new signature on my outlook without any problem and I’II keep it separate from all my personal stuff, but I thought it would not only look really professional when we 

send out club emails through the listserv but it’ll be a nice touch when we connect with potential and confirmed speakers/professionals. Plus, by having the logo, twitter, and 

Facebook we can continue branding our club as the #I student organization on campus. 

What are your thoughts on all of this? 

Urdversity of North Cmolina al Chapd Hill 

@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYi’CN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

T uesday, 10:49 AM 

Littlejohn, Ursula <Ursu a I tflejohn@ke ~a~-flagler.unc.edu-* 

RE: Student RSVPS/CMC Meeting 

Great! Thanks. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, b2,,~ptore. 

’Rely" on vision i~lsfead of rules and procedures fo guide you ai~d your {eam." 

From-" Littlejohn, Ursula [mailto:Ursula_Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Senti= Tuesday, 9:14 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; FVV: Student RSVPS/CMC Meeting 

Hi D, 

See below._it looks like we are still at 20 studer~ts attending. 

Thanks, 

U rsula 

From: 
Senti= Monday, 10:44 AM 
Te: Littlejohn, Ursula 
Subjecti= Re: Student RSVPS/CMC Meeting 
No ma’am I haven’t gotten any more word. sent out a message over the BSM Listserv in her morning announcements and gave out my contact info, so 

more students might be emailing me later today. If they do, I’ll be sure to let you know. 

Thanks so much. See you tomorrow! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:38 AM, "Littlejohn, Ursula" <Ursula Littlejohn@kenan-fia_&[_e___r_:__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

I was just i;sking iF any i;ddK:ionals had confirmed i;side from the 20. 

Thanks, 

Ursufa 

Sent~ Monday, 10:37 AM 
To= LiElejohn, Ursula 
Subject= Re: Student RSVPS! CMC Meeting 

Good Morning Mrs. Littlejohn, 

By verifying would you like me to simply email the 20 students on the last email or were you asking if I knew of any additional students? 

Sorry for the confusion. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:22 AM, "Littlejohn, Ursula" <Ursula Litt~e~--~--h---n--@-~-<---e--n---a-~-n--:-t.La-~L-e--r-~--u---n--c--~---e--d---u-.> wrote: 

Hi 

Dr. Stroman asked that I confirm with you the number of students attending our monthly CBC meeting on tomorrow. The last e-mail I was 

copied on indicated we had 20 student RSVPs. Can you verify? 

Thank you so much! 

Ursula 

S~a~i~g Leaders I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:16 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

ltB: Business Pla~ division 

Thanks for youF leadership 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From-" 

Sent-" Tuesday, 
To; 
Cc-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Business Plan division 
Hey guys, 

’Rely" on vision i~lstead of rules and procedures to guide you ai~d your 

_~live.unc.edu] 
i:01 PM 

this is This project is literally 75% of our grade., so we might want to step it up. Make sure you look at the definitions on the ’business plan’ document. 

Here is what we decided in class today. 

(Belgium brosky/international bros): #7 - Operations/Design and development plans 

(weird) and (That dude): #9 - Financial plan 

(tall feet): #8 - Management plan and #6 - Marketing plan (with 

(Beastmode): #4 - Analysis of customers and #5 - Analysis of Competition 

(weal<sauce): #2 - Company analysis + #3 - Industry Analysis + #6 - Marketing plan (with tall feet) 

Bromance in Loundermilk. Get hyped! 

Thanks 

Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~hve.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; @kenan- flagler.~mc.e&~> 

I~E: CSBC T- Shilt Ideas for Next Smnester 

Nice! I love the creativity and echo comments... 

Move forward, my friend. ;) 

FYI -f did some wrH:ing work fo~’a friend and in retur~ I asked her ~:o donate to the Chub. So we may more sponso~ship money com~t~g soon for the shirts or 

wha~:eve~. ;) She dM look at the webs~te and made a comment ~bout how some pages are ou[:dated though. ;{ 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 

’~Reb~ on vision i~sltead of r@es and procedures fo guide you and your learn." 

@live,unc,edu] 
2:42 PM 

Subject: RE: CSBC T-Shirt Ideas for Next Semester 

Thanks for the email. I definitely like the creativity for the t-shirts! I was actually going to send you an email this week about getting the t-shirt order rolling, but you are on top 
of it! I like the idea of using the Dos Equis humor, but we need to make sure we aren’t violating any copyright or trademark laws of any sort. I think doing a humorous shirt is a 
good idea because it will get people’s attention and people will be more inclined to wear the shirts around. However, we want to make sure the mission of the club is still 
present in the shirts. If we have the slogan "Collaborate & Connect, my friends" that would be a cool way to integrate the club’s mission. 
Is there any way you could get a draft of what a shirt would look like with these ideas? Also, what base color are you thinking about? 
Thanks for all your hard work and innovative thoughts! The club is in good hands! 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class 

@ 1 ive. uric. edu 

From: @kenan-flagler,unc,edu] 
Se~t: Tuesday, 9:48 AM 

To ~!%U2!=@th n Ihfe, co m 
Co: Stroman, Deborah; 
Subject: CSBC T-Shirt Ideas for Next Semester 

I ho~g~b-O~ had a great spring break. I want to thank you again for considering a potential partnership with the CSBC regarding our club t-shirts for next year. I really love what you 

do with the ][h_r_l~l_!!_f__e. and !!?__r_~_!!__C_’_!_t_~ brand you’ve created. There’s a lot of buzz on campus about your products, including the KButter shirt I bought from you the night of the Duke 

game. 

i’m sure you’re familiar with the Dos Equis ._c__o___m____n_?__e_Lc_!_a_!.. The commonly used phrase is "Stay Thirsty My Friends" and "The Most Interesting Man in the World". Well, i’ve been 

seeing various advertisements, including ones with UNC basketball players, that are modeled after the Dos Equis commercial. I wanted to do something similar with our club. 

Our student organization is the Carolina Sports Business Club, but it’s informally known as "The Club" for short. Our club slogan is "Collaboration. Connections." I was thinking about 

combining our club brand with the Dos Equis commercial idea to make our club t-shirt more interesting for future years. Here are my ideas right now: 

¯ Front: "The’ Most Interesting (:/,’,:~ls in the World" (e~nphasis on the words "The" and "Club"....in different colors to make it stand out). I also wanted our twitter 

(@CSBC UNC) below the phrase 

¯ Back: Dos Equis Man advertisement with our CSBC logo replacing the beer bottle. I was thinking the phrase would be "I Don’t Always Join Organizations" (at 

the top) "But When I Do, I Prefer ’I’Se £ k,,IU’ (at the bottom) 

¯ Right Sleeve: "Collaborate & Connect, na/,frie~ds" 

I’ve attached numerous some files, including our club logo and the flyer that initially sparked my idea, for your reference. I’m going to run all this by my club advisor and current 

club President, but I wanted to start the conversation on our club t-shirt ideas while it was fresh on my mind. Let me know what you think man. 

Thanks, 

University of Noi~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~ 
cedu 



From: 

Sent: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:16 PM 

Stroman, DeN~rah I, --~dstro@unc.edu> 

Tracey Williams (twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu); 

<sue walsh@unc.edu>; ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

Whitfield <~avi@nchsaa.olg> 

CSBC - You’re Invited! 

~gmail.com >; dawn,.._c_o.912.e_r~(}.u_.,sg.edu; Walsh, Sue 
@g mail. co mi..R..e_d_a..c.t_~_d_ ~unc aa .unc. ed u; Davis 

Hi All. As the faculty advisor for the Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC), I am inviting (aka begging) you to join us as we wish to have our annual meeting to chat 
with former student-athletes about career choices. 
If you are not aware, The Carolina Sports Business Club is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport 
industry. Whether its youth, interscholastic, college, international or professional -The Club seeks to connect students to information and experiential education. 
We try to create or find out about activities and events to help them get more prepared for a career in this very competitive industry. 
http://studentorgs.unc.edu!carsbci 
I thought of you (and Phil Ford who will be a repeat presenter) as a great choice to share your background and the various decisions you made or are making in 
your life. We will have a panel format and will give you the questions in advance. The meetings are in Fetzer and start at 5:30 p.m. for ~ 60 minutes. 
Please let me know your availability on: 

1. Tuesday, 
2. Wednesday, 

Thanks for your careful consideration. If you can’t join us, please let me know if you can refer someone else who would be willing to speak to these awesome 
students. ;) 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S~omat~, Ph.D~ CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport AdmJmstratJot~ Faculty - e:~ -~-.exss.unc.edtl 
EXSS Acaderrfic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina B~ack Caucus 
Adviso,y Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollet~ -- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
919.843~0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday 12:11 PM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

l~b;: CBC Video Footage 

Thanks for the update. "CornmLmication reduces stress/;) 

Yes, I was a little disappointed that students did not attend yesterday. However, all you can do is make the invitatiom Their loss_. 

Hav,:_~ a great day! 

Go Heeb, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn~/uL~e. Explor~.. Empov~r. 

919,843,0336 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: McGhee, Oj 
Subject: CBC Video Footage 
Dr. Stroman, 

"Rely o~ visio~ instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

@live.unc.edu] 
10:49 AM 

Thanks again for inviting me to the CBC meeting yesterday. I’ll do a better job of marketing the meeting to students should the opportunity arise again in the future. As far as the 

video footage of our events, I wanted to give you a quick update. 

In case I haven’t mentioned it yet, the footage from the video camera is transferred to a computer at the MRC at the Undergraduate Library. The only delay at this point is a girl 

named       is the only one who has access to it, due to the fact that everything is on the computer linked to her account. I’m going to the MRC tomorrow at 5pm (the next time 

she works) to take the hard drive Mr. McGhee gave me, and we’ll get the ball rolling so we can put everything on our YouTube channel. 

Sorry for the delay again, but I’m working on someone else’s time and schedule. Thanks. 

U~Jversity of No~lh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(~,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 2:58 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Missed Quiz 

EXSS Quiz 2A.pdf 

See attached. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Hee]s, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qg~q~, g.vptor~:?, g’mpower, 
9198843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Missed Quiz 

Dr. Stroman, 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of rules and procedures to guide you ar~.d your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
l:s9 PM 

I missed the quiz last week and you said to email you as a reminder for a different assignment. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 3:58 PM 

@live uric edu-~ 

PJ~: EXSS 

Hi      Tomorrow between 3:30 and 5:00? Friday between 2:30 and 4:007 
Dr, Stroman 
Go t-lee]s, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Sent; Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

"Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team:’ 

Nlive.unc.edu] 

11:2i AN 

Hello. Hope all is well! I just wanted to touch base with you about my survey and a couple other things for class. Please let me know when you are available. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, i 3:58 PM 

~live.unc.edw~ 

I~E: EXSS - EntrepreneuBhip TODAY 

Hi       Thanks for the follow up. Can we chat bet:ore class at noon or afLer class aL I:45 for 15 minuLes? Thanks. 

Dr, Stroma~3 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
ll:09 AM 

Subject; RE: EXSS - Entrepreneurship TODAY 
Hi, Doctor Stroman 
It’s           you said you would like to talk to me. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 4:17 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Current Event paper 

Received. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From-" 

Sent~ Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Current Event paper 

Dr. Stromarl, 
I iust wanted to email you a copy of 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you a~d your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
2:05 AM 

and my own paper just to make sure you have received it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 4:20 PM 

@live.anc.edu> 

I~E:    ~ Intemslfip 

Hi    I thought thFough youF situation and do agFee that your situation is unique. Please set an appointment wiLh me the week of 

course requirements, ~ teach MWF at t:O0 and on T!R at 12:30. ~ will enro~ you during registration. 

Thanks for your fo~k~w up~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9,343,0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:    Internship 
Dr. Stroman, 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedures 1o guide you and your learn." 

@live.unc,edu] 
I0:I0 PM 

to Feview the EXSS 

My name is          and I discussed ruth you before spring break about my recent application to             for a smnmer internship. It was determined that I 

would not be eligible for the internship because of my status as a current sophomore in my second semester. I was wondering if there was any way that I could appeal 
the decision to not give class credit for the opportunib~? I think that this internship would be an excellent opportunity for me to enhance my learning within the EXSS 

department and make nry- classes more meaningful, due to the fact that I wi|l undersland how the different skills that I would learn would come into play in the real 

world. I mn currently enrolled in EXSS    (Sports Marketing) which I feel like would be one of the more essential classes for this internship. I roll be a junior at the 

end of this semester, and i feel as though this opportuni~ would do nothing but help to make me more infom~ed on what I would like to do as a career after I graduate 

wifl~ a degree in Sports Adminislration. I would be more fl~an hapw to talk to you in person if that would be more beneficial to my canse, I do l~el very passionately 

about it and would do everything in nay tx)wer to ensure that I represented tim University of North Carolina in the best possible way! 

Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 4:47 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

CBC ~neeting 

Hi Thanks again for sharing yesterday. GREAT work! You are a diamond for sure. 
Hugs, 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - w~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai~; Carolina Black Cauct~s 
Advisoo’ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma A]pha Lambda 
3~5 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:19,843,0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday. 2:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: EXSS . Entreprenemship TODAY 

I enjoyed chatting with you. Thanks for the time spent.,. ;) 

Continue to focus and do well, 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL!J 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to g~fide you and your team," 

~live.unc.edu] 
11:39 AM 

Subject: RE: EXSS - Entrepreneurship TODAY 
I can meet with you before class, where should i meet you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:01 PM 

@kenan- llagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: ’I’hoa~k You 

Thanks ] enjoyed meeting you too. Continue to do 
Dr, Stroman 
Go 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Thank You 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

9:47 AM 

I just wanted to say thank you for meeting with me yesterday. I really appreciate all the information and encouragement that you gave me surrounding the double major. 

It was great meeting you and I look forward to meeting with you again soon! 

Thanks again, 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 2:52 PM 

Soutlm]l, Pdch~d Miclm~rd <soutlm]l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

l~g: Graduate Opportunity 

Hi Richard. The Athletics 2 the Academy is based off: of this program? Wisconsin??? 

Thanks. 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

From; Southall, Richard Nichard 
Sent~ Nonday, ~brua~ 06, 2012 3:36 PN 

To~ Stroman, Deborah k 
$ubjett~ ~: 6raduate Oppo~uniN 
Oebby, 

Here’s a program at the Univ of Oklahoma that I wanted to forward. 

Thanks for your feedback in today’s meeting. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southa~ 

~ssociate Professor - Sport ~dmin~stration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel t-Ii~1 

Director - Colbge Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Ha[[ 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

sour ha~l@ema~ uqc.edu 

U NC Sport Administration websRe: 

CSR] webs~te: wwwamc.edu/csr[ 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport webs~te: www,csdconfetence.org 

~mm; "Winters, Carla A." <cwinters@ou.edu> 

Bate= Mon, 6 Feb 2012 20:18:26 

T~: Richard Southall <southall@ema~l.unc~edu> 

Subje~: Graduate Opportunity 

Richard, 

~t was treat to see you recently ~n ~nd[anapo~is. ~ always eRjoy healing your ~dess on the wondetfu~ world that [s ComPete 

~ recently thought of you as I was asked to ~romote graduate opportunities we offer each year by our Athletics CoundL The pos~t~ons are for Graduate 

Ass~stantships through our Athletics Adrnh~istrat[on aimed at supporth~g the devebpment of rnh~odty (or dberse tNnking) athletic admh~strators. 

Vve attached the official applk:at~on packet and have ~ncluded the deacr~pt~on below. Pleaae pam~ [t a~ong to anv o[ your undergraduate students who m~ght be 

interested ~R such an oppottuR~ty. 

~ look forward [o seeing you in ApdH 

Carla 

:::1~;::: Description: Description Fu~l Si9 from JKO 

The University of Oklahoma Athletics Diversity Council 

Graduate Assistantship 
The University of Oklahoma Athletics Department invites applications for the Athletics Diversity Council Graduate Assistantship. In an effort to increase diversity 

within intercollegiate athletics, the Athletics Diversity Council has sponsored these two opportunities. The program is seeking an exceptional leader who is a 

motivated learner and will be able to perform multiple tasks. This is a great opportunity for individuals pursuing a career in intercollegiate athletics to gain a 

variety of experiences within the University of Oklahoma Athletics Department. It is a two-year program: year one allows the individual to experience four eight- 

week rotations through different departments within athletics. Year two is in one department for the academic year. The graduate assistantship will include a 

tuition waiver, monthly stipend, and benefits. Bachelor’s degree and admission to the University of Oklahoma Graduate Program is required.Deadline for 

applications is March 9~ 2012oTo access our application please visit our website:http:!/grfx.cstv.com/photos/schools!okla/genrel/auto...pdf!2011- 

12imisc non event/adcga application 2012-2013.pdfl Interested candidates must: 

Mail, Fax, or Email application & all required materials to: 

Aseem Rastogi & Sherraine Pencil 

ADC Program Coordinator 



:180 West Brooks 

Norman, OK 73019 

Fax: 405-325-7632 

athleticsdiversityco@-)sooner.net.ou.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 2:54 PM 

Soutlm]l, Pdchmcd Miclm~d <soutlm]l@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Graduate Oppo~tunib" 

Okay. Thanks. 

6o Heeb, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 

’Rely" on vision instead of rubs and procedures to guide you and your team." 

Sent: Thursday, March .tS, 2012 2:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Graduate Opportunit~ 
No it’s not. They are two separate things. 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 

Aasociate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell -- 

Fax- 9~9,962.-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

htt~://exss~unc.edu/~raduate~programs/apecia~izati~ns/aportadministration/overview/ 

CSRI website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: www,csr~cor~ference,org 

From: Deborah Lynn Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, ~5 Mar 2012 ~4:51:53 -0~ 

To: Richard Southall <southall@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sublet: RE: Graduate Opportunity 

Hi Richard, The Athletics 2 the Academy ~s based off of th~s program? Wisconsin??? 

Thanks. 

Heels, 
Dehorah L. Stronmn, Ph,D, Ct,U 

9:19~g43,0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~,ide you m~d your team," 

F~m: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ 06, 20~2 3:36 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: Graduate Oppo~uni~ 
Debby, 

Here’s a program at the Univ of Oklahoma that I wanted to forward. 

Thanks for your feedback in today’s meeting. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southal[ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - Colb~e Sport Research InstiLute 

Woollen Ha~ 203C 

Office - 9~9.962-3507 

CelJ - 

Fax- 9~9,962.-6235 

sour ha~l@ema~ uqc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSR~ website: www.unc.edu/csd 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport webs~te: www.csdconference~org 

From: "Winters, Carla A." <cwinters@ou.edu> 



Date: Mon, 6 Feb 2012 20:18:26 +0000 

To: Richard Southall <.s_o__u_t_h__a_!!_@_ .e_ .m__a_!_!:_u_._n_ .c_: .e_d__u_> 
Subject: Graduate Opportunity 

Richard, 

It was great to see you recently in Indianapolis. I always enjoy hearing Vour ideas on the wonderful world that is College Sport! 

I recently thou~ht of Vou as I was asl~ed to prorno~e graduate opport~.mities we offer each year by o~.~r A~hletics Council. The positions are for Graduat~:_~ 

Assistantships through o~r Athletics Administration aimed at supporting the development of m~nority (or d~verse th~nking) atMet~c adrn~n~strators. 

Fve atLad~ed the offidal application packet and have ~ncluded d~e description below. Hease pass ~L a~ong to any o~: your undergraduate studenLs who m~ght be 

interested ~n such an opportun~ty~ 

~ ~ook forward to seeing Vou in Apd~ 

Carla 

~ Description: Descdp[~on: Fu~l SJg from JKO 

The University of Oklahoma Athletics Diversity Council 

Graduate Assistantship 
The University of Oklahoma Athletics Department invites applications for the Athletics Diversity Council Graduate Assistantship. In an effort to increase diversity 

within intercollegiate athletics, the Athletics Diversity Council has sponsored these two opportunities. The program is seeking an exceptional leader who is a 

motivated learner and will be able to perform multiple tasks. This is a great opportunity for individuals pursuing a career in intercollegiate athletics to gain a 

variety of experiences within the University of Oklahoma Athletics Department. It is a two-year program: year one allows the individual to experience four eight- 

week rotations through different departments within athletics. Year two is in one department for the academic year. The graduate assistantship will include a 

tuition waiver, monthly stipend, and benefits. Bachelor’s degree and admission to the University of Oklahoma Graduate Program is required.Deadline for 

applications is March 9~ 2012.To access our application please visit our website:http:/t’grfx.cstv:com/£hotost’schoo!s/oklai~enrel/auto pdfi2O11- 

._l___2_z~misc non eventJ___a___d__c_A_a___a_p__plication 2012-2013.p___d__f_. Interested candidates must: 

Meil, Fax, or Emeil application & ell required materiels to: 

Aseem Rastogi & Sherraine Pencil 

ADC Program Coordinator 

180 West Brooks 

Norman, OK 73019 

Fax: 405-325-7632 

athleticsdiversityco@sooner.net.ou.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:12 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

I~E: Ivieeting 

Tuesday is fine. That~ks[ 

Go Reds, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 
Dr. Stroman, 

’Rely" o~ vision i~s~ead of rules and procedures 4o guide you a~d your {earn? 

Dlive.unc.edu] 

3:03 PM 

Would you be available to meet at 2:00 P.M. next Tuesday, March 20th? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7:46:58 PM 

Subject: RE: Lunch? 

Attachments: ATT91400 

Hi       . I am teaching this semester every day and it: hits right during k~nch, I am generally busy from :[2:00 - 2:00, 

Can we do a breakfast, late lunch or early dinner? ;) 

debby 

Go Xee]s, 

Debo~’ah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:]9.84.3,0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 4:01 PM 

Southall, Richa~-d Michard <southall@email unc edu>; Osborne, Barbaxa J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

I~E: From Athletics 2 the Academy (FA2A) Proposal - revised 

Additional Agenda Items: 

1. Club meeting 

2, glog 

3, SA certifk:~te 

4. Undergrad teaching 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to snide yo~ and yore’ team:’ 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2012 2:08 PM 
To: Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, Barbara J; Weight, Erianne Allen; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy; Johnson, Shelley H; Dick Baddour; Turner, Robert W. 
Subject-" From Athletics 2 the Academy (FA2A) Proposal - revised 
Hello all: 

Wanted to forward to everyone a revised proposal powerpoint for FA2A, in which I have tried to incorporate the many thoughtful and useful suggestions from our previous SpAd 

faculty meeting, l’ve continued to have discussions about the proposal with a number of individuals, so l’d like to continue the dialogue around this project and keep things moving 

forward. 
Look forward to meeting Monday @1:45p. 

If you have any items for the agenda, feel free to forward. 

Take ca re, 
Richard 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor -- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

O[fice -9:19~9624507 

Cell -- 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

south~il@ernaii.unc.edu 

U NC Sport Administration website: 

t; i:~ ~;:/ie~ s s.~.~ n c,e d ~;!g,~ a d u a ~ e--pr og,~ a m 

CSRI website: wwwAmc.eduicsr{ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

8:26:57 PM 

Subject: RE: Lunch? 

Attachments: ATT88856 

Som~ds good! 10:.~0 at the Daily Grind (next to the bookstore)° 

(;o 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

9_1.9.84-3.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:30 PM 

Salyer, Sher~, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: exss minor 

Hi Sherry, We chatted yesterday_. 

d 

Deborah L, gtroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

93%843,0336 

’~ely on vision instea~)l of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:4~ AM 

@live.unc.edu 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: exss minor 

I didn’t: m~-_~m to keep the worksheet ~:hat f marked on. I put it in the little gree~ box beside my 2:].I Fet:>:~r office d,:_~o~ for you. Come by and pick it up. 

Dr. Stro~’r~a~?, we walked (T aL :11:30) over so I could introduce you to but we didn’L csLch you ~n, do slop by and meeL with Dr. Stroman sor~?etkne, 

F~m: Salyer, Sherry L 
$ent: Tuesday,             8:$8 AN 

Subject: RE: exss minor 

Not sure why hours dk~n"t attach, 

5p~ing Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays- 

Wednesdays---lO-,Ii:15 and ~:~5--2:45 

Thursdays--:[:l:~-:12:15 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, 10:28 PN 
To~ Salyer, Sherry L 

Subject~ exss minor 
Dear Dr. Salyer: 

I am a sophomore hear at UNC and I have declared for the ~SS general minor. I saw on the E~S site that I need to touch base and ~lk with you. I don’t know if that means 
a face to face meeting is required. I look fo~ard ~ hearing back from you. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 4:37 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: Explore Caacolina on Monday, Ma~:ch 19th 

Yes. I have it down on my calendar. Hopefully, we won’t have the "sell out" like last time. ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9"19.843,0336 

’Rely" on vision i~s~ead of rules and procedures ~ro guide you aud your {earn? 

From-" Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Thursday, March .15, 20.12 4:36 plVl 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; FVV: Explore Carolina on Monday, March .19th 

D~-_~bby, I think this ~vas i~.; yours too. Just checked the room--still on for Cornwel~ room, 20~. 

From: Baum, Pa~ 
Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2012 2:57 PM 

To: Baum, Pa~ 
Subject: Explore Carolina on Monday, March ~h 

Hello everyone] 

This Monday, March 29th is our second Explore Carolina day. Thank you to all who participated in our first Explore Carolina session last month, l’ve sent this email 

to the main contact l’ve worked with on scheduling your session. If you have colleagues who are helping you, please forward this on to them. 

This Monday we have over 2500 people registered to attend (that’s students AND parents). Expect for attendance to increase a bit over the last Explore day, as we 

had 1200 people registered last time. Attached is the agenda for the Explore Carolina day next week Monday, March 29th. Meade ~eview ~he a~en~a and ~emin~ a!! 

If you need anything throughout the day, we will have folks in our office ready to take questions. The main admissions number is 919-966-3621. My personal cell is 

On behalf of Dave Meredith and Kendra Lawrence, thank you for all you have done and all you are doing to help us recruit the class of 2016! We’ll see you Monday. 

Best, 

Patty Baum 

www.ad missions.unc.edu 

http://www.¥outube.comiwatch?v=miZOuaNM kwk 
http:i/one.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, March 15, 2012 4:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Nocera itinerary 

Stroman Honor System Summary.docx 

Thanks again Jay! The session and dinner was wonderful. I truly enjoyed the fellowship. 

Also, see attached draft letter that I still plan on updating and forwarding...I let it go for a while because it was SO emotional. 

Chat with you soon. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ mail,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2012 5:31 PM 
To: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Boxill, Jan; Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F; Stroman, Deborah L; Janken, 
Kenneth R; Southall, Richard Michard; Steponaitis, Vincas P 
Subject: Nocera itinerary 

FYI everyone .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 3:37 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

I~E: Just a Reminder (: 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Just a Reminder (: 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 

(In class submission--typed or handwritten) 

’Reb~ on vision i~ts{ead of rMes and procedures ~o guide you and your learn:’ 
~mail.com] 

3:31 PM 

Just reminding you to check tim "40 Uuder 40" assigmnent ou SakaJ! Hope you have au awesotne weekend! 



Minutes of the Faculty Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012, 3:00 p.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battaglini, Claudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, Coyte 
Cooper, Diane Groff, Kevin Guskiewicz, Tony Hackney, Elizabeth Hedgpeth, Marian Hopkins, 
Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, Barbara Osborne, Meredith 
Petschauer, Marty Pomerantz, Bill Prentice, Eric Ryan, Sherry Salyer, Lee Schimmelfing, Ed 
Shields, Abbie Smith, Deb Southall, Richard Southall, Debby Stroman, Robert Turner, Erianne 
Weight, Steve Zinder, Victor Anderson, Cindy Atkins, and Amy Tufts 

Members absent: Darin Padua, Denise Currin (EXSS Manager) 

1. Minutes of January 25, 2012 were approved 

Joe Myers motioned and Barbara Osborne seconded to approve the minutes. 
All in favor and approved with no changes. 

2. Announcements and Updates 

Bonnie Marks and Richard Southall have being approved for Research Study 

Assignment for Fall 2012. Kevin is working to find faculty for class coverage during 

this time. 

Blyth Lecture will be held Tuesday, April 17, 2012, 11:00am, location is being 

looked into possibly the Stone Center. Kevin asked Richard to connect back with 

Tom Southall (speaker for the lecture) to get information to Michael and Amy by next 

week. 

Kevin announced that he has named our department’ s faculty/student travel fund as 

the "EXSS Scholars Fund." This new name will be more attractive as we 

communicate with donors interested in giving to the department. Victor will update 

this giving opportunity on the EXSS website. 

Kevin announced that there are some modest funds in our EXSS teaching equipment 

fund - monies we receive from summer school for teaching. If you are in need of 

instruction materials or equipment, let Kevin know. Monies must be spent by end of 

summer school (July). 

Jason announced Johna has accepted full-time position as Research Associate at 

Wake Med. Johna will be teaching in EXSS thru the summer. Congratulations by 

everyone to Johna. 



Deb Southall announced social fund getting low. Full $25; Associate Professor $20; 

Assistant Professor $15; Lecturer $10. Deb will collect these funds at the next faculty 

meeting in March. 

Deb Southall announced Taylor Branch (writer, alumnus) will be speaking in her 

11:00 class on February 29, 20112 in 1106 Fetzer Hall if anyone wants to attend 

Richard announced CSRI registration has passed 200 and talked about keynote 

speakers, etc. 

Debby Stroman announced she has more Hurricane Tickets for Thursday, February 

23rd game if anyone is interested. 

Lee Schimmelfing announced Wellness Expo will be held Friday, March 9th, 2012, 

11:00am-2:00pm in the Great Hall. Great opportunity to take advantage of 

assessments been offered. 

o 

Becca announced new AED in both Fetzer Hall and Woollen Gym. They are located 

at the equipment rooms, weight rooms. If anyone is interested in CPR/AED 

certification please contact Becca. 

Business Items 

Summer Study Abroad - Tony Hackney and Joe Myers 
Joe announced they are struggling with enrollment - we only have 4 applications 
submitted. Tony informed everyone we need to have a minimum of 8 applications 
prefer 10. There was discussion on why low- numbers: Joe said time and money. 
Tony said UNC Study Abroad does not like to adventure outside UNC due to not 
knowing quality or appropriate background of students. Tony said this is the 
curriculum based on Beijing needs. Discussion consisted of: (a) what do we do to 
advertise from other schools, classes being offered: EXSS 188, 380 it appears 
students are interested in EXS 380, not so much EXSS 188. Debby Stroman 
suggested forming a committee for this program. Tony said let’s get thru this year 
before doing anything at this point. Barbara talked about possibly considering this 
program for Sport Administration area in the future. Find a place, similar program 
and look at it. Kevin asked faculty to help recruit students over the next 3 weeks. 
Discussion for future program development was tabled for a later date. 

Public Relations/Website - Amy and Victor 
Victor, Amy, and Kevin have updated our website with some new" photos, letters, and 
new content provided by coordinators. There is a glitch on the graduate program site, 
Victor is working on it. Website transfer still in progress so faculty will be able to edit 
own profile. We are working on keeping the website updated more regularly and 
keeping it fresh. Please review- your individual site and if you have any changes 
please submit to Amy, Ashley or Victor at new email website at exssweb@unc.edu. 
Be specific, indicate when you want information posted, where you want it posted, 
include URL links and email to exssweb@unc.edu. Information stays up on website 



Co 

do 

4-6 weeks (earth-shattering news); 2-4 ~veeks (other information). Public Relations 
committee consists of Coyte Cooper (SA); Joe Myers (AT); Becca Battaglini 
(LFITiPHYA & General EXSS); Deb Murray (Interdisciplinary/General EXSS & 
Aquatics); Bonnie Marks (EP). Kevin encouraged committee representatives seek 
info and updates from their specialization faculty monthly, and for faculty to please 
submit new information/pictures/videos, etc. to their representatives. Kevin 
challenged faculty - whoever submits best photo by May 13, 2012 will get a free 
dinner for two at the Sienna. Pictures/videos are needed. You can take your own 
picture or call Amy and she will come to take picture. Greg Murray is photographer 
for EXSS and will be around taking pictures on a date in early March (TBD). 

Interdisciplinary Initiatives - (i.e., upcoming Interdisciplinary Life Sciences 
Program). 
The University, in following with the new Academic Plan, is seeking proposals for 
interdisciplinary initiatives. Kevin expressed that we will need to show how EXSS 
can be a part of such a program, as it is likely that this will get traction and funds for 
new hires, new space, new equipment will likely be directed toward such an initiative. 
This is very preliminary, but was discussed for the first time at yesterday’s Science 
Chairs meeting. 

Kevin also mentioned that the new capital campaign will likely be announced in the 
next 18 months. There will be an initial silent phase to target big donors then it will 
be made public. Kevin asked for faculty to begin thinking seriously about what we 
would want to identify on a wish list for donors as part of the campaign. 

Graduate Program 
Graduate Thesis Option -Ed Shields 
Ed sent out sample of thesis in publication format to faculty and to the 
Graduate School. Ed ask the Graduate School could we as a department retain 
what we already have in place, in addition, this new format for thesis. The 
Graduate School approved, stating as long as we meet formatting, etc. The 
samples Ed sent to faculty- can be used as a template, Ed stated give it a try, let 
Ed know before submitting to the Graduate School so Ed can alert the 
Graduate School for them to review and see if there are any issues with it. 

Richard - Sport Administration - Interview week-end is Friday, February 24th and 
Saturday, February 25th, 2012. Fifteen candidates have been invited for this interview 
week-end. 

Bonnie - Exercise Physiology - Interview week-end. February 19th & 20th 
where 10 candidates were invited. February 26 & 27th 9 more candidates will 
be invited. 

e. Honor Court- 

Presentation was given regarding the honor system and to get feedback from faculty. 
The focus was on how to prevent, detect, and report violations to the honor system. 
To report a violation please goes to honor.unc.edu. Normally the timeframe is 4-6 
weeks from beginning to end of a case. Lots of questions asked by faculty. Kevin 



stated if any faculty member that teaches large classes needs a graduate student to 
help proctor exams let him know and we will provide a proctor. 

email is @email.unc.edu if you have any questions. 

College of Arts & Sciences Strategic Planning Initiative - see attachment 
Kevin ask faculty to begin thinking about our strengths, what we are good at, and 
what we can be better at with more resources or working collaboratively with others." 
strengths, how can we get better, where do you see EXSS headed and rationale for it. 
Kevin stated to work through worksheet and to provide individual feedback to him, 
as well as group feedback which should be gathered in specialization, laboratory, or 
center meetings. Kevin will put together and submit an initiative to how we 

can play into the Interdisciplinary Life Sciences Program. ex. Interdisciplinary 
laboratory between other departments, etc. before the next faculty meeting 
come back with ideas to report to Arts & Sciences identifying 5-7 suggestions. 
We will discuss at next faculty meeting. * EXSS has new Development Officer 
beginning May 2012, and Kevin will schedule her for one of our upcoming faculty 
meetings. 

Statement of Principles for Athletics at UNC - see attachment 
Faculty working group on Athletics - goal is to open campus dialogue, hopefully 
bring people to campus and ensure that the Athletics Program operates in ways that 
enhance/complement the University’s core mission. 
Discussion/comments by some faculty. 

Adjournment 

The meeting adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Cindy Atkins 

The next faculty meeting will be held Wednesday, March 21st, 2012 at 3:00pro in Fetzer 201. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu.; 

Saturday, 9:50 PM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Meeting Atx~ut Stx~rt Business Track 

Hi Lowry Are you in to~vn this week? Thanks. 

I teach M~VF at 1:00 and on T/R at 12:30 

debby 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 7:13 PM, "Caudill, Walter Loww" <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>~Ihanks Debby. Great tu meet you today. I’m glad yuu are bringing the 
>sports business track forward It’s an great addition to the 
>entrepreneurial line-up at Carolina. 
> 

>I spoke with Liz~’ Hazeltine, who is our Internship Director in the 
>Mrnur. She will cuordinate with    and     (and the rest of us as 
>well)    and     were pretty pumped as we [e~ the meeting today 
>They were already talking about uther students that could help and the 
>variuus tasks that lie ahead to make this a reality 
> 

>I also checked on the Chancellor’s Faculty Entrepreneurial Bootcamp in 
>May. We have a slot available for yuu. It’s the week after graduatiun. 
>Monday,        ,hrough Thursday,        A furmal invitatiun will be 
>coming soun. I hope yuu can join us. It’s an incredible week with 
>faculty ffum all uver campus. 
> 

>I’d lure to have lunch. I’m uut of the country Friday,       thruugh 
>and then uut west through . A~ter that, my schedule 
>settles down. 
> 

>Regards, 
> 

>Lo~vry 
> 

>From: Stronran, Deborah L 
>Sunt: Tuesday, 6:40 P*i 
>To: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
>Subject: FW: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 
> 

>Hi Lowry. Thanks again for your support and comnritraent to nraking the 
>sport business track a reality. I am excited about the opportunity to 
>work with you. 
> 

>Let’s tly to do lunch soon[ 
> 

>debby 
> 

>Go Heels, 
> 

>Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>Engage. Explore. Empo~ver. 
> 

>919843.0336 
> 

> 

> 

>~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 
> 

>~Shallow uaaderstanding from people of good ;vill is more Iicustrating than 
>absolute misunderstanding Iicom people of ill ;vill.z MLK, Jr. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 



>b’rom: Verdier, Mi~thilde 
>Sent: Wednesday, 3:31 PM 
>To: Stewart, John F; Caudill, Walter Lowp)~; Stroman, Deborah L; DeSimone, 

>2               ~[ive.unc.edu;     @live.unc.edu; Osborne, Barbara J 
>Cc: Hazeltme, Liz~’; Shen, Tammy; Haithcock, Vicki P 
>Subject: Re: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 
> 

>Dear all, 
> 
>Thank you for sending me your responses and times of availabili~. It 
>appears that evet?~one is able to meet on           from 8:00 - 9:00am to 
>discuss the sport business track. The meeting will take place in the 
>Gardner Faculty Lounge (Gardner Room 211). Please add it to your 
>calendars[ 
> 

>Bet, 
> 

>Mathilde 
> 

>Mathilde Vcrdier 
>Program Assistant for Administration 
>Minor in Entreprencurship 
>Depmtment of Economics 
>Univclsit~- of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

>208 Suite, Gardner Hall 
>919.843.2689 
>w~’.ancemmor.org 
> 

>Project Coordinator 
>l~2XlC Social Itmo’,~ation Incubator 

>Campus Y 
>Univclsit~- of North Carolina-Chapel Hill http ://campus-y.unc. edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 18, 2012 3:50 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Items of Interest 

Minor in EP Action Steps 3.18.12.docx 

Hi Joseph. Let me know if we can chat this week to discuss the financial side of this proposal. Call me in the evening too if that works for you. 

See attached. Can we still promote, enroll, and offer the track for spring 20137 

Have to confirm that Economics wants this addition sooner than later... :) 

Thank YOU! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
C- 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 13 Mar 2012 12:14:00 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje¢t: RE: Items of Interest 

Khan academy was really cooL..g~eat 60 Minutes story.,..would love to catch up~ how is the minor e×tension to spo~t going? 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 11:02 AM 
To; DeSimone, .loseph M. 
Subject: ~: Items of In.rest 

Hi Joseph. D~d you see th~s p~ece on Khan? Aw~someH 

Let’s chat soon. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’Reb~ on vision i~tstead of rMes and procedures 1o guide you and your learn." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, March 11, 2012 8:31 PM 
To: EXSS Faculty 
Subject= Items of Interest 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->:l. <!--[endif]-->Khan Academy - http:!/www.cbsnews.comivideo!watchi?id=7401696n&tag=contentMain;contentAux (60 Minutes) 
Brilliant! Less lecturing and more interaction. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->2. <F-[endif]-->"lgnorance is Strength: (NY Times) - Fascinating look at the politics in funding education._ 
http://www.nytimes,com/2012/O3/O9/opinion/krugman-ignorance-.is-strength,html? r=2&rer=opinion 

Hope you enjoyed your break] 
debby 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Scier~ce 
315 Woollen--- Cg 8700 

Chapel Nil], NC 27599 
919.843.0336 



From: Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstroman@email.unc.edu~-- 

Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2012 3:53 PM 

To: ~gmaJl.com 

Subje~’t: Re: TPG 

Thanks Pete. Yes, we are still promoting TPG and ~vill be doing more over 
the next t~vo ~veeks The Sports Business Club is taking their annual trip 
to Charlotte and will attend the Bobcats game and career fair on the 30th. 
There still should be students interested in your event though We have a 
meeting tomon-ow and I will advertise and promote again. 

Hope to chat with you this week. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exssunc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; *ve must apply. Willing is not enough; we must du." 
(J. Guethe) 

On 3,"18/12 3:03 PM, @gmail.cum" < ~gmail cure> wrote: 

>tley Stro, 
> 

>Itow are you? Checking in with yuu regarding your students and ifyuu have 
>been able tu secure a few ]br us. We are getung very guod :feedback and 
>have an amazing event planned. We have 2 from UNC signed up thus far Was 
>huping fur at least 10. Can you help us with that? We have a new flyer 
>made if that wuuld help. Our new Sports Career Cunference page has the 
>updates and all pertinent inJbrmation. 
> 

>Let me knuw if there is anything ! can do from my end. 
> 

>Appreciate all uf your helpt 
> 

>When are yuu coming this way again??? 
> 
>Pete 
>Sent via BlackBercy- from T-Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:54 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Re: Leadership Applications and Org Chart 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Thanks = let me know if you need my assistance. We have been utilizing this process for the past four years. Let’s keep it going and ensure a smooth transition. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

F ro m: . .@__[ !v_. _e_ .__u__.n_ £_. e__d_. _u_ > 
Date: Sun, 18:48:00 +0000 

To @live.unc.edu>, 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~:          Leadership Applications and Org Chart 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi 

Attached are the leadership applications and organizational chart for this current school year. Please collaborate as a duo to create a new leadership application 

and org chart, based on your preferences for the upcoming year’s leadership team. You can feel free to make any changes/additions you see fit because it will be 

YOUR club! 

Please have the new leadership application ready to be sent out by next Monday, You should also have the org chart updated along with the 

leadership application so you can see what spots need to be filled. Students prefer to apply for specific positions based on their skills and interests, so it is helpful 

to have descriptive titles and a short description of the position’s roles. 

Once the applications are sent out, I would suggest a 2 week window for students to complete the application. We can have the positions finalized by so 

we can announce the new leadership team during our club Celebration Week. 

Please let me know if you have any questions! We can discuss this in detail at the exec board meeting on Friday as well. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Cell: 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:58 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne Allen <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 

<djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CSBC Meeting Monday and Celebration Week Speakers Announced! 

Hi. Friendly Reminder to tell your classes about tomorrow. Also, please note the Club’s Celebration week meetings. Save-the-dates! I may squeeze in one more meeting before 

then too. 

Thanks for your support! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’~ (J. Goethe) 

From: @email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, : :14:39:20 -0400 

To: <undisclosed-recipients:;> 

Subject; CSBC Meeting Monday and Celebration Week Speakers Announced! 

To: All Participants 

From: 

CSBC Members: 

EXSS Sport Admin Panel 

Our next club meeting is tomorrow at S:30PM in Fetzer 109. We have a special meeting planned with a panel of EXSS Sport Administration professors and faculty. Collectively, this 

group is one of the most knowledgeable, experienced, and energetic in the country! We are excited to host a panel facilitated by Dr. Stroman, who will address many issues and 

topics in sports business. You won’t want to miss out on the opportunity to interact with our panel and address any questions you may have. Please see the attached flyer for more 

details! 

Club Celebration Week 

We have also finalized our speakers for the club Celebration Week from April . Our four consecutive days of speakers will be: 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Gary Sobba, General Manager of Tar Heel Sports Properties at 5:30PM 

Amy Herman, UNC Associate AD for Compliance at 5PM 

Elizabeth Lindsey, President of Sports Consulting at Wasserman Media Group at 5:30PM 

Bubba Cunningham, UNC Athletic Director at 5PM 

*All meetings will be held in Fetzer 109. 

Bobcats Game and Career Fair Trip 

The club will be attending the Charlotte Bobcats game and career fair next Friday.          This trip will be a great opportunity to network with sports business industry 

professionals, learn about potential internships and jobs, and use your CSBC Business Cards! The price will be 520 current paid members, and .~25 for non-members. Please contact 

@live.unc.edu if you would Eke to attend! You can also speak with club leaders at the meeting tomorrow. We have a cap at 20 members, so reserve your 

space early to guarantee a spot! 

Thanks, 

CSBC President 

CSBC EXSS SA Faculty    .pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 18, 2012 3:59 PM 

Jeff < @yahoo.com> 

Re: Brainstorm 

Thanks Jeff! I will be in touch. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: Jeff Carmon <          .__@_y__a___h__9_o_=£_o__m__.> 

Date: Sun, 18 Mar 2012:13:11:35 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Brainstorm 

NCAA 
Afford athletes a program similar to fellowships that would provide them 

1. a mentor 

2. Exposure and opportunities to paid internships 

3. A stipend and 

4~ Psychological therapy with a private therapist of their choosing. A life coach 

Create NCAA approve non-agent attorneys to help students navigate the process and protect their rights. 

Acknowledge the fact that these students are been dumped into an academic environment that will require extra help and time be provided for the majority of the students. Then 

implement strategies. 

Put more minorities in positions of real authority. 

Have candid conversations about race during real solution seeking meetings. 

Sent from my iPhone 

With warmest regards, 

T. Jefferson Carmon, Ill Esq. 

THE CW LAW GROUP, PC 

3622 Lyckan Parkway 

Suite 5006 

Durham, NC 27707 

(919) 926-1785 x i telephone 

(919) 251-6650 facsimile 

Emaih jca rmon @cwlawgroup.com 

Website: www.cwlawgrqup.com 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (or in any 

attachment) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax-related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to 

another party any tax related matter addressed in this communication or in any attachment herein. 

This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain confidential information that is legally privileged. If you are not the 

intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the 

information contained in or attached to this message is strictly prohibited. 

If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone at (919) 926-1785, and destroy the original transmission and its 

attachments without reading them or saving them to disk. Thank you. 

On Mar 12, 2012, at 9:01 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, [ hope you can make this session with N.:_~c~-:~ra on Wedn~-:~sday at 5:30 p,m. (St:one Center), 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Eng~qe. Explore, EmDow~m 

919,843.0336 
<imageOOi~jpg> 

’£ely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 



From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 7:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] Questions for Jan 

Th~J~ks--good question. 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter~unc~edu 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, March 12, 2012 3:58 PM 

To-" Boxill, Jan 
Subject-" FVV: [faculty--athletics-forum] Questions for Jan 

Hi Jan. Here’s a question: 

"If the prominent NCAA Division I footbail and men’s bs~skel:ball players (who act{~a]iy see rneardngf{~ playing time) were more ~:han 90% Caucs~sh~n, 

would the COtE]~l:ry, S~:~.:)rt scholars, academics, ~mdior government offida~s be concerned ~bo{~t [he NCAA’s monopolistic governance over college 

sports? That is, does race rustler? Why or why 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, PhZ~. CL[J 

9:[ 9,843,0336 

<imageO03 

"Rely on vision instead of r~des and proced~res to g~ide yo~ and yo~r team." 

~m~ Jay Smith [mail~:iagsm~th@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, March 12, 2012 2:16 PN 
Te~ discussion 
Subject~ [facul~--athletics-forum] Questions for Jan 

Everyone on our list: 

Please consider sending an email to Jan ~mboxill@email.unc.edu) between now and Wednesday morning in which you pose a brief question 

or two that she might ask of Joe Nocera Wednesday evening. For Jan’s sake, try to keep them brief (50-~00 words?) and--to the extent 

possible--have them anticipate some of Nocera’s likely themes. Among the thirty or so I’d like to ask, I choose this one: 

" You and Taylor Branch have helpfully directed attention to the contrived nature of the "amateur" label that the NCAA has forced on athletes 

in the so-called revenue sports. Athletes are required to live like desert ascetics lest they sacrifice their eligibility to play. Is the requirement 

that athletes be full-time students equally oppressive? Doesn’t the myth of the "student" in the term student-athlete force a fraudulent 

identity on many athletes? One that places them in uncomfortable and sometimes untenable positions while simultaneously eroding the 

academic values of the University? "-.lay 

You a~e currently subscribed to ~culty--athletics-tbrum as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/n?id=48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6&n=T&l=facul/~’--athle~cs- forum&o=31052909 

(It may be neces~ m cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 18, 2012 4:02 PM 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Faculty/Staff golf league info 

golf league info.doc 

Thanks again for the mushy fun today. ;) 

See attached. Contact Frank if you want to join. The first week’s play is Tuesday because of a li[~htning warnin[~ last week. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’~ (J, Goethe) 

From: Frank Maynard <frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 28 Feb 2012 11:06:39 -0500 

To: Greg Forest <forest@amath.unc.edu>, Henry Lister < @bellsouth.net>, Yvonne Jennette. ~bellsouth.net>, Alan Feducda 

<feduccia@bio.unc.edu>, Emile Rossouw <emile rossouw@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU>, Lorne Koroluk <lorne koroluk@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU>, Mike McFarland 

<mikem@dewunc.edu>, Adam Carollo <carollo@emaikunc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman@email.unc.edu>, Henry Nowak 

<hnowak@email.unc.edu>, Joe Wall <jhwall@email.unc.edu>, Hap Kindem <kindemg@email.unc.edu>, Nash Herndon <nherndon@email.unc.edu>, Gall 

Grossman ~       @gmail.com>, Mark Pozefsky <~            ~gmail.com>, Steve Grossman <            @gmail.com>, Nancy Cidlowski 

@hotmail.com>, William Kaufmann <bill kaufmann@med.unc.edu>, Robert Currin <robert currin@med.unc.edu>, Soonyoung Rondinelli 

<                   @raSh.COrn>, Mark and Margaret Nusbaum ¯           @nc.rr.com>, Steve Restivo <       @nc.rr.com>, John Leydon 

<jleydon@northcarolina.edu>, Kent Robinson <Kent.Robinson@PROBUILD.COM>, Allan Porterfield <akp@renci.org>, Rob Fowler <rjf@renci.org>, Casey Miller 

<casey miller@unc.edu>, Ralph Raasch <Ralph Raasch@unc.edu>, Steve Shaw <steve shaw@unc.edu>, Trude Amick <trude amick@unc.edu>, Gary Stec 

<stec@uncaa.unc.edu>, Patricia Thompson <PThompso~)unch.unc.edu>, James Gaillard <igaillar@us.ibm.com>, Warren Evans <wevans@wunc.org>, Dawn Natole 

~yahoo.com>, Joe Durrance < ~yahoo.com> 

Cc= <dhepp@email.unc.edu>, <ajpierce@unch.unc.edu> 

Subject= Faculty!Staff golf league info 

Attached are the details of the golf league that will begin on Tuesday March 13th. 
You should receive the UNC mass email later this week, but thought I’d send this your way today. Feel free to pass the info along to any other Faculty/Staff member or a 

spouse there of who might be interested. 

Looking forward to another great league season and seeing you all soon. 

The golf course continues to be in great condition and our clubhouse renovation is in full swing. Follow the progress of the construction at the link below. 

http://oxblue.com/open/u ncaa/fi nleyclu bhouse 
Any questions or to sign up for the golf league just let me know. 

Many thanks! 

Frank 

Frank Maynard Ill, PGA 

Senior Assistant Golf Professional 

UNC Finley Golf Course 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Golf Shop (919) 962 2349 

Fax (919) 843 5974 

frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu 
GO HEELS!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 18, 2012 4:05 PM 

Kevin York ~gmail.com> 

Road Trip 

Hi Kevin. The Club is visiting the Bobcats on March 30th for the game and career fair. is it possible to get me three lower level (or decent) tickets for that night? Keep me posted as 

we get closer to the event. 

Thanks for trying... 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowin~ is r~ot enouBh; we must apply. Willir~g is not erlough; we mus~ do." (L Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

iTunes Raffle 

Hi I need a list of all the members who have purchased CSBC business cards. Thanks. Check with 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:17 PM 

@Nve.unc.edu> 

Re: iTunes Raffle 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon 01:12:19 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

Subject: RE: iTunes Raffle 

Hi: 

Attached is l:he lisl: of members who ~mn::hased (:SB{:: cards. 

Best, 

@live,unc,edu> 

T~e [iniw~rsity o[ Nort~ CaroliBa at Cha pe] HiI1, Class of 

(C) 

Froml Stroman, Deborah L [~_a_j_l___t#_;~!_s_~Lo__~_~_tl___c_=__e__d___t!] 

Sent: Sunday, : 9:08 PM 
To: 

Subject: iTunes Raffle 

Hi I need a list of all the members who have purchased CSBC business cards. Thanks. Check with 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Su nday, 10:40 PM 

To: I @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: site is live 

Attach: LASER Brochure .pdf; LASER Brochure pages.zip 

Hi The site looks good! Let’s meet this week so I may sha re my input. Please use the attached version of the brochure. 

The logo is nice. I think the text needs to be clearer though. Maybe go with a "thinner" font? 

What is your availability on Tuesday or Thursday after 2:30 p.m.? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 20:05:52 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: site is live 

Good afternoon, 

So I have the site live so you can take a look and make some notes of things you would like to change, improve upon or add. Hopefully there is some good in there too! Talk to you 

soon. 

Best, 

Intern, Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:41 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

CSBC EXSS SA Faculty .pdf 

Hi Thanks for your note. The next Club meeting is tomorrow and you can join then. Speak to any of the officers. See attached. 

http:!!studentorgs.unc.edu/ca rsbc/ 

What is your availability this Thursday after 2:30 p.m.? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: @email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 11:16:13 -0500 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I talked to you briefly after the CSBC meeting last night and you suggested that I set up and advising meeting. My schedule is very flexible so pretty much any time that’s good 
for you will work. Please let me know when you’d be able to meet! Also, I’m not sure if this was addressed in the meeting but how do I go about officially joining the club? I’m 
really interested and I’d like to get the ball rolling so I can get involved. Thanks so much and I look forward to hearing from you! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:43 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Schedule Change 

Hi I have a Sport Adm faculty meeting now scheduled for tomorrow at 1:45 p.m. How is your schedule at noon or at 4:00? 

We can always go with another day this week too. 

Sorry! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’~ (J, Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:50 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wtling is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <f~.t[~dinga left @cos.co~ > 

Date: Sun,           15:48:42 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dshot~s~#,b~n’~iL~t’~c,edu> 

Subje¢[: COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results: 

1 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) 

rt~rn÷r 2 
6 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 

United States Department of Health and Human Services 

(HHS) 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Sponsor: 

United States Department of Health and Human Services 

(HHS) 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) 



Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 

(HHS) 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Sponsor: 

United States Department of Health and Human Services 

(HHS) 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Sponsor: 

Pfizer, Inc. 

Advancing Science through Pfizer - Investigator Research 

Exchange (ASPIRE) (United States) 

Sponsor: 

United States Department of Health and Human Services 

(HHS) 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: March :[8, 20:[2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:19 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Schedule Change 

Okay. Thanks. I will be doing a presentation in Fetzer at 11:00 but should be back by noon. if not, hold tight a few minutes. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is no[ enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus[ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ,@gmail.com> 

Date: Sun, 23:17:31-0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Schedule Change 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Noon tomorrow works perfectly as well! Just let me know if anything changes. 

Thanks again and hope you had a wonderful weekend. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:42 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi . I have a Sport Adm faculty meeting now scheduled for tomorrow at 1:45 p.m. How is your schedule at noon or at 4:00? 

We can always go with another day this week too. 

Sorry! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 12:09 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@nnc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 221 Visit 

Okay. I APOLOGIZE agairu Hopefully, we can reschedufe before the semester is over’, 

I will be in touch! Have a great day. 

debby 

Go Heeb, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CL~J 

gn~]uL~e. ~xplore, Empow~r. 

9:19,8~3,0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 11:34 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 221 Visit 

Sorry, but I can’t speak to your class at I today. 

Tim Smith 

m: 

w: 919.843.6448 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 11, 2012, at 8:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

S u p*-’4 r ! "[’h a n ks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,O. CLU 

919,843,0336 
<image001 ]pg> 

~m: Smith, Tim 
S~[= Sundag, March 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 221 Visit 

Great. Go ahead and put me down for ~onday the 19th. 

All the best. 

Tim Smith 

m: 

w: 91_9.843.6448 

e: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 11_, 2012, at 1_2:54 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CI.,U 

Enggg~. Exph)t’~, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

<imageOO2.]pg> 

"Rely on vision instead of rubes and procedures to gtfide you m~d your team," 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent: Sunday, Hatch 11, 2012 12:53 PH 

Te= ’tdsmith@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subject= EXSS 221 Visit 

Hi Tim. Thanks again for agreeing to come visit my class this semester. The class meets on MWF at 11:00 a.m. in Woollen 303. This 50 

minute class is the introductory one for sport administration. We have already covered economics and finance and I always briefly 

review the importance of the Rams aub. If you would be so kind to come and speak on the Club, your role and background - that would 

be great! You will have - 30 minutes. If it goes longer or shorter, ~ can adapt. 

I have the next two weeks open as I will switch my lecture and presentation schedule for you. 

debby 

6o Heels, 
Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
[JNC - Exerdse and Sport Sde~ce 



Sport Administration Faculty - e 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolitm Black Caucus 

Advisor~y Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculW Advisor, Carolina Sports Busit~ess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 

315 Wooller~ - CB 8700 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599 

9:19.843,0336 
<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:27 PM 

~live. unc.edu-* 

I~E: Ivieeting 

Yes, come by "~ 3:50 p.m. I should be finished my meeting. If not, just wait a few. Thanks[ 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 
Dr. Stroman, 

’Rely" on vision i~s~ead of rules and procedures ~o guide you a~d your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 

11:31 AM 

Hi. I remember you saying you’re busy at 2, but will you be available some time between 3:30 and 4:30 to meet? It shouldn’t take too long. Let me know if a time around then 
works for you. Thank you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:12 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~W: Sports Busi TODAY 

CSBC EXSS SA Faculty 2012.pdf 

’~Reb~ on vision i~s~tead of rMes and procedures ~to guide you and your leamy 

From: Salyer, Sherry L [mailto:salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:04 PM 
To-" EXSS Undergrad list 
Subject-" [undergraduate] Sports Busi TODAY 
TODAY (previously sent out) 

See attached for the M         meeting of the Carolina Sports Business Club. 5:30 In :109 Fetzer 

~oin us as Dr. Stroman, The Club £~culty advisor, f~cilitates an open foPdm for students to engage the best instructors on cmnpus! Professors Cooper, Osborne, Southall, 

Turner, and Weight will share their insights on careers in the sport indusrtT and their recent research/academic projects. Come prepared to ask questions related to your iob 

search and issues in youth, college, and professional sport! Bring a friend! 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D~ 

Senior I.ecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

[?~-:~partment of {{>:ercise and Sport 

CB#8700, 211 r:etzer 

University o[: North Carolina sL Chape~ I-till 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fax: 9:19-962-0489 

Spring Adv~s~ngiO~[ice hours: 

Tuesd~lVs- 

Wednesdays----lO-,Ii:15 and I:I5--2:45 

ThursdaVs--:[:1:~- :12:15 

* -- You are cmTently subscribed to 

undergraduate as: k~.~t_!iR@ U__r_Lc_:.e_ .d__tb To unsubscribe send a blm~k 

emaJl to leave-31104952-20725646.67d0b60a634b194ace5322a39307c2t~(@Iistser~.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 7:21 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-*; Weight, EriaJme Allen <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 

<dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@nnc.edu>; SonthaJ1, Richard Michavd <sonthall@email.unc.edu>; Tnrner, 

Robert W. <rvCmrner@emaJl.unc .edu> 

I~E: CSBC Meeting Monday m~d Celebration Week Speakers Announced! 

Wow! Great stufL Thanks for sacrificing your precious evening to speak to the students. 

BIG Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn,qcN~, g’,~ptor~:~. ~’mpower, 

9:19~343,0336 

’Rely ou visiou instead of rules and procedm~es to gMde you and your team." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent-" Sunday, 3:58 PM 

To= Cooper, Co~; Weight, Erianne Allen; Southall, Deborah 3oy; Osborne, Barbara 3; Southall, Richard Michard 

Subject= ~: CSBC Neeting Nonday and Celebration Week Speakers Announced~ 

HL Friendly Reminder to tell your classes about tomorrow. Also, please note the Club’s Celebration week meetings. Save-the-dateM I may squeeze in one more meetin~ before 

then too. 

Thanks for your supportl 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

"KnowMg is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (1. Goethe) 

From: @ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, L4:39:20 -0~ 

To: <undisclosed-recipients:;> 
Subje~: CSBC Meeting Monday and Ce~ebration Week Speakers Announced! 

To: All Participants 

From: 

CSBC Members: 

EXSS Sport Admin Panel 

Our next club meeting is tomorrow at 5:30PM in Fetzer 109. We have a special meeting planned with a panel of EXSS Sport Administration professors and faculty. Collectively, this 

group is one of the most knowledgeable, experienced, and energetic in the country! We are excited to host a panel facilitated by Dr. Stroman, who will address many issues and 

topics in sports business. You won’t want to miss out on the opportunity to interact with our panel and address any questions you may have. Please see the attached flyer for more 

details! 

Club Celebration Week 

We have also finalized our speakers for the club Celebration Week from Our four consecutive days of speakers will be: 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday~ 

Thursday 

Gary Sobba, General Manager of Tar Heel Sports Properties at 5:30PM 

Amy Herman, UNC Associate AD for Compliance at 5PM 

Elizabeth Lindsey, President of Sports Consulting at Wasserman Media Group at 5:30PM 

Bubba Cunningham, UNC Athletic Director at 5PM 

*All meetings will be held in Fetzer 109. 

Bobcats Game and Career Fair Trip 

The club will be attending the Charlotte Bobcats game and career fair next Friday,          This trip will be a great opportunity to network with sports business industry 

professionals, learn about potential internships and jobs, and use your CSBC Business Cards! The price will be ~20 current paid members, and ~25 for non-members. Please contact 

@live.unc.edu if you would like to attend! You can also speak with club leaders at the meeting tomorrow. We have a cap at 20 members, so reserve your 

space early to guarantee a spot! 

Thanks, 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message click this link to 



access Messages for this site: _C__a___r__o_!!__n__a___S__~___o__F_t____B__u___s_!_n___e__s__s___L_’!__u___b.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 8:09 PM 

Sengupta, Sohini <~ngups@unc.edu> 

ILE: student who opted out over the weekend 

Thanks! 

debbv 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

From: Sengupta, Sohini 
Sent: Monday, 8:46 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
(::¢: Sengupta, Sohini 
Subject-" student who opted out over the weekend 

Sohini Sengupta, PhD, MPH 
Research Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
UNC-Chapel Hill, CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 
Tel: 919-966-1741 
Email: sengups@unc.edu 
http:i/cfe.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

Tracey Willimns (twilliaans@tmcaa.tmc.edu); ~gmail.com>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; dthornton@uncaa.unc.edu; Davis Whitfield ~davi~nchsaa.org> 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CSBC - You’re Invited! 

Hi All. Thanks again t:or your response. The Club decided to consider two dates for one more meeting before our annual Celebration Week. 

speakers include Amy Herman (UNCAA Compliance), Bubba Cunningham, Wasserman Media, and Gary Sobba (Tar Hee~ Sports Properties). 

Pret~y ppp[l~ee~zeee, are you available THIS 

preference bWednesday, . 

Thanks. 

debbV 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843.0336 

). Celebration 

at 5:(}0 p.m. for one hour? We would love to have ~:o speak to the students, If not, the second 

’g, ely on vision insteea:I of rues and procedm’es to gnide yo~ and yore’ team:’ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:16 PH 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; CSBC - You’re Invited! 
Importance: High 

Hi All. As the faculty advisor for the Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC), I am inviting (aka begging) you to join us as we wish to have our annual meeting to chat 

with former student-athletes about career choices. 

If you are not aware, The Carolina Sports Business Club is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport 

industry. Whether its youth, interscholastic, college, international or professional -The Club seeks to connect students to information and experiential education. 

We try to create or find out about activities and events to help them get more prepared for a career in this very competitive industry. 

http:iistudentorgs.unc~eduicarsbc! 

I thought of you (and Phil Ford who will be a repeat presenter) as a great choice to share your background and the various decisions you made or are making in your 

life. We will have a panel format and will give you the questions in advance. The meetings are in Fetzer and start at 5:30 p.m. for ~ 60 minutes. 

Please let me know your availability on: 

1. Tuesday, 

2. Wednesday, 

Thanks for your careful consideration. If you can’t join us, please let me know if you can refer someone else who would be willing to speak to these awesome 

students. ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Facul~" - e"~ -w~v, exss,unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

AdviseW Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculgv Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha l_,ambda 

315 Woollen--- CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9~9.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 11:27 AM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

CSBC Monday, 

Hi     Good news! We have two confirmations so far-I                   and Coach Tracey Williams (WBB). So we WILL have one more meeting before 
Celebration Week. ;) Thanks for stopping in to chat. 
Stay tuned. Don’t publicize anything yet though... 
Doc 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Adrrfinistration Faculty - e~ - w~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor mid It~ternship Coordinator 
Chai~; Carolina Black Caucns 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday,              11:28 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

iTunes Raltle 

Pick a number between 1 and 3_2. ;) 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Scier~ce 
Sport Admi~istration Facul~" - e~ - i:~X~y__&_x__s_f_~_uA_Lc_~_d_u__ 
EXSS Academic Advisor sad Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FacuDy Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 



FI~OlB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:30 AM 

ttaithcock, Vicki P <vph@email.u ~c.edu> 

Pdg: Items of Interes~ 

Eli Vicki. Thursday, aL 11:00 is fine. Thanks. Please call rne at 843.0336. 

Go Nee]s, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~033(? 

From: Haithcock, Vicki P 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 9:28 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
(::c: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Subject: RE: Items of Interest 

H~-:~llo Ms Strornan: 

Dr’. DeSimone can have a phone call on March 22nd from 11-12 and March 23rd fr’orn 8-IOor 11-12. Let me know H: any of these time sto[s work for you. 

Sincerely, 

V~cM 

V~cM P. H~ithcock 

~dmk~istr~[:ive A~sis[:a nt 

For Dr, Joseph M, DeSimone 

Department of Chemistry 

919-962-5468 

9:[9-962-5467 FAX 

F~m: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2012 11:44 PM 

T~: Stroman, Deborah L; Haithcock, Vicki P 
Subject: Re: Items of Interest 

Happy to. V[cki please set up a call for us to speak. Thanks. 

Joseph DeSimone 

On Mar 18, 2012, at 3:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joseph. Let me know if we can chat this week to discuss the financial side of this proposal. Call me in the evening too if that works for you. 

See attached. Can we still promote, enroll, and offer the track for spring 2013? 

Have to confirm that Economics wants this addition sooner than later... :) 

ThankYOU! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

C- 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !?_t__t_p___L/__/__e__x__s__s__:~_n___c_:_e___d__~_!/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply~ Willing is not enough; we must do." (.L Goethe) 

From: "DeSimone, Joseph M." <_d___e__s__Lm____o___n___e__@__e___m___a__!J_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Tue, 13 Mar 2012 12:14:00 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: items of Interest 

Khan ~c~derny was re~lly cool ..great 60 Minutes st.:_~ry, ..would k)ve to catch up, h.:_~w is the minor extension to sport going? 

Frem: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 20:!.2 11:02 AM 
To: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Subject: FVV: Items of Interest 

Hi .Ioseph. Did you see this piece on Khan? Awesome!! 

Ll:_!t’s cba[ soon, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah I,. S[-roman, Ph,D. CI,{J 

9I 9,843,0336 
<imageOO2.jpg> 

"Rely o~ visio~ instead of r~des and procedures to gt~ide yo~ and your team." 

From: stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, March 11, 2012 8:31 PM 
To: EXSS Faculty 
Subject: Items of Interest 



1. Khan Academy - http:!/www.cbsnews.comivideo/watch/?id=7401696n&tag=contentMain;contentAux (60 Minutes) Brilliant] Less lecturing 

and more interaction. 

"Ignorance is Strength: (NY Times) - Fascinating look at the politics in funding education. 

http://www~nytimes.c~m/2~3.2/~3/~9/~pini~n/krugman-ign~rance-is-strength.htm~?...r=2&ref=~pini~n 
Hope you enjoyed your break! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
UNC -- Exerdse m~d Sport Science 

335 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 
<imageOO3.jpg> 

<Minor in EP Action Steps 3.18.12.docx~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 12:16 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu) 

RE: iTunes Ra211e 

Okay. won the iTut~es card! ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EngiNe. E,~:~,lure, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: iTunes Raffle 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to g~,ide you and your ~eam." 

@live.unc.edu] 
$2:10 PM 

I pick 3... My favorite number! 

On at 11:28 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Pick a number between 1 and 12. ;) 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
L."NC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Facul~" - e:~ - ~,~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Aca d eraic Advisor and Intern ship Coordinator 
Chair; Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Cbair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Siena Npha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 
<imageOO:l,jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 2:44 PM 

Salyer, Shero’ L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Explore Carolina SCHEDULE 

.Just to confirm._ the last Explore Carolina [ have on my schedule is Monday, April 16th. [ am not available on the I8th or 20th. 

T h a n k 

"Rely o~ visio~ instead of r~fles and procedures to g~fide you m~d your team," 

Frerm Salyer, Sherry L 

Sent: Thursday, March ~5, 2012 4:36 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Explore Carolina on Monday, March :[gth 

Debby, 1 think this was is yours too, Just checked the room--still on for Cornwell room, 20I 

I=rem: Baum, Path/ 
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 20:[2 2:57 PM 
To: Baum, Patty 
Subject: Explore Carolina on Monday, March :[gth 

Hello everyone! 

This Monday, March 19th is our second Explore Carolina day. Thank you to all who participated in our first Explore Carolina session last month. I’ve sent this email 

to the main contact I’ve worked with on scheduling your session. If you have colleagues who are helping you, please forward this on to them. 

This Monday we have over 1500 people registered to attend (that’s students AND parents). Expect for attendance to increase a bit over the last Explore day, as we 

had 1100 people registered last time. Attached is the agenda for the Explore Carolina day next week Monday, March 19th. Meuse re~iew ~he agenda and remind a!i 

t~oseinyourdepar~men~w~oareinvo!~ed~it~tNspro~ramoft~e~imeand!o~a~ion 

If you need anything throughout the day, we will have folks in our office ready to take questions. The main admissions number is 919-966-3621. My personal cell is 

On behalf of Dave Meredith and Kendra Lawrence, thank you for all you have done and all you are doing to help us recruit the class of 2016! We’ll see you Monday. 

Best, 

Patty Baum 

www.ad m[ss[ons.unc.edu 

h tt#;!iwww.~out u be.corn/watch ?v=mjZ0ua N M kwk 
http L/Z’one~u nqedu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 4:01 PM 

Weight, Erianne Allen <eweight@email.unc.edw~; Sonthall, Pdchard MichaJrd <southall@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara J 

<sportlaw@nnc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@emaJl.unc.edw~; Southall, Deborah Joy 

q:lj sothll@em~Jd .unc.edtP~; Turner, Robert W. <r~vtume@em~l.nnc .edu> 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Pro-meeting meeting on Wednesday 

College of Arts Sciences Strategic Planning (2012-13) vl .docx 

Yes, I can come after class at 2:00 like Erianne. Can we start some of th~s d~alogue by enra~ to make our meeting more e~fR:ien[:? 

~ wH~ start.., see attached. Very ROUGH drat~. Ifyouhave dme, p~ease feel free to bu~d on the docurnenL and jusL keep renumber~ng the vers~orL ;) 

Thanks. 

d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
EnBu~Te. ,£xptore. Empow~r. 
9:19.843.0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~ and yore’ team:’ 

Frem: Weight, Erianne Allen 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 12:34 PM 
To: SouthMI, Richard Michard; Osborne, Barbara J; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah k; Johnson, Shelley H; SouthMI, Deborah Joy; Turner, Robert W. 
Subject: Pre-meeting meeting on Wednesday 
I believe Debby and I have class at 1:00. 1:55 would work for me tomorrow, but if yon want to strategize mthout me, to get the ball rolling at 1:00, that is fine with me! 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Stx~rt Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara J; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Johnson, Shelley H; Southall, Deborah Joy; Turner, Robert W4 Weight, Erianne Allen 
Subject: Re: Club Meeting on Monday 

I can meet tomorrow at that time. 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9:1.9.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9].9.962-6235 

UNC Spor~ Administration websi~e: 

CSRI webs~te: www.unc~eduicsd 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport webs~te: 

From: "Osborne, Barbara J" <s~ortlaw@tmc.edp> 

Date: Tue, 20 Mar 20~2 ~2:27:36 -0~ 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@ema~l.unc.edu>, Deborah Lynn Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Shelley Johnson <shj@erna~l.unc.edu>, Deb <d~sothll@ema~l.unc.edu>, 

Richard Southall <southall@ernail.unc.edu>, "Turner, Robert W." <rwturner@ema~l.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne Allen" <ewe~ght@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Club Meeting on Monday 

~’m without a car, but I can joh~ y’N~ by Skype ~f you want to meet. 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport 3dence 

Univers~:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27519 

Phone: 919,962 5173 

Ema~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m: Cooper, Co~ 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2022 8:33 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 3ohnson, Shelley H; Osborne, Barbara 3; Southall, Deborah 3oy; Southall, Richard MJchard; Turner, Robe~ W.; Weight, Erianne Allen 
S~bject: Re: Club Meeting on Monday 
Hi Everyone, 



Do we need to meet again tomorrow prior to the EXSS departmental meeting to discuss strategic planning initiatives? I know this was an emphasis for Kevin and this is something 

we probably need to get done. I am available after my classes at 1:00. Thanks! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27713 

cgcoo pe r ~ema!kunc.e du 

Founder of Elite Level Sport Marketing: 

iNi Description: 
Description: 

http://brando 

ncoDDernoll c 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (R. Sharma) 

From= "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 15 Mar 2012 15:02:49 -0400 

To= Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Johnson, Shelley H" <shj@email.unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara J" <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" 

<djsothll@ernail.unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michard" <southall@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Turner, Robert W." 

<rwturner.@email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne Allen" <eweight~email.unc.edu> 

Subjegt: Club Meeting on Monday 

Hi. Please consider giving some extra credit for attendance too. ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Admir~stration Faculty - e~ -~"ww.exss.unc,edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordir~ator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisow Board Chaic College Sport Research Institute 

FaculD" Ad~dsot; Carolina Sports Business C]ub & Sigma Alp~m gambda 

3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 

Ci~ape] Hill NC 27599 

91%843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 4:08 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu-~ 

Prig: Pre-tneeting meeting on Wednesday 

Thanks for YOUR leadership in taking the ini[iative to continue to build TEAM! ;) 

d 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empow~r. 
93%843,0336 

’Rely on vision insteea)l of rMes and procedm’es to snide yo~,~ and yore’ teamy 

F~m: Cooper, Co~e 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 20, 20~2 4:07 PM 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne Allen; Southall, Richard Mlchard~ Osborne, Barbara 3; Johnson, Shelley H; Southall, Deborah Joy; Turner, Robe~ W. 

Subje~t~ Re: Pro-meeting meeting on Wednesday 

This is a really ~reat start DI Thanks for puttin~ this to~ether. If we continue to have individuals add to this document, my ~uess is that we could probably just meet around 2:00 to 

shore this up and make sure we are all on the same page. Does this make sense to everyone else? 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 277~3 

~_~_~_~_~J_L~_~_~:~_~. 
Founder of Elite Level Spo~ Marketing: 

D~scription: 
http://bra ado 
ncoDD~rnoll c 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (R. Sharma) 

~rom: "Stroman, Deborah k" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 20 Mar 2012 ~6:00:30 

To: "Weight, Edanne Allen" <eweight@ema~l.unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michard" <southall@email.unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara J" <sporflaw@unc.edu>, Coyte 

Cooper <c~coo~er@email.unc.edu> "Johnson, Shelley H" <~_~i_~_~_:M~:9_~_9.>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" <~isothl~@email.unc.edu> "Turner, Robert W." 

Subje~: RE: Pre-meeting meeting on Wednesday 

Yes, I can come after class at 2:00 I~ke [r~anne. Can we start some of tNs dia~ogua by emai~ to make our meeting more efficient? 

~ wH] start,., see attached. Very ROUGH draft. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

:Deborat~ L1 Stroman, Pi)ID, CL]..] 

EngiNe. Explore. Empowen 

9:19.843.0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedures to g~,ide you and your team:’ 

From= Weight, Edanne Allen 

Sent= Tuesday, March 20, 2012 12:34 PM 

To= Southall, Richard Michard; Osborne, Barbara J; Cooper, Coy[e; Stroman, Deborah L; Johnson, Shelley H; Southall, Deborah Joy; Turner, Robert W. 
Subject= Pre-meeting meeting on Wednesday 

I believe Debby and I have class at 1:00. 1:55 would work for me tomorrow, but if you waJlt "to strategize without me, to get the baJl rolling at 1:00, that is fine with me! 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Stx)rt Administration 

The UniveBib" ofNortk Ca, olina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From= Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent= Tuesday, March 20, 2012 12:31 PM 
To= Osborne, Barbara J; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Johnson, Shelley H; Southall, Deborah Joy; Turner, Robert W,; Weight, Erianne Allen 
Subject= Re: Club Meeting on Monday 

I can meet tomorrow at that time. 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - (:ollege Sport Reaearch Institute 



Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Fax - 919,962-6235 
sour h~il (r~J emaii.u nc.ed u 

UNC Spot[ Administration websi[e: 

h tt p:i/e~ss:u~’,c.edu]~.]r~dua t e- ~ro~i~mnsjs~e<~a~k~nsjs~ort..~dm~n~st~t~onloverv~aw/ 

CSR~ Conference on Co~lese Sport webs~te: www.cst~confetence~or~ 

~rem= "Osborne, Barbara J" 

Date= Tue, 20 Mar 20~2 ~2:27:36 -0~ 

To= Coyte Cooper <c~cooper@ema~l.unc.edu>, Deborah Lynn Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Shelley Johnson <shj~Jema~l.unc.edu>, Deb <djsothll@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Richard Southall <southall@ernail.unc.edu>, "Turner, Robert W." <rwtumer@ema~l.unc.edu>, "Weight, Er~anne Allen" <ewe~ht@email.unc~edu> 

Subje~ RE: Club Meetin~ on Monday 

~’m without s car, but I can jo~n y’al~ by Skype ~f you want to meet 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercbe and Spo[t Sdence 

Univers~:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

~09 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8505 

Chapel ~, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:[9.962~5173 

Ema~k sportlaw~unc.edu 

~= Cooper, Co~ 
Se~t~ Tuesday, March 20, 20~2 8:33 
¯ e~ Stroman, Deborah L; Johnson, Shelley H; Osborne, Barbara J; Southall, Deborah Joy; Southall, Richard Nichard; Turner, Robe~ W.; Weight, Erianne Allen 
8~bject~ Re: Club Meeting on Monday 
Hi Everyone, 

Do we need to meet a~ain tomorrow prior to the EXSS departmental meetin~ to discuss strategic plannin~ initiatives? I know this was an emphasis for Kevin and this is somethin~ 

we probably need to ~et done. I am available after my classes at ~:00. Thanks~ 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 277~3 

~ounder ef Elite [e~el Spo~ ~arketin~= 

...... ~escr~pflon: 
http:Hbrando 

"Success is the masterful application o~ the fundamentals on a dailg basis" {8. Sharma) 

~mm: "Stroman, ~eborah k" <dstro~unc.edu> 

~ate: Thu, 15 Mar 2012 15:02:49 -0~ 

T~: Co~te Coo~er <cgcooper@ema~l.unc.edu>, "Johnson, Shelleg H" <sh~@email.unc.edu>, "Osborne, garbara J" <sporflaw@unc.edu>, "Southall, ~eborah Jo~" 

<d~sothll@ema~l.unc~e6u>, "Southall, 8ichard Michard" <southall@erna~lmnc.edu>, "Stroman, ~eborah k" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Turner, 8obert W." 

5ub~e~: Club Meeting on 

Hi. Please consMer giving some extra credit ~or attendance too. ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

UNC - Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

Spor~ Adm~nbtration Facul%~ - e~ - www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic AdN~or a~d Internship Coordinator 

Chai~; Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisor’ ~oard Cha~L College Sport Research Ius~tute 

Facul~ AdNsoL Carolina Sports 8us~ness Club & S~gma Npha Cambda 

3~5 Woollen - C~ 8700 

Chapel t-Iflg NC 27599 

9~ 9.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 4:10 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-* 

l~E: Pre-tneeting meeting on Wednesday 

Thanks. ;) Labor of love.., 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your {earn.’ 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent= Tuesday, March 20, 2012 4:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Pre-meeting meeting on Wednesday 
Thanks D! I appreciate everything you do for the program and the department! 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27713 

Founder of Elite Level Sport Marketing~ 

Description: 
...... Description: 

http://bra ndo 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (R. Sharma) 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 20 Mar 2012 16:07:45 -0400 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Pre-meeting meeting on Wednesday 

Thanks for YOIJR leadership 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of rules and procedm’es to guide you ar~.d you,’ team." 

From= Cooper, Coyte 
Sent= Tuesday, March 20, 2012 4:07 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne Allen; Southall, Richard Michard; Osborne, Barbara J; Johnson, Shelley H; Southall, Deborah Joy; Turner, Robert W. 
Subject= Re: Pre-meeting meeting on Wednesday 
This is a really great start D! Thanks for putting this together. If we continue to have individuals add to this document, my guess is that we could probably just meet around 2:00 to 

shore this up and make sure we are all on the same page. Does this make sense to everyone else? 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27713 

Founder of Elite Level Sport Marketing: 

~ ~ Description: ~ 

..... Description: 

http://bra ndo 

ncoDDernoll c 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (R. Sharma) 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 20 Mar 2012 16:00:30 -0400 

To: "Weight, Erianne Allen" <eweight@ernail.unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michard" <southall@emaiLunc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara J" <spor[law@unc~edu>, Coyte 

Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Johnson, Shelley H" <shj@email.unc~edu>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" <djsothll@emaiLunc.edu>, "Turner, Robert W." 

< _r._w_.t_ u__r_ .q e__r_@_.e_ m__a__[!.:u___n_ .c_: .e_ d__u_> 

Subject: RE: Pre-meeting meeting on Wednesday 

Yes, I can come after class at 2:00 like Erianne, Can we start some of this dialogue by ernail to make our meeting more efficient? 

I will start.., see attached~ Very ROUGH draft, If you have t -he, please feel free to build on the document and just keep renurnbering the version~ :) 

d 



Go t-lee]s, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

91%843,0336 

From: Weight, Erianne Allen 

’Reb~ on vision i~ts{ead of rMes and procedures ~o guide you and your learn:’ 

Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 12:34 PM 
To: Southall, Richard Michard; Osborne, Barbara J; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Johnson, Shelley H; Southall, Deborah Joy; Turner, Robert W. 
Subject: Pre-meeUng meeting on Wednesday 
I believe Debby and I have class at 1:00. 1:55 would work for ~ne tomonow, but if you want to strategize without me, to get the b~]l rolling at 1:00, that is fine with ~ne! 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University ofNortk Caacolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Southall, Richard Michard 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 12:31 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara J; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Johnson, Shelley H; Southall, Deborah Joy; Turner, Robert W.; Weight, Erianne Allen 
Subject: Re: Club Meeting on Monday 

I can meet tomorrow at that time. 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax- 919,962,-6235 

UNC Sport kdmiNstration webs~te: 

htt~://exss~unc‘edu/gr~duate-~r~gr~ms~s~ec~zat~ns~s~rt~admh~str~t~n/~verview/ 

CSR~ websRe: www.u~c.eduicsd 

CSRi Conference on College Sport webs~te: 

~rom= "Osborne, Barbara J" <sportlaw~unc.edu> 

Date= Tue, 20 Mar 2012 12:27:36 -0~ 

To= Coyte Cooper <c~cog~er@email.unc.edu> Deborah Lynn Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> Shelley Johnson <~_~j~_~_~g_~_:ME~,9_~_M.>, Deb <~jsothll@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Richard Southal~ <southall@email.unc.edu> "Turner Robert W." <rwturner@email.unc.edu> "Weight Erianne A~len" <ewe~ght@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~= RE: Club Meeting on Monday 

Vm without s car but I can jo~n y’aH by Skype ~f you want to meet. 

Associate Professor 

Exer’dse and Sport Sdence 

University of North Carolh~a 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 

Chapel H~H, NC 27S19 

Phone: 

~m~ Cooper, 
SeBt~ Tuesday, March 20, 20~2 8:33 AM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L; Johnson, Shelley H) Osborne, Barbara J; Southall, Deborah Joy; Southall, Richard Michard) Turner, Robe~ W.; Weight, Erianne Allen 
$~ject~ Re: Club Meeting on Monday 
Hi Everyone, 

Do we need to meet again tomorrow prior to the EXSS departmental meeting to discuss strategic planning initiatives? I know this was an emphasis for Kevin and this is something 

we probably need to get done. I am available after my classes at 1:00. ThankM 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina - Chape~ Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27713 

cBcooper@ema~l.unc.edu 

~ounder of Elite Level Spo~ Marketing= 

....... ~ ~scdpt~on: 
D~scription: 
http://bra ~do 

"Success is the masteffu~ apNication o~ the fundamentals on a dailg basis" (R. Sharma) 

~rom: "Stroman, Deborah k" <dstro@unc.edu> 

~ate: Thu, 15 Mar 2012 15:02:49 -0~ 

T~: Coyte Coo~er <cRcoo~er@ema~l.unc.edu> "Johnson, Shelley N" <~_~j_~2_~!~_[~:9_Eg:~_~_~.>, "Osborne, Barbara J" <~RRr_~J_~_~_@~_~9:2_~_g.>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" 

<disothll@email.unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michard" <southall~ema~l.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah k" <0~ro~:~0~>, "Turner, Robert W." 



<rwturner@email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne Allen" <eweight@email.unc.edu> 
Subject= Club Meeting on Monday 
Hi. Please consider giving some extra credit for attendance too. 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Scieuce 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - www, exss,unc,edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chaiz; Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvJsoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Iustitute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel t-Iill, NC 27599 
91%843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 6:55 PM 

Eric Montmss ~bellsouth.net> 

I~E: eric montross 

Hi Eric. Well, it is time again. ;) Are you available THIS Monday at 5:00 pm. for one hour? The Club is meeting at Fetzer 109 and we are having a panel of former student-athletes 

Thanks for ?’our consideration. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of roles and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2010 11:30 AM 
To: Eric Montross 
Sutzject: RE: eric montross 

Okay Thanks for your consideration I will keep you in mind [’or next year. 

The game was great AND disgusting, lol 

Debby 
On Tue, 6 Apt 2010 10:38:41 -0400, "Eric Montross" 

@bellsouth.net> 
wrote: 
> Deborah, I meant to email you earlier today, but have been washing the 
> Butler paint off my face. 
> 

> 

> 

> I have a baseball game that night at 6pro. Since I am the Head Coach of 
the 
> kids it would not do for me to be absent. The game schedule arrived 
> yesterday evening after we spoke, so I can only apologize. I hope it 
> xvill wurk out next time. Thartks Deborah. 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric Montross 
> 

> mobile 
> 

> @bellsouth.net 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~email.tmc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, April 05, 2010 10:30 A5¢I 
> To: ’Eric Montross’ 

> Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subject: RE: eric montross 
> Impoltance: High 
> 

> 

> 

> Hi Eric. I know- you are busy today and tomorrow. Any thoughts on this 
> invite?! Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 



> 919843.0336 

> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

> yardstick." (B Lemley) 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~,email.tmc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday-, March 29, 2010 9:50 AM 

> To: ’Eric Montross’ 

> Cc: dstro@unc.edu 

> Subject: RE: eric montross 

> hnportance: High 

> 

> 

> 

> Hi Eric. I can’t believe that time has flown by and we are closing out 

> another year of Carolina Sports Business Club. 
> 

> 

> 

> I haven’t forgotten you - especially- since your stellar performance 

during 

> the 100 year celebration game J - and want to invite you to join us as 

> a panelist on Monday, April 19th at 5:30 p.m. We are hosting our 

> annual Celebration Week and on that Monday we are having "NCAA Night." 

> Two reps (Nexv Media and Erfforcement) will be in town to discuss their 

> career path and job opportunities at the collegiate level. As a former 

> NCAA athlete, your participation would be great as it xvould add to the 

> experience of what former college athletes can do with their skills in 

> the job market. 

> 

> 

> 

> Please let me know and I will add you to the communications. 

> 

> 

> 

> I appreciate your careful consideration! 

> 

> 

> 

> See attached flyer. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage Empower. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Eric Mi)ntross [mailto: (~bellsouth.net] 

> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 5:17 PM 

> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 

> Subject: RE: eric montross 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah, 
> 

> 

> 

> I am sorpf [’or the late notice, but [ am unable to 

> attend tomorrow evening I had hoped it would work, but I am unable to 

> fred 

child 

> care. I hope I have the chance to help in the future. 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric 
> 

> 



> 

> Eric Montross 
> 

> mobile 
> 
> ~)bel lsomh.net 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~,email.tmc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 9:52 AM 
> To: ’Eric Montross’ 
> Subject: RE: eric montross 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks Eric. See attactm~ent. 
> 

> 

> 

> There is a chance we may also have a rep from Bank of America/Merrill 
> Lynch. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> I hope you can participate[ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 
> U~!C at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Spolt Science Dept. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> http://www.unc.edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Eric Montross [mailto: ~bellsouth.net] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 11:04 PM 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: RE: eric montross 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah, I am out of town without email [’or the rest of 
the 
> week. I hope to be able to come, but will have to confirm Monday. Who 
else 
> is attending? Thanks 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric Montross 
> 

> mobile 
> 
> .2))bellsomh.net 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, October 19, 2009 6:30 PM 
> To: ’Eric Montross’ 
> Subject: RE: eric momross 
> Importance: High 
> 

> 

> 

> Hi Eric. Thanks for your note. See the following irKormation regarding 
the 
> event. I hope you can join us as yota perspective is invaluablet 
> 

> 



> Let this note serve as an official invitation to be a part of our 
> Advisor Night Panel scheduled for this Tuesday, October 27, 2009 in Fetzer 109. 
The 
> event will begin at 6:30 pm for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 
> The official start, which is open to the entire student bo@, will 
> begin 
at 
> 7:30 and end at 9:00. We truly appreciate your time and talents, thus 
> if you have a limited schedule that evening please consider joining us 
> at 6:30 
and 
> stay as long as possible. 
> 

> 

> 

> This event is purposed to provide REAL WORLD insight in the world of 
> advising to professional athletes. Many of our students are interested 
> in careers in financial management, law- or public relations/corrmmni~" 
service 
> for athletes. Members of the Club have majors that vary from Exercise 
and 
> Sport Science, Economics, Journalism and Business depamnents! 
Regardless 
> of their choice of curriculum, Club members are passionate about sports! 
> 

> 

> 

> I xvill forward you sample questions as the format will start with your 
> introduction and a brief opening comment Then, we will go into Q&A on 
> various topics concerning advising athletes in the fields of la~v, 
finances 
> and PR Feel free to dress business casual 
> 

> 

> 

> Thank you very much for your consideration 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Debby 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> 

> L~NC at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
> 

> 

> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Eric Montross [mailto: O~bellsouth.net] 
> Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 10:30 AM 

> To: dstroman@email uric edu 
> Subject: eric montross 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah, 
> 

> 

> 

> I received the email you sent to Cynthia Stone in the 
> MBB office and would be interested in helping you on your panel. Feel 
> free to contact me at this email address as it seems to be easier than 
> catching voicemails. I am not certain as of yet that I would be 
> available, but wanted to check if anyone else had responded thus far 
> before I try to make this fit. ~Ihank you Deborah, 1 look forward to 
> talking with you 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric Montross 
> 



> mobile : 
> 
> ~be[lsouth.net 

[Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport ANninistration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 7:08 PM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@ema~l.unc.edu> 

ILE: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 

Thanks for your response Text or call me on Thursday afternoon when you finish. I will probably go to the driving range after 4:00 p.m. so I will be available. ;) 

If Thm-sday is filled, how about the Carolina Club at 9:00 a m. on Friday? 

debby 

C- 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely" on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:19 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 

Debby, 

Sorry [’or my delay. I was out Sunday and Monday I have UNC Board of Trustees meetings tomorrow beginning at 10 am until earl?’ afternoon on Thursday. I could meet with you earl?’ 
tomorrow morning in the 8:30 to 10 am window or after the BOT meeting on Thursday. Typically, the?" are over by 2:00 pm but our last one ran unexpecbedly til about 4 or so. I will also be 
on campus on Friday. I have a meeting in South Building ftom 11-12 I could meet with you bet’ore or after. 

Let me know what works. 

Lowry 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, 9:50 PM 
To: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
Subject: Re: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 

Hi Lowry. Are you in town this xveek? Thanks. 

I teach MWF at 1:00 and on TiR at 12:30. 

debby 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt’0:/iexss.unc.edu/Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; xve must apply. Willing is not enough; xve must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 2/7/12 7:13 PM. "Caudill, Walter Lowry" <wlcaud@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

>Thanks Debby. Great to meet you today. I’m glad you are bringing the 
>sports business track forward It’s an great addition to the 
>entrepreneurial line-up at Carolina. 
> 

>I spoke with Liz~/Hazeltine, who is our Internship Director in the 
>Minor. She will coordinate with ~ and     (and the rest of us as 
>well)    and     were pretty pumped as we left the meeting today 
>They ;vere alrea@ talking about other students that could help and the 
>various tasks that lie ahead to make this a reality 



> 

>I also checked on the Chancellor’s Faculty Entrepreneurial Bootcamp in 
>May. We have a slot available for you. It’s the week after graduation. 
>Monday,        through Thursday, ]       A formal invitation will be 
>coming soon. I hope you can join us. It’s an incredible week with 
>faculty l~om all over campus. 
> 

>I’d love to have lunch. I’m out of the country Friday,       through 
> and then out west through After that, my schedule 
>settles down. 
> 

>Regards, 
> 

>Lo~vry 
> 

>From: Stroman, Deborah L 
>Sent: Tuesday, 6:40 P_’vl 
>To: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
>Subject: FW: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 
> 

>Hi Lowry. Thanks again for your support and commitment to making the 
>sport business track a reality. I am excited about the opportunity to 
>work with you. 
> 

>Let’s tly to do lunch soon[ 
> 

>debby 
> 

>Go Heels, 
> 

>Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>Engage. Explore. Empo~ver. 
> 

>919.843.0336 
> 

> 

> 

>~The power to question is the basis of all human progress." 
> 

>~Shallow understanding Ii~om people of good will is more frustrating 
>than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will.z MLK, Jr. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>-----Original IVlessage ..... 
>From: Verdier, Mothilde 
>Sent: Wednesday,                  3:31 PM 
>To: Stewart, John F; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L; 
>DeSimone, Joseph M.; @live unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; Osborne, 
>Barbara J 
>Cc: Hazeltme, Liz~z; Shen, Tammy; Haithcock, Vicki P 
>Subject: Re: Upcoming Meeting About Sport Business Track 
> 

>Dear all, 
> 
>Thank you for sending me your responses and times of availability. It 
>appears that eye,zone is able to meet on           from 8:00 - 9:00am 
>to discuss the sport business track The meeting will take place in the 
>Gardner Faculty’ Lounge (Gardner Room 211). Please add it to your 
>calendars[ 
> 

>Bet, 
> 

>Mathilde 
> 

>Mathilde Verdier 
>Program Assistant for Administration 
>Minor in Entrepreneurship 
>Department of Economics 
>Un 1versity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
>208 Suite, G ardner Hall 
>919.8432689 
>www.unceminor org 
> 

>Project Coordinator 
>UNC Social Innovation Incubator 
>Campus Y 
>Un 1versify of North Caro lina-Chapel Hill http://campus-5: unc. edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesda~y 7:27 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Hello Dr. Stroma~’. 

Please wait until I annout~ce the assigt~rnet~t in class. That~ks for being proactive. ;) 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rubs and procedures to guide you a~d your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 

7:27 PN 

Hello Dr. Stroman. I noticed that reaction paper 2 is due a week from today. What is the topic? I went to the calendar on sakai and clicked the link, but there were not any 
instructions as how to write it. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 7:32 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

@keuan- flagler.uuc.edu) 

RE: CSBC Mouday, 

Hi Please create a flyer t:or Monday. Star[ researching the following confirmatior~s (picture, title, etc.) and send me the copy in Word formal 

How about a title of "Life After Sports --- Career Tips from Athletes"? 

Sue Walsh (Rams Club) 

Tracey Williams (Wgg) 

Monday --- 5:00 p.m. Fetzer I09 

Still working on one more_. 

Note: Phil Ford is out of town that day. If he makes it back, he will text me and join 

From:              [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: CSBC Monday, 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

’Rely on vision insteg.:I of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~ and yore’ team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
2:17 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 

Thanks for letting me know! That is great news! Please keep me posted if we finalize the date, time, and speakers so we can go ahead and prepare for the meeting. Talk to 
you soon! 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

ExeroJ se and Sport SoJ enee- Sport Admi n~ stzation 

Kenan-N] agl ez BU siness School 

Casolina Sport Business Club- 

Cell : 

Ema~ i : @ ] J v@. un,s. ed L1 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:27 AM 
To’, 
co,, .,%k_e__n___a__n__:_f_!_a__gLe__r_=_u__t_Lc_=_e_~!_u_) 

Subject: CSBC Monday, 

Hi    . Good news! We have two confirmations so far -                   and Coach Tracey Williams (WBB). So we WILL have one more meeting before 
Celebration Week. ;) Thanks for stopping in to chat. 
Stay tuned. Don’t publicize anything yet though... 
Doc 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Scier~ce 
Sport Administration Faculb" ~ e~ -w~v.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor arid Internship Coordinator 
Cha~L Carolina Black Caucus 
Adxdsory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculgv Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 



~e~t: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT"/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:48 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILS: Interview Questions 

Hi       Sorry for the delay, Your’ questions are great! Have fun and smile, 
Dr, Stroman 
Go 
Deborah L, Stroman, P~,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Interview Questions 

Dr. Stroman, 

’f~ely on vision instead of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:22 PM 

These are my interview questions that I created, 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 6:58 PM 

~live.nnc.edu-* 

I~E: Meeting Time This Week 

Hi 3:00 tomorrow? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Rely" on vision i~s~ead of rules and procedures ~o guide you a~d your {earn? 

@live.unc.edu] 

11:27 PM 

Subject; Meeting Time This Week 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Do you have any free time either Thursday or Friday for me to call or stop by your office to discuss what parts of my research I should include in my abstract for the 
Celebration of Undergraduate Research Symposium?     shared with me that the department will supply us with the materials we would need to make our posters for the 
presentation. However, 3[ just wanted to get your input on the abstract since it has to be submitted by this Sunday, 
Thank you, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Office: 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email,unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 11:33 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

CSBC Consideration 

Hi Please review this possibility after classes are over for next year. 

http:iifundraisingforsports.com! /03/trivia successiindex.html 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply~ Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 10:55 AM 

@kenan- flagler.uuc.edu); ~live.unc.edu) 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Club Flyer 

CSBC EXSS SA Facul~ :loc 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC --- t~xercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e3 - v,~,w.exss.unc,edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor m~d Internship Coordinator 
Chai~; Carolina Black Caucns 
Adv~soW Board Chair; College Sport Research Ins~tute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & S~gma Npha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:l%843,0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

7:53:29 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Declined: Tomorrow’s meeting. 

Daily Grind 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:00:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 

Hi . Let’s reschedule for next week. I just got asked to speak to a recruit. ;) 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

,~!e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Flyer for 

CSBC Flyer - Club Meeting pdf 

Super! See attached. Thanks again Great work. 

Let’s promote like craW. We don’t have much time. ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ,@jive.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Thuxsday, 4:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Meeting Flyer for 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is the flyer for the meeting on Monday. Let me know if I need to make any changes or if we get another confirmed speaker. Also, I wasn’t sure whether or not to include the bit 
about Phil Ford possibly making an appearance. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:55 PM 

Berry, Marcus D <benymd@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

CSBC Flyer - Club Meeting 03 26 12.pdf 

Please tell your baflers to show up[ ;) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:54 PM 
To: Sackaroff, Jeffrey Craig; Boxill, Jan; Cricket Lane (cricket@uncaa.unc.edu); Salyer, Sherry L; Cooper, Coyte; Johnson, Shelley H; Osborne, Barbara _1; Southall, Deborah 
Joy; Southall, Richard Michard; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Weight, Erianne Allen 
Subject: FW: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 
Please pass the word.,, 

Tha~ks! 

Go Heels, 

Dehorab L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedures to gMde you and your team," 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Tracey Williams (twilliams~c~uncaa.unc.edu); Walsh, Sue; @gmail.com>, ~qmail.com) 
Subject: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

See attached. Thank YOU ! 

Phil Ford may or may not make the meeting. He has an appt. in Charlotte and may run late. I am still waiting confirmation on one more panelist. 

Please tell student-athletes to join us! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL[J 

UNC --- Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - e; - v,~-w.exss.unc,edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~5 Carolina B~ack Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair; College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~grna Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

91%843.0336 



Wla.en: Monday~ March 26m - 5:30 pore. 
Where: Fetzer 1.09 
Contact: tla.eclub@unc.edu 
Website: la.ttp://smdentorgs.unc.edu/carsbc/ 

Join us as three, fbnner super college athletes share their stones and discuss how they made 
~:ansition fFom college athle, te to business professional, We are hor~ored to have Sue Walsh. (Rams 
Club), f<:mner UNC swknmer and ter~--{:ime n;:t6::)nal d~am.pior~; 

so~R~a11 at UNC--Pembroke. Com.e prepared to ask questions and learn abou~ college atEletics and 
sport ~ndustU. Bing a f}iend! 

** LAST meeti~g before Celebratkm Week -Aprl.1 9-12! ** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

FW: FACEBOOK & TWITTER 

Please call Ms. Law todaL She needs help linking the Twitter’ {Hatchel[) to the Facebook site. Let me I<now if you get stuck or~ rnakir~g this happen. 

Thanks! 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and proce&~res to guide yo~ and yo~r team." 

From-" Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 10:23 AH 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Fwd: FACEBOOK & ~A/1-FTER 

Hello Deb. do you know how to link coach hatchells twitter to her camp website. 
> > > Sylvia Hatchell <sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmaikcom >          9:46 AM > > > 

Tracey, 

Checking on the status of Facebook and Twitter for Coach H. What do I need to do to get it linked to her online website. 

Jean Law ,~ Camp Administrator 

Sylvia Hatchell’s Basketball Camp /Carolina’s Finest Team Camp 

www,u ncgirlsbasketballca raps.corn 
~.u_w_Aa_ r_h__~_e_Lb_Lu_ .e_: c__q. _n:! 

PO Box 2411 

Chapel Hill, NC 27~1~ 

Office: 919 942 9208 Fax: 919 968 3719 

Philippians 4:13 ......... I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson: "Make the most of yourself, for that is all there is of you." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:45 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: FACEBOOK & TW1TTER 

ExceflenL! Tbanks~ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah [,, Stroman, Pb.:D. CLU 

9:~ 9.843.0336 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and proce&~res to guide yo~ and yo~r team:’ 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:45 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah I~ 
Subject: RE: FACEBOOK &TWITTER 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
~ just spoke with Ms. Law. She is getting me in touch with the company that runs the camp website, and I’ll share the HTML codes for Twitter buttons and widgets (a section that 
would show Coach Hatchel[’s most recent tweets) with them. 
Let me know if I can help with anything else! 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:25 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: FACEBOOK & TWITTER 

Hi . Please call Ms. Law today. She needs help linking the Twitter (Hatchell) to the Facebook site. !et me know if you get stuck on making this happen. 

Thanks! 

(30 Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, PhZ), CLU 

919.843,0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yon and yore" team:’ 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, I 10:23 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: FACEBOOK & ~W1-TTER 

Hello Deb. do you know how to link coach hatchells twitter to her camp website. 
> > > Sylvia Hatchell <-s-y--~-a--h-a--t--c-b~--s~-b-a~-s--k-~-Lb--a-~[-c--a-~r-:n-~p~-@-b~-~-~-~La--[Lc-£4~!>           9:46 AM > > > 

Tracey, 

Checking on the status of Facebook and Twirter for Coach H. What do I need to do to get it linked to her online website. 

A BR(,’..C,,’~UR{} CAN ,~K} L.’.Gc’,.~’vN{DAL’:.’EL.". AT Ei;YNER C....’= THE W{-!BS:{T,~}5 

BOTH TEAM CAMPS ARE IN JUNE. TF~,M CAMP #1 AND TEAM CAMP #2 

Sincerely, 

Jean Law 
Jean Law ~ Camp Administrator 

Sylvia Hatchell’s Basketball Camp / Carolina’s Finest Team Camp 

www.u ncgirlsbasketballca mps.com 
www.tarheelblue.com 

PO Box 2411 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office: 919 942 9208 Fax: 919 968 3719 

Philippians 4:13 ......... I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson: "Make the most of yourself, for that is all there is of you." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)c> 

Friday, 11:46 AM 

Tracey Williams (twilliam@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: FACEBOOK & TWFITER 

You ask,, you get! ;) 

Thanks. 

’Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you af~.d your team." 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:45 AM 
I"o: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: FACEBOOK &TWITTER 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
[ just spoke with Ms. Law. She is geeing me in touch with the company that runs the camp website, and T’II share the HTNL codes for Twitter buttons and widgets (a section that 
would show Coach Hatchell’s most recent tweets) with them. 
Let me know if I can help with anything else! 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:25 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: FACEBOOK & TWITTER 

Hi , Please call Ms. Law today, She needs help Unking the Twitter (Harebell) to the Facebook site. Let me know if you get stuck on making this happen, 

"l"h a n ks [ 

Go Heels, 
Debora~ L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~WrL¢¢, .gxplore. Empow~r, 
9:19Y343,0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:23 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: FACEBOOK & TWITTER 

Hello Deb. do you know how to link coach hatchells twitter to her camp website. 
> > > Sylvia Hatchell <.s-~-[g~-a--!La--t--c-!!-~---[Ls---b--a--s-.L<-~-t--b---a-~--c2~-E!p--~-!K4-t-r-.-~--a-jj.&~-.r-.-~.> .         9:46 AM > > > 

Tracey, 

Checking on the status of Facebook and Twitter tbr Coach H. What do I need to do to get it linked to her online website. 

A g.,ROC}-~U,<tE (;AN BE DO’,..,"v’Ni.O.:~,DED .e,T E?i{,,’t}Tt OF {?-{E WEgS}71ES L?ISIED BELOW, 

BOTH TEAM CAMPS ARE IN JUNE, TEAM CAMP #1 AND TEAM CAMP #2 

Sincerely, 

Jean Law 
Jean Law ~ Camp Administrator 

Sylvia Hatchell’s Basketball Camp /Carolina’s Finest Team Camp 



www, tarheelblue.corn 

PO Box 2411 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office: 919 942 9208 Fax: 919 968 3719 

Philippians 4:13 ......... I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson: "Make the most of yourself, for that is all there is of you." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:19 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@ uncaa.unc.edtr> 

RE: FACEBOOK & TW1TTER 

Can we get your team to come out and hear you speakon Monday? ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah [,, Stroman, 

9] 9.84,3,033(5 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procednres to guide yon and yonr team:’ 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, :[2:04 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: FW: FACEBOOK & "I~/1TTER 

awesome that is great! Thanks for all of your help Deb, 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc,edu> 11:46 AM >>> 

You ask_ you get[ ;) 

Thanks. 

Deborah [,, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

9] 9.84310336 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procednres to guide yon and yonr team:’ 

From: [mailto: @live.unc,edul 
Sent= Friday, :[:[:45 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: FACEBOOK &-i-VVITTER 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
[ just spoke with iris. Law. She is getting me in touch with the company that runs the camp website, and I’ll share the HTNL codes for Twitter buttons and widgets (a section that 
would show Coach Hatchell’s most recent tweets) with them. 
Let me know if I can help with anything else! 
Thanks, 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday 11:25 AM 

Subject= FW: FACEBOOK & TWITTER 

Hi . Please call Ms. Law today. She needs help linking the Twitter (Hatchell) to the Facebook site. let me know if you get stuck on making this happen. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah D Strornan, PtLD, CLU 
Em,7,:~{,~e. ~’.~:p~o~e. Empower. 
9] 9.843,0336 

’Rely on vision insteg.)l of rMes and procedm’es to gnide yo~ and yore" team." 



F~m: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:23 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: FACEBOOK & ~AII-TTER 

Hello Deb. do you know how to link coach hatchells twitter to her camp website. 

> > > Sylvia Hatchell <sylviahatchellsbasketballcamp@hotmail.com >          9:46 AM > > > 

Tracey~ 

Checking on the status of Facebook and Twitter for Coach H. What do I need to do to get it linked to her online website. 

BOTH TEAM CAMPS ARE IN JUNE. TBa~M CAMP #1 AND TEAM CAMP 

Sincerely, 

Jean Law 
Jean Law ~ Camp Administrator 

Sylvia Hatchell’s Basketball Camp / Carolina’s Finest Team Camp 

www.u ncgirlsbasketballca mps.com 

w__w~._v_:_ta_E!]_e_~J.b_J~_[e_._c_o__r_’0. 
PO Box 2411 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office: 919 942 9208 Fax: 919 968 3719 

Philippians 4:13 ......... I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson: "Make the most of yourself, for that is all there is of you." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:31 PM 

~live. unc.edu-* 

I~E: EXSS 

should be here. I have a meetir~g ir~ W310 at 3:00 p.m. I won’t join the meeting until 3:30 though. 

From-" 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dr, Stroman, 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you al~d your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 

11:16 AN 

Hi. Is there any chance you have time around 3 pm to meet for a moment? I have a quick question that would be easier to ask in person if you’re available. Let me know if that 
is possible. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 12:39 PM 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email .unc.edu-*; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Salyer, Shen? L <salyer@emaJl.unc.edu;~; Prentice, 

Willian E Jr <prentice@emal.unc.edu>; Battaglini, Claudio Lu~ <claudJo@email.unc.edu;~ 

I~E: Cuniculum Committee - Entrepreneurshp Minor 

Thanks Atain! 

:1.. Experiential Ed is part of one of their assignments, So it is already included in the course requirements, I note and explain the concept on the syllabus so 

that the students win have a written understanding of the term when ~ start speaking about it on the first day. 

2. f haw~ seen bo~:h w~rskms used [or # 2, ~ just prefer the letter grades. In rny e>:per~ence students rnore readily unders~:and a letter grade to reflect l:he~r 

partidpatkm, When Ido my [ina] grades ~n E>:(:e~ I ~:hen convert: those le~:~:ers ~:o po~n~:s. 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to g~fide you and your team," 

From: Aguilar, Alain J 
Sent; Friday, March 23, 2012 12:31 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 3; Salyer, Sherry L; Prentice, William E 3r; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Subject; RE: Curriculum Committee - Entrepreneurshp Minor 
Debby, 
It looks awesome and interesting. T have two comments for your consideration 
1. On page 2 under "course requirements", you show the breakdown of points from 4 graded items. However, below that, there are 5 items you explain. It looks like 
"Experiential Education" is explained, but not accounted for in the listed breakdown of points. 
2. I like the participation grading grid. However, would it be better to use a points system (i.e. 10 points, 9 points, 8 points, etc) instead of letters (A,B,C etc)? Using points may 
help clarify what their participation grade would be. For example, if participation is 10% of their final grade, then in order to get the full 10%, they must "Activly 
engage/support peers, be prepared, participate in discussion, commnicates advanced level of dialigue,etc". If they are rarely prepared and participate (i.e. a ’D’) then they get 
6% instead of 10% 
I hope that makes sense. 
Everything else looks great! 
Alain 
Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES/CPT/PES, CSCS 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration Director 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 

(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
Office Hours: MWF 10-12 Woollen 314 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 12:13 PM 
To; Osborne, Barbara J; Salyer, Sherry L; Prentice, William E Jr; Aguilar, Alain J; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Subject; Curriculum Committee - Entrepreneurshp Minor 

Hi All. I wanted to give you a heads up on a developing project for EXSS. As you may know, there is a major Entrepreneurship initiative on campus and I have been 

asked to spearhead the addition of Sport to the Entrepreneurship Minor program. The program is a College of A&S offering through the Economics department. 

._h__t__t_P__~/J____w____w____w__:__u___n__c___e___m___{_n__Q__r_:__o__r_U__ 
The [ntrepreneurship syllabus that we previously approved for the F¥S is the one that we will need to review and approve again for usage. I made V[R¥ SLIGHT 

edits to reflect the expectations and capabilities of first-year vs. upper class students. See attached. 

Our participation in the Minor will hopefully begin in the spring of 201~. Kevin has to work with the [CON coordinator to finalize and accept the commitment for 

our departmenL The Minor actually begins in the fall semester with student enrollment in [CON courses. 

Please take a look at the syllabus again and let me know if you have any edits and/or comments. I will tr7 to stop hy your offices next week to chat more, as 

necessary. 

Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chah; Carolir~a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Busir~ess Club & S~grna Alpha Larnbda 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"<<;; ~:,’.~’,,",~ s,<g,~’(~~ .,’9,~:,’.~ ,e:,<:~.r~(~~ <,’,[ .t,-:,’,~ <,.~,:,’,.,<.,q,<7 w<~n~" .,,t~:,’, :e.~" ,c<.’,:~’en~" wh’.!~ ~,’,<~ s’,.,<.,<<~,’,,%1"%.~:,’.~ ki~",,d ~:d< s<.’<~<,’,f <,’,~,’,c,fy~.~ ~f,’.<~.~ ,<~"(~,<~.!.~ m, esefy wh’.!-~ <~<.}<?~u<:~s ,~:n-~d d<.-,e.¢ ~=’.<,’d 

,!~&,,’,,<-t b.’; L ,~,°i<,,*,~., ,,,L,<-, 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:46 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

I~W: The Old Normal on Tuition? / Cotnpletion and Quality -- INSIDE HIGHER ED Weeldy Update -- 

’Rely" on vision i~lstead of rules and procedures to guide you ai~d your {eam." 

From: Inside Higher Ed [mailto:newsroom=insidehighered.com@mai1257.us2.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Inside Higher Ed 

Sent: Friday, 10:06 Alvl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: The Old Normal on Tuition? / Completion and Quality -- INSIDE HIGHER ED Weekly Update -- I 

ttello. News on our site this week explored the implosion of the presidency of a high-profile university, the 

implications of surprisingly large tuition increases by several elite universities, and a fh’st-of-its-kind 

analysis of faculty pay around the world. And we hwitc you to participate in an April 16 audio contLq’ence 

on best practices in evaluating faculty and staffmembers. Click here to register or find out more. 

Wait~ [sn°t This the Old Norma~?    ×~ 
Big tuition hikes at elite private institutions contradict 

the notion that colleges are focusing on reining in 

sticker price to make education afi:ordabie 

Completio~ and Qualitg at CUNY 
Faaulty groups at CUNY sue te fight genera[ 

obsession w~ bad to weaker aaademic rigor 

H~gh school dropouts used [o be able to qoa~fy for 

federal grants and loans based on a basic akiiia 

teat Thai ends in ,July, and community coiieges are 

worried about what w~l happen to these students 

New Ru~es for Nealth P~ans 

Religious colleges will haw~ to offer free 

contraception on student health plans under new 

regubtions that also ehminate benefit c~ps 

Off Trac~ 

teach more than is the norm, and take on more 

because she hasn’t publiehed enough? And why do 

ao rnar!y people know someone with this story? 

Ge~inq Their Money’s WoAh 

Lasell College mandates [hat all ~aculty uee bask; 



discussien of traditional ceiie(je.s, LMS usage and 

[he "data revolution " 

Stre~ Throat a~ Bee~ 
Ne matter if ~hey hav~ a aough or sprain, studen~e 

are bein~ quizzed by ceIIe~ es s~bodt their ak~ohol 

consumption Health officiels s~y it’s ~ w~y to target 
risky behavior, 9ut some students are pee,~ed. 

First-ofqts-~ind analys~s compares purchas~n~ 

power of p~ofessors at public m~ive~sities in 28 

countries. U S is ~opped by ( erder) Canada. ~a~y, 

South Africa and Indh~ 

Beyo~d Awkward Sile~ce 

cyberbullym9 But 11: also show~d what can happen 

QUICK 

Apply for the 2~}:~ 2 ]~H~’~<~y ][~t~t~t~’ o~i ~ [~ghel" ~*~c~:i~ for higher education leaders. 
Focus: the essential characteristics of major research universities. July 9-13, Berkeley 
cam pus. 

Mak~n~ Peace w~th the NOAA 
AHen Saak a k)ngtime ari[k~ ef ~he college sporl:s overeeer, says ~he adoption ef mul[iy~ar scholarships fer 

athleb~s is a game-.changing reform for players. 

A~#or~thm of a Salesma~ 

A straightfolvvard problem in mathematics remains unsol,/ed, even with a $1 m~lhon prize for whoever solves it 

Sco~ McLemee thinks attention must be paid 

The Prison-House of D~ta 

The fieid of digital humanities ~s Hmited and marginalized by the perception that it’s s~mply about dat~, Noah 

Warddp-Fruin writes 

R~ck 8~ntorum’s critiques e~en~t helpful to the conseD,~ative ~cademics he says need suppolt, writes one o~ 

them, M~tthe,,~’ Woessner 

CAREER 



The Te~h ~vvy Preside~cy 

YouTube to the Rescue 

You don’t have to be a digi~a~ native to add video to your c~asaes, writes Rob We}r. who e~pia}ns how b) do so 

The Most ~po~ant Question 

Kathryn Hume says you need to focua on [he match bebv~en v )u and the specFic deparl:ment and }nstRubon, 

These days Vm a ii~ie obsessed with Moneyball, the book and the film. Michael Lewis’s story of the 

transformation of the Oakland A’s through data-driven dec~sion-makhng and a commitment to rethinking the 

Bologna Proaess (whk:h is fueling the esl:ab~}shment of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA)), and Rs 

cousin the European Researah Area (ERA}. This is because the 2012 Buchares~ Minisb~dal Conference, wh}ch 

,M~ be he~d m Bucharest, Romania~ on 12-!3 April, is the setting for two key gathering that stir up analyses. 

Bak~g Your Way to Candidacy 

Whether you’re }nl:e bread pastries, cookies, soups sauces, casseroles, or other de~}{ htru1, delectable, and 

preferably time-consumhng sundries, ebborate cooking prelects can be a welcome d~strsction from those 

towers of books scattered and stacked precariously around your liven9 qus~Sers It’s true that, at this stage of the 

~herealworkofreading~wdfing, and{ra@n9 and~arbe~frernrne~opassjudgmen~onanyone’stime-tested 

methoda But wh}~e baking s~arted out as an avoidance s~rategy for me, i~ has evoived inb) a too1 for }nvention 

Reflecting on how effective Quebec’s "hark)hal studen~ strikes" have been at l~eeping tuition in the province the 

k)west in Canada 

Maybe you think that ~he big "Games" event today is the premier or the Hunger Games movie. You’d be wrong. 

The big event that you slsoukJ be antiaipating is when you buylborrowldownk)ad Ted Kesmatka’s amazing new 

book, The Games. 

Friday Fragments 

N ore to so fl~¢/a reih a rdware ve n do rs: if y o u wa nt b) m a ke th e ca s e th at wh a ~ yo u’ re se~[ n g will eve d:u rn te a c hi n g 

and learning as we knowthem, don’t do so with a four-hour ~ectu~e 

~ath Gee~ ~o~: This ~arch, a~ "Out~e¢~ 

In statistics, we often talk of "outliers;" obse;s’ations that appear so fa~ f~om the average that they teach us 

something about the underlying data and how they came to be Ibis ~s a concept that has gained 

recently as ~he lTion[h of March has se ~ar distinguished i~sel~ as a [rue ou[~er in this pal-~ o~ the ceunl:ry 

The hot and cold of ~t 

My evoiwn9 v~sion of a sustainable campus hn a sustainable c~ty includes unwers~ty-connected mixed-use space 

making provis:on of energy-effk~ient bavelitransi~ optiens far easier 

Do You ~a~age Tech~ology or Does Technology ~anage You? 

Dn~ve~s~ty of Ven~s 

I have pdded myseF en the early adoption ef new technologies ~n my work and persenal life. A good majority of 



mana,gin,g tecl-!nolo.qy when I re3d Liana Silva;a blog pos~ about work and guilt I looked in ~he mirror and 

thought thst her thoughtfu~ commentsry was about me, too Managing time and technology sure~y adds to the 

guiltd~scuss~os Is techno~ogy making me a workaholic? ~ managing technology or is it masag~ng me? Am l 

Should every professor on campus be required to use the co~ege s L~’vIS system~ whether they’re teachm9 

orfime or 

FEArURED JOBS 

The City Co~eges of Chicago (CCC) D~strict 508. ~s the largest (ommuniN (ollege system ~n ~llinois and one of 

the largest }n the nation, wi~h 5,800 faoul~y and ataff serv}n{~ 120,000 atudents at seven campuses and thirl:eer~ 

satellite s~tes city-w~de. 

Crown College is seeking applicants for a fu~14ime; tenure track criminal ~ust~ce fsculty posit~os Faculty ranX 

Marian University, a prem}er Catholic univers}ty located in For~d du Lao, ~Ni }nvites applications for a fuii-time. 

tenure track faculty poa}tk)n at the rank o[ Aasistant or Associ3te Profeasor to teach in ~he Schooi of Nura~ng with 

a clinical specialty in the area of Medicsl-Surgical nursing, beginni . 

texas Ag{,~ University-Corpus Christi ~s a learning ce~tered i~stitution IAMIJCC (The ~sland Uab~ers~ty) is 

located on its own ~sland surrounded by the water o[ Cerp~;s Chdst[ arid Ose bays... 

Broward (:::o~ege invites applk~arfi:s for a l:t~ll time l:enare track teaching position :n Ma,hematics. Candidal:es 

ahouid be passionate educ3tors who o3n facilitate the needs of diw~rse 21 st cen[ury le3rners. This position ia a 

yeady two-.semester (163 day) contract.. 

f~le University of the Virgin Islands (UV) s committed to recruiting, ~l~ria9 and retaining the ~gghest qaalified 

indMduals to meet the educational goals of its student popa]at~oa 

To feak~re you~ job in otar Daily News Update e-maik post at i~sidehighe~ed.comirecruit 

and choose our P~emium Posting option. 

1..,ooki~:~g for ~:~:~ore 

mare s~re you get the next issue of our news~e~er, p~ease add new~room@{nsidehighe~’ed.eor~ to your 

address boek O~i~k heB’¢ for informatk~n or~ how to adved:ise on our 17)a~y News Update r~ews~etter. 

I:c~ questions or comments about this se~/ice, please e-mail 

Mside Hi~ler Ed " 1015 18th S~eet NW, SMte 1100 " WasMn~on, DC 20036 



Inside tfigher Ed, 1015 18th StreetNW. Suite l l00. Washington, DC 20036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 2:38 PM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

1@2: ’I’h~k You from 

Hi 

that you can’t dream, plan, and take action on a career opportunity. 

Stay in touch and let me know ~f I can he~p you~ 

Dr. S~roma]~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

Thanks for your kind note. I truly enjoyed meeting the group and sharing my experiences. You have a bright future and don’t ever let sorneone tell you 

’Reb~ on vision i~tstead of rMes and procedures 1o guide you and your learn." 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:19 AM 

From-" 

Sent; Friday, 

Te-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sul~ject: Thank You from 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 
Thank you so much for taking time out of your schedule and coming to talk to us students in the Leadership Advantage program ! Your 
presentation was very interesting and your enthusiasm was infectious. I learned a lot about careers and career paths in general; I thought it 
was interesting that you changed careers so many times and that they weren’t in line with each other. You used your experiences, rather than 
the jobs descriptions, from each job to find and pursue the next one. I used to think that there were only a certain number of jobs that I 
could pursue with each degree that I graduated with from college, and I have been looking at a list of "Things-to-do with [so&so degree]". 
You have opened my eyes and shown me that no matter what degree I ultimately decide to pursue, I don’t necessarily have to be stoic in that 
career path. 
You also inadvertently opened my eyes to other organizations on campus. I thought that all of the organization on campus were for a cause 
or community service, which are the ones that I’m involved in. But I am looking for others to be involved in and the Carolina Business Club, 
which you talked about, sparked my interest. I am realizing that there are only so many things and only so many careers that I can explore 
during the summers that I need to explore other careers during the school year. I plan on going to the Campus Y in the near future to learn 
about other clubs that I may be interested in that don’t deal with Community Service, but are more career driven. 
I truly appreciate all of the time, effort, and knowledge you put into the presentation and thanks again ! 
Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



Wla.en: Monday~ March 26m - 5:30 pore. 
Where: Fetzer 1.09 
Contact: tla.eclub@unc.edu 
Website: la.ttp://smdentorgs.unc.edu/carsbc/ 

Join us as three, fbnner super college athletes share their stones and discuss how they made 
~:ansition fFom college athle, te to business professional, We are hor~ored to have Sue Walsh. (Rams 
Club), f<:mner UNC swknmer and ter~--{:ime n;:t6::)nal d~am.pior~; 

7~nd Tract:y Williams (WBB), ~ @>m’-year ]err:or winnt:r in baske~JD~11 and 
so~R~a11 at UNC--Pembroke. Com.e prepared to ask questions and learn abou~ college atEletics and 
sport ~ndustU. Bing a f}iend! 

** LAST meeti~g before Celebratkm Week -Aprl.1 9-12! ** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, March 23, 2012 4:18 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~perfin@unc.edu> 

1~3~;: I facul .ty- - athletic s- forum] minutes 

Thank you Andy. My sentiments exactly ;) 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of roles and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: AndrewPerrin [mailto:andrew perrin(a)unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 4:10 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] minutes 

I hate to strike a sour note on this, but to what extent are we an organized group if the answer is "hey, go work on whatever you want?" I think we should spend some more time as a group 
either deciding on a subset of goals (like the ones Jay sent around earlier) that we can all agree on, or deciding that we really are two distinct groups and wishing one another well 

I do think the list of goals Jay outlined is a pretty good list of places where the academic-integr~ and athletes-rights plat]k)rms intersect. The question, then, is: are we prepared to work 
toward a compromise platform that includes just those goals that are subject to broad approval, or do we want to try to push forward toward one or the other broader program? 

All best, 
andy 

On Fri, 2012-03-23 at 20:05 +0000, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

Dear All, 

I agree with Richard. I think that the group can pursue issue 1A and 

issue 1B at the sarae time, but sorae people can focus more on one issue 

than the other as they wish. 

Miles 

From: Southall, Richard 2vhchard [mailto:southall(~emaihunc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 12:00 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: Re: [facul)---athletics-forum] minutes 

Fellow travelers:) & Jay specifically-: 

I don’t think your objectives and items are misinformed at alh I 

think ~vhat you’ve articulated are many of the salient points in this 

discussion. Nor do I think our group need be monolithic in its 

approach to these issues. However, I think you’re correct in 

articulating the existence of various philosophical positions 

However, I actually think pursuing Issue 1A without 1B is a mistake 

(rll leave it to each individual to assign their own order to the 

issues!). 

Nothing in the two positions you’ve identified precludes simultaneity 

of action. I actually think such a strategy is the best ~vay to 

continue moving things forward I think it’s extremely important 

everyone follo~v the "issue" about which they are most passionate. 



There are man?’ strategies that can be considered and activated at the 
same time 

I see no reason "group" members cannot engage in specific lobbying 
eil’orts, while at the same time we sep~e as a "conduit" for dialogue 
on these issues. I third: everyone’s perspectives are valuable and we 
carmot lose sight that keeping the dialogue going even if there are 
orthogonal but enhancing voices within the group is a valuable 
ser, dce to the university- comm~mity. 

Just my thoughts. 

By the way, two thit~gs related to the CSRI Conference: 

1. The conference program can be found 
at htt’0://w~wz.csriconfcrence.or~?prop~ram.html This is a great 
opportuni~ to learn about college sport[ 

2. If anyone is interested in attending the CSRI Conference, 
please get in touch with me offline so we can discuss 
attendance options and strategies to engage as many faculty- as 
possible. 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr Richard M. Southa[1 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

(iraduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel till1 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Oifice - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http :/iexss.unc. eduigraduate-programsispecializations/s pot t-administra 
tion/overview/ 

CSRI website: ~’w.unc.edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Spo~t website: www.csriconfcrence.org 



From: Jay Smith ~iaysmith@email uric edu> 
Reply-To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 23 Mar 2012 11:16:26 -0400 
To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forttm@listselw.~c.edu> 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forttrrl] minutes 

Folks: 
rm attaching tW imperfect ruinutes of our 3-20 meeting. (Tharlks to 
Debby Stroman for sending her surcarlary, which was very helpful). I 
don’t own these minutes, obviously, so everyone should feel free to 
correct/object. 

Based on the tenor of the discussion, and sorue conversations I’ve had 
subsequently- with a number of you, I thirlk our group is rum~ing the 
risk of splintering into three camps. Camp 1 sees the Brancl-dNocera 
agenda for athletes’ rights as priority #1; camp 2 sees the protection 
of academic integrity as priority" #1 ; camp 3 (perhaps the loneliest 
camp, since I may be the only one in it) thinks our priority should be 
finding a way to pursue both of these iruportant agendas 
simultaneously. Perhaps the pu12oose of our next rueeting should be to 
decide whether we can, in fact, be one group. If so, what’s our 
agenda? 

I’d like to take a stab at identil~ing a number of objectives on both 
sides (rights/integrity’) that I *think* most of us could agree on. (I 
also think all of these are consistent with our statement of 
principles, broadly interpreted) Maybe we could take my list as a 
departure point tbr our next discussion: 

To ensure academic and institutional integrity: 

--Urge the Faculty Athletics Committee to demand from the athletics 
dept. more comprehensive and transparent statistical measures of 
academic pertbrmance and academic behavior for all categories of 
athletes; urge the committee to recognize that its role is not to 
"support" the athletics program but to insure its aligl~ment with the 
University’s mission. 

--Revisit and perhaps redefine the charge of the faculty athletics 
representative, and mandate that the position be rotated evely’ 3 
years. 

--Work to broaden, improve, and monitor more closely (~vith consistent 
faculty involvement) "academic support set, rices." 

--Challenge the "admissions" committee to apply standards 
consistently; insist that membership on this committee should be 
determined by faculty vote and that at least part of the membership 

rotate armually. 
--Lobby the ACC/NCAA to stop accepting sponsorship from Budweiser et 
al. 
--Lobby the ACC to stop scheduling late-night games during the week. 

To ensure that all students are treated as rights-bearing citizens: 

--Ask that the University automatically provide free [ega[ counsel to 
any athlete accused of wrongdoing either by the NCAA or by the 
University itself. 

--Insist that there be a presumption of innocence in all cases 
involving alleged NCAA violations, even if this means the University 
risks raising the ire of the NCAA 

--Advocate for the priwicy rights of athletes. 

--Urge the University to challenge the NCAA on its definition of 
"impermissible benefits" and to vigorously state its concern over the 
socio-economic and racial inequities built into the rulebook it is now- 
required to enforce. 
--Request greater flexibility in determining standards of 
"eligibility" so that students are not forced into "easy" academic 



tracks that limit their intellectual options. 

Do we think these agenda items (misinformed and partial though they 
undoubtedly are) might provide a basis [’or a J2~rthcoming discussion? 
I£ so, I’ll try to schedule one more meeting before the CSRI 
conference. At that meeting, likely our last of the year, we might 
also decide whether we want to plan fall events. And whether it makes 
sense for our group to continue. 

Jay 
PS We tentatively have a meeting scheduled with Branch on April 24; we 
should also decide whether we still want that meeting. 

You are cm~ently subscribed to faculty---athletics-forum as: 
southall@cmail.unc, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n 

T&l ~aculty--athletics-for~&o 31136042 

(It may be necessalN to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
broken) 

or send a blare: email to 

leave-31136042-48699884.3c0dfr)3868952acddd594a08487223e6@listset.<unc. 
edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

wmfletch@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe click here: 
> http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec&n 
>T&I faculty--athletics-Ibmm&o 31136374 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above I~rRL if the line is 
broken) 

or send a blank email to 

leave-31136374-48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listserv.unc 
edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
andrew~errin@unc edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 
> http://lists uric edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n 
>T&I facul~--athletics-forum&o 31138082 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
broken) 

or send a blank emai[ to 
leave-31138082-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868@lisksep~ unc 
edu 

Andrew J Perrm - andrew perrin@unc edu - http://perrin socsci.unc.edu 
Associate Professor and Associate (;hair of Sociolog?" University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6&n=T&l=facult¥--a thletics-forum&o=31138143, or send a blank email to leave-31138143- 

48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, i 4:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ltg: Smnmer Internship 

Hi Congrats! Please schedule a meeting with me in 

credit 

Dr. Strof~’u~t~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

to discuss you~’ inte~nship assignments. You will be emotled in the fall semester and ~eceive full 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Summer Internship 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I have some good news regarding my internship search. This summer, I will be interning with the 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

@live,unc,edu] 
: 2:50 PM 

a baseball team in the 

When I met with you a month or so ago, I remember you telling me to let you know when I got an internship, so that’s basically what this email is about. I’m not quite sure 
what the next step is, or if there is one at this point. Should I enroll in EXSS for next semester? If there’s anything else I need to do just let me know and I’d be happy to 
meet again if that’s integral to the process as well. 
Thank you for all your help, 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Acade~nic Advising 

Hi        I can do an official workahee[ check in Steele only on Wednesday mornings. You have to go through the Academic Advising website to schedule. If you 

just want to meet ~n Woo~en and have me review your worksheet and discuss course plannh~g, we can do that at any th~e~ 

Let me 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19~843,0336 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Academic Advising 
Good Morning 

"Rely o~ visio~ instea~t of rMes and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

~live.unc.edu] 
9:57 AM 

I trust all is well with you. I was wondering if I could schedule a meeting with you to review my academic worksheet. Please let me know of 
your earliest free moment, as I will be looking into scheduling summer school classes as soon as possible. 
Have a great day! 
Kind Regards, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:50 PM 

@live.unc.edu>;                             @kenan- llagler.unc.edu) 

I~W: Reminders 

GREAT leadership and team~vork! 

Doc 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of roles and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~hve.unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:46 AM 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Subject: [csbc exec board] Reminders 

Eli team, 

Just a few quick reminders: 

-Exec Board meeting tomorrow at 3pro in the Woollen Library.      will be coming a little late, but I will take the time to start off the meeting with some brainstorming and we can talk about 
having a dinner or something to finish off the yeart We will be out by 4pro so you can enjoy the afternoon! 

-Club meeting this coming Monday at 5PM: new addition! We will have the info and flyer out shortlyt 

-Keep working hard and doing your jobs! Tweet and update website for Monday and Celebration Week. 

Great quote from Vince Lombardi on the front cover of the DTH: "The achievements of an organization are the results of the combined effort of each individual." 

Thanks teamt Go Heelst 

-- You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u? 
id~40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31&n T&I csbc exec board&o 31127260. or send a blank email to leave-31127260- 

40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31 @listserv.unc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, March 23, 2012 4:51 PM 

Eric Montross ~bellso uth.net-~ 

I~E: eric montross 

Thanks for your consideration. Have a good weekend 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of roles and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eric Montross [~_nailto: ~bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 9:36 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Re: eric montross 

Eli Deborah Thanks :[’or the invitation but Monday won’t be possible for me. I have my kids going in various directions Monday and after being gone as much as I have on the past 3 weeks, 
I am attending my daughter’s volleybal 1. Thanks :[’or checking. 

Eric 

On Mar 20, 2012, at 5:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Eli Eric Well, it ~s time again ;) Are you available THIS Monday at 5:00 p.m for one hour? ’]’he Club is meeting at Fetzer 109 and we are having a panel of former student-athletes. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage Explore Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and proce&tres to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2010 11:30 
To: Eric Montross 
Subject: RE: eric montross 

Okay. Thanks for your consideration. I will keep you in mind for next year. 

The game was great AND disgusting, lol 

Debby 
On Tue, 6 Apt 2010 10:38:41 -0400, "Eric Montross" 
< ~bellsouth.net> 
xvrote: 

>> Deborah, I meant to email you earlier today, but have been xvashing 
>> the Butler paint off my face. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I have a baseball game that night at 6pm. Since I am the Head Coach 
>> of 

the 
>> kids it would not do for me to be absent The game schedule arrived 
>> yesterday evening after ~ve spoke, so I can only apologize. I hope it 
>> will work out next tnne Thanks Deborah. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Eric 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Eric Montross 



>> mobile 
>> 
>> ~bellsouth net 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: £~ionday, April 05, 2010 10:30 AM 
>> To: ’Eric Montross’ 
>> Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
>> Subject: RE: eric montross 
>> Importance: High 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi Eric. I know you are busy today and tornorrow. Any thoughts on this 
>> invite?[ That,s. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> %Vhen nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~d)email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, March 29, 2010 9:50 AM 
>> To: ’Eric Montross~ 
>> Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
>> Sul~iect: RE: eric montross 
>> Importance: High 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi Eric. I can’t believe that time has flown by and we are closing 
>> out another year of Carolina Sports Business Club. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I haven’t t’orgotten you - especially since your stellar perlbrmance 
> during 
>> t2ae 100 year celebration game J - and want to invite you to join us 
>> as a panelist on Monday, April 19th at 5:30 p.m. We are hosting our 
>> annual Celebration Week and on that Monday we are having "NCAA Night." 
>> Two reps (New Media and Enforcement) will be in town to discuss their 
>> career path and job opportunities at the collegiate [evek As a 
>> lk~rmer NCAA athlete, your participation would be great as it would 
>> add to the experience o~ what former college athletes can do with 
>> their skills in the job market 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Please let me l~ow and I will add you to the communications 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ! appremate your care[u[ consideration[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> See attached flyer. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go E[eels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> http:i,’www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 



>> 

>> 

>> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check ?’our 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Eric Montross [mai[to: @bel[south.net] 
>> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 5:17 PM 
>> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
>> Subject: RE: eric montross 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I am sorry for the late notice, but I am unable to 
>> attend tomorrow evening. I had hoped it would work, but I am unable 
>> to find 
> child 
>> care. I hope I have the chance to help in the future. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Eric 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Eric Montross 
>> 

>> mobile 
>> 

>> @bellsouth net 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wech~esday, October 21, 2009 9:52 AM 
>> To: ’Eric Muntross’ 
>> Subject: RE: eric montross 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thanks Eric. See attachment 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> There is a chance we may also have a rep tlcom Bank of America/Merrill 
>> Lynch 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I hope you can participate! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> 

>> UNC at Chapel 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird t"act: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
> CompaW. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Eric Montross [mai[to: i@bel[south.net] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 11:04 PM 
>> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
>> Subject: RE: eric montross 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah, I am out of town without email for the rest of 
> the 
>> week. I hope to be able to corae, but will ha’,~e to confirm Monday. Who 
> else 



>> is attending? Thanks 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Eric 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Eric Montross 
>> 

>> ruobile 
>> 

>> ~bellsouth.net 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Deborah Stroruan [mailto:dstroman(~,email.~c.edu 
>> Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 6:30 PM 
>> To: ’Eric Montross’ 
>> Subject: RE: eric montross 
>> Impurtance: High 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi Eric. Thartks for your note. See the following information 
>> regarding 
> the 
>> event. I hope you can join us as your perspective is invaluable! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Let this note serve as an official invitation to be a part of our 
>> Advisor Night Panel scheduled for this Tuesday, October 27, 2009 in Fetzer 109. 
> The 
>> event will begin at 6:30 p.m for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
> members. 
>> The official stalt, which is open to the entire student body, will 
>> begin 
>at 
>> 7:30 and end at 9:00. We tluly appreciate your time and talents, thus 
>> if you have a limited schedule that eveinng please consider j oining 
>> us at 6:30 
> and 
>> stay as long as possible 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> This event is purposed to provide RF&L WORLD insight in the world of 
>> advising to professional athletes. Many of our students are 
>> interested in careers in financial management, law or public 
>> relations/communi~z 
> service 
>> for athletes. Members of the Club have majors that va~’ from 
>> Exercise 
> and 
>> Spurt Science, Ecunumics, Juurnalism and Business departments! 
> Regardless 
>~ uf their chuice uf curriculum, Club members are passiunate abuut spurts[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I will forward yuu sample questiuns as the format will start with 
>> yuur intruductinn and a brief upening comment. Then, we will gu into 
>> Q&A un varmus tupics cuncerning advising athletes in the :fields uf 

> finances 
>> and PR Feel free tu dress business casual 

>> ~[]aank you very much for your consideration 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Debby 

>> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 

>> UNC at Chapel }{ill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 



>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
> Company 

>> From: Eric Montross [mailto:emontross(a)bellsouth.net] 
>> Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 10:30 
>> To: dstroman@email uric edu 
>> Subject: eric montross 

>> Deborah, 

>> I received the email you sent to Cynthia Stone in the 
>> MBB office and would be interested in helping you on your panel. Feel 
>> free to contact me at this email address as it seems to be easier 
>> than catching voicemails. I am not certain as of yet that I would be 
>> available, but wanted to check if anyone else had responded thus far 
>> before I t~" to make this fit. Thank you Deborah, I look forward to 
>> talking with you. 

>> Eric 

>> Eric Montross 

>> mobile 

>> ~bellsouth.net 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
> 
> University of North Carolina 
> EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

> 919843.0336 

> dstro@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 5:03 PM 

Taylor, Vergie A <VATAYLOR@EMAIL.[INC.EDU> 

FW: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 

CSBC Flyer - Club Meeting 03 26 12.pdf 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

’9.eb~ on vision i~stead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your learn." 

Subject: FW: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 
Please oass the word~,. 
Thanks! 
Go Hee]s~ 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Reb~ on vision i~ts{ead of rMes and procedures ~o guide you and your learn:’ 

Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:53 PM 
To: Tracey Williams (twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu); Walsh, Sue; @qmail.com> @gmail.com) 
Subject: CSBC Meeting - MONDAY 
See attached. Thank YOU ! 

may or may not make the meeting. He has an appt. in Charlotte and may run late. I am still waiting confirmation on one more panelist. 
Please tell student-athletes to join us! 
debby 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculb, - e~ -ww#w.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advqsor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chair, College Sport Research Ins~tute 
Faculgv Advisor, Carolina Sports Bus~ness Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen--- CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 



Wla.en: Monday~ March 26m - 5:30 pore. 
Where: Fetzer 1.09 
Contact: tla.eclub@unc.edu 
Website: la.ttp://smdentorgs.unc.edu/carsbc/ 

Join us as three, fbnner super college athletes share their stones and discuss how they made 
~:ansition fFom college athle, te to business professional, We are hor~ored to have Sue Walsh. (Rams 
Club), f<:mner UNC swknmer and ter~--{:ime n;:t6::)nal d~am.pior~; 

,; ~nd Tract:y Williams (WBB), ~ @>m’-year ]err:or winnt:r in baske~JD~11 and 
so~R~a11 at UNC--Pembroke. Com.e prepared to ask questions and learn abou~ college atEletics and 
sport ~ndustU. Bing a f}iend! 

** LAST meeti~g before Celebratkm Week -Aprl.1 9-12! ** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday 5:04 PM 

~email. unc.edn> 

l~g: PlYl" for the Sport Facili~o" and Event Management lecture 

Thank YOIJ ! 

d 

Go t-lee]s, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team." 

Sent: Friday, 4:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: PPT for the Sport Facility and Event Management lecture 
Thanks again for all of your encouragement and support. 

RT 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(Mobile) 

?~anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 5:07 PM 

Ben Smmer <bens@leverageagency.com> 

IU:;: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben Thanks for your note. Are you available on Thursday at 12:30 pm arid/or Friday at 1:00 pm.? The class time available is 45 minutes. I will see ifI can make changes to accommodate 
your schedule. 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens(~!leveragea~ency.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Dr. Stroman 
I will be in Chapel Hill Thurs and Friday if you would like :[’or me to be a guest speaker. Look forward to meeting you. 

Ben Stumer 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th FI 
New Yofl~. NY 10106 
Orifice: 1 212.7522500 
Mobile: 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
bens@lever ageagency.com 
www.leverageagency.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(~,unc. edu] 

Sent: Sunday, January 08, 2012 8:17 PM 

To: Ben Sturner 

Subject: Re: Manhattan Sports Business Acaderay 

Hi Ben. Thanks for your follow up note. Your firm and concept are impressive. I hope UNC students apply and take advantage of this offering. 

I am teaching an Entrepreneurship in Sport (first ever) course this spring. I would love to have you be a guest speaker when you visit, if possible. 

Do stay in touch. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facult5’ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 1/8/12 7:28 PM. "Ben Sturner" <bens@leverageagency.com> wrote: 

> 

>Professor Stroman, 



> 

>rf]aank you kindly fur sending out the link tu MSBA tu the UNC sports 
>administration students. 
>I am actually frum Chapel Hill myself and my lhther in law is a 
>directur at the Kenan Flagler Business Schoul Dr. Jack Kasarda and have 
>a great respect for UNC students. Have also been talking tu Prufessur 
>Coyte Cuoper as well about the prugram. 
> 

>I run the Leverage Agency which is a sports and entertainment marketing 
>firra in NYC where we work with leagues, teams, events athletes and 
>television shows on property consulting and sponsorship. 
> 

>Have started MSBA to give students a chance to experience a sports 
>related internship in the city, having a mentor, fitness networking 
>activities and a best of the best seminar speaker series and career 
>development. We are personalizing it for each student based on their 
>interest and also having goal setting for personal and professional 
>goals during the smnmer program. 
> 

>We are getting great applications from students from all over the world 
>and very excited about the program. 
> 

>Please feel free to send w~wz.gomsba.com to any other qualified students. 
>We really want students who have a passion for sports management but 
>most iraportantly a great attitude as we are putting them into 
>internships at some of the most prestigious places in the industry Hk30, 
>MSG, ML S, BBDO and many other organizations. 
> 

>Thank you again as had some interest today- from some UNC students and 
>appreciate you sending am link to them Hope to meet you when i am in 
>Chapel Hill next. 
> 
>Very kind regards, Ben 
> 

>Benjamin M. Stumer 
>CEO, Leverage Agency Founder MSBA\ 
>888 7th Avenue 
>New York, NY 10016 
>212-752-2500 x123 
>917-547-8758 
>’~,~v. leverag ea gency, c am 
> 

>Ben sending from my iPad 
> 

> 

>This email commumcation by Leverage Agency may contain information 
>fl~at is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally- exempt from 
>disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you 
>are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this 
>communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may 
>be unlawful. If you have received this cormnumcation in error, please 
>notil},’ the sender. 
> 

>For more information, please visit www LeverageAgency.com 
> 

> 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain infi~rmation that is pruprietary, privileged, cunfidential ur legally exempt frum disclosure Ifyuu are not a named addressee yuu 
are nutified that yuu are not authurized tu read, print, retain, copy ur disseminate this cummunicatinn withuut the consent of the sender and that duing su may be unlawful. I£ you have 
received this cummunicatiun in error, please notify the sender 

For mure infurmatiun, please visit www LeverageAgency cure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 5:12 PM 

Ben Smmer <bens@leverageagency.com> 

I~E: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Super’. I know the Dean of the B-School. I am sure the event will be wondelful 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of roles and procedures to guide you and your team. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens(~levera~ea~ency.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

My Father in Law Dr.Jack Kasarda is having a big celebration in his honor on ’l’hursday night with the Kenan Business School. 

Ben Stumer 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 
New York, NY 10106 
Off’ice: 1 212.7522500 
Mobile: 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
bens@leverageagen cy.com 
www.leverageagency.com 

Contact Me 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(d~,,unc. edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:07 PM 
To: Ben Smmer 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben. Thar~:s for your note. Are you available on Thursday at 12:30 p.m. and/or Friday at 1:00 p.m. ? The class time available is 45 minutes. I will see if I can make changes to accommodate 
your schedule. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Erapowcr. 

919.843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens@leverageagency.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Dr. Stroman 
I will be m Chapel Hill Thurs and Friday if you would like for me to be a guest speaker. Look f,arward to meeting you. 

Ben Stumer 
CEO & Founder 



888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 
New York. NY 10106 
O:t?fce: 1 212.7522500 
Mobile: 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
bens@leverageagen cy.com 
www.leverageagency.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(~,unc. edu] 

Sent: Sunday, January 08, 2012 8:17 PM 

To: Ben Sturner 

Subject: Re: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben. Thanks for your follow up note. Your firm and concept are impressive. I hope UNC students apply and take advantage of this offering. 

I am teaching an Entrepreneurship in Sport (first ever) course this spring. I would love to have you be a guest speaker when you visit, if possible. 

Do stay in touch. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc.edu/Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculb" Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 1/8/12 7:28 PM. "Ben Sturner" <bens@leverageagency.com> wrote: 

> 

>Professor Stroman, 
> 

>Thank you kindly for sending out the link to MSBA to the UNC sports 
>administration students. 
>I am actually from Chapel Hill myself and my father in law is a 
>director at the Kenan Flagler Business School Dr. Jack Kasarda and have 
>a great respect for UNC students. Have also been talking to Professor 
>Coyte Cooper as ~vell about the program. 
> 

>I run the Leverage Agency which is a sports and entertainment marketing 
>firm in NYC where we work with leagues, teams, events athletes and 
>television shows on property consulting and sponsorship. 
> 

>Have started MSBA to give students a chance to experience a sports 
>related internship in the city, having a mentor, fitness networking 
>activities and a best of the best seminar speaker series and career 
>development We are personalizing it for each student based on their 
>interest and also having goal setting for personal and professional 
>goals during the sutmner program 
> 

>We are getting great applications from students from all over the world 
>and very excited about the program 
> 

>Please :[’eel fi-ee to send www gomsba.com to any other qualified students. 
>We really want students who have a passinn for sports management but 
>most importantly a great attitude as we are putting them into 
>internships at some of the most prestigious places in the industry tJ[30, 
>MSG, MLS, BBDO and many other organizations. 
> 

>Thank you again as had some interest today from some UNC students and 
>appreciate you sending our link to them. Hope to meet you when i am in 
>Chapel Hill next. 
> 

>Very kind regards, Ben 
> 

>Benjamin M Stumer 
>CEO, Leverage Agency Founder MSBA\ 
>888 7th Avenue 
>Nexv York, NY 10016 
>212-752-2500 x123 
>917-547-8758 
>waYw.lcverageagency.com 
> 

>Ben sending from ray iPad 
> 



> 

>rl]ais email communication by Leverage Agency may contain information 
>that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt li’om 
>disclosure If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you 
>are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this 
>communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may 
>be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error, please 
>noti~ the sender 
> 
>For more information, please visit www.LeverageAgency.coru 
> 

> 

This email corum~mication by Loverage Agcncy may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally- oxempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 
are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have 
received this conwnunication in error, please notify the sender. 

For ruore information, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 
are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this coram~mication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. 11" you have 
received this cormnunication in error, please notify the sender. 

For more information, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 5:19 PM 

Ben Stumer <bens@leverageagency.com> 

ILE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Let’s go with Thursday at 12:30 p.m. (Fetzer 106) The course is Entrepreneurship in Sport. 

We can chat next week on the course logistics and your presentation. I would love tbr you to share your backgrou~d, how you manage growth, and how you make your company "work." 
i.e., organizational effectiveness ;) 

Have a great weekend! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens(~!leveragea~ency.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

I will do both days l should be available and vep)~ much look forward to it 

Ben Stumer 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th FI 
Ne*v York, NW 10106 
OITice: 1 212752.2500 
Mobile: 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
bens@leverageagency.cora 
www.leverageagency.com 

Contact Me 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(~,unc. edu] 
Sent: Friday-, March 23, 2012 5:07 PM 
To: Ben Sturner 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben. Thanks for your note. Are you available on Thursday at 12:30 p.m. and,’or Friday at 1:00 p.m.? The class tirae availalqe is 45 minutes. I will see ifI can make changes to accoramodate 
your schedule. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroraan, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Stm-ner [mailto:bens@leverageagency.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Dr. Stroman 



I will be in Chapel Hill Thurs and Friday if you would like for me tu be a guest speaker Lonk lbr~vard to meeting yuu. 

Ben Stumer 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th FI 
Ne*v Yurk, NW 10106 
OJTice: 1 212752.2500 
Mobile: 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
bens@leverageagency.com 
www.leverageagency.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(d},,unc. edu] 
Sent: Sunday, JanuaW 08, 2012 8:17 PM 
To: Ben Stumer 
Subject: Re: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben. Thanks for your follow up note. Your firm and concept are impressive. I hope UNC students apply and take advantage of this offering. 

I am teaching an Entrepreneurship in Sport (first ever) course this spring. I would love to have you be a guest speaker when you visit, if possible. 

Do stay in touch. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss unc.edu/Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 1/8/12 7:28 PiVL "Ben Sturner" <bens@leverageagency.com> wrote: 

> 

>Professor Stroman, 
> 

>Thank you kindly for sending out the link to MSBA to the UNC sports 
>administration students 
>I am actually from Chapel Hill myself and my father in law- is a 
>director at the Kenan Flagler Business School Dr Jack Kasarda and have 
>a great respect for UNC students. Have also been talking to Professor 
>Coyte Couper as well abuut the program. 
> 

>[ run the Leverage Agency which is a spurts and entertainment marketing 
>firm in NYC where we work with leagues, teams, events athletes and 
>televisiun shows un property consulting and spunsurship 
> 

>Have started MSBA tu give students a chance to experience a sports 
>related internship in the ci~, having a mentor, fitness netwurking 
>acuvities and a best of the best seminar speaker series and career 
>development. We are persunalizing it fur each student based un their 
>interest and alsu having gual setting fur personal and professional 
>goals during the summer program. 
> 

>We are getung great applications from students frum all over the world 
>and very excited about the program 
> 

>Please ]’eel free to send wv,.a,.gomsba.com to an?’ other qualified students. 
>We really want students who have a passion fur sports management but 
>most importantly a great attitude as we are putting them into 
>internships at some ufthe most prestigious places in the industry HBO, 
>MSG, MLS, BBDO and man?" other urganizatiuns 
> 

>Thank you again as had sume interest today from sume UNC students and 
>appreciate you sending our link to them Hope tu meet you when i am in 
>Chapel Hill next. 
> 

>Ve13, kind regards, Ben 
> 

>Benjamin M. Sturner 
>CEO, Leverage Agency Founder MSBA’,~ 
>888 7th Avenue 
>New- York, NY 10016 
>212-752-2500 x123 



>917-547-8758 
>www.leverageagency.com 
> 

>Ben sending fi-om my iPad 
> 

> 

>This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain infi~rmation 
>that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from 
>disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you 
>are not authorized to read, print, retain, cop?, or disseminate this 
>conm~unication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may 
>be unlawful. ]1"you have received this communication in error, please 
>notify the sender. 
> 

>For more information, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 
> 

> 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 
are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this cornm~mication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. 1I" you have 
received this cormnunication in error, please notify the sender. 

For more information, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 

This email corum~mication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally- exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 
are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have 
received this con~nunication in error, please notify the sender. 

For more information, please visit www LeverageAgency com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 5:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~W: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Share with grads, csbc ldrshp, sa faculty 
Case project for fall 2012, minor e/p in residence 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: ’Ben Stumer’ 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Let’s go with Thursday at 12:30 pm (Fetzer 106) The course is Entrepreneurship in Sport 

We can chat next week on the course logistics and your presentation. I would love 12~r you to share your background, how you manage growth, and how you make your company "work" 
i.e, organizational effectiveness ;) 

Have a great weekend[ 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah I.. Stroman, Ph.D CI.U 
Engage. [explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [raailto:bens(~leverageagency.com] 
Sent: Friday-, March 23, 2012 5:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

will do both days. I should be available and vel~/much look forward to it. 

Ben Sturner 
CEO & Fom~der 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 
New- York. NY 10106 
Office: 1 212.752.2500 
Mobile 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
bens@leverageagency com 
www.leverageagency.com 

Contact Me 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:07 PM 
To: Ben Sturner 
Subject: RE: 2vlanhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben Thanks for your note. Are you available on Thursday at 12:30 pm ap.d/or Friday at 1:00 pm.? The class time available is 45 minutes. I will see ifI can make changes to accommodate 
your schedule. 

debby 



Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 

Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens~)lcverageagency.cora] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Dr. Stroman 
I ~vill be in Chapel Hill Thurs and Friday- if you would like for me to be a guest speaker. Look forward to meeting you. 

Bcn Sturner 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 
New- York. NY 10106 
Office: 1 212.752.2500 
Mobile: 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
bens@lever ageagency.com 
www.leverageagency.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, Janual3,- 08, 2012 8:17 PM 
To: Ben Sturner 
Subject: Re: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben. Thanks for your fk~llow up note. Your firm and concept are impressive I hope Uik-C students apply and take advantage of this offering 

I am teaching an Entrepreneurship in Sport (first ever) course this spring I would love to have you be a guest speaker when you visit, if possible 

Do stay in touch. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc edu/Sport Administration Pro:[’essor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 1/8/12 7:28 PM. "Ben Sturner" <bens@leverageagency.com> wrote: 

> 

>Professor Stroman, 
> 

>~flnank you kindly for sending out the link to MSBA to the UNC sports 
>administration students. 
>I am actually from Chapel Hill myself and my father in law is a 
>director at the Kenan Flagler Business School Dr. Jack Kasarda and have 
>a great respect fi~r UNC students. Have also been talking to Professor 
>Coyte Cooper as well about the program. 
> 

>I run the Leverage Agency which is a sports and entertainment raarketing 
>firra in NYC where we ~vork ~vith leagues, teams, events athletes and 
>television shows on property consulting and sponsorship. 
> 

>Have started MSBA to give students a chance to experience a sports 
>related internship in the city, having a mentor, fitness networking 
>activities and a best of the best seminar speaker series and career 
>development. We are personalizing it for each student based on their 



>interest and also having goal setting fi~r personal and professional 
>goals during the sumaner program 
> 

>We are getting great applications from students from all over the world 
>and very excited about the program 
> 

>Please :gee[ free to send www gomsba.com to any other qualified students. 
>We really want students who have a passinn for sports management but 
>most importantly a great attitude as we are putung them into 
>internships at some of the most prestigious places in the industry 
>MSG, ML S, BBDO and many other organizations. 
> 

>Thank you again as had some interest today- from some UNC students and 
>appreciate you sending our lirtk to them Hope to meet you when i am in 
>Chapel Hill next. 
> 

>Very kind regards, Ben 
> 

>Benjamin M. Sturner 
>CEO, Leverage Agency Founder MSBA\ 
>888 7th Avenue 
>New York, NY 10016 
>212-752-2500 x123 
>917-547-8758 
>wa~w.lcverageagency.com 
> 

>Ben sending from ray iPad 
> 

> 

>This email conwnunicatinn by Leverage Agency may contain information 
>that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally- exempt from 
>disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you 
>are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this 
>cormnunicatinn without the consent of the sender and that doing so may 
>be unlawful. If you have received this cormnumcation in error, please 
>notiI}’ the sender. 
> 

>For more information, please visit www LeverageAgency.com 
> 

> 

This email commumcation by Leverage Agency may contain reformation that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally- exempt from disclosure If you are not a named addressee, you 
are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this con~aunication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify the sender 

For more information, please visit www LeverageAgency cam 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, COl~fidential or legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 
are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this cormnumcatinn without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. 1£ you have 
received this communication in error, please noti~z the sender. 

For more information, please visit ~vww.LeverageAgency.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:26 PM 

@a~l.com> 

PJg: Summer School 

Hi     Yes, you may enroll in 

Dr, Stroman 

Go 

Deborah L, S~roman, Ph,l:}~ CLU 

939,843,0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Summer School 

Dr, Stroman, 

this surn~T~er. 

’~Rely on vision i~stead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

@aol.com] 
9:39 PM 

My name is         and I am currently a Sophomore Sports Administration major here at UNC. I have made advising appointment with you for next week, but I had a quick 
question regarding Summer School since my enrollment begins before we are able to meet. I am interested in taking two classes during Summer Session One, and would like 
to take EXSS    Fundamental of Sports Marketing as it would coincide nicely with the internship that I have been working with since January. I noticed that it recommends 
the prerequisite of EXSS    and due to competitive enrollment at UNC, I have been unable to take EXSS    . My question is in regards to if that is a requirement for , or 
just a suggestion, and if I would in fact be able to enroll in    for the summer. Thank you for taking the time to read this email and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Best Regards, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:13 PM 

@Eve.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Blog 

Hi Please go to www.wordpress.com and start a blog. 

Use the free service to create an accounL You can be creative and add photos, if you like. 

Write your blog using 250 words or less. Check with 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

to find out the two questions that you need to answer. ;) 

From:, @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, :[3:40:03 -0400 

To: <undisclosed-recipients:;> 

Subject: Blog 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Since i have missed a few classes because of the NCAA tournament, i wanted to know if you could give me some more information about the blog and what i am supposed to do. 

Thanks, 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS      .SP site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: EXSS~      SP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:31 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: site is live 

Please call today if you can. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kn,:)wir~g is not enough; we rm~st apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 23:42:17 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: site is live 

Sorry for the late response. I have an interview at 10:30 on Thursday. Can we meet around noon or after? 

On , at 10:39 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi The site looks good! Let’s meet this week so I may share my inpuL Please use the attached version of the brochure. 

The logo is nice. I think the text needs to be clearer though. Maybe go with a "thinner" font? 

What is your availability on Tuesday or Thursday after 2:30 p.m.? 

Dr~ Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edui 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, Z0:05:52 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

.Subject: site is live 

Good afternoon, 

So I have the site live so you can take a look and make some notes of things you would like to change, improve upon or add. Hopefully there is some good in there 

too! Talk to you soon~ 

Best, 



<LASER Brochure pdf><LASER Brochure .pages.zip> 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:37 AM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: SBJ Issue 

Hi Thanks. You must be the only one who cares... 

Duly noted. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must appl% Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Sat, 22:56:57 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: SBJ Issue 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize for the hour of this email. Just wanted to let you know that there isn’t a weekly drill in the folder for this week. I assumed it just hadn’t attached right or something. 

Hope you’re having a nice weekend! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:12 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Harper Arts Contact Info 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Thanks 

Use a multiple of 12 to place the order~ Where will we put company sponsor Iogos on the shirt? Or how else can we give them value by sponsoring the Club? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p___~/__/__e___x__s__s_:_~_n___c_.__e___d__L_]/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (1 Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, [ 00:50:50 +0000 

To: @live.unc~edu>, 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

Subject: RE: Harper Arts Contact Info 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi team, 
Thanks for the follow--up Yes, please go ahead and conLact Harper Arts and see what they can 

We need to order enough shirts to cover al~ dues-~ay~ng members and ~e~dersh~ team members, pkJs an ~dd~tiona~ 10 or so to have as extra ~nventoW (espeda%, 

~:o promote at Fal~Fes~: o~ our club tabk~).     - do you haw~ the most recent count of dues-paying membersP 

Off the top of my head, ~ wouM say I00 sNrts ~s a good order quantity. 

Thanks, 

From; 

Sent; Saturday, 7::[6 PM 

Cc; Stroman, Deborah; 

Subject; Re: Harper Arts Contact Info 

Hey man, 

Sorry for my late response. Yeah, go ahead and contact Harper Arts. Just cc me on all the emails you send so I’m in the loop. Just as a reminder, we want 

Back: The Dos Equis meme (our attached CSBC logo will replace the Dos Equis bottle) 

Front: our club logo and the Vince Lombardi quote: 

o "The achievements of an organization are the results of the combined effort of each individual" - Vince Lombardi 

¯ Shirt sleeve: "Collaborate & Connect, my friends" to play off the Dos Equis theme 
Looking for 2 week turnaround 

As far as the questions you raised below, I was thinking grey shirts. I’m not sure of the order amount. Nick and Dr. Stroman can chime in and give their suggestions. How many 

have we ordered in past years? Mike, what’s our budget look like as far as us ordering CSBC shirts this year? 

Thanks, 

University of No~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ff?~t_nc, edu 

From: ~lNe.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 18:19:46 +0~0 

To: ~Jlive.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Harper Arts Contact Info 

Hey 

Here’s the contact info for Harper Arts: 

Benjamin Harper 

@bellsouth.net 

Ha~er A~s 



207 E. Main St 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

919-933-8591 

www.harperarts.com<h t~p://www.harperarts.con~,’> 

I’tn not sure if you wanted to go ~ead m~d contact them since you have the image or if you w~ted me to follow through on it. Also do we have any idea what color 

we wante& how tnany to o~te~; and our overall budget for these shirts? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Question 

Hi Please check Sakai now. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowi~g is r~ot enough; we must aF~ply. Willing is not er~ough; we r~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 00:23:1:1 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Question 

Dr. Stroman, 

is there no weekly drill for this week? I just could not find the questions for this week so ][ was unsure. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com); 

~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne Allen 
<eweight@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 

<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

Leverage Sturner.pdf 

Hi Grad students. You’re invited! ;) 

Please let me know if you are able to stop by and hear the guest speaker for the Entrepreneurship in Sport course on Thursday, 

make sure the room is large enough. ;) 

See attached. Ben is a dynamic leader in the sport sponsorship industry. The ACC is a client of the Leverage Agency too. 

Dr. Stroman 

at 12:30 p.m. (Fetzer 106). I need to 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 

",’Zmowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email,unc,edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:55 PM 

To: @live.com> 

Subject: Hello 

Hi I hope all is well for you. Great article in the Alumni Review! 

Let’s connect soon so I may update you on a new campus-wide initiative that may be of interest. 

I teach this semester MWF at 1:00 and on T/R at 12:30. 

Do Good. 

Hugs, 

debby 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Meeting MONDAY - Athletes 

You will do fine. All you do is ask questions and be yourself! 

I teach at 1:00.2:00? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kr~,:)wing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we rr~ust do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 00:52:39 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CSBC Meeting MONDAY - Athletes 

Hello Dr. Stroman! 
What would be a good time to come by your office tomorrow? 
I am looking forward to leading the forum! Truth be told, I am 
just a bit nervous though! 

Best, 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday,             3:17 PM 
Subject; CSBC Meeting MONDAY - Athletes 

To: All Participants 

From: Detx~rah Stroman 

CSBC Flyer - Club Meeting _p~d£ 

’][’his forwarded message was sent via ’][’he Universi~ ofNol~th C~xolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply ~o this ~nessage 

click this link to access Messages for this site: C~rolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:35 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Player Interested in Meeting You 

Great job! Yes, they need more encouragement and connection with non-athletes and events on campus. Thanks! 

Continue to lead, my friend. Iol 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 21:04:31 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC                     Player Interested in Meeting You 

Dr. Stroman, 

I had a very interesting encounter this afternoon that I’d like to share with you. I met              a redshir          on the UNC         team, today through 

(student in your    class). I was putting the finishing touches on the CSBC Exec Board applications and we struck up a conversation about The Club. After giving her my CSBC 

business card and explaining a little about what we do, I encouraged       to get involved with us in some capacity next year. I also mentioned your name and of course her eyes 

lit up. Long story short, she is very interested in meeting you to talk about her athletic and professional career goals. I’ve encouraged her reach out to you via email and set up a 

time to stop by your office in Woollen Gym 315. 

Through the Carolina Black Caucus I know you always preach the importance of helping our black athletes succeed in their future life after sports. Since 

athlete like you were formally, I thought she would benefit from connecting with you. 

is a black female 

I just wanted to give you a heads up in the event she contacts you in the near future. See you at our meeting tomorrow afternoon! 

Urdversity of North Carolina al Chapel Hill 

(#unc edu 



From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:36 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Internship 

Hi Yes, we can meet outside of Steele building that’s why I gave you my teaching hours during the week. What is your availability the week of 

As I stated, I will enroll you in the course. You don’t enroll yourself. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 20:2:1:38 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph, D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@___u_._n_.£,_..e_d__u.> 

Subject: RE:     Internship 

Dr. Stroman, 

There are no appointments available during that week that I do not have class, is there any way that we could schedule an appointment at a different time? Also, am I to 
enroll for the first summer session, or will you do that administratively? 

Thanks, 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [ _d_ _ _s_t_ _r_ 9_ _@_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ :_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . ] 
Sent= Wednesday, I            4:20 PM 

Subject: RE:    Internship 

Hi I thought through your situation and do agree that your situation is unique~ Please set an appointment with me the week of 

course requirements, I teach MWF at :1:00 and on T!R at ~2:~0. ~ will enro~ you during registration, 

Tha~lks for your fo~k~w up~ 

Dr. S~roma]~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9] 9,843,0336 

’Reb~ on vision i[ts{ead of rMes and procedures ~o guide you and your learn:’ 

¯ !j v__e_#_ .n_ c__,e_. _d_ ~] 
lO: lO PM 

to review the EXSS 

From= 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:    Internship 
Dr. Stroman, 
My name is          and I discussed with you before spring break about my recent application to             for a smnmer internship. It was determined that I 

would not be eligible for the internship because of my status as a current sophomore in ,ny second semester. I was wondering if there was any way that I could appeal 

the decision to not give class credit for the opportmfity? I think that this internship would be an excellent opportuni[y for ,ne to e,tha~ce my learning within the EXSS 

depart,nent mad make my classes more meaningfid, due to the fact that I will unders~nd how the different skills that I would learn would come into play in the reaJ 

world. I mn currently enrolled in EXSS    (Sports Marketing) which I feel like would be one of the more essential classes for this internship. I will be a junior at the 

end of this semester, and i feel as though this opportuni~ would do nothing but help to make me more infom~ed on what I would like to do as a career after I graduate 

with a degree in Sports Administration. I would be more than happy- to talk to you in person if that would be more beneficial to my cause, I do feel very. passionately 

about it and would do everything in my power to ensure that I represented the University of North Carolina in the best possible way! 
Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: [csbc_exec_board] Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

Okay. Hope you join us... 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we rr~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 20:01:09 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [csbc_exec_board] Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

On Tuesday I’m going to confirm that I can skip my only class to come to this, but count me in for now! 

Uitiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~unc.edu 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun,           16:51:53 +0000 

To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [csbc_exec_board] Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

Resent-From: @live.unc.edu> 

Resent-Date: Sun, 16:52:13 +0000 

Hi Team. You are invited! (Just the CSBC Leadership team) 

Please let me know if you are able to stop by and hear my guest speaker for the Entrepreneurship in Sport course on Thursday, 

make sure the room is large enough. ;) 

See attached. Mr~ Sturner is a dynamic leader in the sport sponsorship industry. The ACC is a client of the Leverage Agency too. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we m~st do.’; (J. Goethe) 

at 12:30 p.m. (Fetzer 106). I need to 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: ..~live.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc~edu!u?id=43191717~e10695bclle3d3alc6177270d3ad08a7&n=T&l=csbc exec board&o=31146459 

(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31146459-43191717.e10695bclle3d3a 1c6177270d3ad08a7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:38 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

Great! Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we r~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 19:25:27 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ll be able to stop by. Looking forward to it! 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

On at 12:50 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Grad students. You’re invited! ;) 

Please let me know if you are able to stop by and hear the guest speaker for the Entrepreneurship in Sport course on Thursday, 

I need to make sure the room is large enough. ;) 

See attached. Ben is a dynamic leader in the sport sponsorship industry. The ACC is a client of the Leverage Agency too. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

at 12:30 p.m. (Fetzer 106). 

<Leverage Sturner.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:39 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

Getting to know him and his background should be valuable to your internship too! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 19:25:27 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ll be able to stop by. Looking forward to it! 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

On at 12:50 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Grad students. You’re invited! ;) 

Please let me know if you are able to stop by and hear the guest speaker for the Entrepreneurship in Sport course on Thursday, 

I need to make sure the room is large enough. ;) 

See attached. Ben is a dynamic leader in the sport sponsorship industry. The ACC is a client of the Leverage Agency too. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

at 12:30 p.m. (Fetzer 106). 

<Leverage Sturner.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 7:25 AM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

Re: EXSS Listselw 

99D90097-F36D-40B4-BF9A-3D2D05EFBA9812].png; 389159A7-AB12-4FC7-B48E-9FF4B404F3BB[2].png; 010FA504-681E- 
4061- 8373- 853CDD99B36D[2].png; C3FDCA46-68BB-49C9-A72F- 3357934AC33012].png 

Hi Please learn to keep your emails brief when writing faculty. ;) (Helpful tip: four sentences or less) No need to beg. We allow non-majors to join our listserv. 

DLS th)m my iPhone, 

On at 6:24 AM, ))live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Dr. Salyer, 

My name is                   I’m a           student majoring in Business Administration and the current                          Carolina Sports Business Club. At our 

club meetings we always reference "hear more about The Club through EXSS emails from Dr. Salyer". However, I recently realized I’rn not on the EXSS listserv due to my 

major. 

Unfortunately, I do not wish to formally major in EXSS, but I’m very interested in the various sports classes that your department offers. Under Dr. Stroman’s guidance, I 

intend to major in Business but simply take Sport Adrnirl classes wherlever I can fit them in my course schedule. If it’s not too late, I’d love to be put on the EXSS listserv 

for the remainder of this semester. Moreover, I will reach out to you again in the fall to ask to be on the new listserv for the 20J.2 20J_3 school year. 

I understand if you would rather me not receive the emails since I do not intend to officially declare EXSS as a major, but I’d greatly appreciate consideration to my being 

put on the listserv. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 

"4--[if!vm1]--><99D9~97-I~6D-4~B4-B~‘’9A-3~)2D~5EFBA98[2].pttg><!--[ettdif]--> <[--[if [vm1]-->~389159A7-AB 12-4FCT-B48E-9FF4B404F3BB[2].pttg>r[--[endit]--> <[--[if [wM]-- 

;-<010FA504-681 E-4061-8373-853 C DD99B36D [2] .png><[--[endif]--> <!--[if [vml]--~ C3FDCA46-68BB-d 9C9-A72F-3357934AC33012 [ pn~z><[--[endifl--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 10:54 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.e&~> @kenaJMlagler.unc.edu); 

~email. unc.edu>; @email.nnc.edu-~; 

)!email.nnc.edu>;                    ~email.unc.ed~>; 

@email.unc.edu>;                   @live.unc.edu); 

CSBC Meeting TODAY 

CSBC Flyer - Club Meeting pdf 

@emal.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edn) 

Hi Heels. I know you may have a conflict but please pass the word to other students about this helpful meeting at 5:00 today (Fetzer 109). Thanks! 
See attached. 
Dr, Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Sl:coman, Ph.D~ CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e:~ - yY2_&5_y~__e:_x:_~__u_nj::&_d_~!. 
F.XSS Acaderrfic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Adviso,y Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chab & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel HiE NC 27599 
919,843~0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 10:59 AM 

Mihalik, Jason P <jmihalik@email.unc.edu> 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    - Fall Semester 

Hi       I am not sure if you are keeping a personal waiting list but I am giving you a heads up on an outstanding senior major who will need admittance in your 

section of     Connect Carolina is showing an error with his prereqs and I was notified this morning. 

I advised him to finish registration and that I would contact you directly for enrollment. Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. S~oman, Ph.D~ CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e3 - ~,~-~’.exss.unc,edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai~5 Carolina B~ack Caucus 
AdvqsoW Board Chair; College Sport Research Ins~tnte 
FaculW Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen -- CB }3700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843~0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, I h01 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu~>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu-~; @live.unc.edu> 

,~!live.unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Celebration Week - Secure Bios from Speakers 

Thanks I sent an email requesting her’ picture. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: 

"Rely o~ visio~ instead of r~ales and proced~res to g~,ide yo~ and yo~r team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
10:41 AM 

Cc: Fox, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC Celebration Week - Secure Bios from Speakers 

Hi team, 

thanks for starting this process, Also~ great work on sending out the applications through Sakai and the Business School listserv. The email and application 

are very pro[essior~al and (:ot~w:’y our (:h.~b"s m~ss~on we~L Please send the a~ical:b:ms out through ~:he EXSS ~stserv as we~L You cat~ emai~ the ~r~[ormat~on to Dr. 

SMyer (sa~yer@email.unc.edu) and she wH~ send ~t: out: for t~s. Please ~r~troduce yourself to her as the ~ncoming so she ~ows t:hat you w~l~ be 

communicating w~[h her in the future. 

For speaker bios and p~ctures, ] w~U try to simplify this process to make sure we are all on the same page, 

Monday- Gaw Sobba: please use this link and the ema~l provided to contact Gary Sobba. You can request a bio and picture from h~m, Please be very concise in the 

ema[I, O~ttp:ffwww.t a rheelblue.corn!ot!~ 1.-corpora te--sponsorship.html} 

Tuesday- Amy Herman,: p~ease contact Amy at th~s emai~ address-ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Wednesday- E~zabeth [[~dsey:          -. p~ease use th~s [~nk for Elizabeth’s b[o and picture. Also, you can use the Wasserman ~ogo on the website. Please 

shor[en [he ~o a bttle so ~t fits nicely on the flyer. 

Thursday- gubba Cunn~ngham; p~ease use this link for Mr, Cunn~ngham’s b~o and p~cture, Yo~J ca~l shorten his bio too so ~t fits on the flyer. Just p~ck out the 

ma~or h~ghl~ghts. 

(h t tp://www.ta r heelbk~e,comischoob-b~oiunc-school--b~o--a d.html} 

So just to clarify-- the only speakers we need to contact are Gary Sobba and Amy Herman. Please send the b~os and p~c[ures once you get [hem. ~ w~ be 

[:o][ow~ng up w~[h each speaker k~d[v~duaUy next week, 

Thanks team, 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 6:38 AM 
To: 
Co: 
Subject: CSBC Celebration Week - Secure Bios from Speakers 
Hi everyone, 

I wanted to reach out to you all to ask for you to begin the communication with who you’re introducing for Celebration Week. is doing the event flyer for this meeting and wanted 

to get started as early as possible. Please bcc              @live.unc.edu) when you send the initial ernail and follow up with the bio once you secure it.      has requested        have 

the flyer done by the middle end of this week, so please email as soon as you secure the necessary information. See you all later this afternoon! 

Thanks, 

U~dversity of No~h Carolina at Chapd Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:01 AM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

I~E: 

Thanks for suggesting thaL he write more concisely._l told hirn that yesterday. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: : 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to g,aide you a~d your team:’ 

@ive.unc.edu] 
10:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC Celebration Week - Secure Bios from Speakers 

[-{i 

thanks for s~:arting this ~rocess. Also, great work on sendktg out the applicat:ior~s through Sakai and the Business Schoo~ tstserv rhe email and ap~Jicath:m 

are very professional and convey our dub’s rn~ssion we/. Please send [he appfcations ou[ through the EXSS/s[serv as we/. You can emait the h~forrna[ion to 

Satyer (A#_[Y_@/_@A~_OJJ_:_M_Q;_:#_~_9.) and she wti send ~t out for us. P~ease h~troduce yourself to her as the incoming so she knows thst you will be 

communicating w~th her k~ the future. 

For speaker bios and p~ctures, ~ will try to sh~plfy this process to make sure we ~re aH on the s~me p~ge. 

Monday- (@ry Sobbs: please use th~s Ink and the emat provh~ed to contact Gary Sobba. You can request: a bio arid picture fiom Nm. Please be very concise ~r~ the 

emaH, (http:iiwww.tarheelblue,comiotill-corporate-sponsorsh~p.h tmi) 

Tuesday- Am~ Herman: p~ease contact Amy sL this emaH address-- 

Wednesday- Elizabeth Undsey:          - please use th~s Hnk for EHzabeth’s b~o aRd picture, Also, you can use the Wasserrnan logo on the website, Please 

shorten the b~o a little so ~t fits nicely on the flyer, (http:!iwww.wmgllc.comiportfol~o!el~zabeth-I~ndsey!) 

Thursday- [$ubba CunNngham ¯ pk~ase use this linl~ for Mr, Cutmmgham’s bio and pk:~:ure, You car~ shorten his bio too so K: fK:s on the flyer. Just pick out the 

ma~or highlights, 

So .just to clarify- Lhe only speakers we need to contact are Gary Sobba and ~rny Herman. P~esse send Lhe bios and pictures once you get them. ~ will be 

foHow~ng up w~th each speaker ~ndiv~duaHy next week, 

Thanks team, 

Sent: Monday, 6:38 AM 
To: 

Subject: CSBC Celebration Week - Secure Bios from Speakers 
Hi everyone, 
I wanted to reach out to you all to ask for you to be~in the communication with who you’re introducing for Celebration Week. is doin8 the event flyer for this meetin8 and wanted 
to set started as early as possible. Please bcc               #31ive.unc.edu) when you send the initial email and follow up with the bio once you secure it.      has requested        have 
the flyer done by the middle end of this week, so please email as soon as you secure the necessary information. See you all later this afternoon! 
Thanks, 

University of Noi~h Carolina at Chapd Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:11 AM 

Salyer, Sherry L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Transfer Credit and EXSS    Registration Permission 

Hi Sherry. Let’s discuss. Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, gtroman, Ph,lZ CLU 

93%843.0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:41 AM 

Subject: Transfer Credit and EXSS    Registration Permission 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is             and I’m currently a           at UNC in the EXSS general major. I have a couple of questions for you before registering, but all your 

appointments are filled until late      I was hoping to take physiology at                    this summer (I’m from          and will be returning home for 

the summer) and wanted to check with you to make sure the credit would transfer. They are currently on quarters, but are switching to semesters beginning this 

summer, so I believe the class should be equivalent to the one here. Here is the description of the class: 

If this is possible, I wanted to then in enroll in EXSS    for the fall semester. I know that EXSS    is a prerequisite, but I’m trying to possibly study abroad in the 

spring of next year and wanted to get these classes out of the way before I leave. Fm planning to apply to Physical Therapy school and want all the prerequisites 

done before my senior year. I register for classes on the 29th at 1:45 pm and would need your permission to get into the class since I don’t have the prerequisite 

yet. I’m just scared that I will get shut out of the class if I don’t register at that time. 

I realize this would be easier to discuss in person, so if you have any available times in the next few weeks I would be more than happy to meet with you! Thank 

you for your time and consideration! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:12 AM 

~live .unc .edu> 

ILE: meeting with you today 

have a meeting across campus and won’t be able to do advising with you today. Let’s chat later’ this week. 

Thanks. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team:’ 

~live.unc.edul 

9:4J. AM 

Subject; meeting with you today 
Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

If you have some spare time this afternoon (while I am visiting you at 2) 
do you think we could talk about course planning and advising for this semester? 
just want to make sure I am still on track :) 

Thank you for your time! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday 11:20 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS Minor (Coaching Education) 

thanks for your kind note, Please visit our website to feam more about the Coaching minor program. Our major ix very popular and it is very 

competmve to gain entrance to the program, You need to contact Dr~ Salyer and apply for the program. The minor is described on the site, 

ht[p://exss.unc.edu/undergraduate-program/exss-minors/coad~ing.-education/ 

Best wishes and let m~:_~ know if I can assist you furth~:_~r! 

Dr, Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

From: 

Sent: Monday 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Rely o~ visio~ instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team." 

~live.unc.edu] 
9:32 AM 

Subject: EXSS Minor (Coaching Education) 
IIello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is              and I am a Junior Geography major hem at UNC. I am writing you this e,nail this morning to request entrance into tile coaching 

education minor under ~xerc~se and Sport Science. This ,ninor roll give me a more well-rounded base as an undergrad and will allow me to build offof what I have 

gained and been blessed with as a canipus recreation employee (Supervisor ruth Intrmnural sports). Mr. Linwood Webster, who has been an excellent acadmnic 

advisor to ,ne, suggested that I email you as well. I enjoyed hearing you speak at the Leadership Advantage opening session (I am a part of Leadership Inslimte, but 

am an alum of Leadership Advantage), and I hope eve ~rything is going well for you. Thank you for reading this email and responding. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}’- 

Monday, March 26, 2012 11:26 AM 

@aol .com 

Kadence Otto (kotto@email.wcu.edu) 

RE: Documents for CSRI Conference 

Hi Frank. I will not be able to process your disLribution request Please contact Richard (_s___o___u__t__h___a__[[__@____e___m____a_!_[:__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.) or our 

@live.unc.edu), for assistance, 

Thank 

~tebby 

Go Heels, 

Dehor~*h ].,, St-roman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

From= FNJSMP@aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent= IVlonday, March 26, 2012 8:00 AlVl 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= kotto@email.wcu.edu 
Subject= Documents for CSP, I Conference 

Dear Debbie, 
Appended is a list of three documents published by FutureVectors, Inc. along with associated URLs and constituent pieces. 
Each of these documents was prepared for distribution at the UNC/CSRI April 19-21, Scholarly Conference on College Sport To that end, 30 sets of these documentswill be 
sent via USPS to your altention at the Department of Exercise and Sport Science,209 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700, The University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700. 
Please distribute sets to members of the CSRI Executive Board, the CSRI Advisory Committee, and others of your choice. 
Kadie Otto, the past president of The Drake Group, will have 10 sets for distribution as she best sees fit. 
Additional copies of these documents can be printed via access tothe URLs. 
Also appended for your information and ease of reference are the titles, constituents, and URLs for the documents prepared for the 2010 and 2011 CSRI Conferences. 
Please call or e-mail if you have any questions whatsoever. 

Best, 
Frank 

Documents for 2012 CSRI Conference 
Collegiate Athletics Reform: A Collection of References from the National Catholic’ Reporter 

h!_t#_;Z!~_:Lh_&_d__<&k__e_gt:_q_u_#_:_9_r~_~!_S__p__[[!L_N__C__B_:p___d_[ 
Truth telling on campus (Frank G. Splift) 
March Madness highlights sports vs. academics dispute (Joe Feuerherd) 
Time for accountability in sports (Frank G. Splitt) 
Penn State’s scandal throws light on the church’s (Torn Roberts) 
NCR Editor’s Note on Brain Injuries (Dennis Coday) 

Collegiate Athletics Reform: Trilogy III 
h!_t#_;£___~___~_=Lh_&_d__<&k__e_gt:_q_u_#_=_o_r~LS_ p J!J LIrJ]__q g~_~_=E~ f 

A Call for Federal Intervention 
Most likely up to the Courts 
Evermore Likely up to the Courts 

Collegiate Athletics Reform: Trilogy IV 
htt p://www.thed ra keg rou p.org/S plitt Tdlogy4.pdf 

"Academically Adrift" in a Sea of Sports and Mediocrity 
Do-nothing reds complicit in reckless endangerment of institutions of higher education 

The Shame of Financial Services and College Sports 

Documents for 2010 and 2011 CSRI Conferences 
Commentaries and Remarks On College Sports Reform (CSRI-2010) 

htt p://t hed ra ke.qrou p.or.q/S plitt Commentaries.pdf 
Dedication to the memory of General Andrew J. Goodpaster 
Reclaiming Academic Primacy and Integrity in Higher Education 
The NCAA Cartel: Enveloped by a Perfect Storm? 
Factoring Academics into March Madness Tournament Eligibility 
The Binghamton Basketball Scandal: A Lesson for Presidents 
2010 Robert Maynard Hutchins Award Luncheon Remarks by Frank Splitt 

Collegiate Athletics Reform: Signs of Hope (CSRI-2011) 
h!t_m/_i_t__tm_d__r__a___k__e_~_r__o___u_#_,_o__~_~LS__pJj!LS__igt~_~p__~f. 

Death Puts Focus on College Athletics 
Truth, Justice, and Reform in Collegiate Athletics 
Looking to the Future 
NCAA President Emmert Holds to the Carters Party Line 
Kicking the Hornet’s Nest 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:34 AM 

~EMAIL.~INC.EDU> 

CSBC Meeting TODAY 

CSBC Flyer - Club Meeting ~df 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Facul~, - e~ -ww#w.exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advqsor and Internship Coordinator 
Chang Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board ChaiL College Sport Research Ins~tute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolir~a Spor~s Bus~ness Club & S~gma Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen--- CB 8700 
C~apel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, [ 1:37 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

CSRI Presentatious 

Hi       Please give me a call when you have a moment. I teach today at 1:00. Thanks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Admirfistration Faculty - e3 -~5~Z.~t~.~_~.~. 
~XSS Academic Ad~dsor and IntemsNp Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
AdvisoW Board Chaic College Sport Research Institute 
FaculD" Ad~qsot; Carolina Sports Business Club & S~gma Npha Lambda 
315 Woollen - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
9:19.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 12:19 PM 

t@live.nnc.edu> 

I~E: IMG Internship 

Hi, Monday, ?t 2:00 in Woollen 315, Thanks, 

Dr, 
Do good, 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,13, CLU 

919,843,0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: IMG Internship 

’Reb~ on vision i~ts{ead of rMes and procedures ~o guide you and your learn.’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:15 PM 

I can meet any time before two on Tuesday and anytime before noon on Thursday. Monday and Friday I am available after one, and I am available after 2 on Wednesday. Just 
let me know what time is most convenient for you! 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:36 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: IMG Internship 

Hi    Yes. we can meet outside of Steele building that’s why I gave you my teaching honrs during the week. What is your availabilib’ the week of 
As I stated, I will enroll yon in the court. You don’t enroll yoursel£ 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chak; Carolina Black Caucus 
FaculU Advisor, Ca, olina S~ Business Club and Sigma Npha Lamb& 
"Kn~wi~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goe~e) 

From @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun 20:21:38 +~00 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: IMG internship 

Dr. Stroman, 

There are no appointments available during that week that I do not have class, is there any way that we could schedule an appointment at a different time? Also, am I to enroll 
for the first summer session, or will you do that administratively? 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: IMG Internship 

course requirements, i teach 
Thanks for your follow up! 
Dr, Stroman 
Go flee]s, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843.0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: IMG Internship 

thought through your situation and do agree that your situation is unique, Please set an appointrnent wiLh me the week of 

I will enroll you during registration, 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 

10:10 PM 

to review the EXSS 



Dr. Stroman, 
My name i~, m~d I discussed with you betbm spring break about my recent application to IMG College lbr a summer internship. It was determined that I 

would not be eligible tbr the internship because of my status as a current sophomore in my second semes"ter. I was wondering if there was any way that I could appeal 

the decision to not give class credit tbr the opportunity? I think that this internship would be an excellent opportuni~ tbr me to enhance my learning within the EXSS 
departlnent o~nd make my classes more meanino, fifl. due to the fact that I will unders*and how the different skills that I would learn would come into play in the reo1 

world. I am cunently enrolled in EXSS                    which I feel like would be one of the more essential classes for this internship. I will be a junior atthe 

end of this semester, and i feel as though this opportunity would do nothing but help to Inake me more infoiIned on what I would like to do as a career ~er I graduate 

with a degree in Sports Adlninistration. I would be more than happy to talk to you in person if that would be more beneficial to my cause, I do feel very, passionately 

about it and would do everything in my power to ensure that I represented the Universit?~ of North Carolina in the best possible way! 

Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, March 26, 2012 12:35 PM 

~gm~il.com> ~gm~l.com); Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu-~; Tracey Willia~ns 

(~¥illiam@uncaa.~mc .edu) 

CSBC TODAY 

C’ya later! Thanks again. 
debby 
Go Hee~s~ 
Deborah L, 5tro~na~ Pb,D. CLU 

~ Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:37 PM 

~email.unc.e&~ 

CSBC meeting TODAY 

CSBC Flyer - Club Meeting pdf 

Hi Is it too late to get a table and three chairs in the front of Fetzer 109 today at 5:00 p.m.? Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels~ 

Spo~ Administration Facui~y and Academic Advisor = ~,~,unc,edu 
3~5 Wo~le~ - CB 8700 

.~ Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 12:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: CSRI Presentations 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

g~’~,,qcNe, gxptor~:~. 

9~{9,843~0336 

From; 

Sent: Monday. 

’Rely" on vision i~lsiead of rules and procedures lo guide you and your 

@~lmail.com [mailto:a ggmail.com] ~n ~ehaff ~i 
12:42 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: CSRI Presentations 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Hem is tlm link for the conference schedule, with the academic presentations included. If you have any morn questions, or if Dr. Carter has any other questions, please 

just let me know! 

http:/,,’wwvv,csriconference.o~;~ipmgmmktml 
Thanks for all of your help, 

Abbey 

On Mon, Mar 26, 2012 at 11:37 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <O_Et_£R@__UlLC_:__e__d___U.> wrote: 
Hi Abbie. Please give me a ca3l when you have a moment. I teach today at 1:00. Thanks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 
Deborah L~ Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty - e~ - www.exss.unc~edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolina Black Cauct~s 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & S~grna Alpha Lambda 
315 Woollen-- CB 8700 
Chapel tlill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, March 26, 2012 12:46 PM 

Akilah Carter Francique <arcarte@hlkn.tamn.edu> 

UNC CSRI 

Hi Akilah. You may have already received your answer but here is the link for the schedule. Please contact 

make a schedule change. 

http://www,csricon ference.orgiprogram.html 

Have a super week! 

debby 

Deborah L, Stro~na~ Ph,D, CLU 

9~9,843~033~ 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 

@live.unc.edu) if you need to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monda? 1:54 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

I~B: CSBC ~neeting TODAY 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

FromJ 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, DeDorai~ L 
Subject; RE: CSBC meeting TODAY 
Im on it .... 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you a~d your {earn? 

1:10 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday 12:36 PM 
To;          I 
Subject: CSBC meeting TODAY 

Hi Is it too late to get a table and three chairs in the front of Fetzer :109 today at 5:00 p.m.? Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 
Debarah L, 5troman, PhoDo CLU 

3~5 Woo~le~ - CB 8700 

9~9,843,0336 

.~ Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN);, 

Monday, March 26, 2012 2:00 PM 

Amy t terman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Flyer 

Th a n ks ! 

’Rely" on vision b~stead of rules and procedures to guide you a~d your team.~’ 

F~m: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Monday, March 26, 2012 1:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: CSBC Flyer 

I just got an email from 

Amy 

about this, too. I’ll try to round up a picture and send it to her! 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <_d___s_t__r__o__~__M_LD__c_=_e___d__M_L> 3/25/2022 22:20 PM > > > 
Hi Amy. Thanks again for joining us as a speaker for the Club on Tuesday, April ]_0th. Do you have a photo we can use for the flyer? 

debby 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_RLi___/__e__x__s__s__:_u__n___c_:_e___d__~/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must appiy. Wiiling is not enoughl we must do,,= (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:04 PM 

[@email. unc.edu> 

I~B: CSBC ~neeting TODAY 

Lower 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~. ~2~ptor~:~. E’mpow~r, 

9~{9~843~0336 

Fr~ml 

Sent: r~on~ay, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC meeting TODAY 
Hey its me do you want the table on the upper level or the lower level?? 

’Rely" on vision i~s~ead of rules and procedures ~o guide you a~d your {earn? 

2:03 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, :[2:36 PM 

Subject: CSBC meeting TODAY 

Hi Is it too late to get a table and three chairs in the front of Fetzer :i09 today at 5:00 p.m.? Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
Spo~ Administration Faculty and Academic Advisor = www.exss.unc.edu 

3~.5 Wo~le~ - CB 8700 

919,843,0336 

.~ Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 2:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILB: [csbc exec board] Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

Gr’eat! 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Str~ man, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qcN~, E,\’ptore, g’mpow,~r, 

919,843,0336 

’~Rely on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you a~d your ~eam? 

Fror~ @gmail,com [mailto @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 

Sent-" Monday, 2:11 PM 

To-" Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 

Subject: Re: [csbc exec board] Thursday Speaker - Entrepreneurship 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am interested in attending! 

On Sun,             at 12:51 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro(/~unc~edtv* wrote: 

Hi Team. You are Inwted! (Just the CSBC Leadership team) 

Please let me know if you are able to stop by and hear my guest speaker for the Entrepreneurship in Sport course on Thursday, 

sure the room is large enough. ;) 

See attached. Mr. Sturner is a dynamic leader in the sport sponsorship industry. The ACC is a client of the Leverage Agency too. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !]_t__t_p__L/__/__e__x__s__s__._~__n__c__.__e__d___~!i 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

at 12:30 p.m. (Fetzer 106). I need to make 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as @emailiunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http~iilist~:~!2c:ed~/u, id::40250299.deSbc6c9d6f33539fcfbd17658cc5393&n=T&l=csbc exec board&o=31146459 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31146459-40250299.deSbc6c9d6f33539fcfbd17658cc5393@listserv.unc.edu 

You are cnrrently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro.~;nnc.edu. 

T o unsubscri be click here: _l!_tt_~;,_/:,;!i~_t_~:__t!r_Lc_:._e_d__L~:,i u_ ’_._? i__d_. __ .4_0_._2_.5_ (_:!_2_2L .5_e_/.6_ 5_?_~0__2_._e_2_~S_=S_ .e_ 4_4_.b__b_9_L!_ ~_5_3__9_3.~ ~S_ 8__d_3__L~_~! ~__ _:r ._a! __c_ _sh._c____ e_.~e__c____ .b_%a__~:_d_~.9_ ._~_ U_ .5_4_._2_.5_~. 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31154253-40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31 ~,listsers,.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:33 PM 

~kenan- tlagler, unc.edu);                         ~live.unc.edu> 

CSBC Today 

Hi. There is probably going to be confusion as to when the meeting actually begins - S or 5:30. The flyer says 5:30. Panelists may arrive at S:O0. I spoke to I 

about this situation. 

As leaders, use the time to fully engage the members. Take notes. E.g., What ideas do you have for next year? What worked this year and what didn’t? Who is our 

competition? What are they doing better than us to fulfill their mission? How can we get more athletes into our Club? 

New brainstorm - Should we start an annual sports trivia competition to raise money? Teams of four -win a lunch with Coach Fedora or Coach Williams? Fee 510 

per team? 

Explain Celebration Week and the Exec Board elections in more detail too. 

Thanks. 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday 2:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Quick Advising Queslion 

Doc 

Do ~ood, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLO 

91%843,0336 

wilt enroll you for the fall semester. You don’t do anything. Just make sure you don’t have an overload. 

’Rely on vision i~steg.)l of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~ and yore’ team:’ 

~live.unc.edu] 
2:28 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Quick Advising Question 

Dr. Stroman, 
I just had a quick question concerning sisning up for EXSS I spoke to you briefly on Friday about 8ettin8 selected for the IMG internship in Charlotte, in which 

case I need to receive course credit. I sisn up for classes tomorrow and was wonderin8 whether I need to enroll in the course when I sisn up tomorrow or if it is 

unavailable to sign up for until next fall. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 6:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Life Update 

Excetlen[! Continue to network and make a difference during your’ internship. Also, let me know if it is a good place for interns in the future. ;) 

Yes, I wou~d ~ove to see you before you get your graduation tassle, ;) 

Dr, Sl:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of miles and procedures to g~,ide you ;rod your team," 

_~live.unc.edu] 
5:58 PM 

F~oml 

Sent: Monday 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Life Update 
Hi!! 
I was actually thinking about you a few days ago and told myself that I needed to update you on what’s been going on with me. I got an internship that I started last week with 
Premier Managemnet Group, which is a sporting agency based in Cary and it represents several Olympic athletes and coaches, rm doing logistics and event planning and I 
really like it. Interning so far has definitely given me a better understanding of what this field is really about and letting me know that I want to be a part of it. I never heard 
back from the guy in Durham after I sent him a resume and the people in Charlotte that work with UNC did not have any positions until next fall. rm going to be taking a year 
off so if I don’t get a job where rm at currently then rm going to look back into the opportunities that you showed me. 
Just wanted to give you a quick update and hopefully we can schedule a time to meet before I graduate, but rll be around in the summer if you want to meet then too! Hope 
everything is well with you :) 
Talk to you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 7:00 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <sa]yer@email.unc.edn> 

ILE: Transfer C~edit and EXSS     [egistration Permission 

Thanks! 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

g:42 PM 
From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent-" Monday, 

@live,unc,edu 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Transfer Credit and EXSS    Registration Permission 

Dr Stroman forwarded this ~:o me. Pleas~-:~ an~.~wer the attached, f1 MAY transfer, bu~: you wH~ need to folk~w the flow chart and ~upp~v me with the necessary 

information. We can’t make a derision based on a one sentence bulletin description. We could not give you 9ernl~ss~on to register for    becauae you are not 

registered for the    (and we are not sure ~t is parallel 1o ours). A first semester jr setting into    is TOUGH----even w~th EXSS    chaRces are that might not get ~n 

anyway~ Yes, it is a d~st~nct poss~bNty that    will be dosed by the time you try for ~t. h~ that case, j~JSt try ~n ss after you return from Study Abroad. 

Hopefully Study Abroad will not interfere wkh your major or yo~Jr pre-reqs, b~Jt ] have observed that someth~es ~t does pose difficu~t~es~ 

Hope ~:h~s helps. 

Sent~ Nonday 9:~1 AN 
Te~ Stroman, DeBorah L 
Subject~ Transfer Credit and EXSS    Registration Permission 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is             and I’m currently a sophomore at UNC ~n the EXSS general major. I have a couple of questions for you before registering, but all your 

appointments are filled until late April. I was hoping to take physiology at Ohio State University this summer (I’m               and will be returning home for 

the summer) and wanted to check with you to make sure the credit would transfer. They are currently on quarters, but are switching to semesters beginning this 

summer, so I believe the class should be equivalent to the one here. Here is the description of the class: 

EEOB     Huma~ Physiology: A suwey office human newous ~stem, sen~ o~a~s, muscle t)nctio~ ci~vulation, mspim~on, digestion, me~bolis~n, ~dney functio~ 

and ~production. 

Prereq: 3 sem cr hrs in BioiogicN Sciences. Not open to students with credit for 232. GE nat sci bio course. NS Admis Cond conrse. 

If this is possible, I wanted to then in enroll in EXSS    for the fall semester. I know that EXSS    is a prerequisite, but I’m trying to possibly study abroad in the 

spring of next year and wanted to get these classes out of the way before I leave. I’m planning to apply to Physical Therapy school and want all the prerequisites 

done before my senior year. I register for classes on th~ at ~:45 pm and would need your permission to get into the class since I don’t have the prerequisite 

yet. I’m just scared that I will get shut out of the class if I don’t regBter at that time. 

I realize this would be easier to discuss in person, so if you have any available times in the next few weeks I would be more than happy to meet with you! Thank 

you for your time and consideration! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 7:01 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenan-llagler.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Tuesday for Tmyvon -- Please sha~e with UNC-CH students 

ExcetlenL! Thanks~ I know BSM is having a march on Wednesda% I will Lry to do a newsletter before then. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

’~ely on vision iuste~J of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team." 

F~m~ Jones, Shandra rmaHt~:Shandra~ones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Tuesday for Trayvon -- Please share with UNC-CH studen~ 
Impa~ance: High 

(~ood a#ternoon; 

The A~fia~¢e ol M~nodty Bus~ne~s Students here at U NUs Kenan-Fi~ler ~us#~ess Schoo~ ~s hoMin8 a ~ay of support ~:or the famH 

Tuesday            They are sskb~g students to wear boodles to class tomorrow as a demonstration o[: support. ~ ask that you p~esse share this h~forrnation 

tonight with any and aH students w~th whom you work m~d interact at UNC-CH ~n an effort to show cm~pus-wide support. To that end, I have included below the 

ema~ text that drcuiated to aH Kenan-Flagler students, an attachment directing peopie to the oni~ne petition in support of investigation and prosecution of the 

case (referenced in pok~L ~5 below}., as we~ as an Outlook meetk~g request that can be sent to sLudenl:s. 

~ plan to weber my hoodie tomorrow, and f hope to see others with theks. 

AH the best, Shsndra 
$handra ~ones ¯ Associate Director, MBR Admissions ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Fh~gler Business School ¯ 919.962.0558 

Sent= Sunday,             i0:0~ P~ 
To~ ~BA All~ance for ~inori~ Business Students 
C¢~ ~ones, ShandFa 
Subje¢t~ Tuesday for Trayvon 
Impo~aB¢e; High 
He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate #. He who accepts evil without protesting against 
Matin Luther King, JK 

On February 26 Tra>~von Martin, a t7-year-oM Florida high school student, is found shot and ki#ed, h~ Sanford, Fla. According to the Sanfo~J po#ce repot, George 

Z#nmennan, 28, a self-apf~#~ed neighbo#~ood watch capta#~, is found arm~f wilh a han~qun, standing over MarUn. Martin is un~sponsA/e and p~nounced dead at the 

scene. He has no weapons on him, only a pack of Ski#les and a bo#le of iced tea leaving many people to believe that the main thing he was doing that made h#n look 

suspicious" was wearing a h~ded s~atst#r~ in #~e rain. Martin’s pa~onts joined hundreds of protesters in New Yo~k City forthe %fil#on Hoodie Mamh," demanding jusUce for 

the slain 17-yeaf=old. As of today Zimmerman, who told police he acted in self-defense, has not been affested or charge. 

Link to New Story and Explanation of Florida Law 

Trayvon could have been your brother, friend, cousin or even your son and as a student at KFBS I want to ensure our voice is heard in changing the laws and bringing 

Zimmerman to justice. 

On I’d like to ask you to participate in a Tuesday for Trayvon. 

Instructions: (If you are willinq and able to participate} 

1. Please bring your laptop or a separate notebook with you on Tuesday. 
2. Wear a boodle on your head all day Tuesday. Please make sure that you arrive to class a few minutes early to let your professor know why you are wearing the 

hoodie and ensure that they don’t think you are disengaged or being disrespectful in class. 
3. Once someone asks you a question about the boodle please give them a brief summary of the Trayvon Martin case and ask them if they’d be willing to sign a petition 

to prosecute the shooter and bring justice for Martin family. 
4. If they agree please send them the email attached. If you do not have your laptop or are unable to send it to them immediately please record their and send it to them 

once you are available. 
5. (Optional) Feel free to also post these links on your Facebook or twitter page to spread awareness of the issue and gain additional support for these petitions. 

This link will petition Norman Wolfinger, Florida’s 18th District State’s Attorney, to investigate and prosecute George Zimmerman for the shooting and killing of 
Trayvon Martin. http://~ww~chan~e~r~peti~i~ns/~r~secute-the-ki~er~f~ur~s~n-17~ear"<)~d~trWv~n~martin 
This link will send a letter from you to Attorney General Eric Holder and Florida US Attorney Robert O’Neill on your behalf. 
~t~t~;~t~a~t~c~r~f~c~a~t~e~r~s~j~n~/~T~r~a~y~v~n~/. 

Feel free to foffward this along and {hank you for your support{ 
Please reach OlJt tO me with any rlllestion.<, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday 7:15 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.nnc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Baxbara J <sportlaw@unc.e&~>; 

South~ll, Deborah Joy <djsothll@emaJl.unc.e&~>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; Sta~mm~, DeboraJ~ L 
<dstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. <r~vturne@ernail.nnc.edu>; Weight, Efimme Allen <eweight’~!ern~J.unc.edu> 

FW: Tuesday tbr Trayvon -- Please shme witl~ UNC-CH students 

Thank for for SuppoNng Traswon Martin.msg; Tuesday for Tra~5~on.msg 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

’Ne~ on vision i~stead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your 

F~m~ Jones, Shandra [ma~lto:ShandraDones~kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Monday ~.n~ ~M 

To= Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject= Tuesday for Trayvon -- Please share with UNC-CH studen~ 
Impo~ance~ High 

Good afternoon: 

The A~iance of Minority Busines~ Student~ here at UNC’s Kenan-Fl~gler Bu~h~e~s Schoo~ i~ holding a day of support for the fam~lv ofTrayvon M~rt~n 

They are askh~g students to wear boodles to class tomorrow as a demonstration of support. ~ ask that you p~ease share this ~nformat~on 

tonight: with any and a~l studen~:s w~th whom you work and interact a~ UNC-CH ~n an efh:~rt to show carn~ms.-wide su~)port. TO ~:hat end, I have included bek)w the 

e~a~ te>’A ~hat c~rcu]ated ~:o NI Kenan.-Flag~er s~:uder~ts, a~ attach]~er~t dire(:~g ~)eop]e to the ordme peti~o~ i]~ support of ~nves~:~gatkm and prosecutkm of the 

case (referenced in pob~[ #S below}~ as we]~ as an Outlook meetb~g request that can be sent to s[udents. 

~ p~an to wear my boodle tomorrow~ and ~ hope to see others with theirs. 

A]~ the besL Shandra 
Sha~ra Jones ,Associate Director ~ MBA Admissions ¯ UNC’s KenamElagle~- Business Schoo~ ¯ 919 9620558 
Shaph~g Lea~ers ] D~ivh~g Resu~ 

Senti Sunday,             10:03 PN 
To= NBA Alliance for i~,non~ ~usiness Students 
C¢= Jones, Shandra 
Subje¢t; Tuesday for Trayvon 
Impedance= High 
He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate it. He who accepts evil without protesting against it is ~ally cooperating with 
Muffin Luther King, 

On Febmaty 26 Ttaowon Ma,qin, a 17-}<-:.ar<~ld FIodda high school student, is found .shot and killed, in Santord, Fla. According to the Santotd police repoft, GeoNe 

Zirnrnerman, 28, a self-appoin~ed neighborhood watch captain, is found arrr~ed wi& a han~qun, standing over Mardn. Mardn is unresponsive and pffonounced dead at the 

scene. He has no weapons on h~m, only a pack ot Ski~les and a bogle ot iced tea leaving many people to believe that the main thing he was do~n.q that made h~m look 

suspicious" was wearing a hooded sweatshitt iu the rain. Martin’s parents joined hundreds of protesters in New York City forthe "Miiiio~? Hoodie Mamh," demanding jus~be for 

the slain 17-year:old. As of today Zimmerman, who told police he acted in self-defense, has not been arrested or charged. 

L#}k to New Sto~_ and _E__Lp___/_a__t_!_a___t_i__o_~__~___o__f___F__!_o__r__i__d__a____L__a____w_ 

Trayvon could have been your brother, friend, cousin or even your son and as a student at KFBS I want to ensure our voice is heard in changing the laws and bringing 

Zimmerman to justice. 

I’d like to ask you to participate in a Tuesday for Trayvon. 

Instructions: (If you are willing and able to participate} 

1. Please bring your laptop or a separate notebook with you on Tuesday. 
2. Wear a boodle on your head all day Tuesday. Please make sure that you arrive to class a few minutes early to let your professor know why you are wearing the 

hoodie and ensure that they don’t think you are disengaged or being disrespectful in class. 
3. Once someone asks you a question about the boodle please give them a brief summary of the Trayvon Martin case and ask them if they’d be willing to sign a petition 

to prosecute the shooter and bring justice for Martin family. 
4. If they agree please send them the email attached. If you do not have your laptop or are unable to send it to them immediately please record their and send it to them 

once you are available. 
5. (Optional) Feel free to also post these links on your Facebook or twitter page to spread awareness of the issue and gain additional support for these petitions. 

This link will petition Norman Wolfinger, Florida’s 18th District State’s Attorney, to investigate and prosecute George Zimmerman for the shooting and killing of 
Trayvon Martin. ~[~t~p~-~!~‘~c~[~a~-~‘g~e~/~t~i!i-~n~.~s~‘~‘~9~[~.~!b.~iJJ.~[~-~.~-Z~y.~.~:~J.~y~!~.~j.[! 
This link will send a letler flora you to Attorney General Eric Holder and Florida US Attorney Robert O’Neill on your behalf. 

htt p://act .colorofcha n.qe.or.g/si.q n/Trayvon/ 
Feel free to fowvard this along and thank you for your support! 
Please reach out to me with any questions, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

1:44:39 AM 

Subject: Tuesday for Trayvon 

Start: 1:00:00 PM 

End: 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

@kenan-flagler,unc,edu] 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate it. He who accepts evil 
without protesting against it is really cooperating with it. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

On February 26 Trayvon Martin, a ! 7-year-old Florida high school student, is found shot and kited, in Sanford, 

Fla. According to the Sanford police report, George Zimmerman, 28, a self-appointed neighborhood watch 

captain, is found armed with a handgun, standing over Martin. Martin is unresponsive and pronounced dead at 

the scene. He has no weapons on him, only a pack of Skittfes and a bottle of iced tea leaving many peop/e to 

believe that the main thing he was doing that made him look suspicious’ was wearing a hooded sweatshirt in 

the rain. Martin’s parents joined hundreds of protesters in New York City for the "Million Hoodie March," 

demanding justice for the slain 17-year-old. As of today Zimmerman, who told police he acted in self-defense, 

has not been arrested or charged 
Link to New Story and Explanation of Florida Law 
Trayvon could have been your brother, friend, cousin or even your son and as a student at KFBS we want to 
ensure that tragedies like this don’t happen again and our voice is heard in changing the laws and bringing 
Zimmerman to justice. 

On we’d like to ask you to participate in a Tuesday for Trayvon. 

Instructions: (If you are willing and able to participate) 

1. Please bring your laptop or a separate notebook with you on Tuesday. 

2.    Wear a hoodie on your head all day Tuesday. Please make sure that you arrive to class a few minutes 
early to let your professor know why you are wearing the hoodie and ensure that they don’t think you are 
disengaged or being disrespectful in class. 

3.    Once someone asks you a question about the hoodie please give them a brief summary of the Trayvon 
Martin case and ask them if they’d be willing to sign a petition to prosecute the shooter and bring justice for 
Martin family. 

4.     If they agree please send them the email attached. If you do not have your laptop or are unable to send 
it to them immediately please record their and send it to them once you are available. 

5.     (Optional) Feel free to also post these links on your Facebook or twitter page to spread awareness of 
the issue and gain additional support for these petitions. 

This link will petition Norman Wolfinger, Florida’s 18th District State’s Attorney, to investigate and prosecute 
George Zimmerman for the shooting and killing of Trayvon Martin. http://www.change.org/petitions/prosecute- 
the-killer-of-our-son- 17-year-old-trayvon-m artin 

This link will send a letter from you to Attorney General Eric Holder and Florida US Attorney Robert O’Neill on your 



behalf. 
http://act.colorofchange.org/signFFrayvon/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 7:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~                   @live.unc.edu-~;                ~live.nnc.edtr~ 

l~JE: T- shirt order 

I agree... 

fewer shirts}~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Strarnan, Ph,D, CLU 

End~,qe, ,~;xph~r~. ~’mpower. 

9~ 9,843,0336 

did you tell them that we are a regular customer? We have been using them for" three years. Try to gel the price to $700 (even if i[ means we prin[ 

’g, ely on vision insteea:l of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
4:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L; mjrobin 

From: 

Sent; Monday, 
To: 

Subject: RE: T-sNrt order 
Let’s follow up wi[h [hem and see it: they can drop the price down to about ~8 per shirt wi[hout the sleeve print. I tNnk thai ~s a Htde pricey. You can also note that 
we have done busff~ess w~th them in the pasL Your thoughts.., 
N~ck 

Sent~ Monday,             4:20 PM 
T~ Stroman, Deborah~ Lennon, Nicholas~ mjrobin 
Subjeet~ ~: T-shi~ order 
Wh~t do you a~ think? This wou~d cost around ~850 ~f we ordered 96 o~: them. 

From: Benjamin Harper L__m___a_]]_t__o_i _~__b__e_._[[_s__q_~_t_[_~_&~__e__t]. 
Sent: Monday, 4:1.7 PM 
To 
Subject: Re: T-shir~ order 
He?     . l?or full color photo printing we would need to print on either Whtie or Light (key shirts. We use different, somewhat tranperant inks for that process. The 

cost with the sleeve print would be $9.50. Without the sleeve print $8.75 per shirt. Just let tne know if you have any other questions. Thank you! 

Ben Harper 
Harper Arts 

www.harperarts.com 

--- On Mort, 

From ~;live.unc.edu> 
Subject: T-shirt order 

’Ib:’ %bellsouth.net" ~ 

Date: Monday 3:43 PM 

@bell~)uth.net> 

Mr. Harper, 

My name is           and I have worked with you before in printing t-shirts for homecoming. However, this time these t-shirts are for a difi}rent club that I 

am involved with. Based on the costs we were considering ordering 96 total gray shirts (24 small 48 medium 12 large 12 extra large). The fi~ont of the shirt 

would have our logo centered front along with the follomng quote below "the achievements of an o~ganization are the results of the combined eflbrt of each 

individual" Vince Lombardi. The back would have "the Dos Equis picture (http:i/~’.quicknreme.com/meme/3og8zg’) with our club logo in place office 

Beer bx~ttle. Beneath the Dos Equis picture we would include our stx~nsors Bank of America and the EXSS logo. On the left sleeve we want "Collatx)rate and 

Connect my fiJends". Let me know if this is t~asible and what the associated costs are as we may take ont the wording on the sleeve and the quote depending 

on "the expenses. Additionally, what is the time period you could have these shirts done by? Realistically we would like to have them in two weeks. Thanks 
again for aJl your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 7:19 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

Club Leadership 

Hi      Sail me when you can. Thanks! 

Go Heels~ 
Deborah L, 
En~a~eo F~xp~re, 

.~i Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 7:21 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edn> 

ILS: EXSS 

THANKS! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: Osborne R~rhur~ 1 
Sent; Monday, 

C¢; Stroman, Deborah L; McCullen, Ashley D 

Subiect: RE: EXSS 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

3:33 PM 

Thanks for your note. I appreciate your dilemrna, but unt:ortunaLely there are no easy solutions, I wish I knew who had advised you Lhat sports taw would be 

offered in d~e fall, as it has not been offered in the fall for 5 years~ ~t w~fl be offered in firs~ session summer school, from 9:45 ---~l:~5am (I believe). G~ven d~e ~ong 

days, evening games, and weekend assignments in the baseba]~ h~dustrv, ~ am hoping that you wH~ still be able to work a full-time h~ternsMp and attend class (I 

have had other USA Basebal~ ~nterns ~n my summer school classes in the past}, ~f you have to miss a class occasionally, we can work that out 

Un[ortuna~:ely, independent: study ~s not an option for a reqtm’ed course, 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professo[ 

Exe~dse and Sport Science 

University of North Carolh~a 

309 Woollen Gym 

Chapel H~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 919,962~5173 
Ema~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, 2:51 PN 
To~ b osborne~_~_~,~M 
Subject~ [XS~ 
Professor Osborne, 
I have spoken with Dr. Stroman who has said she will speak with you, but I just waned to touch base with you as well to explain my situation and work towards a conclusion. 
My name is             and I am a first semester senior, en route to a             graduation. I am a semes~r behind due to some m~nor lung problems before the 
sta~ of my junior year, but am currently breathin~ well, although slightly stressed, as most college studenN are. 
I had an appointment with academic advising in               to set up my final ~o semesters and ensure my graduation. In that appointment, I outlined my current 
semes~r of four EXSS class and the final major class I would need,                   EYNS    :o be taken in the fa~ of     I specifically asked in that appointment if 

this class would be offered so that I could avoid the situatbn that I am r.rrently in. When I was assured it would be, I went fo~h with my devised schedule. 
As I know now, and you do as well, being the courses instructor, EXSS    isn’t offered in the fall. I would have no problem ~king the summer session, but I have a fairly 
Nghly regarded internship with USA Baseball beginning full time on I am working towards my professional goals as well as my educational ones, and this internship 
is a large s~p towards the dreams I want to accomplish. 
Both Dr. Stroman and Ashley in the EXSS office expressed some hope for a private course instruction that would quali~ me for the crediN, barring your approval and other 
necessaw steps, and I would like to know if this would be a possibili~, or what I could do to ~ke the steps ~wards seeing this happen. Please let me know what I can do to 
make this process easier, and what I can do to graduate on time (relatively speaking). I would understand if it was my own laziness or sho~sigh~dness that caused this ~ 
happen, but I was under the impression that my bases were covered. 
Thank you for the help, 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, March 26, 2012 7:26 PM 

~gma~il.com> ~gm811.com); Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu-~; Tracey Willis~ns 

0williams~uncaa.nnc .edu) 

l~g: CSBC TODAY 

HOMERLi N!! Thanks so much. You were kind, thoughtt:uf, and inspirational. The students are tweeLing about you! ;) 

Have a great week. 

debby 
Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843,0336 

’~ely o~ visio~ ins~e;~d of rules aud procedures ~o g~ide you ar~.d your 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent~ Nondag, Narch 26, 20~2 12:3S PN 

To: ~gmail.com> ~gmail.com); Walsh, Sue; Tracey Williams (~illiams~uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject= CSBC TODAY 

C’ya later! Thanks again. 

debby 

~o Heels~ 

Deborah L, 5troman, Ph,O, CLU 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

N~: Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 7:34 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

~@live.unc.edt~; @live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Harper Arts Contact hffo 

Thales I will add another $100 for the Club t-shirts from a friend’s compaW. 

www realistic-compuung corn 

Go Heels, 

Deborah I.. Stroman, Ph.D CI.U 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From (~? live uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday 10:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc 
Subject: Re: Harper Arts Contact Info 

The most recent club roster that I have has 72 paid members on the list. I can go to SAFO in the morning and double check the account balance of the club so we know how much we can 
spend on t shirts. 

at 9:39 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> I like having the sponsors on the bottora of the back of the shirt. 
> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Departraent - http:i/exss.anc.edui Sport 
> Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 
> 

> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
> Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
> 

> "Knowing is not enough; we must apply-. Willing is not enough; we must 
> do." (J. Goethe) 
> 

> 

> 

> From @live.nnc. edu> 
> Date: Sur~ 18:55:36 +0000 

> To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Nicholas Lennon 
~@live unc.edu>, @live unc edu> 

; ~,live unc.edu> 
> Cc: @live.unc edu> 
> Su’qject: Re: Harper Arts Contact Info 
> 

> We could have the design centered on the back and have the company sponsors running horizontally on the bottom. Another option is to have their logos listed on the left sleeve or in 
place of the "Collaborate and Connect, my friends" on the right sleeve 

@unc.edu 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edu> 
Date: Su~ 16:12:04 +0000 
To: ~live.unc edu>, 



@live unc.edu> ~!live.unc edu> 
Cc:                  @live.uric edu> 
Subject: Re: Hamer Arts Contact Tnl}~ 
Resent-From: ~!live unc edu> 
R esent-Date: Sun.             16:12:05 + 0000 

’]’hanks 

Use a multiple of 12 to place the order. Where will we put company sponsor logos on the shirt? Or how else can *ve give them value by sponsoring the Club? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Departnrent - http:/iexss.tmc.edu/Sport 
Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ A&dsor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we nrust apply. Willing is not enough; we must 
do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 
Date: btm, oo:)0:3o +o000 
Tc _ ~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
~live.tmc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Harper Arts Contact Itffo 

Hi team, 

Thanks for the follow-up . Yes, please go ahead and contact Harper Arts and see what they can do 

> We need to order enough shirts to cover all dues-paying members and leadership team members, plus an additional 10 or so to have as extra inventory (especially to promote at FallFest on 
our club table) - do you have the most recent count of dues-paying members? 
> 

> Off the top of my head, I would say 100 shirts is a good order quantity 
> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> From 
> Sent: baturclav. 7:16 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah; 
> Subject: Re: Harper Arts Contact Info 
> 

> Hey man, 
> 

> Sorry for my late response. Yeah, go ahead and contact Harper Arts Just cc me on all the emails you send so I’m in the loop. Just as a reminder, we want 
> ¯ Back: The Dos Equis meme (ore- attached CSBC logo will replace the Dos Equis bottle) 
> ¯ Front: our club logo and the Vince Lombardi quote: 
> ¯ "The achievements of an organization are the results of the combined effort of each individual" Vince Lombardi 
> ° Shirt sleeve: "Collaborate & Connect, my friends" to play off the Dos Equis theme 
> ° Looking for 2 week turnaround 

> As far as the questions you raised below, I was thinking grey shirts I’m not sure of the order amount,      and Dr Stroman can chime in and give their suggestions, ttow many have we 
ordered in past years?      what’s our budget look like as far as us ordering CSBC shirts this year? 

> Thanks, 

@unc.edu 
> <image001 .png><image002.png ><image003.png> 

> "Collaboration Connections." 

> From: }))live unc.edu> 
> Date: Sat, 18:19:46 ~ 0000 
> To @live unc edu> 
> Subject: Harper Arts Contact Info 

> Hey 

> Here’s the contact info for Harper Arts: 
> Benjamin Harper 

~bellsouth.net 
> 

> Harper Arts 
> 207 E. Main St 
> Carrboro, NC 27510 
>919-933-8591 
> wwxv.harperarts.com<http :i/xvwxv.harperarts.corr~> 



> 

> I’m not sure if you wanted to go ahead and contact them since you have the image or if you wanted me to follow through on it Also do we have any idea what color we wanted, how many 

to order, and our overall budget [’or these shirts? 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 7:41 PM 

Ben Smmer <bens@leverageagency.com> 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC visit 

Hi Ben. Thanks again for agreeing to visit with the Entrepreneurship students on Thursday at 12:30 for -- one hour! 

Suggested format: 

1. Your career and wu~k in spurts (always helpful to share with them career paths and life optiuns; how did you get tu where yuu are today’? Educatiun/work experience) 
2. If you had tu start over, what would you du differently (academic and/or prufessiunally)? 
3. Information on the variuus methods tu maintain/increase revenue ur marketing ideas fur your company 
4. Any" current event or case study that may be apprupriate at the time (huw the issue affects yuur business) 
5. Career recommendatiuns and tips 

This course is fur undergrads but I did invite a few graduate students to join us. I will 1511 you in by phone. 

Alsu, are yuu available tu meet with me fur lunch belbre ur after? 11:30 a.m ur 1:30 p.m.? 

debby 

Du Guud. 

Deburah L Struman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. E×plure Empuwer. 

919843.0336 

"Rely" on visiun instead uf rules and procedures to guide yuu and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens(~lcverageagency.cora] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:46 PM 
To: Stroraan, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Sounds great. This is ray favorite discussion topic. Here is an entrepreneur magazine article I was in that you could look at or share with your class. 
http :i/www. entrepreneur, corn/article/205912 

Ben Sturner 
CEO & Fouader 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 
New- York. NY 10106 
Office: 1 212.752.2500 
Mobik 
Fax: 1 212.22B.6982 
bens@lever ageagency.com 
www.leverageagency.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, March 23, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Ben Sturner 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy- 

Let’s go with Thursday at 12:30 pm (Fetzer 106) The course is Entrepreneurship in Sport 

We can chat next week on the course logistics and your presentation. I would love for you to share your background, how- you manage growth, and ho*v you make your company "work" 
i.e, organizational effectiveness ;) 

Have a great *veekend[ 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Stnrner [mailto:bens(~levera~ea~ency.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

I *viii do both days. I should be available and very much look fopa, ard to it. 

Ben Stumer 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 

New Yorlg NY 10106 
():[~Sce: 1 219 7q9 

Mobile: 

Fax: 1 212.223.6982 

bens@leverageagen cy.com 

www.leverageagency.com 

Contact Me 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(d},,unc. edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:07 PM 
To: Ben Stumer 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben. Thar~ks for your note. Are you availatqe on Thursday at 12:30 p.m. and/or Friday at 1:00 p.m. ? The class time available is 45 minutes. I will see if I can make changes to accommodate 
your schedule. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empoxvcr. 

919.843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens@leverageagency.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Dr. Stroman 
I will be m Chapel Hill Thurs and Friday if you would like for me to be a guest speaker. Look f,arward to meeting you. 

Ben Stumer 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 
New York, iXW 10106 
Office: 1 212.7522500 
Mobil, 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
bens@leverageagency.com 
www.leverageagency.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, Januap), 08, 2012 8:17 PM 
To: Ben Stumer 
SubJect: Re: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben Thanks for your follow up note Your firm and concept are impressive. I hope UNC students apply and take advantage of this offering. 

I am teaching an Entrepreneurship in Sport (first ever) course this spring. I would love to have you be a guest speaker when you visit, if possible. 

I)o stay in touch. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department -http://exss unc.edu/Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~" Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 1/8/12 7:28 PM. "Ben Sturner" <bens@leverageagency.com> wrote: 

> 

>Professor Stroman, 
> 
>Thank you kindly for sending out the lip2~ to MSBA to the UNC sports 
>administration students. 
>I am actually fiom Chapel Hill myself and ray father in law is a 
>director at the Kenan Flagler Business School Dr. Jack Kasarda and have 
>a great respect for UNC students. Have also been talking to Professor 
>Coyte Cooper as well about the program. 
> 

>I run the Leverage Agency which is a sports and entertainment marketing 
>firm in NYC where we work with leagues, teams, events athletes and 
>television shows on property consulting and sponsorship. 
> 

>Have started MSBA to give students a chance to experience a sports 
>related internship in the city, having a mentor, fitness networking 
>activities and a best of the best seminar speaker series and career 
>development We are personalizing it for each student based on their 
>interest and also having goal setting for personal and professional 
>goals during the surmner program 
> 

>We are getting great applications from students from all over the world 
>and very excited about the program 
> 

>Please feel free to send ww~ gomsba.com to any other qualified students. 
>We really want students who have a passion for sports management but 
>most importantly a great attitude as we are putting them into 
>internships at some of the most prestigious places in the industry HBO, 
>MSG, MLS, BBDO and malay other organizations. 
> 

>Thank you again as had some interest today from some UNC students and 
>appreciate you sending our link to them. Hope to meet you when i am in 
>Chapel Hill next. 
> 
>Very kind regards, Ben 
> 

>Benjamin M Stumer 
>CEO, Leverage Agency Founder MSBA\ 
>888 7th Avenue 
>New York, NY 10016 
>212-752-2500 x123 

>v,~,w [everageagency corn 
> 

>Ben sending from my iPad 
> 

> 

>~fhis emai[ communication by Leverage Agency may contain information 
>that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt l~om 
>disclosure If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you 
>are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this 
>communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may 
>be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error, please 
>noti~ the sender 
> 

>For more infi~rmation, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 
> 

> 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally- exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 
are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have 
received this conwnunication in error, please notify the sender. 

For more information, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 
are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this corcanunication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. 11" you have 



received this communication in error, please notiJ~’ the sender. 

For more information, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain iN2~rmation that is proprietary, privileged, cor~fidential or legally exempt from disclosure If you are not a named addressee you 
are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. I£ you have 
received this cormnunication in error, please notify the sender. 

I"o1 more information, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 10:37 AM 

@bellsouth.net>; ~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: A(ticle of Interest - Danger of one sport athletes 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: "Schimmelfing, Lee" <lee~him(a)email.uac.edu-~ 

Date: March 27, 2012 9:52:57 AM EDT 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <._d_~_t_rg~i._u_..n_9=e_~t_..u_> 

Subject: RE: Article of Interest - Danger of one sport athletes 

Deb, 

- Lee 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [_d___s__~r__o_@__u__t~__c__&@_] 
Sent-" Monday, March 26, 2012 2:00 PM 
To-" The peess-f mailing list 
Subject; [peess-f] Article of Interest - Danger of one sport athletes 

Seems like there are so many more ACL injuries for WBB players today than when I played... 

We played all sports -year round too. 

d 

Young athletes face higher injury risk by focusing on only one sport; 

Those playing multiple sports devdop better muscle balance, fewer overuse injuries 

By Sam Spiegelman 

COLLEGE PARK, Md. - A growing number ofyolmg athletes are focusing on playing a single sport, putting themselves at greater risk of serious injuries, physicia 
said. 

"When athletes that play one sport and one sport alone, there’s probably more hours of competition in that one sport than there were competing if they had two or 

three other sports," Maryland Terrapins team physician and assistant orthopaedics professor Dr. James Dreese said. "It’s the hours of competition that puts them rr 

at risk liar having those problems." 
Some parents believe that specialization can help their children become stars, earning a college scholoxship or even a pro career. Over the past decade, spo~ts 

perfomlance scientist Dr. Chris Stankovich said he has noticed more oa~d more children beginning to specialize in one sport. 

"Culturally speoking, more and more kids oxe seeing that a friend of theirs or a schoolmate is doing one spo~t year-roun& so it kind of normalizes it," Stoa~kovich s~ 

More than 44 million children in the United States participate in youth sports, according a 2008 survey by the National Council of Youth Sports. But only about 6 

percent of high school athletes go on to play football, baseball or soccer in college, according to the NCAA. About 3 percent play college basketball. 

Specialization at a young age, however, can set young athletes up for serious injuries. 

For example, the thromng arm of a young baseball player who specializes in pitching too eafty can undergo major structural changes. 
"There are some pretty significant adaptive changes that take place in the throwing shoulder ruth regards to the way it rotates and the way in M~ich it’s orientated It 

mosul related to the hours of which the athlete is thromng. The younger they are, the more that adaptive change tends to be," Dreese said. 

Reggie Zayas, the commissioner of the Marllx~ro Boys & Gifts Club and a travel league in Upper Marlboro, Md., said that about 40 percent of his kids specialize i 

baseball, usually by ages 9 or 10. 

"(Kids on travel-select leagues are) Falling behind tile curve if they play ~nultiple sports," Zayas said. "If you t~y to play (footb~2ll, basketball and baseball) ... you’re 

Falling behind file curve because there axe so many kids just concentrating on one spoilt.’’ 

Hany Hudson, the president of Henlopen Pop Warner and coach of the Cape Vikings peewee team in Lewes, Del., tells his players the same thing. 

Hudson and his fellow coaches encourage kids under 12 to s~y active and to participate in as many different spo~ts as possible. But when they become teenagers, 
advises them to consider specializing. 

"When you move on to that middle school or that high school level, you need to s~art looking at your future," Hudson said. 

Some paxents, like Hudson, view sport sampling as more dangerous than focusing on one sport. 

"In football, you’re using your shonlders by hitting people. You’re using your legs also. You go into wrestling, and you’re not giving your body enough time to heal. i 

yoffre going right back into another sport that has to do with possible shoulder injuries," ttudson said. 

But doctors argue that playing only one sport is more dangerous. 

The movement toward speciaJization may produce more successful athletes, but it also results in more injuries. More than 3.5 million children 14 mad younger were 

treated for sports injuries in 2010, according to the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. In contrast, 1.9 million were treated in 2002, according to the 

Centers for Disease Control. 

Reseaxchers at Loyola University Chicago Stritch School of Medicine found in 2011 that single-sport athletes were almost twice as likely to injure thetnselves as m~ 

sport athletes. 

"Certainly, if you’re flirowing a baseball 10, 11, 12 months a yem, you’re going to have a tnuch higher risk ofinju~ than if you’re thi-omng four, five months a year. 

maybe throwing a football a few months a year," Dreese said. 

Dreese said he understands why some yotmg athletes specialize, but he doesn’t recommend it. 



Chronic overu~ injuries account tbr approximately half of new injuries in pediatric sports medicine practices, according to the International Youth Conditioning 

Association. 

Children who specialize can develop Osgood Schlatter’s syndrome - which cauls kmee pain - and os calcis apophysifis - which causes heel pain. 

In adolescents and young adults, there’s a risk of shin splints, and patellol~moral syndrome, also known as "runner’s ki~ee." 

By playing a multitude of sports, kids are more likely to develop better coordination and muscle l~alance, doctors said. 

"Children particil~ting in a variety of different sports develop a lot of different skill- sets in temps of coordination and muscle development. Playing a variety of sporl 

that require a variety of skills helps to develop that better than playing one single spoYt that focuses on just a few of those factors," Dreese said. 
Stankovich warned that kids who specialize face psychologicg, risks. ’][’hey begin to look at their sport ~nore like a job and mn the risk of burnout. 

"It doesn’t take a doctor or an expert to tell you that when sports become so intense that they’re day i~, day out. it’s not going to be as much fun for most kids," 

Stankovich said. 

"There’s ma apex that a person hits when they’re performing a skill. You hit a point where it’s no longer productive to put that kind of lime m~d energ?, in it." 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul > 

peess-fas: <:a h~e~"nmilto:leeschim~f~email.u~c.edu’bdeeschim~f~email.unc.edu-~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~" mailto:l~ave- 31154168- 38477481.07329515a9460dcdb34c25a7291 d2be3,~;listserv .unc.edu’b-leave- 31154168- 

38477481.07329515a9460dcdb34c25a7291 d2be3,~;listserv.unc.edu</a-* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday. 10:38 AM 

~@yaJ~oo.com>; ~@live.com> 

Fwd: A(ticle of Interest - Danger of one sport athletes 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: "Schimmelfing, Lee" <lee~him(a)emaJl.anc.edu-* 

Date: March 27, 2012 9:52:57 AM EDT 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <._d_~_t_rg~i._u_..n_9=e_~t_..u_> 

Subject: RE: Article of Interest - Danger of one sport athletes 

Deb. 

- Lee 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [_d___s__t_r__o___@__U__D_C__&c_l__u_] 
Sent-" Monday, March 26, 2012 2:00 PM 
To-" The peess-f mailing list 
$,,bject." [peess-f] Article of Interest - Danger of one sport athletes 

Seems like there are so many more ACL injuries for WBB players today than when I played... 

We played all sports -year round too. 

d 

Young athletes face higher injury risk by focusing on only one sport; 

Those playing multiple sports develop better muscle balance, fewer overuse injuries 

By Sam Spiegelman 

COLLEGE PARK, Md. - A growing number ofyolmg athletes are focusing on playing a single sport, putting themselves at greater risk of serious injuries, physicia 
said. 

"When athletes that play one sport and one sport alone, there’s probably more hours of competition in that one sport than there were competing if they had two or 

three other sports," Maryland Terrapins team physician and assistant orthopaedics professor Dr. James Dreese said. "It’s the hours of competition that puts them rr 

at risk liar having those problems." 
Some parents believe that specialization can help their children become stars, earning a college scholarship or even a pro career. Over the past decade, spo~ts 

perfomlance scientist Dr. Chris Stankovich said he has noticed more aa~d more children beginning to specialize in one sport. 

"Culturally speaking, more and more kids are seeing that a friend of theirs or a schoolmate is doing one spo~t year-roun& so it kind of normalizes it," Staa~kovich s~ 

More than 44 million children in the United States participate in youth sports, according a 2008 survey by the National Council of Youth Sports. But only about 6 

percent of high school athletes go on to play football, baseball or soccer in college, according to the NCAA. About 3 percent play college basketball. 

Specialization at a young age, however, can set young athletes up for serious injuries. 

For example, the thromng arm of a young baseball player who specializes in pitching too eafty can undergo major structural changes. 
"There are some pretb~ significant adaptive changes that take place in the throwing shoulder ruth regards to the way it rotates and the way in M~ich it’s orientated It 

mosul related to the hours of which the athlete is thromng. The younger they are, the more that adaptive change tends to be," Dreese said. 

Reggie Zayas, the commissioner of the Marllx~ro Boys & Gifts Club and a travel league in Upper Marlboro, Md., said that about 40 percent of his kids specialize i 

baseball, usually by ages 9 or 10. 

"(Kids on travel-select leagues are) Falling behind tile curve if they play ~nultiple sports," Zayas said. "If you t~y to play (footba2ll, basketball and baseball) ... you’re 

Falling behind file curve because there are so many kids just concentrating on one spoilt.’’ 

Hany Hudson, the president of Henlopen Pop Warner and coach of the Cape Vikings peewee team in Lewes, Del., tells his players the same thing. 

Hudson and his fellow coaches encourage kids under 12 to s~y active and to participate in as many different spo~ts as possible. But when they become teenagers, 
advises them to consider specializing. 

"When you move on to that middle school or that high school level, you need to s~art looking at your future," Hudson said. 

Some parents, like Hudson, view sport sampling as more dangerous than focusing on one sport. 

"In football, you’re using your shonlders by hitting people. You’re using your legs also. You go into wrestling, and you’re not giving your body enough time to heal. i 

yoffre going right back into another sport that has to do with possible shoukter injuries," ttudson said. 

But doctors argue that playing only one sport is more dangerous. 

The movement toward speciaJization may produce more successful athletes, but it also results in more injuries. More than 3.5 million children 14 mad younger were 

treated for sports injuries in 2010, according to the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. In contrast, 1.9 million were treated in 2002, according to the 

Centers for Disease Control. 

Researchers at Loyola University Chicago Stritch School of Medicine found in 2011 that single-sport athletes were almost twice as likely to injure thetnselves as m~ 

sport athletes. 

"Certainly, if you’re flirowing a baseball 10, 11, 12 months a yem, you’re going to have a tnuch higher risk ofinju~ than if you’re thi-omng four, five months a year. 

maybe throwing a football a few months a year," Dreese said. 

Dreese said he understands why some yotmg athletes specialize, but he doesn’t recommend it. 



Chronic overu~ injuries account tbr approximately half of new injuries in pediatric sports medicine practices, according to the International Youth Conditioning 

Association. 

Children who specialize can develop Osgood Schlatter’s syndrome - which cauls kmee pain - and os calcis apophysifis - which causes heel pain. 

In adolescents and young adults, there’s a risk of shin splints, and patellol~moral syndrome, also known as "runner’s ki~ee." 

By playing a multitude of sports, kids are more likely to develop better coordination and muscle l~alance, doctors said. 

"Children particil~ting in a variety of different sports develop a lot of different skill- sets in temps of coordination and muscle development. Playing a variety of sporl 

that require a variety of skills helps to develop that better than playing one single spoYt that focuses on just a few of those factors," Dreese said. 
Stankovich warned that kids who specialize face psychologicg, risks. ’][’hey begin to look at their sport ~nore like a job and mn the risk of burnout. 

"It doesn’t take a doctor or an expert to tell you that when sports become so intense that they’re day i~, day out. it’s not going to be as much fun for most kids," 

Stankovich said. 

"There’s ma apex that a person hits when they’re performing a skill. You hit a point where it’s no longer productive to put that kind of lime m~d energ?, in it." 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul > 

peess-fas: <:a h~e~"nmilto:leeschim~f~email.u~c.edu’bdeeschim~f~email.unc.edu-~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~" mailto:l~ave- 31154168- 38477481.07329515a9460dcdb34c25a7291 d2be3,~;listserv .unc.edu’b-leave- 31154168- 

38477481.07329515a9460dcdb34c25a7291 d2be3,~;listserv.unc.edu</a-* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:59 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: logo 

Hi I really like this version. Can you make the tagfine font a tittle "thinner" so I can compare? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcNe, g,~ptor~:~, E?~power, 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, DeDoran L 
Subject: logo 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
:19 AM 

Here is one option 

Direct 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 12:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: logo 

’Rely" on vision i~s~ead of rules and procedures to guide you and your {earn." 

~live.unc.edu] 
ll:S9 AM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: logo 
After playing av~und with the logo in a couple of ways. I am beginning to think fl~at adding the sport balls around the logo sort of cluttm~ and makes it look tacky’. I 
think a nice, clean text loao will look best. 

Direct 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Tuesday for Tmyvon -- Please share with UNC-CH students 

;) 
Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CL{J 

gn,qg~q~, g.vptotx:?, E’mpower, 

9198843.0336 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: FW: Tuesday for Trayvon -- Please share with UNC-CH students 

Thanks, I’ll wear one too. Perfect day for it b/c it’ll only be 61 ; ) 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

~gmail.com] 
9:18 PM 

On Mort,            at 7:08 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
FYI, I will ha~,e my hoodie on tomorrow too. 

tlarambe, 

From: Jones, Shandra [mailto:Shandra Jones@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, S:01 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Tuesday for Trayvon -- Please share with UNC-CH students 
Importance: High 

Good 

The Nliance ofMmo~Jb Business Students here N l YNC’s Kenaa-Flag~er Business Schoo] is ho]Nng a &y of suppo~ ~br the l~m~i]y ofTrayvon Mardn 

Tuesday, Mard~ 27th They are asking students ~o wear hoodies to class ~omorrow as a demonstration of suppo~. ] ask flint you please share ~his 

with aW and N~ smde~ts wi~h whom you work ~md interact a~ UNC-CH m ~m el)brt k~ show campus-wide support. To flint on& ] have inch~ded bdow fl~e email text 

that circulated *o dl Kenan--Flagler ~*udm~ts, an attachment direc*i~g [~ople to the o~flir, c ~fifion h~ stpport ofh>,estigatio~ and pmsec~tio~ of the case (ret~re~ced 

poi~g #5 below), as ~ell ~ an ONloek meeting ,eqaest that can be se~t to stude~ts. 

I pkm ~o v~ear my hoodie tomom)w, and [ hope ~,) see others with fl~eirs. 

Shandra Jones ¯ Associate Director ~ MBA Admissions ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Fl~gler Business Schooi ¯ 919.962.0558 
Shapiag Leaders ~ Driving 

F~ 
Sent= Sunday 10:03 P~ 
To= MBA Alliance for ~inori~ Business Students 
C¢= 3ones, Shandra 
Subject= Tuesday for Trayvon 
Impo~aB¢e; High 
He who passively accepts evil is as much involved in it as he who helps to perpetrate it. He who accepts evil without protesting against it is really cooperating with it. 
MaRin Luther King, Jt: 

On Febtt~ary 26 Trayvon Martin, a t7-year-oM Fbrida h@h school studenl; is found shot and killed, k~ Sanford, Fla. According ~o the Sanfo~f police tepon, Goose 

Zimmennan, 28, a self-apf~#~ted neighbo@ood watch captain, is found arm~ with a handgun, standing over Ma~#}. Ma~#~ ~s tm~sponsJve and p~nounced dead at the 

scene. He has no weapons on him, only a pack of Ski#les and a bo#le of iced tea leaving many people te believe that the main thing he was doing that made him 

susfAcious" was wearing a h~ded s~atshJr~ in the rain. Martin’s patents joined hundreds of protesters ~n New York City for the "Million Hoodie Mamh," demanding jusdce for 

the .slain 1 T-year:ok!. As of today Zimmerman, who told police he acted in self-defense, has not been affested or charge. 

Link to New Story and Explanation of Florida Law 

Trayvon could have been your brother, friend, cousin or even your son and as a student at KFBS I want to ensure our voice is heard in changing the laws and bringing 



Zimmerman to justice, 

On I’d like to ask you to participate in a Tuesday for Trayvon. 

instructions: (if you are willing and able to participate) 

1. Please bring your laptop or a separate notebook with you on Tuesday. 

2. Wear a hoodie on your head all day Tuesday. Please make sure that you arrive to class a few minutes early to let your professor know why you are wearing the hoodie 
and ensure that they don’t think you are disengaged or being disrespectful in class. 

3. Once someone asks you a question about the hoodie please give them a brief summary of the Trayvon Martin case and ask them if they’d be willing to sign a petition to 
prosecute the shooter and bring justice for Martin family. 

4. If they agree please send them the email attached. If you do not have your laptop or are unable to send it to them immediately please record their and send it to them 
once you are available. 

5. (Optional) Feel free to also post these links on your Facebook or twitter page to spread awareness of the issue and gain additional support for these petitions, 

This link will petition Norman Wolfinger, Florida’s 18th District State’s Attorney, to investigate and prosecute George Zimmerman for the shooting and killing of 

Trayvon Martin. -h--t-t-#--:/--/-v--~,~c---h-~a--~n--£Le-,~-~--r-g~p-~e--t-j-t-L~-~--s--/-pmsecute-the-ki~er~f-~ur-s~n- 17-_y_e___a__r_~Ld__-__t_r__a_y__v__o__&-___m___a_~Ln_. 

This link will send a letter from you to Attorney General Eric Holder and Florida US Attorney Robert O’Neill on your behalf. 

htt p://act .colorofcha n.qe.or.~/sig nFFrayvon/ 

Feel free to forward this along and thank you for your support! 
Pl¢,~ rc,~r~h nHf fn m~ with ~nv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday 12:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Question 

Use the dates. When was the last exam? When are aFticles posted since that date? 

’~Rely on vision i~stea~)l of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~ and yore" team:’ 

~live.unc.edu] 
8:21 PM 

Frolll 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Question 
Dr. Stroman, 
I am sorry to bother you but I was looking over the test guide for Friday’s exam and I saw that it said "all documents posted to Sakai" and I looked at all the articles that were 
in the resources section in Sakai and I was just wondering if there was any way you could tell us which articles to focus on? Its just I can’t 100% remember where the articles 
for the first test stopped and where the articles for the second test start. This way I would know exactly which articles we could see exam questions from. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

;@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: laser logo 

LASER saa~ple logos.docx 

Hi 
See attached. 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9198843~0336 

How abou[ # 1 with [he streak thai is in #3 (through the word LASER}.," 

From: 

Sent: Tuesciay, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; laser logo 
I really like tJ~is one, Let me know what you think. 

’Rely olt visiolt instead of rides and procedures to gi~ide you ari.d your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
1:o8 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 3:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtP- 

RE: T- shirt order 

Hi. We will get the ~;100 from EXSS_. 

please prepare a very thoughtful and nice letter to Dr. Guskiewicz. Note your accomplishments as the Club ~eader Duet the p~st two year. Have the execu~ 

board sign the Je~er too. Send me a dra~. 

Where will the @ub taghne go ~f we don’t hi, re i~: on the s~eeve? 

Do 6oDd. 

Deborah l.,, Stroman, Ph,D, 

g~]uL~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to g@de you and your team," 

~@live.unc.edu] 
2:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah k 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
~¢: 
Subject: RE: T-shirt order 
Hey 
ThanKs tor the update. I think $8 is a better price to pay, and the shirts will look awesome! I think white and light gray would both work, but I think the light gray would be cool 
because we have not done that before (Hoops for Homeless shirts were white). 
For order quantity, we still need to see if we get the $100 from EXSS to help cover the costs. We need to make sure we order at least 75, so we could probably get away with 
ordering 84, 
Dr. Stroman- what are your thoughts? 
Thanks, 

Cell: 

Emaii: @live.unc~edu 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday 12:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: FW: T-shirt order 

Ben is w@ing to make each shirt $8 as long as we Lake oil the words on the sleeve. How many should we order’ and what color works better (white or fight gray are 

the two options}? 

From: Ben Harper [mailto: }bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Tuesday 12:SI PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: T-shirt order 

We can do that, & keep the quote. Thanks 

Ben Harper 

On at 11:21 AM, ’ ~(i~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, 

I t:hink we will [orego t:he sleew-:~ print and go with the light grey t.-shirt. However, being repeat customers ~nd also contn~cting with you all for 

Homecoming t-shirts, is there i~ny way we co@d get: the ~)r[ce down to S8 so ~t co@d work w[t:h our budgeL f[ we took off the V[n(:e Lombard~ quote 

would tNs also cut down the price some? ] sppredate your cooperat~om 

Chris Keyes 

F~m~ Benjamin Harper [mailto ~bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Monday, 4:17 PM 
To 
S~bject= Re: T-shi~ order 

Hey       :or full color photo printing we would need to print on either Whtie or LigN G~y shi~s. We use diflbrent, so~newhat tmn~ra~t inl~ for that 

process. The cost with the sleeve print would ~ $9.50. Without the sleeve print $8.75 per shig. Just let me ~ow if you have ~y other questions. Thank 

you~ 

Ben Harper 

Ha~er A~s 

www~har~rarts.com 



--- Ou Mort, ~ive. t~nc. edn> wrote: 

From: 2d~iE_e_:__t_Ln__c_’_:_e___d___u_> 
Subject: T-shirt order 

To:" ?.~!~:~_~_t_!~:r~_e__t." ~2_N!!_~:__u__t__h_:__n__e___c> 
Date: Monday, 3:43 PM 

Mr. Harper 

My name is 811d I have worked with you befbm in printing t-shirts for homecoming. However. this time the~ t-shirts a~ce for a 

diltErent club that I am involved with. Based on the costs we were considering ordering 96 total gray shirts (24 small 48 medium 12 la~cge 12 

extra la~e). The front of the shirt would have our logo centered t?ont aJong with the tbllowiug quote below,~_tlthe achievements of an 

organizalion are the results of the combined effort of each individual,Ai~ ,AiViuce Lombardi. The back would have the Dos Equis picture 

(..~..t.t.~i!~...w.3:.~3.:.~.2.q..%c.‘.~.iB1.e.Ln~e.:.c..~?Lr.t./.Ln~e.g13~:~.}~?g~?~!~.) with our club logo in place of the Beer bottJe. Beneath the Dos Equis picture we would include our 

spousors Bank of America and the EXSS logo. On the left sleeve we want ,Ai~Collaborate aud Com~ect my friends,A~. Let me know if this is 

feasible and what the associated costs are as we may take out the wording on the sleeve and the quote depending on the expenses. Additionally, 
what is the lime period you could have these shirts done by? Realis~tically we would like to have them in two weeks. Thanks again for all your 

help~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesdav 3:18 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Prig: Question about EXS S- Sports Administration Maj or 

Hi       Thanks for" your note. Yes, you can double major in Business and EXSS. For" example, d~e head manager for is s douNe major. Once 

accepted to the B-Sd3oo~, you wi~ need to get their perm~ssion~ 

You can apply to the Club ~eaderskfip [:eam but do understand that you may miss many rneet~ngs. Howew~r, you can serve ~n o~:her ways such as being part of the 

New Med~a team that does not require as rnanv face--l:o- lace meetings, ~t ~s best to apply and see what happens., your schedule rnay change or you can adapL Lo 

Lhe needs of the Club. 

Let me know ~[: you have any oLher questions. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
1:27 PM 

From= 

Sent= Tuesday 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Question about EXSS-Sports Administration Major 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is             and I am a freshman here at UNC. I am interested in learning more about the EXSS Sports 

Administration major and would really like to sit down with you to talk about it. I have many questions about my specific circumstances. 

I am a sports fanatic. I have been searching for avenues in which I could pursue a career in the athletic profession. I have actively pursued opportunities to research 

ways in which I could achieve my goal of being involved with either a major sports franchise or with a D1 university’s athletic department. I have researched the 

careers of successful general managers in the NFL, NBA and MLB. I also was fortunate enough to get to meet Mr. Cunningham at one basketball game (Long Beach 

St and Casper Ware) and emailed him to ask if I could sit down with him. I have attended a few meetings of "The Club" and I know you preach networking so I 

followed up with him after our initial meeting. Once again I was fortunate enough to have him reply and we were able to schedule a one on one meeting in which I 

got to sit down with him and discuss his career path and what makes a successful AD as well as other ideas that could enhance sports here at UNC. It was an 

unbelievable opportunity. The point of this background is in my conversations with him as well as my research I decided to pursue admittance into the Kenan- 

Flagler Business School here at Carolina. 

With all that said I am now headed into my sophomore year here in Chapel Hill and also wanted to pursue another avenue that could hopefully prepare me 

academically for my career path. I wanted to talk with you to see if it was feasible to double major in both Business and EXSS-Sports Administration. I have all but 

one of my Business school requirements completed and only have two Gen Ed requirements left (PX!PL and EE which will be fulfilled through the B school) so I 

have room in my fall schedule to maybe make up for lost time. If you could see if there was any time in your schedule that we could meet either Thursday or Friday 

(before registration begins for me on the that would be wonderful. 

Also wanted to ask your advice on one other item. I have communicated with               about being a part of the Exec Board for "The Club". To briefly switch 

gears, I just recently became a football manager. We have a hectic schedule; Spring practice is MWF from essentially 2-8 but it’s absolutely worth being around the 

squad and the coaches. I would love to apply for the Exec Board position but I first wanted to check with you and see if it is possible with my schedule to be a 

valuable member of the Exec Board and give my all for "The Club". Your advice is very much wanted! 

Sorry for the bombardment of questions and I hope you are enjoying this slightly chilly spring day. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:20 PM 

@kenan- flagler unc edu> 

I~E: CABJ SI~ pe Event Last Night 

Yes, Yes, and Yes! Let’s make it happen. It is your leadership team. Surround yourself with those who share your vision and passiorL Remember, we want to stay 

and grow as the #I CMb on campus. You need strong people around you to make that happen. 

[ ~ow~ how yot~ are thmMng of ways ~:o ~:ake us to the ne’,<t ~evel. Nice~ 

Dr, S~roma~ 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

’Reb~ on vision i~tstead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your learn." 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

1:26 PM 

Fl~om-" 

Sent-’ Tuesday, 

To,, £frnman D~hnrah L 

Subject-’ FW: CABJ Skype Event Last Night 

Dr. Strornan, 
The Carolina Association of alack Journalists (CAB J) had a very interesting Skype event last night. The 3 speakers they brought in are not only UNC alurnni but also very renowned in the 

sports business industry (see their names and titles below), 

is one of my best friends (Freshman sports journalism major & staff writer for the DTH._I introduced him to you and Nick yesterday evening). He’s connected with all 3 of last 

night’s CABJ speakers since he’s a memberJ and J school major. He already tweets from the @DTHSports twitter account and he’s steady rising with the newspaper havin~ his first in 
print DTH article shown in            ~ issue. He’s applying to be Exec VP of Social Media, and I re~llywant him up for this position. Independent of my friendship with         I carl 

unbiasedly say he’d be an excellent officer, especially in regard to running our social media outlets. 

In thinking of more ideas for next year, I want to partner with the CAB] and do a big Skype event with prominent speakers...maybe even the 3 below. I’ve already connected with 

, both personally and through the CSBC. She tweeted at us last night and wants to come speak to The Club next year. I also emailed               and got on the CABJ listserv. If at 
all possible, I want to have all 3 of these professionals and possibly Robbi Pickeral (former DTH writer & J school alum) come speak to the club in person and/or Skype during a spring 

meeting....Aaron and I met Robbi at UNC basketball game and are set to meet with her on campus in April sometime, 

Thoughts!comments on all this? 
== 

From @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 15:51:36 +0000 

To: ~kenan.-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: CABJ Skype Event Last Night 

Here are the emails of the UNC alurnni that we talked to last night at the CABJ skype session. Since I was there I got a little more background on them than what you will find on their 
Linkedln profiles. Let me know if you need rne to relay some of this info to you or want me to forward you the emails I sent them. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From L’~ g mail-co m> 
Dato 10"47:12 PM EDT 

T~ 91ive,unc.edu> 

Subject: CABJ $1%,pe emails 

Hi 
Thanks for coming tonight! Below are the emails of the people we talked to. Please connect with them on Twitter and Linkedln. Let me know if I can do anything 
else to help. 
Jason Lucas, Sports Reporter at News 14 Carolina, @groail.coro 
Tiffany Black, Social Media Manager at (_;BSSports.eoro @gmail.com 
C.J. Cash, Business Manager at CNN.com          ~vahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

CSBC Preside~ffs Letter 

President’s Letter.pdf 

.~i Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 3:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: T- shirt order 

I think we need the "Connect and Collaborate, my friend.’~ Somewhere on the shirt. We also need to decide on what sponsors are on the shirt Is Harper mskk~g the 

design now? Who has the draft artwork? 

Do Oood~ 

Deborah L Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

9] 9.843.0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to guide yon and yore’ team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
3:16 PM 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: T-shirt order 

Dr’. Stroman~ 

We will have our logo cen[ered on both the front and on the back in place of the Dos Equis bottle. We will just be taking the "collaborate and connect r~ly friends 

off the sleeve", Sho@d 1 go ahead and order 84 (:18 small, 48 medium, :1.2 large, ~ extra large) at 85 a shirt? This comes out to 5672. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mai[t__o_i_d___s_t__r_9__@__u___n__c_=e__c_l__u_.]. 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:11 PM 
To 
Cc 
Subject: RE: T-shirt order 
Hi. We will get the ~100 from EXSS... 

please prepare a very thoughtful and nice let[er to Dr. Guakiewicz. No[e your accomplishments as the Club leader over’ the past two year. Have [he executive 

board sign the letter too, Send me a draft. I will tell you when to deliver it, ;) 

Where will the Club tagline go if we don’t have it: on the sle~:_~ve? 

Do 6ood. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~/uL~e. ~xplore, Empov~er. 

9:19,343~0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to g@de you ;rod your team," 

~@ve~unc~edu] 
2:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 

Subject: RE: T-shirt order 
Hey 
Thanks for the update. I think $8 is a better price to pay, and the shirts will look awesome! I think white and light gray would both work, but I think the light gray would be cool 
because we have not done that before (Hoops for Homeless shirts were white). 
For order quantity, we still need to see if we get the $:t()0 from EXSS to help cover the costs. We need to make sure we order at least 7[;, so we could probably get away with 
ordedng 84. 
Dr. Stroman- what are your thoughts? 
Thanks, 

Emai i : @ ] ~ ve. inc. ed L] 

Froml 

Sent: Tuesdav 12:58 PM 
To’, 5troman, Deborah 
Subject: FW: T-shirt order 

Ben is w@ing to make each shirt $8 as long as we take oil the words on the sleeve. How many should we order’ and what color works better (white or light gray are 

the two options)? 

From: Ben Harper [mailto: (~bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: T-shirt order 

We can do that, & keep the quote. Thanks 



Ben Harper 

On at 11:21 AM, (~live.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben, 

I t:[~it~k we will [or~-:~go t:he sleev~-:~ print and go with the light grey t-shirt HoweveL being rep~-:~at custom~-:~rs and also cor~tri~cting with you all for 

Hom~:_~corning t-shirts, is ther~:_~ any way we c.:_~uld get: the g)rice dowt~ to $8 so it could work wit:[~ our budgeL f[ we took off t h~-_~ Vir~ce l_ombardi qu.:_~l:e 

would this also cut down the price some? ] appreciate your cooperation. 

From: Benjamin HarDer rmailtc ~bellsouth.net] 
Sent-¯ Monday #:17 PM 
To-" 

Subject-" Re: T-shirt order 
Hey      For full color photo printing we would need to print on either Whtie or Light Grey shirts. We use different, so~newhat tmnperant inks for that 
process. The cost ruth the sleeve print would be $9.50. Without the sleeve print $8.75 per shirt. Just let me know if you have any other questions. Thank 

you! 

Ben Harper 

Harper Arts 

www~hm:perarts.com 

--- On Mort, (a)Jive. unc. edu > wrote: 

From ~ l__i2_e_:_t_ ~__n___c__:_e__d___u__> 
Subject: T-shirt order 

To: r:~!~ ~:_@~:_r~_e__t.’’ 
Date: Monday, 3:43 PM 

Mr. Harper, 

My name is ; and I have worked with you beibre in printing t-shirts for homecoming. However, this time them t-shirts axe for a 

diltbrent club that I am involved with. Based on the costs we were considering orde~ng 96 total gray shirts (24 small 48 medium 12 laxge 12 

extra la~e). The front of the shirt would have our logo centered th)nt aJong with the tbllowing quote below,~_tlthe achievements of an 

organization are the results of the combined eltbrt of each individual,Ai~ ,AiVince Lombardi. The back would have the Dos Equis picture 

(..h..t.t.~i!~..w.3:~3.:~:..q..u.i.cL~.~1.eJ~.n~e.:.c:~?Lr.t./~Ln~e..r~:~}~?g~!,.) with our club logo in place of the Beer bottJe. Beneath the Dos Equis picture we would include our 

sponsors Bank of America and the EXSS logo. On the left sleeve we want ,,k_fiCollaborate and Com~ect my friends,A~ Let me know if this is 

feasible and what the associated costs are as we may take out the wording on the sleeve and the quote depending on the expenses. Additionally, 
what is the time period you could have these shirts done by? Realis~tically we would like to have them in two weeks. Thanks again for all your 

help~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesda? 3:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS Interest 

Hi Thanks [:or your note. I would start with our’ website because many o1: your questions can be answered there. 

www.exss.unc~edu 

The major is VE£Y populist ~md you wH~ have a very diffh::t~l~: ~:ime gel:tinS into ot~r d~sses w~[:hout bek~g ~; dech~red m@)r or declared minor, You [T~LESt gO to Steele 

to declare us ~s ~ mi@~r. We can"[ do [:hat wRhk~ ok~r dep~rtn~er~t, 

Let gle know ~f you have additiona~ questions. I will be in Rig office on Thursday morrfing from I0:00--- ~2:00 p.m, to chst~ 

Dr’~ Stroman 

Do Good. 

~eborah L, Stroman, P~,D. CLU 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@lNe.unc.edu] 
-3:11 PM 

Froml 

Sent; TueSday, 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Interest 

Hello Dr. Straman. 
My name is and I am currently a sophomore. I spoke with Dr. Salyer previously today, expressing my interest in the EXSS program. However, I am currently a 
biology major and was informed earlier today that I was not accepted to the E-minor program here. With this extra time, I wish to supplement my biology major with either a 
minor or major in general EXSS. She directed me to you and informed me that you could answer more of my questions. However, I am not declared a EXSS major, but I 
would like to potentially enroll in EXSS    or the Fall semester. I have tried making an appointment with you to discuss this issue, but the link is not working for me. I was 
wondering if I could speak with you either tomorrow, or if you could give me on suggestions on what I should do to begin the program. 
Thanks for you time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:39 PM 

@gm~Jl.com> 

I~E: Enrollment in EXSS 

Let’s connect next week on EXSS    , We are swamped with registration work. ;) How is your schedule after class on Wednesday, 

You can start work a~: your corwenience, You ]t~s~: need to get m your 12-15 wee~s before the end of the fall semester, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9719,843,0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedures to g~,ide you ;rod your team," 

_~gmail.com] 
12:53 PM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah - 
Subject: Enrollment in EXSS 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 

You asked me to send you a reminder email to enroll me in the EXSS    class for this summer/next fidl. I would also like to meet with you to di~uss in detail the time 

commitment Ibr the summer internship with the tbotball program since I have been applying to jobs this summer m~d need m let my future employers know when I will 

be available to work. I can talk m you after class on Wednesday or after class on Friday. Looking tbrward to seeing you in class tomorrow. 

Thanks< 

P.S.: My student PID is          if you need that information for ,ny enrolhnent. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

uesday 3:53 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

current event power point 

Received. That~ks. 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qcNe, ~2,~ptor~:~, ~’mpower, 
9~{9~843~0336 

’Nely on vision i~s~ead of rules and procedures ~o guide you a~d your 

F~m: ~emaJl.unc.edu [maJlto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 2~:37 AM 
Subject= current event power point 
To: S~ommi, Deborah 

hey, 

sony for not sending you this moner but here is our power Ix~int 

thanks, 

currenl event    ,pptx 

This forwarded message was sent via The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fio~n the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday 3:55 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS ~es’trictions 

Hi     Please provide your PID so 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

may research your request. Are you an EXSS major? 

"Rely on vision i~stead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team:’ 

~live.unc.edu] 
i1:26 AM Sent: Tuesday 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS restrictions 
Dr. Stroman, 
I am a senior graduating in December, and would like to register for EXSS    to finish the Recreation Administration minor. However, it says there are major restrictions and 
will not let me enroll in the course. Ms. Southall referred me to you to help me lift the restriction because she said there should not be a restriction. Is there anything you can 
do to help me get in EXSS 
Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

T uesday, 3: 57 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILS: Exss 

EXSS Expefienti~J Education.docx 

Hi See attached. (Note sent from Dr. Safyer twice this acader~?ic year.) 

If you are a general EXSS majoc this course is not appropriate for you. The options for EXS5 genera~ are ~sted on the document. Thank you. 

Dr~ Stroman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
ll: 12 AN 

F~oml 

Sent: Tuesday, 

T~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss 

Good Morning, 
During registration this morning [ attempted to add your Exss    class. Connect Carolina informed me that i need a permission number. 
am a rising senior Exss major who still needs to fulfill my EE. This would be ideal for me. [ would greatly appreciate the access number and 
look forward to this class. 
Thanks for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

~live.unc.edu~> 

I~E: Exss 327 

HI 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CU_I 
b2n,qg~q~, b2.vptor~;?, E’mpower, 
9198843,0336 

Let’s chat briefly after class tomorrow, If you are still interested we cat~ seL up a meeting t~ext week, Thanks[ 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, De~oran L 
Subject: Exss 
Dr. Stroman 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
10:31 AM 

My name L~           ~ and I am currently in your    class. I saw the    class up on Connect Carolina and wanted to see if I could get more information about the class 

and see if I could possibly enroll in it this fall. I am a sports admin and econ major looking for anything in the area that may help broaden my experience. Anything would be 
appreciated! Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: EXSS 

Your signature says    You are graduating this spring?? 

What is your PID? The course is for juniors and seniors. 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you and your team," 

91ive,unc,edu] 
10:17 AM Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, DeDoran L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
I met with you earlier this year about looking for internships and in our conversation I mentioned that I was a varsity manager as well, with He said that he 
took your EXSS    class and used his job as a manager to complete the requirements for the "internship." Is it possible for me to do the same this Fall for your EXSS 
class? I tried recl~s~eriml online yesterday but I believe that I need instructor consent. Thanks so much and I look forward to hearing from you. 

E-mail: ’ ~@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Thursday Spea£er - Entleprenem~hip 

Thanks for your reply! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~!live un c edu] 
Sent: Monday, ¯ 9:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah I2 
Sublect: Re: Thursday Speaker -Entrepreneurship 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for asking us to this guest speaker meeting Unfortunately, I have a 

Thanks, 

at 1245 on Thursday. Hope the guest meeting can be great 

On at 12:50 PM; Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> Hi Grad students. You’re invited[ ;) 

> 

> Please let me know if you are able to stop by and hear the guest speaker ]2~r the Entrepreneurship in Sport course on Thursday, 

room is large enough. ;) 

> 

> See attached. Ben is a dynamic leader in the sport sponsorship industry. The ACC is a client of the Leverage Agency too 

> 

> Dr. Stroman 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Departnrent - http:/iexss.~mc.edu/ 

> 

> 

> "Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

> 

> 

> <Leverage Stumer.pdf> 

at 12:30 p.m. (}:etzer 106). [ need to make sure the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, g:25 PM 

@live.corn> 

Which Logo? 

LASER sa~ple logos.docx 

CONFIDENTIAL. Which of the five do you like best? Thanks. 

d 

~o Heels~ 

Engage, ~p~ore, En~poWero 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday. 8:38 PM 

@live.~mc.edw~; @emsJl.unc 

ILE: Fi~t Case Study Meeting 

Hi     How is Lhe team progressing. Please provide an update for me Lornorrow. Call or send an ernaiL Thanks[ 

http:/iespn.go.comiblog!acciposti iid!37783!eight-acc-programs-among-most-profitable 

ht[p://bu~iness~fc~egesp~rts.c~m/2~1~/~6/~6~se[f-.sustaiNng-ath~etic-departments-.more-than-what..meets..the-eye/ 

Do Good. 

Debor~N L, Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Rely on visiou instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

@live.unc.edu] 

:31 PM 

; Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: I hursday, 

To: 
Subject: First Case Sh~dv Neeting 
Dear Dr. Stroman and 
I hope all is well! I just wa~ted to let each of you know that the case study team is meeting for the first time tonight. Attached is the agenda that I put together as a guide for 

the meeting. Please let me know if you have any questions! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: 5 Logos - Which do you prefer? UPDATED2 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we r~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed 01:54:41 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d__s_.t__r_.o_ ..@__9_[tq_.__e_..d_ .u_> 

Subject: RE: 5 Logos - Which do you prefer? UPDATED2 

I persom~lly lik~-_~ the last logo with the ba~.~ketb~ll. I ~:hink the cok)r cornbinatk)r~ and f~de is the most captivating there. 

However, if you are target#~g aH sports, and not just basketball, then the basketball might be deceMng~ If that is the case, then ] ]~ke the first logo the Dear. 

Thanks 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:19 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah 
Subject= FW: 5 Logos - Which do you prefer? UPDATED2 
Importance= High 

Sorry. Updat~-:~d doc. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

’~Reb~ on vision i~stead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your leamy 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, 8:17 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Logos - Which do you prefer? UPDATED 

CONFIDENTIAL. Thanks for your vote! 

Doc 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Engage, E,,{p~ere, Empower, 

.~i Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: 5 Logos - Which do you prefer? UPDATED2 

Thanks. 

My lips are sealed... ;) Why do you ask? I have many contacts who do this work for a small fee. ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t#_LLLe__x__s__s__.__u__n___c_.__e___d__u_j 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: _ .@_]_[_v_..e_ ._u__.n__c__._e_._d_..u_ > 
Date: Wed, 02:54:06 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 5 Logos - Which do you prefer? UPDATED2 

(See rny attached docurnerlt)...I like the first one if your cornpany is generally focused on all sports. 2nd one if you lean more towards basketball with your approach. Just curious but 

who did you get to do your logo stuff? 

(c) 
::~i 

L,-[endif] ..... 
[if Ivml]-[]<,-[endiq -> <,-[if bml]-.~<,-[endif] -> <,-[,,,,,m,]-~ I<,-[.,,d,fl-><,-[,f,,,m,,-J Hi 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wed,           00::[9:05 +0000 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 5 Logos - Which do you prefer? UPDATED2 

Sorrv~ Updated doc. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En,q~tm, E,~ptor~:~. ~’m.power, 
9~_19,843,0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Logos - Which do you prefer? UPDATED 

CONFIDENTIAL. Thanks for your vote! 

Doc 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Enga~eo ~pJore, Empower° 

’Rely- o~t v~sio~t instead of ,"~les and pYocedm~es to guide you ar~.d yore~ team." 

~: 17 PM 



Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromaaa@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:04 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Sport Business Track Survey 

Looks great! Let me know when you will go hve as I ~vill send this out to 
the Carolina Sports Business Club. 

Would you consider adding the question: If you are not currently in the 
minor, would the addition of Sport Business motivate you to apply to the 
program? 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Prot?ssor and Academic Advisor 

(;hair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 3/27/12 9:06 PM; ~r)gmail.com> wrote: 

>Dr Stroman, 

> 

>Here’s the link to the sup~’ey we made for the E-minor. Simple four 

>question SUl~’ey that should be able to get some solid responses for the 

>Sports Business track. 

> 

>Thanks 

>http : i/www surveymonk ey. com/s/Y 3 5B NZ9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stronmn, Deboral~ L <dstromaaa@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:05 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Re: 5 Logos - Which do you pret~r? UPDATED2 

Okay. Thanks! 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we rr~ust apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From @gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, 23:02:43 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: FW: 5 Logos- Which do you prefer? UPDATED2 

I like the 4th one from the top, but don’t really like the basketball and football at the bottom of it. 

On Tue, at 8:19 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry. Updated doc. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday 8:17 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Logos - Which do you prefer? UPDATED 

CONFIDENTIAL. Thanks for your vote! 

Doc 

Deborah L, Str~man, Ph,D, CLU 

Engage, ExplOreo Empoveer, 

919,843.0336 



Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday 9:38 AM 

~blive.unc.edu> 

RE: Bus    Assignment: Strengths and Passions 

:) Thanks!’. 

You are a wonderful student and campus leader! 

Deboral-~ Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,843,0336 
T~vitter drstcoman 

ht14%//exss.unc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, :11:25 PP1 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RN: Bus    Assignment: Strengths and Passions 

I’m putting a picture of you tbr the heroes menlx)rs section a~d the CSBC logo tbr the talents section. A formal presentation will tbllow in the coming weeks. 

From: "Mr. Peter Romanella" <Peter Romanella@kenan-flag]_.e__r:_u__n_.c_._e_d__u_.> 

Date: Fri,           20:22:48 +0000 

To: "Peter romanella@unc.edu"<Peter romanella@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Murray, Lawrence" <lawrence murray@kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Bus Preparation for Strengths & Passions Session #1 

Resent-From ~live.unc.edu> 

Resent-Date: Fri, 20:23:42 +0000 

Dear Bus Students: 

Thank you for taking the time to attend the session Wednesday evening. I have included the slideshow for your review and an outline of the expectations for 

~’ou will be grouped in teams of 4-5 and we will start in room ~250. 

POSTER BOARD--at least one picture representing each of the following + 5 Strengths + Inspirational Movie 

J.. Talents -what captures what you love doing that reflects your strengths 

2. Settings --where you would like to use your talents 

3. Heroes/Mentors--your most important teachers 

4. Most Meaningful --greatest impact for you--where would like to make a difference; what would you like to change; whom you would like to impact? 

ROUND ROBIN FORMAT--after a team member present an overviewz the other team members would use post-it notes and write: 

a. Questions to think about going forward 

b. Links made with information on the poster board--strengths and visuals 

c. Contradictions and!or what added information would be helpful 

d. Resources to think about .... but not a "job" 

a. Step I--one student will begin by providing background information and linkages to the other information on their poster board. Please ensure it is 

detailed enough so everyone understands 

b. Step 2--other group members will take turns based on the 4 points I highlighted above, and not only share their thoughts, but put them on a post-it note 

and place on the poster board 

c. Timing--10-12 minutes per student 

d. Return to room 3250 when done 

I will let you know on Monday what teams will be assigned to meet in specific rooms for the debriefs. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Peter 
Peter Romanella, PhD .Associate Director of Leadership Development -UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
9~9=962.378~ .fax 9~9=962=7~86 . peter romanellal’d)unc.edu .www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Sh~p~ng/easters [ Dr~v~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:49 PM 

’@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9198843,0336 

No, the course witl not be offered. Let me M~ow if I t~eed to discuss your situation with USA Baseball. 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

Fr~ml 

Sent: Wednesda~ 11:07 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" EXSS 
Good afternoon Dr. Stroman. 
I saw that Professor Osborne cc’d you on her response to my email and the outlook certainly looks bleak, but I wanted to follow up with you on Wednesday as instructed, to 
see if any potential solutions have been reached concerning Spor~ Law not being offered in the fall. 
Thank you for the 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:51 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; @email.nnc.edu> 

@live.nnc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Bobcats Trip on Friday 

Hi Keep note of this request. Start a waiting list. 

please send a note out to the Club telling them that this option is available. Let’s see if we have any takers, 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9"19.843.0336 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of rules and procedm’es ~o gMde you ar~.d you,’ team." 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
12:09 PN 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To 
Co-" Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject-" Fwd: CSBC Bobcats Trip on Friday 

1~,~ ,m,, have a~ answer to this question? I’m waiting on the reset of the exec board a~d other club members "to restx~nd so I can ask if a~yone el~ is driving besides 

Sent fm,n my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded ,nessage: 

Resent-From: ~?~)live.unc.edu> 

Fr~: ~@email 

Date: l 1:03:04 AM EDT 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CSBC Bobcats Trip on Friday 

Hey 

I had expressed interest in attending this trip a week or two ago but have not paid yet. Once I found out it was an all day event (with the career fair) I 
realized I could not go because I work and volunteer Friday mornings. Is them any group of people that axe NOT going to the career fair? I would be 
able to go m just the tour and ganle if them is a carpx~ol leaving in the mid-al?temoon. I unders~tand if it’s morn ofa~ all-or-nothing event. Please let me 
know! 

.%ad.unc.e&~ 

From        ,~enmil:unc:edu [n!irobin,~;email.tmc.e&~l 
Sent: WednesdW               10:57 AM 
Subject: CSBC Bobcats Trip on FridW 

To: All Poa~dcipants 

F1Dm 

Good morning Heels, 



As you know we will be traveling to Time Warner Cables Arena on Friday tbr our annual Charlotte Bobcats trip. As aaa update, six (6) tickets are still 

avaialbe and will be given on a first-come, tirst-served basis. Tickets will grant you access to the sports career tSJ~r, arena tour and basketball game later 

that night. They are $20 for dues-paying club members aaad $25 tbr non-members. Please email me by midnight tonight to either confima your commitment 

to attend Friday or to express your new interest in attending. Tickets can be paid tbr on Friday morning before we leave at 10am. 

We will carpool to Charlotte, but full, her logistics will be sent out via email tomorrow morning to all those that will be accompanying us on the trip. 

@tlnc~edu 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Mes~ges from the "Caxolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to 

this message click this link to access Mes~ges tier this site: Carolina Spor~t Business Club<https:/,’sakai.unc.edu,’portal/site/I2e77c63-3411-4964-bcd7- 

16655b 18b17a~’page/5806319a-2356-4485-9e99-d[’71575a~TdT>. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 12:54 PM 

:@gmaJl.com> 

l~L: advising session last week- lingering, peNnent qaes~on 

Hi, f,’tease send a note to the pr’ot:s asking to be on their waiting list for dis fatl semester. Make sure you prioridze the courses that are critical t:or the fail You w~l 

get into your classes before you graduate next spring, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

From-" i 
Sent: Wednesday 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: advising session last week- lingering, pertinent question 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@gmail.com] 
i0:17 AM 

Thank you again for the advising session. I neglected to ask you a critics] question, though- you sa~d that, as a senior ne:a yean I will have priori~ for entering a~y of 

the classes I need to graduate. My appointment for registration was tiffs morning and I was not able to get into a single EXSS class except for one elective. My 

queslion for you is, who do I contact about making sure I get the classes I need to graduate? The professors (which has been unsuccessful tbr me in the past)? And if 

so, shonld I visit in person or send ma email? 

Thank vou for any hel~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesda,/, 2:26 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: laser logo 

Hi        This decision is very har’d. You are very talented. 

My mini-focus group ;) really liked this one: 

However, all felt that the bball may indeed limit my audience so they chose others. Can you do this same logo but change the ball to a football? Thus, I may 

consider branding both. On the collateral rnateMa~s and website there will be a presence of both designs, S~m~ar to how gi~cebook and Twitter have varkms 

versions of ~:heir k~go. M~ke sense? 

g~so, the font for the tag~ne ~s stH~ too th~cl< and hard to read. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,q~(w, g,~plor~:~. ~’mpower, 
9:{9~843.0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: laser logo 

here is the one you requested 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of rules aud procedures to gMde you ar~.d your team." 

;@live.unc.edu] 
5:09 PM 

On at 3:05 PM, Stromau, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi 

See attached. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

911%843,0336 

<knsgeOOI.jpg> 

How about: ~!1 with t:he stre~k tl’u~t: is m ~! 3 (through the word LASER)? 

El@m: 

Sent: Tuesday 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: laser logo 

I really like this one. Let me know what you "think. 
<imageOO2.png> 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

:@live.unc.edul 
1:08 PM 



<LASER sample Iogos.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:52 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Jeopmdy 

Jeopardy D EXSS Posted.docx 

Thanks again! For your eyes only.- 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

Sent; Wednesday, 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Jeopardy 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 
Just sending you a quick note for the Jeopardy questions. Thanks. 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@Iive,unc,edul 
5:20 PM 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday 5:55 PM 

@em~Jl. unc.edu> 

I~E: Leadership Advm~tage 

Hi 
Hugs, 

Dr. Sl:roman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.O. CLU 

919,843.0SS6 

I witl be in Charlotte and regretfully wilt have to miss your event, Thanks agsin and let me know if I can ever be of assistance in the future. 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you and your team," 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Leadership Advantage 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you again for serving as our keynote speaker for the opening session of the Leadership Advantage program. According to the 
evaluations, all the sessions received high marks and good comments. I hope you will consider participating again next year. I would like to 
extend an invitation to you for the networking award ceremony and banquet this Friday in Gerrard Hall at 6pm. I hope you will be able to join 
us. Please let me know if you will be able to akkend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:13 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: 

Thanks! I love the header graphic picture! 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Sent: Wednesda’ 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 
Hey Dr Stroman, 
I never sent you the link to my bloq, 

’f~ely on vision instead of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team:’ 

}live.unc.edu] 
5:5s PM 

I hope you enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 6:15 PM 

Weighl, Eria~me Allen ~eweight@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: SpAd Professional Development 

Hi Erianne. Let’s chat about this efl:or’t. I think we should blend their comments with the Team Blog I am creating t:or us. 
d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

939,843,0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm"es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore" team:’ 

From: Weight, Erianne Allen 
Sent: Wednesday. :12:03 PM 
S,,bject: SpAd Professional [~evelopment 
Dear UNC SpAd Graduates, 

For those of you who I have not yet met, I want to introduce mysel£ I a~n a new metnber oftl~e Sport Adtninistration Facul~ at UNC and mn very honored to be a 

part of this program ruth such a rich history of graduate students who now lead the indust~. 

This year I served as the internship coordinator and heard from many of the 2nd year grad students that they desired additional professional development opportunities. 

We as a faculb~ will work on facilitating experiences on campns, but I thought it might be neat to ~each out to the alumN to ask for emails that we can utilize as a 

database of professional development inspiration so each week we can send an email from the alumni to the 2nd years to help inspire them to get to the next level 

protbssionally. We also may incorporate these into a blog related to the program in the near-distant thture as well. 

Whether you have come across a wonderfnl NACDA video that you can pass along via a link with an accompmaying paragraph, there is a quote t?om a book you just 

read that really inspired you, you had an experience on-the-job that was really edncational, or whether youj ust write to say hello and hang-iJ-there, I know it would 

mea~ a lot to the grad students to hear from yon. 

If you could send sometNng along by the ,niddle of next month that would be wonderful! 

Have a great day! 

Erimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The UniversiN of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesda? 6:17 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

1~: EXSS Checking in m~d sum~ner internships 

Hi     Glad to hear that all is ~vell. Yes, the NCHSAA is a great experience. The Railhawks just posted their position. I posted it to the Carolina Sports Business Club a few days ago and Dr. 
Salyer sent the notice to all EXSS majors. Please do apply as they love L,~,~’C students[ 

Feel free to stop by and chat too. I generally post all my internship and job leads to the Club’s site. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~hve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 12:06 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: EXS5     Checking m and summer internships 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I hope everything is going well. ~Ihe semester ~s going great with my internship over at NCHSAA. I have gained a lot more experience this semester that has impressed many of the 
companies that I have intep¢iewed with ~k~r internships this summer I have an offer from the Wilmington Hamanerheads in Wilmington, NC and also with the ~/lajor League Lacrosse 
headquarters in Boston I am supposed to hear back about two other opportunities with IMG within the next week, so I feel pretty confident with what I have lined up for the summer. 
However, many of these positions are pretty’ far away and while I would not mind hying somewhere else ~2~r the summer, I really would like to explore new opportunities closer to home I 
know our EXSS department has connections over at the Railhawks and I was wondering if you l~ew anything about internship opportunities they may have for the summer I would love 
your advice and input about any other companies or opportunities in the area that may be looking ]2~r some extra help this summer. I am more than happy to make time to come meet with you 
in your office if you would prefer to cotranunicate that way Let me know what works best for you and hopefully we can make some time to chat. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:18 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi 
example earl,,,! 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

spoke to Prof. Osborne. I arn glad that she is willing to assist in your request to be flexible with the requirements for : 

’~Rely on vision i~stead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

Do well and set a good 

Sent: Wednesd~y 11:07 AlVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; EXSS 
Good afternoon Dr. Stroman. 
I saw that Professor Osborne cc’d you on her response to my email and the outlook certainly looks bleak, but I wanted to follow up with you on Wednesday as instructed, to 
see if any potential solutions have been reached concerning Sport Law not being offered in the fall. 
Thank vou for the heln. 

’(,~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:42 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

l~E: EXSS 

’Rely" on vision instead of rules and procedures ~o guide you and your {earn." 

From-" 

Sent== Wednesday, 6:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deboran L 
Subject== Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thm~k you tbr your help! The folks at USA Baseball ace reviewing my schedule to ma]~e sure it works wifl~ them, but I’m definitely in a better position rodW than 
yesterdW. I absolutely plan on making Prot}ssor Osborne’s life as easy as possible during the summer semester. 
Thank you agan, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro,@,unc.edu> wrote: 

I spoke t:o Pr’of, Osborne, I am glad thi~t she is willing t:o assist in your request t:o be flex~Me with the requirements for 

Do Good, 

~)eborah L. S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

9I 9,843,0336 

Do well stud ,.~et: a 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of rMes and procedures to g~,ide you ;rod your team," 

Sent== Wednesday, 11:07 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject== EXSS 
Good afternoon Dr. Stroman. 
T saw that Professor Osborne cc’d you on her response to my email and the outlook certainly looks bleak, but T wanted to follow up with you on Wednesday as 

instructed, to see if any potential solutions have been reached concerning Sport Law not being offered in the fall. 
Thank you for the help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 7:01 PM 

~live. unc.edtu~ @live.nnc.edw~ 

@live.unc.edtp- 

RE: Celebration Week Flyers 

Celebration Week Flyer.pdf 2elebration Week Flyer.docx 

G REAT wor~ Use l:his version to go live. Promot~:_~ 

, let’s sLart tweeting about each person --- trivia Wpe fact every day leadb~g up to Celebration Week, I 

our bu~d~ngs and on the v~deo boards, 

Dav~d, add these times to the ~ndivMual flyers and resend the others by Friday. 

Dr, S[roR~a~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g~plor’~, E’mpowe~: 

9119,843,0336 

From-" 

Sent-" Wednesday, 
To-" Lennon, Nicholas 
Co-" Stroman, Deborah L; mjrobin 
<,,Mect; Re: Celebration Week Flyers 

’Reb~ on vision i~tstead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your learn." 

@live.unc.edu] 
6:40 PN 

I revised the Celebration Week flyer, let me know what you think. Also, I am finished with the flyers tbr Elizabeth Lindsey and Bubba Curmingham so I will go ahead and attach those as 
well I received the bio and picture for Am?, Herman and GaiT Sobba today, so I should have those flyers to you no later than tomorrow night 

Best, 

On at 1 O: 19 AM *vrote: 

> Hey" 

> 

> Thanks :[’or following up! I like the layout of the flyer so far. I think we cou]d tighten up the club ]ogo on top and make room J2~r the club twitter and website information on the bottom 

Also, let’s try to make the photos look a litt]e less distorted. We can crop them to make them look normal if needed Please let me know when you have the final version and if you need 

anything else from me. 

> 

> Thanks again for your help! 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Emai ~live unc. edu 

> 

> 

> From 
> Sent: Tuesday. 11:24 PM 

> To 

> Sulziect: Celebration Week Flyers 

> 

> I just wanted to touch base with you on my progress with the flyers I am currently ~vaiting on a bio from GaiT Sobba and a picture from Amy Herman; I am also putting the finishing 
touches on the flyers for Elizabeth Lindsey and Bubba Culmingham, ~vhich should be finished by tomorro~v night. I have the general Celebration Week flyer complete with the exception of 
Amy Herman I wanted to attach it and get your opinion on the flyer, because I wasn’t able to make room for the contact infolTnation for the club such as twitter, website, etc I wasn’t sure 
how- important it was to have that information on the flyer. 
> 

> Thanks and feel free to let me know- if you see anything else that needs to be changed 
> 

> Best, 
> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 7:10 PM 

:@live.unc.edu) 

Meeting 

Hi 
Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stro~na~, Ph,D, CLU 
Engage, E×p~re, Empower, 

Let’s try to meet next week. What is your availability after 2:30 on Tuesday or Wednesday? Thanks! 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 7:15 PM 

Ben Stumer <bens@leverageagency.com> 

1~9;: UNC visit 

Directions to EXSS Woollen.pdf 

Hi Ben. I le[t you a vmsg. Park behind Fetzer’ (see attached}. [ wit[ have a parking pass for you. 
Note: The ~’oom is a smart~oom with all the latest technology. So i1: you need to go to the ~[ernet or use your [lash dr~ve --- that is fine. [ have 28 students. 
Thanks! 
debby 
Do Good. 
Deborah l.,, Sb’oman, Ph,D, 

"Rely on vision inslead of rules and procedures Io g~,ide you m~d your 

F~m: Ben Sturner [mai[to:bens@levera~ea~ency.com] 
Sent= Nonday, Hatch 26, 2012 8:14 PN 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet= Re: UNC visit 
Debby 

This muMs like a good agen&. I will ~ able to ~lk about s~Nng ,ny ~e~my from my a~m]ent mill oNy $2000 to my na~e mid no md business plan to growi~N 

the business m now a 10000 sq R office in mid town nyc and oNces in Beijing, Dubm and LA. This h~ all been through en~eprenenrsNp m~d them am many risks as 

well as mwaNs going mtl~ this mnte. EspeciNly with dl of the elemeNs of gromng a business with finance, legal and eve~Ning else ~at is nee&& In pa~icNa, in the 

spo~s business the s~dents shoNd unders~nd the l~d~ape ofPR, sponsomhig marketing consulting, event activation and other areas wNch is crucial to snccess and 

not be na~owly focused. Most im~tly will stress the ne~vorMng ~N needs to be done to build relationships with team~ leagues, s~inms and event ogamzers. 

I have s~ken to many tmiversity classe~ bN veW ra, ely is them a s~ffts entmpmneurship class. I am veD’ excited as it is ~e most relevant to my experience. 

Will dso "talk about the other businesses that I have sm~d recently mid MSBA which is a new approach m build thrum spo~s maNeting leaders. (w~wv.gom sba.com) 

We can definimly go to lunch ~fom or atter wards. I am s~ying at gimghoul N do roll ~ close by and ca~ walk over. 

Let me check with ,ny schedule tomo~ow to see what wens best. 

Thm~k you agmn m~d very excimd m ~ ~ck in ChaN1 Hill. Look fon~-ard m meeting you in Nrmn. 

Cheers mid best, 

Ben 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 26, 2012, at 7:41 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro,@x~nc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben. Thanks again for agreeing to visit with the Entrepreneurship students on Thursday at 12:30 for -~ one hour! 

Suggested format: 

1. Your career and work in sports (always helpful to share with them career paths and life options; how did you get to where you are today? Education/work experience) 
2. £fyou had to start over, what would you do differently (academic and/or professionally)? 
3. Information on the various methods to maintain/increase revenue or marketing ideas for your company 
4. Any current event or case study that may be appropriate at the time (how the issue affects your business) 
5. Career recormnendations and tips 

This course is for undergrads but I did invite a few graduate students to join us. I will fill you in by phone. 

Also, are you available to meet with me for lunch before or after? 11:30 a.m. or 1:30 p.m. ? 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [~!~_i!_i_l_t__o__:_b__c_’._~_ks_~_l__qk~zr_i!g__e_0.g_e_:t_kcz~_9_ggf!] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Sounds great. This is my favorite discussion topic. Here is an entrepreneur magazine article I was in that you could look at or share with your class. 
ht_t_z:Z/__w__~_z_w__:~_t~t_r__~_r_~_n_~u__~_o__~£~_~_r__t_j_c_id2_~52L2. 



Ben Sturner 

CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 
New York, NY 10106 
Ofiice: 1 ?19 7~;~ 9q(~(~ 

Mobile: 
Fax: 1 212.2236982 

bens@leverageagencN.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Ben Stumer 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Let’s go with Thursday at 12:30 p.m (Fetzer 106) The course is ]~;ntrepreneurship in Sport 

We can chat next week on the course logistics and your presentation. I would love for you to share your background, how you manage growth, and how you make your 
company "work" ie., organizational effectiveness ;) 

Have a great weekend[ 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage Explore. [{mpower 

919.843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Srmncr [raailto:bens(fi~leverageagencv com] 
Sent: Friday, _March 23, 2012 5:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

I will do both days. I should be available and veu much look fol~vard to it. 

Ben Stttrner 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 
New York, _NrY 10106 
Office: 1 212.752.2500 
Mobile 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
bens ~1 eve r a~ea p_cn c¥. c om 
ww w.l eveiaKeap~en c~’. c o m 

Contact Me 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [__m__t~_i_l_t__o__;_d__s__t_r_o__@~_u__t!_c_:~_c_t_k~] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:07 Pivl 
To: Ben Stumer 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben Thanks for your note. Are you available on Thursday at 12:30 pm and/or Friday at 1:00 pm. ? The class time available is 45 minutes. I will see il" I can make changes to 
accommodate your schedule. 

debby 

DeborahL Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [maillo:bens@leveragea~zency.conr] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Dr Stroman 
I will be in Chapel Hill Thurs and Friday if you would like for me to be a guest speaker. Look forward to meeting you 

Ben Sturner 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th FI 
New York. NY 10106 
Office: 1 212.752.2500 
Mi~bile 
Fax: 1 212223.6982 

bens@leveragea gency.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro~’~unc. edu] 
Sent: Sunday, Januat3z 08, 2012 8:17 PM 
To: Ben Sturner 
Subject: Re: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben. Thanks for your follo~v up note. Yo~tr firm and concept are irapressive. I hope LrNC students apply and take advantage of this offering. 

I am teaching an Entrepreneurship in Sport (first ever) course this spring. I would love to have you be a guest speaker when you visit, if possible. 

Do stay in touch. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Deparm~ent - !)__t£p_2/_,_’_c_’.Z_s__s_~&_m___c_’~__e__d_&k/. Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~¢ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J Goefl~e) 

On 1,’8,’12 , :28 PNL "Ben Stumer" <.12__e__n__,’_~_(~!~_’_c__e__r_~_g__e~_t!_c_?2~_c__o__~!~_> wrote: 

> 

>Professor Stroman, 
> 

>Thank you kindly for sending out the link to MSBA to the UNC sports 
>administration students. 
>I am actually from Chapel Hill myself and my father in law is a 
>director at the Kenan Flagler Business School Dr. Jack Kasarda and have 
>a great respect for UNC students Have also been talking to Professor 
>Coyte Cooper as ;vell about the program. 
> 

>I run the Leverage Agency ;vhich is a sports and entertainment marketing 
>firm in NYC where we work with leagues, teams, events athletes and 
>television shows on property consulting and sponsorship. 
> 

>Have started MSBA to give students a chance to experience a sports 
>related internship in the city, having a mentor, fitness networking 
>activities and a best of the best seminar speaker series and career 
>development. We are personalizing it for each student based on their 
>interest and also having goal setting 12~r personal and professional 
>goals during the summer program 
> 

>We are getting great applications from students from all over the world 
>and very excited about the program. 
> 

>Please feel fi-ee to send www.~zomsba.conr to any other qualified students 
>We really want students who have a passion 12~r sports management but 
>most importantly a great attitude as we are putting them into 
>internships at some of the most presugious places in the industry HBO, 
>MSG, MLS, BBDO and many other organizauons. 
> 

>Thank you agmn as had some interest today fi-om some UNC students and 



>appreciate you sending our link to them. Hope to meet you when i am in 
>Chapel Hill next 
> 
>Very kind regards, Ben 
> 

>Benjamin M. Stumer 
>CEO, Leverage Agency Founder MSBA~, 
>888 7th Avenue 
>New" York, NY 10016 
>212-Tq2-~q(/o x123 

>Ben sending from ray iPad 

>This email conwnunication by Leverage Agency may contain information 
>that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from 
>disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you 
>are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this 
>corcur~tmication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may 
>be tmlawful. If you have received this conwnunication in error, please 
>notify the sender. 

>For more information, please visit www.LeverageAgencg.com 

This email conwntmication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, pfivileged, confidential or legally exempt fiom disclosure. If you are not a named 
addressee, you are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may 
be unla~vful. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender. 

For more information, please visit w;,~v.Lever a.g~__A_.g~_t!_c£.com 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named 
addressee, you are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this commumcation without the consent of the sender and that doing so may 
be unlawful If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender 

For more information, please visit 2,_O_532_:_L___e__x_,__e£_a_g_e_~Kgncv.com 

This email commumcation by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary privileged, confidential or legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named 
addressee, you are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, cop?, or disseminate this communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may 
be unlawtiJ1. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender. 

For more information, please visit w;,~v.LeverageAgency.com 

This email comm~mication by Leverage Agency may contain 

information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally 

exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addres~e, you 

are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, coW 

or disseminate tiffs com,nunication without the consent of the 

sender and that doing so may be unla~ul. If you have received 

this co~nmunication in e~ror, please notiff the sender. 

For more information, please visit www.LeverageAgenc3,~com 



Directions to Exercise and Sport Science Department - Woollen Gym 

310 Woollen is located on 300 South Road 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From 1-40 East (Raleigh) and the RDU Airport 
Shaping Your Success! 

1. Take Exit 273 (Hwy 54) towards Chapel Hill 
2. Continue tbr four (4) miles to the top of the hill; go straight through the stoplight onto the UNC Campus. On your left 
are artificial turf fields (Hooker) and Carmichael Auditorium. On the right side is a cemetery. Slow down and search for 
parking on the right or left side. 
3. Woollen Gym is attached to Carmichael on the left side. The next stoplight is immediately past Woollen. If you go past 
the Student Stores building, you have passed Woollen. 

Note: For flee visitor parking after 5:00 p.m., take the next left (Stadium Dr.). You will drive past the Student Stores 
building located on the right before turning left on to Stadium Drive. From 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Hot pink visitor spaces 
are behind the building and are marked "EXSSiPhysical Education." (Parking permit required.) 

From 1-85 South (Atlanta, Charlotte, Greensboro, Winston-Salem) 

1. Take 1-40 East towards Raleigh. Pass the RDU Airport and Southpoint Shopping. 
2. Take exit 270 (Highway 15-501 South); turn right at the end of the exit ramp 
3. Follow 15-501 South towards Chapel Hill; the highway will divide. Do not exit on to Franklin Street. 
4. Remain on 15-501 South, bearing left and away from Franklin Street. You will pass University Mall and Squids 
restaurant on your right. 
5. Turn right at Highway 54 (aka Raleigh Road) exit; follow sign for "UNC-Chapel Hill"; pass the artificial turf fields 
(Hooker) and Carmichael Auditorium on the left. On the right side is a cemeteu. Slow down and search for parking on 
the right or left side. 
6. Woollen Gym is attached to Carmichael on the left side. The next stoplight is immediately past Woollen. If you go past 
the Student Stores building, you have passed Woollen. 

Note: For free visitor parking after 5:00 p.m., take the next left (Stadium Dr.). You will drive past the Student Stores 
building located on the right before turning left on to Stadium Drive. From 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Hot pink visitor spaces 
are behind the building and are marked "EXS S/Physical Education." (Parking permit required.) 

From 1-85 North (Washington DC, Richmond, Durham) 

1. Follow 1-85 to intersection with Highway 15-501 South 
2. Follow 15-501 South towards Chapel Hill; the highway will divide. Do not exit on to Franklin Street. 
3. Remain on 15-501 South, bearing left and away from Franklin Street. You will pass University Mall and Squids 
restaurant on your right. 
4. Turn right at Highway 54 exit (aka Raleigh Road); follow sign for "UNC-Chapel Hill"; pass the artificial turf fields 
(Hooker) and Carmichael Auditorium on the left. On the right side is a cemete~T. Slow down and search for parking on 
the right or left side. 
5. Woollen Gym is attached to Carmichael on the left side. The next stoplight is immediately past Woollen. If you go past 
the Student Stores building, you have passed Woollen. 

Note: For free visitor parking after 5:00 p.m., take the next left (Stadium Dr.). You will drive past the Student Stores 
building located on the right before turning left on to Stadium Drive. From 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Hot pink visitor spaces 
are behind the building and are marked "EXSS/iPhysical Education." (Parking permit required.) 

Searchable Campus Map - lattp;i/ww~!:un~:~duimap~iindexJa~ 

Dr. Deborah Stroman - 315 Woollen Gym - 300 South Road, CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesdav 7:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

lEE: Case Stud~v Temn 

Excellent! Sounds good. Your leadership is much appreciated! 

Please send me the final draft of the paper before submission, 

Dr, Sl:rof~lat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL1J 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to g~fide you and your team," 

_~live.unc.edu] 
10:40 AM Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Case Study Team 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Thanks for the email. Everything is going really well. It took us a long time to break down the data but ] think that’s the whole intention of the prompt! It has been a lot of fun 

but at times, difficult for everyone to meet because of everyone’s different schedules. We have been meeting about 2 times a week for the last 3 weeks. We broke down the 
expenses and revenues into BCS conferences and non-BCS conferences because we figured it was clear and concise. We have already started the paper and we are going to 
be finishing it by tonight or tomorrow. TS there any else you would like to know? ] think ] speak for the group when ] say that everyone is enjoying the meetings and going 
through the data. Thanks again for giving me the opportunity to be the leader of the group! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 7:25 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z ~atufks@email.unc.e&~ 

ILL: EXSS Website Video Inter~’iew 

Hi ’,-1my, I can do U~e video tomorrow! @ I teach at :[2:30 p.m. and should be avaHabfe after 3:30 p,m. 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

From: Tufts, Amy Z 
Sent= Wednesday, 2:14 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; ~@live.unc.edu; 

Cc=    rs@live.unc.edu; t@live.unc.edu 
Subject= EXSS Website Video Interview 
As part of a public relations project for our department, we are developing a "Welcome to EXSS" video for our website, fn that video, we would like to include snips of video 
interviews from different perspectives: undergraduate student, graduate student from each discipline, doctoral student(HMS), advisor, faculty and chair. If you would be willing 
to be video interviewed this week or ~ext let us know wl~at time would work best for yo~, There will only be 3-4 questions asked. Shouldn’t take more than 5-10 
minutes at most. I will be using the work study students to help accomplish this task. Location will vary so we can mix backgrounds up. Thanks for your help! 1 have attached 
the list of the questions that we will ask to get you to start thinking about what you might say. Please iook for the appropriate section with your name on it. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 7:38 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Club Updates and Bobcats Trip on Friday 

Yes, I can take three students~ I will leave at 1:1:00 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

Froml 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Club Updates and Bobcats Trip on Friday 

Can you take any students Dr. Stroman? 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

9kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
1:33 PM 

Sent from ,ny iPhone 

On at 12:41 PM,’ ~i_l_ix_e_:_t_Ln_c_:_e_d__t_!> wrote: 

One of my friends who is going on the trip will be able to drive some people. Do you think that Dr. Stroman will be willing to drive some students? 
Best, 

:@live.unc.edu 
mobile 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday i0:38 AM 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board 
Subject: [csbc exec board] Club Updates and Bobcats Trip on Friday 

Hi Team, 

I have a few club updates: 

TPG Sports Group 

We Won Yesterday’s Trivia Question on twitter, meaning Interested club members will receive 50% off the TPG Sports Career 

Conference! 

Please let me know if you want to attend the Coat’ereuce on or I will pass the oppo~nity on to the general listserv if no exec membm~ 

are going. 
I should be heaadng back ti’om TPG later today about lhe logistical details regarding our victoU (see email below). 

BobcatsTrip ( and ~ii::~i~ please add any information if I’m missing anything): 

° We will leave at 10arn on Friday from the ATMs behind Davis Library 

¯ Career Fair is from ~ 4pro 

¯ Arena Tour starts at 5:30prn 

¯ Game starts at 7pro 

¯ As of right now we have 24 people going, including Dr. Stroman 

¯ We will carpool to the arena, but WE NEED MORE DRIVERS OTHER THAN JUST 

¯ Dress is business casual but you carl bring a change of clothes for the arena tour and!or game 

Celebration Week 

currently have two friends of mine working on getting food. 

We now only need to secure bios and pictures for Gary Sobba ~nd Amy Herman ..refer to Nick’: email if 



necessary 
¯ Send all bios and pictures to 

Hope you all have a great day! 
,@live,unc.edu) so he can put them on the event flyers, 

(c) 
<99D90097-F36D-4gOB4:-BFgA-3D2DOSEFBA98191.png> <389159A7-AB 12-4FC7-B48E-9FF4B404F3 BB [9].png> <010FA504-681 E-4061-8373-853 CDD99B36D [9].png> <C3 FDCA46-68BB- 

49C9-A721~-3357934AC33019] prig> 

From :@kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed 10:05:21-0400 
To: <chrisz@tpgsportsgroup> 
Subject: CSBC - 4pro Trivia Question Winner Yesterday 
Dear Mr. Zepkowski: 

Hello rny rlarne i’, and I was told to contact you regarding our club’s victory in 

yesterday’s 4pro Trivia Question Contest on twitter, Our club is very excited about attending the conference this year and forming a working relationship with TPG Sports 

in the future. Please advise on the ensuing necessary steps on our end= I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 
Kind Regards, 

~?unc.edu 

< 3 C3 3 28 73-AB 74-419 B-92 8A-7 E0 6 C3 73 23A0 .p ng><A31FA4 2 F-BE 2 5-4 3A7-B 52 6-AFC 103 52 26 8 5 .p ng> < 74A5 F39 5-3 8A0-4 D 8 8- 

9B09-AEA94 6B 5DEOA.png> 

You are cnrrently subscribed to csbc exec board as: ;(~i22_e_.r~_~_~__U_!:.u_!Lc_:.e._d_.u_.. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: !)_t__t_p:i/lists.nnc.edn/u?id 43485544£19721701757b71344b9179857d19c80c&n T&I csbc exec board&o 31169313 

(It may be necessary to cnt and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-31169313-43485544.09721701757b7134469179857d19c80c([glistserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday 7:39 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

I~E: EXSS 

. Let’s chat. That~ks. 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dr. Stmman, 

I am interested in taking EXSS 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@gmail.com] 
1:26 PN 

ne~ semester. My PID is~ Let me know ifI need to do an~hing to prepare for this. 

~{gmail.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday 7:51 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Enrolling in EXSS classes as a minor 

Hi 

etc, 

Dr, Sl:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

What is your PID? The major is very popular. There is ~o dil:fere~ce for a major or minor, We go by class priori[y. Declared se~iors, then declared juniors, 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you and your team," 

~live.unc.edu] 
: 12:32 AN 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Enrolling in EXSS classes as a minor 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hi! My name is          and I was referred to you by my advisor, Matthew Harvey, for questions regarding class registration. 
As an Exercise and Sports Science minor, am I able to enroll in EXSS classes for this fall? Are there any restrictions to a student with a minor as opposed to a major? Or do I 
need to declare an EXSS major to enroll in these classes? 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesda~ 7:56 PM 

@live.corn> 

I~E: Which Logo? 

Thanks. 

d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

@live.corn] 
7:5S PM 

Froml 

Sent: Wednesday 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Which Logo? 
I like the last one with the half basketball. It catches my eye the most. My second choice would the the 4th one with the basketball and football. 

From: dstro@unc.edu 
To:            ~]j__v__e_~__c__o____m_. 
Subject: WhiPh I nt~n~’ 

Date: Wed, 00:24:40 +0000 

CONFIDENTIAL. Which of the five do you like best? Thanks. 

d 
Go Heels~ 
Debarah L, Strornan~ Ph,Do CLU 
Engage, Expi~re, Er~power, 

315 Woollen - CB #~700 Chapel H~il, NC 27599 

9~9,843,0336 

.~i Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, 12:11 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; 
rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 
E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Scheper, Walter <scheper@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri 
C <thouston@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, 
Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, 
Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~t~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen 
L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; j o- 
ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 
<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Chafletta Georgette 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~Nerce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~t~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; Burney, Myron G 
(mgburney@northcarolina.edu); Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert 
W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; 
vhammett@unc.edu; Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; 
t @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); @live.unc.~du); 

@live.unc.edu); I _ @live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu); 

@~live.unc. edu); Jones, Shandra <shandraj @email.unc. edu>; Littlej ohn, Ursula 
l~unice <ursula_littlej ohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, 
Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Hi All. Unfortunately, I did not have the time earlier this week to create the e-newsletter. ;( 



However, I do want to alert you to the DTH cartoon in today’s paper that is creating a very BIG buzz on campus and 

beyond. The BSM and other Black student organizations have reached out to administrators and they probably will 

request a meeting with the Chancellor. I spoke to Dr. Clayton regarding our support of this matter. It is very clear that 

the need to advocate for Black males on this campus should now be a MAJOR priority for the administration. If you have 

ideas or know of any particular activities scheduled in response to this insensitive cartoon, please keep the CBC 

leadership informed. 

Note: It appears that the DTH Opinion cartoon was removed from the DTH website, www.dailytarheel.com 

I was planning to reschedule our next meeting, this Tuesday (April 3rd at 11:30 a.m.) but in light of the recent matter, 

let’s have our meeting. I hope you can attend. Stay tuned for more details. 

Harambe, 

Deborah L St~oma~, PhoD CLU 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 12:18 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

EW: Team Sports Marketing 

Hi Ashley. Looks like ] will advise the students to use the textbook online version if they want to... 
d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"~ely on vision i~stem] of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~ and yore’ ~eamy 

F~m~ Wakefield, K~rk k. [ma~lto:K~r~WakefieldObaylor.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Narch 29, 2012 9:49 AN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Team Spots Marketing 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for contacting me about www.teamsportsrnarketing.com. The text is entirely online. Students can print each chapter and place in a binder 

if’ they so choose. Adopters include the link to the homepage (where it takes them to the membership subscription page) or can include the link 

directly to membership: http://teamsportsmarketing.com/membership 

Since it’s only $2 5 for 6 months, most students will take their own subscription. I’m able to keep it at that low price on that expectation. One way 

we can encourage that is if at the beginning of the term professors submit class rolls to me, just so I can gently monitor. 

I’ve provided you with an instructor’s lifetime pass that gives you access to everything on the site. I also have a testbank, which I’m attaching 
now. If you need it again closer to the fall, just let me know. Your login info: 

Username: dstroman 

Password: 

You can change the password after you login. 

By the way, I was checking out your LASER program and other activities. Very cool! If as you use the text you see any opportunities to expand on 

areas of your expertise, please advise. One thing you could do is submit a blog and I post it to the site (under the BLOGS section). I intend to ask 

other adopting professors to do the same. 

Thanks again and let me know if you have any questions! 

Kirk L. Wakefield 
Edwin ~: Streetman Profe,~,~or qfRetail ~/iarketing 

Editor, The Migala 

254-710-4267 (0) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, }:05 PM 

Jones, Slm~dm <shandraj@emaJl.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; 

Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertso~, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stmman, Deborah L -~dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team." 

~live.unc.edu] 
2:27 PM 

Froml 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you for CCing me in the email. You’re right that the entire campus is very upset about the situation. I just got off the phone with the DTH Opinion Editor and there will be 
a discussion about this in the paper tomorrow. 
As I keep saying I am looking forward to working with CBC more and more next year. Please let me know if you need anything from me or if you ever want me to attend a CBC 
meeting to speak. 
Thanks again, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, :t2: :tO PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Hi All. Unfortunately, I did not have the time earlier this week to create the e-newsletter. ;( 

However, I do want to alert you to the DTH cartoon in today’s paper that is creating a very BIG buzz on campus and beyond. The BSM and other Black student 

organizations have reached out to administrators and they probably will request a meeting with the Chancellor. I spoke to Dr. Clayton regarding our support of this 

matter. It is very clear that the need to advocate for Black males on this campus should now be a MAJOR priority for the administration. If you have ideas or know 

of any particular activities scheduled in response to this insensitive cartoon, please keep the CBC leadership informed. 

Note: It appears that the DTH Opinion cartoon was removed from the DTH website, www.daily[arheel.com 

I was planning to reschedule our next meeting, this Tuesday at 11:30 a.m.) but in light o~ the recent matter, let’s have our meeting. I hope you can attend. 

Stay tuned [or more details. 

Harambe, 

~b "~’ ", ", ’L, 5f,~<", "" ", "~ ~ ~ ~ 

ChNr, Carolina Black Caucus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 7:05 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Pd:;: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Thanks for your note. Let’s connect on Monday Lo discuss the necessary advocacy work to make a change. I teach at :1:00 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~roman, Pb,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

’~Rely on vision i~stead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
5:24 PM 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I do appreciate informing me of the actions of the CBC. I would love to have the opportunity to work with you and the organization to address the issue. I would like you to 
know that a group of students met with the opinion editor today and we were able to address our concerns. I hope we see change in the future. 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is ]’or the sole use o~ the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies o.f the original message. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, : 12:10 PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Hi All. Unfortunately, I did not have the time earlier this week to create the e-newsletter. ;( 

However, I do want to alert you to the DTH cartoon in today’s paper that is creating a very BIG buzz on campus and beyond. The BSM and other Black student 

organizations have reached out to administrators and they probably will request a meeting with the Chancellor. I spoke to Dr. Clayton regarding our support of this 

matter. It is very clear that the need to advocate for Black males on this campus should now be a MAJOR priority for the administration. If you have ideas or know 

of any particular activities scheduled in response to this insensitive cartoon, please keep the CBC leadership informed. Note: 
It appears that the DTH Opinion cartoon was removed from the DTH website.._w__w__w_:__d___a_!_[y_t__a_r__h__e_e__Lc_o__m- 

rd I was planning to reschedule our next meeting, this Tuesday (April 3 at 11:30 a.m.} but in light o[ the recent matter, let s have our meeting. I hope you can attend. 

Stay tuned[or more details. 

Harambe, 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursda5, 7:10 PM 

,,@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS Minor 

Hi What is your’ PID? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Rely on vision i~stead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

4:23 PM 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent-" Thursday 

To-" 
Co-" Stroman, Deborah L; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject-" RE: EXSS Minor 

lain forwarding to St. Str.:_~man. She will be glad to hel~) you. 

From: " ~_1 j_v___e__,__u___n__c__,__e__d___u_.] 

Sent: Thursday, ~1:04 AM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: E×SS Minor 
Hi my name is I am sincerely interested in obtaining a general minor in E×SS. I am currently a BIO major, but I feel a minor in E×SS might give me some 
valuable insight in my areas of interest. Does this require any special permission? It says on the web page to contact this e-mail before registering for any classes. Thank you 
for your time. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 7:11 PM 

@live .unc .edu> 

1~: North America Table Te~mis Trials Volunteer Schedule Draft 

Hi V]issit~g attachment??? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, ~.kptor~:~. g’mpow,~r, 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: North America Table Tennis Trials Volunteer Schedule Draft 
Hello Dr. Stroman! 
I am not sure how to post to sakai, however Nick thinks that this will be good to post for the club. 
Do you agree? If so, would you like to post it? I am still struggling with the technology! 
I hope you are having a great day! 
Best. 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you a~d your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
4:15 PM 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 8:10 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: North America Table Tennis Trials Volunteer Schedule Draft 

I want to play ping-pong!!!!! Haha. Definitely intriguing. Yes you can post to Sakai. 
Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Thursday. 4:07 PM 
To 
Subject: FVV: North America Table Tennis Trials Volunteer Schedule Draft 

I know this is the same weekend of CSRI... but I am volunteering for a shift here too! She is looking for more volunteers. Should we post it on the club’s sakai? 

From: Molly Matthews rmmatthews@trianglesportscommission.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:03 PM 
To: 

Subject: North ~,merica Ta’ble Tenni’s Trials Vol~]nteer Schedule Draft 

Hello volunteers! 

Thin,ks so much for your patience as I tried to get a draft of the schedule together. As you can see, we still do have gaps. If you’d like to volunteer for additional shifts, 

please let me know. Please feel free to send along the attached application to friends, family, co-workers, etc. 

Please let me know if you have m~y questions! 

Best, 
Molly Matthews 

Trim~gle SIx~rts Commission 

m nmHhew~%tJ:’~angles ~3rtsconlIilission~coill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 7:13 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

FW: Math 110 

Math 110 Information.docx 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:[9,843,0336 

’Reb~ on vision i~tsiead of rMes and procedures ~o guide you and your learn." 

F~m= Salyer, Shorrv I rmailtn:~alyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:59 PM 
To= E~S Undergrad list 
Subject= [undergraduate] Hath 110 
We are geNng slammed with Math 110 questions and registration for EXSS 273, 376 and 385. 
Math110 credit or placement is a pre-req for enrollment in these classes. 
In the FALL a~er registration I asked you to check on your Math110 PL s~tus (in an email on 11-2-11 ) and then at the START of the SPRING 
semester (emails on 1-6-12 and 1-23-12) and again on 3-25-12 so you had ample warning time to research and prepare. Many of you must not 
have done this~ 
PLEASE CHECK NOW. If you don’t have MATH 110PL on Connect Carolina (check your test scores for SAT Subject Test in Mathematics (Level 
1 or 2) or an AP Calculus (AB or BC) test score) then YOU ~LL NOT BE ABLE TO REGISTER FOR EXSS 273, 376 OR 385. 
It could be that your score is there, but Admissions hasn’t posted it. In which case you must go to Admissions and ask them to do so. If your test 
score is not on ConnectCarolina (under your test scores) then you will have to resubmit it to Admissions). If you do not see Math110PL then you did 
not get credit. It is easily remedied~that is why we asked you to go ahead and investigate it BEFORE registration~go to Jackson Hall and they 
can correct 
This is a BIG headache for eve~one, I ~ow. 
Sherry 5a~ver~ }~d.D 
Sen~or Lecturer, Director o~: URdergraduate 
Department of Exerdse and 5port Sdence 
CB#8700, 211 Fetze~ Ha~l 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel H~]~ HC 27599 
9~9-.9~2- 6947 
Fax: 9~9-%2--0.~9 
Spring Adv~s~n~iO~:fice hours: 
Tuesdays--I l:~- 12::[5 

Wednesdavs--lO-l:].::].5 and 1:15-2:45 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
undergraduate as: dslro(tbunc.edu. To unsubscribe ~nd a bla~k 
emafil to leave-31162095-20725646,67d0b60a634b194ace5322a39307c2~[ti~i~Iisl.serv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursda5, 7:14 PM 

~live.unc.edu) 

I:W: to ug on -Math 110 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Eng~je. E,~p, lare. 

91 9,843.0336 

"Rely o~ visio~ instead of rMes and procedures to g~ide you and your ~eam.’ 

F~m~ Salyer, Sherry I [m~lto:salyer~ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:52 PN 
To= ~e peess-f mailing li~t 

Subject= [peess-~ to ug on -Nath 110 
Admissions is overwhelmed with requests--from us and other majors. They have asked us to NOT send walk-ins to Jackson Hall. 

If you are having problems--and you KNOW that you should have placed out of Math 1~0 and it is not showing--then email your Name and PID to Ms. McCullen 

the EXSS offices. DO NOT EMAIL HER BECAUSE YOU JUST CAN’T GET INTO THE C~SS BECAUSE IT IS CLOSED. We will the forward a list to Admissions about 4:15 

TODAY. They will have to work with the Re~istrar’s office also. (This is why we suggested resolving this before registration started~) This will not be an instant fix. 

a mccul~e@ema~l,unc.edu 

Senk~r [.ech~rer., Director of Ut~er~raduate Studies 

Department of [xer’dse and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2~ Fetzer 

Chapel H~J~, NC 27B99 

9~.9-9152-.6947 

Fax: 919--952-0489 

Spring ~dv~sing/Office hours: 

Tuesd avs--lI :O@- 12::1.5 

Wednesdays--IO-I l:15 and I:IB-2:45 

<lJ> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<"ul> 

peess-f as: <a hlef "_r_&~__U_!_tp2_@t__rS?__n_!~&~email. unc.eda’%__d_~_t___m__Ln_~_r!@_~gr4i~:_~!~:~_~:5!~_~-. To unsubscribe send a blank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 7:15 PM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

ILE: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Thanks for your note. Let’s connect on Monday Lo discuss the necessary advocacy work to make a change. I teach at :1:00 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~roman, Pb,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
2:27 PM 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you for CCing me in the email. You’re right that the entire campus is very upset about the situation. I just got off the phone with the DTH Opinion Editor and there will be 
a discussion about this in the paper tomorrow. 
As I keep saying I am looking forward to working with CBC more and more next year. Please let me know if you need anything from me or if you ever want me to attend a CBC 
meeting to speak. 
Thanks again, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:10 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Hi All. Unfortunately, I did not have the time earlier this week to create the e-newsletter. ;( 

However, I do want to alert you to the DTH cartoon in today’s paper that is creating a very BIG buzz on campus and beyond. The BSM and other Black student 

organizations have reached out to administrators and they probably will request a meeting with the Chancellor. I spoke to Dr. Clayton regarding our support of this 

matter. It is very clear that the need to advocate for Black males on this campus should now be a MAJOR priority for the administration. If you have ideas or know 

of any particular activities scheduled in response to this insensitive cartoon, please keep the CBC leadership informed. 

Note: It appears that the DTH Opinion cartoon was removed from the DTH website. __w____w____w__:__d__a__!!_y__t__a___r__h___e___e_!_=_c___o___m__. 

I was planning to reschedule our next meeting, this Tuesday (April 3 at 11:30 a.m.) but in light o[ the recent matter, let s have our meeting. I hope you can attend. 

Stay tuned [or more details. 

Harambe, 

~bb~ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 7:21 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

I~E: Track & Field Social Media Internship 

Thanks! 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843.0336 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

From: Osborne, Barbara J 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 1:16 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Track & Field Social Media Internship 

Please post! USA Track & Field is where I did my first "internship" {we didn’t calf it internships then, it was just volunteering). 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Sdence 

University of North Carolh~a 

309 Woollen Gym 

Chspel H~H~ NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962~5173 

Ema~: sportlaw@unc.edu 

~ Spo~ Management [mail~:SPORTM~@lis~e~,unb.ca] OB Behalf Of eric pfeifer 
$eBt~ Thursday, March 29, 20~2 ~:~6 AM 
Te~ SPORTM~@listserv.unb.ca 
$~jeCt= Track ~ F~eld Social Media ]nternsNp 

Dear Sports Management & Recreation Colleagues: 

Please pass this along to all appropriate students and other internship coordinators. 

The USA Track & Field -Georgia State Governing Body has a brand new Communication and Social Media Internship for this summer in Atlanta, Georgia. 

TNs will be a great new opportunity for those interested in the sport of track & field and communications and social media. 

Attached are the position descriptions and application. 

This will be a joint internship relationship with the Georgia State Games Commission acting as the official host site and where the USATF-Georgia will be the host 

"project". 

Any questions p~ease contact: 

U SATF-.GA :1 st Vice P,es~de~ 

MedtaiComm~mJcatio~a Director 

Emaik ~ree~es@usa~ga.~rg 

Webs~te: www.usatfga.org 

~aceboek: www.facebook/USATF6A 

Follow us: @USATFGA 
Thanks for all of your help~ 

Sincerely, 

Eric Pfeifer 

Executive Director 

Georgia State Games Commission 

PO Box 2043, Kennesaw, GA 30156 

Direct 770-528-3~1 

exNrector@georg~agames.org 

www.georgiagames.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 7:35 PM 

@live.unc.edu> @live.unc.edu-~ 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu> 

CSBC Charlotte Trip 

Hi                 You can join me for the road trip. I will leave from Chapel Hill North (Harris Teeter) shopping center at 11:00 a.m. tomorrow. 

Please secure a ride or take a bus there. Let me know if you are having problems. Consider riding with each other to meet me too. 

My mobile is Call me in the morning at 10:30 a.m. to let me know that you are still joining me. I will then describe my car and where I am parked. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Hee~s~ 
Deborah L, Strorna~, P~,Do 
E~g~geo ~p~re, E~power~ 

315 Woollen = CB #~700 Chapel Hi~l~ NC 27599 

.~i Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 7:36 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

(@live.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Great[ 3:00 p.m. in my office. Woollen 315~ Thanks! 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

Sent; Thursday 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject; RE: CB¢ IMPORTANT - News 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I am free all day Monday ant      is free after 12::[Sbm. When would you like to meet? 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

~live.unc.edu] 
7:24 PM 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 
email and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday              7:05 PM 

Subject; RE: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

"[’hat, ks for your r~ote. [.e[~s cor~rH:act .:_~]1 ]V’..or~day [:o discuss the ]lecessary 8dvoci~cy work to 

Dr. Strornan 

Do Good. 

Dehorah ].,. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng~je. Explore. Ernt:~ow~t 

919.843.0336 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

@!ive.unc,edu] 
5:24 PM 

From; 

Sent; Thursday 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I do appreciate informing me of the actions of the CBC. I would love to have the opportunity to work with you and the organization to address the issue. I would like you to 
know that a group of students met with the opinion editor today and we were able to address our concerns. I hope we see change in the future. 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 



information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. I,f you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy al! copies of the original message. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 12:10 PM 

To; cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject; CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Hi All. Unfortunately, I did not have the time earlier this week to create the e-newsletter. ;( 

However, I do want to alert you to the DTH cartoon in today’s paper that is creating a very BIG buzz on campus and beyond. The BSM and other Black student 

organizations have reached out to administrators and they probably will request a meeting with the Chancellor. I spoke to Dr. Clayton regarding our support of this 

matter. It is very clear that the need to advocate for Black males on this campus should now be a MAJOR priority for the administration. If you have ideas or know 

of any particular activities scheduled in response to this insensitive cartoon, please keep the CBC leadership informed. 

Note: It appears that the DTH Opinion cartoon was removed from the DTH website, www.dailytarheel.corn 

I was planning to reschedule our next meeting, this Tuesday at 11:30 a.m.) but in fight of the recent matter, let’s have our meeting. I hope you can attend. 

Stay tuned for more details. 

Harambe, 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.eclu!cbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 7:39 PM 

Wakefield, Kirk L. <Kirk Wakefield@baylor.edu> 

I~E: Team Sports Mmketing 

Thanks Kirk. I look for’ward to using this text and btogging. 

I will continue to pass the word with my colleagues about the text, Erimme Weight first told me about it and I will give it the first test 
debby 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0SS6 

"Rely on vision ins~ead of rubs and procedures ~o gMde you mM your team." 

F~m= Wakefield, Kirk L. [mailto:Kk~Wakefield@baylor.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, Narch 29, 2012 10:04 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~: Team SporN Narket~ng 
And the test~nk a~chmenfi 

F~m= Wakefield, K~rk L. 
Sent= Thursday, Narch 29, 2012 8:49 AN 
To= ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject= Team Spots Narketing 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for contacting me about ~hw_Ev_:_t_e_a_Ln__~Eitr_t_s__n_La!:[%e_t_i_~]g:£9!~.. The text is entirely online. Students can print each chapter and place in a binder 

if they so choose. Adopters include the link to the homepage (where it takes them to the membership subscription page) or can include the link 

d i r e ctly t o m e m b e r s h i p: _h__~ p__:_!_ j__t__e___a!_~Ls__p__o_ jit___sj__n__L!_r___k___e__t__i__n_N.__c_it _m__~___n_L_e!_~Lb____eJLs_]f !R 

Since it’s only $2 5 for 6 months, most students will take their own subscription. I’m able to keep it at that low price on that expectation. One way 

we can encourage that is if at the beginning of the term professors submit class rolls to me, just so I can gently monitor. 

I’ve provided you with an instructor’s lifetime pass that gives you access to everything on the site. I also have a testbank, which I’m attaching 
now. If you need it again closer to the fall, just let me know. Your login info: 

Username: dstroman 

Password: 

You can change the password after you login. 

By the way, I was checking out your LASER program and other activities. Very cool[ If as you use the text you see any opportunities to expand on 

areas of your expertise, please advise. One thing you could do is submit a blog and I post it to the site (under the BLOGS section). I intend to ask 

other adopting professors to do the same. 

Thanks again and let me know if you have any questions! 

Kirk L. Wakefield 
Edwin ~< Slreetman P~*)fe.~sor of Retail Marketing 

Editor, 7he ~igala Report 

254-7]0-4267 (0) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 7:47 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Enrolling in EXSS classes as a minor 

What is ’your PID? 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

Fl~m-" 

Sent: I nursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Enrolling in EXSS classes as a minor 

How do I make sure I am on the wait lisl and can get into the classes’? 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of r~des and procedures to guide you a~d your team:’ 

Dlive.unc.edu] 
: ~:51 AM 

OI1 at 7:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <kt.~t__*2q@u__r_Lc_:.e_d__~j2" wrote: 

What is your PID? The major is veW popular, There is no difference for a major or minor. We go by class priority~ Declared seniors, then 

declared juniors, etc. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~-romat~, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

<imageOOI~jpg> 

’~ely o~ visio~ instead of r~[es a:nd procedures to guide you amd your team," 

F~m~ @l~ve.unc.edu] 
$emt= Wednesday, 12:32 AM 

T¢~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t= Enrolling in EXSS classes as a minor 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hi[ My name k          and I was referred ~ you by my advisor, Ma~hew Ha~ey, for questions regarding class registration. 
As an Exercise and Spots Science minor, am I able to enroll in EXSS classes for this fall? Are there any restrictions to a student with a minor as opposed to a 
major? Or do I need to declare an EXSS major to enroll in these classes? 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 7:49 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ltg;: Coaching Minor 

Excellent’. Your kindness and networking with professors is truly paying oil’. ;) EXSS wants you to excel and do ~vell 

Continued success to you’. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From %live unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday: 1:18 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Coaching Minor 

Dr. Stroman, 

First of all, thank you for your guidance the other day. [ was able to reach Dr. Salyer and discuss the logistics of the coaching minor After some very hard work completing the application 
that night and a recomanendation from my coach, Dr Salyer ~s generously letting me in to the program I really appreciate all of your help as well, both in the CSBC and being lenient letting 
me into the EXS S    class. Hope you are doing well and ! better see you at some baseball games soon! 

Go Heels! 

Sent from mY iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 7:49 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Jeopardy Review & EXSS 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Jeopardy Review & EXSS 
Thank you so much[ I really appreciate it 
Tuesday would work best for me next ;veek I finish up with class at 1:45, so I cal’~ meet anytime after that 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of rubs and procedm’es ~o gMde you ar~.d you,’ team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:43 PM 

Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:51 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: Jeopardy Review & EXSS 

Thanks again! For your eyes only.,, ;) 

[et me know your availability on next week, Tuesday or Wednesday after 2:30 p.m. 

Dr, StFon’H~t~ 

Do Good. 

Dehorab L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~juL~e. ~xplore, Empov~er. 

919,843,0336 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Jeopardy Review & EXSS 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 

’Rely o~t visio~t instead of redes and procedures to g~,ide you ;rod your team." 

2:32 PM 

I just ~vanted to touch base about a cop?- of the Jeopar@ questions from today’s review. It really is something ho~v competitive we all get when there’s a few extra credit points (and maybe 
some pride) on the line! 

I would also be interested in setting up an appointment to talk to you about the field experience class. I think I may have an opportunity for next fall and it would be great to take advantage 
of it and receive some academic credit at the same time. Let me know what would work best for you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 7:50 PM 

r@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting 

Wednesday at 3:00? Woollen 315. Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~. E,~ptor~:~, E’mpow,~r, 
9~19,843,0336 

From 

Sent: Wednesday 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you a~d your {earn.’ 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:38 PM 

I’m free on both days anytime after 2:30. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 7:09 PM 
To’, 
Subject: Meeting 

Let’s try to meet next week. What is your availability after 2:30 on Tuesday or Wednesday? Thanks! 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 7:52 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Exss 

Okay. Keep your search going. I will add you to the course [:or the fatk We cat~ chat in a few weeks about opportuNties at~d what your career goals night be to get a 
good match, 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0SS6 

"Rely on vision instead of rubs and procedures to g~fide you ;rod your team," 

@live.unc.edu] 
10:53 PM 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Exs: 
Dr. Stroman 
I am trying hard to find an internship for this summer but not totally what will happen and where I will be as of this second. I would be interested in adding the class and doing 
something if at all possible this fall during the semester. You said that you can probably help me out in the fall and I think thats my best option. My PID is . Anything 
to broaden my knowledge would be great. Let me know if you can do anything. Thanks 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, k07 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Exss : 

Lefts chat briefly after class tomorrow, ff you are still interested we cat~ set up a meeting t~ext week. Thanks[ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,gt<q~, g~p~c~r’~, Empowen 

919.843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday~ 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss 
Dr. Stroman 

’Rely" on vision instead of rubs and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edul 
10:31 AM 

My name is            and I am currently in your    class. I saw the    class up on Connect Carolina and wanted to see if I could get more information about the class 
and see if ~ could possibly enroll in it this fall. I am a sports admin and econ major looking for anything in the area that may help broaden my experience. Anything would be 
appreciated! Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTYCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday 7:57 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Enrolling in EXSS classes as a minor 

Hi. What classes are you interested in enrolling in that you are restricted? We have space fimi[ations and unfor[unateP!, we just dor£[ have the seats awHsNe. We 

priorit~ze by class year~ 

Do 6ood~ 

Deborah L, S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843.0336 

Sent-" Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
subi~f., I~: Enrolling in EXSS classes as a minor 

¯ .I’m a sophomore declared Biology major and double minor in Chemist~, and EXSS. 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to guide yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

~live.unc.edu] 
k06 PM 

~;live.~mc.edu 

On , at 7:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~;unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi     What is your’ PID? The major is very popular. There is no dift:erence for a major or minor. We go by class priority. Declared seniors, then 

declared )miors, etc, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Streman, Ph,D, CLU 

En~]u~/e, ~xpior#. Empower. 

9 I9,843,0336 
<:imageOO1.]pg> 

’~e~ on vision instead of rubs mM procedures to guide you and your learn." 

From: @~ive~uncmdu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 12:32 AM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~je~t~ Enrolling in EXSS classes as a minor 
Dr. Stroman, 
Hi[ My name is          and I was referred to you by my advisor, Ma~hew Ha~ey, for questions regarding class registration. 
As an Exercise and Spots Science minor, am I able to enroll in EXSS classes for this fall? Are there any restrictions to a student with a minor as opposed to a 
major? Or do I need to declare an EXSS major to enroll in these classes? 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 9:02 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; rac@unc.edu; 
Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles E. 
<cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Scheper, Walter <scheper@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri C 
<thouston@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, Audrey 
Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A <agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; 
Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; 
Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg 
<james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis 

<claudis~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, 
Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; 
diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; 
overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; 
kathy ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, Brenda Richardson 

<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Aflethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, 
Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; jo-ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; c.powell@unc.edu; 
cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, 
Frances <frances_dancy@unc.edu>; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Holly 

A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; 
Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Charletta Georgette 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; jackie~ierce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; Townsend, 

Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia <avia mainor@unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H 

<sharon thomas@unc.edu>; ann~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; 
Burney, Myron G (mgburney@northcarolina.edu); Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; 

Turner, Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; 
Douglas, Linda B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; afall@unc.edu; twilliams~uncaa.unc.edu; 

vhammett(a),unc.edu;                            @live.unc.edu>; 
@kenan-flagler.unc.edu);                       @live.unc.edu); 
~live.unc.edu); Jones, Shandra ~shandr~j@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula 

Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, 

Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

DTH Cartoon .pdf 

Sorry for the duplication. Some did not receive this emai[. 

debby 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engageo Explore° Empower. 

91%843,0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 6:24 PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: CBC IMPORTANT - News 

Update: Many still feel that this apology is inadequate. 

http://www.dailytarheel.com/index.php/article/2012/O3/editorinchief steven norton explains thursdayO39s editorial cartoon 

Cartoon is attached. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage~ Explore. Empower. 

91%843~0336 

"Rely on vision instead of r~’les and proced~’res to 8-uide you and yo~’r team. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 12:11 PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC IMPORTANT- News 

Hi All. Unfortunately, I did not have the time earlier this week to create the e-newsletter. ;( 

However, I do want to alert you to the DTH cartoon in today’s paper that is creating a very BIG buzz on campus and beyond. The 

BSM and other Black student organizations have reached out to administrators and they probably will request a meeting with the 

Chancellor. I spoke to Dr. Clayton regarding our support of this matter. It is very clear that the need to advocate for Black males 

on this campus should now be a MAJOR priority for the administration. If you have ideas or know of any particular activities 

scheduled in response to this insensitive cartoon, please keep the CBC leadership informed. 



Note: It appears that the DTH Opinion cartoon was removed from the DTH website, www.dailytarheel.com 

I was planning to reschedule our next meeting, this Tuesday (April 3rd at 11:30 a.m.) but in light of the recent matter, let’s have 

our meeting. I hope you can attend. Stay tuned for more details. 

Harambe, 

~y 

Deborah Lo Stroman, PhoD CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 





Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 9:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~W: UNC Black Caucus 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Eng~je, E,~:~,lare. Ernt)ow~t 

"Rely o~ visio~ instead of rMes and procedures to g~ide you and your ~eam.’ 

F~m~ Shana C. W. 8~e [makUta:     Nhotma~l.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Narch 27, 2012 10:56 AN 
To~ cbccha~r~unc.edu 
Subject: UNC Black Caucus 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I am a new hire at UNC Hospitals. I was looking for an African-American staff/faculty organization. Are UNC Healthcare employees eligible to join your association? If not, are 
you aware of a similar organization at the hospital? 

I was previously employed by Univ. of CA, Davis, and was an active member in the African-American Faculty & Staff Association, and found it quite rewarding. I was hoping 

that UNC offered a similar opportunity. 

Thankyou, 

Shana Brye 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:45 PM 

,@live.unc.edu> 

Re: laser logo with thinner font 

Yes! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From plive.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, :33:03:04 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: laser logo with thinner font 

What do you think of this? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS ¯ Entrepreneurship TODAY 

Hi I am glad to hear that you enjoyed his presentation. 

Mr. Ben Sturner - bens@leverageagency.com 

Morgan Randall - University of Kentucky Medical School 

http://www.mc.uky.edu/mis/powerpoints.asp 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must aF~ply. Willir~g is not enough; we rr~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: .~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 01:57:26 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS    Entrepreneurship TODAY 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

would you mind giving me Mr. Sturner’s email? I really enjoy his talk and would like to personally send him a thank you note. 

Also, would you mind also giving me the contact information of the football player that you were talking about, that end-up graduating and going to reed-school? 

Thanks 

;@live.unc.edu 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent:             5:02 PM 
Subject: EX$S - Entrepreneurship TODAY 

To: All Participants 
From: Detx~rah Stmman 
Hi Heels. Great class today. I hope you enjoyed learning from Mr. Sturner m~d his road trip to entrepreneurial success. I hope you take the titne to send him a thank 
you note. As you heard, he sacrificed a lot to come spend time with you. 

Remember to co,nplete your blogs for Tuesday. 

Also, mseamh the steps to do business in Chapel Hill (Orange County). That is, how do you start a company? What are the requirements? Women - sole proprietors 
Men - C Corporation 
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link to access Messages for this site: EXSS89.001.SP 12. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, March 30, 2012 8:11 AM 

Ben Stumer <bens@leverageagency.com> 

Re: Thank you 

Tks Ben! Glad to hear that all went well. I will reach out to Hannah too. Consideration: sport business or sport entrepreneurship? Both have pros & cons. 
Entrepreneurship is more unique compared to other offerings across the country. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Mar 30, 2012, at 7:48 AM, "Ben Sturner" <ben~a)Jeverageagency.com> wrote: 

Debby 

Thm~k you again for a great visit. I definitely thought we clicked and excited to be a partner with you to build the UNC Sports Business Institute. I spoke 

to tnany people about it last night including Jim Heavner, Dem~ Dean, the Chm~cellor as well as Tom Kenm~ himsel£ They were all very tnuch in support 

and very intrigued. This event last night was truly spectacular a~d It was an incredible honor as they hold Jack Kasa~da in the deepest regard at the 

universi~. 

I am also excited about the partnership with MSBA and UNC sports business club and wanted you to let Hmmal~ Fleishman know that she is the first 

UNC sports business club scholarship winner ruth a 50 percent half scholarship. Pleas~ can you noti~ and talk to her today. I think she will be an 

incredible addition to the program. Also feel that Myles has what it takes and perhaps ne~ year he will be a good canididate after his sophomore year. 

Thank you again and lets talk later today. 

Best, Ben 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Mar 28, 2012, at 7:15 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~Fa)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ben. [ left you a vmsg. Par’k behind FeLzer (see atLached). I will have a par’king pass for you. 
Note: The room is a smar’~room with all the latest technology. So it: you need to go to U~e interne~ or use yoar flash dr~ve --- U~at ~s fine. 
have 28 stude~ts. 
Th ~ n ks [ 
debby 
Do Good, 
Deborah L Stroma~, Ph.D, CI.,U 

9~9,843.0336 
<imageOO3..jOg> 

"Rely o~ visio~ inste~d of rMes and procedures to g~ide you mxd your team." 

F~m~ Ben Sturner [mail~:bensOleveraoeaoency.com] 
Sent~ Monday, March 26, 2012 8:14 PN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Su~jeet~ Re: UNC visit 
Debby 

TNs ~unds like a good ~enda. I roll be able to talk about staNng my agency Dom ~ny apa~ment wi~ only $2000 to my nmne and no mN 
business plan m gromng the business m now a 10000 ~1 ~ once in mid town nyc a~d offices in Beijing, Dubm and LA. TNs h~ all ~en 

tNough entmpreneurship a~d them are many fisl~ as well as rewards going wN~ tNs route. EsNcially with all of~e elements ofgmmng a 

business ruth finance, legal and eveotNng else that is nee&d. In NNcMar in the spas N~siness the students shoMd un&~mnd the 

landscape of PR, sponso~hig marketing consMfing, event activation and other areas wNch is crucial to success and nN be nawoMy 

focused. Most imp~antly roll stress the ne~vor~ng that needs to be done to build relationships ruth te~s, leagues, stadiums and event 

o~amzers. 

I have spoken to mm~y unNersity clasps, k~t ve~ rarely is them a spots entrepreneurship class. I am veD excited as it is the most relevant 

to my experience. 

Will N~) ~lk about the other businesses that I have sm~ed recently mid MSBA which is a new approach m build thrum spots marketing 

leMers. (www~omsba.com) 
We can defiNmly go to lunch before or a~er wards. I am staying at gi~nghoul N do roll ~ close by m~d cs~ walk over. 

Let me check with my schedule to,no,Tow to see M~at WONS best. 

Thank you again a~d veo~ excimd m be ~ck in Chapel Hill. Look fom,ard to meeting you in person. 

Cheers and best, 
Ben 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 26, 2012, at 7:41 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a)A;nc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi Ben. Thanks again for agreeing to visit with the Entrepreneurship students on Thursday at 12:30 for ~ one horn!! 



Suggested fornrat: 

1. Your career and work in sports (always helpful to share with thera career paths and life options; how did you get to ~vhere you are today? 
Educatiol~,~work experience) 
2. If you had to start over, what would you do differently (acadenric and/or professionally)? 
3. Infom~ation on the various nrethods to maintain/increase revenue or marketing ideas for your company 
4. Any current event or case study that may be appropriate at the time (how- the issue affects your business) 
5. Career recomnrendations and tips 

This course is for undergrads but I did invite a few- graduate students to join us. I will fill you in by phone. 

Also, are you available to meet with me for lunch before or after? 11:30 aan. or 1:30 pan.? 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empo;ver 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Ben Sttu~er [__m__t~_i_l_t__o__;_b_~_r!~2_l_c_’._v_2_e__r_,_q_g~_a_g~_n___c2~2:£__o__rf_)j 
Sent: Friday, IVlarch 23, 2012 5:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Sounds great. This is my favorite discussion topic. Here is an entrepreneur magazine article I was in that you could look at or share with your 
class. 
htt~/ /ww~ ~ntret?reneur corn/article/205912 

Ben Sturner 
CEO & Founder 

888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 
New Ynrk, NY 10106 
O:t?fce: 1 212.7522500 
Mubile 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 

bens@levera gea~zencv, corn 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deburah L [mailtu:dstru@unc.edu] 
Sent: I~’riday, March 23, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Ben Sturner 
Sublect: RE: Manhattan Spurts Business Academy 

Let’s go with Thursday at 12:30 p.m. (Fetzer 106) The course is [~ntrepreneurship in Sport. 

We can chat next week on the cuurse [ugistics and yuur presentation I would love for you tu share your background, huw you manage gruwth, 
and huw you make your company "work." ie., organizatiunal effectiveness ;) 

Have a great weekend! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Enrpower. 

919.843.0336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Sturner [rna~Ito:bens4i2lcverap_ea2~enc¥:corn] 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

I will do both days. I should be available and very nruch look forward to it. 

Ben Sturner 
CEO & Founder 



888 Seventh Avenue 16th F1 

New York, NY 10106 

Ottice: 1 212 752 2500 

Mobile: 

Fax: 1 212.223.6982 

_b_ ~_t! _s_~ ~ _l__e_~2~2_a_ g_e__a_ K _e__n__c_ ~ :_c___o_g! 

~2__w___~2_: ! ~2"__e__r_a_ g _e__a_ K _C_l_~__c_.Y_:_c__o__~!~_ 

Contact Me 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [~!~_i~__i_l__t_?_:_d__.’_~_t_l_L?_g~__m__kc_’:__e._c_!~j 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 5:07 PM 
To: Ben Sturner 
Subject: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben. Thanks for your note. Are you available on Thursday at 12:30 p.m. and/or Friday at 1:00 p.m? The class time available is 45 minutes I 
will see ifI can make changes to accommodate your schedule. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ben Stumer [mailto:bens(h)leverageage~cy.com] 
Sent: I~’riday, March 23, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: RE: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Dr. Stroman 
I will be in Chapel Hill Thurs and Friday if you would like for me to be a guest speaker. Look forward to meeting you. 

Ben Sturner 
CEO & Founder 

888 Sc’,~enth Avenue 16th F1 
Ne~v York. NY 10106 
Office: 1 212.752.2500 
Mobile: 
Fax: 1 212.223.6982 
ben s,~f~[evera~eagenc~/ corn 
www. levera~o, eagency.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [raail[o:dstro~fi~urtc~edu] 
Sent: Sunday, January 08, 2012 8:17 PM 
To: Ben Stumer 
Subject: Re: Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

Hi Ben. Thanks for your follow up note. Your firm and concept are impressive. I hope L~’C students apply and take advantage of this offering. 

I am teaching an Entrepreneurship in Sport (first ever) course this spring. I would love to have you be a guest speaker ;vhen you visit, if 
possible 

Do stay in touch. 

Dr.S~oman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~!t__t.p :i/exss.unc. edu/Sport Administration Professor and Aca demic Advisor 

Chart, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 



On 1/8/12 7:28 P,N{ "Ben Smmer" <bens@leverageagency.com> wrote: 

> 

>Professor Stroman, 
> 

>Thank you kindly for sending out the link to MSBA to the UNC sports 
>administration students. 
>I am actually J?om Chapel }{ill myself and my father in law is a 
>director at the Kenan Flagler Business School Dr. Jack Kasarda and have 
>a great respect for UNC students. Have also been talking to Professor 
>Coyte Cooper as well about the program. 
> 

>I mn the Leverage Agency which is a sports and entertainment marketing 
>firm in NYC where we work with leagues, teams, events athletes and 
>television shows on proper~ consulting and sponsorship. 
> 
>tlave started MSBA to give students a chance to experience a sports 
>related internship in the city, having a mentor, fitness networking 
>activities and a best of the best seminar speaker series and career 
>development We are personalizing it for each student based on their 
>interest and also having goal setting for personal and professional 
>goals during the smmner program 
> 

>We are getting great applications from students from all over the world 
>and very excited about the program. 
> 

>Please feel free to send wv,~,.gomsba.corn to any other qualified students. 
>We really- want students who have a passion for sports management but 
>most importantly a great attitude as we are putting them into 
>internships at some of the most prestigious places in the industry HBO, 
>MSG, MLS, BBDO and many other urganizations. 
> 
>Thank you again as had some interest today- from some L~N’C students and 
>appreciate you sending our lirtk to them Hope to meet you when i am in 
>C’hapel Hill next. 
> 
>Very kind regards, Ben 
> 

>Benjamin M. Sturner 
>CEO, Leverage Agency Founder MSBA’, 
> 8 8 8 7th Avenue 
.~Nexv York. iXW 10016 
>212-7q2-2500 x123 

> 

>ww w. lever a_o~e aRenc }’. con’l 
> 

>Ben sending from my iPad 
> 

> 

>This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain information 
>that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from 
>disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you 
>are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this 
>communication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may- 
>be unlawful. If you have received this cormnunication in error, please 
>notiI~ the sender. 
> 

>For more information, please visit www.Leverag~__A_g~_n___c22:~__o__r,_! 
> 

> 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may- contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from 
disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this 
con~munication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful, kt’you have received this communication in error, please 
notify the sender 

For more information, please visit www LeverageAgencg corn 

This emai[ communication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from 
disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retmn, copy or disseminate this 
communicatinn without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have received this commumcation in error, please 
notil}’ the sender 

For more information, please visit www LeverageAgency com 

This emai[ communication by Leverage Agency may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally exempt from 
disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retmn, copy or disseminate this 



comanunication without the consent of the sender and that doing so may be unlawfal. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify the sender. 

For more information, please visit www.LeverageA gency.coro 

This email com~nunication by Leverage Agency may contafin 

mt’onnation that is proprieta .i~, privileged, confidentiaJ or legaJly 

exempt fiom disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 

are notified that you axe not authorized to read, print, retain, coW 

or disseminate this communication mfllout the consent of the 

sender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have received 

this communication in error, please notify the sender. 

For more information, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 

<Directions to EXSS Woollen.pdt-’-~ 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain 

infomlation that is proprietmy-, privileged, confidential or legally 

exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 

are notified that you a~e not attthorized to read, print, retain, copy 

or disseminate this communication without the consent of the 

sender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have received 

this communication in error, plea~ notit~ the ~nder. 

For ~nore i~ffo~mation, please visit 2v_f_y_!Xi:I_:~_e_y__e_r_~_a~__e__~_e__~_c_..v_:__c_~_?__n_)_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 8:13 AM 

~live.unc.edu 

Re: EXSS    Test 

Hi Unfortunately, you did not make ?’our request early enough You are expected to take the exam today. Dr Stroman 

DLS Iicom my iPhone 

On at 6:13 AM, ~live.unc.edu’ ~live uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> Dear Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> This is iicom your Friday class at one o’clock. I am emailing you to notifi~z you that I found out on Thursday that I am crossing into the Mu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi 
Alpha and have a probate later this Friday evening. I have had two tests so tar this week and haven’t been able to sleep nor study adequately for this test these past couple of days because 
of my crossing. I truly do not believe I am prepared to do the best that I can on your test tomorro~v, or even close. It ~vould help me immensely, beyond belief, if I could take my test on 
Monday after I have actually gotten a chance to seriously stu@ and review the material? I apologize for the late email but I am completely stressing out about everything and would veW 
much appreciate it if I ~vas able to take my test on Monday at anytime. Tharik you for your time Dr. Stroman arid I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
> 

> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 9:36 AM 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Advisory Board - Important Actions 

Let’s chat soon to get updated on stuff. I will try to holla before the weekend is over. Headed to Charlotte now. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: Cookie Newsom <newsom@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2012 09:33:58 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Advisory Board - Important Actions 

Hi Deb! 
the Stone Center management simply insists on one path, which I consider not productive and 

virtually anti-student and I do not see any hope of changing that path under current leadership. I wanted to give you a head’s up so that you can find a draftee or volunteer 
before the elections. Thanks! Enjoy your weekend! :-) 

From: Joseph Jordan [ifiordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, March 29, 2012 5:53 PM 
To= Jordan, Joseph F; Anita Walton; Robert Stone-El; Walker, Asia-la’rae; Campbell, Eric; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; Patterson, Tony; Woodard, Harold; Williams, Heather 

A; Carlton-La Ney, Iris B; Terry, Jules M; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge; Harrill, Richard Caldwell; Collier, Shauna D; Tim Minor; Hilliard, Tandrea; Chesson, Kelly; Hoover, Zealan; 
Halley, Art; West, Tim 
Cc= Spruill, April R; Simmons, Randy L; Brazile, Joscelyne M; Goodlett, Clarissa; Mosley, Chelsea 
Subject= Advisory Board - Important Actions 

Please See Attached Memorandum 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonj a Haynes Stone Center 

University of Nol~h Carolina at Chspel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

j fj oN an@email.lmc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 10:35 AM 

Turner, Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Richard Southall 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Two of Tar Heels’ trio not ready for NBA 

@hotmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L 

What is ready? ;) I only want them to stay for my own selfish reasons. Lol 

Go, explore, make money, learn, grow, make connections, and come back in the summer {and go online) to finish your degree! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: Robert Turner <rwturner@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2012 10:32:48 -0400 

To: Richard Southall                 ~hotmail.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Two of Tar Heels’ trio not ready for NBA 

Fox Sports 

http:/iwww.foxsportscarolinas.comi03i291121U NC-trio-will-face-challenges-in- N BAilanding acc.html?blockl D=698836&feedlD=3736 

Andrew Jones covers the ACC, the Caroiina F;~.nthers, Carolina Hurric~.nes ~.nd ~.11 things Csroiin~.s for FOXSportsSouth.com and 
FOXSpo,,~s. Csrolin~.s.com. He has covered ACC footbali and b~.sketball for 15 ye~.rs, centered mostly in the hea~ of iob~.cco Ro~.d in North 

The challenge and the lure of the N BA was too much to resist for North Carolina’s Kendall Marshall, John Henson and Harrison Barnes, though longer-term 

thinking could have resulted in at least two of them earning more money down the road. 

The Tar Heels’ trio announced their intention of entering the NBA draft Thursday, significantly depleting UNC’s talent base and thrusting themselves into a 

world they may not yet be ready for. 

But that doesn’t matter when your handlers -- family, former area coaches and other hangers-on -- are encouraging you to go pro. That doesn’t matter in a 

culture where the game is linked to a dollar value before players even get to college, and for many players, college has become a lily pad on their way to the 

other side of the pond. 

Few know the determining factors each player used to make his decision. On the surface, it’s easy to look at the injuries suffered by Henson and Marshall 

down the stretch of the season as major issues. It’s hard to blame them, but mega-bucks insurance policies should make returning to school a more viable 

option these days. 

After all, neither player is remotely close to being ready for the NBA. Yes, it’s not about being ready, it’s about potential. But that’s not always entirely true. 

Players develop reputations on their potential very quickly once they get to the league, and it often doesn’t jive with the book on them before the draft. 

Guards, in particular, have shorter windows of opportunity to prove their draft-spot worthiness and generally have a tougher time developing into second- and 

third-contract players, which makes Marshall’s decision so puzzling. Here are the facts, both positive and negative about the left-handed sophomore guard: 

He is as good a passer in college as these eyes have seen in 16 years of doing this for a living. He plays with a high IQ, has leadership skills and displayed an 

ability to hit open shots late this seasom 

On the other hand, Marshall is not quick laterally, is slow horizontally, has a flat-footed "jump" shot, and is an average defender on his best day. If he can’t 

guard Virginia’s Jontel Evans, what makes anyone think he can guard NBA players? 

That’s a bit rough, sure, but that’s where his game is, and since he’s now a pro he must be judged accordingly. NBA scouts are willing to take a chance that his 

game can grow, but that is what some of them are also saying. I’ve heard them. Another year or two in school would have allowed Marshall to become more 

NBA-ready. 

Henson has a future at the next level. The scouts I’ve talked to said he will play 10 to 12 years because he already has a nice skill set and should continue to 

improve. But, at 6-footol 1, he needs to get much stronger and learn to play more physically. 



The long-armed junior couldn’t play in the league right now because he’d get pushed around, scouts said. He’d sit at the end of the bench watching, so he 

should return to school to learn how to better finish over other bigs and develop more post moves. But the confidence in his intelligence and work ethic is why 

he will go high in the draft, because he’s not viewed as a risky off-the-court option. 

Barnes is the one Tar Heel making the right move. Forget everything he said about playing three years, graduating, national championships and doing more in 

college than Michael Jordan did. That train left a while ago. Barnes isn’t a shadow of what Jordan was at U i’qC, and he knows it. 

That’s why he’s wise to take the money and run. Barnes is a smart kid, a great student and he will make it in life one way or the other. Thus, he knows his 

branding isn’t what he projected out of high school. \,Mnile he showed glimpses of greatness in Januani, he ended the season basically as a one-dimensional 

player. 

Barnes can be a great shooter, but he doesn’t handle the ball well, doesn’t pass well -- he’s even made jokes about this -- doesn’t rebound particularly well 

for his strong 6-8 frame, and he’s an average defender when completely dialed in. 

He isn’t as cerebral as Marshall and hasn’t branched out his game like Henson. To be frank, by the time March rolled around, Barnes was UNC’s fourth-best 

player, and when Reggie Bullock was hitting shots Barnes was the Tar Heels’ fifth-best player. 

It’s time for Barnes to go because the longer he’s in college, his game will be more exposed if he fails to improve, which was the case between his freshman 

and sophomore seasons. Take the money while it’s there. 

These players now will go through the weeding out process, which is what initial contracts are for, and hopefully they will make it through. But Henson and 

Marshall, in particular, would have been wiser to return to school to improve their readiness for that second contract and beyond. Not for UNC’s sake, but their 

own. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 10:38 AM 

Turner, Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Two of Tar Heels’ trio not ready for NBA 

Lol. Wanna be athletes! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Robert Turner <rwturner@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2012 10:37:44 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjed~: Re: Two of Tar Heels’ trio not ready for NBA 

You gotta love these reporters~ They have opinions on everything but can’t shoot, dribble, or pass to save their lives 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2012 10:35:16 -04OO 

To: UNC <rwturner@email.unc.edu>, Richard Southall < 

Subject: Re: Two of Tar Heels’ trio not ready for NBA 

~hotmail.com>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

What is ready? ;) I only want them to stay for my own selfish reasons. Lol 

Go, explore, make money, learn, grow, make connections, and come back in the summer (and go online) to finish your degree[ 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Robert Turner <rwturner@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 30 Mar 2012 10:32:48 -0400 

To: Richard Southall <               ~hotmail.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Two of Tar Heels’ trio not ready for NBA 

Fox Sports 

http://www.f~xsp~rtscar~~inas~c~m/~3/29/12/UNC-tri~-wi~~-face-cha~~enqes-in-NBA/~anding acc.html?blockl D=698836&feedlD=3736 

Andrew Jones covers the ACC, the Carolina Panthers, Carc, l[na Hurricanes and all things Caroiinas for FOXSportsSouth.cc, m and 
FOXSpor~Cero~inas com. He has covered ACC football and basketball fer 15 years, centered mostly ~n the heart of Tobacco Road ~n Nod.h 

The challenge and the lure of the N BA was too much to resist for North Carolina’s Kendall Marshall, John Henson and Harrison Barnes, though longer-term 

thinking could have resulted in at least two of them earning more money down the road. 

The Tar Heels’ trio announced their intention of entering the NBA draft Thursday, significantly depleting UNC’s talent base and thrusting themselves into a 

world they may not yet be ready for, 

But that doesn’t matter when your handlers -- family, former area coaches and other hangers-on -- are encouraging you to go pro, That doesn’t matter in a 

culture where the game is linked to a dollar value before players even get to college, and for many players, college has become a lily pad on their way to the 

other side of the pond. 



Few know the determining factors each player used to make his decision. On the surface, it’s easy to look at the injuries suffered by Henson and Marshall 

down the stretch of the season as major issues. It’s hard to blame them, but mega-bucks insurance policies should make returning to school a more viable 

option these days. 

After all, neither player is remotely close to being ready for the NBA. Yes, it’s not about being ready, it’s about potential. But that’s not always entirely true. 

Players develop reputations on their potential very quickly once they get to the league, and it often doesn’t jive with the book on them before the draft. 

Guards, in particular, have shorter windows of opportunity to prove their draft-spot worthiness and generally have a tougher time developing into second- and 

third-contract players, which makes Marshall’s decision so puzzling. Here are the facts, both positive and negative about the left-handed sophomore guard: 

He is as good a passer in college as these eyes have seen in 16 years of doing this for a living. He plays with a high IQ, has leadership skills and displayed an 

ability to hit open shots late this season. 

On the other hand, Marshall is not quick laterally, is slow horizontally, has a flat-footed "jump" shot, and is an average defender on his best day. If he can’t 

guard Virginia’s Jontel Evans, what makes anyone think he can guard NBA players? 

That’s a bit rough, sure, but that’s where his game is, and since he’s now a pro he must be judged accordingly. NBA scouts are willing to take a chance that his 

game can grow, but that is what some of them are also saying. I’ve heard them Another year or two in school would have allowed Marshall to become more 

NBA-ready. 

Henson has a future at the next level. The scouts I’ve talked to said he will play 10 to 12 years because he already has a nice skill set and should continue to 

improve. But, at 6-foot-1 1, he needs to get much stronger and learn to play more physically. 

The long-armed junior couldn’t play in the league right now because he’d get pushed around, scouts said. He’d sit at the end of the bench watching, so he 

should return to school to learn how to better finish over other bigs and develop more post moves. But the confidence in his intelligence and work ethic is why 

he will go high in the draft, because he’s not viewed as a risky off-the-court option. 

Barnes is the one Tar Heel making the right move. Forget everything he said about playing three years, graduating, national championships and doing more in 

college than Michael Jordan did. That train left a while ago. Barnes isn’t a shadow of what Jordan was at U NC, and he knows it. 

That’s why he’s wise to take the money and run. Barnes is a smart kid, a great student and he will make it in life one way or the other. Thus, he knows his 

branding isn’t what he projected out of high school. \,Mnile he showed glimpses of greatness in January, he ended the season basically as a one-dimensional 

player. 

Barnes can be a great shooter, but he doesn’t handle the ball well, doesn’t pass well -- he’s even made jokes about this -- doesn’t rebound particularly well 

for his strong 6-8 frame, and he’s an average defender when completely dialed in. 

He isn’t as cerebral as Marshall and hasn’t branched out his game like Henson. To be frank, by the time March rolled around, Barnes was UNC’s fourth-best 

player, and when Reggie Bullock was hitting shots Barnes was the Tar Heels’ fifth-best player. 

It’s time for Barnes to go because the longer he’s in college, his game will be more exposed if he fails to improve, which was the case between his freshman 

and sophomore seasons. Take the money while it’s there. 

These players now will go through the weeding out process, which is what initial contracts are for, and hopefully they will make it through. But Henson and 

Marshall, in particular, would have been wiser to return to school to improve their readiness for that second contract and beyond. Not for UNC’s sake, but their 

own. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Monday,. 12:29 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; 
rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 
E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Scheper, Walter <scheper@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri 
C <thouston@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, 
Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, 
Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~t~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen 
L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; j o- 
ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 
<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Chafletta Georgette 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~Nerce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        ~gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~t~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; Burney, Myron G 
(mgburney@northcarolina.edu); Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert 
W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; 
vhammett@unc.edu; ,,@hotmail.com>; Williams, Melvin 
<melvin.l.williams@ncdps.gov>; @kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu);                           ~livelunc.edu>; Jones, 
~handra <shandraj @email.unc. edu>; Littlej ohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 
<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
CBC - News you can use! 

CBC E-News .pdf 



Hi CBC! What a busy quarter... I pray all is well for you and yours. 

We hope to see you tomorrow at the April Meetinl~. As always, please share with your associates. 

Harambe, 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically ~:osters, supports and celebrates 

the achievement o~: Black employees at the University 

o~: North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

The Power of Community 
An anthropologist proposed a game 
to kids in an African tribe. He put a 
basket full of fruit near a tree and told 
the kids that who ever’ got there first 
won the sweet fruits. When he told 
them to run they all took each otheCs 
hands and ran 8ogether~ then sat 
together en]oying their treats. When 
he asked them why they had run like 
that as one could have had all the 
fruits for himself they said: 
"UBUNTU~ how car] one of us be 
happy if all the other ones are sad?" 

UBUNTU in the Xhosa culture 

means: ~°l am because we are°°° 

A great lesson for our’ community... 

Meetin£ 

Tuesday, April 2~a :~:~:~0 a.m. - Union 

important Advocacy issues: DTH Trayvon Martin cartoon and 

response, Black male student retention activities, Athletics, and 

Affirmative Action at 



CBC Scheduled Calendar- 2011-12 

Lunch Meetings in the Union 3302 -Tuesdays at 11:30 aomo} 

Special Thanks to ~aucus members who presented their inspirational 

research and scholad~ prqjects at the March Meeting: 

2011-12 Student Ambassadors: 

War6he Downing, Asia Johnson, Ma~ia MeJvin, and MVJes Robinson 



YOU ~EED TO 

Help! We still seek emails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! © The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their originals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu. 

The Caucus continues to gain awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with 

pride $5 members and $10 non-members. 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website[ http://www.unc.edu/cbc The 

Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related 

events and programs. Kudos to OJ McGhee for his coordination[ So if 

you are aware of events (UNC and local community}, please add them to 

the Caucus calendar, http://www.unc.edu/cbc/submit event.html 

CBC BIT 

Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you 

know of persons working in technology related positions, 

please contact or refer them to OJ at oi mcghee@unc.edu. 

We need to collaborate and support our IT associates. 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Stay connected. We want to know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-docs, etc.) 

in your unit or department. We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

EVENTS 

Wednesday, April 25TM at 1:30 - 4:00 p.m. (Gerrard Hall) - "Creating a Strategic Plan for your Research 

and Writing" workshop - Facilitated by Dr. Kerry Rockqueford, author of The Black Academic’s Guide 

to Winning Tenure -- Without Losing Your Soul. Registration - www.tinyurl.com/8xua6rp 



APRIL 26-28 - The Coalition of Schools Education Boys of Color presents the 6th Annual Gathering of 

Leaders - GREAT SCHOOLS ARE NOT AN ACCIDENT: Successful Learning Communities for Boys and 

Young Men of Color (Durham) - http://www.coseboc.org/2012/agenda.htm 

Brown Bag Lunch Spring 2012 Series 

April 20th - 12:00 - 1:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial - 211) The Value of Engagement in the Co-curriculum 

with Bettina Shuford, Associate Vice Chancellor, Division of Student Affairs - Student engagement both 

in and outside of the classroom is known to have positive effects on student learning and success. 

Shuford will highlight best practices for developing a seamless approach to learning and will engage 

the audiences in identifying how we can be more intentional in helping students make connections 

between their in-class and out-of-class learning experiences at UNC. 

for more details. 

¯ Preserve our history! Southern Roots, Enduring Bonds: African 

American Families in North Carolina will be on view in the Southern 

Historical Collection (Wilson Library 4th floor) March 20 through July 1, 

2012. This exhibit launches the African American Family Documentation 

Initiative in the Southern Historical Collection (SHC). The exhibit includes 

photographs, letters, and documents from the newly acquired Lewis 

Family Collection. Pioneering broadcaster J.D. Lewis was N.C.’s first African 

American radio announcer, hired at WRAL in 1947. For nearly five 

decades, he was a leading local figure on radio and television, including as 

host of "Teenage Frolic," a popular weekly dance program that debuted in 

1958 on WRAL television. Contact Holly Smith (hasmith@email.unc.edu) 

May 11th 12:00 - 1:30 p.m. (Graham Memorial - 039) - The Other First Years: Stories from Transfer 

Students with Cynthia Demetriou, Rebecca Egbert, Annice Fisher, Rachael Murphy-Brown and Mary 

Lide Parker - A viewing of Ms. Mary Lide Parker’s short film, "The Other First Years: Stories from 

Transfer Students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill" plus an important discussion about 

the transfer student experience. Come share your stories of transfer student experiences and your 

recommendations for encouraging success! 

¯ DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

Sunday, April 15th - Rhythm and blues diva - Her illustrious career has 

spanned over 50 years notching hits in a variety of sounds ranging from 

classic girl group pop to funk to lush ballads. Born Patricia Holt in 

Philadelphia on May 24, 1944, she grew up singing in a local Baptist choir. 

Her hits have included such iconic songs as "Lady Marmalade", "If You 

Only Knew", "New Attitude", "On My Own" a duet with Michael 

McDonald. Released in 1991, Burnin’ earned a Grammy® for Best Female 

R&B Performance. LaBelle has written several books including her autobiography, Don’t Block the Blessings: 

Revelations of a Lifetime as well as two cookbooks Recipes for the Good Life and Patti LaBelle’s Lite Cuisine. 

She also sells a line of sauces and seasonings named after her best known hit "Lady Marmalade." 



¯ Carolina Theater- ~www.carolinatheatre.orgJevents 

Wednesday, April 18th - 8:00 p.m. 

Buddy Guy, the legendary Chicago blues guitarist and showman known 

for his riveting, virtuoso playing and fervent vocals. He has received 5 

Grammy Awards, 23 W.C. Handy Blues Awards (the most any artist has 

received), the Billboard magazine Century Award for distinguished 

artistic achievement, and the Presidential National Medal of Arts. 

Rolling Stone ranked him in the top 30 of its "100 Greatest Guitarists of 

All Time." 

GET YOUR TICKETS! Carolina Performing Arts 

http ://www.ca roli na pe rfo rminga rts.o rg/ge n res/a II 

Joshua Redman & Brad Mehldau Duo 
Tuesday, April 10, 2012 - 7:30 PM 

Cheikh L~ 
Saturday, April ~4., 20 ~2 ~ 8:00 PM 



Stone C÷n e  o 
http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/progra ms/spring-2012-progra m-a nd-events/ 

Wednesday, April 4th 7:00 p.m. - Spring 2012 Writer’s Discussion Series - Dr. T.J. Desch-Obi (Stone 

Center) to discuss his book "Fighting ~:or Honor: The History o~: A~:rican Martial Art Tradition in the 

Atlantic World." Desch-Obi explores another cultural continuity that is as old as eighteenth-century 

slave settlements in South America and as contemporary as hip-hop culture. In this thorough survey o~: 

the history o~: A~:rican martial arts techniques, Obi maps the translation o~: numerous physical combat 

techniques across three continents and several centuries to illustrate how these practices evolved over 

time and are still recognizable in American culture today. 

Friday, April 20th 6:30 p.m. - Communiversity, the Stone Center’s signature youth program celebrates 

20 years o~: continuous years o~: service, by hosting a special program at the Stone Center that will 

~:eature State School Superintendent June Atkinson. Communiversity Youth Program has helped Chapel 

HilI-Carrboro K-12 participants develop academic and interpersonal skills by matching program 

participants with UNC students who serve as mentors and tutors. 

Dry Run: Defining Determination, Testing Reconstruction - February 9- April 30, 2011, The Robert 

and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum will feature the work of Lynn MarshalI-Linnemeier. In this 

latest work, MarshalI-Linnemeier explores notions of experimentation, reconstruction and the idea of 

self-determination through the Penn Center papers and photographs held in the Southern Historical 

Collection of the Wilson Library. MarshalI-Linnemeier reimagines the experimental plantation space 

by manipulating archival photographs that include stereographic images. Her visual narratives 

explore myth, spirituality and memory through vivid paintings, collages, and textile works. 

Duke University President Addresses the Issue of Race (March 23) - Dr. Brodhead is a 

strong supporter of affirmative action in higher education and 

openly advocates for greater diversity in the student body, faculty, 

and staff at the university. However, actions speak louder than 

wo rd s... http ://www.j b h e. co m/2012/03/d u ke- u n ive rs ity- p resid e nt- 

addresses-the-issue-of-race/ 



Rice University Study Finds That Racial Discrimination Can Be Harmful to Your Health 

Jenifer Bratter - A study by sociologists at Rice University in Houston provides evidence that 

racial discrimination is harmful to the health of African Americans. Authors Jenifer Bratter and 
Bridget Gorman used data on socioeconomic status, race, and perceived discriminatory behavior 

from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System administered by the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention. The results showed that 18 percent of African Americans and 4 percent 

of White Americans reported higher levels of emotional or health-related problems due to 

perceived race-based discrimination. Dr. Bratter commented on the results by stating, "Discriminatory 

behavior very well may be a ’missing link’ in the analysis of racial and ethnic health disparities. It’s important to 

acknowledge and study its impact on long-term health." The study was published in the Journal of Health and 

Social Behavior 

The Racial Gap - JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and diversity 

efforts on college campuses - http://www.jbhe.com/racialgap/ 

A New Database on Oral History Collections of the Civil Rights Movement 

The American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

(http://www.loc.Rov/folklife/civilriRhts/) presenting a database of oral history projects about the civil rights 

movement. The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history collections in libraries, 

museums, and university archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections across the country. 

Where Do College Students Stand on the Issue of Affirmative Action? 

http ://www.j b h e. co m/2012/03/w h e re-d o-coll ege-stu d e nts-sta n d-o n-th e-iss u e-of- 

affirmative-action/ 

Recent Books That May Be of Interest to African-American 
Scholars 

Filed in Books on March 28, 2012 

The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education regtflarly publishes a list of new books that may 
be of interest to our readers. Here are the latest selections: 



African Art as 
Philosophy: 

Senghor, Bergson, 
and the Idea of 

Negritude 
by Souleymane 

Bachir 
(Seagull Books) 

Afro-Colombian Hip- 
Hop: 

Globalization, 
Transcultural Music, 
and Ethnic Identities 

by Christopher 
Dennis 

(Lexington Books) 

Darkening Mirrors: 
Imperial Representation in 

Depression-Era African 
American Performance 

by Stephanie Leigh Batiste 
(Duke University Press) 

Equal Time: 
Television and the 

Civil Rights 
Movement 
by Aniko 

Bodroghkozy 
(University of 
Illinois Press) 

Fatal Revolutions: 
Natural History, 

West Indian 
Slavery, and the 

Routes of American 
Literature 

by Christopher P. 
Iannini 

(University of North 
Carolina Press) 

Listen, 14rhitey! : 
The Sounds of Black Power 

1965-1975 
by Pat Thomas 
(Fantagraphics) 



The 21st-Centur!j 
Black Librarian in 

America: 
Issues and 
Challenges 

edited by Andrew P. 
Jackson et al. 

(Scarecrow Press) 

The Jackson County 
War: 

Reconstruction and 
Resistance in Post- 
Civil War Florida 

by Daniel R. Weinfeld 
(UniversiV of 

Alabama Press) 

They Left Great Marks on 
Me: 

African American 
Testimonies of Racial 

Violence From Emancipation 
to World War I 

by Kidada E, Williams 
(New York University Press) 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Full-Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 

institutions (Database) - This database shows the number of full-time faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than 4,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of 2009.The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http://chronicle.com/article/RaceEthnicity-of/129099/?inl 

Is Sociology Racist? David Barash - This query might well sound pretty absurd, and in a 

sense, it is. Thus, I would bet that within the academy, fewer sociologists per capita are racist than 

are members of any other discipline. Indeed, sociologists have been in the forefront when it comes 

to researching the various causes and consequences of racism, and have been among the loudest 

when it comes to proclaiming (erroneously, I believe--but that is a topic for another post) that race 

is "socially constructed" from the ground up, and thus altogether independent of biology. Right here 

in this selfsame Brainstorm venue, moreover, I have learned quite a lot from Laurie Essig’s posts 

concerning the often-hidden racist assumptions behind much of modern American life. And Laurie is 

a sociologist. Read more...http://chronicle.com/blogs/brainstorm/is-sociology- 

racist/45226?sid=cr&utm_source=cr&utm_medium=en 



Congratulations! Patricia S. Parker has been appointed Director of 

Diversity Initiatives for the College of Arts and Sciences. Parker, 

associate professor of communication studies, will advise the dean 

and senior associate deans, and work with department diversity 

liaisons on initiatives that will enhance the recruitment, retention 

and advancement of faculty from diverse backgrounds. She also will 

coordinate a speaker series highlighting diversity issues and 

initiatives, and help to implement other aspects of the 2011 Faculty 

Diversity Task Force Report. "Enhancing faculty diversity across the 

College is one of my top priorities," said Karen M. Gil. "Pat is an 

expert on race, gender and organizational leadership. I look 

forward to her leadership and advice on best practices and policies 

to strengthen faculty diversity going forward." 

BECOME A MENTOR IN THE COMMUNITY- Would you like to make a difference in the life of a 

young person and close the achievement gap at the same time? Blue Ribbon Mentor- 

Advocate needs someone like you. BRMA seeks caring, creative volunteers to support a 

young person in our program. Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate 

students have a 95% high school graduation rate and 100% of the 

graduates have gone on to post-secondary education. To learn 

about the process to become a mentor, email 

brma@chccs.k:12.nc.us or call Graig Meyer 9:19-9:18-2:170. www.blueribbonmentors.org 

Congratulations to the 20:12 C. Knox Massey Award winners: Jackie Overton, Employee 

Forum, Professional Development Manager in Public Safety;, 

Herbert Lee Davis, Retired Associate Director, Undergraduate 

Admissions; and Teretha Rone, Housekeeper, School of 

Government/Facilities 
Services. http://gazette.unc.edu/20:12/O3/27/six-earn-massey- 
awa rd s-fo r-d isti ngu is hed-se rvice/ 

Visit the Institute of African American Research’s Website for Announcements - The IAAR’s 

website serves as a source for call for papers, fellowships, conferences and 

grant opportunities in African American and African diaspora studies in every 

discipline, https://iaa r.unc.edu/news-a nd-events/a n nouncements 



Students organize against state laws banning affirmative action - By Mary Beth Marklein - 

Affirmative action in college admissions is back on the national radar as the Supreme Court is 

likely to hear a case involving the University of Texas this year. But a high court ruling may not 

settle this divisive debate. In the nine years since the justices said public universities could 

consider race in admissions, four states have banned the use of race by public universities, 

and Oklahoma voters will decide this fall whether to join them. At least five other states don’t 

use race, either, http://www.app.com/article/20120306/NJNEWS18/303060090/Students- 

orga nize-against-state-laws-ba n ning-affirmative-action?odyssey=nav I head 

Note: UNC will.file an amicus curiae/ater this year to show support.for a.f.firmative action 

poficies in North Carofina. 

¯ Internet Essentials (Comcast) - Tell a friend or family member about Comcast’s effort to 

bring affordable Internet to a home. http://www.internetessentials.com/how/index.html 

How to qualify? 
1. To qualify for $9.95 a month Internet service and a low-cost computer, your household 

must meet all these criteria: 
2. Be located where Comcast offers Internet service 
3. Have at least one child receiving free school lunches through the National School Lunch 

Program 
4. Have not subscribed to Comcast Internet service within the last 90 days 

5. Not have an overdue Comcast bill or unreturned equipment 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 

P ease share this eonews etter with B ack emp oyeeso 

We wish to st en£then the community of support° 

www.unc.edu/cbc 



~bur CBC Leadership Team 

Shandra Jones - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Ursula Li ttlejotm - Kenan-Fla gler Business School 

OJ. A¢cGhee- School of t~dblic Health 

Verita A¢urrill- Human Resources 

Naken ge Robe~son - FPG Cl~Td De velopmen t Insti tu te 

Deborah Stroman - Exercise and Sport Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 12:31 PM 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

Hi Andre. I will be in attendance. Thanks. 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~qa~eo Explore° Empower° 

919.843,0336 

From: [mailto: ~@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

It appears that our schedules conflict. We begin our meetings at 2:10, which leads us into practice, and we normally are 
not finished with practice until 6:30. I was trying to meet you today because I have an invitation for you. I was contacting 
you to see if you would like to join me for practice on           .. On April 4th, it is "Bring a Professor to practice" 
day. Practice will be 3:20-6:00 and dinner will be 6:30-7:00. In order for the food to be prepared, they ask that you RSVP 
by today. Please RSVP to Andre’ Williams (awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu) and include your name, department, and dame of 
the student-athlete who invitied you. You will not have to attend the whole length of practice, but attendance at dinner 
would be greatly appreciated. In addition, I will give you the invitation in class tomorrow, but had to inform you of the 
information today. 

Exercise and Sport-Science Major/Pre-Dental track 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 

~live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,, 11:23 AM 
To’. 
Subject: RE: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

Hi will be in my office today after 2:30. Woollen 315 

Do Good. 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843,0336 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: MondaY, 11:22 AM 
To: Stroman, Del~orah I 
Subject: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

Hello Dr. Stroman. This is 
meet with you? 

¯ I would like to hand deliver something to you today. What time is best to 

Exercise and Sport-Science Major/Pre-Dental track 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 
Monday, April 2, 2012 3:49 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

Thanks Andre! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~a~e, Explore, Empower, 

919,843,0336 

From: Andre Williams [mailto:awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 3:48 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: FW: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

Professor Stroman, 

We are delighted to hear that you will be able to join us for practice on Wednesday, April 4th! Please proceed to the 
Navy Practice Field gate located on Ridge Road (across from Boshamer Stadium-UNC’s Baseball Field) between 3:15 pm - 

3:45 pm. A team representative will be there to greet you with a football practice-guest pass. 

We look forward to seeing you Wednesday! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(f) 919.962.0393 

awillliams~uncaa.unc, edu 



>> > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 4/2/2012 12:31 PM >> > 

Hi Andre. I will be in attendance. Thanks. 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~qa~qe, Explore, Empower, 

919,843.0336 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: MondaY, 12:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Del~orah I 
Subject: RE: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

It appears that our schedules conflict. We begin our meetings at 2:10, which leads us into practice, and we normally are 
not finished with practice until 6:30. I was trying to meet you today because I have an invitation for you. I was 
contacting you to see if you would like to join me for practice on            . On April 4th, it is "Bring a Professor to 
practice" day. Practice will be 3:20-6:00 and dinner will be 6:30-7:00. In order for the food to be prepared, they ask that 
you RSVP by today. Please RSVP to Andre’ Williams (awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu) and include your name, department, 
and dame of the student-athlete who invitied you. You will not have to attend the whole length of practice, but 
attendance at dinner would be greatly appreciated. In addition, I will give you the invitation in class tomorrow, but had 
to inform you of the information today. 

Exercise and Sport-Science Major/Pre-Dental track 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 

~live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, .11:23 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hello Dr. Stroman! 

Hi will be in my office today after 2:30. Woollen 315 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Ensage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 



From; [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" MondaY, 11:22 AM 
To." Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Hello Dr. Stroman! 

Hello Dr. Stroman. This is 
meet with you? 

I would like to hand deliver something to you today. What time is best to 

Exercise and Sport-Science Major/Pre-Dental track 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 

(~,live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Tuesday, April 3, 2012 3:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Chafletta Georgette 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~ierce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; Burney, Myron G 
(mgburney@northcarolina.edu); Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert 
W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; 
vhammett@unc.edu; Shana (2. W. Brye <     @hotmail.com>; Williams, Melvin 
<melvin.l.williams@ncdps.gov>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlej ohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Faison, 
Christopher D <chris faison@unc.edu>; Perez, Josmell <josmell@email.unc.edu>; 
Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu>; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe- 
davies@unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; (2ox, La Jeune J <laj eune_cox@unc.edu>; Dwight Hollier 
<dhollier@southeastpsvch.com>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Jeff (2armon <          @yahoo.com>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha 
<jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email.unc.edu>; White, Carla <cywhite@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre 
<willia46@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC - Meeting follow up 

2012 April Agenda.docx; UNC DemandsfortheDTH 4.2.12.pdf; UNC BLSA Trayvon 
Martin Rally Flyer.pdf; 2011.12.14 McAdoo summary for potential amici - 4824-5941- 
4798 v 1.docx 

Great meeting today! Attached find follow up information on the DTH Martin situation and the McAdoo amicus brief. 

Michael McAdoo situation - Note from Judge Orr to me: "Anyway, I am working on an amicus brief for 

Emmett’s new organization (http://studentathleteshumanrights.com) in Mike McAdoo’s case which of course 

includes UNC as a party. Nonetheless, i have forwarded a short summary of the issues in play that will be 

argued. Our brief will focus more on the student rights perspective. Didn’t know whether any faculty would be 

willing to consider joining the amicus brief on the issue of academic independence, i know Mike’s case has been 

presented as not very sympathetic but I think there are some huge issues in the case and having faculty 
supportive of the legal and constitutional issues would be very helpful." CBC - if you are interested in learning 

more or signing your support, let me know. 

2. gill 575 (Thanks to Jackie and James for sharing...it is important to know all perspectives) - What: Teach-in and 

Speak-out -Wednesday, April 4, 4:30 p.m. (Steps of South Building - Rain Location: Dey 305) On the anniversary 

of Martin Luther King’s tragic assassination in the midst of his passionate fight for labor justice, the Coalition for 



Workplace Democracy will be holding a Teach In/Speak OUT. if passed, it will remove 22,000 UNC System employees 

from the protections of the State Personnel Act (SPA) and give the Board of Governors the sole authority to 

determine the parameters of employment --including setting health and disability benefits, wages, grievance 

policies, disciplinary measures and human resources policies--which would mean that there would be no higher 

authority, no external, objective system of checks and balances to catch possible or actual abuses of power. This 
would create a work environment that silences and oppresses University workers even more. Come learn more 

at this Teach In/Speak Out from union organizers, faculty, students, community members, and the workers who 

the bill will effec!! Check out http://stopsb575.wordpress.com/for more info! 

3. 3MP grant - Let me know if you are interested in assisting in this effort. 

Special thanks to Mycal Brickhouse and Alexis Davis for sharing with us too[ 

Have a relaxing evening. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2012 12:29 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC - News you can use! 

Hi CBC! What a busy quarter... I pray all is well for you and yours. 

We hope to see you tomorrow at the April Meeting. As always, please share with your associates. 

Harambe, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhoD CLU 

Chak, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 





April 2012 Membership Meeting 

Carolina Union - Room 3102 - 11:30 a.m. 

UBUNTU in the Xhosa culture means: "1 am because we are." 

Agenda 

1. Welcome 

2. Introductions 

3. Advocacy 

¯ Trayvon Martin Support @ UNC 

¯ Athletics 
¯ Silent Sam 
¯ Minority Male Outreach - Housed in D&MC office; GA 3MP 

¯ Bill 575 
¯ Affirmative Action Attack on NC 

4. Announcements 

¯ Meeting with the Chancellor 

¯ D & MC staffing 

¯ Unity Meeting 

¯ A&S Diversity Initiative 

S. Spring Social 



After a group of students met on March 29th in disgust over the distasteful Trayvon Martin 
political cartoon, it was sparked that there was a need for students to not only look critically but 

to demand for the DTH to be more representative. 

The Daily Tar Heel needs to critically look at its organizational structure, what is their purpose 
and how do they treat their staff. 

In regards to organizational/internal structure: 
-Why does the Daily Tar Heel have so much turn-over? What is being done to change this? 
-What professional development does the staff have? (Do they know the techniques to be 
journalist) 
-VVho does the DTH answer to? VVho is on the Board of Directors? 
-The DTH needs to have a strategic plan as to how they will develop a "beat", ie particular 
writers knowing and having relationships with an area/department/organizations. 

Outreach: 
-How does the DTH advertise that they are looking for new staff members? (Is it only the small 
ad they put in the DTH) 
-What are they doing to increase diversity in their office? (Diversity in thought, types of students 

and what they’re involved in) 

-Developing relationships with the campus, campus leaders, administrators, students, 
organizations, and departments. 

-The DTH needs to have diversity training for their staff. 

Reputation/Staff Development: 
The DTH needs to better its reputation, and not simply through PR work but by actually making 
changes. 

-How do they treat their staff? Why is there so much turn-over? 

-Why do minorities, and those often negatively portrayed in the DTH such as Greeks and 
athletes, have a hard time breaking into the culture? 

(---I will look into who did this research, but I heard that someone did a study that the people 

who read the DTH the most, trust it the least--- also, some class is looking at the DTH as a case 

study on poor organizational structure b/c it has so much turnover... --- also! journalism majors 

etc, have told me that some of the best writers the DTH has ever had, leave the DTH because 
they see how crappy it is) 

What are we looking for?. 
-For representatives from the group to meet with the Editor and Chief (past and incoming) 

-A more culturally (as in typical diversity understanding as well as a UNC cultural 
understanding) newspaper 

-Better relationships between the newspaper and U NC 

Demands: 



- Specialization between writers 

- Contacts 
- Transparency 

- Multilateral forum of 
-Diversity Editor ~ Specialized in underrepresented groups / PR person/Campus liaison 
-Accuracy! (Skewing information) ~ misquoting!! (What is your policy in regards to how you 

show me what you said I said?) 

Repercussion (in order of seriousness) 
--Tweet against the DTH 
--Go 
-Student Petition 
-Student Letter 
-Contact advertisers 

-(last option)Visual protest ~ empty DTH trays, or something campus wide, bring recycle bins 

to the DTH on Rosemary and bring DTH’s there 
-Campus leaders refuse to talk to the DTH!!! (boycott) 

-Example DTH newspaper 

What we need? 
a name? purpose? 

Schedule/Timeline 
Send out google doc, edit it, finalize demands by April 4th 

meet on Wednesday of next week April 4th 

Contact Andy, we would like to meet with him on April __ 
remainder of the year? And for the summer? 

Schedule a meeting with Andy before finals 

Expect to see report in the DTH by a certain time in April... ? 

What do we want to see this summer? 
When does the new Editor-in-Cheif begin? Who is the "summer editor"? 

what’s his calendar for the 



Wednesday, April 4, 201 2 
Panel: Room 5042 of UNC School of Law at 5:30 p.m. 

March: From UNC School of Law to the South Building on Main Campus 
at 6:30 p.m. 

UNC School of Law is located at 160 Ridge Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Contact Jeremy Collins at Collins."@jj~gmail.com for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, April 12, 2012 7:33 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
<sibby@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 15;. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Scheper, Walter <scheper@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri C 
<thouston@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, 
Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Moore, 
James Gregg <j ames.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, 
Claudis <claudis~t~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; 
Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; 
diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; 
overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; 
kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Aflethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, 
Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; j o-ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; 
c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email.unc.edu>; 
kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances <frances_dancy@unc.edu>; 
carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin <mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, 
Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Holly A 
<hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, 
Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; 
Sims Evans, Charletta Georgette <simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~ierce@unc.edu; 
angela.thrasher@unc.edu; Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~t~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; Burney, Myron G 
(mgburney@northcarolina.edu); Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; afall@unc.edu; 
twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; 
josmell@unc.edu; gwen_burston@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; 
Burney, Myron G (mgburney@northcarolina.edu); Streeter, Charles D 
<streeter@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen 
<lewise@email.unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; afall@unc.edu; 
twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; vhammett@unc.edu; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu>; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC - Response to the DTH cartoon 

CBC Trayvon Statement.pdf 



Hi All. Attached find the response (as per your directive) sent to the DTH editor and opinion editor at 4:30 p.m. 

today. We also cc’d the Chancellor, the Provost, Dr. Clayton, Mycal Brickhouse, and Alexis Davis (BSM 

president-elect). Thanks again for your support of advocacy. Feel free to share this communication with your 

associates. Continued prayers to the family of Trayvon. 

Peace & Blessings, 

debby 

Dr. Clayton’s response: 

Debbie and Carolina Black Caucus, 

Thanks j~or speaking so earnestly to an issue that has impacted so many o]~ us. I applaud your response to the 

editorial cartoon ]~rom a ]~ew weeks ago and I appreciate the work o]~ the CBC in directly addressing such issues. 

Thank you j~or advancing diversity and inclusion at Carofina. Your ej~j~orts are supported and appreciated. 

Dr. Carney’s response: 

Thanks, Deb. It was tasteless indeed. 

As per the last meeting, here is the information on this Saturday’s African American research workshop on 

h tt p ://www. l i b. u n c.ed u/blogs/news/i n d e x. p h p/2012/04/resea rc h ing-a n d-p re se rving-africa n-a me r ica n-fa m il¥- 

h isto W-to- be-fo c u s-of-a p r- 14-wo rks h o p/ 

Contact: 

Holly Smith 

African American Materials Specialist 

Southern Historical Collection 

919-962-1345 

hasmith@email.unc.edu 

Deborah L~ Stroma[~, PhoD CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS - Business Plan 

Hi         Thanks for your note. I went back and looked saw that I did noL give you credit for Hoover’s and you did complete Lhat assignment. I also saw that 

have no record of your plagiarism submission~ 

I will have your grade recak:u~ated. 

Dr. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9,343,0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

’Reb~ on vision i~ts~tead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your learn." 

:@live.unc.edu] 
10:37 AM 

- Business Plan 

Thank you for taking the time to respond, I really do recognize that exam time is stressful for professors. What I don’t understand from this explanation is how you determined 
that I should personally get a B in the course - when I’ve looked back on my grades through out the course, and I’ve looked at the components and how they are weighted on 
the syllabus. It just doesn’t make sense to me that other students are receiving higher grades when I know that my own grades have been on the same par as theirs. I know 
that you already submitted the grades, I just wanted some clarification. 

Thanks again, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            J.0:17 PM 
To: 
Subject; Re: EXSS - Business Plan 

Hi The final grades were submitted and I graded the business paper based on a first-year UNC s~den~s academic capabilities. Please note the following: 

1. Review the best business plan submitted by the Eagle Eye (Golf ball GPS system) on Sakai. Compare "the work and you will see the difl}rence between 
outstanding work and good work. 

2. The grading was based on a tirst-year student’s level of research and writing. 
3. There was nothing expressed in your group evaluations regmding the input m~d work completed by certain individuals. It appears that eveuone did almost equal 

work. As I expected (and requested), the evaluations should have been taken more seriously by the group membem. 
4. I gave the groups ample time to work in class, reflect, and share about the paper development process. There was no outcU of the pla~ being too difficult. In 

fact, the groups all expressed confidence in their work. 
5. The final grades were curved for the entire class. 

Let me know if you have any other questions. I will also share this information with other group members who made an inquiry. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://e×ss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Caacolina SporLs Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (.]. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 5:54 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS - Business Plan 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

When can I/our group come in to talk to you about this project? I don’t understand why we were given such a poor grade and I just wanted to know if there was any possibility 
for extra credit - I’m trying to get into the business school next year and I can’t really afford for this class to be pulling my GPA down, especially after doing so well up until this 
point... 

Thanks, 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:32 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Business Plan 



To~ 

From: Detx~rah Stroman 

See at~ched. 

EXSS 

EXSS 

’][’his fo~weaded message was sent via The UniversiU of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS " site. To reply to this ~nessage click this 
link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:16 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi I am really disappointed that you only senL this note 10 minutes prior to our meeting. 

I will submit an incomplete for your final grade. We need to finalize your work before the end of the next academic semester though. We have grading deadlines 

and I set our meetk~g based on that deadline. 

~ wH] be avaHaMe to meet with you . [ won’L know the rest of my schedule und[ the end of next week. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 
Deborah g, Streman, Ph,D, CUJ 

En,q~qo, Exptor~:~, Empower, 

919=843~0336 

’Rely olt visiolt instead of rides and procedures to gi~ide you ari.d your team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:51 AM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Just wanted to email and let you know that I had a last minute situation where I needed to run the Raleigh, I am sorry for not emailing you earlier. My best friend 

from high actually was drafted by the           and I am actually heading up with him this morning to        I apologize for canceling but he asked me to be 

there with him so I am jumping on the opportunity. Just wanted to let you know. I am sorry once again. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 28, 2012, at 3:16 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay, Thanks, 

Do Good, 

Deborah i.,, St~oman, Ph,D, CI.,U 

gn,gu~]o,, g_,x]:ffor~. Empower, 

919,843.0336 

<irnageOOl.jpg> 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
Let’s do lO:OOam! That will work the best for me! See you then! 

’Reb~ on vision instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your learn." 

2:51 PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:00 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d_s_.t_r_._o_ ._@_._u_o_c_.._e_._d_ .u_> wrote: 

Thanks    Tuesday 10:00 or 2:30? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

&~ga,ge, ExpIoro, &~power. 

919~843,0336 

<imugeOOBjgg> 

"~ely on vision i~ste~] of rMes and procedm’es to guide yo~,~ and yore’ team:’ 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Saturday, ~ [: 56 AM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
Happy Saturday~ I hope you are enjoying your weekend thus far. I just wanted to ask when I could come and drop off 
my independent research paper? I have finished it and I am looking ~orward to have to look at it. I would also like to 
ask your opinion on a few graduate programs and maybe get some advice on how to approach my personal 
statement? 3ust looking fo~ard to the application process next ~all so any help would be greatly appreciated~ Thank 
you again and I am looking ~o~ard to hearing back from you. 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [_d__s__t__ro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Heels. Please send me a recap of what you learned this semester. (i.e., How doing your own research was valuable to you? What 

specific things did you learn? etc.) 

This summary is not for a grade. I need to have a brief evaluation of this    /Carolina Research Scholar partnership for my file. 

No rush. If you get it to me before that would be great. 

Thanks again! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stron~an, Ph,D, CLU 

<imageOO4,jpg> 

<JmageOO5.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Leverage Agency - Note 

Okay. Connect with me as I want to chat wiLh you about your future. Thanks! 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Sent; Monday, 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Leverage Agency - Note 

Dr. Stroman, 
Yes, I will be in town this summer starting in June. 
Best, 

’~Rely on vision instead of rMes and procedm’es to g~dde yo~,~ and yore’ team." 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:30 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 11:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Leverage Agency - Note 

Hi ~ Are you in town this ? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apphi. Wilting is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 10:41 PM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Leverage Agency - Note 

Thanks I will make sure to send Mr. Armato a letter by the end of the week. 

Best, 

From: . .................................. _@ _k_e___n_a___n_: [La_ g Le_r_ =~ _n___c_ =e_~_~ ] 

Sent; Monday, 2:30 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah 
Cc; 
Subject; Re: Leverage Agency - Note 

Yes ma’am. I’ll make sure 

See you tomorrow! 

each get this message. I’II have my letter sent out before I leave on Friday afternoon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at :1:1:44 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 



Start building the relationship. You, should each send him a "welcome and congrats" note to him. Use the Leverage address (or find 

his LA. address). 

Do t]ood. 

Deborah L, St~omarb Ph.D, CLU 

En~]~:~ije, ~xpfor~. Empower. 

919,843,0336 
<image002.]pg> 

’9eb~ on vision instead of rubs mM procedures to guide you and your learn." 

~t~ Honday, ~:~8 AH 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L; 
~ubj~¢t~ Leverage Agency news update 

From today’s SBJ. Thought you should stay informed of our sponsorl 

Armato takes new role as chairman at Leverage A~en~ 

Over his years ~s ~ marketer, Leonard Armato has had various roles, from representin~ ~thletes that included Shaquille O’Neal, Kareem Abdul-labbar 

and Oscar De ~ Hoya at his Management Plus Enterprises, to servin~ as commissioner of the AVP Tour, and more recently servin~ as OMO and 

president of Skechers Fitness ~roup. 

Now he’s going to try his hand at running a marketing services agency. Armato has joined the Leverage Agency, NYC, as chairman (a position once held 

by Tony Ponturo) and managing director. The agency has opened a West Coast office in Los Angeles to accommodate Armato, who will bring Skechers’ 

sports and entertainment needs to Leverage as his first business development contribution to the group. Leverage, founded by CEO Ben Sturner, has 

a client roster that includes the ACC, Ivy League, Top Rank Boxing, Harlem Globetrotters, "Jimmy Kimmel Live," Bike NY, New York City Triathlon and 

USA Volleyball. 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"Too many 

agencies 

have a list of 

things they 

are selling, 

We want to 

be the agency 

that shows 

brands how 

to grow." 

Leonard 

Armato 

Chairman, 

Leverage 

Agency 

Photo by: 

Tony Florez 

Photography 

Armato described "Leverage 2.0" as an agency with the ability "to unlock the latent equities in brands" with capabilities including property 

representation, consulting, social and digital media and public relations. 

"It’s a time when, with social media and a splintered media landscape, every brand is asking what to do," said Armato. "Too many agencies have a list 

of things they are selling. We want to be the agency that shows brands how to grow." 

Sturner touted the new addition by stating, "We’re looking for Leonard to add vision, strategy, leadership and some top-level connections." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Grade 

Hi Yes. Due to privacy laws, we aren’t supposed to email grades. ;) 

Have a super and do stay in touch. You have a very bright future and I enjoyed getting to know you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_p_£/__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__.__e__d___u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: ............... ___@_live.u nc.ed u> 

Date: Tuesday, 4:45 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS Grade 

Dr. Stroman, 

,lust wanted to double check about the grade change, does that mean that the 
Thanks for a great semester. 

Sincerely, 

originally received will be bumped up to an ? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, . 4-:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: EXSS Grade 

Hi              . I posted to Sakai (Announcements) the final grade calculation. Your Plagiarism certificate was not calculated originally. Look for a grade change. 

Your grade will be changed up a half letter grade. 

Thank you for your outstanding work and professionalism this past semester. Do stay in touch. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stro~an, Ph,D, CLU 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:25 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wiilir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (3. Goethe) 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <_s__a__!~_e___r___@___e____m___a__[[_.__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_> 

Date: Tuesday,           10:22 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Got it and changed to an IN 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, 4:29 PM 
To; Salyer, Sherry ~ 

Co; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: EXSS 

’Rely- on vision instead of ,"ules and procedm~es to gMde you and yore~ team." 

From; Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent; Monday, April 30, 2012 3:35 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G; Padua, Darin A; Aguilar, Alain J; Mihalik, Jason P; Myers, Joseph B 
Subject; EXSS 396 

Hi to all. It is that time of the semester .... calling for your    grades. Technically, (      just told me) the grades for courses without final exams (like 

due to the Registrar’s office by 5 today! (normally the same grades-due date as first day exams). I never knew. I will add that deadline to the guidelines. 

I will turn in grades on Wednesday at 5pm, so if you can send your grades before that, I would appreciate it. Thanks! 

Sherry 

Sherry Sah/er, Ed.D. 

Senior tecLurer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 2I~ ~etzer 

Univers~tv of North Cmrolh~m 

Ch~pel H~H, NC 27599 

919-952-6947 

Fax: 919-952-0489 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

7uesdavs--tI:CO-I2:15 

Wednesdays--Ib-I 1:15 and I:I5-2:45 

Thursdays- -11:@3-12:~.5 

are 



Fl~Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 2:05 PM 

@mindspring.com 

I~B: CSBC T- shirt - THURSDAY 

Hi Sarah. I wilt stop by tomorrow. Thanks again! 

From= Sarah Hammond [mailto: . Dmindspring.com] 

Sent= Wednesday, 12:23 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: CSBC T-shirt - THURSDAY 
Hi, again, Deborah 
We finished your order, along with the additional 4 smalls, early last week but no one has called or come by. 
days= 
Let me know. 
Thanks, 
Sarah 
THE PRINTERY 

just wanted to get these into your group’s hands in the next few 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto;dstto@unqedu] 
Sent: Thursday,            2:03 PM 

To:       @mindsprinq.com 
Subject= RE: CSBC T-shirt - THURSDAY 

Thanks! 

:1.2 Medium 

15 Large 

Do Good. 

Deborah 1.,, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]ug~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

9:19.343,0336 

"Rely o~t visio~t ins~ead of rMes and procedures ~o g~,ide you ;rod your team," 

From: Sarah Hammond L~_~!JN 
Sent: Thursday, $:53 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC T-shi~ - THURSDAY 
Hi, Debby 
We have done the printing pad of the T’s, and I should be able to apply the transfers to 25 - 30 before 4:00. You mentioned Mediums and Larges, but you can be more 
specific if you would like within that count. Let me know. 
Sarah 
THE PRINTERY 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            12:20 PM 

To:       @mindsprinq.com 
Subject= RE: CSBC T-shirt - THURSDAY 

HI Sarah. I arn getting to teach. I can come ~2:30. Is that okay? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, g,~ptor~:~, E’mpow,~r, 

9:19~84&0336 

From: Sarah Hammond [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: CSBC T-shirt - THURSDAY 
Hi, Debby 
I have a mockup of the transfers and the type. Would you be able to swing by between now and 1:00 to take a look? 
Sarah 
THE PRINTERY 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

@mindspfing.com] 
11:22 AM 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:29 PM 
To=        ~_E]j__n__d___s#__r_!_n__g~__c_9___m_. 
Subject: RE: CSBC T-shirt - THURSDAY 

Dr~ Debby 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g’zplor’~, Empower. 



’~ely o~ visio~ i~s~ead of ~"~des a~:~d p~:’ocedu~es ~o guide you ar~d you~~ team," 

From: Sarah Hammond [mailto:       ~mindspring.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:17 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC T-shirt - THURSDAY 
Okay, we will have to use the heat press option for the photograph, as well as the corporate logos, and print the text front and back. You would have a cost of: 

2 screens @ $20.00 each 
84 T’s, ash with black ink front, and black ink and heat imaging on the back @$8.00 each. 
Do you want me to do a heat press sample for you to take a look at? 
Sarah 
THE PRINTERY 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mai!to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            12:05 PM 

To:       @mindspring.com 
Subject: RE: CSBC T-shirt - THURSDAY 

I)o Good. 
Debora;:~ ~. Sty’onshore, Ph.D. C~IJ 

~"n,q~q~. ~ivplore. 

’~ely o~ visio~ i~s~ead of ~~des a~:~d p~:’ocedu~es ~o guide you ar~d you~~ team," 

From: Sarah Hammond [maHto:~       @mindspr~ng.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~$:~8 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: CSBC T-shi~ - THURSDAY 

Hi, Deborah 
I cannot open the newer docx file without conversion, and it never looks the same. Could you resave in the older .doc, or just make a .jpg or .pdf? 

Thanks, 
Sarah 
THE PRINTERY 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            10:55 AM 
To:      _@__ ~]j__n__d___s#__r_!_n__g ~__c_ 9___m_.;      @_[ ~ [ D__d__s_ p_ [[[]_c.kc__o__E _~ 

Cc; Stroman, Deborah L; CSBC (thedub@unc.edu) 
Subject: CSBC T-shirt - THURSDAY 

Hi Sarah and     Thanks asain for chattin8 with me this mornins. Attached find the draft for the shirt. Ideally, we would love to 

have the words embedded within the picture and the company sponsor Iosos underneath (BACK of shirt). 

Understandin8 the tisht time frame, we would be happy with whatever you deem best. ;) 

A lisht 8rey t-shirt- 18 small, 48 medium, $2 larse, and 6 extra-larse. 

Note: I teach at 1:00 p.m. so if I miss you, I will call you risht back. 

Dr. Debby 
Go Hee~s~ 
Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,Do CLU 
En~Jage. Expiate, Empower. 

9:$9,843,0336 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 2:13 PM 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby qsibby@email.unc.edu-~; ~email.unc.edu> 

l~J[:;: Meeting 

9:00 a.m. Foster’s on M LK --- Thursday, 

d 

From: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:12 AM 
To: 
l:::c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Hi Robert, 

It was great to see you at the OVCR picnic last week! I’m so glad you were able to attend. Certainly, we can all meet. Let me suggest that we plan to have col:fee 

one morning or afternoon at Foster’s Market. How about the morMng of the ) ~f e~ther day works for Dr. Stroman and you, ~et me know what l:~me you 

would I~ke to meet. 

Warm regards, 

Sibby 

S~bby Anderson-ThompMns, Ph.D. 

Director of Postdoctoral Affairs 

Office of the V~ce Chance~k~r for Re~;earch 

301 g gynum Hal~ 

Campus Box 4100 

The [Jnivers~ty of North Carolina at ChapN H~I~ Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-4t~9 

Office: (919} 962-9982 

Voice: (919) 843.-4169 

Fax: (919} 962-6769 

Sent~ Tuesday,           4:35 PN 

Te~ Anderson-~ompkins, Sibby 

¢~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Su~je¢t~ Neeting 

Hello Sibby: 

Dr. Deborah Stroman suggested that I contact you to see if the three of us couM schedule a meeting sometime over the next two weeks. I wouM like to receive 

your feedback on few recent developments. Now that my first year in the Diversity fellowship is a~most done, it seems like an idea~ time for me to share how 

things are going. 

~11 the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, May 2, 2012 5:00 PM 

Meli ssa Ganther @verizon.net> 

ILl:;: Vintage Val Akem~an 

Nice find! Thanks. Yes, it definitely brought bad( memories. 

D #:10 

Frera: Melissa Ganther [mailto @verizon.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2012 3:39 PN 
Te; Debby Stroman 
S,,bject; I=w: Vintage Val Akerman 
Great story! I do treasure those good old days. 
Melissa 
.... Original Message 

To: Melissa Ganther 
Cc: John Ganther 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2012 2:46 PM 
Subject: Vintage Val Akerman 

FYI: 

b~.t~.t~.~:././..s.p...~..r..t..s.!J~Lu.~.s..t..r..a..t...e...d.:.c.~.n.~.n.....c...~...m..Z~!~.d.~.e...~./..s.L.v.Ld...e..~.Z.2.~.~.~.2./.9.~Z.9.?.Z.% 9...~.1.?.:~.a.~.c..k.~.e..r...m..~.a...n-.t~!.t.Le-[.x..:..s.p.~.~.~r..t..s~[!!~.u.~.s~.t..r~.a..t..e.~.d.ZLn...d.~.e.~.x.:~.h..t...m..~[ 
James S. Ganther, Esquire 
President 

I ii~:’~;~iI MosaicOnly big 

Post Office Box 10621 
Tampa, Florida 33679 
813.221.2700 
813.221.2702 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

,~@kenan- flagler .unc.edu>; ~mindspfing.com 

ILS: Thank Yon for Our CSBC Shirts 

Okay~ I left her a message saying that I would stop by.,, 

Please pick them up, I will be in my office on Friday from :1.0:00 - :[2:00, My exam is at noom If I am not there, leave the box in Fetzer 209, Make sure you get to 

know tfu:_~ offic~-:~ staff You will be a regular over there the next three years. 

Dr, Stroma~ 

F~m: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Wednesday, 5:00 PM 
To= <       @mindspring.com> 

~e~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Thank You for Our CSBC Shi~s 

So~’ for the late reply. I can stop by and pick the shi~s up tomo~w. 

Dr. Stroman- I’ll stop by your once and give you file shi~s sometime ~fore I leave Friday. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 12:20 PM, "Sarah Hammond" < ,~;mindspring.com__> wrote: 

Hi, again, 
We finished your order early last week, as well as the 4 additional smalls that Dr. Debby added, but no one has been by. I know you are tied up with exams, but 
I wanted to be sure to get these into the proper hands in the next few days. 

Thanks, 
Sarah 
THE PRINTERY 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 7:16 AM 

To:       @___m__[D__d__s_p__r_[_n_g,__c_.o_~ 
Subject-" Thank You for Our CSBC Shirts 
Dr. Mrs, Hammond: 

Thank you so much for your incredible persistence in helpirlg us get our Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) t shdts printed so quickly! Not only are 
club                  and I pleased with the design, but our club members really appreciate the chance to have their shirts ready before the end of the semester. 
Thanks again for your assistance We look forward to the opportunity to do business with you again in the future. 
Kind Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 5: 38 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: Advisor Help ): 

. I am unsure of your request, Specifically, what do you need for me to do? Be brief and clear. ;} 
Dr, Stroman 
From: ~gmail,com [mailto: ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:36 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Advisor Help ): 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I need advisor help! I’m in the process oft~ying to get enrolled at.               Communi~" College to take a Spanish class this summer to transfer back to UNC. I 

have to prove that I placed into the level that I’tn in by faxing them my placement test score. I’tn so sorry to be getting to you at the last minute like this but I wasn’t 

aware I was going to need this taken care o£ ’][’he site is ve~ unclear as to what I need to send them and who needs to send it. The person I have been emailing with 

says that I need an advisor to send it to them, I can’t just send it myself. Could I possibly stop by yonr office either tomorrow after 3 or Friday before our exam at 12? 

If not I completely nnderstand and I’ll t~ to find another time to take care of it. Thanks in advance for the help! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 5:44 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Advisor Help ): 

Yes. Leave it under my door if I am noL in the office. I will noL be available after our exam so it must happen before 11:30 s.m. on Friday. 

Take a breath ;) 

Dr, Stron~at~ 

From: @qmail.com [mailto @gmail.com] On Behalf ~ 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Advisor Help ): 

] apologize, I ramble when I’m stressed ): I need an advisor to ~ax a sheet fi~r me to 

or Friday fi~r me ifl bfin~ you the sheet a~d the humor it needs to ~ ~axed ~7 

Community College. Would yon be able to do it either tomorrow 

On Wed,             at 5:38 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro(~amc.edu> wrote: 
Hi      I am unsure of your request. Specifically, what do you need for me to do? Be brief and clear, ;} 
Dr. Stroman 
From: - - ~gmail,com [mailto: ~grna~,com] On Behalf Of 
Sent-" Wednesday, 5:36 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Advisor Help ): 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 
I need advisor help~ I’m in the process oft~Ning to get enrolled at               Communib" College to take a Spanish class tNs summer to transfer back to UNC. I 
have to prove that I placed into the level that I’m in by fa~ng them my placement test ~o~. rm so sony to ~ geeing to yon at the i~t minute like this but I w~n’t 

aware I was going to need this ~ken care o£ The site is very unclear ~ to what I need to send them and who needs to send it. The per~n I have ~en emaSling with 
says that I need an advisor to send it to them, I can’t just send it mysel£ Could I possibly s~op by yonr o~ce either tomorrow a~er 3 or Friday ~fore our exam at 127 
If not I completely nnde~mnd ~d I’ll t~ to find another rime to t&e care of it. Th~ks in advice for the help~ 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)c, 

Wednesday, May 2, 2012 6:32 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@ uncaa, unc.edtr> 

RE: #76 

Good seeing you today. E~joy your break a~d hit the ball "tor~g & straight" ;) 

debby 

From-" Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Nonday, 5:39 PM 
To: ; Stroman, Deborah L; ~@gmail.com; 

Subject: Fwd: FW: #76 

hnporta~ce: ttigh 

Good tnoming, have a blessed day. 

I understood God to say’, 
’You need a miracle tomorrow’ 
so hem goes...Prov. 29:25 

You never know 
when God is going to bless you!! 

Good things happen when 

you least expect them to 

Dear Lord, I thank You for this day, 

I thank You for ,ny being able to see 
and to beaac this ~noming. 

I’m blessed because You are 

a forgMng God and 

an understanding God. 

You have done so much for me 

and You keep on blessing me. 

Forgive me this day tbr everything 

I have done, ~id or thought 

that was not pleasing to you. 

I ask now for Your forgiveness. 
Please keep me sate 
from aJd clanger mid haaan. 
Help me to start this day 
with a new attitude m~d plen~ of gratitude. 
Let me make the best of each and eveU day to clear my mind so that I can 
hear from You. 
Please broaden my mind 
that I can accept all things. 
Let me not whine and whimper 
over things I have no control over. 
And give me the best response 
when I’m pushed beyond my limits. 

I know that when I cafft pray, 

You lifften to my heart. 

Continue to use me to do Your will. 

Continue to bless me that I may be 

a blessing to others. 

Keep me strong that I may help the weak... 

Keep me uplifted that I may have 

words of encouragement tbr others. 

I pray for those that are loser 

and can’t find their way. 

I pray for those that are misjudged 

and misundm5tood. 

I pray for those who 

don’t know You inlimately. 

I pray for those that roll delete this 



mthout shaxing it with others 

pray tbr those that don’t believe. 

But I thank You that I believe 

that God changes people and 

God changes things. 

I pray for all my sisters and brothers. 

For each and every f:amily member 

in their households. 

I pray for peace, love and joy 

in their homes; that they are out of debt and all their needs are met. 

I pray that eve~ eye that reads this 

knows there is no problem, circumstance, or situation greater thm~ God. 

Every battle is in Your hands tbr You to fight. 

I pray that these words be received 

into the hearts of every eye that sees it in Jesus’ name. Amen! 

If you prayed this praye~; 

change the number in the subject box 
befo~e forwarding the message 

so people can see how many 

other people have done so. 

God Bless ! ’. ! ! ! 
Just repeat this phrase and see how God moves’.! 

God I love you and I need you, 

come into nay heart, please.. 
Pass this message to 10 people except me. 

Know that you axe already blessed 

by the person who sent this to you. 

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized State official. Unauthorized disclosure of juvenile, health, 

legally privileged, or otherwise confidential information, including confidential information relating to an ongoing State procurement effort, is prohibited by law. if you have received this e-mail in error, please notify 

the sender immediately and delete all records of this e-mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:36 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Ursula Littlejohn <Ursula_Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj 

<oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Shandra Jones <Shandra_Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Murdll, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; 

Jackie Overton <overton@psafety.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC and BSM Service Project 

Hi Let’s chat about having a joint day at the Garden in August or September. I think this project is a wonderful way for the organizations to work together each year~ 

If you are in town this summer, let me know. We can visit together. I love the mission and concept around healthy food. ;) 

http://sites.google.com!site!uncga rden!home 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kn,:)wir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we r~’~ust do~" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@portergaud.org> 

Re: Meeting 

Thanks for your follow up. I will have time at 12:15 tomorrow or next week on Thursday. 

Please advise. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’: (J, Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 10:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: ,@portergaud.org> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I hope that you are doing well. Not sure if you got my recent email checking your availability for a meeting on Thursday. Are you available or would another time work better? 
Sorry for the confusion around such a busy time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:47 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

My office in Woollen 315. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 10:46 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting 

Tomorrow at 12:15 sounds perfect. Where would you like to meet? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:43 PM 
To: S~roman, Deborah 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

Thmiks for your follow up. I roll have time at 12:15 tomorrow or next week on Thursday. 

Please advise. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Caxolina Sports Business Club and Sigtna Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not eno~@~; we nmst apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ~]ive.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 10:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: @portergaud.org> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I hope that you are doing well. Not sure if you got my recent email checking your availability for a meeting on Thursday. Are you available or would another time work better? 
Sorry for the confusion around such a busy time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 7:32 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Hi. I just got called into a meeting w the Dean at noon. 2:00 today? 11:00 totnolrow? I apologize. Dr. Stroman 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 10:46 PM, C~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tomorrow at 12:15 sounds perfect. Where would you like to meet? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, : 10:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Thanks for your follow up. I will have time at 12:15 tomorrow or next week on Thursday. 

Please advise. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing ~s not enough: we must apply. Willing ~s not enough; we mast do," (J. Goethe) 

From:, @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 10:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: @portergaud.org> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I hope that you are doing well. Not sure if you got my recent email checking your availability for a meeting on Thursday. Are you available or would another time 
work better? Sorry for the confusion around such a busy time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 7:33 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS - Sponsorship 

Today at 230? Talk on the phone tonight? Dr. Stromm~ 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 10:56 PM, 

DR. Stroman, 

We never did make a time ti meet fir this week? 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, . 8:04 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Sponsorship 

From: Deborah Stro~nan 

Hi Heels. Attached find your paper, 

1. Tumi~in 

2. Graded 

Thank you for your participation and patience with Turni~in. We are all learning. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

EXSS Snipes Sponsor Turnitin.lxtf 
EXSS Snipes Sponsor GR.pdf 

This forwa~led message was sent via The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

message click this link to access Mes~ges lbr this site: EXSS 

" site. To reply to this 



Listen to the recorded call: 

Pin - # 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=LS"~C EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,           4:03 PM 

’@live.unc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS 

Hi I have not received a current event paper from you. I have the one submitted and your name is not listed on the docurnent. 

Dr, Strornan 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:~0 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
Dr. Stroman~ 
I looked on sakai to view my grades and I see I received 0/~5 for the current event. I was wondering why. 
Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:14 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

ILS: EXSS Final documents 

Excellent work! I am very proud of you. 

Dr, Stroman 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:08 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Final documents 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Here is my final powerpoint and pdf for this semester’s social media independent study. 
Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: EXSS 

All grades were submitted. The registrar’ will process both semesters. I need your doc asap or your grade witl convert back. 

Dr, Stroman 

From= [mailto @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, :1:24 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I will have my recap to you by this upcoming Monday, 

from last semester to be changed as well or will it stay the same? 

Thanks, 

I noticed that our grades from were uploaded on Connect Carolina. Should I expect the S!P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

~live.uuc.e&~ 

I~E: CBC aud BSM Service Project 

Great! Please make a note to meet with me the week of Thanks. 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 1:19 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: CBC and BSM Service ProJect 

Dr. Stroman, 
This seems like a great idea. I’II be here for Maymester until June ist / 2nd so just let me know when you want to do this! l’m excited for all CBC / BSM collaborations! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstroCc~unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 9:36 PM 
To: 
Co: Robertson, Nakenge; Ursula Littlejohn; IVlcGhee, Oj; Shandra Jones; Murrill, Verita; Overton, Jackie; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject; CBC and BSM Service Project 

Hi Let’s chat about having a joint day at the Gardeu in August or September. I think this project is a wouderftd way for the organizations to work togefl~er each 

year. 

If you are in town this summer, let me know. We can visit together. I love the missiou and concept around healthy food. ;) 

http:i/sites.google.com/site/uucgarde~rl~ome 
Dr. Stmman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p__;_/__/__e__x__s__s_:_~__n__c__.__e__d___~]i 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Ch~r, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lmnbda 

"Knowing is uot enough; we mu~t apply~ Willing is uot enough; we mu~q. do." (L Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:26 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: EXSS 

The page limit is not important. ;) 

Ooops! No rush. I thought you were speaking of another "graded" paper for 

Please take your time and submit to me on next week 

F~m: . @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:24 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Okay ~ wN s~nd it to you tonight w~l~ I-2 p~ges be okay? 

. I apologize as I am in brain overload mode right now. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:16 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

All grades were submitted. The regisLrar witl process boLh semesters. I need your doc asap or your grade will convert back. ;( 

Dr. Stroman 

F~m~ ~li~e.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, l: 24 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I will have my recap to you by this upcoming Monday, 

from last semester to be changed as well or will it stay the same? 

Thanks, 

I noticed that our grades from were uploaded on Connect Carolina. Should I expect the S!P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:32 PM 

Lehl ~live.unc.edu-~ 

l~E:    Grade 

Hi       Privacy laws do not permit me to send grades by emaiL Feel t:ree to calf me tomorrow or stop by before the exam. 

Note: You are a good student. ;) 

Dr, Sl:roman 

F~m: @live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, $2:49 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:    Grade 

Dr. Stroman, 

Is there any possible way you can ~ive me an idea of what I have in the class this semester? I tried to calculate what I have so far, but there are so many unknowns 

that I’m havin8 a hard Ume. If you aren’t allowed to or if it is too complicated don’t worry about ~t. I was just curious and wanted to know how I stand so far. See 

you tomorrow] 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Call when you can Thanks! 

What is your mobile number? Thanks. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, .t2:~42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Call when you can = Thanks! 

Good AFternoon 

I am so sorry! Im not sure why I am just realizing that this email was not an empty one. I will be around For 

catch up with you. Let me know what your availability is and I will be sure to come see you. 

Kind Regards 

it would be great to come 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 

To: 
Subject: Call when you can = Thanks! 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

1~:;: EXSS 

Unfortunately, your request is Loo late to accept into the EXSS 

Have a great e×perience! 

Dr, Stroman 

From: }live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, :12:J.7 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: _d__s__t__co_ £E~_a__t _~_@__e_ g__~_a__[[ =u_ p___c_ =e__d___u_ 
Subject: EXSS 

11:40 AM 

ProIbssor Stroman, 
My name is and I an~ a rising j unior majoring in Sports AdmiNstration. This coming ¯ I was accepted to work as intern in the Fxent 
Presentations Depart~nent for the                . I wanted to ema~l you for your permission to g~n c~dit for the internship through EXSS     I have attached my 

oiler letter from the internship program, and I hope this is suilicient for pem~ission to enroll in the 

’][’he offer letter entails that I have to email them a letter from my academic advisor, sta~ing that I have permission to g~n school credit for the internship. I was hoping 

yon could assist me by informing my academic advisor Roger Kaplan that I have permission to enroll, so that he can then write me a letter. 
I appreciate your time and hope that you can assist me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:43 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

@portergaud.org> 

RE: Meeting 

I enjoyed meedng you both. Have a great weekend and slay in touch[ 
Dr. Stroman 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, iO: 10 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Meeting 

Hello Dr. Strornan, 
I hope that you are doing well. Not sure if you got my recent email checking your availability for a meeting on Thursday. Are you available or would another time work better? 
Sorry for the confusion around such a busy time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:44 PM 

@live.~mc.edu:~ 

ILE: Internship 

That’s it! Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Intemship 

He?- Dr. Stroman, 

I was just emailing to make sure that there is nothing else that I need to be doing before my internship starts on          I have sent you the plagiarism test certificate, as well as my 
resume and cover letter. I also contacted                 and will have the insurance upon the arrival of my check Please let me know if there is anything else I need to do’. 

Thank yuu, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,            4:46 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

EXSS Credit Letter 

EXSS Academic Credit Letter MR.pdf 



To Whom It May Concern: 

Let this letter serve notice that will receive academic and experiential credit 
for his participation in EXSS - Field Experience in Sport Administration with the 

over the . He will receive three (3) credit hours upon 
completion. The site supervisor and the student will agree on the number of hours worked per 
week. Students enrolled in an internship generally work 10-20 hours per week for a semester 
(or the summer). (Note: The University adheres to the federal guidelines on internships under 
the FLSA.) The university’s Honor Code ~vill be in effect at all times. 

EXSS    Course Description: 
EXSS values experiential learning as a way of connecting the classroom to the world. The fteM 

experience or internship is intended to provide undergraduate s’tudents’ with academic 
experience not available in structured courses that will extend and/or complement prior 

coursework. This internship experience allows implementation of theories and prac#ces of 

sport adminiso~ation under the supervision of a sport organization manager. Academic credit 
is earned for the learning rather than for the experience. Accordingly, the student is to 
document, demonstrate, and reflect though(ully on what is learned during the internship and 

complete the assignments as outlined in the syllabus. Such an experience may increase a 

student’s marketability in the search for permanent employment or graduate school 

Although not a degree requirement, the Department of Exercise and Sport Science considers 
an internship to be an important component of an undergraduate education. An internship may 

be completed after the sophomore year of the student’s course of study, but it is highly 
recommended during the senior year when the student’s theoretical background is strongest. 

~7~ile speciftc activities may vaty greatly ft’om one internship to another, in every case, an 
internship should be aimed at providing oppormnities jbr the student to meet specific course 
objectives. This course fulfills the experiential education requirement. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Sport Administration Faculty/Academic Advisor 

._d___s___t_~_2o___@___u_!~__c__:___e___d___u__.    919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 4:49 PM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

Prig: EXSS 

Thursday, at 1:1:00 

Dr, Stroman 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
I just wanted to go ahead and email you my paper for you to look at if you please,             are both dates that will work for me and I will work around your schedule. 
Once again, I cannot tell you how sorry I am for my actions and it really is upsetting N know that someone is disappointed in me. Please let me know how and when you would 
like procede and which date will work the best for you. I hope that you can help me move forward from this in a constructive mannor as I would like to turn this mistake into 
positive learning experience if at all possible. Thank you once again and I hope to hear back from you soon. 
P.S: I am sorry for the informal email response earlier, I just wanted to reply back to you as quickly as possible. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,           3:16 PM 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi 1 am really disappointed that you only sent this note 10 minutes prior to our meeting, 

I will submit an incomplete for your final grade. We need to finalize your work before the end of the next academic semester though. We have grading deadlines 

and I set our meet~n~ based ot~ that deadline. 

~ w~l~ be avai~aNe to meet with you ~ won’~ know the rest of mvschedu~e un~i~ the end of next week. 

Thank 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeboPah L, Str{u~ar], Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, E,~plore, Empower, 

9:19~843,0336 

’Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to gMde you and you,’ team." 

~live.unc.edu] 
9:51 AN 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
Just wanted to email and let you know that I had a last minute situation where I needed to run the Raleigh, I am sorry for not emailing you earlier. My best friend 

from high actually was drafted by the           and I am actually heading up with him this morning to        I apologize for canceling but he asked me to be 

there with him so I am jumping on the opportunity. Just wanted to let you know. I am sorry once again. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:16 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

{:}kay, Thanks, 

Do Good, 

Deborah I.,, Stroman, Ph,D, CbU 

Engage. E,,q:,,Jore. Ernpowen 

919,843.0336 
<irnage001.jpg> 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
Let’s do ~O:OOam! That will work the best for me! See you then! 

’Reb~ on vision instead of rMes and procedures ~o gnide you and your learn." 

2:51 PM 

Sent from my iPhone 



On at 2:00 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

lhank,.~ J~y. luesdav 10:00 or 2:30? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroma~, Ph.D, CLU 

9~9,843.033~ 

<im~ge003,jpg> 

’Rely o~ vis~o~ instead of rules and p~oce&~res to guide yo~ and yo~r team." 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 1 ~: 56 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
Happy Saturday~ I hope you are enjoying your weekend thus far. I just wanted to ask when I could come and drop off 

my independent research paper? I have finished it and I am looking ~orward to have to look at it. I would also like to 

ask your opinion on a few graduate programs and maybe get some advice on how to approach my personal 
statement? Oust looking fo~ard to the application process next ~all so any help would be greatly appreciated~ Thank 

you again and ~ am looking fo~ard to hearing back from you. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro~unqedu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Heels. Please send me a recap of what you learned this semester. (i.e., How doing your own research was valuable to you? What 

specific things did you learn? etc.) 

This summary is not for a grade. I need to have a brief evaluation of this    ICarolina Research Scholar partnership for my file. 

No rush. If you get it to me before that would be great. 

Thanks again! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah L Stro~r~ Ph.D. CLU 
Engage° E~plore, Empower. 

9~9,g43,~33~ 

<imageOO4,~pg> 

<imageOO5.jpg> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:57 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

l~J~,: Hello’. 

Thanks for the update. That’s greaL news! As far as your EXSS minor is concerned, I am not sure as to which other courses you are b~terested in taMng. That 

is, ~f you want the sdence-based curriculum [ suggest that you take EXSS    before you take EXSS 

You may want to reach out to the ~nstru(:~:or for    and ask for their opinion on the necessity of 

f am around and will teach [.et’s chat before ~:he [a~l semesl:erJ 

Dr. Stroman 

F~m: bkenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
$ent: Tuesday, 5:27 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah [ 
Subject: Hello~ 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman~ 

I hope you aze doin~ well~ 

~ just wanted to con~ct you ~S~ the summer. I have a few thJn~s to ash/share with you’. 

FJrs~ ~ a~ ~ excited to be on the Execufive ~oazd of CSBC for need ~=ar~ We ~ld this too~ but J[you need any help with an~hJn~ over the summer~ I’ll be Jn 

Raleigh m~d would ~ ~lad to help. 

~ also wrested to ~e J[you could ~ive me some advice on the progression o[classes for the EXSS minor. I’m ~v~istered Jn Connect Carolina as a~ EXSS minor m~d a~ 

s~Jn~ in the ~1 with EXSS    -S~en~th Tr~nJn~ TheoD’. I’ll have four more closes a~er that one and I w~ just wondefin~ J[there is a specific course that is ~st to 

take before the others. 

I have an Jntems~p set up with for t~s summer. She owns HopS~ls and is one of the founders o£ConnectTIVITY. She also senses on the Board o[ 

Directors £or the NafionaJ Associa~on £or Heath and FJ~ess. She needs help with some rehash [or one o[her new tom,hies m~d I will be helpin8 her out with thafi 

So~ I am ve~ excited to work with her and learn more about what she does~ 

I al~ auditioned and ~ot a job as a ~roup fitness Jnst~ctor [br Muscle Cut this and next yeaz~ 

Just a t~w u~ates ~ thought I~d sha~ Have a wondeHhl summer~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:00 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

No{e: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p__L/__/__e__x__s__s_:_g__n__c_:__e__d___L]i 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we rr~ust apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <._s__a_J_y__e__r____@____e___m___a__!]_.___u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Bate: Tuesday,           :10:22 PM 

Te: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

GoL it and changed to an IN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent," Monday, 4::!.9 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

says you have to do a grade change forrn for the semester grades. 

~1:25 PM 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 3:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G; Padua, Darin A; Aguilar, Alain J; Mihalik, Jason P; Myers, Joseph B 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi to all. It is that time of the semester .... calling for your    grades. Technically, I      just told me) the grades for courses without final exams (like 

due to the Registrar’s office by 5 today! (normally the same grades-due date as first day exams). I never knew. I will add that deadline to the guidelines. 

I will turn in grades on Wednesday at 5pro, so if you can send your grades before that, I would appreciate it. Thanks! 

Sherry 

Sherry Salver, ~d,D~ 

Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

[>:_~partrnent of E>:ercise and Sport Sdence 

CB#8?’O0, 211 Fetzer Ha~l 

University o[: North Carolina 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fax: 9:19-962--0~}9 

Spring Adv~s~ngiO[fice hours: 

Tuesdays- 

Wed nesdays----lO-.~l:15 and 

Thursdays--:H.:~- :12:15 

) are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 5:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

1~: EXSS 

Nice to see that narne ot: yours with your oft:icial THAH branding! 

From= ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:28 plVl 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: EXSS 

Okay will 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto;dstro@qnqedu] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:26 PM 
To= 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Ooops! No rush. f ~:hought you were speaMng of another "graded" paper h:~r 

Please take your tirne and submit to me on next week. 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, ~:24 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: EXSS 

Okay ~ w~ll send i~ ~:o you tonight w~H I-2 pa~es be okay7 

t a~x~logize as I am in brain overload mode right now. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.__m___a_!!_t__o_2_d___s_t__r_9_~_u___n__c_=__e__c_l__u_.]. 
Sent= Thursday, 4:~6 PM 
To= 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

All grades ~,ere submitted. The registrar will process both semesters. I need your doc asap or your grade will convert back. 

Dr. Stroman 

From: ................................ @_[ Lv___e_:_u__t_Lc_:_e_.__d___u_1 
Sent= Thursday, 1:24 plVl 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I will have my recap to you by this upcoming Monday, 

from last semester to be changed as well or will it stay the same? 

Thanks, 

I noticed that our grades from were uploaded on Connect Carolina. Should I expect the S/P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 5:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS 

Yes, I need a wd[ten note fforn 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:36 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
Okay well she must have just forgot to put it up there. Ill confirm this when we are all together tomorrow for the exam. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:02 plVl 

To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi I have no[ received a c~rrent event paper from you. I have the one submitted and your name is not lis[ed on the document. 

Dr, Stroman 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, 2:50 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
I looked on sakai ~ view my grades and I see I received 0/15 for the current event. I was wondering why. 

Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 9:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Hi Eunice. Please call when you can. My mobile is 

Debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Faculty and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowi~g is r~ot enough; we must aF~ply. Willir~g is not er~ough; we r~st do." (J. Go(!the) 

and I will be up tonight until 11:00. I have one exam tomorrow at noon. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 11:20 AM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

1~9;: EXSS - Business Plan 

You too[ 

Stay focused and continue to inspire your teammates to do better, 

Dr. Stroman 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:48 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS - Business Plan 

Dr. Stroman, 

thank you for taking time to answer my email. 

Enjoy your summer and I will hopefully see you around campus next semester. 

Thankyou. 

Go Heels. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: 7:13 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Business Plan 

Hi The final grades were submitted and I graded the business paper based on a fi~st-year UNC student’s academic capabilities. Please note the following: 

1. Review the best business plan submitted by the Eagle Eye (Golf ball GPS ~’stem) on Sakai. Compare the work and you will see the difference belween 

outstanding work and good work. 

2. The grading was based on a fi~t-year student’s level of research and writing. 

3. There was nothing expressed in your group evaluations regarding the inpnt and work completed by certain individua] s. It appears that eve~one did ahnost equal 

work. As I expected (and requested), the evaluations should have been taken more seriously by the group members. 

4. I gave the groups ample time to work in class, reflect, and share about the paper development process. There was no outc~ of the plan being too difficult. In 

fact, the groups all expressed confidence in their work. 

5. The final grades were crawed for the entire class. 

Let me know if you have any other questions. I will also share this information with other group members who made an inquiry. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair. Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Slyorts Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we musl do," (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, iJ.:52 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS - Business Plan 

Dr. Stroman, 

with all the respect that I have for you and your passion for entrepreneurship, I went over our graded business plan and I have to say that I am very surprised., and 
disapointed with our exceptionally low grade. 

I understand that our plan might have needed a more complete analysis of the competitors and less redundancy, but I do not know if it deserves a 70%. This grade is far from 
representing all the work and effort that our team put into this project, considering the fact that writing a business plan was a totally new thing for us. I know that with your 
solid background in business, it is hard not to be a hard grader and that you probably looked over our plan with a professional perspective, but again, I really think that this 
grade might need reflection. 

I hate to be this annoying student who disagrees with grading, but to be completely honest, as you probably know already, I cannot afford such low grade. I am trying to keep 
a GPA above 3.7 and a 70% isn’t in my habits and isn’t what will help me get into reed school. 

Based on all this, I wanted to ask you if there was anything that can be done, from me, or my team, in order to improve our grade..? 

Thank you very much for taking my request into consideration and I hope that you are enjoying the last days of the semester. 



From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro~.Ounc.edu] 
Sent:            2:32 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Business Plan 

To: Brown, Devonte 

From: Deborah Stroman 

See attached. 

EXSS 

EXSS 

Tar Heel Network GR.pdf 
The Tar Heel Network Paper GR.pdf 

This fo~wmded message was sent via The UniversiU of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

link to access Messages for this site: .t_~. 

" site. To reply to this Inessage click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:46 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

IrE: EXSS 

is no[ graduating this 

The grade changes are for 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, J.2:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

When I replied, I was thinking of 

now, 

is indicated as a senior, tN may mess up his graduation if he doesn’t get it in soon, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 5:00 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Note:       says you have to do a grade change form for the fall semester grades, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ l: 2~ PM 
T~: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p__j__/__e___x__s__s_:_~_n___c_=_e___d__L_!/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"KrP:)wing is not en.:)ugh; we must apply, Willing is n.:)t enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Bate: Tuesday,           :10:22 PM 

Te: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Got it and changed to an IN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, . 4:19 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

He ~-las anothe~ semesteL 

They are in the Carolina Research Scholar program. 

iN from THIS term, Just talked with and realized you meant to remove SP for the fall! Sorry, Filling out forms right 

Do Good, 

Deborah L1 Stroman, Pi]ID, CLI.J 

9:19.843.0336 

’Rely o~l visio~l instead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your team:’ 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 3:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G; Padua, Darin A; Aguilar, Alain J; Mihalik, Jason P; Myers, Joseph B 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi to all. It is that time of the semester .... calling for your    grades. Technically,       just told me) the grades for courses without final exams (like 

due to the Registrar’s office by 5 today! (normally the same grades-due date as first day exams). I never knew. I will add that deadline to the guidelines. 

I will turn in grades on Wednesday at 5pro, so if you can send your grades before that, I would appreciate it. Thanks! 

Sherry 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D~ 

Senior b:_~cturer, Director o[ Undergn~duat~:_~ St:udies 

Department of E>:erc~se and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 2~1 Fetzer Ha~l 

University o[: North Carolina sL Chape~ I-~fl 

Chapel H~I, NC 27599 

919-.962- 6947 

Fax: 9:19-962--0~39 

Spring Adv~s~ngiO[fice hours: 

Tuesdays--II:~-.I2:15 

are 



Wed~esdays--i0-i~.:~.5 and 1:15-:~:45 

Th ur’s da ys--.ll:L)O--:12:15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:48 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

IL!:;: EXSS 

Okay. catled it SP. Sorry. ;) 

d 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, 12:47 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Okay. It has SR on Lhe roll. That’s good. I see what you meant now. Wasn’t sure why you h~d 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Friday, $2:~ PN 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: EXSS : 

~s not graduath~g th~; spring. He has another semester. 

The grade changes are for 

d 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, ~2:27 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

When I replied, ~ was Lh#~king of 

~s indicated as a senior. IN may mess up his graduation if he doesn’t get it ~n soon. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Thursday, 5:00 PN 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 

Subje¢t~ RE: EXSS 

Note:       says you have to do a grade change form for the semester grades. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Tuesday, 1 l: 25 PN 
To~ Salyer, Sherry L 

Subje¢t~ Re: EXSS 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowh~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

from: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer 

Date: Tuesday,           ~0:22 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: EXSS 

Got it and changed to an 

~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Senti Monday, 4:19 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 

~c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

grades down too! JusL ]:illed them out and put in the campus mail 

They are in the Carolina Research Scholar program. 

iN from THiS term. Just talked wiLh Ashley and realized you meant to remove SP for the falH Sorry. Filling out t:orms right 

’Reb~ on vision i~tstead of rMes and procedures to guide you and your learn." 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, . 3:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G; Padua, Darin A; Aguilar, Alain J; Mihalik, Jason P; Myers, Joseph B 

Subject: EXSS 

Hi to all. It is that time of the semester .... calling for your    grades. Technically, I      just told me) the grades for courses without final exams (like 

due to the Registrar’s office by 5 today! (normally the same grades-due date as first day exams). I never knew. I will add that deadline to the guidelines. 

I will turn in grades on Wednesday at 5pro, so if you can send your grades before that, I would appreciate it. Thanks! 

Sherry 

are 



Sherry Si~lyer, 

Senior Lecturer’, Director 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2 ll Fetzer HaU 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Ch~ipel H~, NC T7599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-962--0-~9 
Spring Adv~sh~giOffice hours: 

Tuesda,/s-d l:~- 12;:[5 

Wednesd~vs--i{}-ii:15 m~d 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays-.-.11:O0.-12:15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 9:33 AM 

JCE Eaddy @yahoo.com> 

FW: AFAM report and N&O articles 

:( 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2012 6:20 AM 

To: cbcchair <cbcchair@unc.edu>, Ursula Littlejohn <Ursula Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Shandra Jones <Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, OJ 

McGhee <oj mcghee@unc.edu>, Nakenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>, Verita Murrill <verita murrill@unc.edu> 

Subjed:: AFAM report and N&O articles 

Hi. Here are two articles on the report. Grit your teeth as you read the many racist and uninformed comments. 

I had a very good chat with Dr. Sahle on Thursday night. I will check with her today to see if she would like for us all to meet on Thursday late afternoon. 

Please keep her and the department in prayer~ 

htt~://ww~.ne~s~bserver.c~m/2~12/~5/~4/2~44178/rep~rt-~nds-academic-fraud-evidence~htm~#disqus thread 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~:[2/~5/~7/2~5~241/unc-f~~tba~~-basketba~~-p~ayers.htm~ 

http://media2.newsobserver.com/smedia!2012/OS/O4/:]_5/O4/i2yfw.So.156.pdf 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS - Sponsorship 

Dr. Rita Balaban is a friend of mine. I don’t know Turchi.;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wiilir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (3. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 9:30 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS       - Sponsorship 

Dr. Stromanl 

was emailing you to ask who is a great professor between Rita and Turchi for ECON ? Thank You. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:[:32 AM 
To:, 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Sponsorship 

Today at 230? TaJk on the phone tonight? Dr. Strom~J~ 

DLS {~om my iPhone. 

On at 10:56 PM, 

DR. Stroman, 

We never did make a time ti meet fir this week? 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

From:dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:04 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Sponsorship 



ro~ 

From: Delx)rah Stroman 

Hi Heels. Attached find yonr paper, 

1. rlklmifin 

2. Graded 

Thank you for your p~xticipation and patience with Turnifin. We am all learning. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

EXSS Snipes Sponsor Turalfin.pdf 
EXSS Snipes Sponsor GR.lxtf 

This forwaMed message was sent via The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

~nessage click this link to access Messages for this site: EXS S 

" site. To reply to this 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:26 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    - ADD 

Okay. Tha~ks. }{ave a gFeat        ! 

Dr. Stroman 

from=, ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:38 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: EXSS    - ADD 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Hope your summer is starting off well] Sorry it has taken me a while to get back with you. Things are going great up here in Boston with the MLL. Because I left early 

to start my internship, I did not receive your email about adding the class until I had already moved up to Boston. I had to get in touch with advising to see what the 

appropriate steps were for filling out the paperwork. They said that all that needed to be done was for the instructor to send a memo on UNC letterhead to Ann 

Oldham over in Steele Building with the name of the class and my grade. They would take the necessary further steps to make sure that I credit, l’m sorry for the 

inconvenience. Thank you for a great experience with this course and I hope you have a wonderful summer. 

Best, 

On at 11:53 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d_ .s__t__r._o__~._u_..qc_:_@__.u_.> wrote: 

Hi 

Carolina (on my end) says that you were never enrolled in the course. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

~o Heels, 

Deborah L, Stroman, PhoD, CLU 

~imageOO~.jpg~ 

. You need to set an appointment in Steele asap and complete the necessary paperwork. When I attempted to submit your final grade, Connect 

<imageOO2.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 6:02 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

ILS: Fax Question 

~-Ii Beth. I sepal that document the day you put it u~der my door[ 

From:         ~gmail.com [mailto:         ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fax Question 

Hey Dr. Stro~nan, 

Hope you’re doing well! Just wanted to ask if you were able to send the fax of the Spanish placetnent sheet I slid under your door. I’m pretty sure it’s an issue on 

end but they say they still haven’t received it. Thanks a bunch for the help’. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 2:48 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@emaihmc.edu> 

I~E: Nieeting 

Hi Sibby. Thanks again for the chat. I think we certainly reviewed Lhe situation and options for 

please let me know if there is anything we missed that I need to take care of on my end. ;) 

[{ave a great weekend and s~:ay ~r~ touch, 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’~Never lose sigh{ of the fac{ thaf ~he most imporIant yardstick 

of yore’ success will be how you {rea~ ofl~er people." 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:35 PM 
To: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 
Hello Sibby: 

Dr. Deborah Stroman suggested that I contact you to see if the three of us could schedule a meetin~ sometime over the next two weeks. I would like to receive 

your feedback on few recent developments. Now that my first year in the is almost done, it seems like an ideal time for me to share how 

thin~s are ~oins. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 4:05 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emafil.unc.edu> 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    - Fall 2012 ADD 

Hi Ashley. Here are some more: 

2. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

9. 

10. 

Thanks! 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,r3, CLU 

Enga~Te, ,~;x~)~ore. 

9:19.843.0336 

’~ever lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore: s~access will be how you treat ofl~er people. ’° 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, April 11, 2012 7:48 plVl 
To; McCullen, Ashley D 

Cc; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS - Fall 2012 ADD 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

More to come. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels~ 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Oo CkO 
En~ageo F~xNore, ErnpoWero 

~_...e_ .x__ .~_,_N .n_ #. ~_ _e_ . 0_#. 

919,843.0336 

Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:21 AM 

@kenan- flagler unc edu> 

ILE: EXSS    Internship Class 

Hi       Please start your bfog when you complete your first week at the The textbook is highly recommended. As I mentioned, this class is for 

independent students. 1 am not checking to see ~f you purchased the book or ~f you read a part~ctdar page or chapter. ;) 

Yes, you need to follow the insl:rucl:kms [or the Interview Report I need to know the quesL~ons that you plan on asMng your ~)erson (e.g., ~:red Whitfield}. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19,843.0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Friday, 1:47 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Internship Class 
Dr. Stroman, 
I saw where you enrolled me into the EXSS 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore: s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

class on Sakai~ After leading the syllabus I just had a few quick questions regarding everything: 

Is it okay that I don’t start my e4ournals!blogs until Monday, June 4th? Sakai has a blog entry due yesterday (Thursday, 

Will I need to refer to the textbook for anything this summer? If so, how would I be able to access it before the ? 

Do I still need to get prior approval for my Practitioner Interview Report? I’m planning on interviewing Mr. Fred Whitfield if I can get on his calendar early this summer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:31 AM 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
flagler.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

FW: EXSS ADD 

@live. unc.edu) 

Hi Heels. Although you Lotd me thaL your hours were fine for the addition of [XSS    . the system says otherwise. ;) 

Please let me know when you take care of tNs s~tuat~on so I can add you to the course. Remember, YOU must notify me or you wH~ not receive credit. 

Th~nks and have a gre~t summer~ 

Do 6ood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

’~Never lose sigh{ of the fac{ {ha{ {he most impor{ant yardstick 

of yore’ success will be how yo~ {rea~ ofl~er people." 

Sent: Friday, :tO: 20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS ADD 
They are all in except: 

They are currently registered for 15 or more hours and will n~-_~e{~ to dro{} a class or wait until August when we can register them ~or 18. Thanks 

--As h h:_~¥ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 11:45 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi 

Thanks for the heads up with the 

Ha~e fun ! 

E}r. Strorn~m 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, P[~,D, CLU 

9~[9,843,0336 

hope you saw the Oocs on the Sakai aite, LeL me know if not.,, 

’~Never lose sigh{ of the fac{ {ha{ {he most impor{allt yards{ick 

of yore’ success ~vill be how yo~ {rear o~her people." 

@live.unc.edu] 
10:29 AN 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just had a few quick questions about EXSS I can’t seem to find the contract and learnin~ a~reement form that must be si~ned by both parties. The syllabus 

says it is find found in the ~uidebook, but I’m not sure I have it. Additionally, I still can’t access the class pa~e on Sakai, so this information may all be on there. 

Lastly, I’m applyin8 for a part time job on the weekends to make some extra money. 

so just a heads up ©. Attached is my most recent resume and cover letter for the class. Thanks for all you do and I hope you have an 

awesome summer! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 11:58 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

ILE: EXSS ADD 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, E.,~plor~:~. Empow,~r. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, :~1:56 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS ADD 
Dr. Stroman, 
My issues have been resolved. Thank you for bring this to my attention! Hope you have a great friday! 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat other people." 

Nive.unc.edu] 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :tl:31 All 
To: 
Subject-" FW: EXSS ADD 

~kenan-flagler~unc~edu); 

Hi Heels. Although you told me that your hours were fine for the sddition of EXSS the system says otherwise, ;) 

Please let me I~now when you take care of Lh~s sK:uatkm so I can add you Lo Lhe course, Remember., YOU must notify me or you w~l~ not receive credK:, 

Thanks and have a great summer~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

EngiNe, Explore. 

919.843.0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore: s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

Sent: Friday, :[0:20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS ADD 
They are all 

They are currently registered for 15 or more hours and will need to drop a class or’ wail until August when we can register them for’ $8. Thanks. 

-Ashley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, May 11, 2012 11:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

’JCE Ead@’ <             ~yal~oo.com>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edtP,; Penn, Ann E 

<mmpetm@email.unc.edu>; Watldns, Debra <watldnsd@etnail.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula 

Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Vefita L <vefita mumll@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

;( 

.n_i_ ._tu_ _dyFinds___R_a__._c_ism_i._n___th._e 
Level of Restaurant Service 

& study 

i.~.i Description: 
http://www.jbh 

e. corn/word pre 

sslwp- 
content/upload 

s/2012/04/Offi 
cial-Seal.gif 

. by reseat’ehers at North Carolina State University in Raleigh finds that more than one third of all servers in restam’ants discriminate against 
Afiiean American customers. The researchers eondneted surveys of sewers at a8 full-service chain restaurants. Abont 86 percent of those surveyed were White. 
The resnlts showed that 38.5 percent of all servers admitted to providing a lower level of service to Afiiean American enstomers at least some of the time. And this figure does 
not include those servers who did not admit to providing a lower level of service to Black enstomers. More than half of the respondents said they saw other servers 
discriminate against African American customers. Survey respondents mentioned that many servers believed Afi’iean American enstomers were impolite, were too 
demanding, or were poor tippers. 
The paper was co-authored by Sarah Rusehe, a Ph.D. candidate in sociology at North Carolina State University and Zachary Brewster, an assistant professor of sociology at 
Wayne State University who earned his Ph.D. at North Carolina State University in 2009. Rusehe stated, "Tableside racism is yet another example in which African- 
Americans are stereotyped and subsequently treated poorly in everyday situations. Race continues to be a significant barrier to equal treatment in restaurants and other 
areas of social life." 
The research was published in the May 2012 issue of the dourual of Black Studies. 

~o Heels~ 

315 ~o~l~e~ - ~ #87~0 
Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

9~9,843,033~ 

Description: Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 2:36 PM 

Smith, Abbie E <abbsmith@email.unc.edu,>; Weight, Erimme A. <eweigh~emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Mud Run coming to NC 

Lord knows how I got on this 
looks like a great opportunity for an EXSS team. ;) I can’t participate this year due to the UVA @ NCSU football game. You all should consider rise fun! 

Do 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. 

919,843,0336 

~Never lose sight of the fact ~ha~ the mos~ impor~an~ yardstick 

of your success wi~ be how yoga h"eat o~her people, 

F~m= info@filth~unevents.com [mail~:info@filth~uneveng.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 9:49 AN 
To= " inf0@agapeharvestchurch.org; I @yahoo.corn; Timmerman, Jacob; @gmall.com; 

@gmail.com; carolinadisc@unc.edu: ~qmail.com; Stroman, Deborah L; @~mail.com; 
:@gmail.com; @gmail.com; ; aspa~@unc.edu; @gmail.com; t @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; 
@hotmail.com; akin~@uncaa.unc.edu; mbno~on@uncaa.unc.edu; kgri~gs@uncaa.unc.edu; bubbac@unc.edu; skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu; 

dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu; Lohse, Dave Clark; nthorp@uncaa.unc.edu; du~ce@uncaa.unc.edu; mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu; zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu; 
mpope@uncaa.unc.edu; jboone@uncaa.unc.edu; Suits, ChrisN H.; catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; HunterlB@uncaa.unc.edu; kdu~@uncaa.unc.edu; 
rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu; ffpenny@uncaa.unc.edu; antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu; palaNia@uncaa.unc.edu; mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu; jangell@uncaa.unc.edu; 
bellis@uncaa.unc.edu; klan~@uncaa.unc.edu; kclea~@uncaa.unc.edu; NonNome~, John R; Kidd, Alison Parsons; Smith, Tim Dillon; NcPherson, Dawn D; Boone, Emily 
Cozaff; sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu; Nays, Sally D; Padua, Darin A; carriers@uncaa.unc.edu; Spang, Jeffrey T; biener@uncaa.unc.edu; jonas@uncaa.unc.edu; 
mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu; Blanton, Brent S; srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu; yarborough@uncaa.unc.edu; ton~ount@uncaa.unc.edu; emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu; 
rvanhw@uncaa.unc.edu; jNgh@uncaa.unc.edu; c~a~h@uncaa.unc.edu; Quinn, Sean; craddock@uncaa.unc.edu; jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu; dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu; 
andrew.dubs@unc.edu; skoeNg@uncaa.unc.edu; drea@uncaa.unc.edu; Koeni~@uncaa.unc.edu; sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu; sharris@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject= Hurl Run coming to NC 
Good Norning~ 
I would like to tell you about our event the Filthg Fun Nud Run coming to Raleigh, NC on                   ~ This run allows participants to exert 
themselves physically and mentally on a 5k trail run with military style obstacles including walls, tunnels, rope climbs/crawls, tires, nets, mud pits, 
creek crossings and more all designed by a Navy SEAL~ Our North CarNina event will be held on the wooded rolling hills at the Dead Broke Horse Farm 
just outside of Ralei~h. Escape the work week and sign upforthe Filthy Fun Nud Run- Raleigh, 
For more information visit our website k~_~_:~J_[}_hY[O_t)_~_g_~_~£~:_~£).. There are price breaks for early registrations and you can sign up as a team, or 
complete the course individually. The camaraderie and unity of a team makes a wear experience for friends, co-workers, and family~ Each participant 
receives a FFNR tech shirt, Filthy Fun bandana, free beer, chip-timing, race bib, marked course, access to the post-race festival, the pain and pride 
of completing a Filthy Fun Nud Run...plus, a portion of each registration fee is donated to ~_tia_0_[~a__~£_~E~_Yg_t?_~ non-profit organization that never stops 
giving to kids~ The post-race festival includes live music, beer, food, an awards ceremony and "vendor vMley". 
That’s not all{ Our events include fun for the whole family{ We feature the Little N’ Filthy Fun Runs for children ages 4-6 and 7-13 with age 
appropriate obstacles and courses~ Bring the whole family for some Filthy Fun~ 
Perhaps you can share this via email, newsletter, or mention it in your next meeting. We can offer discounts for groups when contacted. If you are 
interested in volunteering, sponsorship, or play a band and wish to perform we have plenty of opportunities for you~ Contact us for more info and ’like" 
us on facebook~ We also have flyers available upon request~ 
We want to see you in the mud~ 
-The Filthy Fun Nud Run Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 3:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

l~E: Course Credit witl~ Internship 

EXSS offe~’s specific internship/field experienceiEE courses for t:itness prot:essionaf, athletic trainir~g, and sport administration students, The EXSS 

genera~ major does not have this type of course. (As per Dr. Sa~yer’s ema~ to a~] EXSS students on 

~n add~tRm, you have ~)assed the deadline for feg~stral:b:~n for the sport adm~rdstratkm summer internships (~s an exception} and Vo{~ are a~so m~ssing ~:he 

prereqt~isite cot~rses. 

Bes[ w~shes and let me know ~]: you have any add~tiona~ questions. 

D~’. Stroman 

Do 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9119~843~0336 

From:               [mailto 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Course Credit with Internship 
Dr, Stroman: 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat other people." 

:@live.unc.edu] 
9:05 PM 

I have been accepted to be a Basketball Operations intern for the Charlotte Bobcats. This internship includes course credit. In order for me to be accepted into the program I 
need an Academic Credit letter from an adviser. I was the            for the                team for two years and this is a really important opportunity I may not be 
able to take advantage of if I cannot get course credit. There is a degree of urgency with this situation and I would greatly appreciate an expedited response, Thank You. 

Best Regards 

Exercise and Sport Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 3:34 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

12,22: SPCL "egistration procedures 

What did you decide? 

liust bummed a student ( ) out because he wa~ted me to put him i~ my EXSS summer stude~ts~ He ~s not a SA major and he doesn’t have the 

prereqs. He ~s very late ~n his request. He needs an Academic Letter to haw~ h~s internship w~th the 

~ read the following m h~s RAM note: 

~ hope you’re wok P~ease v~sit http:iicareers,unc.edu/sLuder~ts/~nLerr~ship-search/~nLernsMp-crediL.html ~o receive b~formation on earning credit for an 

internship. ~’rn not certab~ what an "Academic CredW’ ~etter is~ You w~l~ want to fi~ out the SPCL    form ~isted under option 2. The only way I’m aware of for 

students to earn internship credit h~ EXSS is by taking EXSS    (and tMs course ~s not offered over the summer}.Best,    ~ ..... Origina~ Message ..... From: 

[ma~lto @~ive.unc.edu] Sent: Wednesday, 1:50 PMTo: gethSub]ect: ~nternship course creditHev ,~ have 

just: accepted an ~n~:ernship with the                 in theF Basketball Operatkms depar~:menL The ~nternsh~p gives co~lege credit and they need an Academk: 

Credit le~:ter w~th U NC’s letter head m order for me ~:o be accep~:ed m the program. If you could please send that ~nformal:km to              , her ema~l 

@ .corn, ] would appredate it greatly. Thank you, Exerdse and Sport Science 

d 

Do Good. 

Dcborat~ L. Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

k’nSu~Te, Exptor~, 

9:19.$43.0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yomr s~access will be how you treat other people." 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent= Friday, . 2:26 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= FW: SPCL    registration procedures 

Let’s talk about this 

From; Shugart, Ken [mai!to:kshuqart@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday,            :t::t0 PM 
To= Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv 
Subject= [advisingfulltime] SPCL    registration procedures 

Dear Colleagues, 

I have attached a copy of the procedures students must follow to get registered for SPCL This is the one hour, non-academic credit students can use to tell 

employers they are earning credit, as required for some internships, who can’t get academic credit through a department. I will post this to the share drive today. 

Best, 

Ken 

Ken Shugart 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Academic Advising Programs 

(3006 Steele Building 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2:1:10 

Phone 9:19-843-436:1 

Fax 919-962-6888 

¯ -- You a:e cmrently subscribed to 

advisingfulltime as: N!?_Le_!_,~£~_e___n_!_@_:__u_!!_c_:__e__d___u_.. To unsubscribe click here: !)_t__tt?]!’_l_i__s_t_~:__u__r!_c_:_e_$t___u_i’__u_~~. 

Ld.....~3..‘.~..2..2.3...~...8..~...:.2..2..:a...8..e...4...c..(.~2.6..2.4...5...5...{..6..a...2...4..~.3..~}.2.~}~...~1~L.g~2i.~i1~g[~*~11i.~1~.g.~?....~.1}~. or send a blank email to !_ _e_ _a_ E _e_ _-_ _._3_ _ _]_ _._3_ _7_ _ _5_ _7_ _ _3_ ~ _-_ . 

33293081.22a8e4c0969455 fGa2434a59fb7aea5e¢~listserv’, unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 3:39 PM 

@live uric edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Thanks 
Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0;~36 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS : 

Dr, Stroman, 

also enjoyed working with you and can’t wait to see you rur~ning around as a grad student. I KNOW you witl do well, 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosI important yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat other people." 

@live.unc.edu] 
1:19 AN 

My recap of the semester in EXSS    is attached. Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:12 PN 
To: 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Heels. Please send me a recap of what you learned this semester. (i.e., How doing your own research was valuable to you? What specific things did you learn? 

etc.) 

This summary is not for a grade. I need to have a brief evaluation of this    fCarolina Research Scholar partnership for my file. 

No rush. If you get it to me before that would be great. 

Thanks again! 

Dr. Stroman 

~o Heels~ 

Debarah L, Stroman, Ph,Oo CLU 
Engage, ~p~ore, ErnpoWero 

.~i Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday 5:44 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.nnc.edu> 

FW: EXSS    Reflection 

Reflection.docx; Reflection.docx 

Good positive feedback we all need once in a while! ;) 

I will continue to promote the Carolina Research Scholar program for our students. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Reflection 
Hi Dr. Stroman my reflection about the    course and 
definitely been one of the greatest role models in my life! 

’~ever lose sight of the fact that the most important ym’dstick 

of yore’ s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:18 AM 

Program is attached. Thank you so much for everything over the past 2 years. You have 

[0] 919,843,J796 I (E] 919.843.2342 
IJNC Rams Club l An official office of The Colonnade Group 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 5:44 PM 

@live.nnc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS Reflection 

Received. Thanks 

You are blessed! 

Hugs, 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

! I sm SO pr’oud of you. Continue to shine and make a difference. 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; EXSS    Reflection 
Hi Dr. Stroman my reflection about the    course and 
definitely been one of the greatest role models in my life! 

"Never lose sigh{ of the fac{ {ha{ {he most impor{ant yardstick 

of yore’ success will be how yo~ {rea~ ofl~er people." 

,@live.unc.edu] 
9:18 AN 

is attached. Thank you so much for everything over the past 2 years. You have 

(0) 919.843.5796I (F) 919,843,2342 I’ 

U NC Rams Club I An official office off[he Colonnade group 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:20 PM 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Hi 

The only class meeting for EXSS 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_#__Z/__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__:_e__d___u_! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

thought we reviewed the syllabus and expectations. When you get back and before your first day with the Bobcats let’s chat and review everything. 

in the fall is the mandatory one (see syllabus). 

From: 

Date: Saturday, 10:05 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS    Internship Class 

.@ ~_e_.n_ .a__n_: fia_gLe__r_: ~__n_.c_ :.e__d__u_. > 

Thanks for the [leads up. I’ll make sure I have the textbook before I start in June. 

Last question: considering this as a special case since I’m doing all the course work this summer during my internship, will I necessarily have to formally come to EXSS 

I’m just curious :) 

in the fall? 

University of Noilh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.S. Business AdmiKistralion 
Kenan-Flagler B usiness School 

(C)         [ 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 11:21 AM 

To: @ ke nap-Flag!er, u nqed!~> 

Subject: RE: EXSS Internship Class 

Hi      , Pleam:_~ starL your blog wh~-_m you complete your first week at the       . The textbook ~s h~gh~y recomn~ended. As t mer~l:kmed, this class is h:~r 

independent students, I am not cheddng to see i[: you purchased the book or K you read a particular page or chapter. ;) 

Yes, you need to follow the instructions for the ~nterview Report. I need to know the questions that you plan on askh~g your person (e.g., Fred Whitfield). 

Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stromau, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosi importani yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat oiher peopIeo" 

@kenan-f ag er u ~c e~ u] From: [ mailto__:.’ 
Sent: Friday, 1:47 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Internship Class 
Dr. Stroman, 

I saw where you enrolled me into the EXSS 327 class on Sakak After leading the syllabus I just had a few quick questions regarding everything: 

Is it okay that I don’t start my e journals!blogs until Monday, ~? Sakai has a blog entry due yesterday (Thursday, ) 

Will I need to refer to the textbook for anything this summer? If so, how would I be able to access it before the fall? 

Do I still need to get prior approval for my Practitioner Interview Report? I’m planning on interviewing Mr. Fred Whitfield if I can get on his calendar early this summer. 



University of North Caroli~a at Chapel Hill 

B.S. Business Admi~istration 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(C)         I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 5:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu> 

Congratulations! 

, I am SO proud of you! Way to finish strong. Continue to heal and make the smart decisions regarding your health. I know you are very competitive and want to run 

forever. ;) 

See you tomorrow! 

Dr. Stroman 

A~-ACC Men’s Release I AII-ACC Women’s IRe~ease 

GREENSBORO, N.C - Eight Tar Heels were named to ti~e      AII.-ACC Acaderrfic Iridoor Track and Field team, s. which were anneunced 

Friday by 1he Atlantic Coasl Conference UNC h~d three men and Five women named te the iearris, including seniors               ~rid 

who each receiw.~d 1he hener for the 1bird iirrle in their careers. 

To be eiigibk.~ R)r AII--ACC Academic Team consideratien, a student-afi~ieie must have earned a 3.00 grade peinl average R)r 1:he previous 

Verplank, ~ senior from Bk~omingl:en, i11, and a psyc.hology major, w~s named io 1he Aii-ACC Ac.aderrfic te~m fer 1he third time. Alse joining 

Verplank for the first time are: senior              , an exercise and sport science major from Evans. Ga; junior               , an 

exercise and sport science major from Houston. Texas; and sophomore a journalism and mass communications major from 

No.,’t h port, N.Y. 

Smith~aseniormanagementandsocietymajorfromHighlandsRanch‘Cole.‘wasalsonamedforthethirdtime Sophomore 

of Asheville, N.C, and freshman                  of Atlanta. Ga , were named to the men’s team for the first time 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is no1 enough; we mast apply. Willieg is not enough; we mus[ do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)--~ 

Monday, May 14, 2012 4:57 PM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: So~ 

Okay. I will try to buzz you tonight. I am teaching second session, 
d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

’,Never lose sight of the fact that the most important ym’dstick 

of yore’ s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent-" Monday, May :t4, 20:~2 2:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Sorry 
Dear Debby, 
I have been out of the country and am just getting caught up on emails and messages. My home phone is 
summer school. -Reg 

I’m back and will be teaching the first session of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:58 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emaJl.unc.edn> 

FW: EXSS    - Fall ADD 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yom~ s~ccess will be how you treat other people. ’° 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    - Fail: ADD 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I should hopefully be all clear to be enrolled in 
Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:31 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: EXSS : Fall:    ADD 

@ kena n-fla~ller,~!nc,edu); 

Hi [{~-’_~els. Although you told me that your hours were 5he Jar the addition of [?XSS     the system says otherwise. ;) 

Please ~et me know when you take care of th~s s~tuation so I can add you to the course. Remember, YOU must holily me or you wil~ not receive credit. 

Tha~ks and have a great summer[ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL!3 

E~NcN~. E.rptor~:~. Empow,~r, 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most importm~t yardstick 

of your success wi~ be how yo~ treat other people." 

Sent: Friday, :~0:20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    - Fall ADD 

They are aft in except: 

They are currently registered for :1.5 or more hours and will need to drop a class or wait until August when we can register them for :[8, Thanks. 

-Ashley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, May 14, 2012 5:00 PM 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting 

Thanks for the heads up. Yes, I agree with you. We need speci[:ic intervention focused on his writing completion and not commiserating activities. 

d 

Do Oood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939.843.0336 

’,Never lose sight of the fact that the most important ym’dstick 

of yo~r s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

From: Turner, Robert W. 
Sent: Tuesday, May 022, 20222 4:35 PM 
To: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 
Hello Sibby: 

Dr. Deborah Stroman suggested that I contact you to see if the three of us could schedule a meeting sometime over the next two weeks. I would like to receive 

your feedback on few recent developments. Now that my first year in the Diversity fellowship is almost done, it seems like an ideal time for me to share how 

things are going. 

All the best, 

Robert 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 

Sociology 

e.g., EXSS - College Sport Research Institute 

Postdoctoral Research Associate 

Carolina Postdoctoral Program 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(Mobile) 

rwmmev~unc.edu 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore: s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

From: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Sent: Monday, May 224, 20222 22:36 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Debby, 

Just a beads-up...I raised concerns with Susan d~at a CPPFD mentor was going on sabbatical in the middle o[:a scholar’s term. 

S~nce then, she has been on the phone w~th Robert, having coffee w~th Robert---coddling Mm. My fear ~s that the effort to move him forward and get him to 

construct a concrete p~an may have been fo~ed by Susa8 now t@ng to "swoop down and save" h~m. Sdll,’~n wa~t~ng to see where Pediatrics is h~ regards to ~ 

[orrnN appo~n~:men~: For Robert. Wi~ keep you posted 

S~bby 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, May ~0, 2052 2:~ PN 
To= Turner, Robert W.; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
~ubje~t= RE: Meeting 

Hi 5~bby Thanks again [or the chat. I thkd~ we certa~n~y reviewed ~:he situation and opth:ms for RoberL 

Robert, please le~: me know ffthere ~s anythingwe rmssed that ~ need to take care of on my end.;) 

Have a great weekend and stay b~ touch. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

Enga~Te, Exptore, Empower, 

9:1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:01 PM 

@live .unc .edu> 

I~E: exss i 

Great news! Thanks. As I mentioned in our chat, I just want you to outline your work and reflection for the week. I am more concerned with the content vs, the 

word co~mt. ;) 

~t is ~}, way to M~ow that yot~ are a~ive. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

Frem: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 1:21 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: exss 

Good afternoon Dr. Stroman! 

’INever lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore’ success will be how iyo~ trea~ other people." 

~live.unc.edu] 

I hope everything is going well in Chapel Hill today. I just wanted to e-mail you and ask about the exss    class. Today is     and my’s first full day in 
the     office and we are both very excited! According to our syllabus, we should be starting our blog posting this week {by Thursday at 8pm). The 
syllabus also says that it should be at least :150 words for a :1-credit hour class. Because your class is 3 credit hours, would you like it to be about 450 
words? We just wanted to double-check. 

I hope you are having a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:31 PM 

CaMwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

Hi ’Andrea. Can you please check into Lhis request for rne? I am in a conference all week. It: not, I cart check on it next week~ Thanks~ 

debby 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

’,Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yo~r s~ccess will be how you treat other people. ’~ 

@live.unc.edu] 
8:01 PM 

From:       , [mailto: 
Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
I had an advising appointment with you Wednesday, at 11 Am and in the meeting I had asked you to drop the math minor that I had originally declared. Instead. it 
appears that you accidentally dropped my chemistry major (B.S. Biochemistry). Is there anyway that you could correct this mistake withoutme having to come into advising for 
an appointment. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:38 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS - Business Plan 

Hi        , Grade changes were submitted " :10 days ago. The Registrar asks faculty and students to give at least two weeks processk~g time. It: you don’t see a 

change by the end of this month, p~ease ~et me know. 

Thanks, 

Dr, 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

From:        [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS, 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 

’~Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore’ success will be how lyon trea~ other people." 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:25 PM 

¯ Business Plan 

Just wanted to follow up with you because I’ve been checking the connect carolina website and haven’t seen any change in my grade. Just thought T’d send you another note in 
case there was some sort of difficulty and I’m leaving town tomorrow. 

Have a nice summer, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,           3:10 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS - Business Plan 

Hi         Thanks for your note, I went back and looked saw that I did not give you credit for Hoover’s and Vou did complete that assignmenL ] also saw that 

have no record of your plagiarism submission 

~ wH~ have your grade recak:u~ated. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g~plor’~, E’mpower. 

9119,843,0336 

From:        [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

’Rely" on vision i~stead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

@live.unc.edul 
10:37 AM 

- Business Plan 

Thank you for taking the time to respond, I really do recognize that exam time is stressful for professors. What I don’t understand from this explanation is how you determined 
that I should personally get a B in the course - when rve looked back on my grades through out the course, and I’ve looked at the components and how they are weighted on 
the syllabus. It just doesn’t make sense to me that other students are receiving higher grades when I know that my own grades have been on the same par as theirs. I know 
that you already submitted the grades, I just wanted some clarification. 

Thanks again, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            10:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Business Plan 

Hi        The final grades were submitted and I graded the business paper based on a first-year UNC s~denf s academic capabilities. Please note the following: 
1. Review the best business plan submitted by the Eagle Eye (Golf ball GPS system) on Sakai. Compare the work and you will see the difference between 

outstanding work and good work. 
2. The grading was based on a first-year student’s level of mseaacch and writing. 
3. Them was nothing expressed in your group evaluations mgaacding the input and work completed by certain individuals. It appears that eveuone did almosl equal 

work. As I expected (and requested), the evaluations should have been taken morn seriously by the group members. 



4. I gave the groups ample time to work in class, reflect, and share about the paper development process. There was no outc~ of the plan being too difficult. In 

fact, the groups all expressed confidence in their work. 

5. The final grades were curved tbr the entire class. 

Let me know if you have any other questions. I will also share this information with other group members who made an inquiry. 
Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__tp_}__i__i__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_=_e___d__u_./ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 
Chair. Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"K~o~mg is not enough: ~.c must apply. W~lling is not e~ough; ~.c mus~ do~" (J. Goefhe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Friday, 5:54 PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subje~: EXSS - Business Plan 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 

When can I/our group come in to talk to you about this project? I don’t understand why we were given such a poor grade and I just wanted to know if there was any possibility 
for extra credit - I’m trying to get into the business school next year and I can’t really afford for this class to be pulling my GPA down, especially after doing so well up until this 
point... 

Thanks, 

Sent: Friday, 5:32 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Business Plan 

To: 

From: Deborah Stromm~ 

See attached. 

EXSS S Tar Heel Network GR.pdf 

EXSS S The Tar Heel NeP,~-ork Paper GR.pdf 

This tbrwaJcded message was sent via The University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill Messages ti~m the "EXSS 

link to access Mes~ges for this site: EXSS      .SP 

.SP " site. To reply to this message click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:40 PM 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

THANKS! 

FYI-- I raved about you in my meeting with I.ee on Friday. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.O. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosi importani yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ h’eat o~her people." 

From:        [mailto: 
Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 
I had an advising appointment with you Wednesday, at 11 Am and in the meeting I had asked you to drop the math minor that I had originally declared. Instead. it 
appears that you accidentally dropped my chemistry major (B.S. Biochemistry). Is there anyway that you could correct this mistake withoutme having to come into advising for 
an appointment. 

Thanks, 

’,Never lose sight of the fact that the most important ym’dstick 

of yore’ s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

;@l~ve.unc.edu] 
8:0~ PM 

From: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Sent: Monday, £40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: 

~ will take care of it._ 
Andrea 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, 5:31 PM 

To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: FW: 
Hi Andrea. Can you p~ease check b~to d~s request for rne? ~ am ~r~ a conference a~l week. ~[: not, I can check on ~t next week~ Thanks~ 

debbv 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Engug,~, Exptore, Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 5:47 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

1~:;: EXSS 

, there are requirements to receive academic credit for a course, The participation in an internship is NOT the only requiremenh 

You have not met the prerequisites. I a~so meet w~th each student PRIOR to their ~eaving campus for the summer. We review the requirements and then ~ p~ace 

~:hem ~n the Saka~ course s~te, 

f~: ~s ~mportant for you ~:o connect w~th your professors/university career services before assuming that you can achromatically gak~ academic credit, 

Dr. Stromsn 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore: s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

~live.unc.edu] From: [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 2:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Is there no other way we can work this out? Is it possible you can hold a spot to enroll me in EXSS in Spring , though I will have 

already completed the internship this summer? I can re-send you my letter of acceptance from the I again if need be. I will have 

completed 2 EXSS courses by then. I already accepted the internship position and went through a rigorous interview process. All I need is a 

letter saying I will receive credit for the course in the future, whether it be in the fall or the spring, otherwise, I will not be able to participate 

in the internship at all. I feel this is a once in a lifetime opportunity, and I would greatly appreciate any help you can lend me. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday 11:26 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi . You have also not completed the necessary prerequisites for the course. 

EXSS and at least two other sport administration courses. 

Dr, S[roma~3 

From: L__m___a_!!_t__o__:_ ................... _¢_!j_v___e_,__u__n___q__e__d___u_l 
Sent: Thursday, 5:57 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: EXSS 
Professor Stroman, 
I was just wonderin~ why it is too late to enroll? On the website, it says all requests must be sent in 2 weeks prior to the start of’the fall semester. I am in a tight situation now, because in 
order to be a part o£the internship, you must be able to receive credit. I had previously thought I still had time to request pem3ission (via the EXSS internship website), and I have already 
interviewed/taken the internship position. Are you sure it is too late? I’m not quite sure how to handle this 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Unfortunatel% your request is too late to accept into tl3e EXSS 

Ha~e a 8teat experience! 

Dr, S~roma~ 

From: L__m___a_!!_t__o__:. _@_!j_v___e_,__u__n___q__e__d___u_l 
Sent: Thursday, 12:17 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: .d___s__ty_o_t_n_a___n_ f~ __e_t_n_a_!!_:_u__0__c__&c_[_u_. 

Subject: EXSS 

11:40 AM 

Professor Stroman, 

My name is and I mn a rising junior majom~g in Sports Administration. This coming summer, I was accepted m work as intern in the Event 

Presentations Department tbr the                 . I wanted to email you fbr your permission to gain credit tbr the internship through EXSS    I have attached my 

offer letter from the internsNp program, and I hope this is sufficient Ibr permission to enroll in the fall. 

The offer letter entails that I have to email thegn a letter frown my academic advisor, s~ating that I have pemfission to ga]n school credit for the internship. I was hoping 

you could assisl ~ne by informing my academic advisor Roger Kaplm~ that I have permission to enroll, so that he can then write me a letter. 



I appreciate your time and hope that you can assist me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:47 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Tell me what to do... 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosi importani yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ trea~ other people." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 5:47 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

d~ere are requirements ~o receive academic credit for a course. The part~dpation ~n an ~nterns[Jp b NOT the only requirement 

You have not met the prerequisitem I a~so meet w~th each student PRIOR to their ~eaving campus for the summer. We review the requirements and then ~ p~ace 

them [n the Saka~ course s~te. 

~t [s ~mportant for you to connect w[[:h your professors/university career servk:es before assuming ths~: you car~ automatically ga~ academic cred~L 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ trea~ other people." 

[mailto; @live.unc.edu] 
2:35 PM 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
is there no other way we can work this out? Is it possible you can hold a spot to enroll me in EXSS in Spring.    . though I will have 
already completed the internship this summer? I can re-send you my letter of acceptance from the again if need be. I will have 
completed 2 EXSS courses by then. I already accepted the internship position and went through a rigorous interview process. All I need is a 
letter saying I will receive credit for the course in the future, whether it be in the fall or the spring, otherwise, I will not be able to participate 
in the internship at all. I feel this is a once in a lifetime opportunity, and I would greatly appreciate any help you can lend me. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            Yk26 AM 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi You have also not completed the necessary prerequisites for the course~ 

EXS5 and at least two other sport administration courses. 

Dr. 5troman 

Froro: [__m___ajJ___tg_; @J_[yg_~_[)~_~9~]. 

Sent: Thursday, 5:57 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: EXSS 
~m~esso~ ~troman, 
~ was just wondering why Jt Js too ]ate to e~ro]]? O~ the website~ Jt says a]] requests must be se~t m 2 wee~s ~JOl to the start of the ~M] semester. ~ am m a tight situation now, because m 
Ol-de~ to be a ~a~t o~the mtemshJp~ you must be able to ~ecewe c~edJL ~ had p~evJous]y thought I stJ]] had rime to 1-e~uest ~e~JssJon @m the ~X~ rate.ship website), and I have already 
mte~Jewed/ta~en the internship ~osJtJo~ Are you sure Jt Js too ]ate? ~’m not ~uJte sure how to handle this. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Unfortunately, your request is too late to accept into the EXSS 

Have a great experience! 

COurse. 



~rom: L_m___aJ!~: @Ji_v__¢_.__u___n__c__,_e___d_N. 
Sent: Thursday, 12:17 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

From; 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: dstroman@emaii.unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

11:40 AM 

Professor Stroman, 
My name is and I a~n a rising j unior majoring in Sports Administration. This coming summer, I was accepted to work as intern in the Event 
Pre~ntations Departmem tbr the               . I wrested to email you for your permission to gain credit tbr the internship through EXSS    I have at’inched my 

offer letter from the internship program, ~d I hope this is snfl[icient fi>r pemaission to enroll in the ~]1. 

The offer letter entails that I have to email them a letter from my academic advisor, stating that I have permission to gain ~hool credit for the internship. I was hoping 

you could assist me by informing my academic advisor Roger Kapla~a that I have permission to enroll, so that he can then write me a letter. 

I appreciate your ti,ne and hope that you ca~ assist me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 5:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting 

Also, please review the syllabus ~nd my 

Dr. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91 

I am teaching second session of summer school. Feel free to connect with me after June. Thanks! 

r~ot:e or~ Si~kai to h.Ert[~er ur~derst~r~d [:~qe gradk}g bre~kdown. 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosI important yardstick 

of your success wiU be how you treat oIher peopleo" 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 
I do not know if you are in Chapel Hill this summer or not but if you are I would like to schedule an appointment with you to discuss the grading process in your class. Can you 
please email me back and let me know if you are in town, 
Thank you! 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@aol.com> 

Re: Seattle 

Great news! Drive safely. Have fun and keep me posted. 

Contact I left her a message. 

Dr.Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 10:40 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Seattle 

Hey Dr. Stroman 
I was just checking to see if you had got in touch with your contact in Seattle yet. 1 am driving out there as we speak and I couldn’t be more excited! Thank you so much for all 
you have done. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:04 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Seattle 

I sent you a text. Maybe to an old phone number. ;( 

is one of my sport administration students who is going to be working with the . He is fired up about learning more with the 

I told him you were a Wahoo and that you would help him, if possible. He is sharp and a hard worker. 

Put him to work!! ;) 

Hope all is well for you. Let’s chat soon. All is well here on the dark side. ;) 

Hugs, 

debby 

and the 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @aol.com> 

Date: Monday, 1~1:00 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Seattle 

hey debby, 
just got this email..but i have not gotten any messages from you... 
who is     ? 
thanks! hope all is well... 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@,unc.edu> 
To: ¢~.live.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, 7:53 pm 
Subject: Re: Seattle 

Great news! Drive safely. Have fun and keep me posted. 

Contact . I left her a message. 

Dr.Stroman 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sponts Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enot@~; we retest do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, :10:40 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Seattle 

Hey Dr. Stroman 



I was just checking to see if you had got in touch with your contact in Seattle yet, I am driving out there as we speak and I couldn’t be more excited! Thank you so much for all 
you have done. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:23 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Seattle 

Will do! Thanks. What is your new mobile? Mine is 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"KrP:)wing is not enough; we rr~ust apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: Jen goucek           @aol.com> 

Date: Monday, May 14, 2012 11:21 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Seattle 

oh okay! :-) yeah, i never got that message, so you must have an old phone number. 

i will try and look after him! just tell him to introduce himself, the basketball staff does not 
always cross over much with the business staff... 

blessings to you, debby! 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

To:j (~.aol.com> 

Sent: Mon, 8:04 pm 

Subject: Re: Seattle 

I sent you a text. Maybe to an old phone number. ;( 

is one of my sport administration students who is going to be working with the : . He is fired up about learning more with the 

I told him you were a Wahoo and that you would help him, if possible. He is sharp and a hard worker. 

Put him to work![ ;) 

Hope all is well for you. Let’s chat soon. All is well here on the dark side. ;) 

H ugs, 

debby 

and the 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we mLIst appi% Wiiling is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @aol.com> 

Date: Monday, 11:00 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Seattle 

hey debby, 
just got this email..but i have not gotten any messages from you... 
who is     ? 
thanks! hope all is well... 



.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: (~Jive.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, 7:53 pm 
Subject: Re: Seattle 

Great news! Drive safely. Have fun and keep me posted. 

Contact . I left her a message. 

Dr.Stroman 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is rio[ enough; we mus[ apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 10:40 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Seattle 

Hey Dr. Stroman 
I was just checking to see if you had got in touch with your contact in Seattle yet. 1 am ddving out there as we speak and I couldn’t be more excited! Thank you so much for all 
you have done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Question about EXSS    -F~J1 

Yes. Thanks. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: [mailto: 
Sent; Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Question about EXSS -Fall 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am currently enrolled in your EXSS class for the Fall. T was noticed that EXSS 
to have to EXSS    as a co-requisite for EXSS (taking them at the same time)? 

Thanks, 

’,Never lose sight of the fact that the most importan~ yardstick 

of yo~r s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

@llve.unc.edu] 
ll: 15 AN 

is a prerequisite, but I am also currently enrolled in that class as well for fall. Is it okay 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstmmma@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:32 PM 

csmith(a)washmza~ds.com 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

. Academic Credit 

EXSS Acadelnic Credit Letter TW.pdf 

Hi Ms. Smith. Thank you very much for providing 

staff this summer. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

with this wonderful opportunity. He is a very bright and hard-working student. I know he will be a positive addition to your 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



To Whom It May Concern: 

Let this letter serve notice that will receive academic and experiential credit for 
his participation in EXSS with the 

over the summer of He wi]l receive three (3) credit hours upon 
completion. The site supervisor and the student will agree on the number of hours worked per 
week. Students enrolled in an internship generally work 110-20 hours per week for a semester 
(or the summer). (Note: The University adheres to the federal guidelines on internships under 
the FLSA.) The university’s Honor Code will be in effect at all times. 

EXSS ’Course Description: 
EXSS vahtes experiential learning as a way of connecting the classroom to the world The field 

experience or internship is intended to provide undergraduate students" with academic 
experience not available in structured courses that will extend and/or complement prior 
coursework. This internship experience allows implementa#on of theories and practices of 

sport administra#on under the supervision of a sport organiza#on manager. Academic credit 

is earned for the learning rather than for the experience. Accordingly, the student is to 

document, demonstrate, and reflect thoughtfully on what is learned during the internship and 
complete the assignments as outlined m the syllabus. Such an experience may increase a 
student’s" marketabi#O, m the search for permanent employment or graduate school. 

Although not a degree requirement, the Department of Exercise and Sport Science considers 

an intetwship to be an important component of an undergraduate education. An internship may 
be completed t~er the sophomore year of the student’s" cout:s’e of study, but it is highly 

recommended during the senior year when the student’s theoretical background is strongest. 
While specific activi#es may vary greatly.]~om one internship to another, m every case, an 

internship should be aimed at providing opportunities for the student to meet specific course 
objectives. This course fu~lls the experiential education requirement. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Sport Administration Faculty/Academic Advisor 

dstro@unc.edu      919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 11:36 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS - ADD 

PID - 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:15 AM 

~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Internship 

HI Let’s schedule a time to chat about your academic requirements for : 

to Sakai. 

Thanks and Congratulations again! 

Dr. Stroman 

on Friday or Tuesday of next week. Start to blog after your first full week at work. I will add you 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we m~st do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: @kenan-flagier.unc~edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 4:24 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject:                   Internship 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

As I mentioned earlier in the text message, I met with the this morning. The interview went great, but I need to be able to get school credit 

for the internship. I spoke with           , who is the Senior Director of Administration/Assistant to the President. Her email address is 

............... ._@._~           _...c_O__n_! and her work phone number is 
Also, my PID number is           Thank you Dr. Stroman! 

B,S. Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The University ofNor~Ja Ca~’olina at Chapel Hill 
~?~n~mzfl agl~!:: unc :cdu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:52 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS    - Fall ADD 

imageOOl.jpg 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 4:00 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS    - Fall:    ADD 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I just dropped a class that I was on the wait list for, so I should now be eligible for 

Thankyou, 

Sorry for the confusion. 

On , at 11:31 AM, ’lStroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Heels. All:hough you tok~ me that your hours were fine ~or the ~d~tk)n of EXSS the system says otherwise. ;) 

Please let me know when you t~ke care of [h~s situation so ~ can add you to [he course. Remember, ~OU mus[ nofi[y me or you wil~ not receive crediL 

Thanks and have a gre~at sunlRlet’] 

Dr. S~roman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L~ Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,{~43,0336 

<#]qage001.jpg> 

’Never lose sight of the fact ~hat the mos{ importan{ yardstick 

of your success wi[[ be how you treat off~er peopleo" 

Sent: Friday, 10:20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    - Fall     ADD 

They are ;all in 



]’hey are currently registered for 15 or more hours and will need to drop a class or wait anti] August ~,hen we can register them for lg. Yhm-~ks 

-Ashley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:47 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SPCL registration procedures 

Hi Sherry. I am still in my faculty boot camp across campus. I finish after 6:00 p.m. tomorrow. We can talk tonight or after the seminar. ?? 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wiilir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (3. Goethe) 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <_s__a__!_y__e___r___@___e____m___a__[[_.__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_> 

Date: Wednesday,            7:40 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: SPCL    registration procedures 

{et’s talk today~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, 3:34 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: SPCL    registration procedures 

What did you decide.> 

I~ust bummed a student (               )out because he wanted me to put him in my EXSS    summer students. He~s not a SA major and he doesn’t have the 

prereqs. He is very ~ate ~n his request. He needs an Academic Letter to have h~s i~ternsh[p w~th the I 

[ read the followk~g [r~ h~s RAM note: 

,~ hope you’re well Please visit: http:/icareers.unc.edu/students![nternsh[p--search/internship--creditJ~tml to rece~w~ ~nformation on earning credit [or an 

internsh~p~ Pm not certain what an "Academic CredW’ ~etter is. You w~l~ want to 1:i~ out the SPCL [:orm ~isted under opdon 2. The only way I’m aware of for 

students to earn #~Lernship credit ~n EXSS is by taking EXS5    (and th~s course ~s not offered over the summer).Best,Sarah ......... Orig~na~ Message ........ Frorn: 

[mai[to: @l~ve.unc.edu~ Sent: Wednesday, I:50 PMTo: Nelson, Sarah 8ethSubject: h~ter~sh~p course cred~tHey Sarah,~ have 

just accepted an h~ternship with the                 h~ their Basketball Operations department. The ~nternsh~p gives college credit and they need an Academic 

Credit letter w[l:h U NCs [ett:er head [r~ order for me to be accepted [r~ the program I~ you could p~ease send that: h~format~on t:o             , her ema~[ 

@ ~com, I would appredate [1: ~real:[V. Thank you/ Exercise and Sport Science 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.84&0336 

’Never lose sight of tl~e fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be t~ow you treat other people." 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, 2:26 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; FW: SPCL    registration procedures 

D:_d:’s Lalk about this. 

From: Shugart, Ken [_m___ajL_to_;__k_s_b__u_g_a__R_@__e____m___a_!k_u__n___c_=_e__d___u_l 
Sent: Friday,            1:10 PM 
To: Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv 
Subject: [advisingfulltime] SPCL    registration procedures 

Dear Colleagues, 

I have attached a copy of the procedures students must follow to get registered for SPCL This is the one hour, non-academic credit students can use to tell 

employers they are earning credit, as required for some internships, who can’t get academic credit through a department. I will post this to the share drive today. 

Best, 

Ken 

Ken Shugart 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Academic Advising Programs 

GO06 Steele Building 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2110 

Phone 919-843-4361 

Fax 919-962-6888 

kshugart@ad.unc,edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advismgfulllime as: ~alye~tbemail.unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http:iilJsts.mac.edu/u? 

.i_d__ _:3_}2_2~ .0_ 8_ _1_ _.. _2_ .2_a__8_ .e_4_9(_:!%_~4__5_._5_t_~.@__4_.3_4_a.5__~_l.b_7_g.e_~_5_ .e_&_n__ _1!i~[ _~}:i~.i!~2~!!!~i~!~_~:~?._ _~_~}2~2~}. or send a blank email to !.e_a_.~_:e__-_}_l_3._7_ .5_ 7_ _3_ ~ -_ . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS    - Fall ADD 

imageOOl.jpg 

Please add now. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must appl% Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: @live,unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, 4:00 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: EXSS    - Fall     ADD 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I just dropped a class that I was on the wait list for, so I should now be eligible for 

Thankyou, 

Sorry for the confusion. 

On , at 11:31 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Heels. Although you told me t:hat your hours were fine for the addi[ion of EXSS    , the system says ot:herw~se. ;) 

P~ease let me know when you take ca~e of thg situation so I can add you to the course. Remember, YOU must notify me or you will not receive credit. 

~han~s and h~ve a ~eat 5ummer~ 

Dr. S[roman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, (’,],U 

919,843,0336 

<h~~ageO01 

’~Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore’ success will be how you treat ofl~er people." 

Sent: Friday 10:20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    - Fall:    ADD 

They a~’e all in except:: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, May 18, 2012 11:20 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS    - ADD 

315 ~l~en - ~ #~7~0 
Ch~pe~ H~II~ NC 27599 

Description: Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:33 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Gradualion Pictme 

Wondert:uf pic ot: two awesome women! ;) 

Keep shining, 

Dr, Sl:rof~l~t~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From:         :@gmail,com [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:25 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Graduation Picture 

Dr. Stmman, 

Thank you for everything! I roll continue to stay in touch and let you know how this journey of life is going for ~ne’. 

God Bless, 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosi importani yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat other people." 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:33 PM 

@ .coin 

FW: Graduation Picture 

grad9 .j pg 

From:         :@gmail.com [mailto: 
Sent-" Wednesday, 1:25 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Graduation Picture 

Dr. Sta~man~ 

Thank you tbr everything! I will continue to stay in touch and let you know how this journey oflith is going Ibr me’. 

God Bless, 

’Never Dose sigh~ of the faci ihai lhe most imporiant yardstick 

of yore’ success will be how yo~ lrea~ other people." 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:24 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

1~: Project Uplift Coafirmation 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

’~ever lose sigh* of fhe fac* that the most importan~ yardstick 

of yo~r s~ccess will be how you *real ofl~er people. ’~ 

~@live.unc.edu] From-" [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday,           4::t8 plVl 
To: Salyer, Sherry L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" ProJect Uplift Confirmation 
Hello Dr. Salyer & Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much for presenting an academic session for our Project Uplift participants this year. As a reminder, you are scheduled to present this upcoming 

Thursday,        from 3 4pm. Please be prepared to present to approximately 20-25 s~udents. Below are specific details concerning your presentation: 

Location: Fe~er 106 

If there is an~hing that you need flcom us or any concerns that you have, please do not hesitate to let me know. We look tbrward to seeing you Thursday! 
Thank you, 

B.A. Political Science & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, May : 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is ]’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Internship 

Hi     . You only need insurance coverage for the time period of your internship -- the summer. Yes, I need your plagiarism confirmation before the month is over. I hope to visit 

but the summer session time period is challenging. I will definitely contact you if I can come by. ;) 

Let me know when you end the first internship and we can review the timetable again. You will definitely continue to journal and you can decide which internship you will use for 

the Interview. I expect information from both sites for the portfolio and summary ppt. 

Thanksand havefun! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wi[lh-~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: ~@live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 9:12 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject; EXSS Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

hope you are having a great summer so far! 1 start my 
of the semester. 

internship for EXSS    tomorrow and just wanted to touch base about what we talked about at the end 

1 am in the process of getting the insurance coverage. When I contacted Robin the beginning of last week we ran into a glitch of not knowing if 3[ need to pay for both 

semesters or only the summer session. Hopefully 3[ will get that paid for by tomorrow depending on when she gets back to me; 3[ know we are supposed to have it done by the 
first day. 

3[f 3[ remember correctly, 3[ need to get you the plagiarism exercise and the contract form within the 1st 2 weeks of my internship. 3[s that right? 

Lastly, as 3[ was reading through the Guidebook, 3[ saw where it says generally the faculty director will visit. Winston-Salem is about 1.5 hours away so if you would like to visit 
during either of my internships this summer, please let me know and 3[ will begin to try and coordinate that! 3[f not, 3[ am open to a conference call as well anytime. 

3[ know we talked about how 3[ am doing 2 internships this summer, for 5-6 weeks each, so 3[ know this will affect certain due dates, time-lines, and the questions above. Would 
you like me to complete all the work for each internship or adjust the workload as they are each about half as long as a semester internship, etc? How would you like to do it, 
having 2 shorter internships? 

3[ believe that is all the questions 3[ have for now! 
Thank you and 3[ look forward to hearing back from you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday 11:37 PM 

@ .edu-~ 

Re: PlagiaJ~ sm - EXSS 

Hi I received the tutorial COl~firmation. You should only pay for 
the coverage for the time period you are in your internship -- the stammer. 
The appendices must be sent by hard copy/snail mail Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 11 : 19 >YM, @ edu> 
wro be: 

>Dr. Stroman, 
> 

>I’ve attached my Plagiarism Tutorial Quiz. Please let me know if you 
>cannot open it 
> 

>Robin wanted to know whether or not I needed to pay insurance for two 
>semesters, since summer sessions are underway. Should I send her a check 
>for $1500 or $30.00? 
> 

>As ~2~r the Appendices B&C, should I send you the hard copy via mail’? Or 
>should I scan it and send it to you through email? 
> 

>Thank you again for your time. I hope you’re having a good summer! 
> 

>Regards, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 10:11 AM 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.bem~ington@uuc.e&~ 

ILE: EXSS    insurance 

Hi Robin. Yes, the students should only pay for the time period of their internship. For’ most, that will be one term. Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, g,~ptor~:~, E~mpow~t’, 

9~{9~843~0336 

’Never lose sight of fl~e fact thai the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how you treat other people." 

From: Bennington, Robin A 
Sent: Monday, 9:58 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FVV: EXSS    insurance 

Thanks. 

Robin 

Robin A~ Bennington 

Risk Management Analyst 

University o~ North Carolina ~[: Chape~ 

Treasury & Risk Management Set’vices 

~04 ~kport Drive, Su~Le 2700 

Campus Box :[ 100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-:[:1.CO 

robin.benNngton @unc.edu 

919-962-90(51 (~:) 

9X9-962-.0~36 

Sent; Thursday, 9:08 AN 
To= Benning~n, Robin A 
N~bje~t= RE: E~S ’insurance 
Yeu ma~ w~J~t to cl~’il:v with Dr. Sin)man. I wouM think [hey wou~d have (2) charges, 

know normally she ~ okfld hax, c them h~teming al events during ll~e class as 

[~is may be ~J~ unklue s~ 

That~ks. 

From: Bennington, Robin A 
Sent: Thursday, 9:05 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: EXSS    insurance 

Here is someone questioning the 2 semester char’ge? 

Thanks. 

Robin 

Robin A~ Bennington 

Risk Mar~agem~-_mt Aru~lys~: 

Uniw~rs~tv oF North Carolina ~: Chape~ 

Treasury & Risk Management Set’vices 

~04 ~irport Drive, Sui[e 2700 

Campus Box :[ 

Ch~pel H~H, NC 27599- l~.g~? 

robin.benNngton @unc.edu 

F~m~ [mailto: ~l~ve.unc~edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 7:52 PN 
T~ Benning~n, Robin A 
Nubje~t~ RE: E~S    insurance 
Is it $30 or $157 1 am completing the internship in the summer and turning in the work Br the course in the fall, My understanding would be I only need it for the summer. 

Than~, 

From: Bennington, Robin A [robin.bennington@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:3:t PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS insurance 



Hi 

Thanks for your email message and phone call requesting coverage through the student internship policy for summer and fall ’ 

Please find attached a copy of the brochure, which provides you with the coverage, and exclusions of the policy. 

The premium for summer and fall is $15.00 per Semester. If you will please make your .~30.00 check payable to "UNC-Chapel Hill" and forward it to my 

attention at the address below, it would be greatly appreciated. We will accept your personal check, a cashier’s check, or money order. 

I will go ahead and request coverage for you and once I receive your payment, I will confirm receipt. 

Meanwhile, should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks. 

Robin 

Robin A. Bennington 

Risk Mani~gement Analyst 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h C:arolina at (:h~pe~ 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 A~rport Ddve, SLdte 2700 

Campus ~ox 

Chapel FH~], NC 

robin.bennh~gton @unc.edu 

9~9-,962-0636 

From: [mailto: ~@l~ve.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, $:28 PN 
To; Bennington, Robin A 
Subject= EXSS insurance 
Hi, 
My name is 
P[D is 
Thank you, 

and I am enrolled in EXSS    for the fall¯ I am doing the internships this summer, however, and need the student insurance internship coverage¯ My 
¯ Please let me know what else I need to do to acquire this coverage¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 10:25 AM 

@live.~mc.edtr~ 

1~3~,: Blog 

Hi Yes, please use the Blog tab in Sakai Thanks’. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 
of your success will be how you treat other people." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: : [mailto: (@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:23 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: Blog 

Dr. Stroman, 

I completed my first blog entry on the sakai site; however, I went directly to the blog tab instead of going through the assignment page. Should I re-submit it today, or just begin going 
through the assignment page from now on? 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, t 1:07 AM 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.bem~ington@uuc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS insurance 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ trea~ oilier people." 

From: Bennington, Robin A 
Sent-" Monday, 9:58 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; FW: EXSS    insurance 

Thanks. 

Robin 

Robin A~ Bennington 

Risk Management Anslys[ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

3.04 A~rpor~ Drive, Suite 2700 

Carn~ms Box ~100 

Chspel HU]~ NC 27599-110~ 

robin.benNngton @unc.edu 

9:].9-962-906I 

919-.962-0636 

Semt~ Thursday, 9:08 AM 
Te~ Bennington, Robin A 
~jeCt~ RE: E~S    insurance 
You may wara to clarity" 

know ~omaNl? she would have flaem intemJ~g a evems during [he class ~ well 

This may be an utd~e s~mafion?? 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosi importani yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat oiher peopIeo" 

From: Bennington, Robin A 
Sent: Monday, Ii:02 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    insurance 
Thanks for your reply. 

Best, 

Robin 

Robin A~ Bennington 

Risk Management Analyst 

Uniw:~rsit¥ of North Ci~rolini~ ~: Chapel Hill 

Treasury & Risk Management Services 

104 Akport DNve, Suite 2700 

Campus Box :[ tO0 

Chapel HiM, NC 27599-:[:1.C~ 

robin.benNngton @unc.edu 

919-.962 -90{51 (~:} 

919-962-.0536 

~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
~eBt: Monday, ~0:~[ AM 
Te: Benning~n, Robin A 
$~jeCt: RE: E~S    insurance 
Hi Robin. Yes, ~:he sh~denl:s shouM only pay for the ~me period of l:he~r ~nternsh~p. For most, theft wH~ be one term. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gnjjug~e. ~xplore, Empov~er. 

919.8~3,0336 



From: Bennington, Robin A 
Sent: Thursday, 9:05 AM 
To-" 
Subject-" FW: EXSS    insurance 

Here is someone quest~ioning the 2 semeste~ charge? 

Thanks, 

Robin 

Robir~ .A ~3ennir~gton 

Risk Management Analys~ 

University o~: North Carolina 

7~easury & R~sk ManaSement Services 

104 Akport Drive, Suite 2700 

Campus Box 1100 

Ch~pel H~H, NC 27599-11C4~ 

919-.962-906I 

From= [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, 7:~2 PM 
To~ Bennington, Robin A 
Subject~ RE: E~S ’insurance 
Is it $30 or $~? ~ am completing the internship in the summer and turning in the work Br the course in the fall. My understanding would be ~ only need it Br the summer. 

ThanB, 

From-" Bennington, Robin A [robin.bennington@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:31 PM 
To: 
Subject; RE: EXSS insurance 

Hi 

Thanks for your email message and phone call requesting coverage through the student internship policy for summer and fall 

Please find attached a copy of the brochure, which provides you with the coverage, and exclusions of the policy. 

The premium for summer and fall is ~15.00 per Semester. If you will please make your ~30.00 check payable to "UNC-Chapel Hill" and forward it to my 

attention at the address below, it would be greatly appreciated. We will accept your personal check, a cashier’s check, or money order. 

I will go ahead and request coverage for you and once I receive your payment, I will confirm receipt. 

Meanwhile, should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks. 

Robin 

Robin A. Bennington 

Risk Management Analyst 

Universit:y of Nort:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Treasury & R~sk Ma]~ageme]~t Services 

104 A~rport Dr~ve, Suite 2700 

Campus Box 1100 

Chapel H~]~ NC 27599-:].:~ 

robin.benn~ngton @unc.edu 

919-962-.906:[ 

F~m: [mailto @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~:28 PM 
To= Bennington, Robin A 
S~bject= EXSS    insurance 

My name is 
PID is 
Thank you, 

and I am enrolled in EXSS    for the fall. I am doing the internships this summer, however, and need the student insurance internship coverage. My 
¯ Please let me know what else T need to do to acquire this coverage¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 12:32 PM 

Campbell, Lany <lecamtf~email.unc.edu>; Williams, t teather A (hawill@emal.unc.edu); Tyson, Karolyn D <kdtyson@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edtP-; Hildebrand, Reginald F <Mdebm@email.unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E <am~pe~m@email.unc.edtP-; 

Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@emaJl.nnc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu> 

I~NV: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Hi Friends. Valerie and I are meeting with this Faculty subcommittee tomorrow. I also inviLed the CBC Leadership team to join us. 

~ w~l~ forward the response received to mg question of who serves on this subcommittee. 

Fee~ free to ca~ me tonight after 6:00 p.m. to f~ in the blanks on tNs update. ;) 

Mobile - 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe. Explore, Ernpow~t 

919.843.0[~ [~6 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosl importani yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat oiher peopIeo" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 12:25 PM 
To: Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; IVlurrill, Verita L; Rober~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
lmportance: High 
Hi Team. We are tentatively set to meet with this subcommit[ee at 2:15 p.m. tomorrow ~n Carr 200B [or 30 m~nutes. Dr. Ashby and ~ plan on asMng questions to 

ascertain exactly what ~s going on with th~s subcommittee’s purpose and ro~e~ ;) 

We ~re w~rv co~cer[~ed [:hat th~s s~l:uat~or~ doesn’[: [~or[)h ~r~l:o a ’~[)~ck vs. wh~[:e" ~ssue or thai: the acade[~fic revmw doesn’t ew:~ve to a focus on ~tMet~cs. 

~ hope yot~ cat~ ]o~n t~5. 

Thanks. 

d 

Do toed. 

Dcborab L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Exptore, Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yomr s~access will be how you treat other people." 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Sunday, May 20, 2012 3:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Ashby, Valerie S 
Subject: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance: High 
Dear Pro£ Stroma~ and Prof. Ashby: 

The Chair of the Faculty has recently appointed a subcormnittee of the Faculty Executive Committee to assess the state of the reporting process in the wa~ke of the 

problems in Afi’ica~ zMnerican Studies. The subcorrmfittee has requested that I contact yon to set up a 30 minute *neeting with you both. The subco~nmittee’s preferred 

dates and times for next week are: Monday’ at 12:30pm, Tuesday at 10:00am or 1:30pm, m~d Wednesday at 9am. _Are you available at any’ of those times? 

’Iiha~ you, 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962.5479 
Kath~yn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 12:33 PM 

Campbell, Lany <lecamtf~emaiLunc.edu>; Williams, t teather A (hawill@emaJl.unc.edu); Tyson, Karolyn D <kdtyson@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edtP-; Hildebrand, Reginald F <lfildebm@email.unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E <am~pe~m@email.unc.edtP-; 

Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@emaJl.nnc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu> 

RE: FEC Subcommittee DEFINED 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent-" Monday, May 21, 2012:1.2:23 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc; Ashby, Valerie S 
Subject: RE: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Steven Bachenheimer, Laurie Maffly-Kipp, and Michael Gerhardt. 

Here is some rnore itfforrnation from Laurie: 

¯ The subcommittee was convened h~ response to a large number of faculty requests after the release of Bobbi Owen’s report on b~dependent Studies and 

Jonathan Hartfyn and Bill Andrews’ repor~ on the Af-Am department. The FEC contemplated how to respond to concerns that more kwestigat~on might be 

necessaW. Here is Jan’s wording: 

"After significant discussion about what action the FEC might take, and with the Chancellor’s encouragement, we have formed a subcommittee to look further into 

~:hese matters. Consisting of Professors Steven gachenheimer (MicroMology and hwnunok)gy), Mk:hae~ Gerhardt (Law School), and I_aude Maffly-I(~pp (Re%k)us 

Studies), the subcomm~t[:ee will be charged with three primary ~:asks to comple~:ed for the FEC meeting on Jun 25, 2012 (3:00-.5:00 pm in Sou~:h 105). FEC w~ then 

consider add~dona~ sLeps. 

The subcommiLtee wil~: 

Review a~l reports relevant to this situation, i~cludhl8 the review of courses ~n African and Afr~medcan Studies, the report on ~ndependent Studies ~n the 

Colb~ge, and [he 20~.1 Fev~ew of the Academk: Support Program for Student Athletes, and meet with the authors of ~:hose reports to discuss their processes and 

findk~gs. Reqew other relew~n~: real:eclats and summarize and characterize the work that has already been done, ~nch.~d~ng new procedures or polk:lea already put 

in place. 

2.      Based upon this review and taking into accoun~ questions you and ethers have raised, identify questions or gaps in know~edge d~at remab~ regarding 

events, systems, practices, or structurss that might have allowed or fad~itated the troubling breaches of academic k~tegr~t% The committee shotl~d focus ~s 

particular on those matters that have not been sufficiently addressed by procedures and policies a~ready put into p~ace. 

3.      Create a plan for next steps. The subcommittee wi~ consider what ~s necessary and h~as~ble to investigate further m order to respond to the u~lst~swered 

questions; and w~l~ rnake recommends~:~ons for o~:her actions that need to be taken to reassure fscu]ty and our commun~[:y that we fu~lv ut~derstand the problem, 

and that appropriate safeguards are a~resdy or will be put in place [o ensure the integrky of our academic ofl:erb~g to students and our academic standards going 

forward." 

ONce of Facul t3, G over~a~ce 

204 Crow B~fi~dir~g 

CB 91 70 

Phone (9~ 9) 962--2146 

Fax (919) 962--54~9 

~o Good, 

Deborah L, St-roman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~/uLw. ~xplore, Empower. 

91 9.843.0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosI important yardstick 

of your success will be how you treat oIher peopleo" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 12:32 PM 
To; Campbell, Larry; Williams, Heather A (hawill@email.unc.edu); Tyson, Karolyn D 
~¢; SaNe, Eunice N; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Penn, Ann E; Crisp, Winston B; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
Subject: FW: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance: High 
Hi Friends Valerie and I are meeting with this Faculty subcommittee l:.:_x~mrrow. I also invit:ed the CBC Leadership team to join us, 
(f you ore m, oi~b~; ~g, ase meet us i~ C~rr 2OO~ at 2:I5, 

I will forward the response received to my question of who serves on this subcommittee. 

Fee~ free to ca~ me tonight after 6:00 p.m. to f~{ in the bl~nks on tNs update. ;) 

MoMle - 

debby 

Do (Seed. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~/uLw. ~xp/ore, Empower. 

91 9.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosI important yardstick 

of your success will be how you treat oIher peopleo" 



Sent; Monday, May 21, 2012 12:25 PM 
To: 3ones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" FW: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance; High 

Hi Team, We ~re tentatiw?l¥ 

ascer~:ain exactly what ~s going on with th~s sabcommittee’s purpose and roie ;) 

We are very concerned that th~s s~tuation doesn’t morph ~nto a "Mack vs. white" ~ssue or thst the academic review doesn’t evolve to a focus on athletics. 

~ hope you cm~ 

Thanks. 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
,~ng~ge~ ,~xptore, 
919.843.0336 

’~ever lose sigh{ of the fac{ thai {he most impor{ant yardstick 

of yore’ success will be how yo~ {rear ofher people." 

From-" Turner, Katie 
Sent: Sunday, May 20, 2012 3:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Ashby, Valerie S 
Subject; FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance: High 
Deaac Pro£ Stromaa~ m~d Prof. Ashby: 

The Chair of the Faculty has recently appointed a subcorrmfittee of the Facnlty Execmive Cotmnittee to assess the state of the reporting process in the waJ~e of the 

problems in African Americaaa Studies. The subcon~nittee has requested that I contact you to set up a 30 minute meeting with you both. The subcommittee’s preferred 

dates and times fbr next week are: Monday at 12:30pm, Tuesday at 10:00am or 1:30pm, a~d Wednesday at 9am. ,4a’e yon available at any of those times? 

Thank you, 

Kathryn Turner 

Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 
Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, t :33 PM 

~live .uric .edu> 

ILE: plagia~sm tutorial and cover letter 

Thanks 
Have a great week, 

Dr, Stromar~ 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

And a special thanks for’ my card! You are so sweet 

From: [mailto: 
Sent-" Monday, 1:32 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: plagiarism tutorial and cover letter 
Good afternoon Dr. Stroman! 
I sent you my resume last week, but I don’t think that you have my cover letter and plagiarsm tutorial on file yet. 
Here they are! I hope your Monday is going well! 

Best, 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosI importan~ yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat other people." 

@live.unc,edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, May 21,2012 6:13 PM 

Fall, Alas~ne <~t?dl@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: CBC - News You Can Use! 

Excellent! Thanks t:or sharing. If l don’t see you, have a greaL trip. I will be on campus Tuesday---Thursday. 
debby 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

’,Never lose sight of the fact that the most important ym’dstick 

of yore’ s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 5:12 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC - News You Can Use! 

Hi Debbie 
Thanks again for the info 

I am leaving this Thursday for Senegal. 
Also, i did talk to you about         a good friend, check out his blog here., am sure you two share some common interests 

Have a great summer. Will mi~s chatting with you 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2012 3:17 PM 

To: _c_b_ _c_ _c_ [ )_ _a_ Lr_ ~ _u__ B_c__=_e_c_!_u_. 
Subject: CBC - News You Can Use! 

Hi Caucus members. See attached newsletter. 

Have a restful, productive, and joyful summer! 

Stay tuned for information regarding MOVEMENT activities. ;) e.g., golf, biking, walking, etc. 

Harambe, 
debby 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

9:19.843.0336 

Description: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:14 PM 

~ .com> 

ILE: EXSS Plagim-ism Certificate 

Received. Thanks 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Phi), CLU 

939,843,0336 

¯ Continue to shine and make a diffe~’ence[ 

From: [mailto: ;@ 
Sent; Monday, I 4:48 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" EXSS Plagiarism Certificate 

Dr. Stroman, 
Attached is the certificate for the plagiarism certification. Internship is going great so far, I’II keep you updated. Thanks. 

’,Never lose sight of the fact that the most importan~ yardstick 

of yo~r s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

.corn] 

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments) 

contains information that "~’ay be confidential, may be protected 

by the atterney-cli~’nt er other applicable privil~’ges, er may 

constitute ~KHi-~ubi:[C inferma~:ion. It is JrR:ended te be cenveyel 

only to the designated ~ecipient(s) named above. If you are not 

an inten@ed ~ecipient of this message, please notify the sender 

by replying t} this message and ther~ delet} all cepies of it 

££om your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution, 

or reproduction of this message by unintende@ recipients is not 

authorized and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 6:16 PM 

.~live.unc.e&t~ 

I~E: Grad School Questions 

Hi Good to hear from you. I am in this week Tuesday through Thursday Are you in to~vn? 

Give me a call and ifI miss you, please leave your mobile number too. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Never lose sight of the fi~ct that the most important yardstick 
of your success will be how you treat other people." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto (a)live unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:48 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Grad School Questions 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you’re doing well this summer. I’m starting to gather grad school in:[’o and was wondering i:[’you were available any time to talk. I’m trying to figure out the application particulars and 
stufffor things like the GRE and other requirements I don’t want to accidentally fall way behind so ! was hoping you could fill me in on some sm[’Ii If you have time I’d really appreciate any 
help. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:36 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

IrE: Grad School Questions 

Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.? 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 
of your success will be how you treat other people." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto (a)live unc edn] 
Sent: Mondav, 6:29 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Re: Grad School Questions 

I’m in town and should be able to come ~n on Wednesday or Thursday morning. Just let me know what times you’re available and I can adjust to that. 

Thanks again 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On , at 6:15 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edn> wrote: 

> Hi Good to hear from you. I am in this week Tuesday through Thursday Are you in town? 
> 

> Give me a call and ifI miss you, please leave your mobile number too. 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> 

> I)o Good. 
> 
> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> "Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick of 
> your success will be how you treat other people." 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
>From: [mailto: (~live.unc.edn] 
> Sent: Monday, 3:48 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Grad School Questions 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> Hope you’re doing well this smnmer. I’m starting to gather grad school info and was wondering if you were available any time to talk. I’m t~’ing to figure out the application particulars and 
stuff for things like the GRE and other requirements. I don’t want to accidentally fall way behind so I was hoping you could fill me in on sorue stuff gyou have tirue I’d really appreciate any 
help. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stronmn, Deborah L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Grad School Questions 

Okay. See you then. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 6:59 PN{ @live uric edu> wro be: 

>That works for me 

> 

>Sent from my iPhone 

> 

>On , at 6:35 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Wednesday at 10:30 am.? 

>> 

>> 

>> Do G ood. 

>> 

>> Deborah L. S~-oman, Ph.D CLU 

>> Engage. Exph~re. Empower. 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> 

>> "Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

>> ofyo~ success will be how you treat other people." 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: [mailto: @[ive.~c.edu] 

>> Sent: Monday-, 6:29 PM 

>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 

>> Subject: Re: @ad School Questions 

>> 

>> rm in town and should be able to come in on Wednesday or Thursday 

>>morning. Just let me ~ow what times you’re available and I can adjust 

>>to that. 

>> 

>> ThaWs again 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

>> 

>> On ;, at 6:15 P~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@~c.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Good to hear from you. I am in this week Tuesday through 

>>>~mrsday. Are you in town? 

>>> Give me a call and ~" I miss you, please leave yore mobile nmnber too. 

>>> Dr. Sffoman 

>>> Do Good. 

>>> 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

>>> Engage. Explore. Empo~ver. 

>>> 919843.0336 

>>> "Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick of 

>>> your success will be how you treat other people." 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: [mailto ~live.unc.edu] 

>>> Sent: Monday, 3:48 PM 



>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>> Subject: Grad School Questions 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 

>>> tlope you’re doing well this summer I’m starting to gather grad 
>>>school info and was wondering if you were available any time to talk. 
>>>I’m trying to figure out the application particulars and stuff for 
>>>things like the GRE and other requirements I don’t want to 
>>>accidentally fall way behind so I was hoping you could fill me in on 
>>>sonm st~ffll If you have time I’d really appreciate any help. 

>>> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11:16 AM 

Joe Webster @gmaJd.com> 

I~E: Greetings 

Thanks for your kind ~vords. You are most definitely a Tar Heel! 
I appreciate the support. As you know, this labor brings few re~vards in this life. ;) 

Galatians 6:9 

Hugs, 

debby 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 
of your success will be how you treat other people." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Joe Webster [rnai[to ~mail com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 7:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Greetings 

Deborah, 

The recent Newsletter was well done! ’]’hank you for including the        wedding      was excited about it and forwarded copy to me. 
I’ll have to become an Honorary Carolina alum one day. Maybe I can take a course so I will be more Carolina blue. 

I’m glad your tenure as President will continue You’ve brought great leadership to the orgamzatmn 

Best wishes, Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:31 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

Sure~ Feel free to call me now, I have a meeti~g at 2:00 today. 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,8,~3,0336 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
I would like to speak with you even though I am in Georgia doing my internship with 

’~ever lose sister of the fact H~at the most important yardstick 

of yore’ s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

blive.unc.edu] 
ll: 14 AN 

¯ Thank You. 

B.S. Exercise and Sport Science (Sport Administration) 

Minor, African Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1J.:40 PM 

To: 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Sponsorship 

Dr. Rim Balaban is a friend of mine. I don’t know Tnrchi.;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor; Caxolina Spo~ Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lamb& 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we rnu~f do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 9:30 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS - Sponsorship 

Dr. Stroman, 
I was emailing you to ask who is a great professor between Rita and Turchi for ECON ? Thank You. 

B.S. Exercise and Sport Science (Sport Administration) 

Minor, African Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc¯edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:32 AM 

To: 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Sponsorship 

Today at 230? Talk on the phone tonight? Dr. Strom~x~ 



DI ,S t~om my iPhone. 

On at 10:56 PM, 

DR. Stroman, 
We never did make a time ti meet fir this week? 

~i~l ve ~ nc edu> wrote 

B.S. Exercise and Sport Science (Sport Administration) 

Minor, African Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’ 

Sent: Sunday, 8:04 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Sponsorship 

To: 
From: DeboraJ~ Stroman 

Hi Heels. Attached find your paper, 

1. Turni~in 

2. Graded 

Thank you tbr your pa~icipation and patience with Turnitin. We are all learning. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: EXS S:      !.S~ 

SP] " site. To replyto this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 12:28 PM 

Salyer, Sher%, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

I~B: Project Uplift Co~t]rmation 

Project Uplift DS.pp~ 

Hi Sherr% Here’s my version updated for this year. As always, feel free to delete/add slides. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qa, q~. ~2,~ptor~:~. E’mpow,~r. 
9~{9~843~0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most importm~t yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat other people." 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Sunday, 8:34 PM 
To: Brickhouse, Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Project Uplift Confirmation 

Not sure if I responded. Let’s move local:ion to ~ Mt bigger room--:[(}(~ ~:etzer inste~d of 104. We ~r’e remedy 

From: [mailto; @live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:18 PN 
To: Salyer, Sher~ L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Project Uplift Confirmation 

tlello Dr. Salyer & Dr. Stroman, 

Thm~k you so much for pre~nfing an academic ~ssion for our Project Uplift pa~icipants tNs ?ear. As a mtnindec you a~e scheduled m pre~nt this uNoming 

Thur~ay, May 24, from 3 4pm. Please be prepared to present to appm~mately 20-25 s~denB. Below aye specific devils conce~ng your presen~tion: 

Location: Fetzer 106 

If there is an~1hing that you need from us or any concerns that you have, please do not hesitate to let me know. We look forward to seeing you ThuBday! 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy oil copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 3:44 PM 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

1~1: Cover Letter Question 

Yes, a sample used for any job opening. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:05 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Cover Letter Question 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
The cover letter is just a sample one that we create correct? .lust want to double check with you. 

Thanks, 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how you treat other people." 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

B,S. Business Administra[io~ 
Kenan- Hag]er B usiness School 

The ! ] ruve~sikv ~f N ozlh Carolina at Cha[~l Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 4:12 PM 

Carother~ Jonni Jo Keech <jocaroth@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: NIH Biosketch 

Stroman Bio Sketch.doc 

See attached. Thanks. 

Do Good, 

Deborat~ L, Stroman, Ph,D, CL~.J 

9:19.}?43.0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yomr s~access will be how you treat other people." 

From; Carothers, Jonni Jo Keech 
Sent; Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11:49 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" NIH Biosketch 

Thank you for your time Dr. Stroman. The sample is attached. Let me know if I can be of any additional help. 

Thank you, 

Jo 

Jo Carothers 

Assistant to Fatimah L.C. Jackson, PhD 

Nutrition Research Institute 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

500 Laureate Way 

Kannapolis, NC 28081 

704-250-5042 

jo carothers(~unc.edu 

@yahoo.corn 

www.uncnri.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:19 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Project Uplift Confirmation 

You’re welcome! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <_s__a__!_y__e___r___@___e____m___a__[Lu___n__£_.__e___d___u_> 

Date: Tuesday,            5:11 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Project Uplift Confirmation 

Got it. Thanks. Looks .great! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, 12:28 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 

Subject; RE: Project Uplift Confirmation 
Hi Sherry~ Here’s my version updated for this year’. As always, feel free to delete/add slides. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,q~(m, g,~ptor~:L E’mpow,~t’, 
9~19.843~0336 

’,Never lose sight of the fact that tl~e most hnportant yardstick 

of your success w~H be how yo~ treat other people." 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Sunday, 8:34 PM 
To: ; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Project Uplift Confirmation 

Not sure if I responded. Let’s rnove h:~cal:ion t.:_~ a bit bigger room--:[(}(~ r:etzer instead o~ 104. We are ready 

From: [mailto: @live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4::t8 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Project Uplift Confirmation 

Hello Dr. Salyer & Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much tbr pre~nting an academic ~ssion for our Project Uplift participants this year. As a reminder, you are scheduled to present this upcoming 

Thursday,      ., from 3 4pm. Please be prepared to present to approximately 20-25 students. Below axe specific details concerning your presentation: 

Location: Fetzer 106 

If there is an~lhing that you need from us or any concerns that you have, please do not hesitate to let me know. We look forward to seeing you ThuBday! 

Thank ~ou, 

B.A. Political Science & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use o[ the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. I.f you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 11:08 AM 

@gmal.com> 

ILS: EXSS    Resume/Cover Letter and Plagiarism Tutorial 

Thanks       ! Glad to hear that you are off and running... 

i plan on being in the office Tuesday-Thursday~ If I miss you, just slide the docs under the door. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosi importani yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat other people." 

~gmail.com] 
11:24 PN 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Resume/Cover Letter and Plagiarism Tutorial 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Attached is tny resume, cover letter, aJad plagiarism tutorial for the EXSS    class this summer. I have aheady paid my insurance coverage aaad I am waiting for 

Coach Beny to get back in town so I can get him to sign the forms that need to be signed. The internship is going well so far and I am having a blast worldng ruth 

Coach Berry so far. Is there any times that you will be in your office this week or next week so I can drop offappendices B&C when I get them signed? Thanks and I 

hope you axe having a wonderful summer. 
Sincerely, 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel-Hill 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science -- Sport Administration 

B.A. PolilicaJ Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday,             11:12 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: Resume & Cover Letter 

Received. Tha~ks! 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:39 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Resume & Cover Letter 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is my updated resume and a cover letter. 

Thanks, 

’Never lose sigh~ of fl~e fac~ ~ha{ fl~e most impor{an~ yardstick 

of your success will be how ym~ ~rea~ ofl~er people." 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

B.S. Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
.(~_~e_n__a_!>_~_a_~_e_r:_u_n_c_ :_e_~_u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Imp <lecamp~email.unc.edn>; Williams, Heather A <hawill@email.unc.edu>; 

Tyson, Ka~-olyn D <kdtyson@email.nnc.edw~ 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@e~n~il.unc.edu>; Penn, A~m E <m~npenn@mnail.nnc.edu>; Crisp, Winston B < wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda m~one@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Review of courses AFAM.pdf 

Thanks Valerie, Larry, and Reg for the importan[ discussion with the subcommittee yesterday, t l:hkd~ we are all hi agreement thai [:hey h~arned a Io[ from our 

interaction w~th them, And it remains amazin£ to me Lhat they would make the comment Lhat "we have never heard this perspective before." ;) 

Key po~nLs shsred (in no particular order) --- 

Be ever m~ndful or Lhe two vuh~erable populations ~n this situation: students and AFAM facuky, How sre we as a university framing our Isngusge? 

F~nd~nfi # 7 should have been at d~e beginning o1: the document, 

¯ Keep perspective. Student support and success is the # ~ pr~orit% 

¯ The importance el: perception. The universky mus~ do a better job of commurficatb~g messages on and o1:t: campus. ~ndude people of co,or on committees 

to ~esrn and share experiences. 

¯ Don’t try to rehash or reinvestigate d~e Hsrdyn/Andrews report. The establishment of the subcommktee in itself can be viewed ~n s negative way. 

¯ The Chancellor should immediately communicate confidence and support of AFAM faculty and the academic d~scip~ine to the entire faculty. 

¯ The comm~tmen~ to big-tkne atMet~cs has been made. TNs decision often comes w~th a univers~W-.w~de cost, sacr~[~ce, and unintended consequences. 

Seek accountabi[ky from the adults rather d~an blame and/or accuse students. The analysis of Academic C~usterb~g s~udies (sport administration) w~[[ 

reveal particular patterns of abuse, ~f present. 

¯ Revisit the state of collaboration (and mission} between the academic advisors (Steele} and athletic academic advisors (I.oudermHk}. 

¯ The apparent readership autonomy given ~o all U NC--CH department chairpersons should be reviewed. 

¯ [t is not uncommon for various student populations to m~grateiseek majors or mb~ors that reflect their culture, ~nterests, and curios~W. This phenomenon 

[s not new and has nothing to do with the rigor of the disdplh~e~ A~[ academic units are worthy and provide vak~e to the campus and beyond. 

[ wH[ keep you posted on any updates or requests. 

Have a Messed Memorh~[ Weekend. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the mosI important yardstick 

of your success will be how you treat oIher peopleo" 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Monday, May 21, 2012 1:16 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L; Campbell, Larry; Williams, Heather A; Tyson, Karolyn D 
Co; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Penn, Ann E~ Crisp, Winston B; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
Subject; RE: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Dear Debby, 

Thanks for this information. 

Unfortunately I am out of town otherwise I would join you and other colleagues at tomorrow’s meeting. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, May 21, 2012 12:31 PM 
To; Campbell, Larry; Williams, Heather A; Tyson, Karolyn D 
Cc-" SaNe, Eunice N~ Hildebrand, Reginald F; Penn, Ann E; Crisp, Winston B~ Malone, Brenda Richardson 
Subject; FW: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 

Hi Friends~ Valerie and I are meeting with this Faculty subcommittee tomorrow. I also invited the CBC Leadership team to loin us. 

[ w[[~ [orward the response received to my question o[ who serve~; on this ~;ubcommRtee. 

Fee~ free to ca~ me tonight a[:ter 6:00 p.m. to fi[~ in the blanks on LNs update. ;) 

Mobile --- 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Eg~,qt(q~, E,~plor~:~, En~pow,~r. 

919,843~0336 



’~Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore’ s~ccess will be l’~ow yo~ trea~ ofl~er people." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, May 21, 2012 12:25 PM 
To-" Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" b-W: FEC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance: High 
Hi Team. We are tentatively set to meet with this subcommittee at 2::15 p~m. tornor~ow in Ca~r 200g for 30 m~nutes. Dr. Ashby and I pla~ o~ asking questions to 

ascertain exactly what 

We are very concerned that th~s s~tuat[on doesn’t morph ~nto a "Mack vs. white" ~ssue or that the academic review doesn’t evolve to a focus on atMet~cs. 

f hope you ~::~r~ 

Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’~,q~,q~ gkplore. ~’mpowe~: 

91{9~343~0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ trea~ other people." 

From; Turner, Katie 
Sent: Sunday, May 20, 2012 3:43 PM 
Te-" Stroman, Deborah L; Ashby, Valerie S 
Subject; I=EC Subcommittee Meeting Request 
Importance: High 
Dear Pro£ Stroman a~d Pro£ Ashby: 

The Chair of the Faculty has recently appointed a subcon~nittee of the Faculty Executive Committee to assess the state of the reporting process in the wake of the 

probletns in African 2m~ericax~ Studies. The subcommittee has reqnested that I contact you to set up a 30 minute meeting with you both. The subcomtnittee’s prefected 

dates and times for next week are: Monday at 12:30pm, Tuesday at 10:00am or 1:30pm, aa~d Wednesday at 9am. Are you available at any of those times? 

Thank you, 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 
Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 

230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, May 24, 2012 3:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; sonia_colon@email.unc.edu; lydia.boyd@unc.edu; Hall, Perry 
A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F (jt]ordan@email.unc.edu); Lambert, 
Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C 
<mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola- 
Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu>; Pier, 
David <dpier@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; 
Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame 
<mseck@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; 
kaslo@email.unc.edu; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu>; b_anderson@unc.edu; 
Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc. edu>; Fhunsu, Donato <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu>; Lisanza, 
Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A 
<smutima@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>; Kapur, Geeta 
<gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

cbcchair@unc.edu 
Carolina Black Caucus - Letter of Support 

Note: This letter was sent intra-university mail. 

May 24, 2012 

To: The Faculty and Staff of the African and Afro-American Studies Department 

We, the leadership of the Carolina Black Caucus, write this letter to formally share our support for you during this 

challenging time period. With the release of the Hartlyn and Andrews Report, it appears that many in the public and 

university communities have a heightened interest in the affairs of your individual and collective activities; and the value 

and rigor of your academic discipline. We feel that this scrutiny is unfair and misplaced. 

Please know that we share your desire to "uncover the truth" and to move forward in a positive effort to first educate 

and serve students. We are committed to assisting your chairperson, Dr. Sahle, any way possible to ensure that any and 

all attacks on your integrity are challenged and confronted immediately. 

If you have any questions or insight to assist us in our effort to advocate for your department, please contact us directly. 

Respectfully, 

2012-2014 Steering Committee 
Shandra Jones - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Ursula Littlejohn - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

O.J. McGhee -School of Public Health 
Verita Murrill - Human Resources 

Nakenge Robertson - FPG Child Development Institute 

Deborah Stroman, Chairperson -Exercise and Sport Science 



Harambe, 

debby 

Deborah Lo Stroma~ PhoD CLU 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 
919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 11:47 AM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; spcamp@email.unc.edu; 
rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 
E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Scheper, Walter <scheper@email.unc.edu>; Houston, Terri 
C <thouston@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; McLean-Pottinger, 
Audrey Lorraine <mcleanpo@email.unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, 
Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~oolk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen 
L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; j o- 
ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 
<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Chafletta Georgette 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~oierce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~oenn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; Burney, Myron G 
(mgburney@northcarolina.edu); Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Douglas, 
Linda B <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; 
afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; josmell@unc.edu; gwen_burston@unc.edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille_brooks@unc.edu>; Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; Pinkney, 
Dwayne L <dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu>; 
Schoenbach, Victor J <vj s@unc.edu>; Bright, Cedric Marc 
<cedric_bright@med.unc. edu>; Beatty, Rhonda Hubbard <rbeatty@email.unc. edu>; 
Davis, Hubert Ira Jr <hidavis@email.unc.edu>; Dixon, Darius P. 
<dpdixon@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Ursula Eunice <ursula_littlej ohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC June News! 

CBC Communications 6.5.12.pdf 

Hi All. Here’s a quick summer e-news blast. 

Support today’s National Health Equity Research Webcast! The program is scheduled for 

1:30 p.m.- 4:00 p.m. 

http://www.sph.u nc.edu/media/webcasts.html?webcast=2012-06-05 wc1800sd2012 

A special thanks to Josmell Perez in his hard and smart work coordinating the 2012 Project Uplift program. These high 

school students benefit greatly by visiting UNC over the summer! Kudos! 

Harambe, 

debby 

Deborah Lo Stroman~ PhoD CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 
919.843.0336 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

"Walking on Wednesdays (WOW)"- Need an excuse to avoid another late 

night at the office? Meet and make friends each Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. 

WOW will gather in the lobby of Woollen (next to Carmichael Arena). Join us 

as we take gingerly stroll through the beautiful Gimghoul Road (or wherever 

we feel the need to wander) community chatting about life and the 

happenings of the day before heading home to eat and sleep. ;) First walk: 

June 13th. Inclement weather decision made at 3:00 p.m. Contact 

cbcchair@unc.edu for more details. 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there 

are new hires (faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) or 

retirements in your unit or department. We wish to welcome them to the 

university. Send information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

18th National Health Equity Research Webcast- 
http://www.sph.unc, edu/media/web casts.html?web cast= 2012- 06- 

05 wclSOOsd2012 



Cedric M. Bright, M.D., F.A.C.P. (Moderator) 
Director, Office of Special Programs and Assistant Dean for Admissions, UNC 

School of Medicine and 112th President, National Medical Association 

Speakers: "Social Determinants of Health Disparities: Moving the Nation to 
Care about Social Justice" - Camara P. ]ones, M.D., M.P.H., Ph.D. 
Social Determinants of Health and Equity, Division of Epidemiologic and 
Analytic Methods for Population Health, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention 

"Diabetes Among American Indians: A Case Study in Moving from Health 
Disparities to Health Equity" - Ronny A. Bell, Ph.D., M.S. 
Professor, Wake Forest School of Medicine and Co-Director, Maya Angelou 
Center for Health Equi~ 

"Addressing social determinants through Community-based Participatory 
Action Research for Community and System change" - Aida L. Giachello, 
Ph.D. - Professor, Department of Preventive Medicine, Northwestern University 
Feinberg School of Medicine 

Thursday June lg - 6:30 p.m. (Ackland Art Museum) - Discussion of 

Toni Morrison’s 1973 novel Sula, Co-facilitated by Dr. Rebecka Rutledge 

Fisher, Asst. Professor of English & Comparative Literature. RSVP to: 

acklandRSVP@unc.edu 

The Southern Historical Collection (SHC) in UNC’s Wilson Library invites you 
to participate in the African-American Family Documentation Initiative. 
Help us tell all our stories. Here are ways to help: Place family records in the 
archive for preservation and research. Tell others (friends, family, churches, 
and local organizations) about the Initiative. Raise awareness of the 
importance of collecting and preserving our history by hosting events and 
meetings. Make a donation. Also included in the initiative is the exhibit 

Southern Roots, Enduring Bonds: African American Families in North Carolina, 
on view in the Southern Historical Collection (4th floor) through July 1. 
h ttp : / / www.li b.un c.ed u /b l ogs / af am / i n d e x. p h p / afri can- am e ri can- famil y- 

documentation-initiative/ 

The Carolina Club, the dining and social Club for UNC employees, is 

conveniently located in central campus on Stadium Drive. The deadline for 

UNC Employees to join The Carolina Club with no initiation fee and receive a 



$100 dining credit has been extended through June 15th. To learn more 

about the Club and the benefits of membership, please contact our 

Membership Director, Vandora Davis ’92, at 962-0021 or at 

vandora.davis@ourclub.com and visit us online at http:!!www.carolina- 

club.corn 

The Carolina Women’s Center is moving into new offices within the Sonja 
Haynes Stone Center this July. The CWC will be closer to campus in an effort 
pursue collaborations with other departments and units on campus. 

http:!!womenscenter.unc.edu! 

Carolina Homecoming Weekend - Nov. 8-11th. If you have not done so 
already, please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on 
your calendar. Continue to watch your email for event updates. 

Friday, June 8th (7:30 p.m. at Health Touch, Durham) - Mama Juggs: The 

Award Winning Breast Health Show - http://www.mamajuggs.com - 

Written and performed by Anita Shontel Woodley. Mama Juggs is an intimate 

performance about women’s health and living with breast cancer by 

channeling the voices of proud African-American women within her family 

as they struggle with bra stuffing, breastfeeding and last stage breast cancer - 

all in the context of the social and economic adversity of the Oakland 

projects. She plays three different characters without the help of costume 

changes or scene breaks. Woodley wrestles with these issues through a 

diversity of theatrical styles, including a cappella Negro spirituals, comedy, 

straight talk, improvisation, and audience interactions. Woodley is an award- 

winning journalist for WUNC-FM’s The Story with Dick Gordon. 

Saturday, June 9th (11:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. at the North Carolina Museum of 

History, Raleigh) - Healthy Tailgating Cooking Demo, Samples, & Book 

Signing. Learn to make easy, tasty snacks with organic, local ingredients at 

the Celebrate North Carolina Sports event. Linda Watson, author of Wildly 

Affordable Organic, will talk about making Spicy Black-Eyed Peas, Black Bean 

Salad with Tomatoes and Roasted Corn, and Chocolate Sweet-Potato Snack 

Cake. Taste samples and get free recipes. Buy or bring her cookbook for her 

to sign. Sessions start at 11:30, noon, 12:30, 1:30, 2:00, and 2:30. Free to the 

public! 



A timely and positive response to the negative scrutiny of the African and Afro- 

American Studies department - 

Like Wade Hargrove, chairman of UNC-Chapel Hill’s Board of Trustees, I read the recent report of 
academic fraud at my alma mater with a mixture of disappointment and dismay and outrage. These 
feelings were compounded by the fact that I am a proud graduate of the Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies, which was the target of the probe. 

When I entered college I was intent on majoring in philosophy and European history. I knew some 
German and studied a bit of ancient Greek with an eye toward graduate work examining currents in 
Continental thought. But as I delved deeper into my studies I realized that many of the best scholars 
who were producing some of the most exciting research worked in the field of black studies. After a 
few classes the prolific professors and academic rigor of the African and Afro-American Studies 
Department persuaded me to change my focus. 

It is surreal to read a portrayal of my department that breaks so radically from the experience of most 
graduates. In African and Afro-American Studies I was challenged and mentored. I was alerted to 
academic conferences and encouraged to attend. I was urged to submit original research papers to 
scholarly journals. And on several occasions I was invited to dinner with leading historians from 
places such as Germany or Japan who specialized in the surprising connections between their 
nations and black America. It was a heady time. 

It also is difficult to fathom the abuses described in the report occurring in my classes. To pass off a 
plagiarized paper to Professor Kenneth Janken one would first have to find a piece of writing with 
which he is not familiar. That is no small task. And there were many times when I turned in a 10 page 
paper to Professor Reginald Hildebrand and received 11 pages in comments, questions and 
corrections. Absentee teachers they were not. 

The most painful part of UNC’s academic fraud investigation is that a single person, former 
department chair Julius Nyang’oro, has tarnished the reputation of an entire academic unit of the 
university. And the report makes this point clear: no other professors or instructors were involved in 
the scandal. 

The other tragedy is that like the Trojan Paris looking for the weak heel of Achilles, there are those 
who will use one man’s transgressions to attack the entire enterprise of black studies. These 
questioners rarely jab at other centers of interdisciplinary scholarship such as European or Security 
Studies. But the truth is without bringing together lines of research from across the academy we would 
not have books that mix history and memoir like Tim Tyson’s "Blood Done Sign My Name," or works 
that complicate our understanding of medical ethics like Rebecca SMoot’s "The Immortal Life of 
Henrietta Lacks," or nuanced examinations of our heroes like Henry Wiencek’s "An Imperfect God: 
George Washington, His Slaves, and the Creation of America." 

While not all of these writers work in African-American studies, they all owe a debt to the field. 



I did not often encounter Julius Nyang’oro during my days at UNC (apparently, neither did his 
students). But if his careless, and possibly criminal, actions make a single student doubt the value of a 
degree in African and Afro-American Studies then it will be difficult for me to forgive his sins. I can 
promise this to any young scholar who engages with my former professors: You are tapping a rich 
vein of knowledge. Indeed, for any ability I possess to reason or write today, much of the credit is due 
to my undergraduate department. Only the mistakes have been mine. 

Adam Linker is with the N.C. Justice Center. 

ht__~l~://www.newsobserver.com/2 012/O6/O2/2104848/mv-african-studies- 

~erien co. h tm l#storylin k=cp~ 

Luke V~sconfi answers THE question again.., 

Luke Visconti’s Ask the White Guy column is a top draw on DiversityInc.com. 

Visconti, the founder and CEO of DiversityInc, is a nationally recognized leader in 

diversity management. In his popular column, readers who ask Visconti tough 

questions about race/culture, religion, gender, sexual orientation, disability and 

age can expect smart, direct and disarmingly frank answers. 

Question: I’m a 21-year-old white male. Why does it seem like I must apologies 
(sic) for it? I’m not racist, sexist, nor feel any kind of discrimination towards 

anyone. I respect individuals based upon their character and merit. My parents 

and extended family share the same attitude and just a few generations ago my 

family were immigrants to this great country. Why does it seem that many 

people, like those behind this website and the hypersensitive groups at my 

University, make the assumption that I have some sort of advantage or I am 

given a better opportunity or even that I am prejudice because I’m a white male. I would not really 

notice race or feel uncomfortable around certain other races if I didn’t sense the animosity coming 

from the other direction. 

It’s hard out there for everyone, my peers and I will have the same opportunity to achieve success, no 

matter what race or sex or religion or however else you people categories individuals. It will be based 

upon our character and merit.., that is unless this "diversity" stuff keeps holding all of us back. So I ask 

again, why does it seem like I must apologies for being a white male? 

Answer: If you have a passion in life and are sensitive enough to what is 
going on around you, patterns emerge to give you clarity. Today, I received 
your email; yesterday, I was speaking at a conference for the construction 
trade where I apologized to the mostly non-white crowd when I told them 
that they, the oppressed, were the ones who had to lead their companies out 
of oppressive behavior .... Some non-white people do "play the race card." 
However, I’ll point out that white people "play the race card" every day of 



their lives. They may not know it, but they do. Such is the privilege of being 
white in this country. 

The Legacy of Slavery & Racism 

The legacy of slavery has benefited every white person in this country-- 
directly and personally. In a very gross analogy, if you run a series of foot 
races over 300 years but prevent 13 percent of the participants from 
learning how to run for 180 years and then give them concrete sneakers for 
another 80 years--but allow them full access for 40 years--it will take the 13 
percent quite a few races to be competitive because the other 87 percent 
advanced their skills by practice and repetition. 

Life is not a foot race, but it is a fact that the average white person would not 
economically benefit from switching places with an average Black person 
(Black households average one-tenth the household wealth of white 
households. Click the image above to view additional factoids). If you believe 
all people are created equal, there has to be a reason for this--and there is: 
racism. 

The core aspect of your ignorance is the assertion that you did not have 
"some sort of advantage" or that you were "given a better opportunity." You 
are profoundly wrong in that statement. 

The animosity you sense being directed at you is due to your behavior, which 
is shaped by profound lack of knowledge and perspective on how our current 
national situation has come to pass. You dismiss the very thing that shapes 
your entire life: white privilege. The fact that you think you can describe your 
life in absence of racial terms is the pinnacle of white privilege. 

Read more - http:!!diversityinc.com!diversity-management!ask-the-white- 
guy-diversity-and-inclusion- 
apologize!?utm source=Genius&utm campaign=newsletterLuke&utm medi 

um=DI&utm content=2012-05-29&mgsl=56b182VZy6 



¯ DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

Sunday, June 17th - Multiple Grammy® award-winner and R&B chanteuse, Anita Baker, is 

renowned for her soaring alto vocal range, Baker launched her career in 1986 with 

"Rapture" which won her two Grammy® Awards. She recorded a number of hit singles, 

including that album’s title track and "Sweet Love". She is ranked among VHI’s 100 Greatest 

Women in Rock ’n’ Roll. Her newest album, 21st Century Love, is scheduled for release in 

2012. 

Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www.unc.edu/cbc/ioinform.htrnl 

cbcin~@Un¢oedU 919o845o0556 

~bur CBC Leadership Team 

Shandra Jones - Kenan-Fla gler Business School 

Ursula [i ttlejotm - Kenan-Fla gler Business School 

OJ. A¢cGhee - School of t~blic Health 

Verita A@rrill- Human Resources 

Naken ge Robe~son - FPG CI~Yd De velopmen t Insti tu te 

Deborah Stroman - Exercise and Sport Science 

New Ambassadors for 2012-13: Aaron Dodson, Morgan Johnson, Kristina Redd, and Taylor Walker. 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heaL 

In every heart, there is the power to do it." 

M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, 2:29 PM 

@gmail.com:~ 

Re: PSU - Article of Interest 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Definitely one of the best written. Hope all is well’. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 1:31 PM, " @gmail.com> wrote: 

This was an outstanding article! The culture of complacency that pervades college athletics and I really 

appreciate the author mentioning the danger of Mfite men who are ~pica]ly the athletic director, head 

football & head basketbgd coach. Hopefiflly the big time spo~ts juggernaut will begin to lose steam in the 

nea~r future... 

On Fri, at 1:58 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

tti Friends. 

A good perspective on the dangers of letting "sports run wild" on ca~npus. Surprisingly, the author also notes the unintended con~quence of letting 

white men administer the entire operation. #diversitymatters 

d 

Deborah Lo Sf~r~ Ph.Do CLU 

www=e~ssouncoed u 

919,843,0336 

<image001 .j p~> 

<image002jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstroman@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 7:13 PM 

karl n.kildow@us.redbull .com 

Re: Red Bull Athelte Project 

HI Karin. Thanks for your note. I am teaching Sport Marketing this fall; however, the first day of class is August 22nd. I will forward the information to my students though. 

Continued success, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Southall>, Richard Southall <southall~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 9, 2012 7:06 PM 

To: "karin.kildow@us.redbull.com" <karin.kildow@us.redbull.com> 

Cc: Deborah Southall <disothll@email.unc.edu>, EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, Erianne Weight 

<eweight @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Red Bull Athelte ProJect 

Karin, 

Thanks for your email. I’m on research assignment this fall, so therefore I am not teaching a class, but I am cc:ing several members of our department who may very well want to 

take advantage of Terry’s willingness to come speak to their classes. They can coordinate with you. 

Thanks a great deal for reaching out to us. 

Cheers, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor -- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office -919~962-2507 

Cell -- 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southa~l~ er~a~Lu~c.edu 

U NC Sport Administration webs[re: 

CSRJ websRe: www b*~c.eduicsr~ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: "karin.kildow@us.redbull.com" <karin.ldldow@us.redbull.com> 

Date: Thursday, August 9, 2012 10:49 AM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fw: Red Bull Athelte Project 

Hi Richard, 

My name is Karin and I am the regional Red Bull marketing specialist. I was recently told about a great opportunity for the sports program at UNC. Judging by your title I 
think you are the man to talk to about it but if not, I was wondering if you could point me in the right direction... 

On August 21st Red Bull is bringing a X-Games Gold medalist and professional Flatland BMX athlete Terry Adams to UNC Chapel Hill. He will be doing a pop up 
demonstration in the middle of The Pit. However, I would love to have him contribute to some academic classes while he is in the area. If you know of any sports science or 
sports marketing professors that would be interested in having Terry Adams come and speak to a class please let me know so we can work to get that lined up in Terry’s 
schedule.Not sure how this will fit into the Graduate class schedule but I think it would be a great real life example of Sports marketing. Let me know if you have any ideas or 
if you know the right person I should ask about this. Thanks! 

Karin Kildow 
Red Bull North America 



Field Marketing Specialist- Raleigh 
karin, kildow@us, redbull.com 

980.263.1072 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:22 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Pre-O 

Hi I can be there. Thank you for the invitation. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t#_j__Li__e__x__s__s__.__u__n___c_.__e___d__u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

F ro m: ~_.e__r:o_a__[!.:_u_.n_ .c_:_.e__d_._u_ > 

Date: Thursday, :12:02 PM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Pre-O 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Pre-Orientation is taking place in the Great Hall on         and we are expecting over 300 new students and their families. Each year we have a 

special breakout session for the parents and family members who are attending. This year’s parent session is titled "Parental Involvement with Student 

Transition" and I would like to invite you to serve as a member of the panel. Your insight would be a very valuable asset to our event. The session is 

designed to be informal but informative and it is an important component for new parents who always come to the event with questions. The parent 

session will take place at 2:45pm in the Great Hall. Please let me know if you are available and willing to be a part of our event by Monday, 

I apologize for the late notice. Please give me a call if you would like to discuss details of the event at (919) 843-5517. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 7:26 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@gmaikcom> 

Re: CSBC Fall Fest Flyer is Complete! 

Hi. Looks great! Just add at least one female speaker to the list. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’: (J, Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 11:34 AM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc:                      @gmail.com> 

Subject: CSBC Fall Fest Flyer is Complete! 

Dr. Strornan, 

Just wanted to give you a heads up that the CSBC Fall Fest Flyer is now complete thanks to 

any final changes to it. We can use this flyer any time we’re trying to market our club on campus. 

hard work, I’ve attached the flyer in a word doc and pdf in case you wanted to make 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 11:13 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC Flyer! 

Resent-From: 

Resent-Date: Wednesday, 

@live.unc.edu> 

11:13 PM 

Hey 

Hope this looks okay. Just let me know if there’s anything I need to add orfix (: 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:37 PM 

Littlejohn, Ursula <Ursula_Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC First-Year/Faculty Mixer 

Yes, I spoke at the mixer last year. Thanks for the forward. I am on vacation and only slightly ;) going through emails. I am not sure if I received the invite. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !~!t~L/~/exss4~r!~q/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: <Littlejohn>, Ursula Littlejohn <--U-~-r-s-~-u-!--a--~-L!~-t--t!~-e-.L~---h---n----@--[£-e--n---a---n--~-f--!-a--g[-e---r-:--u---q-c--:-e---d---u-.> 

Date: Wednesday,              5:06 PM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: UNC First-Year/Faculty Mixer 

Hi Debbie, 
This just poDped up in my inbox~ I wasn’t sure if you may have received it alos and/or if we may want to share it among the Caucus membership (or select portion 

Ursula 

F~m: @live.unc.edul 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:59 PN 

Subject= uNc First-Year!Facul~ Nixer 

Greetings, 

The IVlu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. invites you to participate in our annual Black First-Year/Faculty Nixer on Thursday, 
in the Student Union Room 3205 from 5:30-7pm. The goal of this program is to introduce first year African-American students 

to the African-American faculty and staff on campus and provide them with wisdom and connections during a very formativetime in their 
academic careers. This event will be an informal networking opportunity to provide students with acomfortable atmosphere to ask all the 

questions that will aid them in theirfuture success. If you would be willing to participate and are available, please respond to 
_@_ l Lv_ _ _e_ ._ _._ _u_ _ _ _n_ _ _c_ _._ _e_ ._ _d_ _ £ !. . There is no formal dress code and you will not need to have anything prepared; just come ready to speak about your 

department and be excited to interact with the undergraduates. Feel free to invite and/or bring other colleagues, however please inform me 
of their attendance. Thank you in advance and I hope to hear from you soon! 

Sincerely, 

Nu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:39 PM 

@live.~mc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Durham Bulls Game 

@live.unc.edw~ 

Hi. The more ofl’erings that are consistent with our mission -- the better~ 
can’t hurt, right?’. Please do reach out to the Bulls and get someone to be 
a speaker EARLY this fall semester. Marketing Director? Operations? 
Financial? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department -http://exss unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 3:54 PM, @live.uncedu> ~ote: 

>       - Thanks for the info. Assuming the worst we might have to do a 
>weekend game for fear the Bulls don’t make it to the championship game. 
>I’H get back to you regarding Fall Fest whenever Tony Patterson in the 
>Union sends out the logistics to all the clubs later this week. But 
>thanks in advance for your helpt 
> 
>Dr. S~oman - what are your thoughts on a game on Friday, (our 
>E-Board retreat is on the previous Saturday, 

> Sent: We~esday, 7:39 PM 
>To: mjrobin 
>S~bject: Durham Bulls Game 
> 

>Hey 
> 

>I’ve looked at the schedule for the Durham bulls and the only game that 
>is in September that we could go to is the championship game on Tuesday 
>the 18th. The bulls may not play- in this game but it may be cool to see a 
>championship game. W we wanted a weekend game it would have to be the 
>last week in august. I just wanted to get yow opinion on it, I can also 
>send out a sm~’ey or something to get the exec boards opinion. 
> 

> 

> 

>Btw I can help during fall fast from 10-1 h 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:41 PM 

.@live.unc.edu> 

Re: appointment? 

Hi. What is your PI D? I will be back in the office next week. Are you in Chapel Hill now? You can always meet with a full-time Steele advisor to change your major if this change is 

urgent. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowi~g is r~ot enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not er~.:)ugh; we r~st do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: appointment? 

Hi, 1 am interested in changing my major to exercise and sports science and was hoping to set up a time to talk to you about the different branches of that major. ][ couldn’t 
find you on the academic advising web site, so I was wondering how I set that up. Any help you could give me would be great. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 6:09 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~> 

ILS: Tree Colols: follow-up 

Lot. So true... 

E, Richard, and I chatted after the orientation about the SA grad admission "ruling." 

Bett*-:~r to "lose l:his hal:de and win the war" ph~h:~sophy.,, 

EL:hard w~ ask for the same for the o~:her spec~a~zal:b:~s though, 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.[l CLU 

91 9.843,0336 

woman can make a differe~lce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From." Osborne, Barbara 
Sent; Monday, August 23, 20~2 6:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: True Colors: folbw-up 
~ know you care~ m~d that your feelings can be hurt. The "Mue" exp]ah~s why Deb Southa~ was so upset about some factua~ statement that ] made_. 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

University of North Carolh~a 

309 Woollen Gym 

{::g 8605 

Chapel H~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962~5173 

Ema~h sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
SeBt= Monday, August 13, 2012 6:05 PH 
Te= Osborne, Barbara; Bass, Allison Jill; Chalfin, Peter Lawrence; Doughe~, ]ohn James; Dressier, Cady; Kelly, ~mothy Robe~; Le~endecker, Grant H; Hi.hell, Catherine; 
Sanders, Byron;             Stewa~, Robe~ House; Tamari, Doron 
C¢= Southall, Richard Hichard; Southall, Deborah Joy; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Co~e 
S~bjeCt= RE: True Colors: BIIow-up 

Thanks for sharin!! 

Note: I am orange m~d Mue. ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL1J 

9:19,843,0336 

’One woman ca[~. make a differe~tce b~t 

women working together car~. cha~tge the world." 

F~m= Osborne, Barbara 
Sent= Monday, August 13, 2012 6:00 PN 
To= Bass, AHison Jill; Chalfin, Peter Lawrence; Doughe~, John James; Dressier, early; Kelly, Timothy Robert; keiendecker, Grant N; Mitchell, Catherine; Sanders, Byron; 

Stewart, Robe~ House; Tamari, Doron 
¢c= Southall, Richard Michard; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject= ~: True Colors: follow-up 

Forwardh~g from She~kw .... 

Bi~ r[)ari~ Osborne 

Associs[e Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

University of North 

309 Woollen Gym 

Ct3 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.9~2.5173 

Ema~h sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Monday, August 13, 2012 ll:50 AN 
Te= Osborne, Barbara 
Subje¢t~ True Colors: follow-up 

Barbara, 



Could you forward the following to the first years? Attached are the results to True Colors, and below is the link to a recap of the True Colors descriptions as well as 
interactions, 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 6:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Tree Colols: follow-up 

;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939.843.0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

women workiug ~ogether can change the world." 

F~m= ~l~ve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:11 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara 
~c: Bass, Allison ~ill; Chalfin, Peter Lawrence~ Doughe~, ]ohn James; Dressler, Carly~ Kelly, Timothy Robert; Leiendecker, Grant M; Mitchell, Catherine; Sanders, Byron 
Stewa~, Robe~ House; Tamari, Doron~ Southall, Richard Michard; Stroman, Deborah L~ Southall, Deborah ~oy; Weight, Erianne Aj Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: Re: True Colors: follow-up 

Jusi waut to cla~~ fl~at I a~l ve~ gol& mid not green :-) 

Tha~H 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
c: 

On , at 6:00 PIVI, Osborne, Barbara wrote: 

Forwarding from Sh~-:~lJey.,, 

Barbar’a Osborne 

Associate ProfessoF 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Uniw:,rsit¥ o~ North (:arolkH~ 
309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8805 

Chspel H~H~ NC 27~I9 

Phone: 9].9.9~2.~173 

Ema~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

~ Johnson, Shelley H 
~Bt~ Monday, 

T@~ Osborne, Barbara 
S~j~t~ True Colors: follow-up 

Barbara, 

11:50 AM 

Could you forward the following to the first years? Attached are the results to True Colors, and below is the link to a recap of the True Colors descriptions as well as 
interactions. 

http://www.youtu be.com/watch?v=a bFPRLqGFAk 

- Shelley 

<True Colors Mapping (SpAd ,pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, August 13, 2012 6:21 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-* 

I~B: Your door 

Okay. That’s good to hear. 

E, Richard, and I chatted after the orientation about the SA grad admission "ruling." 

Better to "lose l:his hal:tie and win the war" pMh:~sophy... 

Rk:hard w~ ask fOF the same for the o~:her speda~zal:k~ns though. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

91 9.843.0336 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 6:20 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Your door 

Thanks D! I need to really get after that door :-) 

Coyte 

’©no woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can cha~ge the world. 

See you soon in the trenches :-) Enjoy your evening! 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor in Sport Administration - UNC 

(919) 962-0959 

cgcooper@email.unc.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug :13, 20:12, at 6::16 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Coyte. I walked by your office and your door was open. I closed it.., 

Humidity??!! 

I hope all is well with little man. ;) 

d 

Deborah Lo Stron~n~ Ph.D, CLU 

W’w~N,exss, un¢,ed u 

315 Woo~en - ~B #8700 

919.~43,0336 
<image00ljpg> 

<imageOO2.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 10:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Hi Eunice. No problem. There is SO much going on... and classes haven’t even begun yet! ;) 

Stay encouraged. I meet with the Chancellor on Wednesday. I would love to chat with you before then. Feel free to call me in the evenings or at your convenience. Thanks! 

My mobile is 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_#__]_/__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__:_e__d___u_./ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must appl% Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 11:09 AM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Dear Debby, 

I hope you are well. 

Unfortunately, because of urgent developments, I write to see if we can reschedule our meeting tomorrow to next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2012 2:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Contact 

Yes, that’s fine. ThaJ~ks! 

DLS t~om my iPhone. 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 3:28 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Debby, 

Thanks for your note. 

At this moment, those two days work from this end. However, things may change if the Board of Governors panel call a meeting or if the SB[ needs to meet with 
me on any of those days. 

So for now can we tentatively arrange to meet at Jack Sprat (the Care on E. Franklin) on the 14th at 10.30am? If things change, I will let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, August 03, 2012 3:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Contact 



Hi Eunice. I hope all is well for you. I am out next week but would love to chat with you the week of the 13th. Let me know if you have some time the 

morning of the 14th or 17th. Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L. St~o~a~, Ph.D. CLU 
F~xploreo ENgage° Er~power, 
~,ex~,uRc,~du 

3~5 Wooll~ = C~ #870~ 
Chapel Hi~l~ NC 2759~ 

<ima~eOO2.jp~> 

<imageOO2.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: 

Hi I am not sure if you ever received this attachment from Dr. Safyer regarding EE credit for [XSS students. 

students. Please ~et me know ff you have any additional questions. 

Dr, Strornan 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

is primarily for sport administration 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

Dr. Stroman, 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

[mailto: _~live,unc,edu] 
11:09 AM 

I am trying to sign up for you        class to fulfill the EE requirement. I am a rising      in the EXSS department. I am wondering if I can obtain your permission to be 
enrolled in the class. I have contacted you about this earlier in the summer and did not get a response but would greatly appreciate an answer. Thanks for your help in 
advance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

l~L: EXSS Class and Physical Therapy Track 

What Can I Do With a Major iu pdf 

I-{i        What is your PID? We don’t recommend "advising by emaik" ;) 

I can’t assist in the admission of students into classes unless there is a special situation. Please schedule an appointment to meet w~th me next week. ~ teach MWF 

at 9:00 and w~l~ be ~n my office ~n the mornings unt~ noon and on Tuesday afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00~ 

See the attachment for students interested in PT. I suggest the general t:rack but the fitness profes@:maJ is aJso one that stt~dents use t:o fulSI] thek ~nt:erests 

Do your homework and narrow your P[ ~:~rograms [:o [~ve schools and check t:heir curricuk~m requirements 

Hope this information helps! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, PE,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

’One woman cat~ make a difference b~,t 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
$ent; Tuesday, 3:49 PN 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; EXSS Class and Track 
Hi Dr. Stroman, my name is and 1‘ had an academic advising appointment today to change my major to ~ am currently enrolled in 

:[3 hours for the fall and am trying to add an EXSS class to my schedule, so is there any way you could help me to get into one of the core classes? ~ was on a wait list for 
and have been checking everyday for openings but with no luck. Also, could you recommend a track 1 should follow (as far as classes 1" should take and when) for 

the physical therapy route of the general major? Thank you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu) 

I~W: Summer Reading Discussion Leader Assignments 

I hope you are winding down your summer in a greaL way! I just got back from the Virgin Islands and am now playing catch up. ;{ 

~ ~ook forward to our discussion group. Hopefully, we w~ have some ~velv students~ The book is rea~ scary to 

~ wil~ meet you at our classroom You don’t have to pre~are anyl:h~ng.., but do take a look a~: the questions on ~:he s~te and reflect on your answers, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

91 

woman can make a differe~lce but 

women working together can cha~ge the world." 

From: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Sent: Monday, 2:34 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject-" Summer Reading Discussion Leader Assignments 
Dear Deborah Stroman, 

Once again, thank you for volunteering to lead a Cazolina Summer Reading Discussion Session with our new students. 

I wanted to confirm that you will be facilitating a Summer Reading Discussion Session on Monday,. from lpm - 3pm with 

in Hones 107. 
The Carolina Summer Reading web site, _h__t_t_p_i/:!2v_2v_iNL~Ln__c_’_:_e_d_a_!~!p__, has been updated and will continue to be updated with resources and information that will help you 
prepaye for the discussion sessions. 

Thank you again for volunteering to lead one of these discussions and be a part of the UniversiS,’s eflb~ts to engage new students in the Carolina community. Please 

do not hesitate to contact our office at 919-962-8304 or e-mail Shandol Hoover at schooveff?~email.unc~edu if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Office of New Students & Carolina Parent Programs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:05 PM 

Littlejohu, Ursula<Ursula I,itflejohn@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu>; Robertsou, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu:~ 

CBC Welco~ne Social - ADD 

Please add to the reception listing. Her email address is 

Thanks! 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

www,unc.edu/cbc 

,.~. ya hoo.com 

.~i Description: Carolina BlackCaucus 542with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:33 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

ILE: Team Sports Marketiug URGENT 

Hi Victor’. Please let me know when you car] assist me with this fife. I was about to download another ,rsp t:ile opener and am concerned with a virus. I arn running 

out of t~me and need tMs ~nformat~om Thanks~ 

ShoLEk~ you just o~en the file and send them aH to me converted ~:o a .doc 

f w~H ema~l you the new file from TSM (Dropbox). 

Text/ca~ me for the password at any dine. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Pb.D, CLU 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

women working together can change the world." 

From: Anderson, Victor L 
Sent: Tuesday, July 3~, 20~2 8:[2 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Spo~ Marketing 

I opened the fiie and it didn’[ show a virus on my computer’. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 31, 2012 2:41 PN 
Tel Anderson, Victor L 
Su~ject~ N: Team Spor~ MarkeUng 

Hi. ~ need to unzip th~s fikL ~t has rsp files I was about to downMad a z~ file opener but thought: about possible v~ruses, aecommen&~t:~ons? 

Thanks, 

d 

Do Good, 

9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~,qe, g~plor’e, E’mpower. 
9] 9,843,0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference b~,t 

wome~l working together can change the world. 

Fr~ra: Wakefield, Kirk L. [ma[Ito:Kirk Wakefield@baylor.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Narch 29, 2012 10:04 AN 

T¢~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: Team SporN Narketing 

And the test~nk aJ~chmenf! 

~m; Wakefield, Kkk L. 
Sent~ Thursday, Narch 29, 2012 8:49 AN 

To~ ’dstroman@ema[l.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Team Spots Narketing 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for contacting me about www,teamsportsmarketing.com. The text is entirely online. Students can print each chapter and place in a binder 

if they so choose. Adopters include the link to the homepage (~vhere it takes them to the membership subscription page) or can include the link 

directly to membership: http://teamsportsnmrketing.com/membership 

Since it’s only $2 5 for 6 months, most students will take their own subscription. I’m able to keep it at that low price on that expectation. One way 
we can encourage that is if at the beginning of the term professors submit class rolls to me, just so I can gently monitor. 

I’ve provided you with an instructor’s lifetime pass that gives you access to everything on the site. 1 also have a testbank, which I’m attaching 

now. If you need it again closer to the fall, just let me know. Your login info: 

Username: 

Password: 

You can change the password after you login. 



By the way, I was checking out your LASER program and other activities. Very cool[ If as you use the text you see any opportunities to expand on 

areas of your expertise, please advise. One thing you could do is submit a blog and I post it to the site (under the BLOGS section). I intend to ask 

other adopting professors to do the same. 

Thanks again and let me know if’you have any questions! 

Kirk L. Wakefield 
Edwin ~K Streetmm~ Profes.~or of Retail Marbling 

Editor, The Mig(da Re.r~rt 

254-710-4267 (0) (C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:58 PM 

Wakefield, Kirk L. <Kirk Wakefield@baylor.edt~> 

I~E: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

;). Thanks! 

I am waiting for my tech guy to help with my opening of the test bank zip files, (.rsp) I need to download a zip file opener and 1 am not sure if I will invite a virus, 

Which so[tware do you use to open the files? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woraan cm~ make a difference but 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world." 

From; Wakefield, Kirk k. [mailto:Kirk_Wakefield@baylor.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 14, 2012 ~:49 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject; RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 
Deborah, 
I fixed your profile and uploaded your picture. Check it out and let me know ifI need to do an~lhing else. Of course, you can edit as you’d like. 

Kirk 

From; Stroman, Deborah k hm___a_!!_t_o_zd___s_t_r_9__@_u___n_c_=e_cJ_u_.]. 
Sent; Tuesday, August ~, 2012 3:50 PM 
To; Wakefield, Kirk L. 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 
Thanks Kirk. I am now finalizin~ my syllabus and this information helps. I see the pdf download, however, is there an instructor discount to purchase the textbook? 
I need to ~ive my copy back to Erianne Weight. ;) 

Attached find my initial roster. My class starts on the 22nd. 

Note: Please chan~e my name to Deborah (not ’Deboarah’) on the registration. 
debby 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
EngiNe. Ex~:~,lm’e. Emt:~,owe~t 
9719,843,0336 

’One woraan cm~ make a difference but 

woraen working toge{her c;m chm~ge the world." 

From; Wakefield, Kirk L. [mailto: Kirk Wakefieldf~__b__a_~_Lo_L__e__d___u] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 14, 2012 2:59 PM 
To; Wakefield, Kirk L. 
1::c; dianna.gray@unco.edu;.      @yahoo.corn; mlysko@smu.edu;          @mac.corn; iason.lee@unf.edu; peterson@niu.edu; greshamb@apsu.edu; 
_t__u__r_ELe__r_=___~____9__@__o___s__u__&c_!_u_.; _d__Cu_y__@__m__!!!Lk_[_n_=e__d___u_; Stroman, Deborah L; _d___w___h__Lt__e_$__@_s__a____m__f__o__Lc_l_=_e__d___u_; Tanner, Jeff; Beal, Paige 
Subject; Team Sports Marketing adopters 
Friends, 
If you are using Team Sports Marketing this term, I’ve put together some information to help kick offthe term. 

1. Roster. Please send me your roster list within the first week of classes. I’d like to keep track of subscribers and ask your help in encouraging each student to 

sub~ribe. I’ll let you know who still needs to subscribe a week after classes begin. 

2. Testbank. You can download the Respondus (.zip) test bank files from my dropbox. I’ve sent each of you an invitation to my TSM tblder at 

w~wv.dropN~x.com. Let me know if you have any problems accessing. 

3. Textbook. I’ve uploaded a PDF file of the entire text to the TSM dropbox for your purposes only. Do ~,ot .d~are ~]fi~.fil¢ with .s.mcte~I~.. You may print it and 

place in a loose leaf folder for your own use. 

4. Blogs. If you’d like to write a short blog/article or exercise relevant to the text, I’d love to upload it for everyone’s use. See the instructions here: 

htq~://teamsp~rl~sma,kefing:con~/bh)gs. For instance, you might see a WSJ article on sports fa~s a~d want to assign it, along with a few of your own thoughts or 

questions, for your class. If you do, follow the instructions at the link above and I’ll post. 

5. Migala Report. The Migala Report is moving to an open access format soon. This month’s articles are all free and should be going forward. We are giving 

TMR back to Dan to manage in October. Our $3 board, which has been doing the writing for TMR, will instead produce our own open access Baylor Sports 

Sales Report at ww~v.ba,dors3.com. This kicks offin Janumy 2013. We continue to work together with Dan and intend to feature him in the new report. 
6. Suggested Syllabus instructions: See below. 

S uggesled Syllabus Instructions 
Your text is available online at www.teamsportsmarketing.com. 

Each student must individually subscribe (~25 via Paypal) at www.teamsportsmarketing.com!membership. You may access the text on your laptop, tablet, 
or phone with your online subscription. 
You may also use the print function for each chapter if you would also like to use a hard copy. 



Key terms for each chapter are located at www.teamsportsmarketing.com!instructiors!chapter-key-terms. 

After subscribing If you have any problems accessing the site or other questions about the text, feel free to contact Kirk Wakefield@baylor.edu. 

Let me know what else I can do to help! 

Kirk L. Wakefield 

254-710-4267 (0) (C) 

Team Spor~s Marketing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:21 PM 

Wakefield, Kirk I,. <Kirk Wakefield@baylor.edt~~ 

Andersor~ Victor L <techguy@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

I am on a PC I opened the Respondus file and see all of the chapter files. V’,~en I click on each one, the file is now a .rsp file These .rsp files do not open on nay PC 

Oh well... 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wakefield, Kirk L [mailto:Kirk Wakefield(~baylor.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutzject: Re: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

It should auto open on any PC. Not sure if it’s on a Mac 

Sent from Kifl~’s Pad 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro(d~,,unc.edu>> wrote: 

;). Thanks! 

I am waiting for my tech guy to help with my- opening of the test bank zip files. (.rsp) I need to download a zip file opener and I am not sure if I will invite a virus. V~ich software do you use 
to open the files? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empoxver. 

919.843.0336 
<image001 .jpg><http ://twitter .corrU#[/drstroman> 
"One xvoman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the xvorld." 

From: Wakegield, Kirk L. [mailto:Kirk Wakefield~bavlor.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Deborah, 
I fixed your profile and uploaded your picture. Check it out and let me know if I need to do anything else. Of course, you can edit as you’d like. 
Kirk 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto :dstro@unc. edu]<maiko: [mailto:dstro@unc.edu]> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: YVakefield, Kirk L. 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Thanks Kirk. I am now finalizing my syllabus and this information helps. I see the pdf download, however, is there an instructor discount to purchase the textbook? I need to give my copy 
back to Erianne Weight. ;) 

Attached find my initial roster. My class starts on the 22nd. 

Note: Please change my name to Deborah (not ’Deboarah’) on the registration. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 
<imageOO l.jpg><http ://t~vitter.colW#V drstroman> 
"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

From: Wakefield, Kink L. [mailto:Kirk WakefieldO~bavlor.edu]<mailto:[mailm:Kirk WakefieldO~baylor.edu]> 



Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Wakefield, Kirk L. 
Cc: dianna.gray@unco.edu<mailto:dianna.~rav!~unco edu>; ~)yahoo.com<mailto: ~)yahoo.com>; mlysko@smu.edu<mailto:mb/sko(&)smu edu>; 
rbookbinder@mac com<mai[to:rbookbinder~mac.com>; jason.lee@unf.edu<mai[to:iason lee(&)unl~edu>; peterson@niu.edu---mailto:peterson(~niu.edu>; 
greshamb@apsu.edu<mailto:~reshamb(a)apsu.edu>; mmer.409@osu.edu<mailto:turner 409(a)osu.edu>; dluy@millfl<in edu--.mailto:dlu,v(&)millikin.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L; 
dwhitel@samfi)rd edu<mailto:dwhitel(&)samford.edu>; Tarmer, Jeff; Beal, Paige 
Subject: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Friends, 
If you are using Team Sports Marketing this term, I’ve put together some information to help kick off the term. 

1. Roster. Please send me your roster list xvithin the first week of classes. I’d like to keep track of subscribers and ask your help in encottraging each student to subscribe. I’ll let you kmoxv 
who still needs to subscribe a xveek aker classes begin. 

2. Testbank. You can download the Respondus (.zip)test bank files from my dropbox. I’ve sent each of you an invitation to tW TSM folder at 
w~.dropbox.com<http:i/xvwav.dropbox.com>. Let me know if you have any problems accessing. 

3. Textbook. I’ve uploaded a PDF file of the entire text to the TSM dropbox for your purposes only. Do not share this file with students. You may print it and place in a loose leaf folder for 
your oxvn use. 

4. Blogs. rd’you’d like to write a short blog/article or exercise relevant to the text, I’d love to upload it for everyone’s use. See the instructions here: http:/iteamsportsmarketing.comiblogs. 
For instance, you might see a WSJ article on sports fans and want to assign it, along with a few of your oxvn thoughts or questions, for your class. If you do, follow the instructions at the 
link above and I’ll post. 

5. Migala Report. The Migala Report is moving to an open access format soon. This month’s articles are all free and should be going forward. We are giving TMR back to Dan to manage 
in October. Our $3 board, which has been doing the writing for TMR, will instead produce our own open access Baylor Sports Sales Report at 
ww~v.baylors3.cora<httl~:/iw~’.bavlors3.com>. This kicks off in January 2013. We continue to work together with Dan and intend to feature him in the new repolt. 

6. Suggested Syllabus instructions: See below. 

Suggested Syllabus Instructions 
Your text is available online at ww~v.teamspoltsmarketing.com<http:/Txwzw.teamsportsmarketing.com>. 

Each student must individually subscribe ($25 via Paypal) at www teamsportsmarketing.con’v’membership<http ://wwwteamsportsmarketing.col~’membership>. You may access the text 
on your laptop, tablet, or phone with your online subscription. 

You may also use the print function for each chapter if you would also like to use a hard copy 

Key terms for each chapter are located at www teamspoltsma rketing. C Ol~’instructior s/chapter-key-terms<http://www.teamsp ortsma rketing, c o m/instru c tiors/chapter-ke ,v-terms>. 

Ai’ter subscribing If you have any problems accessing the site or other questions about the text, feel free to contact Kirk Wakefield@baylor edu<mailto:Kirk Wakefield@bavlor.edu> 

Let me know what else I can do to help[ 

Kkk 

<image002.jpg> 

Kirk L Wakefield 
Edwin W. Streetman Professor of Retail iVlarketing Marketing Department Hankamer School of Business Baylor University One Bear Place #98007 Waco, Texas 76798-8007 

254-710-4267 ((3)         (C) 

<imageOO3.jpg><http ://~vw.teamsportsmarketin~. colr~> 

<image004 jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: On Tomorrow - rescheduliug 

d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:52 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Hi Debby, 

Thanks! 

Let me know when we can catch up tonight, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

’One woman can make a difference but 

wome~ workiug together can c}mnge the woHd." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 I0:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Hi Eunice. No problem. There is SO much going on... and classes haven’t even begun yet! ;) 

Stay encouraged. I meet with the Chancellor on Wednesday. I would love to chat with you before then. Feel free to call me in the evenings or at your convenience. 

Thanks! 

My mobile is 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 11:09 AM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: On Tomorrow - rescheduling 

Dear Debby, 

T hope you are well. 

Unfortunately, because of urgent developments, I write to see if we can reschedule our meeting tomorrow to next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, August 04, 2012 2:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Contact 

Yes, that’s fine. Thanks! 

DLS from my iPhone. 



On Aug 3, 2012, at 3:28 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Debby, 

Thanks for your note. 

At this moment, those two days work from this end. However, things may change if the Board of Governors panel call a meeting or if the SBT needs to meet with 
me on any of those days. 

So for now can we tentatively arrange to meet at .lack Sprat (the Care on E. Franklin) on the 14th at 10.30am? Tf things change, I will let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 3:21 PM 

To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-" Contact 

Hi Eunice. I hope all is well for you. I am out next week but would love to chat with you the week of the 13th. Let me know if you have some time the 

morning of the 14th or 17th, Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L, Stro~a~, P~oD, CLU 

~,ex~.unc,edu 

Chapel Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<image001.jpg> 

<image002.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

IUd: 

Hi       ’As we discussed, the major is very popular. Try to show up on the lit’st day of classes (in the classes d~at you are interested in) and see if the professor 

has any space or open~ngs~ Otherwise, focus on your genera~ education requirements. You w~l~ have t~me to complete the major~ 

See you on Mond~w~ 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

womext working together can change lhe world." 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:51 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

Hey Dr. Stromau! I just realized that that         course is a pre-req £or your    class. Sorry. about that. is there any other EXSS class you can help me #et 

placed in’! I’m really struggling to get a full load, emd I’d re~Jly appreciate your help! Thank you! 

UNC ’ 

On , at 9:46 AM, wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Thanks for your note. Do understand that professors are not as present during the sumrner months. We vacation, travel, write, complete other 

assignments, research, and explore many times away from the office. ;) 

~ can meet w~th you and chat about         (http:/iexss.unc.eduiunder~raduate-.pro~ram/ba.-i n-exssisporb-administration/experiential-educat~on/). It ~s ~:oo 

much to explain ~n ~t~ erm~iL ;) "]’h~s course ~s for junior and semor students who w~sh to receive acadermc credi[: [or [hek ~n~:ernsh~p. We encourage (and te~ch 

students how) students to secure k~ternsMps on d~ek own~ 

~[: you have secured an internship and wanL credit, piease scheduie a meedng w~th me next week during Lhe first week of classes. ~ am the coordinator and enro~ 

students to th~s course. As noted on the webs~te and ~n the gul]eth~, you don’t have to do anything. ~ have your ~nformat~on and there is plenty of t~me to enroll 

you ~n the course. I hope this ~nformation he~ps.., 

Have you found an ~nternsh~p s~te yet? 

Dr. Strom~;t~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91 

’One woman cm~ make a difference but 

women working together c;m chm~ge the world," 

From: @live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 
Dr. Stroman, 
I’m sorry to send you multiple emails about enrolling in your class but with classes starting soon I am trying to finalize my schedule for the fall. Earlier today I tried to enroll in 
your class for the fall but it still says I need instructor consent to enroll, ff you are in your office during the day I can come see you so we can talk about iL Thank you 
for your time. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:47 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

ADD 

Hi 

may enroll you in Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroraan, Ph,D, CLU 

............................................. 

You are currently at 18 hours so you will have to drop a class or get permission to take 21 hours. Let me know when you have this request taken care of so I 

.~’~i Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:52 PM 

@live.uuc.edu> 

l~E: Dissertation Research 

Feel ff’ee to send me the link in September, 

Continued Success, 

Dr, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19,8~3,0336 

’One woman cm~ make a differet~ce but 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world." 

From: [mailto: ~live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Saturday, J.0:37 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Dissertation Research 
Dr. Stroman, 
My name is             and I am a                                 here at UNC. Thank you for your help in the past ruth my dissertation research 

involving sludent textbook purchasing decisions. I am con/inuing to run my IRB approved study (#11-1177) and was hoping that you would be able to help again. 

IfI sent you an email that contains a link to tl~e onUne survey in early September, would you be rolling to then forward the email to the stadents in your          and 

classes? 

The email will contain a brief introduction and a link to the survey. If you are curious about the survey, you can follow the link below to a ~mple survey. I would also 

be happy to meet with you if you would like to talk more about the details of my study. 

Thank you so much for your help. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 6:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Hi 

{et’s meet next week to review the syllabus. 

Dr, Strornan 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9,343,0336 

Your enrollment should process wid~in the next three days, 

From:              [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday~ 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change lhe world." 

.$1ive.unc.edu] 
i:00 PM 

Thanks for your response. I have applied for an internship but my interview will not be until the first week of classes. May I add the class now or do I need to wait until I have 
secured the internship? 

Thankyou, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:16 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

Hi 

DF, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g~plor’~, g’mpower. 

9119,843,0336 

From: [ ma lit _o__:. 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 

%)he womm~ can make a difference b~t 

women working together can change lhe world." 

I’m a                             major interested in        this fall. I’m not exactly sure how it works, whether I am placed in an internship or if I find my own? If 
I am responsible for getting my own I am planning on applying for the Carolina Railhawks Fall internship, 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 7:10 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJ 1. unc.edu> 

I~E: Temn Sports Marketing adopters 

Instructions 

RespondusLE.exe 
This is an electronic exam quiz maker. 
Note: The original quizzes were constructed with the Respondus program, which is a free download at http://www.respondus.com/download~’respondus le.shtml 

2. Respondus T~,~ Files folder (and RespondusLE exe file) 
The Respondus Files folder contains the quiz files in the Respondus file format. 
If you install the RespondusLE exe program, you should be able to move these files into the c:\RespondusProjects’, that the program creates 
This approach may need some adjustment. Please let the author know (kirkwakefield@baylor.edu) of any questions or issues. 
The LE version of this program is limited, but works fine for all basic needs Upgrading to the full version ~vill offer more flexibility- for integration with Blackboard al’~d other utilties, but 

at an added cost at your discretion. 
3. An integrative essay question is provided for each chapter at the end of each KEY TERM list for that chapter. 

Suggested use of essays: Assign the essay questions prior to the exam so that students have time to research outside articles and to integrate text material 
I allow students to bring in one 3 × 5 note card to the in-class exam 

Questions/Comments/Suggestions: Kirk Wakefield@bayloredu 254.7104267 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empo*ver 

919.8430336 

"One *w)man can make a difference but 
women working together can change the *w)rld." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wakefield, Kirk L [maiffo:Kirk Wakefield(£b~wlor.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:39 PM 
To: Anderson, Victor L 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Oh, I see. Yes, those are a Respondus file type. ! thought I’d included installation instructions. I’ll send that in the morning! 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnAug 14, 2012, at 5:31 Pi~ "Anderson, Victor L" <techguy@cmail.tmc.edu<mailto:techgus~(d}el~xail.unc.edu>> xvrote: 

Just got yore emaih Let me check something. 

Sent fiom ray Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro(&unc.edu>> V~’lote: 

I am on a PC. I opened the Respondus file and see all of the chapter files. ;\~en I click on each one, the file is now a .rsp file. These .rsp files do not open on my- PC. 

Oh welh.. 

d 

Do Good. 

Dehorah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~gage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Wakefield, Kirk L. [mailto:Kirk Wakefield@bavlor.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

It should auto open on any PC. Not sure if it’s on a Mac. 

Sent from Kirk’s Pad 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 4:58 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu<mailto :dstro@unc. edu><mailto :d stro@unc, edu >> wrote: 

;). Thanks! 

I am waiting for my tech guy to help with my opening of the test bank zip files. (.rsp) I need to download a zip file opener and I am not sure if I will invite a virus. YVhich software do you use 



to open the files’? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 

Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919 843.0336 
< imageOO l .jpg><http : //twitter. com/ ~! /drstroman> 
"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

From: Wakefield, Kirk L. [mailto:Kirk Wakefield(~bas~lor.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Spolts Marketing adopters 

Deborah, 
I fixed your profile and uploaded your picture. Check it out and let rue l~mw if I need to do anything else. Of course, you can edit as you’d like. 
Kirk 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto :dstro~,,unc. edu]<mailto: [mailto:dstr o(&),’unc .edu]> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Wakefield, Kirk L. 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Spolts Marketing adopters 

Thanks Kirk. I am now finalizing my syllabus and this information helps. I see the pdf download, ho~vever, is there an instluctor discount to purchase the textbook? I need to give my copy 
back to Erianne Weight. ;) 

Attached find ray initial roster. My class starts on the 22nd. 

Note: Please change my name to Deborah (not ’Deboarah’) on the registration. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 
<imageOO l jpg><http : /itwitter. com/#[ /drstroman> 
"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

From: ;Vakefield, Kirk L [maiko:Kirk Wakefield@ba¥1or.edu]<mailto:[mailto:Kirk Wakefield@baylor edu]> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: YVakefield, Kirk L. 
Cc: dianna.gray@unco.edu<mailto :dialma.gra¥@unco edu><mailto:dianna gray@unco, edu>;        ~¥ahoo.com<mailto        @ahoo com><mailto~       ~)¥ahoo.com>; 
mlysko@smu edu<mailto:mlvsko@smu.edu><mailto:mlysko@smu edu>;           @mac.com<mailto           ~)mac.com><mailto:           ¢~)mac.com>; 
j ason lee@unf edu<mailto:j ason.lee@unf.edu><mailto :j ason. lee@unf edu>; peterson@niu edu<mailto :pet erson@niu edu><mailto :peterson@niu edu>; 
greshamb@apsu edu<mailto :greshamb@apsu. edu><mailto :~reshamb@apsu. edu>; tumer.409@osu.edu<mailto:turner 409@osu. edu><mailto:turner.409@osu, edu>; 
dluy@milltkin edu<mailto: dluv@millikin, edu><mailto: dluv@millikin.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L; d~vhitel @sarnford edu<mailto:dwhite 1 @samford.edu><mailto :dwhite l@samford.edu>; 
Tanner, Jeff: Beal, Paige 
Subject: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Friends, 
If you are using Team Sports Marketing this term, I’ve put together some information to help kick off the term. 

1. Roster Please send me your roster list within the first week of classes. I’d like to keep track of subscribers and ask your help in encouraging each student to subscribe. I’ll let you know 
who still needs to subscribe a week after classes begin. 

2. Testbank. You can download the Respondus (zip) test bank files from my dropbox. I’ve sent each of you an invitation to my TSM folder at 
wwwdropbo×.com<http://w,~,as,.dropbox.com><http://wwwdropboxcom> Let me know if you have any problems accessing. 

3 Textbook. I’ve uploaded a PD[~" file o:[" the entire text to the TSM dropbo× for your purposes only. Do not share this :file with students. You may print it and place in a loose leaf fielder for 
your own use 

4. Blogs. If you’d like to write a short blog/article or exercise relevant to the text, I’d love to upload it fi~r everyone’s use. See the instructions here: http:/iteamsportsmarketing.comiblo~s 
For instance, you might see a WSJ article on sports fans and want to assign it, along with a few of your own thoughts or questions, fi~r your class If you do, follow the instructions at the 
link above and I’ll post 

5. Migala Report The Migala Report is moving to an open access fi~rmat soon. This month’s articles are all free and should be going forward We are giving ~f~fR back to Dan to manage 
in October. Our $3 board, which has been doing the writing fi~r TMR, will instead produce our own open access Baylor Sports Sales Report at 
w~v.baylors3 com<http://www.baylors3.com><http ://www baylors3.com> This kicks off in January 2013. We continue to work together with Dan and intend to feature him in the new 
report. 

6. Suggested Syllabus instructions: See below 

Suggested Syllabus Instructions 
Your text is available online at www teamsportsmarketing com<http://www teamsportsmarketing.com>> 

Each student must individually subscribe ($25 via Pan, pal) at www.teamsportsmarketing.corrgmerrlbership<http :i/w~.teamspurtsmarketing.con~gmembership>>. You ma~ access the 
text on your laptop, tablet, or phone with your online subscription. 

You may also use the print function for each chapter if’cou would also like to use a hard cop’i-. 

Key terms for each chapter are located at w~wz.teams p ortsmarketing, c on~Jinstructiors/chapter-kcv-terms<http:i/www.teams p or tsmarketing, c o rrginstructior s/chapter-key-terms>>. 



After subscribin~ If you have any problems accessin~ the site or other quesuons about the text :tee[ free to contact 
Kirk Wakefield~bavlor.edu<mailto:Kirk Wakefield(fr)ba,vlor edu;~-~mailto:Kirk Wakefield~bavlor.edu> 

Let me know what else I can do to help[ 

Kirk 

<image002 jpg> 

Kirk L. Wakefield 
E&vin W. Streetman Professor of Retail Marketing Marketing Department Hankamer School of Business Baylor Universi~" One Beat Place #98007 Waco, Texas 76798-8007 
254-710-4267 (O)         (C) 

<imageOO3.jpg><http :i/~’~’w.teamsportsmarketing. cor;~> 

<image004.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 7:21 PM 

tta~nmett, Victoria L~’rieda <vha~nmet~email.uuc.e&~>; Jones, Sh~dra <shandraj@email.unc.edu~~; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@~mc.edu~; Mumll, Verita L <vefita mumll@~mc.edu~; Robert~m, Na£enge 
<nakenge.robe~son@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@uuc.edu> 

;) 

As per our chat today.,.help our young people.,. ;) 

profile on Linkedln: 

Student, Leader, Innovator, Visionary, Entrepreneur 
Ralei~lh-Durham, North Carolina Area 

.~i Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 7:32 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-* 

FW: Welcome to YouTube 

image001 .j pg 

Hi OJ. Thanks again for this work. Follow the notes to the YouTube irfforrnation. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, g,~ptore, EV~power, 

9~9~843~0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 
Subject: FW: Welcome to YouTube 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

’One woman car~. make a differeuce b~t 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

4:39 PM 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:12 PH 
To= HcGhee, ~ 
Subject: Re: Welcome to YouTube 

Hi OJ. I don’t believe that he has. I think he was tD’ing ~ work with you to use your e~emal drive. I don’t have one. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at4:55 PM, "McGhee, Oj" <oi mcghee~uncuedu> wrote: 

I WiN be leavir~g for [:he rer[}aiqder of the week. I wi~ work on setting up a chlmqel as soo[? ~S I return, In the mei~D{:ime, has       {{2H?sferKed t~H~ 

footage to the externa~ hard dr~ve, ff so, can you hold on to it, ~md [ can get ~t fl’om you when ~ return { ~ think Spring break i~; next week?), t’N be here. 

OJ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 7:42 PN 
To: HcGhee, ~; Robinson, @kenan-flag~er.unc.edu) 
Subject: ~: Welcome to YouTube 
FYf. See ernaH strk~g for kffo on our Yofflube progress., a~beR ~knited. ;) 

We don’t beNeve tNs setu~} ~s a channel 

HELPH 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Debora~ L. S~’oman, PhZL CLU 

919,84380336 

<imageOOldpg> 

From: [mailto: ~!ive:uDqedu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:40 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Welcome to YouTube 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ll try to get the video up on the site by Wednesday or Thursday. The video runs about an hour and thirty minutes. Do you know if there is a limit for youtube 
videos, because I don’t believe I have ever seen one that long. Also, for the independent study class, is the class listed on sakai? I haven’t seen it yet, and know I 
haven’t started my journals. Just wanted to check in about that, or when I should come meet with you to discuss progress for that. 

Thanks, 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [_d___s__~_r__9_~_u__D__c__&c_l__u_] 
Sent-~ Monday, 2:03 AM 
To-" 
Subject; b-~V: Welcome to YouTube 

Hi 
The emafil is cbcchair~unc.edu and the password is 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor; Carolina Sports Bnsiness Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we rnu~ apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: gouYube Service <noreply@youtube.com> 

Date: Sun,           21:42:47 -0400 

To: CBC <_£~_c_.c_ .h__a_Lr_.._@_u__p_c__._e__d_9_> 

Subject: Welcome to YouTube 

The YouTnbe account is now set up. Please work with the tech-librarian (?) this week to posit the panel discussion video(s). 

The site is UNCCBC1974. 

Welcome to the YouTube community! 
By signing in to your Google account, you are now also signed into YouTube. You’ll be able to interact with everyone on YouTube and get personalized recommendati 
cool videos to watch. 

Watch what you like most 

Subscribe to,our favorite channels 
Ren~ or purchase ~op Ho!!ywood movies 
Save videos to watch later 
Get recommendations based on what you’ve watched 

Connect with people 

.s...h..~.a..r.#..~i..d.~.~..s.‘~y..q.u..~Lk...e.~..q.~.~..F.‘.a.~.c.#~b..~...~.~.k.‘~T...w..[LLe..r.~..a..~1#~m~ [~ 
Find your Facebook Yahoo Hotmail and Gmail contacts on YouTube 
Watch private videos from friends and family 

Happy YouTube-ing! Keep in touch: ~ YouTube :: Twitter:: F~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 7:41 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

12,22: Iuterest in EXSS 

Thanks for your note. It is best to schedule an appointrnent with me. It is very hard to "advise by emaif/’ ;) I-tare UCS review your resume too. 

~ a~so strongly recommend that you get more ~nvolved as a ~eader with the Caro~k~a Sport Business ChJb! Yes, the opportunity for that popular ~nternship ~s no 

longer available. 

Hopefully, ~ w~l~ have you itl cl~ss be[ore you 8radus~:e~ 

Dr, Sboman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, gtroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 2:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Interest in EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 

’©he woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can cha~ge the world. 

~live.unc.edu] 

I am a rising_    majoring in EXSS Sport Administration. This summer I did some work for Livis Freeman and had a chance to speak with         while working. As she 
and I discussed school, internships, getting involved at UNC, etc she advised me to speak/meet with you to discuss further opportunities to get involved in the EXSS 
department. I am looking to become more involved in any capacity, be it volunteer or leadership work, an internship, or a paid position. I had full intentions of sending you my 
resume for the football internship, and I have no legitimate excuse for not sending it, as I was out of the country last week and merely let it slip my mind. I have attached my 
resume to this email in case by some chance it is not to late to apply for that internship. If it is too late, I completely understand and still would love if you would look over the 
document and recommend any adjustments you think it may need or any further positions you know of for which I may be a candidate! 

Hoping your summer has been wonderful! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

~live.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}’- 

Tuesday, 7:42 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1~: Great SBJ Sports Industry Article 

Excellent! Thanks for sharing. Yes, [ can’L believe you aren’t here either. I wasjust ta[kff~g about you yesterday. ;) 

Have a super Hump Day! 

Doc 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

woman cm~ make a difference but 

women working together car~. chauge the world." 

From: [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent; Monday :[:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Great SBJ Sports Industry Article 
tiello’. I hope you are both doing well. I still can’t believe I am not coming back to Chapel Hill in the next t~w weeks to start up another school yeaz! Crazy... 

I just wanted to share tiffs awesome SBJ mlicle with you regarding saJaries in the sport industry: 

You may want to share it with the club as an influentia~ starter piece tbr when the school year slarts up[ 

Talk soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 7:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Independent Study Proposal 

Th a n ks 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Le(s meet towards the end ot: next week. Give me a call or send an emaif with your 

woman can make a difference but 

women workiug together can change the woHd." 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday,              9:57 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Independent Study Proposal 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Hope your summer is finishing up nicely! Here is the informal proposal for my independent study we discussed. Thank you so much for your guidance over the summer with 
regard to the Independent Study process. Let me know if there are any questions or suggestions. 
Kind Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 12:38 AM 

Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Perez, Josmell <josmell@email.unc.edu>; 

Jackson Jr, Curtis <cjjunior@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 

Patterson, Tony <Tony_Patterson@unc.edu>; Slivka, Dara M <slivka@email.unc.edu>; 

Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann <kryder@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L 

<collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Powell, Candice 
Sheilds Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu>; Albritton, Travis J 

<talbritt@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu>; Kersgard, Mary Louise 

<kersgard@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: C3MP 

Carolina Minority Male Mentoring - Counseling and Wellness.docx; University of North 

Carolina C3MP SCORECARD.docx 

Hi All. I have academic advising sessions for transfer students during our scheduled time. I will try to stop by at some point 

during our meeting though. IMHO I definitely think we should change the name of the program (sooner than later) because 

mentoring doesn’t reflect the depth of the program offering. 

Attached find DRAFT forms for discussion. Thanks Larry for the Community Service format! ;) 

Onward ! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Campbell>, Larry Campbell <lecamp@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:09 PM 

To: "Perez, Josmell" <iosmell@email.unc.edu>, "Jackson Jr, Curtis" <ciiunior@email.unc.edu>, Harold Woodard 

<harold woodard@unc.edu>, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu>, Tony Patterson 

<Tony Patterson@unc.edu>, "Slivka, Dara M" <slivka@email.unc.edu>, "Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann" 

<kryder@email.unc.edu>, "Collins, Marcus L" <collinsm@email.unc.edu>, EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu>, "Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming" <candicef@email.unc.edu>, "Albritton, Travis J" <talbritt@email.unc.edu>, DeVetta Holman 

Nash <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Clayton, Taffye Benson" <taffye@unc.edu>, "Kersgard, Mary Louise" <kersgard@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: C3MP 



Josmell and colleagues, I wil! not be at the meeting tomorrow, however, I wanted to leave you with this paper on 

community service. There are many opportunities in which minority males students can collaborate on activities and 

events right here at UNC as well as with other UNC-GA 3MP programs. Some of these community activities may relate 

to physical team building while most can easily relate to peer and mentee-mentor relationship type events. 

Have a good meeting. Larry 

From: Perez, Josmell 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 4:05 PM 
To: Jackson Jr, Curtis; Campbell, Larry; Woodard, Harold; Willingham, Mary C.; Patterson, Tony; Slivka, Dara M; Kryder, 
Kate Elizabeth Ann; Collins, Marcus L; Stroman, Deborah L; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; AIbritton, Travis J; Holman 
Nash, DeVetta 
Cc: Clayton, Taffye Benson; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
Subject: C3MP 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please make sure you have our next meeting on your calendar. We will be meeting on Wednesday, August 15 in room 

307 of South Building. Minutes from our last meeting are attached. 

Best, 
Josme!l 

From: Perez, Josmell 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 4:01 PM 
To: Jackson Jr, Curtis; Campbell, Larry; Woodard, Harold; Willingham, Mary C.; Patterson, Tony; Slivka, Dara M; Kryder, 
Kate Elizabeth Ann; Collins, Marcus L; Stroman, Deborah L; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; AIbritton, Travis J 
Cc: Clayton, Taffye Benson; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
Subject: C3MP 

Dear Committee, 

Thank you all for the enthusiasm and creativity that you brought to our 3MP meeting. I know we will all do our utmost 

to create the most effective program for our young men. Attached are minutes from our last meeting. Please be sure to 

note the committees we formed, which ones you volunteered to work on. The next meeting is scheduled for 

Wednesday, August 15 at 4:00pm in room 307 of South Building. Please be prepared to give feedback on the progress 

of your committee. 

Thank you, 

Josmell 



Carolina Minority Male Mentoring (3MP) (Counseling and Wellness) 

Purpose: To increase the awareness and understanding of university resources, in particular mental 

health services and/or programs which promote healthy relationships and wellness, available to 
minority male students. 

2. Goals: 
¯ To enhance the mental, social, and physical being of the minority male student. 

¯ To explore the challenges of developing and maintaining healthy relationships, a positive mental 
attitude, and physical stamina in a rigorous academic environment. 

¯ To identify and promote strategies for long-term good health and wellness and their effect on academic 

success. 

¯ To foster an individual and collective spirit of positivity and sense of belonging in an often isolating 

academic and social environment for minority male students. 

¯ To create awareness of the university and community counseling, mental health, and wellness services 
purposed to assist all students before, during, and after crises. 

3. Counseling and Wellness Services: 

¯ Accessibility Resources- http://accessibility.unc.edu/students 

¯ Campus Health - http://campushealth.unc.edu/ 
¯ Campus Recreation - http://campusrec.unc.edu/ 

¯ Campus Y- http://campus-y.unc.edu/ 

¯ Counseling and Wellness- http://campushealth.unc.edu/cws 
¯ LGBTQ- http://I,qbtq.unc.edu/ollaboration 
¯ Nutrition Services- http://campushealth.unc.edu/services/nutrition-services.html 
¯ Sports Medicine Services- http://campushealth.unc.edu/services/sports-medicine-and-orthopedics 

¯ Stone Center- http://soniahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/ 
¯ Collaboration with local mental health care and wellness professionals purposed to assist minority male 

young men. 

4. Expected Outcomes: 

¯ Each student will confidently be able to identify at least two university resources available to minority 
male students seeking mental health services and/or programs that promote healthy relationships and 

wellness. 
¯ Students will engage in at least two (2) Counseling and Wellness activities per term and complete the 

evaluation form for each activity and the C3MP SCORECARD. 

¯ Students will visit Campus Health, Campus Y, SRC or Rams Head facilities, and the Stone Center at 

least once during his initial term as a member of C3MP. 
¯ Student participation will be measured by the successful completion of the required counseling and 

wellness activities as noted on the C3MP SCOREBOARD. 

Conclusion: It is expected that C3MP participants will develop a respectful appreciation of the 

importance of positive mental health and wellness as a minority male college student. 



Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - C3MP SCORECARD 

Printed Name Residence Hall 

PID Mentor Circle Term 

PLEASE CHECK THE ACTIVITY BOX(ES) THAT REPRESENTS YOUR ATTENDANCE DURING THIS ACADEMIC TERM. BRING THIS 
SCORECARD TO ALL MANDATORY C3MP WORKSHOPS AND MEETINGS. THANK YOU! 

C3MP WORKSHOPS (MINIMUM OF THREE) 

o 1. Money Management 

o 2. Successfully Navigating the College Curriculum 

~ 3. Leadership for Young Professionals 

~ 4. The Mentorship Partnership: My Role as a Mentee 

~ 5. Race and Class in Higher Education 

UNC WORKSHOPS AND PROGRAMS (MINIMUM OF FOUR AND AT LEAST ONE FROM EACH CATEGORY) 

I. ACADEMICS III. WELLNESS 

~ 1. Tips for Success 
o 2. My Role in the Tutoring Partnership 
~ 3. Resources and Services 

1. Psychology of Success 
2. Nutrition and Fitness Tips 
3. Relaxation Techniques for College Students 
4. Resources and Services 

II. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IV. COUNSELING 

o 1. Resume Writing 

o 2. Job Search 
o 3. Interviewing 

1. Common Signs of Mental Illness 

2. Strategies to Combat Depression 

3. How to Say "No" to Friends 



o 4. Etiquette 

o 5. Networking 
4. Managing Responsibility 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 12:46 AM 

Jackson Jr, Curtis <cjjunior@email.unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Mentoring Portion of the Program 

Thanks CJ and Candice. I love the ideas. I also agree that the organic process is best. 

Should we recruit/identify faculty willing to be interviewed and subsequently, selected for participation? I would hate to raise the student’s expectation and then not be able to 

provide them with the mentor of their "choosing." 

Assessment - I think we should do both. The participants can learn from one another in the focus group. We should also consider a faculty focus group and a staff focus group. The 

adult experiences should be different; thus, requiring a separate evaluation. 

Incentives for adult participation? Thoughts. I believe Covenant mentors have financial incentives. 

Publicity? Awards for all mentors? Money? Gift? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: "<Jackson Jr>", Curtis <_c_j]__u___q!__q_r____@_e___m____a_!!_:__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:16 AM 

To: "Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming" <candicef@email.unc.edu>, EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Mentoring Portion of the Program 

’Phmtk yo tt for your prompt response 

Call rnc when you get a chance e~th~;~" on my o~l]cc phone 9 ] 9.962 A)3 ] 2 or my cell if I don’t answer rny office phon~; 
due to op~n~ng and las{ minute l}~sks. I want to be sure I am und~rstandinZ you. I like {he organic relationships and I was thinkin~ 

of ~h~ same ~hing when I put this email togeth~r I am just c:urious about how we would ex~<:ute it. I have a few ideas though. 

This ema.~l message :is fo:r the sole use of :[ntended recipients and m~v contah~ confidential and pr:[vi]eged h~fo:rmat:[on. An~ 

unauthorized review use disclosure~ oz" distriLut~on<    ) is pz’oh~bited. If                           ~vou a.re not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply emaiI and destroy all copies of the oz’igina[ message. 

E~m: Powel~, Candice Shei~ds Fleming 

Senti Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:09 AM 

Te= ]ac~on Jr, tunis; Stroman, Deborah L 
$ubjett: RE: MentoHng Potion of the Program 

Thanks so much for these thoughts. We did not meet yesterday, and alas I am still catching up from last week’s of academic appeals. I appreciate your leadership! 

I like your ideas very much. What I would offer is that we find that students are most likely to sustain mentoring relationships that develop organically. Even in a cohort model, 
the mentors would be assigned. 

What if we keep the cohort model just as you have suggested, but add that students will be required to interview at least four people outside of their individual group on their 
mission for mentorship during the fall semester. We want to empower the students to take initiative to choose their own mentors, develop the relationship organically, learn 
how to build and sustain relationships on their own and also to meet lots of different resource people on campus. At least two of these interviewees must be faculty members. 
We will prepare the students will suggested questions for the interviews. They will record notes from each interview. By the end of the semester, they will choose the person 
they will continue to meet with at least twice in the spring. Students are encouraged to use the Meals with Heels program to take a faculty member to lunch. 

I like your assessment plan of focus groups and!or survey around the mentoring component. 

What do you think? I am happy to type up our ideas and submit to Josmell once we are all on the same page. Happy also to chat on the phone. I should be in the office by 
10am. 



Best, 
Candi 
Candice Powell, IVI.Ed. 
Retention Specialis* 

Office of Unde~raduate Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
3017 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

919.843.6443 

From-" Jackson Jr, Curtis 
Sent-" Tuesday, August :t4, 2012 8:50 AM 
To-" Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢; Jackson Jr, Curtis 
Subject; Mentoring Portion of the Program 

Good morning, 

I hope this emall reaches you doing well. First of all, thank you Candice for taking the leadership role in trying to get us together. I 

am unaware if you were able to meet yesterd%v, but I wanted to shm’e my thoughts before the meeting this week. We know the 

research on minority male success stresses the importm~ce of connection to campus through faculty, peer, academic, and co- 

curricular engagement So below m’e my thoughts of what I envision the mentorship portion of this progrmn looking like. 

Goal: Students will establish connections to the UNC Campus (academically & socially) by engaging in a faculty and peer 

mentoring cohort during the academic year 

Learning Outcomes 

Students in Cm’olina Minority Male Mentorship Program will be assigned to mentoring cohorts which consists of one 

faculty/staff, one student, and three C3MP pm’ticipmKs 

CJMP pm’ticipants will gain a greater understanding of what it takes to be successful at University of North Cm’olina at 

Chapel Hill 

Actions Strategies 

Students will be required to schedule at least one 30 minute meeting with their faculty/staff m~d their peer mentor a month 

to discuss successes and struggles at UNC 

Faculty/staff and student mentors will meet once a month to share any concerns about their mentees and to discuss what 

they will be talking about in their monthly scheduled meetings. 

The cohort (faculty/staff, peer mentor, and C3MP participants) will be required to meet twice a semester 

The C3MP committee will work logether to provide faculty/staff and peer mentors with monthly talking points and/or 

importm~t dates to go over with C3MP pm’ticipmKs 

Assessment Strategies 

C3MP pm’ticipants will engage in either a focus group or be asked to complete a survey to see if the mentoring objectives were 

met. 

What are your thoughts? This is a rough draft, but is there m~ything you ibel like needs to be added? 

:D.,’<~:<~..: 9 : 9.9{:>2,0::~ 12 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This email message is for the sole use of intended recipients and may contain confidential m~d privileged information. Any 

unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:48 AM 

@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Re: ADD 

Okay. Thanks! Have a great fall semester and let me know if you need anything. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

F re m :. _ ................................... @_l<__e_. _n_a__n_.~ f_!_a_g[. _e_ r_._ u__n_.c__._. _e_ ~_L[ > 

Date: Tuesday, 8:52 PM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re:    ADD 

Hi Dr~ Stroman, 

I have sent you two emails about this previously, so I hope that this one comes through. Because I am receiving credit for my internship through the business school, I will not be 

able to enroll in the EXSS internship class. Hopefully I will be able to enroll next summer. 

Thanks, 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstre@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 22:46:50 +0000 

To’, @kenan- rlagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: 327 ADD 

Hi 

may enroll you in Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroraan, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. En#age° E~poWero 
www,exss, unc.ed u 
3~5 Woo~e~ - C~ #8700 

9~9,843,0336 

You are currently at 18 hours so you will have to drop a class or get permission to take 21 hours. Let me know when you have this request taken care of so I 

X:: Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

...... Problems 



CBC Scheduled Calendar- 

August 24 - "Welcome Back" Social 

September 5 - Monthly Meeting 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting; "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home (Nov. 

26 ??) 

December - No scheduled meeting; Monthly Meeting with BSM; Holiday Social (Dec, 14 ??) 

January - "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp (January 9??) 

February - No scheduled meeting; "An Arts Night Out" with CPA (Feb. 26 & 27) and "Read 

In" (Feb, 8 or 22??) events 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting with BSM 

April - Spring Social 

Steering Committee - Deborah Stroman (Chairperson), Victoria Hammett, Shandra Jones, Ursula Littlejohn, 

OJ IVIcGhee, Verita Murrill, and Nakenge Robertson 

Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbcinfo@uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 2 2:35 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

I~E: IMPORTANT - UNC EXSS Transfer Students - Welcome! 

Hi     . The major is very popular. We encourage transfer students to focus on the general education requirernents and electives it: d~ey are unable to get access 

to an EXSS course in their first term. Do know that you w~l~ have t~me to complete the major~ 

A~so, don’t forget to show up on the first: day of classes ~:o see ~f ~:here are any open seats or a new wa~t~ng I~st~ You may ge~: surpdsed~ 

Hope ~:h~s inforrnation hei~s. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19,843.0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world. " 

~yahoo.com] 
:t:45 PN 

From;           [mailto: 
Sent; Wednesday, 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: IIvlPORTANT - UNC EXSS Transfer Students - Welcome! 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 
I recently emailed the Exercise Science depmlment on the UNC website about my schedule. I just wanted to email you as well because I am a transfer student and I 

had some trouble making my schedule. I understand that the exercise science classes oae in high denm~d but I was wondering if you could offer rne any advice for 

registering because right now I am only registered for 3 classes. 

Please let me know what yon thinl~ 
Thanlcs again for your time, 

PID- 
phone #- 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d___s:J_r__o__@__u__n__9_’=e__d___u_.> 
Sent: Wednesday,              1:24 PM 
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT - UNC EXSS Transfer Students - Welcome! 
~[i Heels! Just in case you missed ~his imrx~la~t ema{l... 

I)r, Stromau 

I)o Good, 
I)eborah L, St~:mmrL Phff). CLU 

919.843.0336 

women working togelher can cha~ge fke world" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 5:23 PM 
Subject: IMPO]~TANT - UNC EXSS Transfer Students - Welcome! 
Importance: High 

Ill Tar fteels! Welcome to UNC and the Depa~ment of Exercise and Sport Sciencd 

SAVE THE DATE~ E~S Tra~.~fe~ Student Orienta~on ~Ieeting - Monday, 

H~- 104) 

You shonld al~ consider a~ending Fa]l Fest. This fi~n event is held the first Sunday ~fight ~fore the first day of clasps (clasps ~gin Tues~y, )~ On 
at 9:00 p.m. in front of Woolle~ Hooker Fields, and the School of Government (South Road), you will ~ introduced to the Chaa~cellor, spo~ teams, student 

orgamzation~ a~d local vendom with flee tbod and gifls~ http://Pall~estnnc~edu,’ 

tlelpfhl flints: 

1 ) Visit the &paYment website NOW to learn more a~ut the cumculum, facul~, advising, and hapNmngs, www.exss.unc.edu 

2) When co~nmumcafing mth professors and advi~r~ Mways include your PID ~d leave your phone num~r TWICE on voicemail boxes. 

3) 
4) A~end the Trm~sfer Sm&nt Orientation session oft~md by Academic Advising (Steele Building Advi~rs). 

5) Your ~C email address has been added to the EXSS depa~ment’s un&rgraduate listsew. Do NOT ignore these commnnicafions. 

Plebe let me ~ow if yon have m~y qnestions. Please shaxe tNs note ruth other EXSS trm~sfer majors. 

We look fonvard m meeting you a~d assisling in yonr transition to Carolina. 

Go Heels, 
Dr. Debora]~ Stromm~ 

Explore. Engage. Empo~’er. 

2012 at 4:00 p.m. (Location in Fetzer 



5 Woollen - CB #8700 

Chape~ I{ill, NC 27599 

9.843.0336 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 2:39 PM 

ttaJnmett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammer~:email .unc.edu:~ 

l~g: ;) 

Thanks! Let’s try to catch up by phone before next Wednesday, 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

womeu workiug together can c}mnge the world. 

From: Hammet~, Victoria LaFrieda 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: ;) 

Attached is my CBC Profile 

Victoria Hammett 

Frora: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday,              7:21 PM 
To: Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ;) 

As per our chat today...help our young people... ;) 

profile on Linkedln: 

Student, Leader, Innovator, Visionary, Entrepreneur 

Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina Area 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore, En~Jage, Er~powero 

~.exss.unc.edu 

3~5 Woollen - C~ #8700 

9~9,843=033~ 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 



CBC Scheduled Calendar- 

August 24 - "Welcome Back" Social 

September 5 - Monthly Meeting 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting; "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home (Nov. 

26 ??) 

December - No scheduled meeting; Monthly Meeting with BSM; Holiday Social (Dec, 14 ??) 

January - "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp (January 9??) 

February - No scheduled meeting; "An Arts Night Out" with CPA (Feb. 26 & 27) and "Read 

In" (Feb, 8 or 22??) events 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting with BSM 

April - Spring Social 

Steering Committee - Deborah Stroman (Chairperson), Victoria Hammett, Shandra Jones, Ursula Littlejohn, 

OJ IVIcGhee, Verita Murrill, and Nakenge Robertson 

Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbcinfo@uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:05 PM 

~live.unc.edup- 

I~E: 

Hi      We don’t recommend more than Lwo science courses (with a Lab) in one term. Take advantage of the drop deadline and see how the firsL three weeks of 

classes go for you. Yoga w~l~ be aMe to see how rigorous the work is d~aring th~s time period. 

Stay m touch and le~: me know if ~ can assist. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

9119,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

From: [mailto: @live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah-L 
Subject:        Lab 

Dear Professor Stroman, 
I met with you earlier today during the academic advising meeting for group C and meant to ask you one more question. Right now I’m registered to take both        and 
the           on top of 4 other classes. I was just wondering if that schedule is going to be a bit overwhelming and maybe I should hold off on taking the Biology Lab? 
Thanks for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 6:14 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

l~B: Independent Study Proposal 

Friday at I0:30 

Thanks. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,[k CLU 

,~’n~O’~7~, 

93%843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

women workiug ~ogether can change the world." 

From: [mailto: . _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Independent Study Proposal 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am available on Friday the at all times except :I:00-:k 50pro. That’s my only class on IVlWF this semester. We could chat over lunch if noon-ish isn’t a bad time for you. 
Kind Regards, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Independent Study Proposal 

Let’s meet towards the end of next week. Give rne a call or’ send an ernail with your availability. 

’One w,..)mau cari. m;~ke a differe~ce b~t 

women working together car~ cha~ge the world," 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~onday, 9:57 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Independent Study Proposal 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Hope your summer is finishing up nicely! Here is the informal proposal for my independent study we discussed. Thank you so much for your guidance over the summer with 
regard to the Independent Study process. Let me know if there are any questions or suggestions. 
Kind Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 6:22 PM 

Cour~ey Knowling i ~gmail.com) 

FW: CBC Athletics Update 

woman can make a differe~ce bu~ 

women working ~ogefl~er can chm~ge fl~e world. " 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:56 PM 

To; cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject; CBC Athletics Update 
Importance; High 

Hi All. I met with the Chancellor today regarding Carolina Black Caucus activities and concerns for the upcoming year. As always, he has been a super supporter of 

the Caucus and very forthright in his beliefs and efforts. 

I am encouraged by his responses to the questions posed regarding the ongoing Athletics situation. The recent student-athlete transcript release has only 

heightened the alarm on campus. The Chancellor and I remain optimistic about the future and have agreement on many of the solutions. He shared the university 

solutions and I shared mine. Due to the confidentiality of our discussion, I ask that you just stay tuned to the media as further university improvements and 

changes are announced. © I appreciate your faith in my leadership -- and do know that if there were ANY solutions that do not support our mission, I made our 

voice heard. 

The Chancellor and I are in agreement that the AFAM department continues to face unwarranted attacks from various media outlets and rabid non-UNC 

supporters. The AFAM faculty is still answering questions from various review units. Dr. SaNe, the AFAM chair, is doing a wonderful job maintaining morale and 

implementing new policies and procedures. If you have the time, please send her a note of encouragement. (__E__u___n__!_c___e____@____e___m___a__!!_.___u___n__c__=_e___d___u_.) I will reach out to the Black 

Student Movement early this term to encourage our Black students to enroll in AFAM courses if they are truly interested in this rich discipline. We don’t want them 

to refrain from the examination and study of Africans and African Americans. 

I also met with our athletic director, Bubba Cunningham, two weeks ago and expressed a general concern of diversity within the senior ranks of the department. I 

stated that "1 can’t tell you how to administer the department." I also let him know that it is not very encouraging to see his first two hires as white males. He 

expressed that "there is more work to be done" and acknowledged my comment. I shared this conversation with the Chancellor. 

Thank you again for your ongoing support of the Caucus and Athletics. Our young athletes need us as they move beyond the UNC campus. The Chancellor and I are 

also looking to identify Black employees who have had sport participation as a college student. If you know of anyone (including yourself), please send me a note. 

We need to be aware of resources on campus who can further assist us in this effort. 

Please feel free to contact me at any time if you have questions, feedback or concerns. I am strongly considering having an CBC Athletics meeting before October 

And don’t forget the Caucus "Welcome Back" Reception on Friday, August 24th at 5:00 p.m. Invitations have been sent to all dues-paying Caucus members and 

invited guests. The Chancellor will make remarks at this event. 

Staying encouraged, 

debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
919.g43.0336 

wwwamc.edu/cbc 

.~i Description: Carolina BlackCaucus 542with ta9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’~ 

Wednesday,               6:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1),25: Internship Class 

Hi 

Dr, Stro~a~l 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Enga~Te, Explore, Empow~r, 

9] 9,843,0336 

Let’s meet next week so I bette~ understand your career in[erests. I teach MWF a[ 9:00 a,m. Are you available on Wednesday between I0:00 and :12:007 

<)he womat~ can make a difference but 

wome~ workiug together can change the world. 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Wednesday, 6:18 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internship Class 

Hello Professor Stroman, This is . I have tried to find some internships but haven’t had any luck thus far. I am waiting to hear back from a couple but I just wanted to ~et 

you know that I was still interested in the Internship class you introduced to us last spring. If you could help me find one and I could sign up for the class it would be greatly 

appreciated. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 7:01 PM 

Perez, Josmell <j osmell@email.unc.edu>; Jackson Jr, Curtis <cjjunior@email.unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Patterson, Tony <Tony_Patterson@unc.edu>; Slivka, Dara M <slivka@email.unc.edu>; 
Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann <kryder@email.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L 
<collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 
<candicef@email.unc.edu>; Albritton, Travis J <talbritt@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, 
DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Kersgard, Mary Louise <kersgard@unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu> 

RE: C3MP 

Hi All. As per our meeting, here are the names that we might consider (in combination with UNC, Tar Heels, Carolina, 

Blue, etc.): 

1. Phoenix 

2. Rufaro ("happiness") 

3. Kagiso ("peace") 

4. Baraka ("blessing") 

5. Rutendo ("faith") 

I will also reach out to Prof. Daye (http://www.law.unc.edu/faculty/directory/dayecharlesedward/). A true champion 

and role model of academic and professional success. 

Let’s keep brainstorming... ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

~One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world 

From: Perez, Josmell 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 12:01 PM 
To: Jackson Jr, Curtis; Campbell, Larry; Woodard, Harold; Willingham, Mary C.; Patterson, Tony; Slivka, Dara M; Kryder, 
Kate Elizabeth Ann; Collins, Marcus L; Stroman, Deborah L; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; AIbritton, Travis J; Holman 
Nash, DeVetta; Kersgard, Mary Louise; Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Clayton, Taffye Benson 
Subject: RE: C3MP 



Thank you for your participation in this important program thus far. As a reminder, our meeting today will be in South 

Building, Room 307 at 4:00pm. I will be reaching out to each of the sub-committees in the next few days to review 

progress so far and make plans for next steps. 

Draft agenda for today’s meeting: 

¯ Review highlights of yesterday’s General Administration meeting 

o Budget Categories 

o Grant requirements 

¯ Proposed Timeline 

o Initial contact with students 

o Faculty/Staff mentors 

o Information Session 

¯ Build mentor list 

o Please come with 5-7 names and emails of minority male (preferably) 

¯ Brainstorm Names 

o Please come with some ideas for a name for our program so we can start to brand it 

Once again I have attached the minutes from our last meeting. 

See you soon, 

Josmell 

From: Perez, Josmell 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 4:05 PM 
To: Jackson Jr, Curtis; Campbell, Larry; Woodard, Harold; Willingham, Mary C.; Patterson, Tony; Slivka, Dara M; Kryder, 
Kate Elizabeth Ann; Collins, Marcus L; Stroman, Deborah L; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Albritton, Travis J; Holman 
Nash, DeVetta 
Cc: Clayton, Taffye Benson; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
Subject: C3MP 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please make sure you have our next meeting on your calendar. We will be meeting on Wednesday, August 15 in room 

307 of South Building. Minutes from our last meeting are attached. 

Best, 
Josmell 

From: Perez, Josmell 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 4:01 PM 
To: Jackson Jr, Curtis; Campbell, Larry; Woodard, Harold; Willingham, Mary C.; Patterson, Tony; Slivka, Dara M; Kryder, 
Kate Elizabeth Ann; Collins, Marcus L; Stroman, Deborah L; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Albritton, Travis J 
Cc: Clayton, Taffye Benson; Kersgard, Mary Louise 
Subject: C3MP 

Dear Committee, 

Thank you all for the enthusiasm and creativity that you brought to our 3MP meeting. I know we will all do our utmost 

to create the most effective program for our young men. Attached are minutes from our last meeting. Please be sure to 

note the committees we formed, which ones you volunteered to work on. The next meeting is scheduled for 

Wednesday, August 15 at 4:00pm in room 307 of South Building. Please be prepared to give feedback on the progress of 

your committee. 

Thank you, 

Josmell 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 15, 2012 7:29 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.unc.edu>; Wakefield, Kirk L. <Kirk Wakefield@baylor.edu> 

I~E: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

After a mild nightmare of "trial and error," I THINK I have it working. Kirk, I haven’t used Respondus so I may want to chat with you tomorrow or Friday to best 

understand the vahm of th~s p~atform. 

~ hope th~s t~me spen~: on ~’1" is the worst o[ my ~:ransit~on ~:o your te’,d:book, ;) Your ~nstructkms to "move" the files to the Respondus Pro~ect fi~e ~s not as s~rnp~e as ~t 

may ~ppear to ~ newb~e ~:o Respondus I couMn’t ~oad the Respondus Pro~ect fi~e on ~:o my flash drive as I very r~re~y save anything ~:o ~:he C drive. (]h~s usage of the 

C dr~ve may even prevent rne frorn reading files at borne [:rom my Mac. ~ hope noL) 

Whewl Tkne for d~nner and a break. 

debbv 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.$43.0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women workiug together can change the world. 

From: Anderson, Victor k 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 5:34 PM 
To: Wakefield, Kirk L. 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Deb, did this work? Didn’t see if yon replied last night or not. 

Vi ctor 

Sera./’rom ~t~ Ver~zo~ IVireless 4G LTE I)ROID 

"Wakefield, Kirk L." <~_*2k____~f__a_~_e__I__]__e_!__kt_(_a2__~?j_a2f_l_oj2e_$t__g> wrote: 

Victor & Deborah, 
The instructions are now available at the TSM dmpbox location. Sorry tbr the delay was a bit under the weather this mornin!! 

Kirk 

From: Anderson, Victor k [mailto:techguy@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2022 5:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
l::e; Wakefield, Kirk L. 
Subject: RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 
Jnst got)’our email. Let me check something. 

Sen@’om my IL~rizo~* Wireles,~’ 4G LTE DRO[D 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro¢{unc.e&t> wrote: 

I am on a PC. I opened the Respondus file and see all of the chapter files When I click on each one, the file is now a rsp file. These .rsp files do not open on my PC. 

Oh well 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"One ~w)man can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wakefield, Ki~k L. [roai]Io:Kirk Wakefield,@bavlor.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

It should auto open on any PC. Not sure if it’s on a Mac. 

Sent from Kkk’s Pad 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 4:58 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(d~unc.edu<mai[Io:dstro@unc.edu>> wrote: 



~). Thanks! 

I am waiting for my tech guy to help with my opening of the test bank zip files (rsp) I need to download a zip file opener and I am not sure if I will invite a vires Which software do you use 
to open the files? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.843.0336 

<image001 .jpg><http ://twitter .comJ#[/dr stt omen> 

"One ~voman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the ~vorld." 

From: Wakefield, Kirk L. [raailto:Kirk Wakefield(f~ba~/lor.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Deborah, 
I fixed your profile and uploaded your picture. Check it out and let me know if I need to do anything else. Of course, you can edit as you’d like. 
Kirk 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dsttoOa!unc.edu]<mailto:[mailto:dstro(~3unc edu]> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Wakefield, Kirk L. 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Thanks Kirk. I ara now finalizing my syllabus and this information helps. I see the pdf download, however, is there an instructor discount to purchase the textbook? I need to give my copy 
back to Erianne Weight. ;) 

Attached find my initial roster. My class starts on the 22nd. 

Note: Please change my name to Deborah ~not ’Deboarah’) on the registration. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 
<image001. j p g > < [kt__t ~_ L/_/__t 2_(i_t_t__e__r_:_c__o_ ! _r~[ ]_[ _d__t2s__t_t2o__~!~__a__t! > 
"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

From: Wakefield, Kirk L. [mailto:Kirk Wakefie1d-@:-b--a-2i!-~--t2~-d--t-L~-~--n-~i-~-t--~-:~-r-8-~.i!-t-9-i~r)~i~]~[~!~2:~]> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Wakefield, Kirk L 
Cc: dianna:gr ~-~}tmco. edu<mailto :dianna. gl-ay ~/~mc o:edt~>;       ~,yahoo. com<mailto        ~-aho o corn>; mlysko@smu edu<mailto :m~-sk~@smu. edu>; 

~)mac.com<mailto: ~3nac~om>; jason lee@unt\edu<mailto ;iason:lee@~n~edu>; peterson@niu edu<mailto:l?eterson~niu edu>; 
greshamb@apsu edu <mailto :greshamb~apsu:edu>; turner. 409@osu edu <mailto :turner. 40 f~os~ edu>; dluy@millikin, edu<mailt o :dDy@millNin edu>; Stroman, Deborah L; 
dwhitel@samford.edu<mailto:dwhitel@samti~rd edu>; Talmer, Jeff: Beal, Paige 
Subject: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Fri ends, 
If you are using Team Sports Marketing this term, I’ve put together some in]~rmation to help kick off the term 

1. Roster. Please send me your roster list within the first week of classes I’d like to keep track of subscribers and ask your help in encouraging each student to subscribe I’ll let you know 
who still needs to subscribe a week after classes begin 

2. Testbank You can download the Respondus (.zip) test bank files from my dropbox I’ve sent each of you an invitation to my TSM folder at 
w~v.dropbox.com<hltp://www dropbox com>. Let me know if you have any problems accessing. 

3. Textbook. I’ve uploaded a PDF" file of the entire text to the TSM dropbox for your purposes only. Do not share this file with students You may print it and place in a loose leaf folder for 
your own use. 

4. Blogs. It’you’d like to write a short blog/article or exercise relevant to the text, I’d love to upload it for everyone’s use See the instructions here: hltp:iiteamspo~J snrarketing com/blogs. 
For instance, you might see a WSJ article on sports fans and want to assign it, along with a few of your own thoughts or questions, for your class. If you do, follow the instructions at the 
link above and I’ll post. 

5. ?,/hgala Report. The Migala Report is moving to an open access format soon. ’]’his month’s articles are al [ fi-ee and should be going forward. We are giving TMR back to Dan to manage 
in October Our $3 board, which has been doing the writing for TMR, will instead produce our own open access Baylor Sports Sales Report at 
wwwbaylors3.com<http:/iww~’.ba’dors3 com> This kicks off in January 2013 We continue to work together with Dan and intend to feature him in the new report 

6. Suggested Syllabus instructions: See below 

Suggested Syllabus Instructions 

Your text is available online at www teamsportsmarketing.com<http:/iwww.teamsportsnrarketing.corn>. 

Each student must individually subscribe ($25 via Paypal) at www.teamspo~tsmarketing.c~n~membe~ship<http://www.tean~spo~tsn~arketir~g.c~m‘membetship>. You may access the text 
on your laptop, tablet, or phone with your online subscription. 

You may also use the print function for each chapter if you would also like to use a hard copy. 

Key- terms for each chapter are located at www.teamspor~smarketir~g corn/ir~structiots/chapter-kev.-terms<http:/:v~’w tearnsportsmarketmg cora/mstructiors/chapter-kev..tern~s>. 



After subscribing If you have any problems accessing the site or other quesuons about the text, :tee[ free to contact Kirk Wakefield@ba,vlor edu<mailto:Kirk Wake[’~e[d@bay[or.edu> 

Let me know what else I can do to help! 

Kirk 

<image002.jpg> 

Kirk L Waket~ield 
Edwin W. Streetrnan Professor of Retail Marketing Marketing Dcpartrnent Hankamer School of Business Baylor Uni-,~ersity One Bear Place #98007 Waco, Texas 76798-8007 
254-710-4267 (O)         (C) 

<image003.jpg><http://www.teamsportsraar ket ing. con~/> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, Augnst 15, 2012 7:43 PM 

Wakefield, Kirk I,. <Kirk Wakefield@baylor.edtr~ 

I~E: Teatn Sports Marketing adopters 

Thanks! 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wakefield, Kirk L. [mailto:Kirk Wakefield~bavlor.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15,2012 7:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Ha! I’m pretty sure that will be the worst, but I’ll reserve the possibility :-) Sorry it was a hassle. 

Feel free to call anytime. My cell is best: 

Sent from Kirk’s Pad 

On Aug 15, 2012, at 6:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro(~unc.edu>> wrote: 

After a mild nightmare of"trial and error," I rlII]NK I have it working Kirk, I haven’t used Respondus so I may want to chat with you tomorrow or Friday to best understand the value of this 
platform 

I hope this time spent on IT is the worst of my transition to your textbook. ;) Your instructions to "mnve" the files to the Respondus Project file is not as simple as it may appear to a newbie 
to Respondus. I couldn’t load the Respondus Project file on to my flash drive as I very rarely save anything to the C drive. (This usage of the C drive may even prevent me from reading files 
at home from my Mac. I hope not) 

Whew! Time for dirmer and a break. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
<imageOO l .jpg><http :/itwitter. con~/#t /drstroraan> 
"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

From: Anderson, Victor L 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 5:34 PM 
To: Wakefield, Kirk L. 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Deb, did this work? Didn’t see if you replied last night or not. 

Victor 

Sent from ray Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Wakefield, Kirk L" <Kirk Wakefield@baylor.edu<mailto:Kirk Wakefieldgd)baylor edu>> wrote: 
Victor & Deborah, 
The instructions are now available at the TSM dropbox location Sorry for the delay was a bit under the weather this morning! 
Kkk 

From: Anderson, Victor L [mailto:techguy@email.uaac.edu]<mailto:[mailto:techguv@email unc edu]> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Wakefield, Kirk L. 
Subject: RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Just got your email. Let me check something. 

Sent ticom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro@unc.edu>> wrote: 



I am on a PC I opened the Respondus file and see all of the chapter files. When I click on each one, the file is now a .rsp file These .rsp fi]es do not open on my PC 

Oh well... 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Phi). CLU 
Et~gage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Wakefield, Kirk L. [mailto:Kirk Wakefield,@,baylor.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

It should auto open on any PC. Not sure if it’s on a Mac. 

Sent from Kirk’s Pad 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 4:58 FM. "Stroraan, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro(~unc.edu>>> wrote: 

:). Thanks! 

I am waitin~ for my tech ~uv to help with my openin~ of the test bank zip files. (.rsp) I need to download a zip file opener and I am not sure if I will invite a virus. V~nich software do you use 
to open the files? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

<image001 .jpg><http ://twitter.colr~#! / drstroman> 
"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

From: Wakefield, Kirk L. [mailto:Kirk Wakefield@bavlor.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Deborah, 
I fixed your profile and uploaded your picture. Check it out and let me know if I need to do anything else Of course, you can edit as you’d like. 
Kkk 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto :dstro@unc. edu]<mailto: [mailto:dstro@unc.edu>]> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: YVakefield. Kirk L. 
Cc: Stroman Deborah L 
Subiect: RE: Team Sports Marketin~ adopters 

Thanks Kirk. I am now finalizinv my syllabus and this information helps. I see the pdf download, ho*vever, is there an instructor discount to purchase the textbook? I need to give my copy 
back to Erianne Weight. :) 

Attached find m,v initial roster. My class starts on the 22nd. 

Note: Please chan~e my name to Deborah (not ’Deboarah’) on the registration. 

debby 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman Phi). CLU 
En~age. E×plore Empower. 

919 843.0336 

<image001 .ip~><http : //twitter. com/#! /drstroman> 
"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

From: Wakefield, Kirk L. [mailto:Kirk WakefieldO~ba’¢lor.edu]<mailto:[mailto:Kirk WakefieldO~ba’¢lor.edu>]> 
Sent: Tuesday, Auaust 14, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Wakefield. Kirk L 

Cc: dianna, gray@unco edu<mai[to :diarma.grav@unco.edu>>~         @vahoo.com<mailto:         ~)yahoo.com><mai[to:        %yahoo.corn>; 
mlysko@smu.edu<mailto:mlysko@smu.edu><mai[to:mlysk o@smu.edu >; rbookbin der@mac.com<mailto:rbookbinder@mac.com><mailto:rbookbinder@mac.com>; 
j ason. lee@ un f.edu< mailto:iason.lee@unf edu><mailto :iason. lee@ unf.edu >; peterson@niu, edu<mailto :pet erson@niu.edu >< mailto :peterson @niu.edu>; 
greshamb@apsu, edu<mailto :greshamb(d}apsu. edu><mailto :greshamb,@,apsu. edu>; turner. 409@osu. edu<mailto :mrner.409,@,osu. edu><mailto :turner.409(&osu. edu>; 
dluy@millikin.edu<mailto: dluy(&millikin, edu><mailto: dlm~(d}millikin, edu>; Stroman, Dcborah L; dwhite 1 @sarrfford. edu<mailto:dwhite 1 (~,sanfford. edu><mailto :dwhite 1 ,@,sanfford. edu>; 
Tanner, JefI~ Beal, Paige 
Subject: Team Sports Marketing adopters 

Friends, 
If you are using Team Sports Marketing this term, I’ve put together some infom~ation to help kick off the term. 



1. Roster. Please send me your roster list within the first week of classes. Fd like to keep track of subscribers and ask your help in encouraging each student to subscribe. I’ll let you know 
who still needs to subscribe a week after classes begin. 

2. Testbat~k. You can download the Respondus (.zip) test bank files froru ray dropbox. I’ve sent each of you an invitation to my TSM folder at 
www.dropbox.com<http://w~wz.dropbox.com><http:i/wwa~,.dropbox.conr>. Let me know if you have any problerus accessing. 

3. Textbook. I’ve uploaded a PDF file of the entire text to the TSM chopbox for your purposes only. Do not share this file with students. You may print it and place in a loose leaf folder for 
your own use. 

4. Blogs. If you’d like to write a short blog/article o1 exercise relevant to the text, I’d love to upload it for evelyone’s use. See the instructions here: http:i/teamsportsmarketinR.com/blo~s. 
For instance, you might see a WSJ article on sports fans and want to assign it, along with a few of your own thoughts or questions, for your class. If you do, follow the instructions at the 
link above and I’ll post. 

5. Migala Report. The Migala Report is nroving to an open access format soon. This month’s articles are all free and should be going for~vard. We are giving TMR back to Dan to manage 
in October. Our $3 board, which has been doing the writing for TMR, will instead produce our own open access Baylor Sports Sales Report at 
www.baylors3 com<http ://w;vw.baylors3.com><http ://ww~,baylors3.com> This kicks off in January 2013. We continue to work together with Dan and intend to feature him in the new 
report. 

6. Suggested Syllabus instructions: See below 

Suggested Syllabus Instructions 
Your text is available online at wwwteamsportsmarketingcom<http://v~vwteamsportsmarketing.com>> 

Each student must individually subscribe ($25 via Paypal/at www teamsportsmarketing.com/membership<http ://wwwteamsportsmarketing.cor~’membership>>. You may access the 

text on your laptop, tablet~ or phone with ?’our online subscription. 

You may also use the print function for each chapter if you would also like to use a hard copy 

Key terms for each chapter are located at ww~, teamspoltsma rketing, c ore~’instructiors/chapter-key-terms<http://www.teamsp ortsma rketing, c o m/instru c tiors/chapter-key-terms>> 

After subscribing If you have any problems accessing the site or other questions about the text feel free to contact 

Kirk Wakefield@bavlor.edu<mailto:Kirk Wakefield@baylor edu>> 

Let me know what else I can do to help[ 

Kk_._~k 

<ima ge002 jpg> 

K~rk L. Wakefield 

Edwin W Streetman Professor of Retail Marketin~ Marketing Department Hankamer School of Business BayIor UniversiW One Bear Place #98007 Waco, Texas 76798-8007 
254-710-4267(O/ 254-640-9587((2/ 

<image003 ip~><http:i/www.teamsportsm arketin~, corn/> 

<imageOO4.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:16 PM 

@gmail.com 

Hello! 

Hi     I pray this note finds you in good health and spirits. It is Caucus time and I thought about you and the BEST ambassador team ever. ;) I also saw 

and she is so excited to begin her studies. I am so proud of both of you. 

Are you still receiving the cbcinfo emails? If so, please remove the alias from your UNC account. I am going to see if IT can do it from this end too. 

School starts Tuesday and it is already crazy. My desk still looks like a tornado came by. ;( 

Do stay in touch and let me know how you are doing. 

God Bless, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stror~an~ Ph,Do CL~ 
Exl~Oreo Engage, Empower. 

wr÷a,v,exss, unc,ed u 

%:: Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

...... Problems 

today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 5:20 PM 

~litfle~dsmith.com:~ 

I~E: 

GREAT’. Please have him stop by again or send me an email. I want to make stare he stays on track and gets knowledge of the unique opportunities 

How are you doing? We are obviously in the sea of mess with the media bearing down on us eve~z day. It is a perfect storm for the rabid NCSU fans. ;( 

I am still hitting the clubs and hope to get to the range this evening I made some changes ~vith my driver and I have to see if they really will ~vork. ;) 

Regards, 

debby 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~littleandsmith.com] 
Sent: Thursday 3:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:            ~ 

Debbie 

I met you with my son a couple of summers ago playing golf at Pebble Beach We are driving from Atlanta to Chapel Hill to drop him off for his freshman year. I j ust wanted to let you know 
that        is attending Carolina and hopefully he will take some of your classes in the future. 

I hope you are doing well. 

Go Ht:.ELSt !t 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 5:31 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

l~g: Follomng Up 

Thanks Kia! ] wilt give you a buzz.,, so much going on I can’t keep my head on straight. ;) 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women workiug together can change the world." 

F~m: Caldwell, Kia k 
SeBt: Thursday, August ~6, 2022 2:~2 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Following Up 

Hi Deb, 
I really enjoyed your presen~tion ~day. ~ank you for raising such impo~ant issues about Black male athletes and universi~ politics. 
You mentioned talking as you were leaving. ~el free ~ call me at ThaWs my cell number. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 BaSle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 929-962-8225 
Fax: 9~9-962-2694 
klcaldwe~email.unc.edu 
h~p:!/afliafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 5:36 PM 

@litfle~dsmith.com> 

I~E: 

Thanks! You Loo. 

debbv 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,l:}, CLU 

939,843,0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women workiug together can change the woHd." 

F~m: [mailto: bsmith@li~leandsmith.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:35 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

I ~ doing groat. I have [~en fo~nate to get ~ play ~me golf~is summer and travel with ~e family. I am jnst catcNng up wi~ the latest news m I hope ~1 offl~at will 

pass soon. 

I roll m&e sum that con~ts you. 

All the bestH ~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 5:19 PM "Stro,nan Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

GREAT! Please have him stop by again or send me an email I want to make sure he stays on track and gets kno~vledge of the unique opportunities. 

How are you doing? We are obviously in the sea of mess ~vith the media bearing down on us evely day It is a perfect storm for the rabid NCSU fans. ;( 

I am still hitting the clubs and hope to get to the range this evening. I made some changes with my driver and I have to see if they really will ~vork ;) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [rnai[to: if)lilt leandsmith, c oral 

Sent: Thursday, 3:37 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: 

Debbie 

I met you with my son a couple of summers ago playing golf at Pebble Beach. We are driving from Atlanta to Chape] Hill to drop him offfor his freshman year. ! just wanted to 
let you know that        is attending Carolina and hopefu]ly he will take some o:[’your classes in the future 

I hope you are doing ~vell. 

Go HEELS[I! 

Sent frora my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 6:25 PM 

Jackson Jr, Curlis <cjjunior@email.unc.e&~ 

I~E: Proposed Academic Plan for 3MP 

Eli Curtis. Thanks again for" the time spent. Sorry I ruined your dinner. ;) 

I enjoyed getting to know you better and discussing opportunities here on campus. Continue to Jisten, Jearn, and lead. You have a bright future~ 

Dr. Stromat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL1J 

919,843,0336 

’One woraan cm~ make a difference but 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world," 

From; Jackson Jb Cu~s 
Sent~ Wednesdag, 8:40 AN 
To~ Powe~l, Cand~ce S~e~lds ~iem~n~; W~ll~npham, Narg C. 

Ce~ Stroman, Deborah L; Perez, Josme~ 
Subject~ RE: Proposed Academic Plan for 3MP 

Good mornb~g, 

Let me start by s~yJng d~ank 5ou fbr all of tl~e work evewone has put b~to this initiative. Ca~dice thank yo~ lbr taking the lime to p~t 

togetl~er tl~is inlbtqnation fbr [he meeting rods},. I wo[dd ask that we be ca~]tio~as of [~sing UNC specific terminology witho~]t explab?ing 

i[. The reibrence to the MALES gro[~p is something I ~de]?t~fied with [he help of a colleag~]e which peop]e ma}~ not M?ow abo~]t. If 

intent is fbr someone to pick up our doc[une]?t and be ab]e [o clearly identfl}~ how we created oui" program Lhe]? being conscious of o~ar 

a(:ronyms will be important. Scuond, two components of the program being combined into one document was a gi’cat way ko illustrale 

how this initiative is uoming togethcr, but how are we tiTing 1o assess these programs? Are they being assessed together or are they 

being assessed separatcls,’? I bring that up because if they’re being assessed separately would it be better f~)r’ us to have two sets of 

learning outcomes2 If I am not making sense please let mc know and I will bc happy to clari~5, vh-~ the phone or re~hr to the group 

today for ~heir fbedback. Pl~ase let me know your thoughts. 

One more thing, I ~hink we need to ask the: UNC MALES organization about wl:sat theh" inw)lvem~s:st will be instead of assuming they 

will be ev~n though it sounds lik~ they want to be involw~d at’ter speaking with                     3 estcrday. He brought up a few good 

E]Jf!!f]_9_!2~email.unc.edu 

This emai] message is for the sole ~,~se of fl:~tended recipients a~:~d may contain conffdent~a] and privileged i~:~%rmadon. An5 

unauthorized review, use, d~sclosure, or d~strJ]~ution is pr’ot~il:dted. If you are r~ot the intended recipient~ please ccmtact the 

sender by ceply emaJl a.nd destroy N1 copies of the original message. 

F~m= powell, Candlce Sheilds Flemin~ 
Sent= Tuesday,              5:29 PN 
T~= Willingham, Na~ C4 aac~on Jr, Cu~is 

Ce= Stroman, Deborah L; Perez, Sosmell 
Subjett= Proposed Academic Plan for 3NP 

Dear Mary and ~, 

Thanks for bearing with me as I tried to pull our thoughts together. So sorry for this late draft. The attached draft is very quickly pulled together, and I hope i’ve 

captured everything. Please send me your thoughts!edits and I will send the final version to Josmell for our meeting tomorrow. Clearly, this document could use 

some clearer structure and definition, and some citations to support our intentions - but we can get to that after our meeting. 

With appreciation, 

Candi 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Ondergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Mill 

3017 Steele Building, C8# 3504 

919.843.6443 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 6:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: 

No. You are fine with the lab and lecture. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939.843.0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women workiug together can change the woHd." 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:29 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: 
I only have one science course but does taking the lab and the lecture count as taking two science courses? Thanks for your advise! There’s just so much I want to get involved 
in that I don’t want to overload myself. 
Thanks again, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

Hi2 

classes go for you, You will be able to see how rigorous the work is during this time period, 

Stay in touch and let rne know if t can s~ssist. 

Dr, SI:FOfTU~t~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah ].,. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]uL~e. ~xplore. Empov~er. 

9:19.843.0336 

We don’[ recommend more [han two science courses (with a Lab) in one term. Take advantage of the drop deadline and see how the first three weeks o1: 

women working together c;m chmkge the world," 

From: [t_n___aj!~_; ~_!ly___e_:_~_n___c_:__e__d___u] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:        ~b 
Dear Professor Stroman, 
~ met with you eadier today during the academic advising meeting for group C and meant to ask you one more question. Right now Tm registered to ~ke both        and 
the           on ~p of 4 other classes. ~ was just wondering if that schedule is going ~ be a bit ove~helming and maybe ~ should hold off on taking the Biology La~? 
Thanks for your help~ 

’One woman cm~ make a difference but 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 6:37 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu) 

IMPORTANT - Fetzer 109 for the Club 

Hi 

contact her or have someone else IMMEDIATELY. 

Thanks. 

Debora~ L, Stro~n~r~ P~,Do CL~J 

~,ex~,unc,ed u ............................................. 

3~5 Woollen - Cg #~700 

9~9,843=033~ 

saw Diane Adamson today and she said she has not heard from you. This matter is urgent because she said room space/dates are being taken up. PLEASE 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 6:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Hi 

Mobile --- 

Dr, Strom~t~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.O. CLU 

g~]ug~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

left you a vmsg, Please call me when possible, Thanks! 

’One woman c;m make a difference but 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world," 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~0:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Dr. Stroman, 

I like the idea! How would you like to go about it? 

Also, have there been any major things going on in Chapel Hill this summer that I should know about? I feel so disconnected since I’m in 

DC. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,           3:53 PM 
To: :bcchair@unc.edu 
Co: Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita; RobeCcson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Wow! Sounds like a great read. 

let’s ch~,t. How about a joint-reading progrm’n? We all read the book during the first semester and then have a group chst (facilitated by a student and CBC 

member} to start the new year. I thkd~ that wouM be a very positiw~ w~w for us to work together (besides our (:hari~:abk~ effort). 

Though~:s??~ ~ 

Dr~ Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat other people." 

@live.unc.edu] 
8:18 AM 

From:       L~qilto 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 

S..bject:Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 
Good mornin8 Dr. Strornarl, 

I wanted to pass alon~ some information reBardin8 new book that’s now on sale, Some of My Best Friends Are Blacl<: The Stran~,e Story of Intep~ration in America. The book, written by 
Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race and inteBration post Dr. Martin Luther KinB, Jr. throuBh 4 distinct stories. 
The interestin8 part of the book is Tanner is a white author writin8 about this sensitive and sornetirnes controversial topic. Also, one of the stories includes my hornetown of 
BirminBharn, AL, an area where Tanner himself ~rew up. My family and I are featured in the BirminBham section discussin8 our experiences of livin8 in the white fliBht Southern suburb 
of Vestavia Hills, AL. You can read an excerpt from the book here. 
I thouBht this book would be a 8rear read/discussion for members of the Carolina Black Faculty and Staff Caucus.         I also think students in the Black Student Movement can 
benefit as well, considerin8 some of us stru881e at tirnes with bein8 a high achivin8 African Arnerican student at a public white institution. Lookin8 at the reviews thus far and hearin8 



the comments from my parents {who own a copy of the bookl, I think many at UNC need to hear this story~ Maybe we can get it in future newsietter!listserv emails to spread the word... 

just a thought. 

Harambe, 

University~fNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(c) 
},v_._w~_._ ~ 

Minutes Away I       Ahead 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 9:28 AM 

,~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Meeting with Yon - 

Hi 
Thanks. 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

] am in Academic Advising this r~?or’ning and Pre-O this afternoon. I should be back in my office by 4.:00 p.m. Tex[ me if you are near’by. 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world." 

F~m: [mailto ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting with You - 
Dr. Stroma~ 

Are you avmlable an~ime tomo~ow (Ffi&y) for me to stop by your once? I just wanted to organize myself [~fore the weekend hits ruth Fall Fes~ and our 1 st E- 

Bored meeting both around the comer. 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

Please excuse any ~pos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 9:33 AM 

ttammett, Victoria LaJFrieda <vhammet~email.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra <shandraj@email.unc.edu,% Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, 

Deborah L < dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CHIP IMPLANT VICTIM - Evidence Sent - Pleads - Videos a~d Sound Recordings - Case No. 456-41-6532 

Thaffs what we get for having such an official organization name. 

Funny, but so sad._ 

I can only imagine the type of crazy ernaib!snail mail sent to the White House from crazy Amer~cans~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

g~/u£~8. ~xplor~, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

’One woraan cm~ make a differe~me but 

woraen working ~toge{her c;m chm~ge the world," 

From: Eliseo Perez [mailto:      ~yahoo.com] 
Sent= Thursday, August 16, 2012 7:31 PM 
To= 3Privacy International; 3Congressional Black Caucus Foundation; 3CA Legislative Black Caucus; 3Carolina Black Caucus; Johnson, Asia; 3Gainsville Florida Black Caucus; 
3Jacksonville Florida Black Caucus; 3Tarnpa Florida Black Caucus; 3Orlando Florida Black Caucus; 3Miami Florida Black Caucus; 3Orlando Florida Black Caucus 2; 3Miami 

Florida Black Caucus; 3Maryland Black Caucus; 3Bennett Maryland Black Caucus; 3Michigan Black Caucus; 3Teamsters National Black Caucus Chairman; 3Teamsters Nail Black 
Caucus V-President; 3Teamsters NaiL Black Caucus Nail Director; 3Teamsters Nail Black Caucus Recording Secretary; 3Georgia Legislative Black Caucus; 3NEA Black Caucus; 
3Mass Black and Latino Caucus 2nd Div Chairman; 3Mass Black Caucus Rep Gloria Fox; 3Mass Black Caucus Rep Linda D Forry; 3Mass Black Caucus Rep Carlos Enriguez; 
3North Carolina Legislative Black Caucus Foundation; 3Black Caucus and Center for Aged; 3Missouri Black Legislative Caucus Foundation; 3National League Of Cities; 
3Congressional Black Caucus; 3National Black Justice Coalition; 3Fed Executive Boards Director; 3Fed Executive Boards General; 3Fed Executive Boards Program Mgr; 3Fed 
Executive Boards Program Analyst; 3The Washington Center; 3The Washington Center Media; 3Federation Of American Scientists; 3Federation Of American Scientists; 3Nail 
Conffess of Black Political Scientists Director; 3Natl Black Conffence of Political Scientists President; 31Vlatherneticians Of The African Diaspora; 3NatL Society of Black 
Physicists; 3NaiL Assoc Of Black Journalists Exec Director; 3NaiL Assoc Of Black Journalist Exec Assit; 3NaiL Assoc of Black Owned Broadcasters; 3National Congress Of Black 
Women; 3NaiL Confrence Of Black Mayors; 3American Civil Liberties Union Texas; 3American Civil Liberties Union Florida; 3American Civil Liberties Union Georgia; 3American 
Civil Liberties Union Tennessee; 3American Civil Liberties Union Virginia; 3American Civil Liberties Union N Carolina; 3American Civil Liberties Union Pennsylvania; 3American 
Civil Liberties Union Iowa; 3American Civil Liberties Union Illinois; 3American Civil Liberties Union Coloarado; 3American Civil Liberties Union W Virginia; 3American Civil 

Liberties Union Kentucky; 3American Civil Liberties Union Wyorning; 3American Civil Liberties Union Montana; 3Arnerican Civil Liberties Union Kansas; 3American Civil Liberties 
Union Kansas W Missouri; 3American Civil Liberties Union Ohio; 3American Civil Liberties Union Nebraska; 3American Civil Liberties Union Maine; 3American Civil Liberties 
Union Oregon; 3Arnerican Civil Liberties Union San Diego; 3American Civil Liberties Union Puerto Rico; 3American Civil Liberties Union Delaware 
Subject= CHIP IMPLANT VICTIM - Evidence Sent - Pleads - Videos and Sound Recordings - Case No. 456-41-6532 

COPY OF EMAIL I SENT TO PRESIDENT OBAMA 

(In time I will also be sending you proof) 

Dear: President Barack Obama; The Presidents Intelligence Oversight Board and Advisory Board; Secretary of State, Hillary R. Clinton; and U.S. Attorney 

General Eric Holder. 

A VICTIM - NOT A CONSPIRACY THEORIST 

On July 13, 2012 I mailed you a box with a red binder inside of my compilation of evidence, a USB attacked within the inside of the binder cover, and a 

Gideon New Testament of the Bible. 

It has very important sound recorded and video evidence and information that proves I am surveillance and interacted with of military intelligence that 

endangers and threatens me. The evidence is legitimate, true, and beyond reproach. The world is round, not flat. I was an evangelist and do not lie. It is 

perhaps the only true, legitimate, and verifiable evidence in the world. 

It must be analyzed against my voice print and notarized statements of my true voice print that I sent you also. This with the best voice print and voice 

recognition experts. 

Ask not why I am chip implanted, because it will cause you to approach the material with disbelief. This will cause you not to see enough of i9t. But 

instead, have it analyzed to see if I am telling the truth, and then why I am chip implanted will be answered. 

I remembered how you, President Obama, said on TV when you were elected that you were not going to allow anything to be hidden from you that comes 

under the name of national security. This is when I know that it was the will of God you to be President for my situation, among other reasons. You are one 

of my favorite Presidents, like Abraham Lincoln, George Washington, John F. Kennedy, and Ronald Reagan. I also loved Hillary R. Clinton much too. 

No one else will or can help me with the evidence. I even went to the El Paso FBI and they rejected me through I had evidence and through I was a victim. 

This was on January 18, 2012. They say this is not their jurisdiction. 

don know all my situation is your jurisdiction dear people. You are the only ones who can help and break this case. 

I ask, plead, and demand that all the evidence I provided you with be investigated and analyzed. And that you mandate it, even if you do not win the 

elections, though I hope you do. 



See the video evidence for yourself and hear the 2007 sound recorded evidence for yourself. You must see the videos with the related video written down 

explanations I included. You must also haear all of the 2007 sound recorded evidence with the related written down explanations that are within the same 

folder, 

The explanations of the videos are in the same USB folder they are in and the 2007 sound recorded evidence explanations are found in the red compilation 

of evidence binder I supply you with. Look at the table of contents under SECTION 2 IMPORTANT DETAILED FACTS. 

Then read my short research project model found in the USB main directory. IT is called, Wireless Remote Control Of Body Movements -July 2012. This 
will explain the videos and the sound recordings and evidence more, which truly is testimony of military intelligence individuals. 

THIS IS NOW CONSTITUTIONAL EVIDENCE that is useable in a court of law. I captured the evidence that pierces the veil of invisibility of military 

intelligence that surveillances. In the name of God the walls of Jericho must come down. 

Hear also my true voice and voice print found inside the main USB folder called, AAA Cassettes. The sound files are named with the following prefixes: 
AAA My Voice Print... or AAA Proverbs And Others .... 

This is all God’s will and I do talk about how America can be a world leader with this in sound files with the words "For US Fed Gov"within the AAA 

Cassettes main folder. 

My research called, Report on Facts, Clue, Awareness, and Illegal Military Activity, is a compilation of internet reference material, news media reports, 

scientists’ research, and Darpa Material I put together to show that chip implants in the shoulder can do what brain chip implants can do. This material I 

applied with my experiences to explain how chip implants work in real life. Only a true chip implanted person surveillance and interacted with can have 

ever explained what is explained. The charges show why I have not finished it yet. 

I still have many cassette recordings I began to record into computer sound files. I have over 25 video recordings that I want to send later to add to my 

SELF-APPOINTED CASE NUMBER: 456-41-6532. I also have begun to hear the recordings and add explanations at the end verbally. 

FOR THE PEOPLE AND PRESIDENT OBAMA 

CHIP IMPLANTED VICTIM - (ID given is my signature) 

Eliseo Perez 

Social Security Number: 

Date of Birth: 

Texas Id Number: 

Copy sent to White House Webpage email form. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, ~:52 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

l~F,: Hello’. 

Hi      . Sorry for the delay, Yes, Monday, 

Thanks again [or the invitation. 

g h-’_~ssings, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good~ 

9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E’n,qa,qe, E~plor’~, E’mpower. 
919.843.0336 

’is fine. How much time do I have and what size is the audience? 

’One woman can make a difference 

wome~l working together can change the world." 

From: [mailto: ’@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday~ 9:36 AM 
To: Stroman, Del~orah L 
Subject: Hello! 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you’re enjoying the last little bit of summer! Ha~rd to believe it is already time for the fall semes~ter to start. We’re in the process of getting some dates finalized for 

our speakers for FCA at the beginning of the yem, m~d I was wondering if you would be available on Monday, at 8:00 pm? No worries if not - in fact if 

not just send me some Monday nights that work better for you! Just want to get something set in stone. 

Our leadership temn has already started praying for you as well as the other speakers...we cafft wait to hear the word God has placed on your hemnt for us! 

In Chris1, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

~live.unc.edu 

Isaiah 41:10 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:27 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Hello! 

Hi       Great to hear from you! Yes, I would love to speak to FCA, I was a member in college and always enjoyed the feUowship~ 

K~-_u:’p me pos{ed on {he next ste~) 

Be Messed~ 

D[. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,qcNe, g~plor’~, E’mpower. 

919,8~3,0336 

From:            [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Hello! 

Dr. Stroman, 
First, I just wanted to say how much I enjoyed being in your 
world and having class discussions each lecture. 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how yo~ treat other people." 

Nive.unc.edul 
4:23 PN 

class this past semester! I loved the class format of taking important issues in the sporting 

Also, you mentioned several times in class/on twitter/etc, how important your faith is to you. For the school year, I’m one of the of our chapter of 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes. We are in the process of booking speakers for our huddle meetings for the upcoming school year, and ~ was wondering if you would be 
potentially interested in sharing what God has placed on your heart for one of the meetings? No pressure if not! Just wanted to check and see! 
Hope you are having a great summer! 
Blessings, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

@live.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:03 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

I~E: Hello’. 

Okay~ Thanks for the recap~ Yes, please contact me at least one week prior. Have a super weekend[ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

’One womm~ can make a difference b~,t 

wome~ working together can change fl~e world." 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:59 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Hello! 
No worries at aJl! Typically the speaker goes on a~’ound 8:30 and concludes around 9:15 (this is flexible if you want to take a shorter/longer amount of time). We 

usually open the meeting with some mmouncements, severaJ worship songs, a testimony from mmeone on our leadership team, and "then the introduction of the speaker. 

IfI had to guess on the size of the audience this year, I’d say anywhere ficom 30-50 people (jusl depending on how well our recruitment goes and God’s plan for us for 

the year!). 

I’ll send you a reminder email closer to time of the meeting...Also, if you’re interested, some of our past speakers have emailed me discussion questions pertaning to 

their message for us to discuss Mmn we break into our smaller huddles at the very end of the meeting. This is up to you! 
Thanks again for your willingness’. Please do not hesitate to contact me ruth any’ questions you ,nay have! 

In Clmlst, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class 

@live.unc,edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,              9:52 AN 

Subject: RE: Hello! 

Hi       Sorry for’ the delay~ Yes, Monday, 

Thanks again t:or the invitation, 

Blessings, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~]uL~e, ~xplore, En~power. 

9:19,343,0336 

is fine. How much time do I have and what size is the audience? 

’One womau can make a difference bnt 

women working together can change the world," 

~live.unc.edu] 
9:36 AM 

From:            [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Hello! 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you’re enjoying the last little bit of summer! Hard to believe it is already time for the fall semester to start. We’re in the process of getting some dates finalized for 

our speakers for FCA at the beginning of the year, and I was wondaring if you would be available on Monday, at 8:00 pm? No worries Knot - in fact if 

not just send me some Monday nights that work better for yon! Jnst want to get something set in s*one. 
Our leadership team has already started praying for you as well as the other speakers...we can’t wat to hear the word God has placed on yonr heart for us! 

In Chris~, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

@ Iive ~ u _n___c_,___e__d___u_.    " " 

Isaiah 41:10 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            4:27 PM 



To: 
Subject: RE: Hello! 

HI 

Keep me posted on the next step, 

Be blessed! 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stron~an, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

GreaL to hear from you! Yes, I would love to speak to FCA. I was a member in college and always enjoyed the t:elfowship, 

From:            [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Hello! 

Dr, Stroman, 
First, T just wanted to say how much 1: enjoyed being in your 
world and having class discussions each lecture, 

’~ever lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore’ s~ccess will be how you treat other people." 

~live.unc.edu] 

4:23 PM 

class this past semester! I loved the class format of taking important issues in the sporting 

Also, you mentioned several times in class/on twitter/etc, how important your faith is to you. For the school year, I’m one of the, of our chapter of 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes. We are in the process of booking speakers for our huddle meetings for the upcoming school year, and :[ was wondering if you would be 
potentially interested in sharing what God has placed on your heart for one of the meetings? No pressure if not! Just wanted to check and see! 
Hope you are having a great summer! 
Blessings, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 10:26 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr~ 

@live.~mc.edu-~; Stromm~, DeIx~rah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; 

,~!live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu); Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhmnmett@email.unc.edu>; Jones~ Sha~dra 
<shm~draj@etnail.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Robertso~ 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu~ 

Carolina Black Caucus - Welcome Back Ambassadors! 

CBC Scheduled Calendar 2012-13.docx; CBC CommuNcadons pdf 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

Hi Team. I hope you had a relaxing and productive summer. It is time to get back to work -academic success at UNC! We appreciate your volunteer work with the 

Carolina Black Caucus. Please confirm receipt of this email. Updates: 

1. The "Welcome Back" Social is this Friday, at 5:00 p.m. (Stone Center - Hitchcock). We need you there dressed professionally at 4:00 p.m. sharp. 

Please let me know if you have any conflicts. We will assign tasks such as registration table, guides, photography, etc. The entire membership and invited 

guests will be there. The Chancellor will be speaking too. You will have the awesome opportunity to meet faculty and staff, eat, and network. 

2. Fall semester - We care about your academic progress. I want to meet individually for 20 minutes with everyone before Friday, if possible. I am teaching 

MWF at 9:00 a.m. 

3. Please make note of the CBC calendar on your schedule. You are not to attend CBC events, unless invited. ;) It is important 

that you are knowledgeable about all CBC activities though. 

4. Please wear your CBC hats on campus and promote your ambassador service with other students. ;) 

5. BSM-I am hopeful to schedule a joint meeting with BSM next month. I am waiting for a call back from 

6. Please visit www~unc.edu/cbc and get familiar with the site. I will need someone to serve as the host for cbcin[o@unc.edu. This person will forward all 

communications to me. I also want your feedback as to a possible switch to wordpress or joomla so we can make changes faster and more efficiently. 

7. Note:            , former ambassador, is still on campus. She is in the EXSS Exercise Physiology graduate program. Sweet!! She is willing to assist in any 

way possible as her schedule permits. PLEASE call on her for graduate school advice and planning. 

Thanks again for ALL you do! 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www,unc.edu/cbc 

.~i Description: Carolina BlackCaucus 542with tag 



CBC Scheduled Calendar- 

August 24 - "Welcome Back" Social 

September 5 - Monthly Meeting 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting; "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home (Nov. 

26 ??) 

December - No scheduled meeting; Monthly Meeting with BSM; Holiday Social (Dec, 14 ??) 

January - "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp (January 9??) 

February - No scheduled meeting; "An Arts Night Out" with CPA (Feb. 26 & 27) and "Read 

In" (Feb, 8 or 22??) events 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting with BSM 

April - Spring Social 

Steering Committee - Deborah Stroman (Chairperson), Victoria Hammett, Shandra Jones, Ursula Littlejohn, 

OJ IVIcGhee, Verita Murrill, and Nakenge Robertson 

Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbcinfo@uncoedu 



Our vision is a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports 

and celebrates the achievement of Black 

employees at the University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. 

Activities 

5AVE-THEwDA TE~.~. The annual "Welcome Back" Reception is scheduIed,far Friday, 

C5:00 pom. - 7:00 pom.) at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. Don’t miss this 

~fun networking event~. Chancellor Thorp will greet the membership, invited guests, 

~nd Caucus ~riends. 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel 

isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, 

etc.) or retirements in your unit or department. 

We wish to welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: 

www.unc.edu!cbc 



Join Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less for ONLY $;5* 

Want to learn how to make mindful choices at the next 

cookout, ball game, or picnic? Check out Eat Smart, Move 

More, Weigh Less (ESMMWL), a 1S-week weight 

management program. It is not a diet - it’s a lifestyle. 

ESMMWL online classes are available in August and September. ESMMWL online 
strategies work! They give you the tools to improve and maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

You can attend class from your home at a time that works best for you. Registration for 

August classes closes Wednesday,       The first class starts 

http://hr.unc.ed u/news-events/CCM3_035952 

- Center for Dramatic Arts (8:00 a,m. - 3:00 p.m,) - Faculty 

Diversity Workshop - "Teaching So Everyone Can Learn: What’s Race Got to Do 

With It?" Faculty members are invited to an interactive workshop presented by 

UNC faculty members. In previous years the workshop breakout sessions 

concerned with the subject of race have been overwhelmingly chosen as the 

favorite of the participants; therefore, the committee decided to have the entire 

workshop devoted to this critical theme. The agenda includes a panel of 

UNC professors discussing race and its impact on the classroom dynamic and 

engaging breakout sessions. Questions? Dr. Cookie Newsom at 

newsom@email.unc.edu. The Annual Faculty Workshop on Diversity is 

sponsored by the Office of the Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, The 

Center for Faculty Excellence, The EEO/ADA Office and the Center for Dramatic 

Arts. 

The Carolina Women’s Center is moving into new offices within the Sonja 

Haynes Stone Center this July. The CWC will be closer to campus in an effort 

pursue collaborations with other departments and units on campus. 

http://womenscenter.u nc.edu/ 

SAVE-THE-DATE! Carolina Homecoming Weekend -               If you have 
not done so already, please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni 
Reunion on your calendar. Continue to watch your email for event updates. 



Publishing Date! Friday~ for the next edition of the "Ce~ebrating 

Diversity’~ e-news~ettero This bi-annual electronic newsletter is sent to alumni 

and friends and addresses news and issues that are important to our 

multicultural community. If you have any news or updates that may be of 

interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie Pierce @ 

japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor 

and student profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from 

additional exposure. 

The Chair of the Faculty, Dr. Jan Boxill, appointed a subcommittee of the Faculty 

Executive Committee to assess the state of the reporting process in the wake of the 

situation in the Department of African and Afro American Studies. A copy of the report 

can be found here: 

http:i/media2.newsobserver.comismedia/2012i07/26i21/17/19u DAb.So.156opdf 

A very sincere thanks to Dr. Valerie Ashby, Dr. Reginald Hildebrand, and Larry Campbell 

for joining Caucus chair, Deborah Stroman, in a very frank and insightful conversation 

with this subcommittee. We are all in agreement that they learned a lot from our 

interaction with them. ;) 

Pres. Obama launches African-American education initiative 

The initiative "aims to ensure that all African American students can receive an 

education that fully prepares them for high school graduation, college completion and 

productive careers." Housed in the Education Department, the initiative will work with 

the Executive Office of the President and cabinet agencies "to identify evidence-based 

practices to improve African American students’ achievement in school and college," 

the White House said. It will also work "to develop a national network of individuals, 

organizations, and communities that will share and implement these practices." 

http :/!www. w h ite h o u se .gov!the-p ress-office/2012!O7/26/exe cu tive-o rd e r-w h ite- 

house-initiative-ed ucational-excellence-african-am 



Great discussion piece and article of Interest: Rival Views, Both Right - Stephen 

Trachtenberg (New York Times) 

Is there an app for improving America’s educational system? Will watching a 

PowerPoint presentation about the nation’s educational challenge help to understand 

the opportunities and difficulties facing the country? 

Two college dropouts, Steve Jobs (Reed College) and Bill Gates (Harvard University) 

have articulated theories about education. And their viewpoints are as different as are 

their companies (Apple and Microsoft, respectively), presenting a contrast in style and 

philosophy. Read more- 

http:!/www, nytimes.co m!roomfo rdebate/2011!O3/20!career-cou nse!or-bill-gates-o r- 

steve-jo bs!rival-philosophies-both-compel!ing 

Students are taking the lead in the advancement of Black males on campus! Congrats 

to Kehinde Adeoti, Mycal Brickhouse, Jeremy 

Martin, and Michael Dyson -- the founders of 

"Carolina Men Advocating for Learning, 

Empowerment, and Success" (aka Carolina 

MALES). Focused on the low retention rate of 

minority males at Carolina, and purposed to find 

ways to create a united body dedicated to helping 

minority males reach their full potential, these 

young men need other dedicated, hard-working individuals for leadership positions. If 

you know of outstanding student leaders, please contact ~ at 

@live.unc.edu 

Super resource! B~ackDoctor.org (BDO) is the all-important primary destination that 

redefines Black health. The portal aims to be your trusted, daily resource for healthier, 

happier living, and your daily medicine...for life. BDO is the world’s largest and most 

comprehensive online health resource specifically targeted to African Americans. 



Hubert Davis (Men’s Basketballl - Coach Roy Williams stated, "I am elated that I can fill this 

spot with Hubert," Williams said in a prepared statement. "I helped 

recruit him to Carolina in 1988, coached him in the World University 

Games in :199:1 and have always admired him on and off the court. I 

knew the day would eventually come when I would need to replace 

staff members as they moved on. For the last four or five years Hubert 

has always been on my mind in case a spot did come open. I didn’t 

know ill could get him to come back, but I knew I wanted him to be the 

first option. Coaching is about teaching, relationships and passion and I 

feel Hubert is the perfect choice. Our student-athletes will benefit 

greatly from what he adds to our staff." Davis, who helped the Tar Heels 

to a :~02-37 record before a :~2-year NBA career, replaces Jerod Haase, 

who left UNC to become head coach at UAB. 

Harlis Meaders (Track and Field) - UNC AD Bubba Cunningham 

stated, "In talking to people about Harlis, I kept hearing about his 

unwavering commitment to competitive success on the track combined 

with his focus on academic achievement, personal integrity and character. 

(Florida State athletic director) Randy Spetman gave Harlis one of the 

strongest personal references I’ve ever received for a head coaching 

candidate. Harlis has helped Florida State win NCAA and ACC 

championships and developed individual champions and international- 

caliber athletes. But he has also has coached a Rhodes Scholar and several 

Academic All-Americans, created the track program’s Team Creed and ran a 

mentor program for the entire athletic department. He has the right blend 

of academic, athletic and personal achievement that we are looking for to 

develop our young men and women." 

"l’m extremely delighted to have the opportunity to reunite with the Carolina family," says Meaders. 

"l’d like to thank Bubba Cunningham and the search committee for providing this opportunity to once 

again wear Carolina Blue and White. l’m looking forward to helping write the next chapter of Carolina 

track & field and cross country history, l’m a product of North Carolina track & field. I was born and 

raised in the state and had the privilege to compete at the University of North Carolina. If you’ve 

every worn the Carolina Blue & White, you know how I feel. Carolina is an extremely special place 

and it’s an honor to give back to the university and the community that has given so much to me." 



the Caucus at http://www.unc.edu/cbc/joinform,htm~ 

Your CBC       Leadership Team 

Victoria Hommett - School o~f Pharmacy 

Shandro Jones - Kenan-F/agler Business School 

Ursula Little john - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

O.J. McGhee - School oj~ Public Health 

Verita Murril/- Human Resources 

Nakenge Robertson - FPG Child Development Institute 

Deborah Stroman - Exercise and Sport Science 

New Ambassadors for 

"In every community, there is work to be done. in every nation, there are wounds to 

heal. in every heart, there is the power to do it." 

M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE’OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:47 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

PJE: 

HI        Great to hear from you. I teach MWF at 9:00 
What is your availability on Wednesday after ll:O0? 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women workiug together can change the woHd." 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, I:~:47 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I just wanted to email you to notify you that I am back at school again and if you would like to meet sometime please feel free to let me know so we can work it out. Thank you 
again for the great learning experience you gave me, 1 really enjoyed your class. Have a great day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:55 PM 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 

~live.com; ~hottnail.com; ,~!challer.net; @student.fa~echcc.edu; ~yahoo.com; 

~twcny.rr.com; @live.corn; ,~!yahoo.com; ,~!uncg.edu; @art.net; 

@gmail.co~n; @hotmail.com; @gmail.com; @yahoo.corn; ~elon.edu; 
~yaJ~oo.com; ,~!mindspring.com; 5!hotmaJ.com; (@ncsu.edu; ~gtnail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~uncg.edu; ~gmail.com; @gmail.com; ~holmaJ.com 

FW: to ug on -Advising 

Hi H~-:~els! This note was sent ~rom your primary academic advising o~fk:e (Steele gu~h~ng), Just m case 
See you on Monday~ 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,D~ CLU 
Engu~je, Explore. Empowe~t 
9:19.843.0336 

F~m= Salyer, Sherry k [mail~:salyerOemail.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, S:05 PN 
To= ~e peess-f mailin~ list 
Subject= [peess-~ to u0 on -Advisino 

ou missed 

Classes will be starting soon and we would like to remind you of information relating to your fall registration: 

Waitlists - After          you will no longer be able to use the Waitlist function in ConnectCarolina. If you were previously enrolled in a waitlisted course 

and it’s not on your schedule as "enrolled," you have been dropped from the list and need to enroll in another course¯ (Waitlists do not apply to students 

who have not yet registered for fall¯) 

Credit limits -Student will be able to register for 18 hours on 

in 12 hours for full-time status. 

¯ Enrolling in 15 or more hours allows flexibility in your schedule¯ Make sure you are 

Overloads - Hours for approved requests will be increased on          If you want an overload (permission to carry :19 or 20 hours) and have not previously 

requested one, call Advising at 9:19-966-5:L16 or come in the first week of classes. 

Some courses may be restricted or require certain prerequisites¯ Check the Undergraduate Bulletin, ConnectCarolina, or the academic department for 

details¯ 

Walk-in week - Come in during the week of 

accepting appointments. 

if you have simple questions about your fall schedule¯ We will be open from 8-5 and will not be 

You may begin to make appointments for the second week of the semester and beyond on August 24. 

You can add a course in Connect Carolina through 

You can drop a course in ConnectCarolina through From to drops must be processed by Academic Advising. 

For more information, check our web site under "Policies & Procedures - Registration". 

Best wishes for a great semester! 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sherry Safyer, Ed.D. 

Senior Lec[urer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2:[1 Fetzer Hall 

Uniw:’rsit¥ o[ North Carolina a~: Chapel 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

919-9~2-.6947 

Fax: 9:1.9-9~2-0489 



Sprir~g Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays----II:O0-12::I5 

Wednesdays--I0-I:].::].5 and I:I5-2:45 

Th ~rsd a ys- -:].:[:~3- :[2::].5 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 
peess- f as: <a h~ef "_r_n__~_~.i! ~?2d__~t_!.~ ? (~_t_m__c_:_e_..d_ U_’%.d_~_t._r£2(~i_t_~_n_.c_’_:.e_£~_u25:~__~_p. To unsubscfi be send a blank <bg> 
email to --~a hre~’’m~lt~:~ave-3~966686-4~233373.29baead76835~48~a63599~ba2~3d664~istserv.t~nc.edt~’~qeave-3~966686- 

41233373~29baead768351481 a635991 ba203d664~listserv.tmc.edm~%~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 4:44 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edtr>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.anc.edu> 

Sackarofl] Jeffrey Craig <jeff sackamff@unc.edu> 

RE: Unique guest lecture 

No. Jeff, have you heard of him? 

He may be good for a Club speaker this year. We are doing Skype with some real prominent persons this year to reduce costs. 

d 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

wome~ workiug together can chmLge the woHd." 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 4:03 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; FW: Unique guest lecture 

Do any of you kmow of Matt Crevin or Voice of the Box’? 

From; Matt Crevin [matt@voiceofthebox.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 i:14 PM 

To-" eweight@unc.edu 
Subject; Unique guest lecture 

Thank you for accepting my recent Linkedln i~wite, I appreciate it. 

The reason I would like to connect is to see if you are open to having a brief discussion about how I partner with sport management programs across the US. 

In summary: 

I deliver both keynote presentations as well as a guest lectures to Sports Management Programs and would enjoy the opportunib’ to talk with you about a possible 

guest lecture at Universi~ of North Carolina. 

As thunder of my own company, I tbcus specifically on careers within the sports industu, I deliver relevant, practical and interactive pre~ntations drawn from my 

combination of real world experience ruth Microsoft and FedEx as well as 19 years in the sports indust~ to deliver a unique and insightlhl speaking engagements to the 

students. 

I al~ just released my tirst book, "Get in the Game" as well as host a weekly radio show, "Beyond the Game." My entire business model is geared to help develop the 

ne:d generation of sports industry, executes. 

My presentations, whether via skype or face to face, focus on 4 key areas that help broaden the students 

vision on how to create a roadmap for success and metl~ods for them to 

package, present, promote as well as manage their career search process 

efl~clively. 

I would like to explain in more detail with you over the phone, so let 

me know if you are open to a brief call. 

For additionaJ intbrmation, please go to my website at: 
www,voiceofihebox.com or reach out to me directly at: 

Thank you and I look forward to hea~ing from you. 

- Matt 

Voice of the Box 

matt@voiceofthebox.com 

www.voiceofthebox.com ....................................................................... 

m: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC Welcome Back RSVP 

Please add. Thanks! 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

’One womm~ can make a difference b~,t 

wome~ working together can change fl~e world. 

From: mailto: _~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:02 PM 
To= cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject= CBC Welcome Back RSVP 
I’d like to RS~ tbr the CBC Welcome b~k event. 

Thm~, 

Office of Recruitment, Development and Diversity Initiatives 

109M Beard Hall 

301 Pharmacy Lane, CB 7566 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
~_.e__¢~_a_!! .__~m_c__.._e_~__~. 

Office: 919-966-7658 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

I~E: CBC Welcotne Back RSVP 

Thanks I Ioo1< for’ward to seeing yo<~. 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

woman can make a difference b~*t 

women working together can change 

From: [mailto: @email.onc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:02 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
S~bject: CBC Welcome Back RSVP 
I’d like to RSVP fbr the CBC Welcome back event. 
Thin,ks, 

Office of Recruitment, Development and Diversity Initiatives 

109M Beard Hall 

301 Pharmacy Lane, CB 7566 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

................ ~_e__n_~_a_!! :_~ n__c_:.~ ~__~. 
Office: 9~9-966-7658 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 4:59 PM 

Weight, Efianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Unique guest lecture 

Okay. Here’s our" new site that will go pubtic next week. You can send him the link though, 
My labor of love.,,, ;) 

http:i/csbcunc.com/ 

Do Good~ 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

wome~t working together can change lhe world." 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 4:45 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Unique guest lecture 
That’s a great idea! I’ll cc you on the em~l I send to him. 
Erianne A. Weight. Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistm~t Professor, Sport Ad,ninistration 

The University ofNorfia Caacolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 4:43 PM 
To-" Weight, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte 
Co: Sackaroff, Jeffrey Craig 
Subject; RE: Unique guest lecture 

No. Jeff, have you heard of him? 

He may be good for a CMb speaker this year’. We are doing Skype with some real prominent persons this year to reduce costs. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Str~man, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qc~(w, gxplor~:~, Ek~power, 

919=343~0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

wome~ working ~ogether can c}mnge the woHd." 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent-" Friday, August 17, 2012 4:03 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" FW: Unique guest lecture 

Do any of you know of Matt Crevin or Voice of the Box’? 

From-" Matt Crevin [matt@voiceofthebox.com] 
Sent; Friday, August 17, 2012 1:14 PM 

To-" eweight@unc.edu 
Subject-" Unique guest lecture 

Erimme, 
Thank you for accepting my recent LinkedIn invite, I appreciate it. 

The reason I would like to connect is to see if you are open to having a brief discussion about how I partner ruth sport management programs across the US. 

In summary’: 

I deliver both keynote presentations as well as a guest lectures to Sports Managemem Programs and would enjoy the opportuni~ to talk ruth you about a possible 

guest lecture at University of North Carolina. 

As thunder of my own company, I tbcus specifically on careers within the sports industu, I deliver relevant, practical and interactive pre~ntations drawn from my 

combination of real world experience ruth Microsoft and FedEx as well as 19 years in the sports indust~ to deliver a unique and insightful speaking engagements to the 

students. 

I also jus~t released my first book "Get in the Game" as well as host a weekly radio show, "Beyond the Game." My entire business ,nodel is geared to help develop the 

ne:~ generation of sports indusqtry executes. 

My presentations, whether via skype or face tofitce, focus on 4 key areas that help broaden the students 



vision on how to create a roadmap tbr success and methods tbr them to 

package, present, promote as well as manage their career search process 

efl~cfively. 

I would like to explain in more detail with you over the phone, so let 

me know if you are open to a brief call. 

For additionaJ~ information, please go to my website at: 
wv~v.w:~iceoftho&~x.com or reach out to me directly at: 

Thank you and I look forward to heating from you. 

- Matt 

Voice of the Box 

matt@voiceofthebox.com 
www.voiceofthebox.com 

m: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 5:04 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte (cgcoope@emaJl.unc.edu); Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu>; Southall, 

Richard Michard <~uthall@emaJl.unc.edu>; Southall, Detx~rah Joy <dj ~thll@emafl.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email.unc.edu>; Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. <r~vtume@email.unc.edu>; Sackamfl~ Jefl’~ey Craig 

~-jeff sackaroff@unc.edu> 

CSBC NEW Website! 

Hi. We will go live with this site next week. There are more additions to be made.., 
Thanks for your support!! 
http:!/csbcunc.com/ 
d 
Deborah L, Strotnan~ PI~,Do ~k~J 
Ex-~or~, E~eJ~ge, E~power~ 
v~,ex~,unc,edu ............................................. 

3~5 Woollen - C~ #8700 

9~9,843=033~ 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 6:50 PM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

l~E: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

What time on the :l.gth? Will st~dents be available during the day? Noon? Or is after 5:00 better? 

E)r. Stroman 
Do Good~ 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

women workiug together can change the woHd." 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:4-2 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Dr. Stroman, 
I returned your call earlier today. I know its a busy time for us all. Let me know when you’re free this weekend or Nonday so we can try 
again. 
As of right now we have an open Wed on the 5th. The 12th is the Diversity Career Fair. I will not be here on the 5th as I will be at the 
Democratic National Convention so hopefully we can do something on the :[gth unless you really want the 5th. 
I would also like to begin brainstorming for our Black faculty / staff/grad student mixer I think we should do in October. I have a lot of 
groups who want to work with us on this and I know it can be a success. 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Hi 

Mobile. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 
:Deborat~ L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

left you a vmsg. Please call me when possible, Thanks! 

’©no woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world." 

~live.unc.edu] From:                [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt: RE: Some of Ny Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Dr. Stroman, 
I like the idea! How would you like to go about it? 

Also, have there been any major things going on in Chapel Hill this summer that [ should know about? [ feel so disconnected since i’m in 

DC. 

Thanks, 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:53 plVl 

To: . 
Cc: ]ones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita; Rober~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: Some of lvly Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Wow! Sounds like a great read. 

lel:’s chat. How about a joint-reading prograrn? We aH read the book durk~g the ~ifst: semester and then haw~ a group chat {fac:i~itated by a student and CBC 

rnernber} to start the new year. I thkd~ that wouM be a very positiw~ way for us to work together (besides o{~r (:hari~:abk~ effort). 

Thou~hts??~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119~843~0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most h~lportant yardstick 

of your success will be how ym~ treat other people." 

@liveMunc.edlJ] 

8:18 AM 
From:       lmailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 

S~bject:Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 
Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to pass along some information regarding new book that’s now on sale, Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The Strange Story of Integration in America. The book, written by 

T___a__r)__n__9_L_C___o__Lb__y~ explores the troubled relationship of race and integration post Dr~ Martin Luther King, Jr. through 4 distinct stories. 

The interesting part of the book is Tanner is a white author writing about this sensitive and sometirnes controversial topic. Also, one of the stories includes my hometown of 

Birmingham, AL, an area where Tanner himself grew up. My family and I are featured in the Birmingham section discussing our experiences of living in the white flight Southern suburb 

of Vestavia Hills, AL. You can read an excerpt from the book here. 

I thought this book would be a great read/discussion for members of the Carolina Black Faculty and Staff Caucus.         I also think students in the Black Student Movement can 

benefit as well, considering some of us struggle at times with being a high achiving African American student at a public white institution. Looking at the reviews thus far and hearing 

the comments from my parents (who own a copy of the book), I think many at UNC need to hear this story. Maybe we can get it in future newsletter/listserv emails to spread the word... 

just a thought. 

Harambe, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(C)                         ,~tOunc.edu 

Minutes Away Ahead 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 7:20 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Prig: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Taa~ner Colby 

Okay. Let’s go with the 

May t haw:, the full i~genda or is t:her~:_~ business t:hat you need to condu(:~:? ~ would like to frame this ga~:her~ng as i~ joint meeting "lhe Case oF Race: Issues and 

k~sights gefore Us." f am considering a town hi, fi ~:ype event i~nd have a smal~ panel ~:o beg~n the dialogue. 

Thoughts? 

Dr, Stromsn 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~lce but 

women working toge{t~er can chm~ge tt~e world. " 

From= .Nive.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 6:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

We have meetings at 5:30p so most people will be out of class. 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:50 PM 
To-" 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

What time on the 19th? Witl students be svsilable during the day? Noon? Or is s[:ter 5:00 betLer ? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CL1J 

gn,qc~(m, E,~plor~:~. Empower, 

919.843~0336 

’One womau ca[~. make a differe~tce b~t 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world." 

@live.unc.edu] From-" 

Sent: Friday, 8:42 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Dr. Stroman, 
I returned your call earlier today. I know its a busy time for us all. Let me know when you’re free this weekend or Monday so we can try 
again. 
As of right now we have an open Wed on the 5th. The 12th is the Diversity Career Fair. I will not be here on the 5th as I will be at the 
Democratic National Convention so hopefully we can do something on the 19th unless you really want the 5th. 
I would also like to begin brainstorming for our Black faculty / staff/grad student mixer 1 think we should do in October. I have a lot of 
groups who want to work with us on this and I know it can be a success. 
Thanks, 



From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 6:4-2 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Hi I left you a vmsg. Please call me when possible, Thanks! 

’One woman cm~ make a difference but 

women working togeiher c;m chm~ge the world," 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, [0:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Dr, Stroman, 

I like the idea! How would you like to go about it? 

Also, have there been any major things going on in Chapel Hill this summer that 

DC. 

Thanks, 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L rdstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday,           3:53 PM 
To: ._c__b__c___C_[Laj_r__@_u__t]_c__:_e_~!_u_. 

Cc Jones, Shandra; LitUejohn, Ursula; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita; Rober~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Wow! Sounds like a great read. 

let’s chat. How about a joint-reading program? We all read the book during the first semester and then have a group chat (facilitated by a student and CBC 

member) to start the new year. I thkd~ that wouM be a very positiw~ way for us to work together (besides our chari~:aMe effort). 

Thoufihts?N ! 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~<q~, gkplor’~, Empower, 

919,843~0336 

From; 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Co-" 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how you trea~ other people." 

~live.unc.edu] 
3:18 AM 



Subject: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 
Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to pass along some information regarding new book that’s now on sa~e, Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The Strange Story of Integration irl America. The book, written by 

Tanner Colb_¥, explores the troubled relationship of race and integration post Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. through 4 distinct stories. 

The interestin~ Dart of the book is Tanner is a white author writing about this sensitive and sornetirnes controversial topic.. 

You can read an excerpt from the book here. 

I thought this book would be a great read/discussion for members of the Carolina Black Faculty and Staff Caucus. ~        I also think students in the Black Student Movement can 

benefit as well, considering some of us struggle at tirnes with being a high achiving African Arnerican student at a public white institution. Looking at the reviews thus far and hearing 

the comments from my parents {who own a copy of the book), I think many at UNC need to hear this story. Maybe we can get it in future newsletter/listserv emails to spread the word... 

just a thought. 

Harambe, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 7:56 PM 

Weight, Efianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.e&~ 

I~E: Tree Colors Background 

Disgusting, indeed. At least I rnoved my car to the front of Wootlen. ;( 
Will you adopt me and make me come home? ;) 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

women working ~ogether can change the world. 

From= WeNht, Edanne A. 
Sent= ~ddag, August 17, 2012 7:SS PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject= RE: True Colors Background 

What a~e you still doing at your computer? :) Tha~s~ I’m loo~ng fonvard to learning more about Tree ColoB~ 
Efiamm A. ~Veight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 
Assistant Prefessor, S~ AdmiNsgation 
The Umvemity of North Carolina - Cha~l Hill 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, August 17, 2012 7:39 PM 
To= Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject= True Colors Background 

True Colors is a simple model of personality identification for people of all ages that improves communication through recognition of a person’s true character. Utilizing the 
colors of orange, green, blue and gold to differentiate four basic personality types, True Colors becomes an uncomplicated language for every individual to convey complex 
ideas vet?/simply. 
True Colors’ lively and interactive programs are the easiest and most convenient way of discovering one’s strengths, and understanding human behavior. 
Since 1978 our mission has been to enhance the way we live, work, communicate and interact with those around us at work and in our personal lives. 
Over the last 30 yeats, hundreds of thousands of individuals have experienced the True Colors methodology, which is widely used in the United States, Canada, Latin 
America, the United Kingdom and parts of Asia, and is available in multiple languages. 
A distinguishing quality of the True Colors programs is the artful blending of education and entertainment into programs that combine audience interaction with insightful 

materials that inform and delight participants because they are easy to understand, to apply on a daily basis and to retain over a lifetime. 
True Colors is used in schools, businesses, corporations, government and nonprofit organizations, and in people’s personal, family and social interactions. 

In 1978 founder Don Lowry became interested in the work of clinical psychologist David Keirsey. Keirsey, author of the best-selling self-help book Please Understand Me 
(_C__,]i__c__k____H__@_[_e_.) studied the work of psychologists Carl Jung, Katherine Briggs and Isabel Myers who theorized that all people fit into one of four broad categories of personality. 
The concepts instantly rang true with Lowry, who quickly recognized their potential to improve people’s lives, careers and relationships. So he set about developing a 
fundamental and universal way to package the information into practical guidelines that could be understood and easily applied by both children and adults alike. 
The result is the True Colors methodology, which expands upon Keirsey’s four temperament types, and translates complicated personality and learning theory into "one of the 
easiest, most convenient ways of understanding and appreciating human behavior." 
The True Colors methodology asks participants to identify their True Colors Color Spectrum using four cards that represent key personality types: Blue, Gold, Green or 
Orange. Each color has particular strengths and each analyzes, conceptualizes, understands, interacts and learns differently. But these differences, if not acknowledged and 
understood, can become barriers to interpersonal communication, making understanding between people of different types difficult. 
Lowry believed that entertainment offers the most broadly appealing and universal context for communicating messages; so he specifically designed the program to be as 
entertaining and fun as possible. VVhen people are entertained and relaxed, Lowry realized, their resistance to new ideas diminishes, allowing them to fully experience and 
become aware of their own True Colors Color Spectrum, and those of the people around them. 
The company’s first guidebook, The Keys to Personal Success, was published in 1979. Sales took off, and seminars and shows ensued. Before long, devotees were 
clamoring to become certified True Colors trainers. 

The theory behind True Colors is not new. It can be traced back to Hippocrates, who identified four different types of human beings; the Sanguine (buoyant, cheerful, hopeful, 
optimistic, sunny), the Choleric (angry, cantankerous, peevish, irate, testy), the Phlegmatic (languid, lethargic, listless, indifferent, passive), and the Melancholic (dejected, 
despondent, gloomy, morose). While these definitions are derived from Webster’s Thesaurus rather than from Hippocrates, you can see that each refers to very different 
personality or temperament characteristics. 
In morn recent years, Carl Jung described personality or temperament differences as a fundamental basis for understanding human beings. When his work, Psychological 
Type, was translated into English in 1923, it had a profound effect on Katherine C. Briggs, who had been studying differences in people for years. As a result, Briggs and her 
daughter, Isabel Briggs-Myers, developed the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), which is used worldwide. Their theory states that much of the random variation in human 
behavior is actually quite orderly. In their work, they identified and characterized sixteen (16) different types of people. 

During the past thirty-five years, David Keirsey has refined the work of Myers-Briggs. In his publication, Please Understand Me, (Click Hem) he returned to classifying 
personality and/or temperament into four types. According to Keirsey, these four different types are different in fundamental ways. They want different things. They have 
different motives, needs, and drives. They analyze, conceptualize, understand, and learn differently. These differences create natural barriers to interpersonal communication, 
making understanding between people of different types difficult. 
The True Colors methodology has been developed from the work of Keirsey. Don Lowry’s book, Keys to Personal Success, translates his theory into simple and practically 
applied information. It brings complex ideas out of both academia and psychotherapy and sets them in clear, real-life applications. 

A considerable body of information supports the theory that there are four patterns of habitual human behavior or temperament: Adickes, 1907; Spranger, 1920; Kreschmar, 
1920, 1960; Fromm, 1947; Keirsey, 1967, 1978. 
A growing body of knowledge also supports the theory that these four patterns of behavior are the key to individual self-esteem and its growth: Jung, 1920; Hillman, 1979; 
Keirsey, 1973; Lawrence, 1979, 1980; Provost, 1987. 



Over the years, since the inception of the True Colors methodology, there have been numerous studies and research conducted, along with analysis of program results. You 
may click on the following links to PDF files (Adobe Acrobat required) of those reports. 

Color has been used to shape and describe our lives, our habits, our values, and our feelings throughout the ages. Research into the physiological effects of color has 
shown that it truly has an impact on our lives, often in unconscious and mysterious ways. Color can relieve tension and stress. Blue, for instance, is associated with tranquil 
surroundings. Thus, it is fitting that color provides the "association" between a temperament type and learning tools. How much better it is to refer to and connect with color 
than with the highly technical formulas, symbols, words, and numbers generally associated with temperament/personality/learning theory. 
After reviewing the research data, colors for True Colors were chosen for their direct association with the psychological and physiological needs of people. 
Blue represents calm. Contemplation of this color pacifies the central nervous system. It creates physiological tranquility and psychological contentment. Those with Blue as 
a Primary Color value balance and harmony. They prefer lives free from tension.., settled, united, and secure. 
Blue represents loyalty and a sense of belonging, and yet, when friends are involved, a vulnerability. Blue corresponds to depth in feeling and a relaxed sensitivity. It is 
characterized by empathy, aesthetic experiences, and reflective awareness. 
Blue is the color of inspiration, sincerity and spirituality. Blue is often the chosen color by conservative people. Using Blue to relax will encourage feelings of communication 
and peace. 
Gold is the body’s natural perceptions. It represents a need to be responsible, to fulfill duties and obligations, to organize and structure our life and that of others. Those with 
Gold as a Primary Color value being practical and sensible; they believe that people should earn their way in life through work and service to others. 

Gold reflects a need to belong through carrying a share of the load in all areas of living. It represents stability, maintenance of the culture and the organization, efficiency, 
planning and dependability. It embraces the concepts of home and family with fierce 
Green expresses itself psychologically as human will in operation: as persistence and determination. Green is an expression of firmness and consistency. Its strength can 
lead to a resistance to change if it is not proven that the change will work or is warranted. Those with Green as a Primary Color value their intellect and capabilities above all 
else. Comfort in these areas creates a sense of personal security and self-esteem. 

Green characteristics seek to increase the certainty of their own values through being assertive and requiring differences from others in intellectual areas. They are rarely 
settled in their countenance, since they depend upon information rather than feelings to create a sense of well-being. Green expresses the grounding of theory and data in its 
practical applications and creative constructs. 
Orange represents energy, action, consuming physiological potency, power, and strength. Orange is the expression of vital force, of nervous and glandular activity. Thus, it 
has the meaning of desire and all forms of appetite and craving. Those with Orange as a Primary Color feel the will to achieve results, to win, to be successful. They desire all 
things that offer intense living and full experience. 
Orange generates an impulse toward active doing: sport, struggle, competition and enterprising productivity. It stimulates enthusiasm and creativity. Orange means vitality 
with endurance .In temporal terms, Orange is the present. 

Debora~ L, Str~man, Ph,Do CL~ 

9~9,843.033~ 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, August 17, 2012 8:02 PM 

Weight, Efianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.e&~ 

ILS: Tree Colors Background 

Lok I witl leave in :15 rains. (I hope...) 

Sunday is hectic. Church and meal with WBB’s Annual Family Day. Summer Reading Discussion leader meeting. Convocation at 7:00 and Fa~l Fest at 9:00[ 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

’One woman csm make a difference but 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world," 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 7:59 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: True Colors Background 

Isn’t fall fest going on right now? I thought it would be crazy on cadmus. I would have come in to~fight ifI had lmown I could p~k out flont! I went office shopping!! 

And, YES! As your official adopter I am telling you to come home. and I are gearing up for some popcorn, watermelon and maybe an episode of Glee :) A 

raging Friday night!! :) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 7:55 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: True Colors Background 

Disgusting, indeed. At least I moved my car to the front of Woollen. ;( 

Will you adopt me and make me come home?;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL1J 

E~NtN~. E,rptor~:~. Empow,~r, 

9:19.843.0:~:~6 

’One woman can make a difference but 

wome~ working ~ogefl~er can c}mnge fl~e world. 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 7:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: True Colors Background 
What are you still doing at your computer? :) Thanks! I’m looking forward to learning more about True Colors! 
Eriarme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 7:39 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: True Colors Background 

True Colors is a simple model of personality identification for people of all ages that improves communication through recognition of a person’s true character. Utilizing the 
colors of orange, green, blue and gold to differentiate four basic personality types, True Colors becomes an uncomplicated language for every individual to convey complex 
ideas vet?/simply. 
True Colors’ lively and interactive programs are the easiest and most convenient way of discovering one’s strengths, and understanding human behavior. 
Since 1978 our mission has been to enhance the way we live, work, communicate and interact with those around us at work and in our personal lives. 
Over the last 30 years, hundreds of thousands of individuals have experienced the True Colors methodology, which is widely used in the United States, Canada, Latin 
America, the United Kingdom and parts of Asia, and is available in multiple languages. 
A distinguishing quality of the True Colors programs is the artful blending of education and entertainment into programs that combine audience interaction with insightful 

materials that inform and delight participants because they are easy to understand, to apply on a daily basis and to retain over a lifetime. 
True Colors is used in schools, businesses, corporations, government and nonprofit organizations, and in people’s personal, family and social interactions. 

In 1978 founder Don Lowry became interested in the work of clinical psychologist David Keirsey. Keirsey, author of the best-selling self-help book Please Understand Me 
(G!i__c__k____H__9_r__e_.) studied the work of psychologists Carl Jung, Katherine Briggs and Isabel Myers who theorized that all people fit into one of four broad categories of personality. 
The concepts instantly rang true with Lowry, who quickly recognized their potential to improve people’s lives, careers and relationships. So he set about developing a 
fundamental and universal way to package the information into practical guidelines that could be understood and easily applied by both children and adults alike. 
The result is the True Colors methodology, which expands upon Keirsey’s four temperament types, and translates complicated personality and learning theory into "one of the 
easiest, most convenient ways of understanding and appreciating human behavior." 



The True Colors methodology asks participants to identify their True Colors Color Spectrum using four cards that represent key personality types: Blue, Gold, Green or 
Orange. Each color has particular strengths and each analyzes, conceptualizes, understands, interacts and learns differently. But these differences, if not acknowledged and 
understood, can become barriers to interpersonal communication, making understanding between people of different types difficult. 
Lowry believed that entertainment offers the most broadly appealing and universal context for communicating messages; so he specifically designed the program to be as 
entertaining and fun as possible. When people are entertained and relaxed, Lowry realized, their resistance to new ideas diminishes, allowing them to fully experience and 
become aware of their own True Colors Color Spectrum, and those of the people ateund them. 
The company’s first guidebook, The Keys to Personal Success, was published in 1979. Sales took off, and seminars and shows ensued. Before long, devotees were 
clamoring to become certified True Colors trainers. 

The theory behind True Colors is not new. It can be traced back to Hippocrates, who identified four different types of human beings; the Sanguine (buoyant, cheerful, hopeful, 
optimistic, sunny), the Choleric (angry, cantankerous, peevish, irate, testy), the Phlegmatic (languid, lethargic, listless, indifferent, passive), and the Melancholic (dejected, 
despondent, gloomy, morose). While these definitions are derived from Webster’s Thesaurus rather than from Hippocrates, you can see that each refers to very different 
personality or temperament characteristics. 
In more recent years, Carl Jung described personality or temperament differences as a fundamental basis for understanding human beings. When his work, Psychological 
Type, was translated into English in 1923, it had a profound effect on Katherine C. Briggs, who had been studying differences in people for years. As a result, Briggs and her 
daughter, Isabel Briggs--Myers, developed the Myers-Bdggs Type Indicator (MBTI), which is used worldwide. Their theory states that much of the random variation in human 
behavior is actually quite orderly. In their work, they identified and characterized sixteen (16) different types of people. 
During the past thirty-five years, David Keirsey has refined the work of Myers-Briggs. In his publication, Please Understand Me, (Click Here) he returned to classifying 
personality and/or temperament into four types. According to Keirsey, these four different types are different in fundamental ways. They want different things. They have 
different motives, needs, and drives. They analyze, conceptualize, understand, and learn differently. These differences create natural barriers to interpersonal communication, 
making understanding between people of different types difficult. 
The True Colors methodology has been developed from the work of Keirsey. Don Lowry’s book, Keys to Personal Success, translates his theory into simple and practically 
applied information. It brings complex ideas out of both academia and psychotherapy and sets them in clear, real-life applications. 
A considerable body of information supports the theory that there ate four patterns of habitual human behavior or tempersment: Adickes, 1907; Spranger, 1920; Kreschmar, 
1920, 1960; Fromm, 1947; Keirsey, 1967, 1978. 
A growing body of knowledge also supports the theory that these four patterns of behavior are the key to individual self-esteem and its growth: Jung, 1920; Hillman, 1979; 
Keirsey, 1973; Lawrence, 1979, 1980; Provost, 1987. 

Over the years, since the inception of the True Colors methodology, there have been numerous studies and research conducted, along with analysis of program results. You 

may click on the following links to PDF files (Adobe Acrobat required) of those reports. 

Color has been used to shape and describe our lives, our habits, our values, and our feelings throughout the ages. Research into the physiological effects of color has 
shown that it truly has an impact on our lives, often in unconscious and mysterious ways. Color can relieve tension and stress. Blue, for instance, is associated with tranquil 
surroundings. Thus, it is fitting that color provides the "association" between a temperament type and learning tools. How much better it is to refer to and connect with color 
than with the highly technical formulas, symbols, words, and numbers generally associated with temperament/personality/learning theory. 
After reviewing the research data, colors for True Colors were chosen for their direct association with the psychological and physiological needs of people. 
Blue represents calm. Contemplation of this color pacifies the central nervous system. It creates physiological tranquility and psychological contentment. Those with Blue as 
a Primary Color value balance and harmony. They prefer lives free from tension.., settled, united, and secure~ 
Blue represents loyalty and a sense of belonging, and yet, when friends are involved, a vulnerability. Blue corresponds to depth in feeling and a relaxed sensitivity. It is 
characterized by empathy, aesthetic experiences, and reflective awareness. 
Blue is the color of inspiration, sincerity and spirituality. Blue is often the chosen color by conservative people. Using Blue to relax will encourage feelings of communication 
and peace. 
Gold is the body’s natural perceptions. It represents a need to be responsible, to fulfill duties and obligations, to organize and structure our life and that of others. Those with 
Gold as a Primary Color value being practical and sensible; they believe that people should earn their way in life through work and service to others. 

Gold reflects a need to belong through carrying a share of the load in all areas of living. It represents stability, maintenance of the culture and the organization, efficiency, 
planning and dependability. It embraces the concepts of home and family with fierce 
Green expresses itself psychologically as human will in operation: as persistence and determination. Green is an expression of firmness and consistency. Its strength can 

lead to a resistance to change if it is not proven that the change will work or is warranted. Those with Green as a Primary Color value their intellect and capabilities above all 
else. Comfort in these areas creates a sense of personal security and self-esteem. 
Green characteristics seek to increase the certainty of their own values through being assertive and requiring differences from others in intellectual areas. They are rarely 
settled in their countenance, since they depend upon information rather than feelings to create a sense of well-being. Green expresses the grounding of theory and data in its 
practical applications and creative constructs. 
Orange represents energy, action, consuming physiological potency, power, and strength. Orange is the expression of vital force, of nervous and glandular activity. Thus, it 
has the meaning of desire and all forms of appetite and craving. Those with Orange as a Primary Color feel the will to achieve results, to win, to be successful. They desire all 
things that offer intense living and full experience. 
Orange generates an impulse toward active doing: sport, struggle, competition and enterprising productivity. It stimulates enthusiasm and creativity. Orange means vitality 
with endurance .In temporal terms, Orange is the present. 
D~bora~ L, Strom~n, Ph,Do CL~ 

v~,ex~,unc,edu ............................................. 

Xi Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

..... Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 8:07 PM 

Weight, Efianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Tree Colors Background 

Okay. I hope you corne.., 
Have fun tonight. 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Str’oman, Pb.D. CLU 

939,843,0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the woHd." 

F~m: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Friday, August 27, 20~2 8:06 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: True Colors Background 
Ooooh - it’s on Sun~y~ Hmmm - yeak may~ we will come. rd love for 

up this ye~, h~t we will to, to m~e it if we can stay up that late :) 

Have a great nighfi H 

-E 

Efianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, S~ Admims~ation 
The Umve~ity of North Carolina - Cha~l Hill 

to go to the pep raJly thing. That was really fi~n. I’m not going to get garbed 

F~om: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 8:02 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: True Colors Background 

Lol. I will leave in :1.5 rains. (f hope...} 

Sunday is hectic Church and mea~ w~th WBB"s AnnuaJ Family Day, Surnmer Reading Discussion Leader meeting. Convocatkm at 7:00 and Fall Feat a~: 9:,:?0~ 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g~plor’~, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

’©he woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 7:59 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: True Colors Background 

Isn’t [hll l~st going on fight now? I thought it would be cr~y on campus. I would have come in tonight ifI had known I could paark out front’. I went office shopping!’. 

And, YES! As ?’our official adopter I am telling you to come home. and I a~re gearing up for some popcorn, watermelon and maybe an episode of Glee :) A 

raging Friday night!! :) 

F~om: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 7:55 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: True Colors Background 

Disgusting, ind~:_~ed. At least I rnow:_~d rny car to the front of Woolhm. ;{ 

Wi~l you adop[: [T~e a[xJ make me come borne? ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, Ernt)ow~t 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change lhe world." 



From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent; Friday, August 17, 2012 7:55 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: True Colors Background 
What ~ze you still doing at your computer? :) Thanks! I’m lookiug fonYard to lea~’ning more about True Colol~! 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistaa~t Professor, Sport Adlninistration 

The UNversit51 ofNoNa Caxolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, August 17, 2012 7:39 PM 
To-" Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject-" True Colors Background 

True Colors is a simple model of personality identification for people of all ages that improves communication through recognition of a person’s true character. Utilizing the 

colors of orange, green, blue and gold to differentiate four basic personality types, True Colors becomes an uncomplicated language for every individual to convey complex 
ideas very simply. 
True Colors’ lively and interactive programs are the easiest and most convenient way of discovering one’s strengths, and understanding human behavior. 
Since 1978 our mission has been to enhance the way we live, work, communicate and interact with those around us at work and in our personal lives. 
Over the last 30 years, hundreds of thousands of individuals have experienced the True Colors methodology, which is widely used in the United States, Canada, Latin 
America, the United Kingdom and parts of Asia, and is available in multiple languages. 
A distinguishing quality of the True Colors programs is the artful blending of education and entertainment into programs that combine audience interaction with insightful 
materials that inform and delight participants because they are easy to understand, to apply on a daily basis and to retain over a lifetime. 
True Colors is used in schools, businesses, corporations, government and nonprofit organizations, and in people’s personal, family and social interactions. 

In 1978 founder Don Lowry became interested in the work of clinical psychologist David Keirsey. Keirsey, author of the best-selling self-help book Please Understand Me 
(Click Here) studied the work of psychologists Carl Jung, Katherine Bdggs and Isabel Myers who theorized that all people fit into one of four broad categories of personality. 
The concepts instantly rang true with Lowry, who quickly recognized their potential to improve people’s lives, careers and relationships. So he set about developing a 
fundamental and universal way to package the information into practical guidelines that could be understood and easily applied by both children and adults alike. 
The result is the True Colors methodology, which expands upon Keirsey’s four temperament types, and translates complicated personality and learning theory into "one of the 
easiest, most convenient ways of understanding and appreciating human behavior." 
The True Colors methodology asks participants to identify their True Colors Color Spectrum using four cards that represent key personality types: Blue, Gold, Green or 
Orange. Each color has particular strengths and each analyzes, conceptualizes, understands, interacts and learns differently. But these differences, if not acknowledged and 
understood, can become barriers to interpersonal communication, making understanding between people of different types difficult. 
Lowry believed that entertainment offers the most broadly appealing and universal context for communicating messages; so he specifically designed the program to be as 
entertaining and fun as possible. When people are entertained and relaxed, Lowry realized, their resistance to new ideas diminishes, allowing them to fully experience and 
become aware of their own True Colors Color Spectrum, and those of the people around them. 
The company’s first guidebook, The Keys to Personal Success, was published in 1979. Sales took off, and seminars and shows ensued. Before long, devotees were 
clamoring to become certified True Colors trainers. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~=~ ~ ~ N~ ~=~ ~ ~ ~ ~=~ ~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~ 
The theory behind True Colors is not new. It can be traced back to Hippocrates, who identified four different types of human beings; the Sanguine (buoyant, cheerful, hopeful, 
optimistic, sunny), the Choleric (angry, cantankerous, peevish, irate, testy), the Phlegmatic (languid, lethargic, listless, indifferent, passive), and the Melancholic (dejected, 
despondent, gloomy, morose). While these definitions are derived from Webster’s Thesaurus rather than from Hippocrates, you can see that each refers to very different 
personality or temperament characteristics. 
In more recent years, Carl Jung described personality or temperament differences as a fundamental basis for understanding human beings. When his work, Psychological 
Type, was translated into English in 1923, it had a profound effect on Katherine C. Briggs, who had been studying differences in people for years. As a result, Briggs and her 
daughter, Isabel Briggs-Myers, developed the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), which is used worldwide. Their theory states that much of the random variation in human 
behavior is actually quite orderly. In their work, they identified and characterized sixteen (16) different types of people. 
During the past thirty-five years, David Keirsey has refined the work of Myers-Briggs. In his publication, Please Understand Me, (Click Here) he returned to classifying 
personality and/or temperament into four types. According to Keirsey, these four different types are different in fundamental ways. They want different things. They have 
different motives, needs, and drives. They analyze, conceptualize, understand, and learn differently. These differences create natural barriers to interpersonal communication, 
making understanding between people of different types difficult. 
The True Colors methodology has been developed from the work of Kehsey. Don Lowry’s book, Keys to Personal Success, translates his theory into simple and practically 
applied information. It brings complex ideas out of both academia and psychotherapy and sets them in clear, real-life applications. 
A considerable body of information supports the theory that there are four patterns of habitual human behavior or temperament: Adickes, 1907; Spranger, 1920; Kreschmar, 
1920, 1960; Fromm, 1947; Keirsey, 1967, 1978. 
A growing body of knowledge also supports the theory that these four patterns of behavior are the key to individual self-esteem and its growth: Jung, 1920; Hillman, 1979; 
Keirsey, 1973; Lawrence, 1979, 1980; Provost, 1987. 

Over the years, since the inception of the True Colors methodology, there have been numerous studies and research conducted, along with analysis of program results. You 
may click on the following links to PDF files (Adobe Acrobat required) of those reports. 

~ @ N ~ ~=~ ~ N~ ~ ~=~ ~ ~N N~ ~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~ 
Color has been used to shape and describe our lives, our habits, our values, and our feelings throughout the ages. Research into the physiological effects of color has 
shown that it truly has an impact on our lives, often in unconscious and mysterious ways. Color can relieve tension and stress. Blue, for instance, is associated with tranquil 
surroundings. Thus, it is fitting that color provides the "association" between a temperament type and learning tools. How much better it is to refer to and connect with color 
than with the highly technical formulas, symbols, words, and numbers generally associated with temperament/personality/learning theory. 
After reviewing the research data, colors for True Colors were chosen for their direct association with the psychological and physiological needs of people. 
Blue represents calm. Contemplation of this color pacifies the central newous system. It creates physiological tranquility and psychological contentment. Those wit[~ Blue as 
a Primary Color value balance and harmony. They prefer lives free from tension.., settled, united, and secure. 
Blue represents loyalty and a sense of belonging, and yet, when friends are involved, a vulnerability. Blue corresponds to depth in feeling and a relaxed sensitivity. It is 
characterized by empathy, aesthetic experiences, and reflective awareness. 
Blue is the color of inspiration, sincerity and spirituality. Blue is often the chosen color by consewative people. Using Blue to relax will encourage feelings of communication 
and peace. 
Gold is the body’s natural perceptions. It represents a need to be responsible, to fulfill duties and obligations, to organize and structure our life and that of others. Those with 
Gold as a Primary Color value being practical and sensible; they believe that people should earn their way in life through work and service to others. 

Gold reflects a need to belong through carrying a share of the load in all areas of living. It represents stability, maintenance of the culture and the organization, efficiency, 
planning and dependability. It embraces the concepts of home and family with fieme 
Green expresses itself psychologically as human will in operation: as persistence and determination. Green is an expression of firmness and consistency. Its strength can 

lead to a resistance to change if it is not proven that the change will work or is warranted. Those with Green as a Primary Color value their intellect and capabilities above all 
else. Comfort in these areas creates a sense of personal security and self-esteem. 
Green characteristics seek to increase the certainty of their own values through being assertive and requiring differences from others in intellectual areas. They are rarely 
settled in their countenance, since they depend upon information rather than feelings to create a sense of well-being. Green expresses the grounding of theory and data in its 



practical applications and creative constructs. 
Orange r~presents energy, action, consuming physiological potency, power, and strength. Orange is the expression of vital force, of nervous and glandular activity. Thus, it 
has the meaning of desire and all forms of appetite and craving. Those with Orange as a Primap/Color feel the will to achieve results, to win, to be successful. They desire all 
things that offer intense living and full experience. 
Orange generates an impulse toward active doing: sport, struggle, competition and enterprising productivity. It stimulates enthusiasm and creativity. Orange means vitality 
with endurance .In temporal terms, Orange is the present. 

Deb~ra~ L, 5~ron~n, Ph,Oo ~LU 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, g:23 PM 

~gma~,l .com~ ~gmail.com>; 

~loras.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 
~,mail.com>; ~g~na~l.com>; 

~gm~l.com~ ~live.unc.edu> 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight~!email.unc.edu> 

SpAd Orientation - Cultural Competence 

Building Cultural Competence ~OSTED.pdf: Cultural Resources Handout    pdf 

,~gmail .corn>; 
~gma~l.com>; 

h!live.unc.edu>: 

Hi Heels! I hope you had a productive day and will find a bit of time to rest this weekend. © 

Thank you for your active participation in our session. Attached find helpful docs. We will continue to explore this important field throughout your journey in 

Chapel Hill. Consider taking some of the quizzes listed on the Resources document too. 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

~xplore. ~ngageo ~mpowero 

............................................. 
315 ~oo~e~ - ~ #~700 
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Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 8:32 PM 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu> 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 

VW: Liaisons for Undergraduate Research 

Hi Meredith. I spoke with Kevin about your interest {??) in being an OUR liaison, As per my email note to the faculty, OUR wants and encourage more departmental 

I~aisons. Let’s chat soon about how best to promote!process students h~terested in EXSS research. 

Do you want to ~o with my system that I ema~Jed to the faculty w~th a chaise ~n contact k~fon~t~on? Do you want to develop somethh~ different? Do you want to 

sp~it up respons~b~lRies? There ~sn’t real~y much to ~t, but we can certam~y make it more robust though, ;) 

AsMey and a few facuh:y members have expressed ~:heir happiness w~l:h th~s I~a~son ro~e as ~t brings more effidency snd awareness. Your expertise w~l only make 

it much more effective. 

Cha[ w~th you soon! 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.$43.0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women workiug together can change the world." 

From: Bickford, Donna IVl 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~une ~3, 20~2 4:0~ PH 

To= S~roman, Deborah L; Shemer, Gidi 
Subje~t~ RE: Liaisons for Undergraduate Research 

Hi Debby~ This is wonderful~ I will add you to our list of LURs on the website, as well as my distribution list when I send communications. We will be schedulin~ a 

meetin~ in the fall with all the LURs so you can know each other and share information/ideas and ~ive us feedback about how we can best support you. Welcome 

to the team~ (Thanks, Gidi~) - 

Donna 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~une ~3, 20~2 3:39 PM 

To~ Shemer, Gidi 
¢~ Bic~ord, Donna M 
Subject= RE: Liaisons for Undergraduate Research 

Hi Gid~ and Donna. ~ am ~nterested in serving as a ~a~son for OUP. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9119~843~0336 

’Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of your success will be how yma treat other people." 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2012 3:33 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~c: Bickford, Donna M 
Subject: FW: Liaisons for Undergraduate Research 
Hi Debby, 

Two years ago, Pat Pukkila from the office of undergraduate research (OUR) and I established research liaison positions in biology-related departments. These are 

faculty or postdocs that can 1)help undergraduate students to identify a lab for a research project 2)be a contact person during the year, promoting different 

activities (e.g. meetings or poster symposia of all undergrads in that specific department). 

The OUR is trying to expand this idea beyond the biology majors and identify people who will encourage students to perform research and will also assist them in 

their first stages of research in different departments.. Donna Bickford is now the associate director in the OUR and the leader behind this program. I believe you 

would be a great match for this position in the EXSS department. It can also be a great way to introduce more students to EXSS. Please let me and/or Donna know if 

you are interested in that. The position description is attached. 

Cheers, 

Gidi 

Gidi Shemer, PhD 

Lecturer 

Advisor for undergraduate biology majors 

Director of Undergraduate Research in Biology 

Biology Department 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Office: Wilson Hall 

Phone: (919) 9622436 



http:www.bio.unc,eduiFaculty/Shemeri 

Biology advising: twitter.corn/hogan shemer 

https:!/www.facebook.com/pages/UNC-Biology-Undergrads!305365726148039?sk=wall 

From= Bickford, Donna M 
Sent= Tuesday, June 12, 2012 5:0a DM 

TO= Sanders, Alison; Janet Berrios          ~qmail.com); Coutinho-Budd, Jaeda; Shoemaker Newell, Sarah Elizabeth; Hayden, Jenny; Jeffers, Liesl K; Rodgers, Laurel; 

Parra, Michael A; Cadile, Candice M; Shemer, GiN; Brauer, Heather Ann 
Subject= Liaisons for Undergraduate Research 

Hi All: 

We finally have a completed version of the liaison ’job description’ we’ve discussed, l’ve attached the pdf. Please feel free to share it with any interested 

colleagues who might like to serve as a liaison. We appreciate your efforts as Liaisons as well as your interest in helping us build this program! 

Let me know if you have any questions or thoughts - 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 919-843-7790 

F: 9:19-962-:1548 

dbickford@unc.edu 

www.unc.edu/depts/our 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 9:04 PM 

holden@unc.edu 

Possible N~es for the Committee 

Hi Holden. A VERY sincere thanks again for ,/our leadership and our meeting. I appreciate ALL that you do to keep us on course. ;) 

Along with Ken Miles at LSU, another name is Charlotte Westerhaus-Renfrow. She can be reached at : or pgmail.com. She is a real superstar 

and would also help our campus in man,/, man,/wa,/s. (Former NCAA VP of Divers!t,/and Inclusion.) 

http:iiemersonspeakersbureau.com/cwr-introl.php 

Dr. Westerhaus-Renfrow is the former Vice Presiden t of DiversitF and Inclusion for the National Collegiate A thletics Association in Indianapolis. She holds o J. D. from 

the Mourer School of £ow at Indiono Universitg, Bloomington. She also holds ~ M. Ed. in Co!le~e Student Personnel and o B.S. in Journalism, both from Ohio 

Universitg, Athens. Her experience overseein~ effective initiatives, programs and re~ulotorg compliance for profit and non-profit or~onizotions includes: three Fears" 

service os Assistant to the President, Director of Equal Opportunitg ond Diversitg at the Universitg of Iowa; three Fears as Director of Affirmative Action at Purdue 

Universitg; and two Fears as Assistant to the Chonceflor for Equitg and Diversitg at the Universitg of Wisconsin, genosho. 

See gou at Convocation! 

debbg 

Deborah L, 5~roman~ PN,D, 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 9:05 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Let me consider how we can accomplish both,,, I think we can find a way [o blend [he learnings. 

Thanks. 

Also, I want to discuss with a you a concept: c~k~d "flash sem~n~rs," 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

’One woman cm~ make a difference but 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world," 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:04- PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

We do not have an agenda at this time so the town hall seems like a plan. 
I know I wanted to have some sort of event early in the year to discuss Troy Davis and Trayvon Martin in a "What Have We Learned" type 

event to show that we have not forgotten about the issues or the men ~ust because it is a new year. I think we can incorporate your event 

with this if you see fit. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 7:19 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Okay. Let’s go with the 

May 1 have the full agenda or is there business that you need to conduct? 1 would like to frame this gathering as a joint meeting "The Case of Race: Issues and 

Insights Before Us." f am cons~dedt~g a town hi, fi ~:ype event i~nd have a small panel ~:o beg~n the dialogue. 

Thoughts? 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L: Stroman, Pi~ID~ 

9:19.843.0336 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 6:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

We have meetings at 5:30p so most people will be out of class. 

’©he woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can cha~ge the world. " 

~live.unc.edu] 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:50 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

What time on the :].9th? Will stu&:_mts be available durin~ the day? Noon? Or ~s a~ter 5:00 bett:er ? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E’n,q~,q~, E~plor’~, E’mpower. 
9:19,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference b~,t 

v¢ome~l working together can change tt~e world." 

~]ive.unc.edu] From: 

Sent: Friday, 6:42 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Dr. Stroman, 
I returned your call earlier today. I know its a busy time for us all. Let me know when you’re free this weekend or Monday so we can try 
again. 
As of right now we have an open Wed on the 5th. The :[2th is the Diversity Career Fair. I will not be here on the 5th as I will be at the 
Democratic National Convention so hopefully we can do something on the 19th unless you really want the 5th. 
I would also like to begin brainstorming for our Black faculty / staff/grad student mixer I think we should do in October. I have a lot of 
groups who want to work with us on this and I know it can be a success. 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Hi I left you a vmsg. Please call rne when possible, Thanks! 

’1:)-~e woman can make a dKference but 

women workh~g togetl~er can change the world." 

~live.unc.edu] From: 

Sent: Thursday 10:00 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Dr, Stroman, 
I like the idea! How would you like to go about it? 
Also, have there been any major things going on in Chapel Hill this summer that 1 should know about? I feel so disconnected since I’m in 



DC. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,           3:53 PM 
To: cbcchair@unc,edu 
C¢: Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita; Rober~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: Some of lvly Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 

Wow! Sounds like a great read~ 

let’s chat. How about a joint-reading program? We all read the book during the first semester and then have a group chat (facilitated by a student and CBC 

member) to start the new year. I thh~k that would be a very positive way for us to work together (besides our chadtaMe effort). 

Though~:s??~ ~ 

Dr, Stroma~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E’n,q~,q~, E~plor’~, E’mpower, 
9119,843,0336 

’~Never lose sight of the fact that the most important yardstick 

of yore’ s~ccess will be l’~ow you trea~ ofl~er people." 

N Lv___e_~__u_~__c_~_e_._O__u_l 
8:18 AN 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: cbcchair@unc.edu 

S,,bject: Some of My Best Friends are Black Book by Tanner Colby 
Good morning Dr. Strornan, 

I wanted to pass along some information regarding new book that’s now on sale, Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The Strange Story of Integration in America. The book, written by 

[anner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race and integration post Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. through 4 distinct stories. 

The interesting part of the book is Tanner is a white author writing about this sensitive and sometimes controversial topic. Also, 

You can read an excerpt from the book here. 

I thought this book would be a great read/discussion for members of the Carolina Black Faculty and Staff Caucus. Alexis I also think students in the Black Student Movement can 

benefit as well, considering some of us struggle at times with being a high achiving African American student at a public white institutiom Looking at the reviews thus far and hearing 

the comments from rny parents {who own a copy of the book}, I think many at UNC need to hear this story. Maybe we can get it in future newsletter/listserv emails to spread the word... 

just a thought. 

Harambe, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 9:07 PM 

~gmail.com 

VW: Possible Names for the Conunittee 

Eli Soror. I pray atl is well for you and yours. Let’s chat soon_, 

debbg 

’One woman csm make a difference but 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world," 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, August 17, 2012 9:04 PM 

To-" holden@unc.edu 
Subject: Possible Names for the Committee 

Hi Holden. A VERY sincere thanks again for your leadership and our meeting. I appreciate ALL that you do to keep us on course. ;) 

Along with Ken Miles at LSU, another name is Charlotte Westerhaus-Renfrow. She can be reached al ~gmail.com. She is a real superstar 

and would also help our campus in many, many ways. (Former NCAA VP of Diversity and Inclusion.) 

http://en~ersonspeakersbureau.comicwr-introl.php 

Dr. Westerhaus-Renfrow is the former Vice President of Diversity and Inclusion for the National Collegiate Athletics Association in Indianapolis. She holds a J.D. from 

the Maurer School of Law at Indiana University, Bloomington. She also holds a M. Ed. in Coflege Student Personnel and a B.S. in Journalism, both from Ohio 

University, Athens. Her experience overseeing effective initiatives, programs and regulatory compliance for profit and non-profit organizations includes: three years" 

service as Assistant to the President, Director of Equal Opportunity and Diversity at the University of Iowa; three years as Director of Affirmative Action at Purdue 

University; and two years as Assistant to the Chanceflor for Equity and Diversity at the University of Wisconsin, Kenosha. 

See you at Convocation! 

debby 

Deborah L, Stro~na~, Pb,D, CLU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 6:02 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc. edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj @email.unc. edu>; 
Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; 
Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Muller, Eric L <emuller@email.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 
DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
(bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Davis, Timothy <davistx@wfu.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email.unc.edu>; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc.edu>; Blair, 
Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Chris 
Faison <       @gmail.com>; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; Dwight 
Hollier <dhollier@southeastpsych.com>; Faison, Christopher D 
<chris faison@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Holman Nash, 
DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Jeff Carmon~           @yahoo.com>; Kathy 
Crawford        @hotmail.com); Lane, Cricket <c~-icket@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
Alexis Samatha <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 
<newsom@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen 
R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; White, 
Carla <cywhite@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; 
Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 
<vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlej ohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

holden@unc.edu 

Sport and Fisher v Texas 

Hi. I am so glad I participated in the Faculty Diversity Workshop with Prof. Eric Muller on this important case on 

Thursday. Now that I have a much clearer understanding of the history, I am really looking forward to the Supreme 

Court response and reading their arguments. I am glad to see these coaches and administrators make a statement .... 

Sport (once again) stepping up to make a difference! 

Nationa  Association of Basketba   Coaches Fi es Amicus Brief 
Fisher Vo University of Texas At Austin Case 
y Alicia Jessop 

On August 13, 2012, the National Association of Basketball Coaches, along with the Women’s BasketbNI Coaches 

Association, Black Coaches & Administrators and a group of college basketball coaches and administrators filed an 

amicus brief to the Supreme Court in the Fisher v. University of Texas At Austin, Et A/. case. An amicus brief is a 



filing by an individual or group of individuals not directly involved with a case made to provide the Supreme Court 

additional information to assist the justices in deciding the case. 

According to the amicus brief filed by the NABC, the outcome of the Fisher v. UT- Austin case has serious potential 

consequences to the role of diversity at college campuses nationwide. The case came to the Supreme Court by 

way of writ of certiorari, after it was initially filed by Fisher in 2008 and subsequently rejected by the lower courts. 

Fisher, a white student, was denied admission to the University of Texas. She argues that the university’s 

admission decision was unconstitutionally race-based, as Texas operates both race-neutral and race-based 

admissions programs. The state of Texas utilizes a "Top 10% Law," whereby students graduating in the top-10 

percent of their high schools are automatically granted admission to the state’s public universities, regardless of 

their race. For those applicants who do not obtain admission under the Top 10% Law, race may play a role in a 

Texas public university’s admissions decision. 

Current Supreme Court precedent allows universities to use race as a positive admissions factor. While universities 

cannot use quota systems to promote diversity on their campuses, the Supreme Court in Grutter v. Boflinger upheld 

a race-conscious admissions process that also took into account numerous factors outside of race. While the NABC 

does not come out clearly in support of the Grutter decision in its amicus brief, one thing is certain: The NABC and 

its members believe that on-campus diversity is an important issue. 

In making its argument in favor of using diversity considerations in the university admissions process, the NABC 

began by providing examples of how diversity issues have shaped college athletics and campuses. The NABC 

argues that sport "... has served to illustrate the complex challenges associated with opening doors of opportunity 

to individuals of all races, and to men and women alike." The NABC uses several historical examples to illustrate 

this point. First, the NABC points out that until 1967, the SEC did not have any African-American players. The 

conference’s first African-American student-athlete, Perry Wallace faced taunts and death threats. However, his 

teammates and coaches supported him and ultimately, Wallace obtained his degree from Vanderbilt, a law degree 

from Columbia and currently teaches at American University’s Washington College of Law. In utilizing other 

examples of diversity in sport and teams choosing to forgo competition to take a stand against discrimination, the 

NABC ultimately concludes that intercollegiate athletics reaps the benefits of operating under a diversified structure. 

Next, and perhaps the larger point made by the NABC, it argues that achieving true diversity is crucial for student- 

athletes and the broader college community. In making this argument, the NABC notes that when universities 

cannot use race in admissions, "the resulting student body is often such that minority student-athletes comprise a 

sizable portion of all the minorities on campus." This issue presents the minority student-athletes with difficulty in 

integrating into the broader college community as they are "deprived of peers and role models from similar 

backgrounds with a diverse set of talents and interests" other than athletics. Furthermore, the NABC asserts that 

when a college’s minority population is made up largely of student-athletes, "it also reinforces the stereotype that 

members of some minority groups are all athletic or are interested primarily in sports." 



VVhile the NABC made some compelling arguments in its amicus brief, it is to be seen whether the Supreme Court 
considers them. The Supreme Court is expected to hear argument in the Fisher vo UT ~ Austin case this fall. Its 
decision in the case could very likely affect the racial makeup of college campuses in the future. 

Deborah L, Stromanr Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

www.exss.unc.edu 
3:~5 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hillr NC 27599 
9~9.8~3,0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 3:49 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Millennial Scholars Sakai Site 

Thanks! ! don’t think so. ! haven’t heard anything from Josmello I believe we have to wait until after the interest meeting on 

Sept. 13th. He said he would post the last meeting minutes that has all the details. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Enga~qe. Explore~ Empower. 

919.843.0336 

~One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world" 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 3:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Carolina Millennial Scholars Sakai Site 

Thanks, the Sakai site looks great- Do we have any student’s yet? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
w-vvw, unc. edu/-willingh 

On Aug 29, 2012, at 3:22 PM, "dstro@unc.edu" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi All. The Sakai site is now active. I populated the site with documents and information yesterday and 
I hope that you are able to visit and add additional materials, as necessary. 

Sakai is a very user-friendly platform. However, please let me know if you have any questions. 

Debby 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from 
the "Carolina Millennial Scholars" site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: Carolina Millennial Scholars. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 16, 2012 5:11 PM 

cbcchair <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; overstre@uncaa.unc.edu; knorr@uncaa.unc.edu; Holliday, 

Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Sanders, 

Darryl J <darryls@email.unc.edu>; wricha@uncaa.unc.edu; ddadams@uncaa.unc.edu; 

rljordan@uncaa.unc.edu; srobo@uncaa.unc.edu; hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu; Mack, Ken 

<kmack@unc.edu>; nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; 

meaders@email.unc.edu; Hudson, Nicole <nhudson@email.unc.edu>; 

mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Tucker, Tony 

<a nton iot@ ema i l. u nc.ed u>; Staffo rd, Ha rry C < ha rry_sta ffo rd @ med. u nc.ed u>; 

tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 

<mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - YOU’RE INVITED! 

Case of Race Flyer.pdf; CBC Scheduled Calendar 2012-13 Updated.docx; CBC E-News 

9.4.12.pdf 

To UNCAA Black Administrators, Staff, and Coaches. This note is sent as a reminder of the Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black 

Faculty and Staff Caucus) that is here on campus to help you better network on campus. Founded in 1974, the Caucus is 

purposed to celebrate our community. And I am very happy that our Chancellor is very supportive of our effort to assist with 

engagement for all associates. As you are well aware, there are many on campus who feel that the academic-athletic 

connection is VERY broken. I do believe that we can all do better to communicate activities and resources to more effectively 

lead and instruct our students. 

Please take a moment to visit our website (www.unc.edu/cbc) and consider joining the Caucus. Many thanks to those of you 

who are already members! I attached our calendar for the year and the last e-news. (Over the summer we highlighted Coach 

Meaders and Coach Davis in the e-news.) 

Note: This Wednesday, at 5:30 p.m. The Caucus is having a joint meeting with the Black Student Movement to discuss "the 

cloud" on campus and its racial implications plus national concerns. I have personally invited a number of athletes to be in 

attendance. Clayton Parros, T & F athlete, will be on the panel along with two professors and a student leader, Mycal 

Brickhouse. We will also announce a joint book reading we will do with BSM this semester. The students are very excited as 

it gives them another way to connect with faculty and staff. Remarks will be made by VC Winston Crisp (Student Affairs) and 

AP Taffye Clayton (Diversity and Multicultural A~airs). We are expecting a full house and we hope you can be there to be a 

role model for your athletes! 

Also, I serve as the faculty advisor for the Carolina Sport Business Club. The Club is a great student-run organization for all 

students (regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport industry.Whether it’s youth, interscholastic, college, 

international or professional -The Club seeks to connect students to information (internships and jobs) and experiential 

education. At our first meeting on last Monday, I made a presentation on the "3 C’s To Getting the Job YOU Want." There were 

some athletes in attendance and I am encouraging you to please let your athletes know about this great resource. Previous 

Club speakers include Bubba Cunningham, UNCAA administrators and coaches; and executives and managers from 

Wasserman, IMG, NBA, WNBA, NFL, NCAA, and NHL. www.csbcunc.com 

Please let me know if I can assist you! 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Faith is learning to let God keep you steady and to be ruled less and less by your emotions and circumstances." (T Paris) 





CBC Scheduled Calendar- 2012-13 

(Monthly Meetings in the Union 3411 - Wednesdays at 11:30 a.m.) 

August 24 - "Welcome Back" Social 

September 5 - Monthly Meeting 

September 19 5:30 p.m. - Town Hall Meeting with BSM - "A Case of Race: Issues and Insights Before Us" 

(Upendo Lounge - SASB) 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November 15 - Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (Toy Lounge - Dey) 

November 19 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December - No scheduled meeting 

December 14 - Holiday Social 

January 9 - "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp 

February - No scheduled monthly meeting 

February 26 - "An Arts Night Out" with Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater 

February 7 - CBC "Read-In" 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social (TBD) 

Steering Committee - Deborah Stroman (Chair), Victoria Hammett, Shandra Jones, Ursula Littlejohn, OJ McGhee, 

Verita Murrill, and Nakenge Robertson 



Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically J~osters, supports and celebrates 

the achievement oJ~ Black employees at the University 

oJ~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

cbcinJ~o@unc.edu 

September 2012 E-News 

Thanks to all who attended the CBC 

"Welcome Back" Reception! The 

.fellowship was wonderful as friendships 

were renewed and our community 

greeted new colleagues. Thanks to 

Chancellor Thorp .for his gracious 

remarks and ongoing support of CBC 

activities and advocacy. And please 

remember to commit to taking care of 

yourself first. Proverbs 4:23 states, 

"Guard your heart above aft else, for it 

determines the course of your life." The caveman. The chameleon. The 

champion. Recognize these people and act accordingly to manage your 

emotional tank. ;) 

CBC Activities 

CBC First Meeting: WEDNESDAY, Sept° 5th - 11:30 aomo Union 3411 



CBC Town Hall Meeting with Black Student Movement 

"A Case of Race: Issues and Insights Before Us" 

Please join BSM and CBC members as we discuss the racial 

implications of the ongoing "cloud" hovering on the UNC campus. 

How can Black students and faculty work closer together to address 

matters of race? Who is speaking for the Black athlete on campus? 

How can we protect the interests of those working to support the 

Department of African and African American Studies? What are the 

{ongoing) lessons learned from the Trayvon Martin and Troy Davis 

cases? Hear our distinguished panelists and share your voice to this important discussion. Panelists 

include Dr. Kia Caldwell {Department of African and Afro-American Studies) and Dr. Donna-Marie 

Winn {FPG Child Development Institute). Remarks will be made by Winston Crisp {Vice-Chancellor of 

Student Affairs) and Dr. Taffye Clayton {Vice Provost of Diversity of Multicultural Affairs). 

"The Cloud" Update - Definition: The ongoing situation that 

currently occupies center stage for many senior administrators 

(academic and athletic) and members of the Department of 

African and Afro-American Studies and is directly related to the 

identification and implementation of policies to ensure campus 

wide integrity, adherence to policies, and the integration of our 

highly-competitive athletic program. There are two more 

investigations in progress that will hopefully bring the entire 

campus closer together and unified on solutions. Pres. Ross and 

the Board of Governors has convened a five-member panel to look further into academic fraud and 

former Gov. Jim Martin (with Virchow, Krause & Company) is exploring possible academic 

improprieties prior to 2007. In addition, Chancellor Thorp asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the 

Association of American Universities, to help our university examine and better define the future 

relationship between academics and athletics. The Rawlings committee will begin their work after 

Martin finishes his review. 

From Dr. Eunice Sahle, chairperson oJ: the Department oJ: AJ:rican and AJ:ro-American Studies, states: I 

would be very grateJ:ul iJ: you let members oJ: the Caucus know that the Chapel Hill team had a very 

productive meeting with the Board oJ: 6overnors panel today [August 29]. Members oJ: the panel 

asked very tough questions, but they were J:air. Further, they highly appreciated my responses and 

were very pleased to hear about where the department is at this juncture and our J:uture plans...On 

behalJ: oJ: the department, kindly send our thanks to the members oJ: the Caucus J:or their support! 



CBC on YouTube! Special thanks to OJ McGhee and Victoria Hammett J:or their work 

on social media and the online presence oJ: the Caucus! Visit YouTube (CBCUNC1974) - 

http://www.youtube.com/user/unccbc1974?J:eature=results_main or the CBC 

website’s Video Vault to view our videos J:rom past CBC events! 

Help! We still seek emails, photos, and other digital records of Blacks "gathering" at UNC, CBC 

events/meetings, and any members of the Caucus. Don’t keep these important records stored in a 

garage box! © The photos will be digitized and documents will be copied, as appropriate, so the 

owners can keep their originals. If you or friends have items, please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu. 

Show your colors! Wear your Caucus hat with pride - 85 members and 810 non-members. 

Super resource! BlackDoctor.org (BDO) is the all-important primary destination that redefines Black 

health. The portal aims to be your trusted, daily resource for healthier, happier living, and your daily 

medicine...for life. BDO is the world’s largest and most comprehensive online health resource 

specifically targeted to African Americans. 

Community News - Please send your unit’s events and activity information to cbcinfo@unc.edu. 

We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, milestones, 

accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 

CBC BIT 

Blacks in Technology is a subcommittee of CBC and if you know of persons 

working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them to OJ at 

oj mc£hee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support our IT associates. 

Special thanks to OJ for his CBC website work as we now have a YouTube 

channel and videos posted to the CBC website. 



CBC HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever 

feel isolated. We want to know if there are 

new hires {faculty, staff, administrators, 

coaches, post-docs, etc.) or retirements in 

your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send 

information and your good news to: 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

~ONoCBC EVENTS 

Carolina Homecoming Weekend - Nov. 8-:~:~, 20:~2. If you have not done so already, please 

take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. 

http ://a I u m ni. u nc.ed u/a rticle .a spx?sid= 162 

Publishing Date! Friday, September 21st for the next edition of the ~’Celebrating Diversity" e- 

newsletter. This bi-annual electronic newsletter is sent to alumni and friends and addresses 

news and issues that are important to our multicultural community. If you have any news or 

updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie Pierce @ 

japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and student 

profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from additional exposure. 

Students are taking the lead in the advancement of Black males on campus! Congrats to 

-- the founders of ~’Carolina Men Advocating 

for Learning, Empowerment, and Success" (aka Carolina 

MALES}. Focused on the low retention rate of minority 

males at Carolina, and purposed to find ways to create a 

united body dedicated to helping minority males reach their 

full potential, these young men need other dedicated, hard- 

working individuals for leadership positions. If you know of 

outstanding student leaders, please contact 

at        ~live.unc.edu 



October 6 (Friday Institute on NC State’s Centennial Campus) - As part of Hispanic Heritage 

Month, NC State invites faculty and administrators in the UNC System to the first 

HISPANIC!LATINO UNC System Faculty Forum. Activities include: speakers, breakout sessions 

on recruitment, retention, and campus climate, and poster presentations about 

Hispanic/Latino programs at UNC colleges and universities. The Faculty Forum is sponsored by 

the NC State Office for Institutional Equity and Diversity, the Office of the University of North 

Carolina Vice President for Academic Affairs, NC State’s ADVANCE Developing Diverse 

Departments, and the NC State Office of the Provost. Contact: Dr. Maria Correa at 

correa@ncsu.edu or leave a message at 919-513-6253. 

September 21 - 6:00 p.m. (Graduate Student Center) It’s time for Graduate Student Crosstalk! 

Dr. Sibby Anderson-Thompkins, Director of the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs is the keynote 

speaker. Additional speakers include a Social/Behavioral Scientist Postdoc as well as a STEM 

Scientist Postdoc. The topic for the Crosstalk will be "What Graduate Students Should Know 

about Postdoc Opportunities." Visit www.unc.edu/opt-ed for registration information. 

¯ Bull Durham Blues Festival - September 7 & 8 

http://www.hayti.org/25th-an nual-bull-durha m-blues-festival.html 

Held at the historic Durham Athletic Park, the 25th annual festival is nationally recognized as one 

of the premier blues festivals in the country and has been honored with the "Keeping the Blues 

Alive Award" byThe Blues Foundation in Memphis, TN. The festival has become one of North 

Carolina’s largest celebrations of the blues, recognizing Durham’s rich musical heritage as an 

important center of Carolina and Piedmont Blues. 

¯ DPAC- http://www.dpacnc.com/events 

Wednesday, September 19 - AI Green and special guest Jo Gore Duo 

The Reverend AI Green is known the world over for his 

extraordinary voice and legendary hits that include "Let’s Stay 

Together", "I’m Still in Love with You"," Tired of Being Alone", and 

"L-O-V-E". In 2005, Rolling Stone magazine named him #65 on their 

"100 Greatest Artists of All Time." Green has sold more than 20 

million records and has earned 11 GRAMMY Awards, and was 

inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995. 

¯ Manbites Dog Theater- http://www.manbitesdogtheater.org/402/ 

September 13-29 - "The Brothers Size" -Tarell McCraney’s contemporary remix of West African 

myths in a wry, modern context that includes elements of poetry and hip-hop. 



¯ Duke Performing Arts - http://dukeperformances.duke.edu/artists- 

genre/dp-downtown/johnpkee 

John P. Kee and the New Life Community Choir (Hayti Heritage 

Center) 

Friday, September 14 and Saturday, September 15 - 8:00 p.m. 

Meshell Ndegeocello - October 19 & 20 

The Mighty Clouds of Joy- 

November 16 & 17 

¯ NC Symphony- http://ncsymphony.org 

The Music of Ray Charles - Ellis Hall, piano, William Henry Curry, Resident Conductor (Meymandi 

Concert Hall, Raleigh) 

Friday, September 28 and 

Saturday, September 29 - 8:00 p.m. 

Honor an American original at this tribute to 

the great Ray Charles, featuring his protege, 

friend and fellow Georgia native, Ellis Hall. 

Join this energetic one-time front man of the 

legendary Tower of Power for a night of 

unforgettable soul classics. 

¯ http://ncstatefair.org- October 11-21 



" http://www.deepdishtheater.org 

Radio Golf by August Wilson 

The concluding play in Wilson’s epic :~0-play cycle charting the 

African American experience in the 20th Century, the play follows 

Harmond Wilks, a successful entrepreneur vying to become 

Pittsburgh’s first black mayor. A timely and moving comic drama 

from the author of Jitney. August 24 - September :~5. 

Stone Center 

"Nina Simone...What More Can I Say?" 

exhibition opens September 13 at 7:00 p.m. 

Nina 5imone ... What More Can I Say? includes rare 

photographs, awards, personal letters and other 

documents of acclaimed singer, activist and North 

Carolina native Nina Simone. The exhibition will run from September 13 - November 30 and will 

open with a free reception on September 13 at 7:00 p.m. The one-act play will be presented at 

7:00 p.m. Sept. 15 and 2:00 p.m. Sept. 16, in the Stone Center auditorium. The exhibit and play, 

both free and open to the public, share the same title. 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film and Welcome Back 

to Campus Event 

North Carolina Premiere of EIza 

Bernadette, a single mother in Paris, tries to provide her daughters 

with everything and is thrilled when her eldest daughter, Elza is the 

first in the familyto graduate from college. But EIza breaks her 

mother’s heart by running away to their native Guadeloupe in search 

of a distant childhood memory: the memory of her father which 



becomes blurrier as she encounters the real man living in an unknown world that begins to unfold 

in front of her. That descent into the past allows her to fully understand the implications of race, 

love and hate in the contemporary world. Following screening, discussion with the film’s director 

Mariette Monpierre, UNC Professor Tanya Shields, NCSU Professor Sheila Smith-McKoy (SB-FMC 

member) and Bennett College Professor Yvonne Welbon (SB-FMC member) 

As a special Welcome Back, ta Campus, the Stone Center will serve a fantastic menu of the Caribbean- 

themed food. RSVP to stonecenter@unc.edu. 

G ET YO U R TICKETS! Ca roli na Performing Arts - http://www.carolinaperformingarts.org/ 

A SPECIAL thank, you to ourJ:riends at CPA! The CBC enjoys a wonder.ful performance by the Alvin 

Ailey American Dance Theater each year.from their generosity. 

Carolina Performing Arts seeks to change lives by creating and presenting exceptional arts 

experiences, and connecting them to the surrounding community. C:PA makes history by 

collaborating with artists and academics alike to present the most ambitious season to date. 

NEWS OF I’NTEREST 

Hampton University Business School Bans Locks, Cornrows 

CheHe So White, ~l~ckAmeHc~Webocom 

Hampton University’s hair ban policy 
was enacted in 2001 but today is the 
topic of much discussion. 
The topic of hair in the black 

community, as many know, is a 

sensitive subject. Dreadlocks and 

braids are seen as expressions of 

pride to some while for others, the 

hairstyles can be polarizing and seen 

as limiting in today’s 

society. Hampton University’s hair 

ban policy was enacted in 2001 but today is the topic of much discussion. As shocking as this may 

seem coming from a historically black university, the business school’s dean, Sid Credle, sees the ban 

in a positive light. He says that enforcing the ban gets students one step closer to securing jobs in 

corporate America. "All we’re trying to do is make sure our students get into the job," Credle told 

ABC. "What they do after that, that’s you know, their business." The ban on dreadlocks and cornrows 

at the historically black college only applies to male students enrolled in the school’s five-year M.B.A. 

program. 



¯ The Racial Gap -JBHE’s summary of research on the racial disparities and diversity efforts on 

college campuses - http://www.jbhe.com/racialgap/ 

¯ The First African American Woman to Lead the CIAA - Jacqie Carpenter was named 

commissioner, which has 12 member institutions including 11 historically Black colleges and 

universities. The CIAA was founded in 1912 as the Colored Intercollegiate Athletic Association and is 

the oldest African-American athletic conference in the nation. She was an executive with the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association and most recently was a member of the leadership team directing the 

NCAA’s men’s basketball tournament. 

¯ A New Database on Oral History Collections of the Civil Rights Movement = The 

American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress in conjunction with the Smithsonian Institution’s 

National Museum of African American History and Culture has launched a new Web site 

(http://www.loc.gov/folklife/civilrights/) presenting a database of oral history projects about the civil 

rights movement. The Civil Rights History Project has data on more than 1,000 oral history collections 

in libraries, museums, and university archives. Scholars can search the database to locate collections 

across the country. 

Chronicle of Higher Education 

Race and Ethnicity of Full=Time Faculty Members at More Than 4,200 
Institutions (Database) - This database shows the number of full-time faculty members who 

are members of specific racial and ethnic groups at more than 4,200 degree-granting colleges and 

universities for the fall of 2009.The figures cover four- and two-year institutions in the 50 states and 

Washington, D.C. http://chronicle.com/article/RaceEthnicity-of/129099/?inl 

¯ College Costs Too Much Because Faculty Lack Power 

http://chronicle.com/article/College-Costs-Too-Much-Because/133357/ 



¯ Visit the Institute of African 

American Research’s Website for 

Announcements - The IAAR’s website 

serves as a source for call for papers, fellowships, conferences and grant opportunities in 

African American and African diaspora studies in every discipline, https://iaar.unc.edu/news- 

and-events/announcements 

Office of Human Resources is in need of website testimonials for the Carolina Cares, Carolina 

Shares combined campaign. Specifically, OUR need stories from a diverse group of people 

who give to the campaign and are non-OHR employees. The stories will focus on why people 

give and the benefits of their gifts. Contact Verita Murrill (verita_murrill@unc.edu) for more 

details and to share a testimony. 

UNC Campus Recreation is looking forward to the 2012- 2013 academic year and NOW is the 

perfect time to start, continue or return to a regular fitness and wellness program!! Services 

include: 

i. Over 90 group fitness classes a week 

2. Specialty fitness classes such as Boot Camp and TRX 

3. Personal training 

4. Fitness services (blood pressure, body composition, functional movement 

screening and more!) 

5. Wellness workshops 

6. Expedition & challenge course programs 

In addition, UNC Campus Recreation offers Carolina faculty and staff an opportunity to play 

and exercise with your children through our Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) 

program. Two special programs will be offered this fall--SOCCER & GYMNASTICS. This 

is a free program thanks to the generosity of our staff and special guest instructors. 

For more information visit http://campusrec.unc.edu/programs-services-facilities 

P~ease sha~e this eonews~ette~ with B~ack emp~}~eeso 



The Power of Community 

An anthropologist proposed a game to kids in an African tribe. He put a basket full of fruit 
near a tree and told the kids that who ever got there first won the sweet fruits. When he told 
them to run they all took each other’s hands and ran together, then sat together enjoying 
their treats. When he asked them why they had run like that as one could have had all the 
fruits for himself they said: "UBUNTU, how can one of us be happy if all the other ones are 
sad?" 

UBUNTU in the ×hosa culture means: "1 am because we are." 

A great lesson for our community... 



Your CBC 2012-13 Leadership Team 

Victoria Hammett - School o/Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Ursula Littlejohn - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

O.J. McGhee - School of Public Health 

Verita Murrill- Human Resources 

Nakenge Robertson - FP6 Child Development Institute 

Deborah Stroman - Exercise and Sport Science 

New Ambassadors for 

2012-13:, 

"in every community, there is work to be done. in every nation, there are wounds to 

heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it." 

M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, September 20, 2012 6:00 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 15;. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~t~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen 
L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; jo- 
ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 
<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email.unc.edu); Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Chafletta 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~Nerce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~t~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; 
mgburney@northcarolina.edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; 
afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; josmell@unc.edu; gwen_burston@unc.edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille_brooks@unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Slight time change for Friday’s rally to support Chancellor Thorp--now 12-1pm 

Chancellor Support Rally Flyer 9 20 12.pdf 

Hi CBC Members° 

FYL 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

*Zombies, believe me, are more terrifying than c~lonistso* Frantz Fanon 

From: Faculty Governance 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 12:47 PM 
To: General Faculty 
Cc: Leimenstoll, Will; Overton, Jackie; Boxill, Jan; Coble, McKay 
Subject: [generalfaculty] Slight time change for Friday’s rally to support Chancellor Thorp--now 12-1pm 

Dear Faculty Colleagues, 

We have received word that the time for tomorrow’s assembly on the South Building steps (Polk Place side) to support 

Chancellor Thorp has been shifted slightly, and will now take place from 12:00 noon to 1:00 pm. There will be remarks 

from Employee Forum Chair Jackie Overton, Faculty Chair Jan Boxill, Student Body President Will Leimenstoll, and others 

as well as performances by various student musical groups. 

In addition, former Faculty Chair McKay Coble and others will be outside at South Building from 10:00-5:00 for a "Sign- 

In" in which everyone will be invited to sign a petition urging Chancellor Thorp to rescind his resignation. You can also 

sign petitions at the Pit and the Wilson Library steps. 

Full details are on the revised flyer, attached. 

Sorry for all the emails this week--an unusual time, for certain. 

Best regards, 

Anne Whisnant 

Anne M tchell Wh snant, Ph,D 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Of~ce of Facu ty Governance~ bNC Chapel tqll 

CB# 9170~ Car~ Bu Id ng 203 

Chapel ~qill, NC 27599-9170 

9~.9--962-:}.67:~ office) I 919-962-5479 fax) 

anne whisnantdi’}(mc,edu 

http//faccoun,unc~edu/ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
generalfaculty as: dstro@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=55209671.38334dc4 lbf0bgf0462baae56c3 fadf2&n=T&l=generalfaculty&o=32179811 or send a blank 
email to leave-32179811-55209671.38334dc41 bf0bgf0462baae56c3 fadf2~listserv.unc, edu 



FACULTY~ 
STUDENTS~ 

STAFF! 

Peaceful Rally 
on the steps of South Building 

Friday, September 21st 

Noon to I PM 

Co-sponsored by 

UNC-Chapel Hill Faculty Council, Employee Forum, 

and Student Government 

Come and show your support for 
Chancellor Holden Thorp 

Sign the petitions to be located from 10 AM to 5 PM at: 

The Pit 

Wilson Library steps 

South Building steps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Friday, October 19, 2012 4:41 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 15;. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~t~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen 
L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; jo- 
ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 
<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email.unc.edu); Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Chafletta 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~Nerce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        ~gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~t~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; 
mgburney@northcarolina.edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; 
afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; josmell@unc.edu; gwen_burston@unc.edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille_brooks@unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email.unc.edu>; Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson 
<taffye@unc.edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L <dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Stith, Thomas 
Andrew III (thomas_stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Berry, Marcus D 
<berrymd@email.unc.edu>; Louis, Brittney <lbrittne@email.unc.edu>; Unah, Isaac J 
<unah@unc.edu>; Brooks, Ellen D <edbrooks@email.unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K 
<mballen@email.unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; Giscombe, Cheryl Woods 
<Cheryl.Giscombe@unc.edu>; Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.unc.edu>; Hinton, 
Reggie <hinton@email.unc.edu>; Ford, Justin G <jgford@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, 
Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj @email.unc.edu>; Littlej ohn, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlej ohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 



Subject: 

Attach: 

CBC Mid-October E-News 

2012-10-24_Agenda_Advisory Group Meeting 10-24-12 FINAL 1.pdf; CBC Scheduled 
Calendar 2012-13 Updated.docx; Black Report v2.docx; CBC Communications 
10.19.12.pdf 

Hi Heels! There is SO much going on and I hope that you stay informed and engaged. Advocacy has heated up and we 

need your voice and presence. (We especially need more Black males to assist with the our Black male students. We 

are in crisis mode!) Special thanks to Dr. Kia Caldwell for her leadership and dedication to the challenges that lie 

before us! 

Note: The BIG meeting to discuss and collaborate a strategy regarding the university’s future is this Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. 

at the Stone Center. 

Forum for the Five-Year Vision of UNC 

Every five years, the UNC system is charged with developing a five-year vision. The UNC Board of Governors has 

convened an Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions to provide recommendations for that five-year plan. Students, 

faculty, and staff are coming together to host a forum to highlight what we value most about our university and what it 

should look like moving forward. Sharing your experiences is critical to creating a vision that works for all. 

And most important (early, if possible) - VOTE and join/renew your Caucus membership! We have real nice bags for the 

first 48 renewals. Thanks Ursula Littlejohn! 

Also, we are considering possible speakers NOW for the Caucus 40th anniversary celebration in 2014. Any ideas? Names 

already shared include Dr. Cornel West, Dr. E. Michael Dyson, Oprah Winfrey, Dr. Johnetta Cole, Ben Jealous, Gov. Deval 

Patrick, Michelle Obama, Denzel Washington, and Samuel Jackson or one of the six current Black CEOs of a Fortune 500 

company http://www.blackentrepreneu rprofile.com/fortu ne-500-ceos). 

Please share this email with UNC Black associates and encourage them to join the Caucus. 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 



9:30 a.m. 

A GENDA 
UNC Advisorv Committee on Strategic Directions 

UNC General Administration Board Room 
October 24, 2012 
9:30am - 3:00pm 

Call to Order 

President Tom Ross 

9:40 a.m. Setting the Stage: Forces Affecting Higher Education 
Kimrey Rhinehardt 
Vice President for Federal Relations 
UNC General Administration 

9:55 a.m. Education Attainment Goal Options 
Daniel Cohen-Vogel 
Senior Director of Institutional Research 
UNC General Administration 

10:30 a.m. Panel Discussion: Perspectives from Government and Business on Attainment 
Keith Crisco, Secretary 
North Carolina Department of Commerce 

Madhu Beriwal 
Chief Executive Officer, IEM 

Other Panelists Invited: To be Confirmed 

11:30 am Break 

11:45 a.m. 

12:30 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

2:15 pm 

Discussion on Setting Education Attainment Goal 
Fred Eshelman 
Committee on Strategic Directions 

Lunch 

"Moving Beyond Plato Versus Plumbing" 
Daniel P. Gitterman 
Global Research Institute 
UNC Chapel Hill 

Discussion, Summary and Wrap Up 

3:00 p.m. Adjourn 



CBC Scheduled Calendar- 2012-13 

(Monthly Meetings in the Union 3411 - Wednesdays at 11:30 a.m.) 

August 24 - "Welcome Back" Social 

September 5 - Monthly Meeting 

September 19 5:30 p.m. - Town Hall Meeting with BSM - "A Case of Race: Issues and Insights Before Us" 

(Upendo Lounge - SASB) 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November 15 - Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (Toy Lounge - Dey) 

November 19 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December - No scheduled meeting 

December 14 - Holiday Social 

January 9 - "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp 

February - No scheduled monthly meeting 

February 26 - "An Arts Night Out" with Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater 

February 7 - CBC "Read-In" 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social (TBD) 

Steering Committee - Deborah Stroman (Chair), Victoria Hammett, Shandra Jones, Ursula Littlejohn, OJ McGhee, 

Verita Murrill, and Nakenge Robertson 



Student Ambassadors: 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbcinfo@unc.edu 



The Black Report 

Black employees and students at UNC Chapel Hill by the numbers 

° 

° 

Full-Time Permanent Faculty -Total 3,891; African-American 165 

Full-Time Permanent Employees - 11,213 African American - 1464 

¯ Professors - Male 708; Female 244; Total 962 

¯ African American Professors - Male 12; Female 11; Total 23 

¯ Associate Professors- Male 303; Female 213; Total 516 

¯ African American Associate Professors-Male 17; Female 23; Total 40 

¯ Assistant Professors- Male 257; Female 203; Total 460 

¯ African American Assistant Professors-Male 9; Female 22; Total 31 

¯ Fixed Term Professors -Male 609; Female 754; Total 1363 

¯ African American Fixed Term Professors -Male 24; Female 42; Total 66 

¯ EPA Non-Faculty -Male 727; Female 998; Total 1,725 

¯ SPA- Male 2,527; Female 3,670; Total 6,197 

¯ African American SPA-Male 377; Female 781; Total 1,158) 

Total Enrollment of Students -Total 29,137; African American 2,489 (9%) 

Undergrad Enrollment-Total 18,430; African American ~.,704 (9%) 

Entering Graduate Students 20~.~.-Total 2,373 (Male 1,014; Female 1,359) African American ~.46 (6.2%) 

(Male 41; Female 105) 

Entering Professional Students 2011-Total 711 (Male 313; Female 398); African American 53 (8.2%) (Male 

21; Female 34) 

Degrees Awarded 2011-2012 

¯ Bachelor’s: Total 4,622 African American 434 (Male 121; Female 313) 

¯ Masters: Total 1,981 African American 141 (Male 45; Female 96) 

¯ Doctoral: Total 479 African American 25 (Male 9; Female 16) 

¯ Professional: Total 668 African American 49 ( Male 15; Female 34) 

***UNC Chapel Hill Fact Book 2011-2012 

Varsity Football Players: 110 Total players (2012 team) 

68 out of the 110 are African American 

¯ 59 out of the 75 (79%) scholarship players are African American 

Varsity Men’s Basketball Players (2012 team) 

10 out of the 12 (83%) scholarship players are African American 

Carolina Black Caucus 
cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Our vision is a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically ]~osters, supports 

and celebrates the achievement o]~ Black 

employees at the University o]~ North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. 

CBC MidoOctober 2022 Updates 

"News Yo~ Can Use~ 

SA VE-THE-DA TES!! 

1. November 7 - Our next monthly meeting - Union 3422 

2. November 15 3:00 p.m. (Dey Hal~ - Toy) Tenure and Promotion Workshop 

{Joint program with Office of Postdoctora~ Affairs} 

3. November :~9 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

Don’t miss this wonderj~ul event! Limited capacity. Sign-@ at the Nov. 7th 

meeting. 

BSM & CBC Joint Book Read - Fail Semester 2022 

Please purchase Some of My Best Friends Are Black: The 

Strange Story of Integration in America. The book, written 

by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of race 

and intesration post Dr. Martin Luther Kins, Jr. throush 

four distinct stories. 

CBC and BSM members will read the book this fall 2012 

semester and then engage in a discussion group(s) in 

January 2013. 

Reod, Rejflect, ond Reveo/ your thoughts! 



Advocacy 

1. IMPORTANT! Tuesday, Oct. 23 (5:00 p.m. - Stone Center) Forum for the Five- 

Year Vision of UNC. Every five years, the UNC system is charged with 

developing a five-year vision. The UNC Board of Governors has convened an 

Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions to provide recommendations for 

that five-year plan. Students, faculty, and staff are coming together to host a 

forum to highlight what we value most about our university and what it should 

look like moving forward. Sharing your experiences is critical to creating a vision 

that works for all. https://www.facebook.com/events/288754991235966/ 

2. Wednesday, Oct. 24 (9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. UNC General Alumni Association 

Board Room) See attached. Open to the public. 

http://www.northcarolina.edu/strate~ic direction/meeting;s/index.php 

3. Wednesday, Oct. 24 (12:00 p.m.-l:00 p.m. Fox Auditorium, Carrington Hall) 

Affordable Care Act (Health Care Reform): Separating Fact from Fiction with 

Jina Dhillon, JD, MPH. Are you confused by the legislation passed in 2010 

referred to as the Affordable Care Act (ACA) or referred to as health reform 

legislation? Join this informative session by an expert on health reform and staff 

attorney with the National Health Law Program. 

4. Tuesday, Oct. 30 (12:30 p.m. Rosenau Hall - 228) Herman Taylor, PI of the 

Jackson Heart Study - the largest study in history to investigate the inherited 

factors that affect high blood pressure, heart disease, strokes, diabetes and 

other important diseases in African Americans. (A roundtable discussion 

specifically targeting minority health, underrepresentation of minorities in 

research and the minority student experience at 11:00 a.m.) 

5. Tuesday, Oct. 30 (12:30 p.m.- 1:30 p.m. Stone Center - Rm. 103) Chris 

Fitzsimon, Director of the NC Policy Watch. NC Policy Watch is a progressive, 

nonprofit and non-partisan public policy organization that is dedicated to 

changing the way elected officials debate important issues and, ultimately, to 

improving the quality of life for all North Carolinians. NC Policy Watch is an 

independent project of the NC Justice Center, North Carolina’s leading private, 

nonprofit anti-poverty organization. 



Sunday, October 21- 4:30 p.m. Dr. Joseph Jordan, Stone Center director, will be featured on this 

week’s Black Issues Forum on UNC-TV to discuss the recent Nina Simone exhibition and upcoming 

film screening of "The Rosenwald Schools." 

Movie Time! Tuesday, October 23 and Thursday, October 25 at 7:00 p.m. 1) Tuesday - "The First 

Rasta" focuses on the origins of the Rastafari movement. Based on Jamaican culture expert H~l~ne 

Lee’s eponymous book, The First Rasta traces the political, ideological and spiritual movement to its 

founder: Leonard Percival Howell, a.k.a. The Gong. 2) Wednesday - Sneak preview of "The Rosenwald 

Schools" is a documentary (in final production phase) on businessman and philanthropist Julius 

Rosenwald who joined with African American communities in the south to build schools during the 

early part of the 20th century. Rosenwald spurred the establishment of 25 YMCA-YWCAs to serve 

African Americans in cities across the U.S. and created a challenge grant program, seeded for the 

creation of more than 5,500 schools for poor, rural African American children. 800 Rosenwald Schools 

were built in North Carolina. The screening is co-sponsored by Carolina Center for Jewish Studies, the 

Center for the Study of the American South at UNC, and the UNC African - Afro American Studies 

Department. 

Tuesday, Oct. 30 7:00 p.m. Annual Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture - 

Dr. Beverly Guy-Sheftall, Professor of Women’s Studies at Spelman 

College. Guy-Sheftall has been involved with the national women’s studies 

movement since its inception and provided leadership for the establishment 

of the first women’s studies major at a historically black college. She is a past 

president of the National Women’s Studies Association and has been 

involved in a number of advocacy organizations including the National Black Women’s Health Project, 

the National Council for Research on Women, and the National Coalition of 100 Black Women, on 

whose boards she serves. 



Sunday, Oct. 21 

3:00 p.m. 

"You Wouldn’t 
Expect" 

ArtsCenter (300-G E. 
Main Street 

Carrboro) 
919-929-2787 ext. 

201 

You Wouldn’t Expect, an original play by local playwright Marilynn Barner Anselmi, is a 

fictional retelling based on true events surrounding the North Carolina Eugenics 

Program, "You Wouldn’t Expect" focuses on a group of characters and how they are 

involved and affected by the sterilization program that changed so many lives, and, in 

turn, prevented others. 

Dr. Pamela Love retired from Campus Health 

Services after 20 years of service! Dr. Love, the 

only Black physician at Student Health, deserves a 

peaceful and joyful rest. Dr. Love received both 

her undergraduate and medical degrees from 

UNC- Chapel Hill. We appreciate you and your 

warm infectious smile! 



www.hiddenvoices.org - Please join in this community effort to support Hidden 

Voices’ 20:12 work with veterans, students, teachers, and juvenile justice. 



Carolina Homecoming Weekend - Nov. 8-11, 2012. Check out the great schedule of 

Black Alumni events! http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?sid=162 

From the BSM president, - "As you may know, BSM will be 45 years old on 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012. The students of BSM are excited to have this 

celebration overlap with UNC’s Homecoming Week in hopes that many BSM alumni 

will be in town. I am inviting each of you to attend the BSM History Exhibition in the 

Stone Center Hitchcock Room on November 7th from 5:00 -7:00 p.m. The event will 

feature past BSM presidents, Mr. and Miss BSMs, central committee members and 

Minority Student Recruitment Committee On-Campus Coordinators. The event will 

also have posters of BSM archived photos and archived issues of Black Ink Magazine." 

Articles of Interest and great discussion material: 

1. Carpet Bombing Identity "Studies" - 

http ://www. po pece nter. o rg/co m me nta r ies/a rticl e. ht m l ?id =2739 

State for Sale - 
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2011/lO/lO/lllOlOfa_fact_mayer?curre 
ntPage=all 

How Higher Education in the US Was Destroyed in 5 Basic Steps - 
http://www.alternet.org/how-higher-education-us-was-destroyed-S-basic- 

steps 

The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs has launched the Carolina Millennial 

Scholars Program (CMSP) to assist minority males in their academic and professional 

development. Funding from the General Alumni Association will allow ~ 25 males to 

join a cohort that will participate in workshops, mentoring and service activities. 

Contact: Marco Barker, Ph.D. at barker@unc.edu 



Your CBC 2012-13 Leadership Team 

Victoria Hammett - School o/Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Ursula Little]ohn - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

O.J. McGhee - School o/Public Health 

Verita Murrill - Human Resources 

Nakenge Robertson - FP5 Child Development Institute 

Deborah Stroman - Exercise and Sport Science 

Ambassadors for 2012-13: 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to 

heal In every heart, there is the power to do it." 

M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday,                 6:53 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 
<candicef@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Collins, 
Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>;                ~unc.edu>; Mann, April Selena 
<asmann@email.unc.edu>; Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu>; Clark, 
Fred M <fred_clark@unc.edu>; Highland, Michael <michael_highland@unc.edu>; 
Patterson, Tony <Tony_Patterson@unc.edu>; Jackson Jr, Curtis 
<cjjunior@email.unc.edu>; Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann <kryder@email.unc.edu>; 
Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Cuadros, 
Paul F <cuadros@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Dodson, 
Jermisha <jydodson@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu>; 
j osmell@unc.edu; Barker. Marco J <barker(~,unc.edu>: Wilson. Ada K 
<adaw@email.unc. edu>;                                  ~live.unc.edu>; Lane, 
Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrymd@email.unc.edu>; Dwight 
Hollier <dhollier@southeastpsych.com>; Unah, Isaac J <unah@unc.edu>; Turner, 
Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu> 
Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email.unc. edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj @email.unc. edu>; 
Littlej ohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlej ohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj 
<oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, 
Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc. edu> 

holden@unc.edu 

Black Male Success - Best Practices 

Possibly many lessons for us here: 

Black Male Excellence Network Working Wonders 
at the University of Alabama Birmingham 

New data shows that nationwide 38 percent of Black men who enter four-year colleges graduate from the same 
h~stitution within a six-year period. At the University of Alabama at Birudngham, the average Black male graduation rate over the past 
four years is even lower at 29 percent. But The Black Male Excellence Network at the University of Alabama Birndngham is aiming to 
greatly improve the tmiversity’s performance. 
Black men who have joined the network now graduate at a rate of 57 percent, ahnost twice the four-year average graduation rate for 
Black men as a whole at the tmiversity. The network provides Black men with mentors and includes programs that allows students to 
"affirm their cultural identities." Participants attend a weeldy seminar and are instructed to strive for the "Five Wells," developed by 
Robert Franklin of Morehouse College: Well-Spoken, Well-Read, Well-Dressed, Well-Traveled, and Well-Balanced. 

The program is led by Michael Brooks, an associate professor of counselor education at the tmiversity. Dr. Brooks is 
a graduate of Morehouse College. He holds a master’s degree and a doctorate in counselor education from the 
University of Central Florida. 
When the program started in 2007, 27 Black male students joined the effort. Fifteen of those students have 
graduated and the remaining six are on track to receive their degrees. This year, there are 230 Black male students 
enrolled in fl~e program, including 60 freslunen. 

debby 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower. 

www.exss.unc.edu 
315 Woollen - CH #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

"The best abifit~ is availabilit~o" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:05 PM 

Beale, Michael <mbeale@email.unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrym&~email.unc.edu>; 

Stalt’ord-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; l@yahoo.com 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

FLYER RE: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Life After Sports .pdf 

@live.unc.edu>; 

is ~.;till finalizing his sch~-:~duh:_~ but he is optimistic. 

Trish and Marcus .-- please share with your ptayers. Thanks~ 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

"N~thing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

"The best abigty is availability." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 6:57 PFl 
To; Beale, Michael; Berry, Marcus D; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L; @yahoo.corn 

Co= Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 
Subject-" CSBC - Life After Sports Fleeting - 
Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists! We are still waiting on confirmation from             and 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
° -former UNC Swimming athlete 
¯ -former UNC Women’s Basketball athlete 
¯ Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

1. What did you want to do when you were a child? 

2. What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

3. What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

4. Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

5. What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

6. How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

7. If you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations/acceptances, networldng, investments, etc.) 

8. Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

9. Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroma~, Pb,D~ CLU 
Exp~oreo ~ngage, Empower, 

www,exss, unc,ed u 
3:1.5 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 
91.9,:843o033~ 



Career 
 fter Sports: 

from  thietes 

Special Guests include: 

Michael Beale - UNC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 

Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 

- former UNC Swimming athlete 

- former UNC Women’s Basketball athlete 

- former UNC Men’s Basketball athlete 

Trisha Stafford-Odum - UNC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Thursday, - 5:00 p.m. 
Fetzer 109 

Find out answers to these questions and more! 
¯ How didyou end up inyour currentposition? 
¯ lfyou startedyour career over, what wouldyou do differently? 

¯ Should studentsgo to graduate school right away orget a job? 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit ourwebsite! www.csbcunc,com 
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¯ lfyou startedyour career over, what wouldyou do differently? 
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Contact: theclub@unc.edu 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit ourwebsite! www.csbcunc,com 
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Special Guests include: 

Michael Beale - UNC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 

Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 

- former UNC Swimming athlete 
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- former UNC Men’s Basketball athlete 
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Fetzer 109 
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¯ How didyou end up inyour currentposition? 
¯ lfyou startedyour career over, what wouldyou do differently? 

¯ Should studentsgo to graduate school right away orget a job? 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit ourwebsite! www.csbcunc,com 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:11 PM 

@unc.edu-~ 

1),22: You’re Invited! Cmolina Sport Business Club 

Okay. Thanks. You told me to keep trying._ ;) 

Have a great weekend~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Sent= Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: You’re Invited! Carolina Sport Business Club 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

4:10 PH 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, 3:24 PM 
To= 
Subject= FW: You’re Invited! Carolina Sport Business Club 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Str~ man, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"NotNng ~n the world ~s m~re dangerous than a sincere ~gnoran~e and ~onsdent~ous 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~.&~_Eg_@M~_:A#_~.> 

Bate: Friday,                5:46 PM 

Te: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: You’re Invited! Carolina Sport Business Club 

Hi Heels. As you may know, The Carolina Sport Business Club (www.csbcunc.com) is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless of major) 

interested in careers in the sport industry. It is one of the most popular groups on campus and it is housed in the EXSS department. Whether it’s youth, 

interscholastic, college, international or professional -The Club seeks to connect students to information and experiential education. We work to create or find 

out about activities and events to help students get more prepared for a career in this very competitive industry. 

You are invited to serve as a panelist for our next meeting, Thursday, (5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.) on campus. The theme for the meeting is "Life After 

Sports: Career Tips from Athletes." 

Your background and career progression is valuable to young people. Please advise if you can share your time with 

Thanks for your consideration. I’ve attached a list of some of our previous speakers. (Our last two meetings were fantastic as Rick Steinbacher, UNCAA Marketing 

Director, and Fred Whitfield, NBA’s Charlotte Bobcats president, spoke to the students.) 

Have a super weekend! 

debby 

~,ex~,unc,edu 
3~5 Woo~e~ - C~ #8700 
Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:54 PM 

~live.unc.edu~-~ 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Super job! Thanks for your leadership on d~is project. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stromart, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~03317 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: 
Here is the the finished banner! Thanks for your ideas 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

4:47 PN 

the logo is in the left corner), 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstroman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 2:58 PM 

@kenan-llagler.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean ~<lean Elia@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haJcoon@med.amc.edu:~ 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edt~- 

Re: Checking in re: Survey Design updates 

KI Survey Draft v8.docx 

Hi All. Approximately three weeks ago, it was agreed that we would "postpone" the survey work. The latest draft is attached. The most important discussion to drive the next 

steps should be around the following question: 

Are we attempting to collect data to receive more robust and diverse ideas for Kenan Institute strategic planning OR to educate and confirm the "greatness" and 

awareness of the newly defined Kenan Institute? 

The answer to this important question will help frame the type of questions and respondent pool. It is very difficult (and an example of poor survey design) to do 

both. 

suggest that we start here... 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

Date: Saturday,                 1:04 PM 

To: Jean Ella <.Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu", ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, drharoon 

<zishan haroon@med.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Paul Friga <Paul Friga@kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Checking in re: Survey Design updates 

J ea n~ 

The most rece~lt version o[ Dr. !~tromat?’s survey ~s at[:ached to th~5 ema~[, 

~ think Dr. Haroon ~s now on d~e survey team as we~f so ~ am copying him as wefl. 

R e ga r d s 

UNC’s Kel~:mFlagier [~dsiness School 

(M): ~unc.edu= wetw. ke!~aI~-fiaqler u nc.edu 

F~m: Ella, Jean 
Sent: Friday, 11:52 PN 

Cc= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & SpoR Science); ; Friga, Paul 
Subject: Re: Checkin~ in re: Su~ey Design upda~s 

Deborah and        ~et me know if I need to be doing something with the survey. Is it in the Dropbox? 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 10:21 PM, ’ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jean, Dr. Stroman, and 

Do you all have any updates on the survey design action item? 

"Continue to develop survey and how it might play role (Jean, Deborah. t" 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:14 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Interview 

Thanks These questions are fine. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Acadernic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigrna Alpha Larnbda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is impossible." 

From: @gmail.com> 
Date: Sunday, S:ll PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Interview 

For the Practitioner Interview Report portion of EXSS    , I choose to interview Terry Jones. Mr. Jones is the Director of Development with the Wyndham 

Championship. Among many other things, Mr. Jones ~] job includes catering to the needs of PGA wives as well as organizing entertainment events during the 

Tournament week. Here are the questions that I would like to ask Terry Jones in oar interview tomorrow morning. 

1) How ttid your prot~ssional experiences outside of the sporting world prepoxe 5~ou for w-orldng i~ a professio~ that caters to professional athletes’? 

2) What is the tnost chedlenging aspect of dealing with high profile athletes? 

3) What steps did you have to take in your career to find yourself as the Director of Developnlent with the Wyndham Championship? 

4) Did you ever have an internship in the sporting industry as a college student at ~Vake Forest? 

5) Have you ever taken cl&sses or prot~ssiona~ certification courses in order to move up prot~ssionally? 

6) As the game of golf has evolved, has your work changed any as a result? 

7) What is the most rewarding aspect of your job? 

8) What would you say is the ~nost impo~tm~t thing that I could ta£e away from my experiences this summer? 

9) If you could change one thing about the sporting industry what would it be and why? 

Please let me know if there is an~hing that I need to change before conducting the interview. Following the Wyndham is a period ofofftime for the entire tournament 

staB’and getting time to sit down with Mr. Jones has been diiticult, this is why my interview is so close to the deadline. I am meeting Mr. Jones early in the morning and 

feel confident in my ability to get my assigmnent submitted by the 12:00 pm deadline. I hope this finds you well as always and let me know ifI need to revise my 

qnestions before this meeting. Thanks. 

,~ .A. Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@grnail.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 5:39 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Sports Medicine- Student-Assistant Position 

Thanks. Will do. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !T!tpL/~/exss.~Jr!~=(~t~/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progf (~s.~; is impossibl(~." 

From: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <.s_p___o__r__t_!_a____w____@___u___n__£_.__e___d___u_> 

Date: Sunday, November 4, 203[2 4:36 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: FW: UNC Sports Medicine- Student-Assistant Position 

< !--[if mso 9]-->< !--[endif]--> 

Hi Debby, 

will sh~f’e wi~:h my <:lasses, b~.El: pe[haps yOLE can share this wi~:h ~:he (::arolif~a Spor~:s BLEsiness 

Ba~bara Osborne 

Associa Le Professor 

Exercise a~d Sport Science 

U[~iversity of North Carolina 

309 Woolle~ Gym 

Chapel NiU, NC 275:[9 

Phone: 919.962.5:[73 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From= Doug Halverson [mailto:sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, November 04, 2012 4:22 PM 

To= Osborne, Barbara 
Co: Kevin King 
Subject: UNC Sports Hedidne - Student-Assistant Position 

Barbara, 

We are looking to hire a student-assistant in the sports med office at football and wanted to see if you would forward this to 

your undergrads in sports admin. Because the work of this position are not medically directed, the most successful students 

we have hired in the past have been someone with a sports admin focus who just wanted to find ways to be involved with 

athletics and see how other departments worked. I have listed the positions description below. 

Sports Medicine Student-Assistant Position 

The Sports Medicine Office at UNC Football is looking to hire a student to fill student-assistant position for the Spring and 

Fall 2013 (Jan 01-Dec 31). This is a stipend based position that typically requires 20-35 hours/week. Hours vary based on the 

time of year. This position is focused on assisting the Sports Medicine office in a wide range of technical and labor intensive 

tasks needed in the day to day functioning of providing medical care to our student athletes. The position pays $2,500 per 

semester - $5,000 total. If interested, please contact Doug Halverson at ..s...d...~..a..!..v-.e..r.:.s...~-r.).~..u....n...~.‘..a.....a......u.£~..c.....e-c.!..LJ.. 

Let me know if you have any concerns. 

Thanks, 

Doug 
S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

Football and Women’s Lacrosse 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

PO Box 2126 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 2602 (O) 

(c) 
919 843 9121 (F) 
Gontidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromaa@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:32 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Project 

Great reply VeW caring and professional. You are the man! ;) 

Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty’ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality’ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 6:18 PM, @hve.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Thank you J2~r your email! I appreciate your honesty and I’m sor~ that 
>you will no longer be able to work on the project 
> 

>Academics do take number one priorl~, and it is good that you are able 
>to self-evaluate and realize that you need to be giving your studies more 
>time 
> 

>Let me know if you need anything in the future in regards to academics, 
>extracurriculars, etc 
> 

>I wish you all the best and hope to see you at some Club meetings in the 
>future[ 
> 

> 

>Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>On at 5:58 PM, 
><, @gmail corn> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi 
>> 

>> Thartk you again for your leadership and organization with 
I’ve been really- stressed lately - it’s tough balancing school 

>>and extracurriculars in a college setting. Being a fresl’unan, I’m still 
>>figuring it all out. 
>> 

>> I love ruission but I arn going to have to stop 
>>participating. I have to be realistic - I really want to contribute but 
>>time is not on my side right now. Instead of continually trying to tell 
>>myself I will get started and telling you I’m going to get going... I 
>>need to take a step back. 
>> 

>> I still think this idea is awesome and I wish y’all the best of luckt 
>> 

>> I hope you can understand, 
>> 

>> L~’~’C’ Class of 
>> Cell phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:18 AM 

Ma~-ia DeG~mau < ~earl~hliuk.net>; Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amyj tertel@uuc.edu> 

ILE: Caucus MateriaJs 

Ni grny. As per my previous comments during our meeting, I am more than happy to chat with you. Email is not a good format to share the background and tips._ ;) 

d 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CL0 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity2’ 

F~m= MaMa DeGuzman [mail~: ~ea~hlink, net] 
Sent~ Friday, November 02, 2012 6:20 PH 
To~ He~el, Amy Locklear 
¢e~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet= Re: Caucus Materials 

JosmeJl Perez put the Latina/o caucus together, so you may want to speak with him. The usual hurdles involve getting "adequate" membership from the different 

constituencies that might form the caucus: faculty at all ranks, fixed term faculty, graduate students, admissions folks, staff of various sorts (EPA and SPA), and that 

everyone feel and be valued and heard with their various and often wide-ranging concerns. I’d be happy to speak with you over the phone about this. Cheers, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 2, 2012, at 3:16 PM, "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy Hertelpunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Deborah and Maria, 

I am organizing a meeting with Danny and Chris to discuss an American Indian Caucus. If you have any formation or organizing documentation that you think 

would be helpfial to us as we be~n this journey, please tbel tiee to share. I also welcome any advice you may have. I wonder if there are any con~mon challen~s 

you both had to address in your journeys that we should avoid at the outset. 

Best, 

Amy 
Amy LocMe~ Hertd ’97, MSW~ ~ 
Dt~ecto~ ¯/Mnenc~n in~n Cen~e~ 
Clinical Assistant Professor ¯ School of SociN Wo~ 
~e University of North C~rolina at Chapel tI~ll 
113A Abemethy HaM, CB# 3457 
Chapd ~H, NC 27599 3457 
919.843.4189 (D " 919.843.4024 (F) 

<image0Ol,png><im,~ge002, prig ><ira age003.p~tg> <Dm~ge004.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:26 AM 

Art Pope, Raleigh, NC @aol.com> 

1),22: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Hi. Can you speak today before noon? I am in my office now. How is your schedule on Wednesday, Nov. :[4th sometime between :[1:gO and I:307 

f need to 5nalize our November meeting t.aday. Than~s. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Debor~h L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gng~:Ne, ~xplore, Empor~er. 

9:19.843.0336 

F~m= A~ Pope, Raleigh, NC [mailto: ~aol.com] 
~ent= Thursday, November 0~, 2012 5:13 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited[ 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 
Thank you for your invitation. At this point I have a major conflict on Thumday and Friday, and will be out of state the followin9 week. If the conflict changes, I may be able to 
come by on short notice, letting you know on Wednesday. 
I do ve~ much appreciate your interest in a sincere dialogue. Let me know when is a good time to telephone you today to discuss in general, Other than a mid-day lunch 
meeting, I am fairly flexible today. 
Yours truly, 
A~ Pope 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wed, Oct 31, 2012 11:30 pm 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited[ 

H i. ~ realize that the Advisory Committee meeting is on Nov. 7th. if the Caucus switched the meeting to 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 8th would you be available? Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bate: Monday, October 29, 2012 8:42 PM 

To: " .@__.~_0_[:..c_0__n_! > 

Cc: "~ @aol,com> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited! 

Good evening Mr. Pope. We met briefly at the Five Year Forum at the Stone Center last week. I kindly invite you to visit with the Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) 

at our next 90 minute meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 11:30 a.m. I agree with you that there should be more dialogue between all parties interested in the future of the U NC 

system. Your leadership in NC politics, business, education is greatly respected by many; thus, I believe an open conversation on UNC Chapel Hill whereby you can freely share your 

perspective and goals would be meaningful. 

Please advise if this date is convenient for your schedule. If so, I will follow up with more details. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www unc.eduicbc 
.c_b_._c_c_b.a_]E_(.~__~!._n_c_:e__d__q 919.843.0336 
"Fr.fitL is ]eorrHf~g ~o ~e~ Goc] keep you .st~.’ody ond to be ruled less ond !ess by your emotions and circurr~.’;tef~c~?s." (T Paris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

EJ~: My Resume 

2:30. Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, Evptor~:~. 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Resume 
Tuesday after 2:00pm is fine with me. Thank You 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

12:00 AM 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science-Sport Administration 
Minor, Afro-American Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My Resume 

When is the a~)pJici~tion due? You want ~:o submit at lei~sl: three days ~n advance. Let’s review your resume next week. Tuesday or Friday i~fter 2:00 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g~plor’~, Empower. 

9119,843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: My Resume 
Here is my Resume. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

9:37 PM 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science-Sport Administration 
Minor, Afro-American Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc 

I~E: Checking in re: Survey Design updates 

Please call me now if you can~ Thanks! 

Sent; Friday,      " 

To-" Elia, Jean; Stroman, Deborah L; 
C¢: Friga, Paul 
Subject; Checking in re: Survey Design updates 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

~kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 

10:21 PN 

Hi Jean, Dr. Stroman, and 

Do you all have any updates on the survey design action item? 

"Continue to develop survey and how it might play role (Jean, Deborah,        " 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:02 AM 

~]kena~- fl agler.unc.edu 

~!ken~- flagler.unc.edu 

Deborah Strom~n Ph. D. CLU <dstro~nan@email.unc.edu> 

Your Actions 

Hi      . I have attempted to reach you by phone and email over the past week. You have not responded. You did not show up for our appointment and you never 

called back to explain. You don’t even attend class. Your classmates question your ability and commitment. I had to ask the Dean of Students Office to "find you" to 

let me know that you are alive and well. I am very concerned about you and what seems to have you acting in a very abnormal way. Your behavior is very disturbing 

and unprofessional. You are truly not demonstrating the characteristics of a           or a future successful businessman. 

If I don’t hear from you today by 5:00 p.m. by phone, I will take action to make changes with the                       I have been proud to work closely with 

all my over the years to ensure success and I am not going to make any changes with your style. In addition, your academic work is less than 

average. 

What is causing your distress or lack of professionalism? Again, I am trying to help you but your lack of communication is very troubling. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,Do CL~ 
Exl~Oreo Engage, Empower. 

wr~a,v,exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:02 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; La:hve.unc.edu> 

VW: Your Actions- CONFIDENTIAL 

"The best abi#ty is availability/." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 11:02 AM 

To: ~kenan-flagler,unc,edu 

Co: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Subject: Your Actions 
Importance: High 

Hi       I have attempted to reach you by phone and email over the past week. You have not responded. You did not show up for our appointment and you never 

called back to explain. You don’t even attend class. Your classmates question your ability and commitment. I had to ask the Dean of Students Office to "find you" to 

let me know that you are alive and well. I am very concerned about you and what seems to have you acting in a very abnormal way. Your behavior is very disturbing 

and unprofessional. You are truly not demonstrating the characteristics of a           or a future successful businessman. 

If I don’t hear from you today by 5:00 p.m. by phone, I will take action to make changes with the                       I have been proud to work closely with 

all my over the years to ensure success and I am not going to make any changes with your style. In addition, your academic work is less than 

average. 

What is causing your distress or lack of professionalism? Again, I am trying to help you but your lack of communication is very troubling. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 
Explore° Engage, Empower, 

~w’dv~v,exss, U nc, ed I~I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:06 AM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

1~;: My Meeting Today 

2017D 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. F~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:02 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: My Meeting Today 

Mm. Stroman, 

My advising meeung is today with you and I cannot find what room it is scheduled to be in on myunc. What room in the Steele building should I meet you in? ’l’hankst 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, November 5, 2012 11:29 AM 

Petree, I,iz <lizjpetree@unc.edu> 

Prig: November 19 Reception 

Thanks! We are sending out [he final rsvp this week. I witl be in [ouch, 

debby 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, gtroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Petree, Liz 
Sent= Monday, November 05, 2012 11:25 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= November 19 Reception 

Hi, Deborah- 

I am checking in on the reception at the Chancellor’s house on Monday, November :19, at 6:00pro. Do you have a list for that yet? I’d like to get nametags made. 

Just to be sure that everyone knows how to get to Quail Hill, I am including directions for you to share with attendees below. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Liz 

I.iz Petree 

Office of University Events 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

9:19.962.:1996 Office 

Cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:58 PM 

~@kenan-flagler unc edu-~;                                @kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~ 

ILS: Ben Stumeis CSBC Visit 

Thanks       ! The date looks good. Please check with Diane Adamson about Fe[zer :[09 availability, dadamson@email.unc.edu 

I will chat with him regarding travel. We don’t have the money to do so, In fact, we still haven’t received the Leverage sponsorship check, ;) Let him know that we 

always do major publicity. We need ~:o discuss a good t.:_~pic ~:hough so we can at~:ract s[:udents, 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards~ 

Debora~-~ L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0936 

Twitter- @dr.stroman 

__L_ 
"The journey i~ ~he reword." Chinese Proverb 

_J 

From: @kenan-flagler,unc,edu] 
Seat: Monday, 2:34 PM 
To: ; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Ben Stumer’s CSBC Visit 

Dear Dr. Stroman and 

I spoke on the phone yesterday with Mr. Sturner from Leverage Agency, and he is very excited to come speak with the CSBC November 26th. He had a few requests 

however, that I wanted to bring up with you. First, he asked if the club would cover some of his travel costs (he made it sound like it would be fine if we didn’t, but 

just wanted to ask). Second, he suggested that he get lunch with myself, both of you, and some guy named      who I don’t know on Monday 

before the meeting. Lastly, he wanted to make sure the event would be well-publicized and a big draw for our members. I’m relaying this message to you because 

I don’t know who are the proper people to handle these things on the executive team. 

Thanks, 

B.S. Business Administration I B.A. Biology 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill [ Class of 

@unc.edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:59 PM 

.~live.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: Blog Assignment 

Any blog that is posted can be responded to for the assignment. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards~ 

Deborl;h L. Sl:romlm, Ph.D. CLU 

959.84.3.0335 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "The ~ ~he rew~rd." Chinese Proverb journey 

Sent: Monday, 2:56 PM 
To~ S~roman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Blog Assignment 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 

For our blogging assignment where we have to comment on 3 of our classmates’ blogs, do the blog posts that we comment on have to be class assignments or will any blog 
post suffice? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:37 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: The Business of Spoils Event 

Hi        Thanks for your note. Yes, we are aware of the event and publicized it to our EXSS sport administration faculty and students. 

I appreciate the personal note and hope to meet you. 

is one of my ALL t~me favorites~ 

Dr. S[roma~ 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stromsn, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

T~,itter- @drstroma~ 

~ "The journey i~ ~he r~w~rd." Chinese Proverb 

Sent= Honday, 3:~ PH 
To~ S~roman, Deborah L 
Subject= The Business of Spo~s Even~ 
Hi Dr. S~roman, 
Hy name is            and ~ am a UNC senior E~S!3ournalism-Adve~ising double-major. ~ am currently an intern wi~h                     ~ recently me~ wi~h 

(who raved abou~ you) and ~ wan~ed ~o reach ou~ ~o you abou~ an even~ ~ha~     is hosting a~ ~he Fuqua School of Business a~ Duke on Wednesday. ~ know ~his is 
shor~ no~ice bu~ we wan~ed ~ ge~ ~he word ou~ ~ o~her area schools in ~he hopes ~ha~          can develop relationships a~ o~her uNverisi~ies. 
This even~ is open ~o all and will be a great chance ~o hear from people who have found success working in the spo~ indus~. A reception will follow ~he panel d~scussion. 

would I~ke ~o generate and main~in relationships wi~h every school. Please feel free ~o drcula~e the a~ached flyer and invite all ~o a~end ~h~s even~. 
"~e Business of Spo~s" will ~ake place in Geneen Audi~oriom on Wednesday, from 3:00pm - 5:00pm. Parking instructions will be displayed via on-si~e 
s~gnage. 
Regards, 

@wmqllc.com 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication -Advertising 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Class of 

@live.unc.edu 

cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Interview Report 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Interview Report 

Dr. Strornan, 
I misread the syllabus and thought the paper was due by 5:00 P.M. I have it completed but I cannot find a way to submit it online. 
Thanks, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdentious stupidit%" 

3:13 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 4:39 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edw~ 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@etnaJl.unc.edtp-; Osborne, Barbara < sportlaw@nnc.edu>; SouthaJ1, Deborah Joy 

<dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@mnail.nnc.edu>; Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU <dstromm~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SA Meeting 

I am available between 12 and 1:45. Thanks! 

gddidonaf agenda items: 

1 

2. Seniors without ECON 

3. Sport Adrnin. Online Certificat~-:~ Updat~-:~ 

4. ~n~:erview Weekend Idea 

5. EXSS 328 Update 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

Enga~Te, Expiate, Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent-" Monday, November 05, 2012 2:33 PM 

To; Osborne, Barbara 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Richard Michael; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject; Re: SA Meeting 

Ok. I will wait to hear back from Debby on her availability. Thanks for everyone’s response! 

Coyte 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 5, 2012, at 12:36 PM, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> wrote: 

I have class until 12:15. 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

On Nov 5, 2012, at 12:10 PM, "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sounds good. Thanks for keeping us posted Debby! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UN~ Chapel Hill 

CEO of Elite level Sport Marketing IEESM} I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @EESMarketing 

"Success i~ the master[ul application o~ the ~undamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma} 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d__s__t__r.9_~._u_ .n_c_:e__d_.u_.> 

Date: Man, 5 Nov 2012 10:36:06 -0500 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michael" <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Osborne, Barbara" <spor[law@unc.edu>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" <djsothll@email.unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michael" 

<southall@email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: SA Meeting 

I have a Caucus rneeting scheduled frorn 11:30 --. 1:15~ I arn waiting t:or a call bad( Lo see ill will have to reschedule to next week though. 

Sorry for the delay. 

d 

Do {:h od. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D, CLLi 

E~E~c~:qe..gxpIor~, Empow~r, 

9:19.84:1£0:1~36 

<irnageOO:t.jpg> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity.’* 

Fnam-" Cooper, Coyte 
Nent-" Sunday, November 04, 2012 9:26 PM 

To: Southall, Richard Michael 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Southall, Richard Michael; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: SA Meeting 

Hi Richard, 

Thanks for the update. I am able to noon on Wednesday as well. I will wait to see what Barbara and Debby say about the time. Thanks for 

your response! 

Coyte 



Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 4, 2012, at 9:22 PM, "Southall, Richard Michael" <_s..o__u__t_.h_~_!]_~__e_._m_.a__!!_._u__n_._c__.._e_.d_ .u_> wrote: 

Coyte, 

Deb & I are leaving for NASSS this Wednesday @ 2:00pro. We can meet earlier, but have leave for the airport by 2:00pro, for 

a 4:00pm flight. Deb is done teaching @ noon, & I can be on campus to meet then too. 

Sorry for the conflict. 

Richard 

Sent from my iPhone 

Richard M. Southall 

On Nov 4, 2012, at 19:16, "Cooper, Coyte" <c~cooper@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 
With Erianne now officially being on maternity leave, it is now my job to coordinate our grad initiatives for the rest of 
the semester. I am going to do my best to not goof up the momentum she has built :-) With this being the case, I 
wanted to follow up with each of you about the meeting time we have scheduled this Wednesday at 2:00pm. After 
talking to Debby, she mentioned wanting to get over to Duke for the event being held by their business school. Would 
any of you be available prior to 2:00pm that day? If not, we will plan on meeting at 2:00pm and trying to keep it short 
so she can make it over there. 
Also, there are two items that will be on the agenda for the meeting: (1) online program update and (2) website 
progress update. If you have anything else you would like on the agenda, please let me know and I will be sure that it 
gets added. Hope you all had a great weekend! 
Coyte 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, November 02, 2012 4:04- PM 
To." Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Southall, Richard Michael; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, 
Robert W.; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject-" CSBC meeting - Thursday 

Deborah Lo Strom~n~ Ph,D, CLU 
I~xp~oreo E~gageo Empower. 

<ima~eOO2.jp~> 

"The best abilitF is availabilitg." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS Minor 

Hi      Your’ inquiry is an advising appointmer~t. ;) Check out the EXS5 minor information on our site. ht__tp://exss.unc.eduiundergraduate-program/exss- 

minorsiexss-generali You need to review your schedule m~d see ~f you have the ability to take these courses over the two (ava~laMe h~ the summer?) remaining 

S em est ers, 

No~:e: The EXSS mk~or is focused on humm) movement s~:udies and not administration. Many economk:s {and other majors) s[udents s~:[ern~)t [o get to D~ow [he 

spoFL administration faculty and ask permission to be in the courses insLead. (Relationships count~) Then, students are aMe to put on their resume that they had s 

RLm~Der of sport administration courses and have coRlp]eted course work sped~:ic to the fieM. ;} 

Please feel free to schedule an appointment w~th me to d~scuss further. 

Thanks, 

Dr’, S[roman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity,’* 

2:08 PM 
From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Minor 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am a 3unior Economics major at UNC and I am interesting in minoring in EXSS. I am a part of the Entrepreneurship Minor and will be taking the Sport Workshop class next 
semester. Also, I am part of the CSBC and have enjoyed the program very much. I have two semesters left at UNC (graduating December 2013) and have basically finished my 
Econ major. Will I have time to complete the EXSS General Minor? I think it will be a great option for me especially since I am looking to go into the Sports and Entertainment 
industry after graduation. Thanks for your input! 
Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:47 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

may have a quick window at 2:00. Thanks. Wow! g runner and scholar. ;) Congrats! 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
.1t:42 PM 

F~om: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:       Meeting 
Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you had a wonderful weekend. I raJ~ tny first half marathon this weekend in -came in one tninute under tny goal lime’. It was 

a wonderfnl experienc!! 

I just emailed my        team. I’d like to meet with the six of them just to discuss some issues they’ve had so far and things that have worked really well for them. I 

was thinking Friday mlytime from 12-3. Would you be able to join us then and is there a time that works for you? I fignred it’d be helpful for you to hear from them as 

well. 
I an so excited tbr brnnch on Sunday. I’ve reserved a stx)t and so has       I mentioned that you and      were probably attending too so I think they have us 

sitting together! I have to check with and make sure he’ll definitely be there. Shonld be a great morning tbr The Club. 

Thank you, 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@ ke n a n -fl a g!..e__r_;_..u__n._ £;..e__.d__u._. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:51 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

PJ~: My Resume 

3:00? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, E.~plor~:~. Empow,~r. 

919~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Resume 
I apologize I just looked at my schedule and I have a meeting at 2:30pm with Mr. Harvey. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

12:00 PM 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science-Sport Administration 
Minor, Afro-American Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:38 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My Resume 

2:30 Thanks[ 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]ug~e. ~xplor~,, Empov~er. 
919,843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Resume 
Tuesday after 2:00pm is fine with me. Thank You 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidityo" 

:t2:00 AM 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science-Sport Administration 

Minor, Afro-American Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My Resume 

When is the application due? You want to submit at least three days in advance, Let’s review your resume ne×t week. Tuesday or Friday after 2:00 p.m. 

Dr, Stron~at~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CL!3 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: My Resume 
Here is my Resume. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

9:37 PM 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science-Sport Administration 

Minor, Afro-American Studies 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:11 PM 

~live.unc.edn> 

I~E: EXSS sport adminislration--I have not taken ECON 101 

Hi 

Dr, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

will get back to you, I will be discussing this rnatter in a rneeting on Thursday. Thanks! 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 11:47 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS sport administration--I have not taken ECON 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am in EXSS    I was one of the 4 that you said you needed to talk to about not taking ECON :~0:t. Recently I am a EXSS general major but I am planning to change to EXSS 
sport administration. I have an appointment             to change my major. I will only need EXSS 273 to complete the sport administration track. My grade in EXSS 
is a Do I still need to take ECON :[01? The issue with this is that my scholarship will only pay for 7 credit hours in the spring because that is all I need to graduate. I need 
EXSS 273 to complete my major and RECR 475 to complete my minor which is a total of 6 credit hours. If I have to take ECON :~0:t that will put me over 7 hours and I will have 
to pay for it. Is there any way I do not have to take ECON 101? 
Hope all is well, 

PS- Thanks you for coming in and talk about this issue or I would have never known I would need to take ECON 10:L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 6:29 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Your Actions - CONFIDENTIAL 

Call me when you carl I arn in the eft:ice now. 

Do Good. 

Deborah I,, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

Flora: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Your Actions - CONFIDENTIAL 

Dr. Stroman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

6:28 PM 

I’m crazy busy with homecoming week, but I saw this and was very concerned. Did you and     talk things out today? I’m hoping nothing serious has 
happened that will affect the standing of our club and more importantly our leadership team. Additionally I have forwarded the event on Thursday to the GAA 
to add to our homecoming calendar of events for additional PR 

Sent via Droia’X2 on Verizen Wireiessr~’~ 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstre@unc.edu> 
To: k’iSDJive.unc.edu>, 
Sent: Men, 16:02:39 GMT+O0:O0 
Subject: FVV: Your Actions - CONFIDENTIAL 

@Jive.unc.edu> 

FYL CON FIDENTIA~. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~rotnan, Ph,[k CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

"The best abifity is availability." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 11:02 AM 
To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Cc: @kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 
Subject: Your Actions 
Tmportance: High 

Hi       I have attempted to reach you by phone and email over the past week. You have not responded. You did not show up for our appointment and you never 

called back to explain. You don’t even attend class. Your classmates question your ability and commitment. I had to ask the Dean of Students Office to "find you" to 

let me know that you are alive and well. I am very concerned about you and what seems to have you acting in a very abnormal way. Your behavior is very disturbing 

and unprofessional. You are truly not demonstrating the characteristics of a           or a future successful businessman. 

If I don’t hear from you today by 5:00 p.m. by phone, I will take action to make changes with the                       I have been proud to work closely with 

all my over the years to ensure success and I am not going to make any changes with your style. In addition, your academic work is less than 

average. 

What is causing your distress or lack of professionalism? Again, I am trying to help you but your lack of communication is very troubling. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,ID, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower° 

w~#.ex~.un~.ed u ............................................. 

3~5 Wooffe~ - CB #8700 
Chapel Hiil~ NC 27599 
9~9,843,0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 12:44 PM 

Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu> 

Please call! 

What is your mobile? 
debby 
Deborah L, Strornan, Ph,D. CLU 
E~lore, E~ga~e, E~wer, 

............................................. 

"The best ability is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 12:48 PM 

Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu> 

RE: lunch 

Sorry I missed you. I never confirmed today, although it ended up that I am now available. ;) 
I was teaching a course when you called. What ~s your mobile? 
My number ~s 
d e b b V 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 11:15 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: lunch 
Hi Debby. 

Are we still on for lunch? Did you have a location in mind? I can drive if it is not in walking distance. I’m in the office (929-843-5525) and will wait 

until 2L2L:45. We can also find another time and date if needed. Talk with you soon 

Marco J, Barker, Ph,D, 
St. Director for Education. Operations. and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9~25 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill. NC 27599-9:1_25 
barker@unc.edu (email) 
919-962-6962 (phone) 

9:L9-962-5063 (fax) 

D Iv E R S }TY M A -/---1- E R S I ~,_’_v_Y__v_~_’L~_~__r_~__c_,_:__e_-___d___~L,_’___d__)_~__e_-__::~_Lt:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

Hi    . I will add you to d~e course. What is your PID? 

We need to meet at least one week prior to the start of the 

Thanks[ 

Dr, S{roma~l 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:[9,843,0336 

semester to outline the course requirements. Congrats on your internship work thus far!! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

Sent= Tuesday, 12:23 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am sure you are currently being flooded with emails and I am sorry I am another one! I will be a second semester senior next semester and would like to request permission 
to take EXSS . While the employers are not listed on the PDF on the department website, they are applicable. This semester I am interning at                  . a 
company who performs the crisis communication for Michael Vick, along with representing Arian Foster and entities such as the CIAA, SWAC and 02 Fitness. I will have the 
opportunity to continue interning with them next semester, however, I am exploring another company, Intrepid Marketing Group, that does production and communications for 

N.C. State, Duke and the ACC. I have an interview with them at the end of 
I am both a Sport Admin. and Journalism major. Could you let me know if it will be possible to enroll in your course? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Minor 

SLop by at 2:30 today. 

Woollen 315 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Str’ornan, Ph.t:k CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

12:06 PM 
From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: EXSS Minor 
Dr. Stroman, thanks for your response and information about the EXSS minor! I definitely believe I have the ability to take the required courses over the next two semesters. 
Also, thanks for the heads up about the minor’s focus on human movement studies and what past students in my position have done. I will talk with my advisor today and 
make sure I will still be on track for graduation in 
Are you available for an appointment this week to further discuss my options for the minor? I am available anytime after 2pm today (Tues), :[2pm-2:30pm Wed, 2pm-3:30pm 
Thurs, or :[2:00pm-2:00pm Friday. I teach tennis in the afternoons so it makes scheduling harder. If none of these times work this week is there a good time for you next 
week? 
Thanks again, and I look forward to meeting with you soon! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:45 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS Minor 

Hi      Your inquiry is an advising appointment. ;) Check out the EXSS minor information on our site. http:!iexss.unc.edu!undergraduate-programiexss- 

minors!exss-general! You need to review your schedule and see ~f you have the ability to take these courses over the two (ava~laMe ~n the summer?} remainh~g 

semes~:ers, 

Note: The EXSS minor is f.acL~sed on human mow?merit studies ~nd noL adrnin~str~tion. M~;ny economics (~nd .ather majors) students atl:efr~]:d: to get to know the 

sport administration faculty and ask peRTfiss~on to be in d~e courses ~nstead. {Re]ationsNps count!) Then, s~udents are able to pu~ on their resume that they had a 

number of sport administration courses and have completed course work spedfic to the fieM. ;) 

Please fee~ free to schedule an appointment w~th me to d~scuss further~ 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~]ug~e. ~x~lore, Empower. 

9:] 9.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

2:08 PM 
From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Minor 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
1 am a Junior Economics major at UNC and I am interesting in minoring in EXSS. I am a part of the EntrepreneursNp Minor and will be taking the Sport Workshop class next 

semester. Also, 1 am part of the CSBC and have enjoyed the program very much. 1 have two semesters left at UNC (graduating             I and have basically finished my 
Econ major. Will :[ have time to complete the EXSS General Minor? f think it will be a great option for me especially since I am looking to go into the Sports and Entertainment 
industry after graduation. Thanks for your input! 
Regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 1:02 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi 
Thanks. 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,ll), CLU 

93%843,0336 

you are in the Minor you have [o seek permission from Dr. John Stewart. He coordb~ates the enrollees from the Minor. 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:32 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
As I began looking for classes next semester I saw the EXSS    class which I believe is in conjunction with the Entrepreneurship minor. I am already minoring in 
Entrepreneurship so I was hoping that you would allow me to be in the class. It says that you must have instructors permission before registering. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:06 PM 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@em~l.unc.edu> 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin,~]ema~l.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Hi John. This student is requesting enrollment. I am NOT going to grant hirn one of my £XSS slots. However, ~ to~d him to check with you regarding admission from 

the Minor poo~ of students~ 

debby 

Do Oood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.8,~3.0336 

10:32 AM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
As I began looking for classes next semester I saw the EXSS    class which I believe is in conjunction with the Entrepreneurship minor. I am already minoring in 
Entrepreneurship so I was hoping that you would allow me to be in the class. It says that you must have instructors permission before registering. 
Thank you, 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 1:11 PM 

Lee, Kafin <kalee2@bsu.edu-~ 

ILE: Karin Lee guest lecture 11/1 12:30 

@ No problem. I believe I witl be in town, Ill kave it witl only be for a few days. 
Holla! 

DO 

Deborah L. Stn~man, Ph.D. CLU 

., 1 .,,o 4 &033 ~ 

"NotNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~gnor~ce and co~sdent~eus 

F~m= Lee, Karin [mailto:kalee2@bsu.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 06, 2012 9:~ AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Karin Lee guest lecture ll/l 12:30 

Sor~ I did not get a chance to touch base with you this trip. I will be back December 18-Janua~ 2nd. Are you around anytime in during that time 

frame? 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Saturday, October 20, 2012 1:32 PN 
To= Lee, Karin 
Co= Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coy~; Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject= Re: Karin Lee guest lecture ii!i 12:30 
Hi Karin. Glad to read that you will be back on campus. I don’t teach on Thursday, ll.1, but please make sure you give me a call when you get to town. I want to update you on 
life’s happenings and the climate of UNC. Lol 
Hugs, 

debby 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Sdence Department - 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: <Weight>, Erianne Weight <ewe~ght@email.unc.edu> 
Bate: Friday, October ~9, 2012 ~0:07 PM 
Te: Karin Lee <~_[~_~_~.~_~:@_~.> 
C¢: Barbara Osborne <~_9£~[~_@M~:_~_~_~>, Coyte Cooper <c~coo~er@emaH.unc.edu> "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~[R.@_9_B_q:3.~.M> 
Subje~: Karin Lee guest lecture ~/~ ~2:30 
Hi Ka~n. 
Tha~ you for loo~ng into thafi No problem that ~e others men’t able to come - having yon come to c~pus is wonde~)] in m~d ofit~lf a~d I ~ow ~e s~dents will 
be delighted to heaz ~om you[ I tlfi~ we will likely not k able ~ have a lunch, but if you ca~ still plan on coming to the S~ Administration conference room j 

the fight as you walk into the Woollen front dooB (on the 2nd floor), ~e s~dents wi]l be there to greet yon at 12:30. I hope several faculb" ~nembeB will be them as 
well...but that wofft inclode me, sadly...as I ho~ ~ have my baby be~veen now and then~ 
I will have the s~dents come preNred with questions for you - so you don’t need k~ prep~e ~tNng unless you have a message that you ~ink woold be val~ble for 
them. They are reNb’ great at keeping a discussion lively and always have lots of questions for guests. If an?~hing hapNns to come op or you need an~tNng, Bar~ra 
will likely be the best contact. I’ve cc’ed her on this email. 
Thank you, again, tbr ~)llowing up with [.ym] and being willing to sham your knowledge wi~ us’.~ 

- Efia~ne 

Efface A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assis~t Prot~ssor, S~a Administration 

The UNve~i~ ofNoN~ Cmolina - ChaN1 Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Prig: EXSS 

Ni 

Dr, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

, Mos[ ot: my students received three credit hours. We can decide your" credit hours when we chat, The course is designed for three hours of credit. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, J.:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
Wonderful news! Thank you for adding me. My PID is 
I do have an additional question. I only need one EXSS course and two JOMC courses to graduate, but as an ARMY brat I need to have a full load to keep my military ID card. 
What can I do to earn the full three credit hours for this internship? I know that each of the internships I have lined up require :~0-:~5 hours per week, but if I need to I will 
write papers, speak to classes, etc. 
Thank you for your help, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi     I will add you ~:o ~:he course What is your Ptl.h,? 
We r~eed to meet at ~ea~t one week prior to the starL of Lhe 
Thanks~ 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L1Stroman, Pi~ID~ CLU 
Enga~Te, Explore, Empow~r, 
9:19.843.0336 

semester Lo ou[line the course requiremerRs Cr_~ngrats on your ir~temship work Lhus 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, :12:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am sure you are currently being flooded with emails and I am sorry I am another one! I will be a second semester senior next semester and would like to request permission 
to take EXSS . While the employers are not listed on the PDF on the department website, they are applicable. This semester I am interning at                   a 
company who performs the crisis communication for Michael Vick, along with representing Arian Foster and entities such as the CIAA, SWAC and 02 Fitness. I will have the 
opportunity to continue interning with them next semester, however, I am exploring another company, Intrepid Marketing Group, that does production and communications for 

N.C. State, Duke and the ACC. I have an interview with them at the end of November. 
I am both a Sport Admin. and Journalism major. Could you let me know if it will be possible to enroll in your course? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 2:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~B: EXSS 

As noLed previously, please contact me before the semester is over. Send me two appointment options for your schedule. It is better to chat 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~84&0336 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

2:25 PM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
That, s great! I look forward to speaking with you soon. Thank you again for the addition to your course, let me know when you are available to talk about the requirements! 
Have a good day, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:19 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
gn,qc~(m, E.~plor~:~, 

Most of my students received three credit hours. We can decide your credit hours when we chat. The course is designed for three hours of credit, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, :[:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
Wonderful news! Thank you for adding me. My PID is 
I do have an additional question. I only need one EXSS course and two JOMC courses to graduate, but as an ARMY brat ~ need to have a full load to keep my military ID card. 
What can I do to earn the full three credit hours for this internship? ~ know that each of the internships I have lined up require :[0-:[5 hours per week, but if I need to I will 
write papers, speak to classes, etc. 
Thank you for your help, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :[2:5:[ PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi     t will add you to the course. What is your PID? 
w~-_~ need ~:o m~:_~e~: at ~east one week prior to the start of the 
Thanks~ 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~19~84&0336 

s,-_~mest,:_~r to outline the course requireol*:_~nts. Coqgra[s ot~ your it~[ernship work thus far! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, :[2::[3 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am sure you are currently being flooded with emails and I am sorry I am another one! I will be a second semester senior next semester and would like to request permission 
to take EXSS . While the employers are not listed on the PDF on the department website, they are applicable. This semester I am interning at                   a 
company who performs the crisis communication for Michael Vick, along with representing Arian Foster and entities such as the CIAA, SWAC and 02 Fitness. 1 Will have the 

opportunity to continue interning with them next semester, however, I am exploring another company, Intrepid Marketing Group, that does production and communications for 

N.C. State, Duke and the ACC. I have an interview with them at the end of 



I am both a Sport Admin, and Journalism major, Could you let me know if it will be possible to enroll in your course? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:32 PM 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@emaJl.unc.edu:~ 

Prig: EXSS 

From= Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent= Tuesday, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Co= Stewart, John F 
Subject= RE: EXSS 

kizzy 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

2:17 PM 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824- 
unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:06 PM 
To= Stewart, John F 
Cc= Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject: FW: EXSS 
Importance= High 

Hi John. This student is requesting enrollment, I am NOT going to grant him one of my EXSS s~ots. However, I tom Nm to check w~th you regarding admbsion from 

the Minor poo~ of students~ 

debbv 

Do Ooo& 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

10:32 AM 

From= 

Sent= Tuesday, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
As I began looking for classes next semester T saw the EXSS    class which I believe is in conjunction with the Entrepreneurship minor. I am already minoring in 
Entrepreneurship so I was hoping that you would allow me to be in the class. It says that you must have instructors permission before registering. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 3:08 PM 

~gmail.com> @wmgllc.com> 

I~W: Your Actions CONFIDENTIAL 

I was thinking o[ you yesterday as I continue to wonder what is going on with 

I havei~’t heard from him in weeks. ;( 1 tried again last night by phoi~e but no response, 

[ hope you are doing we~l. CMI when you can~ 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

"The best ability is availability." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 1:t:02 AM 
To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu’ 
Cc: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu’ 
Subje~:t; Four Actions 

Imporl:ance: High 

Hi       I have attempted to reach you by phone and email over the past week. You have not responded. You did not show up for our appointment and you never 

called back to explain. You don’t even attend class. Your classmates question your ability and commitment. I had to ask the Dean of Students Office to "find you" to 

let me know that you are alive and well. I am very concerned about you and what seems to have you acting in a very abnormal way. Your behavior is very disturbing 

and unprofessional. You are truly not demonstrating the characteristics of a Club leader or a future successful businessman. 

If I don’t hear from you today by 5:00 p.m. by phone, I will take action to make changes with the                       I have been proud to work closely with 

all my over the years to ensure success and I am not going to make any changes with your style. In addition, your academic work is less than 

average. 

What is causing your distress or lack of professionalism? Again, I am trying to help you but your lack of communication is very troubling. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,Do CLU 
Ex-~ore, IEn~jage, Er~powero 

www,exss, un¢,edu 

3:~5 Wool~en - C~ #8700 

9~9,843o033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday,                 3:14 PM 

@unc.edu 

Please call! 

Hi       Please call me when you can] Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deboral~ L, Stromaa, Ph,Do CLU 

~,ex~,unc.ed u ............................................. 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

~wmgllc.com>; Nick I,ennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com>; 

flagler.unc.edu) ( ~ken~- fl agler.unc.edu) 

@unc.edtP4 ,~!unc.edu; 
flagler.unc.edu);                ~live.unc.edu>;                    ~live.unc.edtP4 

RE: UNC Bosiness School Connection 

"~!unc.edu 

ke lOll- 

~kenan- 

Hi          We are happy to work with the K-F Club to find common ways to assist one anoLher, ~ am asMng 

the forma~ Hsison between organizations. 

Please connect with h~m and see what we make happen ~ Let me know ~f you need anything from my end. Thanks again N~ck~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19~34&0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and cot~scientious stupiditfo" 

@wmgllc.com] 
3:10 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) ( ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Stroman, Deborah L 

a K~r: studet~t and CSBC I,-_~ader, to be 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Nick Lennon; Robinson, 

Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection 

Nick---thanks so rnuch for making this introduction. 

Dr. Stroman and. .... it’s a pteasure meeting you (via emaif)[ I just looked through your website, and if sounds like the mission of the CSBC is very much aligned 

with the mission of the Sports & Entertainment aub at Kenan-g~ag~er. Jn fact many of the speakers and events you had last year overlap with the speakers we’ve 

had at Kenamr:~ag~er in the pasL K: seems Hke there are a Jo~: oF ways we couJd work together to improve efSdencies and make the most of both of our club’s 

efforts. 

~ would love the opportunity Lo meet with you ir~ person Lo get to know you and bra#lstorm ways we may be aMe to work Logether for the remainder o[: Lhe year 

Ondudin~ a case competition wkh Wasserrnan, as Nick mentioned). H: h~terested, please leL me know a few Limes that work with you over the next few weeks. 

at Wasserman on Tuesdays and Thursdays, but have a fa~dy open schedule Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. 

Thanks again, N~ck, and ~ Jook forward to meeting you Dr. Stroman and 

A[J the best, 

From: Nick Lennon 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:59 PN 
To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu) @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

I hope everything is going well for both of you! I have been thinking about you both a lot this fall and hope everything with the club is going well. I am sure the 

club is thriving and reaching new heights. 

I wanted to introduce you to                (copied).         is working at our Wasserman Raleigh office and is an MBA student at KFBS. She is also the 

of the Sports and Entertainment Club at KFBS. I wanted to connect you so that you can collaborate on future events and speakers between the two clubs. 

also mentioned a case study competition in the sprins, so I thought this was a natural fit! 

please feel free to check out the Carolina Sport Business Club website in the meantime to get a feel for what the club does: http:iicsbcunc.comi 

Please let me know if you need anything else on my end! Always happy to help! 

-Nick 

Nick Lennon 
Associate Manager, Consulting 
Wasserman ~edia Group 

th 444 Madisen Avenue, 10 FIoer 

New York, NY 10022 
P: 212-710-8074 I C: 
www.wmql~c.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:50 PM 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com> 

1~:;: Your Actions CONFIDENTIAL 

Hi Nick. Yes, it is a big mystery to me. Needless to say I haven’t felt good about the siLuation---personally. ;( 

I am going to election parties tonight. ;) I may be able to steal away and chat though. Try buzzing me... 

Do Good. 

;Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and censdent~ous 

F~m= Nick Lennon [mailto:nlennon@wmgllc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:25 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Your Actbns CONFIDEN~L 

Hi Dr~ Stroman, 

Wow, th~s is absok~tNy shocMng! ~ had to read your note multiple th~es because I couldn’t behove ~ was reading that about ~ ~ ~m )is[ as concerned as you 

are about       Tha~: is certainly not expected. Obv~ouslv you want to help h~rn as a person and Mend abow~ aH else, but l arn shocked ~:hat he has dropped 

comrnunicatk~n~ There mus[: be somel:hhlg big gok~g on .... 

~ would ~ove Lo caleb up and ta~k with you about everything going on. Are you around Lonight-. maybe 8:30 or 9prop ~ get home late frorn work with the 

comrnuLe back to 

Please let me know e~ 

N~ck 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro~@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 
To= Nick Lennon; Nick Lennon 
Subject; N: Your Actions CONEDEN~L 
Impedance= High 

Hi Nick. I was Lh~nking of you yesterday as I continue Lo wonder what ~s going on with 

~ haven’t heard [:rom h~m in weeks. ;( ] tried again ~ast Nght by phone but no response. 

~ hope you are debug well. Call when you 

Hugs, 

Dr. S[roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more da#gerous than a sincere ig#orance and conscie#tious stupidity," 

"The best ability is availability. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, :[1:02 AM 
To: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu’ 
~c: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Your Actions 
Importance: High 

Hi       I have attempted to reach you by phone and email over the past week. You have not responded. You did not show up for our appointment and you never 

called back to explain. You don’t even attend class. Your classmates question your ability and commitment. I had to ask the Dean of Students Office to "find you" to 

let me know that you are alive and well. I am very concerned about you and what seems to have you acting in a very abnormal way. Your behavior is very disturbing 

and unprofessional. You are truly not demonstrating the characteristics of a Club leader or a future successful businessman. 

If I don’t hear from you today by S:O0 p.m. by phone, I will take action to make changes with the                       i have been proud to work closely with 

all my over the years to ensure success and I am not going to make any changes with your style. In addition, your academic work is less than 

average. 

What is causing your distress or lack of professionalism? Again, I am trying to help you but your lack of communication is very troubling. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stromant Ph,D, CLU 
E~lore, Er~gage, Em~ower, 

w~,ex~.unc,ed u ............................................. 

31S Woo~e~ - ~ #8700 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:19 PM 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com> 

Prig: Your Actions CONFIDENTIAL 

Me too[ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qgN~, E.,:plor~:~. Empow,~r. 

From: Nick Lennon [mailto:nlennon@wmgllc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:18 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Your A~ions CONFIDE~L 

Ok no problem! I wil~ try to ca~l but ff we can’t connect, we can chat later this weeM Looking forward to catching 

Nick 

On at 4:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Nick, Yes, it is a big mystery to me. Needless to say I haven’t felt good about the situation --. personally. ;( 

I am going to election parti~-_~s tonighL ;) I may be able ~:o stea~ away and chat though. Try buzzing me .... 

D~ Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

919,843.0336 

<irnageOOl.jpg> 

"Mother8 ~ the world ~s more da#~erous tha~ a s~cere 

~= Nick Lennon [mai~:nlennon@wmgllc,com] 
$eat= Tuesday, 3:25 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bject= RE: Your Actions CONF[DE~L 

Hi Dr, Stroman, 

Wow, thi~; is absolutely shoddng[ t had to read your no~:e multiple ~:imes because f couMn’t believe I was read~ng that about: My]es~ f am just as 

concerned as you are about       That ~s cer[ainfy not expected. Obviously you wart to help him ss a person and friend above all else, but I am 

shocked that he has dropped sll communication] There must ~e sorne[hing big go~R[ 

~ would love to catch up and tNk w~th you about everytMng go~ng on. Are you around tonight- maybe g:gO or 9pm? ~ get home late from work with the 

long commute hack to 

Please Je[ me kt~ow 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k [mail~;dstro@unqedu! 
Sent= Tuesday, 3:07 PN 
To= Nick Lennon; Nick Lennon 
Subject= ~: Your Actions CON~DEN~AL 
Impotence= Hioh 

Hi N{ck, ~ was thinking of you yesterday ~s ~ conth~ue to wonder what is going on with 

{ h~ven’t heard from Mm h~ weeks, ;{ I tr~ed again {ast night by phone but no response. 

~ hope you are domg well (:all when you can[ 

Hugs, 

Dr. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stromm~, Ph.D, CLU 

919.843.0:~36 
<irna[eOOldp[> 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdentious stupidiW," 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, ll:02 AN 
To: @_~#£[~_£:[[~g_le r. u n c. ed u’ 
~c= @kenan-flagler.unc.edu’ 
Subject= Your Actions 
lmpo~anee= High 
Hi       I have attempted to reach you by phone and email over the past week. You have not responded. You did not show up for our appointment 

and you never called back to explain. You don’t even attend class. Your classmates question your ability and commitment. I had to ask the Dean of 

Students Office to "find you" to let me know that you are alive and well. I am very concerned about you and what seems to have you acting in a very 

abnormal way. Your behavior is very disturbing and unprofessional. You are truly not demonstrating the characteristics of a Club leader or a future 

successful businessman. 

If I don’t hear from you today by 5:00 p.m. by phone, I will take action to make changes with the I have been proud to work 

closely with all my               over the years to ensure success and I am not going to make any changes with your style. In addition, your 

academic work is less than average. 



What is causing your distress or lack of professionalism? Again, I am trying to help you but your lack of communication is very troubling. 

Dr. Stroman 

IDeborah L. Stro~an~ PhoD, CLU 
~plOreo Engage° Empower, 

Www, exss, uRc,ed U 

<imageOO2.~pg> 

"The best ability is availability’." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 5:19 PM 

KERR, JAMIE < @att.com> 

I~B: Guest Lecture (Jmnie Ken) 

Ni Jamie. Good to he~r from you. You can meet me ~t my office ---Woollen g15. Let me know if you need a parking pass. 

EXSS 322 ---Sport Marketing (40 student~) 

9:00 ~.m, 

Suggested R~rmat: 

~ Your backgroun~--undergrad, gra~, and work experience (Le., how d~d you get to where yoa are today?) 

2. Your role. What exactly do you do h~ yoar job? 

3. Projects you are workh~g o~ h3 the sport world. 

4, Lessons learned being ~n the world of sponsorship, 

4, Career options i~nd t~ps for students interested ~n m~uketmg and/or s~des, 

5, If you had t.a sti~rt osier, wh~lt w.au[d yoa do differently (~;c~;demic and/.ar pr.afessionai~y)? 

Thanks~[ 

debby 

Mobile - 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843,0336 

F~m= KERR, JANIE [mail~:     @a~.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 06, 2012 3:06 PN 
Te= Cooper, Co~; Stroman, Deborah L 

~ KERR, JANIE 
Subje~t= RE: Guest Lecture Oam[e Ker0 

Deb, looking fort,yard to ca~cNng up in Chapel H~II. Can you p[ovide the details of the class? 
Coyl:e, any luck on reund~ng up any ef ~he grad {#:udenl:s %r hJnch er sorne~hh~g that aflernoen? 

Jamie Kerr 
Director, Corporate Sponsorships 

AT&T 
1055 Lenox Park Boulevard 
Suite D389 
Arian,, GA 30319-5309 
(o) 404-986-1543 
(m) 

Email:         }a~.com 
AOL IN: 

F~m= Cooper, Co~e [maJlto:cqcooper@email.unc.edul 
Sent; Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:37 PN 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Co= KERR, JAMIE 
$~bje~t= Guest Lecture (Jamie Kerr) 
Hi D~ I ~ked ~ Jamie and he would be happy to ~lk to you class at 9:00am on November ~h. Would you please give him the information on the class meeting location? He 

has a nice ~lk put together on naming rights and venue sponsorships so hopefully that will work for you. Thanks to you both for coordinating [o give our students a great 
experience~ 

Coy[e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:38 PM 

~live.unc.edw~ 

ILE: Getting into Classes as a GRADUATING SENIOR I ) 

Hi        Are you on the old EXSS general curriculum? (EXSS    requirement) I strongly suggest that you reach out to the prot:s who are teaching Lhe courses~ 

Have you done so? (e.g., emaU, phone, AND office hours} Sendh~g one emaU is certa~nJy not enough. ;) 

AfLer these efforts have been made, I can then share your s~Luatkm wiLh Lhe parl:~cular [i~cu]ty members in the department. 

Let me know how you progress 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

EngiNe, ~?xplore, 

9:19.843.0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Getting into Classes as a GRADUATING SENIOR ~ 
Dr. Deborah Strot~n, 
If I am a senior graduating in           how do ~ go abo~t ge~in~ ~nto EXSS 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

2:43 PM 

and EXSS if they were closed by the time I was schedL~led to register? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 6:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Interview Report 

Received. Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Interview Report 
Dr. Stroman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidit%" 

: 7:34 PM 

So sorry for this. I completely looked over the fact that I was supposed to send you questions before completely my interview and that the interview report was due at :12 PM (I 
thought it was due at 8 PM for some reason). I have attached the report to this email as I think I can no longer submit it via Sakai. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 7:43 PM 

David Oestreicher <~david@gomsba.com> 

Ben Smmer <bens@leverageagency.com >; ~z)live.unc.edu>; Dr. Deborah Stroman (theclub@unc.edu) 

RE: Carolina Sport Business Club 

Hi David~ The check was received today! Thanks again. 

Ben, i will give you a call regarding your visiL 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,c:lcN~, E,~ptor~:~. Empower, 

919~843~0336 

"NetNng ~n the world ~s mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidiw," 

F~m: ~gmaJl.com [mailto: Ngmail.com] On Behalf ~ David Oestreicher 
Sent: Monday, 3:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Ben Sturner; Dr. Deborah Stroman (theclub@unc.edu) 
Subject: Re: Carolina Spo~ Business Club 

Than~ Debby. 

My best, 

David 

Description 
im p:ll~:,~:,w go m s!~’~ comlimagesil 
ogo.png 

David Oestreicher 
Managing Director 
Manhattan Sports Business Academy 
513-460=7431 

On Mon, at 3:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <.d__s_.t_rg_(q~_k~_n_._c_:.e_5_t~> wrote: 
Thanks agai£! 

From: Ben Sturner [mailto:._b__e___n__s__@[_e_y___e_r__a_g_e___a_g__e__n___c_y~__c__o____m_] 
Sent: Monday,                 3:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; david~gomsba.com 

Cc: david(r-~omsba.com; theclub(~)unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Ca:rolina Sport Business Club 

P]e~e change the hwoice ~o reflec[ enthdy MSBA. Thank you and we look fbrward to the partue~hip’. 
Ben Stumer 

888 Sevenih Avenue 

]Office: ~ 212.752,2500 

...... Description. 

bens@leverageagency.corn 
~.leverageagenc%com 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, 12:23 PN 
To~ david@qomsba.com 
Cc~ @~[~_@_g~t37~_~9_e_~!; Ben Sturner; Dr, Deborah Stroman 
Subject~ RE: Carolina Spo~ Business Club 

Hi DasJd See al~cbed. Tbank?/out 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. t~p!ot>, 

919,843.0336 



’One woman cm~ make a differe~ce bul 

women working logeiher cm~ cha~ge tt~e world," 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, 4:52 PM 
To= ’david~omsba.~om’ 
~c= ’~.~~_=~’; ’Ben Sturner’; DL Deborah Stroman 
S~bject= Carolina Sport Business Club 
Hi David. Ben asked that I co~ect with you regarding our new ~ne~hip. The s~dents are ve~ excited to have Leverage as a major s~nsor. We have ~ready 

begun to adveNse such. ;) wx~a~-.csbcunc.com 

I write to follow up with the s~ms of the sponsorship check and how we cal fu~her engage Leverage and MSBA this yea. I am hoping ~ S~’pe Ben in for our first 

meeting, Monday, tbr a t~w minutes. 

Thanks again~ 

Dr. Stroman 
Deborah L, ~troman, Ph,D. ¢LU 

9~9,g43,033~ 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 

TNs email communication by Leverage Agency may contain 

information that is proprietao~, privileged, confidential or legally 
exempt t?om disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 

are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, coW 

or disseminate this comnmnication mthout the consent of the 

sender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have received 

this conununication in enor, please notif?l the sender. 

For more information, please visit 2y__~y_~y__:[_~__e_~Le__ri’_a_~_e_t~g_e___n__c_’21:_c_R_r__n_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 7:49 PM 

PomeraJ~z, Martin R <martyp@unc.edu-~ 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) ( @kena~n- flagler.unc .edu); 

Outs~J~ding CSBC bill 

~unc.edu 

Hi Marty. Our sponsorship check came in today. Please let me know how to complete this transaction. Thanks again! 

Carolina Sport Business Club 

Ropes experience 

debby 

919,843,033~ 

"The best ability is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 8:00 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi     EXSS    is an internship for academic credit. Are you able to fit in an internship during your athletic competition? Let’s chat. We have time to emoll you (up until classes start) but 
we need to make sure you are capable of tMfilling the requirements. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

9:23 PM 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

My name is     and I am a senior on the              team ! have been emailing with Dr. Salyer because the last requirement I have for my Sport Administration m~ior, EXSS     is no 
longer being offered in the      . ! am trying to see if I can substitute the :finance courses I have taken :[’or my second major, Business, for the Sport Finance class ! need to complete my 
Sport Administration major. She is not sure if the substitution will work, but she told me I still need to take one more EXSS course to complete the required amount of courses for the major. 
She recommended I take your class, EXSS    , in the I am registering :[’or classes tomorrow, and I would like to sign up for your class, but I need to get your consent to sign up for it. 
I am wondering if I can please get your consent to take this class in the 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 8:01 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu:~ 

Weight, Erimme A. <eweight~!email.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Mercy. Another one.. 

I believe this student is a different one from the others we identified. 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

9:23 PM 

tIi Dr. Stroman, 

My name is     and I am a senior on the I have been emailing with Dr. Salyer because the last requirement I have for my Sport Administration malor, EXSS     isno 
longer being offered in the        I am trying to see ifI can substitute the finance courses I have taken ~2~r my second major, Business, for the Sport Finance class I need to complete my 
Sport A&ninistration major. She is not s~tre if the substitution will work, but she told me I still need to take one ruore EXSS course to complete the required amount of courses for the ruajor. 
She reconwnended I take your class, EXSS     in the       I am registering for classes tomorrow, and I would like to sign up for your class, but I need to get your consent to sign up for it. 
I am wondering if I can please get your consent to take this class in the 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 8: It) PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-~ 

l~g: EXSS 

Hi Coyte. You are okay to enr’otl him. it is YOUR choice. His first sport administration cour’ses wilt be this.      . It looks like he is trying to take three SA courses at 

once. I wouldn’t recommend that... ~n fact, he shouM meet w~th me or someone ~n Steele. Why ~s he t@ng to take al~ these SA courses when he ~s not a SA major? 

Note: I show Mm as a General maj.ar and t:hat he dropped once her.are, 

Fee~ free to refer hkn to me. 

d 

Do Good. 

Dcborat~ L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Cooper, Coyte 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: EXSS 

Any insights on fl~is D? Tha~ks! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

8:23 PM 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

Date: 8:11:05 PM EST 

To: "Cooper, Comte" <cgcooper~2~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

I am an EXSS major but am lacking the    prerequisite due to me following the 2009 guidelines. I am wondering if this would make a difference? 

From: Cooper, Coyte [cqcooper@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi 
I followed up on this and I will be unable to consider adding any non-EXSS major prior to 
class is full, I will consider adding others after this dates. Take care. 
Coyte 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: EXSS 

I appreciate you taking the time to follow-up. If the 

8:00 PM 

This is          I sent a previous email about whether I could be in your class next semester and am clarifying that you received it as I register for classes 
tomorrow. I was wondering if you received further information? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 8:12 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1@;: Research Assistant 

Hi Thank you for your’ inquiry. Yes, I am still Iookit~g for assistants. Feel free to email me for an appointmer~t next week, Trying to get through advising week. 

[ ~each ~WF at 9:00 a,m The be~;t tknes are Tuesdays arid Wednes~lays. 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

From-" 

Senti Monday, 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Research Assistant 
Hello Doctor Stroman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

7:27 PM 

I am a senior at UNC Chapel Hill and found your 
research study on the undergraduate research page. 
It looked very interesting and I was wondering if you 
were still looking for help and if I could get more information 
on the volunteer position? 
Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 8:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: Internship tbrffolio 

Hi       I received the interview paper, 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

Sent= Monday, 6:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Internship Portfolio 
I just tried to submit my internship portfolio but was unable to. I am attaching it to this email. Please let me know if I need to do anything. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 8:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

PJ£: My Resume 

Not available. Next week? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Resume 
Can we do Wed? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

4:52 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:5:1 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My Resume 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Resume 

I apologize I just looked at my schedule and I have a meeting at 2:30pm with Mr. Harvey. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

:12:00 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:38 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My Resume 

2:30. Thanks! 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Str’ornan, Ph,D, CLU 
Engag,~, Ex~)~a)re, 

91%843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Resume 
Tuesday after 2:00pm is fine with me. Thank You 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

:t2:00 AM 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My Resume 

When is the application due? You want to submit at least three days in advance. Let’s review you~ resume next week. Tuesday or Friday after’ 2:00 

Dr. Stroman 

[30 Good, 

Dcborat] L, St~’o~a~], PiLD~ CLU 

9:19.}343.0336 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: My Resume 
Here is my Resume. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidit%" 

9:37 Plv~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 8:19 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

1~: Sport Ventures & EXSS 

Hi 
sport management. (eg., marketing, legal, economics, facilities, etc) 

EXSS is a very popular major. It is very difficult to get into our courses ~vithout being a major. EXSS 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

EXSS is the application of Entrepreneurship in the sport ~vorld The other EXSS classes do not focus on entrepreneurship EXSS is an overview of all the aspects of 

is a great course to learn the fundamentals of sport business. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Sport Ventures & EXSS 

8:02 PM 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well this evening. I am an Entrepreneurship minor taking your Sport Venture section next semester, which I am really looking forward to, and I wanted to ask a :[’ew 
questions about how this class interacts with other EXSS classes. I am not an EXSS major but I am interested in Sport Business and Law, I was looking to take EXSS    , Sports and 
R ecreation Administration and EXSS     I,ega[ Aspects of Sports. I was wondering it’there is any overlap between our class and speci:fically EXSS     and how EXSS    relates to these 
other classes Thank you so much for your time, I appreciate it. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 8:19 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-~ 

IL!:;: EXSS 

;) You too! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, St~’oman, P}~,D, CLU 

939,8,~3,0336 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

That’s crazy D! Although, if you enjoy it, that’s all that ~natters ;-) I think you have a nice life! :-) 

Co?~e 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

8:17 PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:12 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(?,)unc.edu> wrote: 

I know you don’t want to read this~., but I am still at the office. 

Yes~ GETa 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~-roman, Ph,D. CI,U 

9:[ 9,843,0336 
<image0Oljpg> 

From: Cooper, Cogte 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
I appreciate your insights D! I will let him know. Hope you had a great day! 
Coyte 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

8::12 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

8:10 PM 

Hi Coyte~ You are okay to enroll him, It is YOUR choice. His first sport administration courses will be this spring. It looks like he is trying to take three 

SA cours~-_~s at .:_~n c~:_~. I wouldn"t recomm~-_~nd that., in f~;cl:, he shot~ld meet with me or someone ~n Steele Why is he trying ~:o take a~ these SA ~::o~rses 

when he ~s t~ot a 5A major? 

Note: ~ show him as a Gener’a~ ms,or and Lhat he dropped once before. 

Feei free to refer h~m to 

d 

Do Good, 

DeberM~ L, S~roman, Ph.D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

<image001.jpg> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: EXSS 

Any insights on this D? Thmlks’. 

8:23 PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

Beginfonvardedmessage: 

From: ...,~;live.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:11:05 PM EST 

To: "Cooper, Coyte" <.c_’)g_~_9~?p__e_£~i_e__LrL:a_i[:__uj!_c_:__e__d__kt.> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 



I am an EXSS major but am lacking the    prerequisite due to me following the 2009 guidelines. I am wondering if this would make a difference? 

From: Cooper, Coyte [cclcooperC~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi 
I followed up on this and I will be unable to consider adding any non-EXSS major prior to 
follow-up. If the class is full, I will consider adding others after this dates. Take care. 
Coyte 

I appreciate you taking the time to 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: EXSS 

8:00 PM 

This is          I sent a previous email about whether I could be in your class next semester and am clarifying that you received it as I register 
for classes tomorrow. I was wondering if you received further information? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 10:14 AM 

Campbell, Larry <lecmnp@email.unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Jones, Shandra <sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu:,; Ursula Littlejohn 

<Ursula Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Hmnmett, Victoria LaFrieda <vham~nett@ema~l.unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 

<verim murrill@unc.edu> 

RE: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

Check with 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, Ex~:~,lore. 

91 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: Campbell, Larry 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:46 AN 
To: NcGhee, Oj; Stroman, Deborah L 
¢c: Jones, Shandra; Robertson, Nakenge; Ursula Littlejohn; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Hurrill, Verita L 
Subject: RE: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 
Tmportance: High 

Good morning team. I am looking for someone who can sing the National Anthem at a Veterans Event on Sunday afternoon 

someone please let me know. Thanks. 

Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamp@email.unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

From: McGhee, Oj 
Sent: Thursday, 1:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C:¢: Jones, Shandra; Campbell, Larry; Robertson, Nakenge; Ursula Littlejohn; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Murrill, Verita L 
Subject: RE: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

Debbie, 

). If you know of 

I’m not sure I’ll be able to come through. However if the students are planning to videotape the event, please have them contact me today to go over some 

pointers. I’d al~.~.:_~ recornmend using an audk) kR that I have here in ~:he school. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Thursday, ~: ~3 AN 
Te~ NcGhee, ~; Campbell, Lar~; Rober~on, Nakenge; Ursula Li~lejohn; Murrill, Veri~ L; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda 

~c: Jones, Shandra 
SubjeCt= N: Concerning Rese~ed Seating for Jessie 3ac~on Event 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing ~s not enough; we must apply. %q~lh~g is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

Fro m: ~_[~g_9:_9_~_~.~.~ > 

Date: Thursday, ~0:56 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, pemail.unc.edu>, ~email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman 

Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, (Nlive.unc.edu>, Nema~l.unc.edu>, 

~unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

Hello All, 
I just wanted you to know that I am in con~ct with Rev. Jac~on’s camp as I write this message. As of now he is still set to come. Please realize that there may be a lot of 
press because of these recent events. I will send you some information as it comes. If people are tempted to go to social media about this, I would first ask that you don’t. But 
if you must, please make sure you keep this event in conte~ and demonstrate how he was acting in protest. 

Best, 



Confidentiafity Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy al! copies of the original message. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:58 AlVl 
To-" Stroman, Deborah; 
Subject: Re: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

Mr. Jackson shonld be fired up after this arrest... ;) 
htlp://www.yourblackworld.nO,’2012/10/black- news/the- tighl- continnes- rev-lesse-j ackson- arrestedJ 

Dr. Stromm~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__~_Zi__i__e_5_s__s__.__u__n___c_.__e___d__u_./ 

ChaJ1; Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do2 (.!. Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 9:42 PM 

To:’ ~__e___m____a_ j_ [ : _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . >, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, ~live.t,nc.edu> 

Subject: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

Hello Eveuone, 

__@_.___e__m___a_j_[:__u__n_c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

~email.unc.edu>, @unc.edt,>, 

I hope all is well. Thank you so much lbr your willingness to sponsor this event. I ask that you plea~ continue to enconrage your members to attend the event. 
Respectfnlly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:19 AM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 15;. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Moore, 
James Gregg <j ames.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, 
Claudis <claudis~t~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; 
Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; 
diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; 
overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; 
kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Aflethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, 
Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; j o-ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; 
c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email.unc.edu>; 
kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances <frances_dancy@unc.edu>; 
carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin <mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, 
Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry (lecamp@email.unc.edu); Newsom, 
Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; 
Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; 
Sims Evans, Charletta <simsevan@email.unc. edu>; j ackie~Nerce@unc, edu; 
angela.thrasher@unc.edu; Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~t~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; 
mgburney@northcarolina.edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; 
afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; josmell@unc.edu; gwen_burston@unc.edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille_brooks@unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu>; 
Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrymd@email.unc.edu>; 
Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; 
Littlej ohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlej ohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj 
<oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, 
Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: IMPORTANT Carolina Black Caucus meeting TODAY - RESCHEDULE 

BOG Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions Update CBC Notes.pdf; NC Policy 
Watch Monday numbers.pdf; LettertoACSD.pdf 

Hi CBC. Remember to please participate in the BOG Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions FEEDBACK options. (e.g., 

faculty survey, governance meeting on Friday and coalition forums) 



Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~a~e~ Explore° Empower° 

91%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, November 05, 2012 3:55 PM 

To-" cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject-" IMPORTANT Carolina Black Caucus Nov. 7 Meeting - RESCHEDULE 

Hi Caucus Members. In light of ALL the "stuff" going on, we are rescheduling this Wednesday’s CBC meeting. 

(Nov. 7) We will have a special call meeting with Mr. Art Pope this month. I spoke with him today and we hope 

to either make something happen later this week or Nov. 19 or 20. This open dialogue is important andl hope 

thatyou are able to arrange your schedule accordingly. Please stay tuned. (For those who need more 

information as to why many in NC are concerned with his ideologue: http://www.artpopeexposed.com/) 

Next event: Monday, November :~9 - 6:00 p.m. "Giving Thanks" at the Chancellor’s Home. 

This intimate gathering is limited to the first 40 Caucus (dues-paying) members. Please rsvp to 

Nakenge Robertson (Nakenge.robertson@unc.edu) before Thursday at 9:00 a.m. Last year’s 

fellowship was very, very special and we look forward to spending quality time with the 
Chancellor again. 

BOG Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions Update: I recently reached out to Amy Locklear Hertel 

(Director of the UNC American Indian Center and Clinical Assistant Professor of the School of Social Work) and 

Maria DeGuzm~n (Professor of English & Comparative Literature, and Founding Director of the UNC Program in 

Latina/o Studies) to increase the level of communication around interests of mutual concern. Our first "People 

of Color" effort is the attached letter to the Strategic Committee. The Strategic Committee’s next meeting is 

this Wednesday, Nov. 7.10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. GA Board Room 

(http://www.northcarolina.edu/strategic_direction/meetinl~s/index.php) I also attached Fitzsimon’s Monday 

Numbers report. 

Reminders: 



1) Happy 45th Birthday to BSM ! Celebration at the Stone Center today j~rom 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 

2) Election celebration at R&R Grill (137 East Franklin Street) Tuesday night starting at 7:30 p.m. 

h ttp://rnrgrill, coral 
3) Black Alumni Reunion this weekend! http://alumni, unc.edu/article, aspx?sid=162 

Please forward this note to friends and associates on campus. 

Have a 8reat week! 

Resards, 

Deborah Stroman 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 

"Diversity may be the hardest thing for a society to live with, 

and perhaps the most dangerous thing for a society to be w~thouto" (Wo Co~in) 



BOG Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions Update Notes 

From: Lesley A. Cates [mailto:lacates@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 7:01 PM 
To: Sen. Ellie Kinnaird; Eleanor Kinnaird 
Subject: Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

Senator Kinnaird, 

I hope you are well. I’m providing the most recent version of our strategic directions advisory 

committee below. I think there have been two other appointments since we spoke a few weeks 

ago. There are four African Americans in total on the committee including Cynthia Marshall, Brett 

Carter, Senator McKissick, and Chancellor Martin. 

Thank you, 

Lesley 

UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions~ 
Tom Ross, President, University of North Carolina 
Peter Hans, Chairman, UNC Board of Governors 
Fred Eshelman, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Phil Berger, President Pro Tempore, North Carolina Senate 
Thorn Tillis, Speaker, North Carolina House of Representatives 
Steve Ballard, Chancellor, East Carolina University 
Madhu Beriwal, President and CEO, IEM 
Peaches Blank, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Linda Brady, Chancellor, UNC Greensboro 
Charles Brink, Chair, UNC Staff Assembly; Staff Member, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Kevin Kimball, UNC Association of Student Governments Designee; Student, UNC-CH 
Brett Carter, President, Duke Energy Carolinas 
Jack Cecil, President, Biltmore Farms 
Janet Cowell, State Treasurer 
Keith Crisco, Secretary, North Carolina Department of Commerce 
Lawrence Davenport, Member, North Carolina State University Board of Trustees 
Lew Ebert, President, North Carolina Chamber 
Don Flow, Owner and CEO, Flow Automotive Companies 
William Friday, President Emeritus, University of North Carolina 
Paul Fulton, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Hannah Gage, Immediate Past Chair, UNC Board of Governors 
Frank Grainger, Vice Chairman, UNC Board of Governors 
Robert Ingram, Retired Executive, GlaxoSmithKline 
Leroy Lail, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Cynthia Marshall, President, AT&T North Carolina 
Harold Martin, Chancellor, North Carolina A&T State University 
Floyd McKissick, North Carolina Senate 
Ken Peacock, Chancellor, Appalachian State University 
Art Pope, CEO, Variety Wholesalers 
Scott Ralls, President, North Carolina Community College System 
Catherine Rigsby, Chair, UNC Faculty Assembly; Faculty Member, East Carolina University 



Jeff Tarte, Health Care Consultant 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Strategic Directions Committee 
Fred Eshelman, Member, UNC Board of Governors (chair) 
James Anderson, Chancellor, Fayetteville State University 
Leslie Boney, UNC Vice President for International, Community, and Economic Engagement 
Scott Braswell, UNC Director of New Media 
Lesley Cates, UNC Director of State Government Relations 
Phil Dubois, Chancellor, UNC Charlotte 
Gary Miller, Chancellor, UNC Wilmington 
Suzanne Ortega, UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Charlie Perusse, UNC Vice President for Finance 
Kimrey Rhinehardt, UNC Vice President for Federal Relations 
Randy Woodson, Chancellor, North Carolina State University 

having a voice? 

Meetings are held with faculty, staff, and students on Mondays, :~2:00 

p.m.-l:00 p.m. at Campus Y Rm. 208. 

The following video is from an event birthed from these meetings: 

From: Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 
Reply-To: Sherryl Kleinman ~nc.rr.com> 
Date: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:09 PM 

To: progfac list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [progfac] Videotape of the Forum yesterday evening 

http ://www.yo ut u be.co m/watch ?v=Yd rs IvB9fa O&fe atu re =yo utu. be 

Thanks to Maria DeGuzman for an excellent speech (she is the first speaker). 

Art Pope sat in front of the podium and, as I understand it, asked for speaking time. 

Bill Race (moderator) explained to him that the forum did not have a O,&A, but that 

he could speak during the break-out groups (like everyone else). He did not. If you 

want to see and hear his response, etc., start at around 34 minutes and listen until 

41 minutes. 



Monday numbers 
Posted on 10/29/2012 by Chris Fitzsimon - http:iA~,c.ncpolicywatch.comi2012ilOi29imonda¥- 
numbers- 138/ 

32--number of members ofUNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions developing five- 
year plan for university system (Strategic Directions 
Initiative, the University of North Carolina) 

1--number of members ofUNC Advisory Committee on 
Strategic Directions who are faculty members at a UNC 
system campus (Ibid) 

1--number of members ofUNC Advisory Committee on 
Strategic Directions who are students at a UNC system 
campus (Ibid) 

1--number of members ofUNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions who are on the 
staff at a UNC system campus (Ibid) 

3--number of state legislators who are members of UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic 
Directions, including House Speaker Thom Tillis and Senate President Pro Tem Phil Berger 
(Ibid) 

3--number of the members of the UNC Advisory Committee who have been donors to Real Jobs 
NC, a group that spent $1.5 million to elect Republican maj orities in the House and Senate in 
2010 ("They’re back: Real Jobs NC unleashes money in North Carolina state races," Facing 
South, October 18, 2012) 

682 million--amount in dollars of the budget cuts to the UNC system in the 2011-2012 biennial 
budget passed by the General Assembly led by House Speaker Thom Tillis and Senate President 
Pro Tem Phil Berger (BTC BRIEF: Under-preparing for the Future -North Carolina’s 
Divestment in Post-Secondary Education, April 2012) 

1---rank of 2011 budget cuts to UNC system among budget cuts to UNC in the history of the 
university (Ibid) 

8.8--average percentage increase in tuition across UNC system adopted by UNC Board of 
Governors in 2012 in response to budget cuts ("Board of Governors approves Ross’ tuition 
plan," Daily Tar Heel, February 10, 2011) 

22--percentage of cut to need-based financial aid for UNC system students in the 2011-2012 
budget approved by the General Assembly ("THE 2011-2013 FINAL BUDGET: Neglecting a 



Balanced Approach, Budget Costs Jobs and Delays Economic Recovery, N.C. Budget & Tax 

Center, June 2011) 

5,000--number of need-based scholarships for low-income students lost because of cuts in 2011- 
2012 budget (Ibid) 

25--percentage of cut to need-based financial aid for UNC system students recommended by the 

Pope Center for Higher Education in the 2011 (Proposal for UNC Budget Cuts From the John W. 
Pope Center for Higher Education Policy) 

1--number of years since the Pope Center for Higher Education issued a report saying that big 
donors to universities should have a bigger say in how their money is used ("Art Pope translates 
dollars into influence at UNC, Facing South, September 18, 2012) 

96--percentage of funding for The John William Pope Center for Higher Education Policy in 
2010 provided by the John William Pope Foundation run by UNC Advisory Committee member 
Art Pope (2010 IRS Form 990, The John William Pope Center for Higher Education Policy) 



Friday November 2, 2012 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 

Dear UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions: 

We, "People of Color United," stand in collaboration to endorse Ellie Kinnaird’s letter 
copied below. In addition, we kindly submit figures for American Indian students in the 
UNC system as a whole: 1,735 undergraduates and 392 graduate students, or 2,127 
American Indian students total. According to these figures, American Indian students 
comprise 1.03% of the student body. Once again, we urge much greater diversity and 
equity on the Advisory Committee and in relation to any deliberations about the UNC 
system. Thank you for your careful consideration of this important request. 

All best wishes, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Faculty Member and Chairperson of the Carolina Black Caucus 

Amy Locklear Hertel, Director of the UNC American Indian Center and Clinical 
Assistant Professor of the School of Social Work 

Maria DeGuzmfin, Professor of English & Comparative Literature, and Founding 
Director of the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies 

7 October 2012 

Peter D. Hans, Chair 
UNC Board of Governors 
POB 2688 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Dear Chair Hans and Governors: 

I write with my concern about the composition of the UNC Advisory Committee 
on Strategic Directions. The Committee is comprised of 35 men, 10 women, one African 
American woman and one Indian woman. This is especially concerning since the student 

body is comprised of 124,948 women (57%) to 95,357 males (43%). Considering that 
the number of women are now well over half of the student body, I feel that should be 

reflected in the composition of the committee. Instead, there are over three times as 
many men as women on the Committee. 

Further there are 135,578 white students (61%), 47,298 African American 
students (21.5%), and 9,036 (4.1%)Hispanic students enrolled at all UNC campuses. Yet 
there is only one black person and no Hispanic member serving on the Committee. The 



membership of the Committee is not a balanced representation of the student body or our 
state. There is not a representative voice for women and minorities on the Committee 
that will be making decisions about the future direction of the University and these 
students being served by the University. 

I join the faculty and students also in their concerns that the interests of the 
faculty and the student body should have representation about the framing of the future of 
the University. 

Sincerely, 

copy: President Thomas Ross 

President Thomas Ross 
UNC Administration Building 

POB 2688 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 

Ellie Kinnaird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 11:30 AM 

~live.com> 

FW: IMPORTANT Caxolina Black Caucus tneefing TODAY - RESCHEDULE 

Let’s try to stop in .... 

I am doing the radio for the 5:00 pm~. game. 

Sigma party at the Sheraton at 8:00 p.m. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L Stroma~, Ph.D, CI.,U 

919,843,0336 

F~m: Tracey Williams [mailto:~illiams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~0:48 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Re: ~: IMPORTANT Carolina Black Caucus meetin~ TODAY - RESCHEDULE 

Hello Dab, it is a beautiful day in the world today, We have really been swamped over her and have already attended two meetings this mornin9. Just wanted to let Sou know 

that about 24 of our alumni will be comin9 in this friday for our 9ame. We will have some finger foods upstairs in our conference room for the alumni at 4:15. You are 

welcome to join them. Also, the door will be locked wtnen ttne 9ames start and will reopen at halftime. Be blessed, Tracey, 

PS we do have some extra tickets for that 9ame. Would any of your 9roups or classes like to attend Friday. 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <_d___s__Lr__o__@__u__L!_c_:gc_!__u_>           10:18 AM > > > 

Hi CBC. Remember to please participate in the BOG Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions FEEDBACK options, (e~g, faculty survey, governance meeting on 

Friday and coalition forums) 

q ::t[ r,,SdqdgGcS p~okF 3Cz kPYR [ \/jhgNzh4yGCUHdH 

K21hWNAHKRShSoHZAxz 1 1 

Do Good, 

Deborah L Stroma~, Ph.D, CLU 

En~¢ff~. ExEh)re, Empower, 

919.843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

3:55 PM 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject-" IMPORTANT Carolina Black Caucus Nov. 7 Meeting - RESCHEDULE 

Hi Caucus Members. In light of ALL the "stuff" going on, we are rescheduling this Wednesday’s CBC meeting, i ) We will have a special call meeting 

with Mr. Art Pope this month. I spoke with him today and we hope to either make something happen later this week or             This open dialogue is 

important and I hope that you are able to arrange your schedule accordingly. Please stay tuned. (For those who need more information as to why many in 

NC are concerned with his ideologue: .h...t..t#.i~...w.....w....w..:.a...r..t.p..9..p..#..e...x.p..9..’.~..e..#.:.c...~..~/.) 

Next event: Monda%             - 6:00 p.m. "Giving Thanks" at the Chancellor’s Home, This intimaLe gathering is limited to the 

first 40 Caucus (dues-paying) members. Please rsvp Lo Nakenge Robertson (Nakenp4e.rober[son@unc.edu} before Thursday at 9:00 

a.m. Last year’s fellowship was very, very special and we look forward to spending quality time with the Chancellor again. 
BOG Advisory Committee on Strategk Directions Update: I recently reached out to Amy Locklear Hertel (Director of the UNC American Indian Center and 

Clinical Assistant Professor of the School of Social Work) and Maria DeGuzm~n (Professor of English & Comparative Literature, and Founding Director of the 

UNC Program in Latina/o Studies) to increase the level of communication around interests of mutual concern. Our first "People of Color" effort is the 

attached letter to the Strategic Committee. The Strategic Committee’s next meeting is this Wednesday, Nov. 7.10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. GA Board Room 

(-h--t-..t-.~-.~w--.--w-.--w-.-r3--~-.-r-t-.-~3-c-..-a-.-r.-~-.[~-n--a-.-..-e-d-.-u-/--s-.-t.E~[~-~!.[.#.~!£.QL~)~[~#~!.&~.#.~R~#.) I also attached Fitzsimon’s Monday Numbers report. 

Reminders: 

1) Happy 45th Birthday to BSM! Celebration at the Stone Center today from 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 

2) Election celebration at R&R Grill (137 East Franklin Street) Tuesday night starting at 7:30 p.m. http://rn(qrifl.com/ 

3) Black Alumni Reunion this weekend! http://alumni.uncedu/artide.aspx?sid=i52 

Please forward this note to friends and associates on campus. 

Have a great week! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman 

__w____w____w__:_u_n___c_:__e___d_u_ 1_£ _b___c_ 



919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <mbeale@email.unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrymd@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; #yahoo.com 

Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

See you later today! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !!t__t_#_~LLe__x__s__s_:_#__n__c__.__e__d___~]i 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d_._s_t__rg_@u__n_c__.__e_~_u_.> 

Date: Thursday,                 5:56 PM 

To: "Beale, Michael" <mbeale@emaiLunc~edu>, "Berry, Marcus D" <berrymd@email.unc.edu>, 

L" <tsodom@email.unc.edu>, ’         @yahoo.corn" <         ~yahoo.com> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc~edu> 

Subject: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

~live.unc.edu>, "Stafford-Odom, Trisha 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists! We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
¯ -former UNC athlete 
¯ -former UNC athlete 
¯ Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->2. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->5. 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->6. 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->7. 

investments, etc.) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->8. 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->9. 

<!--[endif]-->What did you want to do when you were a child? 

<!--[endif]-->What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

<!--[endif]-->What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

<!--[endif]-->Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

<!--[endif]-->What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

<!--[endif]-->How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

<!--[endif]-->lf you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations/acceptances, networking, 

<!--[endif]-->Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

<!--[endif]-->Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Deboral~ L. Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Ex-’~oreo Engage, Empower. 
wv, rw,exss, unc,ed u 
3~5 Woo~en - CB #8700 

9£9,843=033~ 

"The best ability is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:56 AM 

Phil Ford < @yahoo.com> 

FW: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

See you today?!! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, I                5:56 PM 

Subject: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists] We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
¯ - former athlete 
¯ -former UNC athlete 
¯ Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->l. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->4. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->5. 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->6. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->7. 

investments, etc.) 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->8. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->9. 

<F-[endif]-->What did you want to do when you were a child? 

<!--[endif]-->What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

<!--[endif]-->What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

<F-[endif]-->Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

<F-[endif]-->What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

<F-[endif]-->How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

<!--[endif]-->lf you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations!acceptances, networking, 

<!--[endif]-->Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

<F-[endif]-->Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Deborah L Stror~an, Ph,D, CLU 
E~p~ore. En~Ja#e, E~npowero 

"The best abifity is availability." 



Career 
 fter Sports: 

from  thietes 

Special Guests include: 

Michael Beale - UNC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 

Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 

- former UNC          athlete 

- former UNC athlete 

- former UNC Men’s Basketball athlete 

Trisha Stafford-Odum - UNC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Thursday, - 5:00 p.m. 
Fetzer 109 

Find out answers to these questions and more! 
¯ How didyou end up inyour currentposition? 
¯ lfyou startedyour career over, what wouldyou do differently? 

¯ Should studentsgo to graduate school right away orget a job? 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit ourwebsite! www.csbcunc,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 11:02 AM 

Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Luncheon 

Life After Sports 11.8.12.pdf 

Thanks for the heads up. FYI on today’s Club meeting. Hope you can attend and/or tell your players. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t£~__i__i__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_:_e___d__u_./ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is ~efine~, progress is impossible." 

From: <Richardson>, Wally <._w___r_!_£_h___a____@___e___m____a_j_[_.__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Thursday, November 8, 2012 10:38 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Academic Luncheon 

Hello Deb, 

I left you a voicemail message yesterday, but I wanted to make sure that you know we have canceled the luncheon for tomorrow. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (½1 

(c) 



Career 
 fter Sports: 

from  thietes 

Special Guests include: 

Michael Beale - UNC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 

Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 

- former UNC          athlete 

- former UNC athlete 

- former UNC Men’s Basketball athlete 

Trisha Stafford-Odum - UNC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Thursday, - 5:00 p.m. 
Fetzer 109 

Find out answers to these questions and more! 
¯ How didyou end up inyour currentposition? 
¯ lfyou startedyour career over, what wouldyou do differently? 

¯ Should studentsgo to graduate school right away orget a job? 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit ourwebsite! www.csbcunc,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:03 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hope to see you today! 

Life After Sports pdf 

Bring your friends too! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Un~iJ reaJi~y is ~efine~, progress is impossible." 



Career 
 fter Sports: 

from  thietes 

Special Guests include: 

Michael Beale - UNC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 

Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 

- former UNC          athlete 

- former UNC athlete 

- former UNC Men’s Basketball athlete 

Trisha Stafford-Odum - UNC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Thursday, - 5:00 p.m. 
Fetzer 109 

Find out answers to these questions and more! 
¯ How didyou end up inyour currentposition? 
¯ lfyou startedyour career over, what wouldyou do differently? 

¯ Should studentsgo to graduate school right away orget a job? 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit ourwebsite! www.csbcunc,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 11:04 AM 

Sherryl Kleinman < ~nc.rr.com>; The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] Fwd: Re: TALKING POINTS: Key points from forum on five-year vision - Della P’s comments 

Thanks Della! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Reply-To: Sherryl Kleinman < ~nc.rr.com> 

Date: Thursday, November 8, 20:12:10:50 AM 

To: progfac list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [progfac] Fwd: Re: TALKING POINTS: Key points from forum on five-year vision - Della P’s comments 

(I think Della is still having trouble sending to PFN, though she can receive emails). 

I noticed the "businessmen" problem, but in haste...and that can be easily fixed. Della has other comments on the summary of points 

from the Forum, so please read, below. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: TALKING POINTS: Key points from forum on five-year vision (Oct 23/2012) 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 15:22:47 +0000 

From: Pollock, Della <pollock@email.unc.edu> 

To: Sherryl Kleinman <          @nc.rr.com> 

CC: spnc@duke.edu<spnc@duke.edu> 

Friends: a quick thought: I wonder whether siting "businessmen" as a lump sum isn’t a little dangerous. First, of course, it reiterates the albeit prevailing but shifting male 

prevalence in business. Second, while I certainly agree that curricular and scholarly decisions should not be made by people who have not been trained by profession to make those 

decisions, I trust we all know some great people in the business of business who are not so short-sighted or narrow-minded as to think that the role of the public university is to 

train students for jobs that don’t exist--OR that it should be structured by business models that are far less than current, imaginative, driven by leaders who know that creativity 

and a moral imagination are critical to corporate success. Some of these folks have been great friends to the U--and should be recognized and cultivated as such, at the risk of 

losing what could be their powerful voice in defending faculty and student leadership. Rhetorically, this could also reduce polarization with "businessmen" and split the corporate 

agents to which "businessmen" refers, ideally then focusing on the problem of the KIN D of leaders and business models that would assume filling or obtaining (vs. e.g. creating) 

jobs and preparation for work in an allegedly free market are the goals of a great public university. Fact is, "business" is shielding for a particular politics to which I, for one, don’t 

want to give more weight especially by not claiming the savvy and wisdom of for- and not-for-profit leaders whose politics differ significantly. Divide and conquer?? Or at least show 

up the leading business interests for what they are. 

2 cents 

Della Pollock, UNC 

DP from my phone 

On Nov 7, 2012, at 10:30 PM, "Sherryl Kleinman" <SKleinmanl@nc.rr.com> wrote: 

Everyone: 

One member of the growing coalition of faculty, students, and staff at U NC summarized ideas that came out of the working groups at the forum on Oct. 23rd/12 at 

UNC, CH, attended by 140 people (two people counted how many attended). Feel free to use these. 

AN D, feel free to share across depts, and universities in the U NC system and AAU P chapters, and to anyone who cares. If there are forums at other universities in the 

U NC system, please let me know, and I hope you will share the points that emerge. 

Best, Sherryl 

The university is first of all accountable to its students not simply that it owes its students jobs at graduation, but that the 
university owes its students unfettered access to the best teachers the school has to offer in whatever area of study they 
choose to pursue. 



In this way, and only in this way, can the university be serve the people "who live in North Carolina, those who fund the 
university through their labor and their tax dollars. The people of [’4orth Carolina are those who benefit from the long-term 
returns on public investment in education returns that are not calculable in terms of profitability, maximized efficiency, and 
the logic short-term gains that influences the private sector. The private sector cannot by its very nature make the kinds of 
long-term investments that lead to an educated, free, and engaged citizenry necessary for a future of broadly shared 
prosperity. 

The third group the university is accountable to is the faculty and staff of the university, ,who should be encouraged 
and supported, not demoralized and exploited. Faculty should be encouraged to develop their respective fields ,without 
interference from administration. Staff should be able to work without fear of reprisal, having benefits slashed, or having 
their employment status determined at the whim of an unaccountable administration. 

The mission of the University of North Carolina and its 16 institutions of higher education, as articulated in its 
mission statement, is "to address the needs of individuals and soeiety," and it does this through instruction, which imparts the 
skills and values needed "to lead responsible, prodnetive, and personally satisfying lives." The university has pledged in its 
mission statement to "seek an efficient use of available resources" only in order "to ensure the highest quality in its service to the 
citizens of the State," that that service is defined as "teaching and instruction," which we believe should be determined and guided by 
teachers and instructors and not by administrators. 

The university’s purpose is to create a well-informed and critically engaged public through its curriculum and through 
a productive engagement with the community. 

The university serves the state by graduating the brightest citizens and residents of North Carolina, by serving as a 
cultural hub for the public, by- sharing cutting-edge research, by increasing the public’s access to education and health care, 
and by promoting respect for the diversity of North Carolina the varied cultural backgrounds and cultural practices of its 
citizens and residents. 

The university serves its students by giving them a ,wide range of options for study; for cultivating an atmosphere of 
collaboration and mutual respect among fields of study; for emphasizing well-rounded, critical, and adaptable skills, skills 
that assist students in attaining a fulfilling and engaged presence in their communities (not just to score a job). 

The university should protect its vulnerable programs, such as those in the liberal arts, ethnic studies, and gender 
studies. The university should foster more cross- and inter-disciplinary work on its campus to prepare students for a 
challenging and volatile future. The university must provide more financial support for students and more support for 
graduate teaching assistants and adjunct instructors. The future of the university should be decided not by politicians and 
businessmen, but by teachers, students, and staff who have a vested interest in the future of this institution. 

<u[> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href=~mailt~:~eave-324~665-56223~2~.:~8abcb432~37~a7c:I248~b56fe~eb9b@~istserv.unc.edu">~eave-324~66~- 

56223020.18a bcb43200370a7c1248:l_bS6feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:13 AM 

Beale, Michael <mbeale@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Fetzer 109 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Beale>, Michael <_m____b___e___a__[_e____@__e__n__3_a__[!_._9__rl__c__:_e___d___u__.> 

Date: Thursday,                 11:05 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Have we set a meeting location? 

Michael 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, 10:55 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Beale, Michael; Berry, Marcus D; 
Subject= Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 
See you later today! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~tp:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_s__t_r__o_._@__u_.n__c__._e__d__u_> 
Date: Thursday,                 5:56 PM 

Stafford-Odom, Tdsha L; ~yahoo.com 

To: "Beale, Michael" <mbeale@email.unc.edu>, "Berry, Marcus D" <berrymd@emaiLunc.edu>, 

L" <tsodom @emaiLunc.edu>, ’          ~yahoo.com" <          ~yahoo.com> 

¢c: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists] We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
¯ -former UNC athlete 
¯ -former UNC athlete 
¯ Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->2. 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->3. 

<!--[if ]support Lists]-->4. 

<]--[if !support Lists]-->5. 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->6. 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->7. 

investments, etc.) 

<!--[if ]support Lists]-->8. 

<]--[if !support Lists]-->9. 

~live.unc.edu>, "Stafford-Odom, Trisha 

<!--[endif]-->What did you want to do when you were a child? 

<!--[endif]-->What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

<!--[endifj-->What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

<!--[endif]-->Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

<!--[endif]-->What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

<!--[endif]-->How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

<!--[endif]-->lf you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations!acceptances, networking, 

<!--[endif]-->Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

<!--[endif]-->Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Debora~ L, Stroman~ P~,Do CLU 
Explore, IE#cja~je, Er~£owero 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:58 PM 

Ad~anson, Diane L <~tadamson@e~naiknnc.edu> 

Re: s~21 meeting- 

Hi Contact Diane Adamson for rooms after 5:00. Tell her how many seats you need. Rooms over 40 seats have the smart teclmology. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 11:51 AN{, ~ wrote: 

> Eli Professor Stroman, 
> How would I proceed to book a room in Woollen for next Thursday at 7:00pro? We have a speaker that will be talking about Professional Development and she might need a prc~jector. 
> Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,                 1:53 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: PowelPoint 

Thanks. Very wetl done. ;) 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L. Strong, an, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

Sent= Thursday, 

To= Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:         PowerPoint 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

_~gmail,com] 
:t :OSt PN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,                 1:58 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.e&~>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; i @live.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu:’; ~unc,edu>; 

@live.unc.edtc~; _ @live unc.edu>; 

~live unc edu>; @live unc edu>; 

~live.unc.edu~; @live unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtr~; ~email.unc.edrc~ 

Carolina Sport Business Club meeting TODAY 

Life After Sports      .pdf 

~live. unc.edu>; 

~live.unc~edu>; 

~live.unc.edu:,; 

~eartlflink.net >; 

~;live,unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtc’; 

@live.unc.edu~,; 

See attached. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah k, Stroma~ P~,Do 

3~5 Woollen - C~ #8700 



Career 
 fter Sports: 

from  thietes 

Special Guests include: 

Michael Beale - UNC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 

Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 

- former UNC          athlete 

- former UNC athlete 

- former UNC Men’s Basketball athlete 

Trisha Stafford-Odum - UNC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Thursday, - 5:00 p.m. 
Fetzer 109 

Find out answers to these questions and more! 
¯ How didyou end up inyour currentposition? 
¯ lfyou startedyour career over, what wouldyou do differently? 

¯ Should studentsgo to graduate school right away orget a job? 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit ourwebsite! www.csbcunc,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 3:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.e&~; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.edu~; ~live.unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Proj ect CASPER U pdate- Titne to Switch’. 

Thanks     [ WBB has donated some shirts for CASPER members, Y’all can stop by my ot:fice after’ the Club meeting ~oday to make claim. Their first game 

tomorrow aL S:O0 p.m. I w~l~ be doing the WCHL radio broadcast ;) 

~ a~redate your efforts thus far. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah ~, Stremau, Ph,D, CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignoranCe and ¢onsdentious stupidity°" 

2:07 PM 

From-" I 
Sent; Thursday, 
To-" 
Cc-" Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Project CASPER Update- Time to Switch! 
Hey Team, 

I hope y’all are having great weeks’. Thank goodness it’s almost Friday! It’s that time in Project CASPER that our group is switching over to the professional sport 

industry! Hopefully y’all have found a good strategy for locating and contacting alumN and can implement it in professional sports. 

Great work s~ far everybody and as always if you have any questions, don’t hesitate to ask! 

ttope to see you all tonight at fl~e CSBC meeting’. 

BesL 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~L: Carolina Sport Business Club meeting TODAY 

Thanks! Have t:un] 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcOe, gxptor~:~, g’mpower, 

9~{9~843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 
From: ~gmail.com [mailto ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent; Thursday, 2:01 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Carolina Sport Business Club meeting TODAY 

’I’hm~k you for the invite, Dr. Stroma~. I can’t attend because I’m out of town with this weeken& but I hope it goes well. 

On Thu, 

See attached. 

Dr. Stmman 
Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,O, ~LU 
E~*plore, Engage, Empower, 
~,exss, unc.edtl 

3J.5 ~l~n - ~g #8700 

919,843.033~ ................................. 

at 1:58 PM, Stroman, Deborah ~<lstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

"The best abiliO, is availability°" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Thanks for your in[erest in sport entrepreneurship. I need to first check your status to consider your enrollment. What is your PID? 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 2:35 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Professor Stroman, 
My name is and I am a junior sport administration major at Chapel Hill. I am very interested in your sports business venture class being offered next 
semester. I was wondering what I would need to do to enroll as think think this class would be very beneficial for me as I am pursuing a career in the sport industry. Please let 

me know what I can do. Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

I am glad you are interested in entrepreneurship. I will add you to the dass~ 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

Sent: Thursday, :t:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 

I am cunently in you~    class and was attempting to sign up for your    (entrepreneurship) class next semester but it requires faculty consent. Is this something I 
need to come to your office about or can I get the password after class tomorrow? 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:17 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: RegaNing enrollment in Exss 

All of the non.-Entrepreneurship minor slots for ~XSS    are filled. 

J was reviewing your academic progress and see that you are scheduled to take 

know how you came to make this decisbi?n. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

next semester. This sequencing is not recommended. Please let me 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From-" 

Sent; Thursday, 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Regarding enrollment in Exss 

Dr. Stroman, 

8:35 AM 

I am a Junior Sports Administration Major, and I was trying to register for your exss    sports business venture class. It was saying I needed your consent to be added to the 
course. I was wondering if it would be possible to add me to the roster for the spring class? 

Thanks for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:19 PM 

@live.unc.edw~ 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi 

Dr, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Thank you for your interest in entrepreneurship. I wilt enrotl you in the course~ What is your PID? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From; 

Sent-" Wednesday, 21:04 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dear Dr. Stroman: 
Good morning, my name is and I spoke with you yesterday regarding EXSS ~ wanted to email you to let you know that if a spot is available in the class for 

EXSS-SA majors I would greatly appreciate being considered for the spot. Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Have a great day! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:22 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: exss 

Thank you for your inLerest in entrepreneurship. I will enroll you in Lhe course. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From= 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= exss 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I am a junior, SA and Comm double major and I am registering tomorrow morning for classes. I really would like to take your sport business venture class, exss 
but it requires teacher consent to enroll. Not only do I think the class content would be valuable no matter what I do in my life, but I am very interested in the 
administrative!business side of the sports industry. 

Would you allow me to enroll in your class? 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

at 11a, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~B: Permission to Get into EXSS 

Thanks for your interesL in sport entrepreneurship, I need to firsL check your status to consider your enrollment. What is your PID? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

1:46 PM Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Permission to Get into EXSS 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
My name is              and I am a transfer senior in Sport Administration and I was wondering if I could get permission into your EXSS 
elective am yen/interested in your class. Thank you and have a great day! 
Sincerely, 

class, I need one more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi 

Dr, Stromma 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Enga~Te, ,~;xp~ore, Empow~r, 

93%843,0336 

Good to hear from you. Thank you ]:or your interest in entrepreneurship, I will enroll you in [he course. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, J.~.: 15 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I was looking in getting into your EXSS    class. I have just recently changed my major to Sports Administration and would love to take this course with you. T took your EXSS 

class during summer and really enjoyed it. Please let me know if T can get in! 
Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS    Enrolhnent 

Hi Good to hear from you, Thanks for your interest in entrepreneurship. 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

will add you to the course. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:47 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Enrollment 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
Hope all is well with you this semester. I was browsing through the potential courses I can take during my last semester at UNC and ran across your Sport Business Venture 
course. It sounds very intriguing and I would very much like to take it but I need permission for enrollment. What do ] have to do to be able to enroll in your course on connect 
carolina? 1 hope to hear from you soon 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O~UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,                 3:37 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: exss 

Good to hear from you. All of ~.he nor>Entrepreneurship minor slots for ~!XSS 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

are l:illed. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance a ~d ¢~nsc entious stup’d’t¥. * 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 6:17 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: exss 

Hi Professor, 

I don’t know if your remember me, but my name is             . and I am a member of the             team here at UN¢. I also took your EXSS    class a few 
semesters ago. As I was searching for classes today, I stumbled on EXSS    and saw that you needed the professors permission to take the class and was curious to know a 
little more about the class as well as if you would allow me to take it. Please get back to me at your earliest convenience. Thanks a lot. Have a great day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT"/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:39 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS Permission 

Hi       , Good to hear from you. Thank you for your interest in entrepreneurship. 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

will enrolf you itl the course. 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 10:31 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Permission 

Doctor S~roman, 
I am planning on going into the marketing field after graduating ~herefore I thought tha~ EXSS : would be a class ~hat would highly interest me. I was wondering if you could 
enroll me into the class or how do I go about getting inb~ the class for the     I? Please let me know as soon as possible! Thank you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hi Thanks for your interest in entrepreneurship. I will em-oll you in the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:35 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: [~nrollment m EXSS 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

I hope that you are doing well. I am interested in taking your EXSS    class next semester. I am really interested in taking a class that is about sports business and I feel like this would be a 
really great class for me to take. Please let me if there are open spots and if it would be possible [’or me to enroll in the class 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:46 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS 

Good to hear t:rom you. Thank you for your interest in entrepreneurship, I wilt enrotl you in the course. Hi 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidity." 

From: @gmail.com [mail~: ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Thursday, 1~:34 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroma~, 

This is - I w~ in your Intm to Spo~ Admin class lasl t~ll. I am looking to take a~ elective next semester and aJn interested in ~king EXSS I 

want to pursue a career in the s~ indus,’ and I think this class would ~ helpful in preNfing me for that. If there me o~n s~ts, please let tne ~ow what I need to 

do to enroll in the couBe. 

Tha~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:50 PM 

Stewart, John F <j fstewa@email u ~c e&~; tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: Roster for Sports Track 

I have enrolled 11 more students (total 15 now) and will hold several more for tomorrow’s students scheduled ]:or registration. I declined a few who I did not deem 

capable or truly interested in the field~ ;) 

Thanks, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiW," 

From: Stewart, John F 
Sent: Thursday, 11:32 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 

Debby, 

Only four signed up for t:he Sport: class, The Ibt is art:ached, 

The ~wo EXSS major in Econ    both s~gned up for the cornmerda~ track. 

~_[Jx~_:.M.oE:v_@. Exss 
@live.unc.edu EXSS 

John 

John F, Step, apt 

Pr’o~essoP o~ Econo~[d.::s 

DiPector o~ }}ntpepPeneurship 

* Department of EconomJ.cs 
~ Univer’s:].t:y o~ NoPth Car’o:L:[na 
~" Gar’dner’ HaZ1 CB# 33¢5 

* Chape:[ Hi]_]_, NC 27599--33e5 

* Vofce: (919) 9{5{5-57~45 

>~ Fax: (919) 966-4986 

~ john ste~ar-t~unc.edu 

~ http:/!~.uncem~nor’,org 

~ http://~.unc,edu/,-,jfste~ari 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Thursday, 11:03 AM 
To: Stewart, John F 
¢c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Roster for Sports Track 

John, 

Debbie just called needing the roster for the Sports Track. Would you please send it her way? She needs it for advising purposes in advance of Friday’s registration 

date. 

Thank you, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919,843.8824 
unceminor,org 

Schedule An Appointment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,                 3:51 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

1~:;: Eraollment in EXSS 

wilt add you! Glad [o hear of your interest in entrepreneurship. What is your PID? 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

I just registered [br classes and would love to enroll in your EXSS 

Thanks! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ~gnorance a ~d consc ent~ous stug d y, 

@gmail,com] 
10:39 AN 

class ifI could! If you don’t have room jusl let me know. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:52 PM 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@emml.unc.edu’~ 

ILE: Roster for Sports Track 

I appreciate your extra effor[! (I just added one more,} 
Did we update the website with sport venture? 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent-’ Thursday, 
To,, Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-’ RE: Roster for Sports Track 

Thanks for the update, Debbie, Glad you got the roster today! 

Appreciate your patience with the details, 

Lizzy 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

3:51 PM 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.84-3.8824 
unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 

Froro-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-’ Thursday, 3:50 PM 
To,, Stewart, John F; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
S,,bject; RE: Roster for Sports Track 

I have enrolled t:l. more students (total :[5 now) and will hold several more for tomorrow’s students scheduled for registration, I declined a few who I did not deem 

capable or truly interested h~ the fieM. ;) 

Thanks, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g~plor’~, E’mpower. 

9119,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From-’ Stewart, John F 
Sent-’ Thursday, 11:32 AM 
To,, Stroman, Deborah L; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject-’ RE: Roster for Sports Track 

Debby, 

Only four signed up for ~:he Spor~: class The Ibt is ate:ached. 

The {wo EXSS major in Econ    ~oth signed up for the cornmerda~ track. 

@live.unc.edu EXSS 

@live.unc.edu EXSS 

3ohn F. Step, apt 

Pr’of:essoP o-f Economics 
DiPector o~ }?ntPepPeneursh~.p ~inof 

~ Department of Economics 
~ UnJ_vePs:].t:y o~ NoPth Car’o:L:[n~ 
~" 6ar’dner’ Hail CB# 3~05 
~ Chape:[ Hf~ll, NC 27599.-33e5 

~ Voice: (9~.9) 9iSiS--5345 
~ Fax: (9X9) 966--4986 
~ john ste~art@unc.edu 

* http://www,unceminor,org 
~ http ://~. uric, ed u/,~j~ste~a 

From-’ Hazeltine, Lizzy 



Sent-" Thursday, 11:03 AM 
To; Stewart, John F 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Roster for Sports Track 

John, 

Debbie just called needing the roster for the Sports Track. Would you please send it her way? She needs it for advising purposes in advance of Friday’s registration 

date. 

Thank you, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.84-3.8824- 
unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:53 PM 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

l~E: Roster for Sports Track 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 

I can do that this afternoon. (~:~) 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

3:52 PM 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

._S__c___h___e___d__u__!__e____A___n____A__p__p o i n t m e n t 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:52 PM 
To: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 

I appreciate your extra ~-:ff~ort! (I ju~.d: ~dded one more) 

Did we upds[e the website wid~ sport venture? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 
"i’hank~ for the update, Debbie, GJad you got the roster l:oday~ 

Appredate your patience w~th the details. 

Lizzy 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

3:5:t PM 

From: Stewart, John F 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

._S__c___h___e___d__u__!__e____A___n____A__p__p o i n t m e n t 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday,.                3:50 PM 
To: Stewart, John F; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 

I have enrolled 1:1. more sLudenl:~.~ (l:oLa115 now) and will hold several more for tomorrow’~.~ stu&-:mts scheduled for r~-:~gi~.d:ration, f declined a few who I did not deem 

capable or truly interested in the field. ;) 

Thanks~ 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Streman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qa,(m, g,~ptore, E’mpow~r, 
9:19,843,0336 



Sent’- Thursday,                .t1:32 AM 
To,, Stroman, Deborah L; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject’- RE: Roster for Sports Track 

Debby, 

Only four sisned up for the Sport class~ The list is attached. 

The two EXSS maior in Econ    both s~n~d up for the comm~rda~ tr~ck. 

~live.unc.edu EXSS 

~live.unc.edu ~]XSS 

* Dir’ec~:or’ of Ent:Pepr’ene!.lr’ship NinoP ~ 

~ Chapel Hill, NC 27S99--33¢5                     ~ 

< Fax: (9:[9) 966-4986 < 

~ john ste~aPt(~unc.edu ~ 

~ http:iiwww.unc,edui~,-jfstewar!                  ~ 

Frem." Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent’- Thursday, 1:~:03 AM 
To,, Stewart, .John F 
C:c; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject’- Roster for Sports Track 

John, 

Debbie just called needing the roster for the Sports Track. Would you please send it her way? She needs it for advising purposes in advance of Friday’s registration 

date. 

Thank you, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.882~- 
unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 6:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Prig: Carolina Sport Business Club meeting TODAY 

Thanks 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

We just finished._ it was great! I will try to keep you all in the loop on our events. 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 6:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Carolina Sport Business Club meeting TODAY 

Dr. Stroman- 

I wasn’t able to make the meeting today but it looked like it was going to be a great discussion. Thanks for sending! 

On at 1:58 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

See attached. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,Do ~LU 
Explore, IEn~jage, Er~owero 
www,exss, unc.ed u 

Cha~e~ H~II~ NC 27599 

9~9,843,033~ 

<image001.jpg> 

<Life After Sports .pdf> 

"The best abifity is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 6:59 PM 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

IrE: Roster for Sports Track 

Thanks. One change: Deborah or Debby (not Debbie) ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, 8",~ptore. Empower, 

919~84&0336 

From= Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent= Thursday, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 
Thanks for the update, Debbie, Glad you got the roster today! 

Appreciate your patience with the details. 

Lizzy 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

3:51 PM 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.84-3.8824- 
unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 

Frora: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, 3:50 Plvl 
To= Stewart, John F; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject= RE: Roster for Sports Track 
I have enrolled I:1 more sLudents (toLal :15 now} and wilt hold several more for tomorrow’s students scheduled for registration. ~ declined a few who I did not deem 

capaMe or truly interested ~n the fie~d. ;} 

Thanks. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From= Stewart, John F 
Sent= Thursday, 11:32 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject= RE: Roster for Sports Track 
Debbg, 

Only four signed up for the Sport class. lh~:_~ list b attached, 

The two EX:SS major in Econ     boLh s~gned up for the commerdaJ track, 

@live4mc.edu EXSS 

,Joh~ 

~ 3ohn ~:, Step, art 

* Director’ of ~ntrepreneur’sh~p ~4inor 

Department of: Economics 

Un:[.w~Psity o~ Nor’th CaPo]_J.na 

GaPdner Hall CB# 3395 
Chapel H:1].]., N{: 27599-33~5 

# Voice: (919) 966-5345 
~ Fax: (9:19) 966-4986 
~ john ste~aPt{}unc.edu 
~ http:ii~.unceminor.org 

From= Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent= Thursday, I 11:03 AM 



To-" Stewart, 3ohn F 
Co; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Roster for Sports Track 

John, 

Debbie just called needing the roster for the Sports Track. Would you please send it her way? She needs it for advising purposes in advance of Friday’s registration 

date. 

Thank you, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
9~.9.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,                 7:00 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

We are focused on creating businesses in the world of sport. 

Dr. Stroman 
Do Good, 
Debora[~ L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

5:42 PN 
Fl~m: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Do you have more information on EXSS    the Sport Business Venture class being offered spring semester? I’m sure you’ve received countless emails about this since 
registration started, so if there is a link you could give me that would direct me to more information/requirements to get approval to take the class that would be great! 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, November 9, 2012 7:48 AM 

Sheriyl Kleinmaa~ < @nc.rr.com> 

Re: [progfac] Art Pope on McCro~y’s "transition team" 

Hi Sher~yl. What is your mobile? Thanks. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Nov 8, 2012, at 10:03 PM, "Sherryl Kleinman" < ~nc.rr.com> wrote: 

http ://www.wral. con~’pope-part-o f-mccro~’-transition-teami 11752986/ 

Pope part of McCrory transition team 
By Mark Binker 

Posted: 2:38 p.m. today 
Updated: 4:44 p.m. today 
Art Pope, a former lawmakers and CEO of Variety Wholesalers, will be a part of Governor-Elect Pat McCro~y’s transition 
team. 

McCro~ met with reporters today in Raleigh, outlining his plans for the next two months and introducing various people who 
have agreed to work with him as he prepares to take office. 

Pope is a financier of conservative causes, putting money into both independent campaign spending efforts as well as think 
tanks such as the John Locke Foundation. In the eyes of many liberals, he’s one of the more polarizing figures in North Carolina 
politics. 

Asked about what his job would be, Pope demurred, saying only that he was "part of a team transition ef~brt." 

McCrory praised Pope’s business acumen and experience in state government. 

"And by the way, he has a great relationship with Gov. Perdue also," McCro~y said. "What I’ve attempted to do on my steering 
committee is get a diverse group of people with ideas and individuals with varied policy philosophies." 

Chiis Mackey, a spokeswoman for Gov. Bey Perdue, said that the governor and Pope have spoken on the phone several times. 

"It’s a very professional relationship," she said. 

Other members of McCrory’s transition team include former Ambassador Aldona Wos, former national committeeman Ed 
McMahan, and ~brmer state lawmaker Johnathan Rhyne. 

After McCrory finished, spokesman Brian Nick acknowledged that some Democrats would look askance at Pope’s presence. 

"That’s a perception," Nick said. "But Art Pope, arguably, has the best relationships within the Perdue administration of 
anybody on our team." 

<ul~ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<~ul> 

progfac as: <a href "tnoilto:dstro(~unc.edu’~>dstro~unc.edu<?’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

etnail to <a href "mailto:leave- 32409083- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b~listserv, unc. edu ’5-leave- 32409083- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481b56fe leb9b~listserv.unc.edu<7’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 9:20 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

~live.unc.edu>;                @live.unc.edu>; 
~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; _ ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~!live.nnc.edu>; 

@live .tmc.edu~;; ~live ¯unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edn>: _ 
~live a~nc.edu;; @live.unc.e&~>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: MEETING TODAY- AT&T EXECUTIVE 

i~nage001 .j pg 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~kenan- flagler.nnc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtp,; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu~;: 

@live.unc.e&~>; 
~kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Hi Heels. Mr. Ja~lie Kerr, national director of AT&T sponsorship and Tar Heel graduate, is visiting with our grad students at 1:00 p.m. in Woollen (sport adm suite)¯ I 

invite you to join us for pizza and a warm chat¯ Feel free to come by! (TNs invite is only for the Club executive board.) 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent farm my iPad 

"Educating the mind without e&lcating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On , at 8:45 PM, (~kenan- flagler.~mc.edn> wrote: 

Hey guys, 

So far only has sen~: me the names of 3 people who can help out at the NC Sta~:e [ootball game on 

is an easy way for The Club to make a quick $500, so please send m~-_~ these narnes ASAP. 

Thanks, 

by the way). rhis 

F ram: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:48 PN 

To: (Exercise & Sport Science); 
(Exercise & Sport Science); [Exercise & Sport Science); (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Cc: Dr. Deborah Stroman (.t_ LLe_ _c_ J _u_ _ _b_ _@ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ ~_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ) ; (Exercise & Sport Science); 

¯ (Exercise & sport Science); - 
(Exercise & Sport Science); (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: IMPORTANT: CSBC UPDATE and Project CASPER 

Hi Heels! We are making things happen! 

I recently initiated an ambitious undertaking to create the first and only database of ALL Tar Heel alums working in the sport industry. Sarah and David 

are project leaders. This database is NOT for public use. If you know of any contacts or leads, please let              know so they (or their team 

members) can make the contact. Our goal is to have 100 names by the end of the semester. After less than one week, we feel confident we will hit 

that number. 

Thanks again for your leadership with the Club! See you on Monday! 

Here is the script that the :[::[-person team is using to help generate interest and exposure: 

!~’adershtp ef O~: D~’borcH~ 5trom~.~ ([:~’rcb~’ and Sperm: Sct~’nc’~, g’~’p~rtm~’n~: and du’b J?~cu/~y ad~isor), i am c~ ~’am member ef a new projec~ 

a/umnL 

Note: ~ need for each of you to recruit three {9} friends to help out for the NCSU footbMl game, We ~an earn $500 

handing out coupons ~n the second haft of the game~ It k a no-brainer w~n for the Club, {Even ff~ou can’t attend the 

game, recruit your friends,} Charl~e, please keep a l~st of every C~ub Leader and the names of their three friends, 1 

~he~k i~ w~th you o~ Monday, Send your tentative ~ames to Chad~e before Monday at 5:~0 
Dr. Stroman 

315 Wooi~e~ ~ ~B #8700 

919,843,033~ 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The best abifity is availability." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 9:49 AM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu:~ 

Re: EXSS 

Would love to.. I amveD’ "hands oft" ;vith them anyway so that may make sense. I use Sakai heavily for this course. 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all" Aristotle 

On at 9:11 PM. "Osborne, Barbara" <spoltlaw@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Could we put together online for the spring? 
> 

> Sent licom my iPhone 4s 
> 

> 

> On at 8:00 P~{ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Mercy. Another one.. 
>> 

>> I believe this student is a different one from the others we identified 
>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> Do Good 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Phi). CLU 
>> Engage Explore Empower. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Monday, 9:23 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah I. 
>> Subject: EXSS 
>> 

>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> My name is    , and I am a senior on the team. I have been emailing with Dr. Salyer because the last requirement I have for ray Sport Achninistration major, EXSS is 
no longer being offered in the~     ~. I am twing to see if I can substitute the finance courses I have taken for my second major, Business, for the Sport Finance class I need to complete my 
Sport Adrainistration major. She is not sure if the substitution ~vill work. but she told me I still need to take one more EXSS course to coraplete the required amount of courses for the major. 
She recorrm~ended I take your class, EXSS    , in the       I am registering for classes tomorrow, and I would like to sign up for your class, but I need to get your consent to sign up for it. 
I am wondering if I can please get your consent to take this class in the Spring. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 9:54 AM 

.~gm~l.com:~ 

Re: EXSS 

Hi. I am in class now but I thought I posted it on Sak~Z Please check. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 7:38 PM, ?b~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi, 

I was wondering if you had set the titne and date for the final EXSS 

Thankyou! 

class that we are reqai~ed to attend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 10:58 AM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

l~E: Thesis Committee 

Hi Thanks for your note. IL has been a busy few days. Yes, I would love to serve on your committee. How is your schedule on Tuesday or Wednesday? 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and censdent~ous stupidity." 

From: Ngmail.com [mail~: #gmail.com] On Behalf ~ 
Sent: Friday, ~0:33 A~ 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Thes~s Commi~ee 

Dr. gtmma~ 

I e-mailed you the other ~y a~mt the possibility ofyou~oi~n~ my thesis committee ~d would love to ~t up a time ~ meet abom di~uss this ~ssibJlJ~. Let me know 

i~3~u would be inte~s~ed t~s and i~when are you available to meet. 

Th~ 

On Wed, at 2:58 PM, ~live xmc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Sta~man, 
This is l writing to you th)m the Exercise Physiology department, I am in the process of looking for mem~rs tbr my thesis committee and Dr. Ma~ks (my 

advisor) and I agreed that you would be a good commi~ee member tbr my stu@. I am sure that you are su~r busy this semester and I completely understand if this is 

too much of a time commitment tbr you but if you are interested I was hoping we wouM be aMe to set up a time to talk about ~t. I have attached a rationale of my study for 
you to ~ook at, 
Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:16 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edw*; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@emaJl.unc.edu>; Grofl; Diane G <grotg~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweightt~!email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting tomorrow? 

Nice work Barbara! Great focus._ wish I could say the same. ;) 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, ?~.D. CLU 

9:{9~84&0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, 9:37 PM 
To: Smith-Ryan, Abbie; Stroman, Deborah L; Groff, Diane G 
Co: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject-" RE: Meeting tomorrow? 
You guya are killing me! It appears that anon:her day will be more convenient. 

In the meantime, I am happy to report that the text book, Teacher’s Manual and exam bank are al~ done. The book will be coming off the press on             ! 

Th~s month ~ need to finish a presentation for next week, finish the Governance chapter for Er~anne’s book and finish a paper on le~a] ~ssues related to student- 

athlete pregnancy~ 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UniversiW of Nor~:h Carolina 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8505 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:[9.962~5173 

Ema~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Smith-Ryan, Abbie 
Sent= Thursday, 7:~2 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; @off, Diane G 
~¢= Weight, Erianne A, 
Nubje~t= RE: Meeting tomorrow? 
~ can also do something qu~ck- but wou~d prefer to do it another day. 

ASR 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Merit= Thursday,                3:03 PN 
To= Osborne, Barbara; Groff, Diane G; Smith-Ryan, Abbie 
~; Weight, Erianne A, 
Subject= RE: Meeting tomorrow? 
f can do a quk:k rneel:k~g bu~: wou~d prefer not.. 

~ am touring a group at 1~:00 s~ld want to stop J~? 

d 

Do Good. 

9eborah L. Stroman, ?h.D. CLU 

9:19~84&0336 

defense at 12:30. 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, 2:30 PM 
To: Groff, Diane G; Smith-Ryan, Abbie; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject= Meeting tomorrow? 
Just checking to see if we are meeting tomorrow at noon to report our progress? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:20 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~> 

I~E: Meeling to,no,row? 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qcN~, b2,~ptor~:~. Empower, 
919~843~0336 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
(::¢: Osborne, Barbara; Smith-Ryan, Abbie; Groff, Diane G; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: Meeting tomorrow? 
Always helps to have a publisher holding a gun to your head! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

12:20 PM 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

On at 12:15 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Nice work Barbara! Great focus,., wish I could say the same~ ;) 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CI,U 
F’,ng~qe, Explore. Empower; 

919,843.0336 

<image001 jpg> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidityo" 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, 9:37 PM 
To: Smith-Ryan, Abbie; Stroman, Deborah L; @off, Diane G 
C:¢: Weight, Erianne A. 
S..bject: RE: Meeting tomorrow? 
You guys are kitling me[ It appears that another day wit~ be more convenient. 

~n the meantime, ~ am h~ppv to report that the text hook, Teacher’s Manual and exam b~nk are aft done. The hook w~l~ be comh~g off the press on 

This mon[h I need to finish a presentation h:~r ne>:[ we@, finish [:~e Governance chapter for Eriarme’s book and finish a paper on h~gal issues related 

to s[udent-athlete pregnancy. 

@ 
Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 WooJlen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hifl, ~C 27B~9 

Phone: 9~9.962.S~73 

Emaih sportlaw@unc.edu 

Fmm~ Smith-Ryan, Abbie 
Se~t= Thursday,                7:~2 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; @off, Diane G 
~¢~ Weight, Erianne A. 
S~je~t~ RE: Meeting tomorrow? 
t can also do some~:hing quick.- but wouk~ prefer ~:o do it another 

ASR 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t~ Thursday,                3:03 PM 
To~ Osborne, Barbara; @off, Diane G; Smith-Ryan, Abbie 
~¢~ Weight, Erianne A. 
S~ject= RE: Meeting tomorrow? 
~ can do a qu~ck meefin8 but would prefer not... 

~ sm toudng a group at 11:0{} and wsnt to stop in on defense st: 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah b, Stroman, Ph,D, CI.,O 

919,843.0336 

<ima[eOOl.jp[> 

"Nothing ~n the world is more dangerous than a sJntere ignorante and tonsdent]ous stupidly." 



From-" Osborne, Barbara 
Sent-" Thursday, 2:30 PM 
To: Groff, Diane G; Smith-Ryan, Abbie; Stroman, Deborah L 
C:¢-" Weight, Erianne A, 

Subject," Meeting tomorrow? 

Just checking to see if we are meeting tomorrow at noon to report our progress? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 2753.9 

Phone: 93.9.962.53.73 

Email: ._s_p__o___r_t_]__a___w_____@.____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBO1La~H LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 1:35 PM 

Stm"ford- Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email. unc.edu> 

I~E: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

You are most welcome[ Thanks for coming to speak!! 

d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLO 

91%843,0336 

From: Stafford-Odom, Trisha L 
Sent= Friday, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Thank you much for that opportunity! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

7:26 AN 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:54 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d_ .s__t__r.p__@_._u_..n_c_._@__.u_.> wrote: 

See you later today! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is h~possible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                 5:56 PM 

To: "Beale, Michael" <mbeale@email.unc.edu>, "Berry, Marcus D" <berrymd@email.unc.edu>, 

adam, Trisha L" <tsodom@email.unc.edu>, " ~yahoo.com" ~ ~yahoo.com> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists! We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil 

Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - UNC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
¯ -former UNC athlete 

¯ -former UNC athlete 
¯ Trisha Stafford-Odum - UNC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

1. What did you want to do when you were a child? 

2. What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

3. What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

4. Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

5. What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

6. How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

7. If you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations/acceptances, networking, investments, etc.) 

8. Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

9. Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.corn 

debby 

Deborah L Straiten, PboD, CLU 
~plOreo Engage° Empoveer, 
~.._e_. _x_. _s~_ .._ u_ _n_&. .e_ ~__q. 

3:[5 WooRen - CB #8700 

919og43o033~ 

<imageOO:ljpg> 

@live,unc.edu>, "Stafford- 

"The best ability is availability. 
<image001 .j pg> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday,                 1:47 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Plan for Saturday Night 

Yes, look at other options including Southpoint. (I eat pasta and fish -- not beef, chicken or pork) 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Thursday, 7:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~iect: Plan for Saturday Night 

Dr. Stroman, 

I completely forgot to mention it to you, but I called 411 West this afternoon and the earliest reservation the?" have for Saturday night is at 9:30. They said we could just show up, but it 

would probably be a decent wait. 

Do we want to try somewhere else? Possibly not on Franklin? 

Let me know what you think! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:02 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

IrE: Plan for Saturday Night 

Yes! We definitely need reservations though. I hope they take them That place is always busy. ;) 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 1:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Plan for Saturday Night 

Cheesecake Factory sound good? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:47 PM, "Stroman, Deborah I," <dstro@unc edu> wrobe: 

> Yes, look at other options including Southpoint. (I eat pasta and fish -- not beel; chicken or pork.) 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> I)o Good. 
> 
> I)eborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Thursday, 7:04 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Plan for Saturday Night 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I completely forgot to mention it to you, but I called 411 West this afternoon and the earliest reservation they have for Saturday night is at 9:30. They said we could just show- up, but it 
would probably be a decent wait. 
> 

> Do we xvant to try somewhere else? Possibly not on FraJaklin? 
> 

> Let me know what you think[ 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, November 9, 2012 4:17 PM 

Currin, Denise C q:tcurfin@emaJl.unc.edu>; EXSS Faculty List <e~css-fiaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

ILE: Veterans- Personal Recognitions 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843.0336 

F~m~ Curdn, Denise C [maJlto:dcurdn@emaJl.unc.edu] 
Nent~ Friday, November 09, 2012 12:58 PN 

To~ EXSS FaculN List 
Subjeet~ [exss-facul~] Ve~rans-PersonaJ Recognitions 

EXSS Faculty and Staff, 

In honor of family and friends who have served our country, please join me and share the names of the veterans in your life. 

Thank you. 

Denise C Currin 

Business Officer and Manager 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700 Fetzer Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Voice: 9:19-962-5172 

You are currently sub~fibed to e~s- faculiT as: dsqtroman({~emedl.unc.e&L 

To unsubscribe click hem: http://lists.utm.edw’u?id 55567102A537814cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&Pexss-facults~&o 32411711 

(It mW be neces~ry m cut aM paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-32411711-55567102.4537814cd668D57eTeed9dd3adc4e5d(a)Jistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Sunday, 4:54 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Sport Marketing l?lm~ Group Straggles 

Thanks for your communication 

with your g~oup mates. 

Working in groups con often be fi-us~tmting. With the right teo~l of professionoJls, it can be very rewmding though.I roll check in 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent farm my iPad 

"Educating the mind without e&tcating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 2:31 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I created a google document where each person is to sign up for 2 different topics of the marketing plan and then we work together from there. I created this 
around 2 weeks ago and at this time, only 2 other people have even done this and one of them I have not seen in class since the beginning of the semester. I 
don’t like to create controversy, but I’m trying to guide this group and just simNv advise them on what we need to do to complete this assignment, but only one 
person has even responded to my emails. As of now, it is basically myself and     working on it. I have no problem completing this assignment nearly on my 
own because this is exactly what I hope to be doing in the future, but it is more of a trouble for me to try and contact and make people be responsible for their 
work than it would be for me to simply accomplish it myself. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 9:18 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [exss-faculty] Veterans-Personal Recognitions 

Thanks for sharing! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

"Ur~ti[ reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Rep[y-To: Sherry Salyer <._s__a_]_y___e__r___@.___e____m___a__[!_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Sunday, November 11, 2012 9:13 PM 

To: "exss-faculty@Nstserv.unc.edu" <exss-faculty@Nstserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:[exss-faculty] Veterans-Personal Recognitions 

<[--[if [supportLists]-->i; <F-[endif]-->~h~ ~5 #~li~ ~#w~ ih ~h~ WW!i ~hii~#h~ 

<]--[if [supportLists]-->~ <F-[endif]-->[w~ ~5"~# ~5~ ~5 ~5~ ~ ~#~ ~rt ~ ~5~ ~h~h~ 

sent: Friday, November 09, 2052 $2:58 PN 

To= EXSS Facul~ List 
Subject: [exss-facul~] Veterans-Personal Recognitions 

EXSS Faculty and Staff, 

~n honor of family and friends who have served our country, please join me and share the names of the veterans in your life. 

Thank you. 

Denise C Currin 

Business Officer and Manager 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700 Fetzer Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Voice: 929-962-5:272 



You are currently subscribed to exss-~cnlty as: salye~,~em~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubsc6be click here: ht~p:iJlists.uac.ed~,’u?id=55567120.920bab114c3dl dS~lSebSbe0~2663d595&n=T&l=e×ss- ~culty&o=32~l I 1711 

(It may be necessa~y to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are cnrrently subscribed to exss- faculU as: ds~troman¢~ema~l~t~nc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: hltp:/,,’lists, uric. edtvu?i d=55567102.4537814cd6681?)57e7eed9dd3ndc4eSd&n=T&l =exss-~’aculW&o=32417014 

(It may be necessa~ to cu’t and paste the above URL ffthe line is bracken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-32417014-55567102.4537814cd6681-957e7eed9dd3adc4eSd~listse~v.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:29 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Question about ~ulti~l golf 

Hi         Thank you for ?’our inquily. Feel tlcee to give me a call or 
schedule an appointment. It is veW hard to answer ?’our question in an 
emaih ;) 

Thanks. I teach M’¢~ at 9:00 a.m. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 9:59 AM; ))email uric edu> wrote: 

>Hello Dr. Stroman 
> 

>I hope you are doing well My name is and I’m a fourth 
>year Ph.d student in the school of Ed. I’m interested in starting a golf 
>game I’ve been looking for opport~ities. I wanted to see if you had any 
>suggestions. I saw you started Soulful golf in Mawland, is it here in NC 
>also? Thank you l~r your time~ 
> 

> 

> 

>Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Permission to Get into EXSS 

Hi I will enroll you in the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !T!tpL/jexss4~qG~t~/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~t[I reality is de[ined, progress is impossible." 

From: ~_[!._v_#_:..u_ .n_ _c_ :_ _e_ .d_ _ #. > 

Date: Saturday, 5:08 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Permission to Get into EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
My PID is 
Sincerely, 

Thank you for your help and have a great weekend! 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 3:22 PH 
To= 
Subject= RE: Permission to Get into EXSS 

for your int~-_~resL in sport ~-’_~]ltre~}re]leurshif). t ]leed to first: check your status t.:_~ ~::onsi{Jer your e[~rolln}ent, What is your PtD? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

1:46 PM 
From= 

Sent= Tuesday, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Permission to Get into EXSS 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Ny name is              and I am a transfer senior in Sport Administration and I was wondering if I could get permission into your EXSS 
elective am very interested in your class. Thank you and have a great day! 
Sincerely, 

class. I need one more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:45 PM 

Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [exss-faculty] Successful Dissertation Defense 

GREAT work with her Claudio! I know you must be proud. Congratulations. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~t[I reality is de[ined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Battaglini>, Claudio Battaglini <daudio@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Claudio Battaglini <daudio@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,                 8:27 PM 

To; "exss-faculty@listserv.unc.edu" <exss-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [exss-faculty] Successful Dissertation Defense 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am writing this email to let you all know that successfully defended her dissertation this a fternoon, did an excellent job and we are very proud of her efforts in 

completing her PhD. If you see Beth around, please congratulate her for an excellent job done this afternoon and also for her outstanding tenure as a student here with us at EXSS/ 

HMSC. 

Have a great weekend. 

Take ca re, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Integrative Exercise Oncology Laboratory 

Co-Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

You are currently subscribed to exss-faculty as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc~edu/u?id=555671~2.4537814cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&~=exss-facu~ty&~=32413821 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32413821-55567102.4537814cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d@listserwunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 9:53 PM 

David and AIfreda Belton < @msn.com> 

Re: Youth Scholar Academy for Aspiring Black Male Educators -Accepting Applications 

Hi David. Good to hear from you. Yes, I know Bill and do forward his wonderful program information across campus.Thanks for thinking of me! 

Hugs, 

Debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: David and Alfreda Belton <, @msn.com> 

Date: Friday, November 9, 2012 10:59 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Youth Scholar Academy for Aspiring Black Male Educators - Accepting Applications 

Hello Dr. Stroman - 

Hope you are well. Below you will find an internship announcement for talented black males sophomores. The program that is sponsoring it is founded by a UNC graduate - William 

Keyes, the founder of Institute of Responsible Citizenship. If you know a student or if you know an U NC administrator who touches students who them, please pass it along. 

Meanwhile, have fun this homecoming weekend! 

Take ca re, 

Da vid 

From: eheyward@i4rc.org 

To:         @msn.com 

Date: Fri, 9 Nov 2012 08:30:23 -0500 

Subject: Youth Scholar Academy for Aspiring Black Male Educators - Accepting Applications 

The Youth Scholar Academy is Now Accepting Applications for 2013. 
’][’he Institute for Responsible Citizenship is now accepting applications ~br the \7outh Scholar Academy (\TSA). ’][’his program enables talented black maJe college 

students who aspire to careers in teaching to operate a summer enrichment program for high school boys. We encourage s~dents interested in education to apply. 

YSA scholars spend two summers in Washington, DC interning at youth serving organizations. They also paxticipate in chaJlenging academic seminars, and meet 

influential leaders. 

Students join a network of talented leaders. Please share the news with anyone interested in applying. The deadline is Friday, February 8, 2013. 

Questions? Contact Elijah tteyward, III at (202) 659-2832 or eheywavd@i4rc.org. 

Please ~4sit our website for more intb: 



This mese~=ge ,,as sent te dacbelton@msn.com f~em: 

I,tRC == 1227 25fl~ 8i!~et NW 8i>:l:h Floor i ’,N~shi!;.citor!, DC 20037 
ii.~.iI iContact- T~y It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~; 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 9:57 PM 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Judge Joe L. Webster Appointed as Magistrate Judge tbr the Middle District of North Carolina 

pic11478.jpg 

As per his request~ 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

(;hair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reali~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 11/9/12 8:06 A5{ "Joe Webster" < ~gmail com> ~vrote: 

>Hi Madam President, 
> 

>God continues to grant me one grace after another[ 
> 

> You are really representing UNC black Alumni and the University well! 
>May God continue to bless you. 
> 

>Do me a favor and forward this to Brenda. I can’t seem to find her 
>emai[ address. 
> 
> 
>The United States District Coult for the Middle District of North Carolina 
>is pleased to announce that Joe L. Webster has been appointed by the Court 
>as United States Magistrate Judge for the )~hddle District of North 
>Carolina. Judge Webster graduated from Howard University magna cum laude 
>in 
> 1976, and graduated from Howard University School of Law in 1979. He 
>practiced law from 1979 through 2006, and was appointed as a North 
>Carolina 
>Administrative Law Judge, Office of A&ninistrative Hearings, in 2006, and 
>has served in that position until his appointment. Judge Webster was a 
>member of the N.C. Board of Law Examiners from 1989 ttnough 2002, an 
>Adjunct Professor of Law at Norman Adrian Wiggins School of Law from 2004 
>through 2012 and First Vice President ofBarCARES ofN.C., Inc, from 2011 
>through 2012. Judge Webster~s duty station will be in the Durham, North 
>Carolina. 
> 

>(Embedded image moved to file: pic11478.jpg) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu.; 

Sunday, 10:08 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

What is your availability~ to chat this week? Tuesday or Wednesday at’ter 
10:30 am? The course is for experiences in sport-related 
companies/organizations 

Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty’ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality’ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 8:19 PM, ’~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi Dr Stroman, 

> 

>I was actually considering applying fi~r an internship at the Durham 

>Performing Arts Center, but I wasn’t really sure ifI would be able to 

>fit it in to my schedule during our tennis season. I didn’t know exactly 

>what the requirements were for this class; I just wanted to talk to you 

>about it since Dr. Salyer suggested it. I can also keep looking for 

>other internships in the area that can work out with my schedule. 

> 

>Thanks, 

> 

> 

>On at 8:00 PM, "Stroman, Deborah I," <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi EXSS is an internship [’or academic credit. Are you able to 

>>fit in an internship during your athletic competition? Let’s chat. We 

>>have time to enroll you (up until classes start) but we need to make 

>>sure you are capable of lhlfilling the requirements. 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

>> 

>> Do Good. 

>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and 

>>conscientious stupidity." 

>> 

>> ..... Original Mcssage ..... 

>> From: 

>> Sent: Monday-, 9:23 PM 

>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 

>> Subject: EXSS 

>> 

>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> My name is and I am a senior on the team. I have 

>>been emailing with Dr. Salyer because the last requirement I have for ray 

>>Sport Administration major, EXSS     is no longer being ofi;ered in the 

>>Spring. I ara trying to see if I can substitute the finance courses I 

>>have taken for ray second major, Business, for the Sport Finance class I 

>>need to complete my Sport Administration major. She is not sure if the 

>>substitution will work, but she told me I still need to take one more 

>>EXSS course to complete the required amount of courses for the major 

>>She recommended I take your class, EXSS     in the Spring. I am 

>>registering for classes tomorrow, and I would like to sign up for your 

>>class, but I need to get your consent to sign up for it. I am wondering 

>>if I can please get your consent to take this class in the Spring. 

>> 

>> Thank you, 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:17 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

I have a waiting list and I must consider a student’s interest in this special course. What is your interest in entrepreneurship? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t#_L_i__i__e__x__s__s__.__u__n___c_=_e___d__u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is ~efine~, proBress is impossible." 

From: .._@_. _]_[.v__e_:_u_._n_.£:..e_ d__u.> 

Date: Thursday, 7:04 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Is the class open to non-entrepreneurial minors? 

Sent from my iPhone 

OR at 7:00 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d_s_.t_[..o_(~_#_n_.c_:..e_d_#.> wrote: 

We are focused on creating businesses in the world of sport. 

Dr. StromaJa 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Sl-romar~, Ph.D, CLU 

919,843.0336 
<irnageOOl.jpg> 

From= 

Sent= Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

5:42 PM 

Do you have more information on EXSS    the Sport Business Venture class being offered spring semester? rm sure you’ve received countless emails about 
this since registration started, so if there is a link you could give me that would direct me to more information/requirements to get approval to take the class that 
would be great! 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Major 

Hi         You must take academic advising (Steele) very seriously and keep appointments. The EXSS major is very popular. You will have minimal chance to gain entrance to 

courses without being a declared major. Your best option is to write professors, visit (not just email) with them during their posted office hours, and ask to be enrolled. You should 

also show up early on the first day and try to get enrolled. It is YOU R responsibility (not the athletic advisor) to be on top of your schedule. We are only here to guide you. 

can’t do much more as you are not an official major. ;( 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 2:33 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS Major 

Ms. Stroman, 
My name is and 3I’m a junior trying to get into several EXSS classes today. 3[ have scheduled several advising appointments with you this year, but 

unfortunately each one has been canceled because of conflicts. Our next meeting is scheduled for Monday,      3[ have paperwork already filled out by my 
advisor Jenn Townshend for my official major declaration as well. Unfortunately, because it has not been officially declared, 3[ do not have the access to join several of the 
classes that 3[ know 3[ need for the major (EXSS , EXSS ). 3[ know from the past that these classes fill up quick, and 3[ was wondering if there was any way around this 
complication so that 3[ can go ahead and join them today. Thanks a lot for your help on this matter. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <mbeale@email.unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrymd@emaikunc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>;             @aol.com; 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

THANK YOU SO MUCH! The students are still buzzing about your comments. I appreciate you and your sharing of your journey. 

Continued success to you! Let me know if I can assist YOU in any way. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.e~.~u/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is imp.:)ssible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                 :[0:54 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Beale, Michael" <rnbeale@email.unc.edu>, "Berry, Marcus D" <berryrnd(c~ernail.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc~edu>, "Stafford-Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom@email.unc.edu>, @yahoo.com" < ~yahoo.com> 

Subje~: Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

See you later today! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - _h__t__t#_]__i__i__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_:_e___d__u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~til reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_s__t_r__o_._@__u_.n__c__._e__d_._u_> 
Date: Thursday,                 5:56 PM 

To: "Beale, Michael" <mbeale@email.unc.edu>, "Berry, Marcus D" <berrymd@emaiMmc.edu>, 

L" <tsodom @emaiMJnc.edu>,          @yahoo.corn" ~          ~-~yahoo.com> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

~live~unc.edu>, "Stafford-Odom, Trisha 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists! We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
¯ -former UNC ~ athlete 
° -former UNC athlete 
° Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->:[. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->2. 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->3. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5. 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->6. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->7. 

investments, etc.) 

<!--[endif]-->What did you want to do when you were a child? 

<F-[endif]-->What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

<!--[endif]-->What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

<!--[endif]-->Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

<!--[endif]-->What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

<!--[endif]-->How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

<F-[endif]-->lf you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations/acceptances, networking, 



<!--[if !supportLists]-->8. <!--[endif]-->Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->9. <!--[endif]-->Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Deborah L, Strom~ PI~,Do 
Ex-~or~, E~ge, 
w~,exss, g~c,e~ u 
315 Wool~e~ = C~ #87~0 

"The best abi/it7 is avaiiabi/it~." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

4:17:09 PM 

_~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Kenan Center Holiday Luncheon 

Kenan Center Dining Room 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

4:45:00 PM 

6:45:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

4:19:00 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Kenan Center Holiday Luncheon 

Kenan Center Dining Room 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

4:45:00 PM 

6:45:00 PM 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:40 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS    Intelwiew 

Received. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Thanks so much! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidit%" 

:t0:07 AM 

Interview 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

1~: Scheduling Classes 

Yes. See ya’ then! 

Woollen 315 

Dr. Sl:romat’~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stromar~, Ph.D. CLU 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Scheduling Classes 
Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much for sending the pictures from Sunday’s event! 

Also, will you be available Wednesday at :12pm to talk about classes? 

Thanks, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidityo" 

10:06 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 1 1:45 AM 

yahoo.corn> 

I~E: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Great seeing you. I hope to be in touch to see how we can partner for your future! ;} 

Be blessed, 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0:~:~6 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSBC o Life After Sports Meeting - 

Aww thanks so much for having me it was awesome 

~yahoo.com] 
8:55 AM 

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <mbeale@email.unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrymd@email.unc.edu>; 

,~_Jj__v__e__:_u___n__c_:._e_~_u_.>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <b_9__d___o_£r_)_@__e_E)_a_fl:_u__tLC_:_e_.__d__u__>; @__a___o_!=c_Q_~! .@__a__o__[,_c___o___m__>; 

~@yahoo,com>; 
Subject-" Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 
Sent: Mon,           3:39:21 AM 

THANK YOU SO MUCH! The students are still buzzing about your comments. I appreciate you and your sharing of your journey. 



Continued success to you! Let me know if I can assist YOU in any way. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined~ pro~res~ is impossible." 



From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                 10:54 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d___s__t__r__o____@____u__~_c__.___e__d___u_.>, "Beale, Michael" <._m____b___e__a__!__e____@____e___m____a_j!_:__u___q_c__.___e__d___u_.>, "Berry, Marcus D" <__b__e___r__r_y___m____d____@____e___m____a_!_L.__u__~__c_:__e__d___u__>, 

Subject: Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

See you later today! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__~_~_~_/__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__.__e__d___u_! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                 5:56 PM 

To: "Beale, Michael" <rnbeale@email.unc.edu>, "Berry, Marcus D" <berrymd@email.unc.edu>, 

Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists! We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
¯ -former UNC athlete 
¯ -former UNC athlete 
° Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

1. What did you want to do when you were a child? 

2. What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

3. What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do ? 

4. Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

5. What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

6. How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

7. If you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations/acceptances, networking, investments, etc.) 

8. Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

9. Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman~ P~,Do CLU 
Explore, £ngage, Er~owe~o 

~31ive.unc.edu>, "Stafford-Odom, Trisha L" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 1:21 PM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

Prig: honors committee checkup 

Wednesday at 1:1:00 a.rn.? Please send rne what you can prior to our meeting. Thanks! 

Dr, Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborsh L. Sl:romm~, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0335 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "The ~ ~he rew~rd." Chinese Proverb journey 

~mm~ 
Sent~ Monday, 12:59 PM 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ honors commi~e checkup 

Dr. Stroman, 
The end of the semester is near which means I am pu~ing the final touches on the first three chapters of my honors thesis. I would like to meet with you this week so that we 
can go over the logistics, questionnaires and the process of my thesis proposal. I am ve~ flexible this week so if you could just pick a time I will most likely be able to make it. 
I only have class Tuesday and ~ursday from 9:30-12:~5 and 2-3. ~ust let me know what time wor~ for you. Have a good week. 
Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)’- 

Monday, 1:23 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: EXSS-FP 

Advisors do not add students to classes. You need to reach out to the respective instr’uctor’s and seek permission. You should also show up early on the 

first day of classes~ 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "The i~ the reward." Chinese Proverb ~ourney 

From= 
Sent= Nonday, 12:41 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ RE: EXSS-FP 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry for the second email, but I realized that I never provided you with my PID number. It is 

Thankyou, 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS-FP 

12:36 PM 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to be a second-semester sophomore and I just had my registration time. However, all of the EXSS classes were already closed by the time my enrollment slot 
opened up. 1 am currently taking EXSS    so my next step is to take EXSS    and either EXSS    or EXSS    Is there any way you can add me to Professor Evans’s 
EXSS    class on MWF :[0-:[0:50 am. Also, for EXSS    could you add me to Professor $chimmelfing’s class on TuTh at 8-9::tSam? I would prefer taking EXSS    next 
semester, but if that’s not possible, T would like to be in EXSS    with Professor Frank from 9:30-10:45am. Thank you very much! I know you must be receiving a lot of 
emails like this, but I am just worried that I will fall behind on my track for this major. 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 1:24 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edn> 

FW: EXSS-FP 

I thought we were doing a great job of educating our majors. ;( 

She must be newly declared, Mercy, 

Regards~ 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "The is the rew~rd." Chinese Proverb journey 

Sent~ Nonday, 12:41 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t~ RE: EXSS-FP 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry for the second email, but I realized that I never provided you with my PID number. It is 

Thankyou, 

Sent: Monday, 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS-FP 

12:36 PM 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to be a second-semester sophomore and I just had my registration time. However, all of the EXSS classes were already closed by the time my enrollment slot 
opened up. I am currently taking EXSS    so my next step is to take EXSS    and either EXSS    or EXSS . Is there any way you can add me to Professor Evans’s 
EXSS    class on MWF 10-10:50 am. Also, for EXSS , could you add me to Professor $chimmelfing’s class on TuTh at 8-9:15am? I would prefer taking EXSS    next 
semester, but if that’s not possible, I would like to be in EXSS    with Professor Frank from 9:30-I0:45am. Thank you very much! I know you must be receiving a lot of 
emails like this, but I am just worried that I will fall behind on my track for this major. 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

][0:30 on Woollen 315 

Dr, Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah k Stroman. Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Tw~[ter- 

"Th~ journey ~ ehe r~w~rd. Chines~ Proverb 

~e~t~ Honda~, ~2:23 PH 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~u~je~t~ RE: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

After extensively checking my calendar, I have a few possible dates for an appointment to discuss    with you. Anytime 
SRC), or if you would like to talk earlier in         I am free the 3rd and 4th at anytime after 12:30 p.m. 

except the 

Just let me know what time you’d like to do on any of those days! 

Thank you again, 

after 3 (I work at the 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:3J. PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

As noted previously, please contact rne before the semester is over. Send me two appointment options for your schedule. It is better to chat in December. 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,qcNe, g~plor’e, g’mpower, 

9~19~843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

2:25 PM 
From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
That, s great! I look forward to speaking with you soon. Thank you again for the addition to your course, let me know when you are available to talk about the requirements! 
Have a good day, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:19 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Most of my students received three credit hours~ We can decide your credit hours when we chat. The course is designed t:or three hours of credit. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
Wonderful news! Thank you for adding me. My PID is 
I do have an additional question. I only need one EXSS course and two JOMC courses to graduate, but as an ARMY brat I need to have a full load to keep my militanl ID card. 

What can I do to earn the full three credit hours for this internship? I know that each of the internships I have lined up require 10-15 hours per week, but if I need to I will 
write papers, speak to classes, etc. 
Thank you for your help, 



From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 12:51 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: EXSS 

Hi     1 will add you to the course. What is your 

W~-:~ need Lo m~-:~eL a[ leas[ one week prior to the start (ff the 

~’hankM 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

91tg,84&0336 

s~-_~mest~:_~r to oul:line the course requirem~:_mts. Congra[s on your in[ernship work thus far! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From= 

Sent= Tuesday, 12:~.3 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am sure you are currently being flooded with emails and I am sorry I am another one! I will be a second semester senior next semester and would like to request permission 

to take EXSS . While the employers are not listed on the PDF on the department website, they are applicable. This semester I am interning at                  . a 
company who performs the crisis communication for Michael Vick, along with representing Arian Foster and entities such as the CIAA, SWAC and 02 Fitness. I will have the 
opportunity to continue interning with them next semester, however, I am exploring another company, Intrepid Marketing Group, that does production and communications for 

N.C. State, Duke and the ACC. I have an interview with them at the end of November. 
I am both a Sport Admin. and Journalism major. Could you let me know if it will be possible to enroll in your course? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 

@live.nnc.edt~> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi      You can’t be added until you drop a class. 

Dr, Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Twitter- @d~stroman 

journey 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~ent~ Thursday, 3:19 PN 

Subject: RE: EXS~ 
Th~nk you for your interest ~n entrepreneursMp, ] wH] enroll you h~ the course. What ~s your P~D? 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Oood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

ll:04 AM 
From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dear Dr. Stromam 
Good morning, my name is and [ spoke with you yesterday regarding EXSS I wanted to email you to let you know that if a spot is available in the class for 

EXSS-SA majors I would greatly appreciate being considered for the spot. Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Have a great day! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:46 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi You can’t be added until you drop a class. 

Dr, Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L, Sl:roman, Ph.D, CLU 
919~84g~O3gg 

Twitter- @Orstroman 

L "The i~ ~he reward." Chinese Proverb journey 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Thursday, 3:~ PN 
Te~ 
$u~je¢t~ RE: EXSS 

Hi . Good to hear from you. Thank you for your ~nterest in entrepreneursMp, ~ wil~ enro~ yo~ in the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~g~orance and censde~tious stup~dRg,’* 

From: @qmail.com [mailto: @qmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent~ Thursday, ~:34 AH 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Hi Dr. Stroma~, 

This is - I w~ in your Intm to Spo~ Admin class lasl I am looking to take a~ elective next semester and ~n interested in ~king EXSS    . I 

want to pursue a ca~er in the s~)~ JndustW and I think this class would k helpful in proofing me for that. If there axe o~n s~ts, please let me know what I need to 

do to en~ll in the comae. 

Tha~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:50 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~L: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hi I can’t enroll you because you have a time conflict Please advise. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

919843.0336 
Twitter - 

"The journey is the reward." Chinese Proverb 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Struman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:43 PM 
To: 
SubJect: RI~: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hi Thanks fur your interest in entrepreneurship. I will enrul[ you in the course. 

Dr. Struman 

Do Goud. 

DeburahL Struman, Phi). CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the wurld is more dangerous than a sincere ignurance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:35 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stromatk 

I hope that you are doing welh I ara interested in taking your EXSS    class next semester. I anr really- interested in taking a class that is about sports business and I feel like this would be a 
really great class for me to take. Please let me if there are open spots and if it would be possible for me to enroll in the class. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

,~gma~l.com> 

ILg: Course Approval from 

I ar~? not clear as to why you need an EXSS elective. Your records do show that you have 110 credit hours. Are you looking to receive elective hours in 
general but hope to receive them in EXSS? 
[ wH~ d~scuss th~s matter w~th Dr, SMyer and get: back ~t~ touch w~th you, 
"Fha n ks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Regards, 

Deborah L Strom~n, Ph.D. C].LJ 
919.843.0g3S 

Fw~tter- @drstrornan 

L "The journey is the rew~rd, Chinese Proverb J 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, 2:57 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Course Approval from 
D~. St~mm~ 
~ hop~ t~s mCs~g~ 5ads you w~ll. ~ have heard that ~gistmtion dine is m~ng 1i£¢ a bit h~cdc ~or you~ so aplogi~s in advance £or adding one mor~ thing to your plat~ 
~or th~ past ~¢w w~¢ks, ~ hav~ b~n ]oo~ng to get a 3 credit hours approved £rom a cours~ ~ took this past summer. Th~s~ 3 credit hours will s¢~¢ as my 5n~ hours 
£or gmd~5o~ m~d ~ have ~¢n ~ously awaiting their approval. The o~ci~] ~anscdpt h~s ~¢n ~c¢iv¢d by advising~ ~d these may be ¢1¢c~v¢ houB since my other 

requiremems have ~en met. In the meantime, gara ~Vind, ~om ~adnate Advising, were ahead and sere me the ~aduation Application for          , w-hich I will 
send in as ~)on as a cour~ equivalent is found. I do have a job lined up in Asheville which is de~ndent u~)n the completion of my degree, and I will need ~) send 

them my ~anscfipt fl]is I would greatly appreciate your assist]ice in helping me get this approved in time, and I mn sure that [~C is all tbr another 

grad~te ruth a job, as well. 

I have ~en in much with the Bnsiness School, a~d they asked that I consult you at fl~e EXSS deN~ment lbr receiving general elective credit lbr this course. I do have 

emplo~ent dependent upon the approval of these houB, and would greatly appreciate your assis~nce. Hem’s a Nt ofinfo~ation regarding what the class consisted 

o~ 

The course I completed provided a umque exNfience in marketing and leadeBNp through my work at a museum ~d fl~mugh wfi~en assignments. It is listed as "Retail 

Marketing Level 1, GNST 293 817" from          that o~ed 3 c~edit hours for tny work as the Assis~nt Manager at        Museum, Gi~ Shop, m~d Seton 

MemofiM Library. TNs work involved receiving training ~om my Di~ctor and Manager, documenting tNs training ~d all ~spnsibilities, ~aiNng the 4 shop cler~ who 

were trader my supeB’isio~ eval~ting how I was ~aine& and pu~ing into pr~fice what I’d le~ed through completion of s~cial pr~ects. T~oughout the snmmer, I 

regularly collaborated ruth the Musenm Director, David Werhane, on my ob~x~afions wNle ~aining and wor~ng, and snbmi~ed a ~11, wriEen mp~ of my 

obviations and suggestions m tNs ~aining, wNch also seB’ed ~ the course’s final. 
My regular ms~)nsiNlities inclnded: 

Lara Wind told me that I did not need to send you the transcript personally, since it was already sent to UNC, but if you need any more information from me, please don’t 
hesitate to ask. As I’ve already said, I do have a wonderful career opportunity in Asheville that is dependent upon this, so I appreciate all you can do for me. The past few 
months have been full of unanswered phone calls from advising, and emails that take weeks for a response, and it would be wonderful to have this resolved as quickly as 
possible. 
Thanks so much for your time, and please do not hesitate to ask for more information, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edn> 

YW: Course Approval from 

Regards, 
Deborah L Strom~n, Ph.D, CI.U 
_919.843.C’336 
Twitter- @drstroman 

"The journey is ehe reward. Chinese Proverb 

From= ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Nonday, 3:ll PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Course Approval from 
Hi Dr. Stm[nan, 
RigN now I have 117 academic hours towards graduation, and requi~ 3 ~no~. I have been advi~d to consult the EXSS department so that the course I took tNs 
summer (that was a 3 hour court) could receive general elective hour~ so you ge co~ec~ I am looNng to receive them in EXSS. 

Tha~ 

On Mon, at 3:04 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L <dslro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 
HI i am not clear as to why you need an EXSS elective. Your records do show that you have ~tO credit hours, Are you ~ook~ng to recek, e elective hours ~n 
generai but hope ~:o receive them in EXSS? 
~ w~lf d~scuss th~s matter w~th Dr. Salver and get back ~n touch wJLh you. 
Thanks. 
Dr. Stroman 
Regards, 
Deborah L Stromarb Ph,D. CLU 
919.843.0336 
TwiLter-- @drstromsn 

[ "The journey i~ the rew~rd." Chinese Proverb J 
F~m: ~gmail.coml 
Sent~ Nonday, 2:57 PH 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Course Approval from 
Dr. Stmma~ 
I hope tNs tnes~ge finds you well. I have heazd that ~gistmtion time is tna~ng lit~ a bit hectic for you, so a~logies in advance tSr adding one tnore thing to your plate~ 
For the past few weeks, I have been looldng to get a 3 credit hours approved i?om a course I took this past summer. These 3 c~dit hours will serve as my finn hours 
tSr gmd~fio~ a~d I have ~en a~ously awaiting their approval. The oNciaJ ~anscfipt has ~en received by advising, a~d these may be elec~ve hou~ since my other 
requirements have ~en met. In the mem~time, Lara Win& fiom ~aduate Advising, went ~J~ead and sent me the ~aduation Application for December, which I will 
send in as ~on as a cour~ eqnivalent is found. I do have a job lined up in Asheville which is de~ndent u~n the completion of my degree, and I will need to send 
them my ~anscfipt this I wonld greatly appreciate yonr assist~ce in helping me get this approved in time, and I ~ sure that ~C is all for another 
grad~te with a job, as well. 
I have ~en in touch with the Business School, and they asked that I consult you at the EXSS deN~ment for receiving general elective credit for this course. I do have 
employment dependent upon the approval of fl~ese hon~, and would greatly appreciate your assis~nce. Hem’s a bit ofinfo~ation regarding what fl~e class consismd 

The course I completed provided a unique ex~fience in marketing and leade~hip flm~ugh my work at a museum and through wilton assignments. It is listed as "Retail 
Marketing Level 1, GNST 293 817" them          that otl~md 3 credit hours tbr my work ~s the Assistant Manager at                 Gift Shop, and Seton 
MemofiaJ Libra,. TNs work involved receiving training ~om my Di~ctor and Manager, docmnenfing tNs training ~d all ~spnsibilities, ~Jmng the 4 shop cler~ who 
were under my supewisio~ eval~ting how I w~ ~ained, and pu~ing into practice what I’d lea~ed fl~rough completion of sNcial projects. TNoughout the summec I 
~gularly collaborated with the Museum Dimcto~ David ~VerhaJ~e, on my ob~rvafions wNle ~aining and wor~ng, a~d subtni~ed a ~11, wfi,en m~t of my 
obligations a~d suggestions to tNs ~aining, wNch also served as fl~e course’s final. 
My ~gular respnsibilifies included: 



Lara Wind told me that I did not need to send you the transcript personally, since it was already sent to UNC, but if you need any more information from me, please don’t 
hesitate to ask. As I’ve already said, I do have a wonderful career opportunity in Asheville that is dependent upon this, so I appreciate all you can do for me. The past few 
months have been full of unanswered phone calls from advising, and emails that take weeks for a response, and it would be wonderful to have this resolved as quickly as 
possible. 
Thanks so much for your time, and please do not hesitate to ask for more information, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:29 PM 

@live u ~c e& > 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS spell a&ninislration--I have not taken ECON 

Hi 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

Please set an appointment to see Prof. Osborne. We did discuss your situation last week and identified options. Let me know it: you have any questions. 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

Sent: Mond:~y, " 2:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS sport administration--I have not taken ECON 

Dr. Stroman, 
I emailed you last week about ECON . I was wondering if you have decided on anything yet? Hope you are having a great Monday. 

Thanks, 

FrOm: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:11 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS sport administration--I have not taken ECON 

Hi 

Dr. S[roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

get back to you. I will be discussing this matter in a meeting on Thursday, Thanks! 

"Nothing in the world is raere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity.’* 

Sent: Monday, 11:47 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS sport administration--I have not taken ECON 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am in EXSS    I was one of the 4 that you said you needed to talk to about not taking ECON    Recently I am a EXSS general major but I am planning to change to EXSS 
sport administration. I have an appointment             to change my major. I will only need EXSS    to complete the sport administration track. My grade in EXSS 

is a Do I still need to take ECON ? The issue with this is that my scholarship will only pay for 7 credit hours in the because that is all I need to graduate. I need 
EXSS to complete my major and RECR    to complete my minor which is a total of 6 credit hours. If I have to take E~ON- that will put me over 7 hours and I will have 
to pay for it. Is there any way I do not have to take ECON ? 
Hope all is well, 

PS- Thanks you for coming in and talk about this issue or I would have never known I would need to take ECON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN~DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live,nnc.edu>; @unc.edu; 

" ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edn~; ~live.unc.edu> 

Dr. Deborah Stmma~ 0heclub@unc.edu) 

CSBC Next meeting 

Hi Leaders. I am looking to put together a "Bulls, Hurricanes, and Railhawks" meeting before the semester ends. This panel will close us out for the year. 

Your thoughts before Tuesday noon. Thanks! 

Week of              ~? 

Or no meeting and end the semester with the Panthers? 

Dr. Stroman 

Explore. En~jage, ErapoWero 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~: CSBC Next tneeting 

;) 
Wilat is your PlD? 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSBC Next meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Week of the 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

4:35 PM 

definitely. I feel like the week of the will have poor attendance because of finals week and I will already be home for break! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:33 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Leaders. I am looking to put together a "Bulls, Hurricanes, and Railhawks" meeting before the semester ends. This panel will close us out for the 

year. 

Your thoughts before Tuesday noon. Thanks! 

Week of ? 
Or no meeting and end the semester with the Panthers? 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, PboD, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower° 
www.exssounc,edu 
3~.5 Woolle~ - CB #~700 

9~9,843,0336 

<image00l.jpg> 

"The best ability is availability," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:47 PM 

ttedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU <dstroman@email.nnc.edu> 

EXSS. ADD 

Hi Elizabeth. Big favor. Will you please add one of my favorites who can’t seem to find one open EXSS course? ;) 

He is an outstanding student and will be a pleasure in your course. Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Strorean, Ph,D, CLU 
E~lore, E~g~ge, Empower, 

w~,ex~,unc,ed u 

919,843,033~ 

"The best ability is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:49 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

1),22: Adding EXSS 

Thanks for your explanation!! I have been working with many of them trying to find the right language. ;) And boy do they get mad![ ;) 

d 

Do Oood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843.0336 

4:43 PM 
From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Adding EXSS 

This is the problem with Early College~ 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday; 4:41 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Adding EXSS 

Linfortunately, you have 7 more available semesters ~nd someone else may h~ve less semesters available to them. ~ can’t put you h~ fron~ o~: someone who 

actually has tess L~me to firfish thek’ major. Does that make sense? 

Maybe you can get ~nto classes next year. We RARELY have fys getth~g h~to any EXSS classes. 

Keep ~ooking,, you might just hit it when someone dropped ~t. 

Come by sornetirne and we can ta~k about your pT 

Sent~ Monday, 4:36 PN 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= Re: Adding EXSS 

I’m able to sNnd the full 4 years he~ but I Mready have all but ] of my gen eds done so spending ~no~ that 2 or 2.5 years he~ woMd be a waste of money. 

On at 4:31 PM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <~lyer~;email.~mc.edu> 

I sympathize with your dilemma. How many more semesters at UNC have you been given? 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 3:02 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Adding EXSS 
Hello Dr. Salyer, 

I’m a student in need of taking either one of your EXSS    lecture classes. I’m a first yeaJc BUT I am graduating 2 years early due to the fact that I already have 

over 60 credits flcom tmnstbr credit, so I am very crunched tbr time. I’m a EXSS mad Spanish double major ruth a minor in Medical Antl~roiyology plmming on going to 

physical therapy school. 

Thank you in advance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:38 PM 

ttinton, Reggie <hinton@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Outstanding CSBC bill 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks!! I appreciate you. ;) 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Nov 12, 2012, at 5:07 PM, "Hinton, Reggie" <hinton,~;emailamc~e&~ wrote: 

Dr. Stroman: 

Hello! I received this email from Malty, and I never charged you for this event. Since you said you’d be there, I just decided not to charge you. 
Have a great day~, 

D~rector, Facilities & Operations 

Ca~Tlpus Recreation, UNC Chapel H~II 

PH: 919.962.3301 EMAIL: i~.hinton~unc.edu 

F~m: Pomeran~, Martin R 
Sent: Wednesday, 20:2~ AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: ~_~D_~_~:_~J_~gJ_~D_~t)_~_=~J_~] I ~_~_~_th~[~g[~L_~D_G_¢~_~); ~_~D_G~_~; Hinton, Reggie 
Subject: RE: OuN~nding CSBC bill 

Deb: ~f you have ~:he orig~na~ ~nvok:e From Reggie, )~st haw? ~; check made payaMe ~:o: Campus Recreation, or, ~f the funds are in a SAR:} account you 

can do an account transfer from your accoun~ ~o Campus Recreation, acct. 

Let me know ~f you need further d~rection. Th~nks. Marry 

M~rtv Pomerantz, D~rector 

Campus r¢ecreation, CB 8~10 

I04 Student Recre~;~:~on CenteF 

UNO-Chape~ 

Chape~ Hi~l, NC 27599-8620 

{T} 919-962-2779, (F) 9:[9-962-3621 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Se~t: Tuesday, 7:49 PN 

To: Pomeran~, MarUn R 

Ce: ~kenaD-fiag~er~ unc ~edu) ~ ~kenan-fla~le[~uncedu); 9unc~edu 
Subject: OuN~nding CSBC bill 

Hi Marry. Our sponsorship check came in today. Please let me know how to complete this transaction. Thanks a~ain~ 

Carolina Sport Business Club 

Ropes experience 

debby 

IDeboral~ Lo Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 

............................................. 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

<imageOOLjpg> 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:12 PM 

Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@emaikunc.edu> 

Re: EXSS    ADD 

2nd year. He is a CSBC leader and will be fine with an upper level class. 

Thanks for the consideration. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_#__j__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__:_e__d___u_./ 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Hedgpeth>, Elizabeth Hedgpeth <._h___e__d__g#__e__t___h____@____e___m___a__!]_=__u___q_c__=_e___d___u_.> 

Date: Monday,                  6:09 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

This class is closed for minors until but :[ am keeping a waiting list. What year is he? e 

Elizabeth Hedgpeth, RN, EdD 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Sport Psychology 
103 Fetzer Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(o) 919-962-6214 
(c) 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, 
To; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G 

Co; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; EXSS    ADD 

Ambition is the path to success. 
Persistence is the vehicle you 
arrive in. Wm. Eardley IV 

4:47 PM 

Hi Elizabeth. Big favor. Will you please add one of my favorites who can’t seem to find one open EXSS course? ;) 

He is an outstanding student and will be a pleasure in your course. Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L Stror~an, Ph,D. GLU 
E~p~ore. EncJa~3~, E~npowero 
~n/vw,exss, unc.ed u 
3~5 W~Je~ - C~ #8700 

929,843,033~ 

"The best abifity is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 9:00 AM 

DeSimone, Jo~ph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

B97E55A0-AC15-41 F7-80EF-7F57503CA734141 ].png 

Thanks Joe. Is it possible for me to sit in on the session when receive faculU feedback? 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 9:39 PM, "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone(a)~email.uuc.edu-* wrote: 

Slide 18 needs to say "paxtner" instead of"force" below 

Slide 23 says "force" 

And I think Debbie hit the na),l on the head ruth "pea~tner’’.. 

I like the slides for my intro as shown in the attached.., and I plan to use the inclusive words judith used today to describe the last slide... I tNnk tNs roll 

work well.. 

Also, I am back on "the schedule tbr the BOT meeting (apparently Gov Martin is not yet ready... )... so I can’t meet then ruth you 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

http://www,kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

<B97E55A0-AC15--41 F7-80EF-.7F57503CA734141] p~g>FOl~ow me on Twitter 

From: ~_~ _e___n___a___n__~ _f_[_a__g J__e___r :__u___n___c_ :__e___d___u_. > 

Date: Monday, 12:43 PM 

To: Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>,                                  @kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, 

pgmail.com>, Paul Friga <Paul Friga@kenan-rlagler.anc.edu>, "Napier, Mary E" <rnnapier@email.unc.edu>, Joseph 

DeSimone <desimone~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

Hi everyone- 

I wanted to send out a deck with a few changes from our consulting meeting. 

Joe -we’ve added slides 4 -8 to help you frame the national context discussion. We are together as a complete consulting team on Wednesday and 

Thursday from 9a-12p. Let us know what times work for you to join. We can also schedule time outside of that if that’s better for you. 

and I are all going to think about and recraft the initiative prioritization discussion and come with ideas about how to restructure 

that section. 

Paul - Please provide general or specific comments as you see fit. I’d like to do some thinking about this before we get together on Wednesday. 

Thanks all, 

<KIPE External Advisory Committee DeSimone Intro SLides.pptx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1@;: EXSS 

Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, Explor~:~. Empow,~r. 

919~843~0336 

From: @gmail.com [maJlto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Soi~, Dr. Stroman~ I’ve dropped ~ class so it should work now. 

Tha~s, 

On Mon, at 1:45 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro,@x~nc.edu> wrote: 

Hi You can"t be added ut~tiJ you ~trop a 

Dr. Sttoman 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Strom~n, Ph.D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter" - 

L ~The journey is the rew~rd. Chinese Proverb 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:~ PH 
To: 
Su~je¢~ RE: EXSS 

Hi ~ood to hear [rom you. Thank you for your h~ter’est in en~repreneursh~p. I w~l~ enr’o~l you ~n the course~ 

Dr. Sttornan 

Do Good. 

Deborrd~ L, Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

919.843.0996 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s mare dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdeat~ous stupidit%" 

F~m: .@gt~JJ:_g9_~ [mailto: ~fj~)~_[[:~_g~] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Thursday, 11:34 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stromm~, 

TNs is - I w~ in your Intm to Spo~ Admin class last . I am loo~ng to ~ke ~ elective ne~ semester a~d ~m interested in t~ng EXSS I 

want to pursue a cm~er in the s~ indus., and I think this class would ~ helpful in preNdng me for that. lfthere aze o~n s~ts, please let me ~ow what I need to 

do to enroll in the coupe. 

Tha~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:26 PM 

Ernestine Taylor < @triad.rr.com>; Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Bio 

Thanks. I will receive final confirmatior~ on this date from my team by tomorrow at noon. 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

F~m= Ernestine Taylor [ma~lto:       @triad,rr,com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:57 AM 

To~ Kiel, David 
¢e~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Bio 

Hi David 

Thanks for a prompt response. 

Attached is a bio. You may use part or all of the bio. 

I have December 11 (12 noon to 2:00) as a potential date for our meeting. 

HAPPY THANKSGIVING ~ 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:35 PM 

Petree, I,iz <lizApetree@unc.edu> 

I~E: November 19 Reception 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9"19,843,0336 

From: Petree, Liz 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 10:21 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: November 19 Reception 
Good morning, Deborah- 

Just checking to see if you cart send me a lisL t:or Monday’s reception so that I have art idea of numbers and can get nametags made. 

ket me know ~f you have any questions. 

Thanks so much[ 

kgz Pettee 

Offh::e o[ Urdver’s~tv Ew~nts 

UNC-- Chapel Ni~f 

9:].9~962.:].996 Office 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Senti Monday, November 05, 2012 11:29 AM 
To= Petree, Uz 
Subject= RE: November 19 Receptbn 
Thanks! We are sending out Lhe fina~ rsvp this week. I wi~ be ir~ Loach, 

debbV 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Petree, Liz 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 11:25 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; November 19 Reception 

Hi, Deborah- 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Petree, Liz 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:29 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: November 19 Reception 
Thanks, Debby-- glad to know we have 17 people, and thanks t:or the names. Please pass afong the directions I sent to you if anyone of these guests need them. 

K you have any questions, p~ease ~et me know. 

Best, 

kk Petree 

Offh::e of Urdver’s~tv Events 

UNC-- Chapel Ni~f 

919.962.1996 Office 

Ce~ 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:22 PN 
To~ Petree, Uz 
Sabject= RE: November 19 Reception 

Ni Uz. Nere’s our fist. Thanks[ 

de~y 

Do Good, 

k’ngu~Te, Expt,~re, 

9:19.843.0336 



I am checking in on the reception at the Chancellor’s house on Monday, November 19, at 6:00pm. Do you have a list for that yet? I’d like to get nametags made. 

Just to be sure that everyone knows how to get to Quail Hill, I am including directions for you to share with attendees below. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Liz 

I)i~’ec[io~s to Quail 

~Pfe~,se folfow thence directions ci~re[Ldly, ~,s (~PS device~ arid mapp~n~i web~ke~ are ofl:en ~ncorrect when k~catin~[ 

Qua~ H~i~ ~s located off oF campus on Raleigh Roi~d, r~ex~ ~:o d~e UNC Genera~ Administration Buik~ir~g. 

Froth 

~--40 West to exi~ 273~ / Eas~ ~o ex~ 273. 

Risht of~ ramp onto ~-Iwy 54 for ~ m~les~ 

Pass under Hwy ~5-50t br~se. 

Tske second ~eft hlto a private 

Follow psrkin~ 

From C~mpus: 

Take South Ro~d, head~n~ away from campus 

Afl:er you cross Country C~ub Road, So~.d:h Road ~urns ~n~:o ~fhway 54!Raleigh Ro~d 

Ge~: ~nto ~e ri~h~: ~ru~, ~en afl:er app’,<. ~ mile 

Turn right ~nEo d~e driveway di~ec[~y ~efore the UNC Gene~a~ ~dmin~stration building. 

The~e ~s s s~n that says ~’F’rivsEe D~ve" and large bou~ders on esch s~e o~ [he drive. 

Follow the parMng s~ns to the ps~kin~ Io[ on d~e ~e~t hand side of the house. 

Liz Petree 

Office of University Events 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

9~9.962.~996 Office 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:41 PM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

omcghee@e~nail.unc.edu; H~xmmetL Victoria LaFrieda <vhammeN~!e~nail.unc.edu>; Verita Murrill <verita murrill@unc.edu>; Littlejolm, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; Campbell, Laasry (lecam~!e~nail.unc.edu); Pe~m, Ann E <~Jmpenn@e~nail.unc.edu>; Nixon, 

Dom~a L <dnixon@email.unc.edus,; overton@!psafe~.unc.edu; Watldns, Debra <watldnsd@!etnail.unc.edu>; (MNn, Latoya 
<poolelm@email.unc.edu>; rbea~’@unc.edu; Winr~ Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R 
<diane.webster@unc.edu>; mgbumey@northcarolina.edu; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu--; Malone, Brenda Richardson 

<brenda malone@unc.edu> 

Giving Thanks! Directions 

Thanks for your interest in sharing a special time with Caucus members and Chancellor Holden Thorp and his wife, 

~irections to Quail 

*Please follow I:hese direcl:h:~ns (:areft~lty, as GPS devices asd mspping webs~tes are o[ten ~ncorrect when k)cs[:ing Qua~ 

QuaJ~ HH~ is located o~:f of campus on R3leigh Road, next to the UNC Genera~ A~m]niskrat]on 

b40 West to exit 273~/East to exit 

Rig~t off: ramp onto Hwy 54 for 3 miles, 

Psss under Hwy :].5~50I bridge. 

Take second ~eft ~nto a p~vate 

Follow parkin~ 

ra~e South Road, heading away From c~mpus 

A~ter you cross Cout~try Ch.~b Roi~g, South Road turns ~nto H~ghwi~y ~4/Ri~h~t~gh Road 

Get ~nEo the ~ight ~ane, then ~l~er appx, ~.S mite 

Turn ~£ht ~nto the dr~vewav directly be~:ore the UNC Gene~a] Administration 

The~e ~s a s~gn [h~t ssys "Private DHve" and large bou~Sers on eac~ s~de of the drive. 

Follow [he parMng s~gns to the paddng lot on the ]efE hand side o1: the house~ 

1 Thessalonians 5:1g 

Regards, 

Deborah L 5trojan, Ph,D, CLU 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

©~rolin~ Bl~ck C~ucus 542 with t~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 3:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

EXSS advising 

What Cam I Do With a Major in EXSS Phys Thempy.pdf; EXSS Experiential Education.pdf 

Hang in there! ;) 
Dr. Stroman 
Deborah L, S~roman, Ph.O, CLU 

Chapel Nill~ NC 27599 

"The best abifit~, is availability’." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:26 PM 

~ken~- flagler.unc 

(@gmail.com>; ~live.unc.edu>; .~!live.unc.edu>; 

~unc .edu;                             ~,@liv e .unc .edu) 

CSBC Meeting 

Thanks ]:or your reminder! No, I haven’t spoken to him but will reach ouL tomorrow. 
Let’s get a flyer drafted, can you please work with ,? 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

3:53 PM 
From; 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To; Stroman, Deborah L; " 
Subject:        CSBC Meeting 

Dear Dr. Stroman and Myles, 

Regarding Mr. Sturner’s visit to campus on , I contacted the EXSS department and they said Fetzer :109 is unavailable but we can hold the meeting in 

Fetzer :106 instead, which holds 68 people. Will this be big enough? Also, have you contacted Mr. Sturner since we last spoke, Dr. Stroman? I haven’t heard 

anything from him. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:31 PM 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

I~: Posters 

Thanks     ! Let’s schedule a tirne to chat about YOU and your academic ~ourney, ;) 
I teach MWF at 9:00 a.m, Tuesdays and Wednesdays are best. 
Do Good~ 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

9:26 AlVl 
Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Posters 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

David Theby from the marketing department handed me a stack of UNC Football posters to deliver to you. I think he said you requested them for some 

alumni function or something, but I’m not really sure. Hopefully you know what they are for. You weren’t in your office this morning so I left them on the chair 

outside of your office. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Always Im~ovating for You 

Hi      Here’s the sysLem I use for t:ree conference calling~ ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s m~re dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consde~t~ous stupidity." 

F~m= FreeConferenceCall.com [mailto:no-reply@newscontrol.freeconferencecall.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 9:21 AN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Always Innovating for You 

:~: :;::: 5h,;: : ::::::. d;,:~::::~ h :::;:~ ::;h:::; v :., :~ , : ,;:: k:::: her~ 

.~i FreeO°n feren ceCa IlL°g° i.~.i FreeConferenceCallLogo 

StartNeeting Offers Conference Calls with Screen Sharinq 
[~:: s.L-,,~’~.-,~ ~:-,:-; ,:,.~:~-: ~.~-.:-:~,.~ Sta~ttVfeeting affows you to Share E~etter at a fraction of the cost! Star±l~eeting is a new audio 

and web conferencing service that Jncorporates state-of-.U~e-.art features ~nclud~ng screen 

shadng; easy~to-use meeting recording; and a customizaNe online Neeting Wail. 

StartNee[ing is offering customers the audio and web service for significantly LESS than similar 

serdces. Prices For screen sharing s~art a~ $~.9.95 ~oer month For a 50 participant caioacibi. This 

is compared to $39 for :~5 participants at GoToHeeting and $49 for 2~ participants at WebEx. 

For more information, visi~ 

Ne~ Sta~t~eeti~ grudge: C~oud-Based Presentations available anyplace, anytime. C:~ate a presentation with audio and 

desktop content, and share ~t v~a email or upload to the web for the world to see ~ All for Free. 

Ne~ Out~eek I~teg~atie~a; Download the Outlook p]ugdn from our s~te and schedule your meetings using your Outlook 

scheduler (W~ndows only, [~lac comin~ soon). 

C~e~a-Ba~d Retarding: User-fliendly simultaneous recording of screen sharing and audio meetings, and files can be 

shared v~a Facebook and other platforms G,~Tindows and P1ac). 

p~afform ~ A~ wi~h a dedicated access number. 

Bed,�ate8 Neet~ Q’e~e~t~l~: Uil~ke some other audio/web services, SN~Heethqg hosts are given exclusive credentials 

to set up their meetings ~hat never change. 

$¢~ee~ S~ar~n~: Unlimited screen sharhqg of content. Subscriptions are offered with 50, 200~ 500, and ~.~000 pa~icipant 

capadt~es. 

Nee~g ~al~ Customize ~t with colors, ~ogos, prone p~ures, and upload files or I~nks that suppo~ ~he online meeting 

(w~thout ema~ing ~he documents). 



A~ldig Web Ce~:r~s; Hate, lock, identify or disconnect a caller; enter lecture mode (one-way voice communication); and 

hold Q&A Sessions with participants, 

~lee~i~g IRecerdl~g~ Users can record all screen sharing and audio meetings and keep a ~le o1: these meetings to be shared 

via Facebook and other ptatfornss. 

hold music and gre@;ing ]:or parl;icipants entering 1;he conference~ 

We have Pho~se and A~@ok] Apps to give you dh~ect access to your accoun~! V~s~% %he App S~ore to ~earn more, 

Keeping ~t free - an~ respecting your privacy - s~nce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 4:56 PM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

~triad.rr.cotn 

RE: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 

UNC-CBC Negotiation Workshop Overview.docx 

Hi David, H~:_~re is the revised document with my edits. lh~mks, 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 6:07 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~tfiad.rr.com 

Subject: FW: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 
Importance: High 
I will ask Laura Czerwrwinsky in my office to work this into a flier for the group using the template we developed for the .lane Tucker tucker workshop. I can’t meet on the 10th 
however, because a meeting of a group I am working with has just settled on that date for its final session. So, perhaps Debby could see who she can get to join us on the 
llth. 

Debby can you get a represen~Live group together for lunch 12-2 on that day, Dec. 1i? if not, I guess we will have to find another time. Is the description attached good for 

your purposes? Can you send it out to invitees as a preliminary description of what we want to discuss with them and Earnestine? 

I think the purpose of the Dec. 11 meeting is to discuss the issues and situations that members of the group think this workshop might address, so as to guide the development 
of relevant cases, and for Earnestine to get a feel for where the group is "coming from," and to generate some advance interest in the program. 

The CFE can cater in-lunch for Dec. 11 and we can meet in our conference room (I will reserve today) in the basement of Wilson library. I am thinking 5-7 people plus the 
three of us. 

Earnestine, can you please send Debby and me the big you want Lo use to introduce yourself on Dec, 11 and for this workshop. I think we had one but I can’t find it for some 
reason in my computer this morning. 

Thanks to everyone 

Best, David 

From: Ernestine Taylor        @triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 10:55 PM 

To: Kiei, David 
Subject: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 

Hi David 

Attached is a draft of the proposed workshop for African-American faculty and staff. 

If the basic purpose of the workshop is to develop negotiation skills, the format would be as follow: 

Self-lnsight and EQ skills: Participants would complete MBTI (self-scoring version). This enables them to become more self-aware and make needed 

adjustment in own behavior; and, become aware of his/her feelings. 

Key elements of Negotiation: Review BATNA and Anchoring models, which helps in preparation for a negotiation. 

Will also complete a self-assessment, Thomas Kilmann-Conflict Mode Instrument. Designed to assess a person’s behavior in conflict situations. Participants 

will create their own brie~conflict vignettes prior to workshop. 

Review and discuss case studies (faculty and staff). Participants will be asked to write/share own case 

Practice negotiating 

Will need the assistance of the focus group to write case studies unique to African-American Faculty and staff. I currently have one case. However, I believe that 

the non-specific cases are also very useful and informative. Will continue to use some of those case studies. 

For planning purposes, please confirm either December 10 or 11 for our focus ~roup meeting. Currently planning my December calendar. 

Hope this is helpful. 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:43 PM 

~wmgllc.com> 

~unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Business School Com~ection TODAY 

Thanks          I think we should look to do at least one formal joint rneeting in the spring, if you atl could come up with a list ot: the top three speakers you’d 

like to have come on campus, that wou~d be greatl 

Abo, ~et me know your thoughts on a case study competition. We have one each year at our CSR~ conference with grad and undergrad competitions. We 

love to have a team flx)m ~(~:BS parl:h::~pateH 

http:i!csdconference.orgiindex.htrnl 

Dr. Strornan 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

_~wmgllc,com] 
10:39 AM 

From-" 

Sent-" Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc-" 
Subject; RE: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks so much for inviting us to Jamie t(err’s t:alk. Unfortunat:ely t was in class all day so f couldn"t attend, but I sent the information out to the members of our 

club so hopefully we had some representsL~on there. 

On another note, ~’m gok~g to meet with next week to discuss ways our clubs can work together. Thanks again for putting us in touch, and we will 

let you know what we come up w~th. 

Thanks again and ]hope you had a nice weekend~ 

Best, 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [mailto;dstro@qnqedu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:12 AM 
To-" 
C:c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

Hi         . Jamie Kerr is speaking to some of our grad students at :1:00 p.m. in Woollen (sport administration suite - first floor). We are inviting you and other 

MBA Club students to come over have pizza and chat with him. 

Thanks for sharing with your peers. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On , at 6:00 PM, ~wmgllc.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. S~:rornarb 

~nformat~on you have a~out the speaker tomorrow from AT&T. 

Thanks againl 

~unc.edu), so you (:an send rne any 

From-" 

Sent." Thursday, 9:35 AN 
To-" ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject." RE: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

It was a pleasure meeting you yesterday at the Business of Sport event at Fuqua. I’m hoping we can organize a similar event at Kenan-Flagler later this 

year or next year. At the very least, Fd like to hold a small case competition with Wasserman (like the one they’re doing with Fuqua students in a few 

weeks) -o~)en to undergrads, the M MS program and the Bush~ess School- maybe sorne~m~e ~n March? ~"~ work w~th as you suggested, to see 

ff we can set something I~ke this up 

]n the mesntk~e, I wanted Lo follow up to ~et some additional details about the speaker you’re hav~ng ~n your class tomorrow. We’d love to meet 

w~th him/her ff ~t works w~th our schedule. 

Thanks so mucM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:44 PM 

Southa]l, Richa:cd Michael <southall@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Business School Com~ection TODAY 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

5:43 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To-" 

Subject-" RE: UNC B~Jsiness School Connection TODAY 

Thanks          I think w~-’_~ should k)ok to do at least one formal ]omt m~-_~eting in the q:~ring, tf you all could cofYH:_! up with a list of the top three speakers you’d 

like to have come on campus, that woukt be great[ 

gtso, iet me know your’ thoughts on a case study compet~t~om We have one each year at our CSR[ conference with grad and undergrad competitions. We 

love to have a team from KFBS part~dpate~ 

http:!icsr[conference.orB/index.html 

Dr, 

Do Oood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

t~wmcj!!c,com] 
10:39 AM 

From-" 

Sent-" Tuesday, 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 

S,,bject-" RE: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

Hi Dr~ Stroman, 

Thanks so much for inviting us to .Jamie Kerfs talk~ Unfortunately I was in class all day so I couldn’t attend, but I sent the h~format~on out to the members of our 

club so hopefully we had some representatkm there. 

On another note, I’m goh~g to meet w~l:h ne>:t week to discuss ways our clubs can work together Thanks again for putting us ~n touch, and we 

let you know what we come up with. 

Thanks again and [ hope you had a nice weekend[ 

Best, 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [.__m___a_!Lt__o_2_d___s_t__r_9_@__u___n__c_=e__c_Lu_] 
Sent-" Friday, 9:22 AM 
To-" 
C¢-" ; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

Hi          Jamie Kerr is speaking to some of our grad students at 1:00 p.m. in Woollen (sport administration suite - first floor). We are inviting you and other 

MBA Club students to come over have pizza and chat with him. 

Thanks for sharing with your peers. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 6:00 PM, ~wmgllc.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

won’t be at Wasserman tomorrow, so f want~:_~d to make sure you have my UNC ema~l address 

~nformation you hi, re about the speaker tomorrow flom AT&T. 

Thsnks agairfi 

~gunc.edu), so you can s~-_m d me any 

From-" 

Sent-" Thursday, 9:35 AM 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject-" RE: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr, Stroman, 

it was a pleasure meeting you yesterday at the Business of Sport event at Fuqua. I’m hoping we can organize a similar event at I<enan-F~ag~er ~ater th~s 

year or next year. At the very ~east, Fd like to ho~d a small case cornpetkion w~th Wssserman {~ke the one they’re doing w~th Fuqua students in a few 

weeks) ---open to undergrads, the M MS program and the Bus~ness School---maybe sometime ~n      ? lq~ work w~th        as you suggested, to see 



it we c~n s~H: sornethin~ like this up. 

In the r~eantime, I wanted to follow up Lo get sortie additional details about the speaker you’re hav~n~ ~n your class Lor~orrow~ We’d love to meet 

w~th him/her H: ~t works w~th our schedule. 

Thanks so much~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:08 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow-up from Brunch on 

Hi          Thanks so much for your follow up. I look forward to meeting with you. Let’s connect after 

Wednesdays. Please send me a few dates and options for you. 

Dr. Stroman 

I teach MWF at 9:00 a.m. My best days are Tuesdays and 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p__~!_!_e___x__s__s_:_~_n___c_:_e___d__L_]i 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: @_[!_v_.e__:._u_..n_ c_.= ~__d_.u_. > 

Date: Tuesday, 8:25 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Follow-up from Brunch on 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I had the pleasure of meeting you at the Sunday Brunch hosted by the UNC School of Journalism. We only spoke briefly but I do 

recall you men~cioning that~you are a member of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated. As your schedule permits, I would appreciate the opportunity to meet with 

you and converse further. Please let me know if this is a possibility. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:09 PM 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; _~live.unc.edu>; 

Re: Nov 26th CSBC Meeting 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu> 

Thanks Fetzer 106 is fine. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~til reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, 7:27 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc:                              @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>,                        @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re:         CSBC Meeting 

@live.unc.edu>, 

Of course, if you have a bio and a headshot I’ll start putting it together. Would it be at 5:00 or 5:30? 

I’II make sure to email it to you when l’m finished as well. 

Thanks, 

@live.unc.edu>, 

On Tue, at 4:25 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for your reminded No, I haven’t: spoken to hff~ but w~l[ reach out: tomorrow. 

Let’s ~et a fiver drafted~ can you please work w~th ? 

Dr. Stroman 

])o Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; 

Subject:        CSBC Meeting 

3:53 PM 
@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 

Dear Dr. Stroman and 

Regarding Mr. Sturner’s visit to campus on I contacted the EXSS department and they said Fetzer 109 is unavailable but we can hold the meeting in Fetzer 106 

instead, which holds 68 people. Will this be big enough? Also, have you contacted Mr. Sturner since we last spoke, Dr. Stroman? I haven’t heard anything from him. 

Thanks, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Blog Posts 

Thanks No need to print. Have a great trip! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 7:20 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.d__s_.t__r_.o_ . .@_ _ 9_ O_ _c_ _._ _e_ . .d_ .u_> 
Subject: Blog Posts 

Professor Stroman, 

I will not be in class tomorrow because I am leaving for Virginia tonight with the managers. I have attached my blog comments as well as my blog post on 

college basketball. I can bring you hard copies on Friday if you would like. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:15 PM 

@portergaud.org> 

Re: SAL meeting 

H . Your room is flat. I have another meeting, but if my schedule changes I will drop by! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iie×ss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality i.~ ~efine~, progress is impossible." 

From: @porterF~,aud.org> 

Date: Tuesday, 6:54 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: SAL meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We will be having a SAL meeting this Thursday in Woolen 303 at 7pm. Our speaker will be presenting on Professional Development! I hope that you will be able to stop by for a 

little bit. Also, are class rooms in Woollen flat or tiered? I look forward to corresponding with you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:34 PM 

@duke.edu> 

@gmail.com 

Re: student advising question 

Hi. Your son should contact me (or Dr. Salyer) for an appointment to discuss his situation. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

"until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: @duke.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 9:28 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: ~gmail.com" @gmail.com> 

Subject: -student advising question 

Dear Dr. Stroman: 

My son             is a sophomore in the sports administration track of Exercise and Sports Science. He is having trouble registering for any of the 100 or 200 level 
required courses for spring semester. Can you offer any guidance on how to get into these classes so that he can stay on schedule with the graduation requirements, or 
alternate courses he might consider that would supplement his undergraduate program in sports administration? I admit he has been frustrated with the general education 
advising he has received so far and the registration process. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:36 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: adding your classes 

You too! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday 3:53 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_s_t__r_o.__@___u__n_.£._..e_d__u.> 

Subje~: RE: adding your classes 

Thank you so much Dr. Stroman! 
If l do not see you before, I hope you have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 
See you soon, 

Emaik ~,live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@qnc,edq] 
Sent: Tue~dav 6:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: adding your classes 

Will do, Thanks! 

Review the ~l:l:ac:hed and st~rl: brains~:orrning two possible topics of interest. We need to haw~ th~s Form corn~eted by the end of the semester. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, St~*oman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,q~,q~, g~plor’~, E’mpower. 
9119,8~3,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more daRgerous thaR a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

10:24 AM 
From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: adding your classes 

Hi Dr. ~troman! 

I hope you are having a great day! I wanted to e-mail you about adding the business ventures in sport, and personal study with you for next 

semester. Connectcarolina will not allow me to add your classes without your c~nsent. VVhenever you have a spare moment, if you could add me, I 

would really appreciate it. Thank you again for everything, and l look forward to next semester! 

My PID is: 

All the best. 

E ma il ~_[i._v_#_=.u__n_c__~#d_p. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday 11:48 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~: Enrollment in EXSS 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday: 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su[~ject: RE: Enrolhnent in EXSS 

11:37 AM 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I have dropped a class so you should be able to enroll me in the course now. 
Best, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill ~hve.unc.edu i mobile 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc edu] 
Sent: Monday 1:50 PM 
Tc 
SubJect: RI~: [~nrollment in EXS~ 

H I can’t enroll you because you have a time conflict. Please advise. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroraan, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
Twitter - @drstroman 

"The j ourncy is the reward." Chinese Proverb 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:43 PM 
To: 
Sul~iect: RE: Enrollment in EXS5 

H Thaaks for your interest in entrepreneurship. I will enroll you in the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:35 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Enrolhnent m EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

I hope that you are doing ~vell I am interested in taking your EXSS    class next semester I am really interested in taking a class that is about sports business and I feel like this would be a 
really great class for me to take Please let me if there are open spots and if it ~vould be possible for me to e~oll in the class. 



~est 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:49 AM 

Ernesfine Taylor @triad.rr.com> 

1),22: Proposed Negotiation wofl~skop 

Hi David. The date is fine. Please send me the revised flyer and I will distribute accordingly. 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Pb,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidity." 

F~m: Ernestine Taylor [ma~lto:,      @triad,rr,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20~2 11:29 AN 

To: Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 

David 

Thanks for keeping me in the ~oo~. Sounds gre~t. 

E rn est~n e 

F~m~ Kiel, David 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:04 AM 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 

S~ject: RE: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 
Debby, ThaBks. Once you have a list of a~endees for the focus group ~ will work what you and EamestiBe have sent into aB a~ractive dra~ flier (Laura Cze~ins~ in my office 
is ve~ good at this) which ~ propose could be a depa~ure point for discussion with the focus group. ~ will send each of you a copy of the flier and a dra~ agenda for the focus 
group session and when you are comfo~able with what we have, ~ will send out to your list of a~endees along with directions ~ our conference room which has been 
rescued. Does this sound dght to you both? David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 4:56 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
@triad.rr.com 

Subject: RE: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 

Hi David, Mere is the revised document with my edits, Thanks. 
debb¥ 
Do Good, 
Deborat~ L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Enga~Te, ,~;xpfor¢, Empow~r, 
9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 6:07 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
(~triad.rr.com 

Subject: FW: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 
Importance: High 
I will ask Laura Czerwrwinsky in my office to work this into a flier for the group using the template we developed for the Jane Tucker tucker workshop. I can’t meet on the 10th 
however, because a meeting of a group I am working with has just settled on that date for its final session. So, perhaps Debby could see who she can get to join us on the 
llth. 

Debby can you get a representative group together for lunch i2-2 on that day, Dec. i17 if not, I guess we will have to find another time. Is the description attached good for 
your purposes? Can you send it out to invitees as a preliminary description of what we want to discuss with them and Earnestine? 

I think the purpose of the Dec. 11 meeting is to discuss the issues and situations that members of the group think this workshop might address, so as to guide the development 
of relevant cases, and for Earnestine to get a feel for where the group is "coming from," and to generate some advance interest in the program. 

The CFE can cater in-lunch for Dec. 11 and we can meet in our conference room (I will reserve today) in the basement of Wilson library. I am thinking 5-7 people plus the 
three of us. 

Earnestine, can you please send Debby and me the bio you want to use to introduce yourself on Dec, 11 and for this workshop, I think we had one but I can’t find it for some 
reason in my computer this morning, 

Thanks to everyone 

Best, David 

From: Ernestine Taylor        @triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 10:55 PM 

To: Kiel, David 



Subject-" Proposed Negotiation worhskop 

Hi David 

Attached is a draft of the proposed workshop for African-American faculty and staff. 

If the basic purpose of the workshop is to develop negotiation skills, the format would be as follow: 

Self-Insight and EQ skills: Participants would complete MBTI (self-scoring version). This enables them to become more self-aware and make needed 

adjustment in own behavior; and, become aware of his/her feelings. 

Key elements of Negotiation: Review BATNA and Anchoring models, which helps in preparation for a negotiation. 

Will also complete a self-assessment, Thomas Kilmann-Conflict Mode Instrument. Designed to assess a person’s behavior in conflict situations. Participants 

will create their own brie~f conflict vignettes prior to workshop. 

Review and discuss case studies (faculty and staff). Participants will be asked to write/share own case 

Practice negotiating 

Will need the assistance of the focus group to write case studies unique to African-American Faculty and staff. I currently have one case. However, I believe that 

the non-specific cases are also very useful and informative. Will continue to use some of those case studies. 

For planning purposes, please confirm either December 10 or ~L:I for our focus group meeting. Currently planning my December calendar. 

Hope this is helpful. 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:49 AM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.e&~ 

1),22: Proposed Negotiation wofl~skop 

Hi David. The date is fine. Please send me the revised flyer and I will distribute accordingly. 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Pb,D, CLU 

939.843.0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous 

F~m: Ernestine Taylor [ma~ltc        ~triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20~2 11:29 AN 

To: Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 

David 

Thanks for keeping me in the ~oo~, Sounds gre~t. 

E rn est~n e 

F~m~ Kiel, David 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:04 AM 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 

S~ject: RE: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 
Debby, Thanks. Once you have a list of a~endees for the focus group ~ will work what you and EamestiBe have sent into aB a~ractive dra~ flier (Laura Cze~ins~ in my office 
is ve~ good at this) which ~ propose could be a depa~ure point for discussion with the focus group. ~ will send each of you a copy of the flier and a dra~ agenda for the focus 
group session and when you are comfo~able with what we have, ~ will send out to your list of a~endees along with directions ~ our conference room which has been 
rese~ed. Does this sound dght to you both? David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 4:56 PM 
To: gi~=l r)~vid 

Co:        ~triad.rr.com 
Subject: RE: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 

Hi David, Mere is the revised document with my edits. Thanks. 
debb¥ 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Enga~Te, ,~;xp~or¢, Empow~r, 
9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 6:07 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
l(.~triad.rr.com 

Subject: I=W: Proposed Negotiation worhskop 
Importance: High 
I will ask Laura Czerwrwinsky in my office to work this into a flier for the group using the template we developed for the Jane Tucker tucker workshop. I can’t meet on the 10th 
however, because a meeting of a group I am working with has just settled on that date for its final session. So, perhaps Debby could see who she can get to join us on the 
llth. 

Debby can you get a representative group together for lunch i2-2 on that day, Dec. i17 if not, I guess we will have to find another time. Is the description attached good for 
your purposes? Can you send it out to invitees as a preliminary description of what we want to discuss with them and Earnestine? 

I think the purpose of the Dec. 11 meeting is to discuss the issues and situations that members of the group think this workshop might address, so as to guide the development 
of relevant cases, and for Earnestine to get a feel for where the group is "coming from," and to generate some advance interest in the program. 

The CFE can cater in-lunch for Dec. 11 and we can meet in our conference room (I will reserve today) in the basement of Wilson library. I am thinking 5-7 people plus the 
three of us. 

Earnestine, can you please send Debby and me the bio you want to use to introduce yourself on Dec, 11 and for this workshop. I think we had one but I can’t find it for some 
reason in my computer this morning. 

Thanks to everyone 

Best, David 

From: Ernestine Taylor        ~triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 10:55 PM 

To: Kiel, David 



Subject-" Proposed Negotiation worhskop 

Hi David 

Attached is a draft of the proposed workshop for African-American faculty and staff. 

If the basic purpose of the workshop is to develop negotiation skills, the format would be as follow: 

Self-Insight and EQ skills: Participants would complete MBTI (self-scoring version). This enables them to become more self-aware and make needed 

adjustment in own behavior; and, become aware of his/her feelings. 

Key elements of Negotiation: Review BATNA and Anchoring models, which helps in preparation for a negotiation. 

Will also complete a self-assessment, Thomas Kilmann-Conflict Mode Instrument. Designed to assess a person’s behavior in conflict situations. Participants 

will create their own brie~f conflict vignettes prior to workshop. 

Review and discuss case studies (faculty and staff). Participants will be asked to write/share own case 

Practice negotiating 

Will need the assistance of the focus group to write case studies unique to African-American Faculty and staff. I currently have one case. However, I believe that 

the non-specific cases are also very useful and informative. Will continue to use some of those case studies. 

For planning purposes, please confirm either December 10 or ~L:I for our focus group meeting. Currently planning my December calendar. 

Hope this is helpful. 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11: 50 AM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: CBC -- Blast fro,n the past! 

Great to hear t:rom you! I will call you. 

I never deleted you from any lists. In fact, I cringe because I send you so much. ??? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.O. CL!J 

F~m= Jones, Shandra [mailto:ShandraDones@kenan-flag~er.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:16 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject= CBC -- Blast from the past~ 

Hey there, DebNe!! Gosh, I feel as if I haven’t seen you and the team in ages! How are you???! I am doing fine. 

I am emailing about membership payments. I have been getting the online membership payment/registration confirmations from the website. I still save them in 

my membership folder, but I haven’t been sending you all an updated list. I know you said previously that the team would take care of these, but let me know if 

you need anything from me on this at all. Also, I just cleaned off my desk and have three (3) physical checks that were sent to me for membership dues from: 

Whitney R. Robinson (dated 9/10/2012), Fatimah Jackson (10/5/2012), and Vickie Suggs (10/17/2012). I can deposit these checks into the account tomorrow at SECU, 

but again, let me know if you need anything more from me. 

Oh! Last thing, I don’t get any Caucus emails anymore. ® Can I be added back to the distribution list? 

Best wishes, Shandra 

Shandra Jones ¯ Associate Director. MBA Admissions. UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ 919.962.0558 ¯ fax 919.962.0898 ¯ 

t:i~:~ndra i~~~,::~@~,~.,’r~¢.e,:i~.,’. ,...’,.",...’,."w.i<~:,~ar’.,.f::.:@,~R~.:~~c ~:,~.: 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:58 AM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-~ 

FW: CBC -- Blast from the l~st! 

Hi OJ. Can you please remove Shandra from the membership confirmations? {as per her note) Replace with Nakenge. 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, S~r{~man, Ph,D. CLU 

919.84&0336 

"NotNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and co~sdenfious stupidiN/’ 

F~m= Jones, Shandra [mailto:ShandraDones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent= Wednesday, November 14, 2012 ll:16 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= CBC -- Blast from the past~ 
Hey there. Debbie!! Gosh. I feel as if I haven’t seen vou and the team in ooes! How are vou???! I am doin~ fine. 

I am emailing about membership payments. I have been getting the online membership payment/registration confirmations from the website. I still save them in 

my membership folder, but I haven’t been sending you all an updated list. I know you said previously that the team would take care of these, but let me know if 

you need anything from me on this at all. Also, I just cleaned off my desk and have three (3) physical checks that were sent to me for membership dues from: 

Whitney R. Robinson (dated 9/10/2012), Fatimah Jackson (10/5/2012), and Vickie Suggs (10/17/2012). I can deposit these checks into the account tomorrow at SECU, 

but again, let me know if you need anything more from me. 

Oh! Last thing, I don’t get any Caucus emails anymore. ® Can I be added back to the distribution list? 

Best wishes, Shandra 

Shandra Jones ¯ Associate Director. MBA Admissions. UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ 919.962.0558 ¯ fax 919.962.0898 ¯ 

t:i~:~r~dra i~~~,::~@h~.,’r~&~,2i~.,’, vvvvw.i<~:,~ar’.,.f::.:@,~~.:~~c ~:,~.: 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 12:36 PM 

Prentice, William E Jr <prentice@email.unc.edu> 

1~9;: FYI 

You ~re so sweet! Slay et~courage~ 

Hugs, 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843.0SS6 

F~m~ Prentice, W~llbm g Jr [ma~lto: prent~ce~ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesdag, November 14, 2012 12:33 PN 
To~ EXSS FaculN List 
Subject= [exss-facul~] ~ 
In an effo~ ~ save time in the Facull~ meetin~ this afternoon 

You are curremly subscribed to exss-thcnlty as: ds~romaa(a)~email.uac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists, unc.edu/u?id=55567102A537814cd668t957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&l=:exss-thculty&o=32430957 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Hi i     As a first year ffaldent, there are very limited opportunities tbr enrolhnent in popular majors. We encourage students to focus on their general education 
requirements and electives. Some s~dents take the time to show up on the firs~ day to see if there are any spots open though. 

EXSS registration is regulated to achieve a balance of students. We don’t want all first year s~adents who had the early registration time to take all of the slots. 

Enjoy Carolina and if you decide to declare EXSS as a major, your odds of enrollment roll increase. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent frown my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the hem~t is no education at all." Aris~totle 

On at 2:15 PM, ’ ~z)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

I am a member of the Carolina Sports Business Club, and I looked at the PDF you sent a couple of weeks ago that listed a bunch of classes we could sign up for 
that involved sports. Most of the classes that I looked up I could not find through the connect carolina website. The one that I did find was the EXSS first year 
seminar, however it said that the class was already full, even by my 9:15 registration. When I click on class details, it only has the class capacity total at 2, and 
then later on the day the class capacity keeps getting larger (to 4, and then 6) and the enrollment moves with it. Is there a time that this class will open up to the 
public, or any of the sports classes that were on the PDF? 

Sorry for bothering you, and thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Advising 

Hi No, the limit is 17 hours at this time. 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind mtlaout educating the heart is no education at all." Arifftotle 

On , at 12:58 PM, ~live.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Ms. Stroman, 
I am a junior EXSS major and would like to know if there is any way to receive permission to enroll in 18 hours before open enrollment begins. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}- 

Wedne~tay, ~                 3:39 PM 

@live.unc.edu-; 

Re: Sports Entrepreneurship 

Hi Thanks for your inqniry. I will add you to the waiting list. 

Feel free to schedule an appointment with me after the holiday break to review the major. As a fi~t year student it is ve~ difiScult to enroll in courses in popular majors. 

We encourage you to enroll in your general education requirements and electives. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent farm my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 11:42 AM, ’ i~21._i~_!e_:_u_!~c_:e__d_L~"~ wrote: 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I am currently a freshman here at Carolina. I heard you speak at FCA earlier in the year and was excited to see that you 

were leading a First Year Seminar. I am emailing you in regards to your seminar. I am currently undecided but am very interested in the Sports 

Administration concentration of Exercise and Sports Science. I believe that your seminar would benefit me greatly in determining whether it is the 

right major for me. Therefore, I was wondering if you had any additional spots available in you seminar or a waitlist of some sorts. If not, that is 

perfectly understandable and maybe I could get a recommendation of classes to take that would give me an glimpse of the Sport Administration 

concentration. Thank you for your time and I am looking forward to your next message at FCA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:40 PM 

~@ive.tmc.edu-~ 

Re: First Yeas Seminm 

Hi Thank you for your note I will add you to the waiting list. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all" Aristotle 

On , at 2:15 PM. ~.live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey Mrs. Stroman, 
> 

> My name is , I am a first year here at UNC. I ;vas really looking forward to taking the first year seminar (EXS~ 
become available would you please let me know? I would love to take that class. 
> 

> Thank you! 
> 

,vith you but it closed before my registration time! If any spots 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REC1PIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday,                  3:51 PM 

.@live.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Twitter Chat 

Hi Chats me posted on Wednesdays. I posted today’s chat. Let me know if you still can’t find the post. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without edncating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 11:20 AM, @live.unc.edu-" wrote: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I have not conversed in a #EXS~,    twitter chat yet, but I cannot find the chat on Twitter. Where can I find it? 

Thanks, 

P.S: I just finished the application for official university recognition. I will inform you when I get a response. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday 3: 59 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Hi I added yon to the list. Let me know if you are not receiving my tweets. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 10:19 AM, ))li ve.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if you could tell me how to subscribe to your class list on bNitter, I haven’t been able to find it. 

Thanks, 

@live,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 4:00 PM 

@live.tmc.edu-~ 

Re: EXSS 

Hi I will Md you to the wafiting list. Thanks for your interest. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at MI." Aristotle 

On at 10:0 8 AM, ~live. unc. edu> wrote: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I am interested in taking your EXSS    next semester at Iv~WF at :~l:OOam. If you can make it available for me or for me to on the waitlist I would greatly 
appreciate it. ~ am very interested in the content of this lecture. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 4:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: First Yem Seminax Joining 

Hi Thanks for your note I will add you to the waiting list. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all" Aristotle 

On , at 9:15 AM. t-@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I had to sign up for classes around 9:00 a.m. and I was upset to see that your First Year Seminar was alrea@ closed. I am veW passionate about entrepreneurial sports; I am currently 
tlying to join the                      to selnze as a student manager (a process that begins this summer) and I am going to apply to Kenan-Flagler as well next year. I know that your class 
is closed, but is there a way that there could be made room [’or one more person? I am obsessed with sports, and to be able to combine it with my passion of business would be truly an 
amazing class opportunity for me Thanks so much and I appreciate any flexibility that is possible. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 



Se~t: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 
Wednesday,                  4:0"7 PM 

z@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Hi Thmiks for yonr inquiu. I will add you to the waiting list. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

O17 at 8:58 AM,’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ms. Stroman, 

I was interested in registering for your EXSS course, but Connect Carolina only has the course as having 2 seats, both of which are already filled. I’m very 
interested both in Business and Exercise and Sport Science and I think this course wou~d be a good way to explore these fie~ds. Is there any way that I can be 

a part of this class? 

Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 5:08 PM 

~lJve.unc.edu> 

PJ~: EXSS 

Thanks for’ your inquiW. I witl add you Lo Lhe waiting list. Note: This cou~’se is not an overview o1: sport administration. It is for students who are curious 

about business ownership ~n the sport world. We w~l~ d~scuss re~ated top~cs though~ 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidit~,o" 

4:39 PM 

Frornl 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Strornan. 

My name is . ; and I am first-year student from Lexington, North Carolina. I was wondering if there was any possible way to get into your first year 

seminar on Entrepreneurship in Sports. I am thinking about majoring in Sports Administration and I feel that this course will really help rne better understand the 

field that I may choose. Thanks for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 8:53 AM 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Please call me! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://e×ss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Acaclemic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Un~iJ reaJi~y is ~efine~, progress is impossible." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 12:51 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Slide Deck for Review 

I am looking at it and hope to check back with you before 4. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

Date: Thursday,                  10:36 AM 

To: "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, Paul Friga <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>,                            ~kenan-flagler.unc~edu>, 

~kenan--flagler.unc.edu> ;@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>, @kenan- flagler.unc.edu" 

~kenan-flag!er.unc~edu>, Mark Little <Mark Little~kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, "Cone, Judith" <jacone~email.unc.edu>, Ted Zoller 

<Ted Zoller@kenan-flagLe__r_:__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_>, drharoon <-z-!-s---h--a---n-_-h-.-a--r---~--~---n----@----m----e--d---.--u---q-c-:--e-.-d-.-u-.>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d___s__t__r__o____@___u___n__£:__e__d__9.>, "Ella, Jean Morton" 

<jean. elia@unc~edu>, "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone@emaiLunc~edu>, Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, I 

@kenan-flagler~unc~edu>, @gmail.com>,ThomasStith <thomas stith@kenan-flagler.unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: Slide Deck for Review 

Hi everyone--. 

As yet, we haven’t received any feedback from TF on the Advisor,i Committee deck. We realize it was very short notice! We hope to send the deck out to the 

Advisory CommH:~:ee by th~s ew~ning so we stH~ welcome your feedback. 

Please tW and t~ke a few mixtures to f~p ~:h~ough the deck and ~et us know you~~ #~ough~:s. Even a "looks good" wouM be hel~fl.d That way we’d know ~:hat you 

have seen it and are on page with the genera~ flow. 

Msny thsnks, aft, 

From= Napier, Mary 
Sent= Wednesday, 5:22 PM 
To= Friga, Paul; Little, Mark; Cone, Judith; Zoller, Ted; drharoon; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport 
Science); Ella, Jean; Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); Reifsnider, Cynthia;                                             ;; Stith, Thomas 
Subject= Re: Slide Deck for Review 
Here is the deck in powerpoint format. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

(919)843-7553 ¯ fax (919)962-8202 ¯ mnapier~,unc..edu 

From: <Friga>, Paul <Paul Fri~a@kenan-flaBler.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday                  4:58 PM 

To: Mary Napier <mary napier@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>,                              @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 

L@_k__e_._q#_n_.: t]_a_g!._e_.r_:_.u__n_.£:._e_..d_ .u_> @ k en a n- f la gl e r. u n c. e d u > ~.k__e_._n_#_n_.:. 

flagler.unc.edu>, "Little, Mark" <Mark Uttle@kenan-fia~ler.unc.edu>, "Cone, Judith" <jacone@email.unc.edu>, "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan- 

fla~ler.unc.edu>, drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Ella, Jean" <Jean Elia@kenan- 

fla~.ler.unc.edu_>, "Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry)" <desimone@email.unc.edu>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <Cyn[hia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@kenan--flagler.unc.edu>,                                  ~@kenan--flagler.unc.edu>, 

~@gmail.com> "Stith, Thomas" <Thomas Stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Slide Deck for Review 

Hello Relentless Task Force! 

Attached is our lal:esL version of th~-_~ decl~ for Monday’s Advb,~.:_~ry M~:_~eLing, We weicom~-:~ your input and if you could ~??L it 1:.:_~ us by ~.0 am tomorrow ~,~.:_~ that we can 

~rocess chan~?s a[~d se[~d ~t OLEt tO the Advisory, that would be great, Much smaller ~:han the first advisory bLEt we hope ~LESt as powerful 

Best, 

Pau~ 

i.~.i Description: Description: Description: SIAR logo tsgiine slogan w-.biue background 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 
Director of S.T.A.R. Program and Consulting Concentrations 
The Universibi of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
McColl Build~ng - CB 3~90 
Chapel Hill, Noah Carolina 27599 



9~.9-962-3786 - office 
- mobile 

pnfCOunc.edu 
www.paulfriga.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Regislration 

I can’t do any major changes from my office in Woolten. You need to schedule to meet with rne in Steefe. Please refer to the academic advising website. 

https:iia dvsched.oasis.unc.edu/a dvsch ed!app~jsessionid=546:18 DC4:[C1CODA2:16A67_~942 CAgA5 DB 

Thanks. 

Dr, Stroma~ 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

:t2:57 PM Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Registration 
Hey Dr~ Stroman, 

I just wanted to see if you had any time for me to come discuss my class schedule before thanksgiving breaL I also need to change my major from the AT track to EXSS 
general. Tf not, T can meet you after break. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:26 PM 

~,hve.unc.edu> 

I~E: Panthm~’ Trip 

I wilt not be traveling on this trip, ;{ 

I will make a phone call to see about a tour for the group. Please send me a list of travelers. Thanks, 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stromau, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0:~:~6 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~¢e and cot~sdentious stupidity°" 

12:50 PM 
Froml 

Sent: Thursday 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Panthers’ Trip 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
1 am not going on the Panthers trip this Sunday and was wondering if you were going. Tf you are going 1 can meet you on Friday to give you your ticket. 

Best, 

@live.unc.edu I mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:36 PM 

Campbell, Larry <leca~np@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dm <shaJ~dmj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@~mc.edu~q Mumll, Verita L <vefita mumll@~mc.edu~q Robert~m, NaJ~enge 
<nakenge.robe~son@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] Pope Center Article on General Education and W. Civilization 

Do 
Dehorah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:1 

"Nothing ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidiW/’ 

F~m: Kia Caldwell [mail~         @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:~7 PN 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] Pope Center A~icle on General Education and W. Civilization 
Here is the link tc a recent a~ticle on the Pope Ce:~ter’s weksite, it advocates, the teac~ing 
Western Civilization-based curriculum and says that foreign languages, literature, and art 
appreciation are not essential parts of a general edhcation cb.rric~Lium. 

htt~r):/i~,,n,,~,~.pcpecente~ .o~qiccmm6ntarJ6s/artic]6 .htm] %id= :V63 
<U~ 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 
progfac as: <a hre~"ma]lto:dstro(~unc.edu’~dstro([~unc.edu<,’a~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave- 32436381- 56223020A 8abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b(r%listserv.unc.edu’Meave-32436381- 

56223020~ 18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b([~listserv.unc.edu<,’a~ 

o f a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursda5, 3:38 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu-~; Southall, Deborah Joy ~dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu-~; StromaJ~, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. 
<r~mer@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erim~ne A. <eweigh@e~nail.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Business School Com~ection TODAY 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

@wmgllc.com] 
9:28 AM 

From; 

Sent; Thursday, 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject; RE: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

This i:~ great! f wili taik wi~:h ~:he rest of my team and come up with a ~is~: o~ ideal %~eakers, and k~t you know about: ~:he case compet~tkm., but ~"m 99% we’H want to 

enter a team k~to the case compe~:~tion. lhanks [or ~nvRir~g us, and ~ wH~ be ~t~ touch. 

Best, 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday,                5:43 PM 

Subject; RE: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 
Thanks         . t think we shouk~ look to do a~: h~as~: one ~ormal ~ok~t meeting in ~:he spring, ~f you a~ (:ouk~ come up with a ~is~: o~ ~:he top three speakers you’d 

Hke to ha~e come on campus, that wouM be gread 

A~so, ~et me know your thoughts on a case study competition. We have ore each year st our CSE~ conference with grad and undergrad competitions~ We woukt 

love to have s team [:rom KFBS psrtidpate!! 

http:!!csriconference,orgiindex.html 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19,343,0336 

"NotNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidity/’ 

Sent; Tuesday; 20:39 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= RE: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks so much for invkh~g us to Jam~e Kerr’s talk. Unfortunately ~ was ~n class aH day so ~ couMn’t attend, but I sent the ~nformat~on out to the members of our 

club so hopefully we had some representation there~ 

On another note, Fm go~ng to meet w~th next week to discus;s ways our clubs can work together. Thanks again for putting us m touch, and we will 

let you k]~.:?w wha[: we come up w~[:h. 

Thanks again aRd ] hope you had a nice weekend~ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday 3:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Hi      Yhm~k you t:or your note~ 

Do you have any time Tuesday before 12:00 

Dr, 

Do Good. 

Debo~ab L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn~]u£~¢. ~plor~, gmpov~er. 

9:19,843,0336 

Froml 

Sent: Wednesday 

To: Stroman, Deboran L 
Subject: 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

11:36 PM 

I wanted to see about meeting with you on Friday to talk about a class that would help me graduate next semester. My classes are done at 11:00am on Friday so if you have 
any time that we can meet after that would you please let me know? If Friday doesn’t work then please let me know when you are free. 

Thankyou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu.; 

Thursday, 8:08 PM 

@live.unc.edtv~ 

Re: EXSS 

Hi Thal~ you for your inquiry I will add you to my waiting list 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exssunc.edu/ 

"Until reali~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 5:14 PM @live uric edu> ;Vl-ote: 

>Dr Stroman, 

> 

>MY name is and I was extremely interested in taking your 

>EXSS class, but it seems to be :gull now 

> 

>I was wondering if you were making something like a "personal waitlist" 

>that you could possibly include me on, if possible 

> 

>~Ihe class topic seems as if it would benefit and interest me greatly and 

>I do not wish to miss this opportunity Alternatively, if I sit in during 

>the first lecture, may I come talk to you at the end of class concerning 

>the possibili~ o17 enrolling? 

> 

>Respectfully, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstmman@email.unc.edu,~ 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:40 PM 

e>css-t:aculty@listserv.unc.edu 

FW: [progfac] op-ed by 2 ~mc, ch prot?s on strategic plan 

As per my mention at the faculty meeting.., to subscribe to the progressive faculty listserv, send a note to Dr. Sherryl Kleinman at 

It is a good source of information during these challenging times. 

@nc.rr.com 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:02 PM 

To: progfac list 

Subject: [progfac] op-ed by 2 unc, ch profs on strategic plan 

http~//www~news~bserver~~~m/2~12/11/14/2483737/carry-~n-in-uncs-pr~ud-traditi~n~htm~ 

Carry on in UNC’s proud tradition 

By Steven Bachenheimer and Stephen Leonard 

Published in: Other Views 

The UNC Strategic Planning process has always been an occasion to recommit ourselves to the ideals for which public higher education in 

North Carolina was established. Today, it appears to have become the occasion for implementing radical changes favored by a handful of 

individuals. 

Against all evidence to the contrary, and against the long and venerable tradition that has made public higher education in North Carolina 

a model for the nation and the world, the changes being promoted suggest that the widely available, broadly accessible and readily 

affordable system of higher education we have is an extravagance North Carolina does not need. 

Some "leading the charge" for radical change have been repeatedly quoted saying that only 19 percent of North Carolinians holding 

college degrees need them for their jobs. Perhaps those who don’t understand the aspirations and lives of regular folks might conclude 

that this proves that a college education is a wasteful expense for police officers, firefighters, carpenters, mechanics, preschool teachers, 

receptionists, small business owners and many others who don’t "need" a degree for their jobs. 

It is doubtful, however, that they would find much agreement from the firefighter with the degree in art history - who also volunteers at 

the local senior center to lead visits to museums and galleries. Or the print shop owner with the degree in anthropology - who has built a 

prosperous and respected business because her customers appreciate her interest in their lives and their culture and their faith. 

It is also doubtful that those whose commitments have built UNC, and indeed American higher education itself, would agree. The names 

of some of these people are perhaps familiar enough: Friday, Chase, Graham, Venable, Battle and Caldwell, not to mention Jefferson, 

Madison, Hamilton, Adams and Franklin. Most important, however, are those many thousands of North Carolinians, rich and poor, 

educated and illiterate, native born and immigrant, black, brown, red, yellow and white, who sacrificed so much of their blood and 

treasure - and for many, life itself- so that their fellow and sister citizens might develop their unique talents and abilities, and use them 

to make their state a better place. 

It is just this sort of popular common sense that informed the commitments of the university’s founders, that has been sustained by many 

of its favorite sons, like the late Bill Friday, and that has been supported by generations of elected officials of every political stripe. They 

knew that an educated citizenry was the bulwark of social happiness, economic prosperity, and political liberty. 

That is why these ideals are enshrined in our state constitution. 

And our predecessors have been proven right, right down to the present. North Carolina colleges and universities have been magnets for 

entrepreneurial energy and engines of prosperity that cultivate talent and send it to every corner of the state. The institutions of UNC are 



part of the reason that so many North Carolina cities and towns are listed as among the "best places to live" in America. 

This is because we expect our colleges and universities to educate citizens who are adept, adaptable, inventive, creative, motivated and 

confident in their ability to make a real difference in their communities. Not surprisingly, this is also what the most dynamic job creators 

today expect from their employees, and from the communities where they invest. 

The university system is a major reason why North Carolina has been consistently ranked among the top states for business climate. And 

our return to the No. 1spot this year is no doubt due in part to the fact that while other states have slashed their support for public 

higher education, North Carolina citizens have told their elected officials to hold the line. 

Despite all of this history and all of this evidence, the proponents of radical change have somehow failed to grasp what so many 

thoughtful North Carolinians value most about their university. 

Perhaps some of the reformers don’t understand the debates North Carolina has been having since the founding of the university: that 

the right changes for UNC have to be those our constitution demands, and that is that "knowledge being necessary to good government 

and the happiness of mankind, schools, libraries, and the means of education shall forever be encouraged." 

Steven Bachenheimer and Stephen Leonard both teach at UNC-Chapel Hill. Eight children from their respective families have been 

students in North Carolina public colleges and universities. <ul> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:15 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: adding your classes 

Yes, we will make it three credit hours. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: @live,unc,edu> 

Date: Thursday, 10:13 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@___u_._n_.£._..e_d__u.> 

Subje~: RE: adding your classes 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I have been looking over the proposal document for independent study, and brainstorming possible topics. I am excited about conducting my own 
research! I also had a question for you, I am scheduling my classes for next semester, and was wondering how many credit hours an independent 
study is. Is it possible for it to be three credit hours? I see on the sheet that it can range from 1-3 credit hours. 
I just want to make sure I am taking enough credit hours for graduation. If I need to add another class into my schedule that is completely fine, I just 
wanted to ask so that l could plan accordingly. I hope you are having a great week! 
Best. 

Emaik @live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ _d_ _ _s_t_ _r_ 9_ _@_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ :_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . ] 
Sent= Tuesday,                6:09 PM 

To: 
Subject= RE: adding your classes 

Will do. Thanks! 

Review the attached and start brainstorming two possible topics of interest, We need to have this form completed by the end of the semester. 

Dr, Strom~n 

Do Good. 

Debora[~ L, Stroma~, P[~,D, CLU 

gn~jug~e. ~xp~ore, gmpow~r. 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

10:24- AlVl 
From: 

Sent: Tuesday 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: adding your classes 
Hi Dr. Stroman! 
I hope you are having a great day! I wanted to e-mail you about adding the business ventures in sport, and personal study with you for next 
semester. Connectcarolina will not allow me to add your classes without your consent. VVhenever you have a spare moment, if you could add me, I 
would really appreciate it. Thank you again for everything, and I look forward to next semester! 
My PID is: 
All the best, 

Email @]ive.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:17 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC-- Blast from the past! 

Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !T!tp:jjexss4Jr~5:~q/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is impossible." 

From: <McGhee>, OJ McGhee <9.L__m___£g__h___e___e___@___u___n__£_.__e___d__u__> 

Date: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:43 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: CBC -- Blast from the past! 

Deb, 

Fve removed Shandra from the Pay Pal confirmation emails. I thought I had added Nakenge this summer, I remember she was having issues using her UNC email. 

I’ll checl~ to s~-’_~e if she’s been g~-:d:ting any of the emaib I just notk:ed that it sak~ her ema~ was unconfirmed Ffl attempt to add her agahl, She shouM receiw~ a~ 

ema~f askin~ her to d~ck on a confirrnatior~ 

OJ 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:58 AN 

To: McGhee, ~ 
Sabje~t: ~: CBC -- Blast from the past~ 

Hi O.L Can you please remove Shaf~dra from ~:he rnen~bership confirmations? (as per her no~:e) Reph~ce with Nakense. 

Thanks~ 

d 

Do Good. 

9:] 9.8,~3.0335 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s m~re dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidity." 

~= Jones, Shandra [mail~:Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Seat= Wednesday, November $4, 2052 $$:$6 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
$abje~t; CBC -- Blast from the past~ 
Hey there, DebbieH Gosh, I feel as if I haven’t seen you and the team in e~es] How are you???] I am doing fine. 

I am emailing about membership payments. I have been getting the online membership payment/registration contirmations trom the website. I still save them in 

my membership folder, but I haven’t been sending you all an updated list. I know you said previously that the team would take care of these, but let me know if 

you need anything from me on this at all. Also, I just cleaned off my desk and have three (3) physical checks that were sent to me for membership dues from: 

Whitney R. Robinson (dated 9/10/2012), Fatimah Jackson (10/5/2012), and Vickie Suggs (10/17/2012). I can deposit these checks into the account tomorrow at SECU, 

but again, let me know if you need anything more from me. 

Oh! Last thing, I don’t get any Caucus emails anymore. ® Can I be added back to the distribution list? 

Best wishes, Shandra 

Shandra Jones ¯ Associate Director ¯ MBA Admissions ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ 919.962.0558 ¯ fax 919.962.0898 ¯ 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 10:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: adding your classes 

You too! 

Eat up and then work out.;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t#_j__i__i__e__x__s__s__.__u__n___c_.__e___d__u_! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reaJiW is ~efine~, progress is impossible." 

From: ................ .@__]_[y._e_.__u_.n__c_:_e__d_._u_.> 

Date: Thursday, :[0:17 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: adding your classes 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 
Thank you for your fast response! I hope you have a great weekend and Thanksgiving! 
Best, 

E ma il: @_[[_v_ #_,_u__r_Lq_:& _d__u_. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:14 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: adding your classes 

Yes, we will make it three credit hours. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From:, ~_[!..v_ ~_._ .u__q.c__:._e_~l_ ~_ > 

Date: Thursday, 10:13 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: adding your classes 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I have been looking over the proposal document for independent study, and brainstorming possible topics. I am excited about conducting my own 
research! I also had a question for you, I am scheduling my classes for next semester, and was wondering how many credit hours an independent 
study is. Is it possible for it to be three credit hours? I see on the sheet that it can range from 1-3 credit hours. 
I just want to make sure I am taking enough credit hours for graduation. If I need to add another class into my schedule that is completely fine, I just 
wanted to ask so that l could plan accordingly. I hope you are having a great week! 
Best, 

Email: @live.unc.edu 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:09 PM 
To 
Subject: RE: adding your classes 

Will do, Thanks! 

Review the attached and start brainstorming two possible topics of interest, We need to have this form completed by the end of the semester, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Debora~ L, Stroma~, P~,D, CLU 

9:19~343~0336 
"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

10:24 AN 
From~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: adding your classes 
Hi Dr. Stroman! 
I hope you are having a great day! I wanted to e-mail you about adding the business ventures in sport, and personal study with you for next 
semester. Connectcarolina will not allow me to add your classes without your consent. VVhenever you have a spare moment, if you could add me, I 
would really appreciate it. Thank you again for everything, and I look forward to next semester! 
My PID is: 
All the best, 

Email: ,~,live.unc,ed u 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday                  10:04 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Trotter Usema~m 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 
Deboralt L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
g~.~,,qcO~, b2,vptor~:~, g’mpowet’, 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: S~roman, I~eDoran L 
Subject: Twi~er Username 

Dear Dr. S~roman, 
My twitter usemame is @ 
Sincerely, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

9:57 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE:OU=EXCI4LkNGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday,                  10:05 AM 

~live.m~c.edu> 

I~E: EXSS vitter Name 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Sent: Friday, I 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Fwitter Name 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
My twitter name is @’ 
Thanks. 

9:53 AN 

.~, ve Uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 10:06 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~B: Twitter Handle- EXSS 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

FromJ 

Sent: Friday 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Twitter Handle-EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
My twitter handle is ~ 
Best, 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

10:03 AN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday 10:11 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS SociaJ Media 

Thanks! Great effort today. I enjoy having you in class~ ;) 
Dr, Stroltlall 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

From= Leonard, Sean 
Sent= Friday, 
To= Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

i0:08 AM 

, Social Media 

With Peace, 

From: dstro@_u__~_c_~__e___d__u_. [dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:03 AM 
Subject: EXSS Social Media 

To: Undi~losed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Re~ninder - Please emaJl me your Trotter handle. Thin,ks’. 

This forwarded ~nessage was sent via The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS: 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 10:12 AM 

@email.unc.edu-* 

1~;: EXSS 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

Froml 

Sent: Friday 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Good Morning, 
my twitter handle: https://twitter,com/.. 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

10:09 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday [0:12 AM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: EXSS SociaJ Media 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: 

Sent: Friday 
To: Stroman, L~eDoran L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

10:10 AM 

Social Nedia 

On , at 10:05 AM, "dstro(~)unc.edff’ <dstro(a~unc.edt~~ wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Reminder - Please email me your Trotter handle. Thanks! 

dstro(~unc.edu 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universib" of North Ca~:olina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

,nessage click this link to access Messages for this site: 

’ site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:12 AM 

~gma~l.com> 

ILE: EXSS ¯ Social Media 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
Twitter Handle: 

"Nothing in ’~he world is more dangerous ’,’hen a sincere ignorance and conscientious stucdit~j." 

~gmail.com] 

10:10 AM 

- Social Media 

On at 10:03 AM, <dstro@~unc.ed~P wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Re~ninder - Please emakl me your Trotter handle. Thanks’. 

dstro(e-~unc.e& 

This forwarded message was sent via The U~iversitv of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 
this link to access Mes~ges Br this site: EXSS 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:17 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Missed Deadline 

H        I have no ides what you are ret:erencing in your emaiL Which assignment(s)? Are you not keeping up with assignment dales and ex[ensiot~ messages 

posted on Saka~ (and announced h~ class)’? 

Dr, Stromar~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. 

9:19,843.0336 

From: ~ 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Missed Deadline 

Hello Dr. Stoman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~ce and cot~scientious stupidity." 

9:32 AM 

I apologize for missing the deadline this morning, but we had an early morning lift and I had issues with my computer when I got back home and tried to submit. I was just 
wondering if there is anyway you could let me submit it whenever you get a chance because I am really concerned with my grade in your class and cannot afford a 0 on 
anything! 

ThankYou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:23 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~: A Couple Quick Notes 

Hi      . I think we need to have a board meeting before the semester is over to go over potential projects for the spring I would like to see the Hoops evem continue, but we need full buy- 
in from evewone. 

Yes, I did speak to Dr. Hedgepeth. She thinks you ~vill have no problem with admission. Do go by and introduce yourself though. Don’t send an email ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Orminal Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~iect: A Couple Quick Notes 

10:20 ~\~i 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope all is well[ Just a couple quick things I wanted to bring up: 

- I spoke wilt           who was a huge help to 
committee and start planning? 

last year with "tJoops for Homeless" and he said that he would be more than happy to help with it again. Do we want to ~2~rm a 

- Have you spoken with Professor Hedgepeth yet about R[~CR I was going to stop by her office yesterday and introduce myself but I wasn’t sure if you had said anything yet. 

Thanks and I’1l see you Sunday[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 1:24 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Contact 

Hi Mary. I can imagine you are being contacted from those who care, those who may have another agenda, and those who 

are just curious. ;) 

Regardless, feel free to give me a call if you ever want to chat and/or seek another opinion. 

You have always been kind to me and I appreciate that. I know your # I concern is truly for the student. There aren’t many of 

you out there with your bold courage. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Mobile - 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible.’~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 25, 2012 8:55 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Contact 

Call when you can.., thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~://exssouncoedu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Willingham>, "Mary C." <mwillingham@uncoedu> 

Date: Sunday, November 18, 2012 5:26 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@u[~coedu> 
Subject: Re: Contact 

Thank you Deborah. We will talk soon. I am off to Sunday night tutoring at the Learning Center. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On Nov 18, 2022, at 2:24 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@uncoedu> wrote: 

Hi Mary. I can imagine you are being contacted from those who care, those who may have another agenda, and 

those who are just curious. ;) 

Regardless, feel free to give me a call if you ever want to chat and/or seek another opinion. 

You have always been kind to me and I appreciate that. I know your # i concern is truly for the student. There 

aren’t many of you out there with your bold courage. 

H ugs, 

debby 

Mobile - 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/’exssouncoedu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 2:29 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu-* 

RE: CSBC at UNC 

;) 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:{9.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stucdit~," 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 2:15 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSBC at UNC 
I actually wrote him about her &s well, but he never got back to me. Hopefully he will resDnd to you because it could certainly add visibilily to the event if we me not 

going to do this. Thanks D! 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. [ Assistant Professor in Sport Administration ] UNC - Chapd tlfll 
CEO of Elite Levd Sport Marketing (ELS~D I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 
"Success is the materfid application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

On Dec 18, 2012, at 2:05 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Richard Itold Beth about: (::SRf arid gas~e l>:~r your r~ame, [ thir~k ~f we don’t do our own CSR[ channdistream[ng., this comg)any may be a great .aption 

this Apd~ and for other SA acL~vities. 

Please (or have the CSRI msr~ager) cor~tact her directly. ~ carfL remember who the grad studer~L direcLors are for 2013. ;( 

d 

Do Goocl, 

Deborah L, St-r’oma~, Ph.D~ CLU 

919,843.0336 

<image001dpg> 

"NotNng ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdentbus stupidiw," 

On Dec 17, 2012, at 2:18 PM, Be$ Grnpsmith <beth.grupsmith(i-~sbenlive.org> wrote: 

It was a pleasure to meet you through Twitter! I am actually the person who runs our Twitter site as well as basically all of SBEN. I have been 
lookh]g to com]ect with your spo~ mm]agement club amd see how we cm] work together so rm glad I pa¢@ipated in last ni~]ts ~sbchat~ I also 
work veo, closely with Brian Rosen & Josh Lagam who I thi~ you’ve been in touch with regarding Spots Bushess Vniversity. 
.~y who, let me tell you a bit more about SBEN and what we do ~d how wor~ng with CSBC is a good fit. SBEN is a p]atfo~ that brings the 
spo~ Ndustry into the classroom. We work with companies, nniversities, and associations ia the spo~s industry who are stagi~g events where 
expe~ts are gathered to address an audience. O~ our network (~_~_:J~5_~F_~:_~£~3~_~) each organization we work with will receive thdr 
own individual and customized chatmel hraMed ~; much a desked fbr said organizatioa. We hdp promnte 4~e ot%anizatioa and ]ookto e~ead 
their reach O~rough whatever maketing efl&>~s we can provide. "Iherelbre, if CSBC has a speaker series or conducts a confbrence or bd~gs in 
panels, we wonld work with yon to stream the event live on the nem, ork. ~l]~e ibed can then be embedded omo the clnb’s webske or at~y other 
location you wonld like. 
I should a]so me~Non, it does ~ot cost any mo~ey to work with rise or rise our services. [Jvest~va:m. the platfi>m~ in which we strea:m fi’om, is 
also cost free br ayone to sign up adjoin. All of our "blloweW’ on LS ae flle~ ~odfied once we go live so cu*re*Ny that is about 750 people 
ad growh~g bythe day. 
If you have any questions br *no please don’t hesitate to ask’. 
Best, 
Beth 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(c)’. 

(w) vx~vw.new.live s, ream .com/s ben 

@SBENLive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

Cardona, @live.unc.edu> 

I~B: EXSS 

Fl’~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Ok. Once I take care of that hold will I be able to be added? 

2:32 PM 

Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

National Pan-Hellenic Council: 

Mu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc, 

On at 2:22 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi       You can’t be added because you have a hold on your account. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
IBxplore, ~gage, I~mpowero 

............................................. 

315 Wooi~ - ¢B #~700 

"Nearly all me~ ca~ stand adve:~’sJty, b~t :if you want to t~st a man~’s c~m:~’acte:~’, ~;:ive hfin power." Abrahan~ I,:h~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:38 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: EXSS    BEFORE CLASSES BEGIN 

You must be added before the first day of classes though. 
All students must be in attendance the first day. This course is very popular and I will not add any students after the first day. 
Do Good~ 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Yes, 

Do Good, 

Deborah LI Stroman, Pi~1~-), CLU 

Engu~7,~, ,~;xpt~)re, Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

2:37 PN 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Ok. Once I take care of that hold will I be able to be added? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

2:32 PM 

Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

National Pan-Hellenic Council: 

Mu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alplqa I-ratermty, Inc. 

Onl , at 2:22 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi       You can’t be added because you have a hold on your account. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman~ PhoD, CLU 
~plore, Engage, Empower, 

www, exssouncoedu 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

’t~ea rIy aJl :men can stm~.d adversity, b~t ~t’ yo~ ,:vm~.t to test a n~[~s c}~a r~ct(,r. ~Jve }Elm ~)ower" A~)rallam l.,JncoI[~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:52 PM 

:@gmail .corn> 

I~E: Durhan~ Bulls Internship Info 

Thanks     ! I am glad you t:ound EXSS    vsluabfe to your learning, The Bulls sre a great organization. 

Here are contacts to see if thev are still involved with the Bulls and how they might assist, Send thorn a general BRIEF introductoW note asldng for internship 

informal:ion. Keep me pos~:ed, 

.1~1 r~us~nko - JRusinko@rninor~eaguebaseball.com 

Scott Boron - 

Dr, Strornan 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

_~gmail,com] 
11:32 AM 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Durham Bulls InternsNp Info 
Hey Dr. Stroman! 

I hope you had a nice weekend and got thiough eve ~rytking with finals okay! Just wanted to shoot you an email about looking into an internship with the Durham Bulls. 

Who would be the best person to get in contact with for one this coming summer? 

Thanks agaJ, n for such an awesome oppormni~ ruth the internship class, it was an awesome lea~rning experience. Hopefully I’ll be able to do it again next year (: 

Thanks! 

LINC Class of 

Carolina Fever- 

Carolina Sport Business Club- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 2:53 PM 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: Updates 

¯ Let’s chat today if possible. I witl give you a call! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

[mailto::    _ ~ ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
:Lt: 28 AM 

From 

Sent-" Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Updates 
Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you had a great weekend! 

I have been seriously brainstorming some big ideas that I’d like to discuss ruth you! I’m getting ve~ excited abont moving forward mtJ~ the club and I lo~ow we can 
organize some great projects’. 

Have you heard t?om      yet or has there been any decisions made about his tx~sition? 

Let me know if you have ~me time this week liar a call! 

Thank~ 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@_k__e__n_._a_._q _-_f!_a_g[e_r__._u_p__c_.._e__d__u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT"/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 3:03 PM 

@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu>; DeSimone, Jo~ph M. <desimone@email.nnc.edu> 

I~E: A potential connection related to Spoils and Entrepreneurship 

Thanks 
Keep me posted. 

d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

! I am cer[ainfy in[erested in meeting sport entrepreneurs and those interested in supporting our efforts. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

10:42 AM 
From:           [mailto: 
Sent; I~londay, 
To-" DeSimone, Joseph M.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; A potential connection related to Sports and Entrepreneurship 

Hi Dr. Stroman and Joe- 

I’m wondering if you’d like to connect with someone I met this past weekend? 

The husband of a colleague is a former Dallas Cowboy who is interested in developing opportunities for athletes to become entrepreneurs and business leaders. 

I was at a racial equity conference sharing about my interest in looking at entrepreneurship and business with a racial equity and diversity lens when she 

mentioned the work her husband is trying to get into. I immediately thought of KIPE and some of the conversations I’ve had with you all about Sports and 

Entrepreneurship. As I began to share some of what I’ve heard from you all, she lit up because it sounded so similar to what her husband is committed to. 

You all may have a surplus of athletes interested in that kind of work, but I thought I’d offer to make the connection, in case it might be of use (and since that is 

one of our organizational priorities - ;) ). 

My colleague        is talking with her husband as well. I’ll let you know when I hear back from her. 

All best for a great start to the holidays, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 3:08 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Internship class for credit 

Hi       Yes, this outline is fine. We wilt review [he course requirements in 

Enioy the break~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Internship class for credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks[ 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidit%" 

@gmail.com] 
5:33 PN 

I taJked to my athletic director and he said he would love help in the office as an AD intern as well as coach, and he gave me a list of things I will help out with. 

Game Day Operations for Men/Womeffs games 

Booldng OfficiaJs 

Booking buses and drivers 

Checking grades and attendance ofldds for eligibili .ty purposes 

Coordinating volunteers to run concession stands and ticket takers 

Etc. 

Let me know if this will suffice as the adminislration credit on top of my coaching duties. I will come by on the first week of classes to get eveD1hing set up so I can get 

my paperwork going. 

Thanks, 

On Thu,            at 8:26 PM,                     !.~g__n_!_a__i_!:__c_~_?~!> wrote: 

Tuesday sounds good. What time are you free? I am wide open. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, 

;) If you know that At.L you will he doing (and want to do) ~s c.:~a(:hing, then EXSS 

i’hanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E’n,q~,qe, E~plor’e, Empower. 
919.843.0336 

at 3: 58 I?M, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@)unc.edu> wrote: 
I am not available tomorrow. How is your schedule on Tuesday? Please do not feel rushed. We have until classes start in 

is tlo{ o~)e~l to you, 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiW," 

@gmail.com] 
2:07 PH 

to get this coordinated, 

Subject: Re: Internship class for credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

Have you found a good time to meet this week? 

On Mon, at 3:40 PM, 

Dr. Stroman, 

kbgmail.com> wrote: 

When is a good time for you? I am pretty flexible in the mornings. I would love to get this worked out this week so I can get it on the schedule. 



Thanks, 

On Man, ¯ at 2:12 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)Alnc.e&l> wrote: 
Hi b:_d:’s chat. Coaching is not administration, We need to discuses your as~gnments such {hat Vou are rece~vh~g coordh~a{~ot~imat~agemen[: work 
internship. 
Thanks~ 
Regards, 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
919.843.0336 
Twitter- @drstroman 

"The journey is ~he rew~rd. Chinese Proverb 

F~m: [ mailto: 
Sent= Monday, 11:43 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Internship class for credit 
Dr. Stroman, 

Is there ansrihing else I need to do in order to get into the internship course?? 

Thanks, 

On Tue, at 1:56 AM, ~igm~Jl.com> wrote: 

Dr. Stroman, 

My PID is 

I am interning as an                coach at Chapel Hill High School for the JV and Varsity         teams. I feel this counts an a great internship because I am 

hoping to be a graduate assistant next year at the Division 1 level and this is a great test to my commitment to and to learning the ropes of the coaching 

world. 

Thanks, 

On Man, 

Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, gtroman, P~,l:)~ CLU 

919.843.0336 ................................ 

! at 4:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dsm)(a)unc.edu> wrote: 
Where is your ir~ternship? What is your PID? 

From= [mailto:~ 
Sent= Sunday, I 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 
._~_g___m___aj L_c__o____m_] 

9:32 PM 

Sub.leer: Internship class tbr credit 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: tZ~ g._r__n_~]_.__c_R_r_B > 

Date: Sun, :            at 5:41 PM 
Snbject: Internship class for credit 

To: stmman~f~)uuc.e&~ 

Dr. Stmman, 

I hope this email finds you well. I am interested in taking the internship in EXSS class in "the spring, and wanted to see ifI could be enrolled in the class. I would love to 

meet ruth yon and talk about my internship that I have and the details of the program. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday,                 :3:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

PJ~: EXSS    : Spol~ Business Venture 

. Let’s chat by phone. Feel free to calf me before I0:00 p.m. EST [his week. Thanks. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CL!3 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 2:54 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Sport Business Venture 

Dr. Stroman, 
I wanted to thank you again for a great semester and meeting with me at the end to wrap things up. I have also been thinking more about the Sport Business Venture class 
you are offering next semester and I was wondering if you had any more spots available? I looked online and it says there are ten more spots open, but that I need instructor 
consent to apply. I have the opportunity to finish my undergraduate studies this summer and begin graduate school possibly next year, but I would need this class in the 

process. Business is where I would really like to study in graduate school and I feel this course would offer me a great transition into that while gaining some hands on 

experience. Let me know if this is available and I hope you have a great Christmas break! Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:47 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CSBC at UNC 

I guess he just didn’t remember to thank you and follow up with you to let you know that dialogue has begun... ;) 

Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: Beth Grupsmith <beth.grupsmith@sbenlive.org> 

Date: Tuesday,                  10:18 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: @gmail.com> 

Subje~: Re: CSBC at UNC 

Deborah, 

Thanks so much! I’ve actually been going back and forth with Richard for about a month now trying to set up the best time to discuss streaming CSRI. 

Once the spring semester starts up please feel free to reach out to me with any speakers or panels you bring in for both the club and program that you would want to be streamed 

on SBEN and we can then begin next step. 

Have a great holiday! 

Best, 
Beth 

On Tue,            at 2:00 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thaeks Be~:h and      ! "[’hb.~ opportunity looks w~ry prorni~k~g. 

Beth, we are currengy ~dentifying our CSBC speakers for the spring semester. However, I th~nk you may be interested ~n our College Sport Research Institute 

Con[erence in     . ~ w~[] connect you w~th my colleague and d#’ector for Lhe con[erence, Dr. R~chard Southa]L 

htt : csriconference.or 

TMngs are quiet Bow as the semester is over so I look forward to speaMng w~th you in early 

Regards, 

Deborah I,, S[-roman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From-" rrnailfa: J 
Sent: M~nday, 5:39 PM 
To: Beth Grupsmith 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: CSBC at UNC 

@gmail.com] 

Beth, 

Thank you so much for contacting me. It was a pleasure meeting you last night via Twitter as well. 



I’m excited about what you all offer through your network. I’ve cc’ed our club advisor, Dr. Stroman, to inform her of everything and hopefully keep this conversation going this 

spring. I know specifically we have a Celebration Week of speakers we bring in in April every year, but our club would be interested in live streaming one of our meetings before 

then as well. 

Let’s stay in touch! In the meantime I hope you and your team have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 2:18 PM, Beth Grupsmith <beth.grupsmith@sbenlive.org> wrote: 

It was a pleasure to meet you through Twitter! I am actually the person who runs our Twitter site as well as basically all of SBEN. I have been looking to connect 

with your sport management club and see how we can work together so l’m glad I participated in last nights #sbchat! I also work very closely with Brian Rosen & 

Josh Lagan who I think you’ve been in touch with regarding Sports Business University. 

Any who, let me tell you a bit more about SBEN and what we do and how working with CSBC is a good fit. SBEN is a platform that brings the sport industry into the 

classroom. We work with companies, universities, and associations in the spods industiy who are staging events where experts are gathered to addPess an 

audience. On our network (new.livestream.com/SBEN) each organization we work with will receive their own individual and customized channel branded as 

much as desired fop said organization. We help promote the organization and look [o extend their reach through whatever marketing efforts we carp provide. 

Therefore, if CSBC has a speaker series or conducts a confePence or brings in panels, we wouk] work with you to stream the event live on the network. The 

feed can then be embedded onto the club’s website or any other location you would like. 

I should also mention, it does not cost any money to work with use or use our services. Livestream, the platform in which we stream from, is also cost Iree 

for anyone to sign up and join. All of our "foiiowei~" on LS are then notified once we go live so currently that is about 750 people and growing by the day. 

If you have any questions for me please don’t hesitate to ask! 

Best, 

Beth 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 617-398-7236 

(c) 

(e) beth.grupsmith @sbenlive.org 

(w) www.new.livestream.com!sben 

@SBEN_Live 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 617-398-7236 

(c) 

(e) beth.grupsmith @sbenlive.org 

(w) www.new.livestrea m.com!sben 

@SBEN_Live 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:58 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC at UNC 

Thanks - you too! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

"Ur~til reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Cooper>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                  10:52 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSBC at UNC 

Guess not :-) Oh well. I’ll double check old messages to make sure, but I don’t remember it. Keep up the solid work D! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. [ Assistant Professor in Sport Administration [ UNC-Chapel Hill 
CEO of FEte Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 1919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @FLSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful appfication of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

On , at 10:46 PM, ’lStroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

I guess he just didn’t remember to thank you and follow up with you to let you know that dialogue has begun... ;) 

Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is impossible." 

From: Beth Grupsmith <beth. rgE~psmith@sbenlive.org> 

Date: Tuesday,                  10:18 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: CSBC at UNC 

Deborah, 

Thanks so much! I’ve actually been going back and forth with Richard for about a month now trying to set up the best time to discuss streaming CSRI. 

Once the spring semester starts up please feel free to reach out to me with any speakers or panels you bring in for both the club and program that you would want 

to be streamed on SBEN and we can then begin next step. 

Have a great holiday! 

Best, 
Beth 

On Tue,            at 2:00 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Beth and      ! This opportunity looks very promising, 

Beth, we are currently identifying our CSSC speakers for the spring semester~ However, I think you may be interested in our College Sport Research 

h~stitute Con[erence in April, I will connect Vou with my collea~[ue and director for t:he con[er~-_~nc~-_b Dr. Rich~rd South~ll 



http:iicsricon ference.org/ 

Things are quiet now as the semester ia over" so f ~:~.:~ [orward to apeaMng wkh yon ~n earl~ 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stror~ar~, Ph~D, CBU 

919.8~3.0336 

<imageOOl~pg> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ~gnorance and consdentious stup~diw," 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Beth Grupsmith 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSBC at UNC 

5:39 PM 
@qmail.com] 

Beth, 

Thank you so much for contacting me. It was a pleasure meeting you last night via Twitter as well. 

I’m excited about what you all offer through your network, l’ve cc’ed our club advisor, Dr. Stroman, to inform her of everything and hopefully keep this 

conversation going this spring. I know specifically we have a Celebration Week of speakers we bring in in every year, but our club would be interested in live 

streaming one of our meetings before then as well. 

Let’s stay in touch! In the meantime I hope you and your team have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 

Bes% 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 2:18 PM, Beth Grupsmith <beth.grupsmith@sbenlive.org> wrote: 

It was a pleasure to meet you through Twitter! I am actually the person who runs our Twitter site as well as basically all of SBEN. I have been 

looking to connect with your sport management club and see how we can work together so I’m glad I participated in last nights #sbchat! I also work 

very closely with Brian Rosen & Josh Lagan who I think you’ve been in touch with regarding Sports Business University. 

Any who, let me tell you a bit more about SBEN and what we do and how working with CSBC is a good fit. SBEN is a platform that brings the sport 

industry into the classroom. We work with companies, universities, and associations in the sports industry who are staging events where 

experts are gathered to address an audience. On our network (Dew.livestream.com/SBEN) each organization we work with will receive their own 
individual and customized channel branded as much as desired for said organization. We help promote the organization and look to extend 
their reach ~hrough whatever marketing efforts we can provide. Therefore, il CSBC has a speaker series or conducts a conference or brings in 
panels, we would work with you to stream the event live on the network. The feed can then be embedded onto the club’s website or any other 
location you would like. 

I should also mention, i~ does not cost any money to work with use or use our services. Livestream, the platform in which we stream from, is 
also cost free for anyone to sign up and join. All of our "followers" on LS are then notified once we go live so currently that is about 750 people 
and growing by the day. 

If you have any questions for rne please don’t hesitate to ask! 

Best, 

Beth 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 



(o) 617-398-7236 

(e) beth.~rupsmith .@sbenlive.or~ 

(w) www.new.livestream.¢om/sben 

@SBEN_Live 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 617-398-7236 

(c) 

(e) beth. ru smith@sbenlive.or 

(w) www.new.livestrea m.com/sben 

@SBEN_Live 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 8:24 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: My Grade 

image001 .j pg 

Hi What time are you available today? I will check my schedule. I will also be available on Monday. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 1:46 AM, "Stfickland, Dexter" <dkstfick(a)live.u ~c.edu> wrote: 

Hey Professor Stroman, 
I know it’s super late but I just realized I have practice tomorrow around the time you want to meet with me. Is there any chance we can reschedule the 
meeting? Please let me know! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [._d__s__t_E_o__~__u__n___c_=__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:18 PM 
Tol 
Subject: RE: My Grade 

Hi      . Glad to hear that you are enjoying the book. Learning is abou~ discovery. There are always "two sides" {and sometimes many more[) to 

~ssues. Our ~ob ~s to explore~ ~sten, read, and engage ~n healthy discussion. Who knows? One day you may end up ~n the ptflp~tH Lo~ 

Dr. S[:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, S~-roman, Ph.D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

<imi~ge001 jpg> 

’~Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidit~,o" 

J.2:18 AM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dst!o~#unqedu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 AM 

To: 
~c: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: My Grade 

Hi       I ~-:mioyed our chat tod~y You are a sp~-:~cial young m~n. Continue to inquire, The human mind ~md body is ~ust not th~;~: s~mp~e, ;) 

"Judge a ~an by h~s q~estions rather than by h~s answers/’ Voltaire 

A[:tached find your EXSS ~;ss~gmT~ents. Let me know if you have anV questions, 

Dr. Stroman 

De Good, 

Deborah ]_,, Stromm~, Ph.D~ C]_,U 

919,843.0336 

<imageOO1.jpg> 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Okay! I have no practice tomorrow so when is a good time for you? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignoraece and coesdentious stupidity," 

11:45 PN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:38 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: My Grade 

Hi Let’s chat tomorrow. I was dis~rbed to see the final ca]culation as well. I roll recheck the numbers. 

Note: I did not see your work for the Social Media assignments (Twitter/WordPress blog). 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Hey Professor Stroman, 
It’s late and I don’t expect you to reply now but I just wanted to let you know that Im really enjoying this book you gave me. I decided to read more then just 
chapter 8, very interesting! My assgniment you gave me to do will be done by    ! Thank you so much! See you Friday! 



"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: ................. _(~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 11:23 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@-~unc.edu> 

Subject: My Grade 

Hello Professor Stroman, 
[ was just wondering how did I earn a D+ in your class. Last time [ checked [ had a B- in your class. How did it go from that to a D+ ? Did ~ do horrible on the 
exam? Please contact me back and let me know. This really hurts my gpa and Im scared lm not going to be eligible to play the rest of the season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Fridavo 8:49 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: My Grade 

Let’s meet at 3. ’][’he door may be locked, so text when you are nearby and I will come down. Have a good practice! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 8:46 AM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Well after practice would be best. Im guessing 3pro is good? I will not be here Monday, I’ll be home for Christmas. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstroC0unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:24 PM 
Tol 
Subject: Re: My Grade 

Hi What time are you available today? I will check my schedole. I will als~ be available on Monday. 

DLS them my iPhone. 

On . at 1:46 AM, (tblive.unc.edn> wrote: 

Hey Professor Stroman, 
I know it’s super late but I just realized I have practice tomorrow around the time you want to meet with me. Is there any chance we can 
reschedule the meeting? Please let me know! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, I 6:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My Grade 

Hi       Glad to hear Lhat you are enjoying Lhe book. Learning is about discovery. There are always "two sides" (and sometimes many 

more!) to issues~ Our job ~s to explore, I~sten, read, and engage in healthy d~scuss~om Who k[~ows? One day you may end up hi the 

pu~pit!! Lol 

Dr Stroman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843,0336 

<imageOO3..j0g> 

"NotNng ~n ~he world ~s more dangerous ~han a sincere ignorance and consdenfious stupidiN/’ 

Sent~ Tuesday, 12:18 AN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ RE: Ny Grade 

Hey Professor Stroman, 

I~s late and I don’t expect you to reply now but I just wanted to let you know that Im really eNoying this book you gave me. I decided to read more 

then just chapter 8, ve~ interesting~ Ny assgniment you gave me to do will be done by     ~ank you so much[ See you Friday~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.¢s_t_r__o_@_u_L~_c__:_e_~!_u_] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 AM 

To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: My Grade 

Hi . f et~joyed our chat t.:_~day. You are a %~ecial yout~g marl Continue [:o inquire. The hum~m mimt and body is just no[: that s~mp]e. 

;) 

"Judge a ma~ by h~s questions rather than by his answers," Voltaire 

Attached find you~ EXSS assignments. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. 5troman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9~843.0336 

<imageOO1.jpg> 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consde~t~ous stupidit%" 

Sent= Tuesday, 11:45 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: My Grade 
Okay[ I have no practice tomorrow so when is a good time for you? 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:38 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: My Grade 

Hi Let’s chat tomorrow. I was disturbed to see the final calculation as well. I will recheck the numbers. 

Note: I did not see your work for the Social Media assignments (Tmtter/WordPress blog). 

Dr. Stromaaa 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc~edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

’:Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, :1:1:23 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: My Grade 

Hello Professor Stroman, 
I was just wondering how did I earn a D+ in your class. Last time I checked I had a B- in your class. How did it go from that to a D+ ? Did I do 
horrible on the exam? Please contact me back and let me know. This really hurts my gpa and Im scared Im not going to be eligible to play the rest 

of the season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 3:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~E: My Grade 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

EnSaSe, Exptore, Empow~r, 

93%843,0336 

Where are you? I am still here waiting. 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 8:46 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Well after practice would be best. Im guessing 3prn is good? I will not be here Monday, rll be home for Christmas. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:24 PM 

To: 
Subject: Re: My Grade 

Hi What time ~:re yon available toclay? I will check my schedule. I will also be available on Monday. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 1:46 AM, " ({~live.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hey Professor Stroman, 
I know it’s super late but I just realized I have practice tomorrow around the time you want to meet with me. Is there any chance we can reschedule the 
meeting? Please let me know! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ _d_ _s_ _t_ Lo_ _~_ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ ] 
Sent: Tuesday,                6:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My Grade 

Glad to hear that you are enjoying the book. Learning is abou[ discovery. There are always "two sides" {and sometimes many more!) to 

~ssues. Our ~ob ~s to explore, hsten, read, and engage ~n healthy discussion. Who knows? One day you may end up ~n the pulp~t!~ [.o~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, St-tomato, Ph,D, CLU 

En,gqqe, Exp[ore, Empow~;m 

9~ 9.843.0336 

<imageOOl,jpg> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

12:18 AM 
From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Hey Professor Stroman, 
]t’s late and ] don’t expect you to reply now but ] just wanted to let you know that Im really enjoying this book you gave me. ] decided to read more then just 
chapter 8, very interesting! My assgniment you gave me to do will be done by    Thank you so much! See you Friday! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 AM 
To: 
C:c: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: My Grade 

Hi       , I enioved our chat today. You are a special young man. Continue to inquire. The human mind and body is iust not that simple. 

"Judge a man by his questions rather than by his answers," Voltaire 
A~:tach~-_~d find your [{XSS    as~fignments. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

<imageOO~..jpg> 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorante and tonsdent~ous 



Sent: Tuesday, 11:45 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Okay! I have no practice tomorrow so when is a good time for you? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro#~unc._e__d___u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:38 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: My Grade 

Hi . Let’s chat tomorrow. I was dis~rbed to see the final calculation as well. I will recheck the numbers. 

Note: I did not see your work for the Social Media assignments (Twitter/WordPress blog). 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department -!!ttR;//exss:~.eclu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: .@_!] v__e_:_u_. _n_ ~:_: .e_d__u.> 

Date: Tuesday, 11:23 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: My Grade 

Hello Professor Stroman, 
I was just wondering how did I earn a D+ in your class. Last time I checked I had a B- in your class. How did it go from that to a D+ ? Did I do horrible on the 
exam? Please contact me back and let me know. This really hurts my gpa and Im scared Im not going to be eligible to play the rest of the season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Internship 

. EXSS    provides studer~ts wiLf~ academic credit for internships. I f~ave f~ad studenLs work at Lear]:ietd in the past and receive credit. Did you do your 

research on the firm yet? After learning more about what the company does, think about what you can offer or wl~at you would like to learn. 

know ~iIr. {:-:i~ry [;.:_~bba, the director, arid a Jew others in the? of[ice, ts your resume and cow?r I,-_d:ter rei~dy? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Debo~’ah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

3:13 PN 

I remember you mentioned Learfield Sports as a possible internship opportunity in class and I was wondering who to contact for that. Also, I was wondering if it could count 

towards EXSS credit for the spring semester. Happy Holidays! 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill % 

EXSS Sports Administration Major 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, 5:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

EXSS    FESA    Syllabus.pdf; EXSS , FESA Guidebook.doc.pdf 

Hi     . Merry Christmas season! Please give me a call immediately after Christmas so we can discuss the next steps for your work in EXSS Thanks. 

Read this syllabus and guidebook carefully and have your questions ready as we review the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Strom~, Pb,Do CLU 

............................................. 

315 W~l~en - Cg #~700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 5:11 PM 

ttolladay, Joe Randall <jholla~email.unc.edu-~ 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Hi Coach. I hope you are doing well. 

What time was practice today? was to meet me today regarding his fall semester grade at 3:00 p.m. and he did not show up. More importantly, he did not 

let me know that he was no longer available. He texted me two hours after our meeting time to apologize. He has given me the impression that he was not 

available to even let me know that practice times had changed today. 

I am trying to teach him to be more responsible and to be a better communicator. Obviously, I am not pleased with his progress. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Debby 

Explore~ Engage, 

"Nearly all me~ ca~ stand r~cDersil-y, b~r~ if yo~ wan~ to tes~ a man’s character, gNe him power." Abrahan~ I,i~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:34 PM 

.@live.unc.edu> 

Hello! 

Hi       I am sitting here cleaning up files in the office. ;( How is your CSBC list of possible speakers, projects, and trips going? ;) 

Please add Spiracle Media. I would like to have them speak to us. 

Have a blessed Christmas and holiday season. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stror~an~ Ph,Do CLU 

www.exss.un¢.edu 

3J~5 Woollen - C8 #8700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, i 4:06 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: QuickNote 

Thanks! Have fun. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all" Aristotle 

On at 3:32 PM, ~live.u~ac.edu> wrote: 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I hope you had a great Christmas! I was just emailing to let you know that I will be out of the count~’ tomorrow through Jan. 2, so if you try to contact me and I do not respond that is ~vhy. 
Have a great New- Year and I will see you in a couple weeks! 
> 

> All the best, 
> 

> 

> Sent fi-om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 2, 2013 9:06 AM 

Clayton, Tafl}’e Benson <tafl~e@unc.edu-~; Hertel, Amy I,ocklear (Am~zHertel@unc.edu); Maria DeGuzman 

@eaxthlink.net-% Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Chat today 

Hi All. Happy New Year! Meet today at City Kitchen (Spice Street) at 5:30 p.m.? 
Thanks! 
d 
Deborah L, $~rornant Ph,D. CLU 
E~loreo E~g~e, E~power. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 2, 2013 9:32 AM 

ttertel, Amy Locklear (Amy ttertel@unc.edu); Maria DeGuzman ~earthlink.net>; Debx~r~h Strom~ Ph. D. CI.U 

<dstroman@emaJl.unc.ed~ 

Meeting Agenda 

Hi Amy and Maria. I think we should review our consensus platform from our first meeting and then give her direct feedback as to how her unit is being perceived 

on campus. Amy, I will give you a call later to share the update. Let’s remain hopeful that she is receptive to our offer to assist in any way possible. 

My notes from the POC ("People of Color") Collaboration: 

1. BOG Strategic Directions Committee - DMA position? (We collaborated on the letter supporting Sen. Kinnaird’s position.) 

2. DMA Incentive Fund-No longer available? 

3. Silent Sam- DMA position? 

4. Minority Males Retention Crisis - strategy and current actions? Timetable? (areas of need: social, curriculum, professional development, support system, 

tutoring, mental health, etc.) 

5. DMA Diversity Report-status? 

We need DMA to be "urgent" in nature and to reflect the crisis nature of UNC. Overall, we represent employees who are very concerned with the lack of 

communication (written or oral). There is an appearance of "admiring the problem." ;) We want to assist you and need increased communication and a real 

partnership. 

We also agreed to look into having our own POC Speaker Series. 

Did I miss anything? I am available to do a 3-way chat now until 12:00 p.m. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroraan, Ph,D, CLU 
E Iore. E~ a e,E~ ower, 

::N:: Ch~~stmas K~W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 2, 2013 9:41 AM 

Ma]ia DeG~man < @earl~hlink.net>; Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amyj tertel@unc.edu> 

Prig: Meeting Agenda 

I can wai~ until liL Arny, can you? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

939.843.0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidit%" 

F~m= Maria DeGuzman [mail~          ~ea~hlink.net] 
Sent~ Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:40 AN 
To~ He~el, Amy Locklear 

¢¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Re: Meeting Agenda 

You all go ahead and have a chat now if you wish. I am care-giving (my morn) at the moment but could call at 11 am. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 2, 2013, at 9:33 AM, "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> wrote: 

Looks ?pod. I am ~vmi~ble now a~ well 

B~st; 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent= Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:32 AN 

Te= Hertel, Amy kocklear; Maria DeGuzman; Stroman, Deborah k 

Subject: Meeting Agenda 
Impo~ance= High 

Hi Amy and Maria. I think we should review our consensus platform from our first meetin8 and then ~ive her direct feedback as to how her unit is 

bein~ perceived on campus. Amy, I will ~ive you a call later to share the update. Let’s remain hopeful that she is receptive to our offer to assist in any 

way possible. 

My notes from the POC ("People of Color") Collaboration: 

i. BOG Stratesic Directions Committee - DMA position? (We collaborated on the letter supportin8 Sen. Kinnaird’s position.) 

2. DMA Incentive Fund-No lonser available? 

3. Silent Sam- DMA position? 

4. Minority Males Retention Crisis - stratesy and current actions? Timetable? (areas of need: social, curriculum, professional development, 

support system, tutorins, mental health, etc.) 

5. DMA Diversity Report-status? 

We need DMA to be "ursent" in nature and to reflect the crisis nature of UNC. Overall, we represent employees who are very concerned with the lack 

of communication (written or oral). There is an appearance of "admirin8 the problem." ;) We want to assist you and need increased communication 

and a real partnership. 

We also asreed to look into havin8 our own POC Speaker Series. 

Did I miss anythins? I am available to do a 3-way chat now until ~2:00 p.m. 

d 

Deborah L Stro~n, Ph.D. CLU 

<~mageOO~.jp~> 

~,ex~,unc,edu 
3%5 Woolle~ - CB #8700 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

’t~ea rIy all :men can stm~.d adversity, b~t Jr’ yo~ ,:vm~.t to test a n~[~s ~:}~a r~cter. ~Jve }Elm ~)ower" A~)rallam l.,JncoI[~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 2, 2013 9:44 AM 

ttertel, Amy Locklear <Amy~ertel@unc.edu>; Maria DeG~man @earthlink.net> 

I~E: Meeting Agenda 

Okay~ I will try to call everyone at 11:00. Use mobile tmrnbers? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

"N~thing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From-" Hertel, Amy Locklear 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:43 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Maria DeGuzman 
Subject; RE: Meeting Agenda 
I ca~ wail: until 1 i. 

Best, 

A I .Lr 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:41 AM 
To: Maria DeGuzman; Hertel, Amy Locklear 
Subject= RE: Meeting Agenda 

~ can wail m~ti~ IL ~rny, cat~ you? 

Dcborab L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world ~s mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and censde~tious stup{dit%" 

From= Haria DeGuzman [mailto          @ea~hlink.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 20~3 9:40 AN 
To= He~el, Amy Locklear 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t= Re: Meeting Agenda 

You all go ahead and have a chat now if you wish. I am care-giving (my morn) at the moment but could call at 11 am. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 2, 2013, at 9:33 AM, "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy...Hertel@unc.edu> wrote: 

Looks ?:~od. I am ~vaiiable now a:~ well 

B~st; 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:32 AM 
To= Hertel, Amy Locklear; Maria DeGuzman; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Meeting Agenda 
lmpo~ance= High 

Hi Amy and Maria. I think we should review our consensus platform from our first meeting and then give her direct feedback as to how her unit is 

being perceived on campus. Amy, I will give you a call later to share the update. Let’s remain hopeful that she is receptive to our offer to assist in any 

way possible. 

My notes from the POC ("People of Color") Collaboration: 

~. BOG Strategic Directions Committee - DMA position? (We collaborated on the letter supporting Sen. Kinnaird’s position.) 

2. DMA Incentive Fund-No longer available? 

3. Silent Sam- DMA position? 

4. Minority Males Retention Crisis - strategy and current actions? Timetable? (areas of need: social, curriculum, professional development, 

support system, tutoring, mental health, etc.) 

5. DMA Diversity Report-status? 

We need DMA to be "urgent" in nature and to reflect the crisis nature of UNC. Overall, we represent employees who are very concerned with the lack 

of communication (written or oral). There is an appearance of "admiring the problem." ;) We want to assist you and need increased communication 

and a real partnership. 

We also agreed to look into having our own POC Speaker Series. 

Did I miss anything? I am available to do a 3-way chat now until ~2:00 p.m. 

d 

Deborah L. Stro~n, Pb~D, CLU 
~plore. gngage~ Empower, 

............................................. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 11:31 AM 

Claylxm, Taff,ve Benson <taJ~t’ye@unc.edu> 

Hertel, Amy Lockleax (Amy Hertel@unc.edu); Maria DeGuzma~ @eaxthlink.net> 

Chat 

Thanks again for the opportunity to chat last night. We enjoyed the fellowship and important dialogue. We look forward to meeting with you during the semester 

as an advisory group and your attendance at our scheduled events and!or meetings. 

We welcome this open exchange and partnership to make UNC-Chapel Hill a healthier and warmer environment for all. 

Regards, 

Amy, Debby, and Maria 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D0 ~LU 
Explore, En~Ja~Je, ErapoWero 

~.~.~ Chri~mss KiW 

............................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 1:40 PM 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: I facul~--athletics- forum] que~ on meeting Jan 8 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Rem~er(a)med.unc.edu> 

Date: JanuaD’ 4, 2013, 11:58:04 AM EST 
To: discussion <thcnlty--athletics-li~rum~liskserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <facul~’--athletics-fomm~)lis~tse~w.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [faculty-atldetics-tbrumll query on meeting Jan 8 
Reply-To: "Rennet; Joy J" <Joy Renner~tned.unc.edu> 

Great - I believe you are right. I have only been to a couple of their meetings s~ I am not sure on the total composition of that committee yet. 

Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, inclnding attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or enti~ to which it is addressed 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. An~ .... unauthorized review, nse, disclosnre or distribntion is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail mad destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and ficom this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law mad may be di~losed to third parties by an 

authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

..... Origin~2l Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith Imailto:iays~nith(&email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 11:56 AM 

To: Renner, Joy J 

Cc: discnssion 
Subject: Re: [facul~--athlelics- forum] quew on meeting Jan 8 

We’d be happy to have Abigail. (I believe that Kem~eth Jmaken is also on the committee to which you refer, m~d I think he’s planing to come, 

too.) 
On 1/4/13 11:51 AM, Rennet, Joy J wrote: 

Since I cmmot attend the ARG this Tuesday due to a scheduling coatlict, I let Abigail Procter know about the meeling. She chairs ~other 

faculty adviso~ group related to academic support for athletes. I thought it could be beneficial to her in her work with that comtnittee to hear 

this discussion. She is aware of the ti~ne (3:30) and location (Alumni 313A). If time or location changes, let ~ne know and I cm~ pass it on to 

her. 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor m~d Director 

Universi~ of North C~xolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 



CB #7130 UNC-Ctt Bondurant tM1 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is 
addressed and may contain confidentia] and/or privileged tnaterial. An5 .... unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and &stroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third 

parties by- an authorized s~ate official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto;iaysmith(cb~email.unc.e&i] 

Sent: Thursday, Januau 03, 2013 6:34 PM 

To: Renner, Joy J 

Cc: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] query- on meeting Jan 8 

Joy--I appreciate the problem. Ideally, we would avoid these conflicts. The challenges tbr next week are many, though. I’ve asked two grad 

students to give up some of their t?cee time to come talk to us about tutoring. I’m not sure they can reschedule at this poin’~ though I’m willing 

to ask them. The 3:30 meeting time was decided by the group through doodle polling last month, and I fear that a change to another hour 

might lose us as many people as we would gain. I a]so would prefer, I admit, not to have to waste too much more of my time on scheduling 

issues. 

Can we take one shot at it and give up if it doesn’t work out? We might consider a 2pm meeting time this once, for example. I would need to 

confirm with the students, but assuming they can make the switch...could others weigh in? Would a switch to 2 from 3:30 create problems? 

If you were planning to come for the 3:30 meeting, would this smtch be manageable? Or would it prevent you fi~om coming? 

Those with thoughts, please share them. -Jay On 1/3/13 5:39 PM, Rennet, Joy J wrote: 

Hi Jay~ 

Thank you for the meeting iat’onnation. I do not know how flexible the group and you cm~ be on seheduling. It is beneficial for 

me to hear discussions first hand and to find out what intbnnation and questions can be helpful to FAC as we caru. out our 

charge. So I would like whenever possible to attend the ARG meetings and I would hope some of the ARG members wonld 

like to attend FAC meetings. There are co~Nicts with FAC meetings and a Chancellor’s advisory meeting and others with your 

current schedule. 

For exmnple, the meeting next week is occurring at the same time as the FAC meeting. 

If you are a~nenable to changing any of the dates, let me know and I will let you know my thoughts on what might work. All 

co~nmittees for facul .ty council have their meeting schedule posted I believe. If not, I roll make sure you have the schedules. 

Thanks for the consideration. 

Joy 



Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Prot~ssor and Director 

University ofNolth Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 

#7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attaclmaents, if m~y, is intended only for the -person or entity 

to which it is addressed mad may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, rise, disclosnre or 

distribution is prohibited. If yon are not the intended recipient, please contact the ,sender by reply e-mail mad destroy all copies 

of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and ti~om this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be 

disclosed to third parties by an authorized state otticial (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mafilto:iaysmith(~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, Jannary 02, 2013 3:41 PM 

To: di~ussion 

Subject: [tkcnlty--athletics-tbrum] more on ARG meeting times 

I should have sent a reminder about all dates/times; o~gm~ization not tny s~trong suit. So let me remind eveuone of the line-up 

for spring. (All meetings are at 3:30): 

Jan. 8 

Feb. 12 

March 19 (changed I?om March 12) 

April 9 

’][’here is a possibility that we’ll need to schedule a second Janua~ meeting, but I cm~’t say anything more at this point. I’ll let the 
group know as soon as I know an~tJ~ing definitive. 

-- You axe cunenfly snbscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: Joy- Renner~med.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 

http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?i&58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alc8a5&n T&I thculty--athle~cs-Ibrum&o 32575747, 

or ~nd a blank email to leave-32575747-58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alc8a5@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro~unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/n?id~8699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&l facultv--athletics-forum&o 32582516, orsenda 
blmfl¢ emafil to leave-32582516-48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6~)listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 1:41 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: I facul~--athletics- forum] que~ on meeting Jan 8 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Rem~er(a)med.unc.edu> 

Date: JanuaD’ 4, 2013, 11:58:04 AM EST 
To: discussion <thcnlty--athletics-li~rum~liskserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <facul~’--athletics-fomm~)lis~tse~w.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [faculty-atldetics-tbrumll query on meeting Jan 8 
Reply-To: "Rennet; Joy J" <Joy Renner~tned.unc.edu> 

Great - I believe you are right. I have only been to a couple of their meetings s~ I am not sure on the total composition of that committee yet. 

Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, inclnding attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or enti~ to which it is addressed 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. An~ .... unauthorized review, nse, disclosnre or distribntion is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail mad destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and ficom this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law mad may be di~losed to third parties by an 

authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

..... Origin~2l Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith Imailto:iays~nith(&email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 11:56 AM 

To: Renner, Joy J 

Cc: discnssion 
Subject: Re: [facul~--athlelics- forum] quew on meeting Jan 8 

We’d be happy to have Abigail. (I believe that Kem~eth Jmaken is also on the committee to which you refer, m~d I think he’s planing to come, 

too.) 
On 1/4/13 11:51 AM, Rennet, Joy J wrote: 

Since I cmmot attend the ARG this Tuesday due to a scheduling coatlict, I let Abigail Procter know about the meeling. She chairs ~other 

faculty adviso~ group related to academic support for athletes. I thought it could be beneficial to her in her work with that comtnittee to hear 

this discussion. She is aware of the ti~ne (3:30) and location (Alumni 313A). If time or location changes, let ~ne know and I cm~ pass it on to 

her. 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor m~d Director 

Universi~ of North C~xolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 



CB #7130 UNC-Ctt Bondurant tM1 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is 
addressed and may contain confidentia] and/or privileged tnaterial. An5 .... unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and &stroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third 

parties by- an authorized s~ate official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto;iaysmith(cb~email.unc.e&i] 

Sent: Thursday, Januau 03, 2013 6:34 PM 

To: Renner, Joy J 

Cc: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] query- on meeting Jan 8 

Joy--I appreciate the problem. Ideally, we would avoid these conflicts. The challenges tbr next week are many, though. I’ve asked two grad 

students to give up some of their t?cee time to come talk to us about tutoring. I’m not sure they can reschedule at this poin’~ though I’m willing 

to ask them. The 3:30 meeting time was decided by the group through doodle polling last month, and I fear that a change to another hour 

might lose us as many people as we would gain. I a]so would prefer, I admit, not to have to waste too much more of my time on scheduling 

issues. 

Can we take one shot at it and give up if it doesn’t work out? We might consider a 2pm meeting time this once, for example. I would need to 

confirm with the students, but assuming they can make the switch...could others weigh in? Would a switch to 2 from 3:30 create problems? 

If you were planning to come for the 3:30 meeting, would this smtch be manageable? Or would it prevent you fi~om coming? 

Those with thoughts, please share them. -Jay On 1/3/13 5:39 PM, Rennet, Joy J wrote: 

Hi Jay~ 

Thank you for the meeting iat’onnation. I do not know how flexible the group and you cm~ be on seheduling. It is beneficial for 

me to hear discussions first hand and to find out what intbnnation and questions can be helpful to FAC as we caru. out our 

charge. So I would like whenever possible to attend the ARG meetings and I would hope some of the ARG members wonld 

like to attend FAC meetings. There are co~Nicts with FAC meetings and a Chancellor’s advisory meeting and others with your 

current schedule. 

For exmnple, the meeting next week is occurring at the same time as the FAC meeting. 

If you are a~nenable to changing any of the dates, let me know and I will let you know my thoughts on what might work. All 

co~nmittees for facul .ty council have their meeting schedule posted I believe. If not, I roll make sure you have the schedules. 

Thanks for the consideration. 

Joy 



Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Prot~ssor and Director 

University ofNolth Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 

#7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attaclmaents, if m~y, is intended only for the -person or entity 

to which it is addressed mad may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, rise, disclosnre or 

distribution is prohibited. If yon are not the intended recipient, please contact the ,sender by reply e-mail mad destroy all copies 

of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and ti~om this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be 

disclosed to third parties by an authorized state otticial (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mafilto:iaysmith(~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, Jannary 02, 2013 3:41 PM 

To: di~ussion 

Subject: [tkcnlty--athletics-tbrum] more on ARG meeting times 

I should have sent a reminder about all dates/times; o~gm~ization not tny s~trong suit. So let me remind eveuone of the line-up 

for spring. (All meetings are at 3:30): 

Jan. 8 

Feb. 12 

March 19 (changed I?om March 12) 

April 9 

’][’here is a possibility that we’ll need to schedule a second Janua~ meeting, but I cm~’t say anything more at this point. I’ll let the 
group know as soon as I know an~tJ~ing definitive. 

-- You axe cunenfly snbscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: Joy- Renner~med.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 

http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?i&58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alc8a5&n T&I thculty--athle~cs-Ibrum&o 32575747, 

or ~nd a blank email to leave-32575747-58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alc8a5@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro~unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/n?id~8699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&l facultv--athletics-forum&o 32582516, orsenda 
blmfl¢ emafil to leave-32582516-48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6~)listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 3:45 PM 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU ~dstroman@email.unc.edu-~ 

Gusldemcz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <s~Jlye@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; 

Petschaue~; Me~edith A 0nbusby@e~nail.unc.edu); Aguilm, Alain J --~alaguila,~email.unc.edu> 

~live.com; ~hotmail.com; ~)chm~er.net ~student.fa~echcc.edu; ~yahoo.com; 

~m~cny.rr.com; ~live.com: ~y~hoo.com: @uncg.edu ~att.net; 

~gmail.com: ~hotmail.com; ~ ~gmail.com ~ahoo.com; ~elon.edu; 
~}yahoo.com; ~mindspring.com: ~hotmail.com; ~ncsu.edu; ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~uncg.edu; ~gmail.com: ~gmail.con ~hotmail.com 

Welcome Back EXSS Transt~r Students! 

Hi Tar Heels! We hope you enjoyed your first semester at UNC and the winter break. The first day of classes start Wednesday (Wow!) and we want to 

share with you several reminders and to restate our commitment to your academic success in EXSS. 

Helpful Tips: 
1) 

We are always updating the .~_X___S___S___O_~p___a___r_t__r__n___e___r_Lt____w___e___b__~j_t_-__e- so take the time to revisit to learn more about the curriculum, faculty, advising, and 

happenings. Our Facebook page is https~/iwww.facebook.comiuncexss and our Twitter handle is @UNCEXSS. Post your reflections, comments, and 

human movement/sport administration news. 

2) When communicating with professors and advisors always include your PID and leave your phone number TWICE on voicemail boxes. 

3) Use your UNC email address on all university communications. (You risk the chance of missing important information by using gmail, yahoo, etc.) 

4) Graduate School may be a strong possibility for you. Recommendations from professors are essential, so please utilize faculty office hours to 

introduce yourself and share your academic goals. Don’t wait a few weeks before application deadlines. 

5) Not receiving EXSS emails from Dr. Salyer? Send your name and PID to salyer@email.unc TODAY. 

6) Don’t forget The Learning Center! Services include: Peer Tutoring, Academic Counseling, Coaching, Study Camps, and MUCH MORE. 

7) Need one hour credit? New Course offering from Dr. Jan Boxill in Philosophy (see attachment) - Ethics, Responsibility, and Justice (Phil 562). 

8) Yes, our courses are very popular and can be difficult to enroll in during your first and second semester. ;( Remain self-assured and feel free to 

contact Dr. Salyer and myself if you feel that you are having MAJOR anxiety about the completion of the EXSS degree. We want to work with you to 

map out a strategy and to keep your confidence high. 

EXSS Academic Advisors are here to assist you, so please don’t hesitate to ask for help! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

Deborah L, $troman~ Ph,D, CLU 
E Iore. E~ a e,E~ ower, 

::N:: CNistmas KiW 

v~Nw,exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 

3£5 ~ool~en - C~ #~700 

9~9,843=033~ 

"Ne~wI~ ~11 ~nen can s~a~M adversi~, but ~f ye~ waist ~e ~est ~ rn~m’s ch~w~c~er, g~,e him power," Abr~h~m L~ncoh~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 3:48 PM 

~live.unc.edt~> 

ILE: Internships 

H I do make exceptions for excellent students. And you have been or~e.,, ;) 
Keep me posted. We will meet to decide the course requirements for a second version of EXSS 327. 

Dr. 3trom~m 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internships 
Dr~ Stroman: 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and cot~scientious stupidity," 

3:11 PM 

I hope that you have had an excellent break from work! I was just checking to see if there was any way that you can receive class credit for an internship more than one time? 
Some of the internships that I am researching require that you receive class credit in order to apply for the position. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 3:52 PM 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU ~dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

~live.co~n; 5!hom~ail.co~n; ~charter.net; 
~twcny.rr.com; ~live.co~n; .~!yahoo.com; 

~gmail.co~n: @hotmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

@yahoo.com ~!mindspring.com; ~!hotmaJl.com; 
@gmail.con @uncg.edu @gmail.com; 

Welcome Back Transfers - Attachment 

PHIL562.pdf 

@smdent.faytechcc.edu; @y~hoo.com; 

,~!uncg.edu; @art.net; 

~,@yahoo.com; @elon.edu; 
(@ncsu.e&              ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com;           ~hotma~l.com 

~NearIy all me~ ca,~ s~a~M a~tversi~y, b~t if you wa~lt ~c~ ~est a man’s character, give him power." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 3:55 PM 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: [facul~--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

Hi Eileen. Yes, I do plan on being at the FAC meeting on Tuesday. Thales 

My break was nice. Real quiet and full of rest I have BIG intentions this year -- in terms of my dedication to my health and not ~vorking so late. ;) 

Let’s chat by phone before Tuesday to get caught up 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity’." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Parsons, Eileen R 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 2:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

Thanks Debbie. 

If my schedule permits then I may try to attend one or more of these meetings. It sounds like two tutors may present at the next meeting of this group. Is that correct? l suggested to Joy that 
Academic Support Services should be the topic for FAC after advising, the topic for the February meeting. The next FAC meeting is this Tuesday from 4:30-6:00 and we will discuss 
admissions. We recetved detailed information about the admissions process, specifically as tt pertained to the admissions of’those with exceptional talent in music, dramatic arts, and 
athletics, at the December meeting. You should attend this Tuesday’s FAC meeting if possible 

Did you have a nice holiday? 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: Phi) in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 1:40 PM 
To: Parsons, Eilecn R 
Subject: Fwd: [facul~’--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded rnnssage: 

From: "Renner, Joy- J" <JoyRenner@med.unc.edu<mailto:Jo,i- Renner(d~,,med.unc.edu>> 
Date: January/4, 2013, 11:58:04 ~x5~4 EST 
To: discussion <faculty--ath~etics-f~rum@~istse1~.~nc.edu<mai~t~:facu~--ath~etics-f~rum(~’listset~.unc.edu>> 
Cc: discussion <facu~--ath~etics-f~1~ara@~istse~w.unc.edu<raai~t~:f~acultY--athletics-f~rum(~‘~istse1~.unc.edu>> 
Subject: RE: [faculb’--athletics-fi~mm] query on meeting Jan 8 
Reply-To: "Renner, Joy J" <JoyRenner@med.unc.edu<mailto:Jov Renner(~med.unc.edu>> 

Great - I believe you are right. I have only been to a couple of their meetings so I am not sure on the total coraposition of that committee yet. 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB #7130 I~rNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-%6-5147Desk 

919-%6-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDEb,~2IALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity’ to which it is addressed and may contain conf)dential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:ja,vsmith@email unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [facul~z--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 



We’d be happy to have Abigail (I believe that Kenneth Janken is also on the committee to which you refer, and I think he’s planing to come, 
too) 
On 1,,’4,’13 11:51 AM. Relmer, Joy J wrote: 
Since I cannot attend the ARG this Tuesday due to a scheduling conflict, I let Abigail Panter know about the meeting She chairs another faculty advisolT group related to academic support 
for athletes. I thought it could be beneficial to her in her work with that connnittee to hear this discussion She is aware of the time (3:30) and location (Alumni 313A) If time or location 
changes, let me know and I can pass it on to her 

J oy 

Joy J. Rermer, M.A, RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant {{all 321-A South Columbia St 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDEN~IALr]?Y NOTICE: ~I~ais e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or ent~ to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiah Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and li*om this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132) 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 6:34 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty-athletics-forum] query- on meeting Jan 8 

Joy--I appreciate the problem. Ideally, xve would avoid these conflicts. The challenges for next week are many, though. I’ve asked txvo grad students to give up some of their free time to 
come talk to us about tutoring. I’m not sttre they- can reschedule at this point, though I’m willing to ask them. The 3:30 meeting time was decided by the group ttnough doodle polling last 
month, and I fear that a change to another hour might lose us as many people as we xvould gain. I also would prefer, I admit, not to have to waste too much more of my time on scheduling 
issues. 

Can we take one shot at it and give up if it doesn’t work out? We might consider a 2pm meeting time this once, for example. I xvould need to confim~ xvith the students, but assuming they can 
make the switch...could others xveigh in’.’ Would a switch to 2 from 3:30 create problems? If you were planning to come for the 3:30 meeting, would this switch be manageable’.’ O1 would it 
prevent you from corming? 

Those with thoughts, please share them. -Jay On 1/3/13 5:39 PM. Rennet, Joy J wrote: 
Hi Jayt 
Thank you for the meeting information. I do not know how flexible the group and you can be on scheduling. It is beneficial for me to hear discussions first hand and to find out what 
itfformation and questions can be helpful to FAC as we carry out ottr charge. So I would like xvhenever possible to attend the ARG meetings and I xvould hope some of the ARG members 
would like to attend FAC meetings. There are conflicts with FAC meetings and a Chancellor’s advisory meeting and others with your current schedule. 
For example, the meeting next week is occurring at the same time as the FAC meeting. 

If you are amenable to changing any of the dates, let me knoxv and I will let you knoxv my thoughts on what might work. All coramittees for facul~" council have their meeting schedule 
posted I believe. If not, I will make sure you have the schedules. 

Thanks for the consideration. 

Joy 

Joy J. Relmer, M.A, RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 
#7130 L~N(?-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDEiX~2IALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Slnith [mailto:javsmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: We&~esday, January- 02, 2013 3:41 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-f,amm] more on ARG meeting times 

should have sent a reminder about all dates/times; organization not my strong smt. So let me remind everyone of the line-up [’or spring. (All meetings are at 3:30): 

Jan. 8 

Feb. 12 

March 19 (changed from March 12) 

April 9 

There is a possibility that we’ll need to schedule a second January meeting, but I can’t say anything more at this point. I’ll let the group know as soon as I know anything definitive 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: Joy Renner@med.unc.edu<mailto:Jo’¢ Renner(a)med.nnc.edu>. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id=58571604.229eTl 7e31 d387e13836b56d20alcSa5&n=T&l=facult~/--athletics-forum&o=32575747 or send a blank email to leave-32575747- 



58571604.229e717e31 d387e13836b56d20al cSa5@listserv.unc.edu<mai[to:[eave-32575747-58571604 229e717e3 ld387el 3836b56d20alc 8a5(~[istserv.unc.edu>. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-lk~rum as: dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro(@unc.edu>. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc.edu/u? 
id~8699886.7b78768854bTlbebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&[ facu/tv-athletics-fomm&o 32582516 orsenda blank emai[to leave-32582516- 
48699886 7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc edu<mailto:leave-32582516-48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6(~r)lisksep~ uric edu>. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 4:00 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edtr~ 

I~F,: I faculty--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

Hi Barbara, Athtedcs Reform Group. (Iol} 

Yes, the back and forth between Martin and Jay is embarrassing to me. I think .Jay doesn’t reflect the actions of a distinguished full professor at UNC-CH. His 

opinion and perspecUve ~s .ane thing, but the way he at~:acks, genera~kes, and interacts w~th those who disagree is very sad. Wouk~ we want junior [acuity t.a 

emulate h~s actions? ~ th~nk not.. 

d 

Bo Good. 

Dcborat] L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

EngiNe, Explore. Ernpow~t 

91 9.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 1:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] query on meeting .]an 8 
Thanks-what does ARG stand for? 

Btw, did you read Gov. Martin’s letter’ to the editor in the News and Observer the other day? He s~amrned Jay Smith’s ed~toria~ {and Jay). 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

Univers~tg of North Carolh~a 

309 Woo~en Gym 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27559 

Phone: 9~9.962.5573 

Ema~h sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, Janua~ 04, 20~3 ~:4~ PN 

Te= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= Fwd: [faculN--athletics-forum] que~ on meeting Jan 8 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin tbrwazded message: 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <i!£2f____[~__e_Lm_e__r(_a2_Ln__e___£~_:_tLn_c_:_e_~t___u_> 

Date: January 4, 2013, 11:58:04 AM EST 

To: di s c u s si o n <.~.~.t.~1E:~.-.~t.]~.!.eJ.i.c.‘~?~.r~.u..r..n.~).~.i~.s~.e.D:.~1~1~> 
Cc: discussion <faculty’--athletics-tbrum(F~lis~serv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [faculty-athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

Reply-To: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy l(enner~med,unc.edu> 

Great - I believe you are right. I have only been to a couple of their meetings so I am not sure on the ~tal composition of that committee yet. 

Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Universib~ of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

- CONFIDENTIALrFY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if aa>; is intended only for the -person or entib" to which it is addressed 

and may contain confidentia] and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 

inten&d recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and deslroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 



..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto;ia~-smith(~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, Jannary 04, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Renner~ Joy J 

Cc: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics- forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

We’d be happy to have Abigail. (I believe that Kenneth Janken is also on the committee to which you refer, and I think he’s planing to come, 

too.) 
On 1/’4/13 11: 51 AM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

Since I cannot attend the ARG this Tuesday dne to a scheduling conflict, I let Abigail Panter know about the meeting. She chairs another t?acnlty advisory 

group related to academic support tbr athletes. I thonght it could be beneficial to her in her work with that committee to hear this discussion. She is 

awaxe of the ti~ne (3:30) and location (Alumni 313A). Ifti~ne or location changes, let me know aaad I can pass it on to her. 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Prot~ssor and Director 

Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, inclnding attachments, if any. is intended only for the -person or enti~ to which it is 

addressed and may contain confidential and!or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribntion is prohibited. 

If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mafil and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third 
parties by an authorized s~te official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailt~:~:ia,,~smith,@x~mail.tlnc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, Januao~ 03, 2013 6:34 PM 

To: Renner, Joy J 

Cc: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty--atNetics- forum] query- on meeting Jan 8 

Joy--I appreciate the problem. Ideally, we would avoid these conflicts. The challenges for next week are many, though. I’ve asked two grad 

students to give up some of their free time to come talk to us abont tutoring. I’m not snre they can reschedule at this point, though I’m willing 

to ask them. The 3:30 meeting time was decided by the gronp through doodle polling last month, and I fear that a change to another hour 

might lose us as many people as we would gafin. I also wonld prefer, I admit, not to have to waste too much more of my time on scheduling 

issues. 

Can we take one shot at it and give up if it doesn’t work out? We might consider a 2pm meeting time this once, tbr example. I would need to 

confirm ruth the students, but assuming they can make the switch...could others weigh in? Would a switch to 2 t]com 3:30 create proNems? 

If you were planning to come for the 3:30 meeting, would this switch be manageable? Or would it prevent you from coming? 

Those with thoughts, please share them. -Jay On 1/3/13 5:39 PM, Rennet, Joy J wrote: 

Hi Jay! 

Thank you tbr the meeting information. I do not know how flexible the gronp mad you can be on scheduling. It is beneficial tbr 

me to hear discnssions first hand and to find out what information and questions can be helpfi~l to FAC as we carry, out onr 

chaxge. So I would like whenever possible to attend the ARG meetings and I would hope some of the ARG members wonld 

like to attend FAC meetings. There axe conflicts ruth FAC meetings and a Chancellor’s advisory meeting and others ruth your 

cunent schedule. 

For example, the meeting next week is occurring at the same time as the FAC tneeting. 

If yon are mnenable to changing any of the dates, let me know and I roll let you know nay thoughts on what might work. All 
committees tbr faculty council have their meeting schedule posted I believe. If not, I roll make sure you have the schedules. 

Thanks for the consideration. 

Joy 

Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 



Associate Prot~ssor and Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 

#7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attaclnnents, if m~y, is intended only for the -person or enti~ 
to which it is addressed a~d may contain confidential ancFor privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, nse, disclosnre or 

distribution is prohibited. If yon are not the intended recipient, please contact the ,sender by reply e-mail a~d destroy all copies 

of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be 

disclosed to third parties by an anthorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith(~)email.ut~c.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, Januau 02, 2013 3:41 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: [faculty~--athletics- forum] more on ARG meeting times 

I shonld have sent a reminder about all dates/times; organization not my strong snit. So let me remind everyone of the line-up 

for spring. (All meetings are at 3:30): 

Jan. 8 

Feb. 12 

March 19 (changed from March 12) 

April 9 

There is a possibility that we’ll need to schedule a second Jmmary ,neeting, but I can’t say an>~thing ,nore at this point. I’ll let the 

group know as soon as I know an~king definitive. 

-- You are cmrently subscribed to facul~--athletics- forum as: ~?y___I_~_e_!ig_t__ej~@!i_n_e__d__:__u__r_t__c_:_e___c_~__u_.. To m~subscribe click here: 

http:/ilists.~mc.eduit~?id 58571604.229eT17e31d387e13836b56d20alc8a5&n T&I t:acnltv--athletics-forum&o 32575747, 

or send a blmhk email to leave-32575747-58571604.229eT17e3 ld387e13836b56d20al c8a5([flistserv.unc.edu. 

- - You are currently subscribed to faculty’- -athletics-forum as: dstro~mc.edu. To unsubscribe 

clickhere: http:/ilists.~mc.edu:t~?idM8699886.Tb78768854671bebc23d57742a2763d6&n r&l tZacnltv--athletics-fi:~rum&o 32582516, or send a 
blank ema~l to leave-32582516-48699886.7678768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6(a)listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 4:10 PM 

.~unc.e&~; ~live.unc.edu>; 

Barker, Marco J <baxke@unc.edu>; Hertel, Amy Locklear (Atny Hertel@unc.edu); 

I~NV: Scholarships for Econotnically Disadvaataged Students 

@portergaud.org> 

~)ea~hlink.net> 

Happy New Year! Plesse share._ 

Dr. Strom~n 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

"NotNng ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and coasdent~ous stupidiW," 

From= David Belton [mailb         @raSh.COrn] 
Sent; Friday, Janua~ 04, 2013 11:39 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~: Scholarships for Economically Disadvan~ged Students 

FYI 

Da vid 

Subject: Scholarships for Economically Disadvantaged Students 

Frorr        @ymail.com 

Date: Fri, 4 Jan 2013 06:02:~_9 -0500 
To: ca rlenia.ivory@ cms.kl2.nc.us 

Hello. 

Please review this and pass it on so that we can provide these scholarships. 

Thankyou. 

Ba try 

LSAT Preparatory Class Scholarship For Economically Disadvantaged Students: http://www,indiegogo.com/lawschoolprepplus? 

key=9678a 15aO2082a7c:l.9cd53bdedSO225b85a4fff2 

Sent from my iPad 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 4:14 PM 

Douglas, LindaBrown <linda dougla@unc.e&~ 

17E: Raisin in the Sun 

’,-lbsotuLefy! Thanks for the reminder about this event. I will share with the steering committee and make mention at next week’s rneeting too. 

debby 

Do Oood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Sent-" Friday, January 04, 2013 11:25 AN 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Raisin in the Sun 

Would this be something the Caucus could do together? 

PlayMakers presents ’A Raisin in the Sun’ with ’Clybourne Park’ 

PlayMakers Repertory Company offers audiences two insightful looks at race and the meaning of home in productions of "A Raisin in the Sun" and "Clybourne 

Park," to be performed in rotating repertory Jan. 26 to March 3. PlayMakers is the professional theater in residence at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill. 

b..t.t..~..;~Ly~n..~c..~.w..~s.~:.u.~.n.~c....~...u..Lc.~..~n...t.~.n.~t.~yJ~.w..L~..~9~ 

Director at Community 
Un:ve~:ly o! Nor~h Caro:ina at ChapeS 

Fax: 919-962-2279 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 4:16 PM 

Campbell, Lany (lecami~a)email.unc.edu) 

FW: R~Jsin in the Sun 

Hi Larry, Can you check into this oft:ering and see if we can get a discount (or group seating)? Lefts shoot for 16 tickets, 

Thanks. I would like to share with the Caucus on Wednesday. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~]uL~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From-" Douglas, Linda Brown 
Sent; Friday, January 04, 2013 11:25 AM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Raisin in the Sun 
Would this be something the Caucus could do together? 

PlayMakers presents ’A Raisin in the Sun’ with ’Clybourne Park’ 

PlayMakers Repertory Company offers audiences two insightful looks at race and the meaning of home in productions of "A Raisin in the Sun" and "Clybourne 

Park," to be performed in rotating repertory Jan. 26 to March 3. PlayMakers is the professional theater in residence at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill. 

http://uncnews.unc,edu/content/view/5780/66/ 

D#ector of Community FCefadons 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2~0 PJ~t, sboto Street, Campus Box 6225 
Chape~ Hi~, NC 2 7599-6225 

Telephone: 9t9-843-9393 

Fax: 9~9-962-2279 

tinda Douqlos@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 4:24 PM 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu> 

ILg;: URM in STEM FINAL--finaJ review 

Excellent’. !! Thanks again. Please send me your clean copy. 

We should do something else in 2013 too. 

All is well here. I do need to update you on the D\IA discussions Holla when you can. I will be around before classes start on Wednesday. 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 4:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: t~’W: URM in STEM FINAL--final review 

Happy News Year[[ Hope your year is off to a glorious start Just wanted to let you know l accepted the small edits, NPA made to the piece. Let’s get together soon, 

Sib 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 4:02 PM 
To: ’Cathee Phillips’ 
Subject: RE: URM in STEM FINAL--final review 

HAPPY NEW YEAR! The revisions look great, thanks so much for the feedback and edits. 

I do want to take a moment to say how sad I am to hear you a leaving NPA. I have been so inspired by your leadership and advocacy and have enjoyed working with you, getting to know 
you Your departure will leave a gaping hole to fill, ]2~r the organization and in many of our hearts. 

All the best, dear friend. 

Sibby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cathee Phillips [mailtc ,@,gmaihcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, Decembcr 18, 2012 5:12 PM 
To: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Subject: Re: UPJvI in STEM FINAL--final review 

Hi, Sibby, 

I hope you are doing well and that you have a great holiday[ 

After several delays, we are nearly tea@ to take the NPA ADVANCE resource guidebook to press. Thank you so much for your excellent corcanentaty! It is going to be invaluable to the 
postdoc community. 

The reviewers did have a few minor revisions, and I made some also, 
mainly to match the sb-le of the guidebook. I’ve attached the file 
for your review. It would be great if you could let me know if these revisions are acceptable by January 4, if possible. 

Thank you so very much[! 

All my best, 
Cathee 

Cathee Johnson Phillips, M.A 
Executive Director 
National Postdoctoral Association 
1200 New York Avenue ~V, Suite 610 
Washington, DC 20005 
202-326-6427 Ofi~ice 

www.nationalpostdoc org 
Providing a national voice for the postdoctoral community 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 4:48 PM 

ttertel, Amy Locklear <Amy~iertel@unc.edu> 

1),22: Scholmships for EconotnicaJly Disadvantaged Students 

No. I plan on calling you at 5:00 and try to see if: Maria 

d 
Do ~ood. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLO 

91%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidit%" 

From: Hertel, Amy Locklear 

Sent= Friday, January 04, 2023 4:43 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Scholarships for Economically Disadvantaged Students 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, 4:i0 PM 
To= 
C¢= Barker, Marco 3; Hertel, Amy Locklear; Maria DeGuzman 
Subject= FW: Scholarships for Economically Disadvantaged Students 

Deborah L, Str~a~an, Ph,D. CLU 

9:{9=843~0336 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

Fmm~ David Belton [ma~tc         ~msn,com] 
Sent~ Friday, Janua~ 04, 2013 11:39 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t~ ~: Scholarships Br Economically Disadvan~ged Students 

FYI 

Da vid 

Subject: Scholarships for Economically Disadvantaged Students 

From:       @ymail.com 

Date: Fri, 4 Jan 2013 06:02:19 -0500 
To: .c.~..a.~.r~.e.~.n.~La.~:j~.v.~.~.~y...@..~.c...m..~.s~:~.k..~.~.2.~:.r~.c.~:~.u..s.~ 

Hello, 
Please review this and pass it on so that we can provide these scholarships. 
Thankyou. 
Ba try 
I_SAT Preparatory Class Scholarship For Economically Disadvantaged Students: http://www,indiegogo.com/lawschoolprepplus? 

ke¥=9678a 15aO2082a7c:].gcd53bdedSO225b85a4fff2 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 4:49 PM 

Parsons, EJleen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: I facul .ly--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

;( No. I have a friend in towr~ ~vho will be recognized at the ~rBB game at 2:00. She is getting her jersey retired. Yeah!! 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Parsons, Eileen R 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [facul~--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

Sounds good Are you available on Sunday evening? 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program A[’filiation: Phi) in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 3:55 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: RE: [facul~--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

Hi Eileen. Yes, I do plan on being at the FAC meeting on Tuesday. Thanks 

My break was nice. Real quiet and full of rest I have BIG intentions this year -- in terms of my dedication to my health and not working so late. ;) 

Let’s chat by phone before Tuesday to get caught up. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Parsons, Eileen R 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 2:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] quelT on meeting Jan 8 

Thaaks Debbie. 

If my schedule permits then I may try- to attend one or more of these meetings. It sounds like two tutors may present at the next meeting of this group. Is that correct? I suggested to Joy that 
Academic Support Services should be the topic for FAC after advising, the topic for the February meeting. The next FAC meeting is this Tuesday from 4:30-6:00 and we will discuss 
admissions. We received detailed information about the admissions process, specifically as it pertained to the admissions of those with exceptional talent in music, dramatic arts, and 
athletics, at the December meeting You should attend this Tuesday’s FAC meeting if possible. 

Did you have a nice holiday? 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (~) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 1:40 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: Fwd: [faculty--athletics-foruln] query on meeting Jan 8 

DLS from my lPhone. 



Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu<mailto:Joy Renner(@med.nnc.edu>> 
Date: Januaw 4, 2013, 11:58:04 AM EST 
To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listsep~’ unc.edu<mailto:facult~/’--athletics-]k~rum(a)listserv unc.edu>> 
Cc: discussion <facu~ty--ath~etics-fomm@listserv.unc.edu<mai1t~:facu~w--ath~etics-~2~r~m(~r~istser~ unc.edu>> 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 
Reply-To: "Rennet, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med unc.edu<mailto:Jov Renner@med.nnc.edu>> 

Great - I believe you are right. I have only been to a couple of their meetings so I aru not sure on the total composition of that corcanittee yet. 

Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondtuant Hall 321-A South Colttrabia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTL, kLITY NOTICE: T~s e-mail message, including attactm~ents, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain cortfidential and/or 
privileged material. Any" ---unauthorized review, use, disclostue or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina PuNic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto: iavsrrlith(~emaihnnc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Janua15~ 04, 2013 11:56 AM 
To: Rcnner, Joy J 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] que~ on rueeting Jan 8 

We’d be happy to have Abigaih (I believe that Kenneth Janken is also on the committee to which you refer, and I think he’s planing to come, 
too.) 
On 1/4/13 11:51 AM. Relmer, Joy J wrote: 
Since I cannot attend the ARG this Tuesday clue to a scheduling conflict, I let Abigail Panter know- about the meeting. She chairs another faculty advisol)- group related to academic suppolt 
for athletes I thought it could be beneficial to her in her ~vork ~vith that cormnittee to hear this discussion. She is aware of the time (3:30) and location (Alumni 313A). If time or location 
changes, let me kno~v and I can pass it on to her. 

Joy 

Joy J. Relmer, MA., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDEik’I’IALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 6:34 PM 
To: Rennet, Joy J 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] query on meeting Jan 8 

Joy--I appreciate the problem Ideally, we would avoid these conflicts. ’]"he challenges for next week are many, though. I’ve asked two grad students to give up some of their fi-ee time to 
come talk to us about tutoring. I’m not sure they" can reschedule at this point, though I’m willing to ask them. ’]"he 3:30 meeting time was decided by the group through doodle polling last 
month, and I :[’ear that a change to another hour might lose us as many people as we would gain. I also would prefer, I admit, not to have to waste too much more of my time on scheduling 
issues. 

(;an we take one shot at it and give up if it doesn’t work out? We might consider a 2pro meeting time this once, for example. I would need to confirm with the students, but assuming they can 
make the switch...could others weigh in? Would a switch to 2 from 3:30 create problems? If you were planning to come J2~r the 3:30 meeting, would this switch be manageable? Or would it 
prevent you from coming? 

Those with thoughts, please share them. -Jay On 1/3/13 5:39 PM, Rermer, Joy J wrote: 
tti Jay! 
’]"hank you for the meeting information. I do not know how :flexible the group and you can be on scheduling It is beneficial for me to hear discussions :first hand and to find out what 
m[‘ormation and questions can be helpful to FAC as we car~ out our charge So ! would like whenever possible to attend the ARG meetings and I would hope some of the ARG members 
would like to attend FAC meetings. There are conflicts with FAC meetings and a Chancellor’s advisop), meeting and others with your current schedule 
For example, the meeting next week is occurring at the same time as the FAC meeting. 

If you are amenable to changing any of the dates, let me know- and I will let you know- my thoughts on what ruight work. All committees for faculty council have their meeting schedule 
posted I believe. If not, I will make sure you have the schedules. 

Thanks for the consideration. 

Joy 



J~U J. Rermer, M.A, RT(R), FAI~IRS 
Assuciate Professor and Director 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill Schuol of Medicine CB 
#7130 UN(2-CH Bundurant Hall 321 -A Suuth Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-c)66-5147Desk 

919-c)66-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDEi’~IALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attactm~ents, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain cor~fidential and/or 
privileged material. An?" ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [n~ailto:ia’~smith~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, JanumN 02, 2013 3:41 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: [faculty---athletics-forum] more on ~%RG meeting times 

should have sent a reminder about all dates/times; organization not my strong suit. So let me remind everyone of the line-up for spring. (All rueetings are at 3:30): 

Jan. 8 

Fcb. 12 

March 19 (changed froru March 12) 

April 9 

There is a possibility that we’ll need to schedule a second Janua15~ meeting, but I can’t say anything more at this point. I’ll let the group know- as soon as I l~mw anything definitive. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: Joy Renner@rued.~mc.edu<mailto:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id=5857~6~4.229e7~7e3~d387e~3836b56d2~alc8a5&n=T&~=facu~tv--athletics-f~rum&~=32575747, o1 send a blat~ email to leave-32575747- 
58571604 229e717e31 d387el 3836656d20a 1 c Sa5@listserv.unc edu<mailto:leave-32575747-58571604.229e717e31 d387el 3836b56d20al c 8a5~d)listserv uric. edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to facults~--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc edu<mailto:dstro@u~c edu>. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.uncedu/u? 
id~8699886 7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n=T&l=facult~’--athletics-fomm&o=32582516 or send a blank email to leave-32582516- 
48699886.7b78768854b71 b ebc 23 d57742a2763 d 6@listserv.u~c. edu<ma ilto:leave-32582516-48699886.7b78768854671 b ebc23 d57742a2763 d 6@listserv.unc. e du> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 U~NC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 5:49 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS minor queslion 

The EXSS major is VERY popular. Declaring the major witl definitely assist in your enrollment, but do know that most EXSS majors do not start their 

EXSS coursework until thek)m~or year. 

Many professors are stH[ on holiday/w~nter break and will be more act~w~ in their comm(micat~ons next week. Yo(~r best opp.artut~ity ~s to show up the first day of 

class and see if seats are avaHaMe {Priority ~s g~ven to EXSS seniors, EXS5 juniors, etc.) If no~:, consider summer school or the fall of 

Hope thb information helps1 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119~843~0336 

Fl~m-" 

Sent; Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS minor question 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

8:22 PH 

I am planning on declaring the EXSS general minor in January. However, I would like to start taking EXSS classes this spring if possible. I saw that a section of EXSS 181, 
taught by Dr. Hedgpeth, currently has two openings, but instructor permission is required to enroll. I emailed Dr. Hedgpeth a few days ago but have not yet heard back. As an 
advisor, do you know if it is possible for me to enroll in the course, even though I am not yet declared? I am currently a sophomore biology and psychology double major, 
hoping to get my masters in physician’s assistant studies, so I would like to get started on the minor as soon as possible! 

Thank you so much for your help. 

~live.u~c.ed_u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)] 

1/4/2013 10:49:15 PM 

Napier, Mary [Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: End of strategic planning party! 

Joseph DeSimone’s home, 

Start: 1/31/2013 ii:00:00 PM 

End: 2/1/2013 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday 5:53 PM 

~yahoo.com 

FW: 1 credit Matem~J m~d Child Health class available for Spring 

MCH 680.docx 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Eng~fe, E,~:~,lare, Ernt:~,ow~t 

9.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From-" Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Sent-’ Thursday, January 03, 2013 5:06 PN 
To,, Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors Listserv 
Co-" Collins, Narcus L; Hogan, Kelly A; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Page, Julie; Renner, Joy J; Shemer, Gidi; Stroman, Deborah L; Austell, Todd L 
Subject-’ FW: 1 credit Haternal and Child Health class available for Spring 

FYI,. Open t:o all majors, 

B e t h 

F~m= Rhodes, Sher~ 
Sent= Thursday, 3anua~ 03, 20~3 10:57 AN 

To= Shuster, Elizabeth O; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; 3ahn, Nichael S 
Subjett= ~ credit Na~rnal and Child Health class available for Spring 

Maternal and Child Health will be offering a one credit class in the spring -Global Sexual and Reproductive Health. Please post for undergraduates. 

Thanksl 

Sherry 

Sherry Rhodes 

Director of Student Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

GilJings School of Global Public Health 

263 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7400 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7~ 

9~9.966.0064 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 5:55 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

I~E: Meeling Request 

Happy New Yea1 Good to hear Iicom you. 

I am teaching during the hours of 11 - 1 every day How is your schedule on this Wednesday between 1:00 and 4:00? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @yahoo.coral 
Sent: Thursda? 5:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Meeting Request 

Dr. Strnman, 

hope you’ve had a nice break and started the new year offwell 

was wondering if I could possibly set up a meeting with you during the first few weeks of January. I’ve chosen to graduate a semester earl?’, in order to save money for the chance I might 
go to grad school. This is why I was hoping to meet with you 

I originally came to school [’or sports journalism However, aRer my previous internship over the sumaner (which was for EXSS 
and taking classes             ~nd UNC, I have taken a stronger interest in the sports marketing field 

working m my current position in the athletic department, 

You can tell a story in both fields, getung people excited about a game or athlete, and this interests me. I’m tossing the idea back and fi)rth of taking the couple of months after my graduation 

to work as an intern somewhere, and build my resume with the chance of receiving a job offer at the end of my time there, along with the option to attend grad school in the fall, 

(should I be accepted). 

I know that you have experience in both fields, and stress to students that grad school should be soraething we all consider. I’m a little overwhelraed with trying to graduate early, so I was 
just wondering if I could corae in soon to sit down and talk to you about what would be a smart path for me to work towards after graduation. 

I would appreciate your advice. 

That’: you for your time. I hope you enjoy the next couple of days before the semester starts. 

Best, 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 6:22 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~9;: EXSS 

Hi 

Thanks. 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843.0SS6 

have the administ~ator try one more time. This requesL was made to you °" three weeks ago. Please be more respo~sive Lo your UNC email. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~¢e and cot~sdentious stupidit~,o" 

From: @gmail.com [mailt~ ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Thursday, 3:48 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Ill Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’ve been doing well. I was just checking ConnectCarolina and noticed that I’m not enrolled in EXSS 

do? Or is the class fnll? Plea~ let me know! Thanks! 

I dropped a class - is there anything else I need to 

On Wed,             at 7:33 PM, Stroman Deborah <dstro(~unc~eduP wrote: 
Hi. You have until December 21 to adj ust your spring     ~chedule or I will not add you to the class. (I will go to the waiting list.) 

¯ Yon need to drop a class. 

fix your ~ime conflict 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stmman 

E~lore, E~gage, Empower, 
~.~X~,U~C,~ 

3~5 ~ol~en - ~g #8700 

919.843,033~ ................................. 

"NearIy a]l ~nen can s~a~M a&zersi~y, bvt ff you waist ~e ~est a nm~ffs character, g~ve him power/’ Abraham Lmcoh~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 6:27 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~;: Exec Board Meeting 

Welcome back! I was going to set a meeting so GMTA at work here! 

Monday, Jan 14 - 4:00 p.m - 5:00 pm.? 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidib~ " 

..... OrioinM Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: t;riday, ¯ 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sul~iect: E×ec Board Meeting 

5:22 P2/I 

Dr. Stroman, 

Should we set up an exec board meeting in the first couple weeks of the semester in order to discuss our plans and goals for the upcoming semester? What day/time would be best 12~r you? 

I hope you had a great holiday and I’m looking forward to seeing you back at school[ 

All the best, 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 6:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Exec Board Meeting 

Okay. Send a note to the board. We can work on the agenda next week. Thanks’. 

Woollen 310 - 4:00 - 5:00 pm. 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday 6:30 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Exec Board Meeting 

Indeed they do[ Jan. 14 at 4pro sounds great[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:27 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

> Welcome back! I was going to set a meeting so GMTA at work here[ 

> 

> Monday, Jan 14 - 4:00 pro. - 5:00 p.m? 

> 

> 

> Do Good 

> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~’." 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: 

> Sent: Friday, 5:22 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah L 

> Subject: Exec Board Meeting 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 

> 

> Should we set up an exec board raeeting in the first couple weeks of the semester in order to discuss our plans and goals for the upcoming semester? What day/time would be best for 

you? 

> 

> I hope you had a great holiday and rm looking forward to seeing you back at school[ 

> 

> All the best, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent licom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 6:45 PM 

~gmail.com 

)!live.unc.edu> ~live.unc.edu> 

Follow Up 

Hi 
Networking matters! 
Thanks! 
Dr. Stroman 
Deborah L, Strornan, Ph,D, CLU 
g~lore, g~ga~e, g~p~wer, 

Please connect with    and to share your thoughts on SC master’s program. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 6:52 PM 

Campbell, Lany <lecanap@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandm <shandmj@email.anc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edn>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edtp; Murrill, Verita L <vefita mnrrill@unc.edtp; Robert~m, NaJ~enge 

<nakenge.robm~tson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <~stro@unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] MEETING TOMORROW (FRIDAY) at UNCG re: FUTURE OF UNC SYSTEM! 

Hi Atl. I didn’t attend, but I want to keep you in the loop. The spring cont:erence should be very big. 

d 

Do Good, 

Dcborah 1_,, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and censde~t~ous stupidiW2’ 

F~m= Sher~l Kleinman [mailto          @nc.rr.com] 
Sent; Thursday, Janua~ 03, 2013 M:59 AN 
To= The progfac mai~ing list 
Subject; [progfac] NE~NG TONORROW (FRIDA~ at UNCG re: FU~RE OF UNC SYS~N[ 

Hello, evewone: 

I just talked to George Di,nock (Art Dept., UNC-G.) tIis office is in Weatherspoon Museuln and he has reserved a rooln there flom 10-2. 
Parking is in the back of the musemn. Lunch places are a two minute walk from the museum. 

Below: George’s email and cell phone number. 

George Dimock g dimock(t~uncg.edu 

The location of the meeting is: Weatherspoon Art Museum [INCG Campus 
[comer of Tate Street and Spring Garden] 

Please forward to otl~er interested facul~. 

PLEASE JOIN US! FACULTY FROMALL CAMPUSES OF THE UNC SYSTEM 

What will the future ofkINC look like? 
When? Friday, Jannary 4 from 10 ana to 2 pm 

Where? Campus of UNC Greensboro 

Vghy? Working together, we can have more impact 

Vghat? Please bring 3-4 issues of concern to lZactd~ on your canapns 
Who? Faculb~ from all UNC campuses 

Threats to public higher education in NC including slashed budgets as well as politicaJ attacks on college aflb~dabiliU and access, libera] axts curricula, faculU tenure, 

and campus workers’ rights have increased in our state. Throughout the fall, the UNC Advisory. Committee for Strategic Directions met to adopt a plan that will be 

presented to the Bored of Governors in January or Febnmxy. Simultaneously, facul~’, staffand s~dents from acv~ss the gr-stem took action, speaking out against our 

lack of representation on this committee and the seemingly foregone conclusion that the committee will make decisions to transform univmiD- curricula, matters that 

should be the ,sole province of the faculty. 

On December ~h, faculty th)m five campuses had a conlErence call about current concerns, and will meet with interested faculU on January 4th to create a statement 

atfinning the significance of academic freedom and tgculty governance in turbulent times. Those who attend will also plan a thculty-tbcused session of a spring 

conference hosted by the NC Student Power Union, a student-led, grassmots group fighting state-wide to keep the UNC system affordable and accessible. The event 

in Febmaa~y roll thcilitate within- and cross-campus collaboration among faculU, s~dents, and stafl~ 

We urge faculty from all campuses of the UNC public university system to attend this meeting. Please bring a list of issues of concern to faculty on 

your campus. 

Details available soon: meeting room, parking, and additional contact information. RSVP if you roll attend. Contact info: 

cow of this memo is attached) 

@gmail.com 

Best, She~yl 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hreD"mailto:dstro@t~nc.edu’>dstro(a~unc.edu<Ta>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a breD" mailto:lmve- 32578378- 56223020.18abcb43200370a~c 12,481 b56fe I eb9b(~li stserv, unc.edu’%leave-32578378- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a~c 12,481 b56fe I eb9b(i~listserv.unc.eduvga> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 7:04 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Exec Board Meeting 

He is doin~ much better. I don’t want to put any extra stress on him though. Let’s keep him on the emails, but I want to continue to run the leadership of CSBC through you 

Thanks’. 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... OrioinM Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: };riday, 7:02 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Exec Board Meeting 

Great[ Will do[ Is back in the mix yet? 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On at 6:30 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. Send a note to the board. We can work on the agenda next week Thanks! 

Woollen 310 - 4:00 - 5:00 pro. 

Do Good 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage Explore Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~’." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 6:30 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Exec Board Meeting 

Indeed they do! Jan. 14 at 4pm sounds great! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On ~:27 PM. "Stroruan, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Welcorue back[ I was going to set a meeting so GMTA at work here[ 
>> 

>> Monday, Jan 14 - 4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.? 
>> 

>> 

>> Do Good. 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 
>> 

>> 

..... Original Message ..... >> 

>> From: 
>> Sent: Friday, 5:22 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Subject: Exec Board Meeting 
>> 

>> Dr Stroman, 
>> 



>> Should we set up an exec board meeting in the first couple weeks of the semester in order to discuss our plans and goals [’or the upcoming semester? What day/time would be best for 
you? 
>> 

>> I hope you had a great holiday and rm looking forward to seeing you back at school! 
>> 

>> All the best, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from ray iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 7:06 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu) 

CSBC Website - Leverage 

Happy New Year! Any hope with the Leverage Agency sponsorship page? 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, $~rornant Ph,D. CLU 
E~loreo E~g~ge, E~power. 



CBC Scheduled Calendar- 

(L/pe~.’,,Io Lo~s.’,,le - %li8} 

Iove.,w@e~" 15 --- Te.,,+~u.,,<°e a.,,+’.,’d l~’o,,,’-notio.,,’s Wo,,,"ksIo/with Ollkse of losI/oQte.,,+’sl 

Decemler ].~ - lolda¥ Social 

January 9 - =’State ~_f the U= meeting with Chanceflor Thorp 

February - No scheduled monthly meeting 

lebruar¥ 18 - "An Arts Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 

February 7 - CBC 

March 6 - 1~4onthly I~eeting 

April - Spring Social (TBD) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 7:27 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Internship 

Let’s meet next week to review your docs. How is your schedule on Wednesday between 1:00 and 4:00? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S~’~ man, Ph.D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Wednesday,, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Internship 

3:17 PN 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Here is my resume and cover letter for Learfield. Hope you enjoyed the holidays! 

Frorr ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, :16:44:20-0500 

To: "Stroman, Deborah" <_d_.s_t_r_o__@._u_9_ .c_: .e_d__u.> 
Subject: Re: Internship 

Hi Dr. Stroman. 

I have researched the firm and mv resume is readv, but I am workin~ on mv cover letter. I feel like I can offer help to the area of hospitality and tickets because of my experience 

with                                                                 I am also curious about the digital area of their company and would like to learn more about that. 

From: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, :16:03:49-0500 

To ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Internship 

provich:_~s s[udents with academic credit for internships, t b~ve b~d students work ~[: l.earfield it) the past and rec~:_~ive credit. Did you do your 

n:_~search on the 5rm yet? Afl:er h:_~aming more about what the company d.:)es, think about what you can .:)ff~:_~r or wl’u~t you woukt like to learn. 

know Mr. Gary Sobba, the director, and a t:ew others in the office, is your resume and covet" letter ready? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S~’~ man, Ph.D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 



Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I remember you mentioned Learfield Sports as a possible internship opportunity in class and I was wondering who to contact for that. Also, I was wondering if it could count 

towards EXSS    ~redit for the spring semester. Happy Holidays! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 7:35 PM 

Campbell, LarD’ <lecamp@email. unc. edu> 

l~E: Seeldng Your Advice on Education Approp 

Great networking Larry! You are truly a gem for us all. 

{et’s chat ne×t week as 1 hope to provide my insight. I am teaching M-F between 1:1:00 and :[:00 p.m~ We can also meet after the Caucus meeting on Wednesdmy~ 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Campbell, Larry 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 2:31 PM 

To: McDiarmid, Bill 
�::¢: Ashby, Valerie S; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Ayers, Patdcia 
Subject: RE: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

Great. Look forward to it. Have a great day and thanks. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamp@email.unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

From: 1’4cDiarmid, Bill 
Sent; Wednesday, January 02, 2013 2:24 PM 
To: Campbell, Larry 
12¢: Ashby, Valerie S; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Ayers, Patricia 

Subject: Re: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 
Larry -- Thanks for the message. I’ll ask my admin ass’t Patricia to find a time for us to meet before 1/15. 

Nappy New Year to you, as well. 

--Bill 

Bill McDiarmid 
Dean & Alumni Distinguished Professor 

School of Education 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599 

919-966-7000 

From: <Campbell>, Larry <lecamp@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 2, 20:13:1:53 PM 

To: Bill McDiarmid <bmcd@email.unc.edu>, Deborah Eaker-Rich <eakerric@email.unc.edu> 

Co: "Ashby, Valerie S" <ashby@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

Bill and Deborah, Happy New Year. I hope you all had a relaxing and enjoyable holiday. See the email below. I met Representative Hatl at my educational 

c.:_~nfer~:_~m:e that I had in October, 20~.2. As of today, f am scheduh:_~d to meet with him on Jam~ary :15th. t would like [O diSCuSS his comments below with you or with 

someone wit:bin the SOE. 

Thanks. Bill, it was good to see you at Lhe Carolina Black Caucus end of year’ banquet. 

Again, Happy New Year’! 

tarry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamp@email.unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

From: Rep. Craig Horn [mailto:Craig.Horn.@ncleg.net] 



Sent; Friday, December 28, 2012 11:4-4 AlVl 
To: Campbell, Larry 
Subject-" Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

Dear IV]r. Campbell, 

As you may know, I will be chairing the House Appropriations Sub-Committee on Education in the coming Session of the General Assembly. I would appreciate the 

opportunity to speak with you again about your experiences and views on how to promote a sound education for students across North Carolina and, in particular, 

for students with both special and excel~tional needs. 

Please call me on Mobile at at your convenience or call my office to advise a convenient time and place for us to chat. 

Very respectfully, 

Craig 

D. Craig Horn 

Representative, District 68 

North Carolina General Assembly 

1010 Legislative Building 

16 W. Jones Street 

Raleigh, NC 27603.-1096 

Telephone: 919-733-2406 

Email: Craig.Horn@ ncle~.nef_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 7:44 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~g: Requesting Ad:nission into Sports Business Venture Class 

Hi l 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Thank you for your inquiry. The [XSS 328 is currently closed. If openings occur, I will email you by Thursday at 9:00 a.m. Have a super semester[ 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

.~gmail,com] 
12:46 PM 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Requesting Admission into Sports Business Venture Class 
Dr. Stmman, 

I am a Sports Administration Major and a member of the Sports Business Club, a~d I am very interested in taking this class. After college I hope to work in the sports 
business world, a~d I thi~k your class would be a temfic introduction to tiffs field. 

In addition, I am possibly going to have an internship tiffs summer with Comett Integrated Ma~rketing Solutions in Lexington, Ky. 

Cornett does most of the Universi~" of Kentucky’s sports mmketing strategic plaaas and brand sq_rategies. 

I am writing to request permission into your EXSS 328 class this spring, and I really appreciate your consideration a~d time. I look forward to hearing your response 
and I hope you had a fabulous break. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 7:46 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: EXSS 328 

}-Ji Thank you for your inquiry. The EXSS 328 is currently ctosed. If openings occur, 
Dr, Strornan 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

you byThursday at 9:00 a.rm Have a super semester! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

.~gmail,com] 
7:23 PM 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 328 

Prolbssor Stroman, 
My name is and I am a mphomom hem at UNC. I recently came across your course while searching tbr classes for the spring semester. EXSS 328 
seemed veu interesting to me as I mn a member of               a~d an EXSS minor. I also hope to one day stast my own business as a chiropractor. However, 
when attempting to register for this course, I received an error message saying that I need professor consent in order to enroll in the course. I was wondering if there 
was any prerequisite for the course, or if you could grant me pe~:mission to take tiffs course. Please get back to me at your earliest convenience. Thank you. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 7:49 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 328 

Happy New Year Thank you for your inquiry The F~XSS 328 is currently closed. I wish I would have kno~vn of your interest earlier. ;( 

If openings occur, I ~vill email you by Thursday at 9:00 a.m. Have a super semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 
Sent: Friday 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 328 

7:12 PM 

Eli Dr. Stroman, I was just curious how I could gain permission to take your 328 class. I really enjoyed EXSS with you and the course description for 328 sounds very interesting. ’]’hanks 
for your time, hope you are having a good break 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 7:51 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.nnc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sporflaw@unc.edu-~; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsotlfll@email.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.nnc.edu-~; Sta~maJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Eriam~e A. <eweight’~!e~nail.unc.edu> 

FW: section numbers for courses related to the Friday Center ... 

Do Good. 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

"Nothing ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidiW/’ 

F~m: Dobbins, Steven E [mailto:sdobbins@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ]anua~ 02, 2013 12:22 PN 
To: Academic Advising Pa~-Time Advisors LisNe~ 
Subject: [advisingpa~ime] section numbers for courses related to the Friday Center 

FYI, all- 

Here is information that Carol McDonnell at the Friday Center helped me to compile. 

I find it useful and I thought others might, as well. 

SED 

SE~ION NUMBER=~PE OF COURSE 

851 = correspondence course 

951 = classroom course at night 

988 = online course-self-paced 

990 (or 994) = online course - degree-seeking, full-time student 

(use 994 if more than one section of the online course is offered in a given term) 

992 (or 993) = online course - degree-seeking, part-time student 

-OR- UNC-CH non-degree-seeking student 

-OR- non-UNC-CHstudent 

(use 993 if more than one section of the online course is offered in a given term) 

992 = online course - University employee 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingp~titne as: dstro@innc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eda/u? 

i~....}%~3...4.~3...~...8.~..6...~.2..5.~3...4...2.~..!~..8.~3...4...6...b...e..8...c.~.~...2...e.~..~2~.4...7...@...3...d.~?.~..n....].~.~....~.c.~i~i.rN~1ig1.~?...~?~.~.~, or send a blank email to ]__e__a_2_e__-_:3___2__~__7___4___7__@_:_-_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 7:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi         EXSS is one o[: U~e most popular majors on campus. Thus, we grant priority to our senior majors and then junior majors, etc, ~ know that U~is process can 

be frustrating for our sophomore majors. 

~ strongly suggest that you contact the professor direct~v to see ~f there ~s a waith~g ~ist {Most are stH~ away on break.) Also., ~t is a~ways pruden~ ~:o show up on the 

first day of class ~:o [b~d ou~: about possible enrol~menL Sometimes there are spaces available Many of the requked EXS5 courses are also taught ir~ Lhe summer 

and many students find thb opL~on v~ab~e. 

Stay encouraged as you w~l have suffidenL time to get in a~ of your EXSS courses. Fee~ free to come visit with me so I can further work out your EXSS degree 

progression. Make sure you complete your general education m~d elective requkements during tNs time period. 

~ hope this h~formation hNps~ 

Dr, S[rom~ln 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

7:51 PM 
From-" 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Hello 
I have a question. [ am a member of the CSBC and [ know that you work in the EXSS department and you know how things work there. I am an EXSS major, but I have not 
been able to get into any EXSS classes. I am a sophomore and [ am afraid that if [ wait any longer it will be too late. There is an anatomy class next semester that [ tried to 
get into. I even emailed to professor, but the class closed before I could enroll. There is also no wait list, so I’m not sure what I should do. Is there any way that I would be 
able to enroll into that class next semester? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 7:57 PM 

Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra <shaJ~draj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edu% McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@~mc.edu:~; Murrill, Verita L <vefita murrill@~mc.edu:~; Robert~m, Nal:enge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Ha~m~nett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhaznmet@email.unc.edtc> 

I~E: Seeldng Your Advice on Education Approp 

Thanks for sharing Larry! If anyone has feedback, please contact Larry before this date. 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.r3. CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Campbell, Larry 

Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2023 22:27 PM 
To: Campbell, Larry; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

Good afternoon team, I ho0e everyone had an enjoyable and relaxing holiday~ See email below. I will be meeting with State Representative Horn on January ~.5[h. 

He is one of the State Representatives who attended my conference in October. FYI. 

Happy New Year! Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

OPT-ED Pregrsrn Director snd k|li~nce Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

[_e___c___a____m__E_@__e_Ln___a_L!_.___u_!!_c__:__e___d___£[ 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

From: Rep. Craig Horn [E)_a__[[_t__o_;__C__r__a__[g_:_H___o___r__n_@__n__c_!__e_g_:[)__e__t.] 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2022 22:44 AN 
To: Campbell, Larry 
Subject: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

Dear Mr. Campbell, 

As you may know, I will be chairing the House Appropriations Sub-Committee on Education in the coming Session of the General Assembly. I would appreciate the 

opportunity to speak with you again about your experiences and views on how to promote a sound education for students across North Carolina and, in particular, 

for students with both special and exceptional needs. 

Please call me on Mobile at at your convenience or call my office to advise a convenient time and place for us to chat. 

Very respectfully, 

Cra ig 

D. Craig Horn 

Representative, District 68 

North Carolina General Assembly 

&O~O Legislative Buildin~ 

~6 W. Jones Street 

Raleigh, NC 2760~-~096 

Telephone: 9~9-733-2406 

Email: Cr a!A. H o r n (~0 n cleA. net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 8:06 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema~il.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 328 

His spot is gone.,. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

91%843~0336 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 328 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, 3:37 PM 
To-" McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject; RE: EXSS 328 

Eli Ashley. You can add him now. Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:{%843~0336 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent-" Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: EXSS 328 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

9~9-962-2022 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:22 PN 
T~= NcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject= FW: EXSS 

ThankM 

Do Good, 

Dcborab L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

Ii:51 AM 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 328 

Dr. Stroman, 
I have dropped my class a few weeks back that was at Ltam, just checked my schedule on connect carolina and it is all cleared up. Let me know what I can do to help you out. 
-Thanks 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

7:37 PM 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

8:09 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 8:07 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

EXSS 328 

Hi        We are unable to enroll you in the EXSS 328 course due to a hold on your account. The course is now closed. Have a super semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

Debora~ L, Strom~, Ph~Do CL~ 

Ex~oreo En~a~e, ~mpower. 

~N~ Chri~mas Ki~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 8:22 PM 

b~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hi       Thanks for your’ inquiry~ Your E-ship Minor experience will be helpful. I will add you to the course. I look forward Lo meeLing you. Please show up on t~me 

for this course as ~ have a wa~ting I~st. ;) 

Have a sublet weekend, 

Dr, Stromart 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843,0SS6 

From-" 

Sent; Tuesday, 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Enrollment in EXSS 
Hi, 

I’m a Senior at UNC-Ctt and am interested in enrolling in EXSS 
minos; which may be helpful for this class. I am moving 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

3:00 PM 

next semester. I haven’t taken any other EXSS class, but I have completed the entrepreneurship 
several non-profit o~ganizations. One of the orgmdzations, 

it looks like this class ~nay help me to furt~her help thegn ruth the behind-the-scenes work I’ll be doing for them. 

Please let me know if it would be possible for me to enroll in this class m~d if you think it would be a good fit for what I plan on doing after graduation. 

Thanks, 

" ~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 8:23 PM 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@email.unc.edw~ 

FW: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hi Lizzy. Happy New Year’! [ am adding her’. She appears to be a good fit. [)lease advise if there are red flags, 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Enrollment in EXSS 

I’m a Senior at LrNC-CH and mn interosted in eraoiling in 
minor, which may be helpful for this class. I am moving 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

3:00 PN 

text setnes~ter. I haven’t taken any other EXSS class, but I have completed the entrepreneurship 

t several non-profit organizations. One of the organizations, 

this class may help me to further help them ruth the behind-the-scenes work I’ll be doing for them. 

Please let me know if it would be possible tbr me ls~ enroll in this class and if you flaink it would be a good fit for what I plan on doing after graduation. 
Th,m~k~ 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 8:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

IU:;: EXSS 328 Enrolhnent 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Thank you for your inquiry. The EXSS 328 is currently closed. If openings occur’, I will email you by Thursdsy at 9:00 a.m. Have a super semester! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, :t::t0 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 328 Enrollment 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
[ would like to ask to be enrolled in EXSS 328: Sport Business Venture for the spring semester. 
Thank you and Happy New Year! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, 8:32 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

PJ~: EXSS 

Happy New Year 

be Jots of fun as we learn._ 

Stay hmed and I will ~.~:’e you on WedrH:~.~day, 

Have s~ super weekend. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919,843,0336 

I will add you to the course. Your athletics commitmer~t must be balanced as this course will require a lot o1: teamwork and lab work. It will 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
I wanted to thank you again for a great semester and meeting with me at the end to wrap things up. I have also been thinking more about the class 
you are offering next semester and T was wondering if you had any more spots available? I looked online and it says there are ten more spots open, but that I need instructor 
consent to apply. I have the opportunity to finish my undergraduate studies this summer and begin graduate school possibly next year, but I would need this class in the 
process. Business is where I would really like to study in graduate school and I feel this course would offer me a great transition into that while gaining some hands on 
experience. Let me know if this is available and I hope you have a great Christmas break! Thank you, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

2:5~ PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 8:33 PM 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@email.unc.edu:~ 

l)dg: Enrollment in EXSS 

Okay~ Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:{9,843,0336 

From: I 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Enrollment in EXSS 

She’s great! Glad she found you’, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

8:33 PM 

Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse my brevity and any ~pos. 

O11 , at 8:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(&tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi I.izzy~ Happy New Year! I am adding her~ She appears to be a good fit. Please advise if there are red flags, 
d 
I3o Goo~l. 
Debora~ L, St-r’o,nat~, Ph.D, CLU 

919£43.0336 
<imageOOLjpg> 

Sent= Tuesday, 3:00 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Enrollment in EXSS 
H~ 
I’m a Senior at UNC-CH and ~ inte~=sted in enrolling in EXSS    netG semester. I haven’t ~ken any other EXSS class, but I have co~npleted ~e 

entrepreneurship ~ninoc wNch may ~ helpful for ~is class. I am moving several non-profit 

orgamzations. One of the organkation~ 

............... It loo~s like tNs class may help me to fu~her help them 

ruth the beNM-the-scenes won I’ll be doing for them. 

Plea~ let me ~ow if it woMd be possible for me to enroll in this class and if you tNnk it would ~ a good fit for what I pl~ on doing a~er gr~fion. 

ThaWs. 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 8:36 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hi I am finishing up the course elwollment Did you find out anything? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesda5 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su[~iect: RE: Enrolhnent in EXSS 

8:47 AM 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I am trying to see if I can get business elective credit ~2~r this class tlopefully I will know by today whether or not that is possible 
Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, i 1:50 PM 
To: 
SubJect: RI~: [~nrollment in EXSS i 

Hi I can’t enroll you because you have a time corfflict. Please advise. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroruan, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
Twitter - @drstroman 

"The j onrncy is the reward." Chinese Proverb 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursda~’, 3:43 PM 
To: 
Sul~lect: RE: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hi Thaaks for your interest in entrepreneurship. I will enroll you in the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:35 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Enrolhnent m Exss 

Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

I hope that you are doing ~vell I am interested in taking your EXSS class next semester I am really interested in taking a class that is about sports business and I feel like this would be a 



really great class for me to take Please let me if there are open spots and if’it would be possible for me to e~oll in the class. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:50 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Happy New Year! 

Happy New Year to you! Thanks SO much for your Christmas gift. You are so caring. 

I am available on Wednesday afternoon between 1:00 and 4:00. Let me know your availability. After the 396 form is completed, you can be enrolled in the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Un~iJ reaJi~y is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: ,@live.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 9:16 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject; Happy New Year] 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

I hope that the writing for your book, and Holiday season has been going well. I am excited to return to campus, dive into my independent study, 
and continue to enjoy CSBC with you! I have doing some research over the break on the basketball team and their social media habits to set up 
my study. When is a good time to meet with you to discuss my observations and details about my study? I also wanted to ask about the class for 
Connect Carolina. VVhenever you have a spare moment, if you could please add me for this class? In case you need it: My PID             I 
want to make sure that I am enrolled for 12 credit hours, and considered a full time student © Thank you for your time! I am looking forward to 
seeing you! 

Best, 

gb, live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hi That is okay. I think we should meet one-on-one very soon because I do a lot of "bonding" and course expectation work on the first day. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~t[I reality is de[ined, progress is impossible." 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 3:36 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Enrollment in EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank vou so much for adding me to the course[ I’m really looking forward to it. I am actually in Cape Town, South Africa right now helping the organization I mentioned, the 

with a training camp. My flight doesn’t land until Wednesday afternoon so Friday would be the first day I would make it to class. I can show you any 

flight details for confirmation if you need this. Is this going to be a problem? 

Thanks, 

@iive.unc.edu 

On at 8:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lwrote: 

Hi       Thanks for your inquiry. Your E-ship Minor experience will be helpful. I will add you to the course. I look forward to meeting you. Please 

show up on time for this course as ~ have a wa~t~ng I~st. ;} 

Have a super weekend, 

Dr. S~:roman 

Do Good, 

Deborah I,, S[-ro]:nan, Ph,D, CI,U 

9I 9,843,0336 
<imi~geO01 jpg> 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more daRgerous than a sincere igRorance and consdeRdous stupidity." 

Sent= Tuesday, 3:00 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Enrollment in EXSS 

I’m a Senior at [~C-CH and am interesled in enrolling in EXSS    ne~ semester. I haven’t ~ken any other EXSS class, but I have completed the 

ent/ep/eneurship minor, wNch may ~ hdpIhl tbr fl]is class. I am moving "# with sevepal non-p~fit 

orga~zations. One of the organkation; 

t loo~ like fl~s cl~s may hdp me to fu~h~r hdp them 

wi& fl~e beNnd-the-scen~s work I’ll be doing for them. 

Plea~ let me ~ow if it would be possible for m~ to enwll in this class a~d if you tNnk it would ~ a good fit for what I plan on doing aA~r gradation. 

Thank 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, 3:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

EXSS 

Hi Please send me the name of the facility, a contact person (supervisor), and his email and phone number. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stron~ant Ph,D, CLU 
EN~loreo ENgage, Er~power, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBO~4F)a~PDI T~/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday 5:14 PM 

~live.com> 

Re: UNC WBB: Kathy Crawford Honored Tomorrow’. 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Wow! They are pitiful. I will speak up. Dinner at 6:00 if you can make it. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Or at 3:31 PM, ~live.com> wrote: 

Will ~e u there and no formal emaJl went out. Talked to coach alley on thurs. 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Heels! Happy New Year! I am not sure if the WBB office sent any formal communication out to alums.., but I want you to know that Kathy Crawford 
is having her jersey honored tomorrow. We play Va Yech at 2:00 p.m.; Kathy will be celebrated and her jersey hung from Carmichanl. She is also the 
2013 kegend. 

If you can’t attend, please send her a note of "Congrats!" 
Kathy -                  @hotmail.com 
Hope to see you in Chapel Hill this year! 
Hugs, 
debby 
Deborah L, ~$troman, PboD, 

<i~ageOO~=jp~> 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

~Nearly all me~ ca,~ s~a~M a~tversi~y, b~t if you wa~lt ~c~ ~es~ a man’s character, give him power." Abralia~r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, 11:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~: Enrollment in EXSS i 

EXSS Syllabus.pdf 

Hi. You need to be in class on the first day There is a long waiting list 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Saturday, 7:15 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Emollment in EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

No I haven’t, I need the course syllabus in order to complete the form for credit. 

On at 8:35 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

Hi [ am finishing up the course enrollment. Did you find out anything? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froru: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:47 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Enrollrae~t in EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I am tlying to see if I can get business elective credit for this class. Hopefully I will know by today whether or not that is possible. 
Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc edu] 

Sent: Monday, 1:50 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Eurollment in EXSS 

Hi I can’t enroll you because you have a time conflict. Please advise 

Dr Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.8430336 

Twitter - @drstroman 

"The j oumey is the reward." Chinese Proverb 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: ’l’hursday, 3:43 PM 
To: 
Sut~lect: t(g: k2nrollment in EXSS 

Eli I?hanks for your interest in entrepreneurship. I will enroll you in the course 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:35 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Enrolhnent in EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that you are doing well. I am interested in taking your EXSS     [ass next semester. I ara really interested in taking a class that is about sports business and I feel like this would be 
really great class for me to take. Please let me if there are open spots and ~f it would be possible for me to enroll in the class. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, 11:06 PM 

~live.com> 

I~E: UNC WBB: Kathy Crawford Honored Tomorrow! 

No, tomorrow at S:00 p.m. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~9~843~0336 

Flora: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC WBB: Kathy Crawford Honored Tomorrow! 

Dinner tonight? If tonight can’t make it. 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

~live.com] 
5:48 PM 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <ds~tro(F3unc.edu> wrote: 

Wow! They are pitiful. I will speak up. Dinner at 6:00 if you can make it. 

DLS th)m my iPhone. 

On at 3:31 PM, ~!l__i2_e_:_c__Rr_~3> wrote: 

Will see u there and no formal email went out. Talked to coach alley on tkurs. 

~e~i~ ?~rrt ~13’ Vc’~J/.xt Wi~ek’s ~ 40 L ~" ~smJ~pko~ie 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Heels! Happy New Year! I am not sure if the WBB office sent any formal communication out to alums.., but I want you to know that Kathy Crawford 

is having her jersey honored tomorrow. We play Va Tech at 2:00 p.m.; Kathy will be celebrated and her jersey hung from Carmichael. She is also the 

2013 Legend. 

If you can’t attend, please send her a note of "Congrats!" 

Kathy -                  ~’~hotmail.com 

Hope to see you in Chapel Hill this year! 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman~ PhoD, CLU 

~,ex~,uRc,edu 

315 Woolle~ ~ C~ #~7OO 

glg.~43,0336 

<imageOO2dpg> 

"Nearly all me~ ea,~ s~a~d adversi~y, b~t if you waist ~:~ ~est a man’s character, give hfm power." Abral~a~r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, 11:09 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema~il.unc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS    Enrolhnent 

Eli Ashley. Please try 

EXSS 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

again. Thanks. 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: McCullen, Ashlev D 
Sent-" Monday, 10:57 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXS~    Enrollment 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Senti Sunday, 11:09 PM 
To= McCu~en, Ashley D 

Co= Hazeltine, Lizw; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    EnrN~ment 

Hi Ashley. Please add the following students: 

EXSS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

I may have a few more. ;) 

Than~ 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, CarNina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Unt~ reality is defined, progress is imposs~Ne." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, 11:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~9;: Enrollment in EXSS 

Make sure you get rid of the time conflict too asap. 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Ori~,inal Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Enrolhnent in EXSS 

Yes I plan to be in the class. 

11:07 PM 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:06 PM 
To: 
SubJect: ILt~;: [~;nrollment in EXSS 

Hi. You need to be in class on the :first day There is a long waiting list 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~." 

From: 
Sent: SNurday, 7:15 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: E~olhnent in EXSS 

Hello Dr. S~omatk 

No I haven’t, I need the course syllabus in order to complete the form for credit. 

On at 8:35 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi I am finishing up the course enrollment Did you find out anything? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage Explore Empower. 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the ~vorld is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 



Sent: Tuesday, 8:47 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sublect: RE: Enrollment in [~XSS 

tlello Dr Stroman, 

I am trying to see if ! can get business elective credit for this class. Hopefully I will know by today whether or not that is possible. 

Best, 

From: Stroruan, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 1:50 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Enrolhnent in EXSS 

Hi I cafft earoll you because you have a time conflict. Please advise. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.8430336 

Twitter - @drstroman 

"The j oumey is the retvard." Chinese Proverb 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Thursday, 3:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Ewollment in EXSS 

Hi Thanks for your interest in entrepreneurship I will enroll you in the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage Explore Empower. 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the tvorld is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~" 

..... Original Message ..... 

Froln: 

Sent: ’li~ursclay, 11:35 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sut~iect: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that you are doing well. I am interested in taking your BXSS     :lass next semester. ! am really interested in taking a class that is about sports business and I feel like this would be 

really great class for me to take. Please let me if there are open spots and if it would be possible :[’or me to enroll in the class. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, 11:16 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Enrollment in EXSS 

EXSS Syllabus.doc 

Ooops! This syllabus is draft. VeW close to completion though DO NOT SHARE WITH ANY UNC OR NON-UNC STUDENTS 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Ori-~inal Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Saturda) 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: RE: Enrollment in EXSS 

11:13 PM 

Also, I received an emai[ with the syllabus [’or EXSS 327 and not 

Best, 

~re they the same? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday 11:06 PM 
To: 
Sul~iect: RE: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hi. You need to be in class on the first day. There is a long waiting list. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Ernpowcr. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Orio inM Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Saturday, 7:15 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: E~ollment in EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

No I haven’t, I need the course syllabus in order to complete the form for credit. 

On at 8:35 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

Hi I am finishing up the course enrollment. Did you find out anything? 

Dr Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:47 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: RE: Enrollment in [gXSS 

tlello Dr Stroman, 

I am trying to see if ! can get business elective credit for this class. Hopefully I will know by today whether or not that is possible. 
Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:50 PM 
To: Allison Hill 
Subject: RE: Enrolhnent in EXSS 

Hi I can’t et~roll you because you have a time conflict. Please advise. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.8430336 
Twitter - @drstroman 

"The j oumey is the re~vard." Chinese Proverb 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:43 PM 
To: 
Subject: 1~: k.wollment in EXSS 

Hi Thanks for your interest in entrepreneurship I will enroll you in the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage Explore Empower. 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~ " 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:35 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutzject: Enrollment in EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that you are doing well I am interested in taking your EXSS    class next semester. I am really interested in taking a class that is about sports business and I feel like this would be 
really great class for me to take. Please let me if there are open spots and if it would be possible :[’or me to enroll in the class. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturda, 11:27 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: EXSS 328: Spoil Business Venture 

Okay. I am glad it ali worked out. Keep me posted! 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Str’ornan, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

3.1:3.4 PM 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 328: Sport Business Venture 

Dr. Stmman, 

Thank you for getting back to me. I was in an extreme time crdnch to add an upper level EXSS course for this upcotning semester. I had emailed you and a professor 

of the research class to see about adding one of these two courses. When I heard back about the reseazch class, I went ahead and enrolled in that section last week. I 

appreciate your help in working mtJa me on my schedule. Since I an~ ahvady enrolled in the research class it roll fulfill this last needed requirement. Thank you for being 

willing to let me in. Hope you had a wonderful Christmas break and I look forward to seeing you on campus. Go Heels, 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On. ~t 7:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a;anc.edn> wrote: 

Happy New Yea~       I wilt add you to the course. Your athletics commitment must be balanced as this course will require a lot of teamwork and lab 

work~ It w~[] be lots of fun as we 

31:aV tuned and ~ wH~ see yau on Wednesday. 

Have a super weekend, 

Dr, S[roman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:~ 9,843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

Sent," Saturday, 2:5~ PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 328: Spo~ Business Venture 

Dr. Stroman, 
I wanted to thank you again for a great semester and meeting with me at the end to wrap things up. I have also been thinking more about the Sport Business 
Venture class you are offering next semester and I was wondering if you had any more spots available? I looked online and it says there are ten more spots 
open, but that I need instructor consent to apply. I have the oppo~uni~ to finish my undergraduate studies this summer and begin graduate school possibly ne~ 
year, but I would need this class in the process. Business is where I would really like to study in graduate school and I feel this course would offer me a great 
transition into that while gaining some hands on experience. Let me know if this is available and I hope you have a great Christmas break[ Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Saturday, 11:28 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring ADD UPDATE!! 

Delete 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Eng~je, Ex~?,lare, Ernt?,ow~t 
9] 9.843.0336 

¯ No need to enrolf her.,, thanks. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Co-" Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 
Subject-" Spring ADD 

EXSS 

2. 

3. 

EXSS 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, S~rom~n~ PI~,Do CLU 
Ex-~ore, En~age, Empower° 

~N~ Chri~mas 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity.’* 

8:34 PM 

315 WooRen - CB #8700 
Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 
9~9,843,033~ 

"Nearly all men cm~ stand sdversfly, bu~ if yo~ warn to tes~ a man’s character, give him power." Abraham I,iucoln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Saturday, January 5, 2013 11:33 PM 

Art Pope, Raleigh, NC ~aol.com) 

Congrats’. 

Hi Art. I just watched the NBC-17 news broadcast. Exciting times, indeed. I hope you received my note in the snail mail. 

Also, Dr. Jan Boxill wants to invite you to speak to her Ethics class this semester. Should I send her this email address or another? 

Best wishes, 

debby 

Deborah L, S~rotn~n~ PI~,Do CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower= 

~.~.~ Chri~mss KiW 

............................................. 

3~5 Wool~e~ - CB #8700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Snnday, 10:16 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

.~!live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu) 

RE: Exec Bomd Meeting - Monday, 

Yes, I am aware. I don’t think we need to fill the spot though.;) 

-. Please remove     from the website~ Thank Vou~ 

Thanks. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

939.843.0336 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Exec Board Meeting - Monday, 

Not sure if you were aware of this. 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

11:39 PM 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: @ke!~an:~lagler.g!~c:edu> 

Date: ,9:04:18 PM EST 

To: (_a~_l_i__L_e_:__q_r_Lc_:_e_~t___u_ > 

Subject: RE: Exec Board Meeting- Monday, 

Hi 

I hope you’ve been having a great break so far! 

I am emailing you to let you know that I will be unable to attend the meeting on Monday, as well as any subsequent meetings. I emailed 

Dr. Stroman and      last semester to resign my position as VP of Communication because I felt that I was unable to devote my full attention to the 

Club since I was, and will be, unable to attend any of the meetings due to a class conflict. I want this opportunity to be involved in the Club to be open 

to more active members who can attend all the meetings. I can also be removed from the Club’s listserv as well. 

Thank you for your understanding and enjoy the rest of your break. 

Best, 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:26 PM 
To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject." Exec Board Meeting - Monday, 
Hey CSBC Leadership Team, 

I hope you all had a wonderful holiday break and a happy’ New Year’. It’s about that time to start gearing np and planning ahead for the spring semester. 

We are going to have an Exec BoaJcd meeting on l};~gE~d~2,          in ~/~O[{¢g~ 2? [ O. The meeting will last from 4:00pro to 

5:00pro and we will be discussing plans for the spring semester such as speakers, club trips, and a possible fundraiser. Please co~ne ready with ideas 
and suggestions! 

If you have any’ questions/concerns or will not be able to attend tl~e meeting, please contact me by email or phone Enjoy your last couple 

days of break and I look forward to seeing you all next week! 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Sunday, 10:20 AM 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@emaJl.unc.edu> 

l~E: Spring workshop - E Minor 

Happy New Year! Thanks John, She can be added, 
debbv 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,’E), CLU 

939.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From; Stewart, John F 
Sent: Sunday, 9:46 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Spring workshop - E Minor 
Deborah, 
I have no objection to this switch if you are not overloaded, but did not want to approve it without check with you. 
Happy New Year, 
,John 

~ John F, Stewart 
~ 

Pro~essoF of 
~ Director of Entrepreneursh~p M~nor 

~ Department o[: ECO~O~T~CS 
~ University of North Carolh~a 
* Gardner Ha~l C8# 3305 
~ Chape~ HH~, NC 27599-3305 

* Vok:e: (9~.9) 
~ Fax: (9Z9) 966-4986 

~ htt p:!iwww4mceminonorg 
* htt p:!!www.unc.ed u!~j fat ewa ri 

Sent: Saturday, i1:03 PM 
To-" Stewart, John F 
Subject; Spring workshop - E Minor 
Dear Professor Stewert, 

I hope you had a relaxing break and a happy New Year. I would like to see if it is tx~ssible for me to smtch course sections for this spring’s venture course in the 

ent~p~neurslrip minor sequence. Currently I am enrolled in your commercial ventures section, and I’d like to switch to the sport ventures section if possible. I 

somehow missed that option when the preference sheets were distributed - rm solry for my oversight. If you could point me in the right direction or let me know if 

switching is not an option, I would appreciate it. 

’l’ha~k you’. 

Best, 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, 10:26 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 327 

Hi Thanks for the note’. I ~vill see what is going on with Sakai. EXSS 327 and EXSS are t~vo different courses. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 9:51 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 327 

Dr. Stroman, 

I received an email today that included a link to a syllabus ~k~r the F.XSS 327 course on Sakai. However, I am not officially enrolled m this class in Connect Carolina. I am in your F.XSS 
I am confused as to why ! am on the roster for the EXSS 327 class and I am wondering if this is a mistake or if the syllabus is the same for both courses 

I hope that you have enjoyed your breakt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Snnday, 10:27 AM 

~live.com> 

ILE: UNC WBB: Kathy Crawford Honored Tomorrow! 

Okay, See you at the game. Jan is sick, so I wilt substitute for her and do radio. I was pianning on chilling today. ;} 
d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

FrOml 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: UNC WBB: Kathy Cravvford Honored Tomorrow! 

I will be there 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupiditvd’ 

_Nive.com] 
k44 AM 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dsqtro~unc.edu> wrote: 

No, tomorrow at @00 p.m. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC WBB: Kathy Crawford Honored Tomorrow! 

Dinner tonight? If tonight can’t make it. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

}live.corn] 
5:48 PM 

"Stroman, Deborah L dstr%c~unc.edn wrote: 
Wow! They are pitiful. I will speak up. Dinner at 6:00 if you can make it. 

DLS from ,ny iPhone. 

On at 3:31 PM, live.corn > wrote: 

Will see u them and no formal email went out. Talked to coach alley on fl~urs. 

"Stroman, DeborahL <dstro.~;nnc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Heels! Happy New Year! I am not sure ff the WBB office sent any formal communication out to alums.., but I want you to know that Kathy Crawford 

is having her jersey honored tomorrow. We Nay Va Tech at 2:00 ~.m.; Kathy will be celebrated and her jersey hung from Carmichael. She is also the 

2013 kegend. 

If you can’t attend, please send her a note of "Congrats!" 

Kathy -                  @hotmaH,com 

Hope to see you in Chapel Hill this year! 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah L. 5tro~, Ph,D, CLU 

<imageOO~,jpg> 

~,ex~,unc,edu 
315 Wool~n - CB #8700 
Cha~ HN, NC 278~ 
919=g43=033~ 

<imageOO2jpg> 

"Nea:cly a11 me~ cm*. stnnd adversity, b[~t :if you X~Z;~nt tO test a man~’s cha:cacte:c, give hfln power." Abrahan~ L:h~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, 10:28 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

I will add you to the course. I look forward to having you in class. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 10:14 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Hope your holiday and break was great! I’m emailing in regards to your EXSS    class, since I wasn’t able to add it on Connect Carolina. Although I won’t be able to 

complete an entrepreneurship minor, I was wondering if I could possibly take this class, since my ultimate goal is to one day own my own sport agency. Just let me 

know if there is any room and if I could potentially be added to the class. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, Jmmary 6, 2013 10:30 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema~il.unc.e&~> 

EXSS    ~kDD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Snnday, 10:59 AM 

~live.unc.e&~ 

1~: CSBC meeting 

Thanks i Yes, let’s try to meet. How is your schedule Wednesday afternoon? Between 1:00 and 4;00? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSBC meeting 

10:58 ~M 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

So over break, I’ve been relaxing and catching up on a few school things I just started to go through my overlooked emails that I received during finals, and I saw the one you sent all of us 
about meeting up one-on-one. I know my reply is late; however, if it’s possible, I’d love to meet up with you one day this week! 
Also,         discussed the partnership with David Oestreicher in late December I’ll forward you the email! 

I hope you had a great Christmas and a wonderful break! 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday, Jauuary 6, 2013 11:16 AM 

ttaskell, Moron <morgon haskell@unc.edu> 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU --~dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC- Chapel Hill Technic~J Request 

Happy New Year! I’m having major problems tlying to find my EXSS 51 and EXSS 328 Sites I was hoping to release them to my students this weekend. I spoke to ITS and they could not 
figure out what happened. She said she would refer this problem to you. ;) 

I also need an fiXSS 396 for the spring semester for my students. 

Thanks!! 

Mobile 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
t~’rom: UNC -CII PTR [m ailto :ars,v s(~remedv 05.i sis uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC-Chape[ Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problenr tracking system Please keep this confirmation message so that you may reference the ticket nuraber associated with your 
issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Irfformation 

Create Date: 1/6/2013 9:57 
Ticket #: 2445661 
Entail Address: dstro(d!mxc.edu 
Phone Nmnber 

Brief Description: 03. Sakai Site creation Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
03. Sakai Site creation 

Worklog: 
I ant trying to create my spring 2013 cottrse sites. I created one (EXSS 327), but the other two (EXSS 51 and EXSS 328) are not viewable. The system will not alloxv me to recreate them either 
and they are not on tW menu. 

This request was created at: https://www.uncedu/ar-bin/websub/index.pl 
Remote Host: 75.177.142.160 
Form Input: Stroman, Deborah -              dstro@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, Jmmary 7, 2013 9:46 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema~il.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS    M)D 

Thanks. 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9198843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 

Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 8:30 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS     )D 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2013 10:30 AM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS     DD 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 

i.~.i Christmas KiW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 9:52 AM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

ILE: EXSS 328 

Hi Happy New Year! Thank you for your inqui~z. The EXSS 328 is currently closed. I wish I would have known of your interest earlier. ;( 

If openings occur, I ~vill email you by Thursday at 9:00 a.m. Have a super semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~live uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:30 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 328 

Hey Dr. Stroman, I really enjoyed taking youl class this past semester, and I was wondering if there were any available spots left for your 328 class? If so, I would love to join 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, Jmmary 7, 2013 10:33 AM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.e&~ 

I~E: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Thanks David! I will be available to get back on this important programming next week, 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent-" Monday, January 07, 2013 5:26 AM 
To-" Ernestine Taylor 

Ce: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Earnestine, Happy New Year to you and yours as well. 

Re: Talking about the contract for the work with the CBC. I need to have a conversation with Debby and get back to you with some guidance. I want to be sure I want to move 
in concert with her and the CBC on this, and we haven’t spoken since we broke for the holidays. 

Once I am able to speak with Debby I will be back in touch. 

By the way I notice there is no address on the invoice. Please add my contact information below as an address and re-send otherwise it won’t go through the Business Center 
here which serves many units besides our office. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P,H. 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http:/icfe.unc.edu/aboutikiel.html 

From: Ernestine Taylor [       Ntriad.rr.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, January 06, 2013 9:16 PM 

To; Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Focus Group Meeting - December 

Wishing both of you a 2013 FULL OF HAPPINESS! 

Now that the hectic holiday season has come to an end, I can refocus and get back to work. Some work includes submitting an invoice for our meeting in 

December. © 

David attached is the invoice we agreed to. Please make check payable to ETConsulting and Coaching. 

I have begun to think about the first two modules- or should I say workshops. The first will be about Building and Maintaining Relationships. I am 

convinced that it should be sooner rather than later for the team - faculty and staff- to develop skills in giving and receiving feedback. This would be the 

second workshop; and, will enable everyone to create an individual action plan to address the issues discussed at our initial meeting. 

I am traveling next week and the 4th week in January; therefore, I will submit a draft proposal of the two modules the first week in February for your 

review. 

David you and I should talk about how to proceed from this point in developing a contract with estimated services and costs. Available to chat on 

Wednesday, January 9 after 3:30 (or) January 14 before 12 noon. 

Excited about beginning this work with the CBC. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, Jmmary 7, 2013 11:08 AM 

Jordan, Joseph F <j[jordan@email.unc.edu> 

Brooks, Cmnille A <camille brooks@unc.edu>; ’Vefita Mumll’ <verita murrill@unc.edu> 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholma~@email.unc.edu>; Bbfir, Wayne A --~wblair@em~fil.unc.edu>; Watldns, Debra 

<watkinsd@email.unc.edu:,; Collier, Shauna D <collie~s@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus - Read-In 2013 HELP!! 

Hi Joseph. Happy New Year! We seem to be having difficulty scheduling our annual Read-In with your office. ;( 

A Stone Center administrator has advised us to wait until the end of this month to confirm. As you know, we need to move forward much earlier than that date. 

Please confirm that we do have Thursday, February 21 from 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. (Auditorium and Hitchcock) 

We were planning on sending a communication in the CBC E-News today. 

I will try to call you today and I can be reached by mobile at 

Thanks. 

debby 

~eborah L, Stro~na~ ~h,D, CLU 

w~A~v,exss.un¢,ed u 
3~5 Woollen - CB #BT00 

9~9,843~033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:13 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc¯edu> 

Napier, Ma~~ E <mnapie@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

Thanks Joe! I will continue to think through KIPE strategies and opportunities for the advancement of entrepreneurship, business, and sport. 

We are defin~tNy on to something groundbreak~ng m~d impactfuH 

d 

Do Oood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

6:51 AM 
From: DeSimone, Joseph M. 

Sent: Monday 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~c: Napier, Mary E 
Subject: Fwd: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

Debbie see attached. Look forward to discussing with you the various elements as well as best way for you to have a "position" with us post strategic planning. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chm~cellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering atNC State University aaad of Che,nistry at UNC 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Trotter 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: "DeSimone, Joseph M <desimone~i~:,email unc edu> ¯ ._____,,__,______,___._.___,________,________,_ 

To: Ffiga, t aul" <!=_a___u_L_[)jg~.~_k_ej!_a_4~z_t_]j_aN_l__e_!_.__uj!_c_:_e___k~_~, 

<_m_napier(a)email.unc.edu> 

Cc:                                  ~!kenm> fla~er.unc.edu>, 
<Cynthia Reif, snider(c-~kenem- flagler.unc .edu> 

Subject: Re: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

~_k__e__~_~Lm__:_t_!_a__~!_e__r_:_u__~_~c__:_e___d__u__.>, "Napier, Mau E" 

~gmafl.com , Relfsmder, Cynthia 

Attached please find some initiatives I’d like to see integrated / considered.., and a one pager describing one of them that has some traction.., and then a 

full description of another 

Date: Sunday, 7:19 AM 

To: @__k__e___n__~__m__:_t_}_:a_~[e_r=_u__~£c_:__e__d___u_.>>, Joseph DeSimone 

<desimone~(kemail.unc.edu<maflto:desimone(~)email.unc.edu>>, "Napier, Mmy E" <mnapie~)ema!~:unc:edu<mailto:~rmapier(~)email.unc.edu>> 

Cc:                                                                              ’~)kenan- flagler.unc.edu>>, 

’~)gmaiLcom- ~)gmail.com>>, Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifs~ide~SF~kenan- 

flao_ler.unc.e&~ qnailto :Cynthia Reif, snide~kenan- flagler xmc ~e&~>> 

Subject: RE: Draft Deck tbr Monday Meeting 

All of this sounds good¯ I will available lbr the call¯ Since the consulting team didn’t meet last week in thll why don’t we invite the whole consulting teach 
to the planning call if available. I miss working with everyone! 

Topics: 

1. Work done since our last meeting 

2. Phase 3 objectives and plans 

3. Slide deck for Tuesday 

4. Fellows benchmark reseach, deck!reporting 

[Description: Description: STAR logo tagline sloga~ w-blue background] 



Paul N. Friga, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S.T.A.R. Program and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

McColl Building- CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

919-962-3786 - once 

p~?~unc.edu<mailto:pnf(c-~t~nc~edt~> 

www4~aulfi-iga.com <hit p://www, paulfi-iga.conv% 

Shaping Leaders i Driving Results 

From: 

Sent: Saturday: !:48 PM 

To: Desimone, Joseph (Chentistry); Napier, Mary (Biochemist~ and Biophysics); Friga, Paul 

Cc                                Reifsnider, Cyntlfia 

Subject: 17LE: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

4pro works tbr me. 

On the org chart: We could take the bottom piece of the org-chart out and leave just the firs~t tier, potentially. I DO think it helps imagine how the center 

can be organized. 

On the Connect, Create, Accelerate: I see your point, Mary. Let’s leave that in tbr now. I DO think we could develop some dynamic and useful metrics 

around the objectives you guys set up maybe we have the TF work on that next week? We can discuss on Sunday. 

From: DeSimone, Joseph M. [._n_iN4_l__t~?Ld__e__~i_r__n_o__r!_e_~2~_e___n_L@_:__u__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_] 

Sent: Saturday,               11:42 AM 

To: Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); 

Cc:                                  Reifsnider, Cynthia 

Subject: Re: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

Friga, Paul 

Sunday 4 PM works for me 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chm~cellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemis~try at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Dis~tinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering atNC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.mac.e&t/people/lhculU/&simone/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax:919-962-5467 

[unknown.png]Follow me on Tmtter<http://twitter.comii ose ph desimone> 

From: <Napier>. Mary <Mary Napier(&kenan-flagler.unc.edu<nmilto:Mary Napier,~;kenan-flagler.~mc.e&~>> 

Date: Saturday, 11:16 AM 

To: ~kenan-flagler.nnc.ed~>>, Joseph DeSimone 

<&simoneg{enaail.unc.edu<nmil~t~:&simone(i~enmil.mac.ed~>, Paul Ffiga<Paul Ffig~gbkenan-fla~ler.unc.e&~<mailm:Paul Fri~a~kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu<m~flm:Cw N~ia ReiNni deg~)kena~- fla~ler.u,~c .edu>> 
Subject: Re: DraR Deck for Monday Meeting 

groa!! When Joe, Paul and I talked on Friday we discussed leaving the org chart out of the slide deck as I may be best to keep all morg discussions 



wifl~in the consulting teaan. If we want to leave slide 18 in there I suggest we remove the reference to anyone’s name. If run in slide show you will see that 

Joe a~d I had included Thomas, Jim and Mark’s nmnes under the tNrd o~iecfive economic development. If we remove mayone’s names we can can 

present sli& 18 ~s a mechanism tbr organizing around objectives. 

Does Sunday at 4 work for a phone call for Paul, Bay, Joe and tne? 

Mao~ 

MaD~ Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Direc~c Kenan Insfi~te of Private Ente~fi~ ¯ [~C Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

(919)843-7553, fax (919)962-8202. mnapie~)unc.e&~<mailto:mnapie~t~nc.edt~> 

From ~kenan- flagleramc~edn>:~ 

Date: Saturday, Janua~ 5, 2013 2:52 AM 

To: Joe Desimone ~desimone~;tmc.edn<mailm:&simone(t~unc.e&>>, MaW Napier <mm?~ napier(t~kenan- 

flagler.unc.e&~<mMm:ma~ napie~tbkenan-flagler.unc.ed~>, "Ffiga, Paul" <Patti Ffiga2tbkenan-fla~leramc.e&~<mailm:Paul Fri~a~;kenan- 

~ler.m~c.edu>> 

Subject: Dra~ Deck for Monday Meeting 

Hey Team 

Please see a draft deck attached. Paul, Ma~, and Joe - I am avMable any time fllis weekend ~ discuss. 

Joe an MaE I really like how you’ve organized the ii~fiafives inlo objecfiws~ 
I Mso like fl~e O~ cha~. By leaving file "Core Suppo~ Sta[t~’ as a ~mte bucket, you still leave your~Nes sig~ficant fleMbility k) dete~ine which 
indMd~l Wsi~ons may be kept or eliminated. 

In addi~o~ I would make the following sugges~ons. We can rake or leave them: 

1) We make metrics to measure our progress agMnst OBJECTIVES, not priorities. 

a. With the way you have the ore set up, those metrics can also guide the work of each objective director 

b. We would wmove the metrics as outline in slide ] 2, and add new metrics to slide 14. 

c. We would divide the TF inlo OBJECTIVE-~sed (rather than priority-~sed) teams to analyze the resources and actions necessa~ Br each 
initiative. (woMd need ~) adjust slides 6 and 20 ~cordingly) 

2) Combine vMues and priorities. 

a. I don’t see sigMficant added value in ~e com~ecg>create >accelerate continuum. If our goal is ~ follow the ~F- sNg Theow" and create strategy 
s~tements that are truly memorable, less is more. 

b. I think the bullets ne~ to connect, create, and accelerate can be added to and captured in the values. 

c. ThiswoMdmea]~wegetfidofthemaN~which tome alsoMdsli~Jevalue. 

Happy New Year, all, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Monday, January 7, 2013 11:34 AM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Email.Address@email.unc.edu; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; 
rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J <lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 
E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; 
carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; 
tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins <jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; 
Agbeblewu, Samantha A <agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S 
<ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, 
DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; 
Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis 
<claudis~t~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; 
Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; 
diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; 
overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; 
kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
<donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Aflethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu>; 
Byars, Napoleon B onaparte <nbyars@email.unc. edu>; j o-ann_blake@denti stry.unc, edu; 
c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta <yroberts@email.unc.edu>; 
kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances <frances_dancy@unc.edu>; 
carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin <mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, 
Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry (lecamp@email.unc.edu); 
Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Holly A 
<hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E <dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, 
Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L 
<cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; 
Sims Evans, Charletta <simsevan@email.unc. edu>; j ackie~Nerce@unc, edu; 
angela.thrasher@unc.edu; Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, 
Avia <avia mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~t~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; 
mgburney@northcarolina.edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; 
afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; josmell@unc.edu; gwen_burston@unc.edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille_brooks@unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Whitney Ragan 
<whitney_robinson@unc.edu>; vickie_suggs@unc.edu; Pinkney, Dwayne L 
<dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; Barker, 
Marco J <barker@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu>; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc.edu> 
CBC "State of the U’ - Wednesday, Jan. 9 

Happy New Year! This note is your friendly 



reminder that we will meet with Chancellor 

Thorp for our annual "State of the University" meeting. Please join us for lunch and our final 

gathering with him. We will discuss many topics of interest for the Black community at UNC- 

Chapel Hill. 

This is a members-only meeting with invited guests. 

Wednesday, January 9 

11:30 aomo 

Union 3407 

Rel~ards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}’- 

Monday, Jmmary 7, 2013 12:22 PM 

Spmill, April R ~aprilspruill@~mc.edu>; Brook~ CaJnille A <camille brooks@unc.edw~; Murrill, Verita L <verita murdll@~mc.edu> 

Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Read-In 2013 HELP!! 

THANK you for your haste sLtention to this matter. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, Ex~?,lare, 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 11:38 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Brooks, Camille A; Murrill, Verita L 
Co: Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Read-ln 2013 HELP!! 

Hello, 

It is confirmed that you all have the Hitchcock Room and Theatre from 6pro until 9pm. Unfortunately, I do not have the final classroom schedule for the semester. 

Per Allison Speagle in the registrar’s office, the rooms won’t be released until January 25th. According to the temporary schedule, it does appear the space is 

available, however, I want to be sure this schedule does not change. 

Thank you for understanding. 

April 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From: Joseph Jordan [__m___a_!]_t_o__;j_fj_o_r_d_a_E~_@__e__~Ea_[Lu_n___c_=_e_d__~1 

Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: Spruill, April R 
Subject: Fwd: Carolina Black Caucus - Read-Tn 2013 HELP!! 

Begin ~bm’~ded message: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - Read-In 2013 HELP!! 
Date: January 7, 2013 11:08:03 AM EST 
To: "Jordan, Joseph F" <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Brooks, Camille A camdle brooks@unc edu>, "Murrill, Verita L" <verita murrill@unc.edu> 

Hi Joseph. Happy New Year! We seem to be having difficulty scheduling our annual Read-In with your office. ;( 

A Stone Center administrator has advised us to wait until the end of this month to confirm. As you know, we need to move forward much earlier than that date. 

Please confirm that we do have Thursday, February 21 from 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. (Auditorium and Hitchcock) 

We were planning on sending a communication in the CBC E-News today. 

I will try to call you today and I can be reached by mobile at 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deboral~ L. Stror~an, P~,Do CLU 
Ex-~oreo IEn~jage, Empower. 

~ Christmas Ki~d 

~_...e_X__ .s~._._..u_ .n_ ~. ._ _e_ . ~_~. 

9~9,843,0336 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 



ifiordan(~,email, u nc ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, Jmmary 7, 2013 12:22 PM 

Brooks, Camille A <camillebrook@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murdll@~mc.edu:~ 

l~E: Carolina Black Caucus - Read-In 2013 HELP!’. 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 11:38 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Brooks, Camille A; Murrill, Verita L 
Co: Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - Read-ln 2013 HELP!! 

Hello, 

It is confirmed that you all have the Hitchcock Room and Theatre from 6pro until 9pro. Unfortunately, I do not have the final classroom schedule for the semester. 

Per Allison Speagle in the registrar’s office, the rooms won’t be released until January 25th. According to the temporary schedule, it does appear the space is 

available, however, I want to be sure this schedule does not change. 

Thank you for understanding. 

April 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From: Joseph Jordan [mailto:ifjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: Spruill, April R 
Subject: Fwd: Carolina Black Caucus - Read-ln 2013 HELP!! 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - Read-In 2013 HELP!! 
Date: January 7, 2013 11:08:03 AM EST 
To: "Jordan, Joseph F" <ifiordan@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Brooks, Camille A" <camille brooks.@__u____n___c___.___e___d____u_.>, "Murrill, Verita L" <verita murrill@__u____n____c_;___e___d____u__> 

Hi Joseph. Happy New Year! We seem to be having difficulty scheduling our annual Read-In with your office. ;( 

A Stone Center administrator has advised us to wait until the end of this month to confirm. As you know, we need to move forward much earlier than that date. 

Please confirm that we do have Thursday, February 21 from 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. (Auditorium and Hitchcock) 

We were planning on sending a communication in the CBC E-News today. 

I will try to call you today and I can be reached by mobile at 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L, Stromant Ph,D, CLU 
EN~loreo E~gage, Empower, 

iNi Chri~mas Ki,.~,.! 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

jfjordan@,ernail, uric ed u 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, Jmmary 7, 2013 10:31 PM 

Ernes’6 ne Taylor        ~triad.rr.com> 

1),2;: PotentM Physiics Professor 

Happy New Year! Thanks for’ your note, 

Yes, I would love to chat with Dr. Pressley. The first day of classes is Wednesday. Let’s try to connect on Thursday or Friday~ I teach M-F I1:00--- 1:00 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

"NotNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~gnor~e and conscientious stupidity/’ 

F~m~ Ernestine Taylor [mailt        @triad.rr.com] 

Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 07, 20~3 10:22 PN 

To~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Su~jeet~ Potential Physiics Professor 

Hi Deborah 

I am sure your new year will be busy as usual. Hope ~t will be equally as exciting and rewarding. 

kast week I had lunch w~th a young woman who has become a dear friend. ~ met her as a high school senior almost 14 years ago. She is a wonderful, brilliant young 

African-American sister. 

She earned a PhD in Physics from Ohio State a few years ago. Her first job was with Wake Forest Univ. in Research and she currently teaches at Winston-Salem 

State University. She is considering a change. Since you and I met and I reviewed the Black Faculty report, UNC would probably be a great opportunity for her; and 

the University would certainly benefit from her presence. 

How might ~ connect both of you? Her name is Tennille Pressley, PhD. 

Hope to chat with you soon about Tennille and the work with CBC. 

[mestine Taylor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 10:36 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

Hi     I will add you to the course as professor approval is required. 

I look forward to seeing you on Wednesday! 

Dr, Strom~t~ 

Do Good. 

Debo~ah L, Stromar~, Ph,D. CLU 

gn~]u£~¢. ~plore, gmpow~r. 

919,843,073736 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Professor Stroman, 
I was unable to add EXSS 
Best, 

9:19 PM 

online but I will see you on Wednesday. Tt was great seeing you today and I am looking forward to this class. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 10:41 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amccu|le@emai|.unc.e&~> 

FW: EXSS    ADD 

Hi Ashle% Plesse sdd hirn~ 

Do C, ood, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

Frorn~ 

Sent: Mlonday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Professor Strornan, 
I was unable to add EXSS 
Best, 

"Nothing in the world is rnore dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

9:19 PM 

online but I will see you on Wednesday. It was great seeing you today and I am looking forward to this class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 10:47 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

PJ£: Class Selection 

EXSS SA New Curriculum.pdf 

Attached find the EXSS Sport Administration curriculum. Try to take one of the r’equired four’ core courses for the major. See if there ar’e any available 

seats in courses that mav be I~sted as dosed, 

Also, consider summer school 

Dr, Sl:rofr~at~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843,0:~:~6 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

8:07 PM 

Class Selection 

Sent: Monday, 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
S~l~ject; 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I came to you towards the end of the semester to discuss my major and our meeting resulted in me changing my major to Exercise and Sport Science with a focus in Sport 
Administration. You recommended me to 2 specific but full classes to try to attend the first day but T seem to have misplaced that paper. I believe that it was EXSS 175 and 
273 but I could be incorrect. Hope you had a good break and please let me know as soon as possible. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday,              10:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin,~]e~naJl.unc.edu> 

RE: W~ling Lis~ 

I will add you to the course arid the Saka~i site, I look forw~rd to meeting you. 

"Nething in the werld is more dmngereus than a sincere ignera~e and ~o~scientieus stupidity," 

Sent: Monday, 7:32 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Waiting List 
Dr. Stroman, 
Happy New Year! f hope that your winter holiday was a pleasant one. f just was checking in with you again concerning the wait list of your class and was wondering if my 
status had changed. Please let me know if I need to send you any information or if [ should stop by your office to discuss matters. Thank you again for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 10:54 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edn> 

FW: Waiting List EXSS    ADD 

Hi Ashley~ 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

7:32 plVl 
From: 

Sent: Mtonday,, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Waiting List 

Dr. Stroman, 
Happy New Year! I hope that your winter holiday was a pleasant one. I just was checking in with you again concerning the wait list of your class and was wondering if my 
status had changed. Please let me know if I need to send you any information or if I should stop by your office to discuss matters. Thank you again for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:36 PM 

~students.ecu.edu-~ 

ILS: ’I’h~k You 

CONGRATULATIONS! You are so deserving. Give me s call next week so we can catch up. 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

Nstudents.ecu.edu] 
2::1.4 PM 

From: I 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Thank You 
Tmportance: High 

Good afternoon, 
3[ wanted to take the opportunity to thank you once again for taking the time to write my letter of recommendation for graduate school. 3[ am pleased to announce that 3[ have 
completed my graduate studies and have received my Masters of Kinesiology with a concentration in Sport Management. 3[t would not have been possible if not for you time 
and contribution. 
Thank you, 



E TCONSUL TING AND COACHING 

~triad.rr.com 

David Kiel, Dr. PhD 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

Dear David: 

Outlined below is an invoice for services rendered to CBC on December 11, 2012. Please process 
and make payable to ETConsulting and Coaching 

PROFESSIONAL FEES: $500.00 

December 11,2012 
UNCBlackCaucus (CBC) 
Focus Group Meeting 

Mileage ($0.55 per mile) 
Greensboro to UNC Campus 

32.79 

TOTAL $532.79 

Ernestine Taylor 
01/06/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:42 PM 

~email.~mc.edu:~ 

I~E: physic~J therapy advice 

Hi I will be available starting on Wednesday 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:11 AM 
Subject: physical therapy advice 

IIeHo! 

I am a newly declared EXSS major, and [ am very interested in going to PT school I had a few logistical questions to ask, and I was wondering if there was any time you were available today 
or tomorrow to talk before classes started. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 11:43 PM 

Kid, David <kJel@email.unc.e&~ 

lurk Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

’~ny time before 10:30 a.m~ or’ after’ 2:00. Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From; Kiel, David 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 10:47 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Debby, is there a good time for me to call next week? I think 15 or 20 rain., should be enough time. David 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" < d_ _ _s _t_ _r .o_ @ .u_ n__c_ .__e_ .d_u_.> 

Date: Mon, 7 Jan 2013 10:33:25 -0500 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Thanks David! I witl be available to get back on this important programming next week. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stn man, Ph,D. CLU 
g’n.qc~q~, g’zplor~, E’mpower. 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From; Kiel, David 
Sent; Monday, JanuaW 07, 2013 5:26 AM 
To; Ernestine Taylor 

~::c; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Earnestine, Happy New Year to you and yours as well. 

Re: Talking about the contract for the work with the CBC. I need to have a conversation with Debby and get back to you with some guidance. I want to be sure I want to move 
in concert with her and the CBC on this, and we haven’t spoken since we broke for the holidays. 

Once I am able to speak with Debby I will be back in touch. 

By the way I notice there is no address on the invoice. Please add my contact information below as an address and re-send otherwise it won’t go through the Business Center 
here which serves many units besides our office. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 

Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

_h___Lt_ a;/Lq__e__:__q __q _c__.__e___d___uJ__a___b___o___u___tZ Ke__[:__h _Lr_~_[ 

From: Ernestine Taylor ]       @triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2013 9:16 PM 

To: Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Wishing both of you a 2013 FULL OF HAPPINESS! 

Now that the hectic holiday season has come to an end, I can refocus and get back to work. Some work includes submitting an invoice for our meeting in 

December. © 

David attached is the invoice we agreed to. Please make check payable to ETConsulting and Coaching. 

I have begun to think about the first two modules- or should I say workshops. The first will be about Building and Maintaining Relationships. I am 

convinced that it should be sooner rather than later for the team - faculty and staff- to develop skills in giving and receiving feedback. This would be the 

second workshop; and, will enable everyone to create an individual action plan to address the issues discussed at our initial meeting. 

I am traveling next week and the 4th week in January; therefore, I will submit a draft proposal of the two modules the first week in February for your 

review. 

David you and I should talk about how to proceed from this point in developing a contract with estimated services and costs. Available to chat on 



Wednesday, January 9 after 3:30 {or) January 14 before 12 noon. 

Excited about beginning this work with the CBC. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 11:51 PM 

ttaskell, Moron <morgon haskell@unc.edu> 

1~;: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

Happy New Year Morgon! Thanks so much for the review of my Sakai sites. All is ~vell no~v. ;) 
I am rea@ for another great semester 

The winter break went too fast though, as always. 

I know you are swamped with Sakai fixes., best wishes to you! 

debby 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Haskel[, Morgon 

Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 8:33 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

SubJect: RE: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

Good morning and Happy New Year to you as ~vell. 

From what [ can tell, students in EXSS5I should have access to the course site in Sakai. However, EXSS328 has not been published so students will not have access until that site is 
published. (http://sakaitutorials.unc.eduiindex.php?iiPublish your site) 

Is there another issue that needs resolved? 
I just created EXSS396 and you are now listed as an instructor. It appears that Saylor is still listed as the instructor for that course. 

Putting Sakai aside, I hope you ertjoyed your ho]iday break between semesters. 
Morgon 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Stronran, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: Haskell, Morgon 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 
Importance: High 

Happy New Yeart rru having major problems trying to find my EXSS 51 and EXSS 328 Sites. I was hoping to release them to my- students this weekend. I spoke to ITS and they could not 
figure out ~vhat happened. She said she ~vould refer this problem to you. ;) 

I also need an EXSS 396 for the spring senrester for my students. 

Thanks!t 

Mobile - 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroruan, Ph.D. CLU 
Et~gage. Explore. Enrpower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidly<" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:arsys@remedv05.isis uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday, Janua~’ 06, 2013 9:57 Abl 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: LrNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you may reference the ticket number associated with your 
issue 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response Center at (919) 962-HFLP. 

Please note that during adverse ~veather, response times may val7. 



Ticket Information 

Create Date: 1/6/2013 9:57 
Ticket #: 2445661 
Email Address: dstro(a}unc edu 
Phone Number 

Brief Description: 03. Sakai Site creation Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
03. Sakai Site creation 

Worklog: 
I am trying to create my spring 2013 cottrse sites. I created one (EXSS 327), but the other two (EXSS 51 and EXSS 328) are not viewable. The system will not alloxv me to recreate them either 
and they are not on tW menu. 

This request was created at: https://www.unc.edu/ar-bm/websub/index.pl 
Remote Host: 75.177.142.160 
Form Input: Stroman, Deborah -            - dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 11:54 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

l~E: EXSS 

Hi 

Dr, Strom~,n 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Happy New Year! I will add you to the course and Sakai site. I expect great things from you[ 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 

Sent: Monday, . 10:21 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I noticed that I was unable to take your EXSS    class. I was wondering if you think it would be possible to stand-in in the class in hopes that someone will drop it or is it too 
high of a demand of a class. I really enjoyed your class and feel like this one will benefit me greatly in my future. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, Jmmary 7, 2013 11:55 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema~il.unc.e&~> 

EXSS    ADD 

............................................. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTSiCN=DEBOtL~H LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday,              10:53 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc,edtc" 

Re: Exec Meeting’. 

N o problem for me. Ask and the team. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating tile mind will~o~ educating the heart is no education at all." Aris~totle 

On at 11:33 PM, ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

tti Dr. Stroman! 

Looking forward to s, tarting a g0eat yem with The Club! I was talking to 
about tiffs las~ week, but is ~aere any way we cm~ move the meeting from 4 

to 5’? i have a class that runs until 4:45. i.just really don’t want to miss the firs~t meetingt 

Thanks for your consideration, 

~kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: RECR 

Let’s chat. I ~vant to make sure I understand. I tell our SA majors that they can use EXSS Or are you referring to the RECR courses and that is the only one that counts from that 
group group? 

Sent Iicom my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 8:34 AM, "Salyer, Sherry L" <sab’er@email.u~ac.edu> wrote: 

> Actually we say that ONLY Recr can be counted 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Struman, Deborah L 
> Sent: Monday,                 11:05 PM 
> Tu: 
> SubJect: RE: RECR 
> 

> Eli I am unclear as tu yuur questiun You are an EXSS-SA major with twu minors. 
> Attached find the requirements [’or the cumpletion of the SA majur. There is no longer a Recreatiun majur at UNC-Chapel tlill The RECR cuurses nuw "belong" tu EXSS Thus, any EXSS 
ur RECR cuurses abuve 200 level can be used as an elective. 
> 

> Let me know ifyuu have any additional questiuns 
> 

> I)r Struman 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Do Goud 
> 

> Deburah L. Struman, Ph.D. CLU 
> EngiNe Explore Empower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> "Nothing in the wurld is more dangerous than a sincere ignurance and conscientious stupidi~ " 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 5:48 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: FW: RECR 
> 

> Just wanted to get in touch with you in regards to this previously sent email. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: 
> Sent: Saturday, 3:23 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah 
> Subject: RECR 
> 

> Dr. Stroraan, 
> 

> I am an EXSS Sport Administration major and a Recreation Administration minor. In the most recent version of the undergraduate bulletin, it says that RECR may also be used towards 
the six additional credits that must be earned in EXSS courses at the 200 level or above. 
> 

> I have alrea@ completed RECR and I was wondering if it would count toward tW ra~ior, as ttuee of the six required hours over the 200 level (in addition to counting toward the minor). 
I provided a lick to the webpage just to ensure that we are looking at the sarae version of the bulletin. 
> 

> Let me know, thankst 
> 

> 

> DRWC Chapel Hill Class of 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <70 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:01 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: EXSS    ADD 

Hi For your otticiaJ enrollment, you need to drop a class or see Steele advising to take more hours. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Monday, 
Subject= FW: EXSS    ADD 

Hi Ashiey, 91ease add him. 

10:41 PM 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph,D. CLU 

Ent~t’4]~, Exp!or~.~, Empower. 

9I 9,843,0336 

<imi~ge001 jpg> 

"NotNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~gnor~nce and consdent~ous stupidity." 

From= 

Sent= Monday, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 

Professor Stroman, 

I was unable to add EXSS 

Best, 

9::1.9 PM 

~nline but I will see you on Wednesday. It was great seeing you today and I am looking forward to this class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 3:58 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS ADD 

Thanks. 
d 
Deborah L, Strornan~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore° En~Jage, Empower. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:00 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~: First Yem Se~nin~x 

Hi I will resubmit. I added you to the course site. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: First Year Seminar 

1:54 PM 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hello again, I was contacting you to ask about your first year seminar class EXSS 
What should I do? 
Thanks and I look forward to talking with you soon, 

You told me that I would get a notification in my connect Carolina account, but haven’t received it yet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 4:09 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema~il.unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

3 credits 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L Stroman~ Pb,Do CLU 

Expbre, En~Ja~e, ErapoWero 

............................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday 4:11 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema~il.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS    ~DD 

Resubmit. Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, ~2xptor~:~, g~mpow,~r, 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 
Dr. Stroman, 
I just dropped a class. I apologize for any inconvenience and I will see you tomorrow. 
Best, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

12:08 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: EXSS 328 Enrollment Permission 

Hi        Congratulations on all of your entrepreneurial work! The EXSS 327 and 328 courses are for upper-level students. Please consider majoring in EXSS 

Sport AdmiNstration in the future. I wonld love to sham more ruth you about the major. 

Also, I am teaching a first-year seminar, Entrepreneurship in Sport, this semester. I am willing to enroll you in this EXSS 51 course that meets on T/R at 12:30 p.m. 

Please let me know. 

Have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent frown my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the hearst is no education at all." Aris~totle 

On , at 4:21 PM, (~live.nnc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

Ny name is            and I am a first-year Innovation Scholar at UNC highly interested in enrolling in your course EXSS 328-001 Sports Business Venture or 
EXSS 327-401 Field Experience in Sports Administration. 

After meeting with Nr. Richard Harrill of the Campus Y he highly recommended I converse with you regarding my organization 
Essentially, we will be using the game of basketball to serve as an epicenter for 

community gathering and youth development utilizing the game’s most erudite mentors, star players, and experienced coaches in urban areas of the United 
States including my hometown area                       Hopefully I could have the opportunity to build on this organization in one of your courses. 

Thank you so much for your considerations. 

Sincerely yours, 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 8:46 PM 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia <sylvia tPazie@DENTISTRY.[INC.EDU> 

1~: CBC renewal 

Hi Sylvia. You can always join online a[ http://www.unc.edu/cbc/joinform.html The paper method information is also listed there. 

I hope you have had a great start to the NewYead 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

"NotNng ~n ~he world ~s more dangerous ~han a sincere ignorance and co~sdent~ous 

F~m~ ~raz~er-Bowers, SgMa 

Sent~ Tuesda7, Januarg 08, 2013 S:21 PN 

To~ Stroman, ~eborah k 
Subject: CBC renewal 

Hi Debbie 

Hope all is well with you this yead 

~ am writing to inquire about how to receive communication from the CBC. I joined for 2 years in 2020 and this presumably ended this past summer - 2022~ 

However, I perhaps incorrectly assumed that I wou~d receive a communication to renew. I a~so stopped getting communications even when I was within the 2 year 

period. I originM~y joined at the Fa~ reception and wou~d have re-joined this Fall but it was on the same day that ~ had to leave due to my mother passing away. I 

now have gathered that there wasn’t a communication to renew ~ but I would still ~ike to renew. 

Can you tel~ me how to do so? 

Thanks~ 

SAFB 

Sylvia A. Frazier-Bowers DDS, PhD 

Associate Professor 

7450 Brauer Hall 

Department of Orthodontics 

SchoN of Dentistry 

Chapel Hi~l, NC. 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN):- 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 8:48 PM 

Frazier-Bowers, Sylvia <sylvia tPazie@DENTISTRY.[INC.EDU> 

I~E: CBC renewal COMMUNICATION 

P.S. Renewal notes were added Lo the e-newsletter and Nakenge Robertson also sent a note out to members. I will confirm your e-mail address with her’. 

Thanks aga~n~ 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

"NotNng ~n ~he world ~s more dangerous ~han a sincere ignorance and co~sdent~ous stupidiN/’ 

F~m~ Frazier-Bowers, SgMa [mailto:sgMa~razier~DEN~RY.UNC.EDU] 

Sent~ Tuesda7, Januarg 08, 2013 5:21 PN 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~jeet~ CBC renewal 

Hi Debbie 

Hope all is well with gou tNs gead 

I am writing to inquire about how to receive commuNcation from the CBC. I joined for 2 gears in 2010 and tNs presumabl~ ended this past summer - 2012. 

However, I perhaps ~ncorrectlg assumed that I would receive a communication to renew. I also stopped getting communications even when I was w~tNn the 2 gear 

period. I ofiginallg joined at the Fall reception and would have re-joined this Fall but it was on the same dag that I had to leave due to mg mother passing awag. I 

now have gathered that there wasn’t a communication to renew O but I would still like to renew. 

Can you tell me how to do so? 

Thanks! 

SAFB 

Sglvia A. Fraz~er-Bowers DDS, PhD 

Associate Professor 

7450 Brauer Hall 

Department of Orthodontics 

School of Dent~str~ 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 8:51 PM 

Campbell, Lazry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, ShaJ~dra 

<shaJ~draj@email.unc.edu>; Lirtlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@~mc.edu:~; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edw~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murrill@unc.edtP,; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Mmlin Luther King Jr. Week 

Mercy. Stay in prayer... ;) 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CUJ 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Campus Y [’IVlALS 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 
I think I forgot to include Dr. Stroman’s email. 
Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9:[.25 
Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9:L25 
barker@unc.edu (email) 

9~_9-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

DIV :F:.RS ITY MA~[~R,S I www. u n c. ed u/dive rsity 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

4:30 PM 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To: Campus Y FMALs 
Subject-" RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hello 
I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start with 
an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 
Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 
D}V !di~:i:’.,.’ a:i::i ~,:~uii:ediiu~al 

South Building, Campus Box 9~25 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9:L25 

barker@unc edu (email) 

9&9-962-6962 (phone) 

9:L9-962-5063 (fax) 

D {V E R S }TY M A -/--T E R S I !’_’_v_Y__v_Z"_’_5_Lr_L°_,_~__e_-___d___~/__dJ_Y__e_-__!:~_Lt:~ 

From: Campus Y FMALs [campusy.fmals@gmail.com] 
Sent; Saturday, 2:49 PM 
To-" Barker, Marco ~ 
Subject; Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 
Happy New Years! We hope that you have had a wonderful winter brea),c. 

’][’hm~k you so much for your suppo~l thus faar and your feedback has really helped us shape the event tlms far. Specifically, right now, we are t~7ing to finalize our 
moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunningham, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly roach them m~d tell them about our event? 

Thanks. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 9:50 PM 

Barker, Marco J <barke@anc.edu>; Campus Y FMALs <campusy.finals@gmail.com> 

13,22: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr’, Barker, Happy New Year’! I know each gentleman personally. Did you not receive any communication [:rom their office regarding your formal request? 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good~ 
Deborah L, Sh’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent-" Tuesday, 
To-" Campus Y FMALs 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 
I think I forgot to include Dr. Stroman’s email. 
Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

i~ w:~’~i’~:,’ and ~i~i~i,~dr!rai 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 
Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 
barker@unc.edu (email) 
9:19-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

[)IV[~.RS ITY M/:~F[ .F. RS I www. u n c. e d u/d ive rs ity 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

4:30 PM 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To: Campus Y FMALs 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hello 
I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start with 
an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 
Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
St. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 
Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 
._b__a__r_!_<__e__r__@___u___n__c_:__e__d___L! (e m a i I) 
919-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

DRiE:RS[Pf M/~,’~" [’~: R ,.., I www unc edu/diversity 

From: Campus Y FMALs [camousv.fmals@gmail.com] 

Sent-" Saturday, 2:49 PM 
To; Barker, Marco .] 
Subject; Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 
Happy New Years! We hope that you have had a wonderful winter brea]c. 

Thank you so much for your support thus faJc and your feedback has really helped us shape the event tlms far. Specifically, right now, we are t~ying to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunninghmn, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly reach them and tell thetn about our event? 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 9:54 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~92: EXSS 328 Sport Business Venture 

Hi Thank you for your inquiry. The EXSS 328 is currently closed. 

If openings occur, I will email you by Thursday at 9:00 a.m. Have a super semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidibio" 

9:38 PM Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 328 Sport Business Venture 
Dr. Stroman, 
My name is            a second semester junior here at UNC. I saw that your EXSS class 328 opened up and T wanted to see if I could get your permission to join the 
class? ~ work for a couple sports teams here on campus and the sports business avenue is an interest of mine and I would like to study more about the subject. Thank you for 
your time. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 10:00 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Question 

Hi     . Good to hear from you. Don’t let the shift in the journalism world change your passion. There are plenty ot: opportunities in this industW. If you are good 

at your job, if you are Mnd, and if you have good character and references, you w~H have a great chance to be your own boss or be a valuaMe contributor to 

s.ameone"s organ~zath:m. 

Folk)w your ~nteres~:s~ Piease come see me during the semester to d~scuss thb career thought I ~:each M-T 11:00- 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19,843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

9:56 PM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Question 

Good Evening Doctor Stroman! 

My name is              and I was in your EXS.<    :irst Year Seminar last year, and I was wondering if you could help me with a question that I’ve been trying to look into. One 

of my main interests is Sports Journalism, but my main worry is that the job field isn’t going to have a lot of opportunity in the upcoming years due to the fact that it is becoming a 

primarily online-provided industry. I was wondering if you might have some insight on the situation on whether or not you think I might be able to successfully find a job in this field 

and!or ways that I might be able to better increase my chances? I know that this isn’t specifically your field but I thought that you know the entirety of the sports industry pretty 

well. Thank you very much for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday,. 10:03 PM 

Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu> 

FW: Moa~iu Luther King Jr. Week 

Now arn I a bit too sensitive or is this request/note as crazy as I think it is? Lol 

And he is here to guide and direct our students and f~cu~ty??H! Yes, prayer~ are cert~inh/~n order. 

~fleadership;[O1 

Sorry for ventk~g ba you ;) 

Do Good. 

Dcborab L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

9:58 PM 
From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

[-ii Deb, 

I tt~ink Campus Y wanted to send tile request r_and was aslcing me the best approach. In short time here, the only persor~ I knew over the~e was 

Martina to see if there was a first point of contact for the coaches (e8, admin assistant or communications person) I-~o,mew~r it sounds like that they 

car~ be cor~tacL directly. Do you Fecommer~d Lt]e students emaH or ~L be done by an administrator? ~ am noL suFe who serves as Campus Ys adwsor but 

I~old ~t]ens I would help wt]ere I could 

M 8 rCO 

Marco.L Barker, Ph.D Se~or [}hector 
Diversity and Mull:icui~ural £ffairs 

University of North Bafoli~ at Bhabel ~ill 

I:,~Vr:.:RB~rY k,~ArD:-:;-:Biwww.unc.edu/diversity 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Tuesday,              9:50 PM 
Te= Barker, Marco ~; Campus Y FNALs 
Sabject= RE: Matin Luther King 3r, Week 
Hi Dr. Barker. Happy New YeaH I know each gentlemm~ persona~ly. Did you not receive any communication from their office regardk~g your formal request? 

Dr. Stromaf) 

Do Good. 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~/uL~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

9:19,343,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~ce and cot~sdentious stupidit7o" 

4:30 PM 
From: Barker, Marco 
Sent: Tuesda~ 
To: Campus Y 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

I think I forgot to include Dr. Stroman’s email. 

Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
St. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9~25 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 

barker@unc edu (email) 
919-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

DWERS[f’Y MATT[{RSIwww.unc.edu!diwrs~ty 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To: Campus Y FMALs 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hello 
I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start with 
an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 



Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9525 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9&25 
barker@unc.edu (email) 
9&9-962-6962 (phone) 

9&9-962-5063 (fax) 

DIVE RS [’[Y MA"[’1"’E RS I www u n c e d u/dive rs it~ 

From: Campus Y FMALs [caml~us¥.fmals@gmail.com] 
Sent; Saturday, 2:49 PM 
To-" Barker, Marco .1 
$..bject; Re: Martin Luther King .1r. Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 

Hapw New Years! We hope that you have had a wonderful winter break. 
Thank you so much for your support thus far and your feedback has really helped us shape the event thus far. Specifically, right now, we are t~ing to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunningham, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly reach them and tell them abx~ ut our event? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:06 PM 

ttertel, Amy Lockle~m (Am~Itertel@unc.edu); Maria DeG~maJ~ ~e~zthlink.net> 

I~W: Matin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Friends, ] am sorry buL I have to vent Lo someone._ 

See attached note~ Now, here’s the gentleman we hired to guide and direct our students and faculty, (And this simple task requires a note to me for assistance?~) 

Mercy. Stay in g)raver for 

Have a super Wednesday~ 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

9:58 PM 
From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

[-ii Deb, 

I tt~ink Campus Y wanted to send tile request and was aslcing me the best approach. In short time here, the only persor~ I knew over the~e was 

Martina toseeiftherewasafirstpointofcontactforthecoac~es(e8 , admin assistant or communications person) Howew~r ltsoundslikethatthey 

car~ be cor~tacL directly. Do you Fecommer~d Lt]e students emaH or ~L be done by an administrator? ~ am noL suFe who serves as Campus Ys adwsor but 

I~old ~t]ens I would help wt]ere I could 

M 8 rCO 

Marco.L Barker, Ph.D Se~or [}hector 
Diversity and Mull:icui~ural £ffairs 

University of North Bafoli~ at Bhabel ~ill 

I:,~Vr:.:RB~rY k,~ArD:-:;-:Biwww.unc.edu/diversity 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
$e~t~ Tuesday,              9:50 PM 
Te~ Barker, Marco J; Campus Y FMALs 
5~ject~ RE: Matin Luther King Jr, Week 
Hi Dr, Barker. Happy New YeaH I know each gentleman personally, Did you not receive any communication from their office regardk~g your formal request? 

Dr, Stromaf) 

Do Good. 

Dehorah 1.,, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~/ug~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~ce and conscientious stupiditfo" 

4:30 PM 
From: Barker, Marco 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Campus Y FMALs 
(::c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

I think I forgot to include Dr. Stroman’s email. 

Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr. Director for Education, Operations, and initiatives 

i: iw :sih~ and i\.hdticui~urai 

South Building, Campus Box 9J_25 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9~25 

barker@unc edu (email) 
919-962-6962 (phone) 

9:[9-962-5063 (fax) 

DIV~2:RsrfY MAfr [{RS I www. unc.edu!diversity 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To: Campus Y FMALs 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hello 
I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start with 
an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 



Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9525 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9&25 
barker@unc.edu (email) 
9&9-962-6962 (phone) 

9&9-962-5063 (fax) 

DIVE RS [’[Y MA"[’1"’E RS I www u n c e d u/dive rs it~ 

From: Campus Y FMALs [campusy.fmals@gmail.com] 
Sent; Saturday, 2:49 PM 
To-" Barker, Marco J 
$..bject; Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 

Hapw New Years! We hope that you have had a wonderful winter break. 
Thank you so much for your support thus far and your feedback has really helped us shape the event thus far. Specifically, right now, we are t~ing to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunningham, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly reach them and tell them abx~ ut our event? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}’- 

Tuesday, 10:07 PM 

ttertel, Amy Locklea~ (Amy~ertel@unc.edu) 

FW: Mm~in Luther King Jr. Week 

"Nothing in the world is mare dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent; Tuesday, 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

I thinl, Campus Y ws:mtecJ to send t.he request and was asking me the best approach In short time hele, the only person I knew ow~r there was 

Mr~tina, to see if tt]ere was a first point of contact for the cor~ches (e.g, admin assistant or communicaUo~]s person) However, ~t sounds like tt]at they 

can be contact directly Do you recommend tlne students emaH or it be done by an administrator? i am not sure who serves as Campus Ys advisor but 

I told them I would help where I could. 

Marco 

MarcoJ Barker, PhD,SeniorDirector 

Diversity a~d Multicu~tural Affairs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

D W [-[ [-?SiPf MAY[ [-[ RS i www. u nc ed u/dive rsity 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Tuesday,              9:50 PN 
Te~ Barker, Marco Jf Campus Y [MALs 
Su[jett= RE: Matin Luther King Jr. Week 
Hi Dr, Barker. Happy New Year~ ~ know each gentleman persona~y, Did you not receive any communication [rom their office regarding your formal request? 

Dr, Stromm~ 

Do toed, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent-" Tuesday, 
To; Campus Y FMALs 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

I think I forgot to include Dr. Stroman’s email. 

Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

[~ w:~’~i’~y and ~i~i~i,~di! rai 

South Building, Campus Box 9~25 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9125 

barker@unc.edu (email) 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

~:30 PM 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity,’* 

9:58 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Tuesday, 10:06 PM 
To: Hertel, Amy Locklear (Amy_Hertel@unc.edu); Maria DeGuzman 
Subject; FW: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 
Hi Friends. I am sorry but f have to vent t.a sorneone.. 

See attached note. Now, here’s the gendernan we hired to guide and dire~ oa~r students and faculty. (And this simple task requires a note to me for assistance?[} 

Mercy. Stay in prayer for 

Haue a super Wednesdavl 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CI,L.I 

919,8,~3,0336 



919-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

DIV~}IRSI’f’Y MA’f"I’[~.RS I www. unc.edu!diversity 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To= Campus Y FMALs 
Subject= RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hello 
I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start with 
an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 
Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 
barker@unc.edu (email) 
919-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

I~) IV[~. ~S I~f~ MA~F[~RS I www. u n c. ed u/dive rsity 

From= Campus Y FMALs [campusy.fmals@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday 2:49 PM 

To= Barker, Marco .1 
Subject= Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 
Hapw New Years! We hope that you have had a wonderful winter breaJ~. 

Tha~k you m much for your support thus fax and your feedback has really helped us shape the event thus tier. Specifically, right now, we are trying to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunningham, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly reach them a~d tell them about our evenr? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 11:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 328 Sport Business Venture 

The course is not open to students who are not enrolled, 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, J.:t:42 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 328 Sport Business Venture 
Dr. Stroman, 
Would you mind if I sat in your class tomorrow? That way if there is an opening I will not have missed anything? 
Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:53 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 328 Sport Business Venture 

H Thank you for your inquiry. The EXSS 328 is currently closed. 

If openings occur, I will email you by Thursday at 9:00 a.m. Have a super semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~juL~e, g_.x~lore. Em.po;ver. 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiWo" 

9:38 PM 
From: 

Sent: Tuesda! 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 328 Sport Business Venture 

Dr. Stroman, 
My name is            a second semester junior here at UNC. 1 saw that your EXSS class 328 opened up and I wanted to see if ~ could get your permission to join the 
class? i work for a couple sports teams here on campus and the sports business avenue is an interest of mine and 1" would like to study more about the subject. Thank you for 
your time. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting 

2:00 today is fine. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:48 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L " 
Subject: Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

I switched my schedule around and my last class ends at 1:50 PM Would you prefer to meet at 2 instead? If not I can still meet at 3:30. 

Looking lk~r~w~rd to seeing your 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~hve.unc.edu i C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 11:33 AM 

:@live.unc.edu> 

1~: Class Seat 

You are in the course. I will check on the administrative end. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Wednes~lay } 11:17 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Class Seat 

Dr. Stroman, 
I was wondering if there was some misunderstanding with the class roster this morning. I was successfully added to the Sakai site on Monday but I did not know if I was not 
on the official roster since my schedule on Connect Carolina has not added the course or if maybe I had lost my seat. I am still very interested in taking this course, so if I can 
do anything to be added to the class please let me know. I look forward to speaking with you. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 1:36 PM 

~live.unc.edn> 

l~B: Ema~l Address Change 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLI_J 

From; 

Sent: Wednesday, :t:26 PM 

To: Southall, Richard Michael; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Email Address Change 

Hi, 
I just wanted to let you know that I need to change my email address from 
Thanks! 
Evan K 

,~live.unc.edu to }alumni.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 1:49 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: EXSS Interest- EXSS 

You should consider seeking an internship and I can enrotl you in [XSS 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

~gmail.com] 

12:55 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday,. 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Interest 
Hi Dr. StromaJ~, 
I am a second semester senior m~d aJ~ EXSS, Sports Administration major and have always wanted to take one of your courses. While looking through Connect 

Carolina I noticed Spoilt Business Venture, and it seems to be a class that I’d be very interested in. It’s still open on the system but says it needs instructor approval for 

the class. What steps shonld I take to eraoil in tim class? I realize it met for tt~e first time today, but nnfortunately just had my 11 am slot on monday wednesday freed 

up. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGF~’OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

l~E: Job Opportuni~ for Sports Enthusiasls 

I will share the information. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CL1J 

¯ That’s super’ r~ews! Let’s try to meet next week to get caught up on your li[:e and semester goals. 

From-" 

Sent; Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Job Opportunibl for Sports Enthusiasts 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 

First of all, I hope you had a great winter break¯ I am very much looking forward to seeing what this semester will bring¯ I wanted to let you know that over break I was hired 
by a                                                        takes game film from basketball, lacrosse, and football games, marks every statistical event on 
their software p~ogram and sends the game fiim back to the coach. They have clients on the high school, college and professional level¯ They have recently been featured in 

the Wall Street Journal, Wired, TechCrunch and Fastcompany. 

Krossover is currently hiring Sports Analysts to review and breakdown film to keep up with their increasing demand. It’s a great job for students since it’s a part-time job, with 
flexible scheduling, and students are able to breakdown games on their computer. Interested applicants can learn more about the position and apply through this link. 

It would be greatly appreciated if you could send this email to the Carolina Sports and Business Club listserv and to Dr, Salyer for the Exercise and Sport Science listserv 
regarding their hiring opportunities. 

Best, 



Krossover - Job opportunity 

Krossover takes game film from basketball, lacrosse, and football games, marks every statistical event on 

their software program and sends the game film back to the coach. They have clients on the high 

school, college and professional level. They have recently been featured in the Wall Street 3ournal, 

Wired, TechCrunch and Fastcompany. 

Krossover is currently hiring Sports Analysts to review and breakdown film to keep up with their 

increasing demand. It’s a great job for students since it’s a part-time job, with flexible scheduling, and 

students are able to breakdown games on their computer. Interested applicants can learn more about the 

position and apply through this link. Thanks to                                           r - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema~il.unc.edu> 

EXSS ADD 

PID - 

Thanks. 

Deborah L, $troman, Ph,Oo CLU 

~.~.~ Chri~mss KiW 

............................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

1~;: EXSS    Enrolhnent 

Done, Thanks~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Enrollment 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just sending you a reminder about enrolling me in EXSS 

Thanks again! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

11:54 AM 

please! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:58 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS 

EXSS Syllabus.pdf; EXSS FESA Guidebook.doc.pdf 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,E), CLU 

93%843,0336 

Please review these documents and meet with me on Friday or Monday, I teach M-F 11:00--- 1:00 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From; 

Sent-" Wednesday, 11:41 AM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" EXSS 
Good Morning Dr. Stroman. 
My nmne is I am a senior EXSS-SA ~najor. I recently got an internship with the 

EXSS 

am going to be working with the 

need to do to join the class. 

Thank you, 

and I would like to join the 

class. I am also cnrious abont how many credit hours this class is worth. Currently, I am enrolled in 12 hours. I 

for 10 hours per week and I would like to drop one of the classes that I am already enrolled in. Please let me know what I 

B.A, Exercise & Sport Science- Sport Administration 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:05 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

EXSS 

EXSS FESA S Syllabus.pdf; EXSS FESA Guidebook.doc.pdf 

............................................. 
3:k5 Woo~le~ ~ CB #8700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:06 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

315 Wo~l~r~ - 

"Nearly a]l men ca~ st~md adversity, ~u~ if yo~. v~,md to tes~ a ~r~ar~’s character, gNe hN~ pc~wer:’ Abral~am Li~cc~h~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:52 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

Prig: EXSS    Enrollment Request 

EXSS    FESA S Syllabus.pdf; EXSS FESA Guidebook.doc.pdf 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

10:39 PM 
From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Enrollment Request 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I spoke with you awNle ago regarding academic advising, career counseling, my internship tbr the spring, and possibly enrolling in EXSS I realized the department 

website says enrollment reqnests tbr    need to be sent to you at least 2 weeks prior to the s~tart of the semester, so I want to ensure I sent you a formal email and 

request for that. 

I roll be interning ruth the~ ~                                    ~ this spring. If you would please let me ]mow what needs to be done so I can ~vceive academic 

credit for it through your course, that would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks in advance for your help! I hope your holiday breaJ~ is going well! 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science, 
Concentration in Sport Administration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday,. 3:54 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

Thanks. 

~N~ Chri~mas Ki~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 5:28 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILS: Meeting To~norrow 

Send me your agenda items first. I ~vill work on a document for you to finalize with a t?w other key leaders 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting Tomorrow 

Dr. Stroman, 

Did you want to meet tomorrow afternoon to develop an outline for the meeting on Monday? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:34 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Class Seat 

I am concerned that you were not in class today though. I told you that you had been added. This course is for high-performing students and the ability to follow 

directions and is important. 

We revb~we# the sy~Jsbus s.:? please do so before Frktay. ~ w~l~ be hsp~W to answer shy questh:ms you may haw~ on Friday. 

Dr. Strornan 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,343,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

: 12:08 PM 
From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Class Seat 
OK, thank you very much Dr. Stroman, I am glad to hear that. I will try and get to Woolen a little early on Friday so that I can catch up on what I missed today or I can speak 
with one of my friends in the class. 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:32 AN 
To= 
Subject= RE: Class Seat 

Hi 
Do Good, 
Deborah L1Stroman, PI)ID, CLU 
Eng~je, Explore. Ernt:~,ow~t 
9:19.843.0336 

You are in the course. I will check on the administrative end. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 11:17 AlVl 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Class Seat 

Dr. Stroman, 
I was wondering if there was some misunderstanding with the class roster this morning. I was successfully added to the Sakai site on Monday but I did not know if I was not 
on the official roster since my schedule on Connect Carolina has not added the course or if maybe I had lost my seat. I am still very interested in taking this course, so if I can 
do anything to be added to the class please let me know. I look forward to speaking with you. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 10:50 PM 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Class Seat 

Okay. Sorry about the confusion. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__tp_Zi__i__e__x__s__s__.__u__n___c_=_e___d__u_j 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is ~efine~, progress is impossible." 

From: < ~___ .v_e__ u__q.c___.e__~_q > 

Date: Wednesday, 5:51 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Class Seat 

Dr. Stroman, 

1 apologize for the misunderstanding but I was in class today at the beginning, I just left once you asked the students to leave who were not on the roster. I should have 
spoken up and asked you about it before 1 left, my mistake. I have looked over the syllabus already and will review it again before Friday. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,, 5:33 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Class Seat 

I arn concerned that you were not in class today Lhough. I told you Lhat you had been added. This course is for high-performing sLudents and the ability to follow 

directions and ~s ~mportm~t. 

We reviewed the syllabus so please do so before Fdday. ~ w~l~ be happy to answer any questions you may have on Friday. 

Dr, S[ron~an 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdentious stupidity." 

[2:08 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dst[o@unqedu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 12:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Class Seat 

Hi Felipe~ You are in the course. I will check on the administrative end. 

Do Good, 

9719.843.0336 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

"Nothing in the worid is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

:[1::[7 AP1 

From: 

Sent= Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Class Seat 
OK, thank you vee! much Dr. Stroman, I am glad to hear that. I will re! and get to Woolen a little early on Friday so that I can catch up on what ~ missed today or I can speak 
with one of my friends in the class. 
Felipe Villahoz 



Sul~ject; Class Seat 

Dr. Stroman, 
I was wondering if there was some misunderstanding with the class roster this morning. I was successfully added to the Sakai site on Monday but I did not know if I was not 
on the official roster since my schedule on Connect Carolina has not added the course or if maybe I had lost my seat. I am still very interested in taking this course, so if I can 
do anything to be added to the class please let me know. I look forward to speaking with you. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:51 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 328 

Hi I . This course is closed. Have a great semester! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <l @email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,. 5:49 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: EXSS 328 

Hey Dr. Stroman, I am inquiring about entrance into your EXSS class. On ConnectCarolina it says I must have the professor’s permission to enroll, and I am wondering if you will 

give me the permission number to enroll. I completed ECON in the Fall, as well as EXSS ,. Thank you! 

The University of North Carolina 
Class of 
Exercise & Sport Science- SA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday’. 10:52 PM 

~aol.com> 

Re: Greeting 

Hi    Good to hear from you. I teach M-F 11:00 - 1:00. Let me know your 
availability to chat. 

Have fun tomorrow night and play loose. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Prot?ssor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reali~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 5:33 PM. " ’ ~ @aol corn> wrote: 

>Hello Dr Stroman how are you doing? It’s been a while since we’ve 
>talked. I’ve been thinking about possibly making my major F.XSS but on 
>the sports side instead of the medicine side Would love to sit down 
>and talk sometime if you’re li’ee. Look forward to hearing back from you 
>Dr Stroman Happy New Years :) 
> 

> 

~" @aohcom 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:14 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Ooops! I thought you meant this semester... 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~t[I reality is de[ined, prog~(~ss is irnpossibl(~." 

From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 11:08 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 327 

Dr. Stroman, 

1 am currently enrolled in your EXSS    class for this semester and I do not think that ~[ am supposed to be..]ust letting you know! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:40 AM 

Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC "State of the U’ - Wednesday, Jan. 9 

Great chatting with you as always. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t#_~__i__i__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_.__e___d__u_./ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is ~efine~, progress is impossible." 

From: <Winn>, Donna-Marie Winn <_d_ .o_q_q.a__ .m__~_r_!_e__._w_]_0_n__~_u_._n_ .c_: .e_d__u.> 

Date: Thursday, January 10, 2013 12:54 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CBC "State of the U’ - Wednesday, Jan. 9 

DM 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 9, 2013, at 10:40 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

G REAT Meeting today! The dialogue and interactions were so inspiring. Yes, we have lots of work to do, but we should always celebrate the uniqueness of our 

culture and the opportunity to be employed at this special university. 

Follow up notes: 

1. See you at Tobacco Road on this Friday, January 11 - 6:00 p.m. ;) Let’s continue to network and meet one another. 

http:!!www.tobaccoroadsportscafe.comilocation!index.html 
2. Advocacy- Stay tuned to the Strategic Directions Initiative. Please read the documents, attend BOG meetings, when possible, and let me know if you identify 

other "missing" areas of concern. (See E-News and attachments in previous emails.) We will explore our response options to the lack of diversity in the 

recommendations to the BOG. 

3. Thanks to Chancellor Thorp for his agreement to add a Black male to the Provost’s Search Committee. We also appreciate his sharing of important "hot off 

the press" new diversity initiatives in education and minority student scholarship. 

4. Steering Committee member, Larry Campbell, requests feedback on Education Appropriations for his meeting with NC Rep. Craig Horn next week. 

lecamp~email.unc.edu 
5. "Raisin in the Sun" CBC event - 515 nights: Tuesday, January 29 or Tuesday, Feb. 127 (Several Tuesday conflicts with M BB games.) If you have a STRONG 

preference on either date, please advise. The Steering Committee will finalize the details. 

6. Friendly Reminder- Please support Dr. Sable and the African and Afro American Department by promoting student enrollment. This variable is the most 

critical to effect change. Thank you. 

We look forward to seeing you at the MLK Jr. activities and in February for the Caucus Black History Month events. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Fgith is legrnin.q to !et God keep you steady and to be ruled !ess and less by your emotions and circumstance&" (T Paris) 

<921C506B-D792-4A30-9C27-CO460D8BF13811].pns> 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro .@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, January 7, 2013 11:34 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CBC "State of the U’- Wednesday, Jan. 9 



<!--[if !vml]--ximageOO3.jpg><!--[endif]--> 

Happy New Year! This note is your friendly reminder that we will meet with Chancellor Thorp for our annual "State of 

the University" meeting. Please join us for lunch and our final gathering with him. We will discuss many topics of 

interest for the Black community at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

This is a members-only meeting with invited guests. 

Wednesday, lanu~n/ 9 
11:30 
Ut~on 9,407 
Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

<imageOO4.jpg> 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

<imageOO4.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 10:47 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

Thanks. 
d 
Deborah L, Strornan~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore° En~Jage, Empower. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 12:00 PM 

Shuster, Elizabeth O <eshusler@email. unc.edu> 

l~Jg: I facul .ty--athletics- forum] 2012 CSPd Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Great response! Thanks for your comments. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidity," 

F~m= Shuster, Elizabeth O [mail~:eshuster@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:54 AN 
To~ discussion 
Subject~ RE: [facul~--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

~ agree wkh the report that the d~spadt~es ~n graduation rates are d~sturb~ng, but ~’m very concerned at the thought that certain majors are considered less worthy 

than others. I dea~ w~th many, many students who start out ~n the sciences but find them too challenging and!or thee consuming. Fve seen these students sw~tch 

to other fieMs 0nck~ding h~story) -in some (not aH csses) ~:he switch is to ma]~e more time for other pursuits. Does this mean that any student: who falls to 

complete a BS ~n Chemistry, Bh:~k~gy or Physics is fo~h:~w~ng s path o[ ~east res~s~:arH::e? There are many non.-athle~:es in a~] o[ the majors on campus -are ~:heir 

degrees o[: less vak~e? 

Again, I understand that there are ~ssues with the demands placed on atMetes and ~ would love to see a major reform in the NCAA ru~es governir~g/cor~stra~n~ng 

athletes. However, we need to be very carefu~ about d~sparagh~g academic choices avaHaMe to a~ students. 

Elizabeth O. Shuster 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

2002 Steele Building 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3110 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 

ph: 919-843-8918 

fax: 919-962-6888 

advising.unc.edu 

F~m= Rennet, Joy J Imam!to:Jog Renner@med.unc.edul 

Sent~ Thursday, Janua~ ~0, 2013 9:39 AN 
Te~ discussion 
Su~jeet~ RE: [NculN--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

Jay, could you elaborate on your ~ast poh~t a ~i~e more, "Gr~h~afion is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: fl~e content of the degrees earned. I 

would submit fl~at &gmes earned tNough followi~N pa~s ofle~t resistance, pa~s clea~d for the athletes by fl~eir ~ll-fime counselors, do not have ~e ~me value ~ 

degrees earned the old- Nshioned way." 

The content of a &gme earned is &mnnined by the UNve~i~ m~d is any tree for a~y s~&nt receiving fl~at degree. 

How aze Nths clem~d for atlflems by their full-fi~ne com~selors? Ifa sm&nt completes degree ~quimments as set-four by ~e Umve~i~ what is meant by degrees 

earned the "old- f~Noned" way? 

WoNd a student who ba]anced her ~hedNe with a mix of courses she had required for her major and courses that peaked her interests with a few classes she heard 

from classmates and saw on Nck a Prof and were easier than othem but fill requirements have a "less valned" degree? 

Joy 

JoyJ. Rer!!~er~ M.A., R](R), FAE~R5 

Associate Professor and 

Universib~, of Nor[h Carolina 

School of Medidne 

CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bondurant 

~21-A Sou[h Columbia 

Chape~ HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENFb~UTY NOTICE: This e-mail message, [!~clud[ng a~tachments H: a~W, is intended or@ for d~e -person or en~ity ~o ~,h[ch [t is addressed and may contain con.[den~a~ and/or 
privdeged material Any -----unauthorized rewew, use, disclosure or d~stdbut~on ~s prohibited. If you are net the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mad and 
destroy all cep~es of the or~gh-~al message 

F~m: Jay Smith [.~_¢~!~9;Jg_~_~?J~h~_~_¢~!:_~_~g:_¢g_~] 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 10, 20~3 9:~9 AM 
To: discussion 
C¢: discussion 
Subject: ~e: [faculW--athletics-forum] 20~2 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

Richard, one would think that yonr comment on the boom of ~ge 4-Dp of Nge 5 in tNs document would articulate ~e principled psition of UNve~sib faculb~ 

across the l~d, including those at ~C-CH. lt’s so sad that that will probably never be the c~e. -Jay 



PS Graduation is of course critical, but "there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit "that degrees earned through follomng 

paths of least resistance, paths cleared tbr the athletes by their thll-time co~mselors, do not have the sa~ne value as degrees earned the old-fashioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 
Attached please find a coW of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report tbr NCAA men’s and 

women’s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 

Best regards, 

Ncha~d 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research InsLituLe 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9J~9.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919~962-6235 

southa~@ema~ x~nc, edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www~tmc,edM/csr~ 

CSRI Conference on Co~ege Sport website: www.csr~con~erence.org 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 1Ne ~hlly. 

You eae currently subscribed to faculty--athlelics- forum as: iaysmith@email.~mc.e&L 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id~8699857~65997791 b4M5b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I i:aculiy--atblelics-forum&o 32604462 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email m leave-32604462-48699857.65997791 b41M.5b38d9f69522ac998ca9(a;listserv.nuc.edu 

You me currently subscribed to facul .ty--athletics- forum as: _~[__o_E___[_~_e___r_Ln__e___r_(_a2__r_~£e_~t_:__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_~_~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu?id 58571604~229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alc8a5&n T&I faculty--athletics-fomm&o 32605259 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32605259-58571604.229e717e31 d387e13836b56d20a lc8a5(?.~listserv.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to facul~’--athlelics- forum as: eshuster(i#~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: .h..t..t.p.].!~.~j.~t.~.s.:.t.~..n~c..:.e..c.~..u../..p..~i.c.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~:~!~.~.~?~.~.~.~.~1L.~‘.~Lj!~9.~11~XL:~.~%z_t_~!:__u__r__n_&__~?____._3_2__(_}__O__5__._3___9__O_ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32605399-48737285.009bdbbeeb5344a8a694becb968e2cf2({~listserv~unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to l]ac~d~--athlelics-tbmm as: dstro(~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htip://lists.unc.edw’u?id~8699886.Tb78768854bTlbebc23d57742~u2763d6&n T&I ti~cult?~--athletics-tbmm&o 32605510 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32605510-48699886.Tb78768854bTlbebc23d57742a2763d6(~Jistserv.t~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 12:03 PM 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU ~dstroman@email.unc.edu-~ 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; P~xsons, Eileen R <l~0arsons@e~nail.unc.edu> 

I~NV: [facul~--atNetics-fomtn] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:[ 9.843.0336 

Fmm~ Southall, Richard Hichael [mailto:southall@email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 10:02 AN 
To= discussion 
Su~j~t~ Re: [faculW--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

Elizabeth, 
Thanks a great deal for your email and your thoughtful response. I could not agree more that we never should unilaterally judge the quality of an education, or specifically the value 

of a degree. The critical word in this discussion is "choice." I hope we as faculty always value diversity in education. As long as any student has the ability to make an informed 

choice regarding their education, we as faculty and staff should do everything to support them. 

My concern, based on 13 years of conversations with college athletes, as well as research focused on the relationship between higher education and the college sport enterprise, is 

that not always, but too often, college athletes (espedally profit--athletes) are structurally denied or impeded from exerdsing such choice. In my opinion, we as faculty must 

always put the best interests of our students first. 

So with this in mind I hope that my comments and the AGG report is never saying as disparaging academic choices, but rather providing data for reasoned discussions regarding the 

college sport enterprise and its effects on College athletes and the University. 

Again thank you for your willingness to openly discuss these issues. 

Best wishes for a great 2013. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard ~v~. Southal~ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The UNvers~ty of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Ha~ 203C 

Office - 93.9~962-3507 

Fax- 919.962.-6235 

UNC Sport AdmiNstration webs~te: 

C5R] website: wwwamc.edu/csri 

CSR~ ~onference on C:oHege Sport webs~te: www.csr~conference~org 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: <Shuster>, Elizabeth O <eshuster@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Shuster, Elizabeth O" <.~_~_~.E_@~_[:M.~_:~_9.> 

Date: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:54 AM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

f agree w~l:h the report theft the d~%~ad~:~es ~n graduatkm n~tes are d~sturb~ng, hu~: ~’m very ~:oncerned a~: ~:he thought theft ~:erl:a~n m~ors are ~:onsidered less ~,orthv 

[han others. I deal w~th many, many students who start out ~n the scieRces but find them [oo challenging and/or t~Rle consu~xfing. ~"ve seen these students sw~tch 

to other fie~ds (including history) ---in soRle (not a~l cases) [he switch is to make more time for other pursuits. Does this rneaR that any studen[ who falls to 

complete a gS in k:hem~stry, g~o~ogy or Physics is following a oath of least res~st~nceP There are many non-athletes in a~ of the ma~ors on campus - are their 

degrees of less yahoo? 

~gain, I understand theft there are ~ssues wH:h the demands placed on a~:h~etes and ~ would low? to see a m~or reform in ~:he NCA~ ru~es governing/constraining 

athletes. However we need to be w?ry carefu~ ~hout d~%~aragk~g acaderni~: choi~:es available to a~ s~:udenl:s. 

Elizabeth O. Shuster 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

2002 Steele Building 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3110 

eshuster@emaH.unc.edu 

ph: 919-843-8918 

fax: 9~9-962-6888 

advising.unc.edu 

F~m: Rennet, Joy J [mNIto:Jog Renner~med.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, Januaq 10, 2013 9:39 ~N 
T~: d~scussbn 

Subject: Rg: [facul~--athlet~cs4orum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted 9raduat~on 9ap (AGG) repo~ 



Ja,i, couk~ you elaborate on ,/our last point a little more. "Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I 

would submit that degrees earned through tbllowing paths of least resistm~ce, paths cleared tbr the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the .same value as 

degrees earned the old-tZashioned way." 

The content of a degree earned is determined by the University and is any true for may student receiving that degree. 

How ~are paths cleared for athletes by their full-ti~ne counselors? Ifa student completes degree requirements as set-forth by the Universi~ what is meant by degrees 

earned the "old-fashioned" way? 

Would a student who balanced her schedule with a mix of courses she had required for her major and courses that peaked her interests with a few classes she heard 

from classmates and saw on Pick a Pmf mad were easier than otheB but fill requirements have a "less valued" degree? 

Joy 

h)¥ J, Rer!ner, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~R5 

Associ~te Proh~ssor i~r!d Director 

University of North Carolina ~t Chapel Hill 

Sc:hool of Medic:[he 

C£ #7130 UNC-CH £ondur;lrfl: H;IH 

321.-A Sou~h Cc>hJrnbia $1:, 

Ch~pe~ HIll, NC 27599-7130 

................................ 
9&9@g6-554.TDesk 

Cell 

9~9-956-~951 Fax 

-CONFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message~ [r~clud[ng attachments H: arW, is intended orfiy for the ff~erson or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidenUa~ and/or 

privileged material, Ar~y --unau J~orized review, use, disciosure or dis[r[bLiJon is [: rohibited, I: "~OLI are no~ the in[ended recipient, please cor~ac[ ~he sender by reply e-mad and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

From= Jay Smith [mal!~o:]aysm~$~@ema&unc,edu] 
Sent; Thursday, Janua~ i0, 2013 9:19 AN 
To= discussion 
C¢= discussion 
Subject; Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 
Richar& one would &ink that your comment on the bo~n of Nge 4-~p of Nge 5 in tiffs docmnent would a~iculate the principled psition of U~fiveBib, faculb~ 
across the la~d, including those at UNC-CH. It’s so sad that that will probably never be the case. -Jw 

PS (haduation is ofcouBe critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit that degrees earned through following 
paths of least resisiance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the same value as degrees earned the old-fashioned way. 
On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 
Attached please find a cop? of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report tbr NCAA men’s and 
women’s Division I basketball. 
I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 
Best regards, 
Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor .- Spor~ Administration 
GraduaLe Prograrn Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
D~rector - College Sport Research institute 
Woo~en Hall 203C 
Office - 919,962-3507 

Cell .- 
Fax - 9~9~962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSRI websi~e: 
CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te:u~u~u~.,.sr~ "’. r ~, ~,.n(.e.~ ’ > g 
Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, wdre here to live ~Mly. 

You m’e cmrently subscribed to faculty--athletics- forum as: j::a2f_~_r_~i_t__I!(_a2__ejA:a_i]_&Ln_£:_e__d_t!. 

T 
o unsubscribe click here: ]!_t_t_~;,_/_/_’ ]_i_ ~_t_ ~ :__uj£c__.__e_d__~:’__u__’ ~Ld______4_ __8_ ~_9__c_)___8_ __5_ _7__:__6_ _5__~_?_ __7_ __7_ 2 _1___~ _M_ ~__~?___3_ __8_ __d_2 _1:_6_5_). __5_ ~__2__’_a__c_’__9__%_ £ :_4 2 __&__ __n_ ___: ! ~__t_[@~_c_ ~:__l:~_?£_uj :_n_&__3_ ?____._3___2___6_ __0_ _4__ _4__ 0__2_ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32604462-48699857.65997791 b4M5b38d9f69522ac998cag(/~listserv.unc.edu 

You aace currendy subscribed 1,~ l~acul~--athledcs-tbrnm as: Joy Renner@me&unc.edu. 

T o 
unsubscri be click here: _l!t_![?_i !)/J_i_ #_t_~ =u__&£:_e_ __d__~L’__u_~i__d- _____5_ __8_ _5_7_ _1_ _(5_ __0_ _4__:_2__ ~_ ~__e_ __7_ k7__e_ _.3__ ! __~_t3 _~ Z _e__ ~ ~ ~ =3___@__5_ ~ _d___2J_ !:_a_ Lc_ ~ _~_LS_ __&___ _r!___]2 __&___l_ _j)__c_ __uJ_t_.y__-_ _-_ ::a__t]_!! __e_#__c_~ _-_, ~m_n_)_ _,__<_s? __D __2__(,_{ _)_ _5_ __2_ __5_ 2 



(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-32605259-58571604.229e717e31 d387e13836b56d20a lc8a5(~listserv.unc.edu 

You axe cunently subscribed to facul~’--a~efics-t~mm ~: ~!k~_K~)ernail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: h~p:iilists.unc~edCu?id 48737285.009bdbbeeb5344a8a694becb968e2c~&n T&I £:acuI~~--a~Nefics-fomm&o 32605399 

(It may be neces~- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emaJl to leave-32605399-48737285.009bdbbeeb5344a8a694becb968e2c~(a~listae~’amc.edu 

You axe cu~ently subscribed ~ ~acul~--a~efics-fomm as: southalI(~em~JI.unc.edu. 

(It may be neces~ m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emNl to leave-32605510-48699884.3cOd£~)3868952acddd594aO8487223e6~listse~.unc.edu 

You are cu~ently subscribed ~ t~culty--atNetics-forum ~s: dstro(a~unc.edu. 

(It may be neces~?, m cut aM paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email m leave-32605560-48699886~7b78768854bTI bebc23d57742a2763d6(F~listse~w.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:04 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADD 

Mercy. He just told me had done so. Sorry. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 

Sent; Thursday, 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: EXSS    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

9!9-962-2022 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 10:47 AN 
To; McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

10: 54- AM 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, P~,Do CLU 
Explore, E~a~Je, Empower, 

iXi Christmas 

............................................. 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

"Nearly all me~ cm~ stand r~cDersfl-y, b~r~ if yo~ wan~ to tes~ a man’s character, gNe him power." Abrahan~ I,i~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 1:52 PM 

@live .unc .edu> 

Thanks! 

~r~v~q.exss, un¢,ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:07 PM 

Sherryl Kleinman <SKleinmanl @nc.rr.com>; The progthc mailing list <progfiac@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Campbell, LanT <lecmnp@e~nail.unc.edu>; Ham~nett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@ema~l.unc.edu>; Jones, Shm~dra 

<shm~draj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita mumll@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn> 

RE: [progfac] The scar>- stuff& a response 

Hi Sherryl. Hap~)y New Yem! The CarolirH~ Nack Caucus held its anrma~ "State of the Umversity" rneet~ng wRh Chancellor Thorp yes~:erday {Note: ~ asked ~:he 

Chancellor Lo add a Black male to the Provost’s Search Committee, He apologized for the oversight snd a~reed Lo do such,} We discussed the Strategic Dkect~ons 

~n~tisLbe and our concerns re~arding diversity and "effidency." ~ sug~esLed a response ~etter [rom the Caucus as an option. 

~ am confident that my steering committee would be h~ agreement of a joint-response with PFN and/or other ]H<e-minded associations. 

Please advise. 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Facalty, Exercise and Sport Science Depar~men~ 
Chab; Qn’ol~na Black Caucus 

919,843,0336 

’~N~tNng ~n the w~rld ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and ~onsdent~us stupidity2’ 

F~m~ Sher~l Kleinman [ma~lto:: Nnc.rr.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 3anua~ 10, 2013 11:38 AN 
T~ The pro~Nc mailin~ list 
$ubjeet~ [pro~Nc] ~e scary stuff ~ a response 
Eveuone: 

What’s not being reported on is the fact that two key sections of the strat, plan will not appear in draft (or other) form until \Ved. Jan 16th, 
which gives the Faculty Assembly (and faculty, period) just about no time to respond. I listened to some of the video of the Adv. Coman. 
on Strat. Directions last mght. Under "maximizing efficiencies" (one of the 2 sections not available until next week), the person from the 
Gem Adm. spoke abom looking at "low enrollment and low productivity programs"; also, at the open meeting of the working group the 
week before, "consolidation of programs" was referred to. And I found out from someone that "section size" was on one of the slides 
yesterday (though it didn’t appear in the video), which refers to classroom size. The overall language used for the "education bucket" 0’et 
another terns) is "active portfolio management strategy" (what they can do re: programs, etc. to increase "efficiency"). 

These are curricular matters, and should have faculty involved--and at the very least time to give feedback to the FA members before they 
meet on the 18th, and giving them more time to respond to the final draft. 

My concerns have had no uptake with reporters, so how about a letter from PFN? Anything to get this out there. The latest pieces in the 
N&O and Durham Herald are about other things. 

Please email if you have other ideas, 

Sherryl 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are curremly subscribed to 
</nl> 
progfac as: <a l~eD" Ln..~.a.~].t.RLd.~k:.~.@..u..r~.c.~.e.~.c~.u.’~..d~s..ir~(-a~.tLr~:~)!~. To unsubscfibe send a blank <br> 
ema]l to <a hre~" Ln.~Lk.?2~...e{~£.e.~..2...6..%..2.?...7.:..5..(i2..~.‘.3..[)..2..(.!:..L~.~a..b...@...4.~ ~_%_?__20 ~7_~ ~:~_~_~_I_b_~ ~ gg_~ Rb2_b£g2_li ~ 9,y_:_~!_BR:R0_~,’ >!_e_::a_~t_e_zk_2__f!%%7: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:09 PM 

Claylxm, Taff.ve Benson <ta~t~,e@unc.edu> 

He,tel, Amy Locklea:r (Amy Hertel@unc.edu); Maria DeGuzma~ < ~eazrthlink.net> 

I~NV: [progfac] ’][’he scoa5, stuff & a response 

Hi Taffye. Who is directly responsible in your office [:or faculty retention and concerns? Does he/she have a faculty appointment? If so, I kindly suggest d~at he/she 

jo~ns this ~stserv. ;} 

~ can send d~rect~ons on the process, if requested. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiWo" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:07 PM 
To-" ’Sherryl Kleinman’; The progfac mailing list 
Co-" Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [progfac] The scary stuff & a response 
Hi Sherryl. Happy New Year! The Carolina Black Caucus held its annual "State of the IJniversity’° meeting with Chancellor Thorp yesterday~ {Note: I asked the 

Chancellor to add a Black male to the Provost’s Search Committee, He apologized for the oversight and agreed to do such,) We discussed the Strategic Directions 

Initiative and our concerns regarding diversity and "efficiency," 1 suggested a response letter from the Caucus as an option, 

f am con[ident that my steering committ:ee would be i[1 agreement of a .[o~nt-.response with P}:N and/or other ~[ke-minded associat:ions. 

Please advise. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Faculty, Exercise arid Sport Sdem:e Oepartrner~t 

Chair, Carolina Black Cau cus 
£’rwu~le, Explore, Ernt:~ow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

"NetNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdenfieus stupidiW/’ 

F~m= Sher~l Kleinman [mail~: }nc,rr,com] 
Sent~ Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 11:38 AN 
To= The progNc mailing list 
Subje¢t~ [progNc] ~e scary stuff ~ a response 

Eveuone: 

What’s not being reported on is the fact fl~at two key sections of the strat, plan will not appear in draft (or other) fo~n until Wed. Jan 16th, 
which gives the Faculty Assembly (and faculty, period)just about no time to respond. I listened to some of the video of the Adv. Comm. 
on Strat. Directions last night. Under "maximizing efficiencies" (one of the 2 sections not available until next week), the person from the 
Gen. Adm. spoke about looking at "low e~ollment and low productivity pro~ams"; also, at the open meeting of the working group the 
week before, "consolidation of programs" was referred to. And I found out from someone that "section size" was on one of the slides 
yesterday (though it didn’t appear in the video), which refers to classrooln size. The overall language used for the "e&~cation bucket" (yet 
another term) is "active portfolio management strategy" (what they can do re: programs, etc. to increase "efficiency"). 

These are curricular lnatters, and should have faculty involved--and at the very." least tilne to give feedback to the FA members before they 
meet on the 18th, and giving them more time to respond to the final draft. 

My concerns have had no uptake with reporters, so how about a letter from PFN? Anything to get this out there. The latest pieces in the 
N&O and Durham Herald are about other things. 

Please email if you have other ideas, 

Sheru1 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"maJlto:dstro(?~unc.edu’>dstro(@unc.edu<,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a href" mail to:leave-32606297-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56[e I eb9b@)Jistserv.nnc.edn">leave- 32606297- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56[c I eb9b(a)Jistserv.unc.edn<ia~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 2:22 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

Hi Thanks for the Ganther mention in class today. I now remember meeting your family in Chapel Hill last year too. I just spoke to Mrs. Ganther"Mo."Shesaid 

you go b,~ md to tell you "hello." ;) 

I look forward to getting to know you better this semester. 

Have a super weekend! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroma~, Ph,D, CLU 

::N:: Bast T~ach~rs2 

315 Wool~en - ~ #~7~0 
Chape~ H~II~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:24 PM 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: [facnl~--athletics- forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketbaJl adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

2012 MWBB D-I AGG Repol~t EMBARGOED COPY 0100 EST 10 Jannmy 2013 Final Jan 7 2013.pdf 

Hi Eileen Yes, I also liked Beth’s response. She is a dean (and PhD.) in Steele academic advising Attached find the latest AGG report 

I am simply amazed at Jay’s comments. I think he is getting worse in his generalizations and then immediate denial/apologies. ;( 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Parsons, Eileen R 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: [facul~--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Do you have a copy of the report discussed in this exchange? As far as I know, this report has not been submitted to FAC. ! appreciate the reply posted by the person named Elizabeth. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (t) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thttrsday, January 10, 2013 12:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: [facul~-athletics-fol~am] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Ernpoxver. 

919.843.0336 
[Description: Description: Description: Twitter2]<htrp://twitter.cor~g#!idrstroman> 
"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Southall, Richard Michael [mailto:southall(&emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thttrsday, January 10, 2013 10:02 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI _Men’s and xvomen’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Elimqbeth, 
Thanks a great deal for your email and your thoughtful response I could not agree more that we never should unilaterally judge the quality of an education, or specifically the value of a 
degree. The critical word in this discussion is "choice" I hope tve as facul~z always value diversity in education. As long as any- student has the abili~z to make an in%rmed choice 
regarding their education, we as faculty and staff should do everything to support them 
My concern, based on 13 years of conversations with college athletes, as well as research focused on the relationship between higher education and the college sport enterprise, is that not 
abvays, but too often, college athletes (especially profi~athletes) are structurally denied or impeded from exercising such choice, h~ my opinion, we as faculty must always put the best 
interests of our students first. 
So with this in mind I hope that my comments and the AGG report is never saying as disparaging academic choices, but rather providing data for reasoned discussions regarding the college 
sport enterprise and its effects on College athletes and the University 

Again thank you for your willingness to openly discuss these issues. 
Best tvishes %r a great 2013. 
Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration Graduate Program Coordinator The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Director - College Sport Research Institute Woollen Hall 203C 
Of£ice - 919.962-3507 Cell -            Fax - 919.962-6235 southall@emaihunc.edu<mailto:southall@email unc edu> 

LPqC Sport Administration website: 
http ://exss~ unc edu/graduate-pr~rams/s~ecia~izati~ns/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve1~iew/ 

CSRI website: vavwuncedu~’csri<http://wwwunc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: wv,~v.csriconference.org<http://www.csriconference.orai> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live :fully 



From: <Shuster>, Elizabeth O <eshuster@email.unc.edu<mailto:eshuster(@email uric edu.> 
Reply-To: "Shuster, Elizabeth O" < eshuster@email.unc.edu<mailto:eshuster(~email unc.edu>> 
Date: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:54 ~\l 
To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc edu<mailto:faculW--athletics-forum(@listserv.nnc.edu>> 
Subject: RE: If acuity--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

I agree with the report that the disparities in graduation rates are disturbing, but I’m very concerned at the thought that certain majors are considered less worthy than others. I deal with 
many, many students who start out in the sciences but find them too challenging and/or time consuming. I’ve seen these students switch to other fields (including history) in some (not all 
cases) the switch is to make more time for other pursuits Does this mean that any student who fails to complete a BS in Chemistry, Biology or Physics is ~2~1 lowing a path of least resistance? 
There are many non-athletes in all of the majors on campus are their degrees of less value? 
Again, I tmderstand that there are issues with the demands placed on athletes and I would love to see a major reform in the NC~x~ rules governing/constraining athletes. However, we need 
to be very careful about disparaging academic choices available to all students. 

Elizabeth ©. Shuster 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
2002 Steele Building 
Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3110 

eshuster@email.nnc.edu<mailto: eshuster,@,email.tmc.edu> 
ph: 919-843-8918 
fax: 919-962-6888 
advising.nnc.edu 
[FaceB~k-ic~n]<http://~w.faceb~k.c~m/UNCAdVising>[Twitt~r-ic~n]<http://twitter.c~m/#!/L~‘~CAdVisin~> 

From: Rennet, Jot" J [mailto:Jov Renncr(0)med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:39 ~¢x’~4 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculb’--athletics-fomm] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Jay, could you elaborate on your last point a little more. "Graduation is of co~trse critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit that 
degrees earned through following paths of least resistance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the same value as degrees earned the old-fashioned 
way." 

The content of a degree earned is detelrnined by the University and is ant’ true for ant’ student receiving that degree 
How are paths cleared for athletes by their full-time counselors? If a student completes degree requirements as set-forth by the University ~vhat is meant by degrees earned the "old- 
fashioned" way? 
Would a student who balanced her schedule with a mix of courses she had required for her m~tior and courses that peaked her interests with a few classes she heard from classmates and 
sa~v on Pick a Prof and were easier than others but fill requirements have a "less valued" degree? 

Joy 

Jot’ J. Relmer, M.A, RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Uriiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of iVledicine CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
2ell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDEB.~I’IALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if ant’, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Ant’ ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail arid destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carnlina PuNic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132) 
Student educational records are sul~iect to FERPA. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith(£email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:19 AM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Sutziect: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] 2012 CSR[ Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Richard, one would think that your comment on the bottom of page 4-top of page 5 in this document would articulate the principled position of University faculty across the land, including 
those at I_YNC-CIt It’s so sad that that will probably never be the case. -Jay 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned I would submit that degrees earned through following paths of least 
resistance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time connselors, do not have the same value as degrees earned the old-fashioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 
ttello all, 
Attached please find a copy of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSR[) A4iusted Graduation Gap (A(IG) report for NCP~k men’s and women’s Division I basketball 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you 

Best regards, 
Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport ANninistration Graduate Program Coordinator The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Director - College Sport Research Institute Woollen ttall 203(2 
Office - 919.962-3507 Cell -            Fax - 919.962-6235 southall@cmail.nnc.edu<mailto:southall(d!,,er~xail.nnc.edu> 

UNC Spolt A&ninistration website: 

http ://exss. unc. edu/graduate-pr~grams/specia~izati~ns/sp~rt-ad1ninistratinn/~verview/ 

CSRI xvebsite: xwzw.nnc.edv.’csri<http://xvwxv.unc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: wxa~’.csriconference.org<http://wxvw.csriconference.orai> 



Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu<mailto:iaysmith(~email.unc.edu> 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I facult~/-athletics-forum&~ 32604462 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank entail to ~eave-326~4462~48699857.6599779~b4b45b38d9~9522ac998ca9@~istserV.~mc.edu<nrailt~:~eave-326~4462- 
48699857.65997791 b4b45638d9f69522ac998ca9(~listserv.anc.edu> 

You are currently- subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: JoyRenner@rued.~mc.edu<nrailto:Jos~ Renner,@,nred.unc.edu>. 

To ~msubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.~mc.edu/u?id 58571604.229e717e31d387e13836b56d20alcSa5&n T&I faculty--athletics-for~&o 32605259 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP, L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank entail to ~eaVe-326~5259-5857~6~4.229e7~7e3~d387e~3836b56d2~a~c8a5@~ists~rv.~mc.edu<mai~t~:~eave-326~5259- 
58571604.229eT17e31 d387e13836b56d20al cSa5~listsep<~mc.edu> 

You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-formn as: eshuster@email.unc.edu<ruailto:eshuster(~eruail.unc.edu>. 

To ansubscribe click here: htt~:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 48737285.009bdbbeeb5344aSa694becb968e2cf2&n T&I facult~-athletics-forum&o 32605399 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-326~5399~8737285.~9bdbbeeb5344a8a694becb968e2cf2@~istset‘<~mc.edu<ruai~to:~eaVe-326~5399- 
48737285.009bdbbeeb5344a 8a694becb968 e2cf2@listserv.u~c.edu> 
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(It may be necessal)’ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
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Media Contact" Dr. Mark S. Nagel, College Sport Research Institute 

nagel@sc.edu            {cell)/803-777-3751{office) 

Eb BARGOED UNTIL 0100EST 
Thursday, January 2013 

Adjusted Graduation Gap: 

NCAA Divisionol Men’s and Women’s BasketbaI~ 

Chapel Hill, NC-January 10, 2013._ The College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) at The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill released the third annual installment of its NCAA 

Division-I men’s and women’s basketball Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report today. The 

2012 report indicated the overall AGG between NCAA D-I men’s basketball players and the 

general full-time male student body is once again sizable (-20.0), with the gap for "major" NCAA 

D-I conferences (-30.1) decreasing 2.3 points from the 2011 Report but essentially on par with 

the initial 2010 Report’s benchmark gap of -30.8%. 

The 2012 AGG for NCAA D-I women basketball players (-9.2) is only slightly less than last year’s 

AGG (-9.4) but is greater than the 2010 AGG of -8.9. However, the AGG for "major" NCAA D-I 

women’s conferences fell slightly to -13.4 from the 2011 and 2010 AGG’s of -14.6. For both men 

and women NCAA D-I basketball players, "mid-major" conference AGGs are consistently smaller 

in all three annual reports. This may be the result of some "mid-major" conferences being 

comprised of schools that have lower entrance standards or are drawing more students from 
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lower socio-economic backgrounds. CSRI associate director and AGG report coauthor Dr. Mark 

S. Nagel noted that a variety of factors may result in larger "major-conference" AGGs, "Any 

analysis of the quality of an education afforded any student is complex and requires a multitude 

of research approaches; the AGG continues to provide statistical evidence that many D-I 

basketball players (who - according to NCAA policy - must be full-time students) do not 

graduate at rates comparable to full-time students at their respective universities. This 

deserves further examination." Dr. Richard Southall, CSRI director, discussed a possible reason 

for the graduation gaps, "Could athletes’ arduous practice and travel schedules impact their 

opportunity to study and graduate? It would not be surprising since Division I basketball 

schedules are travel intensive and often require extensive missed class time." 

The 2012 Division-I Basketball AGG Report utilizes the published 4-class average Federal 

Graduation Rates (FGR) for the 2001-2004 cohort (the latest available when the data were 

compiled) and adjusts the student-body FGR to remove the FGR’s "part-time bias." This allows 

for a more realistic comparison of reported NCAA Division-I basketball players’ federal 

graduation rates with adjusted full-time student graduation rates, 

Results of the men’s report included: 

¯ All 30 NCAA D-I men’s basketball conferences have negative AGGs meaning all men’s 

basketball player graduation rates are less than the estimated full-time male student- 

body rate. 

¯ The difference in the men’s basketball AGG between "major" and "mid-major" 

conferences is 14.5 points. The significantly lower graduation rates and larger AGGs for 

major D-I men’s basketball players, strongly suggests these athletes are not as well 

integrated into the general student body as their mid-major counterparts. 

¯ The sixteen NCAA D-I conferences with the smallest AGG for men’s basketball players 

are all "mid-major" conferences. Eighteen out of the "Top 20" NCAA D-I conferences (as 

measured by AGG) are "mid-major" conferences. Seven out of the "Bottom 10" 

conferences are "major" conferences. 
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Three men’s conferences posted double digit AGG improvements vs. their 20:10 AGG: 

Mountain West (MWC) (+:10), Patriot (+:1:1) and Southland (+:1:1). For 20:12 the MWC had 

the smallest "major" conference gap (-2:1), and Southwestern had the most favorable 

gap (0) of any NCAA D-I men’s basketball conference. Since 20:10 the AGG has narrowed 

for fifteen conferences, expanded for fourteen and remained the same for one. 

The AGG for black basketball players (26.7) is significantly greater than that of white 

players (:14.6) not only overall but also for "major" conferences (35.2 vs. 2:1.5) as well as 

for "mid-major" conferences (22.7 vs. :1:1.3). 

Results of the women’s report included: 

Five women’s basketball conferences, all "mid-majors", have positive AGGs. The 

women’s basketball players’ graduation rates in these conferences exceed the 

estimated full-time female student-body rates. 

The nine NCAA D-I conferences with the smallest AGGs are all "mid-major" conferences. 

Fifteen out of the seventeen conferences with the smallest AGG’s are all "mid-major" 

conferences. 

The average AGG for all NCAA D-I women’s basketball conferences is -9.2 percentage 

points. For the 21 mid-majors the average AGG is -7.5, 5.9 percentage points smaller 

than the -:~3.4 average for the "majors" (N=9). 

Four "mid-major" conferences are among the bottom five in greatest AGGs among 

women’s NCAA D-I basketball. 

The Southeastern (12 points) was the only conference that had a decrease in their AGG 

larger than :~0 points from 20:~0 to 20:~2. Since 20:~0 thirteen conferences have 

narrowed their AGG while it has expanded for sixteen and remained the same for one. 

Contrary to the men’s situation, the difference in AGGs between black and white 

women basketball players is not statistically significant. 



Summary NCAA Division-I Adjusted Graduation Gap Tables for NCAA Division-I conferences are 

in the Appendix. 

Nagel noted, "In light of NCAA commentary, which proclaims college athletes graduate at rates 

higher than the general student body, this report’s findings concerning men’s and women’s 

basketball need to be openly and honestly discussed. Gaps this large indicate that men’s 

basketball players, particularly those in "major" conferences are not graduating at a similar rate 

as their full-time student colleagues. The college basketball season stretches over two 

semesters, which is potentially problematic in regards to a basketball player obtaining a 

meaningful education and graduating at rates comparable to other full-time students. These 

athletes are asked to ’work’ extensively at their sport. In addition to the physical demands, the 

travel and missed class time that NCAA D-I basketball players (both men and women) must 

endure is bound to negatively affect many of the players’ educational pursuits and their 

graduation rates." The AGG results raise several questions for NCAA and university 

administrators: 

¯ Do these basketball entertainers, who work nights and weekends to fill arenas and 

attract media consumers, have the interest, abilities, and - most importantly- time to 

also be full-time college students? 

° Are these athletes afforded less of an educational opportunity than other full-time 

students? 

° What policy changes at the NCAA, conference, or university level would help close these 

large and growing gaps? 

Southall remarked: "Multi-million dollar television contracts, which form the backbone of this 

entertainment industry, are negotiated by networks, athletic departments, and conferences 

with little or no regard for players’ academic workloads. A player’s opportunity to be educated 

is not a primary consideration for the other college sport stakeholders. Players must organize 
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their full-time academic course loads and study time between practice schedules, conditioning, 

film-study, media requests, games and travel. The 20:12 AGG results suggest players need help 

in addressing their schedules and their forced priorities. Those responsible should advocate for 

meaningful and realistically enforceable policies to limit the time athletes are required to 

devote to their athletic ’avocation.’ Since athletes cannot negotiate the terms of their de facto 

employment, it is up to university administrators and faculty to advocate for such policies and 

their strong enforcement. If an education is the quidpro quo within the collegiate model, then 

any barriers that impede athletes’ equal access to a meaningful education need to be 

addressed." 

The authors of the study (CSRI Director Dr. Richard M. Southall, CSRI Associate Director Dr. 

Mark S. Nagel, CSRI Project Manager Mr. Christopher S. Exton, Dr. E. Woodrow Eckard, Mr. 

Chase Blake) commented: "The AGG report suggests the need for additional research into how 

socio-economic status, educational background, cultural diversity, and athlete-migration 

patterns may reveal themselves in these data. Everyone involved in intercollegiate athletics 

should welcome research that seeks to answer these difficult questions." 

In :1990, Congress mandated full disclosure of graduation rates at schools that award 

athletically-related aid and receive federal financial aid. The Federal Graduation Rate (FGR) 

reports the percentage of students (including athletes) who graduate within six years from the 

school they entered as freshmen. As a result, the FGR provides a measure of the extent to 

which colleges and universities retain and graduate students, thus providing one measure of 

whether schools are fulfilling the NCAA’s mission of maintaining athletes as an integral part of 

the student body. The strength of the FGR is its focus on student retention. 

Another measure of graduation rates for athletes is called the Graduation Success Rate 

(GSR). The GSR, a creation of the NCAA, excludes from its calculation athletes--primarily 

transfers--who leave a particular school prior to graduating (i.e. early), but in good academic 
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standing. The NCAA methodology includes athletes who transfer into an institution in a 

school’s GSR. The GSR is a useful adjunct to the FGR, in that it recognizes athletes (based at 

least partly on their interests and abilities) may take a different path to graduation than other 

full-time students. Similar to many part-time students who must work a full-time job while in 

school, athletes may transfer from one school to another. However, the degree to which such 

transfer activity takes place or whether athletes’ transfer rates are comparable to such activity 

among other full-time students is an area for further research, since data regarding the 

migration of the general student body is not currently tracked. For this reason a major 

limitation of the GSR is the inability to compare athletes’ GSR to a similar rate for the general 

student body, since none exists. In addition, at times NCAA athletes’ Graduation Success Rates 

and Federal Graduation Rates for the general student body are intermingled in discussions of 

graduation rates. Unless clearly delineated, such comparisons often confuse the general public 

and result in a more favorable impression regarding the retention and graduation of college 

athletes from the university to which they initially enrolled. As long as the purpose and scope 

of the GSR is clearly delineated, and its limitations are clearly identified, it is a useful indicator 

of college athletes’ persistence in making progress toward a degree. 

The Adjusted Graduation Gap was developed to address a limitation of the FGR and provide a 

context to examine retention rates among various student populations on college campuses. 

The AGG compares an adjusted graduation rate (AGR) for full-time students and the reported 

FGR for college athletes from the following NCAA Division-I sports: football - Football Bowl 

Subdivision (FBS) & Football Championship Subdivision (FCS), men’s and women’s basketball, 

softball and baseball. Reports regarding each sport are released at various times during the 

year. Just as the FGR and GSR have limitations, the AGG is not intended to be used in isolation 

or intended to refute FGR or GSR analyses. 
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The College Sport Research Institute believes all measures pertaining to college athletes’ 

graduation rates should be utilized in any such discussion, since no one measure is "perfect," 

"better," "more accurate" or somehow "fairer" than another. They simply measure different 

things. The FGR focuses on an institution’s ability to retain the students (including athletes) it 

initially admits, while the GSR attempts to account for athletes who leave a school that initially 

admitted them. The AGG’s fundamental premise is that contrary to most full-time students, 

college athletes (especially those in revenue sports) work a full-time job (athletics) while in 

school. The AGG examines the gaps in graduation rates between these dissimilar students: 

athletes who work full-time at their sport and those full-time students who may not hold down 

a full-time job. 

Historically, standard evaluations of NCAA athlete graduation rates have involved comparisons 

with general student-body rates presumed to pertain to full-time students. However, at many 

schools general student body rates include a significant number of part-time students. This is 

problematic because athletes must be "full-time" and should therefore be compared with other 

full-time students. The downward "part-timer bias" in the student-body rate distorts the 

comparison. Because part-time students take longer to graduate, this significantly reduces the 

measured general student-body graduation rate (FGR). CSRI’s Adjusted Graduation Gap 

addresses this "part-timer bias" using regression-based adjustments for the percentage of part- 

timers. These estimates then become the basis for the AGG comparison of graduation rates 

among full-time students. I 

This 20:12 men’s and women’s basketball AGG report is the latest College Sport Research 

Institute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap Report. In spring 20:13, CSRI will publish AGG data 

concerning NCAA D-I softball and baseball. It is hoped ongoing AGG reports will encourage 

research and dialogue regarding not only graduation rates, but also the quality and type of 

educational opportunities afforded college athletes. 

i Technical details of the AGG can be found in E. Woodrow Eckard, "NCAA Athlete Graduation 

Rates: Less than Meets the Eye," Journal of Sport Management, January 20:10, pp. 45-58. 
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CSR[ 

The College Sport Research Institute is dedicated to conducting and supporting independent 

data collection and analysis related to college-sport issues. CSRI is one of eight laboratories and 

institutes within the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. As of fall 20:12, CSRI has over :100 supporting members from across the 

United States, including current and former students, faculty, college and professional athletes, 

athletic administrators, and the general public. 

In keeping with its mission and goals, the institute sponsors an annual conference dedicated to 

providing college-sport scholars and intercollegiate athletics practitioners a forum to discuss 

issues and research related to pressing college-sport issues, publishes a peer-reviewed scholarly 

journal: JournM oJ: lssues in Interco!legi~te Athletics (JflA), releases periodic research reports 

related to college-sport issues, and provides graduate and undergraduate research 

opportunities for students interested in college-sport research. 

For more information regarding CSRI or to offer financial 
support, please visit www.unc.edu/csri or call (919) 84:3-9627. 

Dr. Southall is Director-College Sport Research Institute, Associate Professor of Sport 

Administration, and Graduate Sport-Administration Program Coordinator, Department of 
Exercise and Sport Science, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Dr. Mark Nagel is Associate Director- College Sport Research Institute and Associate Professor, 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management, University of South Carolina. 

Mr. Christopher S. Exton is CSRI Project Manager 

Dr. Woodrow Eckard is Professor of Economics, Business School, University of Colorado Denver. 

Mr. Chase Blake is CSRI Office Manager 
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Appendix 

(AGG) Summary- [200i 2004 g-class Cohort} 

Ranking Conference 2012 

AGG* 

2010 

AGG* 

2011 

AGG* 

0 -5 

-5 +1 

-5 -6 

-6 -5 

-6 -13 

-7 +6 

-13 -30 

-14 -16 

-14 -22 

-16 -11 

-16 -11 

-16 -13 

-18 -15 

-19 -21 

-21 -14 

-21 -15 

-21 -19 

-22 -14 

-24 -23 

-25 -22 

-25 -30 

-26 -38 

-27 -34 

-30 -38 

-32 -27 

-32 -32 

-32 -33 

-35 -27 

-36 -40 

-36 -41 

Change from 

2010 to 2012 

Major or 

Mid-Major 

1 Southwestern -3 +3 MM 

2 Metro Atlantic -2 -3 MM 

3 Big South -8 +3 MM 

4 Southern -3 -3 MM 

S Patriot -17 +11 MM 

6 Northeast -5 -2 MM 

7 Southland -24 +11 MM 

8 Colonial -21 +7 MM 

9 Horizon -15 +1 MM 

10 Missouri Valley -18 +2 MM 

11 Ohio Valley -16 0 MM 

12 Mid-Eastern -15 -1 MM 

13 Mid-American -12 -6 MM 

14 West Coast -22 +3 MM 

15 American East -14 -7 MM 

16 Atlantic Sun -12 -9 MM 

17 Mountain West -31 +10 Major 

18 Summit -11 -11 MM 

19 Big West -28 +4 MM 

20 Conference USA -20 -5 Major 

21 Big Sky -21 -4 MM 

22 Big 12 -27 +1 Major 

23 Atlantic 10 -34 +7 Major 

24 Western Athletic -25 -5 MM 

25 Sun Belt -23 -9 MM 

26 Big Ten -34 +2 Major 

27 Southeastern -31 -1 Major 

28 Big East -26 -9 Major 

29 Pac-12 -38 +2 Major 

30 Atlantic Coast -41 +5 Major 
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AGG : {BB Fed Rate)- {Adjusted Male Student-body Fed Rate)* 

* Adjusted for part-time students 

Notes: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

MM = Mid-major per Collegeinsider.com 

-20.0 = mean AGG all D-I conferences (N=30) 

-30.:1 = mean AGG for majors (N=9) 

-:15.6 = mean AGG for mid-majors (N=2:1) 

Conferences in IIOII) had significant (>9) narrowing of their AGG since 20:10 

The Ivy League is excluded because of unreported BB graduation data for both men and women. 

Air Force, Army, and Navy are excluded because of unreported BB graduation data for both men 

and women. 

The following schools are excluded because they are either independent or their graduation rate 

reports are not posted on NCAA.org: Cal State-Bakersfield, Centenary College, Houston Baptist 

and New Orleans. 
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Ranking 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

Conference 

Southwestern 

Mid-Eastern 

Southern 

Metro Atlantic 

Northeast 

Patriot 

Mid-American 

Big South 

Missouri Valley 

Southeastern 

Horizon 

West Coast 

Ohio Valley 

Atlantic 10 

Colonial 

Southland 

American East 

Mountain West 

Big 12 

Atlantic Coast 

Pac-12 

Summit 

Big West 

Big Ten 

Big East 

Atlantic Sun 

Conference USA 

Big Sky 

Sun Belt 

Western Athletic 

2012     2011      2010 

AGG*     AGG* AGG* 

+11 +4 +8 

+3 +2 -4 

+2 +2 +1 

+2 -1 +1 

0 +5 +5 

-1 0 +1 

-1 +1 +1 

-1 -4 +4 

-2 0 +1 

-3 -7 -15 

-3 -3 -2 

-8 -10 -6 

-9 -3 -4 

-9 -16 -11 

-12 -12 -7 

-12 -14 -16 

-12 -10 -9 

-13 -17 -16 

-13 -9 -10 

-13 -14 -16 

-14 -9 -16 

-14 -17 -21 

-15 -14 -15 

-17 -15 -12 

-18 -18 -19 

-20 -18 -11 

-21 -18 -17 

-21 -20 -20 

-21 -24 -22 

-24 -22 -16 

Change 

from 

2010 to 

2012 

+3 

+7 

+1 

+1 

-5 

-2 

-1 

-5 

-3 

+12 

-1 

-2 

-5 

+2 

-5 

+4 

-3 

+3 

-3 

+3 

+2 

+7 

0 

-5 

+1 

-9 

-4 

-1 

+1 

-8 

Major or Mid- 

Major 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

Major 

MM 

MM 

MM 

Major 

MM 

MM 

MM 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

MM 

MM 

Major 

Major 

MM 

Major 

MM 

MM 

MM 
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AG(3 = (BB Fed Rate) - {Adjusted Female Student-body Fed Rate)~ 

Adjusted for part-time students 

Notes: 

MM = Mid-major per Collegeinsider.com 

1. -9.2 = mean AGG all D-I conferences (N=30) 

2. -13.4 = mean AGG for majors (N=9) 

3. -7.5 = mean AGG for mid-majors (N=21) 

4. Conferences in IIOII) had significant (>9) narrowing of their AGG since 2010 

5. The Ivy League is excluded because of unreported BB graduation data for both men and women. 

6. Air Force, Army, and Navy are excluded because of unreported BB graduation data for both men 

and women. 

7. The Citadel and Virginia Military do not have women’s basketball. 

8. The following schools are excluded because they are either independentor their graduation rate 

reports are not posted on NCAA.org: Cal State-Bakersfield, Centenary College, Houston Baptist 

and New Orleans. 
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Conference Men’s Women’s M vs. W 

AGG AGG Gap 

Southeastern -32 -3 -29 

Pacific-12 -36 -14 -22 

Atlantic Coast -36 -14 -22 

Mid-Eastern -16 +3 -19 

Atlantic 10 -27 -9 -18 

Mid-American -18 -I -17 

Big East -35 -18 -17 

Big Ten -32 -17 -15 

Missouri Valley -16 -2 -14 

Big 12 -26 -13 -13 

Horizon -14 -3 -11 

Southwestern 0 +11 -11 

Sun Belt -32 

Big West -24 -15 -9 

American East -21 -12 -9 

Western Athletic -30 -22 -8 

Southern -6 +2 -8 

IVlountain West -21 -13 -8 

Summits -22 -14 -8 

Ohio Valley -16 -9 -7 

Northeast -7 0 -7 

Metro Atlantic -5 +2 -7 

Patriot -6 -I -5 

West Coast -19 -24 -5 

Big Sky -25 -21 -4 

Conference USA -25 -21 -4 

Big South -5 -1 -4 

Colonial -14 -12 -2 

Southland 

Atlantic Sun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:27 PM 

Clayton, Tafl~e Benson <taJ[t~e@unc.edu> 

I~E: [progfac] The scmy stuff& a response 

I was asking to invite the person to join the fistserv. Not to [orward email concerns. ;) Sorry for the con[usion. 

If you want to be on the listserv/in the org., you need to go to the website for PFN and read the statement of principles. If you agree to the 
principles, and to being listed on the website, then email Karen Booth (.~_~_~_Q_~_~_~_~_~_~:_~_~_~_~_~_~) in WMST to say you’ve read them and want to 
be on the listserv: 
htt p://progfacunc.wordpress.com/ 

Do Good. 
Deborah L1Stroman, Pi~ID~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is mare dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Clayton, Taffye Benson 
Sent; Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:17 PM 
To; Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: [progfac] The scary stuff & a response 

Deb, 

For’ now, why don’t you send those concerns to me. Yes.----I have a faculty appointment in the School of [ducatioru I will also share wid~ Marco. 

Best, 

Taffye 

Ta[fve genson C~ayton, EdD 

Vh::e Prow)st for D~w~rsity and Mu~ticultura~ Allah’s and Chief Divers~t:y Of Scer 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina at Chape~ 

Office of D~versity and Mu~ticu~tura~ Aft:airs 

9K South Building 

Chapel [i~H, NC 27599-9215 

919.952.0202 {~ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent; Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:09 PN 

To= Cla~on, Ta~e Benson 
Subje¢t= ~: [progfac] The sca~ stuff & a response 

Hi Ta[fve Who ~s directly responsibk~ in your office for faculty retention and concerns? Does he/she have a fi~cu~ty ap{mmtment? ff so, ~ ~dndiv sugge~d: that he/she 

jo~ns this ~btserv. ;} 

~ can send directions on the process, if requested. 

d 
Do good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

Engage. Expiate. Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:07 PM 
To; ’Sherryl Kleinrnan’; The progfac mailing list 
Cc; Campbell, Larry; Harnrnett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: [progfac] The scary stuff & a response 
Hi Sh~:_~rryl. Happy New Year! The Carolina Black Caucus held its annual "State o[ t:he University" meeting with Chancellor ihor~ yesb:_~rday. (Note: ~ asked the 

Chancellor to add a glad( male to the Provost’s Search Committee. He apologized for the oversight and agreed to do such.) We discussed the Strategic Okect~ons 

~n~tiat~ve and our concerns regarding d~versiW and %ffidency:" ~ suggested a response ~etter from the Caucus as an option. 

~ am confident that my steerh~g committee would be ~n agreement of a joint-response with PFN and!or other ~ke-minded associat~ons~ 

Please advise. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Facnlby, Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Chair, Carolina Black Cauc~s 

91%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity.’* 

From; Sherryl Kleinman [Ln___a_!J___tg_; ~__n__c__ji_r=c__o____m_] 



Sent= Thursday, January :~0, 20:~3 11:38 AM 
To= The progfac mailing list 
Subject= [progfac] The scary stuff & a response 

Everyone: 

What’s not being reported on is the fact that two key sections of the strat, plan will not appear in &aft (or other) form until Wed. Jan 16th, 
which gives the Faculty Assembly (and faculty, period) just about no time to respond. I listened to some of the video of the Adv. Comm. 
on Strat. Directions last night. Under "maximizing efficiencies" (one of the 2 sections not available until next week), the person from the 
Gen. Adm spoke about looking at "low etuollment and low productivity programs"; also, at the open meeting of the working group the 
week before, "consolidation of programs" was referred to. And I found out from someone that "section size" was on one of the slides 
yesterday (though it didn’t appear in the video), which refers to classroom size. The overall language used fbr the "education bucket" (5,et 
another term) is "active portfolio management strategy" (what they can do re: programs, etc. to increase "efficiency"). 

These are curricular matters, and should have faculty involved--and at the very least time to give feedback to the FA members before the?, 
meet on the 18th, and giving them more time to respond to the final draft. 

My concerns have had no uptake with reporters, so how about a letter from PFN? Anything to get this out there. The latest pieces in the 
N&O and Durham Herald are about other things. 

Please email if you have other ideas, 

Sherryl 
<ul > 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

~/ul> 

progfac as: <a hreD"mailto:dstro,@x~nc.edu’~>dstro(a)unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hreD"mailt~:leave-32606297-56223020.18abcb43200370a2c1248 lb56t-Eleb9b(a)listserv.unc~edu">leave-32606297- 
56223020.18abcM.3200370a2c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(i~listserv.unc.edu<£a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:43 PM 

Kid, David <kM@email.unc.e&~ 

ILE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Hi David. LeL’s go with Tuesday, if possible. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Str’ornan, Ph,13, CLU 

939.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From; Kiel, David 
Sent; Tuesday, January 08, 2013 8:11 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Dear Debby, 

Per your note below I will call you Monday, Jan. 14 at 3pm at 919-843-0336. 

Please let me know if this is going to work for you. Thanks, David 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 21:43 PM 

To; Kiel, David 
Subject; RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 22 

Any time b~-_~fore :1.0:30 ~;,m or after 2:00, rhard~s. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,q~N~, g~plor’~, E’mpower, 

9:19,843,0336 

"NotNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~gnoran~e and ~onsdent~ous stuNdiW." 

F~m= Kiel, David 
Sent; Monday, 3anua~ 07, 2023 20:47 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Focus Group Meeting - December ll 

Debby, Is there a good time for me to call next week? I think 15 or 20 rain., should be enough time. David 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 7 Jan 2013 20:33:25 -05~ 

To: David Kiel <Mel@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December ll 

Thanks DavkJ! ~ wH~ be available to get back on t:h~; import:ant pr.:?grarnm~ng he’,d: week, 

d e b b V 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 5:26 AM 
To; Ernestine Taylor 

�::¢; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Earnestine, Happy New Year to you and yours as well. 

Re: Talking about the contract for the work with the CBC. I need to have a conversation with Debby and get back to you with some guidance. I want to be sure I want to move 
in concert with her and the CBC on this, and we haven’t spoken since we broke for the holidays. 

Once I am able to speak with Debby I will be back in touch. 

By the way I notice there is no address on the invoice. Please add my contact information below as an address and re-send otherwise it won’t go through the Business Center 
here which serves many units besides our office. 

Thanks, David 



David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 

Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

.h...t..t.W.Ld..e..:..q..q.c.....e...d...d..a...b...~...u...tZ~.Le..[:..h.Lr.~.[ 

From= Ernestine Taylor [       ~triad.rr.com] 

Sent= Sunday, January 06, 20:[3 9::[6 PM 
To= Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Focus Group Meeting - December 

Wishing both of you a 20:[3 FULL OF HAPPINESS! 

Now that the hectic holiday season has come to an end, I can refocus and get back to work. Some work includes submitting an invoice for our meeting in 

December. © 

David attached is the invoice we agreed to. Please make check payable to ETConsulting and Coaching. 

I have begun to think about the first two modules- or should I say workshops. The first will be about Building and Maintaining Relationships. I am 

convinced that it should be sooner rather than later for the team - faculty and staff- to develop skills in giving and receiving feedback. This would be the 

second workshop; and, will enable everyone to create an individual action plan to address the issues discussed at our initial meeting. 

I am traveling next week and the 4th week in January; therefore, I will submit a draft proposal of the two modules the first week in February for your 

review. 

David you and I should talk about how to proceed from this point in developing a contract with estimated services and costs. Available to chat on 

Wednesday, January 9 after 3:30 {or) January :[4 before :[2 noon. 

Excited about beginning this work with the CBC. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday,. 2:54 PM 

@ ive u ~c e& > 

I~E: Pemfission to enroll in EXSSI 

Hi The EXSS :ourse is closed. 

Have a great semester! 
Dr, Strof’qat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~]ug~e. ~xplore, Empov~er. 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~ce and cot~scientious stupidity°" 

From: I 
Sent: Thursday, 2:43 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Permission to enroll in EXSS 

Dear Professor Stroman, 
I am interested in enrolling in your EXSS    class, i n. I am an Economics major interested in potentially adding Sports Administration as a second major. 
I already am in a class at :llam that I do not want to drop until I am for sure I can get into your class. That may or may not matter, I am just unfamiliar with the process. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:53 PM 

~aol.com> 

1~: G~eeling 

Yes, I teach until 2:00 on those days. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~i~aol com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:44 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Greeting 

Okay this Friday I leave for so maybe sometime next week like a Tuesday or Thursday I could come in and chat with you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:51 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi    G ood to hear from you. I teach M-F 11:00 - 1:00. Let me know 
your availability to chat. 

Have :tun tomorrow night ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss unc.edu/Sport 
Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reali~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

OF 5:33 PM, " @aoh corn> wrote: 

>> Hello Dr. Stroman how are you doing? It’s been a while since we’ve 
>> talked. I’ve been thirtking about possibly making my major EXSS but on 
>> the sports side instead of the medicine side. Would love to sit down 
>> and talk sometm~e if you’re free. Look forward to hearing back from 
>> you Dr. Stroman. Happy- New Years :) 
>> 

>> 

>> ~aol.cora 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:45 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

Proposal.docx 

Hi Sherry. I am here until 6:15 if you want me to come by. 
Thanks. 
d 

Explore, E~ga~e, E~npo~ero 

~.~.~ Best Teachers2 

v~,exss, unc.ed u ............................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 4:47 PM 

~live .unc .edu> 

ILE: So1~". Here is the attachment: 

EXSS Proposal.docx 

Hi       . Thanks for your drat:t. See attached. Please review, Let’s chat tomorrow. 
Note: &lways save your academic work with your surname in the fi~e n~me. ;) 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good~ 
Deborah L, Sh’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Sorry about that! 

"Nothing in the world is mare dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

8:13 PM 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 

Email:      ~,live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 4:55 PM 

ttertel, Amy Lockleax (AmyItertel@unc.edn) 

l~W: [progthc] On the sca:o’ stuff 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engu~je, Ex~:~,lare. Ernt:~,owe~t 

919.843.0336 

"NotNng ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdendous stupidiW/’ 

F~m= Naria DeGuzman [mailto: Nea~hlink.net] 
Sent= Thursday, January ~0, 2013 4:5~ PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
¢c= The progfac mailing list; Campbell, Lar~; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; NcGhee, ~; Nurrill, Veri~ L; RoberNon, Nakenge; 

Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: [progfac] On the sca~ stuff 

If the reducers a~e "sca~e~=d" after ~e holi~ys, let’s write a le~er ASAP that PbN can sign -- axed sign quic~y’. 

Best, Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 2:06 PM, "Stroman, Deborah I," <dstro(i~unc¯edu-* wrote: 

Hi Sher@. Happy New Year! The Carolina Black Caucus held its annual "State of the University" meeting with ChanceUor Thorp yesterday, (Note: 1 

asked the Chancellor to add a Bh~ck mah[~ to the Provost’s Search Committee He ap.ah:~gized for the overs~gh[: and agreed to do such.) We d~s(:ussed 

the Stra~:egh:: Directions ~nitiat~ve and our concerns regarding d~vers~:y and "efficiency." ~ suggested a response ~etter from the Caucus as an option. 

] am confident thai my steering committee wou~d be in agreement ors joint-response w~th PFN and/or other like-.abided assodations. 

P~esse advise. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLS 
Facnky, b~xerdse and Sport Sdence Del~artment 
Chair, Carolma ~lack Caucus 

919,843.0336 

<imageOO~jpg> 

"NatNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sinmere ignara~me and ¢o~sdent~ous stupidiW." 

From= Sher~l Kleinman [ma~lto          ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 11:38 AM 
To= The progNc mailing ~ist 
Subje¢t= [progfac] ~e scary stuff & a response 
Eye,None: 

\Vhat’s not being reported on is the fact that two key sections of the strat, plan will not appear in draft (or other) form until 
Wed. Jan 16th, which gives the Faculty Assembly (and faculty, period) just about no time to respond¯ I listened to some of the 
video of the Adv. Conm~. on Strat. Directions last night. Under "maximizing efficiencies" (one of the 2 sections not available 
until next week), the person from the Gen. Adm. spoke about looking at "low enrollment and low productivity programs"; also, 
at the open meeting of the working group the week before, "consolidation of programs" was referred to. And I found out from 
someone that "section size" was on one of the slides yesterday (though it didn’t appear in the video), which refers to classroom 
size. The overall language used for the "education bucket" (yet another te~rn) is "active portfolio management strategy" (what 
they can do re: programs, etc. to increase "efficiency")¯ 

These are curricular matters, and should have faculty involved--and at the yea, least time to give feedback to the FA members 
before they meet on the 18th, and giving them more time to respond to the final draft¯ 

,) My concerns have had no uptake with reporters, so how about a letter from PFN~ Anything to get this out there¯ The latest 
pieces in the N&O and Durham Herald are about other things¯ 

Please email if you have other ideas, 

Sheroq 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</hi> 
progfhc as. a hret maul[o.dst~o(a))mc.edu dstroqa)unc.edu*,,a . To unsnbscfibe send a blank <br> 



ema~l to <a l~ref "mailto:lemTe- 32606297- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe I eb9 b(?,) li stser~7, unc.edu’~leave- 32606297- 

56223020.18abclM.3200370a7c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(~listserv.unc.edu-<,’a> 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

%/ul> 

progfac as:--~a hre~..n.)..a.4..~..t.t.2;~1~..e~g.N~r.a.~.~.~.e.~..N..i..r..d.i:..n..e..t.~%!..r.~g.N~1~4~g~i1~:~1~[<7~,. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

ema~l to <~ hre~" .r.~.~a..~.~.t..~..;[~.:.e..-~3~2..~}.~..7~..~..-..~.~...~..4...7~4~7..:.4~4...5~d~4..~.~...(.!:a..~.~).~.~.~3~.~.~!~.~[i~.~::.u!:~:.~.u ’~ ! _e__~_~y__e_ ~__2_6__(_)__7____3_2___0__-_. 

6114747.4450d4310a8490c72c5176d550ca6b52~listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:28 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: This is 

Hi     The EXSS course is closed. Have a great semester! 
Dr, Strornan 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLO 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity/." 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 5:26 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: This is 

Professor Stroma n, 
1 am           and 1" am a freshman. 1" am very interested in your Exss       :lass from 1230-145pm on TuThur. On CC it says that your class is closed but 1" was 

wondering if there was ANY possible chance that you could add me to your class. 1" am majoring in Exercise Sports & Science and would love to be apart of your course. 
Please let me know if there is anything 1" can do. 
Thanks and look forward to getting back to you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:36 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Sports En~epreneurship 

EXSS Syllabus.pdf 

Hi     . If you are still interested, I can enroll you in the FYS EXSS 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9198843~0336 

course. Please advise before 12:00 p.m. Friday. Thanks[ 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:39 PM 

To= ~ 
Subject: Re: Sports EntrepreneursNp 

Hi Thanks for your inquiry. I will add you to the waiting list. 

Feel free to schedule an appointment with me after the holiday break to review the major. As a first year student it is very difficult to enroll in courses in popular 

majors. We encourage you to enroll in your general education requirements and electives. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 11:42 AM, "John, Lucas Collier" < ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I am currently a freshman here at Carolina. I heard you speak at FCA earlier in the year and was excited to see that you 

were leading a First Year Seminar. I am emailing you in regards to your seminar. I am currently undecided but am very interested in the Sports 

Administration concentration of Exercise and Sports Science. I believe that your seminar would benefit me greatly in determining whether it is the 

right major for me. Therefore, I was wondering if you had any additional spots available in you seminar or a waitlist of some sorts. If not, that is 

perfectly understandable and maybe I could get a recommendation of classes to take that would give me an glimpse of the Sport Administration 

concentration. Thank you for your time and I am looking forward to your next message at FCA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp- 

Thursday, 5:51 PM 

~live.unc.ectu> 

I~E: EXSS    Meeting Times 

Thanks for our discussion today. I hope you heed my words or advice a~d continue to be a confident, service-minded leader. 

I look forward to working with you this semester. 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~ce and cot~scientious stupidit~,o" 

9:09 AM 

From: I 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Meeting Times 

Hi Professor Stroman, 
I am extremely excited to start your class this semester! I know we must meet with you (and soon) to discuss the course, so T was wondering if you are free anytime this 
Thursday (tomorrow) after 9:157 1 have sent my email to get the internship insurance, gotten my subscription to SB3, and I will be completing the two tutorials todav. In the 
past I have had both a resume and cover letter approved by UNC Career Services, but it was not the cover letter for my current internship at . Since 

this is my second semester with them, would you still like me to send my cover letter to them into UCS, or simply one that I have had approved in thepast? 

Internship Information: 
Company: I 
Supervisor: Lauren Towns ([t__o__w_tLS_@_~_-_u___s_:_c___o_E~_) 

Account Team: CIAA and SWAC Championships 

To clarify, I will print my Cover Letter, Resume, SKI Subscription, Tutorials and other materials to show you in person at our meeting or will I be able to attach files to an 

email? 

I look forward to meeting you, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 6:14 PM 

Aguilar, A|ain J <a|aguil~email.unc.edu> 

Deborah Stromm~ Ph. D. CLU <dstroman@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: New Position? 

Director of Sports Science and Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science DRAFT v2.docx 

Hi ~lair~. GRE~’]" dr~ft Here are my edil:s. Let’s each take one more k~o]~ and then go to Kev~n together ~nd get his take.., okay? 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: Aguilar, Alain J 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 1:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; New Position? 
Hey D, 
Here’s what I came up with so far. Let me know what you think the next step is. 
Thanks! 
Alain 
Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, I_AT, NASM CES/CPT/PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
Office Hours: M!F 10:30-1pm and TCqh 10-11am Woollen 314 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: http://exss.unc~edu/underqraduate-pr~gram/ba~in-exss/~tness~pr~fessi~na~/~verview/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, Janua~ 11, 2013 10:31 AM 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguil@ema:il.unc.edu> 

Prig: New Position? 

Great idea! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Str’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: Aguilar, Alain J 

Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 6:36 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: New Position? 
Hey D, 
I had a thought - let me run this by Greg Gatz over at strength and conditioning. I’m thinking that if they are on board, then things will go smoother in the future. Sound ok? 
Alain 
Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES/CPT/PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
(f) 9i9-843-4982 
Office Hours:T!Th 1-4pm and F 10-12:30am Woollen 314 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: http://exss.unc.edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/fitness-professiona~/~ve~view/ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 6:14 PM 
To: Aguilar, Alain J 

�::¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: New Position? 

Hi Alain. GREAT draft. Here are my edits. Let’s each take one more took and then go to Kevin together and gel his take.., okay? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qc~(m, g,~ptor~:~. E’mpow,~r. 
9:{9~843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Aguilar, Alain J 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 1:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S..bject: New Position? 
Hey D, 
Here’s what I came up with so far. Let me know what you think the next step is. 
Thanks! 
Alain 
Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES!CPT!PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-843-2033 
(c) 
Office Hours: M!F 10:30-1pm and T!-rh 10-11am Woollen 314 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: http://e~ss~unc"edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/~b~ess-pr~fessi~na~/~verview/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Janua~ 11, 2013 10:42 AM 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 

<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@anc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edw~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murrill@unc.edw,; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] VOTING on a LETTER from PFN 

Hi. I need your vote TODAY to support or not to support Lhis letter by the Progressive FacufW Network at LiNC-Chapel Hill. I personally endorse this letter. (Majority 

will wh~. We may not have the Caucus name attached Lo Lh~s letter, so ~ wH~ dral:L somethh~g s~rni~ar and more brief.) 

Thanks, 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~gnorance and censdent~ous stupMitg," 

F~m= Sher~l Kleinman [mailto: 9nc,rr,com] 
Sent~ Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:49 PN 

To~ The progNc mailing list 

Subjeet~ [progNc] VO~NG on a k~ I I ~R from P~N 

Eve~None: 

I emailed several of you for co,nments; the latest version is below. If you want to make slight edits, emaJl me individually. If you have a bigger pmblmn, email the list. 

Send votes to me by Sunday at noon. It’s 254 words, which should work for the DTH. 

If you’re ~illing to sign the letter ~ith me, email me individually. I prefer our letters to have "avo signatories. As was the case in the fall, we could list two names 

and s~te "plus X other members of the Progressive Facul~ Network." 

Best, Sherryl 

To the editor: 
The UNC Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions is largely made up of politicians, CEOs, administrators, and only one faculty member. As of their January 9th meeting, 
two key sections of the plan "Maximizing efficiencies" and "Ensuring an accessible and a financially stable university’Lwere unavailable. 

The full draft will appear on January 16th, just two days before the system-wide Faculty Assembly meets to examine it and provide feedback. That is the only meeting of the 
FA before the plan is brought for a vote before the Board of Governors in February. And this schedule leaves no time for the FA to gather responses from their constituents. 

On January 9th, Charles Perusse (Chief Operating Officer of UNC) gave hints of what’s to come. He spoke of increasing "efficiencies"with regard to education, including class 
size and "low enrollment and low productivity programs." Mr. Perusse has spoken earlier of consolidating programs. 

Increasing class size, putting programs together, and getting rid of programs with a low number of degrees would have far-reaching consequences for teaching and curricula, 
and hence are matters in which faculty should be centrally involved. What is most efficient may not be the best for teaching and learning, or for having a university with 
intellectual integrity. 

President Tom Ross and Board Chair Peter Hans should direct the Advisory Committee to present the final draft to the Board of Governors in April. That timetable will allow 
faculty to read the document and respond. The current haste itself reflects the problem of valuing efficiency over education. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progt~ as: <a href "mailto:dstro(tbunc.edu’%dstro@nnc.edn<ig~< To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
emaJl to <a href "mail to:leave-32609755-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fe I eb9b(a)~listserv.nnc.edn">leave-32609755- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fe leb9b@listserv.unc.edn<?’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:10 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.e&~>; Cooper, Co.vte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: SA Import~t Meeting 

I was thinking that WE need to meet first so that we are surprised by each other’s views on these matters. We can then meet with KG for more guidance. We can 

develop a pote~tia~ candidate poo~ as a team. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: Weight, Erianne A, 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 1:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: RE: SA Important Meeting 
I can come at 2 or 2:30. I wonder if it might be prudent to have Keviffs insights prior to the meeting regarding next steps for a search. I feel as if we are extremely 

proactive and get news to the deans ottice TODAY (or ASAP), we might be able to roll out a search mid get someone secured by thll. Coyte and I discussed 

as two people that might come. The beaub" of being here is we don’t necessarily need to worry about the first round of applicams 

already being in the process. We can target individuals who a~e happy where they are and they will choose to co~ne to UNC. 
Eriam~e A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universib, of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: SA Important Meeting 

Hi All. In light of Richard’s decision, Coyte and I just chatted about having a meeting early next week to discuss the following (in no particular order): 

1. Grad application review process 

2. SA Grad Coordinator 

3. SA faculty involvement with Grad application review 

4. Interview Weekend coordination 

5. Summer School teachingSS13 

6. Teachingload F13 

7. SA faculty communications 

8. Office Space utilization 

9. Other - 

It is important for us to be reflective about the transition and gain as much understanding and unity as possible regarding these considerations. 

Are we available Tuesday after 2:007 ~ow about 2:307 

Thanks. 

Debby and Coyte 

Deborah L, Strornaa, Pb,Do CLU 
Ex~oreo I~n~a~e, Empower, 

::N:: Best Teachers2 

315 Wool~e~ - CB #gTO0 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

"Nearly all me~ ca~ stand scDersib,, bu~ if yo~ warn to tes~ a man’s character, gNe him power." Abraham I,iucoln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 1:20 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emafil.unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

Thanks. 
d 
Deborah L, Stroman~ Pb,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, ErapoWero 

::*:: [3est Teachers2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 1:25 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema:il.unc.edu> 

PJ~: EXSS ADD 

Hi. I keep telling thern such and they say they are fine, Time for me to be mean, ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qa, q~, ~2,~ptor~:~. E’mpow,~r. 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS ___ ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman. Deborah L 
Sent: Friday,, 1:20 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

1:25 PM 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore, E~a~Je, Er~powero 

::N:: Best Teachers2 

3~.5 Woo~le~ - CB #87~0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 1:32 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edw~ 

~live.unc.e&P,; ~live.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 328 ADD 

Hi      and       You are not eligible for the course because you ei[ber need to drop a class or get permission from your Steele advisor’ to take more hours, You 

M UST take care of this concern before Monday’s class. 

Thank you~ 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L,, Stroman, Ph,D, CL,U 
gn~]uL~e. ~x~lore, Empower. 

9:19,343,0336 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

9~9-962-2022 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, ~:20 PM 
To= NcCullen, Ashley D 

$uMeet= EXSS    ~DD 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

1:25 PM 

Thanks. 

d 

Deberah L, 5troman, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore, En~a~e, ErapoWero 

::N:: Best Teachers2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" "CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 1:38 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Admissions 

Love seeing your mug shot on the Admissions page! ;) 
http:!!www.admissions.unc.edui 
Looking good. 
Dr. Stroman 
Deborah L, S~:roman~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower= 

::N:: E~st T~ach~rs2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 1:39 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z ~at ufks@email.unc .e&~ 

FW: Admissions 

One of our students.,, can you capture the page and promote for EXSS marketing? 

African-American male who says UNC inspires him to be successful. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, 
To-" 
Subject; Admissions 
Love seeing your mug shot on the Admissions page! 

http:i!www.admissions.unc~edui 

Looking good. 

Dr. Stroman 

::X:: Best Teachers2 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and co~sdentious stupidity°" 

1:38 PM 

~Nearly all mea can s~a~M a~lversi~y, b~¢t if you wa~lt ~e ~est a man’s character, give him power." Abralia~r~ Li~~coh~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 1:40 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS    Z~d)D 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

1:36 PM 
From-" 

Sent-" Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: EXSS ADD 
Importance-" High 
Sorry about that’. I just dropped another class so I should be eligible now. I just needed to make sure that I could get into this class before I dropped another one in 

order to meet credit requirements for graduation. 

Thanks, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:44 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sporflaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.e&~>; Cooper, Co.vte <cgcooper@email.unc.edn> 

Prig: SA Import~t Meeting 

Thanks. kooking at Tuesday. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

"Nothing in ~he world is more dangerous ~han a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, January 2222, 20223 22:42 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: RE: SA Important Meeting 
Hi Atl .-- I’ve buried myseft: today ~rying to get manuscripts done and work on my presentation t:or the NCAA Convention, so ~ just saw your emaHs and .just spoke 

with Richard, Jf you meet today, can you conference cam or skype me in? 

Barbara Osborne 

~ssocJate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UniversiW of Nor[b Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~H, ~C 27519 

Phone: 919.9625173 

EmaH: sgortbw@unc:edu 

F~m~ Weight, Erianne A. 

Sent~ Friday, Janua~ it, 20~3 i:08 PN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte 

Subjeet~ RE: SA Impo~nt Neeting 

I cm~ come at 2 or 2:30. I wonder if it might be prudent R~ have Kevin’s insights prior to the meeting regarding next steps fbr a ~arch. I feel as if we are e~xemeN 

proactive and get news to the deans o~]ce TODAY (or ASAP), we might be able to roll out a search and get someone secured by 1511. Coyte and I discussed 

~ m,o people that might come. The beau~ of being he~ is we don’t neces~fily need to wo~, about the firs~ round of applicmlts 

already being in the process. We cm~ m~et individuals who me happy whei~ they are m~d they will choose to come to UNC. 

Efimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assis~t Pmf~sson S~d AdmimsCxation 

The Umve~i~’ ofNoi~h C~olina - ChaNl Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, January 2222, 20223 222:56 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
C:¢: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: SA Important Meeting 

Hi All. In light of Richard’s decision, Coyte and I just chatted about having a meeting early next week to discuss the following (in no particular order): 

1. Grad application review process 

2. SA Grad Coordinator 

3. SA faculty involvement with Grad application review 

4. interview Weekend coordination 

5. Summer School teaching SS13 

6. Teaching load 

7. SA faculty communications 

8. Office Space utilization 

9. Other - 

It is important for us to be reflective about the transition and gain as much understanding and unity as possible regarding these considerations. 

Are we available Tuesday after 2:00? How about 2:30? 

Thanks. 

Debby and Coyte 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,O. ~LU 
Explore. Engage, E~npowero 



i.~.i Best Teachers2 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:48 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sporflaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edn>; Cooper, Co~e <cgcooper@email.unc.edn> 

Pal:;: SA Import~t Meeting 

When you say"hete" do you mean UNC? I am a fitLte biased in terms of the SA priority PLUS I know you ate good on your" feet and wilt present well () So be w~th 

us, Io~ 

~ am aw~i~abk~ t.a meet this weekend bu~: Coyte is gone., 

Can we do a con[erence cal~ tordgh~: at 9:00 or tomorrow morning? 

Coyte ---when do you trsveIP 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19,84&0336 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From= Osborne, Barbara 
Sent= Friday, January 11, 2013 1:42 PM 
To= Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: RE: SA Important Meeting 
Hi Atl .-- I’ve buried myseft: today Lrying to get manuscripts done and work on my presentation t:or the NCAA Convention, so I just saw your emafls and just spoke 

with Richard, ~f you meet today, can you conference cal] or skype me in? 

Barbara Osborne 

~ssociate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

UniversiW of Nor[h Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8~05 

Chapel H~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 919,962 5173 

F~m~ Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent~ Friday, Janua~ ll, 20~3 1:08 PN 
T~ Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, 
Nubje~t~ RE: SA Impo~nt Meeting 

I can come at 2 or 2:30. I wonder if it might be prudent ~) have Kevin’s insights prior to the mee6ng regarding next steps lbr a ~arch. I feel as if we are emzemely 

proac6ve and get news to the deans office TODAY (or ASAP), we might be able to roll out a search and get someone secured by t~ll. Coyle and I discussed 

as two people that might come. The beau~ of being here is we don’t neces~dly need to wo~, about the ~rst ronnd of applicators 

already being in the pa)cess. We can ~get indivMnals who a~e happy whe~ they are a~d they will choose to come to INC. 

gfimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assis~t Pmt~sso~: Sp~ Admims~J’ation 

The U~eBib" ofNo~ C~o]ina - ChaN1 Hill 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From= Osborne, Barbara 
Sent= Friday, January 11, 2013 1:45 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject= RE: SA Important Meeting 
I’m supposed 1o be at the NCAA convention, @ Do you think I should stay here and skype into the meeting w~th them? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Sdence 

UnNers~tv o~ North Carolku~ 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8~05 

Chapel Hi~], NC 27519 

Phone: 919,9~2.5173 

Emmk sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, Janua~ ~, 20~3 ~:~ PN 
Te= Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Co#e 
N~je~t= RE: SA Impo~nt Meeting 
Thanks, kooking at Tuesday. 

Do Good. 

Deborah £, Stroman, Ph,D. C£~ 

9:19,84&0336 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 3anuary :11, 20:13 12:56 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: SA Important Meeting 

Hi All. In light of Richard’s decision, Coyte and I just chatted about having a meeting early next week to discuss the following (in no particular order): 

1. Grad application review process 

2. SA Grad Coordinator 

3. SA faculty involvement with Grad application review 

4. Interview Weekend coordination 

5. Summer School teaching SS13 

6. Teachingload F13 

7. SA faculty communications 

8. Office Space utilization 

9. Other - 

it is important for us to be reflective about the transition and gain as much understanding and unity as possible regarding these considerations. 

Are we available Tuesday after 2:00? How about 2:30? 

Thanks. 

Debby and Coyte 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,D. CLU 
E~p~oreo E~ga~e, Empower, 

i~i Best Teachers2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:49 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Co~e <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: SA Import~i~t Meeting 

That is rny sentimen[ and short history knowledge as weiL 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent-" Friday, January 11, 2023 1:47 PM 
To; Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject; RE: SA Important Meeting 
In response to Erianne’s comment about trying to get a search now, it might be possible for Kevin to work some kind of magic, but past practice is that we are 
without the position for a year while we search. There were also no guarantees that just because we lost someone that we would be granted a search to replace 
them, @ Hopefully that ~s no longer the case, but wan~:ed to provh~e sorne h~sl:ory, 
Barbara Osborne 
Associate Professor 
Exerdse and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
309 Woollen Gym 

Chapel HH~, NC 27519 
Phone: 919.962~5173 
Ema~k sportlaw~unc.edu 
~1 Weight, Erianne A, 
~ent: Friday, ]anua~ i[, 2023 ~:08 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Co~ 
~bje~t= RE: SA Impo~nt Meeting 
I can come at 2 or 2:30. I wonder if it might be prudent ~ have Kevin’s insights prior to the meeting regarding new steps for a ~arch. I feel as if we are emremely 

~roacfive and ~et news m the deans o~ce TODAY (or AS~), we might be able to roll out a search and get someone secured by fall. Co?~e and I Nscnssed 

~s two people that migN come. The beau~ of being here is we don’t neces~fily need to wo~ about the firs1 ro[md of applicm]ts 

already being in the process. We can mzget indivi&~als M~o aze hapw M~em they are a~d they will choose to come to 

Efianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, SD~ Admims~ation 

The UmveBi~" ofNo~£ Cazo]ina - ChaN1 Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 12:56 PM 
To; Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc; Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: SA Important Meeting 

Hi All. In light of Richard’s decision, Coyte and I just chatted about having a meeting early next week to discuss the following (in no particular order): 

1. Grad application review process 

2. SA Grad Coordinator 

3. SA faculty involvement with Grad application review 

4. Interview Weekend coordination 

5. Summer School teachingSS13 

6. Teachingload F13 

7. SA faculty communications 

8. Office Space utilization 

9. Other - 

it is important for us to be reflective about the transition and gain as much understanding and unity as possible regarding these considerations. 

Are we available Tuesday after 2:007 How about 2:307 

Thanks. 

Debby and Coyte 

Deborah L, Stromant Ph,D, CLU 



i.~.i Best Teachers2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:52 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-> 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SA Itnporta~t Meeting 

FacuKy Council meeting a[ 3:00. Can we conference call today at 2£157 I have a # we can use. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~," 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 1:50 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: SA Important Meeting 
I’ll be flying until :10:00 tonight and start working early in the morning. Might be tough to make it happen for me during these time frames. 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. [ Assistant Professor in Sport Administration [ UN~ Chapel Hill 

CEO of Bite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM} [929.962.0959 
Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the master]ul application o] the ]undamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma} 

On Jan 11, 2013, at 1:47 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

When you say"here~’ do you mean UNC? I am a little biased in terms of the SA priority PLUS I know you are good on your feet and will present well 

5o b,:_~ with us. 

I arn available to meet this weekend but Coyte is gone.., 
Can we do a conference call tonight at 9:00 or tomorrow morning? 

Coyte-when do you travel? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, PkD. 

Eng~a,q~:~, E.~p!or#, Empower: 

9 I9,84,3,0336 
<:imageOO:Ljpg> 

F~m= Osborne, Barbara 
Sent= Friday, Janua~ ~2, 2013 2:45 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Weighb Erianne A.; Cooper, Co~ 
Subject= RE: SA Impor~nt Meeting 
~’m supposed to be at the NCAA conventiom @ Do you thh~k ~ shouM stay here and skype h~to the meeting with them? 
garbara Osborne 

Assodate 9ro[essor 

[xerdse and Sport Sdeece 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 
cg 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

~hone: 919.9{~2.5173 

F~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t~ Friday, 3anua~ ~, 20~3 ~:~ PH 
Te: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Co~e 
$u~ject: RE: SA ]mpor~nt Heeting 
Thanks. LooMng at Tuesday. 

De Good, 

Deborah I.,. St~oman, Ph.D. CI.,U 

919,843.0336 

<in~ageOOl.jp[> 

"@oth[ng [n the world [s mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and eonsdent[ous 

F~: Osborne, Barbara 
Se~t~ Friday, ]anua~ ~, 20~3 ~:~2 PH 
Te: Weight, EManne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Co~e 
Subject: RE: SA ]mpor~nt Meeting 

H~ AH - i’ve buMed rnyseff today trying t:o get rnarmscdpts done and work on my presental:[on for the NCAA Convention, so [ just saw your ernaHs and 

)~st spoke wK:h Richard. ~[ you rneet today, can you con[erence ca][ or skype me m? 



garb~ra O_£borqe 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 

Chape~ Hi~l, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Emaih sportlaw@unc.edu 

~m: Weight, Erianne A. 
Seat: Friday, ]anua~ 11, 2013 1:08 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte 
SabjeCt: RE: SA Imporbnt Meeting 

I can come at 2 or 2:30. I wonder i£it reign ~ prudent to have Ecvin’s insigNs prior to the meeting ~gaNing ne~ steps £or a search. I £ec] as i£wc arc 

e~rcmcly proacdvc and ~ct news to the deans o~cc TODAY (or ASAP), we reign be able to roll out a search and get ~mconc secured by 

and I discussed.        .                               as m~o people that reign come. The beaub’ o£being here is we don’t necessarily need to wor~- 

about the 5rst round o£ applicants already ~ing in "die process. We can ~rget individ~is who are happy whe~ they a~ and they will choo~ to come to 

UNC. 

gfiam]e A. WeiglA Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Proibssor, S~¢t Administration 

The I JnivemiK’ of Noah Casolina - Cha~l Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: SA Important Fleeting 

Hi All. In light of Richard’s decision, Coyte and I just chatted about having a meeting early next week to discuss the following (in no particular order): 

1. Grad application review process 

2. SA Grad Coordinator 

3. SA faculty involvement with Grad application review 

4. Interview Weekend coordination 

5. Summer School teaching SS13 

6. Teachingload F13 

7. SA faculty communications 

8. Office Space utilization 

9. Other - 

It is important for us to be reflective about the transition and gain as much understanding and unity as possible regarding these considerations. 

Are we available Tuesday after 2:00? How about 2:30? 

Thanks. 

Debby and Coyte 

Deborah Lo Stron~n~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, ENgage, Empower, 

<image002.jpg> 

www.egss, unc,edu 

3t~5 Woolle~ - CB #8700 

g~g.843.033~ 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

"Nearly all mer~ <:a~ sta,~d adversity, but if yo~. v¢,a,d to tes~ a mar~s c~aracter, give }~ power¢’ Abral~am Li~colr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:56 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Weight, Erim~ne A. <eweightt~!email.unc.edu> 

RE: SA Itnportam Meeting 

can too. I just texted [rianne. 

Co~fere~ce Diabi~ Number; 

Do Good. 
Dehorah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
En~ju£~. ~xp]or~,, Empower. 
9] 9.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 1:52 PM 
To: Stroman, DeboFah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Co: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: SA Important Meeting 
I can talk at 2:I5 

Barbara Osborne 

Associa~:e Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University ot: North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel FH~< NC 27519 

Phone: 919.9S2.5I 73 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ ~riday, Janua~ ll, 2013 1:52 PN 
Te~ Cooper, Coyte 
¢¢~ Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne 
Su~jeet~ RE: SA Impo~nt Meeting 

Faculty Council meeting at 3:00. Can we conference cal~ today at 2:157 I have a # we can use~ 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore, 
91%8,}3,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 1:50 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erbnne A. 
Subject: Re: SA Important Meeting 
VII be flying until 10:00 tonight and start woFking eaFly in the moFning. Might be tough to make it happen foF me duFing these time fFames. 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. [ Assistant Professor in Sport Administration [ UNC- Chapel Hill 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 1~29.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful app/ication o~ the ~undamentals on a daffy basis" (Robin Sharma) 

On Jan 11, 2013, at 1:47 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <._d___s__t__r__o____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

When you say "here" do you mean UNC? I am a little biased in terms of the SA priority PLUS I know you are good on your feet and will present 

So be with us. ~o~ 

~ am avaHaMe to meet th~s weekend but Coyte ~s gone.,, 

Can we do a conference call tonight at 9:00 or tomorrow morning? 

Coyte- when do you travel ? 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CI,U 

9I 9,843,0336 



<irnageOO3..jpg> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidit%" 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 1:45 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne Aj Cooper, 
Subject: RE: SA Impor~nt Hooting 
~’m su~x~sed to be at the NCAA convention @ Do you tMnk ~ shouk~ stay here and skype k~l:.a the meetin~ with them~ 

~a~bara Osborne 

Assodste Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

University of North CaroJ~na 

309 Wo.a[len Gym 

CB 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~9 

Phone: 9~9.952.5~73 

~maik sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
$eBt= Friday, ]anua~ $$, 2013 $:44 PN 
T~: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Co~e 
Subject= RE: SA [mpor~nt Meeting 
Thanks. LooMng at Tuesday. 

Do Good. 

Debm’ah L. SLroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 
<irna~e00~jp~> 

"NetNng [n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent[eus stupidiW." 

F~m= Osborne, Barbara 
Sent-" Friday, Janua~ iI, 20~3 1:42 PH 
To= Weight, Er[anne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Co~ 
Subject: RE: SA Impor~nt Meeting 

Hi AH ---i’ve buried myself today trying Lo get manuscripts done and work on my presentation for the NCAA Convention, so [ just saw your omaha and 

just spoke wiLh Richard. if: you meet today, can you con[erence call or skype me 
garbara Osborne 

Assodate Professor 

[xerdse and Sport Sdence 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

ChapN Hill, NC 27519 

~h.ane: 919.9{~2.5173 

Emaih sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~= Weight, Erianne A. 
Seat= Friday, 3anua~ $$, 2013 $:08 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: RE: SA [mpor~nt Hooting 

I can come at 2 or 2:30. I wonder if it might ~ prudent to have Kevin’s insights prior to the meeting ~garding next steps for a search. I fbel as if we are 

e~mely proacfive and get news m the deans once TODAY (or ASAP), we might be able m roll out a search and get ~meone secured by fall. Co~te 

and I discussed                              , as h¥o people fl~at might come. The beau~ of being he~ is we don’t necessarily need m wo~ 

about the first round of app]icm~ts already ~ing in ~e process. We can target individ~ls who are happy where they am and they roll choo~ to come to 

UNC. 

Efianne A. WeighL Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sp~ Adminis~afion 

The UNveBib’ of Noah Carolina - ChaNl Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, January 11, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: SA Important Meeting 

Hi All. In light of Richard’s decision, Coyte and I just chatted about having a meeting early next week to discuss the following (in no particular order): 

I. Grad application review process 

2. SA Grad Coordinator 

3. SA faculty involvement with Grad application review 

4. Interview Weekend coordination 

5. Summer School teaching 5S13 

6. Teachingload F13 

7. SA faculty communications 

8. Office Space utilization 

9. Other - 

It is important for us to be reflective about the transition and gain as much understanding and unity as possible regarding these considerations. 

Are we available Tuesday after 2:00? How about 2:307 

Thanks. 

Debby and Coyte 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 1:56 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

1~: EXSS 

Okay. Thanks for the communication 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. F~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

~Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: [~’riday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: EXSI 

10:58 AM 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I would like to set up an appointment with you to go over the ot~iectives :For Exss     I have set up an internship with the                 , however, l am still waiting to hear back from Dr 
Salyer about a substitution I am trying to make in replace of Sport Finance so that I can complete my Sport Administration major I discussed this situation with you briefly in the Fall 
because if the substitution does not work out, I will not be able to stay in Exss Once Dr. Salyer has made a decision about this substitution, ! will be able to confirm with you whether or 
not I plan to remain in this course 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 2:11 PM 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

ILE: [progfac] VOTING on a LETTER from PI:N 

I er~clorse this letter’. Thanks! 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9198843~0336 

From: SherwI Kleinman [ma~lto: ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:49 PN 
To: The progNc mailing list 
Subject: [progNc] VO~NG on a Le ~ m eR from PFN 
Everyone: 

I emailed several of you for comments; the latefft version is below. If you want to make slight edits, email me individually. If you have a bigger problem, email the lis~. 

Send votes to me by Sunday at noon. It’s 254 words, which should work tbr the DTH. 

If you’re ~411ing to sign the letter with me, email me indMdu’,flly. I preI~r our letters to have two signatories. As was the case in the thll, we could list two names 

and s~te "plus X other members of the Progressive Faculty Network." 

Best, Shenyl 

To the editor: 
The UNC Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions is largely made up of politicians, CEOs, administrators, and only one faculty member. As of their January 9th meeting, 
two key sections of the plan "Haximizing efficiencies" and "Ensuring an accessible and a financially stable university’--were unavailable. 

The full draft will appear on January 16th, just two days before the system-wide Faculty Assembly meets to examine it and provide feedback. That is the only meeting of the 
FA before the plan is brought for a vote before the Board of Governors in February. And this schedule leaves no time for the FA to gather responses from their constituents. 

On January 9th, Charles Perusse (Chief Operating Officer of UNC) gave hints of what’s to come. He spoke of increasing "efficiencies"with regard to education, including class 

size and "low enrollment and low productivity programs." Mr. Perusse has spoken earlier of consolidating programs. 

Increasing class size, putting programs together, and getting rid of programs with a low number of degrees would have far-reaching consequences for teaching and curricula, 
and hence are matters in which faculty should be centrally involved. What is most efficient may not be the best for teaching and learning, or for having a university with 
intellectual integrity. 

President Tom Ross and Board Chair Peter Hans should direct the Advisory Committee to present the final draft to the Board of Governors in April. That timetable will allow 
faculty to read the document and respond. The current haste itself reflects the problem of valuing efficiency over education. 

<ul> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 2:14 PM 

Richard Harrill < @gmall.com> 

I~E: Sports and Social Entrepreneurship 

Hi Richard. Can you come by my office? I will be finishing up teaching 

Woollen 315 (next to Carmichael Arena) 

debby 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Elngage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Richard Harrill [mailto: (~mail com] 
Sent: Friday, January 11,2013 7:06 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: Re: Sports and Social Entrepreneurship 

Next Thursday at 2pro would be perfect. Would you like to meet at the Y, or your office, or the Daily Grind? 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 4:00 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> Happy New Year Richard[ Thanks for the follow up. How is your schedule on Wednesday at 1:00 or Thursday after 2:00? 
> 

> debby 
> 

> I)o Good. 
> 
> I)eborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Harrill, Richard Cal&vell 
> Sent: Thmsday, January 10, 2013 6:53 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Sports and Social Entrepreneurship 
> 

> Deborah, Happy New Year! Do you have time to meet to discuss sports and social entrepreneurship in the next ~veek or t~vo? I’m preparing a proposal for an alunmus / donor who would 
like to invest a little money in a pilot program to see if Carolina athletes would be ~villing to m~dertake entreprenemial projects abroad for six months or so, sornething akin to a gap year. I’d 
appreciate the opportunity to get your expertise and feedback. All the best, Richard Harrill 
> 

> 

> Director 
> The Campus Y 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 2:16 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edw,; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SA hnporta~t Meeting 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 2:15 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A, 
Subject: Re: SA Important Meeting 

i’m on the call. 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC- Chapel Hill 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I~19,962,0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the master[ul application o.f the ~undamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

On Jan 11, 2013, at 1:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

can too. I just texted Erianne, 

Co~fere~ce Oia~-i~ N~mber; 

Participant Access Code: ....... # 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Er~ga,qe. ExpJore, Ernpow~m 

919.843.0336 

<ima~e00Ljp~> 

"N~tNng ~n th~ world ~s more dangerous than a s~nce~ ignorance and consd~nt~ous stupidiW," 

Fmm: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, Januaw 11, 2013 1:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Co~e 

Cc: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: SA Impotent Meeting 

~ can t~k at 2:15 

Barbara Osborne 

Assodate Professor 

[xerdse and Sport Sdence 

University of North 

309 Woo~ler~ Gym 

CB 8{505 

Chapd Hi~l, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Emaik sportlaw@unc.edu 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 11, 2013 1:52 PH 
To= Cooper, Coy~ 

Ce= Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject= RE: SA Impotent Meeting 

Faculty Cound] meeting a[: 3:00. Can we oan[erence cM] today at 2:157 ~ have a # we can use. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~t~,g~, g~p!or~, Empowe~t 

9I %843,0336 

<image001~jpg> 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

F~m: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Friday, 3anuaw 11, 2013 1:50 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne 
Subject: Re: SA Impo~ant Meeting 



I’ll be flying until 10:00 tonight and start working early in the morning. Might be tough to make it happen for me during these time frames. 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UN~; Chapel Hill 

CEO of Bite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) [919o962o0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSIVlarketing 

"Success is the masterful application o~ the ~undamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

On Jan 11, 2013, at 1:47 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc~edu> wrote: 

When you say ’%ere" do you mean UNC? I am a little biased in Lerms of the 5A prioriLy PI.US I know you are good on your feet and 

~resent well. #~ So be w~[:h us. 

I am available to meet th~s weekend but Coyte ~s goner,, 

Can we do a conference ca[~ tonight at 9:00 or tomorrow morning? 

Coyte--when do you travel? 

d 

Do Goo& 

Deborah L S~roman, PtLD, CLU 

919.843,0336 

<imageOO1.]pg> 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~gnora~ee and eo~sdenfious stup~ditg." 

F~= Osborne, Barbara 
SeBt= Friday, ]anua~ 11, 2013 1:45 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Edanne A.; Cooper, Co~e 
S~bje~t= RE: SA [mpoRant Meeting 
I’m supposed to be at the NCAA convention. @ Do you think I should stay here and skype ~nto the meeth~g w~th them? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Pro~essor 

Exercise and S£ort Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8805 

Cha~xfl I-{~li, NC 27~19 

Phone: 919.982, 5173 

E m ~ ~: A ~_9_[_~_~_~_@ M_Q ~_:#_#_~. 

~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Friday, ]anua~ $$, 2053 $:44 PN 
To= Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Co~e 
~bje~t= RE: SA [mpo~ant Meeting 

Thanks. [.ooMn~ a~: Tuesday, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L Stromau, Ph,D, CI.,U 

919,843,0336 

<image001,j0g> 

F~= Osborne, Barbara 
Seat= Friday, 3anua~ $1, 2013 1:42 PN 
To= Weight, Edanne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
S~bje~t= RE: SA [mpoRant Meeting 

}-I~ ~l - ~’ve buried myself today trying t:o get manuscdpLs dolce and work .:}[~ my presentatk)n for the NCAA C.:}[we~]tb:}~% so ~ just saw your 

omaha and just spoke w~th R~chard If you meet today, can you conference ca~] or skype me in? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 
Cg 8605 

Chapel HHL NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962,5173 

Ema~]: sport~aw@unc.edu 

F~m= Weight, Erianne A. 
$eBt= Friday, Januaw 11, 20~3 ~:08 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coy~ 
Sabje~t= RE: SA Impo~ant Meeting 

I ca~ come at 2 or 2:30. I wonder if it might ~ prudent to have Kevm’s insights prior # the meeting regarding ne~ steps for a search. I feel 

as if we are e~remely proactive and get news to the dea~s o~ce TODAY (or AS~), we might be able to roll out a ~arch and get 

someone secored by fall, Co)¢e and I discossed                               as ~vo ~ople that might come, The beao~- of being 

hem is we don’t necessa~ly need to wo~ aboot the fiBt round of applicants already ~ing in the process. We cm~ ~get individuals who 

happy where they are and they will choose to come to 

Efia~ne A, Weight. Ph.D,, M,B,A. 

Assistant Profbssog Spa Administration 

The Univemit~, of North Carolina - ChaF1 Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, .lanuary 11, 2013 12:56 PM 



To-" Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢-" Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" SA Important Meeting 

Hi All. In light of Richard’s decision, Coyte and I just chatted about having a meeting early next week to discuss the following (in no 

particular order): 

1. Grad application review process 

2. SA Grad Coordinator 

3. SA faculty involvement with Grad application review 

4. Interview Weekend coordination 

5. Summer School teaching SS13 

6. Teaching load F13 

7. SA faculty communications 

8. Office Space utilization 

9. Other - 

It is important for us to be reflective about the transition and gain as much understanding and unity as possible regarding these 

considerations. 

Are we available Tuesday after 2:007 How about 2:30? 

Thanks. 

Debby and Coyte 

Deboral~ Lo Stro~ Ph,D, ~LU 

<ima~e002.jp~> 

<ima~e003.jp~> 

~Ne~:dy ~.1] ~.e~ ca~. st;~ adve:~’~ty, b~t :~f yo~ ~:;~t to test ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 2:46 PM 

Kid, David <kJel@email.unc.e&~ 

I~E: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Hi David. Tuesday at 2:30? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn.qcN~, g,vptor~:~, g’mpower, 

9:{9.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 11:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Debbie, T can do morning on Tuesday but could do afternoon on Wed. David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:43 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Hi David. LeL’s go with Tuesday, if possible, 
d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Str’ornan, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 8:11 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Dear Debby, 

Per your note below I will call you Monday, Jan. 14 at 3pm at 919-843-0336. 

Please let me know if this is going to work for you. Thanks, David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 11:43 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Any time b~-dore :1.0:30 a,m or after" 2:00, rhanl~s. 
Do Goo(L 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9,343,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 10:47 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Debby, Is there a good time for me to call next week? I think 15 or 20 rain., should be enough time. David 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Man, 7 Jan 2013 10:33:25 -0500 

To: David Kiel <k_!e_!_.@__.e_ .m_a_j_[:_u___n_.c_:.e_d__u_> 

Subject: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Thanks David! I will be available to get back on this important programming ne×t week. 

d ~-’_~ b b ¥ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 



From; Kiel, David 
Sent; Monday, 3anuary 07, 20:~3 5:26 AM 
To; Ernestine Taylor 

C:c; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 1:~ 
Earnestine, Happy New Year to you and yours as well. 

Re: Talking about the contract for the work with the CBC. I need to have a conversation with Debby and get back to you with some guidance. I want to be sure 3[ want to move 
in concert with her and the CBC on this, and we haven’t spoken since we broke for the holidays. 

Once 3[ am able to speak with Debby 3[ will be back in touch. 

By the way 3[ notice there is no address on the invoice. Please add my contact information below as an address and re-send otherwise it won’t go through the Business Center 
here which serves many units besides our office. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 

Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

From: Ernestine Taylor [       ~triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Sunday, .January 06, 20:~3 9::~6 PM 
To; Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Focus Group Meeting - December 

Wishing both of you a 2013 FULL OF HAPPINESS! 

Now that the hectic holiday season has come to an end, I can refocus and get back to work. Some work includes submitting an invoice for our meeting in 

December. © 

David attached is the invoice we agreed to. Please make check payable to ETConsulting and Coaching. 

I have begun to think about the first two modules- or should I say workshops. The first will be about Building and Maintaining Relationships. I am 

convinced that it should be sooner rather than later for the team - faculty and staff- to develop skills in giving and receiving feedback. This would be the 

second workshop; and, will enable everyone to create an individual action plan to address the issues discussed at our initial meeting. 

I am traveling next week and the 4th week in January; therefore, I will submit a draft proposal of the two modules the first week in February for your 

review. 

David you and I should talk about how to proceed from this point in developing a contract with estimated services and costs. Available to chat on 

Wednesday, January 9 after 3:30 (or) January 14 before 12 noon. 

Excited about beginning this work with the CBC. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 2:48 PM 

Kid, David <kJel@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 UPDATE 

Ooopps~ I meant 2:00 on Wednesday! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~19.84&0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent= Thursday, January 10, 2013 11:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Dabble, I can do morning on Tuesday but could do afternoon on Wed. David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:43 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject; RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Hi David. LeL’s go with Tuesday, if possible, 
d 
Do 
;Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent= Tuesday, January 08, 2013 8:11 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Dear Debby, 

Per your note below I will call you Monday, Jan. 14 at 3pm at 919-843-0336. 

Please let me know if this is going to work for you. Thanks, David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, January 07, 2013 11:43 PM 

To; Kiel, David 
Subject; RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Any time b~-_~fore 10:30 a,m or after" 2:00, rhard~s. 
Do Goo(L 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 10:47 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 
Debby, Is there a ~ood time for me to call next week? I think 1S or 20 rain., should be enough time. David 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 7 Jan 2013 10:33:25 -0500 

To: David Kiel <k_!e_!_@.e_m_a_)_[:_u___n_.c_:.e_d__u_> 

Subje~: RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

Thanks David! I will be available to get back on this important programming ne×t week, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
,gng¢~{~. Explore..gmpow~r. 

9:19,843,0336 



From; Kiel, David 
Sent; Monday, 3anuary 07, 20:~3 5:26 AM 
To; Ernestine Taylor 

C:c; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Focus Group Meeting - December 1:~ 
Earnestine, Happy New Year to you and yours as well. 

Re: Talking about the contract for the work with the CBC. I need to have a conversation with Debby and get back to you with some guidance. I want to be sure 3[ want to move 
in concert with her and the CBC on this, and we haven’t spoken since we broke for the holidays. 

Once 3[ am able to speak with Debby 3[ will be back in touch. 

By the way 3[ notice there is no address on the invoice. Please add my contact information below as an address and re-send otherwise it won’t go through the Business Center 
here which serves many units besides our office. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 

Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

From: Ernestine Taylor [       ~triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Sunday, .January 06, 20:~3 9::~6 PM 
To; Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Focus Group Meeting - December 

Wishing both of you a 2013 FULL OF HAPPINESS! 

Now that the hectic holiday season has come to an end, I can refocus and get back to work. Some work includes submitting an invoice for our meeting in 

December. © 

David attached is the invoice we agreed to. Please make check payable to ETConsulting and Coaching. 

I have begun to think about the first two modules- or should I say workshops. The first will be about Building and Maintaining Relationships. I am 

convinced that it should be sooner rather than later for the team - faculty and staff- to develop skills in giving and receiving feedback. This would be the 

second workshop; and, will enable everyone to create an individual action plan to address the issues discussed at our initial meeting. 

I am traveling next week and the 4th week in January; therefore, I will submit a draft proposal of the two modules the first week in February for your 

review. 

David you and I should talk about how to proceed from this point in developing a contract with estimated services and costs. Available to chat on 

Wednesday, January 9 after 3:30 (or) January 14 before 12 noon. 

Excited about beginning this work with the CBC. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 5:19 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emafil.unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

Hi Ashley. If slots are available, please enroll 
PID - 
Thanks. 
d 
Deborah L, S~:r~man~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore, Engage, ErnpoWero 

::N:: E~st T~ach~rs2 

in either section of EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 5:21 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

FW: EXSS    ADD 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

Hi Ashley. If slots are available, please enroll in either section of EXSS : 

PID - 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroraant Ph,D. CLU 
E Iore, En a e,E~ ower, 

::N:: Best Teachers2 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

5::t9 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 5:24 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema:il.unc.edu> 

IL!:;: EXSS    ADD 

Okay. The student left me a voice message, I will forward to Sherry. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g~]ug~e. ~xplore, Empov~er. 

9:19,843,0336 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent; Friday,, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 
919-962-2022 

From: S~roman, Deborah L 
Se.t: Friday, 5:19 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: ~X$$    ADD 
Hi AsMev. If slots are available, please enroll in either section of EXSS 
PID - 
Thanks. 
d 
Deberah L, 5troman, Ph,IDo CLU 
Explore, En~age, ErapoWero 

::X:: Best Teachers2 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

5:24 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 5:26 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema]l.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS    ADD 

;) So true. 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qcN~, E,~plor~:~, g’mpower, 
9198843~0SS6 

From= McCullen, Ashley D 

Sent= Friday,, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS . ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From= Stroman. Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, 5:24 PM 
To= IVlcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

Go HOME! ;) 

Okay. The student left me a voice message, I will forward to Sherry. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, E,rptor~:~. g~mpower, 

9:19.843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

5:26 PM 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

[;:24 PM 

From= McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent= Friday, 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: EXSS ’ ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From= Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent= Friday, ~ 5:19 PM 
To= McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject= EXSS    ADD 

Hi Ashley. If slots are available, please enroll in either section of EXSS 

PID - 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. En~Jage. ErapoWero 

::X:: Best Teachers2 



v~r~v,exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 

9~9,843~033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:35 PM 

Campus Y FMALs < ~gmail.com> 

Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu> 

RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi I                . ’,-ls Carolina students(??), I am sure you have been taught the tools [o identit:y and communicate with any employee a[ this university. You~ 

note ~s very surprising, ~ m~ disappoh~ted that I need to even write this note m~d that you have asked me to do "your" work, As a servant to all students (an~ one 

who teaches students to be self-sufficient), I wi~ take the t~me to ’qnstruct" you for future s~tuations. Let me start w~th the fo~]owing: 

1, The footbal~ ofSce b prornh~em: ot~ th~s carnpus. They have ernaHs, phone numbers, and Twitter accounts, What was your response from them alter your 

kdtial contact? 

2. The football office has regular office hours. D~d you "walk" your inv~tsL~on to h~s office? WhsL was the response? 

g. The Go Heels athletics webs~te (accessible for everyone ~n the work~ on the internet) I~sts his phone number. Did you cam and what was Lhe response? 

~t ~s not necessary for you to send me a response to these questions, ~ only hope they trigger your activity, Professional development lesson: ~f you receive zero 

Jess than satisfactory) response, only then ~s it appropriate to ask a faculty member or someone who may have a persona] relationship with the Coach (or 

whomever) to assist you, 

Although th~s note may "pinch," R ~s vak~able to help you be successfu~ m the [uture at~d not ot~e who is labek~d as lazy and incompetent, 

Let me know ~]: you sL~ need rny assistance[ 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborrd~ L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

F~m= Campus Y FHALs [ma~lto @gmail,com] 
Senti Friday, : 5:0~PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
~e~ Barker, Marco J 
Subject= Re: Matin Luther King Jr, Week 

Hi Dr. S~oman~ 
We have not been able to reach Coach Fedora, or find any contact info for his once. Would you be able to help us pass along the a~ched proposal to Coach 

Fedora? 

Tha~ you for your time, 

On Tue,          ~ at 9:49 PM, Stromma, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr, Barker, Happy New Year[ t know each gen[:~emat~ persona~iy, Did you not receive any cornn~unicath:m from thek office regarding your [orrnal request? 

Dr, Strornan 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Campus Y FMALs 

(:c: Stroman, Deborah L 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

4:30 PM 

Subject: RE: Matin Luther King Jr. Week 

I think I forflot to include Dr. Strcman’s email. 

Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph,D, 
St. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9~25 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9&25 

~ 9 Z}~_& ~_~ ~_~ ~:_~ #_~. (e m a i I) 
9:£9-962-6962 (phone) 

9~9-962-5063 (fax) 

D ~V E RS ~TY M A T-?- E R S I ~z:~z~_:_~_~)_#_:_~_~_~Z_#_]_~_~_[:~_!:~:z 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To: Campus Y FMALs 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 



Hello 
I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start with 
an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 
Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 

barker@unc.edu (email) 

919-962-6962 (phone) 

.9_._1_.9_:.9_6__2_::5_.0__.6_3_ (fax) 

DIV F..RSITY MA~}~RS I www. u n c. ed u/dive rsity 

From: Campus Y FMALs I ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:49 plVl 

To: Barker, Mlarco .] 
Subject-" Re: Martin Luther King 3r. Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 
Happy New Years! We hope that you have had a wonderful winter bre~:. 

Thank you so much tbr your support thus t:a:r and your t~edback has really helped us shape the event thus far. Specifically, right now-, we are trying to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunningham, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly reach them and tell them about our evenr? 

Thanks, 

campus-y.unc.edu 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, January 11, 2013 5:37 PM 

Campbell, Lazry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; I,irtlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursul~littlejohn@unc.edtr% McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edtr% Murrill, Verita L 
<verita murrill@unc.edtP,; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~W: Malin Luther King Jr. Week 

A bit harsh but this message was meant for Dr~ Barker as well.., 

I am so filled regarding DMA stuft: that perhaps I vented on the studen[s indirectly. Keep praying for me! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

E~NcN~, E,rptor~:~. Empow~r, 

9:19~343~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

5:35 PM 
From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday,, 
To-" ’Campus Y FMALs’ 
Co: Barker, Marco J 
Subject-" RE: Mar~in Luther King 3r, Week 

As Carolina studenLs(??), I am sure you have been taught the tools to identify and communicate with any employee at tMs university. Your 

note is very surprising. ~ am disappoinLed that I need to even write this noLe and thsL you have asked me to do "your" work. As a servant to a~l students (and one 

who teaches students to be se~f-sufficient), I wi~J take the thee to ’qnstruct" you for future s~tuations~ let me start w~th the foJ~owing: 

The footbal~ office ~s prominent on tNs campus, They have emai~s, phone numbers, and Twitter accounts. What was your response from them after your 

initial contact? 

2. The football office has r’egu~ar of[ice hours. D~d you "walk" your invi[at~on to his office? What was the response? 

3. The Go Hee~s athletics webs~te (accessible for everyone ir~ the worfd on the ~nter’net) lists his phone nurnber~ Did you csl~ and what was the response? 

~t ~s not necessary for you to send me ~ response to these questions. ~ onJy hope they trigger your activity. Professional development ~esson: ~f you receive zero 

Jess than satisfactory) response, onJy then ~s it appropriate to ask a faculty member or someone who may have ~ persona~ relationship with the Coach (or 

whomever) to asses[ you. 

A~[:hough th~s note may "pinch," ~t ~s vah.~sble to help you be successful ~n the fu[:ure and not one who is h~be~ed as h~zv and incompetenL 

Let me know ~f you st~ft need my assistance! 

Drt Stroman 

9o Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

"NotNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous 
F~m= Campus Y FMALs [t~_aJlN_;~_ ............................ 

Sent= Friday, 5:04 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
¢~= Barker, Marco J 
Subject= Re: Ma~in Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. S~oman~ 

We have not been able to reach Coach Fedora, or find any contact info for his o~ce. Would you be able to help us pass along the a~ched proposal to Coach 

Fedora? 

Tha~ you for ~ur time, 

On Tue,           at 9:49 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dsm~;nnc.edu> wrote: 

t-fi Dr, Barker. Happy New Year[ [ kn.aw each gentleman perch.aria@, Did you not receive any communication From their office regarding y.aur formal request ? 

Dr. Stromat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.849.0336 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To-" Campus Y FMALs 
Co-" Stroman, Deborah L 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidityo" 

4:30 PM 

Subject: RE: Martin [,uther King Jr. Week 
I think I forgot to include Dr. Stroman’s email. 
Marco 



Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 
i)i~v~!:~!~::~,¯ :~ni:~ i~iui!:i~: uib.i~:~i i\i i:! :~,~ 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 
barker@unc edu (email) 
9_[9.-962.-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

D IV E R S ITY M ATT [~.: R S I ~t’__w_~,t:__~z~_ .c_’_:.~_~!_.u_Z_d__! .v_~__r_.~_!.t.z 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To; Campus Y FMALs 
Subject; RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hello 
I have reached out to a Colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start with 

an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 
Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 

barker@unc.edu (ernail) 
.e_.& .e_: .e_ .e_ _2_ :¢_ 2 . .¢_ .2_ (phone) 
919-962-5063 (fax) 

DIVE RS ITY MATTE RS I www u n c e d u/dive rsity 

From: Campus Y FMALs [£ _ _ ~g__m___a__~_l_=_c___o_[_r_~ 
Sent: Saturday, 2:49 PM 
To; Barker, Marco J 
Subject; Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 

Hapw New Years! We hope that you have had a wonderful winter break. 
Thank you so much for your support thus far and your feedback has really helped us shape the event thus far. Specifically, right now, we are t~ing to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunningham, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly reach them and tell them abx~ ut our event? 

Thanks, 

#)grnail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 5:38 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc .ed u~~ 

EW: Mmlin Luther King Jr. Week 

A bit harsh.,, especially since they don’t know 

ljust found it to be an amazingly dumb request of a professor. 

Call me after 9:00 tomght, if p.assibie Thanl<s~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

5:35 PM 
From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, 
To-" ’Campus Y FMALs’ 

Co-" Barker, Marco 3 
Subject: RE: Mar~in Luther King 3r. Week 
Hi                  As Carolina students(??), I am sure you have been taught the tools to identify and communicate with any emFAoyee at thb university. Your 

note ~s very surpdsh~g. ~ am disappointed that I need to even write this note and that you have asked me to do "your" work. As a servant to a~l students (and one 

who teaches students to be se~f-sufficient}, I wi~ take the Ume to "~nstruct" you for future s~tu~tions~ let me start w~th the fo~owing: 

The footbal~ offk:e ~s prom~ner~t on tMs campus, They have emai~s, phone numbers, and Twitter accoum:s. What: was your response from them after your 

h~tial contact? 

2. The football office has re[u[ar ol:[:~ce hours. DM you "walk" your invitation to Ns office? What was the response? 

3. The Go Heels athletics webs[to (accessible for evewone h~ the world on the ~nternet) I~sts his phone number. Did you call and what was the response? 

it ~s not necessary for you to send me a response to these quesUons. [ only hope they trigger your actMty. Professional development lesson: ff you receive zero 

less than satis[actorv) response, only then ~s it appropriate to ask a [acuity member or someone who may have a persona~ re[at:ionship with the Coach (or 

whomever) to assist you. 

g~d~ou~h tNs note rnay "pinch/~ ~t ~s vak~able to help you be success[u[ ~n the future and not one who is labeled as lazy and incompetenh 

Let me know ~f you st~[~ need my assbtance~ 

Dr. Stroma~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Strt~man, Ph,D, CLU 

En,q~((m, Exptor~:~, Empaw~r, 

919,843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent[ous 

F~m= Campus Y FNALs [mailto;~           ~ma~lxom] 
Sent= Friday, 5:04 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= Barker, Marco J 
Subject: Re: Na~in Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. S~vman[ 

We have not been able to roach Coach Fedora, or find rely con~ct intb tbr his o~ce. Would you be able to help us pass along the a~ched proposal to Coach 

Fedora? 

Tha~ you for ~gur time, 

On Tue,           at 9:49 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi [)r. Barker. Happy New Year! ~ kn.aw each gentleman pen~.ana~v. Did you not receive any communicaUon [rom their of[ice regarding y.aur formal request ? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

EngiNe, Ex~:ffore. 

919.843.0336 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To; Campus Y FMALs 
(::c; Stroman, Deborah L 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

4:30 PM 

Subject: RE: Martin [,uther King Jr. Week 

I think I forgot to include Dr. Stmman’s email. 

Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 



South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 

barker@unc,edu (email) 
919-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

I:)IV[~.RS ITY M/t~F[ERS I www. u n c. ed u/dive rsity 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday,. 2:51 PM 
To: Campus Y FMALs 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hello 
I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start with 
an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 
Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
St. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 
._b__a__r_!_~__e__r__@___u___n__c_:__e__d___L!. (e m a i I) 
919-962-6962 (phone) 

#__&__#: #__6_’__2_ :~_r_9___6_’_~. ( fax ) 

#~l,,f~,’~" [’~: R ,..~ I www unc edu/diversity 

From: Campus Y FMALs [            ~qmail.coml 

Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Barker, Marco J 
Subject: Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 
Hapw New Years! We hope that you have had a wonderful winter breast. 

Thank you so much for your suppo~l thus fax and your feedback has really helped us shape the event tlms far. Specifically, right now, we are t~ying to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunninghmn, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly reach them and tell thetn about our event? 

Thanks, 

campus-y.unc.edu 

@t~mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 5:52 PM 

Salyer, Sher~, L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Hackney, Anthony C <thackney@med.unc.edu>; Deborah Stroma~ Ph. D. CLU <~]stroman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS ~ 

Thanks. Yes, we are both exci[ed abou[ this project. 

Can you provide a projected reading list? The short fist con start with the Internotionot Journoi of Sport Cammun;codon (VoL 5~ Number 4, December 2022), 

The ent;re spedat ;ss~e ;s eight peer-redewed research on Twi~te~: www.ijsc-joumaLcom 

2. Research Paper and Oral Presental:km (Deck} -whist b "dec~"???- 60% .- ;) 77~ot ~ ~ business te~mfor r4 format qf~ present~tion. (e.g., Prezi, p~t, etc~) We 

ore us/t}g :~O~ woHd tortes. 

3. Statistical/Lab Reports (3) --20% ~sn’t tMs part of the paper?; Wh,i is ~t separate? Assumk~g it is part of her paper, then that aspect is requked itl order to 

write the resuks and discussion part of the paper...correct? Ex,oloined under the ’Work Pion" secdon, It is no~ a port of the pope’r, 

Participation --5% -q struggle with gMng a partidpat~on grade for just beh~g at meet~ngs~         "part~dpation" is reflected ~n her ~ournal and ~n the 

written research paper and ora~ presentation. Kevh~ wasn’t around just now, but ~ discussed w~th Tony~ We both fen that partidpat~on should not be part 

oF ~:he assessment:; Jet         :)artidpa~:~on be evaluated through her written rea(:~:ions. I have copied Tonv on this emaiJ; he can probably say it more 

eloquently, We wouM ~ke ~:he 5% to be oaHapsed into one of the other c~tegork~s. No problem. ~ ~hough~from lost semester you wot~ed o ’Pr2rtlclpotion" 

element. Although I do find it important to evoiu~te one’s level of contribution at o meeting. Tha~ is, is one’ pro,oared, a~tendve., engaged? Fo: management 

students, this learning and assessment is critical P~rticipation is df~:erent :~om Attendance in my understandh~g end b~h~::br an tr~;ditional or independent 

study tout:so. Nonetheie~s, we con move the 5% to.lournot (Written). 

Let me D~ow if you need anvthk~g else, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9719.~43,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiWo" 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 4:06 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~c: Hackney, Anthony C 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
Debby, I did get it, just have been busy today. This looks like a really interesting, well conceived research assignment. I can tell you have really guided her on this. 

f have a[:tachBd ~ couple of concerns/revisions. Tony and f conferred ~bout t:Ms, so ~ have copied hkn on this email. 

Sherry 

~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
$eBt= Thursday, January 10, 2013 4:45 PH 
Te= Salyer, Sherry L 
C¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
~mpo~ance: High 

Hi Sherry. I am here until 6:15 if you want me to come by. 

Thanks. 

d 

Explore, Engage, Empower. 

~.~.~ Best Teachers2 

v,g,~v,exss, u nc,ed u 
............................................. 

9~9,g43.033~ 

~’NeaYIy all ~nen can s~mM adveYsity, bvt ff ym[ wm[t ~o test a nm~Fs chaY~cteY, g~ue him power/’ Abraham L~ncoh~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}’- 

Friday, January 11, 2013 5:54 PM 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@~mc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edw~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murrill@nnc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

I~E: FW: [progthc] VOTING on a LETTER fio~n PFN 

Thanks Larry! 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiW," 

From-" Campbell, Larry 

Sent; Friday, January 22, 2023 3:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge 
Subject; Re: FW: [progfac] VOTING on a Le I I I:R from PFN 

Got my support as long as the facts are correct. Larry 

Sent from my Samsung EpicTM 4G 

"Stroman, DeborahL ~dstroL~,unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi. I need your vote TODAY ~o support or not to support this letter by the Progressive Faculty Network at UNC--Chapel Hitl. I personally endorse this leLter. (Majority 

will wh~. We may not have the Caucus name attached to this letter, so I will draft somethh~g similar and more brief.) 

Thanks, 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

g~jug~e. ~xplore, Empov~er, 

919.843.0336 

"NotNng in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiW." 

F~m= Sher~l Kleinman [mai~to: ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent= Thursday, January ~0, 2013 10:49 PN 
To= The progfac mailing list 
Subject= [progfac] VO~NG on a Le ~ ~ eR from PFN 

Eve~,one: 

I emailed several of you for comments; the latest vemion is below. If you wa~t to ma]ce slight edits, em~5,1 ~ne individually. If you have a bigger problem, email the list. 

Send votes to me by Sunday at noon. It’s 254 words, which should work for the DTH. 

If you’re willing to sign the letter with me, emaB me individually. I prefer our letters to have two signatories. As was the case in the fall, we could list two names 

and slate "plus X other membe~ of the Progressive Faculty Network." 

Best. Sherryl 

To the editor: 
The UNC Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions is largely made up of politicians, CEOs, administrators, and only one faculty member. As of their January 9th meeting, 
two key sections of the plan "Maximizing efficiencies" and "Ensuring an accessible and a financially stable university’Lwere unavailable. 

The full draft will appear on January 16th, just two days before the system-wide Faculty Assembly meets to examine it and provide feedback. That is the only meeting of the 
FA before the plan is brought for a vote before the Board of Governors in February. And this schedule leaves no time for the FA to gather responses from their constituents. 

On January 9th, Charles Perusse (Chief Operating Officer of UNC) gave hints of what’s to come. He spoke of increasing "efficiencies"with regard to education, including class 
size and "low enrollment and low productivity programs." Hr. Perusse has spoken earlier of consolidating programs. 

Increasing class size, putting programs together, and getting rid of programs with a low number of degrees would have far-reaching consequences for teaching and curricula, 
and hence are matters in which faculty should be centrally involved. What is most efficient may not be the best for teaching and learning, or for having a university with 
intellectual integrity. 

President Tom Ross and Board Chair Peter Hans should direct the Advisory Committee to present the final draft to the Board of Governors in April. That timetable will allow 
faculty to read the document and respond. The current haste itself reflects the problem of valuing efficiency over education. 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro~b~nnc.edu’%dstro(a~unc.edn<7~. To unsubscfibe send a blank <br> 

ema~l to ~a hre~" !:n..~!~?2~.~.~:.e.~.2~6~(.!.?..7...5...5..-...5..~}.2..%.!)..2~(.!:.1.~:a~b..c~b~4..~.!)..(.!~3..7..~.~.~.~.1.b.~.~2.~q~.!~ry.:.~.~:~.~’ ~ @_:~:_e__-_3__2_@__~_7__~_~__-_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:07 PM 

Dlive.unc.edu> 

Re: Internship 

Hi Yes, you should email and then follow up with a phone call as we discussed. 

You will find his email if you do your research. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 3:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Internship 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

was wondering if I should email Learfield Sports or if I should email Mr. Sobba directly. If the latter, where would I find his email address? 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill % 

EXSS Sports Administration Major 

Email: @live.unc.edu 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 12:18 PM 

.~live.~mc.edu-~ 

Re: Academic Advising 

Hi Thal~ you for your note I am happy to meet with you about 
EXSS. 
Feel free to set an appointment with me through Academic Advising in 
Steele. My hours at this office are on Monday afternoons between 1:00 and 
4:00. If this time does not ~vork, ~ve can meet in my office in Woollen 

http://advising.unc.edu 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Prot?ssor and Academic Advisor 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until rea]i~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 1:01 PM, .2))live uric edu> wrote: 

>He]lo Dr. Stroman, 

> 

>    My name is a first year here at UNC. I am ve~ 

>interested in the EXSS program but I’m just not sure which track is best 

>for me, and I would really like to meet with somebody just to get some 

>more information I don’t have a major declared right now, something 

>that’s begirming to really stress me out. I’m trying to gather 

>information about several different majors so any help would be great]y 

>appreciated. 

> 

> 

>’];hank you, 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

FW: Enrichment fund 

Hi 

possibilities. 

Thanks. 

Do Good, 

EnSu,2e, Exph~re, 
9:19.843.0336 

want you and another CSBC leader to a~ply for this h.md and a[b:_~nd the TPG conference in Charlo[b:_~ next sernes[er. Contact them and s~-:~e the 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. 

From= Salyer, Sherry k [mailto:salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:24 PM 
To= EXSS Undergrad list 
Subject= [undergraduate] Enrichment fund 

Want to be e,uiched? Apply for a grant with the .Ion Curtis Student Emichment Fund! This micro grant between $200-$400 allo~vs LFNC 
students to explore their passions! With the Student Enrichment Fund you can do awthing you can imagine and when you’re done you get 
the opportunity to bring what you’ve learned back and enrich the Carolina community as a whole. Previous recipients have used "their grant 
for various things, fro,n attending an academic conference to learning stand up comedy to perform at the North Caroli,m Chil&en’s 
Hospital! 

For more information please visit 

Applications are due on the 1 st of eveU month, so the next application deadline is October I. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact: 

Sherry Salvec Ed.D~ 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

[>:_~partrnent of ({>:erdse and Sp.:_~rl: 

CB#8700, 251 Fetzer Hail 

University of North Carolina aL Chapel H~il 

Chapel H~[L NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

F a’,<: 9].9-962--0~]9 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

M or~da ys----2:00-.4:00 

Tuesdays----II:~-I2:15 

Wednesdays--I::[5-3 

¯ -- You are cu~reutly subscribed to 

uudergraduate as: £~#t__*iq@ U__r_Lc_:..e_ .d__q. To unsubscribe send a blm~k 

emM to [e...a.~:e...-..‘.3..2...2...~...5..7...~.~.4..~...2...~..~.2..5...~.4...(.}:.~7...d...~...b..~.(.!:a..~.4...~2.~..2.4..&~.~.~1i.~rZ:~:.~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email,unc,edu> 

Sunday, 6:12 PM 

.~gmail,com> 

Re: EXSS ! Interest - EXSS 

This internship qualifies as long as it is NOT the one that just has students processing tickets on game days. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_#_j_/__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__=_e__d___u_! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ontil ~ eal{ty {s defined, p~o~ress {s {mpossible." 

From: ~ g__n_!a__[J_.__c___o___m__.> 

Date: Wednesday,. 1:58 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Phl D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS    Interest - EXSS 

I have had the athletic department ticket office internship this semester and last semester. Would that count? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:48 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dst:ro@). unc.edu> wrote: 

You should consider seeking an internship and I can enroll you in EXSS 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
Enf]a,q~:~. E,~p!or~. Empowen 

919,843,0335 
<:imageOOl.jpg> 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a si#cere ~gnorance a#d conscientious stupidity." 

F~m: ~qmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday,, $2:55 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS    Interest 

Hi Dr. St~man, 

l am a second semester senior and an £XSS, S~ffts Administration major and have always wanted ~ Vake one of your courts. While lookin8 t~ou~h 

Compact Carolina I noticed Spo~ Bus~n~ss Ven~r~, aud it s~ms to be a class that I’d ~ w~ iut~rest~d in. lfs sdil o~n on th~ system but says it u~eds 

inspector approval for &e class. What st~ps should I ~3e to euroll ~n the class? l ~afize it met for &e ~rst time today, but mff~natdy just had my ] ] 

am slot on monday wedne~ay freed up. 

Tha~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,. 6:13 PM 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Hi . Let’s chat tomorrow. I will have a break between 9:30 and 10:30 and after 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is impossible." 

From: < ................... ~_[! .v__e_:_u_.n__.c_ :_ e__d_. _u_. > 

Date: Wednesday, J 2:26 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Dr. Stroman, 

][ sincerely apologize, somehow this message was marked as read and it was not until ]: went back to email you again that ][ realized it was overlooked. This seems terribly 
irresponsible, and ~ assure you it was a mistake. [f you are still willing to work together ~ would be happy to speak or meet with you as soon as tomorrow any time after 
I:00PN. Please let me know what is best for you, and T apologize again. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

B.A. Public Policy and Psychology 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, : 4:37 PM 
To; 
Subject; RE: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Hi,       Le~:’s chat by phone next week, I plan on bein~ in ~:he office on Tuesday, 

Do you have any particular PSYC profs ths[ you Hke ;) or would ~ike to have as a contac[ ~:or this study? 

Dr, Stromsn 

Do Good, 

9:19.8~3.0335 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

1:01 PH 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

B.A. Public Policy and Psychology 

From-" 

Sent-" Thursday, 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject," Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Hi, Dr. Stroman, 
:[ hope all is well! :[ apologize for just finally sending this information regarding participation in your research next semester. [t has been a very busy couple of weeks! 
~ have attached a copy of the PSYC application and Supervisor Orientation Form with the student portions already filled out. We can meet to complete these at your 
convenience if you would like! ~ have also attached a syllabus proposal for the course. The parts in red are areas ~ wanted to ask you about, (i.e. meeting times and grades). 
Please feel free to make changes, ask questions, or let me know if you are having difficulty finding a mentor from the Department of Psychology. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Job Opportunity for Sports Enthusiasts 

Hi How is your schedule Thursday afternoon? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t#_j__LLe__x__s__s__.__u__n___c_=_e___d__u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: < @ [[ v__e_ .__u_.n__c_:_e__d_. _u_ > 

Date: Wednesday, 3::14 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Job Opportunity for Sports Enthusiasts 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you. 3[ would love to meet and catch up next week. When are your office hours? 

Best, 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 2:50 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: .lob Opportunity for Sports Enthusiasts 

Hi 

will share the information~ 

Dr~ Stroman 

Do Good. 

Oeboral~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

[hat’s super news! Let’s [ry to meet next w~-_~ek [o g~-_d: caught up on your li[e and s~:_~mest~:_~r 8oals. 

"Nothin8 in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdentious stupidity." 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= .lob Opportunity for Sports Enthusiasts 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 

First of all. I hope you had a areat winter break. I am very much Iookina forward to seeing what this semester will bring. I wanted to let you know that over break I was hired 
by a                                                        takes game film from basketball, lacrosse, and football games, marks every statistical event on 
their software program and sends the game film back to the coach. They have clients on the high school, college and professional level. They have recently been featured in 
the Wall Street .lournal, Wired, TechCrunch and Fastcompany. 

Krossover is currently hiring Sports Analysts to review and breakdown film to keep up with their increasing demand. 3[t’s a great job for students since it’s a part-time job, with 
flexible scheduling, and students are able to breakdown games on their computer. 3[nterested applicants can learn more about the position and apply through this link. 

It would be greatly appreciated if you could send this email to the Carolina Sports and Business Club listserv and to Dr, Salyer for the Exercise and Sport Science listserv 
regarding their hiring opportunities. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 13, 2013 6:46 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu> 

FW: [exss-faculty] to ug on 11-7-12--baseball position 

Hi OJ. These are the types of requests we receive from on campus and beyond to send to our EXSS faculty and students. 

Draft your need and I will get it distributed. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_#__~_/__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__:_e__d___u_./ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"UmiJ reaJiW is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <_%a__!_y__e___r___@___e____m___a__[L.__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_> 

Reply-To: Sherry Salyer <salyer@emaiLunc,edu> 

Date: Sunday, January 13, 2013 6:21 PM 

To: "exss.-faculty@lis[serv.unc.edu" <exss.-faculty@lis[serv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [exss-faculty] to ug on 11-7-12--baseball position 

1. work with the Carolina Baseball Club which is a local travel baseball organization looking for a spring baseball coach, i was wondering if you could 
send out a listserv email in regards to finding a prospective coach for one of our teams, i"f so, please include the details: 
Qualifications: advanced understanding of the game of baseball for 12 year olds with ability to teach and coach 
Duration: early spring through early summer 
Frequency: two times a week practice with 4-6 weekend tournaments 
Pay: to be determined 
1.f interested or for additional details, please contact Patrick Currin at ops@carolinabaseballclub.orq. 
Let me know if you would like any additional information. 
Regards 
Patrick Currin 
Director of Operations, Carolina Baseball Club 

ops@ca rolina baseballclu b.org 

.~h :~r[:y Salyer, Ed.D. 

MasLer Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2 l:l. Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9~9-.962- 6947 

Fax: 9~9-962--0-~9 

Spri~8 Adv~sh~iOffice hours: 

Mondays--2:00-4:00 

Tuesdays-- I;[:C43-.;[2:15 
Wed~]esdays----:[dS-3 

You are currently subscribed to exss-faculty as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: h ttp L//!!sts.u n c.eduiu ?id=55567 $02.45378:[4cd 668f957eTeed9dd 3a dc4eSd &n =T&l=exss-fa c ulty&o=326 :[7580 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-.326:[7580-.55567:[02.45378:[4cd668fgS7e7eedgdd3adc4e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,. 6:48 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: EXSS i Interest - EXSS ! 

Hi Yes, the fundraising does count! That is very much related to our important Rams Club work. One can’t have a sport program without .~.~.~. Iol 

How is your schedule on Tuesday at 2:30 p.m.? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Un~iJ reaJi~y is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Sunday, 6:20 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS 328 Interest - EXSS 327 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
It is the one that does tickets on gamedays- so I guess that doesn’t count. I also have an internship in the university development office, but it doesn’t focus on sports 

administration- I am doing it for fundraising experience which is knowledge I plan on using when I work in the field of sports. I know it’s a stretch, but I work 10 hours a week with 

that internship- and because of that I can’t explore other internship options: Would that by any chance count? Thanks for all the help! 

On Sun, at 6:11 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi .~ This internship qualifies as long as it is NOT the one that just has students processing tickets on game days~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!/exss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From ~gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday,. 1:58 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS    Interest - EXSS 

have had the athletic department ticket office internship this semester and last semester. Would that count? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:48 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

YOU should consider seeking ar~ internship and I can enroll you in EXSS 

Do C;ood. 

Deborah [,. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

~nga2e. Explore. Empower: 

919.843,0336 



"t~othing in the wor{d is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From-" ~c]mail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 12:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS .’. Interest 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I am a second semester senior and an EXSS, Sports Administration major and have always wanted to take one of your courses. While looking through Connect 

Carolina I noticed Sport Business Venture, and it seems to be a class that l’d be very interested in~ It’s still open on the system but says it needs instructor approval 

for the class. What steps should I take to enroll in the class? I realize it met for the first time today, but unfortunately just had my I:~ am slot on monday 

wednesday freed up. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:31 PM 

, @live.unc.edu> 

Re: Plagiarism Tutorial 

HI Please read the assignment. Students are to submit their confirmation to Sakai. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 9:27 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Plagiarism Tutorial 

Hi Dr. Stroman 

I was double checking should we print out the quiz final grade for the two plagiarism tutorials and bring it to class? 

Thanks 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, ; 10:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Possible CSBC Events for Spring 

Wiki for groups is not possible with Sakai. I ~vill lead the meeting 
tomorrow-. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reali~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 12:43 ~M, "1 ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Dr Struman, 

> 

>Outline luuks goud. ’]7he unly changes I wuuld cunsider making are things 

>that we would need tu discuss as a board be~2~re changing. 

> 

>l,uoking forward to Mondayt 

> 

>-~ 

>On, , at 10:46 PM, Stroman, Deburah L wrote: 

> 

>> Hi Great wurkt I wil[ try tu add this duc as a WJki on Sakai [’or 

>> certmn executive buard members tu review and edit. Fur now, please 

>>take a 

>> look and edit. 

>> Thanks 

>> 

>> Dr. Struman 

>> Gu Heels, 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss unc.edui 

>> Spolt Adrainistration Professor and Academic Advisor 

>> 

>> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

>> Faculb" Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

>> 

>> "Until realib" is defined, progress is irmpossible." 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On 8:24 PN2 "] ~blive.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 
>>> 

>>> Attached is the list of possible trips, proj ects, and speakers for the 

>>> spring semester. Let me l~mw what you think and if you have anything 

>>> that you would like to add. 

>>> 

>>> - 

>> 

>> <CSBC Events - Spring docx> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:11 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Possible CSBC Events for Spring 

Before~ I will be coming Iicom a meeting across campus Hopefully, I won’t 

get delayed.;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until reality’ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 10:05 PM. "l .~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Sounds good. I also have an opportunity~ for the Club that I would like to 
>discuss with you either before or aI’ter Let me know ~vhich is better! 

>Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>On , at 10:02 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

>> Wiki for groups is not possible with Sakai I wil[ lead the meeting 

>> Go tleels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi). CLU 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc edu/ 
>> Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>> Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
>> 

>> "Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

>> On 12:43 AN2 "i ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 

>>> Outline looks good. The only changes I would consider making are 
>>>things 
>>> that we would need to discuss as a board before changing. 

>>> Looking forward to Monday! 

>>> On. , at 10:46 PM. Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

>>>> H Great workt I ~vill try to add this doc as a Wiki on Sakai 
>>>>for 
>>>> certain executive board members to review and edit. For now-, please 
>>>> take a 
>>>> look and edit. 
>>>> Thanks. 

>>>> Dr. gtroman 

>>>> Go Heels, 

>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
>>>> Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

>>>> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>>>> Faculty- Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

>>>> "Until reality- is defined, progress is impossible." 



>>>> On 8:24 PM, " ~!live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Dr Stroman, 

>>>>> Attached is the list of possible trips, prc~jects, and speakers :[’or 

>>>>> spring semester. Let me know what you think and if you have anything 

>>>>> that you would like to add. 

>>>> <CSBC Events - Spring .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, Jmmary 14, 2013 10:07 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-~; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edn> 

1),22: Meeting with Kevin 

Hi. I teach 12:30 .-- :1:45. 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity/." 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent= Monday, January 14, 2013 10:05 AM 
To= Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= Re: Meeting with Kevin 
Kevin is not able to meet after 2:00pm tomorrow. Debby, any chance you can arrange things and do 1:00pm? I completely understand if it is not possible, but I 
wanted to check. If not, we may need to aim for Thursday. Thanks! 
Goyte 
Ooyte Oooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNO - Ohapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 
"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: <Weight>, "Erianne A." <_e____w___e__!~_h__t____@____e___m____a_!_!:__u___n__~:__e___d___u_> 
Date: Sunday, January 13, 2013 2:13 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@emaiLunc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting with Kevin 

9-1 would best tbr me, but any time is possible! 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Stx~rt Administration 

The UniveBi~" ofNortJ~ C~:colina - Chapel Hill 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Sunday, January 13, 2013 11:42 AM 

To= Cooper, Co,/te; Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Meeting with Kevin 

Thanks Co.vte. 

Before 9:30 a.m. m~d after 2:00 on Tuesday. 

After 3:00 on Thursday. 

Before 10:00 a.m. on Friday. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - h~tp://exss~unc.edu/ 

"Until reality is defined, progress is imp.:)ssibkU’ 

From: <Cooper>, Coyte Cooper <_c_~l_c___o__o__p___e___r___@____e___m____a_!_[:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Bate: Sunday, January :13, 20:13 8:06 AM 

To: Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting with Kevin 

Hello Everyone, 
As I mentioned when I doubled back on the conference call, I had the chance to briefly talk to Kevin on Friday via phone. I brought up the leave situation and 
also mentioned that we had a meeting and had other things we would like to discuss with him. He responded by saying he wanted to schedule a meeting so he 
could sit down and talk to our group. His hope was to "let the dust settle" a little bit before meeting early next week to chat. With that being said, he asked me to 
set up a meeting with the four of us. $o, what does everyones schedule look like next Tuesday? I know Barbara mentioned that she may be out of town, but we 
can easily Skype her in so she is able to take part. If we can find some times that work, I will get with Amy and see if we can find a time that works for Kevin. I 
would do a Doodle, but this is a small enough group we should be able to figure this out (I hope :-) ). Thanks everyone! 
Coyte 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:03 PM 

~live.~mc.edu:~ 

l~g: Today’s class 

Thanks for your communication. I hope you feel better. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monda’~,, 10:59 AM 
To: Str ......., Deborai L 
Subject: Today’s class 

[)ear Professor Stroman, 
l wanted to let you l~ow that [ won’t be able to make it to class today. 
status as I know more. Thanks in advance! 

Best, 

to :find out for sure. I will let you l~ow my 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday,, 12:07 PM 

~live.unc.edt~ 

ILE: EXSS Minor! 

http:!!advising,unc.edui 

Tha]~ks! 

Dr, Stroma~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

Please ]:eel t:ree to set an appointment with n~e through Steele advising. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 10:15 AM 
To: 
C:¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Minor! 

tong conversation. Talk with Dr. Stroman or myself about it, 

Frora: 
Sent: Sunday, I :11:06 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherw ~ 
Subject: EXSS Minor! 
Hello Dr Sayler, 
I am interested in Minoring in EXSS! I may even consider double majoring, but I was wondering if would be possible double majoring with EXSS? I know the classes are really 
tough to get into, Thank you! 

Psychology B.S. 
Chemistry Minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:12 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Sports admin internship 

Hi 1. Wednesday, Jan 23 (next ~veek) at 1:00 p.m in my office (Woollen 315). Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 9:51 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Re: Sports admin internship 

Dr. Strnman, 
We had talked be~k~re break about possibly meeting about the sports admin path and possible internships 2 weeks into the spring semester ~[~it’s still ok with you to meet please let me know 
what day and time works for you I have class MWF until 1 and TuTh until 3:15 but anytime around that is possible for me I.et me know what you have available 

Thanks 

On , at 9:57 PM. Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi . Thanks [’or your inquiry. Your question ~s not conducive 
for an email reply ;) Let’s chat when the semester begins Send me a 
note during the second week of classes. I strongly suggest that you 
consider joining the Club in the spring. The Carolina Sport Business 
Club is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless 
of maJor) interested in careers in the sport industry Whether it’s 
youth, interscholastic, college, international or professional The 
Club seeks to connect you to in]k>rmation and experiential education 
We try to create or find out about activities and events to help you 
get more prepared for a career in this very competitive industry. 
Please visit the Club site to learn more and to get involved. 
www.csbcunc.com <http:/iw~.csbcunc.com> You may join at any meeting. 

I post job and internship opportunities to the Club Sakai site too. As 
you take EXSS SA cotases you will meet professors and they will also 
share opportunities. The sport industry is very corapetitive. Thus, the 
more internships and experiences the better. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Departraent - http:i/exss.anc.edui Sport 
Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigrua Alpha Larubda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is irupossible." 

On 9:45 PM. "] 

>> Hi, 
>> 2~ly name is i and I am a sophomore Sports admin major I 
>> know it’s time to start getting serious about figuring out my lhture 
>> and building up my resume I was wondering if you knew of al’~y good 
>> internships for my major? I would prefer one for the fall semester 
>>     because I am highly considering sunmaer school this summer. 
>> However, I can al~vays rean-ange my summer schedule if need be. 
>> 

>> Also, I know it is really early but I am nervous about finding a job 
>> after graduation and was wondering if you could suggest some ideas to 
>> boost my resume a little bit aside from an internship, and is one 
>> internship enough? 
>> 

~live uric edu> wrote: 



>> I understand that this is a crazy time :[’or staff so there is no rush 
>> in replying to this email; I’m just trying to get things in order and 
>> and am’ iaformation you can provide is extremely helpful. 
>> 

>> Thanks so much 
>> 

>> 

> 

> <default.xml> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Blogs assigmnent 

Hi     Go to Bfog ir~ Sakai. (View your dassmates work as examples...) 

Please write out your blog so that the class can read it. Thm~ks~ 

Dr. Stromar~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Blogs assignment 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~ce and cot~scientious stupidity°" 

12:13 PM 

For the blogs assignment on SAKAI would you like us to submit the URL of our blog or just the body of our first blog post? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday ,12:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1),22: EXSS    Meeting Times 

Hi Thanks for your comr~aunication. 

Appendices B & C need to be snail mailed or delivered to my office, 

Dr, Sl:romat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn~]u£~¢. ~plore, gmpov~er. 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

10:42 PM 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Sund~y, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    Meeting -times 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I believe I was a little late in submitting my SBJ confirmation, so just that you know I have it, the plagiarism and honor code tutorials, I have attached them for your 
convenience. 
Just to clarify, once I have my contract signed by my supervisor, I am supposed to slip it under you door? I couldn’t remember what you said you would like a hard copy of. 
Thank you! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:50 PM 
To’, 
Subject: RE: EXSS Meeting ~mes 

Thanks for our discussion today. ] hope you heed my words of advice and condnue to be a confident, service-minded leader~ ;) 

I look forward to working with you this semester~ 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

’, 9:09 AM 
From: 

Sent: Wednesday, : 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Meeting Times 

Hi Professor Stroman, 
I am extremely excited to start your class this semester! I know we must meet with you (and soon) to discuss the course, so I was wondering if you are free anytime this 
Thursday (tomorrow) after 9:15? I have sent my email to get the internship insurance, gotten my subscription to SBJ, and I will be completing the two tutorials today. In the 
past I have had both a resume and cover letter approved by UNC Career Services, but it was not the cover letter for my current internship at Since 
this is my second semester with them, would you still like me to send my cover letter to them into UCS, or simply one that I have had approved in thepast? " 

Internship Information: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 12:28 PM 

@unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS Minor! 

Hi . Did I mess up? ;) 

d 
Do good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity/2’ 

:12:26 PM Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 
It will not let me sign up for an appointment on the website. It shows me the list of times and days but I cannot select one to set up an appointment with you. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:07 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

Please feel free [o se[ an appointment with me through Steele advising. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

Sent: Monday,. 10:15 AM 

To: Dun, Shawn Anil 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Long conversation. Talk with 

Sent; Sunday, 11:06 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: EXSS 
Hello Dr Sayler, 
T am interested in EXSS! I may even consider double majoring, but I was wondering if would be possible double majoring with EXSS? T know the classes are really 
tough to get into, Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:32 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Tomorrow 

Super! The timing o1: this event is great. Note: Sport, not Sports. 

I may identify some students hi nW Entrepreneurship class to assist as extra credit 

I might also make the announcement at our faculty meeth~g tomorrow. 

Dr. Strom~m 

Do Good. 

Deborah ].,, Stroman, Ph,D, C].,U 

9:19,843,0:~:~6 

is in the class. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

10:16 PM Sent-" Sunday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
G¢_, 

Subject: Meeting Tomorrow 

Good Evening Dr. Stroman, 

I would definitely like to discuss my plans for the Carolina Sports Business & Fitness Symposium tomom~w at the exec meeting. My first person I wanted on boa~l 

was      We have already met and discussed plans going forwa~rd. We want the club to support our efforts th~oughout the process :) Initially, we are going to select 

five or six people for core planning. I have learned that input from too many people for these types of things can get a little crazy. If you have recommendations on 

super students to select, they would be greatly appreciated. I’ll present some idea,’sponsors/speakers tomorrow! 

Can’t wait, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday: 12:42 PM 

Subject: URGENT - Today 

Who can meet me at my office at 4:15 today? I won’t be able to make today’s CSBC meeting, so I need to debrief you on my thoughts. ;( 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

E~loreo gngo~e, Er~power. 

~N~ Best Teachers2 

v~,exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 

3J~5 Woollen - C~ #8700 

9~9,843~033~ 

’~qea rIy all :men can ~tmtd ~advers:i~y, but ~f yot~ wm~.t to test a n~:~’s ci~a ratter, g~ve him power" Abraham L~ncoh~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Exss 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss 
Professor Stroman, 

The course is closed. Best wishes on a super semeste~ 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiw." 

L:3J. PM 

I am a senior econ major and was wondering if there was any way I could get into your Exss Sport Business Venture class? I have an interest in starting my own business 

one day and this class could really help me. 
Could you please let me know if there is anyway I can be added to the class. 

Best, 



FFOIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday 1:43 PM 

)@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Pal:;: Nleeting 

Okay. Share your concept toOay anO get feedback. Maybe we should reduce the amount ot: activities and t:ocus the bu~k of our extra effort on this Symposium? See 
wh~t the team says.,, 
Tb~s week ~s crazy. We can by pho[~e hi the e~e~l~ng. ;) 

Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

@kenan-flagler.unc,edu] 
I:15 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Sounds groat’. Excited about mentioning it to the thculty! I have made serious moves with iNtial plmming and have many updates fl]at I would love to chat about in 

person’. Can you meet any days this week? I can’t meet today because I have class until 4:45 and then roll sprint to our meeting haha. Wednesday I’m busy until 4:45, 

but have a break from about 12:30 to 3. Thursday I am free after 2 and Friday I’m tree all day’. 

Let me know-:Fhanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:43 PM 

~@live.unc.edu> 

PJ~: URGENT - Today 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: URGENT- Today 

That works for me. See you then! 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

1:16 PM 

Sent via DroidX2 on Verizen WireieseTM 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: 

Sent: Men,             17:42:41 GMT+00:00 
Subject: URGENT - Today 

Who can meet me at my office at 4:15 today? I won’t be able to make today’s CSBC meeting, so I need to debrief you on my thoughts. ;( 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Strora~n~ Ph,Do CLU 
Ex-’p~ore, I~n~a~je, Er~powero 

::N:: Best Teachers2 

w~,exss, unc,edu 

315 Woo~le~ ~ CB #8700 
Chapel Hillo. NC ~:7599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-10 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 1:49 PM 

~live.unc.edu-> 

1~: Exss 

Thanks! Try again._ 

Dr, Stroman 

:Do Good, 

Del:~orah L, S~ro~an, Ph,[}, CLU 

~3 ~,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

£04 PM 

From: 

Sent: IVlonda~!, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss 
Dr. St~man, 
I tried to upload my resutne and cover letter onto Sakai, but I am not yet enrolled in the class. Also, I start my internship totno~row so I roll drop off the other 

paperwork on Wednesday. 

Thanks, 



~e~t: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:49 PM 

~em~l.unc.e&~ 

FW: Exss 

’ADD -- 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

1:04 PM Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss : 
Dr. Stroman~ 
I tried to upload my resume and cover letter onto Sakai, bnt I am not yet enrolled in the class. Also, I start my internship tomon~ow so I will drop offthe other 

paperwork on Wednesday. 

Thank~ 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday,. 1:56 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

IL!:;: Exss 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Exss 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 1:49 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: FW: Exss 

ADD -- 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

E’n,qcN~, E’xplor’~, E’mpower, 

91{9,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

1:54 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss 

Dr. StromaK 

I tried to upload my resume and cover letter onto Sakai, but I am not yet enrolled in the class. Also, I start my internship tomorrow so I will drop oft’the other 

paperwork on Wednesday. 

Thank~ 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

1:04 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, J 2:02 PM 

;@gmail .corn> 

I~E: URGENT - Today 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: URGENT- Today 

I can meet then! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

@gmail.com] 
1:00 PM 

On at 12:41 PM, "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Who can meet me at my office at 4:115 today? I won’t be able to make today’s CSBC meeting, so I need to debrief you on my thoughts. ;( 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stro~, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Enga~Je. Empower= 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

w~v~v, exs$. un¢,ed u 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

"Nearly all men car~ ~ta,~d adversity, bu~ if yo[~: v<,a,~ to te,s~ a mar~s character, give }~t~ p~:~we>" Abraham 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:09 PM 

,@live.unc.edu> 

PJ~: Plagiarism and Honor Code Sub~nissions 

. The system works. P~ease contact ITS or one of; your classmates to ~earn how to use 5akai, College is about gaining new knowleSge! 

Students must submit documents, as per assignment, through Sakai to earn credit, 

Dr, Sl:romat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and co~sdentious stupidity°" 

2:03 PM 

From-" Snodgrass, Alexander 
Sent; Honday, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Plagiarism and Honor Code Submissions 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 
This is             ~ one of your FYS students. The submission for the honor code and and plagiarism exercise isn’t working for me on sakai so ] went ahead and attached a 
word document with the confirmations copied and pasted. Let me know if there is somewhere else you would like me to post them. 
Thanks for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday: 2:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu~~ 

I~E: Meeting 

4:45 p.m. on Thursday? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qgN~, ~2,~ptor~:~, g’mpow,~r, 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

3:24 PM 

From~ 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 
Just remembered that I have something from 2-3 on Thursday, so anytime from 3-5:30 works for me. Honestly, M/W/F work better, but if you are free between 3 and 5:30 on 
Thursday that works for me. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:38 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: EXSS    Interest- EXSS 

IVly office - Woollen 315. 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~!~mail.com] 
Sent: Monday,. 2:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS    Interest - EXSS 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Where should I go tomorrow at 2:30? 

On , at 6:48 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Yes, the fundraising does count! That is very much related to our important Rams Club work. One can’t have a sport program without $$$. lol 

How is your schedule on Tuesday at 2:30 p.m.? 

I)r Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 2:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: Meeting 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. %’omen, Ph.D. CLU 

9~{9~843~03% 

From~ 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
That works for me. Looking forward to catching up. 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

2:~ PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, : 2:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

4:45 Bin. on Thursday? 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Str’ornan, P~,li}, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdentio~s stupidity." 

8:24 PM Sent: Sunday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 
Just remembered that I have something from 2-3 on Thursday, so anytime from 3-5:30 works for me. Honestly, M!VV!F work better, but if you are free between 3 and 5:30 on 
Thursday that works for me. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday,. 2:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: UNC Athletic Dep~ment Internship Opportunities 

Hi      I am the facutW advisor to the Carolina Sport Business Club and send out ob/internship opportunities (within the athletic department and non--UNC 

organizations and companies) to this poo~ of students. We also have athletic department administrator come speak and they make d~rect requests to the Club. It ~s 

~:oo ineffk:ien~: to respond to ~:he numerous ~ndiv~dual requests made by stude[~[:s to me. In addition [o our (:o[~U[~ued effor[s to assist our EXSS sport adm~nistraUon 

rna~ors w~th career h~forn~aUon and m~:ernships, th~s method is the best way to gain informath:m and a "heads up" on those cornpetk~g for opportuniUes in the 

sport industry. 

Thus, I only re[or students to the athletic department IF ~ know thek academic and work eLMc on a rnore familiar bas~s. Most non--EXSS sport adrn~n~stration 

students are proact~ve and ~dent~fy and contact the particular ui~t within the athletic department that they are ~nterested h~ internh~ w~th. Contact ~nd~des Fall 

Feat sign-up, "walkqn" to their office, phone calls, and a %how tip" dtJt~[18 stMetic events where they then make the ask of the sdmh~istrator~ 

Please Set ~nvo~ved with the Club ss a ~esder or ~ sugSest ~:hat you oantac~: the atMeth:: department d~rect~y regard~n8 your request. 

~ hope this ~nformation helps~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Athletic Department Internship Opportunities 
Dr. Stroman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

8:23 PM 

My name is            , and I’m a Freshman member of CSBC. Right now, I am actively searching for internships and jobs this summer. I’ve seen a lot of great 
opportunities through Careerolina and the links that have been sent through the CSBC listserv. More than anything though, I want the opportunity to intern within the UNC 
Athletic Department. Learning the inner-workings of the best collegiate athletic program in the country would be a dream come true. However, after doing research online, I’m 
still having trouble pinpointing specific internships within the Athletic Department. Do you have any advice for learning more about this type of opportunity and finding what is 
available within the department? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 2:52 PM 

@email .unc.edu~> 

1~3:;: Advising meeting 

Hi 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

How is your’ schedule next week on Wednesday st:ter 2:00 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Advising meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

3:15 PM 

I was wondering if you would be able to meet sometime this week or next week to give me some career/life advice. I’ve decided that I want to work in sports but I’m not really 
sure where to go from here and I’m sure you have some helpful insight. I’m in CSBC and I think we have a meeting tomorrow (?) so I’ll see you then but please let me know 
when would be a good time for you! 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:21 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: URGENT - Today 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all" Aristotle 

On at 3:06 PIVl, .~live uric edu> wrote: 

Hello Dr Stroman 

I will be able to meet with you at 4:15 today. 

From: S troman, Deborah L [dstro@unc edu] 
Sent: X/ionday, 12:41 PM 
To: 
Subject: URGEN~ - Today 

Who can meet me at my orifice at 4:15 today? I won’t be able to make today’s CSBC meeting, so I need to debrief you on my thoughts. ;( 

Thanks! 

I)r Stroman 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E×plore. Engage. Empower. 

[Best Teachers2] 

www e× ss.unc, edu<http://www, exss. unc. edu/> 
315 Woollen CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.8430336 
[Description: Description: Description: Twitter2]<http://twitter.com/~t/drstroman> 
"Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him power." Abraham Lincoln 

<iraage001 .jpg> 
<image002.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:36 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS - Assigmnents Due 

Assignments tab. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Monday 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS - Assignments Due 
Dear Dr. Storman, 
I completed my plagiarism tutorial but I cannot figure out where to turn it in on Sakai. 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

3:04 PM 

From: dstro@unc,edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              8:00 PM 

Subject: EXSS - Assignments Due 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels! Mos~t of you have already learned how to "cut & paste" or take a snapshot. Great’. 

For those of you who don’t know how, please call ITS or ask a classmate tbr assistance on how to post your confirmations. Emakls with attachments sent directly to my 

inbox will NOT be approved tbr credit. 

College is an opportuni~ to learn and explore. 

Teaching to fish, 

Dr. Stroman 

This tbrvwacded message was sent via The University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill Messages them the "EXSS: 

link to access Mesmges for this site: EXSS 

" site. To reply to this message click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@ema:il.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS    ADD 

He is here in my office now and says everything is fine. (for the 3rd time) 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Eng<g~, Explore, 

91%843,0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Thursday, 
To; McCullen, AsNey D 
Subject: RE: EXSS : ADD 

Mere% He just told rne had done so. Sorry. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]uL~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

,12:04 PM 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiWo" 

J.O: 54 AM 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Thursday, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

9~9-962-2022 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, : 10:47 AN 
To= HcCullen, Ashley D 
~ubje~t= EXSS : ’ADD 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroma~, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower, 

::::*;;:: Chnstmas Kitty 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 11:03 AM 

Subject: I~E: Last Niglffs Meetiug 

Great! Thanks for Lhe sumptuary for everyone. 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.$43.0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Last Night’s Heeting 

Hey all, 
Here is just a quick summary of last night’s meeling tbr you guys! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

10:38 AM 

¯ We determiued that we want to still keep our meetings on Moudays, depeudent on speaker availabili~. We axe aiming lbr Livis Freeman to speak at our first 
meeting of the ~mester, which will be determined by when we call book Fe~er (     has already contacted "the lady) 
Some other speaker goals for the semester include: Hubert Davis, Smart Scott, a UNC Sport Admiu Grad Panel, a UNC Athletics panel, Wasserman, IMG, a 
triangle sports area paud (Durham Bull~ Caxolina Railhawks, etc), and possibly a Skype date or m,o with some bigger nantes. 

¯ We decided on a Charlotte Bobcats trip and a Carolina Hurricanes trip for the semester I       if you could begin researchiug these that would be great’.) 
¯ The 2nd Annum Hoops for Homeless Toumanmnt is in the begitmiug s~ages, so if anyoue would love to hdp out that would be great. Let me know and I can put 

you in contact with Rob Jones. 
¯ Also, mark your calendars for a collaboration with UCS for a Sport Marketing night on Feb. 27 at 5:30pm 

That is all and let me know if you have an>- questions’. 
Have a wonderful day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS 

Hi         Thanks for your inquiry, The EXSS    course is now closed Lo nor~--majors, I would be happy to speak with you about inLernships and jobs in the sport 

industry. You should also consider jobbing The Ch~b~ 

The Carolina Sport Business Ck~b ~s ~ great student-run organization for a~i s ~dents (regardless o[ m@~r) k~terested m careers in the %~ort ~ndustrv. Whe~:her H:’s 

you,:h, interschoh~stk: ccdlege, mternath:m~l or profes~iona] -The Club seeks ~:o connect you to m[ormation and e>:perkmtbl education. We try to cre~:e or 5rid 

out about activities and events to help you get more prepared for a career ir~ Lh~s very competitive b~dustry. P~ease visit the C~ub s~te to ~esrn more and to get 

involved. ~:£[~qME~:AR~. You may join aL any meeting. 

Dr, Strom~m 

Do Good. 

Debor~ h L Strom~ n, Ph.D. CLU 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

11:13 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

I recently spoke to a close friend of mine about EXSS    who took this course and completed an internship with NCHSAA. I found this to be very appealing to me, 

and was wondering if I could potentially take this course, l’m currently a senior with a Romance Language major concentration in Portuguese and have been 

coaching with several middle school soccer programs in the Chapel Hill area. I know the course has prerequisites that I do not fulfill, but I am very motivated to 

experiment with internships that will broaden my horizon in the sports field, a field that I hope to pursue in graduate school. I have heard you have amazing 

networking skills in this field and that this course is a great gateway to an opportunity to a great learning experience. 

If it is possible, I would appreciate a chance to talk with you. 

Thank you for your time, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:58 AM 

@live .unc .edu> 

P-Jg: SOlTy’. Here is the attachmeut: 

Your’ proposal has been approved by the department and you are now eraoiled. Let’s meet next week to get you going~ 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

Sent: Thursday, 8:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I would love to chat tomorrow! VVhat are your office hours? Or when is a convenient time to meet? 

Thank you for your time! 

ps. Your workout kicked my butt!! I (just barely) managed to do 2 rounds :) 

Thanks again! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 9:46 PM 
To: 
Subject; RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi        Thanks ]:or your drat:t. See attached. Please review, Let’s chat tomorrow. 

Note: Always save your academic work with your surname in the fife name. ;) 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, gtroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday,. 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Sorry about that! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

8:13 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:22 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

P,E: Exss 

Hi      The EXSS    course is closed. Also, [he cour’se is designed for students interested in the administration/management ot: sport o~gsnizations. (versus 

human n~ovement, sports medich~e, exercise physiology, coachk~g~ etc.) 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Thursday,. 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss 

Dr. Stroman, 

2:39 PN 

I am a Junior    major with a               minor looking to fulfill my Experimental Education requirement. I have iI hours right now and I don’t want to take anymore 
classes that don’t fulfill anything, so getting into your class would help out a lot. I do not have many of the prerequisites, but I have taken most of the exss major classes and 
any information on your exss    class would he extremely helpful! 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:22 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

Please drop It is for 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 

I am currently enrolled in your EXSS 

Thanks, 

Sorry. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

:Lt:08 plVl 

:lass for this semester and I do not think that I am supposed to be. Just letting you know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: EXSS    Internship 

Hi       We need to meet asap [o review your 

Dr, Stroman 

Do 6ood, 
Deborah L, giroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

requirements. What is your availability on Friday at 3:00 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Friday, : J.1:33 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Internship 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 
] just wanted to let you know that 1 found an internship for the Spring with the                     .1 applied lbr many, and I think this one will be the best fit to 

network and get some different experience than 1 already have! Also, I wanted to thank you tot a great semester in EXSS    , I thoroughly enjoyed it! 

Thanks again, and 1’11 see you in January. tiappy Holidays! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 2:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu-* 

ILE: EXSS    Internship 

Yes, thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:43 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS    Internship 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Friday at 3 is perfect, in your office? 

M~rtin Luther King, ~ro 

On , at 2:27 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

We need to meet asap to review your    feqLEirF_!ree]lts, W~qat 

[)~. S[:romar~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, SL-roman, Ph,D. CLU 

9[[ 9,843,0336 

Sent= Friday, ~1:33 AN 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: E~S    Internship 
~ey Dr. Stroman, 
] just wanted to Jet you know that ] found an h~ternship for the Spring w~th th~                      ~. ] applied for many, and ] th~nk this one wfl] be the 
Best fit to network and get some different experience than ~ already have~ Also, ] wa~ted to thank you for a great semester in EXSS .]thoroughly 

enjoyed ~t~ 

Thanks again, and Y]] see you ~n January. Happy Ho]idays~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

~email.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu> 

CSRI Undergrad Case Competition 

Hi Are we still taking teams? I MAY have one from the Club. 
d 

i.~.i http://tl.gstatic.com/images? 

q=tbn:ANdgGcTAtNucM F4wmCRkzopDgbM©q 
NwSFNsK~M FatYDfDcdtku6-01UY~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:05 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Request for Acade~nic Overload Submitted 

Wha[ should we do? Just wait? 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah 

@gmail.com] 
3:00 PM 

Subject: Request for Academic Overload Submitted 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I just finished submitting my request for an academic overload this semester. Please let ~ne know if you have any problems eraoiling ~ne in the course! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: exss 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday,. 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: exss 
Professor Stro~nan, 

is dosed. This course is for students interested in the ownership of a business in the sport industry. 

[2:23[ PM 

I am a sophomore EXSS SIx~rt Admin major and I would really like to add another class to my schedule. I am interested in EXSS ~ 

you have any openings in this class? Is it common for a           to take this course. I find the content interesting and would love to be enrolled. 

Thank~ 

Do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

FW: [undergraduate] Health Aft:airs Job & Internship Expo 

Hi 

Dr, Stromma 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EnSage, Exptore, Empow~r, 

93%843,0336 

Check this website out.,, get best practices information. 

From: Salyer, Sherry L [mailto:salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, :~:[: 56 AM 
To: EXSS Undergrad list 
Subject; [undergraduate] Health Affairs Job & Internship Expo 
I [ea!,th Affairs ,:lob & ln~ternship Expo 
This yeaa, Univec, ib Career Sen,ices 1ms collala~ratcd with UNC’s GJl[mgs School of G]oba~ Public Health, the Schoo] of N]ied Health Sciences and the Caroli~a 

HeNfl~ Inibmaafics Bog~ma ~o ottbr flais m~e~A Ifyoa am h~tcrest~d in meeting rep~m~ta~h’es tha:~ are ]airing lbrjobs m~d J[~t~mships in the beaJN- relatcd arcas, please 

a~Xcnd 

View lX~Ncipath~g organizations Nat consist of For-Profit Corporafio,~s., Non-Profit~ and Govermnental agencies at: http:L, bit h~iI~eNNA~hirsJ:xlx~. 

Dress is Business Attire. Bfi~g mdtiple copies of your resume. 

’l?hu~da3,, J~uaD’ 31 

Great 

Sherry Safyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8?’O0, 211 r:etzer Hall 

University o[: North Carolina s[ Chape~ 

Chapel [-{~H, NC 27599 

9:19-962-6947 

Fax: 9:1.9-962-0489 

Spring Adv~;~ngiOffice hours: 

M on d a ys.---2:00-.4:00 

Tuesdays----II:~-I2:15 

Wednesdays- 

* -- You are cmTently subscribed to 

undergraduate as: @t_!iR@ U__r_Lc_=.e_ .d__q. To unsubscribe send a blm~k 

email to leave-32626541-20725646.67d0b60a634 b194ace5322a39307c2f~(~-~]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

l~E: Felzer Room Booking 

Grab the room! We can use it for sornething. ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,c]cN~, ~2,~ptor~:~. E’mpow,~r. 

9~{9~843~0336 

M~rtin Lug:her King, Jr, 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, 1 :I: 56 AM 
To: @k~na~-flagler.unc.edu 

~-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; FVV: Fetzer Room Booking 

Fetzer 109 is open if Livis is available then. Dr. Stroman what are your thoughts on this? 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:02 AM 
To; 
Subject; Re: Fetzer Room Booking 

Fetzer 109 has been reserved from 7-10 p.m. on that date; earlier would be fine say from 5-7 p.m. Thanks & let me know! 

Diane 

On 21:45 PM, Keyes, Chris wrote: 

Hi Diane, 

was wondering if Fetzer 109 was available for Monday for a potential CSBC meeting. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday 5:06 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

l~b2: UNC Basketball Feature 

Thanks 

I saw this on tv this weekend too, 

Dr, Stronu~t~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

! Grea[ video. You have even more skills. 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
:I ~.: :t4 AM 

From; 

Sent-" Tuesday, 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Basketball Feature 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Please check out the link below when you get a chance. After you click the link and the video loads, you can skip to the :19:45 mark in the video and watch from 

there. 

httpi[/www,goheels.com/mediaPortal/player.dbml?catid=50~O9&id= ~279706 

Just wanted to share that with you. 

See you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:07 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~g: Request for Academic Overload Submitted 

Hi I We made Lhe request, Watch your’ CC over the next few days. 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

#gmail.com] 
3:00 PM 

Subject: Request for Academic Overload Submitted 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I just finished submitting my request for an academic overload this semester. Please let ~ne know if you have an?’ problems eraoiling ~ne in the course! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 5:10 PM 

~live.uuc.edu> 

l~E: Iuteresled in joining CSBC 

enjoyed chatting with you, I witl add you the Sakai site. Stay tuned for our tlext meeting inl:or’madon. 

Dr, Stroma~3 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Sent: Tuesday,              4:31 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Interested in joining CSBC 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I was reading about the CSBC and rm really interested in participating. I read that meetings are on [he third Honday of each month- ~s there gNng to be one on January? 
there are upcoming evenN, I’d love to go. 
Thank you for the ~nformat~on and ~t was a pleasure meeting you, 

Universib! of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 5:20 PM 

Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: Thursday, 17 January., 9:00 A.M.: LaUNCh Chapel Hill Incubator Manager Search Committee Meeting 

Thanks Ted. I am looking t:orward to serving. 

d 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

F~m: Zol~er, Ted [maflto:Ted_Zol~er@kenan-flao~er.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 5:18 PM 
To= Cone, Judith; Cone, Judith; Ilinitch, Ron; Ilinitch, Ron C; Jim Kitchen; Napier, Na~ E; Spivey, Kay ~lley; Stroman, Deborah L 
~c= Spivey, Kay ~lley 
Subject= Thursday, 17 3anua~, 9:00 A.M.: LaUNCh Chapel Hill Incubator Manager Search Commi~ee Meeting 

Hello Judith,       Ron, Jk~, Mary, Kay, and Debby, 

[’rn ~ook~ng forward Lo seeing you at our rneet~ng on Thursday, 17 January, at 9:00 a~m. in the Board Room on Lhe third floor of the Kenan CenLer. Everyone except 

Mary and Kay should now have a visitor parMng permit by e-mai~ from Kenan Management. 

Please come to tMs meeting w~th your top five candidates (as of today we have 4.5), your comments on those five candidates, and five questions you think each 

candidate should Be asked ~n an intervk~w. 

A~so, piease bring yov~r ca~end~r or ~ccess to Vo~.~r caiend~ so th~L we c~m Mock some time for {nterv~ews. 

[’rn grate~:u~ to you for your part~dpation ~n this knporLant search~ 

A][ the Best, 

Ted 
Ted D. Zoller PhD 
Director, Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 
Associate Professor 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Advisor, 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Senior Fellow, 
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation 
zollerC@unc.edu 
919.962.3103 p 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi 

Dr, Stromma 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

¯ How is your schedule next week on Wednesday between 9:00 and 10:30 o~’ betweet~ :1:30 and 3:30? 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and i briefly spoke with you this morning. I wanted to set up a time to speak with you and perhaps see if there’s any resources for me. I am 
currently in the making of starting my own training and nutrition program for diabetic and although I have done a lot already, I know T am most likely missing key aspects. 
On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays I am very flexible so if there’s a time on those days that work best for you, I would love to talk to you. 
Thank you for your time and help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 5:25 PM 

Cone, Judith (Office of the Chaucellor) (judith.cone@unc.edu) 

FW: EXSS 

Hi Judith. I want to chat with you about these types of requests. 

What is your mobile? I wiU see you on Thursday. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

g~]uL~e, ~xplore, Empov~r. 

9:19,8~3,0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and i briefly spoke with you this morning. I wanted to set up a time to speak with you and perhaps see if there’s any resources for me. I am 
currently in the making of starting my own training and nutrition program for diabetic and although 1 have done a lot already, I know ~ am most likely missing key aspects. 
On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays I am very flexible so if there’s a time on those days that work best for you, I would love to talk to you. 
Thank you for your time and help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 5:30 PM 

Campbell, LarO’ <lecamp@emai 1. unc. ed~ 

l~E: More on Education~J Speudiug 

Thanks! I trust atl went well with your meetings 

d 

Do Good, 

;Deborah L, Stroman, Phi), CLU 

939,843,0336 

From= Campbell, Larry 

Sent= Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:56 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RN: More on Educational Spending 

P, eference our conversation, see the links below. FYI. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director end Alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecarnp@emailuUnc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

From: @aN.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 6:14 AM 
To: Campbell, Larry 
Subject: Fwd: More on Educational Spending 
.... Original Message .... 

From: @.g__m____a_j!:£_o____m_.> 
To: ,¢~duke.edu> 
Sent: Mon, Jan 14, 2013 4:40 pm 
Subject: More on Educational Spending 

http: //,~,ww. npr. o5g/2011 / or7 / 31 /13886269 b/north-.ca" olina--c:zts--squeeze--ed:zcation-- c~rograms 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 5:31 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: Symposium Updates 

Tuesday a t:t ernoon ? 

Also, UCS and the Athletic Department as a sponsor. 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Symposium Updates 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

The meeting went great lasl night-team loved the plan! 

Right now my main focus is to get sponsors on campus for the event. I would like the following depaztments to be sponsors: 

- The Club 

- EXSS Department 

- Kenan- Flagler B usiness School 

- Campus Recreation 

I am writing the business plan/propoml to share with the business school. 

If you could let me know a good time maybe next week to sit down aM chat, I think gofig over the proposaJ, in person would be much better! 
Have a great day! 

Thank you, 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

:@kenan-flaq!er.unc.edu 

On at 1:42 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

(:)kay, Share your conce{}t today and gel: [e~-_~dback, Maybe we shotakJ redtace [:he arnoant of act~v~l:~es a]~d focus the bull< .af our extra effor[: on th~s Symposium? See 

whi~[: the [ei~y~ says.,, 

TNs week ~s crazy. We can by phone ~n the evening. ;) 

Dr~ StroRlan 

Do Good. 

9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119~843~0336 
<knsgeOOI.jpg> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
1:15 PM 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sounds great’. Excited about mentioning it to the faculty-! I have made serious moves with initiaJ planning and have many updates that I would love to chat about in 

person! Can you meet any days this week? I can’t meet today becanse I have class until 4:45 and then roll sprint to our meeting haha. Wednesday I’m busy until 4:45, 

but have a break from about 12:30 to 3. Thursday I am free after 2 and Friday I’m free all day! 

Let me la~ow ~Thanks, 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 5:35 PM 

Fisher, Annice E <fisherae@emaJl.unc.edu~> 

Lundy, Rae Nicole <mlundy@enmJl.unc.edw, 

RE: CAPS SUPPORT GROUP: Womeu of Color 

Thanks Annice[ Still missing you at the Caucus meetings. Lol 

Hi Dr. Lundy. I have a student that I need to chat with you about asap. 

Feel free to call me on my mobile too. 
I teach M.-F 11:00 a,m,- 2:00 p,m 
d ~-’_~ b b ¥ 
Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

E~= Rsher, Annice E 
Seat; Tuesday, 3anua~ $5, 2053 :[0:33 AN 
Te= Paterson, Tony; Seaton, Beanor; Stroman, Deborah L; K~der, Kate Bizabeth Ann; Dodson, 3ermisha; Flinn-Johnson, Lauren; Rieckenberg, Desir~e; Harrison, Aliana C; 
DemetHou, Cynthia; Powell, CanNce Shields F~eming; Egbe~, Eebecca A; Nurphey-Brown, £achael A; Eussell, Chloe; Nelson, K~mbeflee; Newsome, Antoine~e; Young, 

Samantha Deon; Hoover, Shandol Christine; Perez, 3osmell; CN~ins, Narcus L; Clark, Fred N; Woodard, Harold 
Cc= Lundy, Rae Nicole 
S~bject= ~: CAPS SUPPORT GROUP: Women of Color 

Good Morrdng })veryone, 

~ hope th~s erna~ finds you weH[ Below is a note from Ese LLmdy in the Counse]~Rg office, She has created s much needed support ~ro[~£ ~:or wornen of co,or oR the 

campus, ~: you fiRd femsle students o~: co,or thst need psycho~o~ica~ support, consider encouragin~ them to attend the support ~roup~ A~a#~, thsnks for a~l you do 

to support our studentM 

Have a great weeld 

Ann~ce Fisher, M. Ed 

A~Aent D~rect0r, Acedemic CoHab0rati0n & A~ment 
Housing end Residentia~ Educ~t~0n 

UNC Chapel 

"We have to ~mprove life, not just for those who have 

the most skillsand those who know how ~o manipLHate 

the system. But aiso for and w~th those who ofte~ have 

so much to give but never get the opportunity." 

Dorothy Height 

E~= Lundy, Rae Nicole 
Seat= Tuesday, ]anua~ $5, 2053 9:37 AN 

Te= Wilson, Ada K; Fisher, Annice E; Freeman, Lisa Nicole; Sims Evans, Charle~ 
$abject= CAPS SUPPORT GROUP: Women of Color 

Hello NI! 

I’m reaching out in hopes that you will share information with students about a support group being offered at Counseling and Psychological Services 

(CAPS) for women of color. Please share the following information with students who you think may benefit from a therapy/support group of this nature: 
sister Talk is a group for women of color who would like to discuss any relational, transitional change that is impacting their ability to successfully be the best they can be. The group 
wHI discuss such topics as relationships, self-care, worki,life balance, academic success, managing stress, self-image, and other topics that the group feels would be pertinent to their 
personal success and achievement. Feel free to bring your lunchl FadHtators: Ra~ Lundy, DeVe~a Holman Nash, Marl Diaz. 
Meets Wednesdays from 12:00 to 1:00 PM. 

Students can access additional information about the group at http:!/campushealth.unc.edu/caps/group-therapy. 

My mission and personal philosophy center around advocacy for underrepresented groups, particularly those of racial/ethnic minority. I look forward to 

helping CAPS better serve our students in this way, and look forward to collaborating with your offices to meet this need in the future. 

Thank you for sharingl 

Kind regards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 5:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

IL!:;: EXSS 

Okay. Thanks. Woollen 315. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, E,~plor~:~, Empower, 

919~84&0336 

M~rtin Luther King, ~ro 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Next Wednesday I can meet you at 9 am. 

Thank you, 

On at 5:24 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi     , How is your schedule next week on Wednesday between 9:00 and 10:30 or between I:30 and 3:307 
Dr, Stroman 
D~ Good, 
Deborah L. Stromar~, Ph,D, CLU 
En,go~]~,. ~xpIor~, Empower. 
919.843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
Ny name is and i briefly spoke with you this morning. I wanted to set up a time to speak with you and perhaps see if there’s any resources for me. 
I am currently in the making of starting my own training and nutrition program for diabetic and although I have done a lot already, I know I am most likely 
missing key aspects. 
On Nondays, Wednesdays and Fridays T am very flexible so if there’s a time on those days that work best for you, I would love to talk to you. 
Thank you for your time and help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 5:56 PM 

e>css-fiaculty@listserv.unc.edu 

EW: [progfac] Letter in DTH by Prog. Fac. on Strategic plan 

Hi Atl. 
:1.. I want to make sure that everyone is aware of a very dedicated group of colleagues on campus who are "staying on top" of the BOG and university issues 

that: are critical for a h,-_~althy facu~tv worMng environment. There are many the ~rnportanL d~scussb:~ns takk~g place regarding the fuLure of UNO-Chape~ ~-I~1 
and ( wat~[: [:o share the P}tN re>:~urce wRh you. 

Progressive Faculty Network: If you want to be on the listserv/in the org., you need to go to the website for PFN 

and read the statement of principles. If you agree to the principles, and to being listed on the website, then email 

Karen Booth (.~_~_)_~_£~_~_@_~_~_~_=~£~z_~_~) in WMST to say you’ve read them and want to be on the listserv: 

Note: There are zero fsce-Lo-fsce meetinss that ~ sm aware of for PFN~ ~t is a l~stserv comrnunity for communication £urposes~ ~ have certs~y LEARN£D and Banned 
an k~orta~t perspective from the notes. 

2. As yo~ know the StraLe~c Directions h~tist~ve ~s causk~ ~oLs of te~s~o~ across the 3taL~ o~ ~la~y campuses. The PFN recenLly se~t th~s ~tte~ Lo Lhe DTH 

F~m= Sherwl Kleinman [ma~lto: @nc,rr.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, Januaw 15, 2013 I0:12 AN 
To= The progfac mailing list 
Subject= [progfac] Le~er ~n DTH by Prog, Fac. on Strategic plan 

Note: John and I added &e following ~ the le~er: 

Because faculty are the ones who best understand our concerns, we think it crucial to have the Facul .ty Assembly receive comments and respond. In 
addition, there should be a public formn with President Ross and members of the working group who wrote the document. 

htto://w~v w~daibtarheel.com,’article/2013/01/strategic- plan- draB- needs- faculty- input 

Strategic Plan Draft Needs Facul~ Input 

TO THE EDITOR: 

’][’he UNC Advisory Connnittee for Strategic Directions is laargely made up of politicians, CEOs, administrators and only one faculb’ member. 

As of their Jan. 9 meeting, two key sections ofthe plan "Ma.xi~nizing efliciencies" and "Ensuring an accessible and a financially stable university" were unavailable. 

The full draft roll appear on Wednesday, just hvo days before the system-wide Faculty Assembly meets to provide feedback. 

That is the only meeting of the assembly before the plan is brought for a vote before the Board of Governors in Februmy. And this schedule leaves no time for the 
assembly to gather responds from its constituents. 

Because faculty are the ones who best understm~d our concerns, we think it cmcM m have the Faculty Assembly receive comments and respond. 

In addition, there should be a public forum with President Ross and ~nembers of the working group who wrote the document. 

This would give faculty’, students, staff and committee members a chance to discuss plans that will alt’ect us aJ1. 

On Jan. 9, Charles Perusse, chief operating officer of UNC, gave hints of what’s to come. 

He spoke of increasing "efl]ciencies" with regard to education, including class size and "low em~ollment and low productivity~ programs2’ 

Mr. Perusse has spoken earlier of consolidating programs. 

Increasing class size, putting programs together and getting rid of programs with a low number of degrees would have faar-reaching consequences fbr teaching and 

cunicula, and hence are matters in which tgculty, should be centrally involved. 

What is most efficient may not be the best for teaching and leea~ing, or for having a univeBity" with intellectual integrity’. 



The Progressive Faculty Network calls on President Tom Ross and Board Chainnm~ Peter Ha~s to direct the Advi~ry Committee to present the final draft to the 

Boa~’d of Governors in April. 

That "timetable roll allow thculty to read "the document m~d restx)nd. The current haste itself retlects the problem of valuing efticiency over education, 

’][’his letter was endorsed by 46 members of the Progressive Faculty Network of UNC-Chapel Hill. 

ShenTd Kleinmaaa 
Professor 

Sociology 

Jolm McGowan 
Professor 

English 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"ma~lto:dstro(?J)unc.edu’>dstro(r-aunc.edu<,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to --~a hre~"mailto:leave- 32625780- 56223020~ 18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b(c-alistserv’,unc.edu’Meave-32625780- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fe leb9b@Jistserv,unc.edn<ia-> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 6:17 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: UNC Feature VIDEOBOARD 

I got you featured on our Woollen and Fetzer video screens, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Marth~ Luther King, Jr. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:06 plVl 

To: 
Subject: RE: UNC Feature 

Tba n ks      Gr~-’_~ t: rid co, You have ew:m mot e skill 

I saw this on tv this weekend too, 

Dr~ Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, P~.D. CLU 

@kenan-fia#ler.unc.edu] 
l l: 14 AN 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Feature 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Please check out the link below when you get a chance. After you click the link and the video loads, you can skip to the 29:45 mark in the video and watch from 

there. 

Just wanted to share that with you. 

See you tomorrow, 

B.S. Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 6:20 PM 

@live.unc.edtp 

Marks, Bonita L <mmks@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Thesis Proposal Date 

Thanks for the follow up! I teach MWF 1I:00--- 12:00 and on T/R at 12:30--1:4K 

Monday, Jan. 28 is booked. 

I am open on the other days. 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Do 6ood. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]uL~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

@gmail.com [maito:          @gmai,com] On Behalf Of 
6:09 PM Sent-" Tuesday, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Co-" Harks, Bonita L 
Subject; Re: Thesis Proposal Date 
Dr. Stroman, 
Sorry to e-mail you again but Ijusl wanted to make sure that you received my e-mail the other day regarding my proposal date. Dr. Marks and I were hoping for 

sometime during the last week of JanuaD~ preferably around Thursday the 31 st. I have attached a copy of my thesis going into tm proposal for you to take a look at. 
Thanks again! 

On Fri, at 2:21 PM, ’,~liveamc.e&P wrote: 
Dr. Stroman, 

Dr. Marks and I have just abom finished editing ~W thesis and me about ready to hem into the proposal phase of the process. I know you are busy this smnester with 

a variety of things but Dr. Marks asks if you would be OK with a seven-work-day turnaround rather than a ten-day tummound to review my thesis. This would put us 
at the second to last or last week of Janumy for my proposal (or potentially the week before that if that works better for you). Thursday the 24th, Friday the 25th, or 

Thursday the 31 st are the ideal dates for Dr. Marks and mysell~ however if these days do not work for you let me know if any oftbe days during those last couple 

weeks of JanuaD, will work better. In the event that those are just two bad weeks for you or you wish to have more time to look at my thesis before going into the 

proposal we can re-evaluate and find another date. Thanks so much and please let me know’. 

Thanks again’. 

E: 

[ Depafftment of Exercise and Sport Science [ UNC Chapel Hill 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live~unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 6:55 PM 

Campbell, I,a~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@~mc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edw~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murrill@unc.edw,; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] Letter in DTH by Prog. Fac. on Strategic plan 

FYI. Sent [o the DTH and Pres. Ross. 

d 

Do Good, 

Dcborat~ L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

k’nSu,,Te, Exptor~, 

9:19.$43.0336 

"Our lives begin ta end the day we become silent about ~hings ~hot matter.. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From-" Sherryl Kleinman [mailto ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:12 AM 
To; The progfac mailing list 
Subject; [progfac] Letter in DTH by Prog. Fac. on Strategic plan 

Note: John and I added the lbllowing to the letter: 

Because faculty are the ones who best understand our concerns, we think it cruci’,fl to have the Faculty Assembly receive comments and respond. In 
addition, there should be a public forum with President Ross and members of the working group who wrote the document. 

Strategic Plan Draft Needs Faculty Input 

TO THE EDITOR: 

The [INC AdvimU Committee tbr Strategic Directions is lacgely made up of politicians, CEOs, administrators a~d only one faculty member. 

As of their Jan. 9 meeting, t~vo key sections of the plan "Mavdmizing etficiencies" and "Ensuring a~ accessible aJ~d a financially stable university" were unavailable. 

The full draft will appear on Wednesday, just two days before the system-wide Faculb" Assembly meets to provide feedback. 

That is the only meeting of the assembly before the plan is brought for a vote beibm the Board of Governors in FebmaQ’. And this schedule leaves no time for the 
assembly to gather responses from its constituents. 

Because faculty- are the ones who best understand our concerns, we think it crucial to have the Faculty Assembly receive comments and respond. 

In addition, them should be a public forum with President Ross and members oftbe working group who wrote the document. 

This would give facul~, students, stafl’a~d committee members a chance to discuss plans that will aJt~ct us all. 

On Jan. 9, Cha-les Perusse, chief operating officer of UNC, gave hints of what’s to come. 

He spoke of increasing "elficiencies" with regard to education, including class size m~d "low enrollment and low productivity" programs." 

Mr. Pemsse has spoken earlier of consolidating prograns. 

Increasing class size, putting programs together and getting rid of programs with a low mmlber of degrees would have far-roaching consequences for teaching and 
curricula, and hence am matters in which faculty~ should be centrally invoNed. 

What is most efficient may not be the best tbr teaching mad learning, or tbr having a tmiversi~ with intellectual integri~. 

The Progressive Faculty Network calls on President Tom Ross and Board Chairman Peter Hans to direct the Advia)w Committee to present the final draft to the 
Board of Governors in April. 

That timetable will allow iRcul~ to mad the document and respond. The cmrent haste itself reflects the problem of valuing efficiency over education. 

This letter was endorsed by 46 members of the Progressive Faculty~ Nem, ork of UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Shenyl Kleimnan 
Professor 



Sociology 

John McGowm~ 

Prot~ssor 
English 

<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a href"mailto:dstro~;unc,edu">dstro(i~unc,edu~ga>. To unsubscribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a href "maillo:l~ve- 32625780- 56223020.18abcM.3200370a~c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(i~li slserv, unc.edu’~leave-32625780- 

56223020.18abcM.3200370a~c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(i~listserv.unc.edu~ga> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 7:08 PM 

Emestine Taylor < @triad.rr.com>; Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: CBC Modules 

Hi Ernesdne. David and I are meeting tomorrow. Please stay tuned. Thanks[ 

debbv 
Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

@triad.rr.com] From: Ernestine Taylor [mailto: 

Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 7:07 PN 
To: Kiel, David 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC Nodules 

Hi David 

Since January 14 has passed and we did not have a chance to schedule a conference call with Deborah, what are some good dates for us to chat. 

I do not want to get too immersed in the development of a module(s) until we can chat about a contract with estimated costs. Also, perhaps the workshop 

priorities might have changed. 

I am traveling the week of January 28. My February calendar is more flexible. 

Ernestine 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2013 10:21 AM 

@ nc.lT.COln~~ 

If’W: INFORMATIONAL: Who Says Adolescents Can’t Be Mindful? 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D C],U 
Engage. [ixplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify unc.edu [mailto:nobod,v(~notif~/ unc.edu] On Behalf Ofmindfulness@med.unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 8:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~iect: INFORMATIONAL: Who Says Adolescents Can’t Be Mindful? 

For the first time at UNC, a mindfulness class will be offered for adolescents, ages 12-18. Based on Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction 
(MBSR) and tailored to adolescents, the empirically-based curriculum :[’or this course, entitled I,earning to BREA’YfIE, was developed by mindfulness expert/clinical psychologist Dr Patricia 
Broderick and has been endorsed by Jan Kabat-Zinn. 

Research in mindfulness indicates that this program may help students improve focus, enhance self-confidence, and provide a basis for developing positive coping and time-management 
skills 

"These skills can help teenagers navigate effectively through a time in life that can be confasing, filled with uncertainties, and exceedingly stressful. These life-skills fi~rm the basis for 
building successful relationships, beginning with oneself." Jan Kabat-Zirm, founder of MBSR, from forward of Learning to BREATHE 

Dates: Wednesdays, Feb 13 - March 20, 2013, 5:15 - 6:45p.ra. 
OR~EiX~ATION FOR TEENS AND PAREi’~S: Feb 6, 5:15-6:15 pm 

Location: Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg, Roora 500; School of Social Work, L~iX-C 

Registration Fee: $295 

Participants in the associated research study will receive a $15 Amazon gift card for each of three online questionnaires completed (total of $45). The online questionnaire takes 
approximately 20 rdfnutes, and must be corapleted the cvening prior to the first class, after the third class, and again after the final class. 

The class will be taught by Dr. Karcn Bluth, an experienced mindf’ulness instructor and educator with 18 years formal classroora teaching experience with children and adolescents. Dr. 
Bluth’s research is focused on improving adolescent and faraily well-being through mindf’ulness inter,~entions. She began practicing mindfulness when she was an adolescent. 

To register, complete the following and return using the information 
below: (Registration deadline is February 1, 2013) 

Participant Nanm 

Address 

Birthdate Phone 

Eraail 

Parent Name/Phone 

Parent email 

Include $295 payment: 
1 ) Check: Make payable to: PMR/Medical Fund, & on Memo line, write 
"Mindfulness". Mail check along with this completed form to postal 
mailing address below 

2)Credit Card To make a secure payment, please call 919.966.8586, with 
your credit card information (For security reasons, we do not accept 
credit card reformation by email). 

EMAIL: mindfuthess@med.unc, edu 

FAX: 919-843-5452 

PHONE: 919-966-8586 

POSTAL IVL4ILING ADDRF~SS: 
Mindfiflness Course, Program on Integrative Medicine Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation CB# 7200, UNC School of Medicine Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7200 

This email is sponsored by: Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation 



"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated that the?’ do want to receive mass email. To set ?’our informational mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at 
http://mv.unc.edu, and select "Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:22 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi 

Dr, Strom~,n 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

This course is closed. Best wishes t:or a great semes[er! 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 9:23 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 

Hello, 

I am currently a senior planning on graduating in May, and was trying to enroll In your MWF 11 o’clock section of Sports Business Venture but Connect Carolina said 

I need the instructors permission before enrollment. I am emailing you inquiring about the possibility for me to join this class, and whether or not I should come 

today. 

Thank you 

PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

1~92: Office Hours Today 

I teach M-F :1.:[:00--- 2:00. 

Dr, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

I have appointrnents d~is afternoon already scheduled. What is your’ availabiliW next week? 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Office Hours Today 

Dr. Stroman, 

Martin Luther Ki~q, Jr, 

8:32 AM 

I know you have office hours this afternoon from :~-4 and I am curious if you’re available at 2 to discuss a possible coaching education minor and what that entails. I am 

currently a Sports Administration major and feel as though your insight would be very helpful. I met with Jamie Samples in Steele this morning and have an updated 
worksheet. 

Thanks for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

@live.unc.edw~ 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi 

Dr, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

Thanks for your follow up~ You have to be more pr’oactive and I appr’eciate the second note, What is your’ PID? 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, :t2:32 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I reached out to you back in November and wanted to try again to touch base with you.          extended my internship until the end of the spring semester and I need to 
enroll in EXSS    to abide by company policies and earn credit for the unpaid internship. I have tried to catch you during your office hours since the semester began but seem 
to keep missing you! I was wondering if we could set up an appointment to discuss the possibility of enrolling me in the course and to finally meet! 
I hope your semester is off to a great start and I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of 3ournalism and Mass Communication - 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Class of 

@live,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 1:22 PM 

@live unc edu-~ 

I~E: Sports admin internship 

Hi . Thanks for your cormnunication. 

Let me know your availability next week. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1 : 12 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sut~iect: Re: Sports admin internship 

Dr stroman, 
I am so SO1Ty but an emergency came up and I have to rash back home to Greensboro. I’m so son5’ for the late notice. Let me know if it’s possible to reschedule. 

Sorry again 

On at 12:11 PM; "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

Hi Wednesday, (next week) at 1:00 p.m. m my office (Woollen 315). ’l’hank s 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is nmre dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~’." 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frorrl: 

Sent: Monday, 9:51 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Sports achnin internship 

Dr. Stroman, 
We had talked before break about possibly meeting about the sports 
admin path and possible internships 2 weeks into the spring semester. 
11~ it’s still ok with you to meet please let me know what day and time 
works for you. I have class MWF until 1 and TuTh until 3:15 but 
anytirae arom~d that is possible for me. Let nm know what you have 
available 

Thanks 

On at 9:57 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

>> Hi         Thanks for your inquiry Your question is not conducive 
>> for an email reply. ;) Let’s chat when the semester begins. Send me a 
>> note during the second week of classes I strongly suggest that you 
>> consider joining the Club in the spring The Carolina Sport Business 
>> Club is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless 
>> of major) interested in careers in the sport industry. A~ether it’s 
>> youth, interscholastic, college, international or professional The 
>> Club seeks to connect you to information and experiential education. 
>> We try to create or find out about activities and events to help you 
>> get more prepared for a career in this very competitive industly. 
>> Please visit the Club site to learn more and to get involved. 
>> ,a~’w.csbcunc corn <http://www.csbcunc.com> You may join at any meeting 
>> 

>> 

>> I post job and internship opportunities to the Club Sakai site too. 
>> As you take EXSS SA courses you will meet professors and they ~vill 
>> also share opportunities. The sport industry is very competitive. 



>> Thus, the more internships and experiences the better. 
>> 
>> Dr Stroman 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss unc.edui Sport 
>> Adrainistration Professor and Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>> Facul~" Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
>> 

>> "Until reali~" is defined, progress is irapossible." 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On 9:45 PM. ’ 
>> 

>>> Hi, 
>>> My- name is                and I am a sophomore Sports a&nin major. 
>>> I l~ow it’s time to start getting serious about figuring out my 
>>> future and building up tW resume. I was wondering if you knew of 
>>> any good internships for my major? I would prefe~ one for the fall 
>>> semester 
>>>     because I am highly- considering summer school this sunm~er. 
>>> However, I can always rearrange my sur~wner schedule if need be. 

>>> Also, I know it is really early but I am nervous about finding a job 
>>> after graduation and was wondering if you could suggest some ideas 
>>> to boost my resume a little bit aside from an internship, and is one 
>>> internship enough? 
>>> 

>>> I understand that this is a crazy time for staff so there is no rush 
>>> in replying to this email; I’m just tlying to get things in order 
>>> and and any reformation you can provide is extremely helpful 

>>> Thales so much 

>> 

>> <default.xml> 
> 

> 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2013 1:26 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emafil.unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

Thanks. 
d 
Deborah L Stroman~ Pb,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, ErapoWero 

::*i htt p://t 1.gstatic.com/images? 
..... q=tbn:ANdgGcTAtXucM F4wmCg/kzopDgbMOq 

NwSFNsKQM FatYDfDcritku6-01UYQ 

............................................. 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 

"Nearly all me~ ca~ stand r~cDersil-y, b~r~ if yo~ wan~ to tes~ a man’s ck~aracter, gNe him power." Abrahan~ I,i~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:41 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~E: Big ’Fen Expression Info 

Excellent! Thanks ]:or sharing. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Slroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

@uncaa.unc.edu] 
.t:02 PM 

From;          [mailto 
Sent; Wednesday, 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Fwd: Big Ten Expansion Info 
Here’s some info one of the guys from the Business Office gave me one day about expansion and it’s really interesting. Thought you’d like it since we talked about it today. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
B.A. EXSS-Sport Administration, 

Direct 

>>> Chad Zwierlein 2:33 PM >>> 
Here you go... 

Chad N, Zwierlein 
Assistant Director of Business Operations 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-6450 
Fax: 919-962-0125 

GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2013 3:12 PM 

Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: College Sport Expansion and Research - Complex Intersection 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Lol. 

Sent from my iPad 

"E&~cating the mind mthout educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 3:08 PM, "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zolle~tbkenan-flaglera~nc.edu> wrote: 

I want them to admit Toronto and Buffalo, so we can beat up on them. Wony about perennial losing seasons in the Big Ten. But then aga~n, they admitted 
Rutgers... And of course, if we get UVA .... ;) 

All the best, 

Ted 

Ted D. Zoller PhD 

Director, Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

Associate ProtEssor 

Kenan- Flagler Business School 

University of Nor~h Carolina at Chapel ttill 

Senior Fellow, 
Ewing Minion Kauffman Foundation 

919.962.3103 p 

m 

Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 16 Jan 2013 18:40:35 +0000 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: College Sport Expansion and Research - Complex Intersection 

Hi All. I had a particularly great discussion with my sport entrepreneurship class today around the strong interest of alum Jim Delany (commish of the 

Big Ten) and others to have UNC & UVA join their conference. Entrepreneurial spirit in action from the seat of a very influential sport CEO. ;) (I had the 

opportunity to have dinner with him last month and he is truly relentless.) 

Why leave the ACC? Attached article frames the economic engine of research as a critical motivating factor. 

Enjoy. 

d 

Deborah Lo Stroma~, Ph.D, CLU 

<ima~eOO~,jp~> 

315 Woo~en - CB #~700 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 

<ima~eOO2.jp~> 

~Nea:cly all me~ ca~ stand adve:csJty, b~t :if you want to test a man~’s c}~a:cacte:c, ~;:ive hfln power." Abraha~n I,:h~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2013 3:31 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.e&~> 

Re: EXSS    ADD 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Lol. Probably the latter. 

Sent from my iPad 

"E&~cating the mind mthout educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 3:17 PM, "McCullen, Ashley D" <amcculle(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
UNC-CH 
919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 1:26 PlVl 
To: HcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject-" EXSS    ADD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:34 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Watch your Connect Caxolina. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 2:50 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Stroman, 

This is    from class. You had mentioned adding me to the class for internship credit. My n~zne ~s 

Thanks, 

and PID is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <70 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:59 PM 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Re: SBEN Ambassador Program 

Hi I don’t ~ecomtnend that you take on a~hing new. This role would require you to take titne to meet new people and learn new processes. Focus on your 
academics and your current activities (as minimal as they are). 

You don’t need anything else to add to your ~esume or learning base at this time. 

You can ramp back up this fall semester. Please do not accept this offer. 

Let’s chat if you strongly disagree. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent frown my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the hea~l is no education at all." Arislotle 

On at 1:56 PM, ,~live.unc.edu> w~me: 

What do yon think about this opportt~nity? I was thi~ldng it could compliment my role this semester with CSBC. Plus it conld prove mutually beneficial 

giving our club and CSRI more exposure. If you recall them over the break, SBEN reached out to you and I about streaming some of our CSBC 

meetings for t~ee online. 

Questions or concerl!s? 

From: Beth Grupsmith <beth.grupsmith@sbenlive.org> 
Subject: SBEN Ambassador Program 
Date: 1:37:44 PM EST 
To: @gmail.com> 

Hope you had a great new year’. I wanted to reach out to yon about an opportt~nity with SBEN. It’s a new initiative we are creating and 

would love for yon to get involved! It’s not easy. for me to reach every campus with a sport management program so I have created an 

Ambassador Program to be my direct contact beP,~-een the university to get events on SBEN as well as help the campus cotnmuni .ty learn 
about us as well. Below is information about the program for yon to consider. 

The SBEN Ambassador Program will start for the spring semester and depending where SBEN goes and how the representative feels can 

continue to the fall semester. 

Roles and responsibilities will include: 

1. Direct contact between university and SBEN 

2. Inform SBEN of events are taking place at university i.e. ads career fair, panels, etc. 

3. Assist with marketing, promotion, and production ol events 

1~ Marketing and promotion will include working with organizations (campus dubs putting on events) as we[[ as SBEN 
2. V’vIll include social media (tweets, fb posting in different sport management and university groups) 

4. Help university learn about SBEN, it’s initiatives, and content 
1. Direct traffic to SBEN websites (livestream and wordpress) and social media 

5. Participate in bi-monthly calls with SBEN fer updates 

Input, ideas, suggestions and feedback from the Ambassador will play a pivotN role in the program as well. We want the Ambassador to 

help SBEN grow and contribute in any way possible. For SBEN communication is key. 

Time commitment does not include spending 10 or so hours a week doing work for SBEN. Time spent on SBEN initiatives is as the 

projects arise on campus as well as the amount of time needed to promote SBEN and it’s events to campus increasing viewership. We 
are looking for Ambassador’s to enioy the work they are doing and want to spend time on spreading the word as well as helping to 
contribute. 

We. are a non-profit organization and are unable to provide compensation. This program is meant to help students get futtber experience 

in the industry before graduating. 

If you have any questions please feel five to ask me[ Would love for you to come on board with us! 

Best, 

Beth 



Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 617-398-7236 

(c) 

(e) beth.grupsmith,@~sbenlive.o ,rg 

(w) www.new.live stre~an .com/sben 

@SBENLive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 4:20 PM 

@live.unc.edw~ 

Re: EXSS 

Hi Please watch your Connect Carolina. Let’s schedule a meeting for next week. I teach M-F 11:00 - 2:00. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without e&~cating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 1:49 PM, i~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

My PID is Thm~k you for your response! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:20 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dslro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi       . Thanks for your follow up You have ~:o be more proactive and I appredate the second note What ~s your PID? 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L Stroman, PhZ~, CIA~ 

91] 9.843,0336 

<imageOOijpg> 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter. 

[vlartin Luther King, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, :t2:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I reached out to you back in November and wanted to try again to touch base with you.          extended my internship until the end of the 
spring semester and I need to enroll in EXSS    to abide by company policies and earn credit for the unpaid internship. I have tried to catch you 
during your office hours since the semester began but seem to keep missing you! I was wondering if we could set up an appointment to discuss the 
possibility of enrolling me in the course and to finally meet! 
I hope your semester is off to a great start and I look forward to speaking with you soon. 
Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication - 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Class of 

_~ J j__v__e__~ _u___n__c_ :__e___d__u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 4:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: SBEN Ambassador Program 

Yes! We finalized it last week. Let’s chat about this visit. 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without e&~cating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 4:09 PM,’ ,~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

No worries at all. I respect your decision and will happily agree. Just saw on EXSS site that Roger Goodell is cotning to UNC on March 6!! 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, 3:59 PM 
To: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: SBEN Ambassador Program 

Hi      I don’t recommend that you take on an~hing new. This role would require you to take ti~ne to meet new people m~d learn new processes. 

Focus on your academics and your current activities (as minimal as they axe). 

You don’t need a~ything else to acid to your resume or learning base at this time. 

You can ramp back up this fall semester. Please do not accept this offer. 

Let’s chat if you strongly disagree. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On , at 1:56 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

What do you think about this oppormni~? I was thinldng it could compliment my role this semester with CSBC. Plus it could prove mutually 

beneficial giving our club and CSRI more exposure. If you recall from over the break, SBEN reached out to you and I about streaming some 

of our CSBC meetings for free online. 

Queslions or conceFas~ 

From: Beth Grupsmith <beth.grupsmith@sbenlive.org> 
Subject: SBEN Ambassador Program 
Date: January 16, 2013 1:37:44 PM EST 

To:                             @.qmail.com> 

Hope you had a great new year! I wanted to reach out to you about an opportunity with SBEN. It’s a new initiative we are 

creating a~d would love for you to get involved’. It’s not easy tbr me to reach eveu campus with a sport management program 

so I have created an Ambassador Program to be my direct contact between the universi~ to get events on SBEN as well as 

help the campus communi~ lem~ about us as well. Below is information about the program for you to consider. 

The SBEN Ambassador Pro,gram will star[ for the spring semester and depending where SBEN goes and how the representative 

feels can continue to the fall semester, 

Roles and responsibilities will include: 

1. Direct contact between university and SBEN 
2. Inform SBEN of events are taking place at university i.e. ads career fair, panels, etc. 
3. Assist with marketing, promotion, and production of events 

1. Marketing and promotion will include working wi~h organizations (campus clubs putting on events) as well as 



SBEN 
2. Will include social media (tweets, Ib posting in different sport management and university groups) 

4. Help universii,{ learn about SBEN, it’s initiatives, and content 
1. Direct traffic to SBEN websites divestream and wordpress) and sociN media 

5. Pa~icipate in hi-monthly calls with SBEN for updates 

input, ideas, suggestions and feedback from the Ambassador will play a pivotal role in the program as well. We want the 

Ambassador to help SBtEN grow and contribute in any way possible. For SBEN communication is key. 

Time commitment does riot include spending 10 or so hours a week doing work for SBEN, Time spent on SBEN initiatives 

is as the projects arise on campus as well as the amount of time needed to promote SBEN and it’s events to campus 
increasing viewership. We ate looking for Ambassador’s to enjoy the work they are doing arid want to spend time on 
spreading the word as well as helping to contribute. 

W’e are a non-profit organization and are unable to provide compensation. This program is meant to help students get 

further experience in the industq," before graduating, 

If you have any questions please feel ti~ee to ask me’. Would love for you to come on tx)ard with us! 

Bes~t, 

Beth 

Beth Gmpsmith 
Managing Director 
Sports Business Education Network 
(o) 617-39g-7236 
(c) 
(e) beth.gmpsmi th@sbenli ve.o .rg 
(w) www.new.live s~tma~ .corn/sben 
@SBEN Live 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2013 4:36 PM 

Campbell, LanT <lecamp@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

Groat work L~ry[ Thanks. 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without e&tcating the heart is no education at all." Afis~totle 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 3:44 PM, "Campbell, Larry" <lecamp(~emaila~nc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon everyone. My appointment with Representative Horn yesterday was one of general conversation as the two of us just sat in his 
office and talked. Representative Horn and I met initially at our NC Alliance Day conference in October 2012. At our conference, he was able to 
meet some high school students from his hometown of Weddington, NC. I thank him for remembering me and for extending an invitation to 
discuss the topic of education across North Carolina. Also, I want to thank everyone reading this email for your support and for assisting me in 
preparing for this meeting. Several points were discussed as listed below: 

<!--[if ’.supportLis~s]-->l. <!--[endifl-->ldentify ways to promote more interest in education among the students, parents and industry. 

<!--[if ’.supportLis~s]-->2. <!--[endii]-->How do we in North Caroline better reach the rural and urban communities on student educational 
needs? 

<!--[if ’.suplx~rtLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Discussed what is meant by students who are underserved, underprivileged and exceptional. In the 
term exceptional, we discussed the academically gifted and talented programs as well as the special education programs. 

<!--[if’.supportLis’,s]-->4. <!--[endifl-->Discussed the Governor’s perspective that education is one of his priorities. 

<!--[if ’.supportLis’,s]-->5. <!--[endifl-->Discussed what it would take to bring all the players together to promote education. 
<!--[if ’.supportLis’,s]-->6. <!--[endifl-->We discussed the ethnic groups and their impact in our education system. 
<!--[if ’.supIx~rtLists]-->7. <!--[endif]-->Discussed pre-school, secondary and post secondary education and why they are important to a 

student’s success. 
<!--[if ’.supportLis’,s]-->8. <!--[endifl-->We discussed the impact of having qualified teachers. Trained teachers without an opportunity to 

professionally developed will not provide the type of leadership and quality education we want in the classroom. 
<!--[if !snpportLists]-->9. <!--[endifl-->How a quality research program at our Institutions will lend itself to better prepared students, a more 

healthy, knowledgeable community and an opportunity to look outside the box. I used the example of UNC research in HIV and what 
would have happen if our scientists did not collaborate across disciplines and other institutions. Additionally, what if our researchers 
decided to leave our campus for other positions elsewhere because we could not provide the resources (funding, equipment, facilities) 
for them to complete their research. It takes time and consistent efforts to be successful. I stated how proud I was of our researchers 
and scientists for their diligence and determination to seek a problem and not give up. 

<!--[if !snpportLists]-->l 0. <!--[endif]-->Discussed digital education and what it would mean to the students in North Carolina. I stated that 
digital education is one of those areas that needed to be brought to the attention of our Universities’ Education system. We should not 
enter into any new educational program or concept without the research to support it. 

Representative Horn stated that he would like to have a follow-on meeting to discuss any ideas I may have. A follow-on meeting has not been 
set at this time. If you have any questions or comments, do not hesitate to contact me. 
Larry 
Larry E. Campbell 
Colonel, US Army (Retired) 
OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Chemistry 
Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3298 
Chapel Hill, NC 27699-3290 
lecamp@email,unc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 843-6903 
FAX: (919) 962-2388 

From: Rep. Craig Horn [mailto:Craiq~Horn@ncleq.net] 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 11:44 AN 
To-" Campbell, Larry 
Subject: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 
Dear Mr. Campbell, 
As you may know, I will be chairing the House Appropriations Sub-Committee on Education in the coming Session of the General Assembly. I would 
appreciate the opportunity to speak with you again about your experiences and views on how to promote a sound education for students across 
North Carolina and, in particular, for students with both special and exceptional needs. 
Please call me on Mobile at at your convenience or call my office to advise a convenient time and place for us to chat. 
Very respectfully, 

Cra ig 

D. Craig Horn 

Representative, District 68 

North Carolina General Assembly 

J_0J~0 Legislative Building 

16 W. Jones Street 

Raleigh, NC 2760~-~096 

Telephone: 9~9-733-2406 



Email:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2013 4:51 PM 

ttertel, Amy Locklear <AmyI~ertel@unc.edu>; Ma~ia DeGuzmm~ ~ @earthlink. net> @e~J~Nink.nel>; Campbell, 

Larry <lecmnp@email.unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robert~n, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Shandra 

Jones <Sha~dra Jones@kenaaa-flagler.unc.edtc>; Littlejoh~ Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; Haamnett, Victoria LaFriech 

<vhmnmett@email.unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edtc> 

Fwd: [progfac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 

FYI on this petition, 

Sent farm my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

Begin forwarded tnessage: 

Erom: "Vigil, Arim~a Elizabeth" <aviail(~)e~nM.unc.edu> 

Date: Januao~ 16, 2013, 4:29:01 PM EST 

To: The progfac mailing liszt <progfac(~listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [progfac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 

Reply-To: "Vigil, Arim~a Elizabeth" <avigil@email.unc.edu> 

Hello Everyone, 

I believe Sherryl sent a DTtt a~cficle at the end of last semester about complaints levemged by survivors of ~xual assault concerning the way in which their 

sexuaJ assault cases were handled by the University and specifically the ttonor Conrt. 

Those involved have now fore,ally filed sever~] compl~fints with the Deparlment of Education about violations to the Victim’s Bill of Rights, the Cle~y Act, 

and FERPA. Today’s HuflPost article here: 

http:i/vx~x~v.huffingtonpost.com/2013/O1/16/unc-sexaral-assault n 2488383.html?1358364211 

sexaM-violence-m~d-hos~ilib’-at-unc?utm source share petition&utm medium tM share&utm campaigner share before sign 

I’m wondering iftblks on this list would like to staJct a di~ussion abont what we, as individual faculty and as the members of several gronps (PFN and 

AAUP) cma/would like to do? 

Ario2na 

Afi~a E. Vigil 

Assistant ProtEssor 

Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 

UniversiU of Nort]~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

--- You are currently subscribed to progthc as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscfibe send a blank 

email to leave-32634406- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(a)li stserv, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:19 PM 

@live .unc .edu> 

Prig: SOlTy’. Here is the athachment: 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

How is your scheduie on Wednesday after 2:00 p.m.? 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 8:07 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

This is fantastic news! I am excited to meet with you and move forward! Should I come by during your office hours? Or is there a different time you 

prefer to meet? 

I hope you are having a great day! 

Best, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Exercise and Sport Science- 

Email:      ~live.unc.edu 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 4:57 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g~plor’~, Empower, 

91%8~3,0336 

, Your proposal has k>’_~en approved by the de~xirtm~-:mt and you are oow enrolled Let’s rn~-:~et he’,d: w~-_~ek to g~-_d: you going, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From= 

Sent= Thursday, 8:46 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I would love to chat tomorrow! What are your office hours? Or when is a convenient time to meet? 

Thank you for your time! 

ps. Your workout kicked my butt!! I (just barely) managed to do 2 rounds :) 

Thanks again! 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Exercise and Sport Science- 

Email:      @_[Lv_#_:_u_£!9_=#__d__u_. 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 9:46 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi       , Thanks for your draft, See attached. Please review, let’s chat tomorrow. 

No~:e: Always save y.:_~ur academic work with your surname in the fi~e name ;) 

Dr, Sl:rofrH~t~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 



From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Sorry about that! 

"Nothing in the woHd is more danserous than a sincere ignorance and consdentious stupidity°" 

8:13 PM 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Exercise and Sport Science- 
Email:      @_[Lv_ #_=_u_ #__c__~#__d__u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 7:02 PM 

@gmail.com> 

l~E: Iutemship class for credit 

.doc 

Hi       The letter is on my door, 

Keep me posted. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Internship class for credit 
Dr. Stmman, 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter°" 
M~rtin Luther King, Jr. 

@gmail.com] 
3:59 PM 

Plea~ let me know. Thanks! 

On at 1:52 PM, Stroman, Deborah L dstm@uuc.edu wrote: 

Received. Thanks! 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stromml, Ph.D, CLU 

919,843.0336 
<ima~eOOLjp~> 

"NetNng ~n the world ~s mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidiW." 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:02 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Internship class for credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

T~ee tNngs I re~ly wm~t you To emph~is is my drive for ]eanfing, esNciaJly in the sp~ field, my willingness to do any job, no ma~er how mmfi~ it may 

seem and no ma~er how di~- the job, and my charisma and e~ctiveness towaNs other people. 

Tha~s~ 

On at 1:37 PM, Stroman, Deborah L dstr x.t~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi       How is your schedule tomorrow between tO:O0 and :[1:30 a.m.? 

Dr, Strornan 

Do Good, 

Deborah L S~roman, PtLD, CLU 

919,843,0336 

<imageOO:l.]pg> 

Sent= Wednesday, ~: ~6 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: ~nternship class for credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

ThaWs for geRing ~ck to me about ~e intemsNp credit. I would love to meet tNs week to finalize it. 

Thanks, 

On at 3:08 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

. Yes, this outline is fine. We will review the course requirements in January. Thanks! 



Enjoy th~-_~ break. 

Dr~ Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 

E&qa,q~ Explor~, Empower. 
9119,843,0336 

<~msgeOOI,jpg> 

"~otNng ~n the world ~s mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and ~e~sdent~o~s stupidi~," 

$eBt: Sunday, 5:33 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
$~jeCt: Re: In~rnship class for credit 

Dr. Stroman~ 

I ta]ked to my athletic director m~d he ,said he would love help in the office as an AD intern as well as coach, and he gave me a 

list of things I will help out with. 

Game Day Operations for Men/Women’s basketball games 

Booking OlticiaJs 

Booking bases and drivers 

Checki ng grade s and attendance of kids for eligibility purpose s 
Coordinafing volunteers to mn concession stands and ficket takers 

Etc. 

Let me lmow if this will suffice as the adtninistrafion credit on top of my coaching duties. I will come by on the first week of 

classes to get eve ~rything set up so I can get my paperwork going. 

Thanks, 

On                 at 8:26 PM,                     ~)gLn_~i_l_:_c_o__r__n_.> wrote: 

Taesday sounds good. What time are 5 oa tree ~ I am wide open. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, at 3: 58 PM, Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro(a) unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi I am not available tomorrow. How ix your schedule on Tuesday? Please do not feel rushed. ~,’e have until classes 
start ~n .January to get this coordh~ated. ;) If you know th~: ALl_ you will be doh~g (and wm~t ~:o do} is coi~chk~g, then 
is [~O[: open [o you. 

Thanks~ 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good. 
Beborah L. Stroma~, ?h.B. CLU 
g~’~,qatm, Ekpto r~:~. 

<h~ageOOI,jpg> 
"NetNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiW," 

From: 
Sent: ~ursday, 2:07 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Internship class tbr credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

Have you found a good fime to meet this week? 

On Mon, at 3:40 PM, 

Dr. Stroman, 

~?J?mnail.com> wrote: 

When is a good time lbr you? I am pretty flexible in the mornings. I would love to get this worked out this week so I can get it 

on the ~hedule. 

Thanks, 

On Morn at 2:12 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(r-aunc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Let’s chat. Coaching is not admirfis~ratio~. We need to discuss your assignments such tha~ you are receiving 
coordinati ~r~/n?anagen?ent work in this in[ernship. 



Thanks! 
Regards, 
Deborah L Sl:rom~m, Ph.D CI_LJ 
9:19.843.0336 
Twitter- @drstroman 

"The journey i~ the rew~rd. Chinese Preverb 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, ~2:43 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= Re: In~rnship class for credit 
Dr. Stroman, 

Is there an?thing else I need to do in order to get into the internship course?’? 

Thanks, 

On Tue, at 1:56 AM, ,~;gmail.com> wrote: 

Dr. Stroman, 

My PID is 

I am interning as an assistant basketball coach at                     for the JV and Varsi .ty         reruns. I feel fl~is 

counts an a great internship because I am hoping to be a graduate assislant ne:a year at the Division 1 level and this is a great 

tes~ to my commitment to basketball and to learning the ropes of the coaching world. 

Thanks, 

On Mon, at 4:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <.d_~.t_r.9(q~_~_~r_~_c_:_e_.5_t~> wrote: 
Hi Where is your internship? What is your PID? 
Dr~ Stroman 
:Do Good. 
Deborah L. Strornan, P}~,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 
<~mageOOt.jpg> 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and 
From= @gmail,com] 
Sent= Sunday, 9:32 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Internship class for credit 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ?~!nail.com> 

Date: Sun,             at 5:41 PM 
Subject: Internship class for credit 

To: .~_t!2~_r__n_~_:_n_~i__u___n__%_e_d_u_ 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this emaJl finds you well. I am interested in raking the internship in EXSS class in the spring, and wanted to see ifI could 
be enrolled in "the class. I would love to meet with you and taJk about my internship that I have and "the details of the program. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 7:10 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

~!live.anc.edu> 

CSBC Speakers 

CSBC Past Speakers MASTER.pdf 

Hi      Can you please work with      to update this document. Thanks! 
I can’t find the word document. ;( 
Dr. Stroman 

i.~.i http://tl.gstatic.c°mtimages? 

q=tbn:ANdgGcTAtXucM F4wmCRkzopDgbMC)ct 
NwSFNsKQM FatYDfDcritku6-01UYC) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 7:10 PM 

@live .unc .edu> 

I~E: So1~". Here is the attachment: 

3:30 is great! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qgN~, g,~plor~:~, g’mpower, 

lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter°" 
Martin Luther King, lr. 

Ftoml 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:51 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I work at the SRC from 12-3, but I am free after 3 PM Is that a good time for me to come by your office? 

I hope you are having a great Wednesday! 

Best, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Exercise and Spo~t Science- 

Email:      @live.unc.edu 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, :tl: 19 PM 

To; 
Subject; RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi How is your schedule on Wednesday after’ 2:00 p.nL? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things thor matter. 
Martin Luther king, Jr. 

From-" 

Sent-" Wednesday, 8:07 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

This is fantastic news! I am excited to meet with you and move forward! Should I come by during your office hours? Or is there a different time you 

prefer to meet? 

I hope you are having a great day! 

Best, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Exercise and Sport Science- 
Email:      @_[Lv_ @_=_u__r_Lc__:@__d__u_. 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 4:57 PM 
To; 
Subject; RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

From-" 

Your proposal has k>:~en approved by the de{xirtm~-_mt and you are now enrolJed Let’s n’>_~et he’,d: w~-_~ek to g~:_d: you going, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 



Sent= Thursday, 8:46 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I would love to chat tomorrow! What are your office hours? Or when is a convenient time to meet? 
Thank you for your time! 
ps. Your workout kicked my butt!! I (just barely) managed to do 2 rounds :) 
Thanks a.qain! 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Class of 

Exercise and Sport Science- 
Emaih      @!ive.unc.edu 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 9:4-6 PH 
To= 
Subject= RE: Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Hi Thar~ks for yot~r draft. See att~ched, Ple~se review, LeL’s chat t.:_~morrow. 
Note: A~ways save your academic work with your surname in the fi~e name. ;) 
Dr~ Stroman 
I)o Good. 
Deborah L. Strong, an, Ph.D. CLU 

E’n.q~,q~, E~plor~, E’mpowe~: 
919884&0336 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Sorry! Here is the attachment: 

Sorry about that! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

8:13 PM 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Class of 

Exercise and Sport Science- 
Emaih      ~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, January. 17, 2013 12:11 PM 

Enrico Copeland <enrico@ghcintemationa].org> 

I~E: GHCI Looking Forward H20 Meeting 

Super[ Are you going to DC this weekend? 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we became silent ~bout things that matter," 

Matin Luther King, 
From= Enrico Copeland [mailto:enrico@ghcinternational.org] 
Sent= Thursday, Januaw ~7, 20~3 ~:56 AH 
To= Hertel, Amy Locklear; 
Subject= GHC~ Looking ~ard H20 Heeting 
Amy, 
HAPPY NEW YEAR~ 
A great year thi~ wi~ b~ and I am ve~" excited about the many oppo~unifies to make a differenc~ ~n th~ ~ves of young peoNe. 
On next FrMay, I ~ook foeCv~d to exploring possible wnergies and oppo~tunNes fo~ collaboration. It would be awesome to a~d Native American ~tudents to the te~m ~o join 
three (3) UNC Nrican- American students:                                             and two (2) NCCU students who wil~ seme as mentors and tutors for Looking 
Forward H20. We also have a Nigerian student, a female medical doctor who is studying at Duke’s Fuqua School on our team. One other UNC student (football playe0 has 
been identified and I expec~ to meet with him in the next couple d weeks. As an adult, this type diversity would be ~on9 remembered and ~ can’t imagine what this wouM do 
6th graders and college students~ 

For our mee~ng, I o~br t~e following disussion items: 

¯ Program goals and internal support for activities. 
¯ Deeper underslanding of issues and outreach aflbcting [INC Native American and Afiican-American students. 

¯ Student t~edback and what they want to see t?om UNC. 

¯ SWOT analysis. 

¯ Building the next generation of minority protbssionals for globa] STEM opportunities - what is needed? 

Amy, I am excited about reconnecting with you. Have a groat weekend, retreat next week and see you on the 25fl~ at 1:30. 

All The Best, 
Rick 

E. Rick Copeland 

Pmsident,’CEO 

Office 919.844.7329 

Mobile 

http:i,’~v~ghcintemational.org/ 

A Re~e~’ed 50fc3 P~.tb#c Ch~H~y 

ConfidentialiZy Notice: Z~e in~bvmadon conlained in this email and an~ attQchmenZs ma~ be legallg priuileged and con~dential. If ~ou are 
not an inZended recipient, ~]ou are hereby] notified that an~] dissemination, distribution, or copging of this e-mail is strictlg prohibiled. If gou 
haue receiued this e-mail in erroh please nod~ the sender and permanentl~ delete the e-mail ~nd ~ ~ttachments immedi~telg. You 
should not retain, cop~ or use this e-m~il or ~ attachments for ~ purpose, nor disclose all or ~ part of the contents to ~1 other 
person. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCI~.NGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:13 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Friday Meeting 

9:307 

Woollen 315 

Dr, Strom~t~ 

Do Good. 

Debor~ah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843.0SS6 

Martin Luther Kinq, Jr. 

From-" 

Sent; Thursday, 11:34 AM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Friday Meeting 
Dear Dr. Stroman: 
I am emailing you this afternoon to follow up with you from class yesterday, EXSS    about meeting with you tomorrow morning regarding summer internships. I was 
curious as to if there was a best time for you because my morning is fairly open tomorrow in that I do not have any obligations until class at ~0 am. 
I appreciate your time and look forward to hearing from you. Have a great day! 
Sincerely, 

Universi~- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Bachelor’s in Journalism and Mass Communication: 
Exercise and Spolt Science: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:19 PM 

@emM.unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

Hi       . Yes, the appendices need to be snail mailed or dropped o]:L If I am not here, you can slide the docs under the door. 

Start your blogs now. Write how you fen and what you hope to accomplish. 

[ hope you are fee~ing good and ready to beg~n a "new" ~fe w~:h zest ~md deterrmnat~on, You ~re spe(:h~H~ 

Dr. Stroma]~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we become silent about things that matter. 
[v~art]n Luther Kinq, Jr, 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 2:03 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I visited my internship supervisor and together we completed appendices B & C of the guidebook. Do I need to stop by your office to drop those off and if so, when is a good 
time for me to do that? 
Also, I know that I am supposed to blog weekly about the internship. I am scheduled to start next Friday (if the baby isn’t here by then). Do I wait to blog that following week, 
or should I start now with the expectations I have of the internship? 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 3:39 PM 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu~; LJttlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@~mc.edtr~; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edtr~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~W: [progthc] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 

Hi All. Do you want to join this letter as a co-signer? I am VERY disturbed by this situation and believe that these women moved forward with the complaint ONLY because they were not 
getting answers by our administrators. 

Here is the article from today’s D’ItI: 
http~//www dai~vtarhee~.corn/article/2013/~/5-submit-comp~aint-a~ainst-unc-over-sexua~-assault 

Please read the article and let me know. I am not sure if any of the women were Black but might be able to find out Also, should we just focus on our race and/or matters that DO/CAN effect 
our race? Critical thinking... 

Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Our byes begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherrvl Kleinman [rnailto: (~,nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 1:31 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Cc: Tr~e prog~ac mailing list 
Subject: Re: [progfac] L2qc Sexual Assault Policies 

Perhaps include the provost and Vice-Chancellor of Students (Winston 
Crisp) in the open letter in DTH to Thol]o. To put them all on alert. 

Here is the article from today’s DTH: 
http://wwa~.dailytarhee~.c~m~a1tic~e/~3/~l/5-submit-c~mp~aint-against-unc-~ver-sexua~-assau~t 

B2~!V, should it be PFN? Or start sending it around to other faculty as well? Of course Fac. Council should write such a statement, but I don’t l~mw a) if they’d do it, and b) when that would 
happen. 

On 1/17/13 12:27 PM, Cravey, Altha J wrote: 
> Emily’s suggestion below seeras reasonable and straightforward. I support this approach. We could make it an "Open Letter to the Chancellor" so that it could be published and circulated 
as soon as it is drafted. Does anyone see a reason NOT to do write such a letter of facul~ concern? The Chancellor has stated on nun~erous occasions that he wants to ’clean house’ before 
the next Chancellor is installed. Perhaps we could find one of his own quotes (along these lines) and say- we encourage and support his effort to ’clean house’ (or whatever that phrase is). 
> 

> Altha 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Emily Burrill [raailto:      @gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 11:50 AM 
> To: The progfac mailing list 
> Subject: Re: [progfac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 
> 

> Here’s a suggestion: 
> Can we write a letter to the Chancellor urging him to take this petition and the reforms/inquiries that it calls for seriously? That is, let it be known that faculty are concerned about these 
allegations because they have a signficant impact on the classroom environment and the ability of our students to succeed to their Ihllest potential (something along these lines)? 
> 

> I realize that there is a political landscape that ~ve must traverse, but it seems reasonable to signal our support of an inquiry of some sort, given the scope and the nature of the complaints 
> 

> -Emily 
> 

> On Thu, Jan 17, 2013 at 11:40 AM, Emily Burrill @gmail cam> wrote: 
>> Hi all, 
>> Elyse had another question about where people on campus go if they 
>> have a sexual assault or harassment complaint. This gets at one piece 
>> of the problem at hand - that is, confusion and lack of information 
>> on the part of students, staIt; and faculty about their rights and 
>> options on campus. Until recently, students could go before the Honor 
>> Court if their case involved another student, and this was largely to 
>> ensure that there could be "no contact" orders issued Many of the 
>> problems that students experienced, particularly the ones outlined in 
>> the OCR complaint and the ones that ~ve’ve seen in the DTH, lie ~vith 
>> the Honor Court. The Honor Court is not supposed to be hearing such 
>> cases anymore (and this is a recent change), in part because of what 
>> happened with                experience, but this is not at all 
>> clear to students on campus. ’]’here is another bo@ in place that is 
>> more appropriately assigned to such cases, but to mind, more 



>> ill-defined (or at least, unclear to me). This is the Student 
>> Grievance Committee: 
>> http://deanofstudents, unc. edu/sites/deanofst udents, unc. edu/fi les/Revi 

>> ed%20Student%20Grievance%20Po]icy%20and%20Procedures%20(00046292-12). 
>> p 
>> df 

>> I’m still trying to piece together more information on the Student 
>> Grievance Conm~ittee as this all unfolds, because I’m trying to 
>> understand what processes and structures are in place for students. 

>> To my mind, there is a larger issue regarding a culture of 
>> coraplacency and abandonment when it comes to students and sexual 
>> assault and harassment. In the short time that I have been here at 
>> l~qC, I have been struck by- the nmnber of students -- and the 
>> traumatic vividness of their experiences -- who have come to me to 
>> tell me about their experiences of assault or harassment on campus 
>> and the ways in which they were let down by the system. These cases 
>> emerged well before these recent events. I say this just to 
>> ~mderscore how important I think it is that facul~ call for a 
>> revision of our policy dealing with sexual assault and harassment on 
>> campus -- I believe that it is urgent. Students in particular have 
>> been abandoned by the system. I think they need faculty support on this. 

>> I will sign the petition as an individual, but I ara also interested 
>> in working with other Progressive Faculty on draRing a letter or 
>> finding ways of showing our desire for more inquiry into the 
>> complaints of the students and staffwho are a part of the OCR effort. 

>> -Emily 

> Elnily Bt~rill 
> Assistant Professor 
> Department of Women’s and Gender Studies University of North Carolina 
> at Chapel Hill 

> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: cravey@unc.edu To 
> unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave-32637950-47960923.681 cb412e76eb9da31462f77cb26c675@listserv.unc. 
> edu 

> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: @nc.rr.com 
> To u~subscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-32638269-49846192.948d3c248883b354691 d06b3cf6cd129@listser~ u~c. 
> edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to 1eave-32638723-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listser~ unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, Jmmary 17, 2013 3:50 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Sports Medicine - Student-Assistm~t Posflion 

Thanks, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb.D. CLU 

9:~ 9.843.0336 

"Our lives begin ~a end ~he day we become silen~ about ~hings ~hot matter.. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 J.:i0 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: FW: UNC Sports Medicine - Student-Assistant Position 

CouJd you pJeas~-’_~ forward this to the undergraduate list set’v? 

[hank you, 

Barbara Osbort?e 

Associate Pro[essor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Phone: 919.962.B273 

Ema~h sportJaw@qnc.edu 

From: Doug Halverson [mailto:sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 17, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: UNC Sports Medicine - Student-Assistant Position 

Barbara, 

We are still looking for a student to fill this position, Would you be willing to resend an email to your undergraduate listserv for Sports Admin? 

I have included the application for this position as well. We would like to get all applications by the end of next week so we can have someone in place by Feb 1, 

Hope your semester is starting off well. I appreciate your assistance. 

Thanks, 

Doug 

S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

Football and Women’s Lacrosse 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 2602 (O) 

919 843 9121 (F) 
Gonfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

> > > "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu > 11/4/2012 4:35 PM > > > 

Hi Doug, 

I am happy to pass this along and I hop~:_~ that you get a Jot o[ great student:s! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Pro[essor 

Exercise and Sport Science 



University o[ North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:[9 

Phone: 919~962.5:[73 

[maih spor[law@unc.edu 

From= Doug Halverson [.-n-~-a--[LL--~-Zs--d-~-h--a--[-v--e-.~-r-s---q-n-~-@--u--D-~---a--a--‘-u---n--c-~#~#] 
Sent= Sunday, November 04-, 20:[2 4-:22 PH 

To= Osborne, Barbara 
(;c= Kevin King 
Subject= UNC Sports Medicine - Student-Assistant Position 

Barbara, 

We are looking to hire a student-assistant in the sports reed office at football and wanted to see if you would forward this to 

your undergrads in sports admin. Because the work of this position are not medically directed, the most successful students we 

have hired in the past have been someone with a sports admin focus who just wanted to find ways to be involved with athletics 

and see how other departments worked. I have listed the positions description below. 

Sports Medicine Student-Assistant Position 

The Sports Medicine Office at UNC Football is looking to hire a student to fill student-assistant position for the Spring and Fall 

2013 (Jan 01-Dec 31). This is a stipend based position that typically requires 20-35 hours/week. Hours vary based on the time of 

year. This position is focused on assisting the Sports Medicine office in a wide range of technical and labor intensive tasks 

needed in the day to day functioning of providing medical care to our student athletes. The position pays $2,500 per semester 

- $5,000 total. If interested, please contact Doug Halverson at sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Let me know if you have any concerns. 

Thanks, 

Doug 
S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

Football and Women’s Lacrosse 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 962 2602 (0) 

(c) 
919 843 9121 (F) 
Confidentialit~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:33 AIVI 

@live.~mc.edtr~ 

On my way’. 

Dr. Stroman 

DLS Iicom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, Janua~ 18, 2013 10:17 AM 

Peggy Jablonski~ @gmail.com> 

FW: dean was pressured to undenepol~t assault 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9"19,843,0336 

Martin Luther King, 

From-" Cravey, Altha J [mailto:cravey@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, ~anuary 18, 2013 9:10 AM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject-" [progfac] dean was pressured to underreport assault 
weeping 
.-h--t--t-p--;//~-w-~-w----w---.~-d-~!!~y-t-g-r~-h---e--e-~L~-c-~-~-~--m-~/~-r--tLc-Le-/~-~-~-3-/--q~Z~Z~@~ 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

%/ul> 

progfac as: <a href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu#~a>. To unsubscfibe send a blank <br> 

emaJl m ~m href "maillo:lmve-32642127- 56223020.18abcb43200370a~c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(i~li slse~;, unc~edu’>deave-32642127- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a~c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(i~listse~;.unc~eduv£a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, Janua~ 18, 2013 10:18 AM 

Peggy Jablonski- @gmail cam> 

I~W: [progthc] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 

Mercy 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherp)d Kleinman [!nailto: 5a)nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 1:31 PM 
To: rlhe progfac mailing list 
Cc: The progfac mailing list 
Sublect: Re: [progfac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 

Perhaps include the provost and Vice-Chancellor of Students (Winston 
Crisp) in the open letter in D’Itl to Thorp To put them all on alert. 

BTW, should it be PFN? Or start sending it around to other faculty as well? Of course Fac Council should *vrite such a statement, but l don’t know a) if they’d do it, and b) *vhen that would 
happen. 

On 1/17/13 12:27 PM, Cravey, Altha J wrote: 
> Emily’s suggestion below seems reasonable and straightforward. ! support this approach. We could make it an "()pen Letter to the Chancellor" so that it could be published and circulated 
as soon as it is drafted. Does anyone see a reason NOT to do write such a letter of faculty concern? The Chancellor has stated on numerous occasions that he wants to ’clean house’ before 
the next Chancellor is installed. Perhaps we could find one of his own quotes (along these lines) and say we encourage and support his effort to ’clean house’ (or whatever that phrase is). 
> 

> Altha 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> };ram: }".rally Burrill [mailto       ,~@gmaihcom] 
> Sent: Tr~ursday, January 17, 2013 11:50 AM 
> To: The progfac raailing list 
> Subject: Re: [progfac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 
> 

> Here’s a suggestion: 
> Can we write a letter to the Chancellor urging him to take this petition and the reforms/inquiries that it calls for seriously-? That is, let it be known that faculty- are concerned about these 
allegations because they have a signficant irupact on the classroom environment and the abilits~ of our students to succeed to their fullest potential (something along these lines)? 
> 

> I realize that there is a political landscape that we must traverse, but it seerus reasonable to signal our support of an inquicy- of some salt, given the scope and the nature of the complaints. 
> 

> -Emily 
> 

> On Thu, Jan 17, 2013 at 11:40 A_’v~ Emily Bur~ill ~gruail.com> wrote: 
>> Hi all, 
>> Elyse had another question about where people on campus go if they 
>> have a sexual assault or harassruent complaint. This gets at one piece 
>> of the problem at hand - that is, confusion and lack of information 
>> on the part of students, staff; and faculty about their rights and 
>> options on campus. Until recently, students could go before the Honor 
>> Court if their case involved another student, and this was largely- to 
>> ensure that there could be "no contact" orders issued. Many of the 
>> problerus that students experienced, particularly the ones outlined in 
>> the OCR coraplaint and the ones that we’ve seen in the DTH, lie with 
>> the Honor Court. The Honor Court is not supposed to be hearing such 
>> cases anymore (and this is a recent change), in part because of what 
>> happened with                experience, but this is not at all 
>> clear to students on campus. There is another bo@ in place that is 
>> more appropriately assigned to such cases, but to mind, more 
>> ill-defined (or at least, unclear to me). This is the Student 
>> Grievance Coran~ttee: 
>> http :// deanofstudents, unc. edu/sites/deanofstudents, unc. edu/fi les/Revi 
>>S 

>> ed%20Student%20Grievance%20Policy%20and%20Procedures%20(O0046292-12). 
>> p 
>> df 
>> 

>> I’m still tlying to piece together more reformation on the Student 
>> Grievance Committee as this all unfolds, because I’m trying to 
>> understand what processes and structures are in place for students 
>> 

>> To my mind, there is a larger issue regarding a culture of 
>> complacency and abandonment ~vhen it comes to students and sexual 



>> assault and harassment. In the short time that I have been here at 
>> UNC, I have been struck by the number o:[’students -- and the 
>> traumatic vividness of their experiences -- who have come to me to 
>> tell me about their experiences o:[" assault or harassment on campus 
>> and the ways in which they were let down by the system These cases 
>> emerged well before these recent events I say" this just to 
>> underscore how important I think it is that faculty call :[’or a 
>> revision of our policy dealing with sexual assault and harassment on 
>> campus -- I believe that it is urgent. Students in particular have 
>> been abandoned by the system. I think they need faculty support on this. 

>> I will sign the petition as an individual, but I ara also interested 
>> in working with other Progressive Faculty on draRing a letter or 
>> finding ways of showing our desire for more inquiry into the 
>> complaints of the students and staffwho are a part of the OCR effort. 

>> -Emily 

> Emily Burrill 
> Assistant Professor 
> Department of Women’s and Gender Studies University of North Carolina 
> at Chapel Hill 

> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: cravey@unc.edu. To 
> unsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-32637950-47960923.681 cb412e76ebgda31462f77cb26c 675 @listset,<unc. 
> edu 

> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: @nc.rr.com. 
> To tmsubscribe send a blat~k email to 
> leave-32638269-49846192.948d3c248883b354691 d06b3cf6cd~’29@listse1~z.tmc. 
> edu 

--- You are currently’ subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to 1eave-32638723-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listser~ tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}’- 

Friday, JanuaD 18, 2013 10:21 AM 

Vigil, Ariana Elizabeth ~’avigil@email.unc.e&~; The proglhc mailing list <proglhc@list~rv.unc.edu> 

mm pem~@unc.edu 

RE: [progthc] UNC SexuaJ Assault Policies 

Hi All. Ann Penn, our EO officer is also our Title IX ofihcer 

debby 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Our hves begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vigil, Ariana Elizabeth [mailto:avi~il(~emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: ~Ihe progfac mailing list 
Subject: RE: [progfiac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 

Hi All, 

Thanks for the generative discussion. I think taking HAVEN training and working to educate ourselves and our students about how to respond to the needs of sexual assault survivors is a 

necessary step 

But from my understanding of the current public campaign, the issue goes much deeper (and higher) than professors and what we do in our classrooms - the students and survivors want 
accountability for administrative (and criminal) mis-steps and want people and policies in place to ensure that the kinds of things that have happened don’t happen again. 

I thitfi( the first step would be to make sure that those who are tasked with responding to cases of assault are properly trained - in the case of the kinds of things that members of the Honor 
Court process allegedly- said to survivors - it’s clear that was not the case. So a related idea would be to revoke the Honor Court’s jurisdiction over sexual assault cases. 

Another issue is that those who are well-trained need to be able to do their jobs - and that means money, respect, and resources. Bob Pleasants and others in Counseling and Wellness do 
amazing work for this nniversity - what do they need to be able to do that work more effectively? Sirailarly, given Manning’s resignation, it appears that there ~vere things going on ~vithin the 
Dean’s office that hindered her ability to support students in the best ways possible. 

Finally, UNC (and rm assuming other universities as well) has a formal staffposition for soraeone to ensure compliance with Title IX. From what I can tell, that position is currently not filled 
and there is a search being conducted. What kind of input can ~ve all have on that search and again, ho~v can we ensure that the person who takes that position will be adequately qualified 
and supported? 

In terms of Elyse’s question about having HAVEN staff visit our classrooms -yes, they’ll do it. I had a staffmeraber come to my classroom last spring when I taught a novel that included 
domestic violence. Over the years, I’ve also spent a decent amount of time educating myself and undergoing various kinds of training and volnnteer experience and am happy to share 
resources - I have, for example, a Po~verpoint slide ~vith basic itfformation on sexual assault and domestic violence and suggestions for how- to be a resources to survivors. But again, given 
that one of the things I speak about with survivors is the option of reporting their assault, I need to know- that those who do choose to report and/or press charges are treated with respect 
and appropriate resources. 

Anana E. Vigil 
Assistant Professor 
Departraent of Women’s and Gender Studies Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Jordan, Joseph F [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Janualsz 17, 2013 9:38 AM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: RE: [progfac] L,~,’C Sexual Assault Policies 

I haven’t taken the training but will do so. My staft; excluding two have all had the training. The subject is raised in my diaspora art and cultural politicss course, ie., violence and misogyny, 
the cultural politics of the female image related to historical developments, and other denigrations in popular imagery 
From: Cravey, Altha J [cravey@unc ed~] 
Sent: Thursday-, January 17, 2013 8:33 AM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: RE: [progfac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 

Hi All: 

I just signed up for a ’staff" HAVEN training on March 6 -- would love to go with a couple more PFN people. The website says the training is from 12:30 to 4:30. I can’t imagine why I haven’t 

done this earlier! 

The suggestion of talking about sexual and gender violence is a good one too. I have ways of bringing this up in certain thematic courses rm wondering if anyone has much experience -- or 
ideas -- for bringing up this topic in courses that have less direct connection to the issue. Do any male PFNers out there have experience bringing up this topic in an), of their courses? 
Would HAVEN staff visit courses if asked, or do they dedicate their time only to the training sessions? Questions, questions, questions’. 

Best, Altha Cravey 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ho, Jelmifer A [mailto:jho@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:06 AM 
To: ~fhe progfac mailing list 
Subject: Re: [progfac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 



I’m not exactly sure what protocols are formally in place for a student ~vho reports a sexual assault, but I know one avenue is for them to talk to a HAVEN representative: 

http ://womensc enter.unc.eduiour-work/pro~rams-events/haven-trainin~/ 

I went through HAVEN training a fe~v years ago and have a sticker on my door alerting students to this fact and that I am a safe person for them to talk to about issues of sexual 
harrassment Of course, whether students understand/recognize that this is, indeed, what this sticker means (I forget the exact language and the sticker isn’t that big on my door). 

I know Melinda Manning and Bob Pleasants have been instrumental in J2~rming HAVEN and providing an avenue for students to report and find support. 
I’d say Bob Pleasants is one place to go--he j ust got funding for a multlyear grant working on sexual assault on campus. 

But in terms of Altha’s question of what more we can do, perhaps even just talking about sexual assault-that it goes on--in our classes or as faculty-to change the culture of silence and to 
change the culture of support, could be one thing we do. I have been trying to do this in some of my classes-to talk about sup~ivors but also talk about perpetrators--which is 
difficult/hard/tricky -- after all, we all have survivors in our classes, but we also all have taught perpetrators as well. How can we get people (largely men) to stop being perpetrators and how 
can we support victims (largely but certainly not solely) women to feel supported? Honestly, it’s a question I grapple with ever?" semester 

Best, 
Jennifer 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor 
Department of English & Comparative Literature L~4(2 Chapel Hill Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919-962-8478 (office) 
919-962-3520 (fax) 
jho@cmail.unc.edu 

On 1/17/13 7:39 AM, "Elyse Crystal1" @mindspring.com> wrote: 

>QUESTION: where on campus do folks with sexual assault -- or even 
>harassment -- complaints go’.’ i am thinking that understanding how L~!C 
>has (or has not) set up a process for dealing with this might be a good 
>place to start for thinking through where we might apply pressure, what 
>needs to change, what demands to make. 
> 

>ariana and others: what do you know- about this? 
> 

>elyse 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>>From: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 
>>Sent: Jan 17, 2013 5:24 AM 
>>To: The progfac mailing list <progfac@listsel~.unc.edu> 
>>Subject: RE:[progfac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 
>> 

>>Hello Ariana: I signed the petition as an individual. Have you 
>>thought about ~vays that PFN might support these individuals beyond 
>>taking a poll to be signatory to the petition? Do you know where 
>>pressure might be best exerted? 
>> 

>>I imagine most PFNer’s would ~vant to ensure that UNC respond in a 
>>timely way. And I would also hope many of us ~vould push to create an 
>>institutional culture that protects and values all students at all 
>>times, including victims of sexual arid gender violence Does anyone 
>>have creative ideas about what actions PFN might take? 
>> 

>>Altha 
>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 
>>From: Vigil, Ariana Elizabeth [mailto:avi~il@email.unc. edu] 
>>Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 4:29 PM 
>>To: The progfac mailing list 
>>Subject: [progfac] UNC Sexual Assault Policies 
>> 
>>Hello ]~;veryon e, 
>>I believe Sherryl sent a DTH article at the end of last semester about 
>>complaints leveraged by survivors of sexual assault concerning the way 
>:>in which their sexual assault cases were handled by the University and 
>>specifically the Honor Court. 
>> 

>>Those involved have now formally filed several complaints with the 
>>Department of Education about violations to the Victim’s Bill of 
>>Rights, the Clery Act, and FERPA. Today’s Hu£tPost article here: 
>> 

>>http://wwwhuffingtonpost.comi2013iO1i16/unc-sexual-assault n 2488383. 
>>htm 
>>1?13583C4211 
>> 

>>They have also put forth a petition: 
>>https://www. chan~e or~/petitionsichancellor-thorp-and-the-unc-board-of 
>>-tr 
>>ustees-take-action-against-the-culture-of-sexual-violence-and-hostilit 
>>y-a 

>>t-unc?utm source share petition&utm medium url share&utm campaign url 
>>sha 



>>re before sign 
>> 

>>I’m wondering if folks on this list would like to start a discussion 

>>about what we, as in&vidual facul~ and as the members of several 
>>groups (PFN and AAUP) canJwould like to do? 
>> 

>>Ariana 
>> 

>>Ariana E. V~gil 
>>Assistant Professor 
>>Department of Women’s and Gender Studies Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina 
>>at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>-- You are cmrently subscribed to progfac as: cravey@unc.edu. To 
>>unsubscribe send a blank email to 
>>leave-32634406-47960923.68 lcb412e76ebgda31462f77cb26c675@listserv.unc. 
>>edu 
>> 

>>--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: @mindspring.com. 
>>To unsubscribe send a blank 
>>email to 
>>leave-32636156-535793.80e414~80006667004dc29d424ad067@listser~,~.unc.ed 
>>u 

> 

>--- You are currently- subscribed to progfac as: jho@email.~mc.edu. To 
>~subscribe send a blank email to 
>leave-32636302-43308111.35de4af6ae83a9844bfga730a59ea064@listser,~.anc.e 
>du 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: cravey@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to lea’,~e-32636381-47960923.681cb412e76cb9da31462f77cb26c675@listserv.~c.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: jt)ordan@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32636473- 
48984172.032d7774f793b6d8136aSe46764089a5@listsel~’ uric e&a 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: avigil@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32636845-47538219.7be0f74e086aga10892c369dbe2e0cl l@listsel~’ uric edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32636981-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56felebgb@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 10:30 AM 

~live.unc.edu:~ 

ILE: Thesis Proposal Date 

Received, Thanks! This copy is clean. ;} 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 
Mar~in Luther King, Jr. 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of From= @gmail.com [mailto: 
Sent= Friday, 10:06 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Thesis Proposal Date 
Dr. Stmman, 

I still have not heard from Dr. Shields, I know he has been very bus,:, this week, but once I hear back from him I will let you know! I have attached an updated cop?’ of 

my Thesis so ignore the other one if you conld. If for some reason you can see the mark-ups on it let me know and I will send it to yon again. Thanks so much and you 

will hear from me again soon! 

On Wed, at 1:46 PM, (a~live.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Sta~man, 

Thanks for getting back to tne! I’m still waiting to hear from Dr. Shields about his availabili .ty but hopefully I roll know soon and I can send you when works besnt for all 

of u!! 

On Tue,             at 6:19 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro(a)nnc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks for ~:he follow ulzd ~ te~(:h MWF ].I:00 - 12:00 and .:m T/R at 12:30-1:45. 
Mond~y, Jan. 28 ~s booked. 
~ am open on the other days. 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engu~7,~. ,~;xptore. Empow~r, 
9t9.843.0336 ................................ 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

~@gmail.com [mailto: .@, gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
6:09 PM 

From= 

Sent= Tuesday, 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= Marks, Bonita L 
Subject= Re: Thesis Proposal Date 
Dr. Stmman, 
Sorry to e-mail you again but I just wanted to make sure that you received my e-mail the other day regarding my proposal date. Dr. Marks and I were hoping 

sometime during the last week of January preferably around Thursday the 31 st. I have attached a copy of my thesis going into the propo~l tbr you to taI:e a look at. 

Thanks again’. 

On Fri, at 2:21 PM, ~live~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Stroman, 

Dr. Marks and I have just about finished editing my thesis and are about ready to head into the proposal phase of the process. I know you are bus?, this semester with 

a variety of things but Dr. Marks asks if you would be OK with a seven-work-day turnaround rather than a ten-day tumaroand to review my thesis. This would put us 

at the second to last or last week of January tbr my proposal (or potentially the week betbre that if that works ~tter tbr you). Thursday the 24th, Friday the 25th, or 

Thursday the 31 st axe the ideal dates tbr Dr. Marks and mysell~ however if these days do not work for you let me know if any of the days during those last couple 

weeks of January will work better. In the event "that those are just two bad weeks for you or you wish to have more "time to look at my thesis betbre going into the 

proposal we can re-evaluate and find another date. ’][’hanks so much and please let tne know’. 

Thanks again’. 



Department of Exercise and Sport Science ] UNC Chapel Hill 

The Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

.@!i_,_:_e_:_u_~:_e___~_~__u_ 

g~ 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science I UNC Chapel ttill 

The University of North Caxolina at Chapel 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science ] UNC Chapel Hill 

] The UniversiW of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

@!i_,_:_e_:_u_~:_e___~_~__u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:31 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

FW: Earey Award 

Hi     , I hope you apply! ;) 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we became silent ~bout things that matter," 

Matin Luther King, 

From= Salyer, Sherry L [mailto:salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 9:55 AH 
To= E~S Undergrad 
Subject= [undergraduate] Earey Award 

~nnoundng the nomination period ~or the Patrick Earey ~ward. 

h~p: //exss.unc,edu/main/awards-scholarships/patdck-earey-award/ 

Named in honor of longtime faculty member, Patrick F. Earey, the award signifies exemplary leadership, academic achievement and 
extracurricular involvement by a SENIOR exercise and sport science maior. 

It is awarded annually to the outstanding senior major in the department. The student is recognized atthe Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony in 
April and at the Departmental Graduation Ceremony in May. Dr. Earey, a professor from 1957-1987, taught health education and safety courses 
and served as varsity swim coach from 1957-1975. Dr. Earey passed away in 2005. 
Our 2012 recipient was Katie Moise (sorry, we haven’t updated the Earey website) 

The recipient MUST be able to be present at the EXSS May graduation ceremony. Seniors graduating in August or December are eligible for the 

2014 award. 

Deadline for submission: Friday February 8 at 5pm. Submit your letter or nomination to Dr. Salyer. Please bring to 211 Fetzer (Dr. Salyer’s 
office) or put in Dr. Salyer’s mailbox in 209 Fetzer. 
Sherry Salyer, Ed.D 
Mas~er Lecturer, Director of IOndergraduate Studies 

Department of Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Ha~l 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

919-,962- 6947 

Fax: 919-962--0-~9 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Mondays--2:00-4:00 

Tuesdays--1I:C9-,I2:3.S 

Wednesdays---I:15-3 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
undergraduate as: dstro(a)unc.edu. To unsubscribe ~nd a bla~]k 
emaJ1 to leave-32642360-20725646.67dOb60a634b194ace5322a39307c2tt(@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 10:54 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~: EXSS -Blogs 

Thanks      [ thought I deleted the non-Blog one. ;( Stupid SakaiH Lol. 

Yes, submit through Nogs, Have a great weekend~ 

Dr, Sl:rofTu~t~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn~]u£~¢. ~plor~, gmpov~er. 

919,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter," 

Mar~in Luther Kintb Jr~ 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 10:52 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS -Blogs 
Dr. Stroman, 
On Sakai under assignments, there are two separate assignment links for the "Success" entry. Are we supposed to submit one to you and post on the blog? Or should we just 
post on the blog? 
I hope that you have a great weekend! Also, T hope that you were somewhat happy with the basketball game yesterday. Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:08 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Checking In - 

Great note to Ms. Lindsay. Focus on your network m~d narrowing your specific career interests. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 12:05 PM, (~kenan-fl, ,aglerx~nc~edu> wrote: 

I’m assuming you guys know Lindsay LaBennett, right? Was she who you both went through to get your intemshipithll offer at Vv~MG? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any .typos 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Elizabeth Lindsey <elindsev(r-~wmgllc.com> 

Date: .11:57:59 AM EST 

To: ?~kenan- flagleramc.e&~> 

Cc: I,indsay LaBennett <llabennett~;wmgllc.com> 

Subject: RE: Checking In- 

H~ 

Thanks for checking in ... appreciate it, Glad to hear you’re kicking off spring semester on a positive note. And it’s a really good idea to 

I~eep attending those conferences. Things are we~l here busy as ever ~3u1:, of course, don’t hesRate ~:o reach out ~[ you need anything 

for the dub again th~s year. 

Speakb~g of thsL ~ wanted to use th~s chance ~o a~so ~ntroduce you to Undsey LaBermet~ ~n our office ._. kindsey coordb~ates our 

~nternsh~p program for us and coordh~ates other ~ocM outreach ac~v~fies w~th un~versi~es, etc~ F~gured’~ a good contact for you 

to keep up with for dub opportunities. Lindse’~ copied here. You two should connect. 

[hanks aga~ for reachk~g out. 

F~m= @kenan-fla~ler,unc,edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~:38 PM 
To= Elizabeth Lindsey 
S~bjeet= Checking In - 
Hi Mrs. Lindsey, 

This is                  from UNC~ I trust this email finds you well and everythin8 is 8oin8 well up in New York. I saw in the SBJ this week that Wasserman 

is 8ettin~ involved in helpin8 potentially launch a new network for the ACC. 

l’m really exceed to start l’m really excited to set started with this sprin8 semester, as l’m plannin8 on attendin8 on a few sports conferences (CSRI 

Conference in Chapel Hill & TPG Sports Career Conf. in Charlotte) and continuin8 to expand my network. 

Just wanted to drop you a line and check in and see how everythin~ was 8oin8. Hope you have a 8rear rest of the day! 

Best, 

Ke~an-Flagler Business School 

University of No~,th Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: [msrc 2011201211 MLK Celebration Discussion w/Kevin Powell 

Great idea. Thanks for your leadership on this oppol~nity’. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On . at 11:32 AM, ’ ~liveamc.edu;~ wrote: 

I was thinking ofemailing mad using CSBC as one of the o~anizations. I was going m invite ~23d to accompany me ~£s well. 

Thought? 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 11:28 AM 

To: Volunteers <msrc 20112012@listserv.unc,edu> 

Subject: [msrc_20112012] MLK Celebration Discussion wi Kevin Powell 

Greetings, 

I hope that this emaJl finds you in good spirits. This year’s speaJaer for the MLK Celebration Lecture will be Kevin Powell (activis~t, writer, and public 

speaker). He is offering the opportunity for males, especially minorities, to engage in conversation with him by p~xticil~ting in a discussion to be held 

before the lecture at 4:00 pm on Tuesday, 3anuary 22rid. Please folvvard this message to the rest of your respective organizations and email me back 

at      @five.tmc.edu as soon as possible to sign up for this opportunity. We have a~lotted 2-3 spots for each organization, respectively. This will be a 

great networking oppormni~ so you do not want to miss out! I look fo~vvaxd to seeing you there! 

Humble Regmds, 

You are currently subscribed to msrc 20112012 ~£s: ~b~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu, u?id=42471019.482666a12a8685e322c6e2dd8fee401d&n=T&l=msrc 20112012&o=32642941 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32642941-42471019.482666a12a8685e322c6e2dd8fee401 d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 30, 2013 2:50 PM 

Chala Jones <jonesc@redskins.com> 

ILE: Opportunities for CSBC Members 

Hi Chala, Thanks for your update! I would love to have you come back for Celebration Week (April :12-.15), if possible, We are going to have an Alumni panel during 

one of the days, 

[ w~l~ share th~s ~nformath:m. 

Continued success, 

Dr~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S~r~a~an, Ph.D. CLU 

9:~9~843~0336 

Martin Luther King, 

Fmm: Chala Jones [ma~lto:jonesc~redskins.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 30, 2013 2:34 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Opportunities for CSBC Members 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

TNs is Chala Jones from the 2012 graduating leadership board. F~rst and foremost, I want to thank you and The Club for the networking and leadership skills that 

developed while at Carolina and specifically, in the club. I am currently enrolled at Georgetown University in the Sports Industry Management Masters program 

and interning as a Strategic Marketing Intern with the Washington Redskins. Also, I just wanted to make sure I keep up with you all periodically to forward any 

opportunities that I think the club members would benefit club members. 

For one, I HIGHLY recommend Georgetown’s Sports Industry Management program for an~ student (especially seniors) either IooMng ~nto graduate school or those 

who are st~ll unsure of what path they want to take within the ~ndustry. Such an amazing program and faculty, not to mention the many opportunities offered ~n 

the DC-Maryland-V~rgiNa area. 

I mainly wanted to send you a link to an upcoming Sports, Event and Marketing Experience (SEME) Conference (which you personally may have already be aware 

of) being hosted by Georgetown and held at Nationals Park in D.C. Mar 22-23. The price is a little more expensive than the trips we planned to Charlotte, but they 

have both student and group discounts so ff anyone is interested and w~lling to travel to WasNngton, I think it would be a great experienc!! 

http ;//seme-now.com/index2:~h~ ?pa~e:re~[ster 

Best, 

Chala Jones 
Strategic Marketing Intern 
21300 Redskin Park Drive 
Ashburn, VA 20147 

~one~c~redskins.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 30, 2013 2:51 PM 

Tresolini, Caxol P <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Follow Up 

Hi Carol. I will be available an,/time after 3:50. I certaiN,/have enough stacks if ,/ou want to meet later -an,/time before 7:00. ;) 

d 

Debora~ L, Stro~a~ Ph,Do 

Ex~orao I~n~a~e, ~mpower, 

~.~~ h~p://tl.gstatic.com/images? 
. q=tbn:ANdgGcTAtXucMF4wmCRkzopDgbMOq 

NwSFNsKQM FaffDfDcritku6-01UYQ 

315 Wo,~l~ert = C~ #~7~0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 30, 2013 3:39 PM 

Tresolini, Ca:rol P <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

I~E: Follow Up 

http:!!www.aloftcha pelhill.comi 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
gn~/u~e. ~xplor~,, Empower. 
919,843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we became silent about things that matter," 

Mart~n Luther Kin~, ~r~ 

From: Tresolini, Carol P 
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 3:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Follow Up 

Hi Debble-- 

How about 4:15? Where would you like to meet? 

Thanks-- 

Carol 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 30 ]an 2013 14:50:55 -0500 
To: Carol P Tresolini <caro[_tresolinJ@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: Follow Up 

Hi Carol. I will be available any time after 3:50. I certainly have enough stacks if you want to meet later -any time before 7:00. ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

w~vw.exss,unc, edu <ht[p:!iw~vw.exss.unc.edu/> 

315 Woollen - CB #8700 

Chapel Hill, NE 27599 

919.843.0336 

~<http://twitter.com/#!id rs~roma n> 

"Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him power." Abraham Lincoln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:22 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu:> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi Sherw and Kevin I think this student is yew deserving of being in EXSS 
with the 

Thanks for your consideration. 

d 

Do Good¯ 

DeborahL. Stroman, Eh.D CLU 
Engage¯ Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

¯ He is quiet and shy I am trying to develop his confidence¯ He was proact~ve and secured the internship 
¯ I kno~v he will learn frorn the experience and course requirernents. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Salyer, Sherw L 
Sent: Wednesday,, 5:29 PM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

There were new policies in place this year from internships and independent studies¯ That deadline passed after the :first week of class. At this point, I am not sure ANYONE in our 
dept can add you. I will check tornot~ow. If we add it would be the decision of the chair¯ Do not get your hopes up and anticipate a "no" decision¯ 

I have copied Dr. Stroman and Dr. Guskicwicz (our chair) on this eraail. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frnrn: ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: EXSS ’ 

3:36 PM 

Dr. Salyer, 

My name is and I arn an raajor. I met with Dr. Strornan this morning about adding EXSS to my schedule so that I can get some credit for rny internship 
with the ~ this spring¯ She filled out an Add/Drop form for rne and told rne to take it to academic advising in order to be added to the class¯ I went to academic advising and 
they told me they don’t have the power to add rne to the class at this point and that I needed to rneet with you and/or an acaderaic dean¯ I knoxv your office hours are 11-12:15 tomorrow. I 
have a class in woolen during that period¯ Would it be possible to corne by right after that to meet with you for a few minutes? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 30, 2013 6:26 PM 

ttecker, Brad <bhecker@theacc.org> 

I~B: ACC WBB T 

Sunday is best,., thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Hecker, Brad [mailto:bhecker@theacc.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2023 2:08 plVl 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: ACC WBB T 

Debbie, 

Got it .... 

I will be at UNC both tomorrow and Sunday, so we can catch up if you are not too busy~ 

Brad Hecker 

Director/~(;(; Women’s B~skel:ball 
45:1.2 Weybridge Lane, Gre~-:msboro, NC 27407" 

Office: (33~) 854-8787 / Celt: ( " / FAX: (336) 851-5074 

i~i ACC 2012 EmailSignatu!e 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@uncedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2023 5:03 PM 

To: Hecker, Brad 
Cc: Hecker, Brad 
Subject: ACC WBB T 
Importance: High 

Hi Brad, Count me in for two tickets and the special events (ACC Legends & Commissioner’s Lunch), THANK YOU. 

Let’s chat about student schedulin~ this week, if possible. We can also chat before the UNC!Duke ~ame on Sunday if you are attending, 

d 

Deborah L, Stro~an~ P~,D= CLU 

::~:: h~p://t 1.gstatic.com/images? 

q=tbn:ANd9GcTA~ucM F4wmCRkzopDgbMOq 
Nw5FNsKQM FatYDfDcritku6-01UYQ 

315 Woo~e~ - C~ #8700 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 

"Nearly all me~ ca~ stand acDersfl-y, but if yo~ wan~ to tes~ a man’s character, gNe him power." Abrahan~ I,i~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 6:27 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Office Hours/meeting 

Hi 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843.0336 

1:00 on Friday is fine, Woollen 315. 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther Kinq, 

Fron~l 

Sent: Wednesday, - ...... :k04 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Office Hours!meeting 

I have class until 12:50 on Friday, so I could meet at 1. Does that work for your schedule? 

Sent them my iPad 

On , at 12:13 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a~uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi        Either option is available to you. I always recommend an appointment so that my calendar is clear for you. 

I teach MWF 1:].:00 --- 2:00 p.m. How is your schedule on this Friday ~fter 12:00 or Wednesday at :].:007 

Dr. S~:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, S[-roman, Ph,D. CI,U 

919,8,t3.0336 

<image001 jpg> 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things thor matter," 
Martin Luther Kinq, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, :tO: 18 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Office Hours/meeting 
Hi Professor Stroman, 
I am a current sophomore majoring in                      . I’m also in the Carolina Sport Business Club and was hoping to receive some advice from you 
about a second major/minor and internship opportunities. If you are able to meet, would office hours or a set meeting time be best for you? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 2 6:27 PM 

Shuster, Elizabeth O <eshus~ter@email.unc.e&~ 

I~B: Verification of Add 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

Martin Luther King, Jr, 

From: Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Sent: Wednesday,, :k03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc:l 
Subject: RE: Verification of Add 

Thanks! 

[’w-’_~ sign~-’_~d ~md pu~: into the Registrar’s couri~:_~r 

B e t h 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
~ent= Tuesday, 7 ...... 9:00 PM 
To= Shuster, Elizabeth O 
~ Stroman, Deborah L; 
S~bject= Re: Verification of Add 

Thanks Beth] , you were to finish filling in the top portion when we were meeting in my office. ;) Yes, he is approved. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 5:05 PM, "Shuster, Elizabeth O" <..e_s__h__.u_ _s._t_e___r._@_._e_m__ .a_j_[:u__q.c__.__e_~l_q> wrote: 

Debby, 

) brought an add form signed by you for EXSS 

was not on it). In the interest of being sure we ’trust but verify’, could you please confirm that you approve adding 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Elizabeth O. Shuster 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

2002 Steele Building 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3:110 

eshusLer @email.unc.edu 

ph: 9:19-843-8918 

fax: 9:19-962-6888 

advising.unc.edu 

<imageOO:l.png> <imageOO2.png> 

.. The only problem is that the rest of the form was blank (ie, his name 

:o your    course? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 30, 2013 7:10 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

I~E: entreprenuership resources 

Wow! So many._ 

let’s chat. 1 also wm~t to update you on my meeting with Troy today, 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g~]u~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

919,843,0SS6 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent; Wednesday, January 30, 2013 6:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; entreprenuership resources 

Hi Debby, 

In my quest to learn more about entrepreneurship, are there any good books to read (a primer)? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:19 

Phone: 9:19.962.5:173 

Email: _s_ p___o___r__t_[_a____w__ ~__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}’- 

Thursday, 11:01 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Sports Business / Finance Expo 

Hi      . Let’s chat. I am ali’aid you are forgetting a KEY concept that I emphasize and teach: "It’s not what you know. It’s not who you know It’s who knows you on a favorable basis." Ho;v 
can this note get to Ton?, without his knowing that this Expo is a part of CSBC and me??? (He is a very good tlciend of mine.) Your network will get this proj ect moved along a lot faster and 
more e[’ficient]y if you trust the resources already established. 

I don’t know where the breakdown is but the communication strategy needs to be fi×ed asap! ! 

’]?hanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Our byes begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Patterson, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 10:55 AM 
To:                ~k enan-flag ler. unc. edu 
Cc: Stroman, Dei~orah L 
Subject: Sports Business / Finance Expo 

Drew- sent your email to me. Would you please share your proposal with me? 

Have you connected with the Carolina Sports Business organization that Dr. Stroman advises? 

You will need a connection with a student organization to reserve space. I have not seen yottr plans yet but want to make sure you are aware of that. 

Looking forward to seeing the proposal. B School and EXSS are two of my favorite acaderaic departments on campus! 

Best, 

Tony Patterson 
Student Life & Activities 
Carolina Union 

T. Patterson mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 11:36 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

1),22: Sports Business / Finance Expo 

Hi, I just don’t understand by way of phone, email or wFitten communication to anyone that the Expo could be mentioned w~thouL Feference to the £~ub and/or 

~ wH~ be ~t~ mee[:~ngs [:be rest of today, Maybe tomorrow ~,e can chat 
Tha r~ks. 
Dr. Strornan 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things thor motter." 
Matin Luther King, Jr, 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
11:19 A~ 

Fl~m: 
Sent: ThurSday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Sports Business / Finance Expo 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I reached out to the Student Union to legitimize this event P,~-o days ago and just hemd back from Tony today. I have sent the plan to Ton); Milch explains everything 
that it’s part of CSBC and that you’re the advisor. I think this should cleaJc up today! 
I’~n in once houB right now. I can call this aAemoon if you’d like! 
Thanks, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

011 at 11:00 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi     . Let’s chat. I am afraid you aJce forgetting a KEY concept that I emphasize and teach: "It’s not what you ]mow. It’s not who you ]mow. It’s who knows you on 

a favorable basis." How can this note get to Tony mthout his ]momng that this Expo is a pact of CSBC and me??? (He is a very good friend of tnine.) Your network 

will get this project ~noved along a lot faster and ~nore efficiently if you trust the resources already established. 

I don’t know where the breakdown is but the communication strate~- needs to be fixed asap! ! 

Thanks. 

Dr. Sta)man 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Etnpower. 

919.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 

Martin Lnther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Patterson, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, 10:55 AM 

T o:               ~Ll_!_e_rLta__r!:___fl__~_~g ]__e__ri:£Ln__% _e_d_£[ 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Snbject: Sports Business / Finance Expo 



Drew sent your email to me. Would you plea~ share your propo~l ruth me? 

Have you connected with the Carolina Sports Business orgm~ization that Dr. Stroman advises? 

You will need a co~mection ruth a student organization to reserve space. I have not seen your plm~s yet but want to make sure yon axe aware of that. 

Looldng fo~-vvard to seeing the proposal. B School and EXSS are two of my favorite acadetnic depaxtments on campus! 

Best, 

Tony Patterson 

Student Life & Activilies 

Caxolina Union 

T. Patierson mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, January 31,2013 11:39 AM 

Campbell, LaJry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Ennice <ursula littlejohn@~mc.edtr>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@nnc.edtr~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita mnrrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Blair, Wayne A <wblai@email.unc.edu>; Prom, A~m E <~ampe~m@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 

<-brenda malone@unc.edu>; tbnkney, Dwayne L <~]pinkney@e~nail.unc.edu>; ove(ton@psafety.unc.edu; Hertel, Atny Locklear 

(Amy Hertel@unc.edn); Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresoliN@med.unc.edu>; Gray, Karol Kain <kkgray@unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] "McC remarks get low nmrks..2 (Durham Herald Sun) 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLLI 

939,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we became silent ~bout things that matter." 

Ma~i~ Luther gin~, 

F~m= Joseph Jordan [mailto:j~ordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, Januaw 3~, 20~3 9:34 AH 
To~ The progfac mailing 
¢c~ The progfac mailing 
Subject= Re: [progfac] "HcC remar~ get low marks..." (Durham Herald Sun) 

intents W~nde~ingi~sitba~k~nd waitto~e h appen~O 
A ssO~i~teV~ Pre~ident~o~ A~ademi~ Affai~ & ~a~ning Strategies 

aa~a~’~;v~a~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Location: 

North Carolina 
Employment Level: 

Administrative 
WebsRe: 

http:/L ~,~v,no~hcaro~na ,edu 
Application Deadline: 

Open until fi~led 
Category: 

Academic affNrs, Curriculum and ~nsiructional devebpment 
Employment Status: 

Fu~M~me 
SMary: 

Competitive 
UNC General Administration (UNC System Office), Aeadem e Af~h rs D v sio~ , Chapel Hill, NC seeks an Associate Vice President fi)r Academic Aff?irs and Learning 

Strategies. This new role will have primary responsibility l~r identil~Ang, creating and leading new strategies to make higher education more effective for students, 

adults, and nonl:raditkmal ~ear~ers as ideu dried in ~he ~o13 UNC Sl:ra legit Inil:iadves Plato The position will be responsible ~or developing a plan of aetio~ 
implementing changes which w~]] requh’e strong eolh~borat~on with the UNC Board of Governors, Presklent, campus leadership and faeul~- across the system.. The 

position will also be responsible for managing various Academic Af[airs special projects on behalf of the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairso Minimum 
requirements i~clude: The posRion requires a Doctorate degree i~ re]al:ed field and a minimum o[ [eB ye~lt’s of leadership experience in a complex nniversi~y 

setting, t refer experience as a tenured faculty member. 

On Jan 30, 20] 3, at 1 ] :47 PM, She~,l Kleinman wrote: 

http:!!www~heraldsun~com/newsix3715227/2VlcCrory-remarks-get-low-marks-from-edu.cators-students 

Pull quotes: 

"UNC is already transitioning from a campus funding model focused solely on enrollment changes to a model that considers 
campus performance on key measures related to student success and academic and operational efficiencies," UNC system 
President Tom Ross said in a statement Tuesday. "We believe this funding model sets the right direction for our university and 
our state." 

"In his comments yesterday, Governor McCrory outlined a radically misinformed and backwards vision for the future of 
education in our state," said Hannah Allison, a graduate student at N.C. State University. "Wealthy right-wing donors like Art 
Pope bought the North Carolina legislature and put conservatives like McCrory in the driver’s seat of our state. Their program is 
clear -- public education and services will face massive cuts, the tax code will be gutted, workers rights will be further eroded, and 
the general weffare of our state will be undermined to benefit the richest few." 

McCrory remarks get low marks from educators, students 



Jan. 30, 2013 @ 06:05 PM 
By Gregory Childress gchil&ess(~heraldsun.com: ’ 

CHAPEL HILL -- 
Gov. Pat McCro~)T’s remarks about the value of a liberal arts education cominued to send shock waves throughout the LrNC campus and 
university system on Wednesday. 

McCro~7’s statement on Bill Bennett’s conservative radio talk show Tuesday that he wants to change the way state universities are funded, 
rewarding those that are best at preparing students for jobs, hit a raw nerve with many in the state’s higher education community who 
believe a uni~ersity education should prepare a person for more than getting a job aftcr graduation. 

Anne Whisnant, a I~YNC histo~ professor, said educators have taken to social media and other outlets to voice their concerns about the 
governor’s placing primary, value on students landing a job afler earning degrees. 

~One aspect is that the governor apparently does not have a deep understanding of a liberal arts education," Whisnant said. 

Whisnant used Twitter to encourage UNC faculty to call McCro~T and tout the value of a liberal arts education. 

The debate sparked by McCrory’s remarks mirrors one that has been ongoing among members of the UNC Advisory Committee on 
Strategic Directions, a group of educators, business leaders and politicians working on a new five-year plan for the UNC system. Their 
charge includes setting a degree attainment goal for the state. 

The proposed plan, which the UNC Board of Governors will vote on next week, provides incentives to university’s to improve productive 
and graduation rates. 

"UNC is already transitioning from a campus funding model focused solely on enrolhnent changes to a model that considers campus 
performance on key measures related to student success and academic and operational efficiencies," UNC system President Tom Ross said 
in a statement Tuesday. "We believe this funding model sets the right direction for our university and our state." 

But Ross stressed that UNC system’s value should not be measured simply by thc number of jobs it fills. 

"Our three-part mission of teaching, research, and public service requires that we prepare students with the talent and abilities to succeed in 
the workforce, because talent will be the key to economic growth," Ross said. "We must also continue to serve the state through our 
agricultural and industrial extension programs, our Small Business and Tectmology Development Centers, our Area Health Education 
Centers, and through the many other ways our faculty and students are engaged in our communities." 

Meanwhile, a statewide student group, the NC Student Power Union, took McCrory to task for his statement, and am~ounced plans to fight 
the "far fight" agenda of the new legislature. 

The group has plam~ed a statewide organizing conference at N.C. State University Feb. 16 to bring students together to develop strategies 
to "stop the policies of the legislature thcy say will harm students, workers, and the people of North Carolina." 

~In his comments yesterday, Governor McCrory outlined a radically misinformed and backwards vision for the future of education in our 
state," said Hmmah Allison, a graduate student at N.C. State University. "Wealthy right-wing donors like Art Pope bought the North 
Carolina legislature and put conservatives like McCrory in the driver’s seat of our state. Their program is clear -- public education and 
services will face massive cuts, the tax code will be gutted, workers rights will be further eroded, and the general welfare of our state will be 
undermined to benefit the richest fcw." 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul~ 
progfac as: <a hre~"ma~lto:ifiordan({femail.unc.edu’%.if!ordan(~)emailx~nc.edu<a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br~ 
emafil to <a href "mailk~:lcave-32694551-48984172.032d7774f793b6d8136a8e46764089a5(a)listserwnnc.edn’~>leave-32694551- 
48984172.032d7774f793b6d8136a8e46764089a5(a)listservamc.edn~/a-* 
Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan(~email, u nc ed u 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~" maJlto:dstro(?~unc.edu’bdstro(r-~unc.edu<,’a~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 



emafil to <a href "mailto:leave-32695759-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56fel eb9b@Jistserv,unc.edu’~>leave-32695759- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(a)liatserv,unc.edu</a:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 11:41 AM 

~gmail.com> 

1~: Class to,no,row 

Okay. Thanks for your communication 

Rest tap[ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ’ ~mail cnm] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:39 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L " 
Subject: Class tomnrrow 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Just letting you know that 
Tuesday. Hate that I have to miss! 

3n I unlk)rtunately won’t be attending class tomorrow- ~for a couple days. I]l bring in the, 

Sent fi’om my iPhnne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:00 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Office Hours/meeling 

Yes. See you tomorrow. Woollen 315. 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther Kinq, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:04 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Office Hours!meeting 

I have class until 12:50 on Friday, so I could meet at 1. Does that work for your schedule? 

Sent ti~)m my iPad 

On at 12:13 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi       . Either option is available to yoke. I always recommend an appointment so that my calendar is clear for 

I teach MWF 11:00 --- 2:00 p.m. How is your schedule on this Friday after 12:00 or Wednesday at 1:007 

Dr. St:roman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S[-roman, Ph,D. CI,U 

919,843.0336 

<imageOOljpg> 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things thor matter," 
Martin Luther Kinq, Jr, 

~:r~m: 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:18 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Office Hours/meeting 

Hi Professor Stroman, 
I am a current          majoring m                       rm also in the Carolina Sport Business Club and was hoping to receive some advice from you 
about a second major/minor and internship opportunities. If you are able to meet, would office hours or a set meeting time be best for you? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 12:03 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: Ca~rolina Spofft Business & Fitness Expo 

Hi       I am not upset Just disappointed. I see your note and understand that you communicated your intentions~ Lesson learned --. Perhaps, you should repeat 

CSBC in the beginning and ,at the end of your communications?? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

Martin Luther King, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
12:01 PH 

Flom: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 
Hi :) 

This is the exact message that I sent to the union two days ago. I was unaware of who Tony was when I sent this emaiL I received the Student Union Club’Organization 

page from Jacob, because this was the process he went through to legitimize his own club. There was a page on how to legitimize a club, but since this was an event 

figured the process would be different. I emailed activities@union (or something like that) it was a generic email asking what the process was to legitimize an event. 
Apparently my email was received by a Kevin who then passed it on to Tony. Tony emailed me today asking for the plan and I j ust forwarded that on. 

I am just having trouble underslanding how I’m in the wrong here. I did mention you in the iNtial email and CSBC is mentioned in my business plan many times. 

I’m sorry you were upset abx~ut "this, but I think eve .ryfl~ing should be fine, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date:               3:57:59 PM EST 

To: <activities orqanizations@unc,edu> 
Subject: Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 
Good Afternoon, 
My name is I an~ a major and I write to you today to express my interest in applying for official university- recognition 

for this event (to take place in the ,). I referred to the union web site for this process, but since this is an event and not a club/organization I’m wondering if 
the process is any different. 

I already have a campus advisor, Deborah Stroman from the EXSS Department and I have gained Kenan-Flagle~’s support as well. I am a fhll-time student and I have 

an 1 l-page business plan of our progress thus fhr (beginning stages). 

Would you be so kind to let me know M~ere I should go from here? 
Thank you so much, 

UNC-Chap~el Hill, Class of 

_@__k___e____n___a____n___-_f!_a__gLe__r__.___u___n____c__.___e____d___u__. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 12:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Quick Note about Chmlotte Knights 

Lol Yes, he is one ofmentees 

I forgot to tell you that he took a recent position ~vith the Knights. Tell him that you work closely with me. I will text him 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Quick Note about Charlotte Knights 

Dr. Stroman, 

Do you l~ow ? He graduated from here in’ as an EXSS major. He now works for the front office of the (;harlotte Knights. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Friday, February 1, 2013 8:55 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Sibby Anderson-Thompkins <sibby@email.unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 15;. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~t~olk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen 
L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie C <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; jo- 
ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 
<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle Christin 
<mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email.unc.edu); Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, Chafletta 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~Nerce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        ~gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~t~enn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; 
mgburney@northcarolina.edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; 
afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; josmell@unc.edu; gwen_burston@unc.edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille_brooks@unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Whitney 
<whitney_robinson@unc.edu>; vickie_suggs@unc.edu; steven_rh@email.unc.edu; 
Pinkney, Dwayne L <dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A 
<wblair@email.unc.edu>; Hertel, Amy Locklear (Amy_Hertel@unc.edu); Maria 
DeGuzman ~           @~earthlink.net>; steven_rh@email.unc.edu; Campbell, Larry 
<lecamp@email.unc. edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj @email .unc. edu>; Littlej ohn, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlej ohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC E-News 

CBC Read-In 2013 FINAL Flyer.pdf; CBC Communications 2.1.13.pdf; DMA- 
InclusionEquity.pptx 



Hi All. There is no Caucus meeting this month. We have two activities: The Read-In (see attached) and our annual trip to 

see the Alvin Ailey Dance Theatre. The Read-In will be even bigger and better. Please save-the-date and join this 

wonderful fellowship. 

Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs: Welcome to all new staff persons! Attached find the ppt shared by Dr. 

Clayton at yesterday’s "Meet & Greet." 

This celebratory month is very filled. Let’s try to get out and meet a new colleague! 

Did you know? Steele Building, which opened in 1921 as a dormitory, housed Carolina’s first three African-American 

undergraduates in the 1950s. It was thought important to keep the brave and pioneering students close to South 

Building. 

Be blessed and encouraged. 

Please share with non-CBC members and ask them to join the family. ;) 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When ~:he root is deep, there is no reason to fear ~:he wind." 





Our vision is a university community that consistently and 

enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

C8C Activities 

Read-In - Thursday, Feb. 21st 6:00 p.m. (Stone (;enter) - 
Don’t miss out on this special evening! Students, staff, 

faculty, and administrators read their favorite poems and 
literature from the African Diaspora. We also honor our 

people and history through song, dance, and spoken word. 

This special event culminates with scrumptious servings of 
cuisine (e.g., soul food, Caribbean, African, and Latino dishes) 

from our African culture. 

"An Arts Night Out" - Tuesday, Feb, 26th with the Alvin 

Ailey American Dance 

Theater, This third annual event is in partnership 
with Carolina Performing Arts. 

(http: //www.carolinaperformingarts.org/) The 

Caucus receives complimentary tickets to the 
performance. Limited tickets so please send a note 

to cbchair@unc.edu if you want to reserve your seat. 

Support CPA! 



Friday, February 15 - The Friday Center is hosting a reception (6:00 

p.m.), presentation (7:00 p.m.), and art 

exhibit featuring photographs from Give 

My Poor Heart Ease, Voices of the 

Mississippi Blues by Bill Ferris. The 

pictures and music are by blues 

musician, Ben Wiley Paton, and the 

Spoken Word is by the Black Student 

Movement. This event is free, but 

reservations are requested. Call 919-962-3000 or email 

frid ayce nter@ u nc.ed u 

¯ 20% Off ALL African American Authors - Bull’s Head Bookshop (UNC 

main campus Student Stores) 

B~ack History Month Ca~enda~ 

http://www.unc.edu/diversity/blackhistory.htm 

~peda~ thank~ to the O~ice o~ Diver~i~y and Mu~dcu~:ural 

BS~I & CBC Joint Book Read - Spring Semester 2013 

Did you purchase or check out Some of My Best Friends Are 

Black: The Strange Story of Intel~ration in America? The book, 

written by Tanner Colby, explores the troubled relationship of 

and integration post Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. through four 

distinct stories. CBC and BSM members will engage in a 

discussion group(s) later this semester. 

race 

Reod, Rejflect, ond Reveo/ your thoughts~~ 



Advocacy 

1. HKonJ: Saturday, February 9th, https://www.facebook.com/events/260701634057494/?fref=ts the 

Historic Thousands on Jones Street People’s Assembly Coalition (HKonJ); HKonJ is a movement of 

more than 140 partnering organizations, led by the North Carolina NAACP. The 2013 March will 

focus on economic justice while also raising many other critical issues within the 14-point people’s 

agenda. Register here to help the NAACP get a count of who will be able to attend. If you would like 

to ride a bus from Chapel Hill to Raleigh, please email Laurel Ashton at ~gmail.com 

2. IMPORTANT! The UNC Strategic Directions Plan (Our Time, Our Future: The UNC Compact with 

North Carolina) has been released! It is expected that the strategic plan will go before the BOG for 

final approval on February 8. 

http://www.northcarolina.edu/strategic direction/reports documents.htm 

3. Scholars for a Progressive NC Meeting - Friday, Feb. 8th 2:00-4:30 at the Library at the Center for 

Documentary Studies (1317 W Pettigrew St. Durham, NC 27705), with social time to follow. The 

meeting will include a short briefing by the NC Justice Center staff on threats and opportunities in 

the current policy context, a big-picture collective strategy discussion on what progressive scholars 

can do, so as to not simply be reactive, but shape the long-term picture, and breakout sessions for 

working groups. Please RSVP Jane Burke al             @gmail.com 

Stone Center News o http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/ 

"WoEoBo ©U BOIS A~© THE PROBLEM(S) OF THE 21st CENTURY" 

Jan. 31 - Feb. 2: This symposium presented by distinguished faculty, alumni, 

students and honored guests of the Department of African and Afro-American 

Studies. Hyde Hall University Room. http://duboisconference.web.unc.edu 

Wednesday, Feb. 7th at 7:00 p.m. 

La Sombra y e~ Esp[’ritu: Women’s Hea~ing P~itua~s in the Diaspora 

8iood[ines: The Work of Toni Scott 

Exhibition Opening Reception and Artist Talk - B/ood!ines, by Los Angeles sculptor, painter, 

and multi-media artist Toni Scott, is an all-encompassing large-scale installation on the 

subject of the African American journey from slavery to freedom° It speaks of resilience 
and tragedy, hope and history° 

Scott uses photography, graphic design, digital rendering, and in an "extraordinary fusion of forms and 

materials in this remarkable installation." 



ALL MONTH - PlayMakers presents ’A Raisin in the Sun’ with ’Clybourne Park’ 

PlayMakers Repertory Company offers audiences two insightful looks at race and the meaning of home 

in productions of "A Raisin in the Sun" and "Clybourne Park," to be performed in rotating repertory 

Jan. 26 to March 3. In this groundbreaking drama proceeds from a life insurance policy give the 

Younger family hope for a better life. Can their "dreams 

deferred" be realized by moving into a home in an all-white 

neighborhood when they are confronted with conflicting 

desires within the family and racial prejudice outside their 

door? First produced in 1959, Lorraine Hansberry’s landmark 

drama "A Raisin in the Sun" has become an acknowledged 

American masterpiece. Nominated for multiple Tony Awards, 

"Raisin" was the first play written by a black woman to be 

produced on Broadway. The New York Times proclaimed that it "changed American theater forever." 

Clybourne Park - A spin-off of Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun, this razor-sharp new satire 

takes a jab at race and real estate in a fictional Chicago 

neighborhood. The play begins in 1959 as a black family 

moves into a white enclave. Act Two takes us back to the 

same house in 2009 as gentrification sets in and the roles 

are reversed. One agile ensemble of actors play two sets of 

characters in the play The Washington Post deemed "one of 

its feistiest, funniest evenings in years." 



Four-time GrammyBwinning Boyz II Men joins the North Carolina Symphony for one night only of their most 

famous hits like "I’ll Make Love To You," "End of the Road," "On Bended Knee" and many more. (Meymandi 
Concert Hall, Raleigh) 
http://www, ncsym phony, orq/events/index, cfm?view=details&viewref=calendar&detailid= 1011 &eid= 1744 

©PAC o http://WWWodpaCnCoCOm/ 

April 5 - 8:00 p.m. April 21 - 7:00 p.m. 



Carolina TBeate~ o h%~ WWWoCa~e~na%Bea%~eoe~even%So 

Ron K Brown Evidence 
With the music of Stevie Wonder 

Richard Smallwood & Vision 

¯ www.hiddenvoices.org - Please join this community effort to support Hidden Voices’ 2013 

work with veterans, students, teachers, and juvenile justice. 

Be a Blue Ribbon Mentor! Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate is a comprehensive support 

program for students in the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools. BR provides mentoring, tutoring, 

advocacy, enrichment, leadership training, and scholarship support services. 

http://www2.chccs.k12.nc.us/education/dept/dept.php?sectiondetailid=50082& 

Articles of Interest and great discussion material: 

Reduced Tuition for Select Majors? - To nudge students toward job-friendly degrees, the governor’s 

task force on higher education suggested recently that university tuition rates be frozen for three years 

for majors in "strategic areas," which would vary depending on supply and demand. An undergraduate 

student would pay less for a degree in engineering or biotechnology -- whose classes are among the 

most expensive for universities -- than for a degree in history or psychology. 

Read more - http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/10/education/florida-may- 

red uce-tuition-for-select-majors.html?pagewa nted=all& r=2& 

It’s Time for Black Scholars to Escape the Academic Plantation As you spend 

your career writing one research paper after another, you also teach classes, 

with many of them having only one or two black students. White folks have all 

the money, so the dominant paradigm in this model of academic imperialism is 



to disappear from the black community and use your PhD as your ticket to "Never Land." As a result of 

this antiquated approach to professional development, thousands of promising careers are ruined 

before they even begin. Our brightest minds are extracted from black America like barrels of oil from 

the soil of Nigeria. Even sadder is that the system to which so many black scholars dedicate their lives 

often leaves them used up, frustrated and feeling professionally worthless. Most predominantly white 

universities are willing to consider hiring black scholars for a few years, but almost never give them 

tenure, like the professional athlete who gladly sleeps with black women, but then runs off to marry 

the white girl. Read more of Dr. Boyce - http://www.yourblackworld.net/20:~2/04/featured- 

blo~ers/dr-boyce-its-time-for-black-schola rs-to-esca pe-the-academic-pla ntation/ 

3. Celebrating the Past, Chartering the Future - Commemorating 

50 Years of Black Students at Duke - 

Duke was one of the last major universities to desegregate. On March 

8, 1961, the Board of Trustees voted to desegregate the graduate and 

professional schools and the following year four African- American 

students matriculated to Duke graduate schools. They found a school 

with segregated restrooms and an entrance and section at Wallace 

Wade Stadium designated "colored." In 1963, the first five black 

undergraduates enrolled at Duke. At that time, the university had no 

black faculty, administrators or trustees. The first students encountered culture shock as they forever 

changed the fabric of the university, http://spotlight.duke.edu/50years/- Great website with lots of 

information! 

¯ Black First-Year Students at the Nation’s Leading Research Universities - For the 20th 

consecutive year, JBHE calculated and compared the percentages of African-American 

students in this fall’s entering classes at the nation’s highest-ranked research 

universities. Five years ago Columbia University headed the JBHE rankings for the first 

time. Now, for the sixth year in a row, Columbia has the highest percentage of Black 

first-year students among the 30 highest-ranking universities in the nation. UNC had an 

11.6% decrease in enrollment J:rom 2011 to 2012. http://www.]bhe.com/2012/12/ibhe-annual- 

survey-b~ack-~rst-year-students-at-the-nati~ns-ieading-research-universities-2~12/ 

¯ Links to online articles that may be of interest to our readers. The links presented direct 

the reader to articles from many different points of view that deal with issues of African 

Americans in higher education. 

1. How America’s Top Colleges Reflect (and Massively Distort) the Country’s Racial Evolution 
2. Toni Morrison: Goodness More Powerful Than Violence, Hate 
3. Meet One of Nigeria’s Youngest Ph.D. Holders 



1. Course Development Grant - To support the development of new courses that focus on African 

American studies broadly defined or the African diaspora 

2. Research Grant - To support projects, include a statement of the topic, an explanation of the 

significance of the proposed research, and a description of the methods or procedures to be used. 

3. Working Group Grant - To support the growth of new research and scholarship by sponsoring multi- 

and interdisciplinary cohorts of scholars and researchers (at least 4). This grant opens opportunities for 

engaged scholarship and provides the foundation for future proj ects with Working Group members and 

others. Funds may be used to sponsor meetings with scholars, activists from outside UNC, or to provide 

materials and logistical support for meetings/gatherings. 

All Grants are due Thursday, February 28, 2013 - http:iiiaar.unc.edui 

5~sL~er 7~I~~ is a student group for young women of color who would like to discuss any 

relational, transitional change that is impacting their ability to successfully be the best 

they can be. The group will discuss such topics as relationships, self-care, work/life 

balance, academic success, managing stress, self-image, and other topics that the group 

feels would be pertinent to their personal success and academic achievement. Feel free 

to bring your lunch! Facilitators include Dr. Ra~ Lundy and DeVetta Holman-Nash. 

Meetings begin on Wednesdays from 12:00 - 1:00 on the 3rd Floor Campus Health 

Services (311). Students can access additional information about the group at 

http://campushealth.unc.edu/caps/group-therapy (Click on Sister Talk) 

The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs launched the Carolina Millennial 

Scholars Program (CMSP) to assist minority males in their academic and professional 

development. Funding from the General Alumni Association allows 40 males to join a 

formal cohort that participates in workshops, mentoring and service activities. Contact: 

Marco Barker, Ph.D. at barker@unc.edu 

Faculty Women of Color - First annual Conference! April 3-5, 2013. Hosted by the University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign. This year’s conference will focus on Issues of Politics and Scholarship, featuring prominent 

keynotes and panelists. 

http:[[inclusiveillinois.illinois.edu/WCA/index.html 



The Caucus leadership is now partnering with the American Indian 

Center and the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative to share ideas, 

strategies, and feedback on issues of mutual interest on a monthly 

basis. 

Let us know what is on your mind 

Renew/Join the Caucus at http://www.unc.edu/cbc/joinform.htrnl 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Your CBC 2012-13 Leadership Team 

Larry Campbell - Chemistry 

Victoria Hammett - School of Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Ursula Little]ohn - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

O.J. McGhee - School of Public Health 

Verita Murrill - Office of Human Resources 

Nakenge Robertson - FPG Child Development Institute 

Deborah Stroman - Exercise and Sport Science 

Ambassadors for 2012-13: 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heal. In 

every heart, there is the power to do it." M. Williamson 





inclusion, and inclusive excellence 

Serving f~aculty, staff, students, alumni and 

Supported by the 2011 Academic Plan 



Implementation and comm~n~cation of our values, 
e~pectatio~s, a~d resoarces. ~l-b t~urthcr our goa~s as an 
inst~tutiom our commitment to d~versity and inclusion 

must be visibly implemented and widely communicated 

throughout the Un~vers~t), community and beyond, lib 

th~s en& we recommend the fbllowing: 

- Broaden the mandate and resources of the Of"f]ce o£ 
Diversity azd Mult~cu~tura~ Af~fhirs to reflect the 
Univers~t)?s dedication to more expazs~ve principles of 
equity azd ~zdus~on. Empower the Of"f~ce ofDivershy azd 
Mu~t~cu~tura~ Affh~rs azd ~ts staff to monitor progress 
toward University diversity goals. 



Increase connectedness and coordination 

~~PProvide a~construct and context for stakeholders 

Initiat~ 

~ 
progress 



Vice provost and chief diversity officer serves as 

Responsibb %r providing advisory guidance and 
recommendations for action 
Deans, chairs, faculty, and staff who are uniquely 
positioned to influence, impact, and implement 
strategies by virtue of their ro~es within the 

Divided into topica~ workgroups determined by 
institutional diversity data 



The [DIC will: 
- Connect: important diversity a~d inclusion stakeholders 

f?om across the University 
-Be convened by the vice provost and the DMA team 

fbr fbur sessions each academic year 
- Share institutional diversity priorities and progress 
- Update the Collaborative on the won of DMA, the 

Provost’s Committee on Inclusive Excellence 
Diversity a~d other diversity a~d inclusion progress 

- Assist in identif~,ing diversity and inclusion matters of 
interest 

- Serve as a~ internal advisou body to DMA 



Faculty, staff, and administrator 
representatives from diversity-related offices 
- AffinffyJ groups leaders 

- Center Heads 

-Department and organization Representatives 

- Committees and subcommittees des~gnees 

- Work or resource groups representatives 

- Council representatives 





Committed, engaged leadership 

Ca p    "de b y ° d" ol m us-w1 u -in an lnv vement 

ilterative reflection, assessment and 

o Collaboration and cooperation 

o Repr~or~tization of 

o Re~hinking traditional excellence and success 
models 



Initial charge 
given 

March 2013 

Workgroup 
memberships 

proposed 
April 2013 

Workgroup 
activity begins 

August 2013 



Initial 
convening 
February 2013 

Spring 
follow-up 
meeting 
April 2013 

Fall kick-off 
August 2013 



Leveraging our new diversity infrastructure to advance equity and inclusion recommendations 

Moving diversity by: addressing multiple issues, research, engaging responsible areas and departments, engaging 

administrators, developing strategies, formulating recommendations, having an audience of the provost and chancellor, 

get support to move forward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Sunday, 2:52 PM 

~email .unc.edtt~ 

,~!live.unc.edu> 

Re: CASPER 

Thales ! Send your information to i 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 8:29 PM, " @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> Who should I email with info if" ! found another contact for the CAS~ER databasel P.S. I tricked my advisor into letting me declare my exercise and sports science double majort I only 
have to take 7 classes per semester to finish it in time.. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

~@email.unc edu > 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/0 b2qC EXCHANGE;OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Sunday:                5:25 PM 

@live.unc.e&l> 

Connect 

I teach MWF 11:00 - 11:50 and T!R 12:30 - 1:45 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Str~a~ Ph,D, ~LU 
ENalore, E~g~f~e, E~ower, 

919,843~0336 

Congrats on being selected to Interview Weekend. Let’s chat face-to-face this week. ;) 

the End, we will re:trtember ~,.ot ~.l~e words of ol~:t’ enemies 

b~*t the silence of’ o*.~r fr:iends.~ -’ M.L Ki~g, Jr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

~live.unc¯edu> 

Brooks, Camille A <~amille brook@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In Ti~ne Conflict - 

Thanks 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng~je, E,~:~,lare, Ernt:~,owe~t 
9:19.843.0336 

! We may be finished reading by then, but you may also [:inish your program 

"Our lives begin ta end the day we become silent about things that matter, 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 5:46 AN 
To: Brooks, Camille A 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC Read-In Time Conflict - Myles Robinson 
Good Morning Ms. Brooks, 

My name is               I emailed you last night concerning the CBC Read-In (see message below)¯ 
However, I just checked my calendar and realized I have orientalion at the Business School that day fro,n 5-8pm. I know the Read-In ends at 9pm, so if there’s any 

chance I can be placed at the end of the program please let me know. 

I’m slill interested in reading I just have to show up late due to my prior commitment to Kenan- Flagler. Any assistance you can oiler is greatly appreciated¯ 

Have a great day, 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

Please excuse any Upos 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr~tm: (a)live.unc.edu> 

Date: 9:55:53 PM EST 

To: "Brooks, Camille" <._c_’_a_LrLi_]_l__e______b__ri~_?~Lk_~__u_!Lc_:__e__d_t_[> 
Cc:               )2_l_ j__Ke__:_~!_n___c_:_e___d____u> 

Subject: CBC Read-In 

Hi Ms. Brooks, 
I’d like to participate as reader tbr the CBC Read-In on 

Best, 

¯ I’d like to read "Sympathy" by Paul Laurence Dunbar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 10:14 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

PJ~: Connect 

’After class on Wednesday’,." Woot[e~ 315~ Thanks, 

Dr, Stroman 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,li), CLU 

939.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther 

From’- 

Sent: Sunday, 5:36 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah ~ 
Subject: Re: Connect 

Thanks! I have class 11-1150 on MWF as well so I’m free anytime after that. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:30 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi    , Congrats on being selected to Interview Weekend. Let’s chat face-to-face this week. ;) 

I teach MWF 11:00 - 11:50 and T/R 12:30-1:45 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 
Explore. E~gage. Empower, 

3~.5 Woolle~ - CB #8700 
Chapel Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

the End, we will re~ne~nber ~ot fl]e words of our enemies 

b~t the silence ef our friends,~ "" A’[,I~r King, It, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Resume and Cover letter for EXSS 

Received. That~ks John! 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

~V~artin Luther Kina, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 5:10 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Resume and Cover letter for EXSS 
Hi Dr. Stroman. Here is the cover letter and resume you needed for EXSS The cover letter was used for the internship I am currently working at while my resume has 
been revised since then for my Teach For America application. Hope this helps. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 2:14 PM 

~live.unc.edu:~ 

P,J:;: Interview for Journalism School Project 

Tomorrow is really hectic, I will be in my off:ice today a[:ter 4:4.5 p.m. If that doesn’t work I may have 2L5 minutes tomorrow at 2L0:30 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborsh L. Sl:romsn, Ph.D. CLU 

959.84.3.0335 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "The i~ ~he rew~rd." Chinese Proverb journey 

Sent: Monday, 1:58 PM 
To: St~oman, Deborah L 
Subject: Intewiew for Journalism School Project 
Hey, Professor Stroman! 
My name is            and I interviewed you a few months ago about the                    minor and I was wondering if I could possibly inte~iew you again for a 
p~oject I have in the journalism school. I am doing a p~oject on the Cha~lo~e Bobca~ potentially becoming the Charlo~e Hornets again and wanted to get a perspective from a 

professor in the entrepreneurship minor and thought you would be the pe~ect person. 
Is there any time at all this a~ernoon or tomorrow that I can come by for a quick in person intewiew to record? 
Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Monday, 2:32 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

[~: Daily T~x Heel inters’lOW 

~-fi, My schedule is very hectic tomorrow. Please speak clearly and leave a phone ~umber if I miss you. ;) Tha~ks! 

Dr, Stroman 

Reg~rds~ 

[,"eborl;h L. Sl:romlm, Ph.D, CLU 

959.84.3.0335 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "The is ~he reward." Chinese Proverb .~ourne~ 

Se~t: Monday, 2:2~ PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Daily Tar Heel inte~iew 

Dr. Deborah Stroman, 
Hi~ Hy name is             and ] am a repo~er for the Daily Tar Heel. ~ am writing an a~icle about the upcoming even~ on campus for Black Histo~ Month. rm hoping to 
ask you a few questions about this ~morrow over the phone. Please just let me know if this would work for you and what time would be best. 
Than~ 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:37 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

l~E: Daily ’I’~:r Heel inter~’lew 

5:00? 

Regards, 

D~:_~borah L Stromarh Ph.D. CLU 

919.E~.43.0336 

Twitter-- @drstroman 

L "The journey is the reward, Chinese Proverb 
tt 

Sent: Monday, 2:35 PH 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet: RE: Daily Tar Heel interview 
Actually, I meant to say today in the email[ So sor~ about the confusion. Is there any chance you have time today? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 2:32 PM 
To 
Subject: RE: Daily Tar Heel interview 

Hi. My schedule is very hectic tomorrow. Please speak clearly and leave a phone number it:l r~iss you. ;) Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stromm~, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.033~ 

L "The journey i~ ~he reward, Chines~ Proverb 

Sent: Monday, 2:21 PH 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t: Daily Tar Heel intewiew 
Dr. Deborah Stroman. 
Hi[ Hy name is             and I am a repo~er for the Da~ly Tar Heel. I am writing an a~icle about the upcoming evenN on campus for Black Histo~ Honth. rm hoping to 
ask you a few questions about this ~morrow over the phone. Please just let me know if this would work for you and what time would be best. 

Than~ 

_@Jj__v__e_,_U__n_c_~__e__d__U 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu-> 

l~E: Daily ’I’~r Heel inter~’lew 

Okay. 

Regards, 

[)~-:~borah L. Stroman, Ph,[). 

919.843.0336 

Twitter-- @drstroman 

L "The journey is the reword. Chinese Proverb 

From’, 
Sent: Monday, 2:38 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah £ 
Subje¢t: RE: Daily Tar Heel interview 
That sounds great[ I will be calling you then. 
Thanks so mucN 
Ta~n Roths~in 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:36 PM 
To’, 
Subject: RE: Daily Tar Heel interview 

5:00? 

R~-’_!ga r d s~ 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

"The journey is the reward. Chinese Proverb 

From: 
Sent; Monday, 2:35 PN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~E: Daily Tar Heel interview 
Actually, I meant ~ say ~day in the email[ So sor~ about the confusion. Is there any chance you have time today? 

-Ta~n Rothstein 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Daily Tar Heel interview 

Hi. My schedule is very hectic tomorrow. Please speak clearly and leave a phone number if I miss you. ;) Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

R~-_~ga r d s, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

"The journey i~ the reward. Chinese Proverb 

Sent: Monday, 2:2~ PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Daily Tar Heel intewiew 

Dr. Deborah Stroman, 
Hi~ Ny name is             and 1 am a repo~er for the Daily Tar Heel. I am writing an a~icle about the upcoming evenN on campus for Black Histo~ Honth. rm hoping 
ask you a few questions about this tomorrow over the phone. Please just let me know if this would work for you and what time would be best. 

Than~ 

trothste@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, February 4, 2013 2:47 PM 

nc.rr.com 

l~W: Discussion Topic? 

What do Vou think? 

Regi~rds, 

Debor~;h L. Strom~;n, Ph.D, CLU 

9~9.84.3.0336 

Twitter- @d~stroman 

"The ~ ~he rew~rd." Ch~n~e Proverb journey 

Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 2:40 PM 
Subject: Discussion Topic? 

http,’//w~’u’~ thestar, com/lifO/2Oi3/O2iO4iwerla,s’tiuN lc~’e is a myth author savs~html 

,., This could be an interesting discussion r~,~r sparkling cid~" or a~ythmg else bubbly! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:12 PM 

~live.unc.edu 

SPCL 

The form is here: httpi//careers.unc.eduiforms/spc!-5OO.htm! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science - exss.unc.edu 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "To be in world tha~ is make else is the W~ldo Emerson ~rying you R~lph 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS~CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday,               3:14 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

SPCL 

The form is here: http://careers.unc.eduiforms/spcl-5OO.html 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science - exss,unc.edu 

Twitter- @drstroman 

l "~To be yoursei[ in a world tidal is constantly trying to make you ~omethitN else is the greatest ac¢ornpli~hment." Ralph W~ldo Emerson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 3:34 PM 

Salyer, Sherry I, <salyer@email.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu~~ 

I~E: Setling up an appointment 

Feel free to schedule an appointment with me through Academic Advising at http://advising.unc.edu/SeeAnAdvisor 

I am also available in my Woollen 315 office bv appointment, 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "The i~ the reward." Chinese Proverb ~ourney 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent= Nonday, 2:54 PN 
To= 
~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Se~ing up an appointment 

. ~ suggest starting w~th Dr. Stromam 

~re you on our l~5tserv? 

Fmm~ 
Sent= Sunday, 10:20 PH 
T~= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= Se~ing up an appointment 
Good evening Dr. Salyer, 

My name is              and I am a sophomore. I recently declared     as my major last semester and I haven’t taken a class in the EXSS yet. was wondering if I could 

set up an appointment to come talk to you about the major and what I need to do in order to fulfill all my core requirements on time. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS 

Hi Sorry about the decision. Please let me know if I can be of Ihlther assistance to you Have a great experience! 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

919843.0336 

Twitter - @drstroman 

"The journey is the reward." Chinese Proverb 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Salyer, Sherp,~ L 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:29 PM 
To 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

There were new policies in place this year from internships and independent studies. That deadline passed after the :first week of class. At this point, I am not sure ANYONE in our 
dept can add you. I will check tomorrow. If we add it would be the decision of the chair. Do not get your hopes up and anticipate a "no" decision 

I have copied Dr. Stroman and Dr Guskiewicz (our chair) on this email. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: EXSS 

3:36 PM 

Dr. Salyer, 

My name ~s             and I am an                  malor I met with Dr. Stroman this morning about adding EXSS    to my schedule so that I can get some credit for my internship 
with the Carolina RaiHawks this spring. She filled out an Add/Drop form for me and told me to take it to academic advising in order to be added to the class I went to academic advising and 
the?" told me they don’t have the power to add me to the class at this point and that I needed to meet with you and/or an academic dean. I know your office hours are 11-12:15 tom~)rrow. I 
have a class in woolen during that period. Would it be possible to come by right after that to meet with you for a few minutes? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:47 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Questions from Prospective Transfer Student 

Hi     Thanks for your inquiry. In addition to the general major, EXSS curriculum offers focused study in athletic training, exemse physiology, and sport administration. Since you 

express interest in physical therapy, I suggest that our general major of EXSS would be most appropriate. 

The American Physical Therapy Association (_h__t__t_RLi__i___w____w___w__:__a_Rt___a_:_o__£g) is most helpful for reviewing course requirements for PT school. Use their search engine 

(htt p ://www.a pta .o rg/A M/Tern p la te. cfm ?Sect ion= Prospect ire_Students&Tern p la te=/A PTAA P PS/gtu de n t: P rogra m s/pt:progra m select .cfm) to find schools of interest and their 
specific requirements. You want to make sure you take the courses early enough here at UNC and not be surprised by a course prerequisite during your senior year. 

The university does have a PT school within the Department of Allied Health Sciences. The academic programs are for students who already have an undergraduate degree and are 

interested in a doctorate. (Most programs now only offer doctoral study.) Please visit ~tp..iiwww:m~d:9~5.eduia h~!’phy~!c~!! 

Transferring Your Courses Information- http://admissions.unc.edu/ApplyiTransfer Students/Transferring Courses.html 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

R~-:~ga rds, 

D~-:~borah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CU_i 

919,843,0336 

Twi~ter-- @drstroman 

[ "The journey i~ the reward." Chinese Proverb ] 

From; Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent; Friday, :tO: 29 AM 
To; 
~¢; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Questions from Prospective Transfer Student 
Hi    . glad you are interested in UNC. I have forwarded your email ~o Dr. Stroma~ for her response. 

From; [~ailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 6::t6 PN 
To; Salyer, Sherry L 
(:¢; IVlom 
Subject; Questions from Prospective Transfer Student 

Dear Dr. Salyer, 

My name is and I am very interested in transferring to the University of North Carolina next fall. I am currently finishing my second year at 

My career goal is becoming a physical therapist. Will the General Major option in the Department of Exercise and Sport Science prepare me to apply to 
graduate school for Physical Therapy? Or would there be a more appropriate major? 

Since applications are due soon, I need to determine which major I should pursue and if I meet the prerequisite requirements for that major. Attached is 
my community college course listing and my college transfer profile. Could you please evaluate my completed courses and provide guidance as to what 
options would be available to me? 

I toured the UNC campus several years ago while my brother was looking at colleges. Now that it is time for me to decide where I will transfer to, Chapel 

Hill immediately came to mind. 

Thank you very much for your time, I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:50 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

interest in program 

~-Ii The first step is to gain admission to the university. At:tot you are admitted, students rnay declare the i major. There is no special application to do 

this action. 

Yes, is a part of our department P~ease visit [or more detai~s on our undergraduate program. You wil~ also 5rid ~:he listing 

of the courses required to graduate with an     degree. 

Let me know if you have any add~tiona~ questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah [. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

From= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent= Monday, ii:24 PM 
To~ 
Ce~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: interest in program 

D r. ~l:ro ma t~ ~ n d ~ ca te~ tha [: yo u a Iso e nla ~ ~ ed h er. A wo rd o [ ca t~ ~ on. To a vo~ d n ee d ~ e~s d u pl ~ ca ti.:~ o~ e [fo rts, I wo u ~ d s t~gges [: ot~ I y e nla ~ ~ ng o~1 e con ta c1: 

person {LMs is a selfish request on our beha~l:). Both Dr. Stroman and I get 25-50+ ema~ls a day requestk~g advice, genera~ ~n[:ormatior~, program b~formation, course 

Lransfer questions, he~p w~th eligibility issues, etc. 

~ suggest e~ther ema~l all people at once in the same ema~ so everyone you ema~ed w~] know who was contacted. ~f Dr~ Stroman had typed a ~engthy response 

and I had aswel~, neither of us wou~d be happyto know that we both did what one could have done. 

lh~s ~s a ~:~me issue, as ~ hope you unders~:and. We are very happy to ass~s~: you m any way ~)ossiMe~ 

Did you enra~ others on the EXSS facuky? ][: so, p~ease emai~ them bad( and Le~] them that your questions have/will be addressed. Dr. Stroman wifl be he~ping you 

OuL 

Good luck. 

Fmm~ ’ [mailto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent~ Monday, 4:ll PM 
To~ Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject~ ’ interest in program 

Hi, my name is and I am loo~ng to tr~sfer k~ t~e U~versi~ of No~ Carolina ~ a junior tNs fall. One thing that I have always loved is s~gs. and I found 

this program when I was loo~ng into closes that had spogs. I ~ow t~at while tNs program h~ classes like spas management and s~s marketing, that tNs 

depa~ment focuses on ~e ~ience ~rt of s~ li~e physicaJ therapy and mediciue aud such. I would ~ ve~’ interested in ~kJng the busiuess classes of this program, 

like fl~e management and mazketing, etc. I just took a tour of the campus, and I read in a school news~per fl~at one of the candidates mm~ng Ibr class president is a 

major. I was wondering iffl~at major I~l~ in~ your depa~ment, because I would absolutely ~ intems~d in raking ~at major. I was a~ won&dug 
if it was possible to major in without ~kJng the morn medicaJ c]asse~ or how I could coufigum file cu~culum in a way that would aJlow me 

to beco~ne a m~ior, for example. Plea~ let me ~ow if it would be possible, uuder ~is depa~meut, to be able to be a 

m~ioc and what steps I can ~ke to make that happen, lfifs a complicated auswec I would be able to caJl and go over eve~Nng on file phoue if that is 

easier. ThaNe you for ~gur time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:55 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Summer internship question 

You can’t enroll in the [2XSS course. I enroll the students. 

:1.. I need a letter from one of the coaches stating that you are the 

?-. Once you receive the i[?ternship, ~ ca[? then wr~te a leLter to the 

]ext year. 

showing that you will receive academic credit, If the need credit 

co]]firmatio[~ be[ore you are accepted, have ~he contact perso[~ reach ouL Lo me d~rectly, 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "The journey is the reward, Chinese Proverb 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:33 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Summer internship question 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thanks for the link that really helps a lot. I am currently a this year but I will be stay~ng for a fi~h year ~ be the team ne~ year, 
allowing me to be a full time student ne~ fall. Are there specific s~ps that need to be taken for me to get course credit or can I just enroll online for the summer and then 
proceed with my internship? 
ThanB again for the help~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:07 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Summer internship question 

EXSS    is the course for majors interested in receiving academic credit tbr a field experience. 

What year are you? That is, is this your finaJ semesler at UNC? If so, it is too late to em~311 in the course for spriug 

are a full-time student enrolled in the thll ;emester. 

Dr. Stromau 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is irnpossibkU’ 

From:, ~-)live.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 11:22 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Summer internship question 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, 
My name is         , I was recently in contact with you about the Sport Business Club. I am currently applying for several internship, one of which is a Basketball 
Operations internship with the               One of my good friends~            held a similar position with the                 last summer. One of the 
requirements for the position is the ability to gain course credit for the position during the summer, and I was wondering if you had any insight into how I would be able to do 
that. This sounds like a great opportunity of which I am very excited for, so if you can offer any assistance or know somebody who can I would really appreciate it. Thanks for 
taking the time to read this email and I look forward to hearing back from you. 
Thanks again, 

setnester. Summer term is only an option if you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 3:56 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Interview for Journalism School l?roject 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter-- C@drstroman 

"The journey is the reword. Chinese Proverb 

Sent~ Monday, 3:33 PH 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Intewiew for Journalism School Project 
Hey Dr. Stroman[ 
If i~s okay with you I could come by right around 4:50 today? 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 7:13 PM 
To= 
Subject: RE: Interview for Journalism School Project 

Hi       Tomorrow is really hectic. I will be in rny office today after 4:45 p.m. If that doesn’t work I may have 15 minutes tomorrow at 10:30 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.033~ 

i’w~ [:[er - @drsl:rofTH~l 

L "The journey is the rew~rd. Chinese Proverb 
tt 

Sent= Monday, ~:58 PH 
To= Stroman, DeBorah L 
Subjeet; In~wiew for Journalism School Project 
Hey, Professor Stroman~ 
Ny name is           and I interviewed you a few months ago about the                    minor and I was wondering if ~ could possibly intewiew you again for a 
project I have in the journalism school. I am doing a project on the Charlo~e Bobca~ po~ntially becoming the Charlo~e Hornets again and waned to get a perspective from a 

professor in the entrepreneurship minor and thought you would be the perfect person. 
Is there any time at all this a~rnoon or tomorrow that I can come by for a quick in person inte~iew to record? 
Thank you so mucN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:36 PM 

~live.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: Internship Opportunity 

Hi      . You are a general major. The general major does not have a course for academic credit for internships~ I will refer you to SPCL 

The form is here: http:/!careers.unc.edu!forms 

Let me k~ow ~f you have ~tW other 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internship Opportunity 
Professor Stroman, 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter. 

Martin Luther King, Jr, 

4:19 PM 

Thank you again for letting me use your stapler the other day! I hope that everything is continuing to go well for you this semester. I am emailing you because I have the 
opportunity to participate in an internship this summer, but one of the requirements is that it must be able to receive credit for it. I know you are the person to talk to in 
reference to these type of matters so I have attached the Internship brochure as well as provided a link to the website, to see if you could give me some insight to as if I would 
be able to do this for credit. I look forward to hearing from you! 

GO PLAY: htt£;//www.goplayinc.com[www.goplayinc.com/Home Page.html 

Best, 

Mobile: 

E-mail: ~live unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:37 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Exss    [~equirements 

Received. Thanks Zoe! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
FrOl:q 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sublect: Exss    Requirements 

4:13 PM 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached are my Sports Business Journal receipt, Plagiarism Tutorial certificate, resume, and cover letter. I have emailed Robin Bermington for the Student Professional Liability Insurance, 
and ! will send you the receipt ~2~r that once l have it. 

’]?hanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday 4:38 PM 

~live.unc.edu.* 

I~B: Interview for Journalism School Project 

Woollen 315 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9"19.843,0336 

Martin Luther King, 

}=tom-" 

Sent: Monday, 4:0:t PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah £ 
Subject: RE: Interview for Journalism School Project 
Thank you! Where is your office? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 8:56 PM 
To-" 
Subject; RE: Interview for Journalism School Project 

Yes, 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

T~,itter- @drstroman 

__l "The journey is the reword." Chinese Proverb 

From: 
Sent; Honday, ~ 3:33 PH 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt= RE: ~ntewiew for 3ournalism School Project 
Hey Dr. Stroman~ 
~f i~s okay with you ~ could come by dght around ~:50 ~day? 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7::t3 PM 
To; 
Subjee;~; RE: Interview for Journalism School Project 

Hi      . Tomorrow is really hectic. I will be in my office today after 4:4.5 p.m~ If that doesn’t work I may have :1.5 minutes tomorrow at :10:30 

Dr, Stroman 

Regards~ 

Debora~-~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

~ "The journey i~ the reword." Chinese Proverb 

Sent= Honday, ~:58 PH 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ject~ ]ntewiew for 3ournalism School Project 
Hey, Professor Stroman~ 
Hy name is           and ] interviewed you a few months ago about the                    minor and ] was wondering if ] could possibly inte~iew you again for a 
project ] have in the journalism school. ] am doing a project on the Charlene Bobca~ potentially becoming the Charlene Hornets again and wanted to get a perspective from a 
professor in the entrepreneursNp minor and thought you would be the perfect person. 
~s there any time at all this a~rnoon or tomorrow that ] can come by for a quick in person in~wiew to record? 
Thank you so mucM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 5:47 PM 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 
<vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, 
Ursula Eunice <ursula littlej ohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; 
Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sibby Anderson-Thompkins <sibby@email.unc.edu>; rac@unc.edu; Cox, La Jeune J 
<lajeune_cox@unc.edu>; drherb@unc.edu; Daye, Charles 15;. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; carol_nicholson@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R 
<rparsons@email.unc.edu>; tony.patterson@unc.edu; Wynn, Jacqueline Rollins 
<jacqueline_wynn@med.unc.edu>; Agbeblewu, Samantha A 
<agbeblew@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna 
D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, James Gregg <james.moore@unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L 
<dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis <claudis~oolk@med.unc.edu>; Woodard, 
Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; 
Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; diane_baker@dentistry.unc.edu; McCoy, Gretchen 
L <gretchen_mccoy@unc.edu>; overton@psafety.unc.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae <nikkia@unc.edu>; kathy_ramsey@dentistry.unc.edu; ashalla@unc.edu; Malone, 
Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Iruka, Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; 
Winn, Donna-Marie (2 <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; Byars, Queenie Arlethia 
<qbyars@email.unc.edu>; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; jo- 
ann_blake@dentistry.unc.edu; c.powell@unc.edu; cfletch@med.unc.edu; Roberts, Yetta 
<yroberts@email.unc.edu>; kking@uncaa.unc.edu; Dancy, Frances 
<frances_dancy@unc.edu>; carla whiteharris@unc.edu; Collins, Michelle (2hristin 
<mcc@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R <diane.webster@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry 
(lecamp@email.unc.edu); Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; 
Smith, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edu>; Toone, Damon E 
<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; 
bcshuford@unc.edu; Holliday, (2orey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; (2aldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Sims Evans, (2harletta 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; j ackie~oierce@unc.edu; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; 
Townsend, Davon <davon_townsend@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia 
<avia mainor@unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; Alexander, G. Rumay 
<rumay@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; 
ann~oenn@unc.edu; Hewett, Stacie B <stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; 
mgburney@northcarolina.edu; Streeter, Charles D <streeter@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda 
Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lewis, Eileen <lewise@email.unc.edu>; 
afall@unc.edu; twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; josmell@unc.edu; gwen_burston@unc.edu; Brooks, Camille 
A <camille_brooks@unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jt]ordan@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Whitney 
<whitney_robinson@unc.edu>; vickie_suggs@unc.edu; Ballen, Martina K 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<mballen@email.unc.edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L <dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Crisp, 
Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu>; 
Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu> 
Read-In 2013 

CBC Read-In 2013 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

Hi Caucus and friends. It is time for the third annual CBC Read-In. This wonderful event has brought many tears and 

smiles to our community. The reading of works by Black authors is very powerful. We also sprinkle in the beauty of 

dance and Spoken Word. The evening ends with a very tasty selection from the various cuisine of our culture. 

Please join us on Thursday, February 21 at 6:00 p.m. (Stone Center) 

Tell your associates and family. All are welcome! 

If you would like to read, please send a reply or a note to Verita Murrill (verita murrill~unc.edu)ASAP. We are limiting 

the number of readers this year so we can expand on the fellowship time (i.e., the food gathering). Lol. 

Thanks for your support! 

The Read-In Committee 

Camille Brooks, I/erita Murrill, Del/etta Holman IVash, Wayne Blair, Debra Watkins, Shauna Collier, and Debby 

Stroman 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 12:42 PM 

Peggy Jablonski <~ _ @gmail.com> 

l~W: INFORMATIONAL: Depu~ Title IX Officer/Student Complaint Coordinator 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D C],U 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobo@@notil}’.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behal:t’Ofno reply@unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 10:20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subj ec t: IN[~’O RMA TIONAI,: Deputy Title IX Ofl’icer/Student Complaint Coordinator 

To the Carolina Community: 

I am pleased to announce the appointment of Ew Quimbaya-Winship (EW) as the I)eputy Title IX Officer/Student Complaint Coordinator reporting to the Vice Chancellor for Student 
Afl~irs. This position will serve as the primap), point of contact to advise students and receive reports of harassment or discrimination against students pursuant to all applicable L’niversity 
policies, including the Policy on Prohibited Harassment, Including Sexual Violence, and Discrimination (http://wwwunc.edu/campus/policies/harassanddiscrimpd~. In collaboration with the 
Umversity’s Equal OpportunityiADA Office and units throughout Student Alt~irs, this position will direct students to appropriate campus and community resources, advise students of the 
processes for responding to complaints, coordinate the investigation and resolution of complaints against students, and monitor the University’s compliance with statutory and regulatory 
requirements as it relates to coraplaints ofharassraent or discrimination. The position will also play a large role in developing education and training programs for all members of the campus 
cormnuni~’. 

EW is curruntly the director of the violence prevention program and Title IX Coordinator at Warren Wilson College in Asheville, North Carolina. He has fifteen years of experience in the 
field of sexual and interpersonal violence prevention and response. His appointment is the result of a national search and input from facul~’, students and staff. 

EW will begin his tenure at Carolina on Monday, March 11,2013. I wish to provide special thanks to members of the search corrm~ittee who participated in the selection process for this 
position. I am excited to welcome EW to Carolina and look forward to his work. 

Sincerely-, 

Winston B. Crisp 
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

UNC Student Affairs: Fostering Studunt Learning and Success 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated that the?, do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at 
http:i/mv.unc.edu, and select "Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:47 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Hi 

Dr, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

93%843,0336 

¯ I teach MWF 1I:00 a.rn, and on T/R at 12:30. How is your schedule next week- Wednesday be[:ore 10:30 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther Kinq, Jr. 

From’- 

Sent: Wednesday, ’, 12:59 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; 

Hello, 
My name is, . I am a    year at UNC and a beginning member of Carolina Sports Business Club. I am majoring in and am working towards getting 

into the        School¯ I want to do something in the area of                           a lot like             . I was wondering if I could sit down with you one 
day soon and pick your brain about networking, sports, internships, experience, and leadership. I am a very determined student and I believe with your help I could get ahead 
in the business world. 
Thank you for considering my request¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, ~ 12:52 PM 

ttinton, Reggie <hinton@email.unc.edu> 

Help! 

Hi Reggie. Please respond back to I 

Thanks! 

Deborah IL, Stro~a~, Ph,Do CILU 
Ex~oreo ~ngage, ~mpower, 

v~,ex~,unc,edu ............................................. 

9~9,g43,033~ 

asap. ;) 

~h~ tl~e End. we wi]] remember net ’~he words of out’ enemies 

bvl ~he sJle~ce of o~r ~rie~,ds.~ --’ M.L. King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 12:54 PM 

Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

Expo 

Hi Taren. As per our last chat, please connect with 

Thanks for your insight and guidance. 

FYI - I will be there at the football event tonight. 

Thanks! 

E~lore, Er~g~e, E~ower, 

w~,ex~,unc,ed u 
3~5 Woo~le~ ~ CB #8700 

919,843,033~ 

asap regarding the Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo. We are considering the Blue Zone. 

the E~d, we will remember ~,.o* ~l~e word8 of ola:t’ ene:mies 

b~ttthe ~:ilence of our friends.~’-, M.L Ki~g, jr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, FebruatT 6, 2013 5:59 PM 

Ma~Jna Ballen <mballen@nncaa.nnc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In 2013 

Great! Thanks. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah D Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

9L~ 9.843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ ~e become silent about thin~s that 
Matin Luther King, 

From= Ha~ina Ballen [mail~o:mballen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Februa~ 05, 20~3 5:5~ PH 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: CBC Read4n 20~3 

Yes, Debbie. ~ am available to read on the 2~st at 5pro. 

Martina 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell ( 
Fax (919) 962-0125 
mballen (~un caa.unc.ed~ 
>>> "5troman, Deborah L" <_d_5__t_r__o__~__u__~?__c_:gc_!__u_> 2/4/2013 5:29 PM >>> 

Hi Martina. It’s Read-In Night time! I hope you can join us this year for the wonderful celebration. The readers and artists are ready to go and the food will be 

scrumptious! 

Thursday, Feb. 21 - 6:00 p.m. 

Please let me know if you can read! 

d 

Deborah Lo S~ror~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, En~J~ge. Empower° 

¢~apel Hil~ Re 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)c, 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 6:00 PM 

Brooks, Camille A <camille brooks@unc.edu>; ’Verita Mumll’ <ve6ta murrill@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC Read-In 2013 

Do Good. 

Deborah [,, Srroman, Pb,D. CLU 

9] 9,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we become silent about thin~s that matter." 

Ma~n Luther King, 

F~m: Ma~na BMIen [maHto:mbaHen~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Semt: ~ednesday, FebFua~ 06, 2013 5:51 P~ 
To: StFoman, DeboFah L 
Sub~e~t: Re: CBC Read-In 2013 
Ves, Debb~e. I am awHable to Fead on the 21st at 6pro. 
Martina 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics m~d CFO 

The University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel ttill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell ( 
Fsux (919) 962-0125 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 2/4/2013 5:29 PM >>> 

Hi Martina. It’s Read-In Night time! ~ hope you can join us this year for the wondeffu~ celebration. The readers and artists are ready to go and the food will be 

scrumptious! 

Thursday, Feb. 21 - 6:00 p.m. 

Please let me know if you can read! 

d 

Deborah L: Stro~ Ph.D. CLU 
~plore, ~ga~e, ~mpower~ 

3~5 W~o~len - CB #~700 

the g~c!, we will re:member ~,.ot the words of ola:t’ ene:mies 

the sil~znce ofot~r friends.~-, M.L Ki~g, jr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, ~ 9:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS-SA 

Same as regular colnmenceineut. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On ~ at 7:40 PM, ’ 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am emailing you to ask when is the departmental graduation for 

.- Oue hour after the big ceremony in Kenan. 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

? ThankYou 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 3:54 PM 

@gmail.com 

Kenan Inslitute - Thanks! 

Hi Governor. Just a short note of thanks for your advisory work with the Kenan Institute and service to North Carolina. We actually met the first time when you 

spoke at Coach Hatchell’s church last year. ;) 

Continued success and blessing to you! 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L, Stro~na~, Ph,D, CLU 

3~5 ~l~n ~ ~B #8700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday.               4:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Careers Doc 

Careers in Spo~ Admims’tration.docx 

Hi    [ See attachment. 

Nave a great evening! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stror~an, Ph,D, CLU 
Ex-~ore, Engage, Empower° 
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